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102 Marinda Dr., Fairfax, CA 94930 / 415-534-6970 / RossValleyCharter.org 

NOVEMBER 30, 2020 

VIA: EMAIL 
CharterAppeals@cde.ca.gov 

Stephanie Farland, Director 
Charter Schools Division 
California Department of Education 
1430 N Street, Suite 5401 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Ross Valley Charter Renewal Petition Appeal to the State Board of Education 

Dear Director Farland: 

This letter serves as Ross Valley Charter’s (“RVC” or the “Charter School”) appeal of the 
denial of its charter renewal petition by the Ross Valley School District (“RVSD” or the 
“District”) to the State Board of Education (“SBE”), as provided for in Education Code Sections 
47605.9(b) and 47607(k)(1)(B), and Title 5, California Code of Regulations (“5 CCR”) Section 
11966.6. 

These laws require that RVC, currently an SBE-authorized charter school, submit its 
renewal charter first to RVSD, the school district within whose boundaries the Charter School is 
located. RVC followed this requirement, and RVSD denied the renewal charter on November 10, 
2020. In this appeal, the Charter School is entitled to a de novo review of its charter by the SBE, 
in accordance with Education Code Sections 47605.9(b) and 47607(k)(1)(B). 

BACKGROUND 

As for many new charter schools, facilities concerns dominated RVC’s first few years of 
operation.  During its first two years of operation, RVC required utilization of Proposition 39 
(“Prop 39”) legal rights to secure a facility, as the District would not rent a vacant District school 
campus as RVC had hoped in its original petition, and no other facilities options were available 
in the community. Engaging in this process forced RVC to delay the Charter School’s opening 
by one year. RVC had expressed a willingness in its Prop 39 request to divide its school onto two 
District elementary campuses, so that no District students would be displaced. Instead, the 
District placed RVC in the standalone 6th grade building on its one middle school campus and 
integrated its 6th graders into the newly constructed 7th and 8th grade buildings, creating crowded 
conditions in those buildings and mixing 6th graders with 7th and 8th graders. 

The result was widespread unhappiness in the District parent community, organized by a 
relatively small group working closely with the then-District Superintendent, to drive down 
enrollment in our school. Thousands of dollars were spent on yard signs with messages such as 
“Go Public, Not Charter.” Despite the misinformation campaign, RVC has grown its enrollment 
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from 124 students at its opening in September 2017 to 162 by the end of its first year, to 203 as 
of the CBEDS submission date in October 2020. 

In late April of 2019, at the end of its second year of operation, a school facility in 
Fairfax large enough to accommodate RVC, and within RVSD boundaries, became available 
with the closure of a private school at that location. RVC jumped at this opportunity to heal the 
community controversy, and on May 1, 2019 signed a 9-year lease to use that facility starting in 
June 2019. 

I am gratified to report to you this move has not only provided us with a beautiful long-
term home for our school, it has also had the intended effect of healing much of the rift in the 
Ross Valley parent community. All but a few of the yard signs have come down. Aggressive 
tactics to intimidate parents to not enroll their children at RVC, such as protesting in front of the 
school during open houses, have stopped. We are pleased to find that there were only four letters 
of opposition presented at either the public hearing or decision meeting of the District Board. 

With a proven track record of academic success and a new facility, RVC had hoped that 
it could turn the page with the District Board and new District staff leadership as well, but as the 
rest of this letter reflects, that did not happen. The Charter School reached out to the District 
Superintendent to open a new chapter with the renewal request, hoping for some dialogue before 
we submitted the petition, but as was the case five years ago, that offer was declined. After RVC 
submitted its petition, there was not one question asked for clarification, only a request for an 
enormous amount of documentation which RVC timely provided and is included in Tab 6 of this 
appeal. 

In its findings denying our renewal petition, instead of focusing on the education we are 
providing our students, the District focused primarily on the governance of RVC.  Five years 
ago, the primary criticism of the proposed charter school before the SBE was that RVC was 
going to discriminate against English Learners and the Economically Disadvantaged students. 
Reality has not born this out. 

On a percentage basis in 2019-20, RVC had 458% more English Learners (20.1% vs 
3.6%) and 193% more Free and Reduced Price Lunch students (28.4% vs 9.7%) than the 
District, yet outperformed the District on average on state Math, ELA and Science scores in the 
spring of 2019. These results are presented on pages 27-30 of the petition. The results themselves 
imply strong governance, as we have more than accomplished our initial goals of having a 
diverse student body and a strong academic program.  

Indeed, but for the suspension and chronic absenteeism results reported through the 
California School Dashboard, RVC would have qualified as a high-performing charter school, 
with default approval of its renewal, and the possibility of a seven-year charter term. RVC went 
from zero suspensions in 2017-18, to two suspensions in 2018-19, which resulted in a “yellow” 
Dashboard indicator, due to the “change” component of the calculation.  RVC also addressed the 
underlying causes of its chronic absenteeism rate, and the student-centered solutions it is 
implementing, in its response to the District’s findings for denial of the renewal charter. 
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Seeking a reason to deny our renewal, 18 days after we submitted our petition, District 
Counsel sent a letter of complaint with the Marin County Superintendent of Schools accusing 
RVC of committing criminal fraud in its Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) application and 
asking for an investigation. (See Tab 5a.) This unfounded accusation then became the 
centerpiece of its denial findings after having been rehashed in a Notice of Violation (discussed 
below). 

The Marin County Office of Education Superintendent forwarded this complaint to the 
Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team (“FCMAT”). After a one-month thorough 
review of the facts and the law, FCMAT responded to the County Superintendent that the 
concerns and allegations raised by the District were insufficient to justify an extraordinary audit 
by FCMAT and recommended the Superintendent not audit or investigate the Charter School, 
either (see Tab 5i). In a letter to the District on the same day as the FCMAT letter, the County 
Superintendent agreed (see Tab 5j). RVC’s preliminary response to the District’s letter and a 
more thorough response to the subsequent Notice of Violation related to this PPP loan, can be 
found in Tab 5c and Tab 5k of the appeal record. 

Like many charter schools around California, and with the support of our County 
Business Office, RVC did apply for and receive a $270,563 PPP loan in May of 2020. Because 
of the subsequent deferral of state aid from June to July 2020, without this PPP loan, RVC would 
not have had sufficient cash to meet its financial obligations in July of 2020, despite having a 
12% reserve. 

In terms of governance, the Charter School has had a remarkably stable board and staff 
for the three year and a half years it has operated the school. The only board turnover happened 
as a result of Board Member Kristi Kimball no longer being a parent at the school due to moving 
to the South Bay. The resulting vacancy of her parent board position was filled by a Latina 
parent to represent our growing Spanish speaking parent body, and Ms. Kimball continued to 
serve on the board as a community member until this Fall. Her letter of support is in Tab 7a. 

The 56 letters of support from RVC families (Tab 7b) give an indication of the need that 
RVC is meeting, and the support in our community, as do the results of our student and parent 
survey on page 17 of the petition. 

The letter in Tab 7c submitted to the District by Ms. Kepley at its November 10 decision 
meeting reflects the progress we have made in healing the divisiveness in our community. (Tab 
3b) 

CURRENT STATUS OF FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS 

The District has repeatedly expressed concern about a barrier removal project on our 
facility, as well as an upgraded fire and life safety system. As the California Department of 
Education (“CDE”) is aware, RVC’s facility complies with Americans with Disabilities Act 
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(“ADA”) requirements. The site was constructed before the ADA became law and had been used 
continuously as a private school for decades. When RVC took possession of the facility, after 
Cascade Canyon School ceased operation in June of 2019, the Charter School agreed with CDE 
staff that it should undertake a barrier removal project to ensure that any disabled student or 
parent had full access to the Charter School’s educational offerings. RVC has spent the past year 
working on this project. 

RVSD had wanted to use this as evidence of a claim that we were unable to serve the 
needs of our students. To be noted, RVC, like RVSD, had been operating school entirely through 
distance learning from March of 2020 until November of 2020. Accordingly, no students had 
physically attended the school site since March of this year. And yet, the Charter School has 
been operating and serving all enrolled students. RVC returned to a hybrid model of in classroom 
learning starting November 16th, coinciding with Marin County graduating out of the ‘Purple’ 
most restrictive Reopening Tier. RVC is prepared to be flexible and move back and forth from 
distance learning to/from in-person instruction until the pandemic is behind us. 

Although the voluntary ADA barrier removal project was delayed due to COVID-19, 
which closed down work and permitting for many weeks, the project is now complete. The CDE 
has inspected the site and approved the completed work. The Town of Fairfax Building and 
Planning Department performed an initial walk-through on October 21, 2020 and also approved 
the work. RVC was notified by the town that no additional temporary occupancy certificate was 
required pending the completion of the upgrade to the fire/life/safety system, which is in process. 

Further, RVC was approved to occupy the site with the existing Fire/Life/Safety system 
in place at the time of initial occupancy. It was the voluntary ADA barrier removal construction 
that generated the request for an upgrade in the system. The existing system remains in place. 
Infrastructure work has begun to facilitate this installation. The master panel is installed onsite; a 
contract for work is signed; and work for the upgraded system began the week of November 9, 
with an estimated completion date by the end of 2020. 

RVC has fully budgeted for the funds needed. The 50% deposit for this project has been 
paid, and the plans for the project have been submitted and approved. 

Accordingly, it is our expectation that all possible concerns about this project have been 
assuaged. 

THE DISTRICT DID NOT FOLLOW LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

At its November 10, 2020 Board Meeting the District Board voted to deny the Charter 
School’s charter petition.  RVC is deeply concerned about the myriad ways in which RVSD used 
extra-legal procedures to undermine its charter renewal submission, in contravention of plain 
legislative intent to encourage charter schools. 

First, the District’s Board meeting procedures are anti-democratic, disenfranchise the 
public, and may violate the Brown Act. COVID-19 related closures and local health orders 
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limiting public gatherings required public agencies to quickly pivot to virtual meeting settings, 
with varying degrees of openness. The SBE, for example, holds its meetings on the software 
platform Zoom, such that members of the public can hear and see Board members discussing 
items in real time, can hear and see presenters, and can participate in the meeting during 
appointed times by using a teleconference line. RVC’s board meetings are being held similarly 
on Zoom. 

In contrast, individuals wishing to participate in RVSD’s meetings are barred from doing 
so. The District only posts a YouTube link, which is 60-seconds delayed from the live meeting, 
for members of the public to “watch” the meeting. For the most part, the only image on the 
YouTube stream is the meeting agenda. Members of the public cannot see District Board 
members. Further, no public comment is permitted live. Individuals wishing to make public 
comment are limited to sending an email to the District, by 3:00pm on the day of the meeting, 
and then all comments received are simply posted as an attachment to the public comment 
section of the agenda. Comments are not read aloud, either by the speaker or by District staff. 

Second, RVSD attempted to utilize a new procedure in the Charter Schools Act, which is 
reserved only to the current chartering authority, in an attempt to have some reason to deny the 
RVC renewal. The District attempted to trigger Education Code Section 47607(e), which allows 
for denial of a renewal charter petition for “substantial fiscal or governance factors.” RVSD’s 
allegation was that the steps that RVC undertook to secure a Paycheck Protection Program loan 
from the federal Small Business Association were improper. This Education Code Section, 
though, is not an available option for the District, as RVSD is not “the chartering authority” of 
RVC. As such, all findings for denial that were recycled from the related notice of violation are 
impermissible bases to deny the charter renewal petition. 

As above, both FCMAT and the County promptly declined the District’s entreaties to 
investigate the Charter School. Thus, even if the District did have authority to deny the charter 
for “substantial fiscal or governance factors,” the underlying facts were deemed not to be 
sufficiently substantial as to merit a deeper look by these trusted agencies. 

Finally, during RVSD’s Board meeting to take action on the charter renewal petition, the 
District did not afford the charter school “equivalent time and procedures to present evidence and 
testimony to respond to the staff recommendations and findings,” in violation of Education Code 
Section 47605(b). A closed session item for anticipated litigation was included on the meeting 
agenda and listed for a 45-minute period. RVC assumes, but of course cannot be sure, that the 
item was related to its charter renewal. If this was the case, then the District had 45 minutes to 
discuss the staff recommendation and findings, and this period of time was not afforded to the 
Charter School. 

During the meeting, District counsel gave a brief overview of the recommendation and 
findings, for approximately two minutes and 45 seconds. The District Board Chair did allow the 
RVC team ten minutes to make a statement, which the Charter School used. We recognize that 
the time allotted exceeded the time that District counsel used for an overview statement. 
However, this ten-minute block was then followed by approximately 17 minutes of question-
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and-answer from Board members, that was directed to District legal counsel exclusively. RVC 
only had an opportunity to respond at the very end of the question-and-answer period and did not 
have an opportunity to respond to each question, as it was asked. Equivalent time and 
procedures, as required by law, means that RVC would have been afforded as much time to 
respond, contemporaneously, to each question as District counsel had. 

While the merits of the appeal are strong on their own, the District’s unlawful actions 
must also be considered as part of this appeal. 

DOCUMENTS COMPRISING THIS APPEAL 

In accordance with 5 CCR Section 11966.6, the RVC renewal charter petition includes the 
following: 

1. A complete copy of the charter petition as denied by the District, including a reasonably 
comprehensive description of how the Charter School has met all new charter school 
requirements enacted into law after the charter was originally granted, and including all 
appendices. (Attached under Tab 1.) Also attached is the Certificate of Completeness required 
by Education Code Section 47605(b). The charter petition itself contains documentation that 
RVC met the renewal criteria. 

2. A copy of the District governing board’s written factual findings denying the petition 
for renewal. Attached under Tab 2, please find: 

a. District Staff Report and findings for denial of the charter petition. 

b. Errata addendum to District Staff Report. 

c. The Charter School’s response to the District’s findings for denial of the 
charter petition. 

3. A description of any changes to the petition necessary to reflect the SBE as the 
chartering authority are not necessary to submit, as the SBE will designate either 
the District or the Marin County Board of Education as the chartering authority. 

4. RVC’s most recent board approved budget. (Attached under Tab 3.) 

5. Evidence of facility improvements. Attached under Tab 4, please find: 

a. CDE authorization to use school facility for in Person Learning 

b. Emails with Town of Fairfax and Ross Valley Fire Department regarding 
Temporary Occupancy Certificate pending completion of fire alarm 
system upgrade 
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6. Documentation related to the District’s purported notice regarding substantial 
fiscal or governance factors. Attached under Tab 5, please find: 

a. Dannis Woliver Kelley (“DWK”) letter to MCOE requesting audit of 
RVC. 

b. RVSD Board agenda item regarding notice of violation. 

c. RVC preliminary response to DWK complaint to MCOE. 

d. Communication from MCOE legal counsel. 

e. RVSD notice of violation. 

f. DWK additional letter to MCOE. 

g. California Charter Schools Association (“CCSA”) letter. 

h. DWK response to CCSA. 

i. FCMAT letter declining to audit RVC. 

j. Email from MCOE legal counsel communicating that MCOE was 
declining to investigate the complaint. 

k. RVC response to notice of violation. 

l. RVSD initial reply to RVC response to notice of violation. 

7. Documentation related to RVSD’s records request of RVC, and the Charter 
School’s response. Attached under Tab 6, please find: 

a. RVSD records request 

b. RVC responsive documents 

8. Documentation related to letters 

a. Letter of support from Kristi Kimball, prior board member. 

b. Fifty-six letters of support from RVC families. 

c. Four community letters send to the District for its November 10 decision   
meeting 
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* * * 

At its November 10, 2020 meeting, the District Board voted to deny the Charter School’s 
charter petition. This appeal is therefore within the 30-day limit for submission of an appeal of a 
charter petition, as stated in Education Code Section 47605(k)(1)(A)(i). A copy of the appeal has 
been transmitted to RVSD. 

We look forward to working with the CDE and the SBE during their consideration of the 
charter petition. Please feel free to contact me (luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org; 415-484-
0816) if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Luke Duchene 
Lead Petitioner 

ENCLOSURES 
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AFFIRMATIONS AND DECLARATION 

Ross Valley Charter ("RVC" or the "Charter School"), located 'Ari.thin the boundaries of the Ross 
Valley Elementary School District ("RVSD" or the "District") Vlri.11 follow any and all federal, state, 
and local laws and regulations that apply to the Charter School, including but not limited to: 

• The Charter School shall meet all state'Ari.de standards and conduct the student assessments 
required, pursuant to Education Code Section 60605, and any other statewide standards 
authorized in statute, or student assessments applicable to students in non-charter public 
schools. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(d)(1)] 

• The Charter School declares that it shall be deemed the exclusive public school employer of 
the employees of Ross Valley Charter School for purposes of the Educational Employment 
Relations Act. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(c)(6)] 

• The Charter School shall be non-sectarian in its programs, admissions policies, employment 
practices, and all other operations. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(e)(1)] 

• The Charter School shall not charge tuition. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(e)(1)] 

• The Charter School shall admit all students who 'Ari.sh to attend the Charter School, unless the 
Charter School receives a greater number of applications than there are spaces for students, 
in which case it will hold a public random drawing to determine admission. Except as 
required by Education Code Section 47605(e)(2), admission to the Charter School shall not 
be determined according to the place of residence of the student or of that student's parent 
or legal guardian 'Ari.thin the State. Preference in the public random drawing shall be given as 
required by Education Code Section 47605(e)(2)(B)(i)-(iv). In the event of a drawing, the 
chartering authority shall make reasonable efforts to accommodate the growth of the Charter 
School in accordance 'Ari.th Education Code Section 47605(e)(2)(C). [Ref. Education Code 
Section 47605(e)(2)(A)-(C)] 

• The Charter School shall not discriminate on the basis of the characteristics listed in 
Education Code Section 220 (actual or perceived disability, gender, gender identity, gender 
expression, nationality, race or ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or any other 
characteristic that is contained in the definition of hate crimes set fo1th in Section 422.55 of 
the Penal Code, including immigration status, or association with an individual who has any 
of the aforementioned characteristics). [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(e)(1)] 

• The Charter School shall adhere to all provisions of federal law related to students with 
disabilities including, but not limited to, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title 
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Ross Valley Charter 

II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Individuals vvith Disabilities 
Education Improvement Act of 2004. 

• The Chaiter School shall meet all requirements for employment set fo1th in applicable 
provisions of law, including, but not limited to credentials, as necessary. [Ref. Title 5 
California Code of Regulations Section 11967.5.1(f)(5)(C)] 

• The Charter School shall ensure that teachers in the Chaiter School hold the Commission on 
Teacher Credentialing certificate, permit, or other document required for the teacher's 
certificated assignment. The Charter School may use local assignment options authorized in 
statute and regulations for the purpose oflegally assigning certificated teachers, in the same 
manner as a governing board of a school district. Teachers employed by charter schools 
during the 2019-20 school year shall have until July 1, 2025, to obtain the certificate required 
for the teacher's certificated assignment. [Ref. Education Code Sections 476050) and 
47605-4(a)] 

• The Charter School shall at all times maintain all necessary and appropriate insurance 
coverage. 

• The Charter School shall, for each fiscal year, offer at a minimum, the number of minutes of 
instruction per grade level as required by Education Code Section 47612.5(a)(1)(A)-(D). 

• If a pupil is expelled or leaves the Charter School without graduating or completing the school 
year for any reason, the Charter School shall notify the superintendent of the school district 
of the pupil's last known address within 30 days, and shall, upon request, provide that school 
district with a copy of the cumulative record of the pupil, including report cards or a 
transcript of grades, and health information. If the pupil is subsequently expelled or leaves 
the school district without graduating or completing the school year for any reason, the 
school district shall provide this information to the Charter School within 30 days if the 
Charter School demonstrates that the pupil had been enrolled in the Charter School. [Ref. 
Education Code Section 47605(e)(3)] 

• The Charter School may encourage parental involvement, but shall notify the parents and 
guardians of applicant pupils and currently enrolled pupils that parental involvement is not 
a requirement for acceptance to, or continued enrollment at, the Charter School. [Ref. 
Education Code Section 47605(n)] 

• The Charter School shall maintain accurate and contemporaneous written records that 
document all pupil attendance and make these records available for audit and inspection. 
[Ref. Education Code Section 47612.5(a)(2)] 
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• The Charter School shall, on a regular basis, consult with its parents and teachers regarding 
the Charter School's educational programs. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(d)] 

• The Charter School shall comply with any applicable jurisdictional limitations to the 
locations of its facilities. [Ref. Education Code Sections 47605 and 47605.1] 

• The Charter School shall comply with all laws establishing the minimum and maximum age 
for public school enrollment. [Ref. Education Code Sections 47612(b) and 47610] 

• The Charter School shall comply with all applicable portions of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act ("ESEA"), as reauthorized and amended by the Every Student 
Succeeds Act ("ESSA"). 

• The Charter School shall comply with the Public Records Act. 

• The Charter School shall comply with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. 

• The Charter School shall comply with the Ralph M. Brown Act. 

• The Charter School shall comply with Government Code Section 1090, et seq., as set forth in 
Education Code Section 47604.1. 

• The Chaiter School shall comply with the Political Reform Act. 

• The Charter School shall meet or exceed the legally required minimum number of school 
days. [Ref. Title 5 California Code of Regulations Section 11960] 

Sharon Sagar, Board Chair Date Luke Duchene, Exec. Director Date 

Submitted to Ross Valley School District 8/10/2020 

Submitted to California State Board of Education 11/30/2020 
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ROSS VALLEY 
CHARTER 

A TK-5 PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Be Curious 

I I 

2020 – 2021 
School Year Calendar 

003

S 

2 
9 

16 
23 
30 

AUGUST ‘20 
M T W Th F 

3 4 5 6 7 
10 11 12 13 14 
17 18 19 20 21 
24 25 26 27 28 
31 

S 
1 
8 

15 
22 
29 

13-18 Staff Dev. Days 
19 First Day of School 
19-28 Welcome 
Conferences (early release 
1:45pm) 

15 – 19 Presidents’ Week - FEBRUARY ‘21 
No School S M T W Th F 

1 2 3 4 5 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
14 15 16 17 18 19 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
28 

S 
6 
13 
20 
27 

S 

6 
13 
20 
27 

SEPTEMBER ‘20 
M T W Th F 

1 2 3 4 
7 8 9 10 11 

14 15 16 17 18 
21 22 23 24 25 
28 29 30 

S 
5 

12 
19 
26 

7 Labor Day – No School 15 No School - Staff Dev. Day MARCH ‘21 
S M T W Th F 

1 2 3 4 5 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
14 15 16 17 18 19 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
28 29 30 31 

S 
6 
13 
20 
27 

S 

4 
11 
18 
25 

OCTOBER ‘20 
M T W Th F 

1 2 
5 6 7 8 9 
12 13 14 15 16 
19 20 21 22 23 
26 27 28 29 30 

S 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 

12 No School – 
Staff Dev. Day 

5 – 9 No School – Spring Break APRIL ‘21 
S M T W Th F 

1 2 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
18 19 20 21 22 23 
25 26 27 28 29 30 

S 
3 
10 
17 
24 

S 
1 
8 

15 
22 
29 

NOVEMBER ‘20 
M T W Th F 
2 3 4 5 6 
9 10 11 12 13 

16 17 18 19 20 
23 24 25 26 27 
30 

S 
7 

14 
21 
28 

11 Veterans Day – No 
School 

16 – 20 Conferences (early 
release 1:45pm) 

23 – 27 Thanksgiving Recess – 
No School 

31 No School – Memorial MAY ‘21 
Day S M T W Th F 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 10 11 12 13 14 

16 17 18 19 20 21 
23 24 25 26 27 28 
30 31 

S 
1 
8 

15 
22 
29 

S 

6 7 

DECEMBER ‘20 
M T W Th F 

1 2 3 4 
8 9 10 11 

S 
5 

12 

21 – 1/4 Winter Break – No 
School 

1 – 11 Conferences (early JUNE ‘21 
release 1:45pm) 

S M T W Th F 4 Family Park Day and 5th 
1 2 3 4 Grade Moving On 

Ceremony 6 7 8 9 10 11 

S 
5 

12 
13 14 
20 
27 

15 16 17 18 
21 22 23 24 25 
28 29 30 31 

19 
26 

11 Last Day of School 13 14 15 16 17 18 
14 -15 Staff Dev. Days 20 21 22 23 24 25 
*If no PSPS days are needed to 

27 28 29 30 be made up, school will end on 
6/9 

19 
26 

S 
JANUARY ‘21 

M T W Th F 
1 

S 
2 

1 Winter Break – No School 
4 Staff Dev. Day – No 

School 
5 School resumes 

Bell Schedule 
TK/K: 
8:30am-1:45pm (everyday) 

2nd-5th Grade: 
3 4 

10 
5 6 7 8 

11 12 13 14 15 
9 

16 18 M.L.K. Jr. Day – No 
8:30am-3:15pm (Mon., Tue., Thu., Fri) 
8:30am-1:45pm (Wed. and Early Release) 

17 
24 25 

18 19 20 21 22 
26 27 28 29 

23 
30 

School Staff Work Day – No School 
Early Release 

31 Holiday – No School 
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Ross Valley Charter 
Report Card 

Student: Student ID: 
ROSS VALLEY Teacher: . Teacher ID: 

CHARTJ::R 
Year: 2019 - 2020 Grade: 4 

004

YTD Present: YTD Tardy: YTD Absent: · 

Key 

4 Exceeding Standard 

3 Meeting Standard 

2 Progressing toward standard 

1 Not Meeting Standard 

- Not yet assessed this year 

READING T3 WRITING T3 

Reads with accuracy and fluency at this level: (4th Grade Writes narratives: establishes situation, develops 
Levels P-S) (5th Grade Levels S-V) characters, organizes events, uses dialogue, description, 

transitional words, sensory details, provides conclusion Compares and contrasts story elements such as characters, 
setting and events Writes opinion pieces in an organized structure: introduces 

topic clearly, states opinion, provides reasons supported by Determines a theme of a story, how characters respond to 
facts, includes concluding statement challenges -
Writes informative/explanatory texts: introduces topic, Summarizes a story 
provides observation/focus, groups related information, Uses evidence from a text when explaining what the text 
provides facts, definitions, details says and drawing inferences 
Develops and strengthens writing by planning, revising, Determines main ideas of a nonfiction text and supporting 
editing details 
Uses technology to produce and publish writing 

Conducts short research projects that use several sources 
WRITTEN CONVENTIONS T3 

to build knowledge by investigating different aspects of a 
Spells words correctly for grade level topic 
Writes in complete sentences; recognizes and corrects 
fragments and run---ons 

SPEAKING & LISTENING SKILLS T3 
Uses punctuation correctly and effectively -

Listens with focus on the speaker 
Uses correct capitalization 

Speaks clearly at an appropriate volume and 
Starts new paragraphs appropriately understandable pace 

Engages effectively in collaborative discussions 

Plans and delivers oral presentations to share information 
and present an opinion 

Report Card I 
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MATHEMATICS (4th grade standards) T3 

Uses a variety of strategies to solve problems ' 
Communicates mathematical thinking verbally and in 
writing. 

Reads and writes multi-digit whole numbers using base--
ten numerals, number names, and expanded notation. -
Compares multi-digit numbers using < , >, and =. -
Rounds multi-digit whole numbers to any place. -
Fluently adds multi-digit whole numbers 

Fluently subtracts multi-digit whole numbers 

Uses addition and subtraction to solve problems with whole 
numbers, including variables. 

Uses multiplication and division to solve problems with 
whole numbers, including variables. 

Finds factors, multiples, and prime numbers in the range 
from 1-100. 

Memorizes to automaticity the multiplication facts through 
10 X 10. 

Multiplies a multi-digit number by a one-digit number. 

Multiplies two two-digit numbers. 

Shows equivalent fraction with visual models. 

Compares fractions with different numerators or different 
' denominators using <,>,and = 

Adds and subtracts mixed numbers with like denominators. -
Adds and subtracts mixed numbers with different 
denominators 

Multiplies a fraction by a whole number. 

Uses decimal notation for fractions with a denominator of 1 0 
or 100. -
Adds fractions with denominators of 10 and 100 -

Compares decimals to hundredths using <,>,and =. 

Performs long division with one-digit divisors. 
"-

Makes a line plot to display a data set in fractions of a unit. 

Classifies two-dimensional figures based on their lines and 
angles 

Draws points, lines, rays, angles. 

Identifies perpendicular and parallel lines. 

Identifies right, acute, and obtuse angles. 

Measures angles using a protractor. -
Recognizes a line of symmetry. -
Applies formulas for area and perimeter of a rectangle. 

Generates and analyzes number and shape patterns. 

Solves problems involving measurement and conversion of 
measurements within a given system. 

INQUIRY STUDIES (SCIENCE/SOCIAL STUDIES) I T3 
Understands concepts 

Actively participates in the inquiry process I -

MA THEMATICS (5th grade standards) T3 

Uses a variety of strategies to solve problems. 005

Communicates mathematical thinking verbally and in 
writing. 

Applies rules for orders of operation. 

Reads, writes, rounds, and compares decimals to the 
thousandths. 

Fluently multiplies multi-digit whole numbers. 

Divides multi-digit dividends by two-digit divisors. 

Adds and subtracts decimals to the hundredths. 

Multiplies decimals to the hundredths. 

Divides decimals to the hundredths. 

Finds equivalent fractions. 

Adds and subtracts fractions, including mixed numbers, with 
unlike denominators. 

Converts improper fractions and mixed numbers (i.e. 4/3 = 1 
1/3). 

Multiplies whole numbers by fractions. 

Divides whole numbers by fractions 

Converts measurements within a given measurement 
system (i.e. metric or customary). 

Applies the formulas V =Ix w x hand V =bx h. 

Graphs points on a coordinate plane. 

Classifies two-dimensional figures into categories based on 
their properties. 

Computes area of a triangle and parallelogram. 

AITT In 
1-----------------------' -

Demonstrates effort and works responsibly I 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION T3 -
Actively participates and demonstrates sportsmanship 

LEARNING SKILLS jT3 -
Works independently with confidence -
Is self-motivated and takes initiative I 
Works collaboratively with others ' 
Seeks out and uses resources ~ 
Demonstrates resilience I 

Is organized and responsible for personal belongings, 
classroom materials, and homework T 

Report Card I · 2 
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MUSIC T3 

Participates consistently and appropriately 

Demonstrates achievement of targeted musical skills and 

techniques -
SPANISH T3 

Participates consistently and appropriately 

SOCIAL/ EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT T3 

Demonstrates self control -
Interacts with peers cooperatively -
Accepts responsibility for own behavior -
Shows consideration and respect for others 

Rubric Comments 

Trimester3 

I· 

Report Card I 3 
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A Day in the Life of Lucy: TK/K/1st Grade 
Six-year-old Lucy is starting first grade so she does not have to change teachers or 

classrooms. Lucy is excited to have a living creature to touch, investigate, and learn about. She 
knows that each class starts the year by studying a live critter and she will become an expert 
over the course of the next month and then share her knowledge with the other TK/K/1 classes 
or her big buddy class in an Exposition for the introductory Inquiry arc on Worms. Lucy gives a 
quick hug to her mom and runs to one of the classroom tables. She reaches into the tank filled 
with rich soil and night crawler worms. She sits with a group of four other children and they 
gently pull the worms from the soil and begin to examine them. 

The worms sit on a clear plexiglass table. Lucy crawls under the table to examine them 
from below. She uses her creativity and begins to imagine that she is a worm looking up at all 
the other worms. Another child notices that the worms are different sizes, some longer, others 
wider. The children hear a soft bell ring, and they all gather on the rug for circle time. As Lucy 
observes the worms, other students filter in and assemble. 

Lucy begins her week knowing she has some responsibility for keeping the class running 
smoothly, and gets to choose from among various class jobs: Fish Feeder, Plant Helper, Taking 
Attendance, Table and Chair Monitors, Calendar Keeper, and Kindness Keeper (records and 
reports to the class kind deeds that are witnessed throughout the week). Lucy places the 
popsicle stick with her name on it in a Class Jobs Chart pocket labeled with the job that she 
wants. Lucy and her kindergarten partner choose to be the Class News reporters. They ask the 
class what topics they feel are newsworthy. A few hands are raised. Lucy calls on them and the 
teacher writes their suggestions on the whiteboard: seeing our friends, studying worms, and 
sign up for the family campout were some of the class suggestions. The class votes for the 
reporters to write about studying worms. Lucy will write their observations and other things 
they know about worms and her partner will illustrate it. 

The teacher presents the center time choices and dismisses the children to choose 
which activity they want to begin with. The room comes alive as children move around 
independently. They discuss, collaborate, and participate in a variety of activities in different 
curriculum areas (math, science, language arts, toolbox, art, etc.). There are parent volunteers 
stationed at the writing and math tables, while the teacher oversees them all. The children are 
responsible for checking the work (via the teacher, a peer, or a parent volunteer) and crossing 
their name off of the “I have been to this center” list and putting it in either the “work-in-
progress” or the “completed work” box. There is a steady hum of voices as children initiate 
their learning and share their ideas with each other, parents, or teacher. 

Lucy feels comfortable asking for help because she sees some familiar faces from last 
year. It’s a safe classroom environment that runs smoothly. Lucy has chosen to be part of a 
small group reading A Diary of a Worm by Doreen Cronin. She has decided to write her own 
book using a similar format. While recording observations about the worms in class, her 
kindergarten partner challenges her to a worm race. They measure the distance and the time it 
takes for their worms to wriggle across the finish line. Lucy decides this will be a page in her 
book, but hears the teacher’s signal alerting the students it’s five minutes until cleanup, so she 
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gathers her work in progress and prepares to share her ideas with the class. Lucy listens to her 
classmate, Felix, describe how he built a worm obstacle course. He asks the teacher if he can 
test it out after recess. She agrees as the teacher brings the children outside for recess. 

After snack and recess, the children return to the classroom for Choice Time. They get to 
choose from among a variety of activities: dressing up in the playhouse area, painting at the 
easel, building with blocks, Legos, Lincoln logs, and big PVC pipes, or working on their own idea. 
Often the class is rearranged as several groups of students build stores, castle parts, or other 
imaginary settings. 

Lucy works with several other children to set up the kitchen for making bread together. 
One cuts the wheat, another grinds the wheat and a third preps all the materials for baking the 
bread. This is collaborative playtime that was inspired by the traditional folktale of The Little 
Red Hen, whose moral is the now well-known “It takes a village.” 

Lucy's new TK classmate, Juan, can make something out of nothing. He loves the 
Creation Station, where their creativity begins. The Creation Station is a supply of recyclables — 
pipe cleaners, old magazines, egg cartons, etc. — where children can invent and build 
things. Juan only speaks Spanish and is learning English. The universal language of pride, 
perseverance, joy and the desire to share your accomplishment with others is evident as Juan 
gleefully says to Lucy, “Tu quieres ver mi animal?” Juan has hand-sewn a teddy bear while 
others use recycled goods to build an airplane, a birdhouse, and a board game. Lucy's 
kindergarten partner and several other children across the room are acting out the village scene 
of getting water from a well, as the first graders learned in their study of the Middle Ages last 
year. Her little buddy tells Lucy that she is hungry, for real. Lucy guides her year-younger 
partner over to the brain food bins, where students may serve themselves small cups of 
crunchy, chewy, or other brain- stimulating food to enjoy and energize while they work. 

Lucy's kindergarten partner’s internal clock is right on target, as it is now time for the TK/K/1 
classes to have their lunch and then recess together for 45 minutes. Lucy is one of twelve 
students who have chosen to be among the “campus keepers.” Lucy’s responsibility is to sort 
the lunchtime garbage into recyclable, compostable, and landfill matter. This heightened 
awareness of taking care of the campus instills a sense of ownership. She was so proud when 
RVC announced they had received statewide recognition for its recycling efforts. 

After lunch, Lucy and her classmates gather their small pillow and/or their “fiddle-fee” 
box from their cubby and find a comfy place on the carpet to listen as their teacher tells a fairy 
tale, “The Frog Prince,” without a book. Lucy begins to imagine her own version of the frog's 
golden ball as she listens intently, while molding a ball out of the bit of clay in her “fiddle-fee” 
box. Each child is given a small box of clay, yarn, and a paper clip that is kept in their cubby. 
They may get their “fiddle-fee” box to help them pay attention whenever they feel like they 
need to fidget. When the story comes to an end, Lucy knows she will have the choice of journal 
writing, participating in a project-based activity, or gardening. Some days she’ll get to attend 
music or art, or P.E. On Fridays, the class gets to take a walking field trip to the Public Library 
right across the street from the school. 
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The afternoon is also an opportunity to provide time for student-led lessons. Lucy has 
brought in a large dried sunflower full of seeds to share with the class. She explains the life 
cycle of the flower and she has even brought in tweezers for the children to pull the seeds out 
with. She asks if she can make it a Class Center Time choice for her classmates. The teacher 
supplies her with several microscopes to further the investigation and a hundreds chart to 
count the seeds of Lucy's sunflower. The self-esteem and confidence building that occurs when 
a child feels like an expert is invaluable. 

Bringing the school day to a close is a daily ritual in each classroom. As a first-grader, 
Lucy uses the “star-wand” to gently tap each of the kindergartners so they can be dismissed at 
1:45 p.m. The first-graders have the last hour and a half in a smaller group. Instructional lessons 
at this time vary throughout the year. It may be a lesson on place value, one-on-one reading 
instruction, writing and completing surveys, or could entail the first-graders deciding they want 
to do a play for the kindergartners and practicing to present it the next day. Lucy helps to pass 
out the whiteboards and pens to all the first- graders as she prepares for a Word Study Lesson 
on Long Vowel Sounds. Lucy and her classmates treasure the “alone” time they get with their 
teacher. 

As the day winds down for the first-graders, the teacher may read a chapter of a book, 
sing a class song, or the whole class may recite a poem. For example, one closing poem is "Our 
work, our play, our song, in us becomes the light. We carry it along, until stars shine through 
the night." When transitions throughout the child's day are honored, the child feels safe and 
looks forward to coming to start another day at Ross Valley Charter. 

Several days later, at pickup time, Lucy's parents report to the teacher that Lucy is so 
happy to come to school. Lucy's parents share with the teacher a quote from Ruth Asawa, a 
noted San Francisco artist who championed art in the schools: “A child's joy of learning — one 
vital natural resource we dare not neglect.” 

As they offer the teacher a hug, they embrace knowing that they are all working 
together for the benefit of Lucy, her classmates and their future growth. 
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A Day in the Life of Jackson: 4th/5th Grade 
Jackson arrives at Ross Valley Charter ten minutes before the bell will ring. He locks his 

bike in the bike rack, chatting a bit with a few friends around. He dangles his helmet from the 
handlebars and joins a group of children from many grades other than his own and begins 
shooting baskets. When the bell rings, he heads to his class line, chatting with his classmates 
while waiting for his teacher to meet the class. 

Jackson’s teacher walks the class to the backpack hooks where he hangs up his 
belongings, then down the hallway with beautiful bushes on both sides. The teacher greets 
Jackson and each of his classmates as they calmly walk into the room. 

Once inside, Jackson, noticing the chairs are up on the tables, begins to take chairs 
down, along with his classmates. He looks to the schedule and notices the first item is “class 
meeting.” Jackson heads to the rug, taking a seat in a circle. His friend, Matt, comes to sit down 
next to him, and soon the circle is filled in with his class and teacher. Since the class didn’t get a 
chance to talk about the field trip they took the day before, the teacher starts by asking if 
anyone has anything to share. The sharing goes around the circle; some students pass, some 
students share. Jackson shares his favorite moment from the field trip. He notices Bella put her 
thumb up and he calls on her. She shares with him that she also loved that part of the field trip 
too, and wonders if he noticed that the docent was the same docent they had last year on their 
trip. 

Once the group has shared, the teacher discusses the day’s schedule and any special 
announcements/expectations. Jackson gets excited when she mentions that during their 
Inquiry time, the groups will design their own experiments. He has been thinking about ideas 
for his group for a couple days. 

The teacher begins with Reading Workshop. Jackson heads to his cubby to get his 
reading notebook and pencil. He makes his way back to the rug, and while he waits, he looks at 
his character notes he’s been writing for his book: Bud, Not Buddy. His teacher shares a story 
with the class, stopping along the way to share ways she can pay attention to the character’s 
actions (what the character does), to establish their characteristics. She models how she looks 
to the way the character acts and reacts, explaining the difference between the two. During a 
turn-and-talk, Jackson and his partner debate whether Bud running away is an action or 
reaction on Bud’s part. When the mini-lesson is over, Jackson heads to a couch with his supplies 
to read. During his reading, Jackson takes notes about Bud’s character to share with his partner. 
Later, during partner time, Jackson shares his thoughts, at one point reading a passage to his 
partner to make his point. When they know they have two minutes left, they make a plan for 
reading that night. Jackson would like to read twenty pages again, as he feels it is the right pace 
for him. 

The students gather back at the rug, side by side with their read-aloud partners. His 
teacher starts by defining two words that they will encounter in the chapter she’s about to 
read, showing a small poster she’s made with definitions and sentences, and asks students for 
other examples. She then directs Partner A to please give a quick review summary of what 
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happened with Esperanza in yesterday’s reading, and pairs turn and quietly do so. Jackson’s 
teacher reads for 25 minutes, at times stopping to think aloud or have students share. 

Jackson heads outside to get a snack and runs to the shade to eat, before shooting some 
hoops with a group of friends. After recess, Jackson fills his water bottle before heading into the 
classroom and to his cubby to get his writing notebook and pencil. He sits on the rug next to his 
writing partner. His teacher uses the presenter to share a student’s “boxes and bullets” plan for 
an opinion piece. Then she hands out copies of an opinion piece she wrote, and a blank outline. 
Jackson and his partner work on determining boxes and bullets based on her piece. They find 
evidence of the thesis in the first paragraph and put that inside the box, and then discuss with 
the class the bullets they found. 

After the mini-lesson, Jackson goes off to create a box and bullet outline for his opinion 
piece about what he’s learned from being on a basketball team. Doing his bullets (supporting 
ideas), Jackson gets stuck and can’t think of a third example. He walks over to his partner and 
asks for help. His partner looks over what Jackson has already written and asks some questions. 
Jackson looks at his partner’s box and bullets. Feeling like he has an idea, Jackson heads back to 
his work table and continues. 

Once he feels his draft is done, Jackson grabs a computer off the cart, creates his thesis 
and supporting ideas plan, then shares it with his teacher via Google Docs. With 15 minutes 
more of Writing Workshop, Jackson is finished with today’s work, so he gets out his vocabulary 
page and works a bit on Greek and Latin root words. 

At lunch Jackson sits with a large group, and after they clean up, they walk to the 
basketball court to play knockout. 

After lunch Jackson walks into the class, picks up a pencil from the bin, and heads back 
to his cubby to get his math materials. Jackson sits with his group, a table of 5th graders from 
his class and another 4/5th grade class. The group has been given a problem-solving task. They 
have an envelope of clues, and working together, they solve the problem. Each student may 
show their work differently; Jackson draws a picture to help show his thinking and writes what 
he believes is the equation and answer underneath his picture. The teacher walks around, as 
does a parent volunteer, checking in with the groups, asking questions, and giving help if 
needed. Later Jackson works on equivalent fractions with a small group and his teacher on the 
rug. His teacher uses fraction pieces and the group is given fraction strips to review equivalent 
fractions. The rest of the class is working on equivalent fractions independently, and some are 
writing a guide to finding equivalent fractions for others to use. 

At the end of math, the classes mix again. Jackson leaves to use the restroom. Along the 
way, he walks past the garden of California native plants his class has planted. When he returns, 
he gets his Inquiry notebook and pencil and joins his geology group. For the rest of the day they 
work on designing an experiment with erosion. His group looks in their science books and on 
the computer for ideas, and to research erosion a bit more. The group decides to test whether 
the small rock particles they have will move farther from water or wind. The group writes out 
their investigation. His teacher checks in and asks how they will simulate rain and wind? 
Jackson’s group wants to use the garden hose and put it on mist to test for light rain and use 
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the spray to test heavier rain. Jackson has an idea to see if they can use the fan from the office. 
With permission, Jackson and a group partner walk to the office, and return a few minutes later 
with the fan. 

During the next hour, Jackson’s group tests the tray of rocks, measuring the movement, 
and recording their results. At the signal for clean-up, the groups work to clear their work-
stations, and put away materials. The teacher calls the class together for groups to share 
anything interesting so far, but runs out of time for all to share. She promises a morning circle 
for sharing if anyone still would like that. 

Jackson is excused, thanks his teacher, and walks to the bike rack to bike home. 
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Appendix B: Job 
Descriptions 

• After School Coordinator 
• Art Teacher 
• Classroom Instructional Aid 
• Classroom Teacher, Mulitage 
• Counselor 
• Custodian 
• English Language Development 

Teacher 
• Family Outreach/Support Coordinator 
• Intervention Teacher 
• Music Teacher 
• Office Assistant 
• Office Manager 
• Physical Education Teacher 
• School Director 
• Special Education Teacher 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
After School Program Coordinator, Part-Time 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org 

The Position: 
The After School Coordinator is responsible for all aspects of what happens on the campus from 
1:45pm to 6pm, with the bulk of programming to occur between 3:30-6pm. We expect this 
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position’s hours to be 1:15pm-6:15pm daily. 

The Coordinator must be able to balance providing supervision and activities to students across K-
5 with coordinating with outside vendors who provide enrichment. 

As part of the role’s responsibilities, the Coordinator is expected to fulfill duties in the following 
areas: 

• Supervises students from 1:45-3:30 (Kindergarten only) and 3:30-6 (K-5) 
• Provides fun, engaging and safe activities for students 
• Coordinates logistics for vendors who provide enrichment activities for students 
• Develops procedures and policies for operation of the after-school program 
• Creates schedules for programs and classes as necessary, in partnership with vendors 
• Ensures students safely transition from the regular school day to the after-school 

program 
• Collects necessary data about the program: daily attendance, expense reports, etc. 
• Administers program budget 
• Communicates with members of the school staff about student needs and other aspects 

of the after-school program 
• Performs other duties as assigned 

Qualifications: 
• Bachelor's degree or higher 
• Background in education, youth development or related field 
• Experience coordinating activities and services, preferably for youth and families 
• Strong oral and written communication skills 
• Proficiency with technology 
• Highly collaborative 
• Spanish skills a plus 

Salary range: 
Depending upon on experience. 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 
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Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Art Teacher 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

The Position: 
We are currently seeking an Art Teacher to teach weekly art classes to kindergarten through fifth 
grade students. This is a part-time role teaching nine classes each week (one class weekly for each 
of our classes), each class running approximately 50 minutes. While we can be reasonably flexible 
with scheduling, we hope to identify candidates who can adapt to the ever-changing needs of a 
school. 

As part of the role’s responsibilities, the Art Teacher is expected to fulfill duties in the following 
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areas: 
● Deliver a student-centered, process-oriented (rather than product-oriented) creative 

environment for students (i.e. kids are regularly encouraged to explore the materials freely). 
● Instruct students in the elements and principles of design through disciplines such as 

drawing, painting, ceramics and sculpture. 
● Implement a dynamic, creative and rigorous approach to art and design education. 
● Incorporate art history. 
● Work with the classroom teachers to collaborate on ideas or projects. 
● Create exhibits of student artwork. 
● Make the visual arts accessible and meaningful to each student. 
● Identify unique student needs and collaborate with team members to effectively address 

those needs. 
● Support the mission, vision, and core values of Ross Valley Charter. 
● Perform other related duties as required and assigned. 

Qualifications: 
● Prior experience in establishing creative environments whereby art and design are explored, 

discovered, and analyzed both in and out of the classroom 
● Bachelor's degree in art education or art strongly preferred 
● Minimum of two years of teaching experience preferred 
● California Art credential preferred 
● Proficiency with technology 
● Strong oral and written communication skills 
● Highly collaborative 
● Experience working with diverse youth strongly preferred 
● Spanish language skills a plus 

Required knowledge, skills & abilities: 
● Passion for art and the ability to share that passion with students 
● Knowledge of art and design concepts using a variety of media and materials 
● Broad range of knowledge in a variety of media including drawing, painting, printmaking, 

sculpture, collage, design, ceramics, and construction 
● Knowledge of child cognitive development and various learning styles 
● Familiarity with social-emotional teaching strategies 
● Ability to collaborate with colleagues, parents and community 
● Any credential required by existing California law and regulation 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
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race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Classroom Instructional Aide 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

Instructional Aide Job Description 
● Under the direction of the Director, assists one or more teachers in the direct care and 

supervision of students typically in a classroom. 
● Maintains and prepares classroom materials and student files. 
● Provides instructional and project assistance to individuals or small groups of students to 

facilitate and assist them in grasping subject matter. 
● The Instructional Aide provides general classroom support for students, and/or teachers 

having mobility limitations and provides reinforcement of class materials that enhance 
student success. 
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Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

021

● Assists teaching staff to implement lesson plans by providing positive learning experiences 
for students in all grade levels. 

● Assists one or more teachers/specialists in maintaining classroom discipline by observing 
the activities of the students and maintaining order. These activities may be in or out of the 
classroom setting. 

● Accompanies students going from one location to another. Observes, monitors, and controls 
behavior of students within approved procedures. 

● Gives each student individual and special attention each day. 
● Responds to each student’s particular needs and characteristics. Ensures that all students 

receive equal attention. 
● Reports to the teaching staff any signs of illness or distress observed in the student. 
● Aids in dealing with the situation, as appropriate. 
● Sets up and arranges supplies and equipment in the classroom as directed. 
● Performs clerical duties such as, but not limited to, teaching aids, labels, charts, bulletin 

boards, and displays. 
● Before school, lunchtime and recess student supervision. 
● Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

Physical demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Qualifications and Experience 
• Techniques and methods of instruction and behavior management. 
• Cultural and physical differences and needs of learners in general and special education 

program. 
• English usage, spelling, grammar and punctuation. 
• Mathematics through Algebra 1 {through Alg 2 preferable}. 

Wage 
Wage is competitive and commensurate with experience. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Multi-Age Classroom Teacher 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the Position 
RVC is seeking a passionate and creative classroom teacher committed to providing high-quality 
education to join our TK-5 multi-age teaching staff. This teacher will be joining a team of RVC 
teachers who have been working together in an alternative education multi-age public school 
environment for 10-15 years. RVC teachers are empowered to drive curriculum and learning for the 
new school as it grows to an eventual nine classes. 

We are looking for someone who shares our Core Beliefs and philosophy of learning, and is 
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motivated to support our children’s potential. RVC teachers are strong collaborators, skilled 
communicators, problem solvers, and are comfortable in a community of continuous learning. The 
details of our educational approach can be found in our Charter Petition. 

RVC Teachers are: 
● Dedicated to providing the highest quality education 
● Compassionate educators who are capable of modeling desired behaviors 
● Intent on serving the whole child 
● Experts in fostering a safe learning environment where children feel comfortable to learn 

and grow 
● Community-minded 
● Expert collaborators 
● Creative minds who are willing to explore the interests of their students 
● Capable of communicating with families to create an educational experience that suits all 

students 
● Able to see each student’s potential and help them take initiative to reach it 

Essential Responsibilities 
● Develop enriching curricular units that align with RVC’s mission and engage the students at 

a variety of levels 
● Integrate the arts into the curriculum 
● Encourage students to follow their interests and recognize their unique gifts 
● Develop a culturally responsive and proficient classroom environment 
● Work closely with colleagues to improve instruction, analyze assessment results, support 

students, and reflect on teaching practices 
● Seek continuous improvement of practice for self and colleagues 
● Build connections with students, families, and community to support student learning 
● Observe and evaluate students’ performance, behaviors, social and emotional development 

as well as physical health 
● Alter and adapt teaching methods as necessary to meet student’s varying needs and 

interests 
● Coordinate with families to be sure the needs of each student are being met 
● Confer with parents or guardians, teachers, administrators and other professionals to 

ensure the behavioral issues are resolved in a positive and restorative manner 
● Other duties as assigned by the School Director 

Experience, Education and other Qualifications 
● Valid California Multiple Subject Credential 
● Met all ESSA requirements 
● CLAD required, BCLAD a plus 
● Minimum of two years of experience in U.S. preferred 
● Current First Aid/ CPR certification 
● Ability to communicate in Spanish preferred 
● Multi-age teaching experience preferred 

Physical demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
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perception, and the ability to focus. 

Salary and benefits 
Salary is competitive and commensurate with experience. Compensation at RVC includes a 
comprehensive health benefits package. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Counselor 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened 
our doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd 

and 3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that 
the community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through 

project-based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org 

Description of tasks and duties the counselor may expect to engage in: 
• Case management 
• Provide individual and/or group counseling (social skills, self-regulation, anger

management, friendship building, etc.) 
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• Data collection 
• Create goals and communicate progress on goals 
• Maintain counseling notes and logs 
• Consult with Student Study Team as needed 
• Provide teacher consultation regarding social-emotional and behavioral needs 
• Provide parent training 
• Special projects (college & career day, psycho-educational classroom lessons, etc.) 
• Crisis intervention and mandated reporting (as necessary) 

Applicant requirements or expectations: 
• Currently attending or graduated from a relevant Graduate-Level Counseling

Program 
• Independently fulfill professional duties with limited supervision/shadowing 
• Previous experience in a public school setting (preferred) 
• Commit to a full year (part-time or full-time) 
• Fingerprint clearance 

Physical Demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to 
successfully perform the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable accommodations may be 
made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of 
this job, the person is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is 
required to stand, walk, reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or 
more pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, 
peripheral vision, depth perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Custodian 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the Position 
Definition: 
To perform general cleaning and custodial functions in an assigned school site or facility and to 
perform related duties as assigned. 

Distinguishing Characteristics: 
Employees in this job class exercise responsibility for the general cleanliness of assigned areas 
within SCOE. This position is the journey level in the custodial series. 
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Supervision Exercised and Received: 
Employees in this class receive general supervision from the School Director or designee within 
a framework of standard policies and procedures. 

Examples of Duties and Responsibilities: 
Duties and responsibilities may include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• Performs general janitorial and custodial functions at assigned site locations; 
• Cleans classrooms, restrooms, lunch rooms, offices and related facilities; 
• Sweeps, mops, strips, scrubs, waxes and polishes concrete, vinyl tile and wood floors; 
• Vacuums and shampoos rugs and carpets; 
• Dusts furniture; empties and cleans trash receptacles; 
• Cleans walls, furniture, windows, woodwork, chalkboards, lockers and other equipment 
• Cleans door and window glass and drinking fountains; 
• Picks up paper and debris; rakes, sweeps and waters grounds and cleans walkways and 

entrances; 
• Washes, scrubs and disinfects restrooms; 
• Locks and unlocks doors and gates to ensure security of buildings, offices and related areas; 
• Operates cleaning equipment such as vacuum, floor stripper, floor cleaning and polishing 

machines, etc.; 
• Replaces light bulbs and makes minor repairs or adjustments as needed; 
• Assists in the set up and arrangement of furniture and facilities for meetings and other 

special events upon request to include arranging chairs, desks, equipment, etc.; 
• Responds to emergency cleanups, such as spills; 
• Mows, rakes, weeds and performs similar grounds work occasionally; 
• Reports safety, sanitary and/or fire hazards to appropriate authority 
• Drives to assigned areas and may make deliveries; 
• Performs related duties as assigned. 

Employment Standards: 
Knowledge of: 

• Modern cleaning methods, materials, tools and equipment; 
• Safe use and operation of equipment and chemicals used in janitorial and custodial work; 
• Safe work practices, including Bloodborne Pathogens protocols 

Ability to: 
• Respond promptly to requests; provide needed information, assistance, training, materials 

and resources; 
• Plan, organize and prioritize own work to meet deadlines and accomplish assigned tasks 

within established timelines including maintaining accurate records and files; 
• Read and understand English at a level required to safely perform job duties; 
• Maintain an orderly work environment and perform tasks in prescribed and safe manner; 
• Establish and maintain cooperative working relationships with those contacted during 

performance of job duties; 
• Maintain and improve professional skills and knowledge; 
• Be flexible and receptive to change; 
• Understand and apply principles, techniques and procedures required for effective job 

performance; 
• Safely use cleaning agents, materials and equipment with skill and efficiency; 
• Perform minor maintenance and repair work on building, fixtures and equipment; 
• Understand and follow both oral and written instructions; communicate effectively in both 

oral and written forms; 
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• Meet the physical requirements necessary to safely and effectively perform assigned duties. 

Experience: 
Generally, the required knowledge and ability, which has been acquired during some demonstrated 
custodial experience. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an 
employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
English Language Development Instructor, Part-Time 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the Position 
SUMMARY OF DUTIES: 

English Language Development Instructor will work with small groups of EL Students to improve 
English language skills in reading, writing and speaking. ELD Instructors will work closely with 
school staff to monitor the progress of EL students and their needs. 
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KEY DUTIES 

• Collaborate with teachers and Director to develop and execute plans to increase English 
language learning for EL students. 

• Collaborate with school staff to select and carry out a sound EL curriculum 
• Monitor student progress and carefully document student data 
• Work with administrators to develop policies and school structures that facilitate the 

improvement of instructions and the appropriate placement of students. 
• Administer the ELPAC to all eligible students as required by state law and school policy 

QUALIFICATIONS 
EXPERIENCE 

• At least three years teaching English Language Learners and a demonstrated track record of 
success in improving their language acquisition 

• Familiarity with the policies, procedures, and training associated with the administration of 
the ELPAC 

• Proficiency in analyzing, communicating, and presenting data 
• Understanding and command of the best practices in teaching ELs 
• Fluent in Spanish (strongly preferred) 

EDUCATION 
• Bachelor's Degree 
• Possession of either Bilingual, Cross-Cultural, Language and Academic Development (BCLAD) 

certificate; Cross-Cultural, Language and Academic Development (CLAD) certificate; 
Bilingual Certificate of Competence (BCC); or Language Development Specialist (LDS) 
certificate desirable 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Family Outreach/Support Coordinator 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the Position 

The Family Outreach/Support Coordinator focuses on providing support to families whose 
primary language is Spanish, and families from lower socio economic backgrounds, who may feel 
intimidated about participating in school events or activities or helping in the classroom.   The 
Family Outreach/Support Coordinator provides parents with the support they need to engage in 
school events and activities of their choosing, if at all: support for translation, child care, or timing 
of activities can make the difference between a parent being able to participate or not. 
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Essential Duties AndResponsibilities 

The Family Outreach/Support Coordinator is expected to: 

• Recruit students from diverse backgrounds, assist with the enrollment process, and support 
families once they enroll at the CharterSchool. 

• Ensure a strong home-school connection for EL families. 
• Serve as a liaison between teachers and parents of EL students in order to answer questions, 

identify needs, and help families feel connected to the schoolcommunity. 
• Provide translation services during parent/teacher conferences asneeded. 
• Help advocate access to Charter School resources, ensure that students and their parents feel 

welcome/comfortable in the Charter School community, and serve as a bridge to help communicate 
with the student's educational team (i.e. teachers, support personnel, and administration). 

Supervision Exercised and Received: 

Employees in this class receive general supervision from the Director, Operations or designee, or 
Site Administrator or designee within a framework of standard policies and procedures. 

Minimum Qualifications 

• Fluent in Spanish 
• Familiarity with and comfort in Latinx culture 
• Experience with Latinx families and children 
• Experience in early or primary educational setting highly desired 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 

Additional Documentation Submitted 
by Ross Valley Charter  
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Intervention Teacher, Part-Time 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the Position 
SUMMARY OF DUTIES: 
The Intervention Teacher will be a patient, skilled assistant who works both individually and in 
small-group settings with children who require additional help with reading, writing and math but 
do not qualify for an IEP. 

Additional Documentation Submitted 
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035

• Work closely with children and have a solid understanding of their needs and abilities. 
• Collaborate with teachers and other school staff to ensure each student is progressing 

appropriately. 
• Act as a resource to classroom teachers, reporting pertinent information as children 

progress. 
• Treat all students with kindness and respect as they proceed forward on their educational 

journey. 

QUALIFICATIONS 
• Experience working with children. 
• Bachelor’s degree in a relevant field (preferred): education, psychology, child development, 

family and consumer sciences. 
• California Teaching Credential preferred 
• Teaching experience in math, and/or reading 
• Ability to motivate students 
• Good classroom management skills 

EXPERIENCE 
2+ Years experience working with children or in an educational role. 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 

Additional Documentation Submitted 
by Ross Valley Charter  
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Music Teacher - Part-Time 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members. 

Several features distinguish RVC from a traditional public school experience: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school follows. Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that 
the community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-disciplined and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

The Position: 
We are currently seeking a Music Teacher to teach weekly Music classes to kindergarten through 
fifth grade students. This will be a part-time position, teaching one Music class weekly for each of 
our TK-3rd grade classes and Music Ensemble classes twice weekly to our 4th – 5th grade students. 
Each class runs approximately 45 minutes. 
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As part of the job’s responsibilities, the Music Teacher is expected to fulfill duties in the following 
areas: 

● Deliver a student-centered creative environment for students 
● Instruct students in the elements and principles of music through singing, movement, 

playing instruments, and performances. 
● Collaborate with classroom teachers to coordinate music instruction with classroom 

curriculum. 
● Implement a dynamic, creative approach to music education. 
● Plan and implement student performances at school and community events. 
● Make music accessible and meaningful to each student. 
● Support the mission, vision, and core values of Ross Valley Charter. 
● Perform other related duties as required and assigned. 

Qualifications: 
● Prior experience in establishing creative environments whereby music is explored, 

discovered, and analyzed both in and out of the classroom 
● Experience in the Orff Approach preferred 
● Experience implementing youth chorus activities preferred 
● Bachelor's degree in music education or music strongly preferred 
● Minimum of two years of teaching experience preferred 
● California Music credential preferred 
● Proficiency with technology 
● Strong oral and written communication skills 
● Highly collaborative 
● Experience working with diverse youth strongly preferred 
● Spanish language skills a plus 

Required knowledge, skills & abilities: 
● Passion for music and the ability to share that passion with students 
● Knowledge of music concepts using a variety of instruments and tools 
● Knowledge of child cognitive development and various learning styles 
● Familiarity with social-emotional teaching strategies 
● Ability to collaborate with colleagues, parents and community 
● Any credential required by existing California law and regulation 

Salary range: 
Competitive based upon experience. 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Additional Documentation Submitted 
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Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 

Additional Documentation Submitted 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Office Assistant and Lunch/Recess Supervisor, Part-Time 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the Position 
SUMMARY OF DUTIES: 
This unique, entry-level position is ideal for a self-motivated multi-tasker who is capable of 
working with both children and adults in a kind, cooperative manner. This position will spend a few 
hours in the school office performing various office duties: answering phones, greeting visitors, 
helping students and staff, etc. You will also supervise morning recess and afternoon lunch/recess. 

Additional Documentation Submitted 
by Ross Valley Charter  
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This position will be on campus 5 days/week for about five hours each day, approximately 10am-
3pm. 

Key duties: 
• Supervise students outside of class, on the playground and/or in the lunch area. 
• Remain alert to problems which may disrupt the educational process or who might be 

physically harmful to persons or property. 
• Assist in setting up lunchroom. 
• Answer phones. 
• Greet students and other visitors. 
• Communicate harmoniously with parents and school staff. 
• Complete paperwork as necessary. 
• Participate in meetings and in-service training programs 
• Other duties as assigned. 

LICENSES REQUIRED 
Ability to obtain CPR/First Aid Certificate 

QUALIFICATIONS 
Bachelor’s Degree, preferred 
Experience with children, preferred 
Bilingual (Spanish), preferred 

Knowledge of: 
• Concepts of child development and behavior 
• Conflict resolution techniques 
• Clerical duties and necessary skills 

Ability to: 
• Model desired behaviors 
• Remain calm when emotions are running high 
• Maintain a patient, warm, receptive attitude towards students 
• Communicate effectively with school staff and parents 
• Work independently 
• Multi-task with many interruptions. 
• Work with confidentiality and discretion 
• Answer phones 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 
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Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Office Manager 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the Position 
The Office Manager is expected to: 

• Promote and maintain a positive and effective school climate by ensuring that all interactions 
with staff, students, parents, and the public at large are prompt, efficient, helpful and friendly. 

• Assist students, parents, and teachers in the school office. 
• Supervise the preparation of student enrollment and attendance reports. 
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• Supervise the maintenance of confidential student records, including assessment 
results, test scores, discipline citations, medical reports and records, and other 
documents. 

• Supervise student medication dispensation and injury reports. 
• Supervise requisitions; receive, and distribute/store classroom, school office and work-room 

materials and supplies; maintain ongoing inventory; process packing slips. 
• Prepare and process field trip requests. 
• Support the School Director in the developing school budgets; prepare budget changes as 

appropriate; monitor charter school budget. 
• Prepare and maintain purchase orders and other expense records; approve, log, and 

monitor expenditures; reconcile site records with monthly financial reports; resolve 
discrepancies; and ensure expenditures are within budget allowances for the month and 
year. 

• Organize interview process for hiring certificated and classified staff. 
• Serve as the custodian of school office records. 
• Arrange for conferences and travel of administrators and staff; prepare related purchase 

order or payment requisitions; and follow up with receipts, invoices, and expense 
claims. 

• Maintain relevant event and appointment calendars 
• Publish and distribute regular school communications with families 
• Investigate circumstances of employee on---the---job injuries; prepare required 

documentation; and report safety hazards to School Director. 
• Jointly with the School Director, scrutinize facility wear and tear and makes 

recommendations as to facility improvement (i.e., carpet replacement, exterior and 
interior paint, turf). 

• Recognize problems and impediments and report them promptly with options for 
solutions to the School Director; promote and assist with constructive resolutions. 

• Establish and maintain professional and cooperative working relationships with all 
stakeholders: parents, students, staff, neighbors, and partners. 

• Prepare reports on student performance assessment data. 
• Perform other duties as assigned by the charter School Director. 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 
Relevant and Appropriate Experience 
• Proficient in MS Office suite of applications 
• Experience with (or willingness and ability to learn) cloud based productivity software (such as 

the Google Drive suite), and student information systems. 
• Bachelor’s degree or higher highly preferred 
• Strong oral and written communication skills 
• Highly collaborative 

Physical demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Salary and benefits 
Salary is competitive and commensurate with experience. Compensation at RVC includes a 
comprehensive health benefits package. 
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Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
Physical Education Teacher, Part-Time 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened our 
doors on August 2017. Our school shares a beautiful campus with White Hill Middle School in 
Fairfax. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd and 

3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that the 
community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through project-

based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org. 

About the position: 
The Physical Education teacher is in charge of our students’ PE classes. The teacher brings healthy 
play and physical activity to our school and promotes a positive environment for learning and 
teaching. The teacher will teach cooperative games and instilling a love of play in all students. Our 
classes are about fun, joy and physical activity. This is a part-time role, teaching each of our eight 
classrooms PE for about two hours each week. 
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As part of the role’s responsibilities, the Director of Play and Physical Education is expected to 
fulfill duties in the following areas: 

● Develops and implements engaging, age-appropriate curriculum for students involving physical 
education, cooperative games, and other “learn through play” content 

● Teaches Physical Education to each class at least twice weekly during the regular school day 
● Teaches cooperative games during PE so that those games can be played safely during Recess 
● Maintain communication and a professional relationship with school staff, teachers, 

administration, families, and volunteers 
● Maintains and manages all equipment for PE and recess 
● Implements state Physical Fitness Assessment to students; reports data to CDE (Grade 5) 
● Other duties as assigned 

QUALIFICATIONS 
● High school diploma required; college degree strongly preferred 
● Experience teaching PE or leading youth activities, particularly for ages 5-11. 
● Experience in education, coaching or related field 
● Demonstrated experience leading and/or teaching groups of children with the ability to engage 

and inspire youth 
● Knowledge of cooperative games as well as traditional sports 
● Valid Clear Physical Education credential (preferred) 
● Ability to complete CPR/First Aid Training 
● Highly collaborative 
● Any credential required by existing California law and regulation 
● Spanish fluency (preferred) 

ENVIRONMENT AND PHYSICAL ABILITIES 
Environment: 
Primarily Outdoor 
Occasionally Indoor 

Physical Abilities: 
Ability to walk, run and/or stand for extended periods of time with exposure to a vast array of 
seasonal weather configurations. 

Benefits: 
This position is not eligible for employee benefits. 

Physical Demands: 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to successfully 
perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of this job, the person 
is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is required to stand, walk, 
reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or more pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth 
perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
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who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Position Description 
School Director 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving students in 
grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community members, RVC opened 
our doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning together, 2nd 

and 3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their academic 

needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly encouraged to 

contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the direction the 

school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the school in the image that 
the community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and socially 

responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging and 

individualized learning environment with high academic standards and expectations. 
● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations through 

project-based programs. 
● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity for 
innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of students and 
families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at https://rossvalleycharter.org 

Who We Are Looking For 
The School Director will be responsible for working with the Board as a “governance team” 
and with the parent community and teachers as partners, in a site council-like structure, to 
build a unity of purpose, communicate a common vision and create a positive organizational 
culture. An individual who has the skills to empower all staff and parent leaders to share ideas, 
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assume leadership, and solve problems collaboratively is ideal for this position. 

We will consider candidates for this position who are: 
• Believers in creating an environment in which all students can achieve academic 

excellence 
• Open-minded and committed to constantly learning and improving 
• Problem-solvers who appreciate challenge and work collaboratively to create solutions 
• Committed to detail and can meet timelines and manage complexprojects 
• Organized and experienced in building airtight systems and processes that endure over 

time 
• Skilled communicators, willing to reach out to students, parents, and 

teachers, and excellent teammates 

The School Director will have the following mandate: 

• Develop and oversee school operations. Develop systems and procedures to ensure 
seamless execution of all school operations each day, including, but not limited to, 
school lunch provision, transportation (arrival and dismissal), emergency plans, 
facility maintenance and upkeep, and supply and asset inventory and maintenance 
(technology, books, classroom supplies). 

• Develop systems to manage student data and compliance. Manage the school 
registration process; support student recruitment activities to ensure school is fully 
enrolled; serve as resident expert on the student information system and ensure 
accuracy of this system; develop and support implementation of school schedule; 
and ensure the school is adhering to all local/state compliance and reporting 
requirements. 

• Under the direction of the volunteer CFO, manage school finances and 
accounting. Actively manage the school budget throughout the year by 
participating in monthly budget meetings to review budget variances and 
actively monitor school spending; supervise the school Office Manager who will 
do accounting entries, reconcilementand production of financial reports; 
manage the school purchasing process by establishing clear systems for staff to 
request items, and supervising the Office Manager who will implement these 
procedures. 

• Coordinate school-based academic support. Work with leadership team to manage 
logistical elements of major student assessments; support logistics of school-wide 
events and off-site events, including field trips, Family Nights, and Orientations. 

• Support school-level human resources. Partner with the leadership team to 
onboardnew hires and to ensure teachers meet compliance and certification 
requirements. 

• Create an environment in which growth is expected. Offer and receive constructive 
feedback from colleagues in order to create a professional working atmosphere that 
aspires to excellence and is conducive to constant improvement; dive humbly into 
school-wide and individual professional development, including pre-service training 
over the summer and weekly sessions during the academic year. 

Candidates for the School Director position should meet the following requirements: 
• California Administrative Services Credential; Master’s degree required 
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• 3-7 years prior work experience in school management preferred – 
business or operations management desirable. 

• Demonstrate organizational, project planning, computer (Word, PPT, Excel), and 
verbal and written communication skills; comfort with budget tracking and 
financialoversight ideal. 

Salary and Benefits 
Salary is competitive and commensurate with experience. Compensation at Ross Valley 
Charter includes a comprehensive health benefits package. 

Physical Demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met to 
successfully perform the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable accommodations may be 
made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the job. While performing the duties of 
this job, the person is regularly required to use hands, to speak and to hear.  The teacher is 
required to stand, walk, reach with hands, and stoop.  The person must occasionally lift 10 or 
more pounds.  Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, 
peripheral vision, depth perception, and the ability to focus. 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding compliance 
procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a disability 
who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment eligibility and 
verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with the Immigration 
Reform and Control Act. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
Fairfax, California 

Special Education 
Resource Specialist Teacher 

About Ross Valley Charter: 
Ross Valley Charter is a public charter school located in Fairfax, California serving 
students in grades TK-5. Founded by a group of dedicated teachers and community 
members, RVC opened our doors in August 2017. 

Several features distinguish RVC: 
● We utilize a multi-age classroom model. We have TK-1 students learning 

together, 2nd and 3rd together, and 4th and 5th together. 
● We share a belief that inquiry-driven, project-based learning provides the best 

opportunities to students to grow their understanding of academic content. 
● Our program equally nurtures students’ social-emotional needs as well as their 

academic needs. 
● Parent involvement is central to our school culture. Families are strongly 

encouraged to contribute to our school community. 
● As a small school, our staff, parents and students have a strong voice in the 

direction the school takes.  Our whole school community is able to shape the 
school in the image that the community believes best meets the needs of children. 

RVC is committed to: 
● Developing students who are self-motivated, competent, self-directed, and 

socially responsible learners. 
● Partnering staff, students, parents and community to create a unique, challenging 

and individualized learning environment with high academic standards and 
expectations. 

● Applying academic learning to meaningful real-life activities and situations 
through project-based programs. 

● Respecting diversity and whole child development – cognitive, emotional, social 
and physical. 

Ross Valley Charter is a thriving, evolving school that provides an incredible opportunity 
for innovative educators who want to have the greatest possible impact on the lives of 
students and families. You can learn more about Ross Valley Charter at 
https://rossvalleycharter.org. 
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About the Position 

SUMMARY OF DUTIES: 

The Special Education Educator will be a kind, competent, highly-motivated individual 
who is capable of working with a wide range of students. 

The Resource Specialist provides: 

1) Support for the instructional program for students with special needs; 
2) Pertinent information and consultant services to staff members and parents; 
3) On---going student assessment and evaluation; 
4) On---going planning with regular classroom teachers and also 
promotes and supports the school Student Study Team/SST. 
5) Instruction in all the content areas. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities: 

• Develops educational plans (IEPs) for the purpose of meeting the individual 
needs of exceptional students 

• Evaluates students for the purpose of identifying student needs 
• Coordinates services to students for the purpose of ensuring efficient 

instructions and an effective cohesive program 
• Teaches/instructs students for the purpose of ensuring successful progress 

towards student's goals and objectives 
• Consults/collaborates with staff, parents, and agencies for the purpose of 

ensuring appropriate delivery of services and adherence to due process 
• Schedules services for students for the purpose of providing efficient and 

effective services for students 
• Knowledge and skill to provide instruction in the areas of English language 

Arts, math, and algebra 

Education and/or Experience: 

• Bachelor’s Degree, including appropriate coursework in education 
• Special Education Credential and Resource Specialist Certificate (or 

be eligible for an Emergency Credential or waiver) 
• A valid California driver's license and proof of automobile insurance. 
• Department of Justice fingerprint clearance 
• Minimum three years teaching experience 

Skills, Knowledge and/or Abilities Required: 

Knowledge of: 
• K---12 core curriculum content 

A variety of appropriate assessment tools to identify students with special 
needs 

• How to implement an integrated instructional program 
• How to write effective, meaningful student goals and objectives 
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• Appropriate options of delivery methods and services 
• How to coordinate services with the regular education classroom and 

program 
• Appropriate modifications and/or accommodations and interventions of 

classroom curriculum 
• Due process rights and procedures 
• Effective interpersonal communication techniques 

Ability to: 
• Coordinate service with the regular education teacher and work with core 

curriculum 
• Administer a variety of assessments 
• Plan for effective, meaningful integration of student instruction 
• Implement curriculum that addresses student goals and objectives 
• Deliver methods and services to match specific student needs 
• Work with regular teachers in a team effort to plan curriculum and student 

support 
• Develop and implement modifications and intervention strategies 
• Document necessary federal and state due process rights and procedures 
• Work with staff using effective communication techniques 

Skills to: 
• Work with core curriculum and know where and how to access core 

curriculum content material 
• Interpret and evaluate assessment results 
• Coordinate curricular areas to help establish an integrated program for each 

student 
• Conduct on---going evaluation of student goals and objectives 
• Evaluate effectiveness of strategies and techniques used and adjust 

instruction and delivery as needed 
• Work on a daily basis with teachers to develop and 

maintain teaming/communication 
• Support classroom modifications and intervention 

strategies 
• Translate all necessary documentation in an understandable format on 

Special Education forms and files 
• Use effective and appropriate communication techniques with students, 

parents, staff, agencies and community members 
• Work with students with exceptional needs 
• Modify core curriculum and implement appropriate teaching strategies 

Qualifications: 

• Education Specialist Instruction Credential required 
• Multiple Subject Teaching Credential desired 
• Language Skills: Have a great command of the English language. 

Spanish Bilingual preferred. 
• Mathematical Skills: Mastery of basic math and Algebra. 
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• Reasoning Ability: Able to initiate tasks, plan, and problem solve 
• Personal Qualities: Prompt, team player, flexible 
• Transportation: Able to drive to locations assigned to provide supports and 

services, to professional development opportunities 

Ross Valley Charter is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, national origin, creed, age, gender or disability. Inquiries regarding 
compliance procedures may be directed to our personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Persons with a 
disability who may need some accommodation in the hiring process should contact our 
personnel office. 

Ross Valley Charter requires a successful candidate to provide it with employment 
eligibility and verification of a legal right to work in the United States in compliance with 
the Immigration Reform and Control Act. 
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Appendix C: Charter Team 
• Governing Board Members and Charter Officers 
• Consultants and Advisors 
• SELPA Letter of Good Standing 
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Board Members 
Cheryl Flick, CPA/MBA- Parent Member 
Term expires 6/30/21 

Cheryl Flick has spent over 20 years in accounting, finance and audit in New York 
City and San Francisco. Cheryl is currently the CFO of a private investment office in 
San Francisco, previously worked for the accounting firms KPMG and Arthur 
Andersen, and serves on the Finance Committee of GLIDE. Cheryl holds a BA in 
Mathematics from Dartmouth College and an MBA in Finance & Accounting from 
New York University. Cheryl lives in Marin with her husband and two children, who 
both attend Ross Valley Charter. 

Amy Gramajo - Parent Member 
Term expires 6/30/21 

Born in San Francisco, Amy grew up in San Rafael and graduated from San Rafael 
high school. She has worked for the County of Marin The Women, Infants, 
and Children (WIC) Supplemental Nutrition Program and currently works for a 
private OBGYN office in Greenbrae. Amy served as a member of board of the 
Fairfax-San Anselmo Children Center (FSACC) for 2 years and is bi-lingual. 
Amy has three children, two of whom are students who attend Ross Valley 
Charter, and third who is preschool age. Amy lives in San Rafael with husband 
Arturo Torres, who works for Richard Osorio Heating and Air conditioning. 

Kristi Kimball, M.P.A. - Community Member 
Term expires 6/30/22 

Kristi Kimball is the Executive Director of the Charles and Helen Schwab 
Foundation. The Foundation focuses on improving the quality of K-12 education 
for all children in California and nationwide through investments in high-
performing charter schools, human capital development for teachers and school 
leaders, education technology and policy work. Prior to joining the foundation, 
she worked as a consultant and strategic advisor to a number of education 
foundations and non-profits. Kristi also worked for 8 years as Program Officer 
at the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, where she managed more than 
$85 million in grants. Her portfolio included investments in networks of model 
schools and school districts, research and evaluation, communications and state 
policy work. 

Kristi served in the U.S. Department of Education during the Clinton 
Administration,in the Education Policy Research Center at the Urban Institute, 
and in the Education Office of the U.S.Senate Health,Education,Labor and 
Pensions Committee. Ms.Kimball holds a B.A. from Dartmouth College and a 
Master’s in Public Administration from the Woodrow Wilson School at 
Princeton University. 
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John Kirk, CPA/MA - Teacher Representative 
Term expires 6/30/21 

John H. Kirk, Jr., has been with the San Rafael CPA firm of Jorstad 
Incorporated since 1999. John is a graduate of the University of California, 
Santa Barbara in business economics with an accounting emphasis and holds a 
Master's in tax law from Golden Gate University. John worked as an accountant 
for Headlands Mortgage in Marin County for three years before joining the 
audit staff of Price Waterhouse Coopers LLP. John and his wife have two 
children, one at White Hill and one at Drake High. He has been a resident of 
San Francisco Bay area for over forty years. 

Sharon Sagar, Chair - Community Member 
Term expires 6/30/21 

Sharon Sagar previously served on the Ross Valley School District Board of 
Trustees for 14 years.She served asSchool Board President, and on almost every 
districtwide committee at some point over those 14 years. In addition, Sharon 
served in many capacities as a parent volunteer including as Site Council 
President and PTA President, and on many fundraising committees. Some of the 
many district and countywide committees that Sharon has served on include 
Budget Committee, Superintendent Search, Policy committee, Strategic 
Planning Committee, negotiations representative,Facilities Committee, District 
English Language Advisory Committee, District Round Table, Safe Routes 
Schools, YES Foundation board representative, Marin County Joint Legislative 
Advisory Representative, Wellness Committee, Tech Committee, and Marin 
County School Board representative.Sharon worked on several parcel tax and 
bond campaigns for the Ross Valley School District. 

Sharon also served as co- president of the Marin Education Task Force, a 
collaborative network of schools feeding into the Tamalpais Union High School 
District. Sharon has taken the California School Boards Master’s in Governance 
training program twice. Sharon was an active founding member of the 
Innovative Learning Community/MAP and values offering educational choice to 
the families of the Ross Valley School District. She is committed to collaborative 
decision-making and partnerships between administration, teachers and 
parents in public education. Sharon currently works in a local high school 
business office. 

Sonya Stanley, MBA, Vice-Chair - Community Member 
Term expires 6/30/22 

Sonya Stanley has been involved in education for the past 17 years and actively 
participated in the Manor Multiage Program for 12 years with 4 years as the Facilitator 
of the MAP Advisory Board. Sonya was a weekly classroom volunteer during the 12 years 
her three children were enrolled in the program. Sonya's interest in education took an 
unexpected turn 9 years ago when she discovered her youngest child had a learning 
disability. She has been passionate about Special Education and learning disabilities, 
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particularly dysgraphia, ever since. Sonya has extensively researched the field through 
reading the latest research and consulting with experts across the United States. Sonya 
has put this expert knowledge to use by consulting with other Marin County families 
and a local preschool to increase their understanding of the field and help them navigate 
the world of Special Education. Sonya served as the Chair of the Marin County SELPA 
Special Education Advisory Committee for many years. She also served as the parent 
representative for the Marin County SELPA Strategic Planning Steering Committee and 
has built a network of contacts in the special education community. Sonya's educational 
background includes a Bachelor's in Economics from UCLA (Magna Cum Laude) and an 
MBA from the Tepper School of Business at Carnegie Mellon University. Sonya's work 
experience also included work as a Product Manager for the HJ Heinz Company. Sonya 
resides with her husband and children in Fairfax, California. 

Officers 

Luke Duchene, School Director and Board President 

Luke Duchene has a wealth of experience and expertise as a teacher, school leader, and 
community builder. Prior to becoming School Director for RVC when it opened in 2017, 
he previously served as an Assistant Principal in the San Francisco Unified School 
District. Before that, he was a classroom teacher for seven years in various public and 
private school settings. 

Luke received a BA with Honors from Strathclyde University in Glasgow, Scotland; a 
Master’s in Education from National University; and participated in the Educational 
Leadership Development Academy at the University of San Diego. He holds both a 
California teaching credential in Social Sciences as well as an Administrative Services 
credential. Luke lives with his family in Fairfax and his two sons are students at RVC. 

Elizabeth Ellis, Office Manager - Board Secretary 

Prior to becoming Office Manager for RVC when it first opened in 2017, Elizabeth 
served for six years as the Administrative and Communications Coordinator for the YES 
Foundation in Ross Valley. She has also served in various roles in Marin businesses and 
nonprofits. Her connection to the local area is strong, and she has much experience 
serving families in our community. 

Elizabeth holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts and Art History from the University of Colorado. 
She lives in Fairfax and her two children, now entering high school, went through the 
MAP program, the precursor to RVC. 

Chris Lyons - Teacher Liaison Officer 

Chris Lyons teaches a 4th/5th grade class at Ross Valley Charter. She taught in MAP for 
ten years and previously taught in the Dixie School District, for a total of 24 years of 
elementary teaching experience. Chris has taught all of the elementary grades, 
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kindergarten through fifth. She has served on School Site Councils, District Advisory 
Teams, and numerous district and school committees. She has also been a mentor 
teacher, taught a class for Marin County's Beginning Teacher Support and Assessment 
("BTSA") program, and received a Golden Bell award. She has been trained at the 
Teacher's College Reading and Writing Project at Columbia University in New York, and 
has attended many professional development workshops including Project Based 
Learning and Childhood Creativity. Chris served as president of the San Anselmo 
Cooperative Nursery School when her children were students there. Both her sons are 
MAP program graduates. 
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Consultants and Advisers 
Edtec Inc. provides back-office business services 

EdTec is a social venture founded in 2001 to develop, support and advance quality 
charter schools. EdTec provides the quality business services and operations support. 
EdTec’s team provides expertise and support to over 300 charter schools and charter 
developers across a comprehensive range of services. EdTec’s economies of scale deliver 
experienced personnel specializing in various areas of school finance and operations, 
including budgeting, cash flows and forecasts, accounting, payroll, accounts payable, 
financial reporting, compliance management and the development of benchmarks and 
best practices. 

Young, Minney & Corr, LLP (“YM&C”) provides legal services 

Young, Minney & Corr, LLP is California’s most experienced, knowledgeable and 
respected firm working in the unique area of charter school law. As a leader in charter 
school representation since the passage of California’s Charter Schools Act of 1992, 
YM&C offers expertise in every facet of charter school creation, expansion and operation 
— including charter petitions and negotiations, MOUs, nonprofit incorporation, board 
governance, facilities, student issues, policy development and more. YM&C is a leader in 
charter school law, with experience representing over half of all charter schools 
throughout the state. 

CharterSafe Member 

CharterSAFE is a nonprofit risk-sharing pool serving independent charter schools in 
California wherein its members are its owners. Its comprehensive property and 
casualty insurance program and complimentary risk management services offer its 
members a proactive approach to mitigating risks and ensures broad limits that satisfy 
charter authorizer requirements. It covers over 850 school sites in California that 
comprise the CharterSAFE membership in keeping schools safe! 

El Dorado Charter SELPA 

Ross Valley Charter belongs to the El Dorado Charter SELPA for the purpose of 
receiving special education revenue and support services. The SELPA plays a critical 
role in RVC’s approach to special education. And RVC actively participates in the 
SELPA’s activities, including CEO Council Governance, regional meetings, trainings, 
and consulting. A letter of Good Standing is included in this Appendix C. 
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EL DORADO 

CHARTERSELPA 
Special Education Local Plan Area 

Dr. Ed Manansala 
County Superintendent of Schools 

El Dorado County Office of Education 

David M. Toston 
Associate Superintendent 

El Dorado County SELPA / Charter SELPA 

800-524-8100 
530-295-2462 

530-295-9227 

6767 Green Valley Rd 
Placerville, CA 95667 

061

July 1, 2020 

Luke Duchene 
School Director 
Ross Valley Elementary 
PO Box 791 
Fairfax, CA 94978 
luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Re:  Ross Valley Elementary – CDS# 21-77065-0135350 

Dear Mr. Duchene, 

Ross Valley Elementary has been a member of the El Dorado Charter SELPA since 
July 2017.  Ross Valley Elementary is a member in good standing and has 
demonstrated the commitment and capacity to function as an LEA for special 
education services.  

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Ginese Quann 
Charter SELPA Director 

GQ:kc 

www.CharterSELPA.org  
Inspire – Educate – Empower 
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Appendix C: Governance 
Documents 

• Articles of Incorporation 
• Bylaws 
• Conflict of Interest Code 
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3692965 
FILED 

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
OF 

Secr~tary of State 
State of C2ftlifomia 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL JUL 1 O 2014 · 
I. h0~? 

The name of the Corporation shall be Ross Valley Charter School. 

II. 

The Corporation is a nonprofit public benefit corporation and is not organized for the 
private gain of any person. It is organized under the Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law 
for public and charitable purposes. The specific purposes for which this Corporation is 
organized are to manage, operate, guide, direct and promote one or more California public 
charter schools. 

The Corporation is organized and operated exclusively for educational and charitable 
purposes pursuant to and within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code 
or the corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Law. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of these articles, the Corporation shall not, except to an 
insubstantial degree, engage in any other activities or exercise of power that do not further the 
purposes of the Corporation. The Corporation shall not carry on any other activities not 
permitted to be carried on by: (a) a corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding section of any future federal tax 
code; or (b) by a corporation, contributions to which are deductible under Section 170( c )(2) of 
the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code. 

m. 
The name and address in the State of California of this Corporation's initial agent for 

service of process is: 

Jason Morrison 
25 Deer Park Lane 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

IV. 

All corporate property is irrevocably dedicated to the purposes set forth in the second 
article above. No part of the net earnings of the Corporation shall inure to the benefit of, or be 
distributable to any of its directors, members, trustees, officers or other private persons except 
that the Corporation shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for 
services rendered, and to make payments and distributions in furtherance of the purposes set 
forth in Article II. 

No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall consist of the carrying on of 
propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the Corporation shall not 
participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of statements) any political 
campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. 
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Subject to the provisions of the nonprofit public benefit provisions of the Nonprofit 
Corporation Law of the State of California, and any limitations in the articles or bylaws relating 
to action to be approved by the members or by a majority of all members, if any, the activities 
and affairs of this Corporation shall be conducted and all the powers shall be exercised by or 
under the direction of the board of directors: 

The number of directors shall be as provided for in the bylaws. The bylaws shall 
prescribe fue qualifications, mode of election, and term of office of directors. 

v. 
The authorized number and qualifications of .members of the corporation, if any, the 

different classes of membership, the property, voting and other rights and privileges of members, 
and their liability for dues and assessments and the method of collection thereof, shall be set 
forth in the bylaws. 

VI. 

Upon the dissolution or winding up of the Corporation, its assets remaining after payment 
of all debts and liabilities of the Corporation, shall be distributed to a nonprofit :fun<l; foundation, 
corporation or association which is organized and operated exclusively for educational, public or 
charitable purposes and which has established its, tax exempt status under Section 50l(c)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code, or shall 
be distributed to the federal government, or to a state or local government,. for a public purpose. 
Any such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed of by a court of competent jurisdiction of 
the county in which the principal office of the Corporation is then located, exclusively for such 
purposes or to such organization or organizations; as said court shall determine which are 
organized and operated exclusively for such purposes. 

VIL 

The initial street address of the Corporation is: 

25 Deer Park Lane 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

The initial mailing address of the Corporation is: 

P.O. Box971 '\ 

Fairfax, CA 94978 

Dated: July 9, 2014 
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I hereby certify that.the foregoing 
transcript of_..,_-c-,-.L. page£s) 
is a full, tiUe and correcfcopy of the 

· cord in the custody of the 
mia Secretary of State's office. 
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BYLAWS 
OF 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 
(A California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation) 

ARTICLE I 
NAME 

Section 1. NAME.  The name of this Corporation is Ross Valley Charter School. 

ARTICLE II 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION.  The principal office for 
the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation is Fairfax, State of California. The Board 
of Directors may change the location of the principal office. Any such change of location must be 
noted by the Secretary on these bylaws opposite this Section; alternatively, this Section may be 
amended to state the new location. 

Section 2. OTHER OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION.  The Board of Directors may 
at any time establish branch or subordinate offices at any place or places where the Corporation is 
qualified to conduct its activities. 

ARTICLE III 
GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES; LIMITATIONS 

Section 1. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES.  The purpose of the Corporation is 
to manage, operate, guide, direct and promote the Ross Valley Charter School (“Charter School”), a 
California public charter school. Also in the context of these purposes, the Corporation shall not, 
except to an insubstantial degree, engage in any other activities or exercise of power that do not further 
the purposes of the Corporation. 

The Corporation shall not carry on any other activities not permitted to be carried on by: (a) a 
corporation exempt from federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code; or (b) a corporation, contributions to 
which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding 
section of any future federal tax code. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall 
consist of the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the 
Corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of 
statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. 

ARTICLE IV 
CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1. CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS.  Unless the context indicates 
otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and definitions in the California Nonprofit 
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Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these bylaws.  Without limiting the generality of 
the preceding sentence, the masculine gender includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes 
the plural, and the plural includes the singular, and the term “person” includes both a legal entity and 
a natural person. 

ARTICLE V 
DEDICATION OF ASSETS 

Section 1. DEDICATION OF ASSETS. The Corporation’s assets are irrevocably 
dedicated to public benefit purposes as set forth in the Charter School’s Charter.  No part of the net 
earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit 
of any private person or individual, or to any director or officer of the Corporation.  On liquidation or 
dissolution, all properties and assets remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts 
and liabilities of the Corporation shall be distributed to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation 
that is organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes and that has established its exempt 
status under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3). 

ARTICLE VI 
CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS 

Section 1. CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS.  The Corporation shall have no 
voting members within the meaning of the Nonprofit Corporation Law.  The Corporation’s Board of 
Directors may, in its discretion, admit individuals to one or more classes of nonvoting members; the 
class or classes shall have such rights and obligations as the Board of Directors finds appropriate. 

ARTICLE VII 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. GENERAL POWERS. Subject to the provisions and limitations of the 
California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and subject to 
any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws, the Corporation’s activities and affairs shall 
be managed, and all corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the Board of 
Directors (“Board”). 

Section 2. SPECIFIC POWERS. Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of these bylaws, but subject to the same limitations, the Board of Directors shall have the 
power to: 

a. Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board of Directors, all corporate officers, 
agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them as are consistent with 
the law, the articles of incorporation, and these bylaws; fix their compensation; and 
require from them security for faithful service. 

b. Change the principal office or the principal business office in California from one 
location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in 
any other state, territory, dependency, or country; conduct its activities in or outside 
California. 
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c. Borrow money and incur indebtedness on the Corporation’s behalf and cause to be 
executed and delivered for the Corporation’s purposes, in the corporate name, 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, 
hypothecations, and other evidences of debt and securities. 

d. Adopt and use a corporate seal. 

Section 3. DESIGNATED BOARD MEMBERS AND TERMS. The number of Board 
Members shall be no less than five and no more than nine, unless changed by amendments to these 
bylaws.  All Board Members shall have full voting rights, including any representative appointed by 
the charter authorizer as consistent with Education Code Section 47604(c). If the charter authorizer 
appoints a representative to serve on the Board of Directors, the Corporation may appoint an 
additional Board Member to ensure an odd number of Board members. All directors, except the 
representative appointed by the charter authorizer, shall be designated by the existing Board of 
Directors. 

After the expiration of the terms of the initial board members: 

• The teacher representative will be appointed by the Board after considering a nomination by 
the full time teacher employees of the Charter School. 

• Two parent representatives will be appointed by the Board after considering nominations by 
the parents of students of the school with each student family having two votes. 

• All other board members, except for the representative of the charter authorizer, will be 
appointed by the Board of Directors as vacancies occur. 

The teacher representative, who shall not be an employee of the Charter School, shall recuse 
him/herself from any Board discussions and/or decisions relating to any personnel actions (hiring, 
contract extension, evaluation, discipline, termination), including those affecting the Director.  This 
individual also shall not participate in any Board discussions and/or decisions in the areas of: salary 
table; bonuses for employees; allocation of resources if there is a conflict among staff members in 
this area; any student matters for students the teacher is currently instructing; personnel handbook 
approval; and matters surrounding working conditions or terms of employment. 

Each Board Member shall hold office unless otherwise removed from office in accordance 
with these bylaws for two (2) years and until a successor Board Member has been designated and 
qualified. 

Section 4. The Board may adopt other policies circumscribing potential conflicts of 
interest. The Board will comply with the Political Reform Act and Government Code Section 1090, 
et seq., as set forth in Education Code Section 47604.1. 

Section 5. BOARD MEMBERS’ TERM. Each Board Member shall hold office for two 
(2) years and until a successor Board Member has been designated and qualified.  Board members 
can be elected to multiple terms.  In the event of adding new Board member(s) to expand the size of 
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the Board , the Board shall determine the new Board member’s term within the confines of Article 
VII Sections 3 and 5, and using whatever considerations seem appropriate in the circumstances, but 
paying particular attention to the importance of staggering Board terms.  Board member terms shall 
generally expire on June 30, at the end of the fiscal year. 

Section 6. NOMINATIONS BY COMMITTEE.  The Chairman of the Board of 
Directors will appoint a committee to designate qualified candidates for election to the community 
member Board of Directors positions at least thirty (30) days before the date of any election of Board 
Members.  The nominating committee shall make its report at least seven (7) days before the date of 
the election or at such other time as the Board of Directors may set and the Secretary shall forward to 
each Board member, with the notice of meeting required by these bylaws, a list of all candidates 
nominated by committee. 

Section 7. USE OF CORPORATE FUNDS TO SUPPORT NOMINEE. No corporation 
funds may be expended to support a nominee without the Board’s authorization. 

Section 8. EVENTS CAUSING VACANCIES ON BOARD.  A vacancy or vacancies 
on the Board of Directors shall occur in the event of (a) the death, resignation, or removal of any 
Board Member; (b) the declaration by resolution of the Board of Directors of a vacancy in the office 
of a Board Member who has been convicted of a felony, declared of unsound mind by a court order, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under California Nonprofit 
Public Benefit Corporation Law, Chapter 2, Article 3; or (c) the increase of the authorized number of 
Board Members. 

Section 9. RESIGNATION OF BOARD MEMBERS.  Except as provided below, any 
Board Member may resign by giving written notice to the Chairman of the Board, to the School 
Director, or to the Board.  The resignation shall be effective when the notice is given unless the notice 
specifies a later time for the resignation to become effective.  If a Board Member’s resignation is 
effective at a later time, the Board of Directors may elect a successor to take office as of the date when 
the resignation becomes effective. 

Section 10. BOARD MEMBER MAY NOT RESIGN IF NO BOARD MEMBER 
REMAINS.  Except on notice to the California Attorney General, no Board Member may resign if 
the Corporation would be left without a duly elected Board Member or Board Members. 

Section 11. REMOVAL OF BOARD MEMBERS.  Any Board Member may be 
removed, with or without cause, by the vote of the majority of the members of the entire Board of 
Directors at a special meeting called for that purpose, or at a regular meeting, provided that notice of 
that meeting and of the removal questions are given in compliance with the provisions of the Ralph 
M. Brown Act. (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the 
Government Code).  Any vacancy caused by the removal of a Board Member shall be filled as 
provided in Section 12. 

Section 12. THE FILLING OF VACANT SEATS ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Vacancies on the Board of Directors may be filled by approval of the Board of Directors or, if the 
number of Board Members then in office is less than a quorum, by (a) the affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Board Members then in office at a regular or special meeting of the Board, or (b) a 
sole remaining Board Member.  If the charter authorizer appoints a representative to serve on the 
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Board of Directors, a vacancy in the seat of the authorizer’s representative shall be filled by the 
authorizer. The teacher and parent representative Board seats shall be filled pursuant to the 
procedure specified in Section 3, except that if there is a vacancy in the initial parent seats prior to the 
enrollment of students and the nomination of candidates to fill the parent seat(s), then the vacancy in 
the parent seats shall be filled by the Board, with parents who have certified in Appendix B of the 
July 2015 Charter Petition that they  are “meaningfully interested in enrolling their student(s) at the 
Ross Valley Charter School.”  When a vacant seat is filled, the original term shall remain unchanged. 

Section 13. NO VACANCY ON REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF BOARD MEMBERS.  
Any reduction of the authorized number of Board Members shall not result in any Board Members 
being removed before his or her term of office expires. 

Section 14. PLACE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS. Meetings shall be held 
at the principal office of the Corporation. The Board of Directors may also designate that a meeting 
be held at any place within the physical boundaries of Marin County and designated in the notice of 
the meeting. All meetings of the Board of Directors shall be called, held and conducted in accordance 
with the terms and provisions of Education Code Section 47604.1 and the Ralph M. Brown Act, 
California Government Code Sections 54950, et seq., as said chapter may be modified by subsequent 
legislation. 

Section 15.  MEETINGS; ANNUAL MEETINGS. All meetings of the Board of Directors 
and its committees shall be called, noticed, and held in compliance with the provisions of 
Education Code Section 47604.1 and the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”). (Chapter 9 
(commencing with Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code). The Board 
of Directors shall meet annually in June for the purpose of organization, election of a Chair and 
Secretary, appointment of officers, and the transaction of such other business as may properly be 
brought before the meeting.  This meeting shall be held at a time, date, and place as noticed by the 
Board of Directors in accordance with the Brown Act. 

Section 16.  REGULAR MEETINGS. Regular meetings of the Board of Directors, 
including annual meetings, shall be held at such times and places as may from time to time be 
fixed by the Board of Directors. At least 72 hours before a regular meeting, the Board of Directors, 
or its designee shall post an agenda at a physical location within the Charter School jurisdiction 
and on the Charter School website homepage with a direct link to the agenda, containing a brief 
general description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting. 

Section 17.   SPECIAL MEETINGS. Special meetings of the Board of Directors for any 
purpose may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or a majority of the 
Board of Directors.  The party calling a special meeting shall determine the place, date, and time 
thereof. 

Section 18.  NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS. In accordance with the Brown Act, 
special meetings of the Board of Directors may be held only after twenty-four (24) hours notice is 
given to the public through the posting of an agenda at a physical location within the Charter 
School jurisdiction and on the Charter School website homepage with a direct link to the agenda.  
Board Members shall also receive at least twenty-four (24) hours notice of the special meeting, in 
the manner: 
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a. Any such notice shall be addressed or delivered to each Board Member at the Board 
Member’s address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation, or as may have been 
given to the Corporation by the Board Member for purposes of notice, or, if an address 
is not shown on the Corporation’s records or is not readily ascertainable, at the place at 
which the meetings of the Board of Directors are regularly held. 

b. Notice by mail shall be deemed received at the time a properly addressed written notice 
is deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid.  Any other written notice shall 
be deemed received at the time it is personally delivered to the recipient or is delivered 
to a common carrier for transmission, or is actually transmitted by the person giving 
the notice by electronic means to the recipient. Oral notice shall be deemed received 
at the time it is communicated, in person or by telephone or wireless, to the recipient 
or to a person at the office of the recipient whom the person giving the notice has reason 
to believe will promptly communicate it to the receiver. 

c. The notice of special meeting shall state the time of the meeting, and the place if the 
place is other than the principal office of the Corporation, and the general nature of the 
business proposed to be transacted at the meeting.  No business, other than the business 
the general nature of which was set forth in the notice of the meeting, may be transacted 
at a special meeting. 

Section 19.  QUORUM.  A majority of the Board Members then in office shall constitute 
a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote of the Board 
Members in attendance, based upon the presence of a quorum. Should there be less than a majority 
of the Board Members present at any meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned. The Board Members 
present at a duly called and held meeting at which a quorum is initially present may continue to 
do business notwithstanding the loss of a quorum at the meeting due to a withdrawal of Board 
Members from the meeting, provided that any action thereafter taken must be approved by at least 
a majority of the required quorum for such meeting or such greater percentage as may be required 
by law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws.  Board Members may not vote by proxy. 
The vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken shall be publicly 
reported. 

Section 20. TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS. Members of the Board of Directors 
may participate in teleconference meetings so long as all of the following requirements in the 
Brown Act are complied with: 

a. At a minimum, a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors shall 
participate in the teleconference meeting from locations within the physical 

boundaries of the county in which the Charter School operates; 

b. All votes taken during a teleconference meeting shall be by roll call; 

c. If the Board of Directors elects to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas at all 
teleconference locations with each teleconference location being identified in the 
notice and agenda of the meeting; 

d. All locations where a member of the Board of Directors participates in a meeting 
via teleconference must be fully accessible to members of the public and shall be 
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listed on the agenda;1 

e. Members of the public must be able to hear what is said during the meeting and 
shall be provided with an opportunity to address the Board of Directors directly at 
each teleconference location; and 

f. The agenda shall indicate that members of the public attending a meeting conducted 
via teleconference need not give their name when entering the conference call.2 

Section 21. ADJOURNMENT.  A majority of the Board Members present, whether or not 
a quorum is present, may adjourn any Board of Directors meeting to another time or place.  Notice 
of such adjournment to another time or place shall be given, prior to the time schedule for the 
continuation of the meeting, to the Board Members who were not present at the time of the 
adjournment, and to the public in the manner prescribed by any applicable public open meeting 
law. 

Section 22. COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT. Directors may not receive 
compensation for their services as Board Members or officers, only such reimbursement of expenses 
as the Board of Directors may establish by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the Corporation 
at the time that the resolution is adopted. 

Section 23. CREATION AND POWERS OF COMMITTEES.  The Board, by resolution 
adopted by a majority of the Board Members then in office, may create one or more committees of 
the Board, each consisting of two or more Board Members and no one who is not a Board Member, 
to serve at the pleasure of the Board. Appointments to committees of the Board of Directors shall be 
by majority vote of the Board Members then in office.  The Board of Directors may appoint one or 
more Board Members as alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent 
member at any meeting.  Any such committee shall have all the authority of the Board, to the extent 
provided in the Board of Directors’ resolution, except that no committee may: 

a. Take any final action on any matter that, under the California Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Corporation Law, also requires approval of the members or approval of a majority of 
all members; 

b. Fill vacancies on the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board; 

c. Fix compensation of the Board Members for serving on the Board of Directors or on 
any committee; 

d. Amend or repeal bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 

e. Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board of Directors that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or subject to repeal; 

1 This means that members of the Board of Directors who choose to utilize their homes or offices as teleconference 
locations must open these locations to the public and accommodate any members of the public who wish to attend 
the meeting at that location.
2 The Brown Act prohibits requiring members of the public to provide their names as a condition of attendance at 
the meeting. 
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f. Create any other committees of the Board of Directors or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 

g. Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Board Member if more people have 
been nominated for Board Member than can be elected; or 

h. Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party and in which 
one or more of its Board Members has a material financial interest. 

The Board may also create one or more advisory committees composed of Board Members 
and non-Board Members. It is the intent of the Board to encourage the participation and 
involvement of faculty, staff, parents, students and administrators through attending and 
participating in open committee meetings. The Board may establish, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Board Members then in office, advisory committees to serve at the pleasure of the 
Board.  

Section 24. MEETINGS AND ACTION OF COMMITTEES.  Meetings and actions of 
committees of the Board of Directors shall be governed by, held, and taken under the provisions of 
these bylaws concerning meetings, other Board of Directors’ actions, and the Brown Act, if 
applicable, except that the time for general meetings of such committees and the calling of special 
meetings of such committees may be set either by Board of Directors’ resolution or, if none, by 
resolution of the committee.  Minutes of each meeting shall be kept and shall be filed with the 
corporate records.  The Board of Directors may adopt rules for the governance of any committee as 
long as the rules are consistent with these bylaws.  If the Board of Directors has not adopted rules, the 
committee may do so. 

Section 25. NON-LIABILITY OF BOARD MEMBERS.   No Board Member shall be 
personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the Corporation. 

Section 26.  COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS GOVERNING STUDENT RECORDS. The 
Charter School and the Board of Directors shall comply with all applicable provisions of the 
Family Education Rights Privacy Act (“FERPA”) as set forth in Title 20 of the United States Code 
Section 1232g and attendant regulations as they may be amended from time to time. 

ARTICLE VIII 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. OFFICES HELD. The officers of the Corporation shall be a Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, President, who shall be known as the “School Director,” a Secretary, and a Chief Financial 
Officer. The officers, in addition to the corporate duties set forth in this Article VIII, may also have 
administrative duties as set forth in any applicable contract for employment or job specification. 

Section 2. Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as either the President or the 
Chairman of the Board. 

Section 3. ELECTION OF OFFICERS.  The officers of the Corporation shall serve at 
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the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights of any officer under any employment contract. 

Section 4. REMOVAL OF OFFICERS.  Without prejudice to the rights of any officer 
under an employment contract, the Board of Directors may remove any officer with or without cause. 

Section 5. RESIGNATION OF OFFICERS.  Any officer may resign at any time by 
giving written notice to the Board.  The resignation shall take effect on the date the notice is received 
or at any later time specified in the notice.  Unless otherwise specified in the notice, the resignation 
need not be accepted to be effective.  Any resignation shall be without prejudice to any rights of the 
Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 

Section 6. VACANCIES IN OFFICE.  A vacancy in any office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed in 
these bylaws for normal appointment to that office, provided, however, that vacancies need not be 
filled on an annual basis. 

Section 7. CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. Once a Chairman of the Board of Directors 
is elected, he or she shall preside at the Board of Directors’ meetings and shall exercise and perform 
such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from time to time. There shall 
also be a Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors who will be elected by the Board of Directors. In 
the absence of the Chairman, the Vice Chairman shall preside at Board of Directors meetings and 
shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from 
time to time. 

Section 8. SCHOOL DIRECTOR.  The School Director shall be the general manager of 
the Corporation and shall supervise, direct, and control the Corporation’s activities, affairs, and 
officers as fully described in any applicable employment contract, agreement, or job specification. 
The School Director shall have such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws 
may require. The School Director shall not be a member of the Board. 

Section 9. SECRETARY.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the 
Corporation’s principal office or such other place as the Board of Directors may direct, a book of 
minutes of all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board and of committees of the Board.  The 
minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held; whether the meeting 
was annual, regular, special, or emergency and, if special or emergency, how authorized; the notice 
given; the names of the Board Members present at Board of Directors and committee meetings; and 
the vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken. 

The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the principal California office, a copy of the 
articles of incorporation and bylaws, as amended to date. 

The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board and of 
committees of the Board of Directors that these bylaws require to be given.  The Secretary shall keep 
the corporate seal, if any, in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such other 
duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws may require. 

Section 10. CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER.  The Chief Financial Officer shall keep and 
maintain, or cause to be kept and maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the 
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Corporation’s properties and transactions.  The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be given 
to Board Members such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by these 
bylaws, or by the Board.  The books of account shall be open to inspection by any Board Member at 
all reasonable times. 

The Chief Financial Officer shall (a) deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board of 
Directors may designate; (b) disburse the corporation’s funds as the Board of Directors may order; 
(c) render to the School Director, Chairman of the Board, if any, and the Board, when requested, an 
account of all transactions as Chief Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the Corporation; 
and (d) have such other powers and perform such other duties as the Board, contract, job specification, 
or the bylaws may require. 

If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in the 
amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board of Directors for faithful performance of 
the duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief Financial 
Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal from office. 

Section 11. TEACHER LIAISON OFFICER. If the Teacher Representative Board Member 
is not a current teacher employed by the charter, the board may choose to elect a current teacher as 
Teacher Liaison Officer. The Teacher Liaison Officer will attend board meetings and contribute the 
perspective of the teaching staff of the school to the board and public during board deliberations as 
well as be responsible for keeping the teachers apprised of board deliberations and decisions. 

ARTICLE IX 
CONTRACTS WITH DIRECTORS 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH BOARD MEMBERS.  The Corporation shall not 
enter into a contract or transaction in which a Board Member directly or indirectly has a material 
financial interest (nor any other corporation, firm, association, or other entity in which one or more 
of the Corporation’s Board Members are Board Members and have a material financial interest). 

ARTICLE X 
CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED EMPLOYEES 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED 
EMPLOYEES. The Corporation shall not enter into a contract or transaction in which a non-
Board Member designated employee (e.g., officers and other key decision-making employees) 
directly or indirectly has a material financial interest unless all of the requirements in the Ross 
Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest Code have been fulfilled. 

ARTICLE XI 
LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS 

Section 1. LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS.  The Corporation shall 
not lend any money or property to or guarantee the obligation of any Board Member or officer without 
the approval of the California Attorney General; provided, however, that the Corporation may 
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advance money to a Board Member or officer of the Corporation for expenses reasonably anticipated 
to be incurred in the performance of his or her duties if that Board Member or officer would be entitled 
to reimbursement for such expenses of the Corporation. 

ARTICLE XII 
INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 1. INDEMNIFICATION.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation shall indemnify its Board Members, officers, employees, and other persons described in 
Corporations Code Section 5238(a), including persons formerly occupying any such positions, 
against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements, and other amounts actually and reasonably 
incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that section, and 
including an action by or in the right of the Corporation by reason of the fact that the person is or was 
a person described in that section. “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall have the same meaning 
as in that section of the Corporations Code. 

On written request to the Board of Directors by any person seeking indemnification under 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) the Board of Directors shall promptly decide 
under Corporations Code Section 5238 (e) whether the applicable standard of conduct set forth in 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) has been met and, if so, the Board of Directors 
shall authorize indemnification. 

ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE 

Section 1. INSURANCE.  The Corporation shall have the right to purchase and maintain 
insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its directors, officers, employees, and other 
agents, to cover any liability asserted against or incurred by any Board Member, officer, employee, 
or agent in such capacity or arising from the Board Member’s, officer’s, employee’s, or agent’s status 
as such. 

ARTICLE XIV 
MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS 

Section 1. MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS.  The Corporation shall 
keep: 

a. Adequate and correct books and records of account; 
b. Written minutes of the proceedings of the Board and committees of the Board; and 
c. Such reports and records as required by law. 

ARTICLE XV 
INSPECTION RIGHTS 

Section 1. BOARD MEMBERS’ RIGHT TO INSPECT.  Every Board Member shall 
have the right at any reasonable time to inspect the Corporation’s books, records, documents of every 
kind, physical properties, and the records of each subsidiary, as permitted by California and federal 
law. This right to inspect may be circumscribed in instances where the right to inspect conflicts with 
California or federal law (e.g., restrictions on the release of educational records under FERPA) 
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pertaining to access to books, records, and documents.  The inspection may be made in person or by 
the Board Member’s agent or attorney.  The right of inspection includes the right to copy and make 
extracts of documents as permitted by California and federal law. 

Section 2. ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND MINUTES. On written demand on the 
Corporation, any Board Member may inspect, copy, and make extracts of the accounting books and 
records and the minutes of the proceedings of the Board of Directors and committees of the Board of 
Directors at any reasonable time for a purpose reasonably related to the director’s interest as a director. 
Any such inspection and copying may be made in person or by the director’s agent or attorney.  This 
right of inspection extends to the records of any subsidiary of the Corporation. 

Section 3. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF ARTICLES AND BYLAWS. 
The Corporation shall keep at its principal California office the original or a copy of the articles of 
incorporation and bylaws, as amended to the current date, which shall be open to inspection by the 
Board Members at all reasonable times during office hours. 

ARTICLE XVI 
REQUIRED REPORTS 

Section 1. ANNUAL REPORTS.  The Board of Directors shall cause an annual report 
to be sent to itself (the members of the Board of Directors) within 120 days after the end of the 
Corporation’s fiscal year.  That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate detail: 

a. The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, or the Corporation as of the end of 
the fiscal year; 

b. The principal changes in assets and liabilities, including trust funds; 

c. The Corporation’s revenue or receipts, both unrestricted and restricted to particular 
purposes; 

d. The Corporation’s expenses or disbursement for both general and restricted purposes; 

e. Any information required under these bylaws; and 

f. An independent accountant’s report or, if none, the certificate of an authorized officer 
of the Corporation that such statements were prepared without audit from the 
Corporation’s books and records. 

Section 2. ANNUAL STATEMENT OF CERTAIN TRANSACTIONS AND 
INDEMNIFICATIONS.  As part of the annual report to all directors, or as a separate document if no 
annual report is issued, the Corporation shall, within 120 days after the end of the Corporation’s fiscal 
year, annually prepare and mail or deliver to each Board Member and furnish to each Board Member 
a statement of any transaction or indemnification of the following kind: 

(a) Any transaction (i) in which the Corporation, or its parent or subsidiary, was a party, 
(ii) in which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material financial interest, 
and (iii) which involved more than $50,000 or was one of several transactions with 
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the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than $50,000.  For this 
purpose, an “interested person” is either: 

(1) Any Board Member or officer of the Corporation, its parent, or subsidiary (but 
mere common Board Membership shall not be considered such an interest); 
or 

(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of the Corporation, 
its parent, or its subsidiary.  The statement shall include a brief description of 
the transaction, the names of interested persons involved, their relationship to 
the Corporation, the nature of their interest, provided that if the transaction 
was with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the 
interest of the partnership need be stated. 

(b) The amount and circumstances of any indemnifications aggregating more than 
$10,000 paid during the fiscal year to any Board Member or officer of the Corporation 
pursuant to Article XII of these Bylaws. 

ARTICLE XVII 
BYLAW AMENDMENTS 

Section 1. BYLAW AMENDMENTS. The Board of Directors may adopt, amend or 
repeal any of these Bylaws by a majority of the Board Members present at a meeting duly held at 
which a quorum is present, except that no amendment shall change any provisions of the Charter that 
created the Ross Valley Charter School or make any provisions of these Bylaws inconsistent with that 
Charter, the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation, or any laws. 

ARTICLE XVIII 
FISCAL YEAR 

Section 1. FISCAL YEAR OF THE CORPORATION. The fiscal year of the Corporation 
shall begin on July 1st and end on June 30th of each year. 

CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY 

I certify that I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of the Ross Valley Charter School,  a 
California nonprofit public benefit corporation; that these bylaws, consisting of 14 pages, are the 
bylaws of the Corporation as adopted by the Board of Directors on September 21, 2014 and amended 
on June 17, 2015, August 30, 2015, April 4,2016, August 5, 2016, November 8, 2018 and July 13, 
2020; and that these bylaws have not been amended or modified since that date. 

Executed on __________________ at ________________, California. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODE 

080

I. ADOPTION 

In compliance with the Political Reform Act of 1974, California Government Code Section 87100, 
et seq., the Ross Valley Charter School hereby adopts this Conflict of Interest Code (“Code”), 
which shall apply to all governing board members, candidates for member of the governing board, 
and all other designated employees of Ross Valley Charter School (“Charter School”), as 
specifically required by California Government Code Section 87300. 

II. DEFINITION OF TERMS 

As applicable to a California public charter school, the definitions contained in the Political 
Reform Act of 1974, the regulations of the Fair Political Practices Commission, specifically 
California Code of Regulations Section 18730, and any amendments or modifications to the Act 
and regulations are incorporated by reference to this Code. 

III. DESIGNATED EMPLOYEES 

Employees of this Charter School, including governing board members and candidates for election 
and/or appointment to the governing board, who hold positions that involve the making or 
participation in the making, of decisions that may foreseeably have a material effect on any 
financial interest, shall be “designated employees.” The designated positions are listed in “Exhibit 
A” attached to this policy and incorporated by reference herein. 

IV. STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS:  FILING 

Each designated employee, including governing board members and candidates for election and/or 
appointment to the governing board, shall file a Statement of Economic Interest (“Statement”) at 
the time and manner prescribed by California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 18730, 
disclosing reportable investments, interests in real property, business positions, and income 
required to be reported under the category or categories to which the employee’s position is 
assigned in “Exhibit A.” 

An investment, interest in real property or income shall be reportable, if the business entity in 
which the investment is held, the interest in real property, the business position, or source of 
income may foreseeably be affected materially by a decision made or participated in by the 
designated employee by virtue of his or her position.  The specific disclosure responsibilities 
assigned to each position are set forth in “Exhibit B.” 

Statements Filed With the Charter School.  All Statements shall be supplied by the Charter School. 
All Statements shall be filed with the Charter School. The Charter School’s filing officer shall 
make and retain a copy of the Statement and forward the original to the Marin County Elections 
Office. 
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V. DISQUALIFICATION 

No designated employee shall make, participate in making, or try to use his/her official position to 
influence any Charter School decision which he/she knows or has reason to know will have a 
reasonably foreseeable material financial effect, distinguishable from its effect on the public 
generally, on the official or a member of his or her immediate family. 

VI. MANNER OF DISQUALIFICATION 

A. Non-Governing Board Member Designated Employees 

When a non-Governing Board member designated employee determines that he/she should not 
make a decision because of a disqualifying interest, he/she should submit a written disclosure of 
the disqualifying interest to his/her immediate supervisor.  The supervisor shall immediately 
reassign the matter to another employee and shall forward the disclosure notice to the Charter 
School Director, who shall record the employee’s disqualification.  In the case of a designated 
employee who is head of an agency, this determination and disclosure shall be made in writing to 
his/her appointing authority.   

B. Governing Board Member Designated Employees 

Financial interest in a contract: Where a Governing Board member has a personal, material 
financial interest in a contract, the financial interest will be reviewed under Government Code 
Section 1090, to determine whether the remote or non-interest exceptions apply. Should the Board 
determine that no applicable remote or noninterest exceptions apply, the Board shall not enter into 
the contract. 

All other financial interests: Governing Board members shall disclose a disqualifying interest at 
the meeting during which consideration of the decision takes place.  This disclosure shall be made 
part of the Board’s official record.  The Board member shall refrain from participating in the 
decision in any way (i.e., the Board member with the disqualifying interest shall refrain from 
discussing or influencing another Board member’s vote or voting on the matter, and shall leave 
the room during Board discussion and when the final vote is taken) and comply with any applicable 
provisions of the Charter School bylaws.  
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EXHIBIT A 

Designated Positions 

Designated Position Assigned Disclosure Category ( See Exhibit B) 

Members of the Governing Board  
Chairman of the Board 
CFO/Treasurer 
Secretary 
School Director of Charter School 
Consultants 

1, 2, 3 
1, 2, 3 
1, 2, 3 
1, 2, 3 
1, 2, 3 
* 

*Consultants are included in the list of designated positions and shall disclose pursuant to the 
broadest disclosure category in the code, subject to the following limitation: 

The School Director may determine in writing that a particular consultant, although a "designated 
position," is hired to perform a range of duties that is limited in scope and thus is not required to 
fully comply with the disclosure requirements in this section.  Such written determination shall 
include a description of the consultant's duties and, based upon that description, a statement of the 
extent of disclosure requirements.  The School Director’s determination is a public record and shall 
be retained for public inspection in the same manner and location as this conflict-of-interest code. 
(Gov. Code Section 81008.) 
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EXHIBIT B 

Disclosure Categories 

Category 1   
Designated positions assigned to this category must report: 

a. Interests in real property which are located in whole or in part within the boundaries (and 
a two mile radius) of the school district in which Ross Valley Charter School operates. 

b. Investments in, income, including gifts, loans, and travel payments, from, and business 
positions in any business entity of the type which engages in the acquisition or disposal of 
real property or are engaged in building construction or design. 

c. Investments in, income, including gifts, loans, and travel payments, from, and business 
positions in any business entity of the type which engages in, the manufacture, sale, repair, 
rental or distribution of school supplies, books, materials, school furnishings or equipment 
to be utilized by Ross Valley Charter School. 

Category 2 

Designated positions assigned to this category must report: 

Investments in, income, including gifts, loans, and travel payments, from, and business positions 
in any business entity of the type which engages in the manufacture, sale, repair, rental or 
distribution of school supplies, books, materials, school furnishings or equipment to be utilized by 
Ross Valley Charter School, its parents, teachers and students for educational purposes.  This 
includes, but is not limited to, educational supplies, textbooks and items used for extra curricular 
courses.    

Category 3 

Designated positions assigned to this category must report: 

Investments in, income, including gifts, loans, and travel payments, from, sources which are 
engaged in the performance of work or services of the type to be utilized by Ross Valley Charter 
School, its parents, teachers and students for educational purposes.  This includes, but is not limited 
to, student services commonly provided in public schools such as speech therapists and counselors.    
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Appendix E: Budget and 
Supporting Documents 

• Budget Narrative 
• Six Year Budget and Five Year Cash Fow 
• California School Finance Authority Cash Deferral Loan 

Program Presentation 
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The attached 2020-2026 six year budget and five year cash flow projections are based on 
three years of operating experience as well as the collective experience of EdTec which 
provides back office business services to RVC. 

EdTec is a social venture founded in 2001 to develop, support, and advance quality 
charter schools. EdTec has built an excellent reputation throughout California among 
charter schools and their authorizers for providing the highest quality business services 
and operations support. EdTec’s team provides expertise and support to more than 350 
charter schools across a comprehensive range of services. 

EdTec’s economies of scale deliver experienced personnel specializing in various areas 
of school finance and operations, including budgeting, cash flows and forecasts, 
accounting, payroll, accounts payable, financial reporting, compliance management and 
the development of benchmarks and best practices. 

In part due to these services, both of RVC’s operating audits by CLA auditors have had 
no findings. 

The narrative below lays out the assumptions on which this budget is based. The budget 
reflects a positive operating income in each of the five years, resulting in an ending 
balance at the end of fiscal year 2025-26 that is 21% of that year’s expenses, having 
started with an 11% reserve at the end of 2019-20. 

A. Demographics 

RVC has grown its student population in each of its three years of operation. 

In its first year of operation, enrollment at Fall 1 CALPADS was 127 students, including 
14 English Learners (11%) and 36 (28%) Free and Reduced Price Meal students, both 
which were three times Ross Valley Elementary District percentages. Its CALPADS 
special education count was 9. Enrollment grew steadily throughout its first year, 
ending with an enrollment of 162, with an ADA of 135.8 and a special education count 
of 17. 

In its second year of operation, enrollment at Fall 1 CALPADS was 161 students, 
including 20 English Learners (12%) and 48 (30%) Free and Reduced Price Meal 
students. Its CALPADS special education count was 17.  It grew more slowly through 
second year, ending with an enrollment of 173 and an ADA of 154. 

After the end of its second year, RVC moved out of Prop 39 facilities after a vacancy 
occurred at a local school facility when a private school closed. CALPADS Enrollment 
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the next fall jumped to 193 students, with 38 English Learners (12%), 55 FRPL students 
(30%), and 21 special education students. Since enrollment was at capacity with 8 TK-
5 multiage classrooms, the school started building a waiting list. It finished the year 
with 193 students, an ADA 183.75 and an attendance percentage of 94.93. 

For 2020-21, its fourth and final year of the charter term, the school has added a ninth 
multiage classroom teacher and expects to be near its capacity of 222. Currently 223 
students have registered for the fall in the following grade configurations: 

TK K 1 2 3 4 5 
Class 
Sizes 

TK/K 14 10 24 
K/1 15 9 24 
K/1 16 8 24 
1/2 17 7 24 
2/3 15 11 26 
2/3 14 12 26 
3/4 17 8 25 
4/5 13 12 25 
4/5 9 16 25 

Total 
Students 14 41 34 36 40 30 28 223 

In addition, there are 11 students on a waitlist and students are continuing to apply. 

RVC is committed to maintain its current level of socioeconomic and ethnic diversity 
and to this end will continue its outreach efforts, which are explained in the petition.  In 
addition, RVC is proposing to add admission preferences for English Learners and Free 
and Reduced Price Meal students within the categories of in-district and out-of-district 
residents. 

The budget approved by the RVC board on June 16, 2020 used the Governor’s May 
Revise for its revenue assumptions.  This included a -7.92% LCFF cola, an enrollment of 
219, and an ADA of 208.2 using an attendance percentage of 95%. 

This petition budget has been updated to reflect the final state budget signed on June 
29. The signed budget has a zero cola, a growth cap on ADA for 2020-21, and additional 
CARES ACT Learning Loss Revenue. Since RVC is projecting an ADA growth of 24.5 
from 2019-20 based on adding another classroom, this cap has a significantly negative 
effect on RVC LCFF. 

In his signing statement the Governor added a specific message that urges targeted 
solutions on the growth cap: 
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“While maintaining school funding at current levels allows for stability in the public 
education system, it does not take into account schools that had planned expansions. 
By not funding those expansions, families enrolled in those schools may be displaced, 
with impacts exacerbated by the uncertainties caused by COVID-19. I urge members 
of the Legislature to pursue targeted solutions to these potential disruptions, and will 
work with you in the coming weeks to enact them.” 

In the preliminary budget adopted by the board in mid-June using the May revise 
revenue assumptions, 2020-21 enrollment was projected to be 219 students.  Applying 
the 2019-21 ADA percentage of 94.9%, the difference between the current budget 
caping growth and one that provides revenue for additional students at last year’s 
ADA percent would produce an additional $222,000 of LCFF revenue and $20,000 of 
state Special Education Entitlement and Lottery revenue. This $242,000 in 2020-21 
revenue is not in the attached budget. 

If the legislature and the Governor come to agreement on this issue and it materially 
effects the 2020-21 revenue, RVC will submit a revised petition renewal budget. 

B. Revenues 

Revenue has been calculated according to the state budget signed on June 29. 

Major revenue assumptions include: 
- Enrollment and ADA assumptions as outlined above. 
- English Learners, Free and Reduced Price Meal students, and unduplicated 

percentages will remain proportional to what they were in 2019-20 as 
enrollment grows from 193 to 222 

- The budget assumes zero cola for 2020-2026, assuming that the recovery from 
the pandemic will be slow. 

- The budget assumes that the 2020-21 public school educational environment 
will be heavily affected by the COVID-19 health crisis, but that education will 
return to normal in 2021-22 and thereafter. 

The FCMAT calculator for this new budget has not been released by FCMAT, so the 
numbers used are from the EdTec FCMAT calculator.  Cola is assumed to be zero for all 
six years 2020-26.  Base rates for grades TK-3 and 4-5, and grade span supplements for 
TK-3 have been held to 2019-20 levels for all 6 years. For consistency purposes, as a 
State Board of Education authorized charter school, In Lieu of Property Tax is assumed 
to be continued to be based on the basic aid district students attending RVC rather than 
on Ross Valley Elementary District’s property tax per ADA. Student basic aid district 
distribution and total in lieu is assumed to be constant throughout the 6 years. In any 
case, this does not affect total LCFF revenue, only the amounts contributed by state aid 
and in lieu of property tax. 
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In its second and third year, the Charter School received Title I, II and III and in 
2020-21 will additionally receive Title IV revenue.  Because of this, RVC is scheduled 
to receive CARES Act ESSER Funds which it has applied for and is budgeted in 
account 8296. 

There are three categories in the signed budget for CARES Act Federal Learning Loss 
Mitigation revenue, based on the number of special education students, the amount of 
supplemental and concentration grant revenue, and overall LCFF.  RVC estimates its 
share of that one time revenue to be $91,512 and it is budgeted in account 8299. 

RVC is its own LEA for Special Education Purposes and is a member of the EDCOE 
Charter SELPA and. RVC employees one fulltime special education specialist and one 
part time speech therapist.  It contracts for occupational therapy, testing, and mental 
health services and has recently contracted with a testing specialist for 2020-21 that is 
considerably less expensive than the one utilized in 2019-20. 

RVC has operated after school programs for both childcare and enrichment classes. 
These were ended in March of 2020 and are not being budgeted for 2020-21 as it is 
not clear at this time how these could be operated under county guidelines of 
maintaining social bubbles. These programs have produced annual net income of 
around $5,000 to $10,000 per year. It is assumed they will resume at previous levels 
in 2021-22. 

Over the last three years RVC has raised $496,000 from a family giving campaign, a 
read-a-thon and an on-line auction.  The cumulative enrollment for those three years 
was 482 producing an average of $1,029 per enrolled student.  In 2020-21 RVC has 
reduced that to $580 per enrolled student (assuming 219 students1) and starting in 
2021-22 to $920 per enrolled student. 

The only other donations assumed are from the Marin Schools Rule Fund and starting 
in 2021-22 parent fundraising for the 5th grade Walker Creek week-long field trip. 
Script revenue is budgeted at previous year levels. 

On May 8, 2020, RVC received a Cares Act SBA Payroll Protection Program Loan for 
$270,653.  RVC will apply for forgiveness of that loan in August and expects at least 
90% to be forgiven under current forgiveness regulations. The attached budget 
assumes very conservatively that only 50% of this will be forgiven and taken into 
revenue in November and the rest paid back over 18 months at a 1% interest rate. 
Under the Interim Final Rule posted by the SBA on June 11, 2020, payback can be 
deferred to later but cash flow in this budget assumes conservatively that it will start in 
November. 

1 In the attached budget, the enrollment shows 194 because that is what was used to calculate state revenue. Projected 
enrollment remains at 219. 
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C. Expenses 

Non-compensation related expenses are assumed to increase at a rate of 1.5% per year 
over the 6 years projected. 

Staffing and Benefits 

Existing salaries are assumed to have zero increases in 2020-21, a 3% increase in 
2021-22, and a 1% increase each year after that.  RVC had two of its founding 
teachers retire at the end of this year and has hired two new teachers to replace them 
and one new teacher to teach the new ninth classroom. These new teachers' salaries 
are significantly lower than the retiring teachers' salaries. All salaries in the budget 
are contracted salaries. 

Ross Valley Charter offers a cafeteria health plan to all full-time employees and will 
contribute the same as RVSD does for participating employees under its RVTA 
contract. Assumed rate in the budget is $10,296 for 2020-21 for each employee 
participating and increasing by 5% per year thereafter. Two of its current fulltime 
employees utilize their spouse’s health insurance benefits. 

The budget assumes substitutes for six days per classroom teacher at $150 per day. 
This reflects RVC’s history over the last three years. In the 2020-21 year of COVID 
impacted education, substitutes will be harder to come by so if a classroom teacher 
tests positive for COVID, that classroom will likely be quarantined and will go to 
distance learning for the recommended number of days. 

The only other full-time staff are a School Director and an Office Manager. Business 
services and student accounting reporting will be performed by EdTec and the 2020-23 
contract pricing is included in the budget. For its first three years, booking, budgeting, 
and financial management services have been performed on a volunteer basis.  The 
budget assumes that this will continue for 2020-21 but after that bookkeeping services 
(paying and coding invoices and deposits) will be contracted out to a bookkeeper at a 
cost of $10,000 per year.  And the budget assumes that in the 2021-22 fiscal year, 
Edtec will assume responsibility for budgeting and financial management services, as it 
does for its other customers. 

All six years include salaries for a 24 hour per week certificated teacher to work as an 
intervention teacher and English Language Development specialist, as well as three and 
a half instructional classroom aids. 

In 2020-21 the instructional budget includes three non-certificated part time 
instructors: a PE instructor for 18 hours/week and music and art teachers at 9 hours per 
week. In 2021-22 and thereafter weekly music instruction hours increase from 9 to 12. 

Additional part time employees include two half-time office receptionists, one of whom 
speaks Spanish and does outreach and provides support to Spanish-speaking parents to 
facilitate their access to and inclusion in the charter educational community. Also 
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budgeted is a contract counselor for 2 hours/week.  RVC also employs a Janitor for 30 
hours/week.  In 2021-22 three part time employees are budgeted to provide aftercare. 

Books and Supplies 

The RVC curriculum will continue to be taught in alignment with the Common Core 
State Standards but the teachers will assemble their own reading and other curricular 
and reference materials from available on-line resources. The budget reflects $64 per 
student for ongoing purchasing of curriculum and reference materials, books, and other 
instructional equipment, materials and supplies. 

Educational and administrative computing is all done using the cloud for storage. 
Chromebook is the standard educational computing platform and Chromebooks will 
be supported remotely using Google administrative tools. There is $10,000 in the 
2020-21 budget to buy Chromebooks and charging cart for another classroom. An 
additional $10,000 is budgeted in 2020-21 to purchase teacher laptops to better 
support anticipated remote learning. And there $36,000 budgeted in 201-22 for three 
complete sets to replace existing classroom sets. Technical support has cost less than 
$2,000 for the last two years but it is budgeted at $4,000 going forward. 

For three years, before it was required to by changed state law, RVC has provided Free and 
Reduced Price Meals free of charge at RVC’s expense without participating in the National 
School Meal Program (NSMP).  It has applied for membership in the NSMP but does not yet 
have a contract with a vendor which can be used to estimated revenue and cost.  Instead the 
budget uses RVC’s experience from the previous three years to estimate the overall cost of 
providing lunches which is booked to account 4710, which is assumed to cost net of revenue. 

Services and Operating Expenses 

Services and Operating expenses and cost rates are based on three years of operating 
experience. The income statements for 2017-18 and 2018-19 are available on the board’s 
web site for the 9-11-18 and 9-9-19 meetings at 
https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/. By September 15, 
2020 the unaudited actuals 2019-20 will be posted there as well 

RVC has a 5 year facilities lease with a lease option to extend for four years through the 
2028-29 school year. Our first year of rent included one month of free rental. The rent 
increases with the CPI. 

EdTec expenses are budgeted to increase by $31,350 in 2021-22 for the added budgeting 
and financial management services it will provide as noted above. 

CharterSafe property, liability and workers compensation insurance are budgeted at 
20120-21 contracted prices. 

Professional development is an important part of the Charter School. Much of the 
professional development during the year will be run internally at minimal cost in 
weekly 2 hour teacher meetings, but the school is budgeting $10,000 for professional 
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development in 2020-21 and $15,000 in years after. 

Although no afterschool programming is currently being planned for 2020-21 because 
of COVID safety requirements, it is anticipated that afterschool aftercare and 
enrichment will be resumed in 2021-22, just as it has been for the first three years of 
operation.  Income for these services is in 8676 and expenses are primarily in 2905 and 
5828 and 5829. 

RVC uses School Pathways for its student information system. In prior years, RVC 
booked two other student information system related expenses to 5881, the software 
used to manage the aftercare program and the Edtec student reporting services to this 
account. The former were booked to 5829 and the latter to 5812 in 2019-20 and are 
budgeted there going forward. 

Special Education contractor services, booked to 5855 and 5869 are assumed to be at 
the same level, plus 14% for the growth of student enrollment from 193 to 219.  RVC has 
found a considerably less expensive testing service which accounts for the reduction in 
5869 expenses. 

RVC is depreciating the costs of purchasing and moving a playground play structure 
through 2024. 

COVID-19 Related Expenses 

The 2020-21 school year will definitely be like no other. No schools in Marin will be 
allowed to have students in classrooms when school starts in August because the county 
is almost 400% above the state guidelines for new cases.  RVC is planning to open 
school using full-time distance learning.  When it becomes safe to open, RVC is planning 
to start with a hybrid model with classrooms of up to 15 students, attending two days 
per week, kept in separate classroom “cohort-bubbles.” 

Given the one time federal revenue that has been budgeted, RVC has created three 
pools of expense to mitigate both learning loss and community transmission risk and is 
currently making plans on how to spend that money.  The primary approach is to plan 
for flexibility to maintain as many options as possible as RVC goes through the year. 
Expenditures will be made with maintaining maximum flexibility as a primary criterion. 

In account 5100, RVC is budgeting $35,000 for PPE and other COVID safety expenses, 
like extra cleaning. 

As mentioned above, RVC is expected to receive a total of $91,512 of CARES Act 
Learning Loss Mitigation (LLM) in 2020-21. RVC estimates that it has already spent or 
allocated $52,012 on Learning Loss Mitigation. This cannot yet be verified until 
additional information is received from the CDE, since at this point the actual budget 
language is all the guidance that is available. If our calculations are correct, this leaves 
$39,012 of expenditures yet to be identified. This amount is included in the budget as a 
separate pool of expense in account 5101 which is meant to serve only as a holding 
account until these expenditures are decided on. 
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Finally, RVC has budgeted $40,000 in account 5826 for 2020-21, Director’s 
Contingency, again as a holding account until planning progresses to a place that 
expenditure decisions are made. $30,000 in 2021-22 and $20,000 in 2022-23 is also 
set aside. 

D. Capital Outlay 

RVC is budgeting to spend $365,000 on an Americans with Disabilities Act voluntary 
barrier removal project between September 2020 and August 2021.  Plans for the 
project have been approved by the Fairfax Building Department and the Ross Valley 
Fire Department and bids have been received to complete the work.  RVC has been 
working with Pacific Charter Development Corporation (PCSD) using its project 
management services in weekly meetings since January.  PCSD and RVC have executed 
a letter of intent to finance the complete project but PCSD has decided to postpone 
approval of any new projects until September.  Once RVC receives financing for this 
project it will execute contracts to have the work done as soon as possible but no later 
than August of 2021. The executed letter of intent for the $350,000 loan is included in 
Appendix G with the Lease for school facilities. The detailed budget for this project, 
complete with bids for the contract work, is also included in the Appendix G. $22,778 
has already been expended in the preconstruction phase and is booked to account 9452 
Construction in Process Project 2.  For simplicity sake, $350,000 has been projected to 
be expended for this project in September 2020 and $350,000 has been budgeted as a 
loan to pay for this work in that same month. In reality, as the Letter of Intent in 
Appendix G makes clear, funds will be advanced under this loan when RVC expends 
funds on the project. It is assumed that the work will be completed and start 
depreciating in February. 

E. Cash Flow 

Included in the following is a 5 year cash flow forecast. 

There are various large loan related transactions in the cash flow that are highlighted in 
gray and explained below. 

In year 1, 2020-21, the fixed asset outflow of cash in September represents the 
$350,000 to be expended on the ADA voluntary barrier removal project.  In the Loans 
Payable (Long Term) row, is the $350,000 loan from PCSD whose terms are laid out in 
the Letter of Intent in Appendix G.  In reality, funds will be expended over a period of 
months and the credit line drawn on for reimbursement as funds are expended but the 
timing is impossible to predict so it is all put into one month. 

Also in 2020-21, in November the cash flow assumes a forgiveness of 50% of the 
$370,563 PPP loan obtained on May 8 of 2020.  This amount of $135,282 is in the 
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Federal Revenue income line and also in the Loans Payable (Long Term) for November. 
Repayment of the remaining $135,282 begins that month and continues through April 
of 2022. 

In February of 2021 the current state budget calls for the State Aid portion of the LCFF 
to be deferred.  The deferrals are for 46% for February, 70% for March, April and May, 
and 100% for June.  Since 89% of RVC’s LCFF is in the form of state aid, the total 
deferral amount by the end of June is projected to be $458,141. Despite RVC’s projected 
13% reserve by the end of June 2021, RVC will have a cash shortfall in June and for 
several months thereafter. 

To cover this shortfall RVC is likely to turn to one of two programs being created in 
conjunction with the California School Finance Authority (CSFA).2 Because 
approximate pricing availability, the program used in the attached budget was the 
program developed in conjunction with Stifel, a private investment banking firm that 
works with charter schools, to create Revenue Anticipation Notes (RANs) that are 
similar to Tax Revenue Anticipation Notes used by districts with their county treasuries. 

RANs are publicly-offered bonds with a short maturity (1-13 months) that are sold to 
Wall Street investors at tax-exempt interest rates. 

Schools enter into a bond deal with California School Finance Authority (CSFA) who 
issues the RANs on behalf of charter schools. Schools commit future LCFF revenue to 
repay the RANs which are collected through a monthly state intercept. 

The annual RAN interest rate ranges from 2.50%- 4.00%, plus financing fees of 2%-3% 
based on the amount of the deferral. These loans are shown as positive numbers in the 
Loans Payable (Current) line in the months of June and July of 2021 and their 
repayment is shown as negative amounts in this line.  The fees and interest for these 
RANs, based on current interest rates, are projected as an expense in account 5852. 

Also forecasted for June of 2021 is the repayment of several unsecured notes, with 
accrued interest, that have been entered into with family and friends of RVC. 

The TRAN program was just announced the CSFA on July 28, 2020 and may have lower 
pricing. It is fully explained in the CFSA slide show referenced in footnote 2.  An excerpt 
the slides that pertain to charter schools is included at the end of Appendix A. 

Finally, in September of 2024, there is a forecasted balloon payment of the remaining 
balance of the PCSD $350,000 construction loan for ADA barrier removal. In August of 
that year there is forecasted a loan for $118,557, which is three year amortizing loan at 
6% for the amount of the remaining PCSD loan balance. 

2 CSFA TRANS Webinar 07.28.2028.pdf 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dba1ehiu4uuftnl/CSFA%20TRANS%20webinar%2007.28.2020.pdf?dl=0 CA State Deferral 
Financing Program – Overview Presentation to EdTec 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/za1g1vl99d9xcz0/CA%20State%20Deferral%20Financing%20Program%20-
%20Overview%20Presentation%20for%20Ed%20Tec%20%287-17-20%29.pdf?dl=0 
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F. Contingencies and Reserves 

Given its size, the Charter School plans to maintain at least 10% undesignated budget 
reserve for economic uncertainties.  It has grown its reserve over its first three years to 
11% and plans to eventually have a 40% reserve. The Charter board chair served on the 
Ross Valley School Board for 15 years. The volunteer Business Official served on the 
same board for six years and has extensive private sector financial management 
experience. He managed an $8 million IT budget and staff at Westamerica Bank for 
over 25 years. He has also been to numerous CBO trainings presented by CASBO and 
ASCS. RVC’s response to any cola reductions in the future will be to cut expenses. 
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Ross Valley Charter School Year 6 Calculation Method 
Multi-year Projection Revenue COLA: 0% 
As of May Close FY2020 Expense COLA: 1.2% 
7/23/2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

SUMMARY 
Revenue 

LCFF Entitlement 1,615,058 1,853,245 1,853,105 1,855,789 1,855,545 1,855,545 
Federal Revenue 291,231 53,278 56,778 56,778 56,778 56,778 
Other State Revenues 156,057 178,744 179,203 179,203 179,203 179,203 
Local Revenues 8,500 197,193 197,193 197,193 197,193 197,193 
Fundraising and Grants 130,570 208,240 208,240 208,240 208,240 208,240 
Total Revenue 2,201,416 2,490,700 2,494,519 2,497,203 2,496,959 2,496,959 

Expenses 
Compensation and Benefits 1,469,163 1,605,234 1,645,667 1,666,485 1,677,615 1,697,747 
Books and Supplies 57,846 76,768 37,260 37,759 38,265 38,724 
Services and Other Operating Expenditures 586,107 685,452 681,212 670,910 681,373 689,549 
Depreciation 29,595 60,637 60,637 57,315 53,994 53,994 
Other Outflows 16,036 6,643 5,107 4,254 6,304 6,304 
Total Expenses 2,158,747 2,434,734 2,429,882 2,436,722 2,457,551 2,486,318 

Operating Income 42,669 55,966 64,637 60,482 39,408 10,641 

Fund Balance 
Beginning Balance (Unaudited) 236,617 279,285 335,251 399,888 460,370 499,778 
Audit Adjustment 
Beginning Balance (Audited) 236,617 279,285 335,251 399,888 460,370 499,778 
Operating Income 42,669 55,966 64,637 60,482 39,408 10,641 

Ending Fund Balance 279,285 335,251 399,888 460,370 499,778 510,419 

Total Revenue Per ADA 11,986 11,810 11,828 11,841 11,840 11,840 
Total Expenses Per ADA 11,754 11,544 11,521 11,554 11,653 11,789 
Operating Income Per ADA 232 265 306 287 187 50 
Fund Balance as a % of Expenses 13% 14% 16% 19% 20% 21% 
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Ross Valley Charter School Year 6 Calculation Method 
Multi-year Projection Revenue COLA: 0% 
As of May Close FY2020 Expense COLA: 1.2% 
7/23/2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Key Assumptions 

LCFF Cola 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% see  above 

Enrollment Summary 
TK-3 132 144 144 144 144 144 
4-6 62 78 78 78 78 78 
Total Enrolled 194 222 222 222 222 222 

ADA % 
TK-3 94.5% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 
4-6 95.8% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 
Average ADA % 94.9% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 

ADA 
TK-3 123.6 136.8 136.8 136.8 136.8 136.8 
4-6 60.0 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 
Total ADA 183.7 210.9 210.9 210.9 210.9 210.9 

Demographic Information 
CALPADS Enrollment (for unduplicated % calc) 193 222 222 222 222 222 
# Unduplicated (CALPADS) 58 72 72 72 72 72 
# Free & Reduced Lunch (CALPADS) 55 63 63 63 63 63 
# ELL (CALPADS) 38 44 44 44 44 44 
New Students - 28 - - - -

School Information 
FTE's 17.9 19.9 19.9 19.9 19.9 19.9 
Teachers 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9 
Certificated Pay Increases 0% 3% 1% 1% 1% see  above 
Classified Pay Increases 0% 3% 1% 1% 1% see  above 
# of school days 179 179 179 179 179 179 
Default Expense Inflation Rate 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% see  above 
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Ross Valley Charter School Year 6 Calculation Method 
Multi-year Projection Revenue COLA: 0% 
As of May Close FY2020 Expense COLA: 1.2% 
7/23/2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
8011 Charter Schools General Purpose Entitlement - State Aid 1,429,758 1,640,462 1,640,322 1,643,006 1,642,762 1,642,762 
8012 Education Protection Account Entitlement 36,732 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 
8096 Charter Schools in Lieu of Property Taxes 148,568 170,603 170,603 170,603 170,603 170,603 

SUBTOTAL - LCFF Entitlement 1,615,058 1,853,245 1,853,105 1,855,789 1,855,545 1,855,545 

Federal Revenue 
8181 Special Education - Entitlement 24,125 24,250 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 
8291 Title I 13,647 13,647 13,647 13,647 13,647 13,647 
8292 Title II 3,276 3,276 3,276 3,276 3,276 3,276 
8293 Title III 2,105 2,105 2,105 2,105 2,105 2,105 
8294 Title IV 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
8296 CARES Act ESSER funds 11,239 - - - - -
8298 PPP Loan Forgiveness 135,327 - - - - -
8299 CARES ACT LLM Funds 91,512 - - - - -

SUBTOTAL - Federal Revenue 291,231 53,278 56,778 56,778 56,778 56,778 

Other State Revenue 
8319 Other State Apportionments - Prior Years - - - - - -
8381 Special Education - Entitlement (State) 114,788 131,813 131,813 131,813 131,813 131,813 
8550 Mandated Cost Reimbursements 3,097 3,097 3,556 3,556 3,556 3,556 
8560 State Lottery Revenue 38,173 43,835 43,835 43,835 43,835 43,835 
8590 All Other State Revenue - - - - - -

SUBTOTAL - Other State Revenue 156,057 178,744 179,203 179,203 179,203 179,203 

Local Revenue 
8660 Interest 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
8676 After School Program Revenue - 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 
8693 Field Trip Donations - 8,693 8,693 8,693 8,693 8,693 
8701 All Script 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 

SUBTOTAL - Local Revenue 8,500 197,193 197,193 197,193 197,193 197,193 
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Ross Valley Charter School Year 6 Calculation Method 
Multi-year Projection Revenue COLA: 0% 
As of May Close FY2020 Expense COLA: 1.2% 
7/23/2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Fundraising and Grants 
8801 Donations - Family 100,000 150,960 150,960 150,960 150,960 150,960 
8802 Donations - Private 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
8811 Net Readathon Revenue 20,000 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 
8812 Net Auction Revenue 6,570 11,100 11,100 11,100 11,100 11,100 

SUBTOTAL - Fundraising and Grants 130,570 208,240 208,240 208,240 208,240 208,240 

TOTAL REVENUE 2,201,416 2,490,700 2,494,519 2,497,203 2,496,959 2,496,959 
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Ross Valley Charter School Year 6 Calculation Method 
Multi-year Projection Revenue COLA: 0% 
As of May Close FY2020 Expense COLA: 1.2% 
7/23/2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

EXPENSES 

Compensation & Benefits 

Certificated Salaries 
1100 Teachers Salaries 670,128 690,232 697,134 704,105 711,147 719,680 
1103 Teacher - Substitute Pay 3,750 8,316 8,399 8,483 8,568 8,671 
1148 Teacher - Special Ed 109,980 113,279 114,412 115,556 116,712 118,112 
1200 Certificated Pupil Support Salaries 34,632 35,671 36,028 36,388 36,752 37,193 
1300 Certificated Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 112,200 115,566 116,722 117,889 119,068 120,497 

SUBTOTAL - Certificated Salaries 930,690 963,064 972,695 982,422 992,246 1,004,153 

Classified Salaries 
2101 Classified - Electives 53,653 79,861 80,660 81,467 82,281 83,269 
2103 Classified - Classroom Aides 51,737 53,289 53,821 54,360 54,903 55,562 
2300 Classified Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 59,850 61,646 62,262 62,885 63,513 64,276 
2400 Classified Clerical & Office Salaries 44,000 45,320 45,773 46,231 46,693 47,254 
2905 Other Classified - After School - 50,967 51,477 51,991 52,511 53,141 
2930 Custodian 24,600 25,338 25,591 25,847 26,106 26,419 

SUBTOTAL - Classified Salaries 233,839 316,420 319,585 322,780 326,008 329,920 

Employee Benefits 
3100 STRS 150,306 154,283 176,058 177,818 179,597 181,752 
3300 OASDI-Medicare-Alternative 31,384 38,171 38,552 38,938 39,327 39,799 
3400 Health & Welfare Benefits 98,837 106,334 111,651 117,233 123,095 124,572 
3500 Unemployment Insurance 8,968 11,608 11,619 11,631 1,523 1,542 
3600 Workers Comp Insurance 15,139 15,354 15,507 15,662 15,819 16,009 

SUBTOTAL - Employee Benefits 304,634 325,749 353,387 361,282 359,361 363,673 

Books & Supplies 
4100 Approved Textbooks & Core Curricula Materials 970 1,127 1,144 1,161 1,178 1,192 
4200 Books & Other Reference Materials 1,358 1,577 1,601 1,625 1,649 1,669 
4320 Educational Software 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 1,074 
4325 Instructional Materials & Supplies 4,440 4,440 4,507 4,574 4,643 4,699 
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Ross Valley Charter School Year 6 Calculation Method 
Multi-year Projection Revenue COLA: 0% 
As of May Close FY2020 Expense COLA: 1.2% 
7/23/2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

4326 Art & Music Supplies 1,500 1,523 1,545 1,569 1,592 1,611 
4330 Office Supplies 2,000 1,200 1,218 1,236 1,255 1,270 
4335 PE Supplies 360 365 371 376 382 387 
4346 Teacher Supplies 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,048 
4410 Classroom Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 2,000 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,058 
4420 Computers: individual items less than $5k 21,015 41,030 1,046 1,061 1,077 1,090 
4430 Non Classroom Related Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 1,074 
4710 Student Food Services 18,000 18,270 18,544 18,822 19,105 19,334 
4720 Other Food 203 206 209 212 215 218 

SUBTOTAL - Books and Supplies 57,846 76,768 37,260 37,759 38,265 38,724 

Services & Other Operating Expenses 
5100 PPE and Other Covid Safety Expenses 35,000 - - - - -
5101 LLM funded services and supports 39,012 - - - - -
5200 Travel & Conferences - 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,058 
5300 Dues & Memberships 1,800 1,827 1,854 1,882 1,910 1,933 
5450 Insurance - Other 32,985 34,304 35,677 37,104 38,588 39,051 
5515 Janitorial, Gardening Services & Supplies 2,538 2,576 2,614 2,653 2,693 2,726 
5525 Utilities - Waste 4,466 4,533 4,601 4,670 4,740 4,797 
5530 Utilities - Water 3,045 3,091 3,137 3,184 3,232 3,271 
5535 Utilities - PGE Sewer 9,135 9,272 9,411 9,552 9,696 9,812 
5605 Equipment Leases 3,654 3,709 3,764 3,821 3,878 3,925 
5610 Rent 185,075 187,851 190,668 193,528 196,431 198,789 
5615 Repairs and Maintenance - Building 5,125 5,202 5,280 5,359 5,439 5,505 
5803 Accounting Fees 13,600 13,804 14,011 14,221 14,435 14,608 
5805 SELPA Fees 3,837 4,472 4,539 4,607 4,676 4,733 
5812 EdTec Business and Student Reportnig Services 66,425 97,775 100,500 103,515 106,620 107,900 
5820 Bookkeeping Services - 10,000 10,150 10,302 10,457 10,582 
5824 CDE Oversight Fees 16,393 19,093 19,091 18,558 18,555 18,778 
5826 Directors Contingency 40,000 30,000 20,000 - - -
5828 Aftercare Expenses - 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,058 
5829 After school Enrichment Program - 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 121,440 
5830 Field Trips Expenses - 15,595 15,829 16,066 16,307 16,503 
5836 Fingerprinting 200 203 206 209 212 215 
5845 Legal Fees 10,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,386 5,451 
5851 Marketing and Student Recruiting 11,165 11,332 11,502 11,675 11,850 11,992 
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Ross Valley Charter School Year 6 Calculation Method 
Multi-year Projection Revenue COLA: 0% 
As of May Close FY2020 Expense COLA: 1.2% 
7/23/2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

5852 Receivable Fees And Interest 9,290 4,040 - - - -
5854 Counselling Contracting 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,370 
5855 MH SPED Contdractors 7,980 8,100 8,221 8,345 8,470 8,571 
5857 Payroll Fees 4,060 4,121 4,183 4,245 4,309 4,361 
5863 Professional Development 10,000 15,000 15,225 15,453 15,685 15,873 
5869 Special Education Contract Instructors 41,610 42,234 42,868 43,511 44,163 44,693 
5875 Staff Recruiting 700 711 721 732 743 752 
5880 Student Health Services 1,218 1,236 1,255 1,274 1,293 1,308 
5881 Student Information System 5,038 5,114 5,191 5,269 5,348 5,412 
5887 Technology Services 4,100 4,162 4,224 4,287 4,352 4,404 
5910 Communications - Internet / Website Fees 6,000 6,090 6,181 6,274 6,368 6,445 
5915 Postage and Delivery 582 676 686 696 707 715 
5920 Communications - Telephone & Fax 7,000 7,105 7,212 7,320 7,430 7,519 

SUBTOTAL - Services & Other Operating Exp. 586,107 685,452 681,212 670,910 681,373 689,549 

Depreciation Expense 
6900 Depreciation 29,595 60,637 60,637 57,315 53,994 53,994 

SUBTOTAL - Depreciation Expense 29,595 60,637 60,637 57,315 53,994 53,994 

Other Outflows 
7438 Long term debt - Interest 16,036 6,643 5,107 4,254 6,304 6,304 

SUBTOTAL - Other Outflows 16,036 6,643 5,107 4,254 6,304 6,304 

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,158,747 2,434,734 2,429,882 2,436,722 2,457,551 2,486,318 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of May Close FY 2019-20 
7/23/2020 

102

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

Year 1 
2020-21 

Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 187,300 131,118 348,585 272,039 312,446 293,951 250,211 284,017 253,329 192,133 81,539 28,801 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
7,626 

-
583 
977 

71,482 
7,626 
4,940 

583 
76 

71,482 
7,626 
4,940 

958 
10,917 

137,850 
18,865 
8,893 

583 
34,649 

128,667 
150,210 

8,893 
583 

26,551 

128,667 
7,626 

11,989 
958 

18,192 

211,850 
7,626 
8,893 

583 
4,706 

128,667 
14,883 
18,349 

583 
481 

69,493 
7,626 

12,089 
958 

27,465 

47,790 
19,689 
12,089 

583 
444 

75,607 
14,883 
21,545 

583 
10,242 

38,607 
7,626 

12,089 
958 

(4,130) 

1,615,058 
291,231 
156,057 

8,500 
130,570 

504,893 
19,320 
31,349 

-
-

TOTAL REVENUE 9,186 84,707 95,923 200,841 314,904 167,433 233,658 162,964 117,631 80,595 122,861 55,150 2,201,416 555,561 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

49,527 
4,988 

29,804 
3,321 

59,301 
2,466 

-

77,035 
11,042 
24,507 
3,321 

49,258 
2,466 

-

80,945 
23,240 
28,819 
4,139 

55,278 
2,466 

583 

80,945 
23,240 
26,128 
3,321 

50,698 
2,466 

878 

80,006 
20,312 
25,291 
3,321 

56,139 
2,466 

848 

80,006 
20,312 
25,291 
8,086 

56,856 
2,466 

820 

80,006 
20,312 
28,878 
3,321 

46,724 
2,466 

792 

80,945 
23,240 
26,128 
7,118 

39,008 
2,466 

764 

80,945 
23,240 
26,128 
3,321 

35,030 
2,466 

726 

80,006 
20,312 
23,871 
7,423 

38,958 
2,466 

727 

80,945 
23,240 
24,261 
3,321 

33,668 
2,466 

689 

79,381 
18,361 
15,376 
7,836 

48,596 
2,466 
9,210 

930,690 
233,839 
304,634 
57,846 

586,107 
29,595 
16,036 

-
2,000 

153 
-

16,593 
(0) 
(0) 

TOTAL EXPENSES 149,407 167,628 195,469 187,675 188,383 193,837 182,499 179,668 171,855 173,765 168,589 181,226 2,158,747 18,746 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (140,221) (82,921) (99,546) 13,165 126,521 (26,405) 51,160 (16,704) (54,223) (93,170) (45,728) (126,075) 42,669 536,816 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

83,744 
15,805 
(8,784) 
(2,063) 

-
(4,664) 

-
-

301,401 
-

13,716 
(16,150) 

-
1,421 

-
-

22,477 
-

(347,534) 
-
-

1,421 
-

346,635 

37,142 
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(13,787) 

7,627 
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(156,531) 

-
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(21,223) 

-
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(21,241) 

3,389 
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(21,259) 

-
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(10,861) 

-
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(21,311) 

-
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
-

(10,897) 

-
-

2,466 
-
-

1,421 
220,000 

(114,415) 

-
-
-
-
-

-

Ending Cash 131,118 348,585 272,039 312,446 293,951 250,211 284,017 253,329 192,133 81,539 28,801 12,198 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of May Close FY 2019-20 
7/23/2020 
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Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

Year 2 
2021-22 

Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 12,198 24,948 (185) 14,993 10,465 11,951 11,839 48,827 5,774 9,529 25,704 73,929 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
-

583 
1,475 

71,429 
-

5,739 
583 
114 

71,429 
-

5,739 
18,958 
16,480 

137,755 
-

10,331 
18,583 
52,080 

128,572 
7,257 

10,331 
18,583 
39,856 

128,572 
-

13,427 
18,958 
27,542 

222,731 
-

10,331 
18,583 
6,877 

128,572 
7,257 

19,874 
18,583 

500 

170,949 
-

13,736 
18,958 
53,312 

184,218 
12,125 
13,736 
18,583 

444 

213,436 
7,257 

23,279 
18,583 
16,615 

170,949 
-

13,736 
18,958 
(7,055) 

1,853,245 
53,278 

178,744 
197,193 
208,240 

224,634 
19,382 
38,484 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 2,058 77,866 112,606 218,749 204,599 188,500 258,522 174,787 256,955 229,106 279,171 196,588 2,490,700 291,193 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

51,013 
5,137 

31,446 
4,875 

50,663 
5,053 

653 

79,346 
11,373 
25,613 
4,875 

36,225 
5,053 

635 

83,888 
31,952 
31,463 
5,706 

55,479 
5,053 

616 

83,888 
33,064 
28,066 
4,875 

49,619 
5,053 

598 

82,798 
27,146 
26,842 
4,875 

55,277 
5,053 

580 

82,798 
28,259 
26,927 
9,712 

57,150 
5,053 

562 

82,798 
27,146 
31,485 
4,875 

65,106 
5,053 

543 

83,888 
33,064 
28,066 
8,729 

57,343 
5,053 

525 

83,888 
31,952 
27,981 
4,875 

54,381 
5,053 

506 

82,798 
28,259 
25,488 
9,039 

57,225 
5,053 

492 

83,888 
31,952 
25,961 
4,875 

51,786 
5,053 

469 

82,071 
25,055 
16,255 
9,458 

74,903 
5,053 

464 

963,064 
316,420 
325,749 
76,768 

685,452 
60,637 
6,643 

-
2,060 

158 
-

20,296 
(0) 
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 148,840 163,119 214,158 205,163 202,572 210,460 217,007 216,668 208,636 208,354 203,985 213,259 2,434,734 22,513 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (146,782) (85,253) (101,551) 13,586 2,027 (21,961) 41,515 (41,882) 48,319 20,753 75,186 (16,671) 55,966 268,680 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

113,395 
-

5,053 
(2,353) 

-
(15,630) 
70,000 

(10,933) 

80,949 
-

5,053 
(16,393) 

-
1,464 

-
(10,952) 

121,182 
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
-

(10,970) 

76,357 
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
(90,000) 
(10,988) 

83,949 
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
(80,000) 
(11,006) 

76,357 
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
(50,000) 
(11,025) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
-

(11,043) 

3,373 
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
-

(11,062) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
(40,000) 
(11,080) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
-

(11,094) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
(30,000) 
(3,479) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,464 
-

(3,485) 

-
-
-
-
-

-

Ending Cash 24,948 (185) 14,993 10,465 11,951 11,839 48,827 5,774 9,529 25,704 73,929 60,289 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of May Close FY 2019-20 
7/23/2020 
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Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

Year 3 
2022-23 

Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 60,289 160,461 80,678 885 53,203 85,808 85,069 156,631 141,078 159,555 149,392 196,168 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
-

583 
1,475 

82,016 
-

6,591 
583 
114 

82,016 
-

6,591 
18,958 
16,480 

174,577 
-

11,863 
18,583 
52,080 

147,629 
7,257 

11,863 
18,583 
39,856 

147,629 
-

15,419 
18,958 
27,542 

251,129 
-

11,863 
18,583 
6,877 

147,629 
7,257 

22,822 
18,583 

500 

142,752 
-

11,863 
18,958 
53,312 

153,297 
13,875 
11,863 
18,583 

444 

185,240 
7,257 

22,822 
18,583 
16,615 

142,752 
-

11,863 
18,958 
(7,055) 

1,853,105 
56,778 

179,203 
197,193 
208,240 

196,437 
21,132 
33,781 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 2,058 89,304 124,045 257,104 225,188 209,548 288,453 196,791 226,886 198,063 250,517 166,519 2,494,519 260,043 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

51,523 
5,188 

33,536 
1,560 

46,839 
5,053 

458 

80,139 
11,487 
27,885 
1,560 

36,073 
5,053 

452 

84,727 
32,271 
33,858 
2,403 

55,366 
5,053 

446 

84,727 
33,395 
30,458 
1,560 

49,417 
5,053 

440 

83,626 
27,418 
29,204 
1,560 

55,302 
5,053 

434 

83,626 
28,541 
29,290 
6,469 

57,132 
5,053 

429 

83,626 
27,418 
33,852 
1,560 

65,208 
5,053 

423 

84,727 
33,395 
30,458 
5,472 

57,399 
5,053 

417 

84,727 
32,271 
30,372 
1,560 

54,251 
5,053 

411 

83,626 
28,541 
27,837 
5,786 

57,208 
5,053 

405 

84,727 
32,271 
28,337 
1,560 

51,617 
5,053 

399 

82,892 
25,306 
18,141 
6,212 

75,089 
5,053 

393 

972,695 
319,585 
353,387 
37,260 

681,212 
60,637 
5,107 

-
2,081 

159 
-

20,312 
(0) 
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 144,157 162,649 214,124 205,050 202,598 210,540 217,139 216,920 208,645 208,456 203,965 213,087 2,429,882 22,552 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (142,099) (73,344) (90,079) 52,054 22,590 (992) 71,314 (20,129) 18,241 (10,393) 46,552 (46,568) 64,637 237,491 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

260,228 
-

5,053 
(3,421) 

-
(16,099) 

-
(3,491) 

9,619 
-

5,053 
(19,093) 

-
1,478 

-
(3,496) 

7,257 
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(3,502) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(6,266) 

9,755 
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(6,272) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(6,278) 

- 4,334 
- -

5,053 5,053 
- -
- -

1,478 1,478 
- -

(6,284) (6,289) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(6,295) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(6,301) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(6,307) 

-
-

5,053 
-
-

1,478 
-

(6,313) 

-
-
-
-
-

-

Ending Cash 160,461 80,678 885 53,203 85,808 85,069 156,631 141,078 159,555 149,392 196,168 149,818 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of May Close FY 2019-20 
7/23/2020 
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Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

Year 4 
2023-24 

Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 149,818 216,402 133,382 50,021 85,326 116,048 114,502 177,237 160,253 182,936 176,866 227,903 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
-

583 
1,475 

82,150 
-

6,591 
583 
114 

82,150 
-

6,591 
18,958 
16,480 

158,416 
-

11,863 
18,583 
52,080 

147,871 
7,257 

11,863 
18,583 
39,856 

147,871 
-

15,419 
18,958 
27,542 

243,391 
-

11,863 
18,583 
6,877 

147,871 
7,257 

22,822 
18,583 

500 

147,871 
-

11,863 
18,958 
53,312 

158,416 
13,875 
11,863 
18,583 

444 

190,358 
7,257 

22,822 
18,583 
16,615 

147,871 
-

11,863 
18,958 
(7,055) 

1,855,789 
56,778 

179,203 
197,193 
208,240 

201,556 
21,132 
33,781 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 2,058 89,439 124,179 240,942 225,430 209,790 280,715 197,033 232,004 203,181 255,635 171,637 2,497,203 265,161 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

52,039 
5,240 

34,610 
1,578 

46,270 
4,776 

387 

80,941 
11,602 
28,531 
1,578 

35,121 
4,776 

381 

85,574 
32,594 
34,532 
2,434 

54,450 
4,776 

375 

85,574 
33,729 
31,129 
1,578 

48,412 
4,776 

369 

84,462 
27,692 
29,869 
1,578 

54,533 
4,776 

364 

84,462 
28,827 
29,955 
6,561 

56,316 
4,776 

358 

84,462 
27,692 
34,521 
1,578 

64,513 
4,776 

352 

85,574 
33,729 
31,129 
5,549 

56,661 
4,776 

346 

85,574 
32,594 
31,043 
1,578 

53,319 
4,776 

340 

84,462 
28,827 
28,487 
5,868 

56,393 
4,776 

334 

85,574 
32,594 
28,993 
1,578 

50,645 
4,776 

328 

83,721 
25,559 
18,323 
6,300 

74,479 
4,776 

321 

982,422 
322,780 
361,282 
37,759 

670,910 
57,315 
4,254 

-
2,101 

161 
-

19,797 
-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 144,901 162,930 214,736 205,569 203,274 211,256 217,894 217,764 209,224 209,148 204,488 213,479 2,436,722 22,059 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (142,842) (73,492) (90,557) 35,373 22,156 (1,466) 62,820 (20,731) 22,780 (5,966) 51,147 (41,842) 60,482 243,102 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

230,690 
-

4,776 
(3,461) 

-
(16,260) 

-
(6,319) 

9,619 
-

4,776 
(19,091) 

-
1,493 

-
(6,325) 

7,257 
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,331) 

-
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,337) 

8,639 
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,343) 

-
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,349) 

- 3,838 
- -

4,776 4,776 
- -
- -

1,493 1,493 
- -

(6,355) (6,361) 

-
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,367) 

-
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,373) 

-
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,379) 

-
-

4,776 
-
-

1,493 
-

(6,385) 

-
-
-
-
-

-

Ending Cash 216,402 133,382 50,021 85,326 116,048 114,502 177,237 160,253 182,936 176,866 227,903 185,945 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of May Close FY 2019-20 
7/23/2020 
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Beginning Cash 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

TOTAL REVENUE 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) 

Year 5 
2024-25 

Actuals & Forecast 
Jul 

Forecast 
Aug 

Forecast 
Sep 

Forecast 
Oct 

Forecast 
Nov 

Forecast 
Dec 

Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

185,945 

-
-
-

583 
1,475 

2,058 

52,559 
5,293 

35,227 
1,597 

47,399 
4,500 

315 

146,889 

(144,831) 

255,106 

82,138 
-

6,591 
583 
114 

89,426 

81,750 
11,718 
28,696 
1,597 

35,854 
4,500 

902 

165,016 

(75,590) 

285,731 

82,138 
-

6,591 
18,958 
16,480 

124,167 

86,430 
32,920 
31,690 
2,465 

55,216 
4,500 

578 

213,799 

(89,632) 

87,778 

158,394 
-

11,863 
18,583 
52,080 

240,920 

86,430 
34,066 
31,320 
1,597 

49,088 
4,500 

563 

207,563 

33,357 

124,098 

147,849 
7,257 

11,863 
18,583 
39,856 

225,408 

85,307 
27,969 
30,558 
1,597 

55,453 
4,500 

547 

205,931 

19,477 

155,162 

147,849 
-

15,419 
18,958 
27,542 

209,768 

85,307 
29,115 
30,646 
6,655 

57,187 
4,500 

532 

213,941 

(4,173) 

153,921 220,968 

243,369 147,849 
- 7,257 

11,863 22,822 
18,583 18,583 
6,877 500 

280,693 197,011 

85,307 86,430 
27,969 34,066 
31,167 31,320 
1,597 5,627 

65,507 57,613 
4,500 4,500 

517 501 

216,563 220,057 

64,130 (23,047) 

204,662 

147,849 
-

11,863 
18,958 
53,312 

231,982 

86,430 
32,920 
31,233 
1,597 

54,068 
4,500 

486 

211,233 

20,750 

228,298 

158,394 
13,875 
11,863 
18,583 

444 

203,159 

85,307 
29,115 
29,163 
5,951 

57,265 
4,500 

470 

211,771 

(8,612) 

222,557 

190,336 
7,257 

22,822 
18,583 
16,615 

255,613 

86,430 
32,920 
29,673 
1,597 

51,355 
4,500 

454 

206,929 

48,685 

274,097 

147,849 
-

11,863 
18,958 
(7,055) 

171,615 

84,558 
25,815 
18,506 
6,390 

75,555 
4,500 

439 

215,761 

(44,146) 

1,855,545 
56,778 

179,203 
197,193 
208,240 

2,496,959 

992,246 
326,008 
359,361 
38,265 

681,373 
53,994 
6,304 

2,457,551 

39,408 

201,534 
21,132 
33,781 
8,693 

-

265,139 

-
2,122 

162 
-

19,813 
-
-

22,098 

243,041 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

235,808 
-

4,500 
(3,502) 

-
(16,423) 

-
(6,391) 

9,619 
-

4,500 
(18,558) 

-
1,508 

-
109,146 

7,257 
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(121,586) 

-
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(3,044) 

8,639 
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(3,059) 

-
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(3,075) 

- 3,838 
- -

4,500 4,500 
- -
- -

1,508 1,508 
- -

(3,090) (3,106) 

-
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(3,121) 

-
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(3,137) 

-
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(3,152) 

-
-

4,500 
-
-

1,508 
-

(3,168) 

-
-
-
-
-

-

Ending Cash 255,106 285,731 87,778 124,098 155,162 153,921 220,968 204,662 228,298 222,557 274,097 232,790 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Jun FY2020 

Year 6 

107

2024-25 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Forecast Remaining 

Beginning Cash 

Forecast 

58,142 

Forecast 

1,838 

Forecast 

82,918 

Forecast 

(6,113) 

Forecast 

(21,248) 

Forecast 

(44,121) 

Forecast Forecast 

(77,166) (22,090) 

Forecast 

(46,218) 

Forecast 

(13,032) 

Forecast 

1,166 

Forecast 

74,323 

Balance 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement - 68,792 68,792 134,371 123,826 123,826 216,750 123,826 145,483 156,028 186,672 145,482 1,855,545 361,698 
Federal Revenue - - - - 4,757 - - 4,757 - 13,875 4,757 - 56,778 28,632 
Other State Revenue - 5,821 5,821 10,478 10,478 14,428 10,478 21,877 10,478 10,478 21,877 10,478 179,700 47,012 
Other Local Revenue 583 583 18,958 18,583 18,583 18,958 18,583 18,583 18,958 18,583 18,583 18,958 197,193 8,693 
Fundraising & Grants 12,580 12,580 12,580 13,247 13,247 16,120 13,247 13,247 55,846 13,247 19,366 14,934 208,240 (2,000) 

TOTAL REVENUE 13,163 87,777 106,152 176,678 170,890 173,332 259,057 182,289 230,765 212,210 251,256 189,852 2,497,456 444,035 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 49,527 77,762 82,193 82,193 81,129 81,129 81,129 82,193 82,193 81,129 82,193 80,420 992,246 49,056 
Classified Salaries 4,988 11,042 29,214 30,294 24,982 26,062 24,982 30,294 29,214 26,062 29,214 23,241 326,008 36,417 
Employee Benefits 33,721 27,449 30,145 29,788 29,101 29,184 29,687 29,788 29,706 27,794 28,243 17,500 359,361 17,253 
Books & Supplies 1,643 1,643 2,326 1,643 1,643 5,617 1,643 4,809 1,643 5,064 (1,377) 4,566 38,733 7,867 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 44,999 34,368 54,572 46,405 55,419 62,896 65,050 57,844 53,334 56,473 38,337 71,440 682,548 41,412 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 57,923 19,643 
Other Outflows 316 307 298 289 281 272 263 254 245 236 227 218 6,826 3,623 

TOTAL EXPENSES 138,385 155,762 201,938 193,803 195,745 208,350 205,945 208,372 199,525 199,949 180,027 200,575 2,463,645 175,270 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (125,221) (67,985) (95,787) (17,125) (24,855) (35,018) 53,113 (26,082) 31,240 12,262 71,229 (10,723) 33,811 268,764 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 90,522 164,004 4,757 - - - - - - - - - -
Other Assets - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fixed Assets 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 3,190 -
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals (6,061) -1.69E+04 - - - - - - - - - - -
Accounts Payable - Current Year - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Summerholdback for Teachers (16,097) 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 1,463 
Loans Payable (Current) - - - - - - - - - - - -
Loans Payable (Long Term) (2,637) (2,645) (2,654) (2,663) (2,672) (2,681) (2,690) (2,699) (2,708) (2,717) (2,726) (2,735) -

Ending Cash 1,838 82,918 (6,113) (21,248) (44,121) (77,166) (22,090) (46,218) (13,032) 1,166 74,323 65,518 
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The California School Finance Authority (CSFA) Presents: 

Weathering the K-14 State Apportionment Deferrals -
State Budget, Cash Flow Management and TRANs 

July 28, 2020 | 11:00am – 12:30pm PT 

Opening Remarks Fiona Ma, CPA, California State Treasurer 

Special Guest Jack O’Connell, Former State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Capitol Advisors Group 

Moderator Katrina Johantgen, California School Finance Authority 

Speakers John Gray, School Services of California 
Mike Fine, Fiscal Crisis & Management Assistance Team 
Annette Yee, Montague DeRose and Associates 
Mike Kremer, Montague DeRose and Associates 
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Fiona Ma, CPA 
California State Treasurer 

Jack O’Connell 
Former State Superintendent 
CSFA Board Member 

109
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Housekeeping 
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• Slides 
Available in the Handouts section of the menu 

• Questions 
Ask throughout the webinar, answers provided during Q&A at the end 

• Captioning 
https://www.streamtext.net/player?event=CDIAC_Webinar 

• Technical Issues 
Contact GoToWebinar at (877) 582-7011 or 
https://support.logmeininc.com/gotowebinar 
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California School Finance Authority 
111

• Established in 1985, CSFA is one of 16 boards, commissions, and authorities within 
the State Treasurer’s Office 
Chaired by Treasurer Fiona Ma, CPA, with Superintendent Tony Thurmond and Director of 

Finance Keely Martin-Bosler serving as members 

Administers 10 federally- and state-funded financing programs 

Has disbursed, through grant and debt programs, over $4 billion to K-12 schools since 2002 

• A governmental entity governed by a three-member board with two statewide 
elected officials 

• Helps California TK-12 schools, community colleges and county office of education 
finance the construction, remodeling, and renovation of projects; acquire property; 
refinance debt; and secure working capital for cash flow purposes 

4 
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CSFA as Conduit Bond/Note Issuer 
112

• The CSFA Act (Ed. Code 17170 – 17199.6) provides the Authority with broad statutory authority to 
issue short- to long-term debt on a stand alone or pooled basis 

 Intercept Mechanism (Section 17199.4) improves investor security, lowers borrowing costs, 
ensures timely payments 

Public Finance Division as Agent for Sale oversees the bond/note pricing process 

Attorney General’s Office as Issuer’s Counsel 

Monthly board meetings, with flexibility to hold special meetings 

No-Cost TEFRA hearings 

• CSFA is mission driven; not transaction driven 

Governmental entity – not a third-party joint powers authority 

Best practices and bond issuance guidelines 

Low issuer and administrative fees 

Consistent leadership and top financial advisor support 5 
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Conduit Issuance Transaction Highlights 
• Since FY 1999, CSFA has issued over $1.7 billion in short- and long-term debt on 

behalf of school districts and non-profit borrowers 

93 transactions 

18 working capital note financings totaling almost $200 million 

75 financings for long-term educational facilities 

• Received 2010 Bond Buyer “Deal of the West” Award for innovative Qualified 
School Construction Bonds 

• Awarded several federal grants for credit enhancement of CSFA debt 

• Issuer for school district financing utilizing successor redevelopment agency 
revenue to construct new district transportation facility 

• Issuer for community college student housing financing 6 
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Speaker Introductions 
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Katrina 
Johantgen 

Executive Director 
CSFA 

7 

John Gray 

President and 
CEO 

School Services 
of California 

Mike Kremer 
Managing 
Director 

Montague 
DeRose and 
Associates 

Annette Yee 
Managing 
Director 

Montague 
DeRose and 
Associates 

Mike Fine 
CEO 

Fiscal Crisis & 
Management 

Assistance Team 
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Proposition 98 Minimum Guarantee 
• Proposition 98 funding levels have decreased significantly in both 2019–20 and 

2020–21, resulting in an almost 10% reduction over the three-year period 

Even with a $6.8 billion year-over-year decrease, local educational agencies (LEAs) are not 
experiencing significant cuts due to: 

Reduction and/or 
elimination of 
programs 

Withdrawal of funds 
in the Public School 
System Stabilization 
Account 

Deferrals 

Note that the 
Proposition 98 

autofit 
provision is 
not operable 
for 2020–21 

8 
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Budget Deferrals 
116

What Are They? 
Impact to 

Proposition 98 

You Can Have 
Both Budget and 

Cash Deferrals 

• Budget deferrals allow the 
state to record a budget 
cut in one year and move 
the expense to the next 
year 

• This entry then reduces 
the appropriated 
Proposition 98 amount in 
the deferral year and 
increases Proposition 98 
appropriations in the next 
year 

• June to July deferrals are 
cash deferrals, part of 
which are budget deferrals 

• February through May 
deferrals are both cash 
and budget deferrals 

9 
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2011-12 Unaudited Actuals 

Total Fund 
Object Unrestricted Restricted col.A+B 

Descriotion Resource Codes Codes !Al !Bl (Cl 

G.ASSETS v-
-----1) Cash I ) .....__ __,,,, 

a) in County Treasury 9110 (2 299 078.28 (2 886 149.61 

1} Fair Value Adjustment to Cash in County Treasury 9111 0.00 0.00 0.00 

b} in Banks 9120 3.000.00 0.00 3 000.00 

c) in Revolving Fund 9130 40 300.00 0.00 40 300.00 

d) with Fiscal Agent 9135 0.00 0.00 0.00 

e) collections awaiting deposit 9140 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2) Investments 9150 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3) Accounts Receivable 9200 6 011 739.24 5 719 265.22 11- 731 004,46 

4) Due from Grantor Government 9290 17,994 823.00 0.00 17 994 823.00 

5) Due from Other Funds 9310 2 908 963.59 3 413.12 2 912 376.71 

6) Stores 9320 160 209.96 0.00 160 209.96 

7) Prepaid Expenditures 9330 103 785.44 0.00 103 785.44 

8) Other Current Assets 9340 0.00 0.00 0.00 

9) Fixed Assets 9400 

101 TOTAL ASSETS 24 923 742,95 2 836 528.73 27 760 271 ,68 

H. LIABILITIES 

1) Accounts Payable 9500 1 998 918.46 1 638 557.65 3 637 476.11 

2) Due to Grantor Governments 9590 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3) Due to Other Funds 9610 5 669 338.44 0.00 5 669 338.44 

4) Current Loans 9640 0.00 0.00 0.00 

5) Deferred Revenue 9650 381 095.15 593 940.42 975 035.57 

6) Long-Term Liabilities 9660 

71 TOTAL LIABILITIES 8 049 352.05 2 232 498.07 10 281 850.12 

I. FUND EQUITY 
V 

-----Ending Fund Balance, June 30 I ) 
fmust aaree with line F2l (G10 - H7l 16 874 390.90 604 030.66 

r--.... __,,,, 

117

Diminishing Cash as a Portion of Fund Balance 

Example 
(5,185,227.89) Cash Balance 

17,478,421.56 Ending Fund Balance 10 
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Deferrals and Cash Flow 
118

Cash Deferrals 2019–20 • For the 2019–20 Second 
Principal Apportionment (in billions) 
(P-2) deferral only, there 
is a statutory requirement 
for the state to issue it by 
July 15, 2020 

$4.23B 

May  June July August 

2020 2020 

$4.23B 

11 
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Deferrals and Cash Flow 
119

12 

The P-2 deferral includes all state aid that 
would normally be issued to school districts and 
charter schools in late June: 

Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) state 
aid (Resource Code 0000, Object Code 8011) 

Basic aid “Choice” (Resource Code 0000, 
Object Code 8011) 

Adults in correctional facilities (Resource 
Code 6015, Object Code 8311) 

Special education Assembly Bill (AB) 602 
(Resource Code 6500, Object Code 8311) 

. . . and more 

The P-2 deferral does not impact: 

Education Protection Account (EPA) funds 

However, these were over-
appropriated in 2019–20, which is 
deducted from state aid 

Local property tax collections 

However, these will be affected by 
other recent actions by our policy 
makers 
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K-12 Deferrals 
120

• The P-2 deferral 
Cash Deferrals 2020–21 is ongoing 

Plus, additional 
ongoing 
deferrals are 
implemented 
starting in 
February 2021: 

Feb      Mar    Oct    Nov 

2021 2021 

(in billions) 

$2.38B 

$2.38B $2.38B 

$2.38B 

$2.38B 

$4.23B 

est. 

Apr        May June   July Aug      Sept 

$1.54B $1.54B 

$2.38B 

$4.23B 

est. 

13 
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Deferrals and Cash Flow 
121

• The effects of these cash deferrals on the typical apportionment 
schedule for February through June 2021 are as follows: 

Month 
Normal Share of 

Annual 
Apportionment1 

Proportion 
Deferred 

Resulting Share of 
Annual 

Apportionment 

February 2021 9% 45% 5% 

March 2021 9% 70% 3% 

April 2021 

May 2021 

June 2021 

9% 

9% 

Balance 

70% 

70% 

100% 

3% 

3% 

0% 

Estimated based on the 2019–20 Principal Apportionment amounts 
1Per EC § 14041(a)(2) 

• In effect, LEAs will receive only about 68% of the state aid 
apportionment during the year 15 
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Apportionment Deferrals 
122

• Apportionment deferrals raise several major policy considerations 

Low property wealth districts are hit hardest by deferrals because they rely 
heavily on the state aid component of the LCFF 

• These districts are forced into short-term borrowing and must incur the associated costs 

• Also, resources allocated to buying down deferrals are not available for 
restoration of past program cuts or for funding new programs 

16 
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Deferrals and Cash Flow 
123

• Review projected cash balances at the end of each month and 
determine whether cash is expected to be either negative or near 
zero 

If so, how will cash needs be met? 

• Temporary interfund borrowing 

• Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs) 

• Borrowing from the county office of education 

• Borrowing from the county treasurer 

17 
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Deferrals and Cash Flow 
124

How does an 
LEA make 
sure to have 
enough cash 
to make 
payroll and 
pay the bills? 

Prepare cash flow projections going out 18 to 24 
months 

Prompt monthly reconciliation of cash and all 
other general ledger accounts 

Updating the cash flow projection with the actuals 
as each month closes 

Re-projecting cash receipts and disbursements for the 
rest of the months 

19 
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CASH CONCEDES HIS CROWN 
20 

125
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Key Steps in Preparing and Monitoring 
126

Preparation Monitoring 

• One of three critical SACS reports: • Timely 
budget, multiyear financial projection • Monthly (sometimes weekly) posting of 
and cash flow actuals and reconciliation 
 Use Projection-Pro or other tools 

 Don’t forget balance sheet accounts (accounts 

• Balance to budget receivables and payables) 

• Updating 18- / 24-month view as actuals • Ensure accuracy based on historical 
are posted information, updated for new 

appropriation schedules and expenditure • Updating forecast as information changes 
plans 

• 18 months minimum, 24 months better 

• All funds 
21 
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What is Cash and Cash Flow? 
127

• Cash is the result of what actually happens—the real world 

• Cash flow is the difference between the available cash balance at the 
beginning of a period (i.e., a month) compared to the available cash 
balance at the end of the of the period 

The actual inflow and outflow of funds 

“Cash position” is balance at the end of the period 

• Negative cash positions can be mitigated by borrowing 

22 
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What is Cash Insolvency? 
128

• Cash insolvency occurs when payroll expense exceeds available cash, 
and all options for borrowing have been exhausted 

• Cash insolvency is a function of deficit spending, erosion of fund 
balance and sustained negative cash flow over time 

• Cash is king! Cash shows no mercy! Cash insolvency is the end of 
road—game over—and is usually the trigger point for an emergency 
appropriation and the resulting changes in governance 

23 
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Budget vs. Cash Flow 
129

Budget Cash Flow 

• Annual • Monthly (sometimes weekly) 

• Anticipated revenue/source, • Actual receipts, disbursements and 
expenditures/uses and reserves available funds in the county treasury 

• Generally Accepted Accounting Principles  Forecast: annual data with time factors such 
as apportionment schedules regarding recognizing revenues, accruals 

• Cash and budget are equalized with • 45-day and interim report updates 
accruals (e.g., receivables and payables) 

• Fund specific 
• Monthly updates; first sign of fiscal 

distress 

• All funds 

24 
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Sample Cash Flow Prior to Borrowing 
130

Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21

Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected

BEGINNING CASH BALANCE 21,000,000 21,700,000 12,520,000 6,320,000 4,630,000 (3,270,000) (9,770,000) 1,730,000 90,000 4,750,000 3,350,000 130,000

REVENUES

Principal Apportionment 5,500,000 4,300,000 10,400,000 4,300,000 4,300,000 10,400,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 11,200,000 5,500,000 5,500,000 11,200,000

FY 2020-21 Prin. App. Deferrals (2,800,000) (4,300,000) (4,300,000) (4,300,000) (10,400,000) 10,400,000 4,300,000 4,300,000 4,300,000 2,800,000

Other Revenue 10,500,000 3,500,000 1,100,000 11,900,000 7,000,000 14,300,000 1,600,000 3,200,000 2,500,000 2,300,000 2,200,000 19,200,000

TOTAL REVENUES 16,000,000 5,000,000 7,200,000 11,900,000 7,000,000 14,300,000 15,000,000 10,500,000 18,000,000 12,100,000 10,500,000 30,400,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 14,000,000 14,700,000 13,500,000 13,800,000 14,300,000 16,800,000 1,900,000 11,900,000 13,400,000 14,500,000 13,900,000 14,200,000

REVENUES MINUS EXPENDITURES 2,000,000 (9,700,000) (6,300,000) (1,900,000) (7,300,000) (2,500,000) 13,100,000 (1,400,000) 4,600,000 (2,400,000) (3,400,000) 16,200,000

Total Change in Current Assets 100,000 20,000 300,000 10,000 (400,000) (4,000,000) 400,000 60,000 50,000 500,000 (20,000) 3,200,000

Total Change in Current Liabilities (1,400,000) 500,000 (200,000) 200,000 (200,000) 0 (2,000,000) (300,000) 10,000 500,000 200,000 1,400,000

TOTAL CHANGE IN BALANCE SHEET (1,300,000) 520,000 100,000 210,000 (600,000) (4,000,000) (1,600,000) (240,000) 60,000 1,000,000 180,000 4,600,000

Due To/From Other Funds

CROSS FY 2020-21 TRAN ISSUANCE

NET CHANGE IN CASH 700,000 (9,180,000) (6,200,000) (1,690,000) (7,900,000) (6,500,000) 11,500,000 (1,640,000) 4,660,000 (1,400,000) (3,220,000) 20,800,000

ENDING CASH BALANCE 21,700,000 12,520,000 6,320,000 4,630,000 (3,270,000) (9,770,000) 1,730,000 90,000 4,750,000 3,350,000 130,000 20,930,000

ENDING CASH BAL (WITHOUT TRAN) 21,700,000 12,520,000 6,320,000 4,630,000 (3,270,000) (9,770,000) 1,730,000 90,000 4,750,000 3,350,000 130,000 20,930,000

25 
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External Cash Borrowing 
131

• Selected external sources of temporary cash include: 

• County superintendent of schools 

Borrowing: EC § 42621 

Conditional advance apportionment: EC § 42622 

• County treasurer 

County treasurer is LEA treasurer 

Limitations on amount and timeline 

Calif Constitution, Article XVI, Section 6 and EC § 42620 

• Financial Markets 

TRAN 

30 
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Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs) 

• TRANs are a short-term cash management tool for the General Fund, typically 
issued on tax-exempt basis 

• Characteristics of tax-exempt TRANs: 

 Issued to even out temporary cash deficits (a) in advance of property tax receipts or (b) due 
to deferred State payments of LCFF revenues (not “structural” budget deficits) 

Monthly cash flows prepared for past, current and projected FYs 

Projected cash deficit must be within six months of issuance 

TRAN sized to cover maximum cash deficit plus minor working capital reserve (up to 5% of 
last FY’s expenditures) 

Repaid within 13 months of issuance from same FY’s revenues with set-aside dates in 
advance of final maturity 

31 
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TRANs Issued for FY 2020-21 Deferred Apportionments 

• Deferrals in February – June 2021 will cause Districts to hit their low cash point 
sometime in June 

• Since the maximum projected cash deficit must be within six months of issuance, 
a TRAN to cover State deferrals can’t fund until January 2021 or later 

• The targeted funding date for the CSFA K-14 Districts TRAN Pool is late February 
2021 

• This Cross Fiscal Year TRAN will deliver funds in FY 2020-21 but will be repaid in 
FY 2021-22 when the Deferred Revenues from 2020-21 are received 

• More on TRAN cash flows next 

Needed for TK-12 and Community College District participants 

Not required for Charter Schools participating in the ASAP Program 
32 
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CSFA Pooled TRANs – The Essentials 
134

K-14 Districts Pool 
• Open to CA school districts, community 

college districts and county offices of 
education 

• Low tax-exempt interest rates based on 
anticipated high credit ratings 

• Low issuance costs with oversight provided by 
the State Treasurer’s Office (STO) 

• Financing for seasonal cash shortfalls & FY 
2020-21 apportionment deferrals 

• Issuances planned for November, February 
and April/May 

Charter Schools Pool (ASAP Program) 
• Open to CA non-profit charter schools open in FY 

2019-20 

• High credit ratings attainable with reserve fund 
collateral provided by U.S. Dept. of Ed. credit 
enhancement grant 

• Low taxable interest rates will avoid the time and 
expense of cash flow preparation 

• TRAN size based on FY 2020-21 apportionment 
deferrals and rating requirements 

• Low issuance costs and STO oversight 

• Issuances planned for February and April/May 

* Pooled financing plans being finalized * 48 
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CSFA Pooled TRANs – Steps to Borrow 
135

49 

Step 1 
• Prepare monthly cash 

flows, determine cash 
flow deficit* and size 
TRAN 

• Submit for rating 
agency & tax counsel 

Step 2 

• Draft resolutions and 
documents 
distributed by Bond 
Counsel for review 
and comment 

Step 3 

• Preliminary Official 
Statement (POS) 
drafted by Disclosure 
Counsel with 
assistance from LEAs 
& financing team 

Step 4 

• Resolutions, 
documents and draft 
POS provided to LEAs 
and CSFA for board 
actions 

Step 5 

• Credit ratings 
received and POS 
posted 

Step 6 

• Interest rate on 
TRANs set by 
Underwriter with 
oversight from MDA, 
STO 

Step 7 

• Final OS posted and 
TRAN proceeds 
delivered to LEAs 

* Charter school TRANs will be sized without monthly cash flows 
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CSFA Pooled TRANs – Low Cost Borrowing 

136

• State-level intercept of TRAN debt service increases investor security while 
streamlining repayment for borrowers 

• Experienced financing team assigned to transaction(s) 

• Low issuance fees 

• Online application portal for streamlined application process 

• Interest rates anticipated to be competitive with other TRAN pools and stand-
alone TRANs 

50 
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Speakers & Contact Information 
137

• Katrina Johantgen, Executive Director 

California School Finance Authority 

(213) 620-2305 

katrina.johantgen@treasurer.ca.gov 

• John Gray, President and CEO 

School Services of California 

(916) 446-7517 

johng@sscal.com 

• Mike Fine, Chief Executive Officer 

Fiscal Crisis & Management Assistance Team 

(661) 636-4308 

mfine@fcmat.org 

• Annette Yee, Managing Director 

Montague DeRose and Associates 
(831) 626-4524 

yee@montaguederose.com 

• Mike Kremer, Managing Director 

Montague DeRose and Associates 

(805) 728-1958 

kremer@montaguederose.com 

Q&A 

Please use the 

Question Box 

to submit 

questions 

51 
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Appendix F: Charter 
Handbooks 

• Family Handbook 
• Employee Handbook 
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VALLEY 
·CHARTER. 

A T K - 5 PUB L I C SC H OO L 

Be Curious 

139

Family and Student 
Handbook 

2020-21 

Campus Location: www.rossvalleycharter.org 
102 Marinda Dr. info@rossvalleycharter.org 
Fairfax, CA 94930 phone: 415.534.6970 

August 9, 2020  Ross Valley Charter School Family and Student Handbook Page 1 of 64 
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Introduction 5 

Handbook Use and Purpose 

Our Mission 

Core Beliefs 

Key Program Features 

Graduate Profile 

Parent School Partnership 

Founding Teachers and Families 

Governance and Administration 7 

Ross Valley Charter Board of Directors 

The RVC Community Council 

Ross Valley Charter Faculty and Administration 

Schedule and Calendar 10 

Important Dates 

Daily Schedules 

Attendance 

Early Dismissal 

On-Time Arrival 

Excused Absences 

Unexcused Absences 
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Introduction 

Handbook Use and Purpose 
This handbook is designed to help family members and students get acquainted with RVC. 
It explains some of our philosophies, beliefs, structures, procedures and policies. This 
handbook will serve as an important reference to you while you are a part of the RVC 
community. We are committed to building a school culture based on relationships and real 
human needs. We realize that we need norms of expected behavior so this handbook 
helps to begin this relationship. 

The governance of our school is based on a Community Council elected by stakeholders 
and a Governing Board with a significant number of members elected by stakeholders. As 
the need for more explicit norms and rules becomes apparent, we expect those issues to 
be brought up and addressed at the Community Council and recommendations be 
forwarded to the Governing Board which is ultimately responsible for policy and other 
important governance decisions. 

Our Mission 
Ross Valley Charter provides a public school option that leverages a progressive education 
model emphasizing deep inquiry and exploration, hands-on, immersion-based 
experiences, and active learning-by-doing approaches to prepare students to collaborate 
effectively in teams, think critically, seek information to solve problems, and to be lifelong 
learners and culturally competent members of our diverse global community. 

Core Beliefs 
● Students learn best when constructing their own knowledge in a social context that offers 

rich and challenging content, collaboration with fellow students and parents, and teachers 
as facilitators of this process. 

● Student voice, choice, and engagement are critical to supporting student agency and 
knowledge construction. 

● A thriving and joyful learning community has inclusive decision-making structures that 
foster teacher and parent engagement, collaboration, and shared ownership of the 
committed work of graduating students who are critical thinkers and creative problem 
solvers prepared for the 21st Century. 

Key Program Features 
● Thematic units that integrate academic subjects within live-your-learning experiences. 
● Mixed-age classrooms embracing a wide range of learning styles and developmental rates, 

enabling students to alternate being the younger and older student in the classroom, as 
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well as allowing for a two-year relationship between the student and teacher. 
● A community in which teachers, administrators and parents are partners and co-creators 

of the school as it evolves. 
● Visual and performing arts integrated into the classroom. 
● A whole-child approach to social and emotional development. 

Graduate Profile 
We strive for RVC graduates to be: 

● Lifelong Learners—RVC students are intrinsically motivated to learn and grow. 
● Independent and Confident—RVC students approach situations with confidence and 

drive. They are self-motivated and take initiative for their own learning. They are 
comfortable taking risks. They understand themselves as learners. 

● Collaborative problem solvers—RVC students possess interpersonal skills enabling them 
to work productively with a partner or group. They are perceptive listeners and consider 
others’ ideas. They can integrate multiple perspectives. 

● Effective communicators—RVC students read, write, speak, and listen with confidence 
and compassion. They have strong skills to express themselves accurately and clearly. They 
know that different situations call for different behaviors and modes of communication. 

● Creative and adaptive thinkers—RVC students know that there are many ways of 
approaching a situation. They explore multiple possibilities and go beyond seeking a single 
right answer. They apply what they’ve learned, look for patterns, exercise their 
imaginations, and develop innovative solutions. They have confidence to try something, 
have it fail, learn from it, then try something different. They stay curious. 

● People who persevere—RVC students embrace challenges. They are willing to work 
through difficult situations and problems. They recognize the benefits that come from 
persisting and experience satisfaction from working hard and achieving their goals. They 
understand that learning is a lifelong pursuit. 

● Caring community members—RVC students take responsibility for their own behavior. 
They are kind and compassionate to others in the concentric circles of their world: 
themselves, their families, their friends, their classmates, their school, their community, 
and the world beyond them. They have a sense of belonging and recognize our 
interconnectedness. 

● Solid in foundational academic skills—RVC students are strong readers and enjoy 
reading for pleasure and to seek information. They are able to write well for purposes of 
conveying information, giving their opinion, and telling a story. They have excellent math 
and science skills and will be able to apply them appropriately in novel problem situations. 

● Respectful, Responsible and Resilient —We align all of our student expectations to these 
core values. With these values at the foundation we believe our students can achieve all 
elements of our graduate profile. 
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Parent School Partnership 
The key to Ross Valley Charter is a strong partnership with our parent community. Parents 
are welcome partners in the classroom and each teacher will provide guidance on how to 
volunteer in his/her classroom if you are interested. Please help us to keep our school 
strong by communicating with us when you have concerns, contributing when you are able, 
and by promoting our school in the community. 

There are many opportunities for parents to participate in an authentic way in governance 
and decision-making at RVC. Please look for an opportunity to engage with us in a way that 
meets your needs. While we do not require parents to volunteer, you are encouraged to, 
and welcomed with gratitude. You make a big difference in what we are able to offer to our 
students. 

Founding Teachers and Families 

RVC is grateful to our founding teachers and families who devoted countless hours of time 
developing the school charter petition, and ushering us through to approval at the state 
level. Their perseverance and dedication ensures this free multi-age, progressive, Inquiry-
based educational choice is available to the families in Ross Valley. 

We appreciate all who continue to help us provide this choice for our students. 

Governance and Administration 
Ross Valley Charter Board of Directors 

Ross Valley Charter is an independent charter public school organized as a 501(c)(3) 
created by Ross Valley Charter School parents and educators. The School is governed by its 
Board of Directors pursuant to its bylaws. 

The duties and responsibilities of the Board of Directors include holding regular and special 
meetings. Meetings are held at the school, and each meeting agenda includes opportunity 
for public input. Meeting Dates are posted on our website. 

Board of Directors and Terms Expiration 
Amy Gramajo (Parent) June 30, 2021 amy.gramajo@rossvalleycharter.org 

Cheryl Flick (Parent) June 30, 2021 cheryl.flick@rossvalleycharter.org 

Kristi Kimball, M.P.A (Community Member) June 30, 2022 kristi.kimball@rossvalleycharter.org 

John Kirk, CPA/MA (Teacher Representative)   June 30, 2021 john.kirk@rossvalleycharter.org 

Sharon Sagar (Chair/Community) June 30, 2021 sharon.sagar@rossvalleycharter.org 
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Sonya Stanley, MBA (Vice-Chair/Community) June 30, 2022 sonya.stanley@rossvalleycharter.org 

Email all at board@rossvalleycharter.org 

Other Officers: 

Luke Duchene, Director (President) luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Elizabeth Ellis (Secretary) elizabeth.ellis@rossvalleycharter.org 

Chris Lyons (Teacher Liaison) chris.lyons@rossvalleycharter.org 

The RVC Community Council 
The day-to-day guidance of RVC is jointly overseen by the School Director and the 
Community Council (“Council”). The Council is an essential organizational structure 
operating in furtherance of the Mission and Beliefs of RVC, founded on principles of 
collaboration between the stakeholders – parents, teachers, and administrators – in the 
education of the students. 

The Council is composed of eight (8) voting members and as many non-voting members as 
the Council shall, from time to time, deem appropriate. The School Director shall be a 
voting member. All RVC teachers will be considered members of the Council, and the 
teachers shall have a total of three votes for Council purposes. The four voting parent 
members on the Council will be elected annually by the parents of RVC, with each parent of 
a RVC student(s) having one vote with a maximum of two per family in the elections. All 
parent positions in the Council serve for one-year terms, but are not subject to a limit on 
the number of terms they may serve. 

The Council meets at least monthly, and all meetings and agendas are posted on the RVC 
Website. 

Ross Valley Charter Faculty and Administration 
Administration 

Director Luke Duchene luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Office Manager Elizabeth Ellis elizabeth.ellis@rossvalleycharter.org 

Receptionist/Lunch 
Monitor 

Jennifer Wolf jen.wolf@rossvalleycharter.org 

Family Outreach 
Coordinator/Before 
-Care Supervisor 

Marilyn Alfaro marilyn.alfaro@rossvalleycharter.org 
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Teachers 

TK/K/1 Rebecca Wicker Rebecca.Wicker@rossvalleycharter.org 

TK/K/1 Natalie Swenty Natalie.Swenty@rossvalleycharter.org 

TK/K/1 Tatiana Bliss Tatiana.Bliss@rossvalleycharter.org 

1/2 Leah Ballantyne Leah.Ballantyne@rossvalleycharter.org 

2/3 Emily Belo Emily.Belo@rossvalleycharter.org 

2/3 Jane Nieves Jane.Nieves@rossvalleycharter.org 

4/5 Chris Lyons Chris.Lyons@rossvalleycharter.org 

4/5 Nina Watson Nina.Watson@rossvalleycharter.org 

3/4 Katie Brillault Katie.Brillault@rossvalleycharter.org 

Special Education Sarah Foley Sarah.Foley@rossvalleycharter.org 

Intervention/EL Torri Chappell Torri.Chappell@rossvalleycharter.org 

Art Karen Wilcox Karen.Wilcox@rossvalleycharter.org 

K-3 Music and 4/5 
Music Ensemble 

Josh McIntosh Josh.McIntosh@rossvalleycharter.org 

Violin Matej Seda Matej.Seda@rossvalleycharter.org 

Physical Education Mike Claggett Mike.Clagett@rossvalleycharter.org 
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Schedule and Calendar 
A School calendar is attached at the end of this handbook as Appendix A. There are several 
important dates to note below. 

Important Dates 
Holidays, Vacation Days, and Professional Development Days (school closures). 

Aug. 19 First Day of School 

Sept. 7 Labor Day – no school 

Oct. 12 Indigenous Peoples’ Day/Professional Development Day – no school 

Nov. 11 Veteran’s Day – no school 

Nov. 16-20 Thanksgiving Recess – no school 

Dec. 21 - Jan 4 Winter Break – no school 

Jan. 18 Martin Luther King, Jr. Day – no school 

Feb. 15-19 Mid-Winter Break – no school 

Mar. 15 Professional Development Day – no school 

Apr. 5-9 Spring Recess – no school 

May 31 Memorial Day 

Jun. 11 Last Day of School 

Please read the regular weekly newsletters for information about school events. 

Daily Schedules 
Our daily schedule has been built to accommodate our ideal learning schedule, as well as 
to make it possible for families with students in other schools to coordinate for drop-off 
and pick-up. 

Students benefit from flexible use of time during the school day and across the school 
year. We want our students to have long learning blocks to facilitate in-depth thinking, 
conversations, collaboration, and creative projects. The RVC daily schedule will include 
instructional learning blocks of 1-2 hours, while maintaining more instructional minutes 
than are required by law. Students have early release days on Wednesdays so teachers can 
spend a full afternoon each week working together to enhance student learning. 

During conference weeks, students will be released early on Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Thursdays, and Fridays so teachers, parents, and sometimes students, can meet to discuss 
student progress. 
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In addition to enrichment classes (Art, Music), students have twice-weekly physical 
education classes as well as movement activities integrated throughout the school day. 
Classroom meetings are a regular part of our schedule, and allow our students and 
teachers to communicate, work on social-emotional skills, and problem-solve. 

Attendance 
Ross Valley Charter teachers, administration and staff view each school day as essential to 
your student’s educational experience. We expect regular attendance of our students, each 
and every school day, except for when your student is sick or has a communicable illness. 
The office should be notified immediately if your student has a communicable disease so 
that we can notify other parents, if necessary. We monitor attendance closely as it affects 
student learning as well as providing our primary funding source. When your student will 
be absent, please contact the office by no later than 8:30 the morning of the absence. This 
notification can be by telephone, email, or in person. 

As a public school, RVC receives state funding based on ADA (Average Daily Attendance.) 
For this reason and in accordance with state law, the school must maintain detailed 
records of student attendance. When your student is absent we do not receive funding for 
that day. Most important is that your student will miss critical instruction and interaction, 
which is difficult to recapture. 

In the 2020-21 school year, when there is any distance learning taking place, special 
funding rules will apply which we will communicate as events unfold. 

Early Dismissal 
If your student must leave school early due to a health appointment, please let your 
student’s teacher and the office know in advance. Be sure to sign your student out at the 
office. We prefer that appointments be scheduled during non-school hours whenever 
possible. Early release Wednesdays are an ideal time for appointments such as these. 
Please do not schedule morning appointments, if they can be avoided. 

On-Time Arrival 
It is critical to have your student arrive at school on time. Attendance and class meetings 
are important activities that take place first thing in the morning. It also disrupts the whole 
classroom when students arrive late. All students who arrive after the morning bell will be 
asked to check in at the office before proceeding to class. Set up a good routine and plan to 
arrive at school a little early each day rather than rushing in the morning so your child 
starts the day off right. 
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Excused Absences 
Excused absences are instances where a student is too ill to attend school, bereavement of 
an immediate family member, or student health care appointment. All absences require 
appropriate documentation, i.e. a phone call or note from parent/guardian. If a child 
exceeds ten excused absences, the school may require a conference with the parents, 
student and School Director to devise an action plan to ensure the student does not fall 
behind in school. After ten excused absences for illness, the school requires that further 
absences for illness be verified by a physician. 

Unexcused Absences 
Unexcused absences are absences that have not been appropriately documented. If a 
student has three (3) unexcused absences, a meeting may be held with the School Director 
and the family. 

Independent Study Plans (ISP) 
Independent Study is an option for any student who will be absent for a period of three to 
ten consecutive school days. Independent study requires advanced approval in writing 
from the classroom teacher and School Director. A student may participate in a maximum 
of two long-term (3 or more days) Independent Study programs per academic year. In an 
extenuating circumstance, the School Director may approve additional Independent Study 
days following a conference with the parents and teacher. 

Independent Study is conducted solely for the educational benefit of the student attending 
RVC as a means to encourage daily engagement in schoolwork during time of extended 
absence. Parents must give at least 5 days notice to the school and classroom teacher in 
order to allow adequate planning time. In an extenuating circumstance, the School Director 
and teacher will work with the parent to implement an ISP in an expedited manner. 

Arrival and Dismissal Procedures 
RVC highly encourages carpooling, walking and biking, bus riding or other methods to 
reduce traffic during peak school commute hours. Please register with 
SchoolPoolMarin.org or at rossvalleycharter.org to help partner with other RVC families in 
this coordinated effort. 
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Drop Off Procedures 

Car drop-off is in the indicated section of the parking lot along the hedge. Please arrive 
between 8:15-8:25 in the morning for an 8:30am start. Supervision on a designated outside 
play area is provided starting at 8:15. 

1. Continuously drive forward until you are at the furthest forward space before 
allowing your student(s) to exit on the passenger side only. The driver must 
remain in the vehicle at all times at curbside drop off. 

2. Please be sure to have your child ready to exit the vehicle quickly and safely. This 
means that your student should be prepared with jacket, backpack, lunch etc. 
ready to go. 

3. As soon as your child has exited the vehicle, and the door has been closed, 
please move forward out of the drop-off area. 

4. Park only in designated spaces in the parking lot.  Do not park in the 
loading/unloading zone. 

Pick Up Procedures 
Please arrive between 3:05-3:15 (1:35-1:45 Weds.) in the afternoon. TK/K students are 
released at 1:45 every day. 

1. Continuously drive forward until you are at the furthest forward space. Do not exit 
the vehicle. 

2. Parent volunteers or school staff will assist your student to the car. 
3. Have your child quickly and safely enter the vehicle, and fasten his/her seat belt. 

Someone will be there to assist. 
4. Move forward to exit. 

Walking and Riding to School 
We highly encourage students who are able to walk or ride to walk or bike with friends or 
neighbors. Bicycles must be stored in the designated bike racks. 

Students and families should never ride bicycles on the campus. 

Buses to School 
Bus service is offered through the Ross Valley Yellow Bus Transportation Services Joint Exercise 
of Powers Agreement (JEPA). A dedicated morning bus runs from select locations from the 
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San Anselmo hub on Sir Francis Drake Boulevard. Students must comply with school rules 
and all applicable laws when waiting for, riding on, or exiting the bus. Students should be 
instructed to remain on the bus until arriving at school, and they should remain seated at 
all times when the bus is moving. Students may also ride a bus after school that is shared 
with middle school students. 

For more information on purchasing bus passes, contact the school office or see the 
website: https://rossvalleyschoolbus.com/ 

For the 2020-21 there will not be bus service until the COVID crisis ends. 

Pick-up by Non-Custodial Parents/Guardians 
Parents and Guardians are designated at the time of registration. If a student’s parent or 
guardian is not allowed to pick-up their child, please provide a court order stating this 
prohibition. Otherwise, students may be picked up by the parents/guardians designated in 
their registration or birth certificate. It is important to update the school office if anything 
changes during the school year. 

Communication 
Clear and mutually respectful communication is the key to all good relationships. It is our 
intent to keep families well informed of all important information so that your student and 
all of our families feel supported. We know that in this world of constant communication, it 
can sometimes be difficult to weed through for the important key items. We provide a 
regular routine weekly email, translated in Spanish, for the key school messages through 
our communication platform, Parent Square. Spanish speaking families may contact our 
bilingual Family Outreach and Support Coordinator with any questions about the school. 
The Student Handbook will be available in Spanish before school starts. 

We want to be clear that we CARE about open communications between our staff and 
families too. We hope that you will always feel comfortable to go to your student’s teacher 
if there are any concerns or problems. These initial communications are always best either 
in person, or by phone. We encourage emails only to set up a time to meet or connect in 
person or by phone, rather than to make an email your first communication about an 
issue. 

If you have an issue or concern you need addressed, we hope that you will always come 
directly to us first to see if it can be resolved. Social media is never the best place to resolve 
an issue. We know that we can work together to find solutions. 

If you are not able to resolve an issue directly with the teacher or other staff member or 
don’t feel comfortable raising your concern there, we ask that you set a meeting with the 
School Director as the next level of discussion. Finally, if you are not able to reach a 
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solution at either of these two levels we hope that you will reach out to the Board. Our 
policy also allows direct communications to the School Director or Board members at any 
time. We hope that you will begin at the classroom level and hope that the culture we are 
trying to form will allow you to feel comfortable beginning there. 

Contact and Emergency Information 
Each family is asked to submit their emergency contact information at registration. If your 
contact information changes, or you need to add additional authorized persons for student 
pick-up, we ask that you add these names to our on-line system or contact the school office 
with these changes in writing. 

If there are any changes to the school schedule due to weather-related or other issues, we 
will contact you via the preferred method set at registration (either email and/or text 
message).  Please keep us updated of any changes to this information. 

Student Learning, Curriculum and 
Progress 
Teachers will review the yearly curriculum at Back to School Night. RVC’s curriculum is 
delivered in individual units, as well as long-term units of study which integrate many 
curricular areas, going in depth and examining a topic from many angles, increasing 
students’ engagement and interest. 

We deliver the Common Core Standards in a two-year cycle, in which a student in the 
multiage classroom setting may see (non-math) grade-level standards taught during either 
of the two years they are with a teacher. Math will be taught by grade in a non-multiage 
classroom starting in second grade. 

We provide our students with a learning environment in which they can learn the Common 
Core 21st Century Skills of owning their own learning and working together to apply that 
learning to solve unfamiliar problems. Inquiry Based Learning is a key component of our 
curriculum, encouraging our students to become more immersed and curious about their 
learning. 

Student Records 
Student records include a permanent file that includes information about student 
academic and behavioral records, immunizations, and other data. These records are 
available only to school staff and the parent/guardian. All records shall be governed by 
strict safeguards for confidentiality. If your child is moving to another school, the new 
school may request your student’s records. Please inform us if this is the case. If you wish 
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to view your student’s file, please make arrangements through the School Director. Our 
Maintenance and Retention of Student Records Policy can be found at 
https://rossvalleycharter.org/ross-valley-charter-about-rvc/rvc-policies/ 

Student Success Team 
Student progress will be monitored on an ongoing basis through a combination of 
classroom teacher observation, Intervention Teacher observation and assessment, and 
classroom assessments. If intervention supports do not lead to sufficient progress, a 
Student Success Team (“SST”) will be convened to consider alternative intervention 
strategies. This team will be made up of at least the classroom teacher, Intervention 
Teacher, parents, and the School Director. The team will discuss observed strengths and 
areas of concern and will brainstorm interventions. The team will designate a period for 
monitoring the student’s progress after which it will reconvene to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the interventions. Should the SST process fail to yield adequate progress, 
additional steps, such as a referral for special education evaluation and/or 504 services will 
be taken. If you have any concerns regarding your student’s progress, please discuss this 
with your student’s teacher. 

Standardized Testing 
RVC participates in all required state testing programs, in addition to regular monitoring 
throughout the school year. Teachers do not spend a lot of time specifically preparing 
students to take these tests, as we feel that we are preparing our students throughout the 
year to be critical thinkers, problem-solvers, and confident decision-makers. 

Homework 
Research has shown that homework in the elementary grades has minimal positive impact 
on student learning. We have a developmentally appropriate approach to homework. We 
consider family time to be highly valuable and believe that our class schedule provides 
ample time to build and practice skills while at school. We keep homework to a minimum, 
and increase it appropriately as students get older. 

Our kindergarten and first grade students do not have regular homework, other than 
encouragement to read with their parents. Once or twice a year, students may do 
something simple such as bring home a class stuffed animal to accompany them for a few 
days, which they then write and draw about. They may practice their lines for a play using a 
script at home. Also, students prepare for Expositions by learning about a particular topic, 
preparing a costume, and practicing their role. 

In second and third grade, students begin having one evening of math homework each 
week to experience the responsibility of bringing it home, completing it, and returning it to 
school. They continue to read at home regularly, and may do one or two projects that will 
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require research and writing, and creating a costume or some other activity. 

In fourth and fifth grade, students begin having a small amount of nightly homework, 
typically math, but also sometimes writing or continuing work on an in-class project. One or 
two times each year, students may have a long-term project that requires working at home, 
involving reading, research, writing, and/or producing a finished product or preparing a 
lesson to teach others. While we keep the homework load minimal, teachers do expect 
students to develop good habits by remembering to complete and return homework on 
time. 

Pupil Progress 
The RVC teachers cherish time spent meeting together and collaborating. They know that 
they become stronger teachers when they share ideas, help each other to problem-solve 
situations in their classrooms, discuss student needs and progress, and push each other to 
live up to the high standards they have set for themselves. As a small staff, they take the 
approach of “it takes a village to raise a child” and they consider their students to be 
everyone’s responsibility. Teachers keep an eye on children throughout the years, they 
share information about them and their families that may be helpful, and they celebrate 
students’ achievements and progress together. 

RVC constantly monitors student progress. If you have any concerns regarding your 
student’s progress, please contact your student’s teacher. Your teacher will also contact 
you if he/she has any concerns between regularly scheduled conferences or meetings. 

The school will prepare trimester school-wide progress reports and present them to the 
Community Council and the Governing Board for the purpose of continually improving 
student learning. 

Students generally move to another classroom after two years with a teacher, unless they 
begin RVC in the middle of a two-year cycle, or as a TK student. If you have any questions 
regarding class placement, please contact your teacher. Due to online distance learning, 
this has become more difficult to implement for 2020-2021, as certain teachers will stay in 
distance learning for longer portions of the year. 

Progress Reports and Portfolios 
Ross Valley Charter School’s assessment plan includes multiple measures designed to 
monitor student progress over time. 

RVC uses progress reports at the end of each trimester to summarize student achievement. 
RVC does not use letter grades for our students, but instead shows growth toward 
standards in the following areas: reading, writing, language skills, listening and speaking, 
mathematics, social studies, science. Our progress reports also include a section in which 
teachers indicate the progress students are making toward these 21st Century Skills that 
RVC emphasizes: 
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● works independently with confidence 
● is self-motivated and takes initiative 
● works collaboratively with others 
● demonstrates creative thinking 
● perseveres 
● uses a variety of strategies to solve problems 
● seeks out and uses resources 
● shows adaptability 

Portfolios are used as a record of learning throughout students’ years at RVC. Portfolios 
include samples of work and students’ reflections on their work. Portfolios display the 
individual nature of child’s learning over time, provide evidence of academic achievement, 
and assist teachers with targeted instructional planning. Portfolios will be reviewed by 
students, parents/guardians, and teachers at the end of each school year. 

Recess 
Recess is an opportunity for children to relax and guide their activity in different ways. With 
longer recess times, children will have time to get involved with a playground game, read a 
book, do a project, or engage in fantasy play. We acknowledge and respect the importance 
of play in optimal brain development. Recesses and lunch periods will be separate from the 
middle school to ensure RVC students have an appropriate elementary school experience. 

Field Trips 
We take our students on regular field trips so they can make connections with their 
classroom learning. Students must have a permission slip signed by a parent or guardian 
to attend a field trip. Parent drivers are a key component to our ability to take students on 
learning trips, and for community celebrations. Please ensure that your Field Trip Driver 
Form and insurance information is kept up-to-date if you intend to be a driver. 

RVC’s Field Trips and Excursion policy is posted here: https://rossvalleycharter.org/ross-
valley-charter-about-rvc/board/rvc-policies/ 

Health and Safety 
The physical and emotional safety of our students and staff is extremely important to us. 
We have an extensive Safety Protocol Handbook and staff training to ensure that our 
students and adults have a safe and healthy campus. 
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We conduct drills throughout the year to prepare for an emergency. We will let you know 
when we are planning a major drill, so that you will be aware. Occasionally we may want to 
have parent volunteers to help with our drills. 

Please see the Emergency Management and Safety Plan, located on our website under: 

https://rossvalleycharter.org/ross-valley-charter-about-rvc/board/rvc-policies/ 

Illness 
Please help us to keep our school healthy by keeping your child home when he/she is ill. If 
your child contracts a contagious disease, or even has something as basic as head lice, we 
appreciate knowing so that we can take appropriate action in notifying other families so 
they can watch for symptoms. 

If you have any specific health or safety concerns regarding your child, please bring it to the 
attention of our school office or your classroom teacher. 

Weapons 
Weapons, dangerous objects, or look-alike weapons are not allowed on campus or on the 
bus. If your student has a costume or other school project that might require a look-alike 
weapon, please consult with your teacher in advance of bringing the object to school. 

Drugs, Chemicals and Tobacco 
Our students deserve to learn in an atmosphere free from tobacco, controlled substances 
and chemicals. Prohibited items include but are not limited to tobacco, products containing 
tobacco, and nicotine products. The possession or use of illegal drugs, the sale or soliciting 
the sale of a controlled substance, while at school, on school premises, or at a school 
function is also prohibited. This prohibition applies to all students, employees, visitors, 
parents, and other persons at any school or school-sponsored activity or event. It also 
includes field trips and school overnight trips. 

This section does not prohibit the use of prescription products by a student, parent, or staff 
member. If your student needs to bring a prescription product to school, please be sure 
that the school office is notified. 

General Policies 

Instructional Materials 
Students are responsible for any school materials they take home. We model care for 
instructional materials at school. 
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Our classroom libraries are used throughout the day, and for reading materials for our 
students to take home overnight. Students should return these books in similar condition 
to when they were borrowed. We welcome donations to our classroom libraries. 

Lost & Found 
Lost and Found items will be stored on a rack near the school office. Please mark your 
student’s clothing (especially jackets and outer layers) so that we can assist in returning lost 
items to them. Periodically we will send an all-school reminder to look through the Lost and 
Found items before RVC donates them to a local thrift store or organization. 

Lunch Program 
RVC offers a daily prepaid lunch program. This meal program will also be offered to Free 
and Reduced Lunch eligible students for free or a reduced cost. Parents/Guardians are 
responsible for signing up their students for the lunch program in a timely manner, or for 
providing a meal for their children. 

We will provide adequate time for students to eat at recess and at lunchtime. If your 
student is not eating his/her lunch regularly, please let us know. 

Sales and Solicitation 
Sales or Solicitation are prohibited on campus unless approved in advance by the school. 
Occasionally, we may hold a school fundraiser. These activities are always optional. 

Visitors 
All visitors should check-in and check-out at the school office. We have procedures to 
identify all on-campus visitors, including visitor badges. We love to have parents and other 
family members volunteer at RVC, we just want to know that you are here! Please read our 
Registration of Vistors/Guests Policy at https://rossvalleycharter.org/ross-valley-charter-about-
rvc/rvc-policies/ 

Pictures 
We value the opportunity to celebrate our students by photographing them and their work, 
videotaping performances and celebrations, compiling photos into a yearbook, and 
displaying their cheerful faces throughout our campus. We ask that you do not photograph 
or videotape on campus without first securing permissions through the school office, the 
teacher, or the School Director so as to protect the rights of our students. 

We have asked for permissions as a part of the registration process. If you wish at any time 
to make a change to the permissions you have granted going forward, please contact the 
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office. If you are restricting permissions for any of the above items, please explain why to 
your student so that he/she will understand. 

Behavioral Expectations 
RVC students will help to develop agreements for behavior in their classrooms at the 
beginning of each year. Teachers will encourage students to be kind, respectful, safe and 
responsible, and to think about how to treat each other at school. 

Students are also expected to respect the adults at school, who will help to guide them to 
make good decisions. 

Lunch--Students will sit for at least 15 minutes while eating their lunch, and then they may 
get up to play. Students must eat in the lunch area only and clean up their eating area 
before they leave for the play area. 

Playground—Students are encouraged to include others in their games and follow 
playground behavior rules. 

All students who come to Ross Valley Charter School have the right to be safe and happy. 
Therefore, no one may knowingly hurt others feelings or use physical force to solve 
conflicts or as an expression of anger over any activity not going in their favor. Adults on 
campus help students to resolve conflicts and express feelings appropriately.  The School 
Director handles situations in which students are unsafe or show repeated inappropriate 
behavior. 

Suspension and Expulsion 
RVC has very detailed policies on suspension and expulsion that can be found in Appendix 
C of this document. 

Internet and Electronics Usage Policy 
The computers and technology at our school are used as tools for learning, writing, and 
research. Teachers review rules with our students prior to using the equipment and 
students must sign an agreement to use computers appropriately.  Inappropriate use of 
computers or internet may result in students not being allowed to use them.We know that 
some students come to school with cell phones. We ask students to avoid bringing these 
items, as we are not responsible for them if they are lost or damaged. If students do bring 
a cell phone, they will be asked to turn it off and store it safely until the end of the day. You 
may call the school office during the day if you need to communicate something to your 
student. Please encourage your student to come to the school office if they need to contact 
you for any reason. Please see our Internet Use Policy and Agreement at: 
https://rossvalleycharter.org/ross-valley-charter-about-rvc/rvc-policies/ 
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Toys and Electronics Procedures 
We discourage bringing toys or personal electronic items to school. We have plenty of toys 
for our students to play with at school. Students may arrange with teachers to bring an 
item for a special project. 

Complaint Procedures and Positive 
Interaction 
RVC hopes that you will feel comfortable bringing any concerns to us before they become a 
complaint. Should you wish to file a formal complaint, please contact the School Director or 
Board Chair for more information. It is our goal to model positive interactions throughout 
our school community. We are all partners in creating a supportive, positive community for 
our students, families and staff. Each of us can learn from a misstep, and we will grow 
individually and as an organization from the process. Together we can work together to 
make our school a strong educational alternative for our community families and children. 

RVC has adopted a formal complaint procedure. To see the details of the approved 
Complaint Procedures, please see the Uniform Complaint Policy and Procedures and the 
General Complaint Policy on our website: 

https://rossvalleycharter.org/ross-valley-charter-about-rvc/board/rvc-policies/ 

Nondiscrimination Statement 
Ross Valley Charter School (“RVC” or the “Charter School”) does not discriminate against any 
person on the basis of actual or perceived disability, gender, gender identity, gender 
expression, nationality, race or ethnicity, citizenship, immigration status, religion, religious 
affiliation, sexual orientation, pregnancy status, or any other characteristic that is contained 
in the definition of hate crimes in the California Penal Code. 

RVC adheres to all provisions of federal law related to students with disabilities, including, 
but not limited to, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title II of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990 (“ADA”), and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement 
Act of 2004 (“IDEA”). 

RVC does not discourage students from enrolling or seeking to enroll in Charter School for 
any reason, including, but not limited to, academic performance, disability, neglect or 
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delinquency, English proficiency, for being homeless or a foster/mobile youth, economic 
disadvantage, nationality, race, ethnicity, or sexual orientation. Charter School shall not 
encourage a student currently attending Charter School to disenroll or transfer to another 
school based on any of the aforementioned reasons except in cases of expulsion and 
suspension or involuntary removal in accordance with RVC’s charter and relevant policies. 

RVC does not request nor require student records prior to a student’s enrollment. 

RVC is committed to providing an educational atmosphere that is free of unlawful 
harassment under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (sex); Titles IV, VI, and VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (race, color, or national origin);The Age Discrimination Act of 
1975;the IDEA; and Section 504 and Title II of the ADA (mental or physical disability). 

RVC also prohibits sexual harassment, including cyber sexual bullying, and harassment 
based upon pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions, race or ethnicity, religion, 
religious affiliation, creed, color, citizenship, immigration status, gender, gender identity, 
gender expression, national origin or ancestry, physical or mental disability, medical 
condition, marital status, age, sexual orientation, or any other basis protected by federal, 
state, local law, ordinance or regulation. 

RVC does not condone or tolerate harassment of any type, including but not limited to 
unlawful discrimination, intimidation, or bullying, including cyber sexual bullying, by any 
employee; independent contractor or other person with which the Charter School does 
business; student; volunteer; or community member regardless of position or gender. RVC 
will promptly and thoroughly investigate any complaint of harassment and take appropriate 
corrective action, if warranted. 

The lack of English language skills will not be a barrier to admission or participation in RVC’s 
programs or activities. RVC prohibits retaliation against anyone who files a complaint or who 
participates or refuses to participate in a complaint investigation. 

The Charter School’s Nondiscrimination Statement relevant to employees is located within 
RVC’s Employee Handbook and can be located at the school office. 
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Appendix B: General Complaint Policy 
Ross Valley Charter (“RVC”) has adopted this General Complaint Policy to address concerns 
about RVC generally or regarding specific employees. For complaints regarding harassment 
or perceived violations of state or federal laws, please refer to the RVC Title IX, Harassment, 
Intimidation, Discrimination, and Bullying Policy and/or the RVC Uniform Complaint 
Procedures. For all other complaints, the General Complaint form and accompanying 
procedures will be appropriate. 

POLICY FOR COMPLAINTS GENERALLY (General Complaints and Complaints by Third 
Parties against Employees) 

If complaints cannot be resolved informally, complainants may file a written complaint with 
the office of the School Director or Board Chair (only if the complaint concerns the School 
Director) as soon as possible after the events that give rise to the complainant’s concerns. 
The written complaint should set forth in detail the factual basis for the complaint. 

In processing the complaint, the School Director (or designee) shall abide by the following 
process: 

1. The School Director or designee shall use his or her best efforts to ascertain the 
facts relating to the complaint. Where applicable, the School Director or designee 
shall talk with the parties identified in the complaint or persons with knowledge of 
the particulars of the complaint to ascertain said facts. 

2. In the event that the School Director (or designee) finds that a complaint is valid, the 
School Director (or designee) may take appropriate action to resolve the problem. 
Where the complaint is against an employee of RVC, the School Director may take 
disciplinary action against the employee. As appropriate, the School Director (or 
designee) may also simply counsel/reprimand employees as to their conduct 
without initiating formal disciplinary measures. 

3. The School Director’s (or designee’s) decision relating to the complaint shall be final 
unless it is appealed to the RVC Board. The decision of the Board shall be final. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

1. Confidentiality: All complainants will be notified that information obtained from the 
complainants and thereafter gathered will be maintained in a manner as 
confidential as possible, but in some circumstances absolute confidentiality cannot 
be assured. 

2. Non-Retaliation: All complainants will be advised that they will be protected against 
retaliation as a result of the filing of any complaints or participation in any complaint 
process. 

3. Resolution: The Board (if a complaint is about the School Director) or the School 
Director or designee will investigate complaints appropriately under the 
circumstances and pursuant to the applicable procedures, and if necessary, take 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER COMPLAINT FORM 

Your Name: ___________________________________________ Date: _______________________ 

Date of Alleged Incident(s):____________________________________________________________ 

Name of Person(s) you have a complaint against:___________________________________________ 

List any witnesses that were present:_____________________________________________________ 

Where did the incident(s) occur? 

Please describe the circumstances, events, or conduct that are the basis of your complaint 
by providing as much factual detail as possible (i.e. specific statements; what, if any, 
physical contact was involved; any verbal statements; what did you do to avoid the 
situation, etc.) (Attach additional pages, if needed): 

I hereby authorize Ross Valley Charter to disclose the information I have provided as it 
finds necessary in pursuing its investigation. I hereby certify that the information I have 
provided in this complaint is true and correct and complete to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. I further understand providing false information in this regard could result in 
disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
__________________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

Signature of Complainant 

Print Name 

To be completed by Ross Valley Charter: 

Received by: _______________________________ Date: ____________________ 
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Appendix C: Student Discipline Policy 
ELEMENT 10 – SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION PROCEDURE 

Governing Law: The procedures by which pupils can be suspended or expelled. Education 
Code Section 47605(b)(5)(J). 

Suspension and Expulsion Policy and Procedure 
This Pupil Suspension and Expulsion procedure has been established in order to promote 
learning and protect the safety and well-being of all students at the Charter School. In 
creating this policy, the Charter School has reviewed Education Code Section 48900 et seq. 
which describes the noncharter schools’ list of offenses and procedures to establish its list 
of offenses and procedures for suspensions and expulsions. The language that follows 
closely mirrors the language of Education Code Section 48900 et seq. The Charter School is 
committed to annual review of policies and procedures surrounding suspensions and 
expulsions and, as necessary, modification of the lists of offenses for which students are 
subject to suspension or expulsion. 

If a Policy is violated, it may be necessary to suspend or expel a student from regular 
classroom instruction. This policy shall serve as the Charter School’s policy and procedures 
for student suspension and expulsion and it may be amended from time to time, without 
the need to amend the charter, so long as the amendments comport with legal 
requirements. Charter School staff shall enforce disciplinary rules and procedures fairly 
and consistently among all students. This Policy and its Procedures will be printed and 
distributed as part of the Student Handbook and will clearly describe discipline 
expectations. 

It will be reviewed and updated by the Board of Directors when they review and update 
other Board policies and procedures, or more frequently as needed. Corporal punishment 
shall not be used as a disciplinary measure against any student. Corporal punishment 
includes the willful infliction of or willfully causing the infliction of physical pain on a 
student. For purposes of the Policy, corporal punishment does not include an employee’s 
use of force that is reasonable and necessary to protect the employee, students, staff or 
other persons or to prevent damage to school property. 

The Charter School administration shall ensure that students and their parents/guardians 
are notified in writing upon enrollment of all discipline and involuntary removal policies 
and procedures. The notice shall state that the Policy and Procedures are available on 
request at the School Director’s office. 

Suspended or expelled students shall be excluded from all school and school-related 
activities, unless otherwise agreed, during the period of suspension or expulsion. 

A student identified as an individual with disabilities or for whom the Charter School has a 
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basis of knowledge of a suspected disability pursuant to the IDEA or who is qualified for 
services under Section 504is subject to the same grounds for suspension and expulsion 
and is accorded the same due process procedures applicable to general education 
students except when federal and state law mandates additional or different procedures. 
The Charter School will follow all applicable federal and state laws including, but not limited 
to, the California Education Code, when imposing any form of discipline on a student 
identified as an individual with disabilities or for whom the Charter School has a basis of 
knowledge of a suspected disability or who is otherwise qualified for such services or 
protections in according due process to such students. 

No student shall be involuntarily removed by the Charter School for any reason unless the 
parent or guardian of the student has been provided written notice of intent to remove the 
student no less than five schooldays before the effective date of the action. The written 
notice shall be in the native language of the student or the student’s parent or guardian or, 
if the student is a foster child or youth or a homeless child or youth, the student’s 
educational rights holder, and shall inform him or her of the basis for which the pupil is 
being involuntarily removed and his or her right to request a hearing to challenge the 
involuntary removal. If a parent, guardian, or educational rights holder requests a hearing, 
the Charter School shall utilize the same hearing procedures specified below for 
expulsions, before the effective date of the action to involuntarily remove the student. If 
the student’s parent, guardian, or educational rights holder requests a hearing, the student 
shall remain enrolled and shall not be removed until the Charter School issues a final 
decision. As used herein, “involuntarily removed” includes disenrolled, dismissed, 
transferred, or terminated, but does not include removals for misconduct which may be 
grounds for suspension or expulsion as enumerated below. 

Procedures 

Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion of Students 
A student may be suspended or expelled for prohibited misconduct if the act is related to 
school activity or school attendance occurring at any time including but not limited to: a) 
while on school grounds; b) while going to or coming from school; c) during the lunch 
period, whether on or off the school campus; d) during, going to, or coming from a school-
sponsored activity. 

Enumerated Offenses 

1. Discretionary Suspension Offenses. Students may be suspended for any of the 
following acts when it is determined the pupil: 

a) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to 
another person. 

b) Willfully used force or violence upon the person of another, except self-
defense. 
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c) Unlawfully possessed, used, or otherwise furnished, or was under the 
influence of any controlled substance, as defined in Health and Safety Code 
Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant of any kind. 

d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled substance 
as defined in Health and Safety Code Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic 
beverage or intoxicant of any kind, and then sold, delivered or otherwise 
furnished to any person another liquid substance or material and 
represented same as controlled substance, alcoholic beverage or intoxicant. 

e) Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion. 
f) Caused or attempted to cause damage to school property or private 

property,which includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. 
g) Stole or attempted to steal school property or private property, which 

includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. 
h) Possessed, or used, tobacco or products containing tobacco or nicotine 

products, including but not limited to: cigars, cigarettes, miniature cigars, 
clove cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew packets and betel. This 
section does not prohibit the use of his or her own prescription products by 
a pupil. 

i) Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgarity. 
j) Unlawfully possessed or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell 

any drug paraphernalia, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 
11014.5. 

k) Knowingly received stolen school property or private property, which 
includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. 

l) Possessed an imitation firearm, i.e.: a replica of a firearm that is so 
substantially similar in physical properties to an existing firearm as to lead a 
reasonable person to conclude that the replica is a firearm. 

m) Harassed, threatened, or intimidated a student who is a complaining witness 
or witness in a school disciplinary proceeding for the purpose of preventing 
that student from being a witness and/or retaliating against that student for 
being a witness. 

n) Unlawfully offered, arranged to sell, negotiated to sell, or sold the 
prescription drug Soma. 

o) Engaged in, or attempted to engage in hazing. For the purposes of this 
subdivision, “hazing” means a method of initiation or pre-initiation into a 
pupil organization or body, whether or not the organization or body is 
officially recognized by an educational institution, which is likely to cause 
serious bodily injury or personal degradation or disgrace resulting in physical 
or mental harm to a former, current, or prospective pupil. For purposes of 
this section, “hazing” does not include athletic events or school-sanctioned 
events. 

p) Made terroristic threats against school officials and/or school property, 
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which includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. For 
purposes of this section, “terroristic threat” shall include any statement, 
whether written or oral, by a person who willfully threatens to commit a 
crime which will result in death, great bodily injury to another person, or 
property damage in excess of one thousand dollars ($1,000), with the specific 
intent that the statement is to be taken as a threat, even if there is no intent 
of actually carrying it out, which, on its face and under the circumstances in 
which it is made, is so unequivocal, unconditional, immediate, and specific as 
to convey to the person threatened, a gravity of purpose and an immediate 
prospect of execution of the threat, and thereby causes that person 
reasonably to be in sustained fear for his or her own safety or for his or her 
immediate family’s safety, or for the protection of school property, which 
includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases, or the personal 
property of the person threatened or his or her immediate family. 

q) Committed sexual harassment, as defined in Education Code Section 212.5. 
For the purposes of this section, the conduct described in Section 212.5 must 
be considered by a reasonable person of the same gender as the victim to be 
sufficiently severe or pervasive to have a negative impact upon the 
individual’s academic performance or to create an intimidating, hostile, or 
offensive educational environment. This section shall apply to pupils in any 
of grades 4 to 12, inclusive. 

r) Caused, attempted to cause, threatened to cause or participated in an act of 
hate violence, as defined in subdivision (e) of Section 233 of the Education 
Code. This section shall apply to pupils in any of grades 4 to 12, inclusive. 

s) Intentionally harassed, threatened or intimidated school personnel or 
volunteers and/ora student or group of students to the extent of having the 
actual and reasonably expected effect of materially disrupting class work, 
creating substantial disorder and invading the rights of either school 
personnel or volunteers and/or student(s)by creating an intimidating or 
hostile educational environment. This section shall apply to pupils in any of 
grades 4 to 12, inclusive. 

t) Engaged in an act of bullying, including, but not limited to, bullying 
committed by means of an electronic act. 

1) “Bullying” means any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or 
conduct, including communications made in writing or by means of 
an electronic act, and including one or more acts committed by a 
student or group of students which would be deemed hate violence 
or harassment, threats, or intimidation, which are directed toward 
one or more studentsthat has or can be reasonably predicted to 
have the effect of one or more of the following: 

i. Placing a reasonable student (defined as a student, 
including, but is not limited to, a student with exceptional 
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needs, who exercises average care, skill, and judgment in 
conduct for a person of his or her age, or for a person of 
his or her age with exceptional needs) or students in fear of 
harm to that student’s or those students’ person or 
property. 

ii. Causing a reasonable student to experience a substantially 
detrimental effect on his or her physical or mental health. 

iii. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial 
interference with his or her academic performance. 

iv. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial 
interference with his or her ability to participate in or 
benefit from the services, activities, or privileges provided 
by the Charter School. 

2) “Electronic Act” means the creation or transmission originated on or 
off the school site, by means of an electronic device, including, but 
not limited to a telephone, wireless telephone, or other wireless 
communication device, computer or pager, of a communication, 
including, but not limited to, any of the following: 

i. A message, text, sound, video, or image. 
ii. A post on a social network Internet Web site including, but 

not limited to: 
(a) Posting to or creating a burn page. A “burn page” means 

an Internet Web site created for the purpose of having 
one or more of the effects as listed in subparagraph (1) 
above. 

(b) Creating a credible impersonation of another actual 
pupil for the purpose of having one or more of the 
effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. “Credible 
impersonation” means to knowingly and without 
consent impersonate a pupil for the purpose of bullying 
the pupil and such that another pupil would reasonably 
believe, or has reasonably believed, that the pupil was 
or is the pupil who was impersonated. 

(c) Creating a false profile for the purpose of having one or 
more of the effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. 
“False profile” means a profile of a fictitious pupil or a 
profile using the likeness or attributes of an actual pupil 
other than the pupil who created the false profile. 

iii. An act of cyber sexual bullying. 
(a) For purposes of this clause, “cyber sexual bullying” 

means the dissemination of, or the solicitation or 
incitement to disseminate, a photograph or other visual 
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recording by a pupil to another pupil or to school 
personnel by means of an electronic act that has or can 
be reasonably predicted to have one or more of the 
effects described in subparagraphs (i) to (iv), inclusive, 
of paragraph (1). A photograph or other visual 
recording, as described above, shall include the 
depiction of a nude, semi-nude, or sexually explicit 
photograph or other visual recording of a minor where 
the minor is identifiable from the photograph, visual 
recording, or other electronic act. 

(b) For purposes of this clause, “cybersexual bullying” does 
not include a depiction, portrayal, or image that has any 
serious literary, artistic, educational, political, or 
scientific value or that involves athletic events or school-
sanctioned activities. 

3) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (1)(a) and (b) above, an electronic 
act shall not constitute pervasive conduct solely on the basis that it 
has been transmitted on the Internet or is currently posted on the 
Internet. 

u) A pupil who aids or abets, as defined in Section 31 of the Penal Code, the 
infliction or attempted infliction of physical injury to another person may be 
subject to suspension, but not expulsion, except that a pupil who has been 
adjudged by a juvenile court to have committed, as an aider and abettor, a 
crime of physical violence in which the victim suffered great bodily injury or 
serious bodily injury shall be subject to discipline pursuant to subdivision (1). 

v) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any knife unless, in the case of 
possession of any object of this type, the student had obtained written 
permission to possess the item from a certificated school employee, with the 
School Director or designee’s concurrence. 

2. Non-Discretionary Suspension Offenses: Students must be suspended and 
recommended for expulsion for any of the following acts when it is determined the 
pupil: 

a) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other 
dangerous object unless, in the case of possession of any object of this type, 
the students had obtained written permission to possess the item from a 
certificated school employee, with the School Director or designee’s 
concurrence. 

b) Brandished a knife at another person. 
c) Unlawfully sold a controlled substance listed in Health and Safety Code 

Section 11053, et seq. 
d) Committed or attempted to commit a sexual assault or committed a sexual 

battery as defined in Education Code Section 48900(n). 
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3. Discretionary Expellable Offenses: Students may be recommended for expulsion for 
any of the following acts when it is determined the pupil: 

a) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to 
another person. 

b) Willfully used force or violence upon the person of another, except self-
defense. 

c) Unlawfully possessed, used, or otherwise furnished, or was under the 
influence of any controlled substance, as defined in Health and Safety Code 
Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant of any kind. 

d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled substance 
as defined in Health and Safety Code Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic 
beverage or intoxicant of any kind, and then sold, delivered or otherwise 
furnished to any person another liquid substance or material and 
represented same as controlled substance, alcoholic beverage or intoxicant. 

e) Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion. 
f) Caused, or attempted to cause, damage to school property or private 

property, which includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. 
g) Stole, or attempted to steal, school property or private property, which 

includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. 
h) Possessed or used tobacco or products containing tobacco or nicotine 

products, including but not limited to cigars, cigarettes, miniature cigars, 
clove cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew packets and betel. This 
section does not prohibit the use of his or her own prescription products by 
a pupil. 

i) Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgarity. 
j) Unlawfully possessed or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell 

any drug paraphernalia, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 
11014.5. 

k) Knowingly received stolen school property or private property, which 
includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. 

l) Possessed an imitation firearm, i.e.: a replica of a firearm that is so 
substantially similar in physical properties to an existing firearm as to lead a 
reasonable person to conclude that the replica is a firearm. 

m) Harassed, threatened, or intimidated a student who is a complaining witness 
or witness in a school disciplinary proceeding for the purpose of preventing 
that student from being a witness and/or retaliating against that student for 
being a witness. 

n) Unlawfully offered, arranged to sell, negotiated to sell, or sold the 
prescription drug Soma. 

o) Engaged in, or attempted to engage in hazing. For the purposes of this 
subdivision, “hazing” means a method of initiation or preinitiation into a pupil 
organization or body, whether or not the organization or body is officially 
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recognized by an educational institution, which is likely to cause serious 
bodily injury or personal degradation or disgrace resulting in physical or 
mental harm to a former, current, or prospective pupil. For purposes of this 
section, “hazing” does not include athletic events or school-sanctioned 
events. 

p) Made terroristic threats against school officials and/or school property, 
which includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. For 
purposes of this section, “terroristic threat” shall include any statement, 
whether written or oral, by a person who willfully threatens to commit a 
crime which will result in death, great bodily injury to another person, or 
property damage in excess of one thousand dollars ($1,000), with the specific 
intent that the statement is to be taken as a threat, even if there is no intent 
of actually carrying it out, which, on its face and under the circumstances in 
which it is made, is so unequivocal, unconditional, immediate, and specific as 
to convey to the person threatened, a gravity of purpose and an immediate 
prospect of execution of the threat, and thereby causes that person 
reasonably to be in sustained fear for his or her own safety or for his or her 
immediate family’s safety, or for the protection of school property, which 
includes but is not limited to, electronic files and databases, or the personal 
property of the person threatened or his or her immediate family. 

q) Committed sexual harassment, as defined in Education Code Section 212.5. 
For the purposes of this section, the conduct described in Section 212.5 must 
be considered by a reasonable person of the same gender as the victim to be 
sufficiently severe or pervasive to have a negative impact upon the 
individual’s academic performance or to create an intimidating, hostile, or 
offensive educational environment. This section shall apply to pupils in any 
of grades 4 to 12, inclusive. 

r) Caused, attempted to cause, threatened to cause or participated in an act of 
hate violence, as defined in subdivision (e) of Section 233 of the Education 
Code. This section shall apply to pupils in any of grades 4 to 12, inclusive. 

s) Intentionally harassed, threatened or intimidated school personnel or 
volunteers and/or a student or group of students to the extent of having the 
actual and reasonably expected effect of materially disrupting class work, 
creating substantial disorder and invading the rights of either school 
personnel or volunteers and/or student(s) by creating an intimidating or 
hostile educational environment. This section shall apply to pupils in any of 
grades 4 to 12, inclusive. 

t) Engaged in an act of bullying, including, but not limited to, bullying 
committed by means of an electronic act. 

1) “Bullying” means any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or 
conduct, including communications made in writing or by means of 
an electronic act, and including one or more acts committed by a 
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student or group of students which would be deemed hate violence 
or harassment, threats, or intimidation, which are directed toward 
one or more students that has or can be reasonably predicted to 
have the effect of one or more of the following: 

i. Placing a reasonable student (defined as a student, 
including, but is not limited to, a student with exceptional 
needs, who exercises average care, skill, and judgment in 
conduct for a person of his or her age, or for a person of 
his or her age with exceptional needs) or students in fear of 
harm to that student’s or those students’ person or 
property. 

ii. Causing a reasonable student to experience a substantially 
detrimental effect on his or her physical or mental health. 

iii. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial 
interference with his or her academic performance. 

iv. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial 
interference with his or her ability to participate in or 
benefit from the services, activities, or privileges provided 
by the Charter School. 

2) “Electronic Act” means the creation or transmission originated on or 
off the school site, by means of an electronic device, including, but 
not limited to, a telephone, wireless telephone, or other wireless 
communication device, computer, or pager, of a communication, 
including, but not limited to, any of the following: 

i. A message, text, sound, video, or image. 
ii. A post on a social network Internet Web site including, but 

not limited to: 
(a) Posting to or creating a burn page. A “burn page” means 

an Internet Web site created for the purpose of having 
one or more of the effects as listed in subparagraph (1) 
above. 

(b) Creating a credible impersonation of another actual 
pupil for the purpose of having one or more of the 
effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. “Credible 
impersonation” means to knowingly and without 
consent impersonate a pupil for the purpose of bullying 
the pupil and such that another pupil would reasonably 
believe, or has reasonably believed, that the pupil was 
or is the pupil who was impersonated. 

(c) Creating a false profile for the purpose of having one or 
more of the effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. 
“False profile” means a profile of a fictitious pupil or a 
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profile using the likeness or attributes of an actual pupil 
other than the pupil who created the false profile. 

iii. An act of cyber sexual bullying. 
(a) For purposes of this clause, “cyber sexual bullying” 

means the dissemination of, or the solicitation or 
incitement to disseminate, a photograph or other visual 
recording by a pupil to another pupil or to school 
personnel by means of an electronic act that has or can 
be reasonably predicted to have one or more of the 
effects described in subparagraphs (i) to (iv), inclusive, 
of paragraph (1). A photograph or other visual 
recording, as described above, shall include the 
depiction of a nude, semi-nude, or sexually explicit 
photograph or other visual recording of a minor where 
the minor is identifiable from the photograph, visual 
recording, or other electronic act. 

(b) For purposes of this clause, “cybersexual bullying” does 
not include a depiction, portrayal, or image that has any 
serious literary, artistic, educational, political, or 
scientific value or that involves athletic events or school-
sanctioned activities. 

3) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (1)(a) and (b) above, an electronic 
act shall not constitute pervasive conduct solely on the basis that it 
has been transmitted on the Internet or is currently posted on the 
Internet. 

u) A pupil who aids or abets, as defined in Section 31 of the Penal Code, the 
infliction or attempted infliction of physical injury to another person may be 
subject to suspension, but not expulsion, except that a pupil who has been 
adjudged by a juvenile court to have committed, as an aider and abettor, a 
crime of physical violence in which the victim suffered great bodily injury or 
serious bodily injury shall be subject to discipline pursuant to subdivision (1). 

v) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any knife unless, in the case of 
possession of any object of this type, the student had obtained written 
permission to possess the item from a certificated school employee, with the 
School Director or designee’s concurrence. 

4. Non-Discretionary Expellable Offenses: Students must be recommended for 
expulsion for any of the following acts when it is determined pursuant to the 
procedures below that the pupil: 

a) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other 
dangerous object unless, in the case of possession of any object of this type, 
the students had obtained written permission to possess the item from a 
certificated school employee, with the School Director or designee’s 
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concurrence. 
b) Brandished a knife at another person. 
c) Unlawfully sold a controlled substance listed in Health and Safety Code 

Section 11053, et seq. 
d) Committed or attempted to commit a sexual assault or committed a sexual 

battery as defined in Education Code Section 48900(n). 

If it is determined by the Administrative Panel and/or Board of Directors that a student has 
brought a fire arm or destructive device, as defined in Section 921 of Title 18 of the United 
States Code, on to campus or to have possessed a firearm or dangerous device on campus, 
the student shall be expelled for one year, pursuant to the Federal Gun Free Schools Act of 
1994. In such instances, the student shallbe provided due process rights of notice and a 
hearingas required in this policy if the Board expels a student based upon a determination 
that he or she has brought a firearm or destructive device to RVC. 

The term “firearm” means (A) any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed 
to or may readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; (B) the 
frame or receiver of any such weapon; (C) any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or (D) 
any destructive device. Such term does not include an antique firearm. 

The term “destructive device” means (A) any explosive, incendiary, or poison gas, including 
but not limited to: (i) bomb, (ii) grenade, (iii) rocket having a propellant charge of more than 
four ounces, (iv) missile having an explosive or incendiary charge of more than one-quarter 
ounce, (v) mine, or (vi) device similar to any of the devices described in the preceding 
clauses. 

Suspension Procedure 
Suspensions shall be initiated according to the following procedures: 

1. Conference 

Suspension shall be preceded, if possible, by a conference conducted by the School 
Director or the School Director’s designee with the student and his or her parent 
and, whenever practical, the teacher, supervisor or Charter School employee who 
referred the student to the School Director or designee. The conference may be 
omitted if the School Director or designee determines that an emergency situation 
exists. An “emergency situation” involves a clear and present danger to the lives, 
safety or health of students or Charter School personnel. If a student is suspended 
without this conference, both the parent/guardian and student shall be notified of 
the student’s right to return to school for the purpose of a conference. 

At the conference, the pupil shall be informed of the reason for the disciplinary 
action, and the evidence against him or her, and shall be given the opportunity to 
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present his or her version and evidence in his or her defense, in accordance with 
Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(J)(i). This conference shall be held within two 
(2)school days, unless the pupil waives this right or is physically unable to attend for 
any reason including, but not limited to, incarceration or hospitalization. No 
penalties may be imposed on a pupil for failure of the pupil’s parent or guardian to 
attend a conference with Charter School officials. Reinstatement of the suspended 
pupil shall not be contingent upon attendance by the pupil’s parent or guardian at 
the conference. 

2. Notice to Parents/Guardians 

At the time of the suspension, an administrator or designee shall make a reasonable 
effort to contact the parent/guardian by telephone or in person. Whenever a 
student is suspended, the parent/guardian shall be notified in writing of the 
suspension and the date of return following suspension. This notice shall state the 
specific offense committed by the student. In addition, the notice may also state the 
date and time when the student may return to school. If Charter School officials 
wish to ask the parent/guardian to confer regarding matters pertinent to the 
suspension, the notice may request that the parent/guardian respond to such 
requests without delay. 

3. Suspension Time Limits/Recommendation for Expulsion 

Suspensions, when not including a recommendation for expulsion, shall not exceed 
five (5) consecutive school days per suspension. Upon a recommendation of 
expulsion by the School Director or School Director’s designee, the pupil and the 
pupil’s parent/guardian or representative will be invited to a conference to 
determine if the suspension for the pupil should be extended pending an expulsion 
hearing. In such instances when the Charter School has determined a suspension 
period shall be extended, such extension shall be made only after a conference is 
held with the pupil or the pupil’s parents, unless the pupil and the pupil’s parents 
fail to attend the conference. 

This determination will be made by the School Director or designee upon either of 
the following: 1) the pupil’s presence will be disruptive to the education process; or 
2) the pupil poses a threat or danger to others. Upon either determination, the 
pupil’s suspension will be extended pending the results of an expulsion hearing. 

4. Homework Assignment During Suspension 

In accordance with Education Code Section 47606.2(a), upon the request of a 
parent, a legal guardian or other person holding the right to make education 
decisions for the pupil, or the affected pupil, a teacher shall provide to a pupil in any 
of grades 1 to 12, inclusive, who has been suspended from school for two or more 
schooldays, the homework that the pupil would otherwise have been assigned. 

In accordance with Education Code Section 47606.2(b), if a homework assignment 
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that is requested pursuant to Section 47606.2(a) and turned into the teacher by the 
pupil either upon the pupil’s return to school from suspension or within the 
timeframe originally prescribed by the teacher, whichever is later, is not graded 
before the end of the academic term, that assignment shall not be included in the 
calculation of the pupil’s overall grade in the class. 

Authority to Expel 
As required by Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(J)(ii), students recommended for 
expulsion are entitled to a hearing adjudicated by a neutral officer to determine whether 
the student should be expelled. The procedures herein provide for such a hearing and the 
notice of said hearing, as required by law. 

A student may be expelled either by the neutral and impartial Charter School Board 
following a hearing before it or by the Charter School Board upon the recommendation of 
a neutral and impartial Administrative Panel to be assigned by the Board as needed. The 
Administrative Panel shallconsist of at least three members who are certificated and 
neither a teacher of the pupil nor a Board member of the Charter School’s Governing 
Board. Each entity shall be presided over by a designated neutral hearing chairperson. The 
Administrative Panel may recommend expulsion of any student found to have committed 
an expellable offense, and the Board of Directors shall make the final determination. 

Expulsion Procedures 
Students recommended for expulsion are entitled to a hearing to determine whether the 
student should be expelled. Unless postponed for good cause, the hearing shall be held 
within thirty (30) school days after the School Director or designee determines that the 
pupil has committed an expellable offense. 

In the event an Administrative Panel hears the case, it will make a recommendation to the 
Board for a final decision whether to expel. The hearing shall be held in closed session 
(complying with all pupil confidentiality rules under FERPA) unless the pupil makes a 
written request for a public hearing in open session three (3) days prior to the date of the 
scheduled hearing. 

Written notice of the hearing shall be forwarded to the student and the student’s 
parent/guardian at least ten (10) calendar days before the date of the hearing. Upon 
mailing the notice, it shall be deemed served upon the pupil. The notice shall include: 

1. The date and place of the expulsion hearing; 
2. A statement of the specific facts, charges and offenses upon which the 

proposed expulsion is based; 
4. A copy of the Charter School’s disciplinary rules which relate to the alleged violation; 
5. Notification of the student’s or parent/guardian’s obligation to provide information 

about the student’s status at the Charter School to any other school district or 
school to which the student seeks enrollment; 
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6. The opportunity for the student and/or the student’s parent/guardian to appear in 
person or to employ and be represented by counsel or a non-attorney advisor; 

7. The right to inspect and obtain copies of all documents to be used at the hearing; 
8. The opportunity to confront and question all witnesses who testify at the hearing; 
9. The opportunity to question all evidence presented and to present oral and 

documentary evidence on the student’s behalf including witnesses. 

Special Procedures for Expulsion Hearings Involving Sexual Assault 
or Battery Offenses 
The Charter School may, upon a finding of good cause, determine that the disclosure of 
either the identity of the witness or the testimony of that witness at the hearing, or both, 
would subject the witness to an unreasonable risk of psychological or physical harm. Upon 
this determination, the testimony of the witness may be presented at the hearing in the 
form of sworn declarations that shall be examined only by the Charter School or the 
hearing officer. Copies of these sworn declarations, edited to delete the name and identity 
of the witness, shall be made available to the pupil. 

1. The complaining witness in any sexual assault or battery case must be provided 
with a copy of the applicable disciplinary rules and advised of his/her right to (a) 
receive five days’ notice of his/her scheduled testimony, (b) have up to two (2) adult 
support persons of his/her choosing present in the hearing at the time he/she 
testifies, which may include a parent, guardian, or legal counsel, and (c) elect to have 
the hearing closed while testifying. 

2. The Charter School must also provide the victim a room separate from the hearing 
room for the complaining witness’ use prior to, and during, breaks in testimony. 

3. At the discretion of the entity conducting the expulsion hearing, the complaining 
witness shall be allowed periods of relief from examination and cross-examination 
during which he or she may leave the hearing room. 

4. The entity conducting the expulsion hearing may also arrange the seating within the 
hearing room to facilitate a less intimidating environment for the complaining 
witness. 

5. The entity conducting the expulsion hearing may also limit time for taking the 
testimony of the complaining witness to the hours he/she is normally in school, if 
there is no good cause to take the testimony during other hours. 

6. Prior to a complaining witness testifying, the support persons must be admonished 
that the hearing is confidential. Nothing in the law precludes the entity presiding 
over the hearing from removing a support person whom the presiding person finds 
is disrupting the hearing. The entity conducting the hearing may permit any one of 
the support persons for the complaining witness to accompany him or her to the 
witness stand. 

7. If one or both of the support persons is also a witness, the Charter School must 
present evidence that the witness’ presence is both desired by the witness and will 
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be helpful to the Charter School. The person presiding over the hearing shall permit 
the witness to stay unless it is established that there is a substantial risk that the 
testimony of the complaining witness would be influenced by the support person, in 
which case the presiding official shall admonish the support person or persons not 
to prompt, sway, or influence the witness in any way. Nothing shall preclude the 
presiding officer from exercising his or her discretion to remove a person from the 
hearing whom he or she believes is prompting, swaying, or influencing the witness. 

8. The testimony of the support person shall be presented before the testimony of the 
complaining witness and the complaining witness shall be excluded from the 
courtroom during that testimony. 

9. Especially for charges involving sexual assault or battery, if the hearing is to be 
conducted in public at the request of the pupil being expelled, the complaining 
witness shall have the right to have his/her testimony heard in a closed session 
when testifying at a public meeting would threaten serious psychological harm to 
the complaining witness and there are no alternative procedures to avoid the 
threatened harm. The alternative procedures may include videotaped depositions 
or contemporaneous examination in another place communicated to the hearing 
room by means of closed-circuit television. 

10. Evidence of specific instances of a complaining witness’ prior sexual conduct is 
presumed inadmissible and shall not be heard absent a determination by the entity 
conducting the hearing that extraordinary circumstances exist requiring the 
evidence be heard. Before such a determination regarding extraordinary 
circumstance can be made, the witness shall be provided notice and an opportunity 
to present opposition to the introduction of the evidence. In the hearing on the 
admissibility of the evidence, the complaining witness shall be entitled to be 
represented by a parent, legal counsel, or other support person. Reputation or 
opinion evidence regarding the sexual behavior of the complaining witness is not 
admissible for any purpose. 

Record of Hearing 
A record of the hearing shall be made and may be maintained by any means, including 
electronic recording, as long as a reasonably accurate and complete written transcription 
of the proceedings can be made. 

Presentation of Evidence 
While technical rules of evidence do not apply to expulsion hearings, evidence may be 
admitted and used as proof only if it is the kind of evidence on which reasonable persons 
can rely in the conduct of serious affairs. A recommendation by the Administrative Panel to 
expel must be supported by substantial evidence that the student committed an expellable 
offense. Findings of fact shall be based solely on the evidence at the hearing. While hearsay 
evidence is admissible, no decision to expel shall be based solely on hearsay. Sworn 
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declarations may be admitted as testimony from witnesses of whom the Board or 
Administrative Panel determines that disclosure of their identity or testimony at the 
hearing may subject them to an unreasonable risk of physical or psychological harm. 

If, due to a written request by the expelled pupil, the hearing is held at a public meeting, 
and the charge is committing or attempting to commit a sexual assault or committing a 
sexual battery as defined in Education Code Section 48900, a complaining witness shall 
have the right to have his or her testimony heard in a session closed to the public. 

The decision of the Administrative Panel shall be in the form of written findings of fact and 
a written recommendation (within 3 days of the hearing) to the Board who will make a final 
determination regarding the expulsion. The final decision by the Board shall be made 
within ten (10) school days following the conclusion of the hearing. The decision of the 
Board is final. 

If the Administrative Panel decides not to recommend expulsion, the pupil shall 
immediately be returned to his/her educational program. 

Written Notice to Expel 
The School Director or designee, following a decision of the Board to expel, shall send 
written notice of the decision to expel, including the Board’s adopted findings of fact, to the 
student or parent/guardian. This notice shall also include the following: (a) Notice of the 
specific offense committed by the student; and (b) Notice of the student’s or 
parent/guardian’s obligation to inform any new district in which the student seeks to enroll 
of the student’s status with the Charter School. 

The School Director or designee shall send a copy of the written notice of the decision to 
expel to the authorizer. This notice shall include the following: (a) The student’s name; and 
(b) The specific expellable offense committed by the student. 

Disciplinary Records 
The Charter School shall maintain records of all student suspensions and expulsions at the 
Charter School. Such records shall be made available to the authorizer upon request. No 
Right to Appeal The pupil shall have no right of appeal from expulsion from the Charter 
School as the Charter School Board’s decision to expel shall be final. 

Expelled Pupils/Alternative Education 
Parents/guardians of pupils who are expelled shall be responsible for seeking alternative 
education programs including, but not limited to, programs within the County or their 
school district of residence. The Charter School shall work cooperatively with 
parents/guardians as requested by parents/guardians or by the school district of residence 
to assist with locating alternative placements during expulsion. 
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Rehabilitation Plans 
Students who are expelled from the Charter School shall be given a rehabilitation plan 
upon expulsion as developed by the Board at the time of the expulsion order, which may 
include, but is not limited to, periodic review as well as assessment at the time of review for 
readmission. The rehabilitation plan should include a date not later than one year from the 
date of expulsion when the pupil may reapply to the Charter School for readmission. 

Readmission 
The decision to readmit a pupil or to admit a previously expelled pupil from another school 
district or charter school shall be in the sole discretion of the Board following a meeting 
with the School Director or designee and the pupil and parent/guardian or representative 
to determine whether the pupil has successfully completed the rehabilitation plan and to 
determine whether the pupil poses a threat to others or will be disruptive to the school 
environment. The School Director or designee shall make a recommendation to the Board 
following the meeting regarding his or her determination. The Board shall then make a 
final decision regarding readmission during a closed session of a public meeting, reporting 
out any action taken during closed session consistent with the requirements of the Brown 
Act. The pupil’s readmission is also contingent upon the Charter School’s capacity at the 
time the student seeks readmission. 

Notice to Teachers 
The Charter School shall notify teachers of each pupil who has engaged in or is reasonably 
suspected to have engaged in any of the acts listed in Education Code Section 49079 and 
the corresponding enumerated offenses set forth above. 

Special Procedures for the Consideration of Suspension and 
Expulsion of Students with Disabilities 

1. Notification of SELPA 

The Charter School shall immediately notify the SELPA and coordinate the 
procedures in this policy with the SELPA of the discipline of any student with a 
disability or student who the Charter School or SELPA would be deemed to have 
knowledge that the student had a disability. The Charter School will also notify the 
SELPA of which it is a part of any suspension or expulsion. 

2. Services During Suspension 

Students suspended for more than ten (10) school days in a school year shall 
continue to receive services so as to enable the student to continue to participate in 
the general education curriculum, although in another setting (which could 
constitute a change of placement and the student’s IEP would reflect this change), 
and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the child’s IEP/504 Plan; and 
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receive, as appropriate, a functional behavioral assessment and behavioral 
intervention services and modifications, that are designed to address the behavior 
violation so that it does not recur. These services may be provided in an interim 
alterative educational setting. 

3. Procedural Safeguards/Manifestation Determination 

Within ten (10) school days of a recommendation for expulsion or any decision to 
change the placement of a child with a disability because of a violation of a code of 
student conduct, the Charter School, the parent, and relevant members of the 
IEP/504 Team shall review all relevant information in the student’s file, including the 
child’s IEP/504 Plan, any teacher observations, and any relevant information 
provided by the parents to determine: 

a. If the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial 
relationship to, the child’s disability; or 

b. If the conduct in question was the direct result of the local educational 
agency’s failure to implement the IEP/504 Plan. 

If the Charter School, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP/504 Team 
determine that either of the above is applicable for the child, the conduct shall be 
determined to be a manifestation of the child’s disability. 
If the Charter School, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP/504 Team make 
the determination that the conduct was a manifestation of the child’s disability, the 
IEP/504 Team shall: 

a. Conduct a functional behavioral assessment, and implement a behavioral 
intervention plan for such child, provided that the Charter School had not 
conducted such assessment prior to such determination before the behavior 
that resulted in a change in placement; 

b. If a behavioral intervention plan has been developed, review the behavioral 
intervention plan if the child already has such a behavioral intervention plan, 
and modify it, as necessary, to address the behavior; and 

c. Return the child to the placement from which the child was removed, unless the 
parent and the Charter School agree to a change of placement as part of the 
modification of the behavioral intervention plan. 

If the Charter School, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP/504 Team 
determine that the behavior was not a manifestation of the student’s disability and 
that the conduct in question was not a direct result of the failure to implement the 
IEP/504 Plan, then the Charter School may apply the relevant disciplinary 
procedures to children with disabilities in the same manner and for the same 
duration as the procedures would be applied to students without disabilities. 
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4. Due Process Appeals 

The parent of a child with a disability who disagrees with any decision regarding 
placement, or the manifestation determination, or the Charter School believes that 
maintaining the current placement of the child is substantially likely to result in 
injury to the child or to others, may request an expedited administrative hearing 
through the Special Education Unit of the Office of Administrative Hearings or by 
utilizing the dispute provisions of the 504 Policy and Procedures.   When an appeal 
relating to the placement of the student or the manifestation determination has 
been requested by either the parent or the Charter School, the student shall remain 
in the interim alternative educational setting pending the decision of the hearing 
officer in accordance with state and federal law, including 20 U.S.C. Section 1415(k), 
until the expiration of the forty-five (45) day time period provided for in an interim 
alternative educational setting, unless the parent and the Charter School agree 
otherwise. 

In accordance with 20 U.S.C. Section 1415(k)(3), if a parent/guardian disagrees with 
any decision regarding placement, or the manifestation determination, or if the 
Charter School believes that maintaining the current placement of the child is 
substantially likely to result in injury to the child or to others, the parent/guardian or 
Charter School may request a hearing. 

In such an appeal, a hearing officer may: (1) return a child with a disability to the 
placement from which the child was removed; or (2) order a change in placement of 
a child with a disability to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting for 
not more than 45 school days if the hearing officer determines that maintaining the 
current placement of such child is substantially likely to result in injury to the child 
or to others. 

5. Special Circumstances 

Charter School personnel may consider any unique circumstances on a case-by-case 
basis when determining whether to order a change in placement for a child with a 
disability who violates a code of student conduct. 

The School Director or designee may remove a student to an interim alternative 
educational setting for not more than forty-five (45) school days without regard to 
whether the behavior is determined to be a manifestation of the student’s disability 
in cases where a student: 

a. Carries or possesses a weapon, as defined in 18 U.S.C. Section 930, to or at 
school, on school premises, or to or at a school function; 

b. Knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs, or sells or solicits the sale of a 
controlled substance, while at school, on school premises, or at a school 
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function; or 
c. Has inflicted serious bodily injury, as defined by 20 U.S.C. Section 1415(k)(7)(D), 

upon a person while at school, on school premises, or at a school function. 

6. Interim Alternative Educational Setting 

The student’s interim alternative educational setting shall be determined by the 
student’s IEP/504 Team. 

7. Procedures for Students Not Yet Eligible for Special Education Services 

A student who has not been identified as an individual with disabilities pursuant to 
IDEIA and who has violated the Charter School’s disciplinary procedures may assert 
the procedural safeguards granted under this administrative regulation only if the 
Charter School had knowledge that the student was disabled before the behavior 
occurred. 

The Charter School shall be deemed to have knowledge that the student had a 
disability if one of the following conditions exists: 

a. The parent/guardian has expressed concern in writing, or orally if the 
parent/guardian does not know how to write or has a disability that prevents a 
written statement, to Charter School supervisory or administrative personnel, or 
to one of the child’s teachers, that the student is in need of special education or 
related services. 

b. The parent has requested an evaluation of the child. 
c. The child’s teacher, or other Charter School personnel, has expressed specific 

concerns about a pattern of behavior demonstrated by the child, directly to the 
director of special education or to other Charter School supervisory personnel. 

If the Charter School knew or should have known the student had a disability under 
any of the three (3) circumstances described above, the student may assert any of 
the protections available to IDEIA-eligible children with disabilities, including the 
right to stay put. 

If the Charter School had no basis for knowledge of the student’s disability, it shall 
proceed with the proposed discipline. The Charter School shall conduct an 
expedited evaluation if requested by the parents; however the student shall remain 
in the education placement determined by the Charter School pending the results of 
the evaluation. 

The Charter School shall not be deemed to have knowledge that the student had a 
disability if the parent has not allowed an evaluation, refused services, or if the 
student has been evaluated and determined to not be eligible. 
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APPENDIX D: TITLE IX, HARASSMENT, 
INTIMIDATION, DISCRIMINATION, AND 
BULLYING POLICY 

Discrimination, sexual harassment, harassment, intimidation, and bullying are all disruptive 
behaviors, which interfere with students’ ability to learn and negatively affect student 
engagement, diminish school safety, and contribute to a hostile school environment.  As 
such, Ross Valley Charter (“RVC”) prohibits any acts of discrimination, sexual harassment, 
harassment, intimidation, and bullying altogether. This Policy is inclusive of instances that 
occur on any area of the school campus, at school-sponsored events and activities, 
regardless of location, through school-owned technology, and through other electronic 
means. 

As used in this Policy, discrimination, sexual harassment, harassment, intimidation, and 
bullying are described as the intentional conduct, including verbal, physical, written 
communication or cyber-bullying, including cyber sexual bullying, based on the actual or 
perceived characteristics of mental or physical disability, sex (including pregnancy and 
related conditions, and parental status), sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, gender 
expression, immigration status, nationality (including national origin, country of origin, and 
citizenship), race or ethnicity (including ancestry, color, ethnic group identification, ethnic 
background, and traits historically associated with race, including, but not limited to, hair 
texture and protective hairstyles such as braids, locks, and twist), religion (including 
agnosticism and atheism), religious affiliation, medical condition, genetic information, 
marital status, age, or association with a person or group with one or more of these actual 
or perceived characteristics or based on any other characteristic protected under 
applicable federal, state, local law, ordinance or regulation. In addition, bullying 
encompasses any conduct described in the definitions set forth in this Policy. Hereafter, 
such actions are referred to as “misconduct prohibited by this Policy.” 

To the extent possible, RVC will make reasonable efforts to prevent students from being 
discriminated against, harassed, intimidated, and/or bullied, and will take action to 
investigate, respond, address and report on such behaviors in a timely manner. RVC school 
staff that witness acts of misconduct prohibited by this Policy will take immediate steps to 
intervene when safe to do so. 

Moreover, RVC will not condone or tolerate misconduct prohibited by this Policy by any 
employee, independent contractor or other person with which RVC does business, or any 
other individual, student, or volunteer.  This policy applies to all employee, student, or 
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volunteer actions and relationships, regardless of position or gender. RVC will promptly 
and thoroughly investigate any complaint of such misconduct prohibited by this Policy in a 
manner that is not deliberately indifferent and will take appropriate corrective action, if 
warranted. RVC complies with all applicable state and federal laws and regulations and 
local ordinances in its investigation or and response to reports of misconduct prohibited by 
this Policy. 

Title IX, Harassment, Intimidation, Discrimination and Bullying Coordinator 
(“Coordinator”): 

Luke Duchene, School Director 

Mailing/Office Address: 
102 Marinda Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

Telephone: (415) 534-6970 
Email: luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Definitions 

Prohibited Unlawful Harassment 
• Verbal conduct such as epithets, derogatory jokes or comments or slurs 
• Physical conduct including assault, unwanted touching, intentionally blocking 

normal movement or interfering with work because of sex, race or any other 
protected basis 

• Retaliation for reporting or threatening to report harassment 
• Deferential or preferential treatment based on any of the protected classes above 

Prohibited Unlawful Harassment under Title IX 
Title IX (20 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq.; 34 C.F.R. § 106.1 et seq.) and California state law prohibit 
discrimination and harassment on the basis of sex. In accordance with these existing laws, 
discrimination and harassment on the basis of sex in education institutions, including in 
the education institution’s admissions and employment practices, is prohibited.  All 
persons, regardless of sex, are afforded equal rights and opportunities and freedom from 
unlawful discrimination in education programs or activities conducted by RVC. 

RVC is committed to providing a workplace and educational environment free of sexual 
harassment and considers such harassment to be a major offense, which may result in 
disciplinary action. Inquiries about the application of Title IX and 34 C.F.R. Part 106 may be 
referred to the Coordinator, the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights of the U.S. Department 
of Education, or both. 
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Sexual harassment consists of conduct on the basis of sex, including but not limited to 
unwelcomed sexual advances, request for sexual favors and other verbal or physical 
conduct on the basis of sex, regardless of whether or not the conduct is motivated by 
sexual desire, when: (a) Submission to the conduct is explicitly or implicitly made a term or 
a condition of an individual’s employment, academic status, or progress; (b) submission to, 
or rejection of, the conduct by the individual is used as the basis of employment or 
academic decisions affecting the individual; (c) the conduct has the purpose or effect of 
having a negative impact upon the individual’s work or academic performance, or of 
creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work or educational environment; and/or (d) 
submission to, or rejection of, the conduct by the individual is used as the basis for any 
decision affecting the individual regarding benefits and services, honors, programs, or 
activities available at or through the educational institution. 

It is also unlawful to retaliate in any way against an individual who has articulated a good 
faith concern about sexual harassment against themselves or against another individual. 

Sexual harassment may include, but is not limited to: 

• Physical assaults of a sexual nature, such as: 
o Rape, sexual battery, molestation or attempts to commit these assaults 

and 
o Intentional physical conduct that is sexual in nature, such as touching, 

pinching, patting, grabbing, brushing against another’s body, or poking 
another’s body 

• Unwanted sexual advances, propositions or other sexual comments, such as: 
o Sexually oriented gestures, notices, remarks, jokes, or comments about a 

person’s sexuality or sexual experience 
o Preferential treatment or promises of preferential treatment to an 

individual for submitting to sexual conduct, including soliciting or 
attempting to solicit any individual to engage in sexual activity for 
compensation or reward or deferential treatment for rejecting sexual 
conduct 

o Subjecting or threats of subjecting an employee to unwelcome sexual 
attention or conduct or intentionally making performance of the 
employee’s job more difficult because of the employee’s sex 

• Sexual or discriminatory displays or publications anywhere in the workplace or 
educational environment, such as: 

o Displaying pictures, cartoons, posters, calendars, graffiti, objections, 
promotional materials, reading materials, or other materials that are 
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sexually suggestive, sexually demeaning or pornographic or bringing or 
possessing any such material to read, display or view at work or the 
educational environment 

o Reading publicly or otherwise publicizing in the work or educational 
environment materials that are in any way sexually revealing, sexually 
suggestive, sexually demeaning or pornographic, and 

o Displaying signs or other materials purporting to segregate an individual 
by sex in an area of the workplace or educational environment (other 
than restrooms or similar rooms) 

The illustrations of harassment and sexual harassment above are not to be construed as 
an all-inclusive list of prohibited acts under this Policy. 

Prohibited Bullying 
Bullying is defined as any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or conduct, including 
communications made in writing or by means of an electronic act. Bullying includes one or 
more acts committed by a student or group of students that may constitute as sexual 
harassment, hate violence, or creates an intimidating and/or hostile educational 
environment, directed toward one or more students that has or can be reasonably 
predicted to have the effect of one or more of the following: 

1. Placing a reasonable pupil1 or pupils in fear of harm to that pupil’s or those pupils’ 
person or property. 

2. Causing a reasonable pupil to experience a substantially detrimental effect on his or 
her physical or mental health. 

3. Causing a reasonable pupil to experience a substantial interference with his or her 
academic performance. 

4. Causing a reasonable pupil to experience a substantial interference with his or her 
ability to participate in or benefit from the services, activities, or privileges provided 
by RVC. 

Cyberbullying is an electronic act that includes the transmission of harassing 
communication, direct threats, or other harmful texts, sounds, or images on the Internet, 
social media, or other technologies using a telephone, computer, or any wireless 
communication device.  Cyberbullying also includes breaking into another person’s 
electronic account and assuming that person’s identity in order to damage that person’s 
reputation.  

Electronic act means the creation and transmission originated on or off the school site, by 
means of an electronic device, including, but not limited to, a telephone, wireless 

1 “Reasonable pupil” is defined as a pupil, including, but not limited to, an exceptional needs pupil, who exercises 
average care, skill and judgment in conduct for a person of his or her age, or for a person of his or her age with his 
or her exceptional needs. 
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telephone, or other wireless communication device, computer, or pager, of a 
communication, including, but not limited to, any of the following: 

1. A message, text, sound, video, or image. 
2. A post on a social network Internet Web site including, but not limited to: 

a. Posting to or creating a burn page. A “burn page” means an Internet Web site 
created for the purpose of having one or more of the effects as listed in the 
definition of “bullying,” above. 

b. Creating a credible impersonation of another actual pupil for the purpose of 
having one or more of the effects listed in the definition of “bullying,” above. 
“Credible impersonation” means to knowingly and without consent 
impersonate a pupil for the purpose of bullying the pupil and such that 
another pupil would reasonably believe, or has reasonably believed, that the 
pupil was or is the pupil who was impersonated. 

c. Creating a false profile for the purpose of having one or more of the effects 
listed in the definition of “bullying,” above.  “False profile” means a profile of a 
fictitious pupil or a profile using the likeness or attributes of an actual pupil 
other than the pupil who created the false profile. 

3. An act of “cyber sexual bullying” including, but not limited to: 
a. The dissemination of, or the solicitation or incitement to disseminate, a 

photograph or other visual recording by a pupil to another pupil or to 
school personnel by means of an electronic act that has or can be 
reasonably predicted to have one or more of the effects described in 
definition of “bullying,” above. A photograph or other visual recording, as 
described above, shall include the depiction of a nude, semi-nude, or 
sexually explicit photograph or other visual recording of a minor where the 
minor is identifiable from the photograph, visual recording, or other 
electronic act. 

b. “Cyber sexual bullying” does not include a depiction, portrayal, or image 
that has any serious literary, artistic, educational, political, or scientific value 
or that involves athletic events or school-sanctioned activities. 

4. Notwithstanding the definitions of “bullying” and “electronic act” above, an 
electronic act shall not constitute pervasive conduct solely on the basis that it has 
been transmitted on the Internet or is currently posted on the Internet. 

Formal Complaint of Sexual Harassment means a written document filed and signed by 
a complainant who is participating in or attempting to participate in RVC’s education 
program or activity or signed by the Coordinator alleging sexual harassment against a 
respondent and requesting that RVC investigate the allegation of sexual harassment. 

Respondent means an individual who has been reported to be the perpetrator of conduct 
that could constitute sexual harassment. 
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Bullying and Cyberbullying Prevention Procedures 

RVC has adopted the following procedures for preventing acts of bullying, including 
cyberbullying. 

1. Cyberbullying Prevention Procedures 

RVC advises students: 
a. To never share passwords, personal data, or private photos online. 
b. To think about what they are doing carefully before posting and by 

emphasizing that comments cannot be retracted once they are posted. 
c. That personal information revealed on social media can be shared with 

anyone including parents, teachers, administrators, and potential 
employers. Students should never reveal information that would make 
them uncomfortable if the world had access to it. 

d. To consider how it would feel receiving such comments before making 
comments about others online. 

RVC informs Charter School employees, students, and parents/guardians of RVC’s 
policies regarding the use of technology in and out of the classroom. RVC 
encourages parents/guardians to discuss these policies with their children to ensure 
their children understand and comply with such policies. 

2. Education 

RVC employees cannot always be present when bullying incidents occur, so 
educating students about bullying is a key prevention technique to limit bullying 
from happening. RVC advises students that hateful and/or demeaning behavior is 
inappropriate and unacceptable in our society and at RVC and encourages students 
to practice compassion and respect each other.  

Charter School educates students to accept all student peers regardless of 
protected characteristics (including but not limited to actual or perceived sexual 
orientation, gender identification, physical or cognitive disabilities, race, ethnicity, 
religion, and immigration status) and about the negative impact of bullying other 
students based on protected characteristics. 

RVC’s bullying prevention education also discusses the differences between 
appropriate and inappropriate behaviors and includes sample situations to help 
students learn and practice appropriate behavior and to develop techniques and 
strategies to respond in a non-aggressive way to bullying-type behaviors. Students 
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will also develop confidence and learn how to advocate for themselves and others, 
and when to go to an adult for help. 

RVC informs RVC employees, students, and parents/guardians of this Policy and 
encourages parents/guardians to discuss this Policy with their children to ensure 
their children understand and comply with this Policy. 

3. Professional Development 

RVC annually makes available the online training module developed by the 
California Department of Education pursuant Education Code section 32283.5(a) to 
its certificated employees and all other RVC employees who have regular interaction 
with students. 

RVC informs certificated employees about the common signs that a student is a 
target of bullying including: 

• Physical cuts or injuries 
• Lost or broken personal items 
• Fear of going to school/practice/games 
• Loss of interest in school, activities, or friends 
• Trouble sleeping or eating 
• Anxious/sick/nervous behavior or distracted appearance 
• Self-destructiveness or displays of odd behavior 
• Decreased self-esteem 

Charter School also informs certificated employees about the groups of students 
determined by RVC, and available research, to be at elevated risk for bullying. These 
groups include but are not limited to: 

• Students who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or questioning youth 
(“LGBTQ”) and those youth perceived as LGBTQ; and 

• Students with physical or learning disabilities. 

RVC encourages its employees to demonstrate effective problem-solving, anger 
management, and self-confidence skills for RVC’s students. 

Grievance Procedures 

1. Scope of Grievance Procedures 
RVC will comply with its Uniform Complaint Procedures (“UCP”) policy when investigating 
and responding to complaints alleging unlawful harassment, discrimination, intimidation or 
bullying against a protected group or on the basis of a person’s association with a person 
or group with one or more of the protected characteristics set forth in the UCP that: 
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a. Are written and signed; 
b. Filed by an individual who alleges that the individual has personally suffered 
unlawful discrimination, harassment, intimidation or bullying, or by one who 
believes any specific class of individuals has been subjected to discrimination, 
harassment, intimidation or bullying prohibited by this part, or by a duly authorized 
representative who alleges that an individual student has been subjected to 
discrimination, harassment, intimidation, or bullying; and 
c.  Submitted to the RVC UCP Compliance Officer not later than six (6) months from 
the date the alleged unlawful discrimination, harassment, intimidation, or bullying 
occurred, or the date the complainant first obtained knowledge of the facts of the 
alleged discrimination, harassment, intimidation or bullying. 

The following grievance procedures shall be utilized for reports or misconduct prohibited 
by this Policy that do not comply with the writing, timeline, or other formal filing 
requirements of a uniform complaint. For formal complaints of sexual harassment, RVC will 
utilize the following grievance procedures in addition to its UCP when applicable. 

2. Reporting 
All staff are expected to provide appropriate supervision to enforce standards of conduct 
and, if they observe or become aware of misconduct prohibited by this Policy, to intervene 
as soon as it is safe to do so, call for assistance, and report such incidents.  The Board 
requires staff to follow the procedures in this Policy for reporting alleged acts of 
misconduct prohibited by this Policy. 

Any employee or student who believes they have been subject to misconduct prohibited by 
this Policy or has witnessed such prohibited misconduct is encouraged to immediately 
report such misconduct to the Coordinator: 

Luke Duchene, School Director 

Mailing/Office Address: 
102 Marinda Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

Telephone: (415) 534-6970 
Email: luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Complaints regarding such misconduct may also be made to the U.S. Department of 
Education, Office for Civil Rights.  Civil law remedies, including, but not limited to, 
injunctions, restraining orders, or other remedies or orders may also be available to 
complainants. 
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While submission of a written report is not required, the reporting party is encouraged to 
submit a written report to the Coordinator.  Oral reports shall also be considered official 
reports. RVC will investigate and respond to all oral and written reports of misconduct 
prohibited by this Policy in a manner that is not deliberately indifferent. Reports may be 
made anonymously, but formal disciplinary action cannot be based solely on an 
anonymous report. 

Students are expected to report all incidents of misconduct prohibited by this Policy or 
other verbal, or physical abuses.  Any student who feels she/he is a target of such behavior 
should immediately contact a teacher, the School Director, a staff person or a family 
member so that she/he can get assistance in resolving the issue in a manner that is 
consistent with this Policy. 

RVC acknowledges and respects every individual’s right to privacy. All reports shall be 
investigated in a manner that protects the confidentiality of the parties and the integrity of 
the process to the greatest extent possible.  This includes keeping the identity of the 
reporter confidential, as appropriate, except to the extent necessary to comply with the 
law, carry out the investigation and/or to resolve the issue, as determined by the 
Coordinator or administrative designee on a case-by-case basis. 

RVC prohibits any form of retaliation against any individual who files a report or complaint, 
testifies, assists, participates, or refuses to participate in any investigation or proceeding 
related to misconduct prohibited by this Policy.  Such participation or lack of participation 
shall not in any way affect the status, grades, or work assignments of the individual. 
Individuals alleging retaliation in violation of this Policy may file a grievance using the 
procedures set forth in this Policy. Knowingly making false statements or knowingly 
submitting false information during the grievance process is prohibited and may result in 
disciplinary action. 

All supervisors of staff will receive sexual harassment training within six (6) months of their 
assumption of a supervisory position and will receive further training once every two (2) 
years thereafter.  All staff, and any individual designated as a coordinator, investigator, or 
decision-maker will receive sexual harassment training and/or instruction concerning 
sexual harassment in the workplace as required by law. 

3. Supportive Measures 
Upon the receipt of an informal or formal complaint of sexual harassment, the Coordinator 
will promptly contact the complainant to discuss the availability of supportive measures. 
The Coordinator will consider the complainant’s wishes with respect to supportive 
measures, inform the complainant of the availability of supportive measures with or 
without the filing of a formal complaint of sexual harassment, and explain the process for 
filing a formal complaint of sexual harassment. 
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Supportive measures are non-disciplinary, non-punitive individualized services offered as 
appropriate, as reasonably available, and without fee or charge to the complainant or the 
respondent before or after the filing of a formal complaint of sexual harassment or where 
no formal complaint of sexual harassment has been filed. Such measures are designed to 
restore or preserve equal access to RVC’s education program or activity without 
unreasonably burdening the other party, including measures designed to protect the safety 
of all parties or RVC’s educational environment, or deter sexual harassment. Supportive 
measures available to complainants and respondents may include but are not limited to 
counseling, extensions of deadlines or other course-related adjustments, modifications of 
work or class schedules, campus escort services, mutual restrictions on contact between 
the parties, changes in work locations, leaves of absence, increased security and 
monitoring of certain areas of the campus, and other similar measures. RVC will maintain 
as confidential any supportive measures provided to the complainant or respondent, to the 
extent that maintaining such confidentiality would not impair the ability of RVC to provide 
the supportive measures. 

4. Investigation and Response 
Upon receipt of a report of misconduct prohibited by this Policy from a student, staff 
member, parent, volunteer, visitor or affiliate of RVC, the Coordinator or administrative 
designee will promptly initiate an investigation.  In most cases, a thorough investigation will 
take no more than twenty-five (25) school days.  If the Coordinator, or administrative 
designee determines that an investigation will take longer than twenty-five (25) school days 
and needs to be delayed or extended due to good cause, the Coordinator or administrative 
designee will inform the complainant of the reasons for the delay or extension and provide 
an approximate date when the investigation will be complete. 

At the conclusion of the investigation, the Coordinator or administrative designee will meet 
with the complainant and, to the extent possible with respect to confidentiality laws, 
provide the complainant with information about the investigation, including any actions 
necessary to resolve the incident/situation.  However, in no case may the Coordinator or 
administrative designee reveal confidential information related to other students or 
employees, including the type and extent of discipline issued against such students or 
employees. 

All records related to any investigation of complaints under this Policy are maintained in a 
secure location. 

For investigations of and responses to formal complaints of sexual harassment, the 
following grievance procedures will apply: 

• Notice of the Allegations 
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o Upon receipt of a formal complaint of sexual harassment, the Coordinator 
will give all known parties written notice of its grievance process, including 
any voluntary informal resolution process. The notice will include: 
 A description of the allegations of sexual harassment at issue and to 

the extent known, the identities of the parties involved in the incident, 
the conduct allegedly constituting sexual harassment, and the date 
and location of the alleged incident; 

 A statement that the respondent is presumed not responsible for the 
alleged conduct until a final decision is reached; 

 A statement that the parties may have an advisor of their choice, who 
may be an attorney, and may inspect and review evidence; and 

 A statement that RVC prohibits an individual from knowingly making 
false statements or knowingly submitting false information during the 
grievance process. 

• Emergency Removal 
o RVC may place a non-student employee respondent on administrative leave 

during the pendency of a formal complaint of sexual harassment grievance 
process in accordance with RVC’s policies. 

o RVC may remove a respondent from RVC’s education program or activity on 
an emergency basis, in accordance with RVC’s policies, provided that RVC 
undertakes an individualized safety and risk analysis, determines that an 
immediate threat to the physical health or safety of any student or other 
individual arising from the allegations of sexual harassment justifies removal, 
and provides the respondent with notice and an opportunity to challenge the 
decision immediately following the removal. 

o This provision may not be construed to modify any rights under the IDEA, 
Section 504, or the ADA. 

• Informal Resolution 
o If a formal complaint of sexual harassment is filed, RVC may offer a voluntary 

informal resolution process, such as mediation, to the parties at any time 
prior to reaching a determination regarding responsibility. If RVC offers such 
a process, it will do the following: 
 Provide the parties with advance written notice of: 

• The allegations; 
• The requirements of the voluntary informal resolution process 

including the circumstances under which the parties are precluded 
from resuming a formal complaint of sexual harassment arising 
from the same allegations; 

• The parties’ right to withdraw from the voluntary informal 
resolution process and resume the grievance process at any time 
prior to agreeing to a resolution; and 
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• Any consequences resulting from participating in the voluntary 
informal resolution process, including the records that will be 
maintained or could be shared; and 

 Obtain the parties’ advance voluntary, written consent to the informal 
resolution process. 

o RVC will not offer or facilitate an informal resolution process to resolve 
allegations that an employee sexually harassed a student. 

• Investigation Process 
o The decision-maker will not be the same person(s) as the Coordinator or the 

investigator. RVC shall ensure that all decision-makers and investigators do 
not have a conflict of interest or bias for or against complainants or 
respondents. 

o In most cases, a thorough investigation will take no more than twenty-five 
(25) school days. If the investigator determines that an investigation will take 
longer than twenty-five (25) school days and needs to be delayed or 
extended due to good cause, the investigator will inform the complainant 
and any respondents in writing of the reasons for the delay or extension and 
provide an approximate date when the investigation will be complete. 

o The parties will be provided with an equal opportunity to present witnesses, 
to inspect and review any evidence obtained that is directly related to the 
allegations raised, and to have an advisor present during any investigative 
meeting or interview. 

o The parties will not be prohibited from discussing the allegations under 
investigation or to gather and present relevant evidence. 

o A party whose participation is invited or expected at an investigative meeting 
or interview will receive written notice of the date, time, location, 
participants, and purpose of the meeting or interview with sufficient time for 
the party to prepare to participate. 

o Prior to completion of the investigative report, RVC will send to each party 
and the party’s advisor, if any, a copy of the evidence subject to inspection 
and review, and the parties will have at least ten (10) days to submit a written 
response for the investigator’s consideration prior to the completion of the 
investigation report. 

o The investigator will complete an investigation report that fairly summarizes 
relevant evidence and send a copy of the report to each party and the party’s 
advisor, if any, at least ten (10) days prior to the determination of 
responsibility. 

• Dismissal of a Formal Complaint of Sexual Harassment 
o If the investigation reveals that the alleged harassment did not occur in RVC’s 

educational program in the United States or would not constitute sexual 
harassment even if proved, the formal complaint with regard to that conduct 
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must be dismissed. However, such a dismissal does not preclude action 
under another applicable RVC policy. 

o RVC may dismiss a formal complaint of sexual harassment if: 
 The complainant provides a written withdrawal of the complaint to 

the Coordinator; 
 The respondent is no longer employed or enrolled at RVC; or 
 The specific circumstances prevent RVC from gathering evidence 

sufficient to reach a decision on the formal complaint or the 
allegations therein. 

o If a formal complaint of sexual harassment or any of the claims therein are 
dismissed, RVC will promptly send written notice of the dismissal and the 
reason(s) for the dismissal simultaneously to the parties. 

• Determination of Responsibility 
o The standard of evidence used to determine responsibility is the 

preponderance of the evidence standard. 
o RVC will send a written decision on the formal complaint to the complainant 

and respondent simultaneously that describes: 
 The allegations in the formal complaint of sexual harassment; 
 All procedural steps taken including any notifications to the parties, 

interviews with parties and witnesses, site visits, and methods used to 
gather other evidence; 

 The findings of facts supporting the determination; 
 The conclusions about the application of RVC’s code of conduct to the 

facts; 
 The decision and rationale for each allegation; 
 Any disciplinary sanctions the recipient imposes on the respondent, 

and whether remedies designed to restore or preserve equal access 
to the education program or activity will be provided to the 
complainant; and 

 The procedures and permissible bases for appeals. 

5. Consequences 
Students or employees who engage in misconduct prohibited by this Policy, knowingly 
make false statements or knowingly submit false information during the grievance process 
may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including expulsion from RVC or 
termination of employment. The Coordinator is responsible for effective implementation of 
any remedies ordered by RVC in response to a formal complaint of sexual harassment. 

6. Right of Appeal 
Should the reporting individual find the RVC’s resolution unsatisfactory, the reporting 
individual may, within five (5) business days of notice of RVC’s decision or resolution, 
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submit a written appeal to the Designated Appeals Committee.  In such cases, at least three 
(3) certificated Charter School employees who are unfamiliar with the case and who have 
been previously designated and trained for this purpose shall be assembled to conduct a 
confidential review of the Complainant’s appeal and render a final decision.  

The following appeal rights and procedures will also apply to formal complaints of sexual 
harassment: 

• The complainant and the respondent shall have the same appeal rights and RVC 
will implement appeal procedures equally for both parties. 

• RVC will notify the other party in writing when an appeal is filed. 
• The decision-maker for the appeal will give both parties a reasonable, equal 

opportunity to submit a written statement in support of, or challenging, the 
outcome; issue a written decision describing the result of the appeal and the 
rationale for the result; and provide the written decision simultaneously to both 
parties. 

7. Recordkeeping 
All records related to any investigation of complaints under this Policy are maintained in a 
secure location. 

RVC will maintain the following records for at least seven (7) years: 
• Records of each sexual harassment investigation, including any determination of 

responsibility; any audio or audiovisual recording or transcript; any disciplinary 
sanctions imposed on the respondent; and any remedies provided to the 
complainant. 

• Records of any appeal of a formal sexual harassment complaint and the results of 
that appeal. 

• Records of any informal resolution of a sexual harassment complaint and the 
results of that informal resolution. 

• All materials used to train Title IX coordinators, investigators, decision-makers, and 
any person who facilitates an informal resolution process. 

• Records of any actions, including any supportive measures, taken in response to a 
report or formal complaint of sexual harassment. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 

TITLE IX, HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION, DISCRIMINATION & BULLYING COMPLAINT 
FORM 

Your Name: ___________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

Date of Alleged Incident(s): _____________________ 

Name of Person(s) you have a complaint against: ______________________________________ 

List any witnesses that were present: ________________________________________________ 

Where did the incident(s) occur? ___________________________________________________ 

Please describe the events or conduct that are the basis of your complaint by providing as 
much factual detail as possible (i.e. specific statements; what, if any, physical contact was 
involved; any verbal statements; what did you do to avoid the situation, etc.) (Attach 
additional pages, if needed): 

I hereby authorize Ross Valley Charter to disclose the information I have provided as 
it finds necessary in pursuing its investigation.  I hereby certify that the information I 
have provided in this complaint is true and correct and complete to the best of my 
knowledge and belief.  I further understand providing false information in this 
regard could result in disciplinary action up to and including termination. 

__________________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
Signature of Complainant 

Print Name 

To be completed by Ross Valley Charter: 
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INTRODUCTION TO HANDBOOK 

This Handbook is designed to help employees get acquainted with the Ross Valley Charter School 
(hereinafter referred to as “RVC” or the “School”). It explains some of our philosophies and 
beliefs, and describes some of our employment guidelines in general terms. Although this 
Handbook is not intended to be an exclusive or comprehensive policies and procedures manual, 
we hope that it will serve as a useful reference document for employees throughout their 
employment at the School. Employees should understand, however, that this Handbook is not 
intended to be a contract (express or implied), nor is it intended to otherwise create any legally 
enforceable obligations on the part of the School or its employees. In no way does the Handbook 
replace any official plan documents (e.g., health insurance, retirement plan, etc.) or insurance 
contracts, which will govern in all cases. This Handbook supersedes and replaces all previous 
personnel policies, practices, and guidelines. 

Due to the fact that the School is a growing and changing organization, it reserves full discretion 
to add to, modify, or delete provisions of this Handbook, or the policies and procedures on which 
they may be based, at any time without advance notice. RVC also reserves the right to interpret 
any of the provisions set forth in this Handbook in any manner it deems appropriate. 

No individual other than the Board of Directors has the authority to enter into any employment or 
other agreement that modifies School policy. Any such modification must be in writing. 

This Handbook is the property of the School, and it is intended for personal use and reference by 
employees of the School. Circulation of this Handbook outside of the School requires the prior 
written approval of the School Director. 

Employees must sign the acknowledgment form at the beginning of this Handbook, tear it out, and 
return it to the School Director. This will provide the School with a record that each employee has 
received and reviewed this Handbook. 
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CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 

Equal Employment Opportunity Is Our Policy 

RVC is an equal opportunity employer. It is the policy of the School to afford equal employment 
and advancement opportunity to all qualified individuals without regard to: 

● Race (including traits historically associated with race, such as hair texture and hairstyle, 
including but not limited to braids, locks, and twists); 

● Color; 
● Gender (including gender identity, gender expression, and transgender identity, whether or 

not the employee is transitioning or has transitioned); 
● Sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, and medical conditions related to 

such); 
● Religious creed (including religious dress and grooming practices); 
● Marital/registered domestic partner status; 
● Age (forty (40) and over); 
● National origin or ancestry (including native language spoken and possession of a driver’s 

license issued to persons unable to prove their presence in the U.S. is authorized by federal 
law); 

● Physical or mental disability (including HIV and AIDS); 
● Medical condition (including cancer and genetic characteristics); 
● Taking of a leave of absence pursuant to the Family Medical Leave Act (“FMLA”), 

Pregnancy Disability Leave (“PDL”) law, Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”), 
California Family Rights Act (“CFRA”), or the Fair Employment and Housing Act 
(“FEHA”) or laws related to domestic violence, sexual assault and stalking; 

● Genetic information; 
● Sexual orientation; 
● Military and veteran status; or 
● Any other consideration made unlawful by federal, state, or local laws. 

This policy extends to all job applicants and employees and to all aspects of the employment 
relationship, including the hiring of new employees and the training, transfer, promotion, 
discipline, termination, compensation and benefits of existing employees. 

To comply with applicable laws ensuring equal employment opportunities to qualified individuals 
with a disability, the School will make reasonable accommodations for the known physical or 
mental limitations of an otherwise qualified individual with a disability who is an applicant or an 
employee unless undue hardship would result. 

Any applicant or employee who requires an accommodation in order to perform the essential 
functions of the job should contact a School representative with day-to-day personnel 
responsibilities and request such an accommodation. The individual with the disability should 
specify what accommodation he or she needs to perform the job, or if unknown, what job duties 
the disability impairs. RVC will then conduct an investigation to identify the barriers that interfere 
with the equal opportunity of the applicant or employee to perform the job. RVC will identify 
possible accommodations, if any, that will help eliminate the limitation. If the accommodation is 
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reasonable and will not impose an undue hardship, the School will make the accommodation. 

Employment At-Will 

Except if stated expressly otherwise by employment contract, it is the policy of the School that all 
employees are considered “at-will” employees of the School. Accordingly, either the School or the 
employee can terminate this relationship at any time, for any reason, with or without cause, and 
with or without advance notice.  

Nothing contained in this Handbook, employment applications, School memoranda or other 
materials provided to employees in connection with their employment shall require the School to 
have “cause” to terminate an employee or otherwise restrict the School’s right to release an 
employee from their at-will employment with the School. Statements of specific grounds for 
termination set forth in this Handbook or elsewhere are not all-inclusive and are not intended to 
restrict the School’s right to terminate at-will. No School representative, other than the Board of 
Directors or its designee, is authorized to modify this policy for any employee or to make any 
representations to employees or applicants concerning the terms or conditions of employment with 
the School that are not consistent with the School’s policy regarding “at-will” employment.  

This policy shall not be modified by any statements contained in this Handbook or employee 
applications, School memoranda, or any other materials provided to employees in connection with 
their employment. Further, none of those documents whether singly or combined, or any 
employment practices, shall create an express or implied contract of employment for a definite 
period, nor an express or implied contract concerning any terms or conditions of employment. 

Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting 

California Penal Code section 11166 requires any child care custodian who has knowledge of, or 
observes, a child in his or her professional capacity or within the scope of his or her employment 
whom he or she knows or reasonably suspects has been the victim of child abuse to report the 
known or suspected instance of child abuse to a child protective agency immediately, or as soon 
as practically possible, by telephone and to prepare and send a written report thereof within thirty-
six (36) hours of receiving the information concerning the incident.  

RVC will provide annual training on the mandated reporting requirements, using the online 
training module provided by the State Department of Social Services, to employees who are 
mandated reporters. Mandated reporter training will also be provided to employees hired during 
the course of the school year. This training will include information that failure to report an 
incident of known or reasonably suspected child abuse or neglect, as required by Penal Code 
section 11166, is a misdemeanor punishable by up to six (6) months confinement in a county jail, 
or by a fine of one-thousand dollars ($1,000), or by both that imprisonment and fine. 

All employees required to receive mandated reporter training must provide proof of completing 
the training within the first six (6) weeks of each school year or within the first six (6) weeks of 
that employee’s employment. 
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By acknowledging receipt of this Handbook, employees acknowledge they are child care 
custodians and are certifying that they have knowledge of California Penal Code section 11166 
and will comply with its provisions. 

Criminal Background Checks 

As required by law, all individuals working or volunteering at the School will be required to submit 
to a criminal background investigation. No condition or activity will be permitted that may 
compromise the School’s commitment to the safety and the well-being of students taking 
precedence over all other considerations. Conditions that preclude working at the School include 
conviction of a controlled substance or sex offense, or a serious or violent felony. Additionally, 
should an employee, during his/her employment with the School, be charged or convicted of any 
offense, the employee must immediately report the charge or conviction to the School Director. 

Tuberculosis Testing 

All employees of the School must submit written proof from a physician or authorized health care 
provider of a risk assessment examination for tuberculosis (TB) within the last sixty (60) days 
prior to the beginning of employment with RVC. If TB risk factors are identified, a physician must 
conduct an examination to determine whether the employee is free of infectious TB. The 
examination for TB consists of an approved TB test, which, if positive, will be followed by an x-
ray of the lungs, or in the absence of skin testing, an x-ray of the lungs. All employees will be 
required to undergo TB risk assessments and, if risk factors are found, the examination at least 
once every four years. Volunteers may be required to undergo a TB examination as necessary. The 
TB risk assessment and, if indicated, the examination is a condition of initial employment with the 
School and the cost of the exam will be borne by the applicant or volunteer. 

An applicant who was previously employed in another school or school district shall be deemed 
to have fulfilled the tuberculosis testing requirement if he/she produces, before his/her first day of 
employment with RVC, a TB risk assessment showing the applicant to be free of risk factors or 
by verification from the applicant’s previous school employer that he/she was found to be free of 
infectious TB. The employee will be required to be re-evaluated within four (4) years from the 
date of previous evaluation/examination.  

Food handlers may be required to have annual TB exams. Documentation of employee and 
volunteer compliance with TB risk assessments and examinations will be kept on file in the office. 
This requirement also includes contract food handlers, substitute teachers, and student teachers 
serving under the supervision of an educator. Any entity providing student services to the School 
will be contractually required to ensure that all contract workers have had TB testing that shows 
them to be free of active TB prior to conducting work with School students. 

Immigration Compliance 

RVC will comply with applicable immigration law, including the Immigration Reform and Control 
Act of 1986 and the Immigration Act of 1990. As a condition of employment, every individual 
must provide satisfactory evidence of his or her identity and legal authority to work in the United 
States. However, RVC will only check a current employee’s or applicant’s authorization to work 
in the United States when the School is required to do so by law. 
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The School shall recognize the rights of all employees and applicants, regardless of immigration 
status.  Accordingly, RVC shall not discharge an employee or in any manner discriminate, 
retaliate, or take any adverse action (e.g., threatening to report the suspected citizenship or 
immigration status of an employee or a member of the employee’s family) against any employee 
or applicant for employment because the employee or applicant exercised a right protected under 
applicable law. Further, the School shall not discriminate against any individual because he or she 
holds or presents a driver’s license issued per Vehicle Code § 12801.9 to persons who have not 
established their federally-authorized presence in the United States. Finally, in compliance with 
the Immigrant Worker Protection Act, the School shall not allow a federal immigration 
enforcement agent to enter any nonpublic areas of the School without a judicial warrant, or 
voluntarily give consent to an agent to access, review or obtain employee records without a 
subpoena or judicial warrant. 

Professional Boundaries: Staff/Student Interaction Policy 

RVC recognizes its responsibility to make and enforce all rules and regulations governing student 
and employee behavior to bring about the safest and most learning-conducive environment 
possible. 

Corporal Punishment 

Corporal punishment shall not be used as a disciplinary measure against any student. Corporal 
punishment includes the willful infliction of, or willfully causing the infliction of, physical pain 
on a student.  

For purposes of this policy, corporal punishment does not include an employee’s use of force that 
is reasonable and necessary to protect the employee, students, staff or other persons or to prevent 
damage to property. 

For clarification purposes, the following examples are offered for direction and guidance of School 
personnel: 

A. Examples of PERMITTED actions (NOT corporal punishment) 

1. Stopping a student from fighting with another student; 
2. Preventing a pupil from committing an act of vandalism; 
3. Defending yourself from physical injury or assault by a student; 
4. Forcing a pupil to give up a weapon or dangerous object; 
5. Requiring an athletic team to participate in strenuous physical training 

activities designed to strengthen or condition team members or improve 
their coordination, agility, or physical skills; 

6. Engaging in group calisthenics, team drills, or other physical education or 
voluntary recreational activities. 

B. Examples of PROHIBITED actions (corporal punishment) 
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1. Hitting, shoving, pushing, or physically restraining a student as a means of 
control; 

2. Making unruly students do push-ups, run laps, or perform other physical 
acts that cause pain or discomfort as a form of punishment; 

3. Paddling, swatting slapping, grabbing, pinching, kicking, or otherwise 
causing physical pain. 

Acceptable and Unacceptable Staff/Student Behavior 

This policy is intended to guide all School faculty and staff in conducting themselves in a way that 
reflects the high standards of behavior and professionalism required of school employees and to 
specify the boundaries between students and staff. 

Although this policy gives specific, clear direction, it is each staff member’s obligation to avoid 
situations that could prompt suspicion by parents, students, colleagues, or school leaders. One 
viable standard that can be quickly applied, when you are unsure if certain conduct is acceptable, 
is to ask yourself, “Would I be engaged in this conduct if my family or colleagues were standing 
next to me?” 

For the purposes of this policy, the term “boundaries” is defined as acceptable professional 
behavior by staff members while interacting with a student. Trespassing the boundaries of a 
student/teacher relationship is deemed an abuse of power and a betrayal of public trust.  

Some activities may seem innocent from a staff member’s perspective, but can be perceived as 
flirtation or sexual insinuation from a student or parent point of view. The objective of the 
following lists of acceptable and unacceptable behaviors is not to restrain innocent, positive 
relationships between staff and students, but to prevent relationships that could lead to, or may be 
perceived as, sexual misconduct. 

Staff must understand their own responsibility for ensuring that they do not cross the boundaries 
as written in this policy. Disagreeing with the wording or intent of the established boundaries will 
be considered irrelevant for disciplinary purposes. Thus, it is crucial that all employees learn this 
policy thoroughly and apply the lists of acceptable and unacceptable behaviors to their daily 
activities. Although personal interaction with students certainly fosters learning, student/staff 
interactions must have boundaries surrounding potential activities, locations and intentions. 

Duty to Report Suspected Misconduct 

When any employee reasonably suspects or believes that another staff member may have crossed 
the boundaries specified in this policy, he or she must immediately report the matter to a 
administrator. All reports shall be as confidential as possible under the circumstances. It is the duty 
of the administrator to investigate and thoroughly report the situation. Employees must also report 
to the administration any awareness or concern of student behavior that crosses boundaries or 
where a student appears to be at risk for sexual abuse.  

Examples of Specific Behaviors 

The following examples are not an exhaustive list: 
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Unacceptable Staff/Student Behaviors (Violations of this Policy) 

(a) Giving gifts to an individual student that are of a personal and intimate nature. 
(b) Kissing of any kind. 
(c) Any type of unnecessary physical contact with a student in a private situation. 
(d) Intentionally being alone with a student away from the school. 
(e) Making or participating in sexually inappropriate comments. 
(f) Sexual jokes. 
(g) Seeking emotional involvement with a student for your benefit. 
(h) Listening to or telling stories that are sexually oriented. 
(i) Discussing inappropriate personal troubles or intimate issues with a student in an 

attempt to gain their support and understanding. 
(j) Becoming involved with a student so that a reasonable person may suspect 

inappropriate behavior. 

Unacceptable Staff/Student Behaviors without Parent and Supervisor Permission 

(These behaviors should only be exercised when a staff member has parent and supervisor 
permission.) 

(a) Giving students a ride to/from school or school activities. 
(b) Being alone in a room with a student at school with the door closed. 
(c) Allowing students in your home. 

Cautionary Staff/Student Behaviors 

(These behaviors should only be exercised when a reasonable and prudent person, acting as 
an educator, is prevented from using a better practice or behavior. Staff members should 
inform their supervisor of the circumstance and occurrence prior to or immediately after 
the occurrence) 

(a) Remarks about the physical attributes or development of anyone. 
(b) Excessive attention toward a particular student. 
(c) Sending emails, text messages or letters to students if the content is not about school 

activities. 

Acceptable and Recommended Staff/Student Behaviors 

(a) Getting parents’ written consent for any after-school activity. 
(b) Obtaining formal approval to take students off school property for activities such 

as field trips or competitions. 
(c) Emails, text, phone and instant messages to students must be very professional and 

pertaining to school activities or classes (Communication should be limited to 
school technology). 

(d) Keeping the door open when alone with a student. 
(e) Keeping reasonable space between you and your students. 
(f) Stopping and correcting students if they cross your own personal boundaries. 
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(g) Keeping parents informed when a significant issue develops about a student. 
(h) Keeping after-class discussions with a student professional and brief. 
(i) Asking for advice from fellow staff or administrators if you find yourself in a 

difficult situation related to boundaries. 
(j) Involving your supervisor if conflict arises with the student. 
(k) Informing the School Director about situations that have the potential to become 

more severe. 
(l) Making detailed notes about an incident that could evolve into a more serious 

situation later. 
(m) Recognizing the responsibility to stop unacceptable behavior of students or 

coworkers. 
(n) Asking another staff member to be present if you will be alone with any type of 

special needs student. 
(o) Asking another staff member to be present when you must be alone with a student 

after regular school hours. 
(p) Giving students praise and recognition without touching them, 
(q) Pats on the back, high fives, and handshakes are acceptable. 
(r) Keeping your professional conduct a high priority. 
(s) Asking yourself if your actions are worth your job and career. 

Policy Prohibiting Unlawful Harassment, Discrimination, and Retaliation 

RVC is committed to providing a work and educational atmosphere that is free of unlawful 
harassment, discrimination, and retaliation. RVC’s policy prohibits unlawful harassment, 
discrimination, and retaliation based upon: race (including traits historically associated with race, 
such as hair texture and hairstyle, including but not limited to braids, locks, and twists);; color; 
gender (including gender identity, gender expression, and transgender identity, whether or not the 
employee is transitioning or has transitioned); sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, 
and related medical conditions); religious creed (including religious dress and grooming practices); 
marital/registered domestic partner status; age (forty (40) and over); national origin or ancestry 
(including native language spoken and possession of a driver’s license issued to persons unable to 
prove their presence in the U.S. is authorized by federal law); physical or mental disability 
(including HIV and AIDS); medical condition (including cancer and genetic characteristics); 
taking a leave of absence authorized by law; genetic information; sexual orientation; military and 
veteran status; or any other consideration made unlawful by federal, state, or local laws. 

Employees, volunteers, unpaid interns, individuals in apprenticeship programs, and independent 
contractors shall not be harassed, or discriminated or retaliated against, based upon the 
characteristics noted above. 

RVC does not condone and will not tolerate unlawful harassment, discrimination, or retaliation on 
the part of any employee (including supervisors and managers) or third party (including 
independent contractors or other person with which the School does business). Supervisors and 
managers are to report any complaints of unlawful harassment to the School Director. 

When RVC receives allegations of unlawful harassment, discrimination, or retaliation, the Board 
(if a complaint is about the School Director) or the School Director or designee will conduct a fair, 
timely and thorough investigation that provides all parties an appropriate process and reaches 
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reasonable conclusions based on the evidence collected. The investigation will be handled in as 
confidential a manner as possible, although complete confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. 
Complainants and witnesses shall not be subject to retaliation for making complaints in good faith 
or participating in an investigation. RVC is committed to remediating any instances where 
investigation findings demonstrate unlawful harassment, discrimination, or retaliation has 
occurred. 

Prohibited Unlawful Harassment 

● Verbal conduct such as epithets, derogatory jokes or comments or slurs; 
● Physical conduct including assault, unwanted touching, intentionally blocking normal 

movement, or interfering with work because of sex, race or any other protected basis; 
● Retaliation for reporting or threatening to report harassment; or 
● Disparate treatment based on any of the protected classes above. 

Prohibited Unlawful Sexual Harassment 

RVC is committed to providing a workplace free of sexual harassment and considers such 
harassment to be a major offense, which may result in disciplinary action, up to, and including 
dismissal, of the offending employee. 

Sexual harassment consists of sexual advances, request for sexual favors and other verbal or 
physical conduct of a sexual nature, regardless of whether or not the conduct is motivated by sexual 
desire, when: (1) submission to the conduct is either made explicitly or implicitly a term or 
condition of an individual’s employment; (2) an employment decision is based upon an 
individual’s acceptance or rejection of that conduct; and/or (3) that conduct interferes with an 
individual’s work performance or creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive working 
environment.  

It is also unlawful to retaliate in any way against an employee who has articulated a good faith 
concern about sexual harassment against him or her or against another individual.  

All supervisors of staff will receive two (2) hours of sexual harassment prevention training within 
six (6) months of hire or their assumption of a supervisory position and every two (2) years 
thereafter. All other employees will receive one (1) hour of sexual harassment prevention training 
within six (6) months of hire and every two (2) years thereafter. Such training will address all 
legally required topics, including information about the negative effects that abusive conduct has 
on both the victim of the conduct and others in the workplace, as well as methods to prevent 
abusive conduct undertaken with malice a reasonable person would find hostile, offensive, and 
unrelated to an employer’s legitimate business interests. Abusive conduct includes but is not 
limited to repeated infliction of verbal abuse, such as the use of derogatory remarks, insults, and 
epithets, verbal or physical conduct that a reasonable person would find threatening, intimidating, 
or humiliating, or the gratuitous sabotage or undermining of a person’s work performance. 
Supervisors shall also be trained on how to appropriately respond when the supervisor becomes 
aware that an employee is the target of unlawful harassment. Other staff will receive sexual 
harassment prevention training as required by law.  

Each employee has the responsibility to maintain a workplace free from any form of sexual 
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harassment. Consequently, should any individual, in particular those with supervisory 
responsibilities, become aware of any conduct that may constitute sexual harassment or other 
prohibited behavior, immediate action should be taken to address such conduct. Any employee 
who believes they have been sexually harassed or has witnessed sexual harassment is encouraged 
to immediately report such harassment to the School Director either verbally or in writing. See 
Appendix A for the “Harassment/Discrimination/Retaliation Complaint Form.” See Appendix B 
for the general “Internal Complaint Form.” 

Sexual harassment may include, but is not limited to: 

● Physical assaults of a sexual nature, such as: 

o Rape, sexual battery, molestation or attempts to commit these assaults and 

o Intentional physical conduct that is sexual in nature, such as touching, pinching, 
patting, grabbing, brushing against another’s body, or poking another’s body. 

● Unwanted sexual advances, propositions or other sexual comments, such as: 

o Sexually oriented gestures, notices, remarks, jokes, or comments about a person’s 
sexuality or sexual experience. 

o Preferential treatment or promises of preferential treatment to an employee for 
submitting to sexual conduct, including soliciting or attempting to solicit any 
employee to engage in sexual activity for compensation or reward or disparate 
treatment for rejecting sexual conduct. 

o Subjecting or threats of subjecting an employee to unwelcome sexual attention or 
conduct or intentionally making performance of the employee’s job more difficult 
because of the employee’s sex. 

● Sexual or discriminatory displays or publications anywhere at the workplace by employees, 
such as: 

o Displaying pictures, cartoons, posters, calendars, graffiti, objections, promotional 
materials, reading materials, or other materials that are sexually suggestive, 
sexually demeaning or pornographic or bringing to work or possessing any such 
material to read, display or view at work; 

o Reading publicly or otherwise publicizing in the work environment materials that 
are in any way sexually revealing, sexually suggestive, sexually demeaning or 
pornographic; and 

o Displaying signs or other materials purporting to segregate an employee by sex in 
an area of the workplace (other than restrooms or similar rooms). 

The illustrations of harassment and sexual harassment above are not to be construed as an all-
inclusive list of prohibited acts under this policy. Moreover, please note that while in most 
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situations a personal relationship is a private matter, these relationships are not appropriate in a 
professional setting, particularly where one of the parties has management or supervisory 
responsibilities. As such, consensual relationships in the workplace may violate RVC policy. 

Whistleblower Policy 

RVC requires its directors, officers, employees, and volunteers to observe high standards of ethics 
in the conduct of their duties and responsibilities within the School. As representatives of the 
School, such individuals must practice honesty and integrity in fulfilling all responsibilities and 
must comply with all applicable laws and regulations. The purpose of this policy is to create an 
ethical and open work environment, to ensure that the School has a governance and accountability 
structure that supports its mission, and to encourage and enable directors, officers, employees, and 
volunteers of the School to raise serious concerns about the occurrence of illegal or unethical 
actions within the School before turning to outside parties for resolution. 

All directors, officers, employees, and volunteers of the School have a responsibility to report any 
action or suspected action taken within the School that is illegal, unethical or violates any adopted 
policy of the School, or local rule or regulation. Anyone reporting a violation must act in good 
faith, without malice to the School or any individual at the School and have reasonable grounds 
for believing that the information shared in the report indicates that a violation has occurred. A 
person who makes a report does not have to prove that a violation has occurred. However, any 
report which the reporter has made maliciously or any report which the reporter has good reason 
to believe is false will be viewed as a serious disciplinary offense. No one who in good faith reports 
a violation, or who, in good faith, cooperates in the investigation of a violation shall suffer 
harassment, retaliation, or adverse employment action. Further, no one who in good faith discloses, 
who may disclose, or who the School believes disclosed or may disclose, information regarding 
alleged violations to a person with authority over the employee or another employee who had 
responsibility for investigating, discovering or correcting the purported violation shall suffer 
harassment, retaliation, or adverse employment action.  

Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace 

RVC is committed to providing a drug and alcohol free workplace and to promoting safety in the 
workplace, employee health and well-being, stakeholder confidence and a work environment that 
is conducive to attaining high work standards. The use of drugs and alcohol by employees, whether 
on or off the job, jeopardizes these goals, since it adversely affects health and safety, security, 
productivity, and public confidence and trust. Drug or alcohol use in the workplace or during the 
performance of job duties is extremely harmful to employees and to other RVC stakeholders. 

The bringing to the workplace, possession or use of intoxicating beverages or drugs on any School 
premises or during the performance of work duties is prohibited and will result in disciplinary 
action up to and including termination.  

Confidential Information 

All information relating to students, personal information, schools attended, addresses, contact 
numbers and progress information is confidential in nature, and may not be shared with or 
distributed to unauthorized parties. All records concerning special education pupils shall be kept 
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strictly confidential and maintained in separate files. Failure to maintain confidentiality may result 
in disciplinary action, up to and including release from at-will employment. 

Conflict of Interest 

All employees must avoid situations involving actual or potential conflicts of interest. An 
employee involved in any relationships or situations which may constitute a conflict of interest 
should immediately and fully disclose the relevant circumstances to the School Director, or the 
Board of Directors, for a determination about whether a potential or actual conflict exists. If an 
actual or potential conflict is determined, the School may take whatever corrective action appears 
appropriate according to the circumstances. Failure to disclose facts shall constitute grounds for 
disciplinary action. 

No Smoking 

The RVC facility is a no smoking facility. 
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THE WORKPLACE 

Work Schedule 

School student hours are normally 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday and full-time 
employees are generally expected to be there 15- to 30 minutes before school starts and 15 to 30 
minutes after it ends. The regular workday schedule for nonexempt employees is eight (8) hours; 
the regular workweek schedule is forty (40) hours. Exempt employees are also generally expected 
to be present during school student hours and to commit whatever additional time is necessary to 
satisfactorily complete all job requirements, including but not limited to lesson planning, 
individualized education plan (“IEP”) meetings, evening student presentation events, etc. It is 
understood that teachers often fulfill the forty (40) hour work week expectation in planning 
activities that may or may not be conducted at school. 

Meal and Rest Periods 

Nonexempt employees working at least five (5) hours are provided with a thirty (30) minute meal 
period, to be taken approximately in the middle of the workday, but by no later than the end of the 
5th hour of work. An employee may waive this meal period if the day’s work will be completed in 
no more than six (6) hours, provided the employee and RVC mutually consent to the waiver in 
writing.  

Nonexempt employees are also provided with a ten (10) minute rest period for every four (4) hours 
worked which should be scheduled towards the middle of the four (4) hour work period as 
practicable.  Employees are prohibited from combining meal and rest period time.  

An employee’s supervisor must be aware of and approve scheduled meal and rest periods. 
Employees must immediately inform their supervisor if they are prevented from taking their meal 
and/or rest periods. Employees are expected to observe assigned working hours and the time 
allowed for meal and rest periods.  

Lactation Accommodation 

RVC accommodates lactating employees by providing a reasonable amount of break time to any 
employee who desires to express breast milk for an infant child. The break time shall, if possible, 
run concurrently with any break time already provided to the employee. Any break time provided 
to express breast milk that does not run concurrently with break time already provided to the 
nonexempt employee shall be unpaid.  

RVC will make reasonable efforts to provide employees who need a lactation accommodation with 
the use of a room or other private location that is located close to the employee’s work area. Such 
room/location shall not be a bathroom, and shall have electricity. Employees shall also be given 
access to a sink with running water and a refrigerator. Employees with private offices will be 
required to use their offices to express breast milk. Employees who desire lactation 
accommodations should contact their supervisor to request accommodations. 

Attendance and Tardiness 
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All employees, whether exempt or nonexempt, are expected to arrive at work consistently and on 
time. Absenteeism and tardiness negatively affect the School’s ability to implement its educational 
program and disrupts consistency in students’ learning.  
Teachers are expected to arrange for their own substitutes when they know of their absence twenty-
four (24) hours or more in advance.  In cases when this is not possible, teachers should notify the 
School Director of the absence as early as possible and the Office Manager will arrange for a 
substitute. 

If it is necessary to be absent or late, employees are expected to telephone the School Director as 
soon as possible but no later than one-half (1/2) hour before the start of the workday. If an employee 
is absent from work longer than one (1) day, he or she is expected to keep the School Director 
sufficiently informed of the situation. 

As noted in the section of this Handbook concerning prohibited conduct, excessive or unexcused 
absences or tardiness may result in disciplinary action up to and including release from at-will 
employment with the School. Absence for more than three (3) consecutive days without notifying 
the School Director will be considered a voluntary resignation from employment. 

Time Cards/Records 

By law, RVC is obligated to keep accurate records of the time worked by nonexempt employees. 
Such employees shall keep be required to utilize the School’s time card system. 

Nonexempt employees must accurately clock in and out of their shifts as this is the only way the 
Office Manager can know how many hours each employee has worked and how much each 
employee is owed. The time card indicates when the employee arrived and when the employee 
departed. All nonexempt employees must clock in and out for arrival and departure, along with 
lunch and for absences, like doctor or dentist appointments. All employees are required to keep 
the office advised of their departures from and returns to the school premises during the workday. 

Nonexempt employees are solely responsible for ensuring accurate information on their time cards 
and remembering to record time worked. If an employee forgets to mark their time card or makes 
an error on the time card, the employee must contact the School Director to make the correction 
and such correction must be initialed by both the employee and the School Director. 

No one may record hours worked on another’s time card. Any employee who violates any aspect 
of this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including release from at-will 
employment with the School. 

Use of Email, Voicemail and Internet Access 

RVC will permit employees to use its email, voicemail systems and Internet access subject to the 
following: 

1. Minimal personal use as long as it does not interfere with timely job performance and is 
consistent with law and appropriate protocols. 

2. The email system and Internet access is not to be used in any way that may be disruptive, 
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offensive to others, or harmful to morale. For example, sexually explicit images, ethnic 
slurs, racial epithets, or anything else that may be construed as harassment or 
disparagement of others based on their race, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, 
religious beliefs or political beliefs may not be displayed or transmitted. 

3. Employees should not attempt to gain access to another employee’s personal file or email 
or voicemail messages without the latter’s express permission. 

4. Employees cannot use personal email accounts for communications regarding school 
business.  Such communications should only take place using the employee’s RVC email 
account. 

5. School staff will not enter an employee’s personal email files or voicemail unless there is 
a business need to do so. RVC retains a copy of all passwords; passwords unknown to the 
School may not be used. System security features, including passwords and delete 
functions, do not neutralize the School’s ability to access any message at any time. 
Employees must be aware that the possibility of such access always exists. 

Personal Business 

RVC’s facilities for handling mail and telephone calls are designed to accommodate School 
business. Employees should have personal mail directed to their home address and limit personal 
telephone calls to an absolute minimum. Personal calls should not be made outside the immediate 
dialing area. Do not use School material, time or equipment for personal projects. 

Social Media 

If an employee decides to post information on the Internet (i.e., personal blog, Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, etc.) that discusses any aspect of his/her workplace activities, the following 
restrictions apply, unless prior written consent from the School Director has been provided. 

● School equipment, including School computers and electronics systems, may not be used 
for these purposes; 

● Student and employee confidentiality policies must be strictly followed; 
● Employees must make clear that the views expressed in their blogs are their own and not 

those of the School; 
● Employees may not use the School’s logos, trademarks and/or copyrighted material and 

are not authorized to speak on the School’s behalf; 
● Employees are not authorized to publish any confidential or proprietary information 

maintained by the School; 
● Employees are prohibited from making discriminatory, defamatory, libelous or slanderous 

comments when discussing the School, the employee’s supervisors, co-workers and 
competitors; 

● Employees must comply with all School policies, including, but not limited to, rules against 
unlawful harassment and retaliation. 

RVC reserves the right to take disciplinary action against any employee whose social media 
postings violate this or other School policies. 
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Personal Appearance/Standards of Dress 

RVC employees serve as role models to the School’s students. All employees should therefore 
maintain professional standards of dress and grooming. Just as overall attitude and instructional 
competency contribute to a productive learning environment, so do appropriate dress and 
grooming.  

Employees are encouraged to wear clothing that will add dignity to the educational profession, 
will present an image consistent with their job responsibilities and will not interfere with the 
learning process. Accordingly, all employees shall adhere to the following standards of dress: 

1) Clothing and jewelry must be safe and appropriate to the educational environment. All 
clothing must be clean and in good repair. Slits or tears in pants or other articles of clothing 
are not permitted except for modest slits in women’s dresses or skirts that are no higher 
than three (3) inches above the knee. 

2) Slacks and shorts are to be worn on the waist with no portion of an undergarment showing. 
Shorts should be modest in length and should be no higher than three (3) inches above the 
knee. 

3) Skirts and dresses should be no higher than three (3) inches above the knee. 

4) All tops must be appropriate to the work environment, and should be clean, neat, and 
provide proper coverage. 

5) Clothing or jewelry with logos that depict and/or promote gangs, drugs, alcohol, tobacco, 
sex, violence, illegal activities, profanity, or obscenity are not permitted. 

6) Appropriate shoes must be worn at all times. 

Health and Safety Policy 

RVC is committed to providing and maintaining a healthy and safe work environment for all 
employees. 

Employees are required to know and comply with the School’s General Safety Rules and to follow 
safe and healthy work practices at all times. Employees are required to report immediately to the 
School Director any potential health or safety hazards, and all injuries or accidents. 

In compliance with Proposition 65, the School will inform employees of any known exposure to a 
chemical known to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity. 

Security Protocols 

RVC has developed guidelines to help maintain a secure workplace. It is important that employees 
be aware of unknown persons loitering around in parking areas and school areas such as walkways, 
entrances and exits, playground and service areas. Report any suspicious persons or activities to 
the School Director. Employee desk, classroom or office space should be secured at the end of the 
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day. When an employee is called away from his or her work area for an extended length of time, 
valuable or personal articles should not be left around a work station that may be accessible. The 
security of facilities as well as the welfare of employees depends upon the alertness and sensitivity 
of every individual to potential security risks. Employees should immediately notify the School 
Director when keys are missing or if security has been breached. 

Occupational Safety 

RVC is committed to the safety of its employees, vendors, contractors and the public and to 
providing a clear safety goal for management. 

The prevention of accidents is the responsibility of every employee. It is also the duty of all 
employees to accept and promote the established safety regulations and procedures. Every effort 
will be made to provide adequate safety training. If an employee is ever in doubt how to perform 
a job or task safely, assistance should be requested. Unsafe conditions must be reported 
immediately. 

It is the policy of the School that accident prevention shall be considered of primary importance 
in all phases of operation and administration. RVC’s management is required to provide safe and 
healthy working conditions for all employees and to establish and require the use of safe practices 
at all times. 

Failure to comply with or enforce School safety and health rules, practices and procedures could 
result in disciplinary action up to and including possible termination.  

Accident/Incident Reporting 

It is the duty of every employee to immediately or as soon as is practical report any accident or 
injury occurring during work or on School premises so that arrangements can be made for medical 
or first aid treatment, as well as for investigation and follow-up purposes. 

Reporting Fires and Emergencies 

It is the duty of every employee to know how to report fires and other emergencies quickly and 
accurately. Employees should report any such emergency by calling management. In addition, all 
employees should know the local emergency numbers such as 911. The non-emergency number 
to the Fairfax Police Department is (415) 453-5330. 
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EMPLOYEE WAGES AND HEALTH BENEFITS 

Payroll Withholdings 

As required by law, the School shall withhold Federal Income Tax, State Income Tax, and Social 
Security/Medicare (“FICA”), as well as eligible employees’ contributions to the State Teachers’ 
Retirement System (“STRS”), from each employee’s pay as follows: 

1. Federal Income Tax Withholding: The amount varies with the number of exemptions the 
employee claims and the gross pay amount. 

2. State Income Tax Withholding: The same factors which apply to federal withholdings 
apply to state withholdings. 

3. FICA: The Federal Insurance Contribution Act requires that a certain percentage of 
employee earnings be deducted and forwarded to the federal government, together with an 
equal amount contributed by the School. However, participation in STRS may impact the 
amount of wages withheld for FICA. 

4. STRS: All eligible employees shall be enrolled in STRS, and RVC shall withhold the 
legally required percentage of the employee’s wages representing the employee 
contribution to the retirement system. 

Every deduction from an employee’s paycheck is explained on the check voucher. If an employee 
does not understand the deductions, he or she should ask the School Director to explain them.  

Employees may change the number of withholding allowances claimed for Federal Income Tax 
purposes at any time by filling out a new W-4 form and submitting it to the School Director. 

All Federal, State, and Social Security taxes will be automatically deducted from paychecks. 
Federal Withholding Tax deduction is determined by the employee’s W-4 form. The W-4 form 
should be completed upon hire and it is the employee’s responsibility to report any changes in 
filing status to the School Director and to fill out a new W-4 form. 

At the end of the calendar year, a “withholding statement” (W-2) will be prepared and forwarded 
to each employee for use in connection with preparation of income tax returns. The W-2 shows 
Social Security information, taxes withheld and total wages. 

Overtime Pay 

Whether an employee is exempt from or subject to overtime pay will be determined on a case-by-
case basis and will be indicated in the employee’s job description. Generally, teachers and 
administrators are exempt. Nonexempt employees may be required to work beyond the regularly 
scheduled workday or workweek as necessary. Only actual hours worked in a given workday or 
workweek can apply in calculating overtime for nonexempt employees. RVC will attempt to 
distribute overtime evenly and accommodate individual schedules. All overtime work must be 
previously authorized by the School Director. RVC provides compensation for all overtime hours 
worked by nonexempt employees in accordance with state and federal law as follows: 
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For employees subject to overtime, all hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours 
in one workday or forty (40) hours in one workweek shall be treated as overtime. 
Compensation for hours in excess of forty (40) for the workweek or in excess of 
eight (8) and not more than twelve (12) for the workday, and for the first eight 
(8) hours on the seventh consecutive day in one workweek, shall be paid at a 
rate of one and one-half times the employee’s regular rate of pay. Compensation 
for hours in excess of twelve (12) in one workday and an excess of eight (8) on 
the seventh consecutive workday of the workweek shall be paid at double the 
regular rate of pay. 

Exempt employees may have to work hours beyond their normal schedules as work demands 
require. No overtime compensation will be paid to these exempt employees. 

Paydays 

Paydays are scheduled on the last working day before the fifteenth (15th) and the end of each 
month. If an employee observes any error in his or her check, it should be reported immediately 
to the Office Manager. 

Wage Attachments and Garnishments 

Under normal circumstances, the School will not assist creditors in the collection of personal debts 
from its employees. However, creditors may resort to certain legal procedures such as 
garnishments, levies or judgments that require the School, by law, to withhold part of an 
employee’s earnings in their favor. 

Employees are strongly encouraged to avoid such wage attachments and garnishments. If the 
School is presented a second garnishment request concerning an employee, the School Director 
will discuss the situation with the employee. 

Medical Benefits 

Eligibility 

An employee is eligible for a medical and dental insurance benefit if he or she is a regular employee 
working for the School at least thirty (30) hours per week. RVC will offer a variety of plans and 
will contribute a set, fixed amount monthly, with this amount determined on an annual basis for 
both dental and health plans. 

Employees who go from part-time to full-time employment (as defined by law) become eligible 
for full benefits on the first day of the month following the effective date of the change. 

When Coverage Starts 

Employee coverage will begin on the first day of employment or if hired mid-month it will start 
on the first day of the next month. An enrollment form must be submitted to the Office Manager 
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as soon as possible. This form serves as a request for coverage, and authorizes any payroll 
deductions necessary to pay for coverage. 

COBRA Benefits 

When coverage under the School’s medical and/or dental plans ends, employees or their 
dependents can continue coverage for eighteen (18) or thirty-six (36) months, depending upon the 
reason benefits ended. To continue coverage, an employee must pay the full cost of coverage – the 
employee contribution and the School’s previous contribution plus a possible administrative 
charge. 

Medical coverage for an employee, his/her spouse, and eligible dependent children can continue 
for up to eighteen (18) months if coverage ends because: 

• Employment ends, voluntarily or involuntarily, for any reason other than gross misconduct; 
or 

• Hours of employment are reduced below the amount required to be considered a full-time 
employee or part-time, making an employee ineligible for the plan. 

This eighteen (18) month period may be extended an additional eleven (11) months in cases of 
disability subject to certain requirements. This eighteen (18) month period may also be extended 
an additional eighteen (18) months if other events (such as a divorce or death) occur subject to 
certain requirements. 

An employee’s spouse and eligible dependents can continue their health coverage for up to thirty-
six (36) months if coverage ends because: 

• The employee dies while covered by the plan; 

• The employee and his/her spouse become divorced or legally separated; 

• The employee becomes eligible for Medicare coverage, but his/her spouse has not yet 
reached age sixty-five (65); or 

• The employee’s dependent child reaches an age which makes him or her ineligible for 
coverage under the plan. 

Rights similar to those described above may apply to retirees, spouses and dependents if the 
employer commences a bankruptcy proceeding and those individuals lose coverage. 

RVC will notify employees or their dependents if coverage ends due to termination or a reduction 
in work hours. If an employee becomes eligible for Medicare, divorced or legally separated, dies, 
or when a dependent child no longer meets the eligibility requirements, the employee or a family 
member are responsible for notifying the School within thirty (30) days of the event. RVC will 
then notify the employee or his/her dependents of the employee’s rights.  
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Health coverage continuation must be elected within sixty (60) days after receiving notice of the 
end of coverage, or within sixty (60) days after the event causing the loss, whichever is later. 

There are certain circumstances under which coverage will end automatically. This happens if: 

• Premiums for continued coverage are not paid within thirty (30) days of the due date; 

• The employee (or his/her spouse or child) become covered under another group health plan 
which does not contain any exclusion or limitation with respect to any pre-existing 
condition the employee (or the employee’s spouse or child, as applicable) may have; 

• RVC stops providing group health benefits; 

• The employee (or the employee’s spouse or child) becomes entitled to Medicare; or 

• The employee extended coverage for up to twenty-nine (29) months due to disability and 
there has been a final determination that the employee is no longer disabled. 
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PERSONNEL EVALUATION AND RECORD KEEPING 

Employee Reviews and Evaluations 

Each employee will receive periodic performance reviews conducted by the School Director, or in 
some circumstances the School Director’s designee. Performance evaluations will usually be 
conducted annually. The frequency of performance evaluations may vary depending upon length 
of service, job position, past performance, changes in job duties, or recurring performance 
problems. 

Performance evaluations may review factors such as the quality and quantity of the work 
performed, knowledge of the job, initiative, work attitude, and attitude toward others. The 
performance evaluations are intended to make employees aware of their progress, areas for 
improvement, and objectives or goals for future work performance and employee career 
development. Favorable performance evaluations do not guarantee increases in salary or 
promotions. Salary increases and promotions are solely within the discretion of the School and 
depend upon many factors in addition to performance. After the review, an employee will be 
required to sign the evaluation report simply to acknowledge that it has been presented to them, 
that they have discussed it with the School Director, and that they are aware of its contents. 

Newly hired employees may have their performance goals reviewed by the School Director within 
the first ninety (90) days of employment.  

On a periodic basis, the School Director will review employee job performance with an employee 
in order to establish goals for future performance and to discuss current performance. RVC’s 
evaluation system will in no way alter the at-will employment relationship. 

Personnel Files and Record Keeping Protocols 

At the time of employment, a personnel file is established for each employee. It is each employee’s 
responsibility to keep the School Director advised of changes that should be reflected in their 
personnel file. Such changes include: change in address, telephone number, marital status, number 
of dependents and person(s) to notify in case of emergency. Prompt notification of these changes 
is essential and will enable the School to contact an employee should the change affect their other 
records. 

Employees have the right to inspect documents in their personnel file, as provided by law, in the 
presence of a School representative, at a mutually convenient time. Employees also have the right 
to obtain a copy of their personnel file as provided by law. Employees may add comments to any 
disputed item in the file. RVC will restrict disclosure of personnel files to authorized individuals 
within the School. A request for information contained in the personnel file must be directed to 
the School Director. Only the School Director or designee is authorized to release information 
about current or former employees. Disclosure of information to outside sources will be limited. 
However, the School will cooperate with requests from authorized law enforcement or local, state 
or federal agencies conducting official investigations or as otherwise legally required. 

Credible complaints of substantiated investigations into or discipline for egregious misconduct 
will not be expunged from an employee’s personnel file unless the complaint is heard by an 
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arbitrator, administrative law judge, or the Board and the complaint is deemed to be false, not 
credible, unsubstantiated or a determination was made that discipline was not warranted. 
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HOLIDAYS, VACATIONS AND LEAVES 

Holidays 

RVC’s calendar reflects any and all holidays observed by the School. The following holidays are 
observed by the School: 

● New Year’s Day 
● Martin Luther King Jr. Birthday 
● President’s Day 
● Memorial Day 
● Independence Day 
● Labor Day 
● Veteran’s Day 
● Thanksgiving 
● Friday after Thanksgiving 
● Day before Christmas 
● Christmas Day 

Other days during the school year, such as days during the School’s calendared breaks, shall not 
be paid time for nonexempt employees in active status. Recognized religious holidays may be 
taken off by an employee whose religion requires observance of the particular day. Employees 
must request the day off in advance by written notice to the School Director. The employee will 
be paid if the religious holiday is taken as an earned paid leave day (i.e. vacation, personal necessity 
day, etc., as applicable). The employee will not be paid if the religious holiday is taken as a 
personal leave of absence day. Employees on any leave of absence do not earn holiday pay. 

Vacation 

While the School recognizes the importance of vacation time as a period of rest and rejuvenation 
away from the job, vacations must be scheduled with due consideration for “peak traffic periods” 
in the school. With this in mind, it is expected that vacation time will be taken when school is not 
in session.  

Teachers 

Teachers are not eligible to accrue vacation time. 

Administrators, Office and Custodial Staff 

Non-teaching, full-time employees working at least thirty (30) hours per week are entitled to 
vacation as provided in the employee’s contract.  

Employees working less than thirty (30) hours per week (when school is in session) shall not earn 
vacation days. 
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Vacation time must be coordinated and cleared in advance by the employee’s supervisor subject 
to scheduling.  

Vacation days should be taken when school is not in session. Vacation time is figured on a on a 
fiscal year, not on a calendar year. 

Vacation time may not be utilized before it is earned. 

Vacation can accrue up to a maximum of days equal to one and one-half (1½) times the employee’s 
total number of annual vacation days. Once this cap is reached, no further vacation will accrue 
until some vacation is used. When some vacation is used, vacation compensation will begin to 
accrue again. There is no retroactive grant of vacation compensation for the period of time the 
accrued vacation compensation was at the cap. An employee whose employment terminates will 
be paid for accrued unused vacation days. 

Unpaid Leave of Absence 

RVC recognizes that special situations may arise where an employee must leave his or her job 
temporarily. At its discretion, the School may grant employees leaves of absence. Any unpaid 
leave of absence must be approved in advance by the School. 

The granting of a leave of absence always presumes the employee will return to active work by a 
designated date or within a specific period. 

During a Family and Medical Leave Act, California Family Rights Act leave and/or Pregnancy 
Disability Leave, the employee’s medical and dental benefits will remain in force provided the 
employee pays the appropriate premiums. Otherwise, benefits are terminated the month any other 
type of leave begins. 

If an employee fails to return from a leave and is subsequently terminated, the employee is entitled 
to all earned but unused vacation pay, provided that the vacation pay was earned prior to the 
commencement of leave. No vacation time is accrued during any type of unpaid leave of absence. 

Sick Leave 

To help prevent loss of earnings that may be caused by accident or illness, or by other emergencies, 
the School offers paid sick leave to its employees. Sick leave may be taken to receive preventive 
care (including annual physicals or flu shots) or to diagnose, treat, or care for an existing health 
condition. Employees may also use sick leave to assist a family member (i.e., children, parents, 
spouses/domestic partners, grandparents, grandchildren, or siblings) who must receive 
preventative care or a diagnosis, treatment, or care for an existing health condition. Employees 
may also take paid sick leave to receive medical care or other assistance to address instances of 
domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking.  

Full-time classroom teachers who are members of CalSTRS accrue sick time at the rate of ten (10) 
days per year. The sick time of other certificated teachers who are members of STRS will be 
governed by their employment contract. 
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Certificated teachers who are members of CalSTRS and are hourly employees or not full-time 
employees will accrue sick time at the rate of one (1) hour of sick leave for every twenty-six (26) 
hours worked. 

Paid sick leave is available to all School employees who work at least thirty (30) days within the 
span of a single calendar year from the commencement of employment.  

All non-certificated employees shall accrue sick leave at the rate of one (1) hour of sick leave for 
every twenty-six (26) hours worked. For full-time employees working the entire year, this is ten 
(10) days or eighty (80) hours per year. 

Sick leave must be taken by eligible employees in increments of two (2) hours. For non-certificated 
staff, accrued sick leave carries over from year to year but will be capped at one hundred and sixty 
(160) hours. For certificated employees, sick leave will carry over from year to year without limit. 
The School does not pay employees in lieu of unused sick leave. 

The School will not tolerate abuse or misuse of sick leave privilege. If the School suspects abuse 
of sick leave, the School may require a medical certification from an employee verifying the 
employee’s absence. 

Once an employee has exhausted sick leave, the employee may continue on an unpaid medical 
leave depending upon the facts and circumstances of the employee’s basis for leave beyond 
accrued sick leave. Employee requests for unpaid medical leave must be approved in advance by 
the School. 

Personal Necessity Leave 

Any employee may use a maximum of ten (10) days of sick leave of absence per school year for 
personal necessity. Personal Necessity Leave may be used for matters of personal importance. 
Whenever possible, the teacher will give the School Director advance notice, except for leave 
taken for the following reasons: a) death or serious illness of immediate family-spouse, child, 
parent, sibling; b) accident c) matters of personal importance. 

Employees must request personal necessity leave at least one (1) week in advance unless an 
emergency situation occurs.  Approval shall be at the discretion of the School and shall not serve 
as precedent for any other request.  Personal necessity leave is not vacation, does not carry over 
from year to year, and is not paid out upon separation from employment. Verification of personal 
necessity leave may be required upon return to work.   

Family Care and Medical Leave 

This policy explains how the School complies with the federal Family and Medical Leave Act 
(“FMLA”) and the California Family Rights Act (“CFRA”), both of which require the School to 
permit each eligible employee to take up to twelve (12) workweeks (or twenty-six (26) workweeks 
where indicated) of FMLA leave in any twelve (12) month period for the purposes enumerated 
below. For purposes of this policy, all leave taken under FMLA or CFRA will be referred to as 
“FMLA leave.” 
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• Employee Eligibility Criteria 

To be eligible for FMLA leave, the employee must have been employed by the School for 
a total of at least twelve (12) months, worked at least 1,250 hours during the twelve (12) 
month period immediately preceding commencement of the FMLA leave, and work at a 
location where the School has at least fifty (50) employees within seventy-five (75) miles 
(except for purposes of baby-bonding where the threshold is twenty (20) employees). 

• Events That May Entitle an Employee To FMLA Leave 

The twelve (12) week (or twenty-six (26) workweeks where indicated) FMLA allowance 
includes any time taken (with or without pay) for any of the following reasons: 

1. To care for the employee’s newborn child or a child placed with the employee for 
adoption or foster care. Leaves for this purpose must conclude twelve (12) months 
after the birth, adoption, or placement. If both parents are employed by the School, 
they will be entitled to a combined total of twelve (12) weeks of leave for this 
purpose. 

2. Because of the employee’s own serious health condition (including a serious health 
condition resulting from an on-the-job illness or injury) that makes the employee 
unable to perform any one or more of the essential functions of his or her job (other 
than a disability caused by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions, 
which is covered by the School’s separate pregnancy disability policy). 

a. A “serious health condition” is an illness, injury (including, but not limited to, 
on-the-job injuries), impairment, or physical or mental condition of the 
employee or a child, parent, or spouse of the employee that involves either 
inpatient care or continuing treatment, including, but not limited to, treatment 
for substance abuse. 

b. “Inpatient care” means a stay in a hospital, hospice, or residential health care 
facility, any subsequent treatment in connection with such inpatient care, or any 
period of incapacity. A person is considered an “inpatient” when a health care 
facility formally admits him/her to the facility with the expectation that he/she 
will remain at least overnight and occupy a bed, even if it later develops that 
such person can be discharged or transferred to another facility and does not 
actually remain overnight. 

c. “Incapacity” means the inability to work, attend school, or perform other 
regular daily activities due to a serious health condition, its treatment, or the 
recovery that it requires. 

d. “Continuing treatment” means ongoing medical treatment or supervision by a 
health care provider. 
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3. To care for a spouse, domestic partner, child, or parent with a serious health 
condition or military service-related injury. When an employee is providing care to 
a spouse, son, daughter, parent, or next of kin who is a covered Armed Forces 
servicemember with a serious injury or illness, the employee may take a maximum 
of twenty-six (26) weeks of FMLA leave in a single twelve (12) month period to 
provide said care. 

4. For any “qualifying exigency” because the employee is the spouse, son, daughter, 
or parent of an individual on active military duty, or an individual notified of an 
impending call or order to active duty, in the Armed Forces. 

• Amount of FMLA Leave Which May Be Taken 

1. FMLA leave can be taken in one (1) or more periods, but may not exceed twelve 
(12) workweeks total for any purpose in any twelve (12) month period, as described 
below, for any one, or combination of the above-described situations. “Twelve 
workweeks” means the equivalent of twelve (12) of the employee’s normally 
scheduled workweeks. For a full-time employee who works five (5) eight-hour days 
per week, “twelve workweeks” means sixty (60) working and/or paid eight (8) hour 
days. 

2. In addition to the twelve (12) workweeks of FMLA leave that may be taken, an 
employee who is the spouse, son, daughter, parent, or next of kin of a covered 
Armed Forces servicemember shall also be entitled to a total of twenty-six (26) 
workweeks of FMLA leave during a twelve (12) month period to care for the 
servicemember. 

3. The “twelve month period” in which twelve (12) weeks of FMLA leave may be 
taken is the twelve (12) month period immediately preceding the commencement 
of any FMLA leave. 

4. If a holiday falls within a week taken as FMLA leave, the week is nevertheless 
counted as a week of FMLA leave. If, however, the School’s business activity has 
temporarily ceased for some reason and employees are generally not expected to 
report for work for one or more weeks, such as the Winter Break, Spring Break, or 
Summer Vacation, the days the School’s activities have ceased do not count against 
the employee’s FMLA leave entitlement. Similarly, if an employee uses FMLA 
leave in increments of less than one (1) week, the fact that a holiday may occur 
within a week in which an employee partially takes leave does not count against 
the employee’s leave entitlement unless the employee was otherwise scheduled and 
expected to work during the holiday. 

• Pay during FMLA Leave 

1. An employee on FMLA leave because of his/her own serious health condition must 
use all accrued paid sick leave at the beginning of any otherwise unpaid FMLA 
leave period. If an employee is receiving a partial wage replacement benefit during 
the FMLA leave, the School and the employee may agree to have School-provided 
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paid leave, such as vacation or sick time, supplement the partial wage replacement 
benefit unless otherwise prohibited by law. 

2. An employee on FMLA leave for child care or to care for a spouse, domestic 
partner, parent, or child with a serious health condition may use any or all accrued 
sick leave at the beginning of any otherwise unpaid FMLA leave. 

3. If an employee has exhausted his/her sick leave, leave taken under FMLA shall be 
unpaid leave. 

4. The receipt of sick leave pay or State Disability Insurance benefits will not extend 
the length of the FMLA leave. Sick pay accrues during any period of unpaid FMLA 
leave only until the end of the month in which unpaid leave began. 

• Health Benefits 

The provisions of the School’s various employee benefit plans govern continuing eligibility 
during FMLA leave, and these provisions may change from time to time. The health 
benefits of employees on FMLA leave will be paid by the School during the leave at the 
same level and under the same conditions as coverage would have been provided if the 
employee had been continuously employed during the leave period. When a request for 
FMLA leave is granted, the School will give the employee written confirmation of the 
arrangements made for the payment of insurance premiums during the leave period. 

If an employee is required to pay premiums for any part of his/her group health coverage, 
the School will provide the employee with advance written notice of the terms and 
conditions under which premium payments must be made. 

RVC may recover the health benefit costs paid on behalf of an employee during his/her 
FMLA leave if: 

1. The employee fails to return from leave after the period of leave to which the 
employee is entitled has expired. An employee is deemed to have “failed to return 
from leave” if he/she works less than thirty (30) days after returning from FMLA 
leave; and 

2. The employee’s failure to return from leave is for a reason other than the 
continuation, recurrence, or onset of a serious health condition that entitles the 
employee to FMLA leave, or other circumstances beyond the control of the 
employee. 

• Seniority 

An employee on FMLA leave remains an employee and the leave will not constitute a 
break in service. An employee who returns from FMLA leave will return with the same 
seniority he/she had when the leave commenced. 

• Medical Certifications 
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1. An employee requesting FMLA leave because of his/her own or a relative’s serious 
health condition must provide medical certification from the appropriate health care 
provider on a form supplied by the School. Absent extenuating circumstances, 
failure to provide the required certification in a timely manner (within fifteen (15) 
days of the School’s request for certification) may result in denial of the leave 
request until such certification is provided. 

2. The School will notify the employee in writing if the certification is incomplete or 
insufficient, and will advise the employee what additional information is necessary 
in order to make the certification complete and sufficient. The School may contact 
the employee’s health care provider to authenticate a certification as needed. 

3. If the School has reason to doubt the medical certification supporting a leave 
because of the employee’s own serious health condition, the School may request a 
second opinion by a health care provider of its choice (paid for by the School). If 
the second opinion differs from the first one, the School will pay for a third, 
mutually agreeable, health care provider to provide a final and binding opinion. 

4. Recertifications are required if leave is sought after expiration of the time estimated 
by the health care provider. Failure to submit required recertifications can result in 
termination of the leave. 

• Procedures for Requesting and Scheduling FMLA Leave 

1. An employee should request FMLA leave by completing a Request for Leave form 
and submitting it to the School Director. An employee asking for a Request for 
Leave form will be given a copy of the School’s then-current FMLA leave policy. 

2. Employees should provide not less than thirty (30) days’ notice for foreseeable 
childbirth, placement, or any planned medical treatment for the employee or his/her 
spouse, domestic partner, child, or parent. Failure to provide such notice is grounds 
for denial of a leave request, except if the need for FMLA leave was an emergency 
or was otherwise unforeseeable. 

3. Where possible, employees must make a reasonable effort to schedule foreseeable 
planned medical treatments so as not to unduly disrupt the School’s operations. 

4. If FMLA leave is taken because of the employee’s own serious health condition or 
the serious health condition of the employee’s spouse, domestic partner, parent or 
child, the leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule when 
medically necessary, as determined by the health care provider of the person with 
the serious health condition. 

5. If FMLA leave is taken because of the birth of the employee’s child or the 
placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care, the minimum 
duration of leave is two (2) weeks, except that the School will grant a request for 
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FMLA leave for this purpose of at least one day but less than two (2) weeks’ 
duration on any two (2) occasions. 

6. If an employee needs intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave schedule that 
is foreseeable based on planned medical treatment for the employee or a family 
member, the employee may be transferred temporarily to an available alternative 
position for which he or she is qualified that has equivalent pay and benefits and 
that better accommodates recurring periods of leave than the employee’s regular 
position. 

7. The School will respond to an FMLA leave request no later than five (5) business 
days of receiving the request. If an FMLA leave request is granted, the School will 
notify the employee in writing that the leave will be counted against the employee’s 
FMLA leave entitlement. This notice will explain the employee’s obligations and 
the consequences of failing to satisfy them. 

• Return to Work 

1. Upon timely return at the expiration of the FMLA leave period, an employee (other 
than a “key” employee whose reinstatement would cause serious and grievous 
injury to the School’s operations) is entitled to the same or a comparable position 
with the same or similar duties and virtually identical pay, benefits, and other terms 
and conditions of employment unless the same position and any comparable 
position(s) have ceased to exist because of legitimate business reasons unrelated to 
the employee’s FMLA leave. 

2. When a request for FMLA leave is granted to an employee (other than a “key” 
employee), the School will give the employee a written guarantee of reinstatement 
at the termination of the leave (with the limitations explained above). 

3. Before an employee will be permitted to return from FMLA leave taken because of 
his/her own serious health condition, the employee must obtain a certification from 
his/her health care provider that he/she is able to resume work. 

4. If an employee can return to work with limitations, the School will evaluate those 
limitations and, if possible, will accommodate the employee as required by law. If 
accommodation cannot be made, the employee will be medically separated from 
the School. 

• Limitations on Reinstatement 

1. RVC may refuse to reinstate a “key” employee if the refusal is necessary to prevent 
substantial and grievous injury to the School’s operations. A “key” employee is an 
exempt salaried employee who is among the highest paid 10% of the School’s 
employees within seventy-five (75) miles of the employee’s worksite. 

2. A “key” employee will be advised in writing at the time of a request for, or if earlier, 
at the time of commencement of, FMLA leave, that he/she qualifies as a “key” 
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employee and the potential consequences with respect to reinstatement and 
maintenance of health benefits if the School determines that substantial and 
grievous injury to the School’s operations will result if the employee is reinstated 
from FMLA leave. At the time it determines that refusal is necessary, the School 
will notify the “key” employee in writing (by certified mail) of its intent to refuse 
reinstatement and will explain the basis for finding that the employee’s 
reinstatement would cause the School to suffer substantial and grievous injury. If 
the School realizes after the leave has commenced that refusal of reinstatement is 
necessary, it will give the employee at least ten (10) days to return to work 
following the notice of its intent to refuse reinstatement. 

• Employment during Leave 

No employee, including employees on FMLA leave, may accept employment with any 
other employer without the School’s written permission. An employee who accepts such 
employment without the School’s written permission will be deemed to have resigned from 
employment at the School. 

Pregnancy Disability Leave 

This policy explains how the School complies with the California Pregnancy Disability Act, which 
requires the School to give each female employee an unpaid leave of absence of up to four (4) 
months per pregnancy, as needed, for the period(s) of time a woman is actually disabled by 
pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions.  

• Employee Eligibility Criteria 

To be eligible for pregnancy disability leave, the employee must be disabled by pregnancy, 
childbirth, or a related medical condition and must provide appropriate medical 
certification concerning the disability. 

• Events That May Entitle an Employee to Pregnancy Disability Leave 

The four (4) month pregnancy disability leave allowance includes any time taken (with or 
without pay) for any of the following reasons: 

1. The employee is unable to work at all or is unable to perform any one or more of 
the essential functions of her job without undue risk to herself, the successful 
completion of her pregnancy, or to other persons because of pregnancy or 
childbirth, or because of any medically recognized physical or mental condition 
that is related to pregnancy or childbirth (including severe morning sickness); or 

2. The employee needs to take time off for prenatal care. 

• Duration of Pregnancy Disability Leave 

Pregnancy disability leave may be taken in one or more periods, but not to exceed four 
months total. “Four months” means the number of days the employee would normally work 
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within four months. For a full-time employee who works five (5) eight (8) hour days per 
week, four (4) months means 693 hours of leave (40 hours per week times 17 1/3 weeks). 

For employees who work more or less than forty (40) hours per week, or who work on 
variable work schedules, the number of working days that constitutes four (4) months is 
calculated on a pro rata or proportional basis. For example, for an employee who works 
twenty (20) hours per week, “four months” means 346.5 hours of leave entitlement (20 
hours per week times 17 1/3 weeks). For an employee who normally works forty-eight (48) 
hours per week, “four months” means 832 hours of leave entitlement (48 hours per week 
times 17 1/3 weeks). 

At the end or depletion of an employee’s pregnancy disability leave, an employee who has 
a physical or mental disability (which may or may not be due to pregnancy, childbirth, or 
related medical conditions) may be entitled to reasonable accommodation. Entitlement to 
additional leave must be determined on a case-by case basis, taking into account a number 
of considerations such as whether an extended leave is likely to be effective in allowing 
the employee to return to work at the end of the leave, with or without further reasonable 
accommodation, and whether or not additional leave would create an undue hardship for 
the School. The School is not required to provide an indefinite leave of absence as a 
reasonable accommodation. 

• Pay during Pregnancy Disability Leave 

1. An employee on pregnancy disability leave must use all accrued paid sick leave 
and may use any or all accrued vacation time at the beginning of any otherwise 
unpaid leave period. 

2. The receipt of vacation pay, sick leave pay, or state disability insurance benefits, 
will not extend the length of pregnancy disability leave. 

3. Vacation and sick pay accrues during any period of unpaid pregnancy disability 
leave only until the end of the month in which the unpaid leave began. 

• Health Benefits 

RVC shall provide continued health insurance coverage while an employee is on pregnancy 
disability leave consistent with applicable law. The continuation of health benefits is for a 
maximum of four (4) months in a twelve (12) month period. RVC can recover premiums 
that it already paid on behalf of an employee if both of the following conditions are met: 

1. The employee fails to return from leave after the designated leave period expires. 

2. The employee’s failure to return from leave is for a reason other than the following: 

● The employee is taking leave under the California Family Rights Act. 

● There is a continuation, recurrence or onset of a health condition that entitles 
the employee to pregnancy disability leave. 
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● There is a non-pregnancy related medical condition requiring further leave. 

● Any other circumstance beyond the control of the employee. 

• Seniority 

An employee on pregnancy disability leave remains an employee of the School and a leave 
will not constitute a break in service. When an employee returns from pregnancy disability 
leave, she will return with the same seniority she had when the leave commenced. 

• Medical Certifications 

1. An employee requesting a pregnancy disability leave must provide medical 
certification from her healthcare provider on a form supplied by the School. Failure 
to provide the required certification in a timely manner (within fifteen (15) days of 
the leave request) may result in a denial of the leave request until such certification 
is provided. 

2. Recertifications are required if leave is sought after expiration of the time estimated 
by the healthcare provider. Failure to submit required recertifications can result in 
termination of the leave. 

• Requesting and Scheduling Pregnancy Disability Leave 

1. An employee should request pregnancy disability leave by completing a Request 
for Leave form and submitting it to the School Director. An employee asking for a 
Request for Leave form will be referred to the School’s then current pregnancy 
disability leave policy. 

2. Employee should provide not less than thirty (30) days’ notice or as soon as is 
practicable, if the need for the leave is foreseeable. Failure to provide such notice 
is grounds for denial of the leave request, except if the need for pregnancy disability 
leave was an emergency and was otherwise unforeseeable. 

3. Where possible, employees must make a reasonable effort to schedule foreseeable 
planned medical treatments so as not to unduly disrupt the School’s operations. 

4. Pregnancy disability leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced leave 
schedule when medically advisable, as determined by the employee’s healthcare 
provider. 

5. If an employee needs intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave schedule that 
is foreseeable based on planned medical treatment, the employee may be 
transferred temporarily to an available alternative position for which he or she is 
qualified that has equivalent pay and benefits that better accommodates recurring 
periods of leave than the employee’s regular position. 
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6. The School will respond to a pregnancy disability leave request within ten (10) days 
of receiving the request. If a pregnancy disability leave request is granted, the 
School will notify the employee in writing and leave will be counted against the 
employee’s pregnancy disability leave entitlement. This notice will explain the 
employee’s obligations and the consequences of failing to satisfy them. 

• Return to Work 

1. Upon timely return at the expiration of the pregnancy disability leave period, an 
employee is entitled to the same position unless the employee would not otherwise 
have been employed in the same position at the time reinstatement is requested. If 
the employee is not reinstated to the same position, she must be reinstated to a 
comparable position unless one of the following is applicable: 

a. The employer would not have offered a comparable position to the employee if 
she would have been continuously at work during the pregnancy disability 
leave. 

b. There is no comparable position available, to which the employee is either 
qualified or entitled, on the employee’s scheduled date of reinstatement or 
within sixty (60) calendar days thereafter. The School will take reasonable steps 
to provide notice to the employee if and when comparable positions become 
available during the sixty (60) day period. 

A “comparable” position is a position that involves the same or similar duties 
and responsibilities and is virtually identical to the employee’s original position 
in terms of pay, benefits, and working conditions. 

2. When a request for pregnancy disability leave is granted to an employee, the School 
will give the employee a written guarantee of reinstatement at the end of the leave 
(with the limitations explained above). 

3. In accordance with RVC policy, before an employee will be permitted to return 
from a pregnancy disability leave of three (3) days or more, the employee must 
obtain a certification from her healthcare provider that she is able to resume work. 

4. If the employee can return to work with limitations, the School will evaluate those 
limitations and, if possible, will accommodate the employee as required by law. If 
accommodation cannot be made, the employee will be medically separated from 
the School. 

• Employment during Leave 

No employee, including employees on pregnancy disability leave, may accept employment 
with any other employer without the School’s written permission. An employee who 
accepts such employment without written permission will be deemed to have resigned from 
employment. 
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Industrial Injury Leave (Workers’ Compensation) 

RVC, in accordance with State law, provides insurance coverage for employees in case of work-
related injuries. The workers’ compensation benefits provided to injured employees may include: 

• Medical care; 

• Cash benefits, tax-free to replace lost wages; and 

• Vocational rehabilitation to help qualified injured employees return to suitable 
employment. 

To ensure employees receive any worker’s compensation benefits to which they may be entitled, 
employees will need to: 

• Immediately report any work-related injury to the School Director; 

• Seek medical treatment and follow-up care if required; 

• Complete a written Employee’s Claim Form (DWC Form 1) and return it to the School 
Director; and 

• Provide the School with a certification from a health care provider regarding the need for 
workers’ compensation disability leave as well as the employee’s eventual ability to return 
to work from the leave. 

It is the School’s policy that when there is a job-related injury, the first priority is to ensure that 
the injured employee receives appropriate medical attention. RVC, with the help of its insurance 
carrier has selected medical centers to meet this need. Each medical center was selected for its 
ability to meet anticipated needs with high quality medical service and a location that is convenient 
to the School’s operation.  

• If an employee is injured on the job, he/she is to go or be taken to the approved medical 
center for treatment. If injuries are such that they require the use of emergency medical 
systems (“EMS”) such as an ambulance, the choice by the EMS personnel for the most 
appropriate medical center or hospital for treatment will be recognized as an approved 
center. 

• All accidents and injuries must be reported to the School Director and to the individual 
responsible for reporting to the School’s insurance carrier. Failure by an employee to report 
a work-related injury by the end of his/her shift could result in loss of insurance coverage 
for the employee. An employee may choose to be treated by his/her personal physician at 
his/her own expense, but he/she is still required to go to the School’s approved medical 
center for evaluation. All job-related injuries must be reported to the appropriate State 
Workers’ Compensation Bureau and the insurance carrier. 

• When there is a job-related injury that results in lost time, the employee must have a 
medical release from the School’s approved medical facility before returning to work. 
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• Any time there is a job-related injury, the School’s policy requires drug/alcohol testing 
along with any medical treatment provided to the employee. 

Military and Military Spousal Leave of Absence 

RVC shall grant a military leave of absence to any employee who must be absent from work due 
to service in the uniformed services in accordance with the Uniformed Services Employment and 
Re-Employment Rights Act of 1994 (“USERRA”). All employees requesting military leave must 
provide advance written notice of the need for such leave, unless prevented from doing so by 
military necessity or if providing notice would be impossible or unreasonable. 

If military leave is for thirty (30) or fewer days, the School shall continue the employee’s health 
benefits. For service of more than thirty (30) days, employee shall be permitted to continue their 
health benefits at their option through COBRA. Employees are entitled to use accrued vacation or 
paid time off as wage replacement during time served, provided such vacation/paid time off 
accrued prior to the leave. 

Except for employees serving in the National Guard, RVC will reinstate those employees returning 
from military leave to their same position or one of comparable seniority, status, and pay if they 
have a certificate of satisfactory completion of service and apply within ninety (90) days after 
release from active duty or within such extended period, if any, as required by law. For those 
employees serving in the National Guard, if he or she left a full-time position, the employee must 
apply for reemployment within forty (40) days of being released from active duty, and if he or she 
left part-time employment, the employee must apply for reemployment within five (5) days of 
being released from active duty. 

An employee who was absent from work while fulfilling his or her covered service obligation 
under the USERRA or California law shall be credited, upon his or her return to the School, with 
the hours of service that would have been performed but for the period of absence from work due 
to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service. Exceptions to this policy will occur wherever 
necessary to comply with applicable laws. 

RVC shall grant up to ten (10) days of unpaid leave to employees who work more than twenty (20) 
hours per week and who are spouses of deployed military servicemen and servicewomen. The 
leave may be taken when the military spouse is on leave from deployment during a time of military 
conflict. To be eligible for leave, an employee must provide the School with (1) notice of intention 
to take military spousal leave within two (2) business days of receiving official notice that the 
employee’s military spouse will be on leave from deployment, and (2) documentation certifying 
that the employee’s military spouse will be on leave from deployment during the time that the 
employee requests leave. 

Bereavement Leave 

Salaried employees are entitled to a leave of up to three (3) days without loss of pay due to a death 
in the immediate family (parent, spouse, son/daughter, sister/brother, parents-in-law, 
son/daughter-in-law, grandparents, grandchild). Bereavement pay will not be used in computing 
overtime pay. 
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Jury Duty or Witness Leave 

For all exempt employees, the School will pay for time off if an employee is called to serve on a 
jury provided the employee continues to perform work duties as assigned. For all nonexempt 
employees, the School will pay for up to three (3) days if an employee is called to serve on a jury. 

Voting Time Off 

If an employee does not have sufficient time outside of working hours to vote in an official state-
sanctioned election, the employee may take off enough working time to vote. Such time off shall 
be taken at the beginning or the end of the regular working shift, whichever allows for more free 
time and the time taken off shall be combined with the voting time available outside of working 
hours to a maximum of two (2) hours combined. Under these circumstances, an employee will be 
allowed a maximum of two (2) hours of time off during an election day without loss of pay. When 
possible, an employee requesting time off to vote shall give the School Director at least two (2) 
days notice. 

School Appearance and Activities Leave 

As required by law, RVC will permit an employee who is a parent or guardian (including a 
stepparent, foster parent, or grandparent) of school children, from kindergarten through grade 
twelve (12), or a child enrolled with a licensed child care provider, up to forty (40) hours of unpaid 
time off per school year (up to eight (8) hours in any calendar month of the school year) to 
participate in activities of a child’s school or child care. If more than one (1) parent or guardian is 
an employee of RVC, the employee that first provides the leave request will be given the requested 
time off. Where necessary, additional time off will also be permitted where the school requires the 
employee(s) appearance. 

The employee requesting school leave must provide reasonable advanced notice of the planned 
absence. The employee must use accrued but unused paid leave (e.g., vacation or sick leave) to be 
paid during the absence. 

When requesting time off for school activities, the employee must provide verification of 
participation in an activity as soon as practicable. When requesting time off for a required 
appearance, the employee(s) may be asked to provide a copy of the notice from the child’s school 
requesting the presence of the employee. 

Bone Marrow and Organ Donor Leave 

As required by law, eligible employees who require time off to donate bone marrow to another 
person may receive up to five (5) workdays off in a 12-month period. Eligible employees who 
require time off to donate an organ to another person may receive up to sixty (60) workdays off in 
a twelve (12) month period. 

To be eligible for bone marrow or organ donation leave (“Donor Leave”), the employee must have 
been employed by the School for at least ninety (90) days immediately preceding the Donor Leave. 
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An employee requesting Donor Leave must provide written verification to the School that he or 
she is a donor and that there is a medical necessity for the donation of the organ or bone marrow. 

Up to five (5) days of leave for bone marrow donation, and up to thirty (30) days of leave for organ 
donation may be paid provided the employee first uses five (5) days of accrued paid leave for bone 
marrow donation and two (2) weeks accrued paid leave for organ donation. If the employee has an 
insufficient number of paid leave days available, the leave will otherwise be paid. 

Employees returning from Donor Leave will be reinstated to the position held before the leave 
began, or to a position with equivalent status, benefits, pay and other terms and conditions of 
employment. The School may refuse to reinstate an employee if the reason is unrelated to taking 
a Donor Leave. A Donor Leave is not permitted to be taken concurrently with an FMLA/CFRA 
Leave. 

Victims of Abuse Leave 

RVC provides reasonable and necessary unpaid leave and other reasonable accommodations to 
employees who are victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking. Such leave may be 
taken to attend legal proceedings or to obtain or attempt to obtain any relief necessary, including 
a restraining order, to ensure the employee’s own health, safety or welfare, or that of the 
employee’s child or children. Employees may also request unpaid leave for the following 
purposes: 

● Seek medical attention for injuries caused by domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking. 
● Obtain services from a domestic violence shelter, program, or rape crisis center. 
● Obtain psychological counseling for the domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking. 
● Participate in safety planning, such as relocation, to protect against future domestic 

violence, sexual assault, or stalking. 

To request leave under this policy, an employee should provide RVC with as much advance notice 
as practicable under the circumstances. If advance notice is not possible, the employee requesting 
leave under this policy should provide RVC one (1) of the following certifications upon returning 
back to work: 

1. A police report indicating that the employee was a victim of domestic violence, sexual 
assault, or stalking. 

2. A court order protecting the employee from the perpetrator or other evidence from the court 
or prosecuting attorney that the employee appeared in court. 

3. Documentation from a licensed medical professional, domestic violence or sexual assault 
counselor, licensed health care provider, or counselor showing that the employee’s absence 
was due to treatment for injuries or abuse from domestic violence, sexual assault, or 
stalking. 

Employees requesting leave under this policy may choose to use accrued paid leave. In addition, 
RVC will provide reasonable accommodations to employees who are victims of domestic violence, 
sexual assault or stalking for the employees’ safety while at work. To request an accommodation 
under this policy, an employee should contact the School Director. 
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Returning From Leave of Absence 

Employees cannot return from a medical leave of absence without first providing a sufficient 
doctor’s return to work authorization. 

When business considerations require, the job of an employee on leave may be filled by a 
temporary or regular replacement. An employee should give the School Director thirty (30) days’ 
notice before returning from leave. Whenever the School is notified of an employee’s intent to 
return from a leave, the School will attempt to place the employee in his former position or in a 
comparable position with regard to salary and other terms and conditions for which the employee 
is qualified. However, re-employment cannot always be guaranteed. If employees need further 
information regarding Leaves of Absence, they should be sure to consult the School Director. 
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DISCIPLINE AND TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 

Rules of Conduct 

The following conduct is prohibited and will not be tolerated by the School. This list of prohibited 
conduct is illustrative only and applies to all employees of the School; other types of conduct that 
threaten security, personal safety, employee welfare and the School’s operations also may be 
prohibited. Further, the specification of this list of conduct in no way alters the at-will employment 
relationship as to at-will employees of the School. If an employee is working under a contract with 
the School which grants procedural rights prior to termination, the procedural terms in the contract 
shall apply. 

1. Insubordination - refusing to perform a task or duty assigned or act in accordance with 
instructions provided by an employee’s manager or proper authority.  

2. Inefficiency - including deliberate restriction of output, carelessness or unnecessary wastes 
of time or material, neglect of job, duties or responsibilities. 

3. Unauthorized soliciting, collecting of contributions, distribution of literature, written or 
printed matter is strictly prohibited on School property by non-employees and by 
employees. This rule does not cover periods of time when employees are off their jobs, 
such as lunch periods and break times. However, employees properly off their jobs are 
prohibited from such activity with other employees who are performing their work tasks. 

4. Damaging, defacing, unauthorized removal, destruction or theft of another employee’s 
property or of School property.  

5. Fighting or instigating a fight on School premises.  
6. Violations of the drug and alcohol policy.  
7. Using or possessing firearms, weapons or explosives of any kind on School premises. 
8. Gambling on School premises.  
9. Tampering with or falsifying any report or record including, but not limited to, personnel, 

absentee, sickness or production reports or records, specifically including applications for 
employment and time cards.  

10. Recording the timesheet, when applicable, of another employee or permitting or arranging 
for another employee to record your timesheet. 

11. Use of profane, abusive or threatening language in conversations with other employees 
and/or intimidating or interfering with other employees. 

12. Conducting personal business during business hours and/or unauthorized use of telephone 
lines for personal calls. 

13. Excessive absenteeism or tardiness excused or unexcused. 
14. Posting any notices on School premises without prior written approval of management, 

unless posting is on a School bulletin board designated for employee postings. 
15. Immoral or indecent conduct.  
16. Conviction of a criminal act. 
17. Engaging in sabotage or espionage (industrial or otherwise) 
18. Violations of the sexual harassment policy. 
19. Failure to report a job-related accident to the employee’s manager or failure to take or 

follow prescribed tests, procedures or treatment. 
20. Sleeping during work hours 
21. Release of confidential information without authorization. 
22.  Any other conduct detrimental to other employees or the School’s interests or its efficient 
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operations. 
23. Refusal to speak to supervisors or other employees. 
24.  Dishonesty. 
25. Failure to possess or maintain the credential/certificate required of the position. 

For employees who possess an employment contract which provides for other than at-will 
employment, the procedures and process for termination during the contract shall be specified in 
the contract. 

Progressive Counseling and Discipline Procedures counseling 

Although employment with RVC is “at-will,” meaning that either the employee or the School may 
terminate the employment at any time, with or without cause or advance notice, RVC shall 
generally utilize a progressive counseling and discipline process which includes the progression 
of verbal warning, written reprimand, and dismissal as outlined below. Nevertheless, RVC 
reserves the right to determine the appropriate level of disciplinary action, and may skip steps in 
the progressive discipline procedures in its sole discretion. 

a. Verbal Warning: A verbal warning may result in a post-conference summary 
memorandum. The employee has the right to write a response which shall be attached to 
the memorandum. 

b. Written Reprimand: Unless conduct warrants a reprimand in the first instance, a written 
reprimand shall not be used unless the employee has been verbally warned about similar 
actions previously. RVC, in its discretion, may also issue a performance improvement plan 
(“PIP”) concurrent with the written reprimand. The employee shall have the right to have 
a response attached to the reprimand and retained in the file. 

c. Dismissal: Dismissal shall be the final step of progressive discipline and shall be used only 
when prior steps of progressive discipline have failed, or unless the basis for the dismissal 
constitutes misconduct.  

For the purposes of determining the appropriate disciplinary level, disciplinary issues shall 
generally be categorized as either attendance-based, performance-based, or conduct-based. For 
example, if an employee who received a verbal warning for poor job performance is tardy to work 
in violation of School policy, RVC would normally issue a verbal warning because the employee’s 
tardiness is of a different category (i.e., attendance) than the prior disciplinary issue (i.e., 
performance). In contrast, if an employee received a verbal warning for making unprofessional 
comments to students, if the employee later makes unprofessional comments to coworkers, RVC 
could progress to issuing the employee a written reprimand because both instances fall within the 
same disciplinary category (i.e., conduct). 

Misconduct 

For the purposes of this policy, “misconduct” refers to employee actions or inactions which: tend 
to threaten the safety of RVC students, families and staff; violate the terms of the School’s charter; 
violate federal, state, or local law; disrupt the workplace or School operations; or tend to damage 
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the School’s reputation within the community. RVC shall have sole authority to determine when 
a disciplinary matter rises to the level of constituting “misconduct.” 

Administrative Leave with Pay 

The School Director or designee, at his or her discretion, may place any employee on 
administrative leave with pay for the purpose of investigating charges or complaints against such 
employee. Full benefits shall remain in force pending the completion of an investigation. Such 
leave will not be considered disciplinary in nature. 

Off-Duty Conduct 

While the School does not seek to interfere with the off-duty and personal conduct of its 
employees, certain types of off-duty conduct may interfere with the School legitimate business 
interests. For this reason, employees are expected to conduct their personal affairs in a manner that 
does not adversely affect the School or its own integrity, reputation, or credibility. Illegal or 
immoral off-duty conduct by an employee that adversely affects the School’s legitimate business 
interests or the employee’s ability to perform his or her work will not be tolerated. 

Employees employed full-time by the School are expected to devote their energies to their jobs 
with the School. For this reason, second jobs are strongly discouraged for full-time employees. 
The following types of additional employment elsewhere are strictly prohibited: 

• Additional employment that conflicts with an employee’s work schedule, duties, and 
responsibilities at our School. 

• Additional employment that creates a conflict of interest or is incompatible with the 
employee’s position with our School. 

• Additional employment that impairs or has a detrimental effect on the employee’s work 
performance with our School. 

• Additional employment that requires the employee to conduct work or related activities on 
the School’s property during the employer’s working hours or using our School’s facilities 
and/or equipment; and 

• Additional employment that directly or indirectly competes with the business or the 
interests of our School. 

Full-time employees who wish to engage in additional employment that may create a real or 
apparent conflict of interest must submit a written request to the School explaining the details of 
the additional employment, except that permission will not be necessary for full- time teachers 
working during the summer after one school year ends and the other begins. If the additional 
employment is authorized, the School assumes no responsibility for it. RVC shall not provide 
workers’ compensation coverage or any other benefit for injuries occurring from or arising out of 
additional employment. Authorization to engage in additional employment can be revoked at any 
time. Employees shall not conduct outside business on the school property (e.g., tutoring).  
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Termination of Employment 

Should it become necessary for an employee to terminate their at-will employment with the 
School, employees should notify the School Director regarding their intention as far in advance as 
possible. At least two (2) weeks’ notice is expected whenever possible. 

When an employee terminates their at-will employment, they will be entitled to all earned but 
unused vacation pay. If an employee is participating in the medical and/or dental plan, they will 
be provided information on their rights under COBRA.  
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INTERNAL COMPLAINT REVIEW 

The purpose of the “Internal Complaint Review Policy” is to afford all employees of the School 
the opportunity to seek internal resolution of their work-related concerns. All employees have free 
access to the School Director or Board of Directors to express their work-related concerns. 

Specific complaints of unlawful harassment, discrimination, and retaliation are addressed under 
the School’s “Policy Prohibiting Unlawful Harassment, Discrimination, and Retaliation.” 

Open Door Policy 

The Governing Board encourages employee participation in decisions affecting them and their 
daily professional responsibilities. 

Employees who have job related concerns or complaints are encouraged to discuss them first with 
their immediate supervisor. If concerns are not addressed to the satisfaction of the employee, the 
employee is then encouraged to discuss the concerns with any other supervisory or board 
representative with whom he or she feels comfortable. The Governing Board strongly believes that 
employee concerns are best addressed through this type of open communication.  

Internal Complaints 
(Complaints by Employees Against Employees) 

This section of the policy is for use when a School employee raises a complaint or concern about 
a co-worker. 

If reasonably possible, internal complaints should be resolved at the lowest possible level, 
including attempts to discuss/resolve concerns with the immediate supervisor. However, in the 
event an informal resolution may not be achieved or is not appropriate, the following steps will be 
followed by the School Director or designee: 

1. The complainant will bring the matter to the attention of the School Director as soon as 
possible after attempts to resolve the complaint with the other employee have failed or if 
not appropriate; and 

2. The complainant will reduce his or her complaint to writing, indicating all known and 
relevant facts. The School Director or designee will then investigate the facts and offer a 
solution or explanation; 

3. If the complaint is about the School Director, the complainant may file his or her complaint 
in a signed writing to Board Chair, who will then confer with the Board and may conduct 
a fact-finding or authorize a third party investigator on behalf of the Board. The Board 
Chair or investigator will report his or her findings to the Board for review and action, if 
necessary. 

This policy cannot guarantee that every problem will be resolved to the employee’s satisfaction. 
However, the School values each employee’s ability to express concerns and the need for 
resolution without fear of adverse consequence to employment. 
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Policy for Complaints Against Employees 
(Complaints by Third Parties Against Employees) 

This section of the policy is for use when a non-employee raises a complaint or concern about a 
School employee. 

If complaints cannot be resolved informally, complainants may file a written complaint with the 
office of the School Director or Board Chair (if the complaint concerns the School Director) as 
soon as possible after the events that give rise to the complainant’s concerns. The written complaint 
should set forth in detail the factual basis for the complaint. 

In processing the complaint, School Director (or designee) shall abide by the following process: 

1. The School Director or designee shall use his or her best efforts to talk with the parties 
identified in the complaint and to ascertain the facts relating to the complaint. 

2. In the event that the School Director (or designee) finds that a complaint against an 
employee is valid, the School Director (or designee) may take appropriate disciplinary 
action against the employee. As appropriate, the School Director (or designee) may also 
simply counsel/reprimand employees as to their conduct without initiating formal 
disciplinary measures. 

3. The School Director’s (or designee’s) decision relating to the complaint shall be final 
unless it is appealed to the Board of Directors. The decision of the Board shall be final. 

General Requirements 

1. Confidentiality: All complainants will be notified that information obtained from the 
complainants and thereafter gathered will be maintained in a manner as confidential as 
possible, but in some circumstances absolute confidentiality cannot be assured. 

2. Non-Retaliation: All complainants will be advised that they will be protected against 
retaliation as a result of the filing of any complaints or participation in any complaint 
process. 

3. Resolution: The Board (if a complaint is about the School Director) or the School Director 
or designee will investigate complaints appropriately under the circumstances and pursuant 
to the applicable procedures, and if necessary, take appropriate remedial measures to 
ensure effective resolution of any complaint. 
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AMENDMENT TO EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK 

This Employee Handbook contains the employment policies and practices of the School in effect 
at the time of publication. 

RVC reserves the right, by action of the Board, to amend, delete or otherwise modify this 
Handbook at any time provided that such modifications are in writing and duly approved by the 
employer. 

Any written changes to the Handbook will be distributed to all employees. No oral statements can 
in any way alter the provisions of this Handbook. 
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It is the policy of the School that all of its employees be free from harassment, discrimination, and 
retaliation. This form is provided for you to report what you believe to be harassment, 
discrimination, or retaliation so that the School may investigate and take appropriate disciplinary 
or other action when the facts show that there has been harassment, discrimination, or retaliation. 

If you are an employee of the School, you may file this form with the School Director or Board 
Chair. 

Please review the School’s policies concerning harassment, discrimination, and retaliation for a 
definition of such unlawful conduct and a description of the types of conduct that are considered 
unlawful. 

RVC will undertake every effort to handle the investigation of your complaint in a confidential 
manner. In that regard, the School will disclose the contents of your complaint only to those 
persons having a need to know. For example, to conduct its investigation, the School will need to 
disclose portions of your factual allegations to potential witnesses, including anyone you have 
identified as having knowledge of the facts on which you are basing your complaint, as well as the 
alleged offender. 

In signing this form below, you authorize the School to disclose to others the information you have 
provided herein, and information you may provide in the future. Please note that the more detailed 
information you provide, the more likely it is that the School will be able to address your complaint 
to your satisfaction. 

Charges of harassment, discrimination, and retaliation are taken very seriously by the School both 
because of the harm caused by such unlawful conduct, and because of the potential sanctions that 
may be taken against the offender. It is therefore very important that you report the facts as 
accurately and completely as possible and that you cooperate fully with the person or persons 
designated to investigate your complaint. 

Your Name: Date: ___________________________  

Date of Alleged Incident(s): _______________________________________________________ 

Name of Person(s) you believe harassed, or discriminated or retaliated against, you or someone 

else: _________________________________________________________________________ 

List any witnesses that were present: ________________________________________________ 

Where did the incident(s) occur? ___________________________________________________ 
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Please describe the events or conduct that are the basis of your complaint by providing as much 
factual detail as possible (i.e. specific statements; what, if any, physical contact was involved; any 
verbal statements; what did you do to avoid the situation, etc.) (Attach additional pages, if needed): 

I acknowledge that I have read and that I understand the above statements. I hereby authorize the 
School to disclose the information I have provided as it finds necessary in pursuing its 
investigation. 

I hereby certify that the information I have provided in this complaint is true and correct and 
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

Date: _____________________  
Signature of Complainant 

Print Name 

Received by: _________________________________ Date: _____________________  
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APPENDIX B 

INTERNAL COMPLAINT FORM 

Your Name: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________________ 

Date of Alleged Incident(s):______________________________________________________________ 

Name of Person(s) you have a complaint against: _____________________________________________ 

List any witnesses that were present: _______________________________________________________ 

Where did the incident(s) occur? 

Please describe the events or conduct that are the basis of your complaint by providing as much factual 
detail as possible (i.e. specific statements; what, if any, physical contact was involved; any verbal 
statements; what did you do to avoid the situation, etc.) (Attach additional pages, if needed): 

I hereby authorize the School to disclose the information I have provided as it finds necessary in pursuing 
its investigation. I hereby certify that the information I have provided in this complaint is true and correct 
and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. I further understand providing false information in 
this regard could result in disciplinary action up to and including termination. 

__________________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
Signature of Complainant 

Print Name 

To be completed by School: 

Received by: _______________________________ Date: ____________________ 
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LEASE 
(Entire Building) 

LEASE, datoo as of the pt day of _May 2019, between nm ARCHDIOCESE OF SAN FRANCISCO PARISH AND SCHOOL JURIDIC .P.ERSONS REAL PROPERTY SUPPORT CORPORATION, a California nonprofit .religious corporation, as Lessor, and ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL, a 401(c)(3) public charter school authorized by the State of Califoinia, as Lessee, · · 

WITNESSETH 

That Lessor Jeases to Lessee, and Les~ee. leases from Lessor, the real property located at 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 94930, more commonly known as ''St Rita School"; including the improvements thereon and appurtenances thereto (the '~emises''), together with a license for slweduse of the old Church buildirig and Parking Lot (St Rita's parish shall have priority use of . the shared space at all times, and the obligations set forth in Sections 15 and 16 shall apply to Lessee1s use of these shared spaces). Specific.ally excluded from the Lease are the current Theater and Art Rooms which are. the subject of a separate Lease. by and between the Lessor and Kinderblast Preschool, executed concurrently herewith. In addition to the foregoing real property .Premises, · this Lease · covers any equipmeiit and other personal property of Lessor located in the Premises unless specifically excluded~ subject, . however t<> any matters of record and the provisions herein, to which the parties agree: 

l . Tom: The term shall be Five (5) Y ~ars commencing on the 15th day of June 2019 and ending on the 14th day of June 20:·4, Lessee shall have One (1 ) Four~Year Option to extend the lease term set forth herein, by : providing Lessor with not less than 180 days advance written notice. · · ·· · ·· · 
. . .. 

2. &mt: Lessee shall pay Lessor as rent for the Premises the sum of $15,180.00 per month, which shall be payable in advance monthly without deduction or offset, on the 1st day of each calendar month to· St. !Uta Church, l 00 Macinda .Dlive. Fairfax, CA 94930, unless Lessor designates another·payee. Rent payment shall commence on August 1, 2019. Rent is hereby waived for the period of June 15, 2019 to July 31, 2019 to assist Lessee with its transitional move-in costs. 
. . . . . 

2a. Adjustments to Rent: Effective with · the c9mm~ncement of Year 2 through the end of Year 5, the monthly rent payable. as . set forth in this _ Lease, shall be adjusted in accordance with the percentage· increase. if any, in the. "Consumer Price Index. for All Urban Consume.t·s for San Francisco-:Oakland-Hayward,, (Base: 1_982~1984=100), as published by the United States Department of Labor; Bureau of Labor Statistics ("Index''). The monthly rent payable on each anniversary .date shall be the product of the monthly rent in effect on the last day preceding such anniversary date ~d · the fraction described herein. The denominator of such fraction shall b¢ the Index in effect one (1) month prior to the first day 
of the initial tenn of the Lease or on . the l~t adjustment date, as the case may be. The 

Rev, 07/31/2012 
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ENROLLMENT AND PUBLIC RANDOM DRAWING/LOTTERY POLICY 

Overview 

This Policy shall apply to Ross Valley Charter (Charter School or RVC). This Policy shall be 
published in the instructions for student application for admission. 

All students who wish to attend the Charter School shall be admitted, subject to the Charter 
School’s capacity.  If there are more applications than the Charter School has capacity, 
enrollment, except for pupils currently enrolled in the Charter School, shall be determined by 
public random drawing (or “lottery”), and conducted in accordance with the procedures 
described. 

Each school year the initial lottery will be held after the close of the first enrollment period, which 
will typically be in February or March of that year. Information about when the first enrollment 
period closes as well as the date, time and location of the first lottery will be posted on the 
Charter School’s website, at the school site, included in public notices, newsletters and/or flyers 
posted in the community, and will be available by calling the Charter School information number 
that will be included on all student admissions/lottery materials. 

The Charter School strongly encourages all potential applicants to review the charter and the 
Parent and Student Handbook (available on the Charter School’s website) and published 
information regarding the Charter School, and visit the Charter School, prior to submitting an 
application for admission. 

RVC hereby notifies the parents and guardians of applicant pupils and currently enrolled pupils 
that parental involvement is not a requirement for acceptance to, or continued enrollment at, 
the Charter School. 

Assurances 

In addition to any other requirement imposed under law, the Charter School shall be 
nonsectarian in its programs, admission policies, employment practices, and all other operations, 
shall not charge tuition, and shall not discriminate against any pupil on the basis of actual or 
perceived disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, nationality, race or ethnicity, 
religion, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic that is contained in the definition of hate 
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crimes set forth in Section 422.55 of the Penal Code, including immigration status, or association 
with an individual who has any of the aforementioned characteristics. 

The Charter School’s Board of Trustees shall ensure that student outreach activities and 
information sessions, including but not limited to those activities as described in the Charter 
School charter, which are designed to recruit a broad, diverse representation of students, are 
conducted in accordance with the charter. 

A. Application for Admission 

Submission of an application for admission is not a guarantee of admission to the Charter School; 
if there are more applications in any year than there are available spaces in each grade, the 
application will be an entered into the Charter School’s lottery. If an applicant does not submit 
an application by the posted open enrollment deadline, the applicant will not be entered into 
that enrollment period’s lottery. 

There is no fee to apply to or attend the Charter School. 

Applications for enrollment must be submitted on-line, or submitted in hard copy to the 
Charter School’s administrative office, or submitted via mail to the Charter School’s Post Office 
Box with a postmarked date no later than the specified application deadline date of each 
enrollment period. RVC will hold orientation meetings from time to time and applications can 
be submitted at these meetings to the person designated at the meeting to accept 
applications. 

Applications for admission for each academic year are valid solely for that academic year. Any 
offers of admission to the Charter School or waiting list positions from one academic year shall 
not carry over to any other academic years. Any applicant who was not offered admission in one 
academic year, did not enroll, and who wishes to reapply to the Charter School in the future, 
must submit a new application for the new academic year by the posted open enrollment 
deadline. 

The application deadline for each enrollment period will be posted on the Charter School’s 
website. Email and facsimile copies of applications will not be accepted. Once an application is 
received, it is “on file” for entry in the lottery. Applicants may phone or email the Charter School 
to ensure receipt of the application. 

Applications submitted online, or received with a postmarked date, or otherwise received after 
the specified application deadline date will be automatically entered into the lottery for the next 
open enrollment period for that school year.  Subsequent open enrollment periods will be held 
as needed.  Dates will be posted on the website for deadlines for these subsequent open 
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enrollment periods and applicants involved will be emailed the public lottery details. After June 
1 of each year, enrollment periods will not have a published end date and lotteries will be held 
whenever the School Director and Board chair, in their joint discretion, deem appropriate. All 
applicants who will be in the resulting lotteries will be notified at least 24 hours in advance of the 
public lottery details. 

Preferences will apply in all lotteries held. 

B. Admissions Selection Process and Public Random Drawing/Lottery 

1. Each year, the Board of Trustees, acting on recommendations from the Charter School 
Director (or designee), will approve a plan for school size for the upcoming academic year, 
which shall include the capacity per grade level, and in accordance with the charter. The 
Board may designate parameters for each grade and delegate to the School Director and 
Board Chair the decisions regarding the exact numbers for admission for each grade. For 
capacity purposes, Transitional Kindergarten and Kindergarten will be considered two 
different grade levels. Transitional Kindergarten is for children who will have their fifth 
birthday between September 2 and December 2. 

2. If, at the end of the first and any subsequent open enrollment period(s), the Charter School 
receives more applications than it has capacity for any grade as determined by the Board of 
Trustees, except for existing students of the Charter School, admission shall be determined 
by a public random drawing in accordance with Education Code Section 47605(d)(2). 
Applications received after the first open enrollment deadline will be held in abeyance and 
admission will be determined by subsequent lotteries, which will be scheduled as needed. 
Admissions preferences will be applied for each lottery. 

3. Lottery Date and Time: The lottery shall be held within two weeks or less of the application 
deadline. Public notice of the lottery will be posted at the school site and on the Charter 
School’s website, regarding the date, time, and location of the lottery. 

4. Lottery Location: The lottery will be held in one of the classrooms at the Charter School.  If 
necessary, the location of the lottery will be arranged to ensure maximum parent 
participation in a public space large enough to safely accommodate all interested families. 
Attendance is not required for applicants. 

5. Admission Preference: As specified in the Charter School’s charter, preference for admission 
will be given in the following order: 

1) Siblings of pupils admitted to or attending the Charter School. 
2) Children of the Charter School’s teacher’s and staff 
3) Students who reside within the Ross Valley School District boundaries who are English Learners 
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or who are eligible to receive Free or Reduced Price Meals. 
4) Students who reside within the Ross Valley School District boundaries. 
5) Students who reside outside of the District boundaries who are English Learners or who are 

eligible to receive Free or Reduced Price Meals. 
6) Students who reside outside of the District boundaries. 
1) 

6. 
1. Sequence of admission: At the end of each open enrollment period, a lottery will be held. 

After taking into account admission of existing students, the number of vacancies 
available will be determined. Separate lotteries shall be conducted for each grade in 
which there are fewer vacancies than applicants. All lotteries shall take place on the same 
day in a single location. Lotteries will be conducted in descending grade order beginning 
with the highest applicable grade level. There is no weighted priority assigned to the 
preference categories. Rather, within each grade level, applicants will be divided into 6 
pools, one for each of the six admission preference categories listed above.  Applicants 
will be drawn in a random lottery from these six pools beginning with all applicants in the 
pool who qualify for the first preference category. As a name is drawn it shall either be 
admitted if there are remaining vacancies or, if not, added to a waitlist after all vacancies 
for that grade have been filled. This process shall be repeated for each of the 5 
subsequent preference category pools, in the order of the preference category, 2 through 
6.  There shall be only one waitlist for each grade and names will be added to the waitlist 
in the order of the preference category of the applicant, with applicants from preference 
category one being first and preference category 6 being. After the lottery for the highest 
grade has been conducted, the same process will be used for each lower grade in 
descending order. Wait lists from subsequent lotteries will be added on to the end of 
each grade’s wait list. 

7. Existing students are exempt from the lottery and are guaranteed enrollment in the next 
academic year if the following step is completed: Letter of Intent: The Charter School will 
distribute a “Letter of Intent” to parents of currently enrolled students annually by January. 
This letter must be returned to the Charter School by the specified date in order to secure 
the student’s enrollment at the Charter School. The letter will state the parents’ intention for 
their student(s) for the following year.  Parents who do not return the letter by the specified 
date will be contacted by the Charter School at least two times to attempt to assure that the 
letter is returned. If the letter is not received within three weeks of the specified date, the 
Charter School will document in its records and inform the parents that the student is not re-
enrolling at the Charter School. If the Charter School is submitting a Proposition 39 request 
for the following year, the Intent to Enroll Form involved in this process will serve as this letter 
of intent. 

8. Lottery Procedures: The lottery will be operated by at least two currently employed Charter 
School staff members with no personal interest in the lottery. The lottery will be open to the 
public and families will be encouraged to attend, however, families are not required to be 
present at the time of the drawing to be eligible for admission. 
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a. If the number of students exceeds the capacity of the Charter School, a lottery will be 
utilized to add all applicants to either an admission list or waitlist.  The Lottery will be 
conducted in the sequence described in Section 6. 

b. Each applicant will be assigned a number which will be written on poker chips that are of 
equal size, shape, and weight. Parents will be provided their chip number during the 
lottery check-in process. 

c. All chips will be placed into a container or lottery device that will randomly mix the chips. 
The persons leading the lottery will draw the chips one at a time and read the number on 
the chip. As each chip is pulled its number will be posted visibly on a display in the order 
it was chosen. Chip numbers will be given a numerical ranking based on the order they 
were drawn. 

d. The drawing will continue until all chips have been drawn and all chip numbers have been 
assigned a numerical ranking. These rankings will be recorded in an electronic database 
that will be double checked by the lottery officials. 

9. All applicants will be informed by email and U.S. postal mail within a week of the lottery 
whether their student was admitted and if not where on the wait list the student was placed. 
Follow up phone calls or emails will be made to those applicants who will be offered an 
enrollment spot as the spot becomes available. 

10. Waiting list: If vacancies occur, the vacancies will be filled according to the waiting list. 
Students who are not offered seats for the academic school year for which the lottery was 
held will remain on the waiting list until the end of that academic school year unless otherwise 
requested by the parent/guardian to be removed (which will be obtained in writing if 
possible). The order of applicants on the waiting list will not change throughout the academic 
year., 

The waiting list shall be cleared at the end of the academic year for which the lottery was 
drawn and shall not carry over from one year to the next; students who remain on the waiting 
list at the end of the academic year will be required to submit an application again for the 
next school year. 

11. If a student is extended an offer of admission due to the English Learner, Free and Reduced 
Price Meal or Residency preference, the Charter School will require supporting 
documentation from the parent/guardian with the student’s enrollment package. The 
Charter School may conduct verification of such documentation prior to finalizing the 
student’s enrollment and offers of admission may be rescinded if the Charter School deems 
that an application was completed inaccurately. 

Acceptable proof of status as an English Learner: 
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a. Completed Response to Home Language Survey that indicates qualification as an 
English Learner 

Acceptable proof of status as eligible for Free or Reduced Price Lunch (FRPL) 
a. Completed FRPL enrollment form indicating eligibility and/or determined through 

Direct Certification 

Acceptable proof of residency will include one of the following: 
a. Utility bill or service contract or payment receipt 
b. Lease or rental agreement or payment receipt 
c. Current property tax bill from the County Tax Collector’s Office or payment receipt 
d. Official letter or form or document from a social services or government agency 
e. A notarized affidavit attesting to residency will be accepted in lieu of the above 

documents in cases where a document with the resident's name cannot be secured (i.e. 
subleasing). 

C. Admissions Offers and Acceptance of Offers/Enrollment 

Following acceptance through the lottery, families who are offered admission at the Charter School after 
the first enrollment period closes will have fifteen (15) business days to complete the following after being 
offered admission: 

Registration Packet: All forms in the Registration Packet must be completed to gain enrollment at the 
Charter School. Each packet will include a “Registration Check List” to assist parents/guardians in ensuring 
that all necessary paperwork is accounted for and submitted to the Charter School. All paperwork and 
documentation, as indicated in the packet, must be returned per the Charter School’s instructions. 

If slots become available after the initial lottery for each academic year, because an accepted 
student declines acceptance, or as subsequent lotteries are held, or because a student leaves the 
Charter School after the start of the academic year, or as slots become available for any reason 
after the initial lottery, the Charter School staff will notify families via telephone and/or email (as 
stated in the student’s application for admission) in the order they appear on the waiting list or, 
if there is no waiting list, in the order they were drawn in the subsequent lottery. In these cases, 
families shall have five (5) business days to accept the enrollment slot (via telephone or email to 
the Charter School) and proceed with the registration process. This may be extended by the 
School if contact with the family cannot be made. Applicants must complete a registration packet 
with all required documentation by the deadline given by the Charter School to confirm 
enrollment. This procedure may be repeated until all slots for the upcoming/current academic 
year have been filled with applicants who confirm their enrollment in the Charter School. If an 
applicant is offered admission and does not accept within five business days, the offer of 
admission may be rescinded, and the student be removed from the waiting list. 

Adopted/Ratified: July 12, 2015 
Revision Date: July 13, 2020 
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Enrollment offers are valid only for the applied-for academic year. There is no option to defer an 
offer for enrollment. If an offer of admission is declined, the applicant is free to reapply in any 
subsequent open enrollment period or for a subsequent academic year. 

D. Issues Not Covered Under this Policy 

In the case that the procedures herein do not cover a situation that arises during the admissions 
and enrollment process, the School Director or Board Chair in the absence of a School Director 
will take any additional steps necessary to execute the admissions and enrollment process. 

Adopted/Ratified: July 12, 2015 
Revision Date: July 13, 2020 
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Appendix H: Facilities 

• Facility Lease 
• Letter of Intent for ADA Voluntary Barrier Removal 

Loan 
• Budget for ADA Voluntary Removal Project 
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numerator of such fraction shall· be the Index in effect on the last day preceding each 
adjustment date. The monthly rent sliaii be increased and paid thereafter in accordance with 
the percentage increase, .if any; ~tween such Indices. In no event, however, shall the 
monthly rent calculated • as . aforeSflid be less than the monthly rent in effect for the 
immediately preceding. year of the term of the Lease, and the fraction, when expressed as a 
percent, shall not be greater than 5% on an annualized basis. . . 

The monthly rent during the Option term shall be calculated on the same basis. 

Should said Bureau discontinue the publication of the above Index, or the compilation of the 
Index be materially altered, or publish the same less frequently, or vary the method of 
calculation of same, or. alter the same .in some other manner, then Lessor shall adopt a 
substitute Index which is mostly nearly the same or substitute procedure which reasonably 
reflects and monitors coiu~umer pcices, and ·shall be used to make such calculation. If the 
Index is changed so that 1he base year differs from that in effect when the terin commences, 
the Index shall be converted in accordance with the conversion factor published by the 
United S4ttes Department C?f Lahor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, or, if said Bureau shall 
not publish the same, then with the use of such conversion factor, formula or table as may be 
published by Prentice Hall, Inc. or by any other nationally recognized publjsher of similar 
statistical . information. 1n the event Lessor and Lessee cannot agree on such alternative 
Index, . then · the rnattE:r shall be submitted to the American Arbitration Association in 
accordance with the .then rules of the said Association and a decision of the arbitrators as to 
the applicable Index shall be binding upon the ·parties. The cost of said arbitrator shall be 
paid equally by Lessor and Lessee. · 

3. Use: The Premises shall be used only for the following pwposes: Ross Valley Charter 
School and its related offices, and all .programs .and activities normally associated with an 
elementary school~ including summer programs and afterschool and before school programs. 

4. Limitations· on Use: The Premises shall not be.used for any purpose, other than that specifitXI 
above without Lessors prior written consent. F:'Qrther, Lessee sh~ not .commit or pemtlt any 
acts on the Premises nor use. or pennit the use of the Premises in any way that: 

a) Will increase . the existing rates for or cause cancellation of any fire, casualty, 
liability, or other insurance policy insuring the Premises; 

b) Violates or conflicts witL any law, statute, ordinance, 01· governmental rule or 
regulation, whether now in force or hereinafter enacted, governing the Premises or the 
building and Lessee's specific use ofthe same; 

c) · Constitutes the commiss~(>n of waste on the Premises or the commtsSton or 
maintenance of a nuisance as defined by the laws of the State of California; or 
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racism, sexual discrimination, artificial birth control or sex. outside marriage; 
nuclear/chemical warfare material research facility; anti-Catholic propaganda 
organization; pornography shops and adult bookstores; massage parlors and bath 
houses, or any use that would contravene the teachings of the Roman Catholic 
Church. Lessee represents that it is an independent, nonprofit organization that 
intends to use the Premises for uses related to elementary education. Lessor 
acknowledges that Lessee shall be solely responsible for determination of the 
curriculum and education of the students in a school operated on the Premises. 
Lessee shal1, however, use good faith efforts to avoid use of the Premises for any 
events that would contravene the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. Subject 
to the foregoing, nothing in this Lease is meant to influence, restrict, or prohibit the 
use of Lessee's existing school facilities for any purpose whatsoever. 
Notwithstanding any provisions of this Lease to the contrary, (i) in no event shall any 
failure to comply with thiis Section 4(d) constitute a non-curable default hereunder, 
and (ii) this Section 4(d) and the use restrictions herein shall be of no fu11her force or 
effect upon any transfer of the Land or assignment of this Lease by Landlord to a 
Person that is not an Affiliate of the original, named Lessor. 

5. Prior Entry: Lessee, with Lessor's written approval, may enter upon the Premises prior to the 
commencement of the term to prepare the same for occupancy; and Lessee shall hold Lessor 
harmless against any liens or liability occasioned thereby in the same manner as provided 
herein for Lessee's acts or omissio::is during such term. 

6. Delivery of Possession: If Lessor is unable for any reason to deliver possession of the 
Premises at the commencement of the term, Lessor shall not be liable for any damage caused 
thereby, nor shall this Lease be void or voidable, but Lessee shall not be liable for any rent 
until possession is delivered. Lessee may terminate this Lease if possession is not delivered 
within thh1y (30) days of the commencement of such term unless such time is changed by an 
additional provision under paragraph 22. 

7. Conditions of Premises: Except as may be provided in paragraph 22 herein, Lessee accepts 
the Premises in an "AS IS" condition. 

8. Alterations: No alterations, additions or improvements shall be made without Lessor's prior 
written consent except as may be authorized under paragraph 22 herein; and title to any and 
all alterations, additions or improvements when made shall vest immediately in Lessor. 
Lessee shal1 obtain, at its sole cost and expense, any additional permits and licenses that are 
necessary or required for Lessee's use of the Premises. Lessee's failure to obtain Lessor's 
prior written consent under this Paragraph 8 shall be grounds for termination of this Lease. 

9. Taxes: 

a) Ad Valorem Real Property Taxes: Lessee represents to Lessor that Lessee is an exempt 
401(c)(3) organization. The parties acknowledge that the property is currently exempt 
from ad valorem property taxes. The parties shall cooperate fully in qualifying for, 
maintaining and applying all available tax exemptions on the property, and Lessee will 
not use the property for any purpose or in any manner that causes the imposition or 
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assessment of ad valorem property taxes. In the event that the property becomes 
ineligible for such exemption for any reason whatsoever, Lessee shall immediately pay 
any and all such taxes imposed or assessed. 

b) Special Assessments and Taxes: Lessee shall pay any valid assessments, levies or other 
taxes imposed or assessed against the property. 

c) Personal Property Taxes: Lessee shall pay any and all taxes on equipment or other 
personal property which is used by or belongs to Lessee on the Premises. 

l 0. Utilities and Services: Lessee shall make all arrangements for and pay for all utilities and 
services furnished to or used by it, including, without limitation, gas, electricity, water, 
telephone service, janitorial, trash collection, and for all connection charges, except for any 
utilities and services which Lessor may expressly agree to furnish to the Premises in 
paragraph 22. Lessor understands that Lessee and Kinderblast School may enter into a 
separate agreement for the shared cost of utilities covering the entirety of St. Rita School. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, and irrespective of any event of default by Kinderblast 
School under such separate agreement, Lessee herein shall be solely responsible for 
reimbursement of utilities expenses to Lessor. 

11. Maintenance and Repairs: Except as otherwise provided herein, Lessor at its cost shall 
keep and maintain in good condition and repair: the exterior walls ( excluding graffiti, glass 
and doors), roof and other structural parts of the building; the building's window frames, 
gutters and downspouts; the building's unexposed electrical, plumbing and l!ewage systems; 
and any heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems installed by Lessor in the building 
( except as any of these may relate to Lessee's specific use of the Premises, including but not 
limited to compliance with any applicable Americans with Disabilities Act access 
requirements, or any Asbestos or Retrofitting rules, laws, ordinances and regulations, in 
which case the responsibility and cost shall rest with Lessee per Section 4) subject, however, 
to the provisions of Section 18. If the building has an elevator system, Lessee shall be 
responsible at-its sole cost and expense for maintaining and repairing the system. Lessee 
shall also keep and maintain the Premises in good condition and repair and in accordance 
with housekeeping standards acceptable to Lessor or public health or insurance inspectors or 
any of them. If damage to the Premises (other than normal wear and tear) is caused by acts 
or omissions of Lessee, or its representatives or invitees, in or about the Premises, Lessee 
sha11, at Lessor's election, either repair such damage at Lessee's expense or reimburse Lessor 
for the cost of making the repairs. Lessee waives any right to make repairs at Lessor's 
expense as may be provided by an:v law now or hereafter in effect. 

In the event Lessor's actual maintenance and repair costs ( or a bona fide estimate of 
necessary maintenance and repair costs), for the entirety of the St. Rita School Premises as 
required herein, should exceed $150,000 in any given year (measured from the calendar 
month of the Lease's commencement date) then Lessor may, at its option, terminate this 
Lease upon sixty (60) days written notice to Lessee. 
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Lessee shall be responsible for the cost of any asbestos work on the Premises that may now 
or hereafter be required by any governmental agency. Any asbestos inspections and any 
asbestos work shall be perfonned by Lessor at Lessee's cost. 

12. Surrender of Premises: Lessee, on the expiration or sooner tennination of this Lease, 
shall surrender and leave the Premises in as good condition as the same were in at the 
commencement of the term of this Lease except for reasonable wear and tear and any 
damage resulting from causes beyond Lessee's control. At such time Lessee, if not in default, 
may remove its movable equipment and fixtures provided that Lessee shall repair any 
damage caused to the Premises by such removal. 

13. Inspection: Lessee shall permit Lessor or Lessor's agents, representatives or employees to 
enter the Premises at all reasonable times for the purpose of inspecting the same and/or doing 
other lawful acts that may be necessary or desirable to protect Lessor's interest in the 
Premises, 

14. Liens: Lessee shall promptly pay all costs for any work done by it on the Premises; and 
shall keep the Premises at all times free and clear of any mechanics or other liens arising out 
of any work performed, materials iumished or obligations incurred by Lessee. 

15. Hold Harmless: Lessor shall not be liable to Lessee for any damage to Lessee or Lessee's 
property from any cause, and Lessee hereby releases and discharges Lessor from any and all 
claims against Lessor for damage to person or property arising for any reason in connection 
with the Premises, whether or not such damage to person or property is caused by the 
negligence (active or passive) of Lessor, excepting only damage resulting from the Lessor's 
willful misconduct. 

Lessee shall indemnify, defend and hold Lessor free and harmless from any and all claims, 
liability, loss and responsibility of any kind or character in connection with the Premises, or 
use thereof, whether caused or alleged to have been caused by the negligence ( active or 
passive) of Lessor, including with,.mt-limitation injuries to or death of any person, or damage 
to or loss of property, arising out of, connected with or resulting from this Lease, or the use 
of the Premises by Lessee or others, or from the failure of Lessee to keep the Premises in 
good condition as provided herein, excepting only matters caused by Lessor's willful 
misconduct. 

16. Insurance: Lessee shall maintain during this Lease, at its cost, public liability insurance 
insuring Lessee against liability for bodily injury including death or property damage 
resulting from occurrences in or about the Premises, or the use or condition thereof, with 
single combined limit of not less than Five Million Dollars (unless Lessor agrees to a 
different amount in writing). Such insurance shall be primary (so that any contingent liability 
insurance of Lessor will not be called upon for contribution); noncancellable without thirty 
(30) days advance written notice to Lessor; waive subrogation against Lessor; cover the 
indemnification obligations of Lessee to Lessor under this Lease; include Lessor an as 
additional named insured; and evidenced by a certificate of insurance and related 
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endorsement from Lessee's insurance carrier. All policies of insurance should have an AM 
Best Rating of AV-II or better. 

Lessor, at its cost, shall maintain on the building fire and extended coverage insurance, with 
vandalism and malicious mischief endorsements, in accordance with its general policy and 
practice as to amount and form. 

17. Assignment and Subletting: 

a) In General: Lessee shall not assign this Lease or sublet any portion of the Premises 
without Lessor's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
(Assignees and SubLessees shall hereafter be referred to as "Transferees.") The parties 
hereby agree that reasonable grounds for denying consent include, but are not limited . to, 
the following: 

1) Transferee's character, rep~tation, credit history, or business is not consistent with 
the character or quality of the Premises or the overall operations of the Lessor; 

2) Transferee's financial condition is or may be inadequate to support the Lease 
obligations of Transferee under the transfer documents; 

3) Transferee's intended use of the Premises is inconsistent with the Pennitted Use 
and/or Limitations on Use specified in the Lease or will materially and adversely 
affect or compete with Lessor's overall interests in promoting, and adhering to, the 
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church; 

4) Transferee does not intend to occupy the entire Premises and conduct business there 
for a substantial portion of the term of the Lease; 

5) Transferee is not a nonprofit (tax exempt) organization; 

6) There is already vacant space owned by Lessor at or nearby the Premises; 

7) Transferee desires significant alterations to the Premises; 

8) Lessee's unwillingness tc pay to Lessor the "Transfer Premium" referenced in 
Section 17(c); 

9) Lessor, as part of the consent, is expected by Transferee to waive or modify the terms 
and conditions of this Leas~. · 

If any assignment or subletting is made without the Lessor's prior written consent, Lessor may, at 
its option, do either or both of the following: 

i) void the transfer, or; 
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ii) declare Lessee in material and incurable default under Section 19 notwithstanding 
any cure period specified in Section 19. 

b) Procedure for requesting, granting or withholding consent: 

I) Transfer Request Notice: Before entering into or permitting any transfer, Lessee shall 
provide to Lessor a written "Transfer Request Notice" at least forty five (45) days 
before the proposed effective date of the Transfer. The Transfer Request Notice shall 
include all of the following: 

i) Information regarding the proposed Transferee, including the name, address, 
and ownership of Transferee; the Transferee's character and reputation; and 
Transferee's current financial statements ( certified by an authorized officer of 
Transferee); 

ii) All the terms of tht: proposed Transfer, including the consideration payable to 
Transferee; the portion of the Premises that is subject to the Transfer (subject 
space); a general description of any planned alterations or improvements to 
the subject space; the proposed use of the subject space; the effective date of 
transfer; and a copy of all other documentation reasonably requested by 
Lessor. 

2) Lessor's Written Response: Within a reasonable time after receipt of a Transfer 
Request Notice that complies with Section l 7(b)(l) and Section 20 (Notices), Lessor 
shall approve or disapprove the proposed transfer in writing. 

a) Transfer Premium Payment: The parties hereby agree that as a reasonable condition to 
Lessor's consent to any Transf;:r, Lessee shall pay to Lessor one hundred percent (100%) 
of any "Transfer Premium." Transfer Premium shall include any and all consideration 
that the Lessee would otherwise receive from any and all permitted Transferees under the 
Lease in excess of the rent under this Lease. Unless otherwise specified in writing by 
Lessor, Lessee shall pay the Transfer Premium to Lessor on a monthly basis. 

b) Audit of Transfer Premium: Lessee shall allow Lessor to review and audit · Lessee's 
books and records and/or request a complete statement certified by Lessee's Chief 
Financial Officer, describing in detail the computation of any Transfer Premium that 
Lessee has derived or will dr.rive from the Transfer, for the purpose of verifying the 
Lessee's calculation of the Transfer Premium. If Lessor finds that the Transfer Premium 
for any Transfer has been understated, Lessee shall, within twenty (20) days after 
demand, pay the deficiency and Lessor's costs of that audit. If Lessee has understated the 
Transfer Premium by more than ten (10) percent, Lessor may, at its option, declare 
Lessee in material and incurable default under Section 19 notwithstanding any cure 
period specified in Section 19. 

c) Transfer Fee: Within thirty (30) days after Lessor's written request, Lessee shall pay as 
Additional Rent any review and processing costs and fees, as well as any reasonable legal 
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fees, that Lessor incurs in revkwing and processing the Transfer Request Notice. Lessee 
shall pay the Transfer Fee whether or not Lessor consents to the Transfer. 

d) Change of Ownership: For purposes of this section, "Transfer" also includes the sale, 
mortgage, hypothecation, or pledge within a twelve (12) month period of more than 
twenty~five (25) percent of the value of Lessee's unencumbered assets; or the dissolution, 
merger, consolidation, or other material reorganization of Lessee. 

e) Right to Collect Rent: If this Lease is assigned, Lessor may, at its option, collect rent 
directly from the Transferee. If all or part of the Premises is subLeased and Lessee 
defaults, Lessor may, at its option, collect rent directly from the Transferee. Lessor may 
then apply the amount collected from the Transferee to Lessee's monetary obligations 
under this Lease. Collecting the rent from a Transferee or applying that rent to Lessee's 
monetary obligations does not waive any other provisions of this Lease. 

18. Destruction or Condemnation: 

a) Destruction: If, during the term, the building is damaged from any cause covered by 
Lessor's fire insurance then Lessor shall repair and restore the same to the extent that 
insurance proceeds are available for this purpose; provided, however, that if, during the 
tenn, said building is substan~ially or totally destroyed from any cause, whether or not 
covered by Lessor's fire insurance, then either party may elect to terminate the Lease 
without further obligation except for any then accrued but unpaid obligations. 

b) Condemnation: If, during the term of this Lease, there is any taking of all or any 
substantial part of the Premises by condemnation, this Lease shall terminate; and Lessor 
shall be entitled to all proceeds from the condemnation, or its settlement, except for any 
values attributable to any fixtures which Lessee has the right to remove under this Lease. 

19. Default: If any default shall be made by Lessee in the payment punctually when due or 
any installment or rent and such default shall continue for five (5) days after notice thereof to 
Lessee, or if any default shall be nuide by Lessee in the performance of any other term, 
covenant or condition herein contained to be performed by Lessee and such default shall 
continue for twenty (20) days after notice thereof to Lessee, or if Lessee breaches this Lease 
and abandons the Premises, then Lessor, in addition to any other right or remedy, at its 
election: (a) may terminate the Lessee's right to possession and terminate this Lease, and, in 
such event, Lessor may re-enter the Leased Premises, and shall have all remedies specified in 
California Civil Code Section 1951.2, and any amendments thereto, including without 
limitation the remedy described in subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) thereof; or (b) may continue 
the Lease without terminating the Lessee's right to possession, and, in such event, have the 
right to recover the rent as it becor.ies due under the Lease and all other remedies specified in 
California Civil Code Section 1951.4, and any amendments thereto. 

20. Notices: Any notice to be given by either party hereto to the other shall be written and 
personally delivered or sent by registered or certified mail, addressed as follows: 
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To Lessor: The Archdiocese of San Francisco Parish and School 
Juridic Persons Real Property Support Corporation 
1301 Post Street, Suite 102 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

To Pastor: St. Rita Church 
100 Marinda Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

To Lessee: Ross Valley Charter School 
P. 0. Box 791 
Fairfax, CA 94978 

21. Miscellaneous Provisions: 

a) Signs: No exterior signs shali be placed on the Premises without Lessor's prior written 
consent. 

b) Holding Over: Any holding over after the expiration or termination of this Lease, with 
Lessor's consent, shall be construed as a month-to-month tenancy at the monthly rent 
which was in effect at such expiration or te1mination, and subject to other provisions 
hereof insofar as applicable, until either party shall terminate the same by giving the other 
thirty (30) days advance written notice. 

c) Time of Essence: Time is of the essence of this Lease and every provision thereof. 

d) No Waiver: Lessor's failure to exercise any rights upon any breach by Lessee shall not 
be deemed a waiver of any of Lessor's other rights upon such breach, or of any rights 
with respect to any prior or subsequent breach. 

e) Attorney's Fees: In the event Lessor shall bring an action against Lessee to enforce the 
payment of any rent due or any of the terms or conditions hereof, or under the Unlawful 
Detainer Act of the State of California, Lessee shall pay to Lessor all reasonable 
attorney's fees and costs expended or incurred by it in any such action, the amount of 
such fees and costs to be ·determined by the court and to be included in any judgment 
recovered in any such action. 

f) Successors: The provisions of this Lease shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit 
of, the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns (subject to the limitation 
on assignment herein). 

g) Entire Agreement: This instmment constitutes the entire agreement between the parties 
and may only be amended by a written agreement signed by both parties. 

22. Additional Provisions: 
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a) This Lease is subject to Lessor obtaining canonical approval by May 31, 2019. 

b) Shared Use: It shall be the responsibility of Ross Valley Charter School and K.inderblast 
Preschool to coordinate shared use, pick-up and drop-off times, etc., to minimize 
disruption to each tenant's program, the operation of St. Rita's parish, and neighbors of 
the property. Ross Valley Charter School shall respect the needs of St. Rita's parish for 
off-street parking on Ash Wed~1esday and Good Friday. · 

c) Security Deposit: Concurrent with the full execution of this Agreement, Lessee will pay 
Lessor the sum of $15,180.00 as a refundable security deposit. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Lease has been executed by the parties in duplicate as of the date 
first above written. 

THE ARCHDIOCESE OF SAN FRANCISCO ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 
PARISH AND SCHOOL JURIDIC PERSONS SCHOOL 
REAL PROPERTY SUPPORT CORPORATION 

BL:}) 

By __________ _ 

Its 
Lessee 
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April 8, 2020 

Luke Duchene, School Director Ross 
Valley Charter School 102 Marinda 
Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

RE: Development Loan for potential improvement project at 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 

Dear Luke: 

Pacific Charter School Development, Inc. (“PCSD” of “Lender”) provides this letter of intent (“LoI”) for a potential development 
loan (“Loan”) for expenses related to the Project (as defined below) to be located at 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 94930 (the 
“Property”). The terms of the Loan are outlined below and are subject to full credit approval by the PCSD Board of Directors. 

The project is defined as those improvements to the Property requested by Ross Valley Charter School (“Ross Valley” or 
“Borrower”) that it anticipates will allow it to operate a public charter school on the Property (the “Project”). 

Please note that this letter is for discussion purposes only and should not be construed as a commitment to lend. The terms 
contained in this letter are not all inclusive; additions and changes may be made as PCSD and its counsel deems necessary, 
prudent or desirable during the credit approval and underwriting process. 

The terms of the Loan for the Project would be as follows: 

BORROWER: ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL, INC. A CALIFORNIA NONPROFIT PUBLIC BENEFIT 

ORGANIZATION 

PURPOSE: THE LOAN IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE BORROWER WITH FUNDS TO COMPLETE CERTAIN ADA 
BARRIER REMOVALS AS REQUIRED BY THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 

LOAN AMOUNT: UP TO $350,000 TOTAL (AN ADDITIONAL $300,000 OVER AND ABOVE THE $50,000 PCSD 
PREDEVELOPMENT LOAN) 

LOAN TERM / MATURITY: APPROXIMATELY 50 MONTHS, TO MATURE NO LATER THAN JUNE 30, 2024 

INTEREST RATE: 2.0% PER ANNUM 

Pacific Charter School Development, Inc. 
600 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90017 

(t) (213) 542 4700 / (f) (213) 542 4701 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 105F43E9-4F2A-4AE0-80FA-0D0FC7D35236
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Pacific Charter School Development, Inc. 2 | P a g e 

ORIGINATION FEE: 1% OF MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT,TO BE PAID AT LOAN CLOSING FROM LOAN PROCEEDS 

LENDER EXPENSES: BORROWER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PCSD’S EXPENSE ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOAN, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LEGAL WORK, LITIGATION/LAWSUIT/UCC SEARCHES, AND 
ESCROW/TITLE SERVICES. ALL REIMBURSEMENT OF LENDER EXPENSES WILL BE MADE FROM 
LOAN PROCEEDS. 

PAYMENT: 1) FROM CLOSING DATE TO AUGUST 31, 2020, MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF INTEREST ONLY 

SHALL BE MADE FROM AN INTEREST RESERVE ESTABLISHED AT LOAN CLOSING FROM 

THE SET ASIDE OF LOAN PROCEEDS. 

2) STARTING ON SEPTEMBER 1, 2020, AND CONTINUING MONTHLY THEREAFTER UP TO 
AND INCLUDING THE PAYMENT DUE JUNE 1, 2022, PAYMENTS OF PRINCIPAL AND 
INTEREST BASED ON A MORTGAGE STYLE AMORTIZATION OVER A TERM OF 96 
MONTHS SHALL BE MADE BY BORROWER. 

3) STARTING ON JULY 1, 2022 AND CONTINUING MONTHLY THEREAFTER UP TO AND 
INCLUDINE JUNE 1, 2024, A FIXED PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST IN THE 
AMOUNT OF $6,706.48 SHALL BE MADE BY BORROWER. THE MONTHLY AMOUNT WILL 
BE PRORATED DOWN PROPORTIONATELY IF THE FINAL LOAN AMOUNT DISBURSED IS 
LESS THAN $350,000. 

4) ON THE MATURITY DATE, ALL OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST SHALL BE PAID 
BY BORROWER. 

SECURITY: TO BE DETERMINED BASED ON LENDER’S REVIEW OF BORROWER’S EXISTING LOANS AND THE 
SECURITY HELD BY BORROWER’S EXISTING LENDERS. LENDER WILL LIKELY REQUEST THAT 
BORROWER’S EXISTING LENDER’S SUBORDINATE THE PAYMENT AND PRIORITY OF THEIR LOANS 
TO LENDER’S LOAN. 

LOAN DISBURSEMENT: DISBURSEMENTS SHALL BE MADE WITH NO GREATER FREQUENCY THAN ONE PER MONTH. 
BORROWER SHALL SUBMIT A DISBURSEMENT REQUEST WITH A DETAILED LIST OF EACH INVOICE 
FOR WHICH FUNDS ARE BEING REQUESTED. LENDER SHALL DISBURSE FUNDS UPON REVIEW AND 
APPROVAL OF THE BORROWER’S REQUEST. AFTER EACH DISBURSEMENT, BORROWER SHALL 
PROVIDE LENDER WITH EVIDENCE OF PAYMENT FOR INVOICES IN THAT DISBURSEMENT BEFORE 

REQUESTING ANY FURTHER DISBURSEMENTS. 

BORROWER EQUITY: BORROWER IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF $10,000 IN CASH EQUITY THROUGH THE 
DIRECT FUNDING OF PROJECT RELATED COSTS (EVIDENCED WITH PROOF OF PAYMENT TO PCSD). 
SUCH AMOUNTS WILL BE SPENT OR OTHERWISE CONTRIBUTED TO THE PROJECT PRIOR TO 
DISBURSEMENT OF ANY LOAN PROCEEDS. 

LOAN FINANCIAL 
COVENANTS: 

FOR THE DURATION OF THE LOAN, FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND REPORTS FROM THE 
BORROWER WILL BE REQUIRED AS FOLLOWS: 

1. ANNUAL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS WITHIN 180 DAYS OF THE END OF EACH FISCAL 
YEAR, WITH ACCOMPANYING SCHEDULE OF CONTINGENT LIABILITIES; 

2. INTERNALLY PREPARED MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS WITHIN 45 

DAYS OF REQUEST; 

3. P1, P2AND P FINAL ENROLLMENT DATA FOR ALL YEARS THE LOAN IS OUTSTANDING; 

4. UPDATED FUNDRAISING AND REPAYMENT PLAN. 
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IN ADDITION, THE BORROWER MUST MAINTAIN THROUGHOUT THE LOAN TERM, TESTED 
ANNUALLY FROM THE AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, THE FOLLOWING KEY FINANCIAL 
RATIOS CALCULATED ON AN UNCONSOLIDATED BASIS: 

 QUICK RATIO OF AT LEAST 1.0X 

 CURRENT RATIO OF AT LEAST 1.05X 

 POSITIVE CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONS EACH FISCALYEAR 

 TOTAL DEBT TO NET ASSETS (EQUITY) NO GREATER THAN 3.5:1; 

 MINIMUM 1.15X LEASE COVERAGE RATIO, WHICH SUCH RATIO SHALL BE DETERMINED BY 
DIVIDING (A) THE SUM OF BORROWER'S (I) NET INCOME BEFORE INTEREST, RENT, 
DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION BY (B) THE SUM OF (WITHOUT DUPLICATION) 
BORROWER'S CURRENT PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE, CURRENT PORTION OF 
ALL LONG TERM DEBT (FOR THE PRIOR FISCAL YEAR), AND INTEREST EXPENSE ON ALL DEBT 
INCURRED BY OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE BORROWER DURING THE ANNUAL TESTING 
PERIOD. 

FURTHER DUE DILIGENCE: THE CLOSING OF THE LOAN WILL BE SUBJECT TO PCSD’S STANDARD UNDERWRITING 
PROCESSES, INCLUDING FULL CREDIT APPROVAL, AND CLOSING CONDITIONS. AS PART OF ITS 
UNDERWRITING DUE DILIGENCE, PCSD WILL REQUIRE THEFOLLOWING: 

1. RECEIPT OF UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR BORROWER’S 2019 FISCAL YEAR, 
AND ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION, AS REQUESTED BY PCSD. THE FINANCIAL 
COVENANTS WILL BE FINALIZED ONCE PCSD HAS COMPLETED ITS UNDERWRITING OF 
BORROWER; 

2. AN ENROLLMENT PLAN AND EVIDENCE OF INTEREST OF ENROLLMENT FOR FUTURE 
YEARS; 

3. ANY OTHER INFORMATION REQUESTED BY PCSD. 

The loan documents, once drafted, will include additional conditions that the Borrower will be required to meet in order for the 
Loan to close. We thank you for your interest and look forward to working with you on this transaction. Our due diligence and 
underwriting will commence upon receipt of a countersigned copy of this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Scarlet Sy 
Chief Financial Officer 
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Agreed and Accepted: 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Name: 
Title: 
Date: 
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School Director

Luke Duchene
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Ross Valley Charter ADA Voluntary Barrier Removal Project Budget 
279

Ross Valley Charter ADA Voluntary Barrier Removal Project  - Development Budget 
Building Sq. Ft.: 14,745 Last revised: 6/11/2020 7/21/2020 7/21/2020 
Gym Sq. Ft.: 0 
Grades: TK-5 
Max. Capacity: 0 
School Occupancy: 8/21/2019 Initial Budget Estimate Approved Budget 

Cost / sf (From Input Tab) (PM Adjustments) Budget Notes 

Hard Costs 
HC1.1 New Construction: Traditional $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC1.2 New Construction: Pre-fabricated $ - $ - $ - $ -

work, $32K for the Rest 
Room work based on pricing 

HC2 Tenant Improvement $ 14.38 $ 176,940.00 $ 212,000.00 $ 212,000.00 as of July 2020. 

HC3.1 Stand-alone Structures: Traditonal $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC3.2 Stand-alone Structures: Pre-fabricated $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC4 Sitework $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC5 Offsite Construction $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC6 Utilities Installation (AT&T, DWP, Edison, etc.) $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC7 Environmental Remediation $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC8 School Start-up Costs $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC9 Payment and Performance Bond $ - $ - $ - $ -
HC-OTH1 Fire Alarm Installation $ 4.75 $ 70,000.00 $ 70,000.00 $ 70,000.00 
HC-OTH2 Other Hard Costs 2 $ - $ - $ - $ -

Hard Cost Subtotal $ 19.13 $ 246,940.00 $ 282,000.00 $ 282,000.00 

Soft Costs 
SC1.1 Due Diligence: Appraisal - As-Is $ - $ - $ -

Due Diligence: Appraisal: As-Improved (Post-
SC1.2 Construction) $ - $ - $ -
SC1.3 Due Diligence: ALTA/Topographic $ 4,000.00 $ 4,000.00 $ 4,000.00 
SC1.4 Due Diligence: Property Condition Report $ - $ - $ -

Due Diligence: Seismic Probable Maximum Loss 
SC1.5 Report $ - $ - $ -
SC1.6 Due Diligence: Parcel Map $ - $ - $ -
SC1-OTH Due Diligence: Other $ - $ - $ -
SC2 Legal Costs $ 2,500.00 $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00 Place holder. 

Includes estimate for 
balance of project and 

SC3 Architecture & Engineering $                    32,000.00 $              28,000.00 $          28,000.00 as builts,  YTD is 
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Ross Valley Charter ADA Voluntary Barrier Removal Project Budget 
280

Architect doesn't 
SC4.1 Entitlements: Land Use/Planning Consultant $ 2,500.00 $ - $ - believe this is needed 

Entitlements: Filing Fees - Initial Approval (e.g. 
SC4.2 CUP) $ 2,000.00 $ -
SC4.3 Entitlements: Filing Fees - Expedited $ - $ - $ -
SC5.5 Environmental: Health Risk Assessment $ - $ - $ -

Environmental: Lead & Asbestos (ACM/LBP) Included in construction 
SC5.6 Report $ 2,500.00 $ - $ - scope (for bathroom, 
SC5.7 Environmental: Noise Study $ - $ - $ -
SC5.8 Environmental: Phase I Site Assessment $ - $ - $ -
SC5.9 Environmental: Phase II Site Assessment $ - $ - $ -
SC5.10 Environmental: Pipeline Risk Assessment $ - $ - $ -
SC5.11 Environmental: Rail Derailment Study $ - $ - $ -
SC5.12 Environmental: Traffic Study/Assessment $ 2,500.00 $ -

RD Architects does not 
think this is necessary 

SC5.13 Environmental: Soils/Geotechnical Report $ 3,500.00 $ - (removed). 
SC5-OTH Environmental: Other $ - $ - $ -
SC6.1 OMITTED $ - $ - $ -
SC6-OTH OMITTED $ - $ - $ -

No planning fees just 
SC7.1 Local Fees: Plan Check $ 5,000.00 $ - permits (Removed, per 
SC7.2 Local Fees: Permits $ 5,000.00 $ 5,020.00 $ 5,020.00 YTD$2.8K 
SC7.3 Local Fees: Offsite Permits $ - $ - $ -
SC7.4 Local Fees: Bonds $ - $ - $ -
SC7.5 Local Fees: Sewer Connection Fee $ - $ - $ -
SC7-OTH Local Fees: Other $ - $ - $ -
SC8.1 Inspections: Local $ 5,000.00 $ -
SC8.2 OMITTED $ - $ - $ -

RD Architects does not 
Inspections: Special (Deputy, Geotech believe any special 

SC8.3 Observation, Testing Labs, etc.) $ 5,000.00 $ - inspections are required 
SC9.1 LEED: LEED/CHPS Commissioning Agent $ - $ - $ -
SC9.2 LEED: LEED/CHPS Consultant $ - $ - $ -
SC10.1 Insurance: Builder's Risk $ 1,250.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 
SC10.2 Insurance: Hazard $ - $ - $ -
SC11 Site Security (pre-occupancy) $ - $ - $ -
SC12 Taxes - Real Property (pre-occupancy) $ - $ - $ -
SC13 Utilities (pre-occupancy) $ - $ - $ -

Reimburseables (Printing, Delivery, Mileage, 
SC-REIM etc.) $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 
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Ross Valley Charter ADA Voluntary Barrier Removal Project Budget 
SC-OTH1 Other Soft Costs 1 $                                - $ - $                      -
SC-OTH2 Other Soft Costs 2 $ - $ - $ -

Soft Cost Subtotal $ 2.92 $ 74,750.00 $ 43,020.00 $ 43,020.00 

Financing Costs 
FC1.1 
FC1.2 
FC1.3 
FC1.4 
FC2.1 
FC2.2 
FC2.3 
FC2.4 
FC2.5 
FC-OTH1 
FC-OTH2 

Acquisition Loan: Capitalized Interest 
Acquisition Loan: Escrow/Title/Closing Costs 
Acquisition Loan: Lender Legal 
Acquisition Loan: Origination Fee 
Construction Loan: Capitalized Interest 
Construction Loan: Escrow/Title/Closing Costs 
Construction Loan: Lender Legal 
Construction Loan: Origination Fee 
Construction Loan: Construction Inspector 
Other Financing Costs 1 
Other Financing Costs 2 
Financing Cost Subtotal $ 0.43 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

12,000.00 
1,000.00 

-
13,000.00 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
-
-
-

1,400.00 
-
-

3,000.00 
-

2,000.00 
-

6,400.00 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
-
-
-

1,400.00 
-
-

3,000.00 
-

2,000.00 
-

6,400.00 

4 months at 60% utilization 

1% of loan 

Misc 

Management Costs 
SC-MGMT.1 
SC-MGMT.2 
SC-MGMT.3 

Development Fee 
Project Management Fee 
Construction Management Fee 
Management Cost Subtotal $ -

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
-
-
-

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
-
-
-

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
-
-
-

Project Cost Subtotal $          24.76 $ 362,002.00 $ 365,020.00 $ 365,020.00 

Contingencies 
AC-CONT 
HC-CONT 
SC-CONT 
FC-CONT 

Contingency - Acquisition Costs 
Contingency - Hard Costs 
Contingency - Soft Costs 
Contingency - Financing Costs 
Total Budget Contingencies 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
1.91 
0.29 
0.07 
2.28 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
28,200.00 

4,302.00 
320.00 

32,822.00 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
28,200.00 

4,300.00 
1,100.00 

33,600.00 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

-
28,200.00 

4,300.00 
1,100.00 

33,600.00 

0% 
10% 
10% 
17% 

Budget Summary 
Acquisition Cost Subtotal $ - $ - $ -
Hard Costs Subtotal $ 246,940.00 $ 282,000.00 $ 282,000.00 
Soft Costs Subtotal $ 69,240.00 $ 43,020.00 $ 43,020.00 
Financing Costs Subtotal $ 13,000.00 $ 6,400.00 $ 6,400.00 
Management Costs Subtotal $ - $ - $ -
Subtotal Project Costs $ 22.48 $ 329,180.00 $ 331,420.00 $ 331,420.00 
Budget Contingencies $ 32,822.00 $ 33,600.00 $ 33,600.00 
Total Project Budget $ 24.76 $ 362,002.00 $           365,020.00 $       365,020.00 
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LCFF Budget Overview for Parents 283

Local Educational Agency (LEA) Name: Ross Valley Charter 
CDS Code: 21 77065 0135350 
Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) Year: 2019-20 
LEA contact information: Luke Duchene, 415-534-6970; luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

School districts receive funding from different sources: state funds under the Local Control Funding 
Formula (LCFF), other state funds, local funds, and federal funds. LCFF funds include a base level of 
funding for all LEAs and extra funding - called "supplemental and concentration" grants - to LEAs based 
on the enrollment of high needs students (foster youth, English learners, and low-income students). 

Budget Overview for the 2019-20 LCAP Year 
All federal funds, $20,125 , 

1% Projected Revenue by Fund Source

Total LCFF funds, 
$1,419,320 , 74% 

All Other LCFF funds, 
$1,346,701 , 70% 

All local funds, 
$355,436 , 19% 

LCFF supplemental & 
concentration grants , 

$72,619 , 4% 

All other state funds, 
$124,158 , 6% 

This chart shows the total general purpose revenue Ross Valley Charter expects to receive in the coming 
year from all sources. 

The total revenue projected for Ross Valley Charter is $1,919,039.00, of which $1,419,320.00 is Local 
Control Funding Formula (LCFF), $124,158.00 is other state funds, $355,436.00 is local funds, and 
$20,125.00 is federal funds. Of the $1,419,320.00 in LCFF Funds, $72,619.00 is generated based on the 
enrollment of high needs students (foster youth, English learner, and low-income students). 

The LCFF gives school districts more flexibility in deciding how to use state funds. In exchange, school 
districts must work with parents, educators, students, and the community to develop a Local Control and 
Acccountability Plan (LCAP) that shows how they will use these funds to serve students. 
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Total Budgeted General 
Fund Expenditures 

$1,961,331 

Total Budgeted 
Expenditures in LCAP 

$1,851,827 

$ 1,780,000 

$ 1,800,000 

$ 1,820,000 

$ 1,840,000 

$ 1,860,000 

$ 1,880,000 

$ 1,900,000 

$ 1,920,000 

$ 1,940,000 

$ 1,960,000 

$ 1,980,000 

Budgeted Expenditures

This chart provides a quick summary of how much Ross Valley Charter plans to spend for 2019-20. It 
shows how much of the total is tied to planned actions and services in the LCAP. 

Ross Valley Charter plans to spend $1,961,331.00 for the 2019-20 school year. Of that amount, 
$1,851,827.00 is tied to actions/services in the LCAP and $109,504.00 is not included in the LCAP. The 
budgeted expenditures that are not included in the LCAP will be used for the following: 

After school programs that provide day care and enrichment classes 

Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in 2019-20 

In 2019-20, Ross Valley Charter is projecting it will receive $72,619.00 based on the enrollment of foster 
youth, English learner, and low-income students. Ross Valley Charter must demonstrate the planned 
actions and services will increase or improve services for high needs students compared to the services 
all students receive in proportion to the increased funding it receives for high needs students. In the 
LCAP, Ross Valley Charter plans to spend $171,827.00 on actions to meet this requirement. 
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Update on Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in 2018-19 

$165,879 

$160,867 

$ 0 $ 20,000 $ 40,000 $ 60,000 $ 80,000 $ 100,000$ 120,000$ 140,000$ 160,000$ 180,000 

Current Year Expenditures: Increased or Improved Services for High Needs 
Students 

Total Budgeted Expenditures for High Needs 
Students in the LCAP 

Estimated Actual Expenditures for High 
Needs Students in LCAP

This chart compares what Ross Valley Charter budgeted last year in the LCAP for actions and services 
that contribute to increasing or improving services for high needs students with what  Ross Valley Charter 
estimates it has spent on actions and services that contribute to increasing or improving services for high 

needs students in the current year. 

In 2018-19, Ross Valley Charter's LCAP budgeted $160,867.00 for planned actions to increase or 
improve services for high needs students. Ross Valley Charter estimates that it will actually spend 
$165,879.00 for actions to increase or improve services for high needs students in 2018-19. 
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LCAP Year (select from 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20) 

2019-2020 

Local Control 
Addendum: General instructions & regulatory requirements. Accountability Plan Appendix A: Priorities 5 and 6 Rate Calculations 

Appendix B: Guiding Questions: Use as prompts (not limits) and Annual Update California School Dashboard: Essential data to support 
completion of this LCAP. Please analyze the LEA’s full data 
set; specific links to the rubrics are also provided within the (LCAP) Template template. 

LEA Name Contact Name and Title Email and Phone 

luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 
Ross Valley Charter Luke Duchene School Director 

415-534-6970 

2017-20 Plan Summary 
The Story 
Describe the students and community and how the LEA serves them. 
Ross Valley Charter continues the 20-year tradition of the Ross Valley School District’s Multi-Age Program 
(MAP). Two decades ago, a group of parents and the Ross Valley School District created an Alternative 
Education Program, organized under Ed Code 58500 called the Multi-Age Program (“MAP”). The Program 
grew and matured over the subsequent years, providing a progressive education alternative to the students 
of Ross Valley. 

In April 2015, the RVSD school board voted to discontinue MAP’s status as an Alternative Education 
program. Creating a charter school is the best way to ensure that free, multi-age, progressive education 
remains available to the many Ross Valley families who desire it for their children. Ross Valley Charter was 
approved by the State Board of Education in January 2016 and will open in August 2017. 

Our Mission: 

Ross Valley Charter will provide a public school option that leverages a progressive education model 
emphasizing deep inquiry and exploration, hands-on, immersion-based experiences, and active learning-by-
doing approaches to prepare students to collaborate effectively in teams, think critically, seek information to 
solve problems, and be lifelong learners and culturally competent members of our diverse global community. 

Our Core Beliefs: 

Students learn best when constructing their own knowledge in a social context that offers rich and challenging 
content, collaboration with fellow students and parents, and teachers acting as facilitators of this process. 

Student voice, choice, and engagement are critical to supporting student agency and knowledge construction. 

A thriving and joyful learning community has inclusive decision-making structures that foster teacher and 
parent engagement, collaboration, and shared ownership of the committed work of graduating students 
who are critical thinkers and creative problem solvers prepared for the 21st Century. 
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Foundational Practices: 

Multi-age Classes—Two grade levels will be together in one class, allowing teachers and children to enjoy 
a two-year relationship, and giving students the opportunity to alternate being the younger and older 
student in their class. 

Trans-disciplinary Curriculum—Curriculum will rely heavily on project- and problem-based learning, 
long-term units of study integrating many curricular areas, going in depth and examining a topic from many 
angles, and increasing students’ engagement and interest. 

Deep Learning Through the Gift of Time—Students will be given long blocks of time in which to work on 
projects. Teachers will have long weekly meetings in which to collaborate, discuss student progress, and 
engage in professional development. 

Educating the Whole Child—The focus will not be just on academic growth, but also physical and 
social- emotional development. 

Connected Community—Students, teachers, staff, and parents will all be considered integral parts of the 
school community. Teachers will focus on developing a strong community within the classroom as well as 
within the whole program, and will encourage students to see their role as a member of the larger 
community as well. 

Authentic Assessment—Students’ ongoing classwork and projects will be assessed to show academic 
growth and progress toward Common Core State Standards, which reflect the importance of 21st Century 
skills such as problem solving, collaboration, and communication. 

Collaboration and Collective Responsibility—Students will have many opportunities to work with a partner 
or small group. Teachers will spend time working together weekly to plan curriculum and events. 

Differentiation—With two grade levels in one classroom, teachers will focus on individual learning progress, 
customizing instruction and guidance to accommodate students’ needs. 

Cultural Competency—Students will learn about people from different cultures and backgrounds throughout 
history and contemporary society. Teachers and students will model appreciation for differences and 
inclusion of all members of the school community. 

Choice—Students will have many opportunities to make choices about what they will learn, how they will 
learn it, what materials they will use, and how they will present their learning. 

Service Learning—Each class will do at least one service learning project per year that the students help 
toidentify, plan, and carry out. 

Our Students: 

We strive for RVC graduates to embody the following attributes: 

Independent and Confident—RVC students will approach situations with confidence and drive. They will be 
self-motivated and take initiative for their own learning. They will be comfortable taking risks. They will 
understand themselves as learners. They will learn how to own responsibility for their own learning, 
develop curiosity about the world, and know how to find information to satisfy their curiosity. 

Collaborative Problem Solvers—RVC students will have interpersonal skills enabling them to work 
productively with a partner or group. They will be perceptive listeners and consider others’ ideas. They will 
integrate multiple perspectives. They will apply what they’ve learned, and seek new information, in order to 
solve unfamiliar problems. 
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Effective Communicators—RVC students will read, write, speak, and listen with confidence and 
compassion. They will have strong skills to express themselves accurately and clearly. They will know that 
different situations call for different behaviors and modes of communication. 

Creative and Adaptive Thinkers—RVC students will know that there are many ways of approaching a 
situation. They will explore multiple possibilities and go beyond seeking a single right answer. They will 
apply what they’ve learned, look for patterns, exercise their imaginations, and develop innovative 
solutions. They will have confidence to try something, have it fail, learn from it, then try something 
different. They will remain curious. 

People who Persevere—RVC students will embrace challenges. They will be willing to work through 
difficult situations and problems. They will recognize the benefits that come from persisting, and will 
experience satisfaction from working hard and achieving their goals. They will understand that learning is 
a lifelong pursuit. They will be motivated to be lifelong learners. 

Caring Community Members—RVC students will take responsibility for their own behavior. They will be 
kind and compassionate to others in the concentric circles of their world: themselves, their families, their 
friends, their classmates, their school, their community, and the world beyond them. They will have a sense 
of belonging and recognize our interconnectedness. 

Solid in Foundational Academic Skills—RVC students will be strong readers and enjoy reading for pleasure 
and to seek information. They will be able to write well for purposes of conveying information, giving their 
opinion, and telling a story. They will have excellent math and science skills and will be able to apply them 
appropriately in novel problem situations 

RVC is working to enroll a student population that is somewhat more ethnically and socio-economically 
diverse than the population in the Ross Valley School District. We believe that students from 
underserved communities in Ross Valley will particularly benefit from the progressive education 
approach of RVC. In fact we have more than doubled our target enrollment for English Learners and 
Free or Reduced Price Meal recipients. 

The following chart shows the English Learners and Free or Reduced Price Meal recipients among the current 
students in the Ross Valley School District. As part of our commitment to Cultural Competency, we believe it is 
important to educate our students in a diverse student community. 

Ross Valley School District: 2017-2018 (CDE/Dataquest/Enrollment Report) 
English Learners - 2.2% (47 students) 
Free or Reduced Price Meal recipients - 10.2% (213 students) 

Ross Valley Charter (target for 2017-2018): 
English Learners - 6% 
Free or Reduced Price Meal recipients - 12% 

Ross Valley Charter Actual (at end of year 2018-2019) 
English Learners - 16% (28 students) 
Free or Reduced Price Meal recipients - 27% (46 students) 

How We Serve Students 

The curriculum in our multi-age classrooms is flexible and open-ended enough to address the wide range of 
developmental abilities, learning styles, and interests of students while meeting Common Core State 
Standards. Creativity, adaptability, imagination, and working collaboratively are all be called upon to create 
songs, skits, poetry, dance, art, games, and other performance-based representations of students’ 
knowledge. Students teach each other on a regular basis, so they need to know their subject matter well. 
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Teachers collaborate on curriculum and instruction practices to ensure consistency over the six-year 
program. 

RVC teachers interact with children based on the understanding that they are active seekers of 
information and not passive absorbers of knowledge. Teachers expect children to work to construct their 
own meaning and understanding of information and make connections. The teachers create an 
environment that supports students in making choices and decisions so that they are actively engaged in 
their learning. This leads them to be invested and to realize the power and joy of learning, contributing to 
an interest in lifelong learning. 

RVC teachers function as highly motivated guides, facilitators, and coaches. They act more as a “guide 
on the side” than a “sage on the stage.” They support student learning by presenting students with a 
question, problem, or situation to work on together, puzzle it out, research, make mistakes, and 
continue trying. 

Teachers provide support and resources, ask questions, and encourage dialogue. They also facilitate 
discussions regarding process and collaborative skills. Teachers encourage students to question and 
wonder about things, seek information, make connections, and support each other. Teachers are on the 
lookout for students with a special interest in a topic that they might like to pursue individually, and help to 
make time available for that pursuit. 

The teachers’ educational goals include fostering the students’ creativity and curiosity, self-reliance, social 
responsibility, artistic expression, critical thinking, and collaboration skills. The RVC’s curriculum, 
philosophy, and instructional methodology encourage the students to behave responsibly and appropriately 
in the classroom, at home, and in the community. 

The teachers often use Project-Based Learning (“PBL”), a teaching method in which students gain knowledge 
and skills by working for an extended period of time to investigate and respond to a complex question, 
problem, or challenge. 

The differentiated, child-centered approach used at Ross Valley Charter has been designed to ensure that the 
learning style of each individual student is incorporated into the learning process. RVC’s integrated 
instructional approach, which includes inquiry-based learning, targeted instruction, and social/emotional 
learning, allows teachers to create a differentiated and personalized learning program based on individual 
student profiles, including those of special needs populations (English Learners, Gifted, At-Risk of Low 
Achieving, Low Socioeconomic, and Special Education). To this end, teachers implement individualized 
instruction based on data-driven assessments. The underlying belief that all students are capable of thriving 
academically, socially, and emotionally guide RVC’s approach to having a solid platform of support for each 
learner. 

RVC teachers use the CA ELD Standards. These standards are not intended to replace the Common Core 
State Standards for ELA but instead to amplify the language knowledge, skills, and abilities of those Common 
Core State Standards that are critical in order for ELs to simultaneously be successful in school while they are 
developing English. RVC teachers receive professional development focused on the CA ELD Standards to 
ensure EL students are receiving the support they need in class. 

LCAP Highlights 
Identify and briefly summarize the key features of this year’s LCAP. 

In our initial LCAP we implemented the educational program as envisioned in our charter petition. And we 
focus on four of the critical goals outlined in our charter petition: 
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1. All students, including all subgroups, will have access to instructional materials aligned to CCSS. 
2. Parents will be an integral part of the RVC community and will participate in the governance and 

operation of the school, as such parents will view RVC as receptive to their input and involvement. 
3. Students will become proficient readers and writers of the English language as well as proficient 

mathematicians. 
4. Students will be engaged in curriculum that is meaningful to them, in a safe and inclusive environment 

The selection of these goals ensures that our school is focused on student achievement, equity, parent 
engagement and outstanding curriculum. Our related actions outline how we will ensure success for our EL 
students, provide excellent professional development teachers for students, and align our resources to our 
students’ needs. 

Review of Performance 
Based on a review of performance on the state indicators and local performance indicators included in the 
California School Dashboard, progress toward LCAP goals, local self-assessment tools, stakeholder input, or 
other information, what progress is the LEA most proud of and how does the LEA plan to maintain or build 
upon that success? This may include identifying any specific examples of how past increases or improvements 
in services for low-income students, English learners, and foster youth have led to improved performance for 
these students. 

Greatest Progress 
As the 2018-19 school year was our second year of operation the California School Dashboard only has one 
year of data and so most performance categories do not have enough data for the indicators. However, we do 
believe that by many measures this was a successful second year. We implemented a social and emotional 
learning program. We increased our student population by around 12% from the start of the school year. 

Using a standardized measure, CAASPP scores, our greatest area of progress has been (based upon 
preliminary 2018-19 results) has been improving our cumulative Math and English Language Arts scores from 
the prior school year. Our results last year were better than the state average and these were better still. Having 
had many of the same students for now two school years we see the positive effects of academic program. 

Our low-income students and English Learners benefited from continued support from their classrooms teachers 
and our Intervention and English Language Learner support teacher. This work will continue. In addition we will 
be adopting a new Foundational Reading Skills instruction program aligned with the Common Core State 
Standards, including providing additional professional development in Math and English Language Arts 
instruction for our teachers. 

Referring to the California School Dashboard, identify any state indicator or local performance indicator for 
which overall performance was in the “Red” or “Orange” performance category or where the LEA received a 
“Not Met” or “Not Met for Two or More Years” rating. Additionally, identify any areas that the LEA has 
determined need significant improvement based on review of local performance indicators or other local 
indicators. What steps is the LEA planning to take to address these areas with the greatest need for 
improvement? 

Greatest Needs 
As the 2018-19 school year was our second year of operation the California School Dashboard only has one 
year of data and so most performance categories do not have enough data for the indicators. However, we can 
see that we will need to continue our work to support our English Language Learners and Low-Income 
students. 
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Based upon internal Fountas and Pinnel reading assessments this school year, our English Language 
Learners made steady progress towards attaining grade level status in reading and writing, but more work is to 
be done for these students to make the significant jumps towards grade level. Additionally, these students 
need support in gaining the language skills required to understand text rich math problems and assignments. 

The steps we are going to take to address this need are as follows: 
-Increased professional development for teachers and staff around strategies for better meeting the needs of 
English Language Learners 
-Professional development for teachers and staff around Inquiry Based Learning (IBL) 
-Increased standardized assessment data, and interpretation of such data to identify specific areas of need for 
specific students 
-Creation of individualized learning plans for English Language Learners 

Referring to the California School Dashboard, identify any state indicator for which performance for any student 
group was two or more performance levels below the “all student” performance. What steps is the LEA 
planning to take to address these performance gaps? 

Performance Gaps 
As mentioned above, our English Language Learners and Low Income students are below the “all student” 
performance in both English Language Arts and Math. We are taking the specific steps listed above to address 
these performance gaps. We will continue to monitor and evaluate throughout the school year to ensure that 
we are taking the needed steps to address this issue. 
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Annual Update 
LCAP Year Reviewed: 2019-20 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. 

Goal 1 
All students, including all subgroups, will have access to instructional materials aligned to CCSS. 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 

State Priorities: 1, 2 7 
Local Priorities: 

Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Expected Actual 

100% of students, including 100% of all subgroup students, have 
access to instructional materials aligned to CCSS. This goal was met 

100% of teachers receive training in best practices to improve 
English Language proficiency This goal was met 

Actions / Services 
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed. 
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Action 1 
Planned Actual Budgeted Estimated Actual 

Actions/Services Actions/Services Expenditures Expenditures 

A) Analyze data and monitor A) Data was monitored and 1) $518,396 1) $518,184 
English Learner progress in analyzed regarding English 2) $158,445 2) $154,184 
academic content knowledge Learner progress in academic 3) $47,389 3) $3,690 
to provide timely interventions content knowledge to provide 4) $44,895 4) $65,270 
B) All teachers and school 
director engage in 
professional development in 
CCSS-aligned best practices 
in both ELA and math 
curriculum and instruction 
highlighting needs of all 
subgroups. 
C) All teachers engage in 
professional development in 
best practices to improve 
academic achievement 
among ELs, using Problem 
Based Learning (PBL) and 
GLAD strategies 
D) All teachers and school 
director engage in 
professional development in 
scaffolding the CCSS for 
access for ELs 

timely interventions 
B) All teachers and school 
director engaged in professional 
development in CCSS-aligned 
best practices in both ELA and 
math curriculum and instruction 
highlighting needs of all 
subgroups. 
C) All teachers engaged in 
professional development in best 
practices to improve academic 
achievement among ELs, using 
Problem Based Learning (PBL) 
and GLAD strategies 
D) All teachers and school 
director engaged in professional 
development in scaffolding the 
CCSS for access for ELs 

Total= $724,229 

1) 75% of all certificated 
teacher salaries and 20% 
of School Director’s 
salary, will be devoted to 
Action #1 
3000 Certificated Benefits 
2) 70% of all 
certificated benefits, 
will be devoted to 
Action #1 

3) 75% of accts 4100, 4200, 
4325, and 4420 

4) 38% of acct 5605 and 
75% of accts 5863 and 
5869 will be devoted to 
Action #1 

Total = $741,312 
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Analysis 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual 
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. 

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal. 

All of our teachers have previously engaged in professional development around GLAD and other EL strategies and this year we continued 
that professional development throughout the year. Further training was provided in Inquiry Based Learning. 

In our weekly staff meetings time was set aside to monitor and analyze data to assess the development of ELLs, so that we could provide 
timely interventions. 

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA. 

We have found that the steps taken this past year were not enough. While students did make steady progress, our unduplicated pupils 
require growth at an increased rate in order to reach grade level standard. 

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures. 

There were no material differences.  Less was spent on 4000 accounts and more was spent on PD and Special Ed 

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this 
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP. 

In order to continue to work towards closing the achievement gap between our EL students and their peers, we are adopting a new 
Foundational Reading Skills instruction program aligned with the Common Core State Standards including related professional 
development for the classroom teachers. 
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Goal 2 
Parents will be an integral part of the RVC community and will participate in the governance and operation of the school, as such 
parents will view RVC as receptive to their input andinvolvement. 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 
State Priorities: 3 
Local Priorities: 

Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Expected Actual 

At least four parents serve on Leadership Council We had twelve parents serve on the Leadership Council, and 
many more who served supporting roles 

At least two parents will serve on the Governing Board Three parents served on the governing board 

At least 80% of School Parent Survey respondents “agree” or 
“strongly agree”, including parents from representative 
sub-groups, that RVC welcomes parents’ contributions and 
actively seeks the input of parents before making important 
decisions. 

96% of School Parent Survey respondents “agree” or “strongly 
agree”, including parents from representative sub-groups, that 
RVC welcomes parents’ contributions and actively seeks the 
input of parents before making important decisions. 

Actions / Services 
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed. 
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Action 1 
Planned Actual Budgeted Estimated Actual 

Actions/Services Actions/Services Expenditures Expenditures 

A) Hold annual elections A) Annual election among 1. $22,440 1. $22,440 
among parents for the parents for theLeadership 2. $13,320 2. $18,400 
Leadership Council. Council held. 3. $15,111 3. $9,350 
B) Solicit parent feedback B) Parent feedbacksolicited 4. $8,000 4. $8,000 
through annual surveys. through annual surveys. 5. $1,300 5. $1,300 
C) Conduct periodic C) Periodiccommunitymeetings 6. $250 6. $250 
community meetings to 
consult non- Leadership 
Council and non- Board 
parents 
D) Collect and respond to 
parent concerns in a 
respectful and timely fashion. 

held to consult non-Leadership 
Council and non-Board parents 
D) Parent concerns collected 
and responded to in a respectful 
and timely fashion. 

$60,381 

1. 1300: 20% of School 
Director Salary 
2. 2200: 40% of 
support staff salary 
3. 2400: 25% of office 
manager salary 
4. 3000: Benefits 
associated with above 
salaries 
5. 5881: 
ParentSquare 
Communication 
Software 
6. 5605: Printing Expense 

$59,740 

Analysis 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual 
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. 
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Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal. 

As a continued practice of the previous program which this school is based upon, and an acknowledgment that student academic 
achievement is tied to parent involvement we actively sought to ensure adequate parent involvement. 

This involved many planning and feedback meetings, including a new ELAC, and adequate and appropriate communication between 
the school and home. 

In our weekly staff meetings time was set aside to monitor and analyze data to assess the development of ELLs, so that we could provide 
timely interventions. 

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA. 

Given the high rate of parent involvement as measured through several metrics, the actions and services have been highly effective in 
meeting this goal. This includes 96% of School Parent Survey respondents “agree” or “strongly agree”, including parents from 
representative sub-groups, that RVC welcomes parents’ contributions and actively seeks the input of parents before making important 
decisions. 

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures. 

None 

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this 
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP. 

We will continue to work to maintain a high level of parent involvement. In addition, we are including the following action: 

School Director will work with our Diversity and Inclusion Committee to identify barriers to parent involvement and inclusion and 
develop a plan to overcome identified barriers. 

This is necessary as we have some families who have significant barriers to involvement, but would like to be able to find a means to 
become involved. 
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Goal 3 
Students will become proficient readers and writers of the English language as well as proficient mathematicians. 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 

State Priorities: 2, 8 
Local Priorities: 

Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Expected Actual 

80% or more of all students, including all subgroups, 
demonstrate at least one year of growth on the English 
Language Arts and Math portions of the CAASPP 
assessment. 

Percent All Students Grew One Year ELA:  85.96% 
Percent All Students Grew One Year Math: 84.21% 
Percent Subgroups Grew One Year ELA:  93.33% 
Percent Subgroups Grew One Year Math: 86.67% 
Percent All Students Exceeded Prior Year Level ELA: 19.30% 
Percent All Students Exceeded Prior Year Level Math: 24.56% 
Percent Subgroups Exceeded Prior Year Level ELA:  33.33% 
Percent Subgroups Exceeded Prior Year Level Math:  13.33% 

80% or more of all English Language Learners demonstrate at 
least one level of growth on the ELPAC assessment, as 
compared to the prior year’s score. 

Results not finalized prior to annual LCAP update 

Actions / Services 
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed. 
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Action 1 
Planned Actual Budgeted Estimated Actual 

Actions/Services Actions/Services Expenditures Expenditures 

A) Use CCSS to guide ELA and A) CCSS used to guide ELA and 1) $518,396 1) $518,184 
Math instruction Math instruction 2) $158,445 2) $154,184 

B) Provide support to EL students B) Support to EL students 3) $47,389 3) $3,690 
from classroom teachers and provided fromclassroom 4) $44,895 4) $65,270 
specialized intervention 

C) Monitor student progress in 
English language reading, 
writing, speaking and math 

teachers and specialized 
intervention 
C) Student progress in English 
language reading, writing, 
speaking and math monitored 
through the use of internal 
assessments as well as through 
SBAC Interim Assessments. 

Total= $724,229 

1) 75% of all certificated 
teacher salaries and 20% 
of School Director’s 
salary, will be devoted to 
Action #1 
3000 Certificated Benefits 
2) 70% of all 
certificated benefits, 
will be devoted to 
Action #1 

3) 75% of accts 4100, 4200, 
4325, and 4420 

4) 38% of acct 5605 and 
75% of accts 5863 and 
5869 will be devoted to 
Action #1 

Total = $741,312 

Analysis 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual 
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. 
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Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal. 

All curriculum was aligned to CCSS and this guided our classroom instruction. Student progress was monitored. When extra support was 
required, students were provided with support throughintervention. 

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA. 

As measured by the CAASPP ELA and Math results (ELPAC Summative results were not posted at the writing of this LCAP 
document) 80% of students or more achieved one year of growth as compared to the prior year’s results. 

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures. 

There were no material differences.  Less was spent on 4000 accounts and more was spent on PD and Special Ed 

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this 
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP. 

A review of our curriculum and practices was conducted in June, 2019 to assess the effectiveness of our English Language Arts 
program. We found that a consistent Foundational Reading Skills instruction program aligned with the Common Core State Standards 
was needed in order create more consistent growth for our English Language Learners. Targeted professional development for staff 
will be provided in the 2019-20 school year. 
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~=============================================================================================: ~===========================================================================================::: 

301

Goal 4 
Students will be engaged in curriculum that is meaningful to them, in a safe and inclusive environment 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 

State Priorities: 1, 2, 5, 6, 8 
Local Priorities: 

Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Expected Actual 

At least 80% of Students will identify on a school survey that 
they engage in curriculum that is meaningful to them. 

87% of Students will identify on a school survey that they 
engage in curriculum that is meaningful to them. 

At least 80% of Students will identify on a school survey that 
they have strong, safe, and healthy relationships with their 
peers. 

92% of Students will identify on a school survey that they have 
strong, safe, and healthy relationships with their peers. 

At least 80% of Students will identify on a school survey that they 
have strong, safe, and healthy relationships with their teachers. 

97% of Students will identify on a school survey that they have 
strong, safe, and healthy relationships with their teachers. 

Actions / Services 
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed. 
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Action 1 
Planned Actual Budgeted Estimated Actual 

Actions/Services Actions/Services Expenditures Expenditures 

A) Teachers will receive training in 
inquiry based learning 
B) School will develop and adopt 
a comprehensive social emotional 
learning curriculum 

A) Teachers receive 
training in inquiry based 
learning 
B) School began 
developing a social 
emotional learning 
curriculum based on 
mindfulness. 

$20,000 of 5863 PD 20,000 of 5863 PD 

Analysis 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual 
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. 

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal. 

A comprehensive social and emotional learning curriculum was developed and implementation began in the 2018-29 school year. 

Teachers received monthly trainings in Inquiry Based Learning through our partnership with New School San Francisco. 

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA. 

We exceeded our expected measurable outcomes for this goal. 

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures. 

None 

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this 
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP. 
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                   No changes were made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal. 
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Stakeholder Engagement 

LCAP Year: 2019-20 

Involvement Process for LCAP and Annual Update 
How, when, and with whom did the LEA consult as part of the planning process for this LCAP/Annual Review and Analysis? 

For 2019-20 LCAP development, we underwent the following process in 2018-19: 
March 
March 
3/7 - Board Review Current Year LCAP 
April 
4/3 - Teaching Staff Review LCAP and Suggests Revisions for 2019 
4/4 - ELAC and Diversity Committee Review Current Year LCAP and Suggests Revisions for 2019 
4/15 - Board Reviews Draft Revisions 
May 
5/2 - ELAC and Leadership Council Provides Input on Final Draft 
5/13 - Board LCAP Final Draft Presentation and Public Discussion 
June 
6/12 - Board Approval of Final LCAP 

Impact on LCAP and Annual Update 
How did these consultations impact the LCAP for the upcoming year? 

The discussions resulted in the unanimous decision that we did not need to add any new goals. 
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Goals, Actions, & Services 
Strategic Planning Details and Accountability 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed. 

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal) 

305

Unchanged Goal 

Goal 1 

All students, including all subgroups, will have access to instructional materials aligned to CCSS. 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 

State Priorities: 1, 2, 7 
Local Priorities: 

Identified Need: 

We will develop a curriculum that is highly student-focused, engaging and rigorous. With the autonomy to select our own curricular 
materials, we must ensure we make our choices based on the needs of our students, including our students who are English learners. 
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Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Metrics/Indicators Baseline 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

306

RVC EL ELA ELA ELA ELA 
students Ross Valley Charter: Ross Valley Charter: Ross Valley Charter Ross Valley Charter 
perform at A baseline for this A baseline for this EL students will EL students will 
comparable expected outcome expected outcome match or exceed the match or exceed the 
rates of will be established in will be established in percentage of RVSD percentage of RVSD 
proficiency on year 1. year 1. students who meet or students who meet or 
annual Ross Valley School Ross Valley School exceed ELA exceed ELA 
CAASPP tests District: 28% of ELs District: 28% of ELs standards. standards. 
as Ross Valley met or exceeded met or exceeded 
School District standards; 72% standards; 72% MATH MATH 
EL elementary nearly met or did not nearly met or did not Ross Valley Charter Ross Valley Charter 
students meet standards meet standards EL students will EL students will 
District-wide. 

MATH 
Ross Valley Charter: 
A baseline for this 
expected outcome 
will be established in 
year 1. 
Ross Valley School 
District: 28% of ELs 
met or exceeded 
standards; 72% 
nearly met or did not 
meet standards 

MATH 
Ross Valley Charter: 
A baseline for this 
expected outcome 
will be established in 
year 1. 
Ross Valley School 
District: 28% of ELs 
met or exceeded 
standards; 72% 
nearly met or did not 
meet standards 

match or exceed the 
percentage of RVSD 
students who meet or 
exceed Math 
standards. 

match or exceed the 
percentage of RVSD 
students who meet or 
exceed Math 
standards. 
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100% of A baseline for this 100% of students use 100% of students use 100% of students use 
students, expected outcome will CCSS-aligned CCSS-aligned CCSS-aligned curricular 
including 100% be established in year curricular and curricular and and instructional 
of all subgroup instructional materials instructional materials materials in core 
students, have in core academic in core academic academic subject areas. 
access to subject areas. subject areas. Curriculum and 
instructional Curriculum and Curriculum and instructional materials 
materials instructional materials instructional materials purchased are aligned to 
aligned to purchased are aligned purchased are aligned Common Core State 
CCSS. to Common Core State 

Standards. Any 
curriculum and/or 
instructional materials 
developed by RVC staff 
are evaluated to ensure 
CCSS alignment. 

to Common Core State 
Standards. Any 
curriculum and/or 
instructional materials 
developed by RVC staff 
are evaluated to ensure 
CCSS alignment. 

Standards. Any 
curriculum and/or 
instructional materials 
developed by RVC staff 
are evaluated to ensure 
CCSS alignment. 

100% of A baseline for this 100% of our teachers 100% of our teachers 100% of our teachers 
teachers expected outcome will receive professional receive continued receive share GLAD 
receive be established in year development in professional strategies or other 
training in best GLAD strategies or development in GLAD research-based 
practices to other research-based strategies or other practices that support 
improve practices that support research-based the achievement of 
English the achievement of practices that support English learners with 
Language English learners. the achievement of their colleagues in 
proficiency. English learners, and 

share strategies and 
practices with their 
peers in staff 
meetings. 

staff meetings. 
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Planned Actions / Services 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed. 

Action 1 
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement: 

Students to be Served: Location(s): 
(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups) (Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans): 

Ross Valley Charter All Students, Specific Student Groups, English Language 
Learners 

Actions/Services 

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged 
for 2017-18 

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged 
for 2018-19 

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged 
for 2019-20 

Unchanged Unchanged Unchanged 
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2017-18 Actions/Services 2018-19 Actions/Services 2019-20 Actions/Services 

309

A) Analyze data and monitor English 
A) Analyze data and monitor English A) Analyze data and monitor English Learner progress in academic content 
Learner progress in academic content Learner progress in academic content knowledge to provide timely 
knowledge to provide timely interventions knowledge to provide timely interventions interventions 
B) All teachers and school director B) All teachers and school director B) All teachers and school director 
engage in professional development in engage in professional development in engage in professional development in 
CCSS-aligned best practices in both CCSS-aligned best practices in both CCSS-aligned best practices in both 
ELA and math curriculum and ELA and math curriculum and ELA and math curriculum and 
instruction highlighting needs of all instruction highlighting needs of all instruction highlighting needs of all 
subgroups. subgroups. subgroups. 
C) All teachers engage in C) All teachers engage in C) All teachers engage in 
professional development in best professional development in best professional development in best 
practices to improve academic practices to improve academic practices to improve academic 
achievement among ELs, using achievement among ELs, using achievement among ELs, using 
Inquiry Based Learning (IBL) and Inquiry Based Learning (IBL) and Problem Based Learning (PBL) and 
GLAD strategies GLAD strategies GLAD strategies 
D) All teachers and school director D) All teachers and school director D) All teachers and school director 
engage in professional development in engage in professional development in engage in professional development in 
scaffolding the CCSS for access for scaffolding the CCSS for access for Els scaffolding the CCSS for access for 
ELs E) Provide broad range of high-quality, ELs 
E) Provide broad range of high-quality, standards-aligned instructional 
standards-aligned instructional resources that facilitate EL’s access to 
resources that facilitate EL’s access to core curriculum and expand their 
core curriculum and expand their knowledge of the world. Provide 
knowledge of the world. Provide curriculum and unit development 
curriculum and unit development aligned to both CCSS and ELD 
aligned to both CCSS and ELD standards 
standards 
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Budgeted Expenditures 

Year 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

310

Amount 

Source 

Budget 
Reference 

$756,601 $724,229 $800,000 

17-18 LCAP 18-19 LCAP 19-20 Budget 

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal) 

Unchanged Goal 

Goal 2 

Parents will be an integral part of the RVC community and will participate in the governance and operation of the school, as such 
parents will view RVC as receptive to their input and involvement. 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 

State Priorities: 3 
Local Priorities: 

Identified Need: 

Parent engagement is a cornerstone of RVC’s program. We know through research that higher levels of parent participation are related 
to higher levels of student achievement. RVC will ensure that all parents have a voice in our school’s programming and operations. 
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::===========================:::: ::===================================::::: ::====================================::::~====================================:::: ~=====================================::::: 

~===========================~ ~===================================~ ~====================================~~====================================:::: ~======================================: 

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Metrics/Indicators Baseline 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

311

At least four 
parents serve on 
Leadership 
Council 

A baseline for this 
expected outcome will 
be established in year 1 

14 parents served on the 
Leadership council 

12 parents served on the 
Leadership council 

At least 10 parents will 
serve on the Leadership 
Council 

At least two 
parents will serve 
on the Governing 
Board 

A baseline for this 
expected outcome will 
be established in year 1 

Two parents served on 
the board 

Three parents served on 
the board 

At least two parents will 
serve on the board 

At least 80% of 
School Parent 
Survey 
respondents 
“agree” or 
“strongly agree”, 
including parents 
from 
representative 
sub- groups, that 
RVC welcomes 
parents’ 
contributions and 
actively seeks the 
input of parents 
before making 
important 
decisions. 

A baseline for this 
expected outcome will 
be established in year 1 

93% of School Parent 
Survey respondents 
“agree” or “strongly 
agree”, including parents 
from representative 
sub-groups, that RVC 
welcomes parents’ 
contributions and 
actively seeks the input 
of parents before making 
important decisions. 

96% of School Parent 
Survey respondents 
“agree” or “strongly 
agree”, including parents 
from representative 
sub-groups, that RVC 
welcomes parents’ 
contributions and 
actively seeks the input 
of parents before making 
important decisions. 

At least 90% of School 
Parent Survey 
respondents “agree” or 
“strongly agree”, including 
parents from 
representative 
sub-groups, that RVC 
welcomes parents’ 
contributions and actively 
seeks the input of parents 
before making important 
decisions. 
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Planned Actions / Services 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed. 

Action 1 
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement: 

Students to be Served: Location(s): 
(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups) (Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans): 

Ross Valley Charter All Students, Specific Student Groups, English Language 
Learners 

Actions/Services 

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged 
for 2017-18 for 2018-19 for 2019-20 

Unchanged Unchanged Unchanged 
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2017-18 Actions/Services 2018-19 Actions/Services 2019-20 Actions/Services 

313

A) Hold annual elections among parents for 
the Leadership Council. 

B) Solicit parent feedback through annual 
surveys. 

C) Conduct periodic community meetings 
to consult non-Leadership Council and 
non-Board parents 

D) Collect and respond to parent concerns 
in a respectful and timely fashion. 

A) Hold annual elections among parents for 
the Leadership Council. 

B) Solicit parent feedback through annual 
surveys. 

C) Conduct periodic community meetings to 
consult non-Leadership Council and 
non-Board parents 

D) Collect and respond to parent concerns 
in a respectful and timely fashion. 

E) School Director will work with families to 
identify barriers to parent involvement 
and inclusion and develop a plan to 
overcome identified barriers. 

A) Hold annual elections among parents for 
the Leadership Council. 

B) Solicit parent feedback through annual 
surveys. 

C) Conduct periodic community meetings 
to consult non-Leadership Council and 
non-Board parents 

D) Collect and respond to parent concerns 
in a respectful and timely fashion. 

E) School Director will work with families to 
identify barriers to parent involvement 
and inclusion and develop a plan to 
overcome identified barriers. 

Budgeted Expenditures 

Year 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Amount 

Source 

Budget 
Reference 

$60,761 $60,381 $60,000 

17-18 LCAP 18-19 LCAP 19-20 Budget 
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(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal) 

Unchanged Goal 

Goal 3 

Students will become proficient readers and writers of the English language as well as proficient mathematicians. 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 

State Priorities: 2, 4, 8 
Local Priorities: 

Identified Need: 

Proficiency in academic English and math is critically important to our students’ success in middle school, high school, college and 
career. We will ensure that RVC students, including our ELs, are effective communicators and proficient in math 
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~===========================~ ~===================================~ ~====================================~~====================================:::: ~======================================: 

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Metrics/Indicators Baseline 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

315

80% or more of 
all students, 
including all 
subgroups, 

A baseline for this 
expected outcome will 
be established in year 
1. 

A baseline for this 
expected outcome will 
be established in year 
1. 

80% or more of all 
students, including all 
subgroups, 
demonstrate at least 

80% or more of all 
students, including all 
subgroups, 
demonstrate at least 

demonstrate at one year of growth on one year of growth on 
least one year the English Language the English Language 
of growth on the 
English 
Language Arts 
and Math 

Arts and Math 
portions of the 
CAASPP assessment 

Arts and Math portions 
of the CAASPP 
assessment. 

portions of the 
CAASPP 
assessment. 

80% or more of all A baseline for this A baseline for this 80% or more of all 80% or more of all 
English Language expected outcome will expected outcome will English Language English Language 
Learners be established in year be established in year Learners demonstrate at Learners demonstrate at 
demonstrate at 1. 1. least one level of growth least one level of growth 
least one level of on the ELPAC on the ELPAC 
growth on the assessment, as assessment, as 
ELPAC compared to the prior compared to the prior 
assessment, as year’s score year’s score 
compared to the 
prior year’s score 

Planned Actions / Services 
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed. 

Action 1 
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement: 
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Students to be Served: Location(s): 
(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups) (Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans): 

All Students, Specific Student Groups, English Language Ross Valley Charter 
Learners 

Actions/Services 

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged 
for 2017-18 for 2018-19 for 2019-20 

Unchanged Unchanged Unchanged 

2017-18 Actions/Services 2018-19 Actions/Services 2019-20 Actions/Services 

A) Use CCSS to guide ELA and 
Math instruction 

B) Provide support to EL students 
from classroom teachers and 
specialized intervention 

C) Monitor student progress in English 
language reading, writing, speaking 
and math. This will be done through 
the use of a combination of NWEA 
MAP Growth Assessments, SBAC 
Interim Assessments, and internal 
assessments. 

A) Use CCSS to guide ELA and 
Math instruction 

B) Provide support to EL students 
from classroom teachers and 
specialized intervention 

C) Monitor student progress in English 
language reading, writing, speaking 
and math. This will be done through the 
use of a combination SBACInterim 
Assessments, and internal 
assessments. 

D) Provide a comprehensive Intervention 
program for students who require 
support to reach grade level standards 
in ELA and Math 

A) Use CCSS to guide ELA and 
Math instruction 

B) Provide support to EL students 
from classroom teachers and 
specialized intervention 

C) Monitor student progress in English 
language reading, writing, speaking 
and math. This will be done through 
the use of a combination of SBAC 
Interim Assessments, and internal 
assessments. 

D) Provide a comprehensive Intervention 
program for students who require 
support to reach grade level standards 
in ELA and Math 
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Budgeted Expenditures 

Year 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Amount $756,601 $724,229 $800,000 

Source 17-18 LCAP 18-19 LCAP 19-20 Budget 

Budget 
Reference 
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(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal) 

Unchanged Goal 

Goal 4 

Students will be engaged in curriculum that is meaningful to them, in a safe and inclusive environment 

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal: 

State Priorities: 1, 2, 5, 6, 8 
Local Priorities 

Identified Need: 

We have students with diverse needs and interests. When students engage in curriculum that is meaningful to them, as individuals, 
they will become more proficient in the related content. Students also need to have strong, safe, and healthy relationships with their 
peers and teachers in order to make this a possibility. This provides students with the agency needed to empower themselves to 
create a meaningful understanding of the curriculum. This goal will meet the needs of all students, regardless of subgroup. 
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~===========================~ ~===================================~ ~====================================~~====================================:::: ~======================================: 

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes 

Metrics/Indicators Baseline 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 
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At least 80% of 
Students will 
identify on a 
school survey 
that they engage 
in curriculum that 
is meaningful to 
them. 

A baseline will be 
created based upon the 
results of our school 
student survey in the 
18-19 school year. 

At least 80% of 
Students will identify on 
a school survey that 
they engage in 
curriculum that is 
meaningful to them. 

At least 80% of 
Students will identify on 
a school survey that 
they engage in 
curriculum that is 
meaningful to them. 

At least 80% of Students 
will identify on a school 
survey that they engage 
in curriculum that is 
meaningful to them. 

At least 80% of 
Students will 
identify on a 
school survey 
that they have 
strong, safe, and 
healthy 
relationships with 
their peers. 

A baseline will be 
created based upon the 
results of our school 
student survey in the 
18-19 school year. 

At least 80% of 
Students will identify on 
a school survey that 
they have strong, safe, 
and healthy 
relationships with their 
peers. 

At least 80% of 
Students will identify on 
a school survey that 
they have strong, safe, 
and healthy 
relationships with their 
peers. 

At least 80% of Students 
will identify on a school 
survey that they have 
strong, safe, and 
healthy relationships 
with their peers. 

At least 80% of 
Students will 
identify on a 
school survey that 
they have strong, 
safe, and healthy 
relationships with 
their teachers. 

A baseline will be 
created based upon the 
results of our school 
student survey in the 
18-19 school year. 

At least 80% of Students 
will identify on a school 
survey that they have 
strong, safe, and healthy 
relationships with their 
teachers. 

At least 80% of Students 
will identify on a school 
survey that they have 
strong, safe, and healthy 
relationships with their 
teachers. 

At least 80% of Students 
will identify on a school 
survey that they have 
strong, safe, and healthy 
relationships with their 
teachers. 
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETE CHARTER PETITION 

Education Code Section 47605(b) 

A charter petition is deemed received by the governing board of the school district on the 
day the petitioner submits a petition to the district office, along with a signed certification that 
the petitioner deems the petition to be complete. The following certification is submitted in 
compliance with Education Code Section 47605(b). 

No later than 60 days after receiving a petition, the governing board of the school district 
shall hold a public hearing on the provisions of the charter. Following review of the petition and 
the public hearing, the governing board of the school district shall either grant or deny the charter 
within 90 days of receipt of the petition, provided, however, that the date may be extended by an 
additional 30 days if both parties agree to the extension. 

• Date of submission: August 10, 2020 
• Deadline for public hearing: October 9, 2020 
• Deadline for granting or denying the charter petition: November 8, 2020 

Certification 

By signing below, I certify as follows: 

1. That I am the authorized representative, and that I am competent and qualified to certify 
to the facts herein; 

2. That, as authorized representative, I have personal knowledge of the facts forming the 
basis of this certification; 

3. That I make this certification for purposes of Education Code Section 47605(b) only; and 

4. That I deem the charter petition to be complete. 

t 
·, 

Name: Luke Duchene, School Director and Lead Petitioner 

&0t ~ oe&W l'Trf Signature:~~ 

~~ Nff77,JC-- ~n-:r Date: August 10, 2020 

-AUG-! t-> l N 6-- G.:> I TU School Name: Ross Valley Charter 

t-fou:ll CM /L~'TL '1 

<su{c.(uLt'YJ ~rJ6-

1)~""3' t N OC-W.€£)t (l~) 
"f" 1'.X>J-t'Yv\ k l'2.. ( 10) Petition 
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110 Shaw Dri ve, San Anselmo, CA 94960 I Phon e: 415.454.2162 I Fax: 415.454.6840 I www.rossvalleyschools.org 

Sup erint end ent : Marci Trahan I Board of Trust ee s: Anne l ise Bauer • Anne Capron • Ryan O'Nei l • Wesley Pratt • Mark Reagan 

BROOKSIDE • HIDDEN VALLEY • MANOR • WADE THOMAS • WHITE HILL 

August 16, 2020 

Via Email 

Luke Duchene 
School Director 
Ross Valley Charter 
PO Box 791 
Fairfax, CA 94978 
luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Re: Ross Valley School District 
Ross Valley Charter 

Dear Mr. Duchene: 

The Ross Valley School District (“District”) received the Ross Valley Charter Renewal 
Petition (“Petition”) which was submitted to the District office along with a signed 
certification that Petitioner deems the Petition to be complete. In light of the certification 
of completeness, the District will begin its review and evaluation of the materials 
submitted.  

In in order to comply with the requirements of Education Code section 47605, we 
propose the below schedule for presentation and consideration of the Petition. We note 
and appreciate your agreement to schedule the process in accordance with the Board’s 
regularly scheduled meetings. In order to confirm your written agreement, please sign 
on behalf of Petitioner below where indicated as this schedule is slightly beyond the 
timelines set forth in section 47605. 

August 10, 2020 Receipt of Petition by the District with signed certification that 
petitioner deems the petition to be complete; 

October 13, 2020 Public hearing concerning the provisions of the Petition and the 
level of support for the Petition by teachers employed by the 
District, other employees of the District, and parents; 

October 26, 2020 Publication of findings and recommendations; 

November 10, 2020 Determination of whether the District will grant or deny the Petition. 
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______________________________________________ 

Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Marci Trahan, Superintendent 
Ross Valley School District 

This serves as written agreement to the schedule set forth above in accordance with 
Education Code section 47605. 

Luke Duchene on behalf of 
Petitioner Ross Valley Charter School 
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ROSS VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 

RENEWAL PETITION 

DISTRICT STAFF REPORT 

Published October 26, 2020 

INTRODUCTION 

Ross Valley Charter School (“RVC” or “Charter School”) is currently authorized by the State 

Board of Education (“SBE”). Although RVC was granted its charter to begin operation in 

2016, it obtained a material revision from the SBE to begin operations in the 2017-18 

school year. RVC’s current charter expires on June 30, 2021.  Accordingly, on August 10, 

2020, pursuant to Education Code section 47605.9, RVC submitted its charter renewal 

petition to the Ross Valley School District (“District”) seeking renewal of the charter for a 

five (5) year term from July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2026 (“Petition”), with a signed certification 

from Petitioner that it deems the Petition to be complete, as now required by Education 

Code section 47605 to verify that the Petitioner has reviewed the information provided and 

ensures to the receiving entity that the charter petition has all the required information and 

documentation. The District worked with legal counsel as well as an expert in charter 

finance to review/evaluate the Petition and supporting materials. 

In order to evaluate the past history of the Charter School as required for consideration of 

renewal, the District requested records from the Charter School and from the California 

Department of Education (“CDE”) as the entity currently charged with oversight of the 

Charter School. The District received very limited information regarding the Charter School’s 

academic performance. No verifiable summative academic performance data other than two 

years of CAASPP scores for 3rd through 5th grades to show a single year of growth was 

provided.1 In addition to concerns with the Charter School’s fiscal status and the lack of 

information regarding its student population and adequate and comprehensive performance 

information, serious concerns of fraud and false statements made by RVC in connection with 

its application for and receipt of a Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) loan during the 
spring of 2020 as well as issues with the Charter School’s compliance with the Brown Act 

came to the District’s attention. As a potential authorizer, and in order to evaluate the 

operations, status, and performance of the Charter School, the District investigated and 

substantiated the concerns. 

Accordingly, on or about September 3, 2020, the District Board of Trustees (“Board”) issued 

RVC a Notice of Alleged Violations and Reasonable Opportunity to Cure (“NOAV”), pursuant 
to Education Code section 47607(e), for engaging in fiscal mismanagement and substantial 

mismanagement in governance in connection with the PPP loan, in addition to other 

concerns related to its operations including RVC’s failure to serve students with disabilities 

and complete renovations and fire life safety improvements necessary to provide for 

Americans with Disabilities access and for the safe operation of its campus. 

1 In accordance with Education Code section 47607.2, the State is developing criteria for 

“verified data.” Although the State has not yet done so, the statute nonetheless requires a 

charter authorizer, or potential authorizer, to consider year over year academic performance 

as set forth in section 47607.2(b)(3). 
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The NOAV provided RVC with an opportunity to cure the alleged violations within thirty (30) 

calendar days and directed RVC to take the following corrective actions by October 5, 2020: 

(1) return all PPP loan monies received to date and close out the loan; (2) remove Conn 

Hickey from his positon as RVC Business Official; (3) remove Luke Duchene as Executive 

Director; (4) take all steps needed to replace the current RVC Board of Directors and 

provide new RVC Directors with mandatory Brown Act training; (5) complete all required 

renovations to satisfy ADA facility access requirements for the RVC school site located at 

102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, California including ADA compliance and fire and life safety 

compliance; (6) complete all other renovations/improvements in compliance with applicable 

state and local building enforcement agencies with jurisdiction in the area where RVC is 

located, that are necessary for RVC to be authorized to serve students in person at the RVC 

school site; and (7) establish a plan for compensatory education for disabled students 

deprived of in-person instruction. 

On or about October 5, 2020, RVC responded to the NOAV. Upon review, and as detailed 

below, RVC’s responses to the NOAV were inadequate; RVC affirmatively declined to take 

corrective action relating to its fiscal and governance deficiencies, with the exception of 

having provided Brown Act training to some of its officials; RVC did not demonstrate any 

action or intent to take any additional action in connection with its building renovations; nor 

did RVC describe any plan to ensure that access and compensatory education would be 

provided for students with disabilities who were deprived of services and in-person 

education. 

The review team carefully reviewed the Petition as well as the limited information provided 

by RVC and CDE including the CAASPP academic performance information provided. The 

budget, projections and budget narrative were reviewed as were prior year budget 

documents, agendas and minutes related to the RVC governance. As detailed below, the 

information raised several concerns regarding the Charter School’s fiscal status and whether 
it is sustainable as a going concern in light of excessive debt, failures to accurately book 

debt and required expenditures, and the overall reasonableness of the Charter School 

budget. The information further demonstrates that RVC has engaged in conflicts of interest 

in violation of law and their policy regarding conflicts of interest. Governance concerns are 

also raised by improper delegation of authority and the sudden departure of an RVC board 

member whom RVC represented would be on the Board through the new term. In addition, 

the Charter School has not been ADA compliant and student data reflects that RVC does not 

serve students with significant disabilities on par with statewide numbers and has no 

academic performance information regarding any subgroup of students to demonstrate year 

over year growth for its five year term. The Petition itself does not set forth a reasonably 

comprehensive description of each of the required elements. 

In accordance with Education Code section 47605(b), and the mutually agreed-upon 

timeline for consideration of the Petition, on October 13, 2020, a public hearing on the 

provisions of the charter was held, at which time the Board considered the level of support 

for the Petition by teachers employed by the District, other employees of the school district, 

and parents. 

Pursuant to agreement between the District and RVC, the Board is scheduled to either grant 

or deny the Petition during its meeting on November 10, 2020. This staff report includes 

the District staff’s recommendations, including the recommended findings, on the Petition, 

and is being published on the District’s website at least fifteen (15) days prior to the 

November 10th meeting, pursuant to Education Code section 47605(b). 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR RENEWAL PETITION 

Although RVC was authorized by the SBE, Education Code section 47605.9(b) requires RVC 

to submit its renewal petition to the District because RVC is located within the District’s 
boundaries. Specifically, Education Code section 47605.9(b) states: 

A charter school operating under a charter approved by the state board 

pursuant to Section 47605, as that section read on January 1, 2019, may 

continue to operate under the authority of that chartering authority only until 

the date on which the charter is up for renewal, at which point the charter 

school shall submit a petition for renewal to the governing board of the school 

district within the boundaries of which the charter school is located. 

Charters may be renewed pursuant to Education Code section 47607(a)(2), which states as 

follows:  

A chartering authority may grant one or more subsequent renewals pursuant 

to subdivisions (b) and (c) and Section 47607.2. Notwithstanding subdivisions 

(b) and (c) and Section 47607.2, a chartering authority may deny renewal 

pursuant to subdivision (e). 

Additionally, renewals of charters are governed by the standards and criteria described in 

Education Code section 47605, and must include a reasonably comprehensive description of 

any new requirement of charter schools enacted into law after the charter was originally 

granted or last renewed. (Ed. Code, § 47607(b).) 

Education Code section 47607.2 sets forth the standards for the renewal of charter schools 

that are considered “middle performing” which qualify for a five year renewal term. 

Specifically, the chartering authority must consider “the schoolwide performance and 

performance of all subgroups of pupils served by the charter school on the state indicators 

included in the evaluation rubrics adopted pursuant to Section 52064.5 and the 

performance of the charter school on the local indicators included in the evaluation rubrics 

adopted pursuant to Section 52064.5.” (Ed. Code, § 47607.2(b)(1).)  The chartering 

authority must provide “greater weight to performance on measurements of academic 

performance in determining whether to grant a charter renewal.” (Ed. Code, 

§ 47607.2(b)(2).)  

In addition to the state and local indicators, the chartering authority must consider clear 

and convincing evidence showing either of the following: (a) the school achieved 

measurable increases in academic achievement, as defined by at least one year’s progress 

for each year in school; or (b) strong postsecondary outcomes, as defined by college 

enrollment, persistence, and completion rates equal to similar peers. (Ed. Code, 

§ 47607.2(b)(3).)  Such evidence must be demonstrated by “verified data” (Ed. Code, 

§ 47607.2(b)(4)), and must be considered by the chartering authority for the next two (2) 

subsequent renewals until January 1, 2026. (Ed. Code, § 47607.2(b)(5).) 

Education Code section 47607.2(c) defines “verified data” as follows:2 

(1) For purposes of this section, “verified data” means data derived from 

nationally recognized, valid, peer-reviewed, and reliable sources that are 

2 See FN 1. 
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externally produced. Verified data shall include measures of postsecondary 

outcomes. 

(2) By January 1, 2021, the state board shall establish criteria to define 

verified data and identify an approved list of valid and reliable assessments 

that shall be used for this purpose. 

(3) No data sources other than those adopted by the state board pursuant to 

paragraph (2) shall be used as verified data. 

(4) Notwithstanding paragraph (3), a charter school under consideration for 

renewal before the state board’s adoption pursuant to paragraph (2) may 

present data consistent with this subdivision. 

(5) Adoption of the criteria pursuant to this subdivision shall not be subject to 

the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act (Chapter 3.5 

(commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the 

Government Code). 

(6) The state board may adopt and make necessary revisions to the criteria in 

accordance with the requirements of the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act 

(Article 9 (commencing with Section 11120) of Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Division 

3 of Title 2 of the Government Code). 

(7) Upon adoption of a pupil-level academic growth measure for English 

language arts and mathematics, the state board may reconsider criteria 

adopted pursuant to this subdivision.3 

It is noted that CDE has designated RVC as “middle performing” though the basis for 

determining this designation is not known nor published.4 The District’s independent 

analysis of the Charter School’s academic performance is made difficult by the lack of data 

to demonstrate year over year improvement. The available CAASPP data does demonstrate 

one year of improved scores from 2017-18 to 2018-19 for three of the seven grades served, 

but no data was made available for the remaining years of operation, for all grades, or for 

any subgroups served by the Charter School with the exception of students who identify as 

“White” or “Hispanic/Latino.” It should be noted that in the case of CAASPP scores for the 
Hispanic/Latino subgroup, there was no grade-by-grade level data provided. In other 

words, CAASPP data for the Hispanic/Latino subgroup was provided for the entire subgroup 

only. 

With regard to a “middle performing” charter school, the chartering authority may deny 

renewal only upon making written findings, setting forth specific facts to support the 

findings, that the charter school has failed to meet or make sufficient progress toward 

meeting standards that provide a benefit to the pupils of the school, that closure of the 

charter school is in the best interest of pupils and, if applicable, that its decision provided 

greater weight to performance on measurements of academic performance. (Ed. Code, 

3 The State has not yet developed the statutorily required criteria to define verifiable data. 
4 The list of charter schools and their respective performance categories as determined by 

CDE is published by CDE’s Charter Schools Division at 

https://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/ch/documents/ab1505results2020.xlsx. 
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§ 47607.2(b)(6).)  Renewals for “middle performing” charter schools shall be for a period of 

five years. (Ed. Code, § 47607.2(b)(7).) 

Notwithstanding the standards above, Education Code section 47607(e) provides that denial 

of renewal of a charter may be based upon a finding that the school is demonstrably 

unlikely to successfully implement its program due to substantial fiscal or governance 

factors, or if it is not serving all pupils who wish to attend: 

Notwithstanding subdivision (c) and subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 

47607.2, the chartering authority may deny renewal of a charter school upon 

a finding that the school is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement 

the program set forth in the petition due to substantial fiscal or governance 

factors, or is not serving all pupils who wish to attend, as documented 

pursuant to subdivision (d). The chartering authority may deny renewal of a 

charter school under this subdivision only after it has provided at least 30 

days’ notice to the charter school of the alleged violation and provided the 
charter school with a reasonable opportunity to cure the violation, including a 

corrective action plan proposed by the charter school. The chartering 

authority may deny renewal only by making either of the following findings: 

(1) The corrective action proposed by the charter school has been 

unsuccessful. (2) The violations are sufficiently severe and pervasive as to 

render a corrective action plan unviable. 

Because Education Code section 47605.9(b) requires RVC to submit its renewal Petition to 

the District, the District applies the above standards in determining charter renewal. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Based upon a comprehensive review and analysis by District staff, in collaboration with legal 

counsel and its expert in charter finance, of the Petition, the Charter School’s operational 
history, the limited/incomplete academic performance data, the September 3, 2020 NOAV, 

RVC’s October 5, 2020 written response, the documents provided by the Charter School and 

CDE, as well as the level of support for the charter as expressed during the October 13, 

2020 public hearing, District staff recommends that the Petition be denied.  Findings with 

respect to the primary deficiencies are set forth herein.  This staff report contains the 

written factual findings specific to the RVC renewal petition which support the 

recommendation.  Denial of the Petition is recommended on the following grounds: 

 RVC is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set 
forth in the Petition due to substantial fiscal or governance factors. 
(Ed. Code, § 47607(e).) 

 Corrective action has been unsuccessful. (Ed. Code, § 47607(e)(1).) 

 Petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the 
program set forth in the petition. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(2).) 

 The Petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of 
the required charter elements. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5).) 

Factual findings regarding the most significant deficiencies are described herein.  This staff 

report does not exhaustively list every concern, and focuses on those believed to most 

greatly impact the Board’s decision on whether to grant the Petition.  Should the Board take 

action to deny the Petition, the Board may adopt this staff report as the written factual 

findings required to support the denial of the Petition. 
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FINDINGS 

Review and analysis of the Petition and the Charter School’s historical performance resulted 

in the following findings5: 

A. RVC Is Demonstrably Unlikely To Successfully Implement Its Program 
Set Due To Substantial Fiscal Or Governance Factors 

Fiscal Mismanagement 

The following facts demonstrate substantial fiscal mismanagement regarding the operation 

of RVC in connection with its application for and acquisition of a PPP loan. 

1. Timeline of Paycheck Protection Program Loan Process 

On April 2, 2020, during a special meeting of the RVC Board, the RVC Board appointed Conn 

Hickey to serve as RVC’s Business Official on a “volunteer” basis. The April 2nd agenda 

included the express limitation that, “[a]ll external checks will continue to require two 
signatures and this position will not include check signing authority or authority to sign 

contracts and other agreements committing the school. This will be a volunteer position.” 
(Emphasis added.) This is not a position authorized by the RVC charter. It is noted that 

while the Board action identifies Mr. Hickey as a volunteer Business Official, the RVC website 

represents him to hold the office of Treasurer.6 

According to its charter and consistent with law, the RVC Board itself is solely responsible to 

“[a]ct as a fiscal agent. This includes the receipt of funds for the operation of RVCS in 

accordance with RVCS laws and the receipt of grants and donations consistent with the 

Mission of RVCS.” (Charter, p. 140.)  While the April 2nd meeting minutes reflect that the 

RVC Board ultimately approved Mr. Hickey’s authority to sign checks, the RVC Board did not 

approve authority to enter into contracts and agreements, nor do the minutes include any 

discussion or notes related to this issue.  Notably, the April 2nd agenda did not identify any 

item related to the PPP, though the Board discussed COVID-19 related financial impacts 

during the meeting. (Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of the RVC 

Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.) The April 2 minutes were 

approved and posted on May 7, 2020. 

Nonetheless, without Board authorization or any other authority to submit an application for 

federal PPP funding, or to enter into agreements to bind RVC, on April 9, 2020, Mr. Hickey 

applied online to Westamerica Bank for a $292,485 PPP loan as RVC’s “Authorized 
Representative or Applicant.” Mr. Hickey is expressly not RVC’s authorized representative 
or applicant.  On April 9, 2020, in applying for the loan, Mr. Hickey also misrepresented that 

RVC Board analysis of the requirements to obtain the loan were met – this was untrue as 

there was no RVC Board discussion or authorization of a PPP loan.  Later that same day, at 

or about 4:24 p.m., Westamerica confirmed receipt of the loan application (Reference 

#12494090). (Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of PPP Application, 

Reference #12494090, dated April 9, 2020; Exhibit C is an email from Westamerica to Mr. 

Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program – Application Received,” dated April 9, 2020.) 

Notably, Westamerica Bank is Mr. Hickey’s former employer. 

5 Although this Section is entitled Findings, any and all statements contained within the Staff 

Report are included in support of the Findings. 
6See RVC website, “RVC BOARD AND GOVERNANCE” page. 
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On April 16, 2020, Westamerica notified Mr. Hickey that Small Business Administration 

(“SBA”) funding limits were reached but that it would continue to process applications 

should additional funds become available. (Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and 

correct copy of an email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection 
Program,” dated April 16, 2020.) 

Three (3) days later, on April 19, 2020, Westamerica informed Mr. Hickey that RVC was 

eligible for less than the $292,485 requested – specifically, RVC was eligible for $270,653. 

Westamerica asked if the lower amount was acceptable. (Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a 

true and correct copy of an email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection 
Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 19, 2020.) 

The following day, on April 20, 2020, RVC uploaded the RVC Board agenda for its upcoming 

April 23rd meeting.  Even though Mr. Hickey had submitted the loan application and 

received confirmation from Westamerica that RVC was eligible for $270,000 in PPP funding, 

the April 23rd agenda did not identify any item for discussion or action regarding the PPP 

loan.  Furthermore, while budget documents (e.g., RVC’s 6-Year Budget Draft and Budget 

Draft Key Assumptions) submitted for the April 23rd meeting reflected assumptions for the 

receipt of a $300,000 facility loan and other smaller CARES Act funding, they do not show 

PPP loan assumptions or impacts on revenue. (Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and 

correct copy of RVC’s 6-Year Budget Draft and April 20, 2020 Budget Draft Key 

Assumptions.) The April 23 minutes were approved and posted on March 14, 2020. 

On April 23, 2020, at 10:27 a.m., Mr. Hickey responded to Westamerica to “accept your 
counter offer” of $270,000 in PPP funding.  This again occurred without RVC Board approval 

and well before the RVC Board’s meeting later that evening at 7:00 p.m.; though again, this 

item was not agendized for the April 23 meeting. (Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true 

and correct copy of an email from Mr. Hickey to Westamerica re: Paycheck Protection 

Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 23, 2020; see 
also, Exhibit H, true and correct copies of the RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, 

dated April 23, 2020.) 

During the April 23rd RVC Board meeting at 7:00 p.m., minutes reflect that the RVC Board 

discussed and/or took action on the PPP loan, which was not noticed in the April 23rd 

meeting agenda as required by the Brown Act.7 (Gov. Code, §§ 54950 et seq.) Specifically, 

the April 23rd meeting minutes8 indicate that: “$270 PPP loan/grant with reserve helps 

balance for three years” and “Board Chair or School Director to execute a Small Business 
Administration Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to 

$290,000.” This direction did not authorize Mr. Hickey as RVC’s Business Official to 
participate in any loan process and, importantly, was made after Mr. Hickey already applied 

for and accepted Westamerica’s PPP loan of $270,000.  (Exhibit H, RVC Board Meeting 

Agenda and Minutes, dated April 23, 2020.) The minutes reflect RVC Board action “5-0-1” 

though no action was agendized, let alone action on a PPP loan. (Ibid.) 

7 The fact that no discussion or action regarding the PPP loan is noticed on the April 23rd 

agenda is also a violation of the Brown Act.  (Gov. Code, §§ 54954.2, 54954.3(a) [“no 
action shall be taken on any item not appearing on the agenda”].) 
8 The April 23rd meeting minutes were not publicly posted until nearly a month later on May 

14, 2020, just hours before the May 14th Board meeting and the April 23 minutes were not 

approved until June 12, 2020. 
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Mr. Hickey applied for the PPP loan as RVC’s “Authorized Representative or Applicant” on 
April 9th, without authorization to engage, apply for, or obtain a PPP loan on RVC’s behalf. 
Not only is the conduct without authorization, it is contrary to the charter and state and 

federal law governing transparency.  Additionally, the misrepresentations to obtain the loan 

violate the duty to be honest in seeking state or federal loans and therefore constitute 

fraud.9 

Four (4) days after the April 23rd meeting, on April 27, 2020, RVC’s PPP loan was 

awarded.10 On April 29, 2020, Westamerica informed Mr. Hickey that the bank’s processing 
of the loan was complete and would be submitted to the SBA for the loan documents. 

On May 8, 2020, at 8:46 a.m., Westamerica emailed the loan documents to Luke Duchene, 

Director, which must be signed by “principals within the company.”  At 8:49 a.m., Mr. 

Duchene forwarded the email to Sharon Sagar, Board Chair, and Mr. Hickey.  Then, at 

10:45 a.m., Mr. Duchene electronically signed the loan agreement. (Attached hereto as 

Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of an email from Mr. Duchene to Ms. Sagar and Mr. 

Hickey, re: “Fwd: Westamerica Bank has sent you the document “12494090” to sign,” dated 
May 8, 2020, including attachments.) This action made RVC and Mr. Duchene complicit in 

the misrepresentations made to obtain the loan. 

On May 13, 2020, Westamerica emailed Mr. Hickey confirming that the bank was “[p]leased 
to have funded an SBA loan for your business” and outlined loan forgiveness requirements. 

Still, by this point, the RVC Board had not documented any action related to this loan. 

Furthermore, the RVC Board had taken no action to even evaluate the need for the loan or 

make any public representation in seeking the loan. (Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true 

and correct copy of an email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection 
Program Loan Forgiveness Information,” dated May 13, 2020.)  

The following day, on May 14, 2020, the RVC Board approved Resolution No. 2020-5-14, 

“Acceptance of Paycheck Protection Program Loan,” after the loan was actually funded. 

(“Resolution”). Again, the May 14th RVC Board meeting agenda does not mention the PPP 

loan or the Resolution – another violation of the Brown Act.11 Nowhere in the Resolution 

does the RVC Board even acknowledge Mr. Hickey’s April 9th loan application or his 

unauthorized acceptance of the Westamerica loan. In fact, the Resolution falsely states that 

the loan was received on May 8th and that Mr. Duchene “was authorized at the April 23, 

2020 board meeting to enter into the [PPP] Agreement.”  As evidenced above, the loan had 
already been applied for and accepted by Mr. Hickey. (Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a 

true and correct copy of Resolution No. 2020-5-14, “Acceptance of Paycheck Protection 

Program Loan.”)  Any purported action to authorize Mr. Duchene was invalid for failure to 

agendize and give the public notice of any action related to the PPP loan. 

The May 14th Resolution falsely claims that, on April 23, 2020, the RVC Board authorized 

Mr. Duchene to: 

9 It is a violation of federal law to knowingly present a false or fraudulent claim for payment 

to the United States government. 

10 See https://projects.propublica.org/coronavirus/bailouts/search?q=Ross+Valley+Charter 

11 Both the Resolution and the April 23rd meeting minutes were uploaded to Board Docs at 

12:30 p.m. on May 14th, the day of the meeting.  The May 14th meeting minutes, which 

document the RVC Board’s approval of the Resolution, were not approved until the RVC 

Board’s June 11, 2020 meeting. 
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Borrow Money. To borrow, from Westamerica Bank (Lender) on such terms of 

the Paycheck Protection Program Note between the Corporation and Lender, 

such sum of money borrowed; not to exceed the amount of two hundred 

seventy thousand six hundred fifty-three 00/100 dollars ($270,653.00). 

Execute Note. To execute and deliver to Lender the Paycheck Protection 

Program note. 

No discussion of the loan, its terms nor any indication that the RVC Board was informed of 

Mr. Hickey’s application or subsequent emails with Westamerica were agendized or reflected 

in the approved minutes. (Ex. H.)  The only notation regarding this issue is the inclusion of 

a single sentence authorization for the “Chair or School Director to execute a PPP loan up to 

$290,000 as soon as available.” This is not the authorization that was stated in the May 7th 
loan authorization document or the Resolution. Additionally, it was invalid as it was not an 

agendized action item. (Ex. H.) 

In sum contrary to the various statements in the Resolution, the facts show the Resolution 

was approved by the RVC Board after the loan was already applied for by Mr. Hickey on 

April 9; accepted by Mr. Hickey on April 23rd prior to the April 23rd Board meeting; was 

awarded by the SBA on April 27; was signed by Mr. Duchene on May 8th; and was funded 

on May 13th (“Westamerica is pleased to have funded an SBA Paycheck Protection Program 
Loan for your business.”). None of these facts are included in the Resolution. 

2. Approval of Resolution Mispresenting Facts Related to the 
Paycheck Protection Program Loan Process 

As stated above, on May 14, 2020, the RVC Board approved Resolution No. 2020-5-14.  The 

Resolution adopted by the RVC Board was RVC’s post hoc effort to document purported 

compliance with PPP loan requirements.  As the Resolution states, RVC must certify that 

“[c]urrent economic uncertainty makes this loan request necessary to support the ongoing 
operations of the Applicant.” However, this was never done despite representations to the 

contrary. 

On or about May 19, 2020, Sharon Sagar, RVC Board President, said RVC “needs the money 
for operations in case state cash payments to schools are deferred as predicted.”12 In an 

email from Mr. Duchene to RVC families, Mr. Duchene also stated, “[t]hree weeks ago, our 
state financial regulator directed all public schools to create additional, emergency cash 

reserves, to protect against state deferrals of our revenue, which the Governor just 

announced will start next month, and which in the last recession grew in length to 5 full 

months of deferrals.” (Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of an email 

from Mr. Duchene to RVC families, re: Further Explanation of RVC’s Acceptance of the PPP 

Loan, dated May 20, 2020.) 

However, the Resolution makes repeated references to unsubstantiated future and possible 

financial issues (e.g., potential cash deferrals, possible multi-year recession and difficulty in 

obtaining bank loans), not current problems as required for the loan. It is clear that RVC 

acquired the PPP loan to increase its reserves in anticipation of future need, not to mitigate 

past or current economic hardship – the “current” nature of the “economic need” to which 

12 Ross Valley Charter Gets $270K Small Business Relief Loan, Marin Independent Journal, 

published May 19, 2020, available at https://www.marinij.com/2020/05/19/ross-valley-

charter-gets-270k-small-business-relief-loan/. 
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applicants must attest is for short-term cash-flow hardships created by current, and not 

future anticipated, COVID-19 related impacts. 

RVC also failed to acknowledge both to the community and in applying for the loan, the fact 

that state education funding was not impacted by COVID-19 expressly to ensure funding to 

pay teachers and staff in the 2019-20 school year (during the term of the loan). Governor 

Newsom’s March 13, 2020 Executive Order N26-20 expressly states that county offices of 

education, school districts and charter schools will continue to receive state funding in order 

to, among other things, “[c]ontinue to pay its employees.” (See Governor Newsom’s March 

13, 2020 Executive Order N26-20.13) 

RVC was also assured of its ongoing Average Daily Attendance revenue during the 

timeframe of the loan. (California State Budget 2020-21 Summary, p. 36 [“the Budget 
includes: A hold-harmless for the purpose of calculating apportionment in the 2020-21 fiscal 

year; average daily attendance shall be based on the 2019-20 year, except for new charter 

schools commencing instruction in 2020-21.”].) 

As stated, no need or basis for the loan was discussed or referenced at any time prior to 

applying for and obtaining the PPP loan, nor are RVC’s claims for current need for the 

intended purposes of the PPO loan honest.  As reflected in the calculations for a PPP loan, it 

is based upon 2.5 times the average monthly payroll. The PPP loan is a short term payroll 

loan, not a loan for speculative future need. From inception, the PPP loan program was 

primarily for payroll with the following requirement in place at the time RVC applied: 

At least 75 percent of the PPP loan proceeds shall be used for payroll costs. 

For purposes of determining the percentage of use of proceeds for payroll 

costs (but not for forgiveness purposes), the amount of any refinanced EIDL 

will be included. The rationale for this 75 percent floor is contained in the First 

PPP Interim Final Rule. 

In addition to payroll, certain rent and utility payments were for over the initial eight-week 

period following the date of loan disbursement. These are the requirements in place April 2, 

2020, at the time of the loan was requested and certified. (See Interim Final Rule.14) 

Mr. Duchene also stated in an email that RVC had “lost out on about $30,000 in Family 

Giving” and justified the loan as having been applied for because of State budget cuts and 

deferrals. (Attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of an email from Mr. 

Duchene to RVC families, re: Our Finances – Weathering the Storm, dated May 17, 2020.) 

However, RVC’s budget documents and Board meeting minutes show that it was given a 

$20,000 COVID grant from the Walton Foundation, and that expenses were lower than 

revenue – which made up for the family giving shortfalls. Furthermore, there is no 

documented proof that the family giving shortfall was experienced after COVID and not 

before. The budget did not show a negative fund balance and did not incorporate the PPP 

loan funds. 

13 https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.13.20-EO-N-26-20-Schools.pdf 

14https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/04/20/2020-08257/business-loan-

program-temporary-changes-paycheck-protection-program-additional-eligibility-criteria 
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The intent of the CARES Act was to mitigate immediate COVID-19 hardship so that 

businesses would not have imminent closures.  In response to the Marin Independent 

Journal article relating to RVC’s PPP loan, Congressman Jared Huffman, on Facebook, 
expressed, “I never imagined that public charter schools which had experienced no revenue 

loss would seek - much less receive - this funding.” Again, payroll was expressly covered by 

the funds provided to charter schools under Governor Newsom’s March 13, 2020 Executive 

Order N26-20. 

RVC also claims in the Resolution that it needs the PPP loan because RVC does not have 

access to revenue sources available to traditional public school districts.  Specifically, the 

Resolution falsely states that “RVC’s only other option for working capital would be 
receivables sale (“factoring loans”).” However, RVC fails to acknowledge the unique 

revenue sources that it does have access to that traditional public districts do not. 

In fact, all non-profit corporations like RVC are, if qualified, eligible to access a line of credit 

with a bank. While some banks may have limited their lending activity, there are still banks 

making loans and extending lines of credit.  Merely because RVC does not currently have a 

line of credit does not mean it could not acquire one. Nowhere in the Resolution is it 

reflected that RVC even tried to acquire a line of credit, increase its current credit limit, or 

renegotiate the terms. And had RVC educated itself on its options it would have learned that 

the State was implementing a program specifically to assist charter schools with deferral 

relief. 

Unlike traditional public school districts, charter schools, such as RVC, have access to many 

sources of funding and financing available only to charters schools, many of which RVC has 

availed itself of in the past and is currently in the process of acquiring, including but not 

limited to the following: 

 Charter only grants: RVC has received hundreds of thousands of dollars in charter-

specific grants and has access to many more. RVC received a $300,000 grant from 

the Walton Foundation in or about the 2018-19 school year. In fact, while RVC was 

applying for PPP funds, RVC received a COVID-19 Walton Foundation grant for 

$20,000. 

 Charter-only loans: RVC received hundreds of thousands of dollars in a charter-only 

start-up loan from the CDE during its first year of operation.  While claiming in its 

PPP application that it had no other sources of capital, RVC was already in the 

process of applying for a $300,000 capital facility improvement loan from Charter 

Schools Development Corporation (and at least $50,000 of that loan application has 

since been approved). There are many charter lending organizations such as the 

PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., which represents itself to be “[a] leader in 
charter school financing,” and Charter School Capital, among many others. 

 Private Personal Loans and Donations: Unlike traditional public schools, nonprofit 

corporation operated charter schools can directly accept private loans from 

individuals, as well as any amount of private donations. RVC has many outstanding 

loans from private individuals associated with the charter school.  Additionally, the 

National Charter School Resource Center provides information on varying types of 

charter-specific funding resources. 

Besides the unique charter-specific funds noted above, at the time of its PPP loan 

application, RVC was also assured receipt of its State allocation of funds to cover its state 

entitlement and payroll. (See Governor Newsom’s March 13, 2020 Executive Order N26-20, 
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FN 11.) However, RVC nonetheless represented the need for a PPP loan to fund those same 

payroll costs - essentially double dipping. 

Purported need due to lack of other resources is no basis to flout the law and misrepresent 

to the government and the community in order to obtain funds. The application for and 

receipt of the PPP loan was improper and demonstrates fiscal mismanagement. 

3. False Statements to the Federal Government in the PPP Loan 
Process 

Mr. Hickey made numerous false statements in connection with his application for and 

receipt of PPP loan funding.  RVC participated and adopted those false statements in 

accepting the loan that was obtained based on the misrepresentations. 

U.S. Small Business Association (“SBA”) PPP FAQ #31 states that, before submitting a PPP 

application, all borrowers should review carefully the required certification that “[c]urrent 
economic uncertainty makes this loan request necessary to support the ongoing operations 

of the Applicant’” and that “all borrowers must assess their economic need for a PPP loan.” 
FAQ #31 was always applicable to small businesses and FAQ #37 served to clarify this 

point. But notably, RVC appeared to understand this requirement as it was included in the 

May 14, 2020 Resolution.15 In fact, from inception, the PPP loan has required the 

assessment of economic need. However, RVC represented it had complied when in fact it 

had not. And, regardless of requirements for forgiveness, this certification is a standing 

requirement for all PPP applications. 

Certifications supporting the PPP loan application should be documented, reviewed and 

approved by the Board.  Such written record should demonstrate that a bona fide, good 

faith effort was undertaken to support the certifications truthfully. If a defensible written 

record cannot be produced, then the loan proceeds should be returned, ideally before elapse 

of the grace period for doing so. This is a matter of public concern properly sunshined for 

public input and properly discussed and analyzed by the governing board as a matter of 

fiscal responsibility. 

As discussed above, the RVC Board appointed Conn Hickey to serve as RVC’s Business 
Official on a “volunteer” basis. The April 2, 2020 Board meeting agenda included the 

express limitation that, “[a]ll external checks will continue to require two signatures and this 

position will not include check signing authority or authority to sign contracts and other 

agreements committing the school. This will be a volunteer position.” (Emphasis added.) 

This is not a position authorized by the RVC charter. Additionally, the RVC Board itself is 

solely responsible to “[a]ct as a fiscal agent. This includes the receipt of funds for the 
operation of RVCS in accordance with RVC Board Bylaws and the receipt of grants and 

donations consistent with the Mission of RVC.” (Charter, p. 142.)  At no time did the RVC 

Board grant Mr. Hickey authority to act as an “authorized representative” to enter into 
contracts and agreements generally or to pursue a PPP loan. (See Exhibit A, RVC Board 

Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.)  

Nonetheless, Mr. Hickey applied for the loan on April 9 and committed to the loan on April 

16, 2020 – all without RVC Board authorization. The RVC Board did not undertake any 

assessment of a COVID-19 related economic need for a PPP loan before or at the time the 

15 SBE FAQ #37 was published April 28, 2020, clarifying the application of FAQ #31, before 

the Resolution was adopted by the RVC Board. 
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loan application was submitted as was required by the SBA PPP FAQ #31 or Interim Final 

Rule. Nor did it do so at any time prior to receipt of the loan despite representations to the 

contrary – representations made both to the federal government and the public. There was 

no assessment related to the PPP loan at the April 23, 2020 meeting despite Mr. Duchene’s 
representation to SBE Oversight on June 16, 2020 when RVC first notified its authorizer of 

more than a quarter million dollar loan. (Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and correct 

copy of an email from Mr. Duchene to SBEOVERIGHT re: Paycheck Protection Program 

Loans, dated June 16, 2020.) Again, there was no agenda item related to PPP loan on the 

April 23 board meeting agenda.  (See Exhibit H, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, 

dated April 23, 2020.) 

Both Mr. Hickey and Mr. Duchene certified by their initials on their respective loan 

applications that “knowingly making a false statement to obtain a guaranteed loan from SBA 

is punishable under the law.”16 Indeed, SBA PPP FAQ #11 warns borrowers that, as the 

Borrower Application Form indicates, only an authorized representative of the business 

seeking a loan may sign on behalf of the business. 

An individual’s signature as an “Authorized Representative of Applicant” is a 

representation to the lender and to the U.S. government that the signer is 

authorized to make the certifications, including with respect to the applicant 

and each owner of 20% or more of the applicant’s equity, contained in the 
Borrower Application Form. 

In applying for the PPP loan, Mr. Hickey was required to represent in good faith that current 

economic uncertainty makes the loan request necessary to support the ongoing operations 

of the Applicant.  However, such evaluation never occurred prior to April 9th when Mr. 

Hickey actually applied for the loan making such representation by his certification on the 

application. 

Again, Mr. Hickey applied for the PPP loan as RVC’s “Authorized Representative or Applicant” 

on April 9th, though he had no authority either by his position or from the governing board 

to do so. (See Exhibit A, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.) 

(Charter p. 142.) Not only was his conduct without authorization, it is contrary to state and 

federal law governing transparency.  Additionally, the misrepresentations made to the 

federal government to obtain the loan violated the duty to be honest in seeking state or 

federal loans and therefore constitute fraud. It is a violation of federal law to knowingly 

present a false or fraudulent claim for payment to the United States government. (31 U.S. 

Code § 3729.) 

RVC’s actions including acceptance of the PPP loan and efforts taken to cover up the 
improper process that was undertaken to obtain the loan, including adoption of the 

Resolution rife with false statements, demonstrate that the RVC administration and RVC 

Board were complicit with the deceitful actions of Mr. Hickey in applying for and obtaining 

the PPP loan. 

16 Contrary to representations made, Mr. Duchene did not apply for the loan. The application 

which was submitted and resulted in the loan was submitted by Mr. Hickey. The application 

with Mr. Duchene’s certification was not the actual loan application though it was presented 
to the public as if it were. 
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The above described facts demonstrate: 

 Failure to obtain federal loan in compliance with law 

 The PPP application was presented or caused to be presented to the Federal 

Government with knowingly false and/or fraudulent information for purposes of 

obtaining funding 

 Misrepresentations were made to the public for purposes of avoiding review of the 

Charter School’s acts in seeking and obtaining federal PPP funding 

 Failure of the Governing Board to actively manage the Charter School’s fiscal 

operations in compliance with law 

Governance Mismanagement, Violation of Charter, Violation of Law 

The above-described facts demonstrating RVC’s fiscal mismanagement also demonstrate 
substantial mismanagement in governance of RVC by its Board and administration 

establishing that RVC is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program. The 

following facts further demonstrate RVC’s governance mismanagement, violation of the RVC 

Charter, and violation of law such that RVC is unlikely to successfully implement the 

program. 

1. Board Misrepresentation To The Public Regarding Paycheck 
Protection Program Loan Application And Funding 

In RVC Board Resolution No. 2020-5-14, RVC misrepresented to the public the series of 

events and justifications for its application for and receipt of a PPP loan. 

On April 9, 2020, Mr. Hickey submitted the application for the PPP loan to Westamerica, his 

former employer. On April 16, Mr. Hickey was informed that RVC qualified for a lesser 

amount of approximately $270,000 and Mr. Hickey “accepted” the “counter offer.” (See 

Exhibit G, email from Mr. Hickey to Westamerica re: Paycheck Protection Program Loan 

Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 23, 2020.) On April 29, 2020, 

Westamerica informed Mr. Hickey that the bank’s processing of the loan was complete and 
would be submitted to the SBA for the loan documents. 

On May 8, 2020, at 8:46 a.m., Westamerica emailed the loan documents to RVC Director, 

Luke Duchene, which was required to be signed by “principals within the company.”  At 
8:49 a.m., Mr. Duchene forwarded the email to Sharon Sagar, RVC Board Chair, and Mr. 

Hickey.  Then, at 10:45 a.m., Mr. Duchene electronically signed the loan agreement. (See 

Exhibit I, email from Mr. Duchene to Ms. Sagar and Mr. Hickey, re: “Fwd: Westamerica 

Bank has sent you the document “12494090” to sign,” dated May 8, 2020, including 
attachments.) This action demonstrates that RVC and Mr. Duchene were complicit in the 

misrepresentations made to obtain the loan. 

On May 13, 2020, Westamerica emailed Mr. Hickey confirming that the bank was “[p]leased 
to have funded an SBA loan for your business” and outlined loan forgiveness requirements. 

Still, by this point, the RVC Board had not documented any action related to this loan. 

Furthermore, the Board had taken no action to even evaluate the need for the loan or make 

any public representation in seeking the loan. (See Exhibit J, email from Westamerica to 

Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program Loan Forgiveness Information,” dated May 13, 

2020.)  Nor did it notify its oversight agency of any intention to obtain a nearly $300,000 

federal PPP loan. 
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The following day, on May 14, 2020, the RVC Board approved Resolution No. 2020-5-14, 

after the loan was actually funded.  Again, the May 14, 2020 Board meeting agenda does 

not mention the PPP loan or the Resolution.17 Nowhere in the Resolution does the RVC 

Board even acknowledge Mr. Hickey’s April 9th loan application or his unauthorized 
acceptance of the Westamerica loan. In fact, the Resolution falsely states that the loan was 

received on May 8th and that Mr. Duchene “was authorized at the April 23, 2020 board 
meeting to enter into the [PPP] Agreement.” As evidenced above, the loan had already 

been applied for and accepted by Mr. Hickey. (Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and 

correct copy of Resolution No. 2020-5-14, “Acceptance of Paycheck Protection Program 
Loan.”) 

The May 14th Resolution falsely claims that, on April 23, 2020, the RVC Board authorized 

Mr. Duchene to: 

Borrow Money. To borrow, from Westamerica Bank (Lender) on such terms of the 

Paycheck Protection Program Note between the Corporation and Lender, such sum of 

money borrowed; not to exceed the amount of two hundred seventy thousand six 

hundred fifty-three 00/100 dollars ($270,653.00). 

Execute Note. To execute and deliver to Lender the Paycheck Protection 

Program note. 

No such discussion or action on the PPP loan was agendized on April 23, 2020.  The only 

agenda item was “DISCUSSION/BUDGET UPDATE,” which is not an action item and makes 

no mention of a PPP loan, the criteria for a PPP loan, or a needs assessment for a PPP loan. 

In fact, the April 23rd minutes do not include any documented discussion of the loan, its 

terms or indication that the Board was informed of Mr. Hickey’s application or subsequent 
emails with Westamerica. The only notation regarding this issue is the inclusion of a single 

sentence authorization for the “Chair or School Director to execute a PPP loan up to 

$290,000 as soon as available.” This is not the authorization that was stated in the May 7th 
loan authorization document or the Resolution nor was it direction that could be properly 

given in light of the failure to agendize the topic as required by the Brown Act. 

Contrary to the various statements in the Resolution, the facts show the Resolution was 

approved by the RVC Board after the loan was already applied for without authority by Mr. 

Hickey on April 9; accepted without authority by Mr. Hickey on April 23rd prior to the April 

23rd Board meeting; was awarded by the SBA on April 27; was signed by Mr. Duchene on 

May 8th; and was funded on May 13th (“Westamerica is pleased to have funded an SBA 
Paycheck Protection Program Loan for your business.”). 

None of these facts are included in the Resolution. Contrary to the representations in the 

Resolution, at no time was an evaluation done as required by the PPP loan and as 

misrepresented in seeking and obtaining the loan. 

2. Improper Delegation of Authority 

As stated above, Mr. Hickey was not properly delegated the authority from the RVC Board to 

engage in the actions related to the PPP loan. On April 2, 2020, during a special meeting of 

the RVC Board, the Board appointed Mr. Hickey to serve as RVC’s Business Official on a 

17 This also constitutes a violation of the Brown Act in addition to those identified below as 

no item is to be discussed or acted upon unless properly agendized to provide notice to the 

public. (Gov. Code, § 54954.2.) 
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“volunteer” basis. The April 2, 2020, Board meeting agenda included the express limitation 
that, “[a]ll external checks will continue to require two signatures and this position will not 

include check signing authority or authority to sign contracts and other agreements 

committing the school. This will be a volunteer position.” (Emphasis added.) Notably, this 

is not a position authorized by the RVC charter. 

Furthermore, the RVC Board itself is solely responsible to “[a]ct as a fiscal agent. This 

includes the receipt of funds for the operation of RVC in accordance with RVC Board Bylaws 

and the receipt of grants and donations consistent with the Mission of RVC.” (Charter, 

p. 142.) While the April 2, 2020, Board meeting minutes reflect that the Board ultimately 

approved Mr. Hickey’s authority to sign checks, the Board did not approve authority to enter 

into contracts and agreements generally, nor do the minutes include any discussion or notes 

related to this issue. The April 2nd agenda did not identify any item related to the PPP, 

though the Board discussed COVID-19 related financial impacts during the meeting. (See 

Exhibit A, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.)  

3. Repeated Failure to Comply with the Brown Act 

The existing RVC Charter includes an assurance that the Charter School shall comply with 

the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”), and the Board will meet regularly “in full compliance 
with the Brown Act.” (Charter, pp. 12, 141.)18 This is further a requirement of law as 

recognized by the Attorney General in its 2018 opinion (OAG Opinion No. 11-201) and SB 

126 (Ed. Code, § 47604.1), in effect at the time of the events discussed here. Among other 

requirements, the Brown Act requires RVC to “post an agenda containing a brief general 
description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting, including 

items to be discussed in closed session”; and “[n]o action or discussion shall be undertaken 
on any item not appearing on the posted agenda . . .” (Gov. Code, § 54954.2.)  

However, RVC demonstrates a systemic failure to comply with the letter or spirit of the 

Brown Act. On April 20, 2020, RVC uploaded the Board agenda for its upcoming April 23, 

2020, meeting.  Even though Mr. Hickey had submitted the PPP loan application and 

received confirmation from Westamerica that RVC was eligible for $270,000 in PPP funding, 

and accepted that “counter offer of $270,000 in PPP funding,” the April 23rd agenda did not 

identify any item for discussion regarding the PPP loan.  Furthermore, while budget 

documents submitted for the April 23rd meeting reflected assumptions for the receipt of a 

$300,000 facility loan and other smaller CARES Act funding, they do not show PPP loan 

assumptions or impacts on revenue. (Attached hereto as Exhibit O is a true and correct 

copy of RVC’s 6-Year Budget Draft and April 20, 2020 Budget Draft Key Assumptions.) 

The minutes from the April 23, 2020, RVC Board meeting reflect that without the requisite 

notice to the public, the Board discussed and/or took action on the PPP loan in violation of 

the Brown Act. Specifically, the April 23rd meeting minutes indicate that: “$270 PPP 
loan/grant with reserve helps balance for three years” and “Board Chair or School Director 
to execute a Small Business Administration Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with 

Westamerica Bank for up to $290,000.” This direction did not authorize Mr. Hickey as RVC’s 

Business Official to participate in any loan process and, importantly, was made after Mr. 

Hickey already applied for and accepted Westamerica’s PPP loan of $270,000. (See Exhibit 

H, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 23, 2020.) 

18 Similar assurances regarding compliance with the Brown Act are included in the Renewal 

Petition. 
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A fundamental purpose of the Brown Act is to provide an opportunity for members of the 

public to directly address the legislative body on any item of interest to the public. (See 

Gov. Code, § 54954.3(a).) The fact that RVC Board discussion relating to the PPP loan was 

not noticed/agendized in the April 23rd meeting agenda deprived the public of the 

opportunity to address the Board regarding that decision constituting multiple violations of 

the Brown Act. The overall lack of transparency and the false and misleading information 

presented to the public as well as the government is directly contrary to the purposes of the 

Brown Act of the integrity of public institutions. 

4. Failure to Comply with Americans with Disabilities Act 

RVC is required to admit all students who wish to attend the Charter School and shall not 

discriminate against any pupil on the basis of any of the characteristics listed in Education 

Code section 220, which includes students with disabilities. (Ed. Code, §§ 47605(e); 220.) 

Furthermore, in its existing Charter, RVC assures: “All facilities of the Charter School shall 
be accessible for all students with disabilities in accordance with the ADA.”  (Charter, p. 97) 

However, the Charter School was notified by the California Department of Education (“CDE”) 

on May 17, 2019, and again on October 18, 2019, that its facility located at 102 Marinda 

Drive, Fairfax, California, was conditionally authorized by CDE to open and operate for the 

2019-20 school year, based on RVC’s completion of several renovation projects by August 

19, 2020, including those necessary to satisfy the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) 

facility requirements. (Attached hereto as Exhibit P is a true and correct copy of a letter 

from CDE Charter Schools Division to Ms. Sagar re: RVC renovation projects, dated August 

24, 2020.) 

By the start of the school year on August 19, 2020, the renovations necessary to come into 

compliance with the ADA had not been completed yet RVC operated in disregard for the 

authorizer’s health and safety directives. As a result, by correspondence dated August 24, 

2020, the CDE informed RVC that it “shall provide weekly updates of the progress of the 
ADA renovations” to CDE by the last day of each month starting August 28, 2020 – meaning 

the ADA renovations had still not been completed.  According to the August 24, 2020, 

correspondence from CDE, RVC anticipates completion of the outstanding ADA work by 

November 30, 2020, over three months after its school start date.19 

Even though the 2020-21 school year is well underway, the site remains out of compliance 

with the ADA. Because the site is out-of-compliance with the ADA and therefore inaccessible 

to students with disabilities, RVC is not serving or able to serve all students who wish to 

attend the Charter School in violation of its Charter and the law.  

CDE informed RVC that due to noncompliance with the life safety requirements it was 

precluded from serving any students at the school site. 

Additionally, on August 25, 2020, the CDPH issued Guidance Related to Cohorts (“Cohorting 
Guidance”) regarding permissible use of small-group in-person services.20 The Cohorting 

Guidance provides guidance for necessary in-person limited instruction, targeted support 

19 The failure to RVC to make necessary renovations, including for ADA compliance, also 

demonstrates RVC’s fiscal and governance mismanagement as well as a failure to adhere to 
SBE’s oversight directives. 
20https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/small-groups-child-

youth.aspx 
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services, and facilitation of distance learning in small group environments for a specified 

subset of children and youth. The Cohorting Guidance applies to schools that cannot reopen 

for in person instruction pursuant to the CDPH’s July 17, 2020 reopening framework, 
including elementary schools that have not received an elementary school waiver through 

their local county public health office. 

Pursuant to the Cohorting Guidance, a school that is otherwise unable to reopen under the 

CPDH framework, will be able to provide supervision and care for students, including, 

specialized services for students with disabilities and English learners, access to the Internet 

and devices for distance learning, and in-person support for at-risk and high-need students, 

if specified conditions are met. 

Per the Targeted, Specialized Support and Services at School Frequently Asked Questions 

accompanying the Cohorting Guidance: “Students with disabilities should be prioritized by 

the LEA and school for receiving targeted supports and services. In addition, English 

learners, students at higher risk of further learning loss or not participating in distance 

learning, students at risk of abuse or neglect, foster youth and students experiencing 

homelessness may also be prioritized.”21 In fact, the Office of Administrative Hearings 

(“OAH”) has recently reinforced that absent in-person instruction and provision of services, 

disabled students are denied free and appropriate public education. 

Since RVC is prohibited from having any students physically on its campus, not only is RVC 

prohibited from seeking a waiver from the Marin County Department of Health that would 

allow it to conduct in-person instruction, but the lack of a facility accessible to those with 

disabilities for the provision of in-person education services, inhibits the ability of RVC to 

serve the needs of special needs students and prevents those students from receiving 

necessary services.  The ability of RVC to meet the needs of English learners and other at-

risk and high-need students are also impacted. 

5. Failure to Comply with Fire and Life Safety Requirements 

“Every public, private, or parochial school building having an occupancy of 50 or more pupils 

or students or more than one classroom shall be provided with a dependable and operative 

fire alarm system.” (Ed. Code, § 32001.) 

In addition to the need for ADA compliance, RVC was informed by the fire inspector that the 

Charter School must have an updated fire and life safety system. According to SBE 

communications, RVC estimated the cost to be $100,000 – CDE staff concluded, “Clearly, 
they don’t have that kind of money, and will not be able to move forward with the ADA 

conditions.” (Attached hereto as Exhibit Q is a true and correct copy of an email from 

Matthew Huddleston to Carrie Lopes re: Ross Valley Construction to meet ADA condition, 

dated May 7, 2020.) 

Absent compliance with ADA and fire and life safety requirements, students, including those 

with special needs, may not access the school site.22 Access to the school site is a 

fundamental requirement for provision of education and services for all students, including 

students with special needs. RVC states that it has obtained loans to cover the costs of the 

21 https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-schools-cohort-FAQ.pdf 

22 The failure to RVC to make necessary renovations, including for fire and life safety 

compliance, also demonstrates RVC’s fiscal and governance mismanagement. 
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necessary work, however, the issue of excessive debt burden is a serious concern as set 

forth in more detail below. 

6. Conflict of Interest 

Conflict of interest laws apply to charter schools, including RVC, and are intended to prevent 

conflicts between private interests and public duties, foster integrity in public service, and 

promote the public’s trust and confidence in that service by placing restrictions on public 

officers and those that advise them. 

Mr. Hickey was formerly the RVC CFO and Treasurer of RVC, and resigned on November 12, 

2019. Despite the resignation, the RVC website continues to represent him to hold the office 

of Treasurer. Approximately five (5) months later, on April 2, 2020, the RVC Board 

appointed Mr. Hickey to serve as RVC’s Business Official on a “volunteer” basis. (Attached 
hereto as Exhibit R is a true and correct copy of RVC Board Meeting Minutes, dated 

November 18, 2019.) 

According to Mr. Hickey’s 2019 Form 700, Mr. Hickey also served as an Associate Client 

Manager for EdTec from July 22, 2019, through November 12, 2019, receiving between 

$10,001 and $100,000 in salary. At the same time as Mr. Hickey was under contract with 

EdTec, RVC contracted with EdTec for finance and accounting, payroll, and other back office 

services since at least February 2017. (Attached hereto as Exhibit S is a true and correct 

copy of Mr. Hickey’s Form 700, dated December 30, 2019.) 

Notably, on or about June 25, 2019, Mr. Hickey signed an agreement (Statement of Work 

#4) as CFO-Treasurer on behalf of RVC with EdTec for finance, accounting, payroll and 

other back office services for the term of July 1, 2019, through June 30, 2020.  Less than 

one (1) month later, on July 22, 2019, Mr. Hickey began working for EdTec as an Associate 

Client Manager while still RVC’s CFO-Treasurer.  Since entering into the Statement of Work 

#4 agreement, RVC has entered into numerous other agreements with EdTec – Statement 

of Work #5 (on September 6, 2019); Statement of Work #6 (on August 18, 2020); 

Statement of Work #7 (on August 18, 2020); and Statement of Work #8 (on September 

19, 2020). (Attached hereto as Exhibit T are true and correct copies of Statements of Work 

with EdTec, dated June 25, 2019; September 6, 2019; August 18, 2020; August 18, 2020; 

and September 19, 2020.) 

Board members and management employees, including charter school board members and 

management employees, are subject to several statutory and common law conflict of 

interest provisions: (1) Government Code section 1090 prohibits a governing board member 

or public employee from being financially interested in any contract made by the 

member/employee in his or her official capacity (“Section 1090”); (2) the Political Reform 

Act of 1974 (Gov. Code, § 87100 et seq., “PRA”) prohibits public officials from using their 
official positions to influence governmental decisions in which they have a financial interest; 

and (3) the common law conflict of interest doctrine requires public employees and officers 

to avoid placing personal interests above or in conflict with their duty to the public. 

In addition to the Attorney General’s Opinion that these laws apply equally to charter school 
board members and employees, SB 126 was recently signed into law confirming the 

application of Government Code section 1090 and the Fair Political Practices Act, among 

other public integrity statutes, specifically to charter schools. 

The term “financially interested” has been liberally interpreted and includes both direct and 
indirect financial interests in a contract.  (Thomson v. Call (1985) 38 Cal.3d 633, 645.) “It 
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includes any monetary or proprietary benefit, or gain of any sort or the contingent 

possibility of monetary or proprietary benefits.” (People v. Honig (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 

289, 332.)  “Put in ordinary, but nonetheless precise terms, an official has a financial 
interest in a contract if he might profit from it.” (Id. at 333.)  “[F]inancial interests may be 
indirect as well as direct, and may involve financial losses, or the possibility of financial 

losses, as well as the prospect of pecuniary gain.” (86 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 138, 140 (2003).) 

Mr. Hickey’s position as CFO-Treasurer creates a conflict of interest under Section 1090 with 

regard to the EdTec agreements discussed above relative to any participation in the making 

of the agreement(s). For example, on September 6, 2019, RVC and EdTec entered into an 

agreement for Statement of Work #5, which is during the time when Mr. Hickey was 

simultaneously serving as CFO-Treasurer and an Associate Client Manager for EdTec. 

What is also notable is the increases in the EdTec Contracts: 

 Statement of Work #4 – June 25, 2019 – Back office services of $58,925 for the 

2019-20 school fiscal year / For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there 

will be an additional fee of $5,500 per school fiscal year. 

 Statement of Work #5 – September 6, 2019 – CAASPP Test Analysis: $950 flat fee 

per chartering agent / charter school. 

 Statement of Work #6 – August 18, 2020 – Back Office Services: EdTec will provide 

these services at a fixed fee per school fiscal year as follows: $58,925 for the 2020-

21 school fiscal year. 

 Statement of Work #7 – August 18, 2020 – Back Office Services: EdTec will provide 

these services at a fixed fee per school fiscal year as follows: $90,000 for the 2021-

22 school fiscal year; $92,250 for the 2022-23 school fiscal year. 

In the years after Mr. Hickey worked with EdTec while also serving as “volunteer” Business 

Official for RVC, the EdTec contract nearly doubled from $58,925 to $90,000 for the 2021-

22 school fiscal year and $92,250 for the 2022-23 school fiscal year. 

The prohibition against self-dealing found in Section 1090 is not satisfied by the interested 

official’s recusal from discussions, meetings, and votes pertaining to the contract.  (Fraser-

Yamor Agency, Inc. v. County of Del Norte (1977) 68 Cal. App. 3d 201, 211-212.) No 

matter how carefully or completely the official attempts to avoid participating in or 

influencing the execution of a contract, he or she is conclusively presumed to have “made” 

the contract for purposes of Section 1090, and the contract is void. (Thomson v. Call (1985) 

38 Cal. 3d 633, 649.) That said, there is no information provided by RVC in response to 

requests from the District to demonstrate any disclosures or other efforts to avoid the 

conflict of interest. 

While Section 1090 prohibits the making of a contract, the PRA prohibits public officials or 

employees from using their official positions to influence any governmental decisions in 

which they have a financial interest. The proscription is broad – it not only prohibits 

participation in the vote on such matters but precludes making, participating in making, or 

influencing or attempting to influence a decision where there is a conflict of interest.  (Gov. 

Code, § 87100.) This prohibition extends to providing “information, an opinion, or a 

recommendation for the purpose of affecting the decision.” (FPPC Regs., § 18704.) 
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It is not enough under either the PRA or Section 1090 that Mr. Hickey refrained from voting 

on the above agreements; it must be apparent that he had no input whatsoever and did 

nothing to influence any others in the making of the contract. This is not apparent under the 

circumstances presented. But again, there is no information provided by RVC in response to 

requests from the District regarding this matter to demonstrate any disclosures or other 

efforts to avoid the conflict of interest. 

Finally, the common law conflict of interest doctrine requires public employees and officers 

to avoid placing personal interests above or in conflict with their duty to the public. Here, 

the appearance of impropriety is apparent. Mr. Hickey has been with RVC from its 

inception.  Shortly after entering into an agreement with EdTec on behalf of RVC, Mr. Hickey 

worked for EdTec and received compensation from the company while still serving as the 

CFO-Treasurer, during which time RVC entered into at least one (1) agreement for work 

with EdTec. Since Mr. Hickey’s “resignation” from RVC in November 2019, Mr. Hickey joined 
RVC again as a “volunteer” Business Official, during which time RVC again entered into 
agreements with EdTec. Regardless of the status as “volunteer” (which is not a position 

authorized by the charter) it remains that Mr. Hickey routinely and consistently advises the 

RVC board with regard to all financial matters including those involving EdTec. 

RVC has also represented that Mr. Hickey is not required to file a Form 700 in 2020 and 

appears to believe that he is not subject to conflict of interest laws because he is no longer 

employed with RVC. However, conflicts apply to those that serve in a position to influence 

or provide input on board decisions, which includes his position as Business Official, and Mr. 

Hickey is required to file an annual statement disclosing his investments and his interests in 

real property. (Gov. Code, §§ 87200, 87203.) The District is informed and believes that had 

he met this requirement, the Form would reflect that he continues to receive payment from 

EdTec. 

In fact, the assertion by RVC that Mr. Hickey is not subject to reporting requirements in 

contrary to RVC’s own Conflict of Interest Code which requires those individuals who hold 

positions that involve the making, or participation in the making, of decisions that may 

foreseeably have a material effect on any financial interest, to file a Form 700 Statement of 

Economic Interest in accordance with California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 18730, 

to disclose reportable investments, interests in real property, business positions, and 

income required to be reported under the categories assigned to the specific position.  The 

Conflict of Interest Code requires the individual in the CFO position to disclose all assigned 

categories, regardless of whether that individual is paid by RVC or by a vendor, such as 

EdTec. 

RVC’s violation of and lack of knowledge of conflict of interest laws is alarming, and is 

consistent with the misconduct demonstrated in connection with Mr. Hickey’s efforts to 
secure a PPP loan from his former employer, Westamerica Bank, as described above. 

7. Board Stability Concerns 

After the fiscal and transparency improprieties relating to RVC’s PPP loan came to light and 
after the issuance of the September 3rd NOAV, according to the September 24th RVC Board 

meeting minutes RVC Board Member Kristi Kimball retired from the Board, despite the fact 

that she has almost two (2) years remaining on her term through June 30, 2022. (Attached 

hereto as Exhibit U is a true and correct copy of the RVC Board Meeting Minutes, dated 

September 24, 2020.) This resignation also came despite her designation in the renewal 

Petition as a board member for the proposed new term of the RVC Charter, 2021-2026 as 

required by Education Code section 47605(h). Past governance concerns are also of concern 
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including Conn Hickey’s daughter serving on the RVC board despite being a resident of 

Nevada. 

As an Executive Director, advisor, and program officer of numerous education foundations 

and nonprofits, with service with the U.S. Department of Education, the Education Policy 

Research Center at the Urban Institute, and in the Education Office of the U.S. Senate 

Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee, Ms. Kimball was one (1) of only (3) three 

RVC Board members with experience in public education. Notably, Ms. Kimball serves as a 

board member of the California Charter Schools Association. The untimely departure of a 

Board member with Ms. Kimball’s level of experience leaves more Board members with 
experience in private-sector finance and accounting (or other non-education related 

backgrounds) than in public education itself on the RVC Board. This is particularly 

concerning as the renewal Petition relied upon Ms. Kimball’s involvement as a board 
member and there is no information regarding a replacement. (See, Ed. Code, § 47605(h).) 

It also reflects the instability of RVC’s governance under current circumstances and 
undermines confidence in RVC’s governance. 

The above described facts demonstrate: 

 Repeated violations of the Brown Act and the rights of the public 

 Board misrepresentations to the public regarding the history and actions take related 

to the PPP loan 

 Failure of the Board to lead the Charter School and make the requisite decisions 

particularly with regard to its finances as evidenced by improper delegation and 

creation of a position that is not authorized by the charter and for the apparent 

purposes of avoiding compliance with conflict of interest laws 

 Ongoing failure to comply with the directive of the oversight agency to ensure an 

accessible school site compliant with fire life and safety requirements 

 Failure to provide a school site accessible to all students and to those students who 

require personal learning in accordance with the rulings of the OAH and CDPH 

Cohorting Guidance 

 Failure of the RVC governance and management to understand and adhere to the 

conflict of interest laws and RVC’s Conflict of Interest Policy and apparent purposeful 
efforts to avoid the application of same 

 Concerns with RVC board governance in light of sudden departure of board member 

in the wake of allegations regarding governance and in the midst of the renewal 

process wherein this board member was represented to be a board member for the 

proposed new term undermining compliance with Education Code section 47605(h) 

The Charter School Has Failed to Meet the District’s Corrective Action or Propose 
Any Corrective Action Resulting in Failure to Successfully Remedy the Violations 

As a preliminary matter, in its October 5, 2020 written response to the District’s September 
3, 2020 Notice of Alleged Violations and Reasonable Opportunity to Cure, RVC claims that 

the District does not have legal authority to invoke Education Code section 47607(e) to 

deny the Petition because the SBE is its chartering authority. As made clear in the NOAV, 

while the District does not believe it is required to issue a notice of violation and provide 

RVC with a reasonable opportunity to cure the violations, in order to find that RVC is not 

demonstrably likely to successfully implement the program, the District nevertheless issued 

the NOAV to afford RVC 30 days’ notice and opportunity to correct the alleged violations 

before any action is taken on the Petition. (Attached hereto as Exhibit V is a true and 

correct copy of the District’s Notice of Alleged Violations and Reasonable Opportunity to 
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Cure, dated September 3, 202023; Exhibit W is a true and correct copy of RVC’s Written 
Response to the Notice of Alleged Violation, dated October 5, 2020.) 

Because recent changes to the law – namely, Education Code section 47605.9(b) – require 

RVC to submit its renewal Petition to the District (despite the fact that the District is not 

currently RVC’s authorizer), the District is to apply the standards for renewal as the 

chartering authority, especially given that, if the Petition is approved, the District would 

serve as the chartering authority. (Ed. Code, § 47607(e)(2) [“A chartering authority may 

grant one or more subsequent renewals pursuant to subdivisions (b) and (c) and Section 

47607.2. Notwithstanding subdivisions (b) and (c) and Section 47607.2, a chartering 

authority may deny renewal pursuant to subdivision (e).”].) 

RVC’s contention that the District cannot apply the process under Education Code section 
47607(e) based on the statute’s use of the verbiage, “the chartering authority,” as opposed 

to “a chartering authority,” ignores the fact that Education Code section 47607(c)(1) and 
47607.2(a) and (b) also use the term “the chartering authority.” (Ex. W, Response, dated 

October 5, 2020, pp. 2-3.) If RVC’s reasoning were accurate, then the academic 

performance provisions of the renewal process would not apply to the renewal process 

before the District, which RVC does not contend. RVC also cites to Education Code section 

47607(c)(7), indicating that it “sets forth a process for ‘the’ chartering authority to 

determine accountability metrics for a Dashboard Alternative Status School” and that “[t]his 

recognizes the fact that such a charter school would seek renewal from its 

authorizer.” However, again, by the terms of Education Code section 47605.9, the renewal 

is before the District, not SBE and therefore the District is referred to as “the chartering 
authority.” 

RVC also claims that FCMAT dismissed the District’s claim of financial wrongdoing as 
purported support for its position that RVC did not engage in fiscal mismanagement or fraud 

as alleged in the NOAV.  (Ex. W, Response, dated October 5, 2020, p. 1.) However, 

contrary to what RVC suggests, FCMAT did not make an affirmative finding that RVC did not 

engage in wrongdoing – instead, FCMAT only concluded that it was recommending that 

Marin County decline to conduct an extraordinary audit under Education Code section 

1241.5(c). In fact, FCMAT acknowledged “legitimate concerns” about RVC’s governance 
process and its compliance with PPP application and assurances requirements, and 

recommended referral of these issues to the Marin County District Attorney’s office and the 
Office of the Inspector General of the U.S. Small Business Administration in lieu of the 

extraordinary audit as the proper agencies, instead of MCOE, to address the serious issues 

identified. The District notes that RVC has made the same misrepresentations to the public 

and the press which is consistent with the conduct identified in both the letter to MCOE and 

the NOAV. Of course, the District has a separate legal obligation to conduct a charter 

petition review under the Charter Schools Act that is independent of the decision of FCMAT’s 

recommendation to decline an extraordinary audit. 

Separate and apart from RVC’s assertion that it disputes the District’s authority to invoke 
the procedures set forth under Education Code section 47607(e), the issues identified in the 

District’s NOAV also demonstrate that Petitioner is demonstrably unlikely to successfully 

23 The exhibits are not attached to the Notice but are attached to the staff report. 
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implement the program set forth in the Petition. Accordingly, those issues – and RVC’s 
responses to them – are appropriately considered in this Petition review. 

1. Failure to Correct Deficiencies Identified in the NOAV 

On September 3, 2020, the District issued RVC with a NOAV, which identified the 

deficiencies detailed above and provided the Charter School with an opportunity to cure the 

alleged violations by taking the following corrective actions by October 5, 2020: (1) return 

all PPP loan monies received to date and close out the loan; (2) remove Conn Hickey from 

his positon as RVC Business Official; (3) remove Luke Duchene as Executive Director; 

(4) take all steps needed to replace the current RVC Board of Directors and provide new 

RVC Directors with mandatory Brown Act training; (5) complete all required renovations to 

satisfy ADA facility access requirements for the RVC school site located at 102 Marinda 

Drive, Fairfax, California including ADA compliance and fire and life safety compliance; 

(6) complete all other renovations/improvements in compliance with applicable state and 

local building enforcement agencies with jurisdiction in the area where RVC is located, that 

are necessary for RVC to be authorized to serve students in person at the RVC school site; 

and (7) establish a plan for compensatory education for disabled students deprived of in-

person instruction. 

On October 5, 2020, RVC provided the District with a written response which failed to 

identify any corrective action.  Specifically, RVC affirmatively declined to take any action in 

response to the District’s NOAV and specifically declined to take actions (1) through (4) 

identified by the District as appropriate corrective actions, with the exception that “all 
current Board members, the School Director and Secretary to the Board all completed 

annual Brown Act training and Conflict of Interest training on September 16, 2020.”  (Ex. 

W, Response, dated October 5, 2020, p. 10.) Notably, this training did not include any CFO, 

Treasurer, “volunteer” Business Official, or other financial advisor. 

In connection with RVC’s failure to comply with the ADA, and related failure to serve all 
students who wish to attend the Charter School in violation of charter and law, RVC still has 

not demonstrated that it has completed the renovation project, despite the 2020-21 school 

year being underway. RVC suggests that the current incompletion of the renovation project 

is effectively moot because RVC is currently operating its program through virtual learning. 

However, this does not address – and RVC ignores – the fact that disabled students (and 

other high-need student populations) need access to in-person instruction to be provided 

free and appropriate public education, as contemplated by CDPH’s Cohorting Guidance and 

the OAH. This further ignores RVC’s failure and/or refusal to abide by its authorizer’s 

directive to ensure the facility was corrected. RVC blames the delay on the COVID-19 

pandemic, but the project was delayed well before the outbreak. RVC insists without any 

evidence that all ADA renovations will be timely completed and stated at the public hearing 

that the renovations were complete. Yet at the time this report is posted no evidence of 

completion and compliance has been provided as required by the NOAV. 

Similarly, in connection with RVC’s failure to comply with fire and life safety requirements, 
the Charter School again insists that it will upgrade its fire and fire system by winter break, 

at which point nearly half of the 2020-21 school year would have concluded, without any 

evidence or supporting documentation that the Charter School will in fact meet this 

deadline. In fact, RVC received notice of the need to correct in May 2019 yet still has not 

done so. Moreover, RVC fails to acknowledge that it does not have $100,000 to perform the 

necessary upgrade, as confirmed by CDE, or provide any evidence that it has the funds to 

complete the upgrade. However, as noted in the fiscal analysis, RVC has taken out 

significant debt and has deficit spent in each year of operation. As stated above, without the 
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necessary upgrade, RVC cannot operate its program and has not demonstrated completion 

of all renovations and improvements in compliance with applicable state and local building 

enforcement agencies that are necessary for RVC to be authorized to serve students in 

person at the RVC school site. Again, RVC may assert it has completed this work, however, 

no documentation has been provided as required by the NOAV. 

Lastly, RVC wholly fails to address the issue of whether it will establish a plan for 

compensatory education for disabled students deprived of in-person instruction. 

Specifically, RVC summarily states that it has not begun on campus in-person instruction for 

any students and therefore no disabled student has been excluded from in-person 

instruction.  RVC misunderstands its obligation to serve students with disabilities, who have 

unique needs that cannot be met through solely virtual or distance learning. RVC does not 

provide a plan to identify those students as contemplated by CDPH’s Guidance Related to 
Cohorts, dated August 25, 2020.  

The fact that RVC is treating its students with disabilities the same as “the thousands of 

other students across the country who are waiting for their public schools to reopen their 

campuses” raises significant concerns regarding RVC’s knowledge of the rights of students 

with disabilities and its ability to meet its obligations to these students. It is noted that the 

information provided by RVC shows that it does not serve any students with intellectual 

disability and primarily serves students with speech and language needs. Of the thirteen 

categories of disability, RVC serves four categories whereas, by example, the District serves 

students in nine categories of disability including intellectual disability. The data does show 

RVC enrolled one student in 2018-19 with an intellectual disability but that student was no 

longer enrolled in the 2019-20 school year. The lack of an accessible space does not support 

enrollment for all students who wish to attend. 

2. Responses to Allegations 

RVC refused to take corrective action – whether by complying with the District’s directives 

as stated in the NOAV or by proposing its own corrective actions to address the District’s 

concerns – based upon an interpretation of events that do not otherwise address the fiscal 

mismanagement and governance concerns raised by the District.  

Notably, in its October 5th response, RVC states that “[it] does not dispute the dates cited 
by the District” in connection with RVC’s efforts to secure a PPP loan. Yet, RVC seeks to 

excuse its conduct by focusing on a “lack of clarity from the federal government [that] 
resulted in chaos” to explain its own mishandling of the PPP loan process. However, the 

“unmitigated chaos” that RVC describes is not only inaccurate but, even if true, is all the 

more reason why RVC’s actions and intent pertaining to the PPP loan should have been 

thoughtful, clear, and discussed by the RVC Board after full compliance with its obligations 

to notice the public per the Brown Act. Notably, the Brown Act has been in place for over 50 

years and compliance with its requirements cannot be explained away by purported chaos. 

Additionally, RVC’s board president, Sharon Sagar, heralds her extensive 14 years of board 

experience serving on the Ross Valley School District Board of Trustees, yet the lack of 

compliance is extensive. The same is true for the volunteer Business Official, Conn Hickey, 

who also served on the Ross Valley School District Board of Trustees for a reported seven 

years. 

Instead, RVC offers explanations of its efforts to obtain the PPP loan that were not properly 

agendized or recorded in the minutes, keeping the public uninformed, ill-informed or 

misinformed about its actions. For example, RVC states that “[w]hat the [April 2nd] 
minutes (which document only a brief summary of the meeting) may not clearly show for 
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those not in attendance is that the Board very much wanted to apply for the PPP loan at 

Westamerica,” - an admission that the April 2nd agenda and minutes do not discuss any 

items related to the PPP, nor any Board authorization for Mr. Hickey to enter into contract or 

agreement, or to seek a PPP loan. There is no dispute this violates the Brown Act. 

Again, RVC concedes that the April 23rd agenda and minutes were not specific on the issue 

of the Board authorizing Mr. Hickey to execute the PPP loan.  To explain why, RVC states 

that RVC did not agendize the PPP loan because “it did not believe it would be awarded any 

PPP funds.” RVC’s rationale obscures the truth – on April 19, 2020, before RVC’s agenda 

posting deadline, Westamerica informed Mr. Hickey that RVC qualified for $270,000 in PPP 

funding. While RVC contends Mr. Hickey did not see the email until April 23rd because it 

was erroneously routed to his “promotions” email folder, this strains credulity given RVC’s 

stated heightened concern and desire for PPP funding.  However, even if Mr. Hickey first 

read Westamerica’s email with the $270,000 counterproposal on April 23rd, the RVC Board 

had no authority to take action with regard to the loan on the 23rd. It could have held a 

special meeting if time was of the essence. But stated urgency is no excuse for ongoing 

failure to comply with the rights of the public as delineated in the Brown Act. 

In fact, the April 23rd meeting minutes were not publicly posted until nearly a month later 

on May 14, 2020, just hours before the May 14th Board meeting where the RVC Board 

approved the Resolution regarding the loan. There is no reasoning for this and it effectively 

deprived the public of any notice or opportunity to comment on RVC’s intent and efforts to 
secure the loan until it was already secured. And of course, even the Resolution was not 

noticed on the RVC agenda – again obscuring the fact that RVC was seeking PPP funding. 

These repeated failures to comply with the Brown Act and active failure to inform the public 

reflect that that keeping the PPP loan undisclosed was by design. 

RVC also contends that the anticipated cash deferrals compelled RVC to seek the PPP loan; 

otherwise, it would not have made payroll on July 31, 2020. RVC’s October 5th response, 

ignores and offers no response to the fact that Governor Newsom’s March 13, 2020 

Executive Order N26-20 expressly stated that charter schools will continue to receive state 

funding in order to continue to pay its employees; RVC was assured of its ongoing Average 

Daily Attendance revenue during the timeframe of the loan; RVC was given a $20,000 

COVID grant from the Walton Foundation; and RVC had other opportunities to pursue lines 

of credit or sources of funding. And, per PPP loan requirements, the Charter School was 

required to certify that a current economic uncertainty made the loan necessary to support 

its ongoing operations. RVC does not identify any uncertainty that was current at the time 

it entered into the PPP loan; instead, RVC acquired the PPP loan to increase its reserves in 

anticipation of future need, not to mitigate past or current economic hardship or meet its 

payroll.  

While RVC summarily claims it could not pursue loans because it was a “new school” and 
that banks are “unlikely” to issue lines of credit to RVC, however, there is no evidence that 

RVC ever applied and was denied such lines of credit. In fact, the fiscal review demonstrates 

that RVC has incurred extensive debt. It is clear that cash deferrals were an ad hoc 

justification for the PPP loan - RVC states that it tasked Mr. Hickey to obtain a loan as early 

as April 2nd, yet this is after the Governor’s Executive Order ensuring funding, well before 

serious discussions about cash deferrals were taking place and well before the release of the 

Governor’s May 15, 2020 May Revise Budget which proposed cash deferrals. Thus, 

certifications signed by RVC’s “agents” that “current” economic uncertainty based upon cash 
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deferrals makes PPP loan funds necessary to support RVC’s ongoing operations could not 

have been made in good faith. 

RVC’s October 5th response further claims that the District has alleged that “the School 
Director was not authorized to accept the PPP loan and execute the loan documents.” RVC 

does not correctly identify the issue – as stated above, RVC did not provide authorization for 

the volunteer Business Official to accept the PPP loan, nor did he have any delegated 

authority to act on behalf of RVC in pursuing the loan.  The fact that the April 23rd minutes 

reflect that the Board authorized the Board Chair or School Director to execute a PPP loan 

does not change the fact that the School Director would be entering into a loan that was 

already negotiated and accepted by Mr. Hickey – as a volunteer Business Official – without 

any express authority to do so. And again, this purported action to authorize the acceptance 

of the loan and execution of loan documents was taken without an agendized item. 

RVC’s October 5th response is inadequate and fails to demonstrate that any corrective 
actions were successful. In fact, the response repeatedly asserts matters verified by 

documentary evidence are false and suggests that there is no fraud because there was “no 
intent.” However, the evidence demonstrates the requisite intent by the repeated failure to 

comply with law and the creation and “approval” of a Resolution that misrepresents the 
facts. That said, RVC’s conduct need not amount to fraud to be serious fiscal and 

governance mismanagement.  

As the facts show, RVC has neither taken the issues set forth in the NOAV seriously nor 

been willing to take responsibility for its actions/inactions. RVC has failed to correct in 

accordance with the District’s requirements nor offered any of its own corrective measures 
and the NOAV stands. 

B. Petitioners Are Demonstrably Unlikely To Successfully Implement The 
Program Set Forth In The Petition Due to Fiscal Deficiencies 

Part of the renewal process is to review the fiscal status of the charter school, including its 

likelihood of success in light of its fiscal status and future projections, budget and budget 

narrative. The Petition presents significant fiscal deficiencies rendering the educational 

program unlikely to be successfully implemented. An independent analysis of RVC’s budget, 

narrative assumptions, and cash flow was conducted by an expert in charter school finance 

including budget development and analysis. Attached hereto as Exhibit X is a true and 

correct copy of the analysis and findings which are incorporated herein by reference.  A 

summary of the findings is also provided below and supplement the findings regarding fiscal 

mismanagement set forth above. 

1. Excessive Debt 

RVC has significant existing and potential debt burden and its revenues from student 

enrollment of approximately 200 – 220 students is not sufficient to sustain the amount of 

debt burden when minor decreases in student enrollment and average daily attendance will 

have a major impact on the fiscal stability of the Charter School. It is noted that that RVC’s 

debt reflects that it has been deficit spending in each year of operation and is entirely 

reliant on debts as well as unsecured grants and donations to balance its books. RVC’s long 
term debt of $921,947 is excessive and unsustainable. 

It is a best practice in many state and local governments for the governing board to adopt a 

comprehensive debt management policy that creates guidelines for issuing and managing 

debt. This is particularly true when school districts and charter schools are entering an era 
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of fiscal uncertainty and economic downturn. It is recommended by the Government 

Finance Officers Association that all forms of government adopt a comprehensive debt 

policy. This helps ensure that underwriters and financial advisers provide the district with 

adequate information to analyze future debt, enabling the charter school to make sound 

business decisions. 

Best practices is to provide guidelines for debt burden ratios and factors combined with debt 

affordability criteria in the debt management policy. A reasonable debt burden factor of 1 -

2% of the unrestricted general fund revenues is reasonable. A debt burden ratio indicates 

the LEA’s ability to support annual debt payments, including principal and interest, from 

current unrestricted revenue sources. 

Applying this methodology to the current debt obligation for RVC reveals that debt service 

payment obligations clearly exceed these recommended levels, an amount that cannot be 

feasibly sustained by the charter’s unrestricted general fund in the long-term. RVC has 

significant existing debt burden, including but not limited to state revolving loans, PPP 

loan24, construction loan, and also projects loan(s) for cash deferrals. This excludes debt for 

the repayment of personal loans. This is an extraordinarily high level of significant existing 

and potential debt burden without a secure repayment stream. Revenues from student 

enrollment of approximately 200 or even 220 students is not sufficient to sustain the 

amount of long-term debt. 

The budget documents submitted by RVC do not accurately reflect its debt. For example, 

the state revolving loan is not represented in the expenditure budget or cash flow 

document. This is a startup loan in the amount of $250,000 for five years with payments of 

$62,500 each year. It is expected to be paid in full during the 2019-20 school year but is 

not represented in the cash flow. Additionally, RVC’s construction loan includes a balloon 

payment of $123,080 that is due in June 2024 according to the budget narrative, however, 

the cash flow does not show this payment as a reduction in cash. Including this payment 

causes negative cash flows for that month. 

While depreciation expense appears normal, RVC does not project the repayment of loan 

obligations. Unless the state revolving loan was paid in full prior to 2020, which is not 

indicated, payments of $62,500 in each of five years needs to be budgeted in this category. 

While the loan payment may be deducted from the Principal Apportionment (LCFF), the 

financial statements do not show this amount recorded in either the LCFF revenue section 

as a separate line item deduction, or the Other Outflows as expected. 

RVC has entered into an agreement for a new loan to make required ADA renovations to the 

existing school site facility. According to the narrative, $350,000 “has been budgeted as a 

loan to pay for this work”; however, the loan repayment is not represented in the 

expenditure projection. 

The projected loan payment for the PPP is not a guaranteed loan. Based upon the 

significant issues regarding how RVC obtained the loan, the loan may not be forgiven, in 

which case the amount due would be the entire amount of $270,563, instead of 50% as is 

represented in the narrative document. This would cause RVC to establish repayment to 

the federal government plus interest, which would create an unsustainable burden on the 

24 The PPP loan forgiveness is dependent on compliance with the PPP loan program. As 

stated, the RVC PPP loan does not comport with the stated purposes of the PPP loan 

program as public school payroll was funded by the State of California. 
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General Fund. EdTec’s Income Statement from April 2020 shows that, without the PPP loan, 

RVC would have negative equity of $50,863.77. 

Cash deferrals scheduled for February through June 2021 are projected by RVC to be a total 

of $643,128. While loans to charter schools from the California School Finance Authority 

and in the private marketplace, and revenue anticipation notes, may be available, they are 

not guaranteed as these opportunities include repayment documents to be approved by the 

lenders and agencies and consideration of debt burden is evaluated. 

RVC forecasts “a 12% minimum reserve throughout the [next] 6 years.”  (Budget MYP, p.1) 
RVC states that the Charter School “plans to maintain at least 10% undesignated budget 
reserve for economic uncertainties. It has grown its reserve over its first three years to 

11% and plans to eventually have a 40% reserve.” (RVC Budget Narrative, p. 10.) The high 

reserve amount reflects RVC’s intent to store cash and not expend such valuable resources 

on its educational programming and for its students.  While a reasonable reserve is an 

important component of a healthy budget, RVC’s intent to maintain a 40% reserve is 

unreasonably high and is something of a fiction in light of its extensive debt. 

2. Cash Flow/Deferrals 

The Governor’s Budget Act for fiscal year 2020-21 includes five consecutive deferrals 

beginning in February 2021. For fiscal year 2020-21 starting in February 2021, deferrals 

will be deducted and repaid in the next fiscal year. During times of cash deferrals, the 

function of cash management becomes imperative.  RVC relies heavily upon fundraising and 

donations to balance its budget.  Pressure from existing and proposed cash borrowing is 

unsustainable over time. Should the PPP loan require full repayment, RVC will need to 

factor (sell) its receivables at high interest rates or negotiate a credit line to ensure that 

payroll and other obligations are met. Given the low enrollment and current economic 

uncertainties, coupled with existing debt burden, it calls into question whether RVC is a 

going concern. 

In the RVC monthly cash forecast, deferrals are projected to start in March 2021, but should 

begin in February 2021. Errors in forecasting can substantially alter the need for cash to pay 

obligations. It is unusual to use the cash flow model to project loan payments that are not 

represented in the budget as loan repayments.  RVC should ensure that except for 

temporary loans, long-term loan payments should be included in object codes 7438 – 
Principal and 7439 – Interest for full disclosure and for true evaluation of its debts and 

obligations. In addition, temporary loan inflows and outflows are to be represented on 

separate lines and totaled in the “Forecast” columns. These totals should agree with prior 
year accruals for both accounts receivable and accounts payable.  Currently, these amounts 

are not totaled and do not agree with prior year accruals. For example, total “Revenues – 
Prior Year Accruals listed in 2022-23 of $785,798 do not agree with “Remaining Balance” in 
2020-21 of $717,908 – a difference of $67,890. 

3. Enrollment/ADA 

The number of students projected of 204 in the current year projecting to 222 in the 

subsequent year (2021-22) may be unattainable. However, because the number of students 

enrolled by RVC is low, a drop in enrollment, even negligible, creates a large variance in 

projected LCFF revenues and additional pressure for cash management.  For example, a 

decrease of 5 students in grades 4-6 will cause revenue to decrease by $44,152 in 2021-22, 

which demonstrates the volitality of enrollment and resulting ADA projections particularly 

for a school with a hsitory of using debt to balance its budget. 
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4. Fundraising and Grants 

Fundraising and local grants are not guaranteed income sources. During times of fiscal 

instability and/or downturn in the economy, these types of revenue sources decrease in 

amount. Best practice is to budget these revenues when award letters are obtained. While 

RVC has reduced estimates by 40% in the current budget, overall, the projection still 

represents 5.7% of total projected revenues, or $130,670 in 2020-21.  In 2021-22, 

donations increase to $208,240, or 8.3% of revenues, which is not reasonable. 

5. Salaries and Benefits 

While salaries and benefits are the single largest expenditures in a public school employer’s 

budget, normally representing 80% to 85% of operating expenditures, RVC’s salaries and 

benefits in fiscal year 2021-22 total $1,593,329, or 65.8%; and in fiscal year 2022-23, 

salaries and benefits total $1,619,355, or 67.8%, which are far below normal levels. It is 

noted that RVC relies upon contract services far more than employees for its educational 

program. 

6. Insurance 

Included in the narrative documents is a statement that “property, liability and workers 
compensation insurance are budgeted at 2020-21 contracted prices.” During this 

unprecedented time of COVID, it is expected and employers are informed that Workers’ 
Compensation insurance will increase as well as property insurance. Property, liability and 

workers’ compensation insurance amounts are likely to increase as a result of the COVID 

pandemic and wildfires throughout California. SB 1159 effective immediately codifies 

Workers Compensation and expands covered benefits including “full hospital, surgical, 

medical treatment, disability, indemnity, and death benefits” related to COVID-19. In 

addition, AB 685 effective January 1, 2021, establishes statewide occupational safety 

standards, and provides the California Division of Occupational Safety and Health expanded 

authority to enforce the new requirements, including civil penalties for non-compliance. The 

impact of these two legislative enhancements to workers who contract COVID-19 will have 

an impact on Worker Compensation rates; therefore, budgeting these expenditures for 

Workers Compensation without increases is an unreasonable assumption. Budgeting these 

expenditures without increases is unreasonable. 

7. Books and Supplies 

Classroom supplies and the additional need for Personal Protective Equipment (“PPE”) as 

students and staff return to hybrid learning or in-person learning is not sufficiently 

represented in the budget forecast model for at least the 2021-22 school year. In fiscal 

year 2021-22, RVC projects a nominal amount of $76,768, or 0.03%, of the operating 

budget; and in fiscal year 2022-23, an amount of $37,260, or 0.02%. Budgeting these 

expenditures at this low cost is unreasonable. 

8. Operating Expenditures and Services 

Services and other operating expenditures represent a significant and unusual portion of the 

overall operating budget demonstrating the need to rely upon outside services for several 

aspects of the business operations. For fiscal year 2021-22, RVC projects total expenditures 

totaling $687,877, or 28.4% of the operating budget; and in fiscal year 2022-23, $672,543, 

or 28.1%, almost ten (10) times the amount spent on books and supplies. 
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9. Reserves 

RVC touts a large reserve of 12 percent, however, reserves as a percentage can be 

misleading particularly for a small school. A best practice is to have sufficient fund balance 

to cover two or more months of salary and benefits. A review of RVC cash flow document 

for February 2021, shows salary and benefits total $145,091. Without paying any other 

obligations for the month, the fund balance of $106,012 would be insufficient to cover one 

month of payroll. 

According to the June 30, 2020 Financial Report – Alternative Form, the total reserve is 

$269,518.72 representing 12.7% of expenditures. While this is above the required 

percentage levels, this amount represents cash and noncash items and does not set aside 

the required Reserve for Economic Uncertainty. 

Of this amount, $106,012, or 5%, must be set aside for the Reserve for Economic 

Uncertainty and cannot be spent. This leaves $163,507 available for any adjustments, 

additional expenditures, or reductions in revenues. 

10. Americans with Disabilities Act Compliance 

RVC has been informed that its facility must comply with Americans with Disabilities Act 

(“ADA”).  Specifically, RVC is required to correct specific access and fire, life, and safety 

concerns, as directed, and has entered into a loan agreement totaling $360,000 for the 

necessary renovations. RVC is prohibited to have students on campus until the work is 

complete. 

According to the RVC Budget Narrative, dated September 23, 2020, the RVC Board has 

approved a new loan in the amount of $355,000. The cash flow projections, the loan 

proceeds of $350,000 and expenses of $337,500 are represented in September 2020; 

however, the “balloon” payment of $123,080 that should be included in the June 2024 cash 
outflows is not represented as described in the RVC Budget Narrative discussion. 

11. Volunteer Business Official 

According to the narrative statement, the volunteer Business Official states that he has the 

requisite experience to manage RVC. While the evidence indicates that he has private 

sector financial management experience, California school finance is uniquely different. 

Even with a strong background in private sector accounting by the volunteer Business 

Official, RVC contracts out all the critical functions of the Business Office. Contracting for 

business services continues throughout the projection period for bookkeeping, accounts 

payable, accounting, payroll, and student accounting reporting services leaving the charter 

organization vulnerable to timing and processing delays where critical decisions need to be 

made. It is further noted that the costs of these services have significantly increased over 

the last year, nearly doubling. 

12. Conflict of Interest 

The conflicts of interest, as described above, demonstrate that RVC is demonstrably unlikely 

to successfully implement its program. As detailed above, the conflicts of interest relate 

directly to the operation agreements with EdTec, a company that RVC relies heavily upon to 

perform important operational functions. Furthermore, with an unstable governing board, 

the conflicts represent a serious deficiency indicating a lack of understanding and execution 
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of important duties related to public integrity and transparency, breaches of which would 

constitute violations of law and charter. 

C. The Petition Does Not Contain Reasonably Comprehensive Descriptions 
Of The Required Charter Elements 

1. Element 1 – Educational Program 

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is expected that RVC develop and describe a 

comprehensive plan that makes necessary adjustments to its educational program to apply 

to the health and safety regulations implemented by local and state officials, including plans 

for distance, hybrid, and/or in-person pupil learning.  However, the Petition only contains 

several brief and broadly-worded paragraphs regarding the COVID-19 pandemic and 

distance learning, and the description of how the educational program has been changed is 

not specific. (Petition, p. 115-116.) For example, there is no detailed description of the 

school day, staffing adjustments, staff duties and expectations, technological issues, or any 

other important logistical or legal issues (such as, for example, the Charter School’s 

compliance with special education FAPE requirements under a distance learning model) 

resulting from social distancing mandates that indicates that the Charter School will be able 

to deliver instruction in an effective manner. Furthermore, no separate plan is attached and 

made part of the Petition such as a Learning Continuity Plan or like document.  Absent this 

information, there is no ability for the District, Board or the public to understand the 

educational program for the 2020-21 school year or beyond. Nor does this reflect the 

requisite planning needed to ensure appropriate education for all students, including those 

with disabilities.25 

2. Elements 2/3 – Measurable Student Outcomes/Methods of 
Measurement 

According to the California School Dashboard, in 2019, RVC’s chronic absenteeism and 
suspension rates (yellow) were higher than those of the District (green). Given RVC’s 

lagging absenteeism and suspension rates, it would be expected that the Petition provide 

specific information detailing how RVC plans to improve in these areas. 

However, RVC’s description of the measurable pupil outcomes and methods of assessment 

for addressing and improving student absenteeism is both vague and inadequate. (Petition, 

p. 146-147.) First, the Petition commits RVC to achieving an absenteeism rate in relation to 

the State average but makes no mention of whether it will achieve absenteeism rates 

comparable to those of the District, which is significant because RVC serves families residing 

in the District’s community. Second, the Petition’s actions to achieve the goal are vague – 
RVC will “incorporate a social-emotional curriculum” by “review of yearly, unit, and daily 

lesson plans.”  RVC vaguely states that it will “conduct regular community building events 

and activities,” without identifying the activities, and does not otherwise explain how 

community-building events will improve student attendance. Nor are any of these 

aspirational statements measurable. 

The Petition also wholly fails to provide any description of the measurable pupil outcomes 

and methods of assessment for addressing and improving student suspension.  While the 

Petition provides a description, albeit vaguely, of addressing pupil expulsion rates, a 

25 The District did request information regarding RVC’s plan for ensuring compensatory 
education and would expect to see the LCP if not a more specific document setting forth the 

Charter School’s plan. 
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discussion on the Charter School’s plan to address suspension rates is omitted.  (Petition, 

p. 148.) With recent changes in the law regarding student discipline and since the charter 

document governs, this area is expected to be detailed and measurable. 

3. Element 5 – Employee Qualifications 

According to the Petition, the position of School Director – which is the equivalent of a 

school principal – is not required to hold any credential. (Petition, p. 178.) It is unclear how 

an un-credentialed employee effectively evaluates credentialed staff and/or the 

effectiveness of the educational program. In fact, “relevant experience with school and 
organizational leadership and educational innovation” is merely a “preferred” requirement, 

not a mandatory one. 

4. Element 6 – Health and Safety Procedures 

The Petition does not provide a copy of RVC’s school safety plan as expressly required by 

Education Code section 47605(c)(5)(F): “The development of a school safety plan, which 

shall include the safety topics listed in subparagraphs (A) to (J), inclusive, of paragraph (2) 

of subdivision (a) of Section 32282.” 

The need for a school safety plan is critically important but particularly where, as here, the 

school is located at the site where it shared the space and apparently also utilizes the public 

library located across the street as part of its educational program. (Petition, p. 188.) The 

site safety plan is an essential component of the Petition. 

5. Element 10 – Suspension and Expulsion Procedures 

The Petition does not provide or describe any rights or procedures to appeal a suspension, 

which is problematic given that its suspension rates are higher than those of the District as 

described above. (Petition, p. 211.) As stated in section 2, with recent changes in the law 

regarding student discipline, this area is expected to be detailed and ensure both 

appropriate discipline and due process. 

D. Academic Performance 

As a preliminary matter, it must be noted that RVC’s failure to timely open the charter 
school in 2016 has directly led to a lack of complete and adequate academic assessment 

data.  Although SBE approved RVC on January 14, 2016, for a five-year term to begin 

operations in the 2016-17 school year, four (4) months later, RVC submitted a request to 

SBE for a material revision to its charter requesting to open in the 2017-18 school year. 

SBE approved the delay on July 14, 2016.  

RVC’s self-imposed delay has led to inadequate student assessment information – namely, 

RVC has only provided two (2) years of CAASPP results to demonstrate their year-over-year 

growth. This serves to provide only one year of potential growth data over a five year term, 

in 3rd through 5th grade only, and grade-by-grade level data for a single subgroup category 

of student –students whose ethnicity is identified as “White.” For the Hispanic/Latino 
subgroup, only cumulative student data is available (i.e., no grade-by-grade level data was 

provided). 

Additionally, CAASPP does not test all grade levels but rather tests, in the relevant RVC 

grade levels, grades 3-5. So the only data provided, relates to 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade 

students only, showing a single year of growth. RVC has not provided any results or 
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“verified data” from any other formative or summative assessments or metrics to 

demonstrate growth for all students and student subgroups served. While SBE has not yet 

established criteria for determining “verified data,” RVC could – but did not – submit any 

information using any number of commonly-utilized and respected subject matter 

competency assessments demonstrating the requisite academic growth for each year of 

operation and for all students and grades served. 

With that said, the District has considered RVC’s 3rd through 5th grade performance and 

performance of any subgroups of pupils served by the Charter School on the state and local 

indicators included in the evaluation rubrics adopted pursuant to Education Code section 

52064.5.  (Ed. Code, § 47607.2(b)(1).)  Upon review of the Petition and the results from 

RVC’s Dashboard indicators for 2019, RVC earned Blue ratings for ELA and math.  However, 

again, these scores are limited to the single statistically significant demographic of white 

students and does not reflect any subgroups of students. And while RVC’s chronic 

absenteeism and suspension rates (Yellow) may be comparable with the state (Yellow), they 

lag behind those of the District, which are rated Green. Academic performance questions 

are also raised where there is significant absenteeism and suspension rates. 

In the absence of any assessment data, the District evaluated RVC’s 3rd through 5th grade 

CAASPP scores for 2017-18, and 2018-19. Analysis of RVC’s CAASPP scores is conducted 
using a combination of queries from the CDE’s CAASPP website and the study of raw data 

pulled from the CDE’s CAASPP research files for 2017-18 and 2018-19.26 In sum, RVC’s 3rd 

through 5th grade year-over-year growth on CAASPP (namely, pupils who have met or 

exceeded standards) for the single year of comparative data provided is generally greater 

than that of Marin County and the State as a whole, based on ELA and math scores. 

However, there are significant considerations regarding the data that limits its validity, 

reliability, and utility in evaluating potential schoolwide increases in academic achievement.  

For example, the late opening of the Charter School and the 2019-20 CAASPP cancellation 

due to COVID-19 leaves no information to reliably demonstrate trends given the overall 

limitations of the data set. Moreover, due to low enrollment size, RVC’s sample size is 

relatively small, thereby subjecting its overall CAASPP scores (as well as scores for 

subgroups) to potentially dramatic year-over-year fluctuation. For example, the data 

indicates there were 10 more students taking the ELA and mathematics assessments in 

2018-19 than in 2017-18. This reflects an 11.9% increase in the number of students taking 

the CAASPP from 2017-18 (84 students in total) to 2018-19 (94 students in total). 

Additionally, CDE does not report data in cases where ten or fewer students took a 

particular test. In the case of a small school such as RVC, this limitation makes it impossible 

to analyze grade-level data for various subgroups such as (in RVC’s case) students whose 

26 While the CDE’s CAASPP website (https://caaspp-elpac.cde.ca.gov/caaspp/) does contain 

a relatively robust search engine for extracting various CAASPP data, the search filters are 

limited and some of them do not function properly. For example, the “Test Results at a 

Glance” page features a “School Type” dropdown that allows users to filter for all schools, 

charter schools and non-charter schools. This filter for “charter schools” seems to work for 
the 2018-19 data set, but not for 2017-18. Even if this particular filter worked properly for 

each school year, it should be noted that the data labeling within the data sets, is 

inconsistent. For example, in 2017-18 RVC is listed as a “locally funded charter school” (i.e. 

a dependent charter). In 2018-19, RVC is listed as a “direct funded charter school” (i.e. an 
independent charter). This discrepancy was found through analysis of the very large and 

unwieldy raw data sets (e.g. research files) located on the CDE website. 
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ethnicity is other than “white” and students with disabilities. While these students may be 

tested, grade-level and/or the subgroups scores are not reported.27 

As a result, only cumulative data is available.  Moreover, the CDE’s CAASPP website does 

not allow for in-depth analysis and the raw data research files are inconsistent. (See FN.25.) 

A single year of growth for three of seven grade levels served by charter school that has 

been authorized to operate for five years is inadequate to demonstrate year over year 

growth with any degree of reliability or validity as required to meet the accountability 

standards of the Charter Schools Act. As stated by the court in Wilson v. State Board of 

Education (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 1125, 1129, citing the Little Hoover Report, “Simple in 

theory, complex in practice, charter schools promise academic results in return for freedom 

from bureaucracy.” (See also, Ed. Code, §47601.) The District has not been provided 

evidence of year over year growth for all students and all subgroups to be able to confirm 

that RVC has met the academic performance requirements of Education Code sections 

47607 and 47607.2 for its five year term. 

CONCLUSION 

While the above limited academic indicators were taken into consideration, as explained, the 

information is incomplete/inadequate to support a valid and reliable finding that RVC has 

demonstrated year over year growth for all of its students or subgroups of students over its 

five year term. Even to accept RVC as a “middle performing” charter, Education Code 

section 47607(e) provides that a charter petition may be denied renewal upon a finding that 

the school is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement its program due to substantial 

fiscal or governance factors, or is not serving all pupils who wish to attend, notwithstanding 

Education Code section 47607.2.  The facts demonstrate the findings of substantial fiscal 

and governance factors, as detailed herein, together with the Charter School failure to serve 

all pupils who wish to attend by virtue of its limited accessibility and demonstrated by its 

disaggregated data, support the District’s recommendation to deny the Petition as 

demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program.  Furthermore, serious fiscal, 

governance, and pupils issues are of such fundamental and significant concern that they 

show RVC to be demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program and further 

undermine and place at risk RVC’s overall operations such that future academic 

27See, e.g., https://www.caschooldashboard.org/reports/21770650135350/2019/academic-

performance#english-language-arts 
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achievement is unlikely. These substantial issues outweigh any academic performance 

offered by the Charter School. 

For the reasons stated above, the facts and findings support the conclusions that: RVC is 

demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set forth in the Petition due to 

substantial fiscal and governance factors; RVC is not equipped to and has not served all 

students who wish to attend; the Charter School did not propose or comply with corrective 

action and therefore did not successfully respond to the NOAV; Petitioners are further 

demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set forth in the Petition as the 

Petition is not supported by a reasonable fiscal plan and does not reflect the requisite 

understanding of relevant law to successfully administer the program; and, the Petition does 

not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of the required charter elements. (Ed. 

Code, § 47605(c)(2) and (5).)  Accordingly, it is recommended that the Petition be denied. 

Should the Board take action to deny the Petition, it is recommended that the Board adopt 

this staff report as the written factual findings in support of the denial of the Petition. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

SPECIAL MEETING 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

April 2, 2020  7 p.m. 

Ross Valley Charter School 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 
For Agenda and Supplemental Materials to go: 

https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/2020-04-02-special-meeting 

Board Members: 
Sharon Sagar, Chair 
Amy Gramajo 
Kristi Kimball 
John Kirk 
Cheryl Flick 
Sonya Stanley 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRESENTATIONS TO 
THE BOARD BY PARENTS AND CITIZENS 

The Ross Valley Charter School (“School”) welcomes your participation at the School’s Board meetings. The 
purpose of a public meeting of the Board of Trustees (“Board”) is to conduct the affairs of the School in public. 
Your participation assures us of continuing community interest in our School. 

A few agendas are available at the door to the meeting. Supplementary materials will not be available in paper 
form. 

When addressing the Board, speakers are requested to state their name and city, adhere to the time limits set forth 
and respect the Meeting Norms and Procedural Guidelines outlined below in the Section on Communications. 

As a result of Statewide directives regarding "shelter in place" in relation to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, this meeting will be conducted virtually (all Board Members 
and Staff will connect remotely.) Public comments addressing items on the agenda 
may be forwarded via email to sharon.sagar@rossvalleycharter.org in advance of 
the scheduled meeting start time. As this is a special meeting, public comments 
are limited to items on the agenda. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. PRELIMINARY 
A. CALL TO ORDER 

B. TRUSTEE ROLL CALL 
Present(Remotely)  Absent 

Kristi Kimball ______      ______ 
John Kirk ______                  ______ 
Cheryl Flick ______                  ______ 
Amy Gramajo  ______  ______ 
Sharon Sagar, Chair ______                  ______ 
Sonya Stanley ______                  ______ 

C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA OF SPECIAL BOARD MEETING OF APRIL 2, 2020. 
VOTE 

II. COMMUNICATION 

A. REVIEW of MEETING NORMS 
1. Speak respectfully, avoiding blame and inflammatory language and raised voices. 
2. Listen respectfully without interrupting. 
3. Listen actively and try to understand others’ views. 
4. Don’t roll your eyes, make faces or audibly react while someone is speaking. 
5. Be concise when it is your turn to speak. 
6. Assume others’ good intentions. 
7. Keep on the topic under discussion. 
8. Politely enforce ground rules. 
9. Remember to mute cell phones. 

B. REVIEW PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES for Public Discussion on Agendized Items 
1. Presentation by Staff, Officers or Guest Presenters 
2. Board discussion, questions, clarifications 
3. All Public Comment taken at once. Individuals will be limited to three minutes per 

speaker unless Board Chair determines that the number of speakers warrants a 
reduction to a lesser amount of time. The board or Officers will not respond during 
public comment time.  Questions will be noted and answered as outlined in next 
bullet. 

4. Board or officers attempt to answer questions regarding agendized items. Questions 
that seek information or clarifications will attempt to be answered. Questions that are 
deemed to violate meeting norms above or to be argumentative in nature will not be 
responded to. 

5. Any remaining Board discussion, questions, clarifications, deliberation and motion 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

and vote if appropriate. 

C. PUBLIC COMMENT ON ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA: 

As this is a Special Meeting, all comments should only be related to items on the agenda. 
We request that comments be sent by email prior to the meeting in order for us to 
incorporate addressing them during the meeting. 

D. For Information:  School Director 
This is a presentation of information and activities that have occurred since the previous 
Board meeting. These topics are informational only and no action will be taken by the 
board. 

E. For Information: Board/Staff Information Updates 
Board and staff present information updates since the previous Board meeting. 

III. GENERAL ITEMS 

A. ENROLLMENT REPORT AND 2020/21 CLASS CONFIGURATION UPDATE 

Staff will present the March enrollment report followed by a 2020/21 class number and 
size discussion. 

DISCUSSION 

B. LCAP UPDATE 

We will discuss any recommended modification to our LCAP plan cycle given the 
conditions imposed by stay-in-place orders. 

DISCUSSION 

C.  REVIEW OF POTENTIAL COVID-19 RELATED IMPACTS ON BUDGET 

The operational and related financial impacts of COVID-19 require that we review how 
this has changed our current year budget assumptions. 

DISCUSSION/VOTE 

D. APPOINT CONN HICKEY AS BUSINESS OFFICIAL and AS AN AUTHORIZED 
SIGNER ON THREE WESTAMERICA ACCOUNTS 
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We recommend appointing Conn Hickey as our Business Official, in which capacity he 
will code debits and credits in the GL system as appropriate, provide back up on these 
transactions to EdTec for control purposes, and oversee the management of our balances 
in our three bank accounts by transferring funds between them.  The three accounts are 
our normal business checking account, our bank account that is used for our debit card 
which the School Director and Office Manager have, and our money market account that 
collects some interest. He will prepare financial reports for review by the board and 
school director. 

He will also coordinate the collection of In-Lieu of Property Taxes from basic aid 
districts. All external checks will continue to require two signatures and this position will 
not include check signing authority or authority to sign contracts and other agreements 
committing the school.  This will be a volunteer position. 

DISCUSSION/VOTE 

E. ELECTION OF A NEW TREASURER 
Cheryl Flick has resigned as Treasurer and our by-laws require the corporation to have a 
treasurer. Board Member Kirk has volunteered to fill this role and staff recommends his 
election by the board. 

DISCUSSION/VOTE 

IV. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

All matters listed under the consent agenda are considered by the Board to be routine and will be 
approved/enacted by the Board in one motion in the form listed below.  Unless specifically 
requested by a Board member for further discussion or removed from the agenda, there will be 
no discussion of these items prior to the Board votes on them.  The School Director recommends 
approval of all consent agenda items. 

None 

V. FUTURE MEETING NEEDS AND TOPICS – trustee requests of topics for future 
meetings 

VI. MEETING REVIEW AND EVALUATION 

A. Quick Evaluation of Meeting to improve process for future meetings 

VII. ADJOURNMENT 
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Ross Valley Charter School 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax CA 
For Agenda and Supplemental Materials go to: 

https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/2020-04-02-special-
meeting 

April 2, 2020 7:04 P.M. via Zoom video conference 

Board Members: 

Sharon Sagar, Chair 
Amy Gramajo 
Kristi Kimball 
John Kirk 
Cheryl Flick 
Sonya Stanley 

I. PRELIMINARY 
A. CALL TO ORDER 

B. TRUSTEE ROLL CALL 
Present Absent 

Kristi Kimball X 
Amy Gramajo X 
John Kirk X 
Cheryl Flick X 
Sharon Sagar, Chair X 
Sonya Stanley X 

C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA OF REGULAR BOARD MEETING OF April 2, 2020. 

Approval of the Agenda was duly moved, seconded and approved 4-0-2 (Ms. Kimball 
and Ms. Gramajo not yet present) 

II. COMMUNICATION 
C. No public comment on items not on the agenda. 

D. For Information: School Director 
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• Two months of distance learning ahead. 
• Surveyed families, 65 responses spanning broad range of needs. 
• Torri and Marilyn reaching out to families needing support. Community Council working to 

connect families. 
• Streamlining communications; families are overwhelmed. 
• Sarah Foley rewrote all IEPs, adjusting service minutes and connecting with teachers.  
• Jen Wolf providing lunches to FRPL eligible families daily. 
• Teachers putting in a lot of hours and navigating resources. 
• Got Chromebooks out to families. 10% have connectivity issues. Exploring free wifi: Google, 

Xfinity, Sonic; may buy household hotspots. 

• Hiring two new teachers, posted on EdJoin. Video chats next week. 

III. GENERAL ITEMS 

A. ENROLLMENT REPORT AND 2020/21 CLASS CONFIGURATION – see chart 

• 212 projection based on 77% confirmed enrollment. 
• 9 standard classrooms; 3 full TK/K/1s and under-enrolled 4/5s. 
• Non-standard arrangement distributes class sizes more evenly. 
• Offering admission to 15 second enrollment period applicants.  

No public comment. 

B. LCAP UPDATE 

• RVC’s LCAP is tied to our charter petition. 
• Extended and waiting to get feedback 

No public comment 

C. REVIEW OF POTENTIAL COVID-19 RELATED IMPACTS ON BUDGET – see reports 

• Review current year budget assumptions 
• Changes in after school program: less revenue. 
• Change in substitute teacher needs. 
• Budgeting less for Torri Chappell, learning specialist. 
• No Walker Creek 
• Lower mental health costs 
• $51K surplus this year. 
• State and Federal rescue funds 

• Federal money coming for Title 1 
• CARES Act: Small business admin and not for profits. Applying for 2.5 months of 
payroll expenses. Bank is a SPA approved lender. 

• 75% of money must be in personnel retention. 
• Loan with first 8 weeks forgiven. 

• 3-year budget: 1.5 million is compensation. 
ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 2 of 4 April 2, 2020 
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• Donations to date assuming nothing further than half of projected auction revenue. 
• Does not include $10K SBA money. 
• Edtec recommends preparing for 7% decline in ADA. 

• Increased health care costs. 
• State is in free fall. No decisions to be made tonight. Will know more in 6 weeks. 
• Bank $55K reserve for whatever comes next year. 
• No decision on raises. 
• Need to keep doing what we’re doing; supporting teachers, planting seeds, budget cuts 
where possible. 

• Economic downturn is hitting the service economy and our families hard. 

No public comment 

D. APPOINT CONN HICKEY AS BUSINESS OFFICIAL and AS AN AUTHORIZED 
SIGNER ON THREE WESTAMERICA ACCOUNTS 

• Coding debits and credits in the GL. 
• Oversee bank accounts and prepare financial reports. 
• Coordinate collection of In-Lieu property taxes from basic aid districts. 
• This is a volunteer position. 

No public comment 

Approval of Conn Hickey’s appointment as RVC Business Official and authorized bank 
signer was duly moved, seconded and approved 6-0-0. 

E. ELECTION OF A NEW TREASURER 

• Cheryl Flick has resigned as Treasurer. 
• Board member Kirk has volunteered to fill this role. Staff recommends his election by 
the board. 

Approval of John Kirk’s appointment as RVC Treasurer was duly moved, seconded and 
approved 6-0-0 

IV. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

None 

VI. FUTURE MEETING NEEDS AND TOPICS 

• Enrollment and ADA update 

Meeting adjourned 9:02 P.M. 
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PPP Application 

Reference # 12494090 

Status Complete 

I have read and understand the purpose of this 
form. Loan is subject to funding availability by 
the Small Business Administration CARES 
Act. 

Yes, I understand 

Westamerica Business Checking Account 
Number 

Business Type 501(c)(3) nonprofit 

Business Legal Name Ross Valley Charter School 

Business TIN (EIN, SSN) 471755679 

Business Address 25 Deer Park Lane 

City Fairfax 

State California 

Zip Code 94930 

Primary Contact Email Address conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 

By providing your email address, you are 
agreeing to receive all correspondence, 
communications and loan documentation via 
email. 

I Agree 

Primary Contact First Name Conn 
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Primary Contact Last Name Hickey 

Primary Contact Phone 

Average Monthly Payroll 116994 

x 2.5 + EIDL, Net of Advance (if Applicable) 292485.23 
Equals Loan Request 

Number of Employees 24 

Purpose of Loan (may select more than one) • Payroll 
• Lease/Mortgage Interest 
• Utilities 

If other, explain: This is just a note to let you know that our 
school is located at 102 Marinda Dr., Fairfax, 
CA.  This was previously used for St. Rita's 
school.  The Deer Park lane address is what is 
listed in both state incorporation and the IRS 
lists.  We do get mail there but either address 
works for us.  Thank you. Conn Hickey 

Controlling Person First Name Luke 

Controlling Person Last Name Duchene 

Controlling Person Title School Director, President 

Controlling Person Email Address luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Controlling Person Street Address (no P.O. 102 Marinda Drive., Fairfax, CA 
box) 

Controlling Person Address Line 2 He is a signatory on the 

Controlling Person City Fairfax 

Controlling Person State California 

Controlling Person Zip Code 94930 

Controlling Person TIN (EIN, SSN) 

ID Type Driver's License 

ID Number 
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Issue Date 

Expiration Date 

Upload Photo ID 

Owner First Name 501(c)(3)Not for profit - no owner 

Owner Last Name Other account signatories are on file at WAB 

1. Is the Applicant or any owner of the 
Applicant presently suspended, debarred, 
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, 
voluntarily excluded from participation in this 
transaction by any Federal department or 
agency, or presently involved in any 
bankruptcy? 

No 

2. Has the Applicant, any owner of the 
Applicant, or any business owned or controlled 
by any of them, ever obtained a direct or 
guaranteed loan from SBA or any other 
Federal agency that is currently delinquent or 
has defaulted in the last 7 years and caused a 
loss to the government? 

No 

3. Is the Applicant or any owner of the 
Applicant an owner of any other business, or 
have common management with, any other 
business? If yes, list all such businesses and 
describe the relationship below. 

No 

4. Has the Applicant received an SBA 
Economic Injury Disaster Loan between 
January 31, 2020 and April 3, 2020? If yes, 
provide details below. 

No 

5. Is the Applicant (if an individual) or any 
individual owning 20% or more of the equity of 
the Applicant subject to an indictment, criminal 
information, arraignment, or other means by 
which formal criminal charges are brought in 
any jurisdiction, or presently incarcerated, or 
on probation or parole? 

No 

Initial here to confirm your response 
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6. Within the last 5 years, for any felony, has No 
the Applicant (if an individual) or any owner of 
the Applicant 1) been convicted; 2) pleaded 
guilty; 3) pleaded nolo contendere; 4) been 
placed on pretrial diversion; or 5) been placed 
on any form of parole or probation (including 
probation before judgment)? 

Initial here to confirm your response 

7. Is the United States the principal place of 
residence for all employees of the Applicant 
included in the Applicant’s payroll calculation 
above? 

Yes 

8. Is the Applicant a franchise that is listed in 
the SBA’s Franchise Directory? 

No 

Initial 

Initial 

Initial 

Initial 

Initial 
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Initial 

Initial 

Initial 

Signature of Authorized Representative of 
Applicant 

Type Name Conn B. Hickey, School Business Officieal 

Last Update 2020-04-09 10:48:41 

Start Time 2020-04-09 10:14:24 

Finish Time 2020-04-09 10:48:40 

IP Anonymous 

Browser Other 

OS Other 

Referrer N/A 
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From: Westamerica Bank 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 
Paycheck Protection Program - Application Received 
Thursday, April 9, 2020 4:24:07 PM 

Paycheck Protection Program Application 

We are writing to confirm receipt of your application for the SBA CARES Paycheck Protection 
Program. We are processing applications in the order they were received. Due to the high volume 
of applications, please allow three business days for a status update. You will be contacted by 
the bank via email if we need additional information to process your application. 

Important Information about the Paycheck Protection Program: 
The Paycheck Protection Program is administered by the SBA and is limited to an authorized 
funding amount. The SBA has indicated that loans under the Paycheck Protection Program will 
be made available on a first come, first served basis. Given the limitations on SBA authorized 
funding and the significant volume of applications already submitted to Westamerica Bank and 
other lenders, not every qualified applicant will receive loan proceeds under the program. 

Thank you for your patience as we work to provide the best service to all of our customers. 
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Our mailing address is: 
Westamerica Bank 
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PO Box 1200 
Suisun City, CA 94585 

You are receiving this message because you completed a form request on www.westamerica.com. 
Want to change how you receive these emails? You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this 
list. 

Please do not reply to this message. This account is used for notifications only and it is not monitored. If 
you would like to contact Westamerica, please call 1-800-848-1088. 

Westamerica respects your privacy. For a complete description of our privacy policy, go 
to www.westamerica.com. 
Copyright © Westamerica Bank 2020, all rights reserved. 

This email was sent to conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 
why did I get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 
Westamerica Bank · 4550 Mangels Boulevard · A2H · Fairfield, CA 94534 · USA 
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From: Westamerica Bank 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 
Paycheck Protection Program 
Thursday, April 16, 2020 12:29:26 PM 

Paycheck Protection Program - Loan Application 

We are writing about your loan application for the SBA CARES Act Paycheck 
Protection Program. We received notification from the Small Business 
Administration that the program funding limits were reached on Thursday, April 
16, 2020 and the SBA is no longer accepting applications. 

Westamerica will continue processing and preparing submitted applications. In 
the event the program receives additional funding and program rules and 
guidance allow us to do so, we will resume submission to the SBA for loan 
guaranty and approval. 

Thank you for your patience as we work to provide the best service to our 
customers. 

Sincerely, 

Westamerica Bank 
1 (800) 848-1088 

The Paycheck Protection Program is administered by the SBA and is limited to an authorized funding amount. 

The SBA has indicated that loans under the Paycheck Protection Program will be made available on a first come, 

first served basis. Given the limitations on SBA authorized funding and the significant volume of applications 

already submitted to Westamerica Bank and other lenders, not every qualified applicant will receive loan 

proceeds under the program. 
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Our mailing address is: 
Westamerica Bank 
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PO Box 1200 
Suisun City, CA 94585 

You are receiving this message because you completed a loan application on www.westamerica.com. 
Want to change how you receive these emails? You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this 
list. 

Please do not reply to this message. This account is used for notifications only and it is not monitored. If 
you would like to contact Westamerica, please call 1-800-848-1088. 

Westamerica respects your privacy. For a complete description of our privacy policy, go 
to www.westamerica.com. 
Copyright © Westamerica Bank 2020, all rights reserved. 

This email was sent to conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 
why did I get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 
Westamerica Bank · 4550 Mangels Boulevard · A2H · Fairfield, CA 94534 · USA 
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4/29/2020 Ross Valley Charter Mail - Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090 

Conn Hickey <conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org> 

Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090 
1 message 

SBA Lending <SBA.Lending@westamerica.com> Sun, Apr 19, 2020 at 9:52 AM 
To: "conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org" <conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org> 

We received notification from the Small Business Administration that the SBA CARES Act Paycheck Protection Loan program funding 
limits were reached on Thursday, April 16, 2020 and they are no longer accepting applications. 

Westamerica will continue processing and preparing submitted applications. 

In the event the program receives additional funding and program rules and guidance allow us to do so, we will resume submission to 
the SBA for loan guaranty and approval. 

We have received your application for processing and data verification. Your business appears to meet the criteria for a PPP loan, however 
we need additional information from your business to complete our processing: 

Documentation submitted with your application supports a maximum loan amount of: $270,653.00. 

You may accept this loan amount or you may complete the attached Payroll Calculation Worksheet and return to us with 
corresponding documentation of 2019 payroll. 

· If this loan amount is acceptable to you, please respond to this message stating the reduced loan amount is acceptable. We will 
proceed with our processing. 

· You may complete and submit the attached Payroll Calculation Worksheet which shows your calculations of your original loan 
request. Respond directly to this message requesting an additional review with the completed worksheet and corresponding documentation 
of 2019 payroll. 

If you would like to submit documents containing non-public information via a secure document portal, please notify us by replying to this 
email and we will send you a link. 

The Paycheck Protection Program is administered by the SBA and is limited to an authorized funding amount as designated by the federal 
government. The SBA has indicated that loans under the Paycheck Protection Program will be made available on a first come, first served 
basis. Given the limitations on SBA authorized funding and the significant volume of applications already submitted to Westamerica Bank 
and other lenders, not every qualified applicant will receive loan proceeds under the program. 

Sincerely, 

Westamerica Bank 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4b96c9cf66&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1664420601167550183%7Cmsg-f%3A16644206011675… 1/2 
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4/29/2020 Ross Valley Charter Mail - Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090 

1 (800)848-1088 

The Federal Equal Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of age (provided the applicant has the 
capacity to enter into a binding contract); color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status; because all or part of the applicant’s income derives from any public 
assistance program; or because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. The federal agency that 
administers compliance with this law concerning Westamerica Bank is: Federal Reserve Consumer Help Center, PO Box 1200, Minneapolis, MN 55840. 

Loan Availability Guideline Fill In.pdf 
199K 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4b96c9cf66&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1664420601167550183%7Cmsg-f%3A16644206011675… 2/2 
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April 20, 2020 Budget Draft Key Assumptions: 

What follows is a four year budget with the following assumptions. 

1. 2019-20 revenues remain as budgeted. This budget includes some state and federal aid for COVID 19. $3K state money for uses 
related to COVID19 and $8,000 from CARES Act. ADA is actual P2. 

2. 2020-21 state LCFF cola is reduced by 5%, and cola for the next four years is zero. This is the current EdTec recommendation.  Eric 
Premack of CSDC is recommending budgeting between zero and minus 10-20%. At minus 10%, many large school districts will likely 
fail, unless legislature suspends requirement to provide pink slips to tenured teachers by March 15. 

3. 2020-25 salaries have no increase. 
4. Non-Compensation expense rise at 1.5% per year, except health insurance costs to RVC which go up 4% per year. 
5. Assumes enrollment of 215 next year and 222 the year after in 9 classrooms. ADA% is 95%, This year we closed at 94.88%, up from 

94.14 in 18-19. 
6. Assumes two new teachers starting next year, each earning $68K per year with health benefits 
7. No Spanish teachers (saves around $12K per year) but art and music continue as is. There is $51 budgeted for classroom aids, which is 

two classroom special education aids and two math aids, which is what we have now. 
8. It includes a new expense line called Director’s Contingency (Account # 5826) of $10k, $40, $40K, $30K, and $30K in the 5 out years to 

fund surprises like further cola reductions. 2% additional cola reduction is around $35K 
9. The budget assumes a $300,000 PCSD loan to fund a $300,000 ADA project, depreciated over 8 years. There is also a 4%, 3 year 

amortizing $100K loan assumed at the end of 2023-24 to pay off the PCSD loan and keep our cash flow positive in 2024-25. The 
elements of the project have now been estimated and $300K seems to be a reasonable cap. 

10. The resulting forecast retains a 12% minimum reserve throughout the 6 years. 

The various rate assumptions are on page 9 below and the cash flow starts on page 11. 

102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 94930 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

SUMMARY 
Revenue 

LCFF Entitlement 1,614,981 1,711,514 1,755,252 1,750,352 1,748,366 1,745,882 
Federal Revenue 45,000 41,125 43,875 44,750 44,750 44,750 
Other State Revenues 144,236 163,546 169,219 169,442 169,550 169,550 
Local Revenues 148,489 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 
Fundraising and Grants 180,525 203,800 210,240 210,240 210,240 210,240 
Total Revenue 2,133,231 2,329,178 2,387,779 2,383,977 2,382,099 2,379,615 

Expenses 
Compensation and Benefits 1,518,231 1,619,341 1,620,226 1,624,468 1,628,879 1,623,731 
Books and Supplies 21,390 30,943 29,715 30,100 30,492 30,889 
Services and Other Operating Expenditures 526,638 614,964 656,706 669,056 671,800 684,916 
Depreciation 5,015 41,738 44,863 44,863 41,576 38,280 
Other Outflows - 14,220 4,976 4,257 3,856 3,311 
Total Expenses 2,071,274 2,321,205 2,356,485 2,372,743 2,376,602 2,381,127 

Operating Income 61,957 7,973 31,293 11,234 5,496 (1,513) 

Fund Balance 
Beginning Balance (Unaudited) 204,167 266,124 274,097 305,390 316,624 322,120 
Audit Adjustment 
Beginning Balance (Audited) 204,167 266,124 274,097 305,390 316,624 322,120 
Operating Income 61,957 7,973 31,293 11,234 5,496 (1,513) 

Ending Fund Balance 266,124 274,097 305,390 316,624 322,120 320,608 

Total Revenue Per ADA 11,615 11,404 11,322 11,304 11,295 11,283 
Total Expenses Per ADA 11,278 11,365 11,173 11,251 11,269 11,290 
Operating Income Per ADA 337 39 148 53 26 (7) 
Fund Balance as a % of Expenses 13% 12% 13% 13% 14% 13% 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

Key Assumptions 

Enrollment Breakdown 
TK 10 13 - 6 6 6 
K 27 36 36 30 30 30 
1 31 32 36 36 36 36 
2 35 34 36 36 36 36 
3 29 41 36 36 36 36 
4 29 32 39 39 39 39 
5 34 28 39 39 39 39 
Total Enrolled 195 215 222 222 222 222 

ADA % 
K-3 93.7% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 
4-6 95.3% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 
Average ADA % 94.2% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 

ADA 
K-3 124 147 137 137 137 137 
4-6 60 57 74 74 74 74 
Total ADA 184 204 211 211 211 211 

Demographic Information 
CALPADS Enrollment (for unduplicated % calc) 193 215 222 222 222 222 
# Unduplicated (CALPADS) 63 62 65 62 60 60 
# Free & Reduced Lunch (CALPADS) 55 61 63 63 63 63 
# ELL (CALPADS) 33 37 38 38 38 38 
New Students 35 22 7 - - -

School Information 
FTE's 18.7 19.6 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 
Teachers 10 11 11 11 11 11 
Certificated Pay Increases 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Classified Pay Increases 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
# of school days 179 179 179 179 179 179 
Default Expense Inflation Rate 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
8011 Charter Schools General Purpose Entitlement - State Aid 1,412,910 1,507,264 1,544,352 1,539,452 1,537,466 1,534,982 
8012 Education Protection Account Entitlement 36,732 40,850 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 
8019 State Aid - Prior Years 45 - - - - -
8096 Charter Schools in Lieu of Property Taxes 165,294 163,400 168,720 168,720 168,720 168,720 

SUBTOTAL - LCFF Entitlement 1,614,981 1,711,514 1,755,252 1,750,352 1,748,366 1,745,882 

Federal Revenue 
8181 Special Education - Entitlement 20,000 24,125 26,875 27,750 27,750 27,750 
8291 Title I 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
8293 Title III 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
8296 COVID funds 80% 19-20 Titile 1 8,000 - - - - -

SUBTOTAL - Federal Revenue 45,000 41,125 43,875 44,750 44,750 44,750 

Other State Revenue 
8319 Other State Apportionments - Prior Years - - - - - -
8381 Special Education - Entitlement (State) 98,809 112,746 116,417 116,417 116,417 116,417 
8550 Mandated Cost Reimbursements 2,597 3,168 3,619 3,843 3,950 3,950 
8560 State Lottery Revenue 39,708 44,160 45,597 45,597 45,597 45,597 
8590 All Other State Revenue 3,122 3,472 3,585 3,585 3,585 3,585 

SUBTOTAL - Other State Revenue 144,236 163,546 169,219 169,442 169,550 169,550 

Local Revenue 
8660 Interest 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
8676 After School Program Revenue 138,500 192,000 192,000 192,000 192,000 192,000 
8693 Field Trip Donations - 8,693 8,693 8,693 8,693 8,693 
8699 All Other Local Revenue 1,489 - - - - -
8701 All Script 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 

SUBTOTAL - Local Revenue 148,489 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 

Fundraising and Grants 
8801 Donations - Family 132,600 146,200 150,960 150,960 150,960 150,960 
8802 Donations - Private 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
8803 Fundraising - - - - - -
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

8804 Fundraising - Fund Development - - - - - -
8811 Net Readathon Revenue 37,050 40,850 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 
8812 Net Auction Revenue 4,875 10,750 11,100 11,100 11,100 11,100 

SUBTOTAL - Fundraising and Grants 180,525 203,800 210,240 210,240 210,240 210,240 

TOTAL REVENUE 2,133,231 2,329,178 2,387,779 2,383,977 2,382,099 2,379,615 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

EXPENSES 

Compensation & Benefits 

Certificated Salaries 
1100 Teachers Salaries 660,748 714,630 714,630 714,630 714,630 714,630 
1103 Teacher - Substitute Pay 6,591 8,250 8,250 8,250 8,250 8,250 
1148 Teacher - Special Ed 109,980 109,980 109,980 109,980 109,980 109,980 
1200 Certificated Pupil Support Salaries 35,419 34,632 34,632 34,632 34,632 34,632 
1300 Certificated Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 112,200 112,200 112,200 112,200 112,200 112,200 

SUBTOTAL - Certificated Salaries 924,938 979,692 979,692 979,692 979,692 979,692 

Classified Salaries 
2101 Classified - Electives 69,100 63,770 61,995 61,995 61,995 61,995 
2103 Classified - Classroom Aides 64,415 51,737 51,737 51,737 51,737 51,737 
2300 Classified Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 54,863 59,850 59,850 59,850 59,850 59,850 
2400 Classified Clerical & Office Salaries 43,000 44,000 44,000 44,000 44,000 44,000 
2905 Other Classified - After School 36,495 51,810 51,810 51,810 51,810 51,810 
2930 Custodian 24,600 24,600 24,600 24,600 24,600 24,600 

SUBTOTAL - Classified Salaries 292,472 295,767 293,992 293,992 293,992 293,992 

Employee Benefits 
3100 STRS 157,935 180,263 177,324 177,324 177,324 177,324 
3300 OASDI-Medicare-Alternative 35,869 36,832 36,696 36,696 36,696 36,696 
3400 Health & Welfare Benefits 80,359 100,260 106,038 110,279 114,690 119,278 
3500 Unemployment Insurance 12,050 11,222 11,201 11,201 11,201 1,466 
3600 Workers Comp Insurance 14,609 15,306 15,284 15,284 15,284 15,284 

SUBTOTAL - Employee Benefits 300,822 343,882 346,543 350,784 355,195 350,048 

Books & Supplies 
4100 Approved Textbooks & Core Curricula Materials 1,370 1,075 1,127 1,144 1,161 1,178 
4200 Books & Other Reference Materials - 1,505 1,577 1,601 1,625 1,649 
4320 Educational Software 500 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 
4325 Instructional Materials & Supplies 2,000 4,300 4,507 4,574 4,643 4,712 
4326 Art & Music Supplies 1,000 1,500 1,523 1,545 1,569 1,592 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

4330 Office Supplies 1,500 2,000 1,200 1,218 1,236 1,255 
4335 PE Supplies - 360 365 371 376 382 
4346 Teacher Supplies 3,200 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
4410 Classroom Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 120 2,000 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 
4420 Computers: individual items less than $5k - 1,500 1,523 1,545 1,569 1,592 
4430 Non Classroom Related Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 1,000 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 
4710 Student Food Services 10,500 10,500 10,658 10,817 10,980 11,144 
4720 Other Food 200 203 206 209 212 215 

SUBTOTAL - Books and Supplies 21,390 30,943 29,715 30,100 30,492 30,889 

Services & Other Operating Expenses 
5200 Travel & Conferences 250 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 
5300 Dues & Memberships 1,800 1,827 1,854 1,882 1,910 1,939 
5450 Insurance - Other 21,000 21,315 22,168 23,054 23,976 24,936 
5515 Janitorial, Gardening Services & Supplies 2,500 2,538 2,576 2,614 2,653 2,693 
5525 Utilities - Waste 4,400 4,466 4,533 4,601 4,670 4,740 
5535 Utilities - PGE & Sewer 12,000 15,500 15,733 15,968 16,208 16,451 
5605 Equipment Leases 4,500 4,568 4,636 4,706 4,776 4,848 
5610 Rent 168,980 187,625 193,254 199,051 205,023 211,174 
5615 Repairs and Maintenance - Building 3,000 5,125 5,202 5,280 5,359 5,439 
5803 Accounting Fees 12,600 13,600 13,804 14,011 14,221 14,435 
5805 SELPA and other adminstrative Fees 3,780 4,267 4,472 4,539 4,607 4,676 
5812 Business Services 65,025 67,626 70,331 73,144 76,070 79,113 
5824 CDE Oversight Fees 16,150 17,115 17,553 17,504 17,484 17,459 
5826 Directors Contingency - 10,000 40,000 40,000 30,000 30,000 
5828 Aftercare Expenses 7,400 1,025 1,040 1,056 1,072 1,088 
5829 After school Enrichment Program 82,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 
5830 Field Trips Expenses 800 15,595 15,829 16,066 16,307 16,552 
5836 Fingerprinting - 200 203 206 209 212 
5843 Interest - Loans 1,000 900 - - - -
5845 Legal Fees 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,386 
5851 Marketing and Student Recruiting 15,500 15,733 15,968 16,208 16,451 16,698 
5854 Counselling Contracting 5,890 14,700 14,921 15,144 15,371 15,602 
5855 MH SPED Contdractors 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,386 
5857 Payroll Fees 3,240 3,289 3,338 3,388 3,439 3,490 
5861 Prior Yr Exp (not accrued 13,259 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 
5863 Professional Development 9,000 15,000 15,225 15,453 15,685 15,920 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

5869 Special Education Contract Instructors 43,000 35,255 35,784 36,321 36,865 37,418 
5875 Staff Recruiting 1,300 700 711 721 732 743 
5880 Student Health Services 1,200 1,218 1,236 1,255 1,274 1,293 
5881 Student Information System 3,664 3,719 3,775 3,831 3,889 3,947 
5887 Technology Services 2,000 4,100 4,162 4,224 4,287 4,352 
5910 Communications - Internet / Website Fees 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,386 
5915 Postage and Delivery 400 645 676 686 696 707 
5920 Communications - Telephone & Fax 6,000 6,090 6,181 6,274 6,368 6,464 

SUBTOTAL - Services & Other Operating Exp. 526,638 614,964 656,706 669,056 671,800 684,916 

Depreciation Expense 
6900 Depreciation 5,015 41,738 44,863 44,863 41,576 38,280 

SUBTOTAL - Depreciation Expense 5,015 41,738 44,863 44,863 41,576 38,280 

Other Outflows 
7438 Long term debt - Interest - 14,220 4,976 4,257 3,856 3,311 

SUBTOTAL - Other Outflows - 14,220 4,976 4,257 3,856 3,311 

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,071,274 2,321,205 2,356,485 2,372,743 2,376,602 2,381,127 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
2019-20 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 
2019-20 

Year 2 
2020-21 

Year 3 
2021-22 

Year 4 
2022-23 

Year 5 
2023-24 

Year 6 Driver/ Rate Type 
2024-25 

Revenues and related expenses 

Statewide LCFF Assumptions 
LCFF COLA 
TK-3 LCFF Base 
4-6 LCFF Base 
TK-3 Gr Span Adj 

School LCFF Assumptions 
LCFF per ADA 
ILPT per ADA 
Unduplicated Pupil % (3 year avg) 
District UPP 

Other Federal and State Revenues 
EDCOE SELPA Federal Rate 
EDCOE SELPA State Rate 
Mandated Cost Reimbursements: K-8 
Mandated Cost Reimbursements: 9-12 
State Lottery Unrestricted 
State Lottery Restricted 

Fees 
Authorizer Fees 
Special Education Encroachment Fees 

3.26% 
7,702 
7,818 

801 

8,793 
900 

31.04% 
10.00% 

125.00 
538.00 

16.86 
46.87 

153.00 
54.00 

1.00% 

-5.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,380 
800 

30.63% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

17.25 
47.94 

153.00 
54.00 

1.00% 
0.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,323 
800 

30.16% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

17.72 
49.24 

153.00 
54.00 

1.00% 
0.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,299 
800 

28.68% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

18.22 
50.63 

153.00 
54.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,290 
800 

28.08% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

18.73 
52.06 

153.00 
54.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,278 
800 

27.33% 
10.00% 

125.00 Prior Year Enrollment 
552.00 ADA 

18.73 Prior Year Enrollment 
52.06 Prior Year Enrollment 

153.00 ADA 
54.00 ADA 

% of LCFF 

Payroll 

Annual Pay Increase 
Certificated 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Classified 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Benefits 
STRS 17.10% 18.40% 18.10% 18.10% 18.10% 18.10% % of elligible payroll 
Social Security 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% % of elligible payroll 
Medicare 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% % of total payroll 
H&W average annual increase 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 
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FUTA % 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% % of elligible payroll 
FUTA Tax Base $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 
SUTA % 4.69% 4.66% 4.65% 4.65% 4.65% % of elligible payroll 
SUTA Tax Base $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 
ETT (part of SUTA) $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 Annual rate per employee 
Workers Comp 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% % of total payroll 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Actuals 

Aug 
Actuals 

Sep 
Actuals 

Oct 
Actuals 

Nov 
Actuals 

Dec 
Actuals 

2019-20 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Actuals Actuals 
Mar 

Actuals 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 311,734 330,622 284,859 203,981 237,662 215,668 179,614 131,952 132,868 136,233 138,722 250,817 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-

4,000 
816 

1,289 

65,657 
-

4,000 
26,906 

166 

65,612 
-

7,201 
8,411 

14,401 

125,803 
-

7,201 
37,139 
46,123 

118,101 
-

7,201 
10,354 
38,814 

118,101 
-

9,798 
19,525 
22,836 

118,101 
-

7,201 
25,599 
5,822 

129,627 
-

8,180 
17,500 

49 

-
-

20,332 
164,217 
45,783 

285,845 
25,167 
5,685 

(168,247) 
3,635 

262,727 
4,917 

20,314 
11,406 
10,801 

138,757 
667 

11,076 
(5,135) 
6,408 

1,614,981 
45,000 

144,236 
148,489 
180,525 

186,650 
14,250 
32,047 

-
(15,600) 

TOTAL REVENUE 6,105 96,729 95,626 216,266 174,470 170,260 156,722 155,356 230,332 152,084 310,165 151,772 2,133,231 217,347 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

66,530 
519 

34,218 
50 

31,594 
-
-

73,568 
6,691 

21,612 
578 

28,241 
-
-

78,505 
32,344 
23,433 
2,826 

35,677 
-
-

79,400 
35,316 
15,054 

460 
38,452 

-
-

80,890 
27,116 
25,534 

153 
42,769 

-
-

77,110 
24,418 
24,035 
4,548 

62,242 
864 
-

77,544 
24,824 
38,292 
2,305 

48,023 
144 
-

81,272 
27,923 
27,142 
3,016 

41,247 
144 

1,682 

42,128 
13,290 
7,418 

486 
45,057 

144 
22,058 

105,955 
34,852 
30,379 
2,400 

32,076 
418 

(23,740) 

82,020 
34,429 
30,527 

908 
43,804 

418 
-

80,017 
28,835 
23,032 
3,661 

51,391 
2,883 

-

924,938 
292,472 
300,822 

21,390 
526,638 

5,015 
-

-
1,917 

147 
-

26,066 
-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 132,910 130,689 172,785 168,682 176,461 193,216 191,132 182,426 130,580 182,339 192,106 189,818 2,071,274 28,129 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (126,806) (33,961) (77,159) 47,584 (1,991) (22,956) (34,410) (27,070) 99,752 (30,256) 118,058 (38,047) 61,957 189,218 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

167,083 
19,506 

-
-

(36,341) 
(4,555) 

-
-

356 
-
-

(3,850) 
(1,848) 

206 
(6,667) 

-

-
-
-
-

(797) 
412 

(3,333) 
-

-
-

(566) 
-
-
412 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

7,735 
-

(14,401) 
-
-
412 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

-
(625) 
864 
-
-
412 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

-
-
84 

-
-
413 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

646 
-
144 

2,469 
38,064 

413 
(3,333) 

(10,416) 

-
-

(3,856) 
-

(89,404) 
207 

(3,333) 
-

25,355 
-

(3,093) 
(34,475) 
51,340 

424 
(3,333) 
(3,472) 

-
-
418 
-
-
424 

(3,333) 
(3,472) 

-
-

2,883 
-
-
424 

(3,333) 
(3,472) 

Ending Cash 330,622 284,859 203,981 237,662 215,668 179,614 131,952 132,868 136,233 138,722 250,817 209,272 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2020-21 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 209,272 440,606 246,238 155,703 137,542 103,671 48,045 107,463 88,220 113,383 216,843 311,493 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
289 

1,087 
12,183 

67,766 
-

5,230 
36,712 
12,183 

67,766 
-

5,230 
12,112 
12,183 

131,162 
-

9,182 
48,953 
12,850 

121,979 
4,250 
9,182 

13,486 
12,850 

121,979 
-

12,350 
26,245 
16,616 

212,862 
-

9,182 
34,879 
12,850 

121,979 
4,250 

19,109 
24,011 
12,850 

185,048 
-

11,970 
3,690 

53,523 

197,319 
12,063 
11,970 
(8,772) 
9,261 

225,898 
4,250 

21,897 
15,586 
21,966 

185,048 
-

11,970 
(7,489) 
14,484 

1,711,514 
41,125 

163,546 
209,193 
203,800 

72,710 
16,313 
35,986 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,559 121,891 97,291 202,147 161,747 177,189 269,773 182,199 254,230 221,841 289,597 204,012 2,329,178 133,701 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

32,906 
1,704 

36,532 
3,478 

500 

80,349 
11,042 
27,145 
1,704 

35,033 
3,478 

495 

84,780 
29,697 
32,818 
2,347 

40,195 
3,478 

490 

84,780 
30,777 
29,534 
1,704 

60,857 
3,478 

486 

83,717 
25,350 
28,347 
1,704 

43,846 
3,478 

481 

83,717 
26,430 
28,429 
5,447 

76,137 
3,478 

476 

83,717 
25,350 
32,836 
1,704 

54,095 
3,478 

471 

84,780 
30,777 
29,534 
4,687 

39,009 
3,478 

466 

84,780 
29,697 
29,452 
1,704 

70,763 
3,478 

461 

83,717 
26,430 
26,995 
2,080 

(23,080) 
3,478 

456 

84,780 
29,697 
27,456 
1,704 

49,071 
3,478 

452 

83,008 
23,531 
18,277 
4,457 

95,777 
3,478 
8,985 

979,692 
295,767 
343,882 
30,943 

614,964 
41,738 
14,220 

-
2,000 

153 
-

36,728 
-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 137,676 159,246 193,806 211,616 186,921 224,114 201,649 192,732 220,335 120,076 196,637 237,514 2,321,205 38,881 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (124,117) (37,355) (96,514) (9,469) (25,175) (46,925) 68,124 (10,533) 33,895 101,764 92,960 (33,502) 7,973 94,820 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

205,695 
15,805 

(146,522) 
(11,980) 

-
(4,664) 

-
297,116 

7,402 
-

(146,522) 
(16,150) 

-
1,145 

-
(2,889) 

4,250 
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,894) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,315) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,320) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,324) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,329) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,334) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,355) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,928) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,933) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(106,438) 

Ending Cash 440,606 246,238 155,703 137,542 103,671 48,045 107,463 88,220 113,383 216,843 311,493 176,177 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2021-22 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 176,177 125,112 101,212 18,124 25,700 15,810 (15,391) 71,600 77,431 106,417 202,314 291,704 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
299 

1,087 
12,580 

74,783 
-

5,936 
36,712 
12,580 

74,783 
-

5,936 
12,112 
12,580 

144,822 
-

10,446 
48,953 
13,247 

134,609 
4,250 

10,446 
13,486 
13,247 

134,609 
-

14,065 
26,245 
17,135 

229,182 
-

10,446 
34,879 
13,247 

134,609 
4,250 

21,486 
24,011 
13,247 

178,092 
-

11,180 
3,690 

55,244 

189,302 
13,438 
11,180 
(8,772) 
9,541 

220,272 
4,250 

22,220 
15,586 
22,660 

178,092 
-

11,180 
(7,489) 
14,934 

1,755,252 
43,875 

169,219 
209,193 
210,240 

62,097 
17,688 
34,399 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,965 130,011 105,411 217,467 176,037 192,054 287,753 197,603 248,206 214,689 284,988 196,717 2,387,779 122,877 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

33,350 
1,588 

37,633 
3,739 

442 

80,349 
11,042 
27,212 
1,588 

35,970 
3,739 

437 

84,780 
29,492 
32,850 
2,241 

41,148 
3,739 

432 

84,780 
30,572 
29,573 
1,588 

61,139 
3,739 

427 

83,717 
25,194 
28,393 
1,588 

44,797 
3,739 

422 

83,717 
26,274 
28,476 
5,388 

77,162 
3,739 

417 

83,717 
25,194 
32,874 
1,588 

55,151 
3,739 

412 

84,780 
30,572 
29,573 
4,616 

39,993 
3,739 

407 

84,780 
29,492 
29,490 
1,588 

71,631 
3,739 

402 

83,717 
26,274 
27,043 
1,971 

(22,450) 
3,739 

397 

84,780 
29,492 
27,497 
1,588 

50,002 
3,739 

392 

83,008 
23,408 
18,019 
4,383 

97,221 
3,739 

387 

979,692 
293,992 
346,543 
29,715 

656,706 
44,863 
4,976 

-
2,000 
2,192 

-
67,310 

-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 139,308 160,338 194,681 211,817 187,849 225,171 202,673 193,679 221,122 120,689 197,490 230,165 2,356,485 71,502 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (125,343) (30,327) (89,270) 5,650 (11,812) (33,118) 85,080 3,924 27,085 94,000 87,498 (33,448) 31,293 51,374 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

107,846 
-

3,739 
(21,766) 

-
(12,597) 

-
(2,942) 

21,606 
-

3,739 
(17,115) 

-
1,145 

-
(2,947) 

4,250 
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,952) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,957) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,962) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,967) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,972) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,977) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,982) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,987) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,992) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,997) 

Ending Cash 125,112 101,212 18,124 25,700 15,810 (15,391) 71,600 77,431 106,417 202,314 291,704 260,143 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2022-23 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 260,143 164,473 138,760 54,502 80,357 71,114 40,669 136,870 143,654 157,913 239,069 314,026 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
299 

1,087 
12,580 

76,973 
-

6,120 
36,712 
12,580 

76,973 
-

6,120 
12,112 
12,580 

166,177 
-

10,776 
48,953 
13,247 

138,551 
4,250 

10,776 
13,486 
13,247 

138,551 
-

14,619 
26,245 
17,135 

241,766 
-

10,776 
34,879 
13,247 

138,551 
4,250 

22,176 
24,011 
13,247 

167,216 
-

10,776 
3,690 

55,244 

177,761 
13,875 
10,776 
(8,772) 
9,541 

209,396 
4,250 

22,176 
15,586 
22,660 

167,216 
-

10,776 
(7,489) 
14,934 

1,750,352 
44,750 

169,442 
209,193 
210,240 

51,221 
18,125 
33,276 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,965 132,384 107,784 239,153 180,309 196,549 300,668 202,234 236,926 203,182 274,068 185,437 2,383,977 111,315 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

33,697 
1,607 

38,768 
3,739 

382 

80,349 
11,042 
27,386 
1,607 

36,935 
3,739 

377 

84,780 
29,492 
33,024 
2,269 

42,125 
3,739 

372 

84,780 
30,572 
29,746 
1,607 

61,991 
3,739 

367 

83,717 
25,194 
28,567 
1,607 

45,866 
3,739 

362 

83,717 
26,274 
28,649 
5,464 

78,288 
3,739 

357 

83,717 
25,194 
33,047 
1,607 

56,299 
3,739 

352 

84,780 
30,572 
29,746 
4,680 

41,070 
3,739 

347 

84,780 
29,492 
29,663 
1,607 

72,522 
3,739 

342 

83,717 
26,274 
27,216 
1,995 

(21,778) 
3,739 

337 

84,780 
29,492 
27,670 
1,607 

50,959 
3,739 

332 

83,008 
23,408 
18,019 
4,444 

98,603 
3,739 

327 

979,692 
293,992 
350,784 
30,100 

669,056 
44,863 
4,257 

-
2,000 
4,354 

-
67,407 

-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 140,750 161,435 195,801 212,801 189,051 226,487 203,954 194,933 222,145 121,499 198,579 231,547 2,372,743 73,761 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (126,784) (29,051) (88,017) 26,352 (8,741) (29,938) 96,713 7,301 14,782 81,683 75,489 (46,110) 11,234 37,554 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

97,249 
-

3,739 
(51,911) 

-
(12,597) 

-
(5,366) 

21,378 
-

3,739 
(17,553) 

-
1,145 

-
(5,371) 

4,250 
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,376) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,381) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,386) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,391) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,396) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,401) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,406) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,411) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,416) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,421) 

Ending Cash 164,473 138,760 54,502 80,357 71,114 40,669 136,870 143,654 157,913 239,069 314,026 267,379 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2023-24 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 267,379 158,815 131,504 45,934 53,456 42,736 10,808 97,144 102,397 120,442 205,598 284,275 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
299 

1,087 
12,580 

76,873 
-

6,120 
36,712 
12,580 

76,873 
-

6,120 
12,112 
12,580 

148,917 
-

10,776 
48,953 
13,247 

138,372 
4,250 

10,776 
13,486 
13,247 

138,372 
-

14,726 
26,245 
17,135 

233,277 
-

10,776 
34,879 
13,247 

138,372 
4,250 

22,176 
24,011 
13,247 

172,116 
-

10,776 
3,690 

55,244 

182,661 
13,875 
10,776 
(8,772) 
9,541 

214,296 
4,250 

22,176 
15,586 
22,660 

172,116 
-

10,776 
(7,489) 
14,934 

1,748,366 
44,750 

169,550 
209,193 
210,240 

56,121 
18,125 
33,276 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,965 132,285 107,685 221,893 180,131 196,478 292,179 202,056 241,826 208,082 278,968 190,337 2,382,099 116,215 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

34,051 
1,626 

39,941 
3,465 

322 

80,349 
11,042 
27,563 
1,626 

37,929 
3,465 

317 

84,780 
29,492 
33,200 
2,298 

43,131 
3,465 

312 

84,780 
30,572 
29,923 
1,626 

62,868 
3,465 

306 

83,717 
25,194 
28,743 
1,626 

46,968 
3,465 

301 

83,717 
26,274 
28,826 
5,541 

79,447 
3,465 

296 

83,717 
25,194 
33,224 
1,626 

57,480 
3,465 

291 

84,780 
30,572 
29,923 
4,745 

42,180 
3,465 

286 

84,780 
29,492 
29,840 
1,626 

73,440 
3,465 

281 

83,717 
26,274 
27,393 
2,020 

(21,081) 
3,465 

276 

84,780 
29,492 
27,847 
1,626 

51,943 
3,465 

270 

83,008 
23,408 
18,019 
4,505 

100,019 
3,465 

599 

979,692 
293,992 
355,195 
30,492 

671,800 
41,576 
3,856 

-
2,000 
6,643 

-
57,536 

-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 141,961 162,290 196,678 213,540 190,014 227,564 204,996 195,950 222,923 122,063 199,423 233,022 2,376,602 66,179 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (127,995) (30,005) (88,993) 8,353 (9,883) (31,086) 87,183 6,105 18,903 86,019 79,545 (42,685) 5,496 50,036 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

86,047 
-

3,465 
(52,057) 

-
(12,597) 

-
(5,426) 

21,018 
-

3,465 
(17,504) 

-
1,145 

-
(5,431) 

4,250 
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,436) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,442) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,447) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,452) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,457) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,462) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,467) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,472) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,478) 

-
-

3,465 
-
-

1,145 
-

(7,364) 

Ending Cash 158,815 131,504 45,934 53,456 42,736 10,808 97,144 102,397 120,442 205,598 284,275 238,836 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2024-25 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 238,836 146,714 121,356 40,622 50,099 40,615 9,809 101,198 108,119 128,079 214,877 294,914 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
299 

1,087 
12,580 

76,749 
-

6,120 
36,712 
12,580 

76,749 
-

6,120 
12,112 
12,580 

148,693 
-

10,776 
48,953 
13,247 

138,148 
4,250 

10,776 
13,486 
13,247 

138,148 
-

14,726 
26,245 
17,135 

233,053 
-

10,776 
34,879 
13,247 

138,148 
4,250 

22,176 
24,011 
13,247 

171,892 
-

10,776 
3,690 

55,244 

182,437 
13,875 
10,776 
(8,772) 
9,541 

214,072 
4,250 

22,176 
15,586 
22,660 

171,892 
-

10,776 
(7,489) 
14,934 

1,745,882 
44,750 

169,550 
209,193 
210,240 

55,897 
18,125 
33,276 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,965 132,161 107,561 221,669 179,907 196,254 291,955 201,832 241,602 207,858 278,744 190,113 2,379,615 115,992 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

33,925 
1,645 

41,152 
3,190 

325 

80,349 
11,042 
27,256 
1,645 

38,953 
3,190 

316 

84,780 
29,492 
29,973 
2,328 

44,165 
3,190 

307 

84,780 
30,572 
29,616 
1,645 

63,772 
3,190 

298 

83,717 
25,194 
28,924 
1,645 

48,104 
3,190 

289 

83,717 
26,274 
29,006 
5,619 

80,638 
3,190 

281 

83,717 
25,194 
29,510 
1,645 

58,694 
3,190 

272 

84,780 
30,572 
29,616 
4,811 

43,324 
3,190 

263 

84,780 
29,492 
29,534 
1,645 

74,385 
3,190 

254 

83,717 
26,274 
27,574 
2,045 

(20,357) 
3,190 

245 

84,780 
29,492 
28,028 
1,645 

52,955 
3,190 

236 

83,008 
23,408 
18,019 
4,568 

101,469 
3,190 

227 

979,692 
293,992 
350,048 
30,889 

684,916 
38,280 
3,311 

-
2,000 
9,067 

-
57,662 

-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 142,794 162,752 194,235 213,874 191,063 228,724 202,221 196,556 223,279 122,687 200,326 233,888 2,381,127 68,729 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (128,828) (30,591) (86,674) 7,796 (11,156) (32,469) 89,734 5,276 18,323 85,171 78,418 (43,775) (1,513) 47,263 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

90,947 
-

3,190 
(42,205) 

-
(12,597) 

-
(2,628) 

21,018 
-

3,190 
(17,484) 

-
1,145 

-
(2,637) 

4,250 
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,645) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,654) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,663) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,672) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,681) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,690) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,699) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,708) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,717) 

-
-

3,190 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,726) 

Ending Cash 146,714 121,356 40,622 50,099 40,615 9,809 101,198 108,119 128,079 214,877 294,914 252,749 
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From: Conn Hickey 
To: SBA Lending 
Subject: Re: Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090 
Date: Thursday, April 23, 2020 10:27:22 AM 

Dear Westamerica 

We accept your counter offer. 

Conn Hickey 
Business Official 
Ross Valley Charter 

On Sun, Apr 19, 2020 at 9:52 AM SBA Lending <SBA.Lending@westamerica.com> wrote: 

We received notification from the Small Business Administration that the SBA CARES Act 
Paycheck Protection Loan program funding limits were reached on Thursday, April 16, 2020 
and they are no longer accepting applications. 

Westamerica will continue processing and preparing submitted applications. 

In the event the program receives additional funding and program rules and guidance allow 
us to do so, we will resume submission to the SBA for loan guaranty and approval. 

We have received your application for processing and data verification. Your business appears 
to meet the criteria for a PPP loan, however we need additional information from your business 
to complete our processing: 

Documentation submitted with your application supports a maximum loan amount of: 
$270,653.00. 

You may accept this loan amount or you may complete the attached Payroll Calculation 
Worksheet and return to us with corresponding documentation of 2019 payroll. 
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· If this loan amount is acceptable to you, please respond to this message stating the reduced 
loan amount is acceptable. We will proceed with our processing. 

· You may complete and submit the attached Payroll Calculation Worksheet which shows 
your calculations of your original loan request. Respond directly to this message requesting an 
additional review with the completed worksheet and corresponding documentation of 2019 
payroll. 

If you would like to submit documents containing non-public information via a secure 
document portal, please notify us by replying to this email and we will send you a link. 

The Paycheck Protection Program is administered by the SBA and is limited to an authorized 
funding amount as designated by the federal government. The SBA has indicated that loans 
under the Paycheck Protection Program will be made available on a first come, first served 
basis. Given the limitations on SBA authorized funding and the significant volume of 
applications already submitted to Westamerica Bank and other lenders, not every qualified 
applicant will receive loan proceeds under the program. 

Sincerely, 

Westamerica Bank 

1 (800)848-1088 

The Federal Equal Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of age (provided the 
applicant has the capacity to enter into a binding contract); color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status; because all or part of the 
applicant’s income derives from any public assistance program; or because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the 
Consumer Credit Protection Act. The federal agency that administers compliance with this law concerning Westamerica Bank is: Federal 
Reserve Consumer Help Center, PO Box 1200, Minneapolis, MN 55840. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

REGULAR MEETING 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

April 23, 2020  7 p.m. 

Ross Valley Charter School 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 
For Agenda and Supplemental Materials to go: 

https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/2020-04-23-regular-meeting 

Access to Board Materials: A copy of the written materials which will be submitted to the School Board 
may be reviewed by any interested persons on The Ross Valley Charter School website listed above, 
along with this agenda, following the posting of the agenda at least 72 hours in advance of this meeting. 
Supplemental materials and written reports shall be posted as they become available. 

Disability Access: Requests for disability-related modifications or accommodations to participate in this 
public meeting should be made 24 hours prior to the meeting by calling (415) 534-6970. All efforts will 
be made for reasonable accommodations. The agenda and public documents can be modified upon request 
as required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act. 

Board Members: 
Sharon Sagar, Chair 
Amy Gramajo 
Kristi Kimball 
John Kirk 
Cheryl Flick 
Sonya Stanley 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRESENTATIONS TO 
THE BOARD BY PARENTS AND CITIZENS 

The Ross Valley Charter School (“School”) welcomes your participation at the School’s Board meetings. The 
purpose of a public meeting of the Board of Trustees (“Board”) is to conduct the affairs of the School in public. 
Your participation assures us of continuing community interest in our School. 

A few agendas are available at the meeting (when we return to in-person meetings.) Supplementary materials will 
not be available in paper form. 

When addressing the Board, speakers are requested to state their name and city (however this is not required), 
adhere to the time limits set forth and respect the Meeting Norms and Procedural Guidelines outlined below in the 
Section on Communications. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This meeting will be by teleconference pursuant to Executive Orders N-25-20 and N-29-20. 

The Board and employees of Ross Valley Charter School shall meet via the Zoom meeting 
platform. Members of the public who wish to access this Board meeting may do so at 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9814265913. You may also call in using the Zoom phone number: 

1 669 900 9128 (meeting ID# 981 426 5913). 

Members of the public who wish to comment during the Board meeting may use the “raise hand” 
tool on the Zoom platform. Members of the public calling in will be given the opportunity to 
address the Board during the meeting. Individual comments will be limited to three (3) minutes. 
If an interpreter is needed for comments, they will be translated to English and the time limit 
shall be six (6) minutes. The Board may limit the total time for public comment to a reasonable 
time. The Board reserves the right to mute or remove a participant from the meeting if the 
participant unreasonably disrupts the Board meeting. 

I. PRELIMINARY 
A. CALL TO ORDER 

B. TRUSTEE ROLL CALL 
Present(Remotely)  Absent 

Kristi Kimball ______      ______ 
John Kirk ______                  ______ 
Cheryl Flick ______                  ______ 
Amy Gramajo  ______  ______ 
Sharon Sagar, Chair ______                  ______ 
Sonya Stanley ______                  ______ 

C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA OF SPECIAL BOARD MEETING OF APRIL 23, 2020. 
ROLL CALL VOTE 

II. COMMUNICATION 

A. REVIEW of MEETING NORMS 
1. Speak respectfully, avoiding blame and inflammatory language and raised voices. 
2. Listen respectfully without interrupting. 
3. Listen actively and try to understand others’ views. 
4. Don’t roll your eyes, make faces or audibly react while someone is speaking. 
5. Be concise when it is your turn to speak. 
6. Assume others’ good intentions. 
7. Keep on the topic under discussion. 
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8. Politely enforce ground rules. 
9. Remember to mute cell phones. 

B. REVIEW PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES for Public Discussion on Agendized Items 
1. Presentation by Staff, Officers or Guest Presenters 
2. Board discussion, questions, clarifications 
3. All Public Comment taken at once. Individuals will be limited to three minutes per 

speaker unless Board Chair determines that the number of speakers warrants a 
reduction to a lesser amount of time. The board or Officers will not respond during 
public comment time.  Questions will be noted and answered as outlined in next 
bullet. 

4. Board or officers attempt to answer questions regarding agendized items. Questions 
that seek information or clarifications will attempt to be answered. Questions that are 
deemed to violate meeting norms above or to be argumentative in nature will not be 
responded to. 

5. Any remaining Board discussion, questions, clarifications, deliberation and motion 
and vote if appropriate. 

C. PUBLIC COMMENT ON ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA: 

No individual comment shall be for more than three (3) minutes (with the exception of 
translated comments) and the total time for this purpose shall not exceed (15) minutes. 
The Board may decide to continue this item to the end of the meeting in order to facilitate 
the scheduled items on the agenda.  Ordinarily, Board members will not respond to 
comments and no action can be taken.  However, staff may respond, and the Board may 
give direction to staff. 

D. For Information:  School Director 
This is a presentation of information and activities that have occurred since the previous 
Board meeting. These topics are informational only and no action will be taken by the 
board. 

E. For Information: Board/Staff Information Updates 
Board and staff present information updates since the previous Board meeting. 

III. GENERAL ITEMS 

A. ENROLLMENT REPORT AND 2020/21 STAFFING UPDATE 

We will review our enrollment numbers and predictions for the upcoming school year, as 
well as related staffing recommendations. 
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DISCUSSION/ROLL CALL VOTE 

B. LCAP UPDATE 

We will discuss any recommended modification to our LCAP plan cycle given the 
conditions imposed by stay-in-place orders. 

DISCUSSION 

C.  SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM 

We will discuss potential needed changes to our school lunch program given realities of 
COVID-19 on costs and lunch service model. 

DISCUSSION/ROLL CALL VOTE 

D. BUDGET/FUNDRAISING UPDATES 

We will be discussing guidance on our 2020-2021 Budget given the expected economic 
fallout from COVID-19. 

DISCUSSION/ROLL CALL VOTE 

IV. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

All matters listed under the consent agenda are considered by the Board to be routine and will be 
approved/enacted by the Board in one motion in the form listed below.  Unless specifically 
requested by a Board member for further discussion or removed from the agenda, there will be 
no discussion of these items prior to the Board votes on them.  The School Director recommends 
approval of all consent agenda items. 

A. Minutes of March 9 Regular and Special meetings 
B. Minutes of April 2 Special Meeting 
C. Personnel Update 

ROLL CALL VOTE INDIVIDUALLY OR COLLECTIVELY 

V. FUTURE MEETING NEEDS AND TOPICS – trustee requests of topics for future 
meetings 
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VI. MEETING REVIEW AND EVALUATION 

A. Quick Evaluation of Meeting to improve process for future meetings 

VII. ADJOURNMENT 
ROLL CALL VOTE 

APRIL 23, 2020 ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 5 of 5 
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Ross Valley Charter School 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax CA 
For Agenda and Supplemental Materials go to: 

https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/2020-04-23-regular-
meeting 

April 23, 2020 7:06 P.M. via Zoom video conference 

Board Members: 

Sharon Sagar, Chair 
Amy Gramajo 
Kristi Kimball 
John Kirk 
Cheryl Flick 
Sonya Stanley 

I. PRELIMINARY 
A. CALL TO ORDER 

B. TRUSTEE ROLL CALL 
Present Absent 

Kristi Kimball X 
Amy Gramajo X 
John Kirk X 
Cheryl Flick X 
Sharon Sagar, Chair X 
Sonya Stanley X 

C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA OF REGULAR BOARD MEETING OF April 23, 2020. 

Approval of the Agenda was duly moved, seconded and approved by roll call vote 5-0-1. 

II. COMMUNICATION 
C. No public comment on items not on the agenda. 

D. School Director Update 

• Shared distance learning K/1 survey with teachers. Broad range of family needs. 

• Finished interviews for K/1 and 2/3 teachers. Offered positions to two candidates. 

• Looking at LCAP data for next board meeting. 
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• Many holes in county/state/federal support for struggling families. Focusing on food and 

housing security and tech access. 

• Sharing FSACC fundraiser. Children’s Center served 144 meals yesterday. Working with 

Marilyn, Jen and Torri. 

E. Board/Staff Update 

• Teachers are finding a better rhythm with distance learning. More face-to-face interacting. 

• Not hearing from some kids. Teachers, Torri and Marilyn following up with these families by 

phone, online meetings, mailings, and school work deliveries as needed.  

• Parents working on 5th grade graduation ceremony. 

• Working on ways to get work out to families. 

• Ms. Sagar call with superintendents today re kids dropping off in current climate. 

• ADA construction project: may need to look for another funder. Continuing with plans and 

permits while waiting. 

III. GENERAL ITEMS 

A. ENROLLMENT REPORT AND 2020/21 STAFFING UPDATE– see chart 

• 192 currently enrolled. 
• 69 newly enrolled for next year. 
• Projecting 212 students. 
• Class loading scenarios for 2020/21: Nine non-standard class configuration (see tables). 
• Based on 94% enrollment assumption. 
• Nine non-standard keeps TK/K/1 classes smaller. All teachers roll up after one year. 
• Using assistants and rearranging student numbers to more effectively teach math. 

No public comment. 

B. LCAP UPDATE 

• LCAP plan: normally finalizing in June. Splitting into two-week process. New template 
due July 1st and actual LCAP due in December. 

• Will look at data and results in May meeting. 

No public comment 

C. SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM 

• Due to pandemic climate, not sensible to continue a la carte serving. Looking into sealed 
meals. 

• National school lunch program is not a great subsidy. 
• We’ll likely have more families eligible for FRPL and need to address cost. 
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• Working with Good Earth. Jen Wolf is looking into other vendors. 
• We cut food costs in half this year. 
• Option: volunteers pre-pack lunches? 

No public comment 

D. BUDGET/FUNDRAISING UPDATES (see budget draft and assumptions) 

• 2020/21 budget guidance given expected economic fallout from COVID-19 
• See four-year budget assumptions. 
• Finance committee met yesterday 
• Edtec recommends assuming state LCFF COLA reduction by 5%. 
• Possible extension of ADA project timeline. 
• CARES Act money comes in next year. 
• $50K surplus 
• $270 PPP loan/grant with reserve helps balance for three years. 
• Focus on petition/renewal process 
• Fundraising numbers reflect what we’ve collected, assuming not much more. 
• Fundraising committee meeting April 30th. 
• Auction is going well. Sharon sharing with alumni. 
• Shifting family giving asks to community support and thank you messaging. 
• Adjusting family giving ask to $850/child next year. 

No public comment 

Authorization of the Board Chair or School Director to execute a Small Business Administration 
Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to $290,000, as soon as 
available, was duly moved, seconded and approved by roll call vote, 5-0-1. 

IV. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

A. Minutes of March 9 Regular and Special (embedded) meetings 
B. Minutes of April 2 Special Meeting 
C. Personnel Update: None 

Approval of March 9th Regular and Special Meeting minutes was duly moved, seconded and 
approved by roll call vote 4-0-2 (Ms. Kimball and Ms. Gramajo absent from 3/9/20 meeting) 

Approval of April 2nd Special Meeting minutes was duly moved, seconded and approved by roll 
call vote 5-0-1 (Ms. Kimball absent portion of 4/2/20 meeting)  

V. FUTURE MEETING NEEDS AND TOPICS 

• Next year’s plan and precautions 
• LCAP data 
• Charter renewal 
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VI. MEETING REVIEW AND EVALUATION 

• Good to “see” everyone, and kids. 
• Mr. Hickey purchased Zoom license for school account. Free during health crisis only. 
• Include board meeting link in school newsletter going forward. 

Meeting adjourned 8:29 P.M. 
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4. DEFAULT: 
Borrower is in default under this Note if Borrower does not make a payment when due under this Note, or if Borrower: 

A. Fails to do anything required by this Note and other Loan Documents; 

B. Defaults on any other loan with Lender; 

C. Does not disclose, or anyone acting on their behalf does not disclose, any material fact to Lender or SBA; 

D. Makes, or anyone acting on their behalf makes, a materially false or misleading representation to Lender or SBA; 

E. Fails to pay any taxes when due; 

F. Becomes the subject of a proceeding under any bankruptcy or insolvency law; 

G. Has a receiver or liquidator appointed for any part of their business or property; 

H. Makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors; 

I. Has any adverse change in financial condition or business operation that Lender believes may materially affect Borrower’s ability 
to pay this Note; 

J. Reorganizes, merges, consolidates, or otherwise changes ownership or business structure without Lender’s prior written consent; 
or 

K. Becomes the subject of a civil or criminal action that Lender believes may materially affect Borrower’s ability to pay this Note. 

5. LENDER’S RIGHTS IF THERE IS A DEFAULT: 
Without notice or demand and without giving up any of its rights, Lender may: 

A. Require immediate payment of all amounts owing under this Note: 

B. Collect all amounts owing from any Borrower; or 

C. File suit and obtain judgment. 

6. LENDER’S GENERAL POWERS: 
Without notice and without Borrower’s consent, Lender may: 

A. Incur expenses to collect amounts due under this Note or enforce the terms of this Note or any other Loan Document, including 
reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.  If Lender incurs such expenses, it may demand immediate payment from Borrower or add 
the expenses to the principal balance; and 

B. Release anyone obligated to pay this Note. 

7. WHEN FEDERAL LAW APPLIES: 
When SBA is the holder, this Note will be interpreted and enforced under federal law, including SBA regulations.  Lender or SBA may 
use state or local procedures for filing papers, recording documents, giving notice, and other purposes.  By using such procedures, 
SBA does not waive any federal immunity from state or local control, penalty, tax, or liability.  As to this Note, Borrower may not claim 
or assert against SBA any local or state law or deny any obligation, defeat any claim of SBA, or preempt federal law. 

8. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: 
Under this Note, Borrower includes its successors, and Lender includes its successors and assigns. 

9. GENERAL PROVISIONS: 
A. All individuals and entities signing this Note are jointly and severally liable. 

B. Borrower waives all suretyship defenses. 

C. Borrower must sign all documents necessary at any time to comply with the Loan Documents. 

D. Lender may exercise any of its rights separately or together, as many times and in any order it chooses.  Lender may delay or 
forgo enforcing any of its rights without giving up any of them. 

E. Borrower may not use an oral statement of Lender or SBA to contradict or alter the written terms of this Note. 

F. If any part of this Note is unenforceable, all other parts remain in effect. 

G. To the extent allowed by law, Borrower waives all demands and notices in connection with this Note, including presentment, 
demand, protest, and notice of dishonor. 

10. LOAN FORGIVENESS: 
Pursuant to Section 1106 of the federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (“CARES Act”), the following provisions 
shall apply to the Loan: 

A. The Loan is subject to the limited loan forgiveness provisions of Section 1106 of the CARES Act, and the SBA Interim Final Rule 
dated April 2, 2020. 

U.S. Small Business Administration Page 2 of 3 Rev. April 2020 
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B. The amount of loan forgiveness is determined by and is subject to the sole approval of the SBA 

C. Limited loan forgiveness is provided for amounts spent on payroll costs, rent and utilities payments, and interest payments on 
mortgages for Borrowers that apply. No more than 25.0% of the amount forgiven may be for costs other than payroll costs. 

D. The amount of loan forgiveness will be reduced if Borrower reduces the number of their employees (layoffs). 

E. Borrower is eligible for debt forgiveness on a covered loan in an amount equal to the following payments made during the 8-week 
period beginning on the Loan Date (“covered period”): 
(i) payroll costs; 
(ii) interest payments on mortgage obligations (excluding principal and prepaid principal); 
(iii) rent; and 
(iv) utility payments. 

F. The amount of forgiveness cannot exceed the principal balance of the Loan. 

G. Cancelled indebtedness will not be included in the Borrower’s taxable income. 

H. To receive loan forgiveness, Borrower must apply for Debt Forgiveness through Lender.  The Borrower must submit to the Lender 
servicing the loan an application, which must include documents verifying the number of full-time employees and the pay rates for 
the period described, including payroll tax filings to the IRS and State, income, payroll, and unemployment insurance filings, 
cancelled checks, payment receipts, transcript of accounts, or other documents verifying payments on covered mortgage loan 
obligations, lease obligations and utility payments, plus any other documentation the SBA deems necessary. 

I. There will be no loan forgiveness without Borrower’s submission of the proper application and documentation to 
Lender. 

11. BORROWER’S NAME(S) AND SIGNATURE(S): 
By signing below, each individual or entity becomes obligated under this Note as Borrower. 

Borrower: ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

By X___________________________________ By X___________________________________ 
Luke Duchene 

By X___________________________________ By X___________________________________ 

By X By X 
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PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM 
CORPORATE RESOLUTION TO BORROW 

Borrower: ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL Lender: Westamerica Bank 
25 DEER PARK LANE Fairfield Credit Administration 

4550 Mangels Boulevard 
FAIRFAX, CALIFORNIA 94930 PO Box 1200 MAC A-1B 

Suisun, CA 94585 

THE UNDERSIGNED, CERTIFY THAT: 

The complete and correct name of the Corporation is ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL (“Corporation”).  The Corporation is at all times 
shall be, duly organized, validly existing, and in good standing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California.  The Corporation is 
duly authorized to transact business in all other states in which the Corporation is doing business, having obtained all necessary filings, 
governmental licenses and approvals for each state in which the Corporation is doing business. Specifically, the Corporation is, and at all 
times shall be, duly qualified as a foreign corporation in all states in which the failure to so qualify would have a material adverse effect on 
its business or financial condition.  The Corporation has the full power and authority to own its properties and to transact the business in 
which it is presently engaged or presently proposes to engage.  The Corporation maintains an office at 25 DEER PARK LANE 
FAIRFAX, CALIFORNIA 94930. Unless the Corporation has designated otherwise in writing, the principal office is the office at which the 
Corporation keeps its books and records.  The Corporation will notify Lender prior to any change in the location of the Corporation’s state 
of organization or any change in the Corporation’s name.  The Corporation shall do all things necessary to preserve and to keep in full 
force and effect its existence, rights and privileges, and shall comply with all regulations, rules, ordinances, statutes, orders and decrees of 
any governmental or quasi-governmental authority or court applicable to the Corporation and the Corporation’s business activities. 

At a meeting of the Directors of the Corporation, or if the Corporation is a close corporation having no Board of Directors then at a meeting 
of the Corporation’s shareholders, duly called and held on_______________________, at which a quorum was present and voting, or by 04-23-2020 
other duly authorized action in lieu of a meeting, the resolution set forth in this Resolution were adopted. 

The authorized person(s) listed below may enter into the Paycheck Protection Program Agreement and the agreement will bind the 
Corporation.  Specifically, but without limitation, such authorized person(s) are authorized, empowered and directed to do the following for 
and on behalf of the Corporation: 

Borrow Money.   To borrow, from Lender on such terms of the Paycheck Protection Program Note between the Corporation and 
Lender, such sum of money borrowed; not to exceed the amount of two hundred seventy thousand six hundred fifty-three 00/100 
dollars($270,653.00). 

Execute Note. To execute and deliver to Lender the Paycheck Protection Program note. 

The officers named below are duly elected, appointed, or employed by or for the Corporation, as the case may be, and occupy the 
positions set opposite their respective names.  This Resolution now stands of record on the books of the Corporation, is in full force and 
effect, and has not been modified or revoked in any manner whatsoever. 

The Corporation has no corporate seal, and therefore, no seal is affixed to this Resolution. 

Any and all acts authorized pursuant to this Resolution and performed prior to the passage of this Resolution are hereby ratified and 
approved.  This Resolution shall remain in full force and effect and Lender may rely on it until written notice of its revocation shall have 
been delivered to and received by Lender at Lender’s address shown above (or such addresses as Lender may designate from time to 
time).  Any such notice shall not affect any of the Corporation’s agreements or commitments in effect at the time notice is given. 
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PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM 
CORPORATE RESOLUTION TO BORROW 

(Continued) 

The following named persons are authorized officers of ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL: 

NAMES TITLES 

Luke Duchene School Director, President 

X___________________________________ 

X___________________________________ 

X___________________________________ 

X___________________________________ 

X___________________________________ 

We attest that the signatures set opposite the names listed above are their genuine signatures. 

We each personally and on behalf of the Corporation certify that all statements and representations made in this Resolution are 
true and correct. 

04-23-2020 
This Corporate Resolution to Borrow is dated . 

CERTIFIED TO AND ATTESTED BY AUTHORIZED OFFICERS: 

ACTUAL SIGNATURES 

X___________________________________ 

Title: School Director, 
X 

President___________________________ 
Luke Duchene 

X Title: ___________________________ 

X Title: ___________________________ 

X Title: ___________________________ 

X Title: ___________________________ 

X Title: ___________________________ 

Page 2 
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------------

DISBURSEMENT REQUEST AND AUTHORIZATION 

Borrower: ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL Lender: Westamerica Bank 
Fairfield Credit Administration 
4550 Mangels Boulevard 
PO Box 1200 MAC A-1B 
Suisun, CA 94585 

LOAN TYPE: This is a Fixed Rate (1.000%) Paycheck Protection Program Loan for $270,653.00 due on demand and, if no demand, on 
May 07, 2022. 

PRIMARY PURPOSE OF LOAN:  The primary purpose of this loan is for: 

(i) payroll costs (as defined in the CARES Act, and in Section 2.f of the SBA Interim Final Rule dated April 2, 2020); 

(ii) costs related to the continuation of group health care benefits during periods of paid sick, medical, or family leave, and 
insurance premiums; 

(iii) mortgage interest payments (but not mortgage prepayments or principal payments); 

(iv) rent payments; 

(v) utility payments; 

(vi) interest payments on any other debt obligations that were incurred before February 15, 2020; and/or 

(vii) refinancing an SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) made between January 31, 2020 and April 3, 2020, under the 
conditions as specified in Section 2.r.vii of the SBA Interim Final Rule dated April 2, 2020. 

DISBURSEMENT INSTRUCTIONS: Borrower understands that no loan proceeds will be disbursed until all of Lender’s conditions for 
making the loan have been satisfied.  Please disburse the loan proceeds as follows: 

Amount paid to Borrower directly: 
Westamerica Bank Business Checking Account # 

$270,653.00 

Note Principal: $270,653.00 

BY SIGNING THIS AUTHORIZATION, BORROWER REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS TO LENDER THAT THE INFORMATION 
PROVIDED ABOVE IS TRUE AND CORRECT.  THIS AUTHORIZATION IS DATED MAY 07, 2020. 

BORROWER: ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

By X 

By X By X 

By X___________________________________ By X___________________________________ 

By X 
Luke Duchene 

DISBURSEMENT REQUEST AND AUTHORIZATION - PPP 
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S IGNATU RE 
C ERTIF ICATE 

R E F E R E N C E N U M B E R 
05ADC2B 94BC 4859 83D D A0A0B36C38 

TRANSACTION DETAILS DOCUMENT DETAILS 

Reference Number 
05ADC2BF-94BC-4859-83DF-DFA0A0B36C38 

Document Name 
12494090 

Transaction Type 
S gnature Request 
Sent At 
05/08/2020 11 46 EDT 
Executed At 
05/08/2020 13 47 EDT 
Identity Method 
ema 

Filename 
12494090 pdf 
Pages 
13 pages 
Content Type 
app cat on/pdf 
File Size 
606 KB 

Distribution Method 
ema 
Signed Checksum 

e a e8 b ace0 5bebaaa e 5 00 d b eaa b acb a 85ed 

Original Checksum 
5 e e5dd80eea 50 5 d e5ea a5 8 b0 5 d 5 8 0d 5e 8 

Signer Sequencing 
D sab ed 
Document Passcode 
D sab ed 

S IG N E R S 

SIGNER E-SIGNATURE EVENTS 

Name 
Luke Duchene 
Email 
uke duchene@rossva eycharter org 
Components 
20 

Status 
s gned 
Multi-factor Digital Fingerprint Checksum 

58b 8 8 d bb 50a d 0d80a a d c5 50 b e eedc e0 

IP Address 
76 253 15 214 

de a0 

Viewed At 
05/08/2020 13 28 EDT 
Identity Authenticated At 
05/08/2020 13 47 EDT 
Signed At 
05/08/2020 13 47 EDT 

Device 
Safar v a Mac 
Typed Signature 

Signature Reference ID 
2FA67879 

A U D ITS 

TIMESTAMP AUDIT 

05/08/2020 13 47 EDT Luke Duchene ( uke duchene@rossva eycharter org) s gned the document on Safar v a Mac from 76 253 15 214 

05/08/2020 13 47 EDT Luke Duchene ( uke duchene@rossva eycharter org) authent cated v a ema on Safar v a Mac from 76 253 15 214 

05/08/2020 13 28 EDT Luke Duchene ( uke duchene@rossva eycharter org) v ewed the document on Safar v a Mac from 76 253 15 214 

05/08/2020 13 26 EDT Luke Duchene ( uke duchene@rossva eycharter org) v ewed the document on Chrome Mob e v a Andro d from 
209 107 188 68 

05/08/2020 12 49 EDT Luke Duchene ( uke duchene@rossva eycharter org) v ewed the document on M crosoft Edge v a W ndows from 
108 88 230 29 

05/08/2020 12 06 EDT Luke Duchene ( uke duchene@rossva eycharter org) v ewed the document on Chrome Mob e v a Andro d from 
209 107 188 68 

05/08/2020 11 46 EDT Luke Duchene ( uke duchene@rossva eycharter org) was ema ed a nk to s gn 

05/08/2020 11 46 EDT Westamer ca Bank (sba end ng2@westamer ca com) created document 12494090 pdf on Chrome v a W ndows from 
64 168 94 26 
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From: Westamerica Bank 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 
Paycheck Protection Program Loan Forgiveness Information 
Wednesday, May 13, 2020 11:11:25 AM 

Paycheck Protection Program 
Loan Forgiveness Information 

Westamerica is pleased to have funded an SBA Paycheck Protection Program Loan for your 
business. Many customers have questions about loan forgiveness, so here are several critical 
points you should consider now that your loan has been disbursed. 

Paycheck Protection Program loan amounts may be forgiven if in the eight weeks following the 
loan disbursement date you use the proceeds for eligible business expenses, including: 

Payroll Costs, including benefits; 
Interest on mortgage obligations, incurred before February 15, 2020; 
Rent, under lease agreements in force before February 15, 2020; and 
Utilities, for which service began before February 15, 2020. 

Loan forgiveness is not automatic. You must submit a request to Westamerica Bank with 
documentation to verify loan proceeds were used for payroll and mortgage/rent and utilities 
during the eight week period after your loan funding. 

When it's time to apply for loan forgiveness, you will need documentation to verify you spent 
your loan proceeds on the eligible categories. Make sure you are prepared to provide the 
following for certification: 

Documents verifying the number of full-time equivalent employees and pay rates. 
Documents showing payments of eligible mortgage interest, rent, and utilities. 

We will be providing additional information about how to request loan forgiveness as SBA 
guidance is issued, so please be sure to check your email for messages sent from 
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SBA.Lending@westamerica.com. For detailed information on the Paycheck Protection Program, 
visit www.sba.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Westamerica Bank 
1 (800) 848-1088 
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Our mailing address is: 
Westamerica Bank 
PO Box 1200 
Suisun City, CA 94585 

You are receiving this message because you completed a loan application on www.westamerica.com. 
Want to change how you receive these emails? You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this 
list. 

Please do not reply to this message. This account is used for notifications only and it is not monitored. If 
you would like to contact Westamerica, please call 1-800-848-1088. 

Westamerica respects your privacy. For a complete description of our privacy policy, go 
to www.westamerica.com. 
Copyright © Westamerica Bank 2020, all rights reserved. 

This email was sent to conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 
why did I get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 
Westamerica Bank · 4550 Mangels Boulevard · A2H · Fairfield, CA 94534 · USA 
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RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Ross Valley Charter School 

A California Public Benefit Corporation 

Board Resolution #2020-05-14 

ACCEPTANCE OF PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM LOAN 

WHEREAS, Ross Valley Character School (“RVC”) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization 
with fewer than 500 employees; and 

WHEREAS, RVC received on May 8, 2020 a loan from the Small Business Administration 
(“SBA”) Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP loan”) in the amount of $280,563 through 
Westamerica Bank; and 

WHEREAS, applicants for PPP loans must certify to the following statements: 

• The Applicant was in operation on February 15, 2020 and had employees for whom it 
paid salaries and payroll taxes or paid independent contractors, as reported on 
Form(s) 1099-MISC. 

• Current economic uncertainty makes this loan request necessary to support the 
ongoing operations of the Applicant. 

• The funds will be used to retain workers and maintain payroll or make mortgage 
interest payments, lease payments, and utility payments, as specified under the 
Paycheck Protection Program Rule; I understand that if the funds are knowingly used 
for unauthorized purposes, the federal government may hold me legally liable, such 
as for charges of fraud. 

• The Applicant will provide to the Lender documentation verifying the number of full-
time equivalent employees on the Applicant’s payroll as well as the dollar amounts of 
payroll costs, covered mortgage interest payments, covered rent payments, and 
covered utilities for the eight-week period following this loan. 

• I understand that loan forgiveness will be provided for the sum of documented payroll 
costs, covered mortgage interest payments, covered rent payments, and covered 
utilities for the eight-week period following this loan. 

• I understand that loan forgiveness will be provided for the sum of documented payroll 
costs, covered mortgage interest payments, covered rent payments, and covered 
utilities, and not more than 25% of the forgiven amount may be for non-payroll costs. 

• During the period beginning on February 15, 2020 and ending on December 31, 
2020, the Applicant has not and will not receive another loan under the Paycheck 
Protection Program. 

• I further certify that the information provided in this application and the information 
provided in all supporting documents and forms is true and accurate in all material 
respects. I understand that knowingly making a false statement to obtain a 
guaranteed loan from SBA is punishable under the law, including under 18 USC 1001 
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and 3571 by imprisonment of not more than five years and/or a fine of up to 
$250,000; under 15 USC 645 by imprisonment of not more than two years and/or a 
fine of not more than $5,000; and, if submitted to a federally insured institution, 
under 18 USC 1014 by imprisonment of not more than thirty years and/or a fine of 
not more than $1,000,000. 

• I acknowledge that the lender will confirm the eligible loan amount using required 
documents submitted. I understand, acknowledge and agree that the Lender can 
share any tax information that I have provided with SBA's authorized representatives, 
including authorized representatives of the SBA Office of Inspector General, for the 
purpose of compliance with SBA Loan Program Requirements and all SBA reviews; 
and 

WHEREAS, on April 23, 2020 the SBA provided, and has subsequently amended, a 
document titled “Paycheck Protection Program Loans Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)” (the 
“Guidance”) regarding whether “businesses owned by large companies with adequate sources of 
liquidity to support the business’s ongoing operations qualify for a PPP loan;” and 

WHEREAS, the Guidance advises that “all borrowers must assess their economic need for 
a PPP loan under the standard established by the CARES Act and the PPP regulations at the time 
of the loan application” and “[a]lthough the CARES Act suspends the ordinary requirement that 
borrowers must be unable to obtain credit elsewhere (as defined in section 3(h) of the Small 
Business Act), borrowers still must certify in good faith that their PPP loan request is necessary”; 
and 

WHEREAS, the Guidance advises that applicants pay particular attention to the 
certification in the PPP loan application regarding “current economic uncertainty” as follows: 

• Specifically, before submitting a PPP application, all borrowers should review 
carefully the required certification that “[c]urrent economic uncertainty makes this 
loan request necessary to support the ongoing operations of the Applicant.” 
Borrowers must make this certification in good faith, taking into account their 
current business activity and their ability to access other sources of liquidity 
sufficient to support their ongoing operations in a manner that is not significantly 
detrimental to the business. 

WHEREAS, the SBA Guidance also states that there is a safe-harbor available if an 
applicant repays the loan funds before May 7, as follows: 

• Any borrower that applied for a PPP loan prior to the issuance of this guidance and 
repays the loan in full by May 7, 2020 will be deemed by SBA to have made the required 
certification in good faith; and 

WHEREAS, SBA has amended the Guidance to extend this safe harbor period to May 14, 
as follows: 

• SBA is extending the repayment date for this safe harbor to May 14, 2020. Borrowers 
do not need to apply for this extension; and 
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WHEREAS, SBA has amended the Guidance on May 13, 2020 to clarify the good-faith 
certification, as follows: 

• SBA, in consultation with the Department of the Treasury, has determined that the 
following safe harbor will apply to SBA’s review of PPP loans with respect to this 
issue: Any borrower that, together with its affiliates, received PPP loans with an 
original principal amount of less than $2 million will be deemed to have made the 
required certification concerning the necessity of the loan request in good faith, and 

WHEREAS, notwithstanding the updated guidance from the SBA indicating that the 
“current economic uncertainty” certification is deemed to be made in good faith for all loans below 
$2M, RVC meets the requirement that “[c]urrent economic uncertainty makes this loan request 
necessary to support the ongoing operations of the Applicant” because it faces substantial financial 
risk due to COVID-19, including but not limited to: 

• Preparation for cash deferrals in state funding: The Fiscal Crisis and Management 
Assistance Team (“FCMAT”) is projecting that, due the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
State is likely, starting in June 2020 and potentially in May 2020, to implement cash 
deferrals as it did in the last recession.1  In the event that the State were to defer May 
and June payments, RVC would need to cover $347,000 of cash outlays, which would 
deplete the organization’s cash reserves which as of May 13, 2020 were $125.215; 

• Unlike school districts, RVC does not have access to county treasurer Tax Revenue 
Anticipation Notes, at very low interest rates, or the authorization to propose a parcel 
tax to increase revenue. 

• Ross Valley Charter (RVC) has no current lines of credit.  This school year, 2019-2020, 
is its first year of self-sustaining operations, and therefore given the increasing 
likelihood of a severe, multi-year deep recession or depression forecasted by FCMAT, 
with uncertain future state funding and enrollment, it is highly unlikely that any 
commercial bank is going to provide loans in a timely fashion that are of sufficient size 
to support ongoing operations. 

• RVC’s only other option for working capital would be receivables sale (“factoring 
loans”). During the last recession, factoring loans made available to charter schools, 
but they were at fees that were large enough, sometimes 100% annualized, to be 
significantly detrimental to their borrowers’ businesses.  As the recession deepens, and 
lending risks increase, these very high rates are likely to increase. If such a situation 
were to occur RVC would need to keep buying new factored loans on future state 
revenue as current state revenue is used to pay off previous factored loans, driving RVC 
deeper and deeper into the red to pay the fees that apply to each loan.  This inevitably 
has a significantly detrimental effect on the RVC’s educational operations. In addition, 
these institutions could go bankrupt themselves which would like result in a permanent 
loss of access to RVS’s own receivables that were the collateral for these loans. 

• Unlike district schools in Marin, RVC has no access to parcel taxes.  For example, 
RVC is located in the Ross Valley Elementary School District, which has a parcel tax 
that brings in an excess of $2,000 per student.  If RVC had the same per-student 

1 FCMAT Fiscal Alert, April 2020, “Effective Cash Management During Uncertain Times” 
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additional parcel tax revenue, that would mean more than $400,000 in additional 
revenue every year.  Most Marin district schools have similar or larger per pupil 
parcel tax revenues. 

• RVC has no access to facilities bond revenues which districts in Marin use to fund 
their facilities. 

• If district schools face bankruptcy, they are supported by state and county resources. 
If charter schools face insolvency, they are closed.  This is an important factor in 
RVC not having access to private lending facilities during a severe recession when 
state revenues are falling. 

WHEREAS, RVC has worked tirelessly with its back-office provider over the COVID-19 
crisis to conduct a detailed cash flow projection for the next several months and into the 2020-21 
school year that validates the assertions made above and specifically the borrowing need given the 
rapid decline in non-state revenues in 2019-20; and 

WHEREAS, RVC was in operation on February 15, 2020 and had employees for whom it 
paid salaries and payroll taxes or paid independent contractors, as reported on Form(s) 1099-
MISC; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees has determined in good faith that the current 
economic uncertainty makes the federal Paycheck Protection Program loan necessary to support 
the ongoing operations of RVC; and 

WHEREAS, the funds will be used to retain workers and maintain payroll or make 
mortgage interest payments, lease payments, and utility payments as specified under the Paycheck 
Protection Program Rule; and 

WHEREAS, other revenue received during the months of May, June and July will be used 
for other purposes and to replenish RVC reserves; and 

WHEREAS, RVC will provide to Westamerica Bank documentation verifying the number 
of full-time equivalent employees on the RVC’s payroll as well as the dollar amounts of payroll 
costs, covered mortgage interest payments, covered rent payments, and covered utilities for the 
eight-week period following this loan; and 

WHEREAS, RVC understands that loan forgiveness is expected to be provided for the sum 
of documented payroll costs, covered mortgage interest payments, covered rent payments, and 
covered utilities, and not more than 25% of the forgiven amount may be for non-payroll costs; and 

WHEREAS, RVC understands that during the period beginning on February 15, 2020 and 
ending on December 31, 2020, it has not and will not receive another loan under the Paycheck 
Protection Program; and 

WHEREAS, RVC staff has certified that the information provided in its application and 
the information provided in all supporting documents and forms is true and accurate in all material 
respects; and 
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WHEREAS, RVC has taken into account its current business activity and its ability to 
access other sources of liquidity sufficient to support our ongoing operations in a manner that is 
not significantly detrimental to the business; now, therefore, be it 

Resolved by the Board of Trustees of Ross Valley Charter School, That Ross Valley 
Charter School meets all requirements of the PPP certifications; and be it further 

Resolved by the Board of Trustees of Ross Valley Charter School, That Ross Valley 
Charter School has been properly awarded $270,653 in the PPP loan; and be it further 

Resolved by the Board of Trustees of Ross Valley Charter School, that RVC shall not 
return the funds awarded through the PPP loan prior to May 14, 2020; and be it further 

Resolved by the Board of Trustees of Ross Valley Charter School, That the funds awarded 
through the PPP loan are hereby authorized to be used in a manner consistent with the terms of the 
Paycheck Protection Program Rules; 

And be it further resolved that Luke Duchene, School Director, was authorized at the April 
23, 2020 board meeting to enter into the Paycheck Protection Program Agreement and the 
agreement will bind the Corporation. Specifically, but without limitation, such authorized 
person(s) are authorized, empowered and directed to do the following for and on behalf of the 
Corporation: 

• Borrow Money. To borrow, from Westamerica Bank (Lender) on such terms of the 
Paycheck Protection Program Note between the Corporation and Lender, such sum of 
money borrowed; not to exceed the amount of two hundred seventy thousand six 
hundred fifty-three 00/100 dollars($270,653.00). 

• Execute Note. To execute and deliver to Lender the Paycheck Protection Program note. 

Luke Duchene, School Director and President, is duly elected, appointed, or employed by 
or for the Corporation. This Resolution now stands of record on the books of the Corporation, is 
in full force and effect, and has not been modified or revoked in any manner whatsoever. 

The Corporation has no corporate seal, and therefore, no seal is affixed to this Resolution. 

Any and all acts authorized pursuant to this Resolution and performed prior to the 
passage of this Resolution are hereby ratified and approved. This Resolution shall remain in full 
force and effect and Lender may rely on it until written notice of its revocation shall have been 
delivered to and received by Lender at Lender’s address shown above (or such addresses as 
Lender may designate from time to time). Any such notice shall not affect any of the 
Corporation’s agreements or commitments in effect at the time notice is given. 

Further resolved by the Board of Trustees of Ross Valley Charter School, that the School 
Director of Ross Valley Charter School is hereby instructed to further review guidance relating to 
the PPP as it is released by the SBA and is hereby authorized to take appropriate steps, including 
the return of the funds, if changes to the Guidelines cause Ross Valley Charter School to no longer 
meet the program requirements. 
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* * * 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Board of Trustees has adopted the above resolution by the 
following vote at a regular Board meeting this 14th day of May 2020. 

AYES: 
NOS: 
ABSTENTIONS: 

By:____________________________ 
, Secretary 

Ross Valley Charter School 
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May 20 email to RVC Families 

Further Explanation of RVC's Acceptance of the PPP Loan 

RVC Families, 

I informed our school community on Sunday that we qualified for and accepted a PPP loan (which 
was part of the CARES Act stimulus bill). Our acceptance of this loan was not a decision we took 
lightly. I want to walk you through our process that led us to taking this loan. 
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Our board chose to pursue a PPP loan as we saw how dire this situation was for our school if we did 
not have access to funding to deal with the impact of this economic crisis. In the first round of 
funding we did not get a loan offer (the funding ran out), but in the second round we did. Before 
committing to signing the loan documents we consulted with our bank, outside lenders, and our 
lawyers about this loan and how it applies to our school specifically. I shared the news with our State 
Oversight in the California Department of Education, and they took no issue with us accepting the 
loan. 

But, some have taken issue with our school's decision to accept this loan. Further, there is an 
organized group who used to post negative comments about our school on social media (in past 
years), which all but disappeared over the last year. This group seems to have reconstituted and 
started posting on Facebook and Next Door two days ago stating that we should not have taken this 
loan. 

Many of the posts seem to compare our situation to that of other local districts. They are not the 
same, for reasons outlined below. 

What did we consider as part of our decision to accept this loan? 

• Three weeks ago, our state financial regulator directed all public schools to create additional, 
emergency cash reserves, to protect against state deferrals of our revenue, which the Governor just 
announced will start next month, and which in the last recession grew in length to 5 full months of 
deferrals. 

• Charter schools are public schools which operate as non-profit organizations, and are 
therefore qualified to apply and receive funding through the PPP. 

• If charter schools run out of money, they close. If school districts run out of money, they still 
remain open. 

• Charter schools have expenses that district schools don’t have, like paying monthly rent (for 
us this amounts to almost $200,000 per year). 

• Parcel taxes in our community do not include our school (they could have, but we were not 
written into the parcel tax), so we don't receive those funds (even though our families pay the tax). In 
RVSD, that amounts to approximately $2,040 per student annually. If RVC received that amount per 
local student, it would amount to $270,000 every year, the exact amount of our one-time loan. 

• RVC, like many non-profit organizations, applied for and received the PPP. We have 
continued to pay all our employees, including aides, enrichment teachers, and aftercare workers, 
through the end of the school year. 

• Our government funding already doesn't cover all of our bills. That is why we fundraise. Our 
fundraising effectively stopped on March 15 when the shelter-in-place order went into effect, which 
leads to a loss of about $30,000 in funding. 

• RVC is in its third school year, and we have been working to build our reserves to be 
prepared for challenging financial times. Before this crisis hit we were doing fine with about 45 days 
of cash on hand. 

• The next several years are going to be painful for all public schools. One of the typical things 
that the state does to weather situations like this is to defer its monthly payments to schools. The 
Governor has already announced that payments normally made in June will not be paid in July and 
this is just the beginning. We need to ensure that our school is well-positioned, with healthy 
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reserves, to weather these deferrals, which in the last recession grew in length to five full months of 
deferrals. Without a loan, we will not be able to make payroll when the deferrals exceed 45 days. 

• These deferrals for other local public Marin Schools (non-charter) are managed by getting 
low interest TRAN loans from the County Treasurer. Unfortunately, charter schools may not access 
these low interest loans. If we could, then we would not have to be as concerned about these 
deferrals that are coming. 

• We are a small, not-for-profit business, and we are exactly the kind of operation that these 
loans were meant to help keep in business and pay their employees in times of cash shortages. 
There is still money available for those who are applying for these loans. We wish for all businesses, 
and not-for-profits, that need these funds to get them. I know many local businesses did in fact get 
this loan, as well as non-profits (like St. Rita's Church). 

Regarding what is happening on social media, I myself have a policy of not posting or responding on 
social media to any of the claims 'stand' has made about our school in the past (I don't have a 
Facebook, Next Door, or Instagram account which helps). I did go against this policy (using Lauren's 
account, but making it clear that it was me posting) to stick up for our school (especially when they 
attacked our diversity and made up false claims about how we serve kids, including incorrect data 
about our test scores). I then stepped out of the conversation, but I have heard that they are 
continuing, and trying to expand their reach. My advice is to not engage in commenting on this 
online. It only makes them post more. If you do post, please take the high road and model civil 
discourse (even when others aren't). As a note, no one from this organization has reached out to our 
school to understand our circumstance for taking the loan, which they could have easily done. 

I know this is already a stressful time, and we had hoped that taking this loan would allow us to have 
less stress about our immediate and nearterm survivability. But, I do acknowledge that some of you 
have valid questions about our decision and I hope that there is some deeper understanding of our 
circumstances and why we chose to accept this loan. 

Please, if you have questions, comments, or concerns, reach out to me, or our board chair, Sharon 
Sagar (sharon.sagar@rossvalleycharter.org). 

In Community, 

Luke 
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May 17 email to Parents
Our Finances - Weathering the Storm 

As a public school, we are funded mainly by the State of California, with some additional money 
coming from the Federal Government and our Family Giving Campaign (and other smaller 
fundraisers). 

Our first two years (as is the case for most startups) were tight financially. As we entered into this 
third year we were on solid ground with a decent (and growing) financial reserve. 

As is the case for nearly every person, family, and institution, our financial picture changed with the 
realities of COVID-19, and has brought great uncertainty about the present and future. 

With memories of the Great Recession with deep budget cuts and delayed funding to schools 
(school funding had officially "recovered" from the cuts of 11 years ago this past year), our board, 
business official (Conn Hickey), and I sprang into action to shore up our finances and plan for the 
future. 

Our first step was to revise our budget to expect drastic spending cuts. Not only are funding cuts 
looming in the future, we have lost out on about $30,000 in Family Giving (that normally comes in at 
the end of the school year). As a Charter School we, unfortunately, do not have access to financial 
tools available to districts that allow them to keep paying bills even when they have not received 
funding from the State. This is also a very difficult time to secure any loans. Our reserves were no 
longer enough to weather the storm. We were looking at the possibility of immediate cuts to deal 
with this reality. 

With deeper need realized, our board authorized us to look into approval for a Payroll Protection 
(PPP) Loan (authorized by the CARES Act). We were pleased to find that (as a non-profit) we 
qualified for this program, and two weeks ago we were approved for a loan. Last week we accepted 
the loan. 

This has been a big relief. While we still have anxiety about the future (as we all do), we have less 
stress about the present and can better prepare for what's to come. 

In Community 

Luke 
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From: SBEOVERSIGHT 
To: Matthew Huddleston 
Cc: Carrie Lopes 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Re: Paycheck Protection Program Loans 
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 2:42:15 PM 
Attachments: Board Approved 042320 Board Mtg Minutes.pdf 

From: Luke Duchene <luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 1:42 PM 
To: SBEOVERSIGHT <SBEOVERSIGHT@cde.ca.gov> 
Cc: Matthew Huddleston <MHuddleston@cde.ca.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Paycheck Protection Program Loans 

SBE Oversight, 

Ross Valley Charter received a Payroll Protection Program loan in the amount of 
$270,653.00. Attached are the meeting minutes from our 4/23 board meeting which 
authorized the receipt of this loan. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Warmly, 

Luke 

Luke Duchene (he/him/his) 
School Director 

Mobile: 

Office: 41 
5-534-6970 

I'd love to connect. Here's my calendar link to make finding time easy. 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION: 
This email is for the sole use of the designated recipient(s) with a legitimate interest and may contain legally confidential information 
protected by the Family Education Act (FERPA) 20 USC 1232g.  Any unauthorized review, use, distr bution or disclosure is strictly 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
This email cannot be produced for a records request. 

On Tue, Jun 16, 2020 at 1:18 PM Matthew Huddleston <MHuddleston@cde.ca.gov> wrote: 
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Charter Team, 

The California Department of Education is asking all State Board of Education-
authorized charter schools to report the amount of any Paycheck Protection 
Program loans received. Please send the loan amount, and the minutes of the 
governing board meeting which approved the receipt of the loan, to 
sbeoversight@cde.ca.gov by close of business on July 1. 

If your charter did not apply for the Federal PPP loan, please respond as such. 

Matt Huddleston 

Education Programs Specialist 

SBE Oversight Unit 

CA Dept. of Education 

916-323-5833 
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April 20, 2020 Budget Draft Key Assumptions: 

What follows is a four year budget with the following assumptions. 

1. 2019-20 revenues remain as budgeted. This budget includes some state and federal aid for COVID 19. $3K state money for uses 
related to COVID19 and $8,000 from CARES Act. ADA is actual P2. 

2. 2020-21 state LCFF cola is reduced by 5%, and cola for the next four years is zero. This is the current EdTec recommendation.  Eric 
Premack of CSDC is recommending budgeting between zero and minus 10-20%. At minus 10%, many large school districts will likely 
fail, unless legislature suspends requirement to provide pink slips to tenured teachers by March 15. 

3. 2020-25 salaries have no increase. 
4. Non-Compensation expense rise at 1.5% per year, except health insurance costs to RVC which go up 4% per year. 
5. Assumes enrollment of 215 next year and 222 the year after in 9 classrooms. ADA% is 95%, This year we closed at 94.88%, up from 

94.14 in 18-19. 
6. Assumes two new teachers starting next year, each earning $68K per year with health benefits 
7. No Spanish teachers (saves around $12K per year) but art and music continue as is. There is $51 budgeted for classroom aids, which is 

two classroom special education aids and two math aids, which is what we have now. 
8. It includes a new expense line called Director’s Contingency (Account # 5826) of $10k, $40, $40K, $30K, and $30K in the 5 out years to 

fund surprises like further cola reductions. 2% additional cola reduction is around $35K 
9. The budget assumes a $300,000 PCSD loan to fund a $300,000 ADA project, depreciated over 8 years. There is also a 4%, 3 year 

amortizing $100K loan assumed at the end of 2023-24 to pay off the PCSD loan and keep our cash flow positive in 2024-25. The 
elements of the project have now been estimated and $300K seems to be a reasonable cap. 

10. The resulting forecast retains a 12% minimum reserve throughout the 6 years. 

The various rate assumptions are on page 9 below and the cash flow starts on page 11. 

102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 94930 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

SUMMARY 
Revenue 

LCFF Entitlement 1,614,981 1,711,514 1,755,252 1,750,352 1,748,366 1,745,882 
Federal Revenue 45,000 41,125 43,875 44,750 44,750 44,750 
Other State Revenues 144,236 163,546 169,219 169,442 169,550 169,550 
Local Revenues 148,489 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 
Fundraising and Grants 180,525 203,800 210,240 210,240 210,240 210,240 
Total Revenue 2,133,231 2,329,178 2,387,779 2,383,977 2,382,099 2,379,615 

Expenses 
Compensation and Benefits 1,518,231 1,619,341 1,620,226 1,624,468 1,628,879 1,623,731 
Books and Supplies 21,390 30,943 29,715 30,100 30,492 30,889 
Services and Other Operating Expenditures 526,638 614,964 656,706 669,056 671,800 684,916 
Depreciation 5,015 41,738 44,863 44,863 41,576 38,280 
Other Outflows - 14,220 4,976 4,257 3,856 3,311 
Total Expenses 2,071,274 2,321,205 2,356,485 2,372,743 2,376,602 2,381,127 

Operating Income 61,957 7,973 31,293 11,234 5,496 (1,513) 

Fund Balance 
Beginning Balance (Unaudited) 204,167 266,124 274,097 305,390 316,624 322,120 
Audit Adjustment 
Beginning Balance (Audited) 204,167 266,124 274,097 305,390 316,624 322,120 
Operating Income 61,957 7,973 31,293 11,234 5,496 (1,513) 

Ending Fund Balance 266,124 274,097 305,390 316,624 322,120 320,608 

Total Revenue Per ADA 11,615 11,404 11,322 11,304 11,295 11,283 
Total Expenses Per ADA 11,278 11,365 11,173 11,251 11,269 11,290 
Operating Income Per ADA 337 39 148 53 26 (7) 
Fund Balance as a % of Expenses 13% 12% 13% 13% 14% 13% 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

Key Assumptions 

Enrollment Breakdown 
TK 10 13 - 6 6 6 
K 27 36 36 30 30 30 
1 31 32 36 36 36 36 
2 35 34 36 36 36 36 
3 29 41 36 36 36 36 
4 29 32 39 39 39 39 
5 34 28 39 39 39 39 
Total Enrolled 195 215 222 222 222 222 

ADA % 
K-3 93.7% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 
4-6 95.3% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 
Average ADA % 94.2% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 

ADA 
K-3 124 147 137 137 137 137 
4-6 60 57 74 74 74 74 
Total ADA 184 204 211 211 211 211 

Demographic Information 
CALPADS Enrollment (for unduplicated % calc) 193 215 222 222 222 222 
# Unduplicated (CALPADS) 63 62 65 62 60 60 
# Free & Reduced Lunch (CALPADS) 55 61 63 63 63 63 
# ELL (CALPADS) 33 37 38 38 38 38 
New Students 35 22 7 - - -

School Information 
FTE's 18.7 19.6 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 
Teachers 10 11 11 11 11 11 
Certificated Pay Increases 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Classified Pay Increases 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
# of school days 179 179 179 179 179 179 
Default Expense Inflation Rate 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
8011 Charter Schools General Purpose Entitlement - State Aid 1,412,910 1,507,264 1,544,352 1,539,452 1,537,466 1,534,982 
8012 Education Protection Account Entitlement 36,732 40,850 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 
8019 State Aid - Prior Years 45 - - - - -
8096 Charter Schools in Lieu of Property Taxes 165,294 163,400 168,720 168,720 168,720 168,720 

SUBTOTAL - LCFF Entitlement 1,614,981 1,711,514 1,755,252 1,750,352 1,748,366 1,745,882 

Federal Revenue 
8181 Special Education - Entitlement 20,000 24,125 26,875 27,750 27,750 27,750 
8291 Title I 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
8293 Title III 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
8296 COVID funds 80% 19-20 Titile 1 8,000 - - - - -

SUBTOTAL - Federal Revenue 45,000 41,125 43,875 44,750 44,750 44,750 

Other State Revenue 
8319 Other State Apportionments - Prior Years - - - - - -
8381 Special Education - Entitlement (State) 98,809 112,746 116,417 116,417 116,417 116,417 
8550 Mandated Cost Reimbursements 2,597 3,168 3,619 3,843 3,950 3,950 
8560 State Lottery Revenue 39,708 44,160 45,597 45,597 45,597 45,597 
8590 All Other State Revenue 3,122 3,472 3,585 3,585 3,585 3,585 

SUBTOTAL - Other State Revenue 144,236 163,546 169,219 169,442 169,550 169,550 

Local Revenue 
8660 Interest 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
8676 After School Program Revenue 138,500 192,000 192,000 192,000 192,000 192,000 
8693 Field Trip Donations - 8,693 8,693 8,693 8,693 8,693 
8699 All Other Local Revenue 1,489 - - - - -
8701 All Script 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 

SUBTOTAL - Local Revenue 148,489 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 209,193 

Fundraising and Grants 
8801 Donations - Family 132,600 146,200 150,960 150,960 150,960 150,960 
8802 Donations - Private 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
8803 Fundraising - - - - - -
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

8804 Fundraising - Fund Development - - - - - -
8811 Net Readathon Revenue 37,050 40,850 42,180 42,180 42,180 42,180 
8812 Net Auction Revenue 4,875 10,750 11,100 11,100 11,100 11,100 

SUBTOTAL - Fundraising and Grants 180,525 203,800 210,240 210,240 210,240 210,240 

TOTAL REVENUE 2,133,231 2,329,178 2,387,779 2,383,977 2,382,099 2,379,615 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

EXPENSES 

Compensation & Benefits 

Certificated Salaries 
1100 Teachers Salaries 660,748 714,630 714,630 714,630 714,630 714,630 
1103 Teacher - Substitute Pay 6,591 8,250 8,250 8,250 8,250 8,250 
1148 Teacher - Special Ed 109,980 109,980 109,980 109,980 109,980 109,980 
1200 Certificated Pupil Support Salaries 35,419 34,632 34,632 34,632 34,632 34,632 
1300 Certificated Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 112,200 112,200 112,200 112,200 112,200 112,200 

SUBTOTAL - Certificated Salaries 924,938 979,692 979,692 979,692 979,692 979,692 

Classified Salaries 
2101 Classified - Electives 69,100 63,770 61,995 61,995 61,995 61,995 
2103 Classified - Classroom Aides 64,415 51,737 51,737 51,737 51,737 51,737 
2300 Classified Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 54,863 59,850 59,850 59,850 59,850 59,850 
2400 Classified Clerical & Office Salaries 43,000 44,000 44,000 44,000 44,000 44,000 
2905 Other Classified - After School 36,495 51,810 51,810 51,810 51,810 51,810 
2930 Custodian 24,600 24,600 24,600 24,600 24,600 24,600 

SUBTOTAL - Classified Salaries 292,472 295,767 293,992 293,992 293,992 293,992 

Employee Benefits 
3100 STRS 157,935 180,263 177,324 177,324 177,324 177,324 
3300 OASDI-Medicare-Alternative 35,869 36,832 36,696 36,696 36,696 36,696 
3400 Health & Welfare Benefits 80,359 100,260 106,038 110,279 114,690 119,278 
3500 Unemployment Insurance 12,050 11,222 11,201 11,201 11,201 1,466 
3600 Workers Comp Insurance 14,609 15,306 15,284 15,284 15,284 15,284 

SUBTOTAL - Employee Benefits 300,822 343,882 346,543 350,784 355,195 350,048 

Books & Supplies 
4100 Approved Textbooks & Core Curricula Materials 1,370 1,075 1,127 1,144 1,161 1,178 
4200 Books & Other Reference Materials - 1,505 1,577 1,601 1,625 1,649 
4320 Educational Software 500 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 
4325 Instructional Materials & Supplies 2,000 4,300 4,507 4,574 4,643 4,712 
4326 Art & Music Supplies 1,000 1,500 1,523 1,545 1,569 1,592 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

4330 Office Supplies 1,500 2,000 1,200 1,218 1,236 1,255 
4335 PE Supplies - 360 365 371 376 382 
4346 Teacher Supplies 3,200 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
4410 Classroom Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 120 2,000 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 
4420 Computers: individual items less than $5k - 1,500 1,523 1,545 1,569 1,592 
4430 Non Classroom Related Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 1,000 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 
4710 Student Food Services 10,500 10,500 10,658 10,817 10,980 11,144 
4720 Other Food 200 203 206 209 212 215 

SUBTOTAL - Books and Supplies 21,390 30,943 29,715 30,100 30,492 30,889 

Services & Other Operating Expenses 
5200 Travel & Conferences 250 1,000 1,015 1,030 1,046 1,061 
5300 Dues & Memberships 1,800 1,827 1,854 1,882 1,910 1,939 
5450 Insurance - Other 21,000 21,315 22,168 23,054 23,976 24,936 
5515 Janitorial, Gardening Services & Supplies 2,500 2,538 2,576 2,614 2,653 2,693 
5525 Utilities - Waste 4,400 4,466 4,533 4,601 4,670 4,740 
5535 Utilities - PGE & Sewer 12,000 15,500 15,733 15,968 16,208 16,451 
5605 Equipment Leases 4,500 4,568 4,636 4,706 4,776 4,848 
5610 Rent 168,980 187,625 193,254 199,051 205,023 211,174 
5615 Repairs and Maintenance - Building 3,000 5,125 5,202 5,280 5,359 5,439 
5803 Accounting Fees 12,600 13,600 13,804 14,011 14,221 14,435 
5805 SELPA and other adminstrative Fees 3,780 4,267 4,472 4,539 4,607 4,676 
5812 Business Services 65,025 67,626 70,331 73,144 76,070 79,113 
5824 CDE Oversight Fees 16,150 17,115 17,553 17,504 17,484 17,459 
5826 Directors Contingency - 10,000 40,000 40,000 30,000 30,000 
5828 Aftercare Expenses 7,400 1,025 1,040 1,056 1,072 1,088 
5829 After school Enrichment Program 82,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 
5830 Field Trips Expenses 800 15,595 15,829 16,066 16,307 16,552 
5836 Fingerprinting - 200 203 206 209 212 
5843 Interest - Loans 1,000 900 - - - -
5845 Legal Fees 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,386 
5851 Marketing and Student Recruiting 15,500 15,733 15,968 16,208 16,451 16,698 
5854 Counselling Contracting 5,890 14,700 14,921 15,144 15,371 15,602 
5855 MH SPED Contdractors 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,386 
5857 Payroll Fees 3,240 3,289 3,338 3,388 3,439 3,490 
5861 Prior Yr Exp (not accrued 13,259 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 
5863 Professional Development 9,000 15,000 15,225 15,453 15,685 15,920 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Multi-year Projection 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

5869 Special Education Contract Instructors 43,000 35,255 35,784 36,321 36,865 37,418 
5875 Staff Recruiting 1,300 700 711 721 732 743 
5880 Student Health Services 1,200 1,218 1,236 1,255 1,274 1,293 
5881 Student Information System 3,664 3,719 3,775 3,831 3,889 3,947 
5887 Technology Services 2,000 4,100 4,162 4,224 4,287 4,352 
5910 Communications - Internet / Website Fees 5,000 5,075 5,151 5,228 5,307 5,386 
5915 Postage and Delivery 400 645 676 686 696 707 
5920 Communications - Telephone & Fax 6,000 6,090 6,181 6,274 6,368 6,464 

SUBTOTAL - Services & Other Operating Exp. 526,638 614,964 656,706 669,056 671,800 684,916 

Depreciation Expense 
6900 Depreciation 5,015 41,738 44,863 44,863 41,576 38,280 

SUBTOTAL - Depreciation Expense 5,015 41,738 44,863 44,863 41,576 38,280 

Other Outflows 
7438 Long term debt - Interest - 14,220 4,976 4,257 3,856 3,311 

SUBTOTAL - Other Outflows - 14,220 4,976 4,257 3,856 3,311 

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,071,274 2,321,205 2,356,485 2,372,743 2,376,602 2,381,127 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
2019-20 
As of Mar FY2020 

Year 1 
2019-20 

Year 2 
2020-21 

Year 3 
2021-22 

Year 4 
2022-23 

Year 5 
2023-24 

Year 6 Driver/ Rate Type 
2024-25 

Revenues and related expenses 

Statewide LCFF Assumptions 
LCFF COLA 
TK-3 LCFF Base 
4-6 LCFF Base 
TK-3 Gr Span Adj 

School LCFF Assumptions 
LCFF per ADA 
ILPT per ADA 
Unduplicated Pupil % (3 year avg) 
District UPP 

Other Federal and State Revenues 
EDCOE SELPA Federal Rate 
EDCOE SELPA State Rate 
Mandated Cost Reimbursements: K-8 
Mandated Cost Reimbursements: 9-12 
State Lottery Unrestricted 
State Lottery Restricted 

Fees 
Authorizer Fees 
Special Education Encroachment Fees 

3.26% 
7,702 
7,818 

801 

8,793 
900 

31.04% 
10.00% 

125.00 
538.00 

16.86 
46.87 

153.00 
54.00 

1.00% 

-5.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,380 
800 

30.63% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

17.25 
47.94 

153.00 
54.00 

1.00% 
0.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,323 
800 

30.16% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

17.72 
49.24 

153.00 
54.00 

1.00% 
0.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,299 
800 

28.68% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

18.22 
50.63 

153.00 
54.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,290 
800 

28.08% 
10.00% 

125.00 
552.00 

18.73 
52.06 

153.00 
54.00 

0.00% 
7,317 
7,427 

761 

8,278 
800 

27.33% 
10.00% 

125.00 Prior Year Enrollment 
552.00 ADA 

18.73 Prior Year Enrollment 
52.06 Prior Year Enrollment 

153.00 ADA 
54.00 ADA 

% of LCFF 

Payroll 

Annual Pay Increase 
Certificated 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Classified 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Benefits 
STRS 17.10% 18.40% 18.10% 18.10% 18.10% 18.10% % of elligible payroll 
Social Security 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% % of elligible payroll 
Medicare 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% % of total payroll 
H&W average annual increase 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 
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FUTA % 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% % of elligible payroll 
FUTA Tax Base $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 
SUTA % 4.69% 4.66% 4.65% 4.65% 4.65% % of elligible payroll 
SUTA Tax Base $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 
ETT (part of SUTA) $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 Annual rate per employee 
Workers Comp 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% % of total payroll 

010
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Actuals 

Aug 
Actuals 

Sep 
Actuals 

Oct 
Actuals 

Nov 
Actuals 

Dec 
Actuals 

2019-20 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Actuals Actuals 
Mar 

Actuals 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 311,734 330,622 284,859 203,981 237,662 215,668 179,614 131,952 132,868 136,233 138,722 250,817 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-

4,000 
816 

1,289 

65,657 
-

4,000 
26,906 

166 

65,612 
-

7,201 
8,411 

14,401 

125,803 
-

7,201 
37,139 
46,123 

118,101 
-

7,201 
10,354 
38,814 

118,101 
-

9,798 
19,525 
22,836 

118,101 
-

7,201 
25,599 
5,822 

129,627 
-

8,180 
17,500 

49 

-
-

20,332 
164,217 
45,783 

285,845 
25,167 
5,685 

(168,247) 
3,635 

262,727 
4,917 

20,314 
11,406 
10,801 

138,757 
667 

11,076 
(5,135) 
6,408 

1,614,981 
45,000 

144,236 
148,489 
180,525 

186,650 
14,250 
32,047 

-
(15,600) 

TOTAL REVENUE 6,105 96,729 95,626 216,266 174,470 170,260 156,722 155,356 230,332 152,084 310,165 151,772 2,133,231 217,347 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

66,530 
519 

34,218 
50 

31,594 
-
-

73,568 
6,691 

21,612 
578 

28,241 
-
-

78,505 
32,344 
23,433 
2,826 

35,677 
-
-

79,400 
35,316 
15,054 

460 
38,452 

-
-

80,890 
27,116 
25,534 

153 
42,769 

-
-

77,110 
24,418 
24,035 
4,548 

62,242 
864 
-

77,544 
24,824 
38,292 
2,305 

48,023 
144 
-

81,272 
27,923 
27,142 
3,016 

41,247 
144 

1,682 

42,128 
13,290 
7,418 

486 
45,057 

144 
22,058 

105,955 
34,852 
30,379 
2,400 

32,076 
418 

(23,740) 

82,020 
34,429 
30,527 

908 
43,804 

418 
-

80,017 
28,835 
23,032 
3,661 

51,391 
2,883 

-

924,938 
292,472 
300,822 

21,390 
526,638 

5,015 
-

-
1,917 

147 
-

26,066 
-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 132,910 130,689 172,785 168,682 176,461 193,216 191,132 182,426 130,580 182,339 192,106 189,818 2,071,274 28,129 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (126,806) (33,961) (77,159) 47,584 (1,991) (22,956) (34,410) (27,070) 99,752 (30,256) 118,058 (38,047) 61,957 189,218 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

167,083 
19,506 

-
-

(36,341) 
(4,555) 

-
-

356 
-
-

(3,850) 
(1,848) 

206 
(6,667) 

-

-
-
-
-

(797) 
412 

(3,333) 
-

-
-

(566) 
-
-
412 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

7,735 
-

(14,401) 
-
-
412 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

-
(625) 
864 
-
-
412 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

-
-
84 

-
-
413 

(3,333) 
(10,416) 

646 
-
144 

2,469 
38,064 

413 
(3,333) 

(10,416) 

-
-

(3,856) 
-

(89,404) 
207 

(3,333) 
-

25,355 
-

(3,093) 
(34,475) 
51,340 

424 
(3,333) 
(3,472) 

-
-
418 
-
-
424 

(3,333) 
(3,472) 

-
-

2,883 
-
-
424 

(3,333) 
(3,472) 

Ending Cash 330,622 284,859 203,981 237,662 215,668 179,614 131,952 132,868 136,233 138,722 250,817 209,272 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2020-21 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 209,272 440,606 246,238 155,703 137,542 103,671 48,045 107,463 88,220 113,383 216,843 311,493 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
289 

1,087 
12,183 

67,766 
-

5,230 
36,712 
12,183 

67,766 
-

5,230 
12,112 
12,183 

131,162 
-

9,182 
48,953 
12,850 

121,979 
4,250 
9,182 

13,486 
12,850 

121,979 
-

12,350 
26,245 
16,616 

212,862 
-

9,182 
34,879 
12,850 

121,979 
4,250 

19,109 
24,011 
12,850 

185,048 
-

11,970 
3,690 

53,523 

197,319 
12,063 
11,970 
(8,772) 
9,261 

225,898 
4,250 

21,897 
15,586 
21,966 

185,048 
-

11,970 
(7,489) 
14,484 

1,711,514 
41,125 

163,546 
209,193 
203,800 

72,710 
16,313 
35,986 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,559 121,891 97,291 202,147 161,747 177,189 269,773 182,199 254,230 221,841 289,597 204,012 2,329,178 133,701 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

32,906 
1,704 

36,532 
3,478 

500 

80,349 
11,042 
27,145 
1,704 

35,033 
3,478 

495 

84,780 
29,697 
32,818 
2,347 

40,195 
3,478 

490 

84,780 
30,777 
29,534 
1,704 

60,857 
3,478 

486 

83,717 
25,350 
28,347 
1,704 

43,846 
3,478 

481 

83,717 
26,430 
28,429 
5,447 

76,137 
3,478 

476 

83,717 
25,350 
32,836 
1,704 

54,095 
3,478 

471 

84,780 
30,777 
29,534 
4,687 

39,009 
3,478 

466 

84,780 
29,697 
29,452 
1,704 

70,763 
3,478 

461 

83,717 
26,430 
26,995 
2,080 

(23,080) 
3,478 

456 

84,780 
29,697 
27,456 
1,704 

49,071 
3,478 

452 

83,008 
23,531 
18,277 
4,457 

95,777 
3,478 
8,985 

979,692 
295,767 
343,882 
30,943 

614,964 
41,738 
14,220 

-
2,000 

153 
-

36,728 
-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 137,676 159,246 193,806 211,616 186,921 224,114 201,649 192,732 220,335 120,076 196,637 237,514 2,321,205 38,881 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (124,117) (37,355) (96,514) (9,469) (25,175) (46,925) 68,124 (10,533) 33,895 101,764 92,960 (33,502) 7,973 94,820 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

205,695 
15,805 

(146,522) 
(11,980) 

-
(4,664) 

-
297,116 

7,402 
-

(146,522) 
(16,150) 

-
1,145 

-
(2,889) 

4,250 
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,894) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,315) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,320) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,324) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,329) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,334) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(13,355) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,928) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,933) 

-
-

3,478 
-
-

1,145 
-

(106,438) 

Ending Cash 440,606 246,238 155,703 137,542 103,671 48,045 107,463 88,220 113,383 216,843 311,493 176,177 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2021-22 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 176,177 125,112 101,212 18,124 25,700 15,810 (15,391) 71,600 77,431 106,417 202,314 291,704 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
299 

1,087 
12,580 

74,783 
-

5,936 
36,712 
12,580 

74,783 
-

5,936 
12,112 
12,580 

144,822 
-

10,446 
48,953 
13,247 

134,609 
4,250 

10,446 
13,486 
13,247 

134,609 
-

14,065 
26,245 
17,135 

229,182 
-

10,446 
34,879 
13,247 

134,609 
4,250 

21,486 
24,011 
13,247 

178,092 
-

11,180 
3,690 

55,244 

189,302 
13,438 
11,180 
(8,772) 
9,541 

220,272 
4,250 

22,220 
15,586 
22,660 

178,092 
-

11,180 
(7,489) 
14,934 

1,755,252 
43,875 

169,219 
209,193 
210,240 

62,097 
17,688 
34,399 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,965 130,011 105,411 217,467 176,037 192,054 287,753 197,603 248,206 214,689 284,988 196,717 2,387,779 122,877 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

33,350 
1,588 

37,633 
3,739 

442 

80,349 
11,042 
27,212 
1,588 

35,970 
3,739 

437 

84,780 
29,492 
32,850 
2,241 

41,148 
3,739 

432 

84,780 
30,572 
29,573 
1,588 

61,139 
3,739 

427 

83,717 
25,194 
28,393 
1,588 

44,797 
3,739 

422 

83,717 
26,274 
28,476 
5,388 

77,162 
3,739 

417 

83,717 
25,194 
32,874 
1,588 

55,151 
3,739 

412 

84,780 
30,572 
29,573 
4,616 

39,993 
3,739 

407 

84,780 
29,492 
29,490 
1,588 

71,631 
3,739 

402 

83,717 
26,274 
27,043 
1,971 

(22,450) 
3,739 

397 

84,780 
29,492 
27,497 
1,588 

50,002 
3,739 

392 

83,008 
23,408 
18,019 
4,383 

97,221 
3,739 

387 

979,692 
293,992 
346,543 
29,715 

656,706 
44,863 
4,976 

-
2,000 
2,192 

-
67,310 

-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 139,308 160,338 194,681 211,817 187,849 225,171 202,673 193,679 221,122 120,689 197,490 230,165 2,356,485 71,502 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (125,343) (30,327) (89,270) 5,650 (11,812) (33,118) 85,080 3,924 27,085 94,000 87,498 (33,448) 31,293 51,374 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

107,846 
-

3,739 
(21,766) 

-
(12,597) 

-
(2,942) 

21,606 
-

3,739 
(17,115) 

-
1,145 

-
(2,947) 

4,250 
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,952) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,957) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,962) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,967) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,972) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,977) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,982) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,987) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,992) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(2,997) 

Ending Cash 125,112 101,212 18,124 25,700 15,810 (15,391) 71,600 77,431 106,417 202,314 291,704 260,143 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Monthly Cash Forecast 
As of Mar FY2020 

Jul 
Forecast 

Aug 
Forecast 

Sep 
Forecast 

Oct 
Forecast 

Nov 
Forecast 

Dec 
Forecast 

2022-23 
Actuals & Forecast 
Jan Feb 

Forecast Forecast 
Mar 

Forecast 
Apr 

Forecast 
May 

Forecast 
Jun 

Forecast 
Forecast Remaining 

Balance 

Beginning Cash 260,143 164,473 138,760 54,502 80,357 71,114 40,669 136,870 143,654 157,913 239,069 314,026 

REVENUE 

LCFF Entitlement 
Federal Revenue 
Other State Revenue 
Other Local Revenue 
Fundraising & Grants 

-
-
299 

1,087 
12,580 

76,973 
-

6,120 
36,712 
12,580 

76,973 
-

6,120 
12,112 
12,580 

166,177 
-

10,776 
48,953 
13,247 

138,551 
4,250 

10,776 
13,486 
13,247 

138,551 
-

14,619 
26,245 
17,135 

241,766 
-

10,776 
34,879 
13,247 

138,551 
4,250 

22,176 
24,011 
13,247 

167,216 
-

10,776 
3,690 

55,244 

177,761 
13,875 
10,776 
(8,772) 
9,541 

209,396 
4,250 

22,176 
15,586 
22,660 

167,216 
-

10,776 
(7,489) 
14,934 

1,750,352 
44,750 

169,442 
209,193 
210,240 

51,221 
18,125 
33,276 
8,693 

-

TOTAL REVENUE 13,965 132,384 107,784 239,153 180,309 196,549 300,668 202,234 236,926 203,182 274,068 185,437 2,383,977 111,315 

EXPENSES 

Certificated Salaries 
Classified Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Books & Supplies 
Services & Other Operating Expenses 
Capital Outlay & Depreciation 
Other Outflows 

57,569 
4,988 

33,697 
1,607 

38,768 
3,739 

382 

80,349 
11,042 
27,386 
1,607 

36,935 
3,739 

377 

84,780 
29,492 
33,024 
2,269 

42,125 
3,739 

372 

84,780 
30,572 
29,746 
1,607 

61,991 
3,739 

367 

83,717 
25,194 
28,567 
1,607 

45,866 
3,739 

362 

83,717 
26,274 
28,649 
5,464 

78,288 
3,739 

357 

83,717 
25,194 
33,047 
1,607 

56,299 
3,739 

352 

84,780 
30,572 
29,746 
4,680 

41,070 
3,739 

347 

84,780 
29,492 
29,663 
1,607 

72,522 
3,739 

342 

83,717 
26,274 
27,216 
1,995 

(21,778) 
3,739 

337 

84,780 
29,492 
27,670 
1,607 

50,959 
3,739 

332 

83,008 
23,408 
18,019 
4,444 

98,603 
3,739 

327 

979,692 
293,992 
350,784 
30,100 

669,056 
44,863 
4,257 

-
2,000 
4,354 

-
67,407 

-
-

TOTAL EXPENSES 140,750 161,435 195,801 212,801 189,051 226,487 203,954 194,933 222,145 121,499 198,579 231,547 2,372,743 73,761 

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (126,784) (29,051) (88,017) 26,352 (8,741) (29,938) 96,713 7,301 14,782 81,683 75,489 (46,110) 11,234 37,554 

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 
Other Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals 
Accounts Payable - Current Year 
Summerholdback for Teachers 
Loans Payable (Current) 
Loans Payable (Long Term) 

97,249 
-

3,739 
(51,911) 

-
(12,597) 

-
(5,366) 

21,378 
-

3,739 
(17,553) 

-
1,145 

-
(5,371) 

4,250 
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,376) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,381) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,386) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,391) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,396) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,401) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,406) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,411) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,416) 

-
-

3,739 
-
-

1,145 
-

(5,421) 

Ending Cash 164,473 138,760 54,502 80,357 71,114 40,669 136,870 143,654 157,913 239,069 314,026 267,379 
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August 24, 2020 

Sharon Sagar, Board Chair 
Luke Duchene, Director 
Ross Valley Charter School 
97 Glen Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

Dear Ms. Sagar and Director Duchene: 

Subject: Ross Valley Charter Facility 

On May 17, 2019 and October 18, 2019 Ross Valley Charter (RVC) was informed that 
the facility located on 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 94930 was conditionally 
authorized to open and operate for the 2019–20 academic with the intent to complete 
the following renovation projects by August 19, 2020. 

• Storage space to secure computers and other expensive electronic devices 

• Installation of signage for drop off/pickup areas 

• Americans with Disability Act (ADA) facility requirements 

• Minor painting required throughout the facility 

During a phone call on August 19, 2020, RVC stated that the following 
projects had been completed: 

• Storage space to secure computers and other expensive electron 
devices 

• Installation of signage for drop off/pickup areas 

CDE is requesting evidence of the above completed projects to be 
submitted to CDE by August 28, 2020. 

We understand that work was delayed due to COVID-19 and that RVC has provided an 
updated timeline for the completion of the outstanding ADA work to the CDE. RVC has 
committed to completing the work and anticipates completion by November 30, 2020. 
Please be advised that RVC is not allowed to serve students at the site until the CDE 
has conducted a site inspection and has provided the necessary authorization, as set 
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Sharon Sagar, Board Chair 
Luke Duchene, Director 
August 24, 2020 
Page 2 

forth by the California State Board of Education pertaining to the opening and operation 
of a new, expanded, and/or remodeled school. 

RVC shall provide weekly updates of the progress of the ADA renovations, which will be 
submitted to SBEOVERSIGHT@cde.ca.gov by the last day of each month, beginning 
with August 28, 2020. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Carrie Lopes, Education 
Administrator, Charter Schools Division, by email at clopes@cde.ca.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Farland, Director 
Charter Schools Division 

SF:cl 

cc: Karen Stapf Walters, Executive Director, California State Board of Education 

Sent via First Class Mail and Email to: 
sharon.sagar@rossvalleycharter.org 
luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 
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From: Carrie Lopes 
To: Matthew Huddleston 
Subject: RE: Ross Valley Construction to meet ADA conditions 
Date: Thursday, May 7, 2020 1:27:51 PM 

Have they started construction at all? 

Carrie Lopes 
Charter Schools Division 
916-323-2694 

From: Matthew Huddleston 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 10:39 AM 
To: Carrie Lopes <CLopes@cde.ca.gov> 
Subject: Ross Valley Construction to meet ADA conditions 

Carrie, 

Just got off the phone with Luke at Ross Valley, and they have hit a snag in their construction. 

They were waiting for the inspection team to okay the work (making doorways wider with lips 
that are ADA accessible), and the fire inspector assigned to them said they have to include a 
new updated fire safety system with any construction. Luke says the estimate for that system is 
$100k. 

Clearly, they don't have that kind of money, and will not be able to move forward with the 
ADA conditions. Luke is working with the city to see if they can get a second opinion or stay 
(apparently this specific Fire inspector is a lot more stringent than others.) 

Meanwhile, I was wondering if there is a Grant or some kind of Safety funds he could apply 
for? 

Thanks, 

Matt 
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Ross Valley Charter School 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 
For Agenda and Supplemental Materials go to: 

https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/2019-11-18-regular-

meeting 
November 18, 2019 

No Closed Session 
Open Session 7:30 P.M. 

Board Members: 

Sharon Sagar, Chair 
Amy Gramajo 
Kristi Kimball 
John Kirk 
Cheryl Flick 
Sonya Stanley 

Board Member Kimball participating via TELECONFERENCE from 38 Winding Way San 
Carlos, CA 94070 

I. PRELIMINARY 
A. CALL TO ORDER 

B. TRUSTEE ROLL CALL 
Present Absent 

Kristi Kimball X 
Amy Gramajo X 
John Kirk X 
Cheryl Flick X 
Sharon Sagar, Chair X 
Sonya Stanley X 

C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA OF REGULAR BOARD MEETING OF NOVEMBER 
18, 2019. 
Approval of the Agenda was duly moved and seconded and approved 6-0. 

II. COMMUNICATION 
C. No public comment on items not on the agenda. 

D. For Information: School Director – Mr. Duchene not in attendance. 

November 18, 2019 ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 1 of 4 
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E. For Information: Board/Staff Updates 
• Monthly school tours a success; focus on curriculum, culture and educational approaches. 
• Fall Gathering 
• Need Events committee. 
• Gratitude Feast, K/1 plays, (Scrooge, Nutcracker) and Inquiry Arc Expos coming up. 
• Family Giving update: exceeded $33K matching gift challenge. 
• Conferences and report cards 
• Music concert Dec. 12th, 1pm. 
• White Hill students helping at school. 
• Teachers attended Natalie Wexler presentation, The Commonwealth Club. 

• Examining how we teach reading, knowledge and comprehension. 
• Affirms RVC’s approach and being knowledge-rich. 
• Addressing exposure gap. 

III. GENERAL ITEMS 

A. REPORT FROM COMMUNITY COUNCIL BUDGET COMMITTEE 

• Committee includes Ms. Flick, Mr. Duchene, teachers and parents. 
• Looking at budgets, resources and additional needs including classroom aides. 
• Exploring salary increases, more students and increased costs. 
• Current budget has a 9% reserve. 
• Pursuing additional revenue, grants and funding sources. What if we exceed our 

fundraising goal? 
• October financials in December. 

B. ENROLLMENT REPORT – see November chart 

• 195 enrolled students as of 11/1/19. Full capacity. 
• Goal to add another 2/3 class next year. 
• 24% of students are FRPL eligible. 
• 22% of students are English Learners. 
• 47% of students are non-white. 
• Need to decide on new enrollment, current year. 
• Need to address absenteeism and demonstrate growth. 
• March 31st cutoff for new enrollment/ADA. 

No public comment 

C. UPDATE ON ELA CURRICULUM TRANSITION 
• Ms. Chappell is working with K/1 teachers. 
• Add to December agenda 

November 18, 2019 ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 2 of 4 
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D. ELECTION OF A NEW TREASURER 

Mr. Hickey has resigned as Treasurer and our by-laws require the corporation to have a 
treasurer. Board Member Flick has volunteered to fill this role and staff recommends her 
election by the board. 

• Ms. Flick is taking on new role as treasurer and is on our audit committee. 
• Mr. Hickey: This school is giving the MAP concept a new form through new people and 

an evolving culture; a testament to Julie Quater’s enduring vision and those who wrote 
charter petition. 

Approval and appointment of board member Cheryl Flick as RVC’s new treasurer was 
duly moved, seconded and approved 6-0. 

E. BOARD RESOLUTION TO ADD A THIRD SIGNATORY TO ALL THREE RVC 
CHECKING ACCOUNTS. 

Staff recommends the board pass the following resolution: 
The Ross Valley Charter School Board of Trustees approves the removal of Conn Hickey as an 
approved signer on its three checking accounts at Westamerica Bank and adding Cheryl Flick in his 
place. 

Approval of Cheryl Flick as Westamerica banking accounts signer in place of Conn Hickey was 
duly moved and seconded and approved 6-0. 

F. 2020-21 CALENDAR PLANNING 

• Mr. Duchene and teachers will bring back to the board with proposal based on MCOE’s 
calendar. 

• Minimum of 172 instructional days 
• Ms. Flick recommends pulse survey to parents. 

G. WELLNESS POLICY 

• Teachers proposing revisions. 
• Needs to be better communicated; ie birthday “treats”. 
• More education, communication and consistency. 
• Address in newsletter 
• Invite nutritionist for Parent Ed. 

IV. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

A. Minutes of Oct. 14th Board Meeting 

Minutes for the October 14th board meeting were approved as presented by a motion duly moved 
and seconded and passed 5-0. Elizabeth Ellis will upload to website. 

November 18, 2019 ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 3 of 4 
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V.  FUTURE MEETING NEEDS AND TOPICS 
• Interim Financial Report 
• ELA Curriculum transition update 
• 2020/21 Calendar start/end date adoption 
• Renewal process 
• Enrollment timeline 
• Attendance data 

VI. Meeting adjourned at 9:27 p.m. 
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DocuSign Envelope ID: 5842817F-1370-4DD8-9BDE-B2E103218D03

Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #4 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020 (the “Initial Term”).  This Statement of Work 
shall automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless 
either party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one 
hundred twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, 
a “Renewal Term”).  The Initial Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to 
as the Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide a fully-outsourced 
solution so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 

EdTec Inc.  1410A 62nd Street, Emeryville, CA  94608  Phone: 510.663.3500  Fax: 510.663.3503 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 11, June 20, 2019 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots vendor 
payment issues with the school. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 

2. PAYROLL and HUMAN RESOURCES 

Payroll: 
EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 11, June 20, 2019 

performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request.  The fees set forth below include monthly or semi-
monthly payroll processing; for a higher frequency payroll an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number.  For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Human Resources, Benefits and Insurance: 
 Employee file setup – EdTec provides clients with template 

employee files and procedures to help ensure compliance with State 
and Federal requirements regarding Live Scan procedures, TB Test 
information, and/or credential verification information. 

 Contracts and handbook development support – EdTec provides 
schools with non-legal, business advice on employment contracts 
and employee handbooks and their business implications. 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 11, June 20, 2019 

 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 
school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Teacher credentialing – EdTec provides information and 
assistance to school leaders to help them evaluate teacher 
credentials and “highly qualified” requirements. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 

 ESSA compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and can help provide related backup necessary for the 
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) compliance. On an hourly 
billable basis, EdTec can provide assistance on Local Control 
Accountability Plan (LCAP) development and related school and 
student performance analysis. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports:  
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

4. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 

 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 11, June 20, 2019 

Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting.  For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 Start of year setup and support – EdTec will provide start of year 
systems setup and support to the school.  If the school has not 
chosen a Student Information System (“SIS”), EdTec will assist the 
school leader in evaluating the school’s need for an SIS. If the 
school has already sourced an SIS, the school may use the 
designated hours for general SIS support for an EdTec-supported 
SIS or other data service supported by EdTec.  If the school asks 
EdTec to access, use or troubleshoot an SIS not supported by 
EdTec, hourly charges will apply for EdTec to learn and use the SIS. 
(Note: The school is responsible for taking accurate attendance, on 
a system provided by the school, at the school’s expense.) 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with ESSA, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $58,925 for the 2019-20 school fiscal year 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2019. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 11, June 20, 2019 

 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 
an additional fee of $5,500 per school fiscal year. 

 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope, 
and for any services provided prior to July 1, 2019 (other than the 
preparation of the budgets for submission to the State by July 1 as described 
above, for which there would be no additional hourly charge), we would be 
pleased to provide these, subject to staff availability, at the then-current 
discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office clients (travel time is billed at 
½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical additional services that are not in 
the above scope are charter petition writing and the implementation of 
computer systems or computerized Student Information Systems.  Again, 
this rate includes normal phone, copying and incidental costs.  Additional 
costs would include mileage reimbursement for travel, overnight delivery 
charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket expenses. 

 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Initial Term 
and each Renewal Term.  EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase 
at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Initial Term or then-
current Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec 
within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. EdTec reserves the right to 
suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec.  Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2019, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter.  Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination.  In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 
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EDTEC INC. ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

By: ________________________________ Signature: ____________________________ 

Name:   Steve Campo Name: ____________________________ 

Title:  President & CEO Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street Address:   ____________________________ 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

____________________________ 
Fax: 510.663.3503 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 
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Page 8 of 11, June 20, 2019 

ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly/semi-monthly basis (additional 
fees apply for higher frequency payroll) 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; provision to 
EdTec of view-only access to bank 
account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 
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Page 9 of 11, June 20, 2019 

view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 

Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Start of year setup and support: 
EdTec will provide SIS evaluation, 
initial setup and support (up to 3 hours 
in first year of Initial Term). Support 
beyond the initial 3 hours is available 
on an hourly billable or project billable 
basis. 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Training: Conduct Attendance Primer 
training before the start of the school 
year to educate Client staff on basic 
attendance processes and procedures. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

 Training: Key Client staff to attend 
start of year Attendance Primer 
training; EdTec will not be able to 
complete the Attendance / Data 
deliverables until the training is 
completed 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
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payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested).  An additional payroll cycle 
outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 

Accounts Payable: 

 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Start of year setup and support:  EdTec fees include up to 3 hours in first year of Initial 
Term to assist Client with the evaluation of SIS systems, initial setup, and support. 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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ANNEX A: CALPADS Services 
The services described below will be performed for the fixed annual fee set forth in this Statement of Work, provided that Client uses an EdTec‐preferred Student Information System (SIS). In the event that Client uses 
a non‐preferred SIS, EdTec will provide up to 30 hours per school per school fiscal year of the service under the fixed annual fee; additional support hours shall be billed at the then‐current discounted data service 
rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 
A. Fall 1 Submission (October ‐ January) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission ‐Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 
‐Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 
‐Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

‐Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 
‐Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SELA extracts 

‐Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up‐to‐date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission ‐Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

‐Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October ‐ March) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission ‐Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 
‐Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

‐Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 
‐Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission ‐Update school‐provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

‐Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission ‐Update school‐provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

‐Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts ‐Ensure student schedules are up‐to‐date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End‐of‐Year Submission (May ‐ August) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 
‐Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify End‐of‐Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission ‐Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission ‐Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last enrollment 
update 
‐Verify completers and graduates along with all associated data elements 

End‐of‐Year Program Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year program submission (SPRG) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

‐Enter student End‐of‐Year student program records into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Discipline and Attendance Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 
‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Attendance submission (STAS) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

‐Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 
‐Enter all absences for the reporting year into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Course Completion Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) ‐Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7‐12 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year‐long, as needed) 
Anomaly Resolution Support ‐Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

‐Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 
‐Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

*This proposal does not include data remediation services. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires significant intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #5 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec Inc. 
(“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: September 23, 2019 through June 30, 2020. 

Scope of
Services: 

CAASPP Test Analysis: 

The CAASPP Test Analysis is provided by EdTec to Client in a Microsoft Excel 
workbook that includes the following, per chartering agent / charter school: 

▪ Graphs/tables comparing CAASPP scores and Distance from Level 3, 
schoolwide and by cohort, including expanded subgroup filters. 

▪ Growth graphs/tables for students tested in more than one year (applicable only 
for elementary/middle schools). 

▪ Detail graphs/tables for SBAC ELA and for SBAC Math comparing test scores 
by grade level and claim area. All include filters for subgroups. 

▪ EdEquity graphs to easily compare and analyze performance by race/ethnicity, 
EL and economic status 

In order for EdTec to provide this service, Client must provide the following: 

▪ Client’s CAASPP Student Results Report - Student Score Data Extract in 
electronic format (.zip file with .dat and .csv files) for the 2016-17, 2017-18, and 
2018-19 school years (if all three years are available). 

o The required CAASPP data can be downloaded from the Test 
Operations Management System (TOMS) by Client and sent 
electronically to EdTec or can be downloaded by EdTec. 

o If Client would like EdTec to download the required data, Client to 
provide EdTec with its TOMS LEA testing coordinator login information. 

Note:  The longitudinal analyses to be provided under this service are based on 
Client’s students that have complete data for the 2016-17, 2017-18, and 2018-19 
school years and that were tested at Client’s school in at least two consecutive 
years. Students who were not enrolled at Client’s school at the time of testing are 
excluded from the analyses. 

Excluded 
Services: 

Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. 

Compensation: ▪ CAASPP Test Analysis: 
o $950 flat fee per chartering agent / charter school.  
o Flat fee is subject to Client’s compliance with the School Obligations set 

forth below. 
o The estimated delivery timeline for this service is within two weeks of 

EdTec’s receipt of all required Client data. 

▪ Consulting: 
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Statement of Work #5 by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 2, September 23, 2019 

o Should Client desire additional services not in the above Scope of 
Services, EdTec would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff 
availability, on a time and materials basis at the hourly rate of $150. 

o Upon discussing Client’s requirements for additional consulting or 
analyses, EdTec may provide a time and cost estimate for Client 
approval, in advance of performing any additional consulting work. 

▪ Travel: If travel by EdTec staff is required in the provision of services, actual 
travel costs and out of pocket expenses will be billed to Client and travel time will 
be billed to Client at $75/hour (half the hourly fee). 

▪ Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec within 
thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. 

School 
Obligations 

In order to fulfill the scope of services described herein, EdTec relies on Client to 
provide timely, accurate and complete information, to cooperate reasonably with 
EdTec, and to timely complete all tasks assigned to Client. 

Termination This Statement of Work may only be terminated for material breach, with cause, 
after written notice, with full payment of work completed and a 30 day opportunity to 
cure.  EdTec may also terminate this Statement of Work at any time without liability 
in the event Client violates any of the School Obligations above. 

EDTEC INC. 

By:     _____________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title:    President & CEO 

Date: _____________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature:   ____________________________ 

Name: ____________________________ 

Title:     ____________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

Address:   ____________________________ 

____________________________ 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:   ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #6 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021 (the “Term”).  This Statement of Work shall 
automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless either 
party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one hundred 
twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, a 
“Renewal Term”).  The Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to as the 
Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide outsourced 
solutions so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots vendor 
payment issues with the school. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 

2. PAYROLL and HUMAN RESOURCES 

Payroll: 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request.  The fees set forth below include monthly or semi-
monthly payroll processing; for a higher frequency payroll an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number.  For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Human Resources, Benefits and Insurance: 
 Employee file setup – EdTec provides clients with template 

employee files and procedures to help ensure compliance with State 
and Federal requirements regarding Live Scan procedures, TB Test 
information, and/or credential verification information. 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

 Contracts and handbook development support – EdTec provides 
schools with non-legal, business advice on employment contracts 
and employee handbooks and their business implications. 

 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 
school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Teacher credentialing – EdTec provides information and 
assistance to school leaders to help them evaluate teacher 
credentials and “highly qualified” requirements. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 

 ESSA compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and can help provide related backup necessary for the 
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) compliance. On an hourly 
billable basis, EdTec can provide assistance on Local Control 
Accountability Plan (LCAP) development and related school and 
student performance analysis. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports:  
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

4. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting.  For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with ESSA, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $58,925 for the 2020-21 school fiscal year 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2020. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 

an additional fee of $7,500 per school fiscal year. 
 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope, 

we would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff availability, at the 
then-current discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office clients (travel 
time is billed at ½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical additional services 
that are not in the above scope are charter petition writing and the 
implementation of computer systems or computerized Student Information 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

Systems.  Again, this rate includes normal phone, copying and incidental 
costs.  Additional costs would include mileage reimbursement for travel, 
overnight delivery charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket expenses. 

 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Term and 
each Renewal Term.  EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase at 
least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Term or then-current 
Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec 
within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. EdTec reserves the right to 
suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec.  Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2020, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter.  Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination.  In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 7 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

EDTEC INC. 

By: ________________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title:  President & CEO 

Date: ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature: ____________________________ 

Name: ____________________________ 

Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

Address:   ____________________________ 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 

The undersigned officer of Ross Valley Charter 
School, a California public charter school (the 
“School”), hereby certifies that this Agreement 
has been duly approved by the governing body of 
the School, at a publicly noticed meeting held on 
July 13, 2020. 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature:  ______________________________ 

Name:    ______________________________ 

Title: ______________________________ 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 8 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly/semi-monthly basis (additional 
fees apply for higher frequency payroll) 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; provision to 
EdTec of view-only access to bank 
account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 9 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 

Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested).  An additional payroll cycle 
outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 

Accounts Payable: 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 10 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 11 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

ANNEX A: CALPADS Services 
The services described below will be performed for the fixed annual fee set forth in this Statement of Work, provided that Client uses an EdTec‐preferred Student Information System (SIS). In the event that Client uses 
a non‐preferred SIS, EdTec will provide up to 30 hours per school per school fiscal year of the service under the fixed annual fee; additional support hours shall be billed at the then‐current discounted data service 
rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 
A. Fall 1 Submission (October ‐ January) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission ‐Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 
‐Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 
‐Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

‐Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 
‐Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SELA extracts 

‐Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up‐to‐date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission ‐Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

‐Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October ‐ March) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission ‐Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 
‐Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

‐Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 
‐Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission ‐Update school‐provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

‐Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission ‐Update school‐provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

‐Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts ‐Ensure student schedules are up‐to‐date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End‐of‐Year Submission (May ‐ August) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 
‐Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify End‐of‐Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission ‐Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission ‐Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last enrollment 
update 
‐Verify completers and graduates along with all associated data elements 

End‐of‐Year Program Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year program submission (SPRG) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

‐Enter student End‐of‐Year student program records into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Discipline and Attendance Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 
‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Attendance submission (STAS) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

‐Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 
‐Enter all absences for the reporting year into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Course Completion Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) ‐Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7‐12 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year‐long, as needed) 
Anomaly Resolution Support ‐Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

‐Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 
‐Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

*This proposal does not include data remediation services. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires significant intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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DocuSign Envelope ID: 3D680BA9-6B3D-448D-A21B-809D569E89F3

Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #7 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2007, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2023 (the “Term”).  This Statement of Work shall 
automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless either 
party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one hundred 
twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, a 
“Renewal Term”).  The Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to as the 
Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide outsourced 
solutions so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Budgeting: 
 Annual and multi-year budgets including cash flows – For 

existing clients, EdTec works with the school leader to create annual 
and multi-year budgets in time for submission to the State by July 1, 
and for new clients entering their first year of operations, in the 
spring or when services begin, EdTec will review the school’s 
budget in time for submission to the State by July 1. EdTec strives 
to ensure that the annual budgets are strategic documents that 
capture the operations and direction of the school. 

 Budget revisions (as needed, on demand) – EdTec revises 
budgets as needed to reflect changing circumstances at the school 
or in State funding. 

 Updated monthly budget forecasts – EdTec tracks budget to 
actuals and updates the budget forecast on a monthly basis (if 
forecasts move materially off budget, we recommend a budget 
revision). 

Financial Statements: 
 Monthly year-to-date financial statements – EdTec prepares YTD 

financials compared to budget in time for the regularly scheduled 
board or committee meeting. EdTec makes the financials and 
presentation electronically available as part of the board package 
ahead of the meeting.  For schools with board or committee 
meetings on or before the 15th of the month, EdTec will furnish the 
financials and presentation in time for (but not in advance of) the 
meeting.  For schools with board or committee meetings on or 
before the 10th of the month, EdTec will furnish the financials and 
presentation (for the month prior to the previous month) ahead of 
the meeting. 

 Monthly cash flow projections – EdTec monitors the school’s 
cash position and tries to anticipate any cash shortfalls in future 
months so the school can adjust spending accordingly or attempt to 
secure cash flow loans. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 Financial statement analysis (monthly) – In addition to financial 
statements, EdTec provides a succinct PowerPoint summary and 
analysis of the financial statements so Board and staff can quickly 
focus on the salient financial issues facing the school. 

 Customized financial analysis – EdTec performs reasonable 
financial analysis that the staff or board requests, e.g. providing a 
comparative analysis of the school’s budget relative to industry 
norms, scenario modeling (within reason), or fulfilling a request from 
the authorizing entity. EdTec will also provide customized reports 
(within reason) for grant proposals. 

 Support in resolving financial issues – EdTec helps the school 
leader find solutions to financial issues by recommending budget 
changes and/or identifying sources of potential funding. 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots vendor 
payment issues with the school. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Purchasing: 
 Vendor selection – EdTec provides guidance on vendors based on 

its experience with vendors around the State and country. 
 Purchasing assistance on big-ticket items – EdTec can assist 

the school in its purchase or leasing of big ticket items such as 
portables. 

Government Financial Reporting: 
Subject to timely receipt of information and/or materials from Client, 
EdTec provides the following: 
 Preliminary and final budget reports – EdTec prepares and files 

the preliminary budget report by July 1st based on the board 
adopted budget and a final budget as required. 

 Interim financial reports – EdTec prepares and files the two 
interim financial reports to the district or county by the December 15 
and March 15 deadlines. 

 Audited financial reports – Subject to timely receipt of information 
and/or materials from the auditor, EdTec prepares and files the 
unaudited financial report by September 15.  EdTec supports the 
Client and the auditor in the preparation (by the auditor) of the final 
audited report by December 15. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 

2. PAYROLL, BENEFITS and INSURANCE 

Payroll: 
EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request.  The fees set forth below include monthly or semi-
monthly payroll processing; for a higher frequency payroll an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number.  For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Benefits and Insurance: 
 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 

school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. BUSINESS CONSULTING 

EdTec is a strategic thought partner to its Clients and provides high-
value support and guidance in the following areas: 
 Negotiations – EdTec supports the school director and board with 

non-legal, business advice in negotiations related to issues such as 
MOUs, facilities, and SPED with districts, landlords, vendors, and 
others, including developing presentations and analyses to buttress 
the school’s position. 

 Strategic budget development – EdTec can assist the school 
director and board with strategic financial planning and budget 
scenario development. 

 Financing support – EdTec assists clients in preparing loan 
packages and connecting the school with non-traditional/specialized 
funding sources such as bonds, New Market Tax Credits, 
Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) resources, and 
philanthropic funds. 

 Legal services optimization – EdTec can help clients think through 
and frame issues in preparation for engaging legal counsel, thereby 
assisting in a more efficient use of legal services costs. 

 Special projects – EdTec performs business-related special 
projects within reason, such as modeling growth, compensation and 
facilities scenarios, and providing an understanding of and analyzing 
food service and transportation options.  (Note: due to State 
regulations, EdTec cannot complete the School Food Authority 
(SFA) application.  However, EdTec provides assistance in 
understanding the process.)   EdTec can also assist the school 
leader, within reason, in the analysis and understanding of best 
practices regarding a structurally sound pay scale. 

4. BOARD MEETING SUPPORT 

 Board materials (electronic) – EdTec collects, organizes, and 
collates materials for each meeting (up to two board meetings per 
month) and makes the materials electronically available to Client in 
advance of the meeting.  Client prints board meeting materials to 
have on hand for attendees. 

 Board meeting attendance – EdTec attends regularly scheduled 
board and finance committee meetings in person or by 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

teleconference (at most a total of one meeting per month and at 
least two meetings per three months), and presents its financial 
analysis presentation.  EdTec can assist the board in staying in 
compliance with the Brown Act. 

 Board meeting minutes - Client takes board meeting minutes and 
provides to EdTec for incorporation into board meeting materials.  
EdTec reviews and edits minutes, incorporating Client feedback, as 
needed. 

5. FACILITIES 

 Facility needs assessment and planning – EdTec works with 
clients to help them refine their thinking about key facilities-related 
considerations and identify important facility requirements based on 
the school program and industry standards. EdTec helps clients 
think creatively about their facility needs and come up with workable 
solutions. 

 Prop 39 – EdTec helps the school prepare Prop 39 requests, 
including analyzing student data, and helps to manage timelines 
related to the Prop 39 process. 

 District negotiations – EdTec will help the school negotiate deals 
with the district regarding facilities. 

 SB 740 – As State funding is available, EdTec prepares and 
submits SB 740 facilities reimbursements on the school’s behalf. 

 Financial reporting to lender - EdTec provides financial data to 
lenders for loan covenants. 

 Facilities funding support – EdTec provides financial data for 
compliance-related reporting on State facility funding programs such 
as Prop 1D. 

 Facility acquisition/lease negotiation – On a separate fee basis 
and subject to staff availability, EdTec can assist clients with 
business, non-legal advice in negotiating purchase and/or lease 
terms.  The school’s attorney should review these. 

6. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 7 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 ESSA compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and can help provide related backup necessary for the 
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) compliance. On an hourly 
billable basis, EdTec can provide assistance on Local Control 
Accountability Plan (LCAP) development and related school and 
student performance analysis. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports:  
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

 Funding compliance – EdTec makes compliance 
recommendations regarding funding requirements, such as Federal 
PCSGP implementation grant funding and other restricted funds.  
Note that, as more information becomes available, ESSA 
compliance may be especially complex with many school 
obligations. 

 District and State regulation compliance – EdTec can help the 
school identify areas where it may not be in compliance with district 
or State regulations. 

7. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 

 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting.  For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

8. CHARTER DEVELOPMENT and GRANTS ADMINISTRATION 

 Financial reports – EdTec prepares customized financial reports 
for grant purposes, within reason. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec sets up fund accounting to track direct 
and allocated costs to grants. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 8 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 Consolidated Application (ConApp) – EdTec prepares the 
Consolidated Application parts 1 and 2 for eligible schools and files 
in the Consolidated Application Reporting System (CARS). 

 After School Education and Safety Program (ASES) – EdTec 
submits annual budget and quarterly expenditure reports. 

 School-Based Medi-Cal Administrative Activities (SMAA) – 
EdTec completes quarterly reports. 

 Charter School Facilities Incentive Grant (CSFIG) – EdTec 
completes semi-annual disbursement requests. 

 Deferral Exemption Application – EdTec completes the 
application for the school. 

 Charter renewal – On a separate fee basis, EdTec can assist in 
preparing and advocating a charter petition for school renewal. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with ESSA, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $90,000 for the 2021-22 school fiscal year 
o $92,250 for the 2022-23 school fiscal year 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2021. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 

an additional fee of $7,775 for the 2021-22 school fiscal year 
and $8,000 for the 2022-23 school fiscal year. 

 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope, 
we would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff availability, at the 
then-current discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office clients (travel 
time is billed at ½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical additional services 
that are not in the above scope are charter petition writing and the 
implementation of computer systems or computerized Student Information 
Systems.  Again, this rate includes normal phone, copying and incidental 
costs.  Additional costs would include mileage reimbursement for travel, 
overnight delivery charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket expenses. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
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 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Term and 
each Renewal Term.  EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase at 
least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Term or then-current 
Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec 
within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. EdTec reserves the right to 
suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec.  Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2021, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter.  Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination.  In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 
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EDTEC INC. 

By: ________________________________ 

Name:   Steve Campo 

Title:  President & CEO 

Date: ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature: ____________________________ 

Name: ____________________________ 

Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

Address:   ____________________________ 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 

The undersigned officer of Ross Valley Charter 
School, a California public charter school (the 
“School”), hereby certifies that this Agreement 
has been duly approved by the governing body of 
the School, at a publicly noticed meeting held on 
July 13, 2020. 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature:  ______________________________ 

Name:    ______________________________ 

Title: ______________________________ 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 11 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly/semi-monthly basis (additional 
fees apply for higher frequency payroll) 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; provision to 
EdTec of view-only access to bank 
account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 12 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 

Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested).  An additional payroll cycle 
outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 13 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

Accounts Payable: 

 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 14 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

ANNEX A: CALPADS Services 
The services described below will be performed for the fixed annual fee set forth in this Statement of Work, provided that Client uses an EdTec‐preferred Student Information System (SIS). In the event that Client uses 
a non‐preferred SIS, EdTec will provide up to 30 hours per school per school fiscal year of the service under the fixed annual fee; additional support hours shall be billed at the then‐current discounted data service 
rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 
A. Fall 1 Submission (October ‐ January) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission ‐Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 
‐Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 
‐Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

‐Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 
‐Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SELA extracts 

‐Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up‐to‐date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission ‐Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

‐Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October ‐ March) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission ‐Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 
‐Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

‐Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 
‐Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission ‐Update school‐provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

‐Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission ‐Update school‐provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

‐Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts ‐Ensure student schedules are up‐to‐date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End‐of‐Year Submission (May ‐ August) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 
‐Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify End‐of‐Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission ‐Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission ‐Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last enrollment 
update 
‐Verify completers and graduates along with all associated data elements 

End‐of‐Year Program Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year program submission (SPRG) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

‐Enter student End‐of‐Year student program records into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Discipline and Attendance Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 
‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Attendance submission (STAS) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

‐Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 
‐Enter all absences for the reporting year into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Course Completion Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) ‐Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7‐12 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year‐long, as needed) 
Anomaly Resolution Support ‐Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

‐Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 
‐Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

*This proposal does not include data remediation services. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires significant intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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DocuSign Envelope ID: 5FFB90AE-B4C3-4706-8DAC-ABA71A6E2A36

Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #8 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec Inc. 
(“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: August 11, 2020 through January 31, 2021. 

Scope of 
Services: 

Services to be performed 
▪ Learning Continuity Plan Support 
▪ Single Plan for Student Achievement Support 

Excluded 
Services: 

Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. 

Compensation: ▪ Discounted hourly rate of $150 on a time and materials basis. 
▪ The estimated work effort is 24-36 hours at an estimated cost of $3,600 - $5,400, 

excluding travel and incidental expenses (if necessary). 
▪ Actual travel costs and out of pocket expenses will be billed to Client and travel 

time, if necessary, will be billed at $75/hour (half the hourly fee). 
▪ Any work requested by Client beyond the scope of this Statement of Work is billable 

at $150/hour. 
▪ All fee estimates are subject to Client compliance with the School Obligations set 

forth below. 
Payment Terms: Payment terms are net 30 days from receipt of EdTec’s invoices, 
which shall be issued monthly and upon completion of the services. EdTec reserves 
the right to suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due.  

School In order to fulfill the scope of services described herein, EdTec relies on Client to 
Obligations: provide timely, accurate and complete information, to cooperate reasonably with 

EdTec, and to timely complete all tasks reasonably requested of Client in connection 
with the project. 

Termination: Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying specifically the 
basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for breach of a material term or 
condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party receiving the notice cures such 
breach within the thirty (30) day period. In addition, EdTec may terminate this 
Statement of Work immediately upon written notification and without liability, (a) if 
Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, violates any of the “School Obligations” above, 
or (b) upon any revocation of Client’s charter. Upon any early termination under this 
section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services rendered by EdTec prior to the effective 
date of termination. 

EdTec Inc.   1410A 62nd Street, Emeryville, CA  94608  Phone: 510.663.3500  Fax: 510.663.3503 
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102 Marinda Dr.

4155346970

9/19/2020

Luke Duchene

Fairfax, CA 94930

Director

luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org

9/20/2020

Statement of Work #8 by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 2, August 11, 2020 

EDTEC INC. 

By:  _________________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title: President & CEO 

Date:  ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALL

Signature: 

Name: 

Title: 

Date:

Address: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Fax: 

EY CHARTER SCHOOL 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

   ________________________________ 

EdTec Inc.   1410A 62nd Street, Emeryville, CA  94608  Phone: 510.663.3500  Fax: 510.663.3503 
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 
Ross Valley Charter School 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax CA 

https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/2020-09-24-special-

meeting 

September 24, 2020 7:33 P.M. via Zoom video conference 

Board Members: 

Sharon Sagar, Chair 
Amy Gramajo 
Kristi Kimball 
John Kirk 
Cheryl Flick 
Sonya Stanley 

I. PRELIMINARY 
A. CALL TO ORDER 

B. TRUSTEE ROLL CALL 
Present Absent 
(Remotely) 

Kristi Kimball X 
Amy Gramajo X 
John Kirk X 
Cheryl Flick X 
Sharon Sagar, Chair X 
Sonya Stanley X 

C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA OF SPECIAL BOARD MEETING OF SEPTEMBER 
24, 2020. 

Approval of the special board meeting agenda of September 24, 2020 was duly Moved: 
Kirk. Seconded: Flick. Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar. Noes: None. Absent: 
Stanley, Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 5-1-0. 

II. COMMUNICATION 
C. No public comment on items not on the agenda. 

D. School Director Update 
• Construction is moving along and should be done second week in October. 
• Working on reopening plans in staff meetings. 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 1 of 5 September 24, 2020 
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• High attendance (96%) and participation. Looking closer at engagement and tracking 
work weekly. 

E. Board/Staff Information Updates 
• Ms. Kimball retiring from the board. Board members shared stories of appreciation. 
Thank you, Kristi! 

• MCOE’s response to RVSD’s letter to County with allegations based on documents they 
did not secure from us.  

• FCMAT reviewed 120-page document and determined insufficient information for an 
audit. 

• District never reached out. 

No public comment. 

III. GENERAL ITEMS 

A. LEARNING CONTINUITY AND ATTENDANCE PLAN (LECAP) 

• Mr. Duchene updating minor changes. 
• Clarifying outdoor classroom meetings. 
• Parent/teacher voice in learning model selection. 

No public comment. 

Approval of LECAP with noted clarifications was duly Moved: Flick. Seconded: Kirk. 
Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. Absent: None, 
Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 

B. FINANCIAL BUDGET UPDATE 
• Includes updates approved by the Governor in budget trailer bill with increased 

enrollment funding.   
• Can apply for additional revenue based on October 7th enrollment. 
• Six-year budget narrative. 
• Expenses changes: $4K to teachers for summer work and $9K for Ms. Chappell’s 

summer student outreach. 
• Subsidized health premium increases for staff. 
• $20K for computers, LLM and safety (learning loss mitigation). 
• Added fire insurance and bookkeeper. 
• Raised contingency now at $67K. Need $94K to avoid cash problems during deferrals. 
• See multi-year projection narrative. 
• Budget only includes half of PPP loan forgiveness. 
• Will revisit salary increases when we’re in a more confident financial situation. 
• Conservative approach in uncertain times. 
• Our deferrals, $581K and Special Ed, start in March.   
• All school districts are going through the same thing with deferrals management. Fewer 

options for charter schools, which is why $270K PPP loan was critical. 
• Previous budgets had built-in raises; will bring back to December budget discussions. 
• Mr. Hickey will forward updated budget to the district and state oversight.  

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 2 of 5 September 24, 2020 
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No public comment. 

Approval of the updated financial budget was duly Moved: Kimball. Seconded: Kirk. 
Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. Absent: None, 
Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 

C. AUTHORIZATION TO EXECUTE PCSD LOAN DOCUMENTS AND PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 

• LOI looks good. Interest rate 2%. 
• RVC contributing $10K from school’s budget. 

No public comment. 

Approval of PCSD loan and Project Management Agreement, executed by Mr. Duchene 
and Ms. Sagar, was duly Moved: Kirk. Seconded: Gramajo. Ayes: Flick, Kimball, 
Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. Absent: None, Abstain: None. Approved by 
roll call vote 6-0-0. 

D. AUTHORIZE ADDITIONAL INSURANCE AND OTHER AGREEMENTS RELATED TO 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 

• Four agreements: 
• Updated property insurance with builder’s insurance 
• Kinderblast shared Fire/Life/Safety Monitoring agreement 
• Kinderblast shared 25% cost of Fire/Life/Safety Master Panel agreement 
• St. Rita’s Lease 

• Fire Marshall required Kinderblast to install expensive fire system; we now need to 
make upgrades. 

• Tying RVC’s system into Kinderblast’s initial installation. 
• $750/month monitoring fee. Kinderblast will continue paying $350/month portion. 

No public comment. 

Approval of the four above agreements related to Kinderblast, insurance, and St. Rita’s 
was duly Moved: Kirk. Seconded: Gramajo. Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, 
Stanley. Noes: None. Absent: None, Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 

E. AUTHORIZATION TO APPLY FOR LOANS FOR STATE APPORTIONMENT 
DEFERRALS 

• State deferred apportionment payments impact public charter schools even more as 
we’re not able to borrow low-interest rate funds directly from the County, as other local 
schools can. 

• Recommend authorization to apply for loans from Westamerica Bank, California 
School Finance Authority (CSFA), and Stifel & Charter Asset Management (CAM). 

• Recommend authorization to apply for any apportionment deferral exemption programs 
(TRANS, RAND, LOC) offered by the State of California for public schools. 

No public comment 
ROSS VALLEY CHARTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES Page 3 of 5 September 24, 2020 
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Approval to authorize Mr. Duchene and Ms. Sagar to apply for three loans and State 
exemption program, if deemed appropriate, was duly Moved: Flick. Seconded: Kirk. 
Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. Absent: None, 
Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 

F. MOU AGREEMENT AMENDMENT WITH OUR AUGHORIZER RELATED TO NEW SB 
126 COMPLIANCE ITEMS 

• Doing many already and improving upon. 
• Thank you, Merrell Maschino, for getting items onto RVC’s website. 

No public comment 

Approval of MOU Agreement related to new SB 126 compliance was duly Moved: Kirk. 
Seconded: Flick. Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. 
Absent: None, Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 

G. REOPENING PLAN UPDATES AND DECISIONS 
• Marin schools allowed to reopen September 29th without a waiver. 
• Scheduling inspection with CA Dept. of Ed and RV fire approval following completion 
of construction, then allowed to have students return to campus. 

• Teachers returning for in-person learning. 
• Reaching out to families again about intent to return to school or continue distance 
learning. 

• Broadcasting A/B small cohort schedule next week. 
• SSPP adjustment: starting with required masks for all students. 
• Building outdoor, flexible classrooms. Thank you, parent volunteers: Merrell, Laura and 
Matt! 

• Keeping community updated. Need both flexibility and stability. 
• COVID 19 testing is part of plan for staff. 

No public comment. No action taken. 

H. CONSTRUCTION UPDATES AND CHANGE ORDERS 
• Gate, concrete repair, drainage, and conduit work with fire system. 
• Considering asphalt resurfacing; better to do now. 
• Can include gate and front playground resurfacing within budget. 
• Overall project covered by loan and our $10K, totaling $365K. 
• Loan is approved but not yet done. 

No public comment. 

Authorization for Mr. Duchene and Ms. Sagar to move forward with additional projects 
in consultation with PCSD was duly Moved: Kirk. Seconded: Gramajo. Ayes: Flick, 
Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. Absent: None, Abstain: None. 
Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 
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IV. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 
A. Minutes of September 10, 2020 Regular Meeting 
B. Bay Alarm Contract and Addendum 

No public comment 

Approval of September 10th Board Meeting Minutes was duly Moved: Kirk. Seconded: 
Gramajo. Ayes: Flick, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar,. Noes: None. Absent: None, Abstain: 
Kimball, Stanley (not in attendance). Approved by roll call vote 4-0-2. 

Approval of Bay Alarm Contract and Addendum was duly Moved: Kirk. Seconded: 
Flick. Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. Absent: None, 
Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 

V. FUTURE MEETING NEEDS AND TOPICS 
• Reopening update 
• Construction wrap up 
• Student engagement 
• Board meeting format 

VI. ADJOURNMENT 

Approval to adjourn September 24th board meeting at 9:49PM was duly Moved: Kirk. 
Seconded: Kimball. Ayes: Flick, Kimball, Gramajo, Kirk, Sagar, Stanley. Noes: None. 
Absent: None, Abstain: None. Approved by roll call vote 6-0-0. 
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September 3, 2020 

Via Email and Overnight Delivery 

Ross Valley Charter School Board of Directors 

Sharon Sagar, Board Chair 

Luke Duchene, School Director 

Ross Valley Charter School 

102 Marinda Dr. 

Fairfax, CA 94930-1105 

Email: sharon.sagar@rossvalleycharter.org 

Email: luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Re: Notice of Alleged Violations and Reasonable Opportunity to Cure 

Dear Ms. Sagar and Mr. Duchene: 

This letter shall serve as the Ross Valley School District’s (“District”) Notice of Violation 
issued to the Ross Valley Charter School (“RVC” or “Charter School”), pursuant to Education 
Code section 47607. 

BACKGROUND AND LEGAL BASIS FOR NOTICE 

RVC was authorized by the State Board of Education (“SBE”) in 2016 and is currently 
operating under the authorization of the SBE. Pursuant to Education Code section 47605.9, 

subdivision (b): 

A charter school operating under a charter approved by the state board 

pursuant to Section 47605, as that section read on January 1, 2019, may 

continue to operate under the authority of that chartering authority only until 

the date on which the charter is up for renewal, at which point the charter 

school shall submit a petition for renewal to the governing board of the school 

district within the boundaries of which the charter school is located. 

Since RVC’s current term expires June 30, 2021, the Charter School submitted its petition 
for renewal to the District on August 10, 2020.  Pursuant to Education Code section 47607, 

subdivision (e): 

Notwithstanding subdivision (c) and subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 

47607.2, the chartering authority may deny renewal of a charter school upon 

a finding that the school is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement 

the program set forth in the petition due to substantial fiscal or governance 

factors, or is not serving all pupils who wish to attend, as documented 

pursuant to subdivision (d). The chartering authority may deny renewal of a 

charter school under this subdivision only after it has provided at least 30 

days’ notice to the charter school of the alleged violation and provided the 
charter school with a reasonable opportunity to cure the violation, including a 

corrective action plan proposed by the charter school. 
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Ross Valley Charter School Board of Directors 

Sharon Sagar, Board Chair 

September 3, 2020 

Page 2 

Although the District does not believe it is required to issue a notice of violation and provide 

RVC with a reasonable opportunity to cure the violations pursuant to Section 47607 before 

it may take action to deny RVC’s renewal petition since it is not the chartering authority, the 

District is nevertheless issuing this Notice of Violation and hereby affording RVC 30 days’ 
notice and opportunity to correct the alleged violations before any action is taken on the 

renewal petition. 

VIOLATIONS UPON WHICH THIS NOTICE IS BASED 

A. Fiscal Mismanagement 

The following, but not limited to, facts demonstrate substantial fiscal mismanagement 

concerns regarding the operation of RVC: 

1. Timeline of Paycheck Protection Program Loan Process 

On April 2, 2020, during a special meeting of the RVC Board, the Board appointed Conn 

Hickey to serve as RVC’s Business Official on a “volunteer” basis. The April 2nd agenda 

included the express limitation that, “[a]ll external checks will continue to require two 
signatures and this position will not include check signing authority or authority to sign 

contracts and other agreements committing the school. This will be a volunteer position.” 

(Emphasis added.) This is not a position authorized by the RVC charter. 

According to its charter and consistent with law, the Board itself is solely responsible to 

“[a]ct as a fiscal agent. This includes the receipt of funds for the operation of RVCS in 
accordance with RVCS laws and the receipt of grants and donations consistent with the 

Mission of RVCS.” (Charter, p. 140.)  While the April 2nd meeting minutes reflect that the 

Board ultimately approved Mr. Hickey’s authority to sign checks, the Board did not approve 
authority to enter into contracts and agreements, nor do the minutes include any discussion 

or notes related to this issue.  Notably, the April 2nd agenda did not identify any item 

related to the PPP, though the Board discussed COVID-19 related financial impacts during 

the meeting.  (Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of the RVC Board 

Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.)  The April 2 minutes were approved and 

posted on May 7, 2020. 

Nonetheless, without Board authorization or any other authority to submit an application for 

federal PPP funding, or to enter into agreements to bind RVC, on April 9, 2020, Mr. Hickey 

applied online to Westamerica Bank for a $292,485 PPP loan as RVC’s “Authorized 
Representative or Applicant.” Mr. Hickey is expressly not RVC’s authorized representative 
or applicant. On April 9, 2020, in applying for the loan, Mr. Hickey also misrepresented that 

Board analysis of the requirements to obtain the loan were met – this was untrue as there 

was no RVC Board discussion or authorization of a PPP loan. Later that same day, at or 

about 4:24 p.m., Westamerica confirmed receipt of the loan application (Reference 

#12494090).  (Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of PPP Application, 

Reference #12494090, dated April 9, 2020; Exhibit C is an email from Westamerica to Mr. 

Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program – Application Received,” dated April 9, 2020.) 

Notably, Westamerica Bank is Mr. Hickey’s former employer. 
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Ross Valley Charter School Board of Directors 

Sharon Sagar, Board Chair 

September 3, 2020 

Page 3 

On April 16, 2020, Westamerica notified Mr. Hickey that Small Business Administration 

(“SBA”) funding limits were reached but that it would continue to process applications 

should additional funds become available.  (Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and 

correct copy of an email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection 
Program,” dated April 16, 2020.) 

Three (3) days later, on April 19, 2020, Westamerica informed Mr. Hickey that RVC was 

eligible for less than the $292,485 requested – specifically, RVC was eligible for $270,653. 

Westamerica asked if the lower amount was acceptable. (Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a 

true and correct copy of an email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection 
Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 19, 2020.) 

The following day, on April 20, 2020, RVC uploaded the Board agenda for its upcoming April 

23rd meeting.  Even though Mr. Hickey had submitted the loan application and received 

confirmation from Westamerica that RVC was eligible for $270,000 in PPP funding, the April 

23rd agenda did not identify any item for discussion or action regarding the PPP loan. 

Furthermore, while budget documents submitted for the April 23rd meeting reflected 

assumptions for the receipt of a $300,000 facility loan and other smaller CARES Act funding, 

they do not show PPP loan assumptions or impacts on revenue. (Attached hereto as Exhibit 

F is a true and correct copy of RVC’s 6-Year Budget Draft and April 20, 2020 Budget Draft 

Key Assumptions.) The April 23 minutes were approved and posted on March 14, 2020. 

On April 23, 2020, at 10:27 a.m., Mr. Hickey responded to Westamerica to “accept your 
counter offer” of $270,000 in PPP funding.  This again occurred without Board approval and 
well before the Board’s meeting later that evening at 7:00 p.m.; though again, this item 

was not agendized for the April 23 meeting.  (Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and 

correct copy of an email from Mr. Hickey to Westamerica re: Paycheck Protection Program 

Loan Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 23, 2020; see also, Exhibit 
H, true and correct copies of the RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 23, 

2020.)  

During the April 23rd Board meeting at 7:00 p.m., minutes reflect that the Board discussed 

and/or took action on the PPP loan, which was not noticed in the April 23rd meeting agenda 

as required by the Brown Act.1 (Gov. Code, §§ 54950 et seq.)  Specifically, the April 23rd 

meeting minutes2 indicate that: “$270 PPP loan/grant with reserve helps balance for three 

years” and “Board Chair or School Director to execute a Small Business Administration 
Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to $290,000.” This 

direction did not authorize Mr. Hickey as RVC’s Business Official to participate in any loan 

process and, importantly, was made after Mr. Hickey already applied for and accepted 

Westamerica’s PPP loan of $270,000.  (Exhibit H, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, 

1 The fact that no discussion or action regarding the PPP loan is noticed on the April 23rd 

agenda is also a violation of the Brown Act.  (Gov. Code, §§ 54954.2, 54954.3(a) [“no 
action shall be taken on any item not appearing on the agenda”].) 

2 The April 23rd meeting minutes were not publicly posted until nearly a month later on May 

14, 2020, just hours before the May 14th Board meeting and the April 23 minutes were not 

approved June 12, 2020. 
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dated April 23, 2020.) The minutes reflect RVC Board action “5-0-1” though no action was 

agendized, let alone action on a PPP loan. (Ibid.) 

Mr. Hickey applied for the PPP loan as RVC’s “Authorized Representative or Applicant” on 
April 9th, without authorization to engage, apply for, or obtain a PPP loan on RVC’s behalf. 

Not only is the conduct without authorization, it is contrary to the charter and state and 

federal law governing transparency.  Additionally, the misrepresentations to obtain the loan 

violate the duty to be honest in seeking state or federal loans and therefore constitute 

fraud.3 

Four (4) days after the April 23rd meeting, on April 27, 2020, RVC’s PPP loan was awarded.4 

On April 29, 2020, Westamerica informed Mr. Hickey that the bank’s processing of the loan 
was complete and would be submitted to the SBA for the loan documents. 

On May 8, 2020, at 8:46 a.m., Westamerica emailed the loan documents to Luke Duchene, 

Director, which must be signed by “principals within the company.”  At 8:49 a.m., Mr. 

Duchene forwarded the email to Sharon Sagar, Board Chair, and Mr. Hickey.  Then, at 

10:45 a.m., Mr. Duchene electronically signed the loan agreement.  (Attached hereto as 

Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of an email from Mr. Duchene to Ms. Sagar and Mr. 

Hickey, re: “Fwd: Westamerica Bank has sent you the document “12494090” to sign,” dated 
May 8, 2020, including attachments.) This action made RVC and Mr. Duchene complicit in 

the misrepresentations made to obtain the loan. 

On May 13, 2020, Westamerica emailed Mr. Hickey confirming that the bank was “[p]leased 
to have funded an SBA loan for your business” and outlined loan forgiveness requirements. 

Still, by this point, the RVC Board had not documented any action related to this loan. 

Furthermore, the Board had taken no action to even evaluate the need for the loan or make 

any public representation in seeking the loan.  (Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and 

correct copy of an email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program 
Loan Forgiveness Information,” dated May 13, 2020.)  

The following day, on May 14, 2020, the Board approved Resolution No. 2020-5-14, after 

the loan was actually funded.  Again, the May 14th Board meeting agenda does not mention 

the PPP loan or the Resolution – another violation of the Brown Act.5 Nowhere in the 

Resolution does the Board even acknowledge Mr. Hickey’s April 9th loan application or his 
unauthorized acceptance of the Westamerica loan.  In fact, the Resolution falsely states that 

the loan was received on May 8th and that Mr. Duchene “was authorized at the April 23, 

2020 board meeting to enter into the [PPP] Agreement.”  As evidenced above, the loan had 
already been applied for and accepted by Mr. Hickey. (Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a 

true and correct copy of Resolution No. 2020-5-14, “Acceptance of Paycheck Protection 

3 It is a violation of federal law to knowingly present a false or fraudulent claim for payment 

to the United States government. 

4 https://projects.propublica.org/coronavirus/bailouts/search?q=Ross+Valley+Charter 

5 Both the Resolution and the April 23rd meeting minutes were uploaded to Board Docs at 

12:30 p.m. on May 14th, the day of the meeting.  The May 14th meeting minutes, which 

document the Board’s approval of the Resolution, were not approved until the Board’s June 
11, 2020 meeting. 
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Program Loan.”)  Any purported action to authorize Mr. Duchene was invalid for failure to 
agendize and give the public notice of any action related to the PPP loan. 

The May 14th Resolution falsely claims that, on April 23, 2020, the Board authorized Mr. 

Duchene to: 

Borrow Money. To borrow, from Westamerica Bank (Lender) on such terms of the 

Paycheck Protection Program Note between the Corporation and Lender, such sum of 

money borrowed; not to exceed the amount of two hundred seventy thousand six 

hundred fifty-three 00/100 dollars ($270,653.00). 

Execute Note. To execute and deliver to Lender the Paycheck Protection 

Program note. 

Any discussion of the loan, its terms nor any indication that the Board was informed of Mr. 

Hickey’s application or subsequent emails with Westamerica were agendized or reflected in 
the approved minutes. (Ex. H.) The only notation regarding this issue is the inclusion of a 

single sentence authorization for the “Chair or School Director to execute a PPP loan up to 
$290,000 as soon as available.” This is not the authorization that was stated in the May 7th 
loan authorization document or the Resolution. And again, it was invalid as it was not an 

agendized action item. (Ex. H.) 

Contrary to the various statements in the Resolution, the facts show the Resolution was 

approved by the Board after the loan was already applied for by Mr. Hickey on April 9; 

accepted by Mr. Hickey on April 23rd prior to the April 23rd Board meeting; was awarded by 

the SBA on April 27; was signed by Mr. Duchene on May 8th; and was funded on May 13th 

(“Westamerica is pleased to have funded an SBA Paycheck Protection Program Loan for your 
business.”).  Yet none of these facts are included in the Resolution. 

2. Approval of Resolution Mispresenting Facts Related to the Paycheck 
Protection Program Loan Process 

On May 14, 2020, the RVC Board approved Resolution No. 2020-5-14, “Acceptance of 

Paycheck Protection Program Loan” (“Resolution”).  The Resolution adopted by the RVC 

Board was RVC’s post hoc effort to document purported compliance with the Paycheck 

Protection Program (“PPP”) loan requirements. As the Resolution states, RVC must certify 
that “[c]urrent economic uncertainty makes this loan request necessary to support the 

ongoing operations of the Applicant.” 

On or about May 19, 2020, Sharon Sagar, RVC Board President, said RVC “needs the money 
for operations in case state cash payments to schools are deferred as predicted.”6 In an 

email from Mr. Duchene to RVC families, Mr. Duchene also stated, “[t]hree weeks ago, our 
state financial regulator directed all public schools to create additional, emergency cash 

reserves, to protect against state deferrals of our revenue, which the Governor just 

announced will start next month, and which in the last recession grew in length to 5 full 

months of deferrals.” (Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of an email 

6 Ross Valley Charter Gets $270K Small Business Relief Loan, Marin Independent Journal, 

published May 19, 2020, available at https://www.marinij.com/2020/05/19/ross-valley-

charter-gets-270k-small-business-relief-loan/. 
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from Mr. Duchene to RVC families, re: Further Explanation of RVC’s Acceptance of the PPP 

Loan, dated May 20, 2020.) 

However, the Resolution makes repeated references to unsubstantiated future and possible 

financial issues (e.g., potential cash deferrals, possible multi-year recession and difficulty in 

obtaining bank loans), not current problems as required for the loan. It is clear that RVC 

acquired the PPP loan to increase its reserves in anticipation of future need, not to mitigate 

past or current economic hardship – the “current” nature of the “economic need” to which 

applicants must attest is for short-term cash-flow hardships created by current, and not 

future anticipated, COVID-19 related impacts. 

In seeking the loan, RVC also failed to acknowledge the fact that state education funding 

was not impacted by COVID-19 expressly to ensure funding to pay teachers and staff in the 

2019-20 school year (during the term of the loan). Governor Newsom’s March 13, 2020 

Executive Order N26-20 expressly states that county offices of education, school districts 

and charter schools will continue to receive state funding in order to, among other things, 

“[c]ontinue to pay its employees.” (See, Governor Newsom’s March 13, 2020 Executive 

Order N26-20.7) 

RVC was also assured of its ongoing Average Daily Attendance revenue during the 

timeframe of the loan. (California State Budget 2020-21 Summary, p. 36 [“the Budget 
includes: A hold-harmless for the purpose of calculating apportionment in the 2020-21 fiscal 

year; average daily attendance shall be based on the 2019-20 year, except for new charter 

schools commencing instruction in 2020-21.”].) 

RVC’s claims of current need for funding for the intended purposes of the PPP loan are false. 

Nor was any need or basis for the loan discussed or referenced at any time prior to applying 

for and obtaining the PPP loan.  As reflected in the calculations for a PPP loan, it is based 

upon 2.5 times the average monthly payroll. The PPP loan is a short term payroll loan, not a 

loan for speculative future need. From inception, the PPP loan program was primarily for 

payroll with the following requirement in place at the time RVC applied: 

At least 75 percent of the PPP loan proceeds shall be used for payroll costs. 

For purposes of determining the percentage of use of proceeds for payroll 

costs (but not for forgiveness purposes), the amount of any refinanced EIDL 

will be included. The rationale for this 75 percent floor is contained in the First 

PPP Interim Final Rule. 

In addition to payroll, certain rent and utility payments were for over the initial eight-week 

period following the date of loan disbursement. These are the requirements in place April 2, 

2020, at the time of the loan was requested and certified. (See Interim Final Rule.8) 

Mr. Duchene also stated in an email that RVC had “lost out on about $30,000 in Family 

Giving” and justified the loan as having been applied for because of State budget cuts and 

7 https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.13.20-EO-N-26-20-Schools.pdf 

8https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/04/20/2020-08257/business-loan-

program-temporary-changes-paycheck-protection-program-additional-eligibility-criteria 
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deferrals. (Attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of an email from Mr. 

Duchene to RVC families, re: Our Finances – Weathering the Storm, dated May 17, 2020.) 

However, RVC’s budget documents and Board meeting minutes show that it was given a 

$20,000 COVID grant from the Walton Foundation, and that expenses were lower than 

revenue – which made up for the family giving shortfalls.  Furthermore, there is no 

documented proof that the family giving shortfall was experienced after COVID and not 

before. The budget did not show a negative fund balance and did not incorporate the PPP 

loan funds. 

The intent of the CARES Act was to mitigate immediate COVID-19 hardship so that 

businesses would not have imminent closures.  In response to the Marin Independent 

Journal article relating to RVC’s PPP loan, Congressman Jared Huffman, on Facebook, 
expressed, “I never imagined that public charter schools which had experienced no revenue 
loss would seek - much less receive - this funding.” Again, payroll was expressly covered by 

the funds provided to charter schools under Governor Newsom’s March 13, 2020 Executive 
Order N26-20. (See FN7.) 

RVC also claims in the Resolution that it needs the PPP loan because RVC does not have 

access to revenue sources available to traditional public school districts.  Specifically, the 

Resolution falsely states that “RVC’s only other option for working capital would be 
receivables sale (“factoring loans”).”  However, RVC fails to acknowledge the unique 
revenue sources that it does have access to that traditional public districts do not. 

In fact, all non-profit corporations like RVC are, if qualified, eligible to access a line of credit 

with a bank. While some banks may have limited their lending activity, there are still banks 

making loans and extending lines of credit. Merely because RVC does not currently have a 

line of credit does not mean it could not acquire one. Nowhere in the Resolution is it 

reflected that RVC even tried to acquire a line of credit, increase its current credit limit, or 

renegotiate the terms. 

Unlike traditional public school districts, charter schools, such as RVC, have access to many 

sources of funding and financing available only to charters schools, many of which RVC has 

availed itself of in the past and is currently in the process of acquiring, including but not 

limited to the following: 

• Charter only grants: RVC has received hundreds of thousands of dollars in charter-

specific grants and has access to many more. RVC received a $300,000 grant from 

the Walton Foundation in or about the 2018-19 school year. In fact, while RVC was 

applying for PPP funds, RVC received a COVID-19 Walton Foundation grant for 

$20,000. 

• Charter-only loans:  RVC received hundreds of thousands of dollars in a charter-only 

start-up loan from the CDE during its first year of operation. While claiming in its 

PPP application that it had no other sources of capital, RVC was already in the 

process of applying for a $300,000 capital facility improvement loan from Charter 

Schools Development Corporation (and at least $50,000 of that loan application has 

since been approved). There are many charter lending organizations such as the 

PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., which represents itself to be “[a] leader in 
charter school financing,” and Charter School Capital, among many others. 
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• Private Personal Loans and Donations: Unlike traditional public schools, nonprofit 

corporation operated charter schools can directly accept private loans from 

individuals, as well as any amount of private donations. RVC has many outstanding 

loans from private individuals associated with the charter school.  Additionally, the 

National Charter School Resource Center provides information on varying types of 

charter-specific funding resources. 

Besides the unique charter-specific funds noted above, RVC, at the time of its PPP loan 

application, was also anticipating receipt of its State allocation of funds to cover its state 

entitlement and fund its employees. Yet, RVC represented the need for a PPP loan to fund 

those same payroll costs - essentially double dipping. The application for and receipt of the 

PPP loan was improper and fiscal mismanagement. 

3. False Statements to the Federal Government in the PPP Loan Process 

Mr. Hickey made numerous false statements in connection with his application for and 

receipt of PPP loan funding.  RVC participated and adopted those false statements in 

accepting the loan that was obtained based on the misrepresentations. 

U.S. Small Business Association (“SBA”) PPP FAQ #31 states that, before submitting a PPP 

application, all borrowers should review carefully the required certification that “[c]urrent 
economic uncertainty makes this loan request necessary to support the ongoing operations 

of the Applicant’” and that “all borrowers must assess their economic need for a PPP loan.” 
FAQ #31 was always applicable to small businesses and FAQ #37 served to clarify this 

point. But notably, RVC appeared to understand this requirement as it was included in the 

May 14, 2020 Resolution.9 In fact, from inception, the PPP loan has required the assessment 

of economic need. (See, FN 8.) However, RVC represented it had complied when in fact it 

had not. And, regardless of requirements for forgiveness, this certification is a standing 

requirement for all PPP applications. 

Certifications supporting the PPP loan application should be documented, reviewed and 

approved by the Board.  Such written record should demonstrate that a bona fide, good 

faith effort was undertaken to support the certifications truthfully. If a defensible written 

record cannot be produced, then the loan proceeds should be returned, ideally before elapse 

of the grace period for doing so. This is a matter of public concern properly sunshined for 

public input and properly discussed and analyzed by the governing board as a matter of 

fiscal responsibility. 

As discussed above, the Board appointed Conn Hickey to serve as RVC’s Business Official on 
a “volunteer” basis.  The April 2, 2020, Board meeting agenda included the express 

limitation that, “[a]ll external checks will continue to require two signatures and this 

position will not include check signing authority or authority to sign contracts and other 

agreements committing the school. This will be a volunteer position.” (Emphasis added.) 

This is not a position authorized by the RVC charter. Additionally, the Board itself is solely 

responsible to “[a]ct as a fiscal agent. This includes the receipt of funds for the operation of 

RVCS in accordance with RVC Board Bylaws and the receipt of grants and donations 

9 SBE FAQ #37 was published April 28, 2020, clarifying the application of FAQ #31, before 

the Resolution was adopted by the RVC Board. 
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consistent with the Mission of RVC.” (Charter, p. 142.) At no time did the Board grant Mr. 

Hickey authority to act as an “authorized representative” to enter into contracts and 

agreements generally or to pursue a PPP loan. (See Exhibit A, RVC Board Meeting Agenda 

and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.)  

Nonetheless, Mr. Hickey applied for the loan on April 9 and committed to the loan on April 

16, 2020 – all without Board authorization. The Board did not undertake any assessment of 

a COVID-19 related economic need for a PPP loan before or at the time the loan application 

was submitted as was required by the SBA PPP FAQ #31 or Interim Final Rule (FN 8). Nor 

did it do so at any time prior to receipt of the loan despite representations to the contrary – 
representations made both to the federal government and the public. There was no 

assessment related to the PPP loan at the April 23, 2020 meeting despite Mr. Duchene’s 
representation to SBE Oversight on June 16, 2020 when RVC first notified its authorizer of 

more than a quarter million dollar loan.  (Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and correct 

copy of an email from Mr. Duchene to SBEOVERIGHT re: Paycheck Protection Program 

Loans, dated June 16, 2020.) Again, there was no agenda item related to PPP loan on the 

April 23 board meeting agenda.  (See Exhibit H, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, 

dated April 23, 2020.) 

Both Mr. Hickey and Mr. Duchene certified by their initials on their respective loan 

applications that “knowingly making a false statement to obtain a guaranteed loan from SBA 
is punishable under the law.”10 Indeed, SBA PPP FAQ #11 warns borrowers that, as the 

Borrower Application Form indicates, only an authorized representative of the business 

seeking a loan may sign on behalf of the business. 

An individual’s signature as an “Authorized Representative of Applicant” is a 

representation to the lender and to the U.S. government that the signer is 

authorized to make the certifications, including with respect to the applicant 

and each owner of 20% or more of the applicant’s equity, contained in the 
Borrower Application Form. 

In applying for the PPP loan, Mr. Hickey was required to represent in good faith that current 

economic uncertainty makes the loan request necessary to support the ongoing operations 

of the Applicant. However, such evaluation never occurred prior to April 9th when Mr. 

Hickey actually applied for the loan making such representation by his certification on the 

application. 

Mr. Hickey applied for the PPP loan as RVC’s “Authorized Representative or Applicant” on 
April 9th, though he had no authority either by his position or from the governing board to 

do so. Mr. Hickey’s only role at RVC was as “volunteer business official” and he was 

expressly not given the authority to contract or bind RVC. (See Exhibit A, RVC Board 

Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.) By the express terms of the charter, 

only the board is authorized to bind the Charter School.  (Charter p. 142.) Not only was his 

conduct without authorization, it is contrary to state and federal law governing 

10 Contrary to representations made, Mr. Duchene did not apply for the loan. The application 

which was submitted and resulted in the loan was submitted by Conn Hickey. The 

application with Mr. Duchene’s certification was not the actual loan application though it was 
presented to the public as if it were. 
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transparency.  Additionally, the misrepresentations made to the federal government to 

obtain the loan violated the duty to be honest in seeking state or federal loans and therefore 

constitute fraud.  It is a violation of federal law to knowingly present a false or fraudulent 

claim for payment to the United States government. (31 U.S. Code § 3729.) 

RVC’s actions including, acceptance of the PPP loan and efforts taken to cover up the 
improper process that was undertaken to obtain the loan, including adoption of the 

Resolution rife with false statements, demonstrate that RVC administration and Board were 

complicit with the deceitful actions of Mr. Hickey in applying for and obtaining the PPP loan. 

B. Governance Mismanagement, Violation of Charter, Violation of Law 

The above-described facts demonstrating RVC’s fiscal mismanagement also demonstrate 
substantial mismanagement in governance of RVC by its Board and administration. The 

following, but not limited to, facts further demonstrate RVC’s governance mismanagement, 

violation of the RVC Charter, and violation of law: 

1. Board Misrepresentation to the Public regarding Paycheck Protection 
Program Loan Application and Funding 

In RVC Board Resolution No. 2020-5-14, RVC misrepresented to the public the series of 

events and justifications for its application for and receipt of a PPP loan. 

On April 9, 2020, Mr. Hickey submitted the application for the PPP loan to Westamerica, his 

former employer. On April 16, Mr. Hickey was informed that RVC qualified for a lesser 

amount of approximately $270,000 and Mr. Hickey “accepted” the “counter offer.”  (See 
Exhibit G, email from Mr. Hickey to Westamerica re: Paycheck Protection Program Loan 

Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 23, 2020.) On April 29, 2020, 

Westamerica informed Mr. Hickey that the bank’s processing of the loan was complete and 
would be submitted to the SBA for the loan documents. 

On May 8, 2020, at 8:46 a.m., Westamerica emailed the loan documents to RVC Director, 

Luke Duchene, which was required to be signed by “principals within the company.”  At 
8:49 a.m., Mr. Duchene forwarded the email to Sharon Sagar, Board Chair, and Mr. Hickey. 

Then, at 10:45 a.m., Mr. Duchene electronically signed the loan agreement.  (See Exhibit I, 

email from Mr. Duchene to Ms. Sagar and Mr. Hickey, re: “Fwd: Westamerica Bank has sent 
you the document “12494090” to sign,” dated May 8, 2020, including attachments.) This 

action demonstrates that RVC and Mr. Duchene were complicit in the misrepresentations 

made to obtain the loan. 

On May 13, 2020, Westamerica emailed Mr. Hickey confirming that the bank was “[p]leased 
to have funded an SBA loan for your business” and outlined loan forgiveness requirements. 

Still, by this point, the RVC Board had not documented any action related to this loan. 

Furthermore, the Board had taken no action to even evaluate the need for the loan or make 

any public representation in seeking the loan.  (See Exhibit J, email from Westamerica to 

Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program Loan Forgiveness Information,” dated May 13, 

2020.) Nor did it notify its oversight agency of any intention to obtain a nearly $300,000 

federal PPP loan. 
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The following day, on May 14, 2020, the RVC Board approved Resolution No. 2020-5-14, 

after the loan was actually funded.  Again, the May 14, 2020, Board meeting agenda does 

not mention the PPP loan or the Resolution.11 Nowhere in the Resolution does the Board 

even acknowledge Mr. Hickey’s April 9th loan application or his unauthorized acceptance of 

the Westamerica loan. In fact, the Resolution falsely states that the loan was received on 

May 8th and that Mr. Duchene “was authorized at the April 23, 2020 board meeting to enter 
into the [PPP] Agreement.” As evidenced above, the loan had already been applied for and 
accepted by Mr. Hickey.  (Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of 

Resolution No. 2020-5-14, “Acceptance of Paycheck Protection Program Loan.”)  

The May 14th Resolution falsely claims that, on April 23, 2020, the Board authorized Mr. 

Duchene to: 

Borrow Money. To borrow, from Westamerica Bank (Lender) on such terms of the 

Paycheck Protection Program Note between the Corporation and Lender, such sum of 

money borrowed; not to exceed the amount of two hundred seventy thousand six 

hundred fifty-three 00/100 dollars ($270,653.00). 

Execute Note. To execute and deliver to Lender the Paycheck Protection 

Program note. 

No such discussion or action on the PPP loan was agendized on April 23, 2020.  The only 

agenda item was “DISCUSSION/BUDGET UPDATE” which is not an action item and makes 

no mention of a PPP loan, the criteria for a PPP loan, or a needs assessment for a PPP. In 

fact, the April 23rd minutes do not include any documented discussion of the loan, its terms 

or indication that the Board was informed of Mr. Hickey’s application or subsequent emails 

with Westamerica. The only notation regarding this issue is the inclusion of a single 

sentence authorization for the “Chair or School Director to execute a PPP loan up to 
$290,000 as soon as available.” This is not the authorization that was stated in the May 7th 

loan authorization document or the Resolution. 

Contrary to the various statements in the Resolution, the facts show the Resolution was 

approved by the Board after the loan was already applied for without authority by Mr. 

Hickey on April 9; accepted without authority by Mr. Hickey on April 23rd prior to the April 

23rd Board meeting; was awarded by the SBA on April 27; was signed by Mr. Duchene on 

May 8th; and was funded on May 13th (“Westamerica is pleased to have funded an SBA 

Paycheck Protection Program Loan for your business.”).  Yet none of these facts are 
included in the Resolution. And, contrary to the representations in the Resolution, at no time 

was an evaluation done as required by the PPP loan and as misrepresented in seeking and 

obtaining the loan. 

11 This may also constitute a violation of the Brown Act in addition to those identified below. 
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2. Improper Delegation of Authority 

On April 2, 2020, during a special meeting of the RVC Board, the Board appointed Conn 

Hickey to serve as RVC’s Business Official on a “volunteer” basis. The April 2, 2020, Board 
meeting agenda included the express limitation that, “[a]ll external checks will continue to 
require two signatures and this position will not include check signing authority or authority 

to sign contracts and other agreements committing the school.  This will be a volunteer 

position.” (Emphasis added.) This is not a position authorized by the RVC charter. 

Furthermore, the Board itself is solely responsible to “[a]ct as a fiscal agent. This includes 

the receipt of funds for the operation of RVC in accordance with RVC Board Bylaws and the 

receipt of grants and donations consistent with the Mission of RVC.” (Charter, p. 142.)  

While the April 2, 2020, Board meeting minutes reflect that the Board ultimately approved 

Mr. Hickey’s authority to sign checks, the Board did not approve authority to enter into 

contracts and agreements generally, nor do the minutes include any discussion or notes 

related to this issue.  Notably, the April 2nd agenda did not identify any item related to the 

PPP, though the Board discussed COVID-19 related financial impacts during the meeting. 

(See Exhibit A, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020.)  

3. Repeated Failure to Comply with the Brown Act 

The existing RVC Charter includes an assurance that the Charter School shall comply with 

the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”), and the Board will meet regularly “in full compliance 
with the Brown Act.” (Charter, pp. 12, 141.)12 This is further a requirement of law as 

recognized by the Attorney General in its 2018 opinion (OAG Opinion No. 11-201) and SB 

126 (Ed. Code, § 47604.1), in effect at the time of the events discussed here. Among other 

requirements, the Brown Act requires RVC to “post an agenda containing a brief general 
description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting, including 

items to be discussed in closed session”; and “[n]o action or discussion shall be undertaken 
on any item not appearing on the posted agenda . . .” (Gov. Code, § 54954.2.) Yet, there is 
a systemic failure to comply with the letter or spirit of the Brown Act. 

On April 20, 2020, RVC uploaded the Board agenda for its upcoming April 23, 2020, 

meeting.  Even though Mr. Hickey had submitted the PPP loan application and received 

confirmation from Westamerica that RVC was eligible for $270,000 in PPP funding, and 

accepted that “counter offer,” the April 23rd agenda did not identify any item for discussion 
regarding the PPP loan.  Furthermore, while budget documents submitted for the April 23rd 

meeting reflected assumptions for the receipt of a $300,000 facility loan and other smaller 

CARES Act funding, they do not show PPP loan assumptions or impacts on revenue. 

(Attached hereto as Exhibit O is a true and correct copy of RVC’s 6-Year Budget Draft and 

April 20, 2020 Budget Draft Key Assumptions.) 

On April 23, 2020, at 10:27 a.m., Mr. Hickey responded to Westamerica to “accept your 
counter offer” of $270,000 in PPP funding.  This again occurred without Board approval and 
well before the Board’s meeting later that evening at 7:00 p.m.  (See Exhibit G, email from 

12 Similar assurances regarding compliance with the Brown Act are included in the Renewal 

Petition. 
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Mr. Hickey to Westamerica re: Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application – Information 

Request #12494090,” dated April 23, 2020.) 

The minutes from the April 23, 2020, RVC Board meeting reflect that the Board discussed 

and/or took action on the PPP loan, which was not noticed in the April 23rd meeting agenda 

as required by the Brown Act. Specifically, the April 23rd meeting minutes indicate that: 

“$270 PPP loan/grant with reserve helps balance for three years” and “Board Chair or 
School Director to execute a Small Business Administration Payroll Protection Loan 

Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to $290,000.” This direction did not authorize Mr. 

Hickey as RVC’s Business Official to participate in any loan process and, importantly, was 

made after Mr. Hickey already applied for and accepted Westamerica’s PPP loan of 
$270,000.  (See Exhibit H, RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 23, 2020.) 

A fundamental purpose of the Brown Act is to provide an opportunity for members of the 

public to directly address the legislative body on any item of interest to the public. (See 

Gov. Code, § 54954.3(a).) The fact that Board discussion relating to the PPP loan was not 

noticed/agendized in the April 23rd meeting agenda deprived the public of the opportunity 

to address the Board regarding that decision constituting multiple violations of the Brown 

Act. The overall lack of transparency and the false and misleading information presented to 

the public as well as the government is directly contrary to the purposes of the Brown Act. 

4. Failure to Comply with Americans with Disabilities Act 

RVC is required to admit all students who wish to attend the Charter School and shall not 

discriminate against any pupil on the basis of any of the characteristics listed in Education 

Code section 220, which includes students with disabilities. (Ed. Code, §§ 47605(e); 220.) 

Furthermore, in its existing Charter RVC assures: “All facilities of the Charter School shall be 
accessible for all students with disabilities in accordance with the ADA.”  (Charter, p. 97) 

However, the Charter School was notified by the California Department of Education (“CDE”) 

on May 17, 2019, and again on October 18, 2019, that its facility located at 102 Marinda 

Drive, Fairfax, California, was conditionally authorized by CDE to open and operate for the 

2019-20 school year, based on RVC’s completion of several renovation projects by August 

19, 2020, including those necessary to satisfy the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) 

facility requirements. (Attached hereto as Exhibit P is a true and correct copy of a letter 

from CDE Charter Schools Division to Ms. Sagar re: RVC renovation projects, dated August 

24, 2020.) 

By the start of the school year on August 19, 2020, the renovations necessary to come into 

compliance with the ADA had not been completed.  As a result, by correspondence dated 

August 24, 2020, the CDE informed RVC that it “shall provide weekly updates of the 
progress of the ADA renovations” to CDE by the last day of each month starting August 28, 

2020 – meaning the ADA renovations had still not been completed. According to the August 

24, 2020, correspondence from CDE, RVC anticipates completion of the outstanding ADA 

work by November 30, 2020, over three months after its school start date.13 

13 The failure to RVC to make necessary renovations, including for ADA compliance, also 

demonstrates RVC’s fiscal and governance mismanagement as well as a failure to adhere to 

SBE’s oversight directives. 
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RVC is now approaching the start of its second year in the site yet it remains out of 

compliance with the ADA. Because the site is out-of-compliance with the ADA and therefore 

inaccessible to students with disabilities, RVC is not serving or able to serve all students 

who wish to attend the Charter School in violation of its Charter and the law. 

RVC is currently not authorized to serve any students at the school site, as RVC is currently 

operating a distance learning model due to circumstances resulting from the COVID-19 

pandemic and California Department of Public Health (“CDPH”) and Marin County 

Department of Public Health guidelines. However, it is fundamental to RVC’s operation that 
it have an accessible site for delivery of its education program regardless of whether 

distance learning is the current learning model. 

Additionally, on August 25, 2020, the CDPH issued Guidance Related to Cohorts (“Cohorting 
Guidance”) regarding permissible use of small-group in-person services.14 The Cohorting 

Guidance provides guidance for necessary in-person limited instruction, targeted support 

services, and facilitation of distance learning in small group environments for a specified 

subset of children and youth. The Cohorting Guidance applies to schools that cannot reopen 

for in person instruction pursuant to the CDPH’s July 17, 2020, reopening framework, 

including elementary schools that have not received an elementary school waiver through 

their local county public health office. 

Pursuant to the Cohorting Guidance, a school that is otherwise unable to reopen under the 

CPDH framework, will be able to provide supervision and care for students, including, 

specialized services for students with disabilities and English learners, access to the Internet 

and devices for distance learning, and in-person support for at-risk and high-need students, 

if specified conditions are met. 

Per the Targeted, Specialized Support and Services at School Frequently Asked Questions 

accompanying the Cohorting Guidance: “Students with disabilities should be prioritized by 

the LEA and school for receiving targeted supports and services.  In addition, English 

learners, students at higher risk of further learning loss or not participating in distance 

learning, students at risk of abuse or neglect, foster youth and students experiencing 

homelessness may also be prioritized.”15 In fact, the Office of Administrative Hearings has 

recently reinforced that absent in-person instruction and provision of services, disabled 

students are denied free and appropriate public education. 

Since RVC is prohibited from having any students physically on its campus, not only is RVC 

prohibited from seeking a waiver from the Marin County Department of Health that would 

allow it to conduct in-person instruction, but the lack of a facility for the provision of in-

person education services, inhibits the ability of RVC to serve the needs of special needs 

students, potentially preventing those students from receiving necessary services. The 

ability of RVC to meet the needs of English learners and other at-risk and high-need 

students may also be impacted. 

14https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/small-groups-child-

youth.aspx 

15 https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-schools-cohort-FAQ.pdf 
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5. Failure to Comply with Fire and Life Safety Requirements 

“Every public, private, or parochial school building having an occupancy of 50 or more pupils 

or students or more than one classroom shall be provided with a dependable and operative 

fire alarm system.” (Ed. Code, § 32001.) 

In addition to the need for ADA compliance, RVC was informed by the fire inspector that the 

Charter School must have an updated fire and life safety system. According to SBE 

communications, RVC estimated the cost to be $100,000. “Clearly, they don’t have that kind 

of money, and will not be able to move forward with the ADA conditions.” (Attached hereto 
as Exhibit Q is a true and correct copy of an email from Matthew Huddleston to Carrie Lopes 

re: Ross Valley Construction to meet ADA condition, dated May 7, 2020.) 

Absent compliance with ADA and fire and life safety requirements, students, including those 

with special needs, may not access the school site.16 Access to the school site is a 

fundamental requirement for provision of education and services for all students, including 

students with special needs. 

REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS AND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE 

As a result of the foregoing, the District issues this Notice of Violation. Accordingly, the 

District provides the Charter School with an opportunity to cure the alleged violations for a 

period thirty (30) calendar days from the date of this Notice ending Monday, October 5, 
2020. 

Due to the serious nature of the fiscal and governance mismanagement concerns, and its 

failure to serve all students who wish to attend, as identified herein, the District requires 

that RVC’s corrective actions in response to this Notice of Violation include the following: 

1. Return all Paycheck Protection Program loan monies received to date and close out 

the loan. 

2. Remove Conn Hickey from his positon as RVC Business Official. 

3. Remove Luke Duchene as Executive Director. 

4. Take all steps needed to replace the current Board of Directors and provide new 

Directors with mandatory Brown Act training. 

5. Complete all required renovations to satisfy ADA facility access requirements for the 

RVC school site located at 102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, California including ADA 

compliance and fire and life safety compliance. 

6. Complete all other renovations/improvements in compliance with applicable state 

and local building enforcement agencies with jurisdiction in the area where RVC is 

16 The failure to RVC to make necessary renovations, including for fire and life safety 

compliance, also demonstrates RVC’s fiscal and governance mismanagement. 
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located, that are necessary for RVC to be authorized to serve students in person at 

the RVC school site. 

7. Establish a plan for compensatory education for disabled students deprived of in-

person instruction. 

The District will require documented confirmation of each corrective action. 

It is noted that the State Board of Education/California Department of Education has not 

provided all documents requested regarding RVC which hinders the District’s ability to 
evaluate potential additional grounds. The District issues this Notice without waiver of any 

rights to identify and include additional grounds that may be reflected in the documents the 

State has failed to timely provide. 

Please take notice that the District reserves the right to pursue non-renewal based upon a 

finding under Education Code section 47605(c)(2) if (1) the corrective action has been 

unsuccessful; or (2) the violations are sufficiently severe and pervasive as to render a 

corrective action plan unviable. 

Sincerely, 

Marci Trahan 

Superintendent 

Ross Valley School District 

cc: Ross Valley School District Board of Trustees 

Stephanie Farland, California Department of Education 

Karen Stampf Walters, Executive Director, State Board of Education 

Exhibits: 

Exhibit A: RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 2, 2020 

Exhibit B: PPP Application, Reference #12494090, dated April 9, 2020 

Exhibit C: Email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program – 
Application Received,” dated April 9, 2020 

Exhibit D: Email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program,” dated 
April 16, 2020 

Exhibit E: Email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program Loan 
Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 19, 2020 

Exhibit F: RVC’s 6-Year Budget Draft and April 20, 2020 Budget Draft Key Assumptions 

Exhibit G: Email from Mr. Hickey to Westamerica re: Paycheck Protection Program Loan 

Application – Information Request #12494090,” dated April 23, 2020 

Exhibit H: RVC Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes, dated April 23, 2020 
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Exhibit I: Email from Mr. Duchene to Ms. Sagar and Mr. Hickey, re: “Fwd: Westamerica 

Bank has sent you the document “12494090” to sign,” dated May 8, 2020, including 
attachments 

Exhibit J: Email from Westamerica to Mr. Hickey re: “Paycheck Protection Program Loan 
Forgiveness Information,” dated May 13, 2020 

Exhibit K: Resolution No. 2020-5-14, “Acceptance of Paycheck Protection Program Loan.” 

Exhibit L: Email from Mr. Duchene to RVC families, re: Further Explanation of RVC’s 

Acceptance of the PPP Loan, dated May 20, 2020 

Exhibit M: Email from Mr. Duchene to RVC families, re: Our Finances – Weathering the 

Storm, dated May 17, 2020 

Exhibit N: Email from Mr. Duchene to SBEOVERIGHT re: Paycheck Protection Program 

Loans, dated June 16, 2020 

Exhibit O: RVC’s 6-Year Budget Draft and April 20, 2020 Budget Draft Key Assumptions 

Exhibit P: Letter from CDE Charter Schools Division to Ms. Sagar re: RVC renovation 

projects, dated August 24, 2020 

Exhibit Q: Email from Matthew Huddleston to Carrie Lopes re: Ross Valley Construction to 

meet ADA condition, dated May 7, 2020 
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October 5, 2020 

Via Email 
mtrahan@rossvalleyschools.org 

Marci Trahan, Superintendent 
Ross Valley School District 
110 Shaw Drive 
San Anselmo, CA 94960 

RE:  Response to Purported “Notice of Violation” 

Dear Superintendent Trahan: 

Ross Valley Charter School (“RVC” or the “Charter School”) is in receipt of your letter, dated 
September 3, 2020, sent on behalf of Ross Valley School District (“RVSD” or the “District”), which 
styles itself as a “notice of violation” as that term is used in Education Code Section 47607(e). This 
letter serves as RVC’s response; however, as the District does not have any legal authority to issue a 
“notice of violation,” the Charter School is not obligated to respond, or to revise or conform any of 
its operations with RVSD’s alleged violations. We respond, instead, in the spirit of transparency and 
our respect for the local community. 

FCMAT SUMMARILY DISMISSED RVSD’S CLAIMS OF FINANCIAL WRONGDOING 

Not sufficiently sated with the invocation of an extra-legal process to drum up negativity about 
RVC, the District also sent its concerns about RVC to the Marin County Office of Education 
(“MCOE” or the “County”), demanding that MCOE exercise its legal authority to investigate, audit, 
or call for an audit of the Charter School’s Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) loan. MCOE 
determined it was necessary to send RVSD’s concerns to the Fiscal Crisis and Management 
Assistance Team (“FCMAT”), for FCMAT’s determination as to whether an investigation was called 
for. 

The County’s counsel sent RVSD’s August 28, 2020 letter and exhibits (totaling 101 pages); 
an initial response from RVC (totaling 4 pages); and a September 4, 2020 letter and exhibits from 
RVSD (totaling 25 pages) to FCMAT, seeking guidance from FCMAT as to whether MCOE should 
invoke its legal authority to commence an extraordinary audit. 

In under three weeks, FCMAT responded to MCOE with a two-page letter summarily 
dismissing RVSD’s concerns about the Charter School engaging in any fiscal improprieties around 
the PPP loan. FCMAT recommended that MCOE not exercise any of its investigative authorities to 
further review the Charter School’s PPP loan. (Attached as Appendix A.) The County’s counsel 
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communicated to RVSD and RVC that it would follow FCMAT’s guidance. MCOE is not going to 
investigate RVC as relates to the PPP. (Attached as Appendix D.) 

FCMAT’s rapid and unhesitating opinion clearly shows the weakness of RVSD’s allegations.  
We urge the RVSD Board to similarly cease this effort. 

RVSD DOES NOT HAVE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO INVOKE EDUCATION CODE SECTION 47607(e) 

Education Code Section 47607(e) is a new provision of law, which became effective on July 
1, 2020. Section 47607(e) permits “the chartering authority” to deny a charter school’s charter 
renewal petition “upon a finding that the school is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement 
the program set forth in the petition due to substantial fiscal or governance factors, or is not serving 
all pupils who wish to attend.” (Education Code Section 47607(e).) It is undisputed that the State 
Board of Education (“SBE”) is “the chartering authority” of RVC. RVSD is not “the chartering 
authority” of RVC. Accordingly, the SBE alone has the legal authority to invoke the rights and 
obligations set forth in Education Code Section 47607(e). 

The District’s September 3rd letter expressly states: “…the District does not believe it is 
required to issue a notice of violation and provide RVC with a reasonable opportunity to cure the 
violations pursuant to Section 47607 before it may take action to deny RVC’s renewal petition since 
it is not the chartering authority….” (Emphasis added.) Quite simply, the Charter School fails to see 
why RVSD would drag the parties through a process it knows the District does not have the legal 
authority to pursue.  

The Legislature’s choice to specify a definite article, “the” in Education Code Section 
47607(e) is a significant one. It means that, unlike many of the other instances of the phrase 
“chartering authority” in Section 47607, the use in subdivision (e) necessarily limits the reach of that 
subdivision only to the entity currently authorizing a charter school seeking renewal of its charter 
petition. Such a limit makes sense with the purpose and scope of the subdivision, for two key reasons.  
First, only the current chartering authority would be able to authentically document whether a charter 
school committed “substantial fiscal or governance factors, or is not serving all pupils who wish to 
attend.” Indeed, RVSD complained that it was limited in alleging this violation because it did not 
have access to all California Department of Education oversight documents. And second, with no 
formal relationship between “a” chartering authority and a charter school, there is no mechanism to 
hold a charter school accountable to any cures of alleged violations. 

Education Code Section 47607 contains multiple mentions of “chartering authority,” some 
with the definite article (“the”), some with the indefinite article (“a”). The weight and significance 
of the Legislature’s choice of a definite article in subdivision (e) is illustrated with a few examples. 
In subdivision (a)(2), “a” chartering authority may grant one or more charter renewals. This 
recognizes the fact that charter renewals may be granted by one of several different entities (e.g., on 
appeal or by the original denying district of an SBE-authorized charter school). Subdivision (a)(3) 
states that material revisions may only be approved by “the” chartering authority. This recognizes 
the fact that material revisions may not be appealed like a new or renewal charter. Subdivision (a)(5) 
allows “the” chartering authority to inspect or observe the charter school. This recognizes the fact 
that only the current chartering authority may inspect or observe the charter school. Subdivision 
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(c)(7) sets forth a process for “the” chartering authority to determine accountability metrics for a 
Dashboard Alternative Status School.  This recognizes the fact that such a charter school would seek 
renewal from its authorizer. And subdivisions (f)-(h) set forth the process for revocation by “the” 
chartering authority. This recognizes the fact that only the current chartering authority can revoke a 
charter. 

RVC could continue on with this list, including distinguishing counter-examples. The maxim 
of statutory construction, however, does not change. The Legislature limited the scope and reach of 
subdivision (e) to “the” chartering authority, which, here, means only the SBE. Therefore, RVSD 
has no legal authority to invoke this procedure and its letter of September 3, 2020 has no legal import. 

THE CHARTER SCHOOL’S RESPONSES TO ALLEGED VIOLATIONS 

RVC provides the following responses to violations that the District alleges the Charter School 
committed. The Charter School provides these responses not from legal obligation, but rather so that 
the community can assess for itself how RVC has operated within applicable legal requirements. This 
response excerpts the District’s findings (in italicized text), followed by the Charter School’s response 
(in plain text). 

A. Fiscal Mismanagement 

The following, but not limited to, facts demonstrate substantial fiscal mismanagement concerns 
regarding the operation of RVC: 

1. Timeline of Paycheck Protection Program Loan Process 

Contrary to the various statements in the Resolution, the facts show the Resolution was approved by 
the Board after the loan was already applied for by Mr. Hickey on April 9; accepted by Mr. Hickey 
on April 23rd prior to the April 23rd Board meeting; was awarded by the SBA on April 27; was 
signed by Mr. Duchene on May 8th; and was funded on May 13th (“Westamerica is pleased to have 
funded an SBA Paycheck Protection Program Loan for your business.”). Yet none of these facts are 
included in the Resolution. 

This alleged violation consists of a re-telling of the facts that led to RVC’s application for, 
and award of, a PPP loan. RVC does not dispute the dates cited by the District. What RVSD 
fundamentally misunderstands, though, is the crucial difference between applying for a PPP loan, and 
actually entering into a PPP loan. A loan application does not in any way commit RVC to agree to 
receive a loan. 

Given the unexpected length of stay-home orders, and the extent to which life has been 
upended by COVID-19, it may be difficult to recall the particular landscape of unmitigated chaos that 
we all lived through in March and April. News, guidance, and state and local orders were changing 
multiple times per day. There was substantial confusion whether people would be safe leaving their 
homes. And the federal government was trying to stand up a massive financial relief program, the 
PPP loans, with very little notice and very few plans for implementation. The lack of clarity from the 
federal government resulted in chaos at the local and national banks across the country that were 
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thrust into the position of accepting applications for PPP loans. The scene was no different in the 
Bay Area. 

RVC’s Board authorized its business official, Conn Hickey, to apply for a PPP loan. The 
Board made this authorization with the knowledge that applying for a loan, alone, would not commit 
the Charter School to anything related to the PPP program. There was no contract, no financial 
commitment, no repayment terms, and no certainty whatsoever that RVC would be awarded a loan. 
Compounding the confusion was pressure to apply quickly, before PPP funds dried up. 

On April 3rd, the day after the RVC Board authorized Mr. Hickey to apply for the loan, Mr. 
Hickey called Westamerica branch personnel. Westamerica took down the Business Official’s 
information and said he would be added to a list to contact when the bank was ready to accept 
applications. On April 6th, Mr. Hickey contacted the bank again by phone and learned how the PPP 
application process was going to work, which consisted of an online application being “periodically 
available during the day.” (Attached as Appendix C is phone call log.) On April 8th, all day, Mr. 
Hickey refreshed a browser window for the application every 15 minutes and did not get into the 
application. He again called the bank that day to express his frustration at not being able to get into 
the application and was told the bank customer service person was similarly frustrated. Finally, on 
April 9th, Mr. Hickey tried every 6 minutes, starting from the early morning and finally was able to 
access the online application shortly after 10:00 am. He called the bank personnel he had been 
working with to tell them he had been able to get into the application portal and submit the application.  

In practical terms, the School Director or Board Chair could not have successfully navigated 
this process, or completed the application, because of the vigilance and focused attention needed to 
refresh a browser every six minutes. During those early days of school closures, the School Director 
and Board Chair were, instead, intently focused on ensuring that all students and employees had the 
resources they needed to engage in distance learning. 

Contrary to RVSD’s September 3rd letter, the RVC Board did have a lengthy discussion about 
the PPP loan, culminating in asking its Business Official to apply for it. The minutes of the April 2nd 

RVC special Board meeting clearly indicate that there was a long discussion of the economic 
uncertainty caused by COVID-19 that created the need for a PPP loan. The minutes also include a 
discussion of the loan and its attributes. What the minutes (which document only a brief summary of 
the meeting) may not clearly show for those not in attendance is that the Board very much wanted to 
apply for the PPP loan at Westamerica, was worried it might not be able to get the loan before the 
money ran out, and wanted its Business Official to focus on submitting the application. 

As to the April 23rd RVC Board meeting, the District is correct that RVC posted the agenda 
for that meeting on April 20th, in compliance with the Brown Act. There were two reasons the agenda 
was not more specific about authorizing the School Director to execute the PPP loan. 

First, national and local news made clear that on April 16th, funding had run out for the PPP. 
Thus, the Charter School lost hope at that time that it would be awarded the loan. As RVC was 
preparing its meeting agenda between April 16th and 20th, it was with the expectation that there would 
not be any funds available for a loan. RVC did not agendize the loan by name because it did not 
believe it would be awarded any PPP funds. Nevertheless, because there was so much turmoil and 
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speculation about a possible second round of PPP funding, RVC made the budget item on the agenda 
an action item. Indeed, April 23rd was also the day that the U.S. House of Representatives voted to 
approve a COVID-19 financial relief bill that infused more funding into the PPP program. 

Second, the Westamerica email on April 19th was sent from a generic email account at the 
bank and was not from a bank employee.  (Attached as Appendix D.)  For this reason, the email was 
routed to the RVC Business Official’s “promotions” email folder. Mr. Hickey had no knowledge of 
the existence of the email. He called the bank customer service personnel on April 21st to ask if the 
loan had been approved and was told they thought there was or was about to be a counteroffer made. 
(See attached Appendix C log of phone calls with Westamerica.) On April 23rd Mr. Hickey started 
looking for the email in his junk and promotional email folders and discovered the email from 
Westamerica that morning. Given the general concern that this loan might not be available, it is not 
reasonable to believe that Mr. Hickey would have seen this email the day it was sent on April 19th 

and done nothing for four days. 

After discovering the counteroffer email on April 23rd, Mr. Hickey immediately contacted the 
School Director and Board Chair to discuss accepting the bank’s calculation of the amount of PPP 
funds RVC qualified for and was authorized to accept the lower amount. The action of accepting the 
lower loan amount was not accepting receipt of the loan, as alleged by RVSD, but rather agreeing to 
change the application for the lower amount. The School Director and the Board Chair directed Mr. 
Hickey to agree to the bank’s calculation of the amount of PPP funds RVC qualified for.  Moreover, 
prior to the time of Mr. Hickey’s April 23rd email to Westamerica on the morning of the RVC Board 
meeting, the only formal notice RVC had received was an email from Westamerica that PPP funds 
had run out on April 16th . Since there were no funds for the PPP loan, as far as RVC knew, Mr. 
Hickey could not have accepted or entered into a loan on April 23rd . 

RVSD alleges that no “action item” regarding the budget was included in RVC’s April 23rd 

meeting agenda. To the contrary, the agenda states “roll call vote” for the budget item, which clearly 
indicates that action will be taken.  As the District may know, the Brown Act mandates that all votes 
during a teleconference meeting must be taken with a roll call vote. 

RVSD also alleges that the School Director was not authorized to accept the PPP loan and 
execute the loan documents. To the contrary, the RVC Board meeting minutes from the April 23rd 

meeting state, “Authorization of the Board Chair or School Director to execute a Small Business 
Administration Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to $290,000, as 
soon as available, was duly moved, seconded and approved by roll call vote, 5-0-1.” 

We believe that these facts contributed to FCMAT recommending against MCOE using its 
investigation authority to look into improprieties around RVC’s securing of a PPP loan. 

2. Approval of Resolution Mispresenting Facts Related to the Paycheck Protection Program Loan 
Process 

However, the Resolution makes repeated references to unsubstantiated future and possible financial 
issues (e.g., potential cash deferrals, possible multi-year recession and difficulty in obtaining bank 
loans), not current problems as required for the loan. It is clear that RVC acquired the PPP loan to 
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increase its reserves in anticipation of future need, not to mitigate past or current economic hardship 
– the “current” nature of the “economic need” to which applicants must attest is for short-term cash-
flow hardships created by current, and not future anticipated, COVID-19 related impacts.  

RVC’s claims of current need for funding for the intended purposes of the PPP loan are false. Nor 
was any need or basis for the loan discussed or referenced at any time prior to applying for and 
obtaining the PPP loan. As reflected in the calculations for a PPP loan, it is based upon 2.5 times 
the average monthly payroll. The PPP loan is a short term payroll loan, not a loan for speculative 
future need. 

In its May 14th PPP Resolution, the RVC Board did comply with regulations from the Small 
Business Administration (“SBA”), which came in the form of published Frequently Asked Questions 
(“FAQ”). RVC’s Board Resolution addressed the requirements of FAQ #31 and #37 in five pages of 
great detail. The primary need for the loan was the likelihood that the State would provide its cash 
apportionments from one to five months late. The State budget that was adopted in June, within 
RVC’s eight-week PPP period, which started on May 8th, delayed RVC’s June apportionment 
payment of $153,434 to the month of July. RVC’s state payments are always delayed into the next 
month because it takes MCOE more than two weeks after state distribution to process these funds and 
transfer them to RVC’s bank account. As result, RVC received the deferred June state aid payment 
in August and not in July, causing the RVC cash balance to fall to $211,847 on July 31. Without the 
$270,536 loan received on May 8, RVC would not have been able to make its July 31 payroll.  

In addition, the state budget that was passed within RVC’s eight-week PPP loan window is 
going to defer $696,588 of RVC’s apportionment funds between February and June of 2021. School 
districts have ready access to low interest, short term cash funding through loans from the County 
Treasury, which public charter schools do not have access to. The MCOE business office, along with 
other county education business offices in the Bay Area, supported charter schools applying for PPP 
loans to obtain financing at similarly affordable rates for these cash deferrals.    

Since RVC is only in its third year of operation, with only 12% reserves and since MCOE 
delivers state revenue to RVC in the month following when it receives it from the state, RVC is 
perpetually low on cash. Cash flow shortages are one of the primary reasons why the Charter School 
Finance Authority (“CSFA”) makes a $250,000 startup loan available to new charter schools. That 
CSFA loan is now in its fourth year of being paid back and will be completely repaid by May of 2021. 
Furthermore, because RVC is a new school with a relatively short credit history, commercial banks 
are not likely to originate a line of credit in these extremely uncertain economic times to RVC, which 
has only 45 days of expenses in its reserves.  During the last recession in 2008-2012, charter schools 
paid twenty percent or more for factored receivable loans to cover cash flow due to State 
apportionment deferrals that spanned up to five months. Twenty percent interest for eight months of 
borrowing the $696,588 of state revenue deferrals is close to $100,000. The standard in SBA FAQ#31 
for considering other financing is whether the business’s “ability to access other sources of liquidity 
sufficient to support their ongoing operations in a manner that is not significantly detrimental to the 
business.” Adding $100,000 a year for interest expense for the foreseeable future clearly will be 
detrimental to RVC’s educational mission. At the time these attestations of economic uncertainty 
were made, interest rates of 20% or higher using factoring of receivables appeared to be the only 
available option. 
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The SBA regulations were amended on May 13th with FAQ #46, the day before RVC’s May 
14th Board meeting approving the Resolution. The new regulations stated that any borrower that 
received less than $2 million in loans will be provided a “safe harbor” and will be “deemed to have 
made the required certification concerning the necessity of the loan request in good faith.” This 
regulatory change removed the legal uncertainty in not adequately documenting such necessity and 
completely undermines all the references throughout the complaint about violating federal law. 
Although FAQ #46 offers legal protection for the Charter School, RVC fully complied with FAQ #31 
on May 14 in laying out its evaluation of current economic uncertainty. In this FCMAT concurred. 

3. False Statements to the Federal Government in the PPP Loan Process 

RVC’s actions including, acceptance of the PPP loan and efforts taken to cover up the improper 
process that was undertaken to obtain the loan, including adoption of the Resolution rife with false 
statements, demonstrate that RVC administration and Board were complicit with the deceitful actions 
of Mr. Hickey in applying for and obtaining the PPP loan. 

This finding recycles the previous two findings (that Mr. Hickey was not authorized to apply 
for a loan, and that RVC did not have current need for the PPP loan), both of which have been 
demonstrated, in the pages above, to be inaccurate. Mr. Hickey completed the loan application but 
did not authorize or execute the loan. He agreed only to lowering the amount requested, to match the 
amount the bank suggested, after consulting with those authorized to execute the loan. The Charter 
School’s Board determined the likely need for a PPP loan on April 2nd . RVC faced immediate 
economic uncertainty, to the point where it would not have made payroll without the loan during the 
eight-week period covered by the loan. (It was eight weeks at the time; subsequent changes to 
legislation and regulation have extended this to 24 weeks). Here, though, RVSD adds in a claim of 
fraud by RVC. 

The District’s claims of fraud have no grounding in law or fact and are not made true simply 
because they are asserted and repeated. The crime of fraud requires intentionality to defraud, which 
never existed, and which RVSD has been unable to provide any evidence for. There was no 
falsehood, there was no cover up, and there was no unlawful action in the Charter School’s PPP loan 
application process.  It bears repeating that FCMAT, which is expert in fraud investigations, advised 
MCOE not to pursue an investigation into RVC over the PPP. 

B. Governance Mismanagement, Violation of Charter, Violation of Law 

The above-described facts demonstrating RVC’s fiscal mismanagement also demonstrate substantial 
mismanagement in governance of RVC by its Board and administration. The following, but not limited 
to, facts further demonstrate RVC’s governance mismanagement, violation of the RVC Charter, and 
violation of law: 

1. Board Misrepresentation to the Public regarding Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application 
and Funding 
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In RVC Board Resolution No. 2020-5-14, RVC misrepresented to the public the series of events and 
justifications for its application for and receipt of a PPP loan.  

RVSD’s claim here, recycling the allegations addressed above, is that the Resolution falsely 
stated that on April 23rd, the School Director was authorized to borrow funds through the PPP 
program. As stated above, RVSD alleges that no “action item” regarding the budget was included in 
RVC’s April 23rd meeting agenda. To the contrary, the agenda states “roll call vote” for the budget 
item, which clearly indicates that action will be taken. There were four agenda items in the “General 
Information” section of the agenda. Three of the four included the designation “discussion/roll call 
vote.” One the four, the Local Control and Accountability Plan, was only agendized for “discussion.” 
The Brown Act does not require the word “action” to appear on an agenda in order for an entity to 
communicate to the public that the Board will vote on an item. Given that the April 23rd meeting was 
a teleconference meeting, it is clear that the “roll call vote” designation indicates the Board was going 
to take action. 

RVSD also alleges that the School Director was not authorized to accept the PPP loan and 
execute the loan documents. To the contrary, the RVC Board meeting minutes from the April 23rd 

meeting state, “Authorization of the Board Chair or School Director to execute a Small Business 
Administration Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to $290,000, as 
soon as available, was duly moved, seconded and approved by roll call vote, 5-0-1.” The RVC Board 
properly agendized action on its April 23rd agenda, and then it did properly take action during that 
meeting to authorize the Board Chair or School Director to execute a PPP loan, as documented in the 
meeting minutes. 

The District also attempts to quarrel with the content of the Charter School’s PPP loan 
Resolution. As there is no government-required or even -approved resolution template, RVSD can 
cite no legal authority for its position. Indeed, even FCMAT acknowledged the efficacy of RVC’s 
PPP Resolution, stating: “[h]owever, the school’s five-page, comprehensive Board Resolution 2020-
5-14, although it may be imperfect, establishes the intent of the board and its explanations of the 
charter school’s qualifications to receive PPP funds.” The District’s claims have been undermined 
and do not rise to the level of substantial mismanagement, as alleged. 

2. Improper Delegation of Authority 

While the April 2, 2020, Board meeting minutes reflect that the Board ultimately approved Mr. 
Hickey’s authority to sign checks, the Board did not approve authority to enter into contracts and 
agreements generally, nor do the minutes include any discussion or notes related to this issue. 

As explained repeatedly above, Mr. Hickey simply applied for the PPP loan on behalf of RVC 
but did not enter into the PPP loan for the Charter School. He served as the contact person, but not 
the corporation’s principal. 

3. Repeated Failure to Comply with the Brown Act 

Yet, there is a systemic failure to comply with the letter or spirit of the Brown Act. 
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This allegation recycles (again) allegations responded to in detail above and summarized here: 

● RVC did not learn of the loan eligibility email until the day of the April 23rd Board meeting, 
so could not have agendized it in advance. 

● Budget documents did not account for PPP funds because the Charter School was operating 
from information that all funding under the program had run out. 

● The Business Official was not entering into the PPP loan, but simply moving forward with 
the application process. 

● The Board properly voted to authorize the Board Chair or School Director to execute a PPP 
loan with Westamerica, and the meeting agenda permitted such a vote. 

4. Failure to Comply with Americans with Disabilities Act 

RVC is now approaching the start of its second year in the site yet it remains out of compliance with 
the ADA. Because the site is out-of-compliance with the ADA and therefore inaccessible to students 
with disabilities, RVC is not serving or able to serve all students who wish to attend the Charter 
School in violation of its Charter and the law. 

It is not correct that RVC is out of compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(“ADA”). The site was constructed before the ADA came into existence and has been used 
continuously as a private school for several decades to serve students. When RVC took possession of 
the facility, when Cascade Canyon ceased operation in June of 2020, it agreed with its chartering 
authority that it should undertake a barrier removal project to insure that any handicapped student or 
parent had fully access to the school’s educational offerings. It has spent the past year working on 
this project. 

Furthermore, RVC has been operating school entirely through distance learning, just as RVSD 
is. Accordingly, no students are accessing the school site. And yet, like RVSD, the Charter School 
is open and serving all students who wish to attend. 

Although our voluntary ADA barrier removal project was delayed by COVID-19, closing 
down work and permitting for many weeks, we are in the process of completing our work and plan 
for the site to be ready to receive students when safety permits. RVC expects that it will have 
completed all ADA renovations per our agreement with our chartering authority by October 15th . 

5. Failure to Comply with Fire and Life Safety Requirements 

In addition to the need for ADA compliance, RVC was informed by the fire inspector that the Charter 
School must have an updated fire and life safety system. 

RVC was approved to occupy the site with the existing Fire/Life/Safety system in place at the time 
of initial occupancy. It was the voluntary ADA barrier removal construction that generated the 
request for an upgrade in the system.  The existing system remains in place.  Infrastructure work has 
begun to facilitate this installation. The master panel is installed onsite, a contract for work is signed, 
and we expect the upgraded system to be installed by Winter Break. 
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Required Corrective Actions and Opportunity to Cure 

The Charter School declines the District’s invitation to take actions #1 through 4 in RVSD’s 
list, and notes that all current Board Members, the School Director and Secretary to the Board all 
completed annual Brown Act training and Conflict of Interest training on September 16, 2020.  

As mentioned above, RVC expects that it will have completed all ADA renovations per our 
agreement with our chartering authority by October 15th . 

RVC has worked diligently to implement distance learning instruction for all of our students, 
including those with individualized education programs and other plans. We have not yet begun on 
campus in-person instruction for any students as of the date of this letter, so no ‘disabled’ student has 
been excluded from in-person instruction any more than all of the thousands of other students across 
the county who are waiting for their public schools to reopen their campuses to in-person instruction.  

* * * 

RVC has fully, and in good-faith, responded to all of the District’s allegations through this 
extra-legal procedural vehicle. Given FCMAT and MCOE’s lack of interest in this subject matter, 
we fervently hope that RVSD, too, will move on from the topic and focus instead on the student 
academic achievement and operational matters described in RVC’s charter renewal petition. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Sagar, Board Chair 

Luke Duchene, School Director 

Cc: Ross Valley School Board 
       Mary Jane Burke 

Appendices Attached 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Robert Henry <rhenryedlaw@gmail.com> 

Date: Sat, Sep 19, 2020 at 4:18 PM 

Subject: FCMAT Report 

To: Sue Ann Evans <sevans@dwkesq.com>, <sharon.sagar@rossvalleycharter.org> 

Cc: Mary Jane Burke <mjburke@marinschools.org>, Michael Fine <mfine@fcmat.org>, Marci Trahan 

<mtrahan@rossvalleyschools.org>, Terena Mares <tmares@marinschools.org>, <sbe@cde.ca.gov>, 

<jcias@cde.ca.gov>, <sfarland@cde.ca.gov>, Brooks Allen <ballen@marinschools.org> 

Dear Parties:

     By letter dated August 28, 2020 the Ross Valley School District (District) requested the Marin 

County Office of Education (MCOE) to conduct an Education Code section 1241.5 audit of the Ross 

Valley Charter School (Charter School). The letter set forth several bases for requesting that MCOE 

conduct the audit.

      After an initial review of the request MCOE referred the District's request to the Fiscal Crisis and 

Management Assistance Team (FCMAT).

 You will find attached a copy of the FCMAT determination with respect to the District's request. 

     I have reviewed the FCMAT determination and I have discussed the matter with the chief 

executive officer of FCMAT . Based on my review of the FCMAT determination and my own review of 

the underlying issues I have concluded that MCOE should accept the FCMAT determination. I have 

also determined that in light of the FCMAT analysis and conclusion the MCOE should not invoke its 

discretionary authority under Educations Code sections 1240(a) ( to superintend schools in the 

county), 47604.3 (COE right to request information from charter schools operating in the county), 

and 47604.4 (right of COE to "investigate and monitor" charter schools operating in the county).

 After discussing the matters set forth above with the Marin County Superintendent of Schools 

and with the Deputy County Superintendent of Schools I have been authorized to advise you that 

the MCOE will not invoke its discretionary authority under any of the Education Code sections noted 

above. 

Robert J Henry 

--

Our school mailing address is 102 Marinda Drive  Fairfax, CA  94930  Phone (415)534-6970 

APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 

Conn Hickey Cell Phone Logs Regards Phone calls with Westamerica Bank Customer 
Service Personal in April and May 2020 

• 4-3 13 min I called to start the application process by phone and provided my 
contact info to be informed when applications would be open 

• 4-6 21 min  Bank personnel explained in detail how the application process was 
going to work and that the web site would have the application available at any 
moment 

• 4-8 3 min I called to express frustration that could not get in despite trying every 15 
minutes 

• 4-9 1 min I called to report success in applying 
• 4-14 1 min I called inquiring on status of application as money was starting to run 

out according to national news 
• 4-21 4 min I called again to ask if the loan had been approved. Evidence that I had 

not seen the 4-19 counteroffer email until 4-23 
• 4-24 7 min  I called to ask whether the bank would participate in what looked like a 

new possible funding round. 
• 4-28 3 min  Bank called letting me know RVC had a loan number and that I should 

look for an email confirming that. 
• 5-1 3 min I called the bank to confirm having received the 4-29 email announcing 

the granting of the loan. 
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From: Conn Hickey 
To: SBA Lending 
Subject: Re: Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090 
Date: Thursday, April 23, 2020 10:27:22 AM 

Dear Westamerica 

We accept your counter offer. 

Conn Hickey 
Business Official 
Ross Valley Charter 

On Sun, Apr 19, 2020 at 9:52 AM SBA Lending <SBA.Lending@westamerica.com> wrote: 

We received notification from the Small Business Administration that the SBA CARES Act 
Paycheck Protection Loan program funding limits were reached on Thursday, April 16, 2020 
and they are no longer accepting applications. 

Westamerica will continue processing and preparing submitted applications. 

In the event the program receives additional funding and program rules and guidance allow 
us to do so, we will resume submission to the SBA for loan guaranty and approval. 

We have received your application for processing and data verification. Your business appears 
to meet the criteria for a PPP loan, however we need additional information from your business 
to complete our processing: 

Documentation submitted with your application supports a maximum loan amount of: 
$270,653.00. 

You may accept this loan amount or you may complete the attached Payroll Calculation 
Worksheet and return to us with corresponding documentation of 2019 payroll. 
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· If this loan amount is acceptable to you, please respond to this message stating the reduced 
loan amount is acceptable. We will proceed with our processing. 

· You may complete and submit the attached Payroll Calculation Worksheet which shows 
your calculations of your original loan request. Respond directly to this message requesting an 
additional review with the completed worksheet and corresponding documentation of 2019 
payroll. 

If you would like to submit documents containing non-public information via a secure 
document portal, please notify us by replying to this email and we will send you a link. 

The Paycheck Protection Program is administered by the SBA and is limited to an authorized 
funding amount as designated by the federal government. The SBA has indicated that loans 
under the Paycheck Protection Program will be made available on a first come, first served 
basis. Given the limitations on SBA authorized funding and the significant volume of 
applications already submitted to Westamerica Bank and other lenders, not every qualified 
applicant will receive loan proceeds under the program. 

Sincerely, 

Westamerica Bank 

1 (800)848-1088 

The Federal Equal Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of age (provided the 
applicant has the capacity to enter into a binding contract); color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status; because all or part of the 
applicant’s income derives from any public assistance program; or because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the 
Consumer Credit Protection Act. The federal agency that administers compliance with this law concerning Westamerica Bank is: Federal 
Reserve Consumer Help Center, PO Box 1200, Minneapolis, MN 55840. 
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October 24, 2020 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Analysis of Petition Review – Ross Valley Charter School 

Ross Valley Elementary School District 

The Ross Valley Elementary School District (District) is nestled in the heart of beautiful Marin 

County and approximately twenty miles north of the Golden Gate Bridge. 

The District serves the communities of San Anselmo and Fairfax serving 2,100 students from 

transitional kindergarten (TK) through eighth grade at four elementary and one middle school 

campus. 

BACKGROUND 
The District had a specialized program – Multi-Age Program (MAP). A group of community 

members that included parents and teachers presented the Ross Valley Charter School (RVCS) 

charter petition to the District for approval to operate the MAP program as a separate charter 

school. 

The District had concerns including the lack of fiscal viability and denied the charter petition 

which was presented to and subsequently denied by the Marin County Office of Education but 

ultimately approved by the State Board of Education to begin operation in 2016. The charter 

school later received a material revision and did not begin instruction until the 2017-18 school 

year. 

The charter board president at the time was previously a District board member and is now the 

“volunteer business official” and has signed emails as the CFO/Treasurer.  It is reported that he 

currently works for EdTec as a “Client Manager.” EdTec is the charter school’s back office 

service provider which may create a conflict of interest. 

Current Petition 

On August 10, 2020, the charter submitted a renewal petition to the District to commence a 

new charter term beginning July 1, 2021. Both the District and RVCS have agreed to dates for 

the petition renewal process. 

Upon initial review, it was revealed through documents provided by the California Department 

of Education (CDE), California Public Records Act, and verified by RVCS that there is a Paycheck 

Protection Program (PPP) loan. There are potential issues with the how the loan was obtained 

and if there was proper governing board approval to enter into a loan. 
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ADA Compliance Corrective Action/Loan 

The California Department of Education, which currently provides oversight to the charter 

school, has noticed RVCS of an Americans with Disabilities Act compliance issue and informed 

the charter school that it may not serve students at the site until it has come into compliance 

and CDE has visited to confirm compliance. 

RVCS is required to correct specific fire, life, safety concerns as directed and has entered into a 

loan agreement totaling $360,000 for the necessary renovations. Accordingly, RVCS is 

prohibited from having students on campus until the work is complete and approved by CDE. 

Due to the COVID pandemic, all students are participating in distance learning instruction. 

According to the RVCS Budget Narrative dated September 23, 2020, the RVCS governing board 

has approved a new loan in the amount of $355,000 and construction has started. According to 

the cash flow projections, the loan proceeds of $350,000 and expenses of $337,500 are 

represented in September 2020, however, the “balloon” payment of $123,080 that should be 

included in the June 2024 cash outflows is not represented as described in the RVCS Budget 

Narrative (narrative) discussion (see Cash Flow page 8.) 

REVIEW DOCUMENTS 
o 2018 Independent Audit Report 

o State board authorized in 2016, expires June 3, 2021 

o Non-public benefit corporation 501(c)(3) 

o Started September 2017 

o Revolving Loan $250,000; Principal payments of $62,500 annually plus interest; 

5 years 

o STRS and PERS 

o Five member board; school district is Luke Duchene, M.ED. 

 Minutes: In compliance 

 ADA P2 

 No material weaknesses 

 No findings 

o Attorney Letter: Dated September 5, 2020 – Personal Loans 

o Personal loans total $145,514 dated July 1, 2017 all except one is due June 30, 

2019 the last one for $16,514 is due December 1, 2019. 

o Letter dated September 3, 2020 – Notice of Alleged Violations & Reasonable 

Opportunity to Cure from Ross Valley School District. 

o Renewal was sent to the District on August 10, 2020 under section 47607(e) 

 Letter cites: Fiscal Mismanagement regarding Paycheck Protection 

Program loan proceeds. 
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 Claim that on April 2, 2020, Conn Hickey, a board authorized volunteer 

business official applied for a PPP loan. Specifically, the board stated that 

he was unauthorized to sign or entered into agreements. 

 On April 19th, Westamerica Bank, Hickey’s former employer, notified 
Hickey that the RVCS was eligible for $270,653 which was $21,832 lower 

than the original amount requested. 

 On April 23rd, following the final loan approval, the governing board took 

action to approve after the fact. 

o EdTec Network – April 2020 Income Statement 

 Shows negative Equity of $50,863.77. 

o EdTec Network – End of June 2020 - Income Statement and Balance Sheet; 

Unaudited Actuals 2019-20 – Alternative Form June 30, 2020 

 Cash balance of $334,633 includes the loan proceeds within the savings 

of $297,238. Excluding the loan proceeds that may potentially need to be 

returned leaves $63,980 cash availability. 

 As noted in the 2018 audit report, the Revolving Loan has a principal 

payment of $62,500 annually. While the interest payment of $1,038 is 

represented in the financial statements, the principal payment of 

$62,500 is not. 

 Net Income is stated to be $52,659, however, this amount should be 

reduced by $62,500 for the principal loan payment. 

 Analyzing the components of major object codes as represented on the 

EdTec financial statement: Note that Services and Other Operating 

represents 25% of the operating budget. The following categories should 

be analyzed further, and some categories questioned: 

 Accounting Fees, Administrative Fees, Business Services, $84,481 

 Service 10, $12,197 

 Enrichment Program, $80,226 

 Marketing and Student Recruiting, $10,906 

 Consultants – Other 1, $2,835 

 Consultants – Other 2, $7,178 

 Special Education Contract Instructors, $47,686 

 The Unaudited Actuals – June 30, 2020 show a fund balance of $269,519. 

Any adjustments as mentioned above will reduce the fund balance 

accordingly. 

 Long-Term Liabilities are stated at $436,665 which includes the potential 

liability of the PPP loan repayment should the loan not be forgiven, or if 

the application was obtained without proper authority and 

misrepresentation. 

 RVC Budget Narrative and Monthly Cash Forecast dated September 23, 

2020. 
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 RVCS Board Minutes September 10, 2020 

 Lease agreement 

 Alarm System Monitoring Agreement 

 Pacific Charter School Development – Construction Loan terms and 

conditions 

 Complete CDE file – Request for Public Documents 

o Letter in response to notice of violation by RVC Board Chair and School Director 

with attachments Appendix A – D. 

REVENUES, ENROLLMENT & AVERAGE DAILY 

ATTENDANCE (ADA) 
Analysis of Enrollment/ADA/LCFF Calculation 

The Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) provides the largest revenue source for school 

districts and charter schools in California. Funding is calculated based on Average Daily 

Attendance (ADA), and enrolled students that qualify for free/reduced priced meals, foster 

youth, or English Learners as of Information Day. Rates for grade spans are applied to these 

factors to calculate total revenue. 

RVCS’s LCFF calculation is within reasonable ranges based on student growth of 18 students for 
the 2021-22 school year. The Fiscal Crisis & Management Assistance (FCMAT) Calculator shows 

only minor revenue adjustments when compared with RVCS’s calculations. The FCMAT 
calculator below shows the charter enrollment, ADA, unduplicated percentages, and local 

property taxes according to RVCS: 
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Should enrollment of 18 students not materialize, RVCS should be prepared to make immediate 

adjustments for the loss in funding. For example, a decrease of 5 students in grades 4-5 will 

cause revenue to decrease by $44,152 in 2021-22 ($1,711,423 - $1,667,271) as shown below. 

This demonstrates the volitality in funding from minor changes in enrollment/ADA especially 

for a small charter school. 

Fundraising and Grants 

While it is typical for charter schools to aggressively seek donations and local grants, these 

funds are not guaranteed in the form of a grant or entitlement. Due to the downturn in the 

economy, donations and local grants are expected to be significantly lower. 

RVCS has reduced estimates by 40% in the current budget yet overall, the projection represents 

5.7% of total projected revenues, or $130,670 in 2020-21. In 2021-22, donations increase to 

$208,240, or 8.3% of revenues which is not reasonable. 

Proposed Adjustments to Revenue 2021-22: 

Revenue Source Fiscal Year 2021-22 

Fundraising and Grants 208,240 

Proposed Decrease in Revenue ($280,240) 

A recommended best practice is to budget for donations and local grants when letters granting 

the donation, or letter of entitlement is received especially during times of economic 

uncertainty. 
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EXPENDITURES 
Salary & Benefits 

Salary and benefits are the single largest expenditures in the budget normally representing 80% 

-85% of the operating expenditures. 

For RVCS in fiscal year 2021-22 salary and benefits total $1,593,329, or 65.8%; and in fiscal year 

2022-23, $1,619,355, or 67.8% far below normal levels. The primary reason is that RVCS 

contracts out for professional services and special education specialists such as occupational 

therapy, testing and mental health services. 

Books & Supplies 

This category includes textbooks and other reference materials; educational software; other 

instructional materials for the classrooms; art and music supplies; student meals and more. 

For fiscal year 2021-22, RVCS appropriates a nominal amount of $76,768, or 0.03%, of the 

operating budget to student books and supplies; and in fiscal year 2022-23 an amount of 

$37,260, or 0.02%. 

Classroom supplies and the additional need for Personal Protective Equipment as students and 

staff return to hybrid learning or in-person learning is not sufficiently represented in the budget 

forecast model for the 2021-22 school year and beyond. 

Services & Operating 

This category includes rent; utilities; repairs and maintenance; accounting and business 

services; contract services; marketing services; contract instructors; technology and 

communications; and insurance. 

For fiscal year 2021-22, RVCS projects total expenditures totaling $687,877, or 28.4% of the 

operating budget; and in fiscal year 2022-23 $672,543, or 28.1% almost ten (10) times the 

amount spent on student books and supplies. 

Services and other operating expenditures represent a significant portion of the overall 

expenditure budget. This demonstrates the need for RVCS to rely upon outside services for 

several functions of the business operations through an external back office provider and other 

consultants. 

Included in the narrative document is a statement that “property, liability and workers 

compensation insurance are budgeted at 2020-21 contracted prices.” During this 

unprecedented time of COVID-19, it indications are that Workers’ Compensation insurance will 

increase as well as property insurance especially due to increased vandalism at school site and 

wildfires throughout California during this past year. 
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In addition, SB 1159 signed into law on September 17, 2020 effective immediately codifies 

Workers Compensation and expands covered benefits including “full hospital, surgical, medical 

treatment, disability, indemnity, and death benefits” related to COVID-19. In addition, AB 685 

effective January 1, 2021, establishes statewide occupational safety standards, and provides 

the California Division of Occupational Safety and Health expanded authority to enforce the 

new requirements, including civil penalties for non-compliance. The impact of these two 

legislative enhancements to workers who contract COVID-19 will have an impact on Worker 

Compensation rates; therefore, budgeting these expenditures for Workers Compensation 

without increases is an unreasonable assumption. 

Capital Outlay, Depreciation and Other Outflows (Principal and Interest) 

State Charter School Revolving Loan: While depreciation expense appears normal, RVCS does 

not project the repayment of loan obligations for the Charter School Revolving Loan Program in 

the amount of $62,500 in each of five years would need to be budgeted in this category. 

(Assuming the loan started in 2018-19.) While the loan payment may be intercepted from the 

Principal Apportionment (LCFF), the budget projection does not show this amount recorded in 

either the LCFF revenue section as a separate line item deduction, or the Other Outflows as 

would normally be the case. Additionally, the recalculation of the LCFF aligns with RVCS 

calculations of enrollment, ADA and Unduplicated without a loan intercept. 

The following Balance Sheet from April 2020 shows the “CDE Loan Payment” as a liability in 
account number 9670, however, the Income Statement does not include the principal payment 

as a line item expense. 

Federal Paycheck Protection Program: The projected loan payment for the Paycheck Protection 

Program (PPP) is not a guaranteed loan. The fact that there are substantial questions about 

how RVCS obtained the loan and what percentage, if any, may be forgiven is a questionable 

assumption. If the loan is not forgiven, the amount due would be the entire amount of 

$270,563 instead of 50% as is represented in the narrative documents (the narrative says the 

loan is $370,563, however, other documents show the lower amount of $270,563.) Should this 

happen, it would cause RVCS to establish a repayment to the Federal government plus interest 

- a burden on the General Fund that would be unsustainable. 

It is clear and confirmed by the following Balance Sheet from April 2020 prepared by EdTec, 

that without the PPP loan RVCS would show negative equity of $50,863.77. 
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In addition to the PPP loan, RVCS subsequently entered into an agreement for a new loan to 

make required Americans with Disabilities Act renovations to the existing school site facility. 

According to the narrative, $350,000 “has been budgeted as a loan to pay for this work,” 

however, the loan repayment is not represented in the expenditure projection. 

Cash deferrals scheduled for February through June 2021 are projected by RVCS total $643,128 

(State Aid $580,945 plus Special Education Entitlement $62,183.) Loans to charter schools from 

the California School Finance Authority and in the private marketplace may be available to 

cover these shortfalls. In addition, there may be an opportunity for Revenue Anticipation Notes 

to be issued. Both scenarios are not a guarantee as these loan opportunities include repayment 

documents to be approved by the lenders and agencies. Given existing debt burden, lenders 

may be reluctant to offer a loan. 
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Debt Burden 

It is a best practice in many state and local governments for the governing board to adopt a 

comprehensive debt management policy that creates guidelines for issuing and managing debt. 

This is particularly true when school districts and charter schools are entering an era of fiscal 

uncertainty and economic downturn. 

It is recommended by the Government Finance Officers Association that all forms of 

government adopt a comprehensive debt policy. This helps ensure that underwriters and 

financial advisers provide the district with adequate information to analyze future debt, 

enabling the entity to make sound business decisions. 

Although the issuance of debt is an appropriate method for temporary cash flow borrowing and 

financing capital projects and improvements, careful evaluation is required to preserve credit 

strength and fiscal stability of the organization. 

While there is no officially established level for nonvoter approved debt, best practice is to 

provide guidelines that establish debt burden ratios combined with debt affordability criteria in 

the debt management policy. 

A reasonable debt burden factor of 1 - 2% of the unrestricted general fund revenues is 

reasonable. Applying this methodology to the current debt obligation for RVCS reveals that 

debt service payment obligations clearly exceed these recommended levels, an amount that 

cannot be feasibly sustained by the charter’s unrestricted general fund in the long-term. 

A debt burden ratio indicates the organization’s ability to support annual debt payments, 

including principal and interest, from current unrestricted revenue sources. Anytime debt that 

is supported by the general fund is issued, the charter school runs a risk of encountering 

unknown variables that can affect the ability to support the debt obligation(s) and sustain 

budget flexibility, especially in a climate of fiscal uncertainty. 

To determine whether a charter school has too much long-term debt, the amount of the annual 

long-term debt payments is compared to the charter’s total unrestricted general fund 
revenues. Debt levels above a recommended level of 1 – 2% is unsustainable in the current 

economic environment. 

An analysis of the current total long-term indebtedness is an important indication of the 

charter’s ability to be a going concern. Therefore, it is important to determine how much debt 
is serviced using the unrestricted general fund, and how much has a dedicated funding source 

other than the unrestricted general fund. 

It is recommended that RVCS disclose all debt amortization schedules for immediate analysis 

and include these expenses in the financial statements and cash flows for fiscal years 2020-21 

through 2022-23. 
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RVCS has significant existing debt burden: 

o State Revolving Loan, 

o PPP Loan, 

o Construction Loan, and 

o Anticipated loan for cash deferrals. 

Using RVCS financial report and narrative document dated September 23, 2020, the following 

shows current long-term debt load without additional debt to support state imposed cash 

deferrals (estimated at $580,945) in the amount of $921,947. To put this in perspective, the 

total revenues for fiscal year 2020-21 are projected to be $2,306,204 

Current and Projected Long-Term Debt as Reported by RVCS 

Source Description Amount 

Financial Report – Alternative Form 

dated June 30, 2020 

Long-Term Debt $436,665 

RVC Narrative dated September 23, 

2020, page 7 

Construction Loan $350,000 

RVC Narrative dated September 23, 

2020, page 7 

PPP Loan at 50% 

forgiveness 

$135,282 

Total Long-Term Debt $921,947 

This is an extraordinarily high level of significant existing and anticipated debt burden without a 

secure revenue stream. 

Revenues from student enrollment of approximately 200 – 222 students are not sufficient to 

sustain the current projected amount of long-term debt. 

Ending Fund Balance Reserves 

Fund balance reserves are calculated as a percentage of total expenditures and other outflows. 

Included in the components of fund balance is a combination of cash, and non-cash items such 

as accounts receivable. The fund balance must also retain a percentage for the required 

percentage of Reserve for Economic Uncertainty. While not stated in the narrative documents 

or in the Financial Report for June 30, 2020, the required percentage is 5% for a charter school 

this size. 

According to the June 30, 2020 Financial Report – Alternative Form, the total reserve is 

$269,518.72 representing 12.7% of expenditures. While this is clearly above the required 

percentage levels, this amount represents cash and noncash items and does not set aside the 

required Reserve for Economic Uncertainty. 
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Of this amount, $106,012, or 5%, must be set aside for the Reserve for Economic Uncertainty 

and cannot be spent. This leaves $163,507 available for any adjustments, additional 

expenditures, or reductions in revenues. 

Reserves as a percentage can be misleading. A best practice is to have sufficient fund balance to 

cover two or more months of salary and benefits. A review of RVCS cash flow document for 

February 2021, shows salary and benefits total $145,091. Without paying any other obligations 

for the month, the fund balance of $106,012 would be insufficient to cover one month of 

payroll. 

This report has documented several key areas that have potential impacts which can reduce the 

fund balance leaving very little ability for this small charter school to make offsetting 

adjustments. Any one of combination of these will render this charter school insolvent. 

CASH FLOW AND CASH DEFERRALS 
Attached to the narrative document is a “Monthly Cash Forecast” for fiscal year 2020-21. 

The Governor’s Budget Act for fiscal year 2020-21 includes five consecutive deferrals beginning 

in February 2021. These deferrals will cross fiscal years as follows as depicted in the School 

Services of California chart. 

Normally school districts and charter schools received 5% of their total LCFF funding in July and 

5% in August. The remaining amount of 9% each month over the remaining 10 months. 

For fiscal year 2020-21 starting in February 2021, deferrals will be deducted and repaid in the 

next fiscal year. 
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In the RVCS monthly cash flow forecast, LCFF shows the same apportionment as December 

2020 ($128,867). It appears that RVCS has overstated the cash projection by not deducting the 

deferral. This cannot be verified because the “LCFF“ line item is not broken down into the 

component parts: Principal apportionment, Education Protection Account, and local property 

taxes. 

Deferrals are projected to start in February 2021, but if the RVCS projection starts deferrals in 

March 2021 the error could substantially alter the cash flow statement and the need for cash to 

pay obligations. Care should be taken to ensure the deferrals are calculated in the correct 

month in the forecast model for cash flow planning purposes, and broken down into the various 

components because only the principal apportionment is subject to the deferral. 

It is unusual to use the cash flow model to project loan payments that are not represented in 

the budget as an expenditure. A cash flow model starts with the latest approved budget; 

therefore, the cash flow and budget should tie. RVCS should ensure that except for temporary 

loans, long-term loan payments should be included in object codes 7438 – Principal and 7439 – 
Interest for full disclosure. 

In addition, temporary loan inflows and outflows should be represented on separate lines and 

totaled in the “Forecast” columns. These totals should agree with prior year accruals for both 
accounts receivable and accounts payable. 

Currently, these amounts are not totaled and may not agree with prior year accruals. For 

example, total “Revenues – Prior Year Accruals listed in 2022-23 of $785,798 do not agree with 

“Remaining Balance” in 2020-21 of $717,908 – a difference of $67,890. 

RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUDING 

REMARKS 
The following represent significant findings that create substantial uncertainty for the approval 

of RVCS as a going concern. 

1- Enrollment and Average Daily Attendance: The number of students projected of 204 in 

the current year projecting to 222 in the subsequent year (2021-22) may be 

unattainable. Because the number of students is low, a drop in enrollment, even 

negligible, creates a large variance in projected LCFF revenues and addition pressure for 

cash management. 

2- Fundraising and Donations: Fundraising and obtaining local grants and/or donations is 

not a guaranteed revenue stream. During times of fiscal instability, these types of 

revenue sources decrease in amount. Best practice is to budget these revenues when 

award letters are obtained. 

3- Books and Supplies: Classroom supplies and the additional need for Personal Protective 

Equipment as students and staff return to hybrid learning or in-person learning is not 

sufficiently represented in the budget forecast model for at least 2021-22 school year. 
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4- Services and Operations: Services and other operating expenditures represent a 

significant portion of the overall operating budget demonstrating the need to rely upon 

outside services for several aspects of the business operations. 

5- Insurance: Property, liability, and workers’ compensation insurance amounts are likely 

to increase because of the COVID pandemic and wildfires throughout California. 

Budgeting these expenditures without increases is unreasonable. 

6- Debt Burden: RVCS has significant existing debt burden: State Revolving Loan, PPE 

Loan, Construction Loan, and projects additional loan(s) for cash deferrals. This is an 

extraordinarily high level of debt burden without a secure repayment stream. The 

narrative document outlines the need for additional cash borrowing that is not included 

in the projections. 

a. State Revolving Loan: Is not represented in the expenditure budget or cash flow 

document. This is a startup loan in the amount of $250,000 for five years with 

payments of $62,500 each year. It is expected to be paid in full during the 2019-

20 school year but is not represented in the cash flow. 

b. Construction Loan: A balloon payment for $123,080 is due in June 2024 

according to the narrative, however, the cash flow does not show this payment 

as a reduction in cash. Including this payment would cause negative cash flows in 

that month. 

7- Ending Fund Balance: While RVCS purports to have a high level of reserves as a 

percentage of expenditures, percentages can be misleading. A best practice is to have 

sufficient reserves to ensure that core operational costs such as salary and benefits are 

not interrupted. RVCS has not set aside the required percentage for Reserve for 

Economic Uncertainty and remaining balances are subject to cash availability. 

8- Cash Flow: During times of cash deferrals, the function of cash management becomes 

imperative. RVCS relies heavily upon fundraising and donations to balance the budget. 

Pressure from existing and proposed cash borrowing is unsustainable over time. Should 

the PPP loan require full repayment, RVCS will need to factor (sell) its receivables at high 

interest rates or negotiate a credit line to ensure payroll and other obligations are met. 

Given the low enrollment and current economic uncertainties at the State and Federal 

level coupled with existing debt burden, RVCS may not be a going concern. 

9- Other Observations: 

a. According to the narrative statement, the volunteer Business Official has the 

prerequisite experience to manage RVCS. Even though there is evidence of 

significant private sector financial management, California school finance is 

uniquely different and requires extensive experience. Even with a strong 

background in private sector accounting by the volunteer Business Official, RVCS 

contracts out all the critical functions of the Business Office. 

b. All critical functions of the Business Office are contracted out according to the 

narrative statement. Contracting for business services continues throughout the 

projection period for bookkeeping, accounts payable, accounting, payroll, and 
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student accounting reporting services leaving the charter organization 

vulnerable to timing and processing delays where critical decisions need to be 

made. 

c. Revenues from student enrollment of approximately 200 - 222 students are not 

sufficient to sustain the amount of debt burden when minor decreases in 

student enrollment, average daily attendance and have a major impact on the 

fiscal stability of the charter school. Given the low enrollment, cash deficits, and 

loan challenges, this level of debt burden is not a best practice. 

d. The annual audit report for June 30, 2018 was submitted, however, the audit 

report for June 30, 2019 was not received for review. 

In conclusion, assumptions drive the budget which in turn drives the cash flow with other 

known variables such as deferrals. Reasonable assumptions for enrollment, ADA, unduplicated 

counts, donations, along with expenditures based on reasonable estimates for future increases 

should be supported with historical trend analysis coupled with known variables and potential 

future impacts that potentially can impact fiscal solvency. 

It is of great concern that RVCS is heavily indebted going into a period of economic downturn 

with state imposed cash deferrals. 

Deborah Deal, Owner 
Deal Consulting, Inc. 
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ROSS VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER 

RENEWAL PETITION 

NOTICE OF CORRECTION RE DISTRICT STAFF REPORT PUBLISHED OCTOBER 26, 2020 

Please take notice that Ross Valley School District’s (“District”) Staff Report 

regarding Ross Valley Charter School (“RVC” or “Charter School”) published on October 26, 

2020, is corrected as follows: 

1) On page 7, third paragraph, the last sentence, the date March 14, 2020 should be 

replaced with the date May 14, 2020 and should be amended to read: 

“The April 23 minutes were approved and posted on May 14, 2020.” 

2) On page 10, third full paragraph, first sentence “PPO” should be replaced with “PPP” 

and should be amended to read: 

"As stated, no need or basis for the loan was discussed or referenced at any time 

prior to applying for and obtaining the PPP loan, nor are RVC’s claims for current 

need for the intended purposes of the PPP loan honest.” 

3) On page 19, second full paragraph, the following should be added to the end of the 

paragraph as follows: 

“When Conn Hickey resigned as Treasurer, the Board appointed Board Member 

Cheryl Flick as the Treasurer by a 6-0 vote, which apparently included a vote by Ms. 

Flick. Until a board member is elected and sworn, they have no authority to cast a 

vote.” (See RVC Bylaws, Article VII, Sections 3 and 12.) 

Notice of Correction re Staff Report – Ross Valley Charter 
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102 Marinda Dr., Fairfax, CA 94930 / 415-534-6970 / RossValleyCharter.org 

November 6, 2020 

Via Email 
mtrahan@rossvalleyschools.org 

Marci Trahan, Superintendent 
Ross Valley School District 
110 Shaw Drive 
San Anselmo, CA 94960 

RE: Response to Findings for Denial of Charter Renewal Petition 

Dear Superintendent Trahan: 

We write in response to Ross Valley School District’s (“RVSD” or the “District”) 
attempted findings for denial of the Ross Valley Charter School’s (“RVC” or the “Charter School”) 
charter renewal petition, contained in the District Staff Report (the “findings”). We remain 
exceedingly disappointed that the District elects to take an antagonistic position against our high-
performing, successful public charter school. 

The majority of the findings are recycled from claims and allegations that have repeatedly 
failed to win traction. The District staff and counsel first peddled these ideas to the Marin County 
Office of Education (“MCOE”), then to the Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team 
(“FCMAT”), then repurposed them as a “notice of violation” to RVC, and finally they appear 
again in the findings for denial of the renewal charter. Both MCOE and FCMAT declined to take 
the action that the District staff and counsel urged. After reviewing hundreds of pages of materials, 
both MCOE and FCMAT stated in writing that they would not be pursuing any kind of 
investigation or other process with the Charter School. The “notice of violation” is not a legal 
right that RVSD holds, as the District is not currently the chartering authority of RVC. 

Quite simply, RVSD has been unable to provide evidence substantiating its allegations that 
anything unlawful occurred in RVC’s award of a Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) loan, 
related to the deep economic uncertainty resulting from the COVID-19 global pandemic. The 
Charter School pursued a PPP loan in order to make its payroll during the summer when 
apportionment funds were deferred. Going forward into the 2020-21 school year and beyond, 
RVC will have to carefully manage its cash flow through state deferrals, without many of the low-
cost, short-term financing tools available to it that school districts can take advantage of. 
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Notably, the District’s 251-page Staff Report makes no allegation that RVC has an unsound 
educational program. This is a testament to the efficacy of the high-quality educational program 
that the Charter School operates. Indeed, RVC students earned the “blue,” or highest rating on the 
California School Dashboard in English Language Arts and Mathematics in 2019, the last year for 
which data is available. Therefore, in accordance with the will of the Legislature, as expressed in 
Education Code Section 47605(c), “[t]he governing board of the school district shall grant a charter 
for the operation of a school under this part if it is satisfied that granting the charter is consistent 
with sound educational practice and with the interests of the community in which the school is 
proposing to locate.” (Emphasis added.) We urge the Board to set aside the unreliable findings 
and instead vote to approve RVC’s charter renewal petition. 

Response to Findings 

At the outset, we remind the District of the provisions of the Education Code that provides 
specific guidance to governing boards to approve the establishment of charter schools. Education 
Code Section 47605(c) states: 

In reviewing petitions for the establishment of charter schools . . . the chartering 
authority shall be guided by the intent of the Legislature that charter schools are 
and should become an integral part of the California educational system and that 
establishment of charter schools should be encouraged. 

(Emphasis added.) 

Education Code Section 47605(c) also provides the limited legal grounds on which a 
charter petition may be denied, as follows: 

The governing board of the school district shall grant a charter for the operation of 
a school under this part if it is satisfied that granting the charter is consistent with 
sound educational practice and the interests of the community in which the school 
is proposing to locate. The governing board of the school district shall consider the 
academic needs of the pupils the school proposes to serve. The governing board 
of the school district shall not deny a petition for the establishment of a charter 
school unless it makes written factual findings, specific to the particular 
petition, setting forth specific facts to support one or more of the following 
findings: 

(1) The charter school presents an unsound educational program for the pupils 
to be enrolled in the charter school. 
(2) The petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the 
program set forth in the petition. 
(3) The petition does not contain the number of signatures required by subdivision 
(a) [of Education Code Section 47605]. 
(4) The petition does not contain an affirmation of each of the conditions described 
in subdivision (e) [of Education Code Section 47605]. 
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(5) The petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of [the 
15 required elements.] 
(6) The petition does not contain a declaration of whether or not the charter school 
shall be deemed the exclusive public employer of the employees of the charter 
school . . . 

(emphasis added.) 

Accordingly, under the Charter Schools Act, a school district board of education is required 
to approve a charter petition, unless it makes specific written factual findings to support a denial 
based on the grounds enumerated under Section 47605 – “specific to the particular petition” before 
the chartering authority. 

The Staff Report’s findings are not valid grounds on which approval for the Charter 
Petition may be denied. As demonstrated herein, the findings are based on inaccurate facts, 
inaccurate legal interpretation, or go beyond the requirements set forth in law, and therefore the 
findings constitute an impermissible basis for denial of the Charter. Moreover, many of the 
findings concern matters that could have been resolved by a collaborative discussion with District 
staff, or through a separate memorandum of understanding with the District. We were disappointed 
that neither of these options were presented by the District. 

In summary, given the overall strength of RVC’s renewal charter petition, the team of 
professionals behind the Charter School, the support of interested teachers and students, and the 
value of and need for the Charter School’s highly successful program within the community, the 
charter petition merits approval. The findings in the Staff Report do not support denial in these 
circumstances. 

Below, please find excerpts of the findings, in the order in which they were presented (in 
italicized text), immediately followed by the Charter School’s response (in plain text). 

A. RVC Is Demonstrably Unlikely To Successfully Implement Its Program Set Due To 
Substantial Fiscal Or Governance Factors 

RVSD does not have the legal authority to invoke Education Code Section 47607(e), as it 
attempts to do here. Education Code Section 47607(e) is a new provision of law, which became 
effective on July 1, 2020. Section 47607(e) permits “the chartering authority” to deny a charter 
school’s charter renewal petition “upon a finding that the school is demonstrably unlikely to 
successfully implement the program set forth in the petition due to substantial fiscal or governance 
factors, or is not serving all pupils who wish to attend.” (Education Code Section 47607(e), 
emphasis added.) It is undisputed that the State Board of Education (“SBE”) is “the chartering 
authority” of RVC. RVSD is not “the chartering authority” of RVC. Accordingly, the SBE alone 
has the legal authority to invoke the rights and obligations set forth in Education Code Section 
47607(e). 
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Indeed, the District’s purported notice of violation expressly states: “…the District does 
not believe it is required to issue a notice of violation and provide RVC with a reasonable 
opportunity to cure the violations pursuant to Section 47607 before it may take action to deny 
RVC’s renewal petition since it is not the chartering authority….” (Emphasis added.) Quite 
simply, the Charter School fails to see why RVSD would drag the parties through a process it 
knows the District does not have the legal authority to pursue. 

The Legislature’s choice to specify a definite article, “the,” in Education Code Section 
47607(e) is a significant one. It means that, unlike many of the other instances of the phrase 
“chartering authority” in Section 47607, the use in subdivision (e) necessarily limits the reach of 
that subdivision only to the entity currently authorizing a charter school seeking renewal of its 
charter petition. Such a limit makes sense with the purpose and scope of the subdivision, for two 
key reasons. First, only the current chartering authority would be able to authentically document 
whether a charter school committed “substantial fiscal or governance factors, or is not serving all 
pupils who wish to attend.” Indeed, RVSD complained that it was limited in alleging this violation 
because it did not have access to all California Department of Education oversight documents.  
And second, with no formal relationship between “a” chartering authority and a charter school, 
there is no mechanism to hold a charter school accountable to any cures of alleged violations. 

Education Code Section 47607 contains multiple mentions of “chartering authority,” some 
with the definite article (“the”), some with the indefinite article (“a”). The weight and significance 
of the Legislature’s choice of a definite article in subdivision (e) is illustrated with a few examples.  
In subdivision (a)(2), “a” chartering authority may grant one or more charter renewals. This 
recognizes the fact that charter renewals may be granted by one of several different entities (e.g., 
on appeal or by the original denying district of an SBE-authorized charter school). Subdivision 
(a)(3) states that material revisions may only be approved by “the” chartering authority. This 
recognizes the fact that material revisions may not be appealed like a new or renewal charter.  
Subdivision (a)(5) allows “the” chartering authority to inspect or observe the charter school. This 
recognizes the fact that only the current chartering authority may inspect or observe the charter 
school. Subdivision (c)(7) sets forth a process for “the” chartering authority to determine 
accountability metrics for a Dashboard Alternative Status School. This recognizes the fact that 
such a charter school would seek renewal from its authorizer. And subdivisions (f)-(h) set forth 
the process for revocation by “the” chartering authority. This recognizes the fact that only the 
current chartering authority can revoke a charter. 

RVC could continue on with this list, including distinguishing counter-examples. The 
maxim of statutory construction, however, does not change. The Legislature limited the scope and 
reach of subdivision (e) to “the” chartering authority, which, here, means only the SBE.  
Therefore, RVSD has no legal authority to invoke this procedure and this entire finding has 
no legal import. Because this entire finding is unlawful, it cannot be used to deny the charter 
renewal petition. RVC has responded to these allegations in good faith, but none of these 
findings may lawfully be relied upon to make a decision to deny the charter renewal decision. 

Fiscal Mismanagement 

District Finding: 1. Timeline of Paycheck Protection Program Loan Process 
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Contrary to the various statements in the Resolution, the facts show the Resolution was 
approved by the Board after the loan was already applied for by Mr. Hickey on April 9; accepted 
by Mr. Hickey on April 23rd prior to the April 23rd Board meeting; was awarded by the SBA 
on April 27; was signed by Mr. Duchene on May 8th; and was funded on May 13th 
(“Westamerica is pleased to have funded an SBA Paycheck Protection Program Loan for your 
business.”). Yet none of these facts are included in the Resolution. 

RVC Response: This unlawful finding consists of a re-telling of the facts that led to RVC’s 
application for, and award of, a PPP loan. RVC does not dispute the dates cited by the District, 
except that the loan was funded on May 8. What RVSD fundamentally misunderstands, though, 
is the crucial difference between applying for a PPP loan, and actually entering into a PPP loan.  
A loan application does not in any way commit RVC to agree to receive a loan. 

Given the unexpected length of stay-home orders, and the extent to which life has been upended 
by COVID-19, it may be difficult to recall the particular landscape of unmitigated chaos that we 
all lived through in March and April of 2020. News, guidance, and state and local orders were 
changing multiple times per day. There was substantial confusion whether people would be 
safe leaving their homes or going to the grocery store. And the federal government was trying 
to stand up a massive financial relief program, the PPP loans, with very little notice and very 
few plans for implementation. The lack of clarity from the federal government resulted in chaos 
at the local and national banks across the country that were thrust into the position of accepting 
applications for PPP loans.  The scene was no different in the Bay Area. 

RVC’s Board authorized its business official, Conn Hickey, to apply for a PPP loan. The Board 
made this authorization with the knowledge that applying for a loan, alone, would not commit 
the Charter School to anything related to the PPP program. There was no contract, no financial 
commitment, no repayment terms, and no certainty whatsoever that RVC would be awarded a 
loan.  Compounding the confusion was pressure to apply quickly, before PPP funds dried up. 

On April 3rd, the day after the RVC Board authorized Mr. Hickey to apply for the loan, Mr. 
Hickey called Westamerica branch personnel. Westamerica took down the Business Official’s 
information and said he would be added to a list to contact when the bank was ready to accept 
applications. On April 6th, Mr. Hickey contacted the bank again by phone and learned how the 
PPP application process was going to work, which consisted of an online application being 
“periodically available during the day.” (Attached as Appendix A is a cell phone call log.) On 
April 8th, all day, Mr. Hickey refreshed a browser window for the application every 15 minutes, 
and did not get into the application. He again called the bank that day to express his frustration 
at not being able to get into the application and was told the bank customer service person was 
similarly frustrated. Finally, on April 9th, Mr. Hickey tried every 6 minutes, starting from the 
early morning and finally was able to access the online application shortly after 10:00 am. He 
called the bank personnel he had been working with to tell them he had got in. 

In practical terms, the School Director or Board Chair could not have successfully navigated 
this process, or completed the application, because of the vigilance and focused attention needed 
to refresh a browser every six minutes. During those early days of school closures, the School 
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Director and Board Chair were, instead, intently focused on ensuring that all students and 
employees had the resources they needed to engage in distance learning. 

Contrary to RVSD’s allegation, the RVC Board did have a lengthy discussion about the PPP 
loan, culminating in asking its Business Official to apply for it. The minutes of the April 2nd 

RVC special Board meeting clearly indicate that there was a long discussion of the economic 
uncertainty caused by COVID-19 that created the need for a PPP loan. The minutes also include 
a discussion of the loan and its attributes. What the minutes (which document only a brief 
summary of the meeting) may not clearly show for those not in attendance is that the Board very 
much wanted to apply for the PPP loan at Westamerica, was worried it might not be able to get 
the loan before the money ran out, and wanted its Business Official to focus on submitting the 
application. 

As to the April 23rd RVC Board meeting, the District is correct that RVC posted the agenda for 
that meeting on April 20th, in compliance with the Brown Act. There were two reasons the 
agenda was not more specific about authorizing the School Director to execute the PPP loan. 

First, national and local news made clear that on April 16th, funding had run out for the PPP.  
Thus, the Charter School lost hope at that time that it would be awarded the loan. As RVC was 
preparing its meeting agenda between April 16th and 20th, it was with the expectation that there 
would not be any funds available for a loan. RVC did not agendize the loan by name because 
it did not believe it would be awarded any PPP funds. Nevertheless, because there was so much 
turmoil and speculation about a possible second round of PPP funding, RVC made the budget 
item on the agenda an action item. Indeed, April 23rd was also the day that the U.S. House of 
Representatives voted to approve a COVID-19 financial relief bill that infused more funding 
into the PPP program. 

Second, the Westamerica email on April 19th was sent from a generic email account at the bank, 
and was not from a bank employee. (Attached as Appendix B.) For this reason, the email was 
routed to the RVC Business Official’s “promotions” email folder. Mr. Hickey had no 
knowledge of the existence of the email. He called the bank customer service personnel on April 
21st to ask if the loan had been approved and was told they thought there was or was about to be 
a counter offer made. (See attached Appendix A. log of phone calls with Westamerica.) On 
April 23rd Mr. Hickey started looking for the email in his junk and promotional email folders 
and discovered the email from Westamerica that morning. He immediately contacted the School 
Director and Board Chair to discuss accepting the bank’s calculation of the amount of PPP funds 
RVC qualified for. This action was not accepting receipt of the loan, but rather agreeing to 
change the application for the lower amount. The School Director and the Board Chair directed 
Mr. Hickey to agree to the bank’s calculation of the amount of PPP funds RVC qualified for.  
Again, prior to the time of Mr. Hickey’s April 23rd email to Westamerica on the morning of the 
RVC Board meeting, the only formal notice RVC had received was an email from Westamerica 
that PPP funds had run out on April 16th. Since there were no funds for the PPP loan, as far as 
RVC knew, Mr. Hickey could not have accepted or entered into a loan on April 23rd. 

RVSD alleges that no “action item” regarding the budget was included in RVC’s April 23rd 

meeting agenda. To the contrary, the agenda states “roll call vote” for the budget item, which 
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clearly indicates that action will be taken. As the District may know, the Brown Act mandates 
that all votes during a teleconference meeting must be taken with a roll call vote. 

RVSD also alleges that the School Director was not authorized to accept the PPP loan and 
execute the loan documents. To the contrary, the RVC Board meeting minutes from the April 
23rd meeting state, “Authorization of the Board Chair or School Director to execute a Small 
Business Administration Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to 
$290,000, as soon as available, was duly moved, seconded and approved by roll call vote, 5-0-
1.” 

We believe that these facts contributed to FCMAT recommending against MCOE using its 
investigation authority to look into improprieties around RVC’s securing of a PPP loan. 

District Finding: 2. Approval of Resolution Mispresenting [sic.] Facts Related to the Paycheck 
Protection Program Loan Process 

However, the Resolution makes repeated references to unsubstantiated future and possible 
financial issues (e.g., potential cash deferrals, possible multi-year recession and difficulty in 
obtaining bank loans), not current problems as required for the loan. It is clear that RVC 
acquired the PPP loan to increase its reserves in anticipation of future need, not to mitigate 
past or current economic hardship – the “current” nature of the “economic need” to which 
applicants must attest is for short-term cash-flow hardships created by current, and not future 
anticipated, COVID-19 related impacts. 

RVC’s claims of current need for funding for the intended purposes of the PPP loan are false.  
Nor was any need or basis for the loan discussed or referenced at any time prior to applying 
for and obtaining the PPP loan. As reflected in the calculations for a PPP loan, it is based upon 
2.5 times the average monthly payroll. The PPP loan is a short term payroll loan, not a loan for 
speculative future need. 

RVC Response: In its May 14th PPP Resolution, the RVC Board did comply with regulations 
from the Small Business Administration (“SBA”), which came in the form of published 
Frequently Asked Questions (“FAQ”). RVC’s Board Resolution addressed the requirements of 
FAQ #31 and #37 in five pages of great detail. The primary need for the loan was the likelihood 
that the State would provide its cash apportionments from one to five months late. The State 
budget that was adopted in June, within RVC’s eight-week PPP period, which started on May 
8th, delayed RVC’s June apportionment payment of $153,434 to the month of July. RVC’s state 
payments are always delayed into the next month because it takes MCOE more than two weeks 
after distribution to process these funds and transfer them to RVC’s bank account. As result, 
RVC received the deferred June state aid payment in August and not in July, causing the RVC 
cash balance to fall to $211,847 on July 31. Without the $270,536 loan received on May 8, RVC 
would not have been able to make its July 31 payroll. 

In addition, the state budget that was passed within RVC’s eight-week PPP loan window is 
going to defer $696,588 of RVC’s apportionment funds between February and June of 2021. 
School districts have ready access to low interest, short term cash funding through loans from 
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the County Treasury, which public charter schools do not have access to. The MCOE business 
office, along with other county education business offices in the Bay Area, supported charter 
schools applying for PPP loans to obtain financing at similarly affordable rates for these cash 
deferrals.   

Since RVC is only in its third year of operation, with only 12% reserves and since MCOE 
delivers state revenue to RVC in the month following when it receives it from the state, RVC is 
perpetually low on cash. Cash flow shortages are one of the primary reasons why the Charter 
School Finance Authority (“CSFA”) makes a $250,000 startup loan available to new charter 
schools. That CSFA loan is now in its fourth year of being paid back and will be completely 
repaid by May of 2021. Furthermore, because RVC is a new school with a relatively short credit 
history, commercial banks are not likely to originate a line of credit in these extremely uncertain 
economic times to RVC, which has only 45 days of expenses in its reserves. During the last 
recession in 2008-2012, charter schools paid twenty percent or more for factored receivable 
loans to cover cash flow due to State apportionment deferrals that spanned up to five months. 
Twenty percent interest for eight months of borrowing the $696,588 of state revenue deferrals 
is close to $100,000. The standard in SBA FAQ#31 for considering other financing is whether 
the business’s “ability to access other sources of liquidity sufficient to support their ongoing 
operations in a manner that is not significantly detrimental to the business.” Adding $100,000 
a year for interest expense for the foreseeable future clearly will be detrimental to RVC’s 
educational mission. At the time these attestations of economic uncertainty were made, interest 
rates of 20% or higher using factoring of receivables appeared to be the only available option. 

The SBA regulations were amended on May 13th with FAQ #46, the day before RVC’s May 
14th Board meeting approving the Resolution. The new regulations stated that any borrower 
that received less than $2 million in loans will be provided a “safe harbor” and will be “deemed 
to have made the required certification concerning the necessity of the loan request in good 
faith.” This regulatory change removed the legal uncertainty in not adequately documenting 
such necessity and completely undermines all the references throughout the complaint about 
violating federal law. Although FAQ #46 offers legal protection for the Charter School, RVC 
fully complied with FAQ #31 on May 14 in laying out its evaluation of current economic 
uncertainty. In this, FCMAT concurred. 

District Finding: 3. False Statements to the Federal Government in the PPP Loan Process 

RVC’s actions including, acceptance of the PPP loan and efforts taken to cover up the improper 
process that was undertaken to obtain the loan, including adoption of the Resolution rife with 
false statements, demonstrate that RVC administration and Board were complicit with the 
deceitful actions of Mr. Hickey in applying for and obtaining the PPP loan. 

RVC Response: This finding recycles the previous two findings (that Mr. Hickey was not 
authorized to apply for a loan, and that RVC did not have current need for the PPP loan), both 
of which have been demonstrated, in the pages above, to be inaccurate. Mr. Hickey completed 
the loan application, but did not authorize or execute the loan. He agreed only to lowering the 
amount requested, to match the amount the bank suggested, after consulting with those 
authorized to execute the loan. The Charter School’s Board determined the likely need for a PPP 
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loan on April 2nd. RVC faced immediate economic uncertainty, to the point where it would not 
have made payroll without the loan during the eight-week period covered by the loan. (It was 
eight weeks at the time; subsequent changes to legislation and regulation have extended this to 
24 weeks).  Here, though, RVSD adds in a claim of fraud by RVC. 

The District’s claims of fraud have no grounding in law or fact, and are not made true simply 
because they are asserted and repeated. The crime of fraud requires intentionality to defraud, 
which never existed, and which RVSD has been unable to provide any evidence for. There was 
no falsehood, there was no cover up, and there was no unlawful action in the Charter School’s 
PPP loan application process. It bears repeating that FCMAT, which is expert in fraud 
investigations, advised MCOE not to pursue an investigation into RVC over the PPP. 

Governance Mismanagement, Violation of Charter, Violation of Law 

The above-described facts demonstrating RVC’s fiscal mismanagement also demonstrate 
substantial mismanagement in governance of RVC by its Board and administration establishing 
that RVC is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program. The following facts 
further demonstrate RVC’s governance mismanagement, violation of the RVC Charter, and 
violation of law such that RVC is unlikely to successfully implement the program. 

District Finding: 1. Board Misrepresentation To The Public Regarding Paycheck Protection 
Program Loan Application And Funding 

In RVC Board Resolution No. 2020-5-14, RVC misrepresented to the public the series of events 
and justifications for its application for and receipt of a PPP loan. 

RVC Response: RVSD’s claim here, recycling the allegations addressed above, is that the 
Resolution falsely stated that on April 23rd, the School Director was authorized to borrow funds 
through the PPP program. As stated above, RVSD alleges that no “action item” regarding the 
budget was included in RVC’s April 23rd meeting agenda. To the contrary, the agenda states 
“roll call vote” for the budget item, which clearly indicates that action will be taken. There were 
four agenda items in the “General Information” section of the agenda. Three of the four included 
the designation “discussion/roll call vote.” One the four, the Local Control and Accountability 
Plan, was only agendized for “discussion.” The Brown Act does not require the word “action” 
to appear on an agenda in order for an entity to communicate to the public that the Board will 
vote on an item. Given that the April 23rd meeting was a teleconference meeting, it is clear that 
the “roll call vote” designation indicates the Board was going to take action. 

RVSD also alleges that the School Director was not authorized to accept the PPP loan and 
execute the loan documents. To the contrary, the RVC Board meeting minutes from the April 
23rd meeting state, “Authorization of the Board Chair or School Director to execute a Small 
Business Administration Payroll Protection Loan Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to 
$290,000, as soon as available, was duly moved, seconded and approved by roll call vote, 5-0-
1.” The RVC Board properly agendized action on its April 23rd agenda, and then it did properly 
take action during that meeting to authorize the Board Chair or School Director to execute a 
PPP loan, as documented in the meeting minutes. 
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The District also attempts to quarrel with the content of the Charter School’s PPP loan 
Resolution. As there is no government-required or even -approved resolution template, RVSD 
can cite no legal authority for its position. Indeed, even FCMAT acknowledged the efficacy of 
RVC’s PPP Resolution, stating: “[h]owever, the school’s five-page, comprehensive Board 
Resolution 2020-5-14, although it may be imperfect, establishes the intent of the board and its 
explanations of the charter school’s qualifications to receive PPP funds.” The District’s claims 
have been undermined and do not rise to the level of substantial mismanagement, as alleged. 

District Finding: 2. Improper Delegation of Authority 

While the April 2, 2020, Board meeting minutes reflect that the Board ultimately approved Mr. 
Hickey’s authority to sign checks, the Board did not approve authority to enter into contracts 
and agreements generally, nor do the minutes include any discussion or notes related to this 
issue. 

RVC Response: As explained repeatedly above, Mr. Hickey simply applied for the PPP loan on 
behalf of RVC, but did not enter into the PPP loan for the Charter School. He served as the 
contact person, but not the corporation’s principal. 

District Finding: 3. Repeated Failure to Comply with the Brown Act 

However, RVC demonstrates a systemic failure to comply with the letter or spirit of the Brown 
Act. 

RVC Response: This allegation recycles (again) allegations responded to in detail above and 
summarized here: 

● RVC did not learn of the loan eligibility email until the day of the April 23rd Board 
meeting, so could not have agendized it in advance. 

● Budget documents did not account for PPP funds because the Charter School was 
operating from information that all funding under the program had run out. 

● The Business Official was not entering into the PPP loan, but simply moving forward 
with the application process. 

● The Board properly voted to authorize the Board Chair or School Director to execute a 
PPP loan with Westamerica, and the meeting agenda permitted such a vote. 

District Finding: 4. Failure to Comply with Americans with Disabilities Act 

Even though the 2020-21 school year is well underway, the site remains out of compliance with 
the ADA. Because the site is out-of-compliance with the ADA and therefore inaccessible to 
students with disabilities, RVC is not serving or able to serve all students who wish to attend the 
Charter School in violation of its Charter and the law. 
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RVC Response: It is not correct that RVS is out of compliance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (“ADA”). The site was constructed before the ADA came into existence and 
had been used continuously as a private school for several decades to serve students. When RVC 
took possession of the facility, after Cascade Canyon School ceased operation in June of 2020, 
the Charter School agreed with its chartering authority that it should undertake a barrier removal 
project to ensure that any disabled student or parent had full access to the Charter School’s 
educational offerings. RVC has spent the past year working on this project. 

Furthermore, RVC has been operating school entirely through distance learning, just as RVSD 
was until just this month. Accordingly, no students have physically attended the school site 
until RVC was ready to return to in-person instruction. And yet, like RVSD, the Charter School 
has been operating and serving all enrolled students. RVC is returning to a hybrid model of in 
classroom learning starting November 16th. It is likely that schools will need to be flexible to 
move back and forth from distance learning to/from in-person instruction until the pandemic is 
behind us 

Although our voluntary ADA barrier removal project was delayed by COVID-19, closing down 
work and permitting for many weeks, the project is now complete. The California Department 
of Education has inspected the site and approved the completed work. The Town of Fairfax 
Building and Planning Department performed an initial walk-through on October 21 and also 
approved the work. RVC is awaiting the issuance of a temporary certificate of occupancy, 
which will be in place until the Fire Marshal approves the pending work to upgrade the fire 
alarms, which is scheduled to begin the week of November 9. 

District Finding:  5. Failure to Comply with Fire and Life Safety Requirements 

In addition to the need for ADA compliance, RVC was informed by the fire inspector that the 
Charter School must have an updated fire and life safety system. 

RVC Response: RVC was approved to occupy the site with the existing Fire/Life/Safety system 
in place at the time of initial occupancy. It was the voluntary ADA barrier removal construction 
that generated the request for an upgrade in the system. The existing system remains in place. 
Infrastructure work has begun to facilitate this installation. The master panel is installed onsite, 
a contract for work is signed, and we expect the work for the upgraded system to begin the week 
of November 9 with a completion date by the end of 2020.. 

RVC cannot acknowledge that it does not have these funds, as it indeed does. The 50% deposit 
for this project has been paid, and the plans for the project have been submitted. All materials 
for the project are available and installation will begin the week of November 9th. In the 
meantime, the existing system remains in place. 

District Finding: 6. Conflict of Interest 

Conflict of interest laws apply to charter schools, including RVC, and are intended to prevent 
conflicts between private interests and public duties, foster integrity in public service, and 
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promote the public’s trust and confidence in that service by placing restrictions on public 
officers and those that advise them. 

RVC Response: RVC agrees with the District’s statement and does not dispute its accuracy.  
RVSD’s characterization of Mr. Hickey’s role with the organization and EdTec, however, is not 
accurate.  The following are the relevant facts that invalidate the District’s finding. 

After RVC was incorporated in July 2014, at its First Board Meeting on September 21, 2014, 
Mr. Hickey was appointed as an initial Board member and elected as Treasurer. Immediately 
after the State Board of Education authorized the Charter School in January of 2016, Mr. Hickey 
resigned from the Board and has not served on it since. Mr. Hickey retained the unpaid 
corporate officer position of Treasurer. One year after Mr. Hickey’s resignation from the Board, 
on February 13, 2017, the RVC Board (again, of which Hickey was not a member) approved a 
contract with EdTec for back office services. This initial contract did not include budgeting and 
financial report preparation, which Mr. Hickey continued doing as a volunteer for RVC, as he 
had since July of 2014, as RVC was not in a financial position to afford this additional service 
from EdTec. 

On July 22, 2019, Mr. Hickey began to work part time for EdTec as an Associate Client Manager 
providing Budgeting and Financial Statement services (as described in EdTec RVC Statement 
of Work #7 which has been provided to the District) for other EdTec charter school clients. This 
is similar work to some of the volunteer work he had been, and is still, doing for RVC. But in 
his capacity as EdTec Associate Client Manager, he currently performs no paid work for RVC.  
Mr. Hickey’s work for RVC continues to be unpaid, volunteer work, as it has been from the 
beginning. 

On the night of the RVC Board meeting of July 15, 2019, Mr. Hickey told the three Board 
members in attendance about his starting to work for EdTec. Mr. Hickey then called the two 
members not in attendance and informed them as well. 

In October 2019, Mr. Hickey and RVC determined that simultaneously being an officer of RVC 
(even as a volunteer), and an employee of a current RVC vendor, could easily create the 
appearance of a conflict of interest. Mr. Hickey thus informed the board that he was resigning 
as Treasurer and CFO. The two emails informing the Board of his decision to step down as an 
officer of the corporation are attached as Appendix C. 

In response to RVSD’s errata notice, please be aware that Cheryl Flick was sworn in as a Board 
Member on November 8, 2018 and was therefore qualified and eligible to vote agenda items on 
November 18, 2019. 

Following his resignation, in December of 2019, Mr. Hickey filed a leaving office Form 700, 
and disclosed in that Form that he was employed by EdTec. This is public information, easily 
accessible from the Marin County Office of Elections website. 

Because Mr. Hickey’s employment with EdTec was the subject of a high percentage of RVSD’s 
Requests for Information, RVC consulted with charter school legal counsel as to whether Mr. 
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Hickey should still be filling out a Form 700, given that he does not hold any of the designated 
filer positions listed in the Charter School’s Conflict of Interest Code. It was advised that even 
as an unpaid volunteer, since he was providing financial advice, Mr. Hickey could be deemed a 
Consultant, as that term is used in RVC’s Conflict of Interest Code. Accordingly, Mr. Hickey 
filed a new Form 700 in September 2020. 

Beginning July 1 of 2021, EdTec will be contracted to provide Budgeting and Financial 
Reporting services and Mr. Hickey will no longer be doing that volunteer work for RVC.  
Another EdTec employee will be providing Budgeting and Financial Statement services 
described in the SOW#7. 

To be clear, RVC regards any allegation of a conflict of interest with the utmost of concern and 
diligently researches the underlying facts. Here, there are simply no facts to demonstrate that 
Mr. Hickey was involved in the making of the contracts with EdTec, except in the capacity of 
an unpaid volunteer corporate officer, more than two years before he began working for EdTec.  
As such, there was no financial interest. Any contracts with EdTec since Mr. Hickey’s part-
time employment there have not involved him. Further, Mr. Hickey stands to have no financial 
gain from a contract with EdTec. He is a non-exempt hourly employee not an owner of the 
company, has no financial stake in it, and is not paid on a “commission” basis. 

District Finding: 7. Board Stability Concerns 

RVC Board Member Kristi Kimball retired [sic.] from the Board, despite the fact that she has 
almost two (2) years remaining on her term through June 30, 2022. Past governance concerns 
are also of concern including Conn Hickey’s daughter serving on the RVC board despite being 
a resident of Nevada. 

RVC Response: Many public schools, including charter schools, have Board members who have 
more private sector experience than public education experience. We continue to benefit from 
the expertise of Kristi Kimball and her knowledge of education, even if she is no longer a current 
member of the RVC Board. It is the responsibility of the Board to hire a School Director to 
lead the educational efforts of the organization in coordination with the teaching staff. One 
Board member’s resignation in no way justifies a claim of Board instability. Further, no law 
mandates where Board members must reside during the term of their membership. This finding 
alleges nothing improper and appears designed only to continue to stir up innuendo. The RVC 
Board has been extremely stable, strong and effective, and remains so to this day. 

The Charter School Has Failed to Meet the District’s Corrective Action or Propose Any 
Corrective Action Resulting in Failure to Successfully Remedy the Violations 

As explained above, because RVSD has no legal authority to invoke the procedures or rights 
specified in Education Code Section 47607(e), this entire finding, wherein the District evaluates 
RVC’s response to RVSD’s alleged violations, cannot serve as a lawful basis for denial of the 
charter renewal petition. Instead of replying to RVC through the “notice of violation” vehicle, 
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RVSD has elected to shoehorn a response into a Staff Report related to the charter renewal petition.  
None of the items contained herein are specific facts, specific to the particular petition, 
setting forth findings to support any of the six reasons that the renewal charter may be 
denied. Nothing in this finding makes any reference whatsoever to the RVC charter renewal 
petition. Therefore, it is an impermissible basis for denial of the charter, and the Charter School 
declines to pursue the back-and-forth with RVSD in light of the District’s bad faith approach to 
charter renewal. 

B. Petitioners Are Demonstrably Unlikely To Successfully Implement The Program Set Forth 
In The Petition Due to Fiscal Deficiencies 

District Finding: An independent analysis of RVC’s budget, narrative assumptions, and cash 
flow was conducted by an expert in charter school finance including budget development and 
analysis. 

RVC Response: The District findings were prepared by an individual the Staff Report 
characterizes as “an expert in charter school finance including budget development and 
analysis.” 

But the two most substantial items listed in the findings – 1. Excessive Debt and 2. Cash 
Flow/Deferrals – are unfortunately based on a lack of understanding of basic charter school 
accounting principals. Over and over again, the author states that RVC’s financial statements 
are wrong because repayment of loan principal has not been included as an expense on the 
income statement.  

This interpretation of charter school finance and accounting is simply incorrect and completely 
invalidates most of the claims made in sections 1 and 2. In charter school accounting, as in 
general business accounting (as opposed to governmental accounting), loan principal 
repayments must always be entered on the balance sheet, reducing the liability of the loan as 
well as the asset of cash. 

The consultant’s mistake could be understandable as the author’s experience appears to not be 
with charter school finance, but rather with school district finances where, under California 
School Accounting Manual guidelines, proceeds and repayment of certain kinds of debt are 
booked as income and expense (897X and 7438). But other kinds of debt, such as general 
obligation bonds and unfunded pension obligations, are booked to the balance sheet liability 
accounts. By way of example, RVSD has over $60 million in these two liability categories, 
which results in an overall negative equity for the District of $17 million.  

For charter schools, reserves are the same as equity, and a large negative equity, such as reflected 
in RVSD’s balance sheet, would indeed be concerning and could result in the closure of a school 
by its authorizer.  However this is not the case with RVC. 

RVC books all its debt, proceeds and principal payment, to the balance sheet not to the income 
state.  
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This lack of understanding of the charter accounting rules clearly indicates that the report’s 
claim that the fiscal consultant is “an expert in charter school finance” is doubtful. 

Nevertheless, RVC will respond to each of the District’s twelve fiscal findings, one by one. 

1. Excessive Debt 

District Finding: RVC has significant existing and potential debt burden and its revenues from 
student enrollment of approximately 200 – 220 students is not sufficient to sustain the amount 
of debt burden when minor decreases in student enrollment and average daily attendance will 
have a major impact on the fiscal stability of the Charter School. 

RVC Response: The central claim made in Section B is that RVC has counted the loans it has 
received as income but has “not accurately reflected” the repayment of those loans in its 
projected budget as expense and therefore that RVC has been and is now “using debt to balance 
its budget.” 

But, to repeat, RVC books all loan receipts and principal payments to the balance sheet and they 
have no effect on the operating budget and income statement or operating surplus or deficiency. 

District Finding: It is noted that that [sic.] RVC’s debt reflects that it has been deficit spending 
in each year of operation. 

RVC Response: Deficit spending occurs when the current year income is smaller than current 
year expenses on the income statement. RVC’s operating income was $157,763, $70,377, and 
$52,659 respectively in each of its first three years. The first two of these have been deemed 
correct by state certified auditors. This finding stems from the incorrect understanding of how 
loans are treated by RVC as mentioned above. 

District Finding: A reasonable debt burden factor of 1-2% of the unrestricted general fund 
revenues is reasonable. [sic.] 

RVC Response: This is an absurd finding.  The District had total revenues in 2018-19 of 
around $24.7 million.  Using this “reasonable debt burden factor,” the District should not have 
any more than $494,000 of debt.  But the District has around $44 million, or 178% of its total 
revenue, in bond debt and another $25 million in unfunded pension obligations, according to 
its 2018-19 audit. 

The common ratios that lenders use are: 
● Quick Ratio (cash and accounts receivable to current liabilities should be greater than 1 

and RVC has 9.1), 
● Current Ratio (current assets to current liabilities should be greater than 1.0 and RVC 

has 9.5), and 
● All Debts to Net Assets (should not exceed 3.5 and RVC has 1.62). 
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District Finding: The budget documents submitted by RVC do not accurately reflect its debt. 
For example, the state revolving loan is not represented in the expenditure budget or cash flow 
document. This is a startup loan in the amount of $250,000 for five years with payments of 
$62,500 each year. 

RVC Response: As the Charter School has already pointed out, loan payments should not be 
reflected on the income statement but rather on the balance sheet.  

The Cash Flow forecast submitted to the District is divided into three sections. At the top are 
income statement revenue items. The next section contains income statement expense items.  
The third section lists all the balance sheet entries which affect cash, mainly prior year accounts 
receivable receipts, depreciation, and loan receipts/payments. The finding asserts that the loan 
repayments should be reflected in the expense section or by reducing the LCFF Entitlement 
amounts in the Revenue section. This is incorrect. They belong in the bottom section, dealing 
with balance sheet entries affecting cash. 

This $62,500 in question is included, as it should be, in the monthly amounts of the last line of 
the balance sheet section of the Cash Flow forecast, Loans Payable Long Term, in the months 
October through March. This represents the final payoff of this loan. 

District Finding: Additionally, RVC’s construction loan includes a balloon payment of 
$123,080 that is due in June 2024 according to the budget narrative, however, the cash flow 
does not show this payment as a reduction in cash. Including this payment causes negative cash 
flows for that month. 

RVC Response: On page 9 of the budget narrative submitted to the District along with the Cash 
Flow is the following: “in June of 2024, there is a forecasted $123,080 balloon payment of the 
remaining balance of the PCSD $350,000 construction loan for ADA barrier removal. In August 
of that year there is forecasted a loan for $123,080, which is assumed to be a three-year 
amortizing loan at 6% for the amount of the remaining PCSD loan balance.” 

Unfortunately, the “August” was a typo left over from an earlier PCSD loan repayment 
schedule.  It should have said June.  

As noted above, the last line of the balance sheet section of the cash flow forecast is Loans 
Payable (Long Term) and it shows monthly loan principal receipts and payments. In May 2024, 
the last principal payment on the PCSD loan before the balloon due in June is listed as $6,491.  
Then in June there is a $123,080 balloon payment, a $123,080 loan principal receipt from the 
new 3 year loan, and a $3,129 principal payment. This simply displays as a net cash reduction 
of $3,129 without showing all the netting out of these three cash flows. The monthly principal 
payments for the rest of the three-year amortizing $123,080 6% loan appear in the next 24 
months’ individual columns, thereby demonstrating that the cash impact of repaying this loan 
is accounted for in the cash flow forecast. 
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District Finding: It is clear and confirmed by the following Balance Sheet from April 2020 
prepared by EdTec, that without the PPP loan RVCS would show negative equity of $50,863.77. 

RVC Response: The PPP loan was booked on May 8, 2020 so using the April 2020 balance 
sheet as evidence of anything regarding the PPP loan is absurd.  

Moreover, government funding of schools always lags a few months behind expenses. This is 
why cash reserves are so important and is one of the factors qualifying RVC for its PPP loan.  
In addition, in Marin the County Office of Education takes weeks to turn government revenue 
over to charter schools, adding another few weeks of delay. RVC only accrues this income once 
a year on June 30. So, throughout the year, RVC shows a negative income, and in April 2020 
it was -$267,722.70, as is shown on the balance sheet in the Exhibit. But on June 30, 2020, 
$352,914.23 of governmental income was accrued. 

The general claim of this section is that RVC cannot service its debt. But the six-year cash flow 
forecast tells a different story. Included in this cash flow forecast are two short term loans, 
repaid with LCFF intercepts, to cover the state aid deferrals that are planned for next spring as 
well as an assumed second set of deferrals in the spring of 2022, a conservative assumption. 

The consultant only makes four specific references to the cash flow forecast supplied to the 
District, two of which RVC has corrected above and two which RVC will correct below. 
As we have repeatedly pointed out in this response to the District’s findings, making false 
claims, and then repeating them over and over again without any evidence, does not make them 
true. To credibly make the claim that RVC cannot service its debt, the District needs to provide 
some credible evidence that the RVC forecasted cash flow is incorrect. This it has failed to do. 

2. Cash Flow/Deferrals 

District Finding: It is unusual to use the cash flow model to project loan payments that are not 
represented in the budget as loan repayments. RVC should ensure that except for temporary 
loans, long-term loan payments should be included in object codes 7438 – Principal and 7439 
– Interest for full disclosure and for true evaluation of its debts and obligations. [Emphasis 
added] 

RVC Response: As was discussed in the introduction to this fiscal finding response section, 
charter schools, like other incorporated entities, code all loan principal repayments to the 
balance sheet, not to the income statement or budget 

District Finding: … totals should agree with prior year accruals for both accounts receivable 
and accounts payable. Currently, these amounts are not totaled and do not agree with prior 
year accruals. For example, total “Revenues – Prior Year Accruals listed in 2022-23 of 
$785,798 do not agree with “Remaining Balance” in 2020-21 of $717,908 – a difference of 
$67,890. 
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RVC Response: The totals do agree from one year to the next but not skipping a year. The 
Remaining Balance for 2021-22 is $785,797. And Revenues – Prior Year Accruals for 2021-
22 total $717,908. 

This is emblematic of the lack of care taken in the District’s findings. 

3. Enrollment/ADA 

District Finding: However, because the number of students enrolled by RVC is low, a drop in 
enrollment, even negligible, creates a large variance in projected LCFF revenues and 
additional pressure for cash management. 

RVC Response: RVC has steadily grown in enrollment every year in its four year history, from 
144, to 165, to 193, to 203, a 41% increase at a time when the total enrollment of public school 
students in Marin County has declined by 6%. We have done this by offering a social 
emotionally and academically rich environment to students. 

If ADA does not meet forecasted levels, RVC is prepared to make expense reductions to 
maintain a positive operating income so it can continue to build its reserves. Both Mr. Hickey 
and Board Chair Sagar were on the RVSD school board during the last recession when 
$2,000,000 was cut from the District budget through a collaborative process with staff and 
parents. 

4. Fundraising and Grants 

District Finding: Fundraising and local grants are not guaranteed income sources. During 
times of fiscal instability and/or downturn in the economy, these types of revenue sources 
decrease in amount. Best practice is to budget these revenues when award letters are obtained. 

RVC Response: The District budgets over $800,000 a year over the next three years from YES 
revenue to pay for its tenured employees so it does not follow this so-called best practice. It is 
hard to make a credible finding when RVC budgets similarly to the District practice. 

District Finding: In 2021-22, donations increase to $208,240, or 8.3% of revenues which is not 
reasonable. 

RVC Response: These donations are projected to come from family giving. RVC is projecting 
an ADA of 211 for 2021-22, and $208,240 represents $987 per ADA. In its first three years 
RVC has raised $1,095, $1,104 and $987 per ADA. The amount budgeted is entirely reasonable. 

5. Salaries and Benefits 
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District Finding: It is noted that RVC relies upon contract services far more than employees for 
its educational program. 

RVC Response: This is another absurd statement, and has no basis in law or fact as a reason to 
deny the charter renewal petition. In 2021-22 RVC is budgeting $1.6 million in compensation 
and benefits. The only contracted services for its educational program is $54,968 for special 
education contractors. The $120,000 budgeted for After School Enrichment Program contracted 
services is not part of the school’s educational program. 

6. Insurance 

District Finding: Property, liability and workers’ compensation insurance amounts are likely 
to increase as a result of the COVID pandemic and wildfires throughout California. 

RVC Response: Property and liability insurance are budgeted to increase 6% per year every 
year through 2026. If Workers Compensation costs go up this will not have a material effect on 
the forecast. 

7. Books and Supplies 

District Finding: Classroom supplies and the additional need for Personal Protective 
Equipment (“PPE”) as students and staff return to hybrid learning or in-person learning is not 
sufficiently represented in the budget forecast model for at least the 2021-22 school year. In 
fiscal year 2021-22, RVC projects a nominal amount of $76,768, or 0.03%, of the operating 
budget; and in fiscal year 2022-23, an amount of $37,260, or 0.02%. Budgeting these 
expenditures at this low cost is unreasonable. 

RVC Response: RVC spent 1.7% ($33,534) in FY19 and 1.1% ($23,609) in FY 20 on Books 
and Supplies, and still outperformed the District academically. For 2020-21, RVC is budgeting 
an additional $35,000 for PPE supplies in account 5100 and $25,000 for hybrid learning 
supports in account 5101 to track them separately for Federal reporting and one-time 
expenditure tracking. The budget assumes that by August of 2021, distance learning will have 
ended. 

8. Operating Expenditures and Services 

District Finding: Services and other operating expenditures represent a significant and unusual 
portion of the overall operating budget demonstrating the need to rely upon outside services for 
several aspects of the business operations. 

RVC Response: Claims in this section are duplicates and have already been responded to in 
items 5 and 7 above. 

9. Reserves 
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District Finding: While this [reserve level of 12.7%] is above the required percentage levels, 
this amount represents cash and noncash items and does not set aside the required Reserve for 
Economic Uncertainty. Of this amount, $106,012, or 5%, must be set aside for the Reserve for 
Economic Uncertainty and cannot be spent. 

RVC Response: Again, the District’s charter school financial expert reveals her unfamiliarity 
with charter school financial requirements. Charter schools have no requirement to set aside 
5% for Economic Uncertainties as do school districts. For a three-year-old school, a 12.7% 
reserve is an outstanding achievement. 

10. Americans with Disabilities Act Compliance 

District Finding: RVC has been informed that its facility must comply with Americans with 
Disabilities Act (“ADA”). 

RVC Response: We have satisfied the request from our authorizer for ADA barrier removal 
upgrades on our campus. 

11. Volunteer Business Official 

District Finding: According to the narrative statement, the volunteer Business Official states 
that he has the requisite experience to manage RVC. While the evidence indicates that he has 
private sector financial management experience, California school finance is uniquely different. 

RVC Response: As we have seen, charter school accounting in California likely has more in 
common with private sector accounting than with the arcane labyrinth of the California School 
Accounting Manual. Therefore, Mr. Hickey’s private sector management and accounting 
experience managing an $8 million a year IT business for 25 years is a strong asset for the 
Charter School. Additionally, Mr. Hickey is familiar with district school accounting from his 
six years of service on the Ross Valley Elementary District Board, which included graduating 
from the CSBA Master’s in Governance program and attending several CBO trainings presented 
by CASBO. He also graduated from the Association of California School Administrators 
(“ACSA”) 20-day School Business Academy in 2013 as well as the ACSA 14 day 
Superintendents Academy in 2014. 

Contracting out back office work is a very common practice by charter schools. EdTec has 
more than 350 charter school clients. EdTec’s 17 years of experience building efficient and 
strong financial control policies and procedures are reflected in the fact that in RVC’s first two 
years, there were no exceptions, findings, or adjustments in its annual audit. 

Beginning with the 2021-22 school year, EdTec will add to its responsibility budgeting and 
financial reporting, which is why the fees are increasing by 53%, not doubling as falsely claimed 
in the District report. 

12. Conflict of Interest 
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District Finding: The conflicts of interest, as described above, demonstrate that RVC is 
demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement its program. 

RVC Response: The Charter School responded to unproven allegations of conflicts of interest 
above, in detail. 

C. The Petition Does Not Contain Reasonably Comprehensive Descriptions Of The Required 
Charter Elements 

1. Element 1 – Educational Program 

District Finding: … the Petition only contains several brief and broadly-worded paragraphs 
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic and distance learning, and the description of how the 
educational program has been changed is not specific. 

RVC Response: The RVC charter renewal petition seeks authorization for a term to start on July 
1, 2021. With breakthroughs in a COVID-19 vaccine, there remains a reasonable likelihood 
that California public schools will be back to in-person instruction in 2021-22. 

RVC’s COVID-19 distance learning plan documents were created after the submission of the 
petition in early August. Attached as Appendices D and E, please find RVC’s Learning 
Continuity Plan and our School Site-Specific Protection Plan as relevant documents regarding 
our Educational Program during these unprecedented times. 

2. Elements 2/3 – Measurable Student Outcomes/Methods of Measurement 

District Finding: However, RVC’s description of the measurable pupil outcomes and methods 
of assessment for addressing and improving student absenteeism is both vague and inadequate. 

RVC Response: RVSD staff claim that RVC’s suspension rate was “higher than those of the 
District.” The Dashboard does not lend itself to comparing apples to apples suspension rates. 
Rather it’s a metric of a change in suspension rate, so having gone from zero suspensions to two 
(total) is what led to this indicator The district’s claims are unfounded. They could have instead 
used publicly accessible data on Ed Data (https://www.ed-data.org/) before making this claim. 
If they had, RVSD staff would find that in the two years of available data RVC actually had a 
lower suspension rate (having zero suspensions) than all RVSD schools in our first year. In our 
second year (with two total suspensions) our rate was much lower than two RVSD schools and 
comparable to the rest. 

Suspension Rate Comparison Schools 

2017/18 2018/19 

RVC 0% 0.6% 

1.8% 0.3% Manor 
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Hidden Valley 1.8% 0.6% 

Brookside 2% 2% 

Wade Thomas 4% 5% 

Suspending a student from school is a decision we take seriously and we do so only when other 
options have been exhausted and it is necessary for a particular situation. 

District Finding: … the Petition commits RVC to achieving an absenteeism rate in relation to 
the State average but makes no mention of whether it will achieve absenteeism rates comparable 
to those of the District, which is significant because RVC serves families residing in the 
District’s community. 

RVC Response: Regarding Chronic Absenteeism, we did highlight this as an area of needed 
growth in our renewal petition. While RVSD would like to compare us to their schools, it’s 
important to note key differences in our student populations. As outlined in the petition our 
student population more closely resembles that of Marin County than the district (San Anselmo 
was recently found to be the least diverse community in the entirety of the Bay Area 
(https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/philmatier/article/Suburbs-top-list-of-most-and-least-
diverse-cities-13553426.php)). Our parents face greater challenges that get in the way of 
attendance, namely: 

● Home proximity to school. While virtually all RVSD students live within a couple of 
miles of their schools, we have families who commute from the larger county and 
communities further afield. This leads to increased absences due to travel related 
events. 

● High rate of families who are housing insecure. With many small districts in Marin, 
and most who have highly restrictive residency requirements, we attract families that 
move frequently. At RVC, they can reside anywhere in the State and not lose their 
child’s spot in our school. There is a strong correlation between children who lack 
secure housing and attendance. 

● High rate of families who previously enrolled in a program, Heartwood/WISE, with 
loose attendance requirements. As families have transitioned from that program to 
RVC, we have found that for some regular attendance was not a priority. 

● Related attendance challenges to our significantly higher percentage of low-income 
families. 

Addressing chronic absenteeism is a complex problem as there are unique circumstances for 
each family. We regularly review student attendance and make direct contact with each family 
to address the challenges they face. The solutions are not as simple as the district is implying. 
Our solutions are as varied as the circumstances, but some examples are providing counseling, 
sending regular attendance reminders, helping to find resources for secure housing, connecting 
with transportation alternatives (we recently secured a grant to provide free busing to our low-
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income families; we also had a car donated to a family), and creating a school culture that 
promotes consistent attendance. 

In our holistic approach we know and see the importance of addressing both the issues of student 
discipline and attendance to better support the needs of our students. 

3. Element 5 – Employee Qualifications 

District Finding: According to the Petition, the position of School Director – which is the 
equivalent of a school principal – is not required to hold any credential. 

RVC Response: As the District is well aware, there are no legal requirements that mandate a 
charter school leader to hold a particular credential. Accordingly, this is an impermissible basis 
to deny the charter renewal petition. That being said, our current director does hold an 
Administrative Credential in the State of California. 

4. Element 6 – Health and Safety Procedures 

District Finding: The Petition does not provide a copy of RVC’s school safety plan as expressly 
required by Education Code section 47605(c)(5)(F) 

RVC Response: The District plainly misinterprets the clear language of the statute. A charter 
petition must contain a reasonably comprehensive description of the contents of its School 
Safety Plan. RVC has done this. Accordingly, this is an impermissible basis to deny the charter 
renewal petition. 

Attached as Appendix F, please find the Charter School’s School Safety Plan. RVC would have 
been glad to provide it to RVSD, had the District simply asked, either individually or among its 
numerous records requests. 

5. Element 10 – Suspension and Expulsion Procedures 

District Finding: The Petition does not provide or describe any rights or procedures to appeal 
a suspension, which is problematic given that its suspension rates are higher than those of the 
District as described above. 

RVC Response: There is no legal requirement for a charter school to maintain a suspension 
appeal process. Accordingly, this is an impermissible basis to deny the charter renewal petition. 

D. Academic Performance 

District Finding: As a preliminary matter, it must be noted that RVC’s failure to timely open the 
charter school in 2016 has directly led to a lack of complete and adequate academic assessment 
data. 
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RVC Response: RVC was forced to delay operation for one year only because the District 
refused to rent a vacant property, as the Charter School pursued and preferred not to use the 
Prop. 39 process to secure a facility. 

We have provided verifiable, relevant, and widely accepted data, in the form of California 
Assessment of Performance and Progress (“CAASPP”) and California School Dashboard data, 
that can be compared to local schools to show year over year growth in our renewal petition. 
The changes to renewal criteria brought by AB 1505 came so late, particularly as exacerbated 
by school closures due to COVID-19, that RVC could not have turned back the clock to go back 
in time and implement another verified data assessment system. If RVSD cannot accept the 
State’s own data, we are at a loss as to which data the District would find acceptable. 

* * * 

Ross Valley Charter School looks forward to any additional questions from the District or 
its Board of Education, and collaboration with your office regarding its charter renewal petition. 
Should you wish to discuss our responses to any of the above findings or require additional 
information, please do not hesitate to contact me at luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org or 415-
534-6970 anytime. 

Sincerely, 

Luke Duchene 
Director & Lead Petitioner 
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APPENDIX � 

Conn Hickey Cell Phone Logs Regards Phone calls with Westamerica Bank Customer 
Service Personal in April and May 2020 

• 4-3 13 min I called to start the application process by phone and provided my
contact info to be informed when applications would be open 

• 4-6 21 min Bank personnel explained in detail how the application process was
going to work and that the web site would have the application available at any 
moment 

• 4-8 3 min I called to express frustration that could not get in despite trying every 15
minutes 

• 4-9 1 min I called to report success in applying 
• 4-14 1 min I called inquiring on status of application as money was starting to run

out according to national news 
• 4-21 4 min I called again to ask if the loan had been approved. Evidence that I had

not seen the 4-19 counteroffer email until 4-23 
• 4-24 7 min I called to ask whether the bank would participate in what looked like a

new possible funding round. 
• 4-28 3 min Bank called letting me know RVC had a loan number and that I should

look for an email confirming that. 
• 5-1 3 min I called the bank to confirm having received the 4-29 email announcing

the granting of the loan. 
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From: Conn Hickey

To: SBA Lending

Subject: Re: Paycheck Protection Program Loan Application – Information Request #12494090

Date: Thursday, April 23, 2020 10:27:22 AM

Dear Westamerica

We accept your counter offer.

Conn Hickey
Business Official
Ross Valley Charter

On Sun, Apr 19, 2020 at 9:52 AM SBA Lending <SBA.Lending@westamerica.com> wrote:

We received notification from the Small Business Administration that the SBA CARES Act
Paycheck Protection Loan program funding limits were reached on Thursday, April 16, 2020
and they are no longer accepting applications.

Westamerica will continue processing and preparing submitted applications.

In the event the program receives additional funding and program rules and guidance allow
us to do so, we will resume submission to the SBA for loan guaranty and approval.

We have received your application for processing and data verification. Your business appears
to meet the criteria for a PPP loan, however we need additional information from your business
to complete our processing:

Documentation submitted with your application supports a maximum loan amount of:
$270,653.00.

You may accept this loan amount or you may complete the attached Payroll Calculation
Worksheet and return to us with corresponding documentation of 2019 payroll.

�WW�E�/y��
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• If this loan amount is acceptable to you, please respond to this message stating the reduced
loan amount is acceptable. We will proceed with our processing.

• You may complete and submit the attached Payroll Calculation Worksheet which shows
your calculations of your original loan request. Respond directly to this message requesting an
additional review with the completed worksheet and corresponding documentation of 2019
payroll.

If you would like to submit documents containing non-public information via a secure
document portal, please notify us by replying to this email and we will send you a link.

The Paycheck Protection Program is administered by the SBA and is limited to an authorized
funding amount as designated by the federal government. The SBA has indicated that loans
under the Paycheck Protection Program will be made available on a first come, first served
basis. Given the limitations on SBA authorized funding and the significant volume of
applications already submitted to Westamerica Bank and other lenders, not every qualified
applicant will receive loan proceeds under the program.

Sincerely,

Westamerica Bank

1 (800)848-1088

The Federal Equal Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of age (provided the
applicant has the capacity to enter into a binding contract); color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status; because all or part of the
applicant’s income derives from any public assistance program; or because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the
Consumer Credit Protection Act. The federal agency that administers compliance with this law concerning Westamerica Bank is: Federal
Reserve Consumer Help Center, PO Box 1200, Minneapolis, MN 55840.
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C
alifornia D

epartm
ent of Education, July 2020 

Learning C
ontinuity and A

ttendance Plan Tem
plate (2020–21) 

The instructions for com
pleting the Learning C

ontinuity and Attendance Plan is available at 
https://w

w
w

.cde.ca.gov/re/lc/docum
ents/lrngcntntyatndncpln-instructions.docx. 

Local Educational Agency (LEA) N
am

e 
C

ontact N
am

e and Title 
Em

ail and Phone 

R
oss Valley C

harter 
Luke D

uchene 
School D

irector 
(415) 484-0816 
luke.duchene@

rossvalleycharter.org 

G
eneral Inform

ation 
[A description of the im

pact the C
O

VID
-19 pandem

ic has had on the LEA and its com
m

unity.] 

The 19-20 Spring closure required school staff to reconfigure the program
—

operations, instruction, system
s of support—

for unprecedented 
societal challenges and rem

ote form
at and w

ith attention to the unique needs of this tim
e.  W

e are a m
utli-age, inquiry-based learning school 

and it w
as im

portant for us to m
aintain those elem

ents of our program
 in distance learning. W

e designed a program
 w

ith those elem
ents in 

synchronous and asynchronous learning.  W
e utilized paper packets for TK-1 and online program

m
ing for grades 2-5. The circum

stances and 
rapidity of the closure m

ade it im
portant for us to continually seek feedback and refine the program

 to ensure that w
e m

et the needs of our 
students for flexibility, engagem

ent, clarity, and individualized supports.  Through one-on-one com
m

unication, com
m

unity m
eetings (online), 

and surveys w
e found that the Shelter-In-Place order had a significant im

pact on all of our fam
ilies. Each fam

ily, how
ever, w

as im
pacted in 

their ow
n unique w

ay. C
om

m
on im

pacts w
ere: lim

ited tim
e available to provide support for students in their classw

ork; reduced incom
es 

leading to stresses at hom
e including m

issed rent/m
ortgage paym

ents, and increased food insecurity; and increased social em
otional needs of 

children.  W
e began addressing the needs of our fam

ilies im
m

ediately upon closure by providing C
hrom

ebooks and W
i-Fi hotspots as needed, 

providing school lunches for fam
ilies, providing daily teacher office hours to parents and students and targeted one-on-one supports, and 

connecting students to com
m

unity resources. W
e are proud of the speed w

ith w
hich w

e w
ere able to m

obilize and continue serving our 
students and fam

ilies, but w
e have all felt the im

pact and constraints and long to return to in-person program
s and an end to the 

pandem
ic.  W

e w
orked through the sum

m
er to reflect on our experience in the spring, m

onitor conditions and guidance, and develop flexible 
plans to im

plem
ent our school program

s effectively w
hether in-person, hybrid, or rem

otely and to attend to the unique needs of our school 
com

m
unity in the pandem

ic. 

StakeholderEngagem
ent 

[A description of the efforts m
ade to solicit stakeholder feedback.] 

Parents 
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W
e

sought input from
 parents through

surveys and m
eetings.

W
e

surveyed
parents in

early June
and again in

early July on
preferred 

options for reopening. W
e

sentouta
Fam

ily EducationalM
odelC

hoice
Form

 in
late July to

decide betw
een in-person

H
ybrid

Learning
and 

D
istance

Learning. W
e

held
separate

O
utdoor C

lassroom
 M

eetings to develop
options to learn

outside for m
axim

um
 airflow

.  W
e held 

w
eekly parentm

eetings virtually through
June

and the
first three

w
eeks ofJuly. 

Students 
W

e
received

student feedback through teachers and
parents throughoutSpring

and
Sum

m
er. 

Teachers and other staff 
W

e
received inputfrom

 teachers and
other staffthrough

w
eekly m

eetings and
surveys. 

[A description of the options provided for rem
ote

participation in public m
eetings and

public hearings.] 

W
e

conducted
public m

eetings and
public hearings through

Zoom
 video-conferences w

ith
phone

call-in options.
W

e
prom

oted
participation 

through
our bi-w

eekly new
sletters in

addition
to our agenda

posting
procedures.

W
e

provided
live

translation
as needed

atthe
m

eetings and 
translated

our w
ritten com

m
unications in Spanish

and
English. 

[A sum
m

ary of the
feedback provided

by specific stakeholder groups.] 

Parents 
Parents expressed the need for both

structure
and flexibility—

they felt their children
need

structure in
order to learn,butas parents they need 

flexibility in order to
w

ork. In surveying
regarding

preference for reopening m
odels,70%

said they prefer in-person
and

30%
preferred 

distance learning. 
For in-person planning,w

e
did

a pollon
preferences for fullcohorts for a fullw

eek (up to
24

students) or halfcohorts ata 
tim

e. 60%
preferred

half-sized. In
term

s ofthe
distance

learning
program

, w
e

learned
thatour parents w

ere
overw

helm
ed

by m
ultiple 

platform
s and

thatthey don’tw
anttheir students on

screens allday long. 
Students 
W

e learned
from

 our students thatour English learners need
m

ore
support. In

general,students prefer less screen
tim

e and m
ore 

paper/pencilw
ork.

Students shared
thatthey need

alltheir resources in one
place

to
learn. Students relayed

thatthey are
m

issing
their 

connections w
ith

peers and
w

antm
ore

opportunities for collaboration. 
Teachers and other staff 
Teachers and

other staffexpressed
concerns abouthow

 best to
supportour English

Learners and
those

students w
ho w

ere
notengaging. 

They shared
thatthey feltoverw

helm
ed

and over-extended,and
thatthe

am
ountoftim

e and
effortthey w

ere
putting into

the
w

ork w
as not 

sustainable. They expressed
the need

for m
ore

structure in
the

program
.

They also
needed m

ore
planning

and
tim

e
to contact 

fam
ilies/students. 

[A description ofthe aspects ofthe
Learning

C
ontinuity and

Attendance
Plan

thatw
ere influenced

by specific stakeholder input.] 
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W
e

considered
allstakeholder feedback in

creating
our plans for reopening. W

e
selected

the
H

ybrid
M

odelfor our in-person
instructional 

option,w
ith a

com
m

itm
ent to adapting the

m
odelover tim

e,and the
goalofadding

students and
m

ore
days ifand

w
hen it is safe to do so. 

This m
odelaligns w

ith overallparentpreferences.
The

distance
learning

m
odelw

illbe offered
to

allthatneed
it.  In

our distance
learning 

m
odelfor 20-21,w

e
are lim

iting
the num

ber ofseparate online accounts for differentprogram
s so

as notto
overw

helm
 students/fam

ilies.
W

e 
also

aim
 to m

inim
ize

screen tim
e

by providing
m

ore
asynchronous tim

e in the schedule. O
ur plans w

ere
created

based
upon feedback and 

science.W
e listened to

our fam
ilies,w

e listened to
our teachers,and w

e listened to
our Public H

ealth
O

fficers.O
ur m

odel is the
resultof 

balancing
allofthese

factors.
N

o m
odelw

as idealfor our fam
ilies and

staff.W
hatw

e
did

find
though is thatm

ostw
antus to

open,and
m

ost 
w

antus to
do so

cautiously.
W

e
are

com
m

itted
to continuing

to
solicitand

respond
to

stakeholder input. 

C
ontinuity

ofLearning 
In-Person InstructionalO

fferings 
[A description ofthe actions the

LEA w
illtake

to offer classroom
-based instruction

w
henever possible,particularly for students w

ho
have 

experienced
significantlearning loss due

to
schoolclosures in

the 2019–2020
schoolyear or are

ata greater risk ofexperiencing learning
loss 

due to future school closures.] 

R
oss

Valley
C

harter's Initial In-Person M
odel 

Based on public health
guidance,w

e
are

opening
our school in a

distance learning
m

odel. W
e

have
developed a

detailed
plan

w
ell inform

ed 
by stakeholder input for our initial in-person instruction to be im

plem
ented

based
on

public health
guidance. 

Schedule 
The initial in-person m

odelfeatures half-sized
cohorts attending

tw
o

days in-person and
three

days ofdistance learning
each

w
eek.

W
e

w
ill 

offer a
com

prehensive
program

.
Each

class w
illbe

divided into tw
o

cohorts (about12
students each) and

they w
illattend

on
differentdays. 

For exam
ple: 

C
ohortA: In-Person

(atschool) M
onday and

Tuesday;D
istance

Learning
W

ed-Friday 
C

ohortB:D
istance

Learning
M

onday-W
ednesday; In-Person

(atschool) Thursday
and

Friday 
W

e
w

illdo
our bestto

place
students in

classes based upon
the choices parents m

ade
on

the survey.
W

e
are

com
m

itted
to

adapting
this 

m
odelover tim

e.W
e

w
illreview

the
m

odeland
m

ake
adjustm

ents over tim
e.For exam

ple,ifw
e

find
thatw

e
can

w
ith relative

safety increase 
the

cohortsize
and/or increase

the
am

ountof in-person
instruction

w
e w

ill.O
nce

w
e

startw
ith

in-person instruction,w
e

w
illreview

on
an 

ongoing
basis to

see
w

hatchanges w
e need to

m
ake. 

H
ealth and

Safety 

C
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W
e

have
created

outdoor classroom
 spaces so

our students can
learn

outside
as m

uch
as possible. W

e
created

an O
utdoor C

lassroom
 

C
om

m
ittee

thatw
orked

throughoutthe
sum

m
er to

create
com

fortable
spaces for students to learn,w

ith
shades,trees,and

vegetation. 
W

e w
ill follow

 allhealth
and safety guidelines established

for M
arin C

ounty.
W

e
created

a
C

O
VID

-19
SchoolSite-Specific Protection

Plan 
based

on
C

ounty guidance. W
e

created
a

task force
to

develop
the

plan
and

then
to

m
eetregularly to

m
onitor im

plem
entation

and adjustthe 
plan

as needed
based

on
stakeholder input. W

e
conducted

a
w

alk-through
assessm

entofthe
cam

pus to
inform

 the
plan. Plan

com
ponents: 

-signs posted atentrances listing
conditions for entry (no

sym
ptom

s,m
aintaining

6-feetdistance,face
coverings as appropriate,etc.) 

-procedures and
routines for handw

ashing,appropriate face
coverings,access to personalprotective

equipm
ent(PPE) 

-training for staff,students and
parents on

health
and

safety practices and
protocols 

-designated
staffpointpeople to

serve
as liaison for health

and safety plan
and concerns. 

-intensified cleaning and disinfecting 
-health screening procedures 
-expectations for staying

hom
e w

hen
sick and isolation

area for students beginning to
show

 sym
ptom

s to stay untilpick up 
-lim

iting
access for non-essentialvisitors 

-testing
strategy in

coordination w
ith

Public H
ealth 

-plans for com
m

unications around testresults,exposure,or sym
ptom

s 
-physicaldistancing

guidelines,classroom
 arrangem

ents,and
routes for m

ovem
ent,entry and exit to

cam
pus. 

-cohort groupings 
-coordinated schedules for arrivals and breaks 
-m

axim
ized and coordinated use ofoutdoor space 

-m
axim

ized air flow
 indoors 

-m
axim

izing
physicalactivities thatrequire

less contactw
ith surfaces,and

cleaning
ofshared

equipm
ent in

betw
een

uses 
-m

eals served outdoors w
hen possible 

-lim
ited

sharing
ofsupplies and m

aterials for learning
and

recreating
and individually labeled

spaces for storing
student-specific supplies 

D
istance

Learning
O

ption 
W

e w
ill offer distance learning

for allthatneed it,no
m

atter w
hat.W

e
are

dedicated
to

having
a distance learning m

odelthatis as robustas 
our resources w

illallow
. D

epending
upon

the
num

ber ofstudents w
ho

are
in

full-tim
e distance learning,som

e ofour classroom
 teachers w

ill 
focus solely on

distance learning,w
hile the others w

ill focus on their in-person/distance learning cohorts.Fam
ilies w

ho
choose to startw

ith 
distance

learning
w

illstay w
ith

distance learning
for the first6

w
eeks.Ifthere

are
fam

ilies w
ho

w
antto

m
ove

to in-person learning
after that 

tim
e this w

illbe
allow

ed
depending upon

space
availability in the

classroom
s. 
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 A
ctions

R
elated to

In-Person InstructionalO
fferings [additionalrow

s
and actions

m
ay

be
added as

necessary] 
D

escription 
Total Funds 

C
ontributing 

Purchase supplies to ensure school m
eets health and safety guidelines (face shields or m

asks, handw
ashing 

stations, cleaning supplies, therm
om

eters, etc.) 
$25,000 

N
 

Shades, trees, vegetation, and
landscaping w

ork to create w
elcom

ing outdoor spaces to
learn 

$15,000 
N

 
Port-o-potties 

$10,000 
N

 

D
istance

Learning
Program

 
C

ontinuity
of Instruction 

[A description ofhow
 the

LEA w
illprovide

continuity of instruction
during

the
schoolyear to

ensure
pupils have

access to a
fullcurriculum

 of 
substantially sim

ilar quality regardless of the m
ethod

ofdelivery, including the LEA’s plan
for curriculum

 and instructionalresources thatw
ill 

ensure instructionalcontinuity for pupils ifa
transition betw

een in-person instruction and
distance learning is necessary.] 

B
eginning the

SchoolYear 
Based on public health

guidance
w

e
have

opened
in

a
distance learning

m
odeland

w
illm

onitor guidance
to see

w
hen w

e
m

ay be
able to 

begin offering in-person instruction. W
hen

and ifw
e transition

to an in-person
m

odel,w
e w

illcontinue
offering

a
distance learning

option. 
C

ontinuity
of Instruction 

W
hether in

distance learning
or in-person,w

e
w

illutilize the
sam

e
curriculum

 and
schedule,providing continuity of learning

for students and 
bringing

clarity and
coherence

ofprogram
 for allstakeholders.

The
program

 includes SocialEm
otionalLearning through m

orning
m

eetings, 
enrichm

ents,and choice activities. 
Intervention and

Learning
Loss 

Teachers are
building in individualand sm

allgroup intervention tim
es in

order to
address learning loss and

supportstudents w
ith

unique 
needs.

O
ur reading intervention teacher is supporting

English learners and
students w

ith learning loss.
W

e
have

coordinated
w

ith a local 
daycare -Fairfax San

Anselm
o C

hildren’s C
enter-to

arrange
for supportw

ith
distance learning

for students in
need ofchild

care. 
Schedules 
Below

are
tw

o
typicalschedules.The

first is for our younger students and
the

second is for our students in
the first/second

grade
class and 

above. W
e

have
created a

D
istance

Learning
w

ebsite
w

here
parents and

students can
access w

eekly schedules and links to
Zoom

. 
TK

/K
+ K

/1
TypicalC

lass Schedules 
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1/2 + 2/3 + 3/4 + 4/5

TypicalC
lass

Schedules 
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 N
otes: 

-TK/K students have
the sam

e starting and ending
tim

es as the restofthe
students,buttheir w

orkload w
illbe

reduced
to

a levelthat is 
appropriate for those ages. 
-Schedules w

illbe
adapted

as needed,and
parents are

encouraged to
w

ork w
ith the teachers to

address any unique
needs. 

-W
e

w
illhave

Art,M
usic,and

PE starting
after the first few

 w
eeks.These

classes w
illbe

scheduled
tim

es w
ith these teachers. 

C
urriculum

 and R
esources 

C
ore

C
urriculum

: 
SFU

SD
M

ath 
Lucy C

aulkins R
eaders & W

orkshop -ELA 
Engineering is Elem

entary 
M

ystery Science 
Teacher-created m

aterials for SocialStudies 
G

oogle
Suite for Education 
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R
eading

A to
Z

(online leveled
readers) 

Seesaw
 

EPIC
 

A
ccess to D

evices and C
onnectivity 

[A description ofhow
 the

LEA w
illensure

access to
devices and connectivity for allpupils to supportdistance learning.] 

W
e

conducted
a

survey to
determ

ine technology needs ofour students.
W

e
provided

C
hrom

ebooks to allstudents as needed. For those 
fam

ilies w
ithoutconnectivity,w

e
are

helping them
 apply or find connectivity (for instance,M

arin library hotspotprogram
).

W
e

w
illensure that 

100%
 of our fam

ilies have devices and connectivity. 

PupilParticipation and Progress 
[A description ofhow

 the
LEA w

illassess pupilprogress through live
contacts and

synchronous instructionalm
inutes,and a

description
ofhow

 
the

LEA w
illm

easure
participation

and tim
e value ofpupilw

ork.] 

O
ur schedules have

approxim
ately 2-3

hours ofdaily synchronous class tim
e. Teachers w

ill take
attendance through

our SIS system
 for 

daily synchronous instruction. C
redentialed

teachers w
illdeterm

ine the
tim

e/w
eightvalue

ofassignm
ents designated for the

asynchronous 
learning.  W

e w
illm

aintain w
eekly engagem

entrecords. 

D
istance

Learning
ProfessionalD

evelopm
ent 

[A description ofthe professionaldevelopm
entand

resources thatw
illbe

provided
to staffto supportthe distance learning

program
,including 

technological support.] 

W
e have conducted extensive professional developm

ent in order to
prepare our teachers to teach effectively in the distance learning form

at. 
W

e
engaged in

regular professionaldevelopm
entduring

the spring
physicalschoolclosures as w

e
w

orked
to

quickly transition
to

distance 
learning and

then to
refine

our program
 in

response
to

stakeholder input. W
e

added
tw

o
days to our usualsum

m
er professional 

developm
entto devote additionaltim

e
to preparing

for the
distance learning

program
.

W
e are

continuing w
ith

w
eekly staffm

eetings w
here 

supportand
collaboration for distance learning

w
illcontinue. 

D
istance

Learning P.D
.Topics: 

-Zoom
 

-Seesaw
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-G
oogle C

lassroom
 

-Peardeck 
-N

earpod 
-Traum

a-inform
ed instruction 

-SocialEm
otional Learning 

Instructionalcoaching
continues in the distance learning

form
at,w

ith
the schooldirector observing

classes daily to
provide

a
strong

feedback 
loop for teachers.

Teachers w
illreceive

an
observation once

a w
eek during

a
synchronous tim

e period
and

have the opportunity to
reflect 

and
plan during instructionalcoaching

m
eetings. 

StaffR
oles

and R
esponsibilities 

[A description of the new
 roles and

responsibilities ofaffected
staffas a

resultofC
O

VID
-19.] 

W
e have trained our office staff to provide technology support to fam

ilies and students. 
O

ur teachers in
PE,M

usic,Arthave
adapted roles to include

regular check-ins w
ith

students around
their subjects and

for added
connection 

& academ
ic support for our students. 

Supports forPupils
w

ith U
nique

N
eeds 

[A description of the additionalsupports the
LEA w

illprovide
during

distance learning to
assistpupils w

ith
unique

needs, including
English 

learners,pupils w
ith exceptionalneeds served across the fullcontinuum

 ofplacem
ents,pupils in

foster care,and
pupils w

ho
are

experiencing 
hom

elessness.] 

SpecialEducation 
W

e
aim

 to
m

irror the
in-person

environm
entas m

uch
as possible

for our students w
ith

IEP or 504
plans.

W
e

are
providing

services via 
Zoom

,providing
resources for fam

ilies,and
bringing

students in for assessm
ents as needed. O

ur classroom
 aides continue

to
supportw

ith 
one-on-one services. 
English

Learners 
English learners continue

to
receive

Integrated
and

D
esignated

ELD
. Teachers em

bed integrated
ELD

strategies into
their class instruction, 

and D
esignated

ELD
 occurs during independentstudentw

ork tim
e. W

e
are

also
providing

resources for fam
ilies.

W
e

are
exploring

w
ays to 

provide in-person instruction
and collaborating w

ith
staffatC

hildren’s C
enter to

supportour students, including
English learners,w

ho
are 

attending this local com
m

unity childcare provider. 
Students in

FosterC
are

and
Students

Experiencing
H

om
elessness 
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O
ur C

ounselor & Fam
ily O

utreach
C

oordinator are the
prim

ary staffm
em

bers w
ho

m
onitor the

progress and coordinate supports for our 
students in foster care

and
any students experiencing

hom
elessness. As needed,w

e
utilize

a
StudentSupportTeam

 (SST) process that 
brings together a team

 to create a plan for intensive supports. 

A
ctions

R
elated to

the
D

istance
Learning

Program
[additionalrow

s
and

actions
m

ay
be

added
as

necessary] 
D

escription 
Total Funds 

C
ontributing 

Provide individual classroom
 supply kit for each student to reduce cross contam

ination and support 
individualized learning needs 

$8000 
N

 

Purchase additional technology so every student has a device and connectivity (C
hrom

ebooks & m
anagem

ent 
licenses, hotspots) 

$20,000 
N

 

O
nline learning platform

s to
support distance learning m

anagem
ent: Zoom

, Seesaw
, G

oogle C
lassroom

, 
Peardeck, N

earpod 
$1000 

N
 

Fam
ily O

utreach C
oordinator 

$16,000 
Y 

PupilLearning Loss 
[A description ofhow

 the
LEA w

illaddress pupil learning loss thatresults from
 C

O
VID

-19
during

the 2019–2020 and 2020–21
schoolyears, 

including
how

 the LEA w
illassess pupils to m

easure
learning

status,particularly in
the

areas ofEnglish language
arts,English language 

developm
ent,and

m
athem

atics.] 

W
e

w
ill identify learning

status and
m

onitor progress through
a

system
 ofcurriculum

-based
assessm

ents.
Allstudents w

illbe
assessed

at 
the beginning

of the year(via Zoom
 or on-cam

pus).
W

e
continue w

ith
the

assessm
ents for a

totalof4 tim
es across the

year –
prior to

every 
reporting

period. C
ontentareas assessed include

M
ath,ELA,and

ELD
. R

esults are
used

to
inform

 individualized learning
plans for 

students. 

PupilLearning Loss Strategies 
[A description of the actions and

strategies the
LEA w

illuse to address learning loss and
accelerate learning

progress for pupils,as needed, 
including

how
 these

strategies differ for pupils w
ho are

English learners; low
-incom

e; foster youth;pupils w
ith exceptionalneeds;and

pupils 
experiencing hom

elessness.] 

A criticalpartofour strategy in addressing learning loss is considering
students’basic needs,like

food and
shelter,and

providing
supportto 

fam
ilies w

hen needed
to address those

needs. In
term

s ofacadem
ic strategies,w

e
im

plem
entan

assessm
entreview

 cycle w
here

teachers 
and leaders analyze assessm

ent results after each adm
inistration and refine the individualized learning plan for each student. Supports to 

address learning loss include 1:1 or group support, providing resources/m
aterials to fam

ilies, counseling referrals or connections to 
com

m
unity partnerships.

The
practice

ofcreating individualized learning
plans for allstudents allow

s for supports to
be

differentiated 
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according to every student’s unique
needs, including

specific com
ponents ofa

student’s IEP,or support for English
Language

D
evelopm

ent, 
in addition to

supports to address social-em
otionalw

ell-being,m
entalhealth,and

other basic needs. 

Effectiveness
of Im

plem
ented PupilLearning Loss

Strategies 
[A description ofhow

 the
effectiveness ofthe services or supports provided

to address learning loss w
illbe

m
easured.] 

W
e

w
illm

easure
the

effectiveness ofour strategies for addressing
and

preventing learning loss by review
ing

the
progress ofstudents on 

assessm
ents and

based
on

feedback from
 teachers,parents,and

students. 

A
ctions to

A
ddress

PupilLearning
Loss [additionalrow

s
and

actions
m

ay
be

added
as

necessary] 
D

escription 
Total Funds 

C
ontributing 

Interventionist 
$28,000 

N
 

M
entalH

ealth
and

Social and
Em

otionalW
ell-B

eing 
[A description ofhow

 the
LEA w

illm
onitor and

supportm
entalhealth

and socialand em
otionalw

ell-being
ofpupils and

staffduring
the

school 
year,including

the professionaldevelopm
entand resources thatw

illbe provided
to

pupils and
staffto

address traum
a and

other im
pacts of 

C
O

VID
-19 on the school com

m
unity.] 

SocialEm
otionalW

ell-being 
W

e
have

M
orning

M
eeting

daily to
provide

students w
ith

relationaland
fun

activities.
W

e utilize the
M

ind
U

p
SocialEm

otionalLearning 
(SEL) curriculum

 w
ith

allgrades. In
distance learning, it is partofour asynchronous instruction. W

e
also

utilize
our enrichm

entclasses as a 
m

eans ofprom
oting

connection in
addition to learning the contentof the

subjects for PE,M
usic,and

Art. 
M

entalH
ealth 

O
ur SchoolC

ounselor com
m

unicates w
ith

staff,parents and
students in

order to identify needs for one-on-one
socialem

otionalsupport. 
Full-tim

e
staffcan

access m
entalhealth

supports through their health insurance. 

Pupil and Fam
ily Engagem

ent and O
utreach 

[A description ofpupilengagem
entand outreach, including the procedures for tiered

reengagem
entstrategies for pupils w

ho
are

absentfrom
 

distance learning
and

how
 the LEA w

illprovide
outreach to

pupils and theirparents or guardians, including in languages other than English, 

C
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w
hen

pupils are
notm

eeting
com

pulsory education
requirem

ents,or if the LEA determ
ines the pupil is not is notengaging in instruction

and is 
at risk of learning loss.] 

W
e

have
som

e
practices in

place
to supportengagem

entofour students.
W

e
hold

parent-teacher conferences atthe startofthe
schoolyear 

to
form

 positive
relationships and

determ
ine

the
bestw

ays to supporteach
child. W

e
conductsurveys the find outabout the

experience, 
preferences,and needs ofour fam

ilies.
W

e
utilize

a
parentengagem

entapplication
called

ParentSquare to
com

m
unicate

easily w
ith fam

ilies 
in the m

ode
and language ofchoice,w

ith tw
o-w

ay com
m

unication functionality.
O

ur Fam
ily O

utreach
C

oordinator w
orks

w
ith our Spanish-

speaking
fam

ilies to
m

ake
sure they have

everything they need. W
e

w
illhold

a
Back-to-SchoolN

ightand
a regular m

eetings in the 
afternoon/evenings for parents to m

eetw
ith

teachers. In
addition

to the foundation
ofpractices in

place
to

supportstrong
engagem

ent,w
e 

have
established

procedures for reengaging
students w

ho
are

notengaging in the
distance learning

program
.

O
utreach is conducted in 

Spanish
as needed. 

Tiered re-engagem
ent process: 

• 
Phone call the day student is absent 

• 
3

absences – m
eeting

w
ith

adm
inistrator to

determ
ine

w
hathelp

a
fam

ily needs 
• 

6
absences – hom

e visitor SST m
eeting

in
w

hich
a

plan ofsupportis created and
m

onitored ongoing 

SchoolN
utrition 

[A description ofhow
 the

LEA w
illprovide

nutritionally adequate m
eals for allpupils, including those

students w
ho

are
eligible for free

or 
reduced-price

m
eals,w

hen pupils are
participating in both in-person instruction

and
distance learning,as applicable.] 

W
e

w
illprovide

school lunches through
a

w
eekly m

ealdistribution
during

distance learning. W
hen

in-person, lunches w
illbe

served
either 

indoors or outdoors by class. 

A
dditionalA

ctions
to

Im
plem

entthe
Learning

C
ontinuity

Plan [additionalrow
s 

and actions m
ay be added as necessary] 

Section 
D

escription 
Total Funds 

C
ontributing 

Pupil and Fam
ily O

utreach and 
Engagem

ent 
C

ounselor & Fam
ily O

utreach C
oordinator to provide support and 

outreach to students/fam
ilies 

R
epresented 

under 
D

istance 
Learning 

Y 
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Pupil and Fam
ily Engagem

ent and 
O

utreach 
ParentSquare to m

aintain com
m

unication w
ith fam

ilies, including 
translating com

m
unication into the fam

ily’s hom
e language 

$1,500 
Y 

School N
utrition 

W
eekly m

eal distribution 
$7,200 

Y 
Pupil and Fam

ily Engagem
ent and 

O
utreach 

Staff dedicated to conducting fam
ily outreach and reengagem

ent 
$22,000 

N
 

Increased or Im
proved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and Low

-
Incom

e Students 
Percentage to Increase or Im

prove Services 
Increased Apportionm

ent Based on the Enrollm
ent of Foster Youth, English Learners, and Low

-
Incom

e students 

6%
 

$94,517 

R
equired D

escriptions 
[For the actions being

provided to
an

entire
school,or across the entire

schooldistrictor county office
ofeducation (C

O
E),an explanation of(1) 

how
 the needs offoster youth,English learners,and low

-incom
e

students w
ere

considered
first,and

(2) how
these

actions are
effective in 

m
eeting the

needs of these students.] 

The
R

oss Valley studentpopulation
consists ofabout20%

English learners and
30%

 ofstudents eligible for Free or R
educed

Lunch. 
W

hen
determ

ining
the

actions and
services to

im
plem

entunder the increased/im
proved

services requirem
ent,w

e firstconsidered
the

needs 
ofour low

er incom
e students,English learners and

foster youth.W
ithin

the
Learning

C
ontinuity Plan,the

actions/services m
arked

as 
contributing to the Increased/Im

proved
Services requirem

entare: 
Fam

ily O
utreach

C
oordinator (75%

 of salary and
benefits--$16,000) 

ParentSquare com
m

unication
application ($1,500) 

SchoolN
utrition ($7,200) 

W
e

em
ploy a

Spanish-speaking
Fam

ily O
utreach

C
oordinator w

ho
w

illw
ork w

ith
Spanish-speaking fam

ilies,w
hose

students are
at least75%

 
U

nduplicated, to
assist them

 in achieving the fullbenefits ofa
R

oss Valley C
harter education. The

additionaloutreach
she

provides,and in 
Spanish

as needed, increases parents’connection
to

the schooland
their understanding

ofthe
program

 and
the

resources available to
them

. 
W

e
also

utilize
a

parentengagem
entapplication,ParentSquare,w

hich
allow

s for frequentand tw
o-w

ay com
m

unication in
a language

ofand 
m

ethod
ofchoice

betw
een

schooland
parents.

The
provision

ofschoolm
eals is a

crucialservice
addressing

the
basic needs ofour low

er 
incom

e
students and rem

oves a critical barrier to learning. 
In

addition
to the

actions and services being
provided through the

Learning
C

ontinuity and
Attendance

Plan,R
oss Valley provides the 

follow
ing

actions/services tow
ard increasing/im

proving
services for its low

-incom
e

students,English learners,and
foster youth: 
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 1) W
e are

providing additionalsupport for R
TIand

EL learners and
75%

 of this is devoted to
unduplicated

pupils totaling
$24,000 

2) O
ur certificated

staff(excluding
staffdescribed in item

 #1 above) spends 10%
m

ore
oftheir tim

e on
unduplicated

pupils com
pared

to all 
students. 10%

 of certificated salaries and benefits = $95,895 
3) O

ur schooldirector spends 10%
 m

ore
oftheir tim

e
on

unduplicated
pupils com

pared to
allstudents.10%

ofcertificated
salaries and 

benefits =$14,538 
These

all total$159,133,or $64,616
m

ore than
R

VC
 receives in

Supplem
entalG

rant funding. 

C
onsider item

s in
LC

AP 

[A description ofhow
 services for foster youth,English learners,and low

-incom
e students are

being increased
or im

proved
by the

percentage 
required.] 

By providing
additionalsupport in

Fam
ily O

utreach,and in Spanish
as needed,w

e
are increasing

access to the fullbenefitofour program
 to 

our U
nduplicated

pupils and
strengthening the

partnership
betw

een
fam

ilies and the school in
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

COVID-19 School Site-Specific Protection Plan 
Guidance & Template 

Guidance for Developing Your School’s COVID-19 School Site-Specific Protection Plan (SSSPP) 
1. Establish a multi-disciplinary Task Force (ie, teachers, custodians, school secretaries, para-educators, 

parents, students, and administrators) to develop and support this School Site-Specific Protection Plan 

who will meet regularly to monitor Public Health Information and adjust the plan based on input from all 

stakeholders as needed. 

2. Perform a school site walkthrough with the Task Force of your campus, classrooms, multi-use rooms, and 

office spaces and use the protocols, guidance and best practices detailed in the Public Health Guided 

Return to Site-Based Classroom Instruction as a guide for conducting your assessment. 

3. Develop and finalize your SSSPP and train staff before site-based classroom instruction begins. 

4. Use the template below to create your own SSSPP by filling in the required details, based on your 

individual school site/school or district office, to mitigate the transmission of COVID-19, under the 

guidance of the Public Health Officer. 

5. Finalize your SSSPP to distribute to staff and families and post on your school website. You may also post 

a copy at your school or office at a visible location, at or near the main entrance where students, staff and 

visitors can easily review it without touching the document, or post a Certificate of Completion (included 

below) with information on how to review the plan in its entirety online. 

6. Post signs at each of the primary staff and student entrances to inform all students, staff and visitors that 

they should: 

• If you have COVID-19 symptoms, do not enter the facility; 

• Maintain a minimum six-foot distance from one another; 

• Sneeze and cough into a cloth or tissue or, if not available, into one’s elbow; 

• Wear face coverings, as appropriate; and 

• Do not shake hands or engage in any unnecessary physical contact. 

Templates for signs can be downloaded for use from the Marin Recovers website. 

Tools for Developing Your School Site-Specific Protection Plan 

1. COVID-19 School Site-Specific Protection Plan (SSSPP) Template 
The Marin County Office of Education is providing this template that can be used by any school or district in Marin 

to create their own School Site-Specific Protection Plan (SSSPP). It contains all of the standard content already 

written for you to re-open your school or school office and prompts you to “fill in the blank” where unique 

information is required in order to complete your SSSPP. The template has been reviewed and supported by 

Marin County’s Public Health Officer. 

2. School Specific Best Practices 
The MCOE Rethinking Schools Task Force is monitoring updated guidance from the Center for Disease Control, the 

California Department of Public Health, the California Department of Education, and Marin County Public Health 

to support and promote emerging best practices to share with the school community in Marin. These best 

practices are based on alignment with local, state and federal guidelines in coordination with the county’s Public 

Health Officer. 
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9/5/2020

Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

School or District Site Name 
Ross Valley Charter 

School Type (select one) 

Traditional/Alternative Public School Charter School Private, Independent or Parochial 

School Task Force Members and Positions (ie teachers, custodians, secretaries, paras, parents, students, administration) 
Luke Duchene, School Director 
Sharon Sagar, Board Chair
Jen Wolf, Receptionist and Lunch/Recess Aide
Juana Cruz, Custodian 
Elizabeth Ellis, Office Manager
All Classroom Teachers 
Merrell Maschino, Community Council Parent
Laura Mans, Parent 

Public Health Liaisons and Contact Information (Primary and Secondary: Name, Email and Phone) 
Elizabeth Ellis, Office Manager, elizabeth.ellis@rossvalleycharter.org, (415) 534-6970 school 

Luke Duchene, School Director, luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org, (415)534-6970 school, (415)
484-0816 cell 
This COVID-19 School Site-Specific Protection Plan (SSSPP) was most recently updated on: 
9/5/2020 

Principal or Administrator 
Name: 
Luke Duchene 

Title: 
School Director 

Email: 
luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Phone Number: 
(415) 534-6970 school, (415) 484-0816 cell 

I,          Luke Duchene , certify that all staff and parents have been provided a copy of this SSSPP, which is 

posted on our school/district website, and that staff have received training as described in this SSSPP. 

Signature: Date: 9/15/2020 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

Specific Control Measures and Screenings 
Please provide as much detail as possible for how you intend to implement each guideline. If you need additional space, please 
provide an attachment. 

1. All activities are consistent with and will adjust to changing applicable state and local Public Health 

Orders. A multi-disciplinary Task Force has been established to develop and support this School Site-

Specific Protection Plan, who meet regularly to monitor and adjust the plan based on input from all 

stakeholders. 

A multi-disciplinary Task Force of administration, teachers, staff, and parents was
established to develop and support this SSSPP. Meetings began at the beginning of the 
summer and were conducted weekly. Further meetings are held regularly to monitor and 
adjust this plan based upon input from all stakeholders. 

2. Health and safety practices and protocols are in place, including hand washing, appropriate face 

coverings, and access to essential protective equipment, and up to date student and staff attendance 

tracking. 

Ross Valley Charter is supplied with standard Health and Safety Stations that include
EPE and cleaning/disinfecting supplies. Health and Safety Stations will be replenished on
a regular basis, either weekly and/or as needed. Stations include extra disposable face 
coverings for staff or students who may need them, gloves, face shields, disposable 
gloves, hand sanitizer, thermometers, cleaning and disinfecting spray bottles with paper
towels. Isolation kits have also been provided which include EPE necessary to safely 
monitor a student who may develop potential COVID-19 symptoms during the school day
while waiting to be picked up from school. Staff have been provided guidance on the use
of protective equipment. 

3. Training is provided to all staff, students and families reinforcing the importance of health and safety 

practices and protocols. 

Training to reinforce the health and safety practices and protocols will be provided to all staff 

prior to the start of in-person instruction. Staff will receive training throughout the year when 

new/updated guidance from Public Health is released. Instructional materials outlining health 

and safety practices and protocols are provided and reviewed with staff and families. 

Age and developmentally appropriate training for students, such as teaching children to avoid 

contact with one’s eyes, nose and mouth, and use of a tissue to wipe their nose and to 

cough/sneeze inside their elbow, will occur as part of classroom self-help skills instruction. Staff 

will model and practice handwashing before and after eating, after coughing or sneezing, after 

playing outside, and after using the restroom. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

4. A primary and secondary point of contact are established, identified, and trained at each school site 

to direct questions or concerns around practices, protocols, or potential exposure. These points of 

contact will also serve as a liaison to Public Health and contact information is identified in the School 

Site-Specific Protection Plan. (Points of Contact listed above). 

Luke Duchene, Director, and Elizabeth Ellis, Office Manager, will serve as the primary and 

secondary points of contact respectively and serve as the Liaisons to Public Health. Any questions 

or concerns around practices, protocols, or potential exposure should be sent to the primary 

contact: Luke Duchene, School Director, luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org, 415-484-0816; or 

secondary contact: Elizabeth Ellis, Office Manager, elizabeth.ellis@rossvalleycharter.org, 415-

534-6970. 

5. Plans are implemented for intensified cleaning and disinfecting, including training for staff and access to 

cleaning supplies and essential protective equipment, and regular disinfecting of frequently touched 

surfaces. 

Cleaning, sanitizing, and disinfecting schedules and protocols for Ross Valley Charter are based 

on CDC and CDHP guidelines have been designed. All staff will implement regular cleaning and 

sanitizing procedures throughout the day. Cleaning schedules are based on the age and needs of 

students served and instructional materials used. Staff will be trained on how to properly clean, 

sanitize, and disinfect classroom spaces, high touch areas, and surfaces in accordance with Public 

Health and CDC recommendations. Custodial staff will disinfect high touch areas in the 

breezeways, multiuse rooms, bathrooms and classrooms on a nightly basis. Playground 

equipment, tops of desks and tables, countertops and restrooms will all be disinfected. 

6. Health screening for students and staff are conducted as advised and updated by Public Health. On July 

23, 2020 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention provided updated guidance on screening K-12 

students emphasizing that parents and caregivers must monitor their children for signs of infectious 

illness every day at home, and universal symptom screening for K-12 students is not required. 

All staff will be required to respond to the following questionnaire before entering the 

classroom. This survey has health screening questions and you will be asked what 

school/classroom you are in for the day. 

1. I affirm that I have been without fever for 24 hours without the use of fever-

reducing medications and that I have not had symptoms of respiratory illness (cough, shortness 

of breath, or runny nose) in the past 24 hours. 2. I affirm that anyone that I live with or anyone 

that I have been in close contact with has been without fever (100.4 or above) for 24 hours, 

without the use of fever-reducing medication, and that they have not had symptoms of 

respiratory illness (cough, shortness of breath, or runny nose) in the past 24 hours. Staff are not 

required to have their temperature taken but are strongly encouraged to take it at home before 

leaving for work. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

While a Daily Health Screening for students is not mandatory, in an abundance of caution and for 

the health and safety of all of our students and staff, it is vital that all parents/guardians keep 

children at home if they show symptoms of COVID-19 and/or if they have a fever. The child 

should not return to school until the fever has been gone for at least 24 hours without the use of 

medicine. Should the student arrive and exhibit any symptoms, they will be isolated in a 

predetermined isolation area. If the student is absent from school due to symptoms, the 

parent/guardian is requested to contact the school to report the absence reason, contact their 

healthcare provider, and monitor their child’s symptoms. 

7. Staff and students who are sick are expected to stay home and an isolation area is identified for 

students who begin to exhibit symptoms during the school day, until they can be picked up. 

Describe placement of designated Isolation Area: 

Should a student exhibit any symptoms during the school day, s/he will be isolated in the ‘Living 

Room’ isolation area. Parents/guardians are required to and must agree to pick up their child 

without delay if they are exhibiting symptoms of illness. If a parent is not able to be reached or is 

unable to immediately pick their child up, emergency contacts will be contacted to pick up the 

child. Each classroom has a specific isolation plan for their classroom which may include the 

isolation area, a safe area outside of the classroom, or having the symptomatic student remain in 

the classroom and all other students taken to another space on campus. Depending on the 

individual student and other students in the classroom, the staff will determine the most 

appropriate isolation location for the symptomatic student, preferably outside of the classroom. 

Should a student, classroom, or school be required to quarantine, remote learning will take the 

place of site-based classroom instruction. Any necessary technology or equipment for students 

to access learning will be provided. 

8. Schools and districts will cooperate with Public Health to support testing strategies to mitigate 

transmission of COVID-19, including testing for staff at the beginning of the school year, and then no less 

than once every two months. This may include testing of students with appropriate parental permissions 

obtained in advance. (Identify testing vendors, if applicable) 

Staff have been provided information on how to register for testing. Staff will be notified of 

future testing windows and encouraged to obtain a test. Administration will work with staff that 

may require release time in order to be tested 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

9. Protocols, actions and template communications are in place for the following COVID-19 related scenarios 

(link: Marin County Public Health Protocols & Communication Templates for each scenario): 

a. A student or staff member either exhibits COVID-19 symptoms or has a temperature of 100.4 or above. 
b. A family member or someone in close contact with a student or staff member tests positive for COVID-19. 
c. A student or staff member tests positive for COVID-19. 
d. A student or staff member tests negative for COVID-19 after symptoms or confirmed close contact. 

The following Exposure Protocols for all staff and students will be implemented. Marin County 

Public Health Protocols on the onset of symptoms, potential exposure, to and/or close contact 

with an individual testing positive for COVID-19 in a school/classroom setting are broken into 4 

scenarios: 

1: A student or staff member either exhibits COVID-19 symptoms or has a temperature of 
100.4 or above. Action for Scenario One: 

• Report information to administrator, send home 

• Contact Healthcare provider/Public Health for testing (recommend testing) 

• If positive, see Scenario #3; If negative, see Scenario #4 

• School/Classroom are OPEN 

2: A family member or someone in close contact with a student or staff member tests positive 
for COVID-19. Action for Scenario Two: 

• Report information to administrator, send home, quarantine for 14 days 

• Contact Healthcare provider/Public Health for testing (recommend testing) 

• School/Classroom are OPEN 

3: A student or staff member tests positive for COVID-19. Action for Scenario Three: 

• Report information to administrator, send home, isolate as per Public Health 

• Families of Students and Staff: quarantine and contact Healthcare provider/ Public Health for 

testing 

• Classroom CLOSED for 14 days from last exposure 

• School Remains OPEN 

4: A student or staff member tests negative for COVID-19 after symptoms or confirmed close 
contact. Action for Scenario Four: 

• May return to school 24 hours after symptoms resolve 

• 14 day quarantine required for close contact with COVID-19 positive case 

• School/Classroom are OPEN 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

10. Where practicable, physical distancing of six feet is maintained between adults and students; four feet 

distance is permissible between students within a classroom or instructional area where requirements 

herein are in practice. 

Staff will implement spacing strategies and instruction in both indoor and outdoor spaces that 

are developmentally appropriate and easy for students to understand (e.g. markings on the floor, 

yoga mats to define space). Staff training is provided to maintain physical distancing when 

practicable and still meet the medical, personal, and support needs of students. 

11. For elementary schools, stable classroom cohorts (up to standard class size at each respective grade level) 

are maintained throughout each school day, and through each quarter or semester, with an assigned 

primary cohort teacher, and systems are in place to prevent the mixing of classroom cohorts. 

Student will be in half-class sized cohorts that do not mix with other cohorts. Times where 

potential mixing could occur are kept at a minimum, and when times coincide the cohorts will be 

assigned different paths of travel and areas to congregate. 

12. For middle and high schools, larger cohorts made up of students from more than one classroom may be 

arranged as long as accurate attendance data for students and adults is maintained on a daily basis while 

avoiding schoolwide mixing of students and staff. 

Not applicable. 

13. Where practicable, desks are arranged facing forward to minimize face to face proximity between 

students. 

Student desks, worktables, and floor activity will be arranged so that students face in the same 

direction to the extent practicable. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

14. School staff are permitted to visit and instruct more than one classroom cohort, following physical 

distancing and face covering protocols, and must document/record visits to classrooms that are not 

identified as their primary classroom cohort. 

Related services providers (Speech Pathologists, Occupational Therapists, etc.), School 

Psychologist, and administrator may visit and/or instruct in more than one classroom and will 

follow Public Health guidance. 

All entry and exits by staff are logged daily including rooms visited and cohorts visited. This will 

be documented through a QR Code scan with their cell phone. Administrative staff will also 

monitor movements to ensure compliance with procedures and protocols. 

15. Routes for entry and exit to the campus will be designated for each classroom cohort, using as many 

entrances/exits as feasible. 

Students should enter and exit the campus from the front of the school through the gate. Parent 

and bus drop off will be outside the music room. Students will have different paths of travel 

depending upon the location of their classroom. 

16. Schedules for arrivals, recess and lunch will be strategically coordinated to prevent mixing of classroom 

cohorts. 

Arrival and departure of students will be coordinated by the classroom staff, school site 

administration, and transportation providers in order to prevent the mixing of students from 

different classrooms. Classroom staff will walk with students to the classroom from the parent 

dropoff location and to assist with staggering and prevention of student cohorts mixing. Students 

will eat snacks and lunches in their classrooms or weather permitting outside using physical 

distancing. Recess times for each classroom on the playground will be staggered. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

17. Congregate movement through hallways will be minimized as much as practicable. 

Students will enter and exit through the exterior classroom doors, rather than into the shared 

interior hallway to minimize congregate movement. 

18. Large gatherings (i.e., school assemblies) are currently prohibited. 

No gatherings of multiple classroom cohorts, such as assemblies, holiday events or special 

performance, will be permitted. To the extent possible, meetings such as parent conferences, 

Individual Education Program (IEP) meetings, and staff meetings will be conducted virtually. 

19. The use of outdoor space for instructional purposes is maximized, shared, and coordinated to ensure 

students remain in their cohort. Efforts should also be made to maximize fresh air flow in classrooms 

through existing ventilation systems and opening of windows and doors as much as possible. 

Use of outdoor areas will be utilized to the extent practicable for instruction. Classroom staff and 

School Director will collaborate to ensure access to outdoor space on campus. Community-Based 

Instruction, such as campus and community walks may be considered. 

High quality air filters have been installed in classrooms. The classrooms have an external door 

and windows which can be opened to maximize fresh airflow. 

20. Use of shared playground equipment will be limited in favor of physical activities that require less contact 

with surfaces, and shared equipment will be cleaned between uses. 

The School Director and Classroom Teachers will coordinate regarding access and schedule. 

Activities that require less contact with surfaces and shared equipment will be provided. All 

outdoor play equipment is cleaned and disinfected between use by different groups of children 

and cleaned in between use individual children to the extent possible. Physical activity such as 

community walks may be considered as part of the Community Based Instruction planning. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

21. Use of non-classroom space for instruction such as gymnasiums and multi-use rooms should be 

considered to support physical distancing with cleaning between uses. 

Classroom staff and School Director will collaborate to ensure access to spaces on campus, as 

appropriate. Outdoor Classroom space use will be maximized to support physical distancing. 

22. Meals will be served classrooms or outside or in classrooms instead of cafeterias or dining rooms with 

individually plated or bagged meals as much as practicable. 

Meals will be served in the classroom or weather permitting in designated outdoor area. Families 

are instructed to provide appropriate snacks/lunches for their students, packed in clearly marked 

containers. Parents should provide detailed information to classroom teacher regarding any 

special dietary needs. Children will be instructed not to share food or touch each other’s food. 

Eligible students will be provided free and reduced lunch as “grab and go” meals. All meals are 

served using disposable food items, such as utensils and dishes, and is prepackaged for each 

individual. 

23. Routines and schedules will be developed to enable students and staff to regularly wash their hands at 

staggered intervals. 

Ross Valley Charter is equipped with sinks for each classroom. Students and staff will wash hands 

or use 60% ethyl hand sanitizer often: upon entrance into the classroom, after blowing nose, 

coughing, or sneezing, after using the restroom, before eating or preparing food, before and 

after touching of face, after playing outside, before and after providing routing care, before 

putting on and after removing gloves, after touching frequently touched areas (e.g., door knobs, 

handrails). 

24. All staff as well as all students in grades 3 - 12 are required to wear face coverings while in the classroom 

and on campus unless there is a medical or behavioral contraindication. Students from grades TK - 2 are 

strongly encouraged to wear face coverings and should be supported and taught how to wear them 

properly. 

All staff will wear a face covering. Instructional staff have been provided with a mask and a 

Humanity Shield (faceshield with cloth drape). This is a multi-grade classrooms. Students in third 

through fifth grade will wear a face covering, unless behaviorally or medically contraindicative. 

Face coverings are strongly encouraged for young children in grades transitional kindergarten 

through second grade, if they can be worn properly. Students will be taught how to wear a face 

cover in an age and developmentally appropriate manner and encouraged to do so, if they are 

able. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

25. Training will be provided for staff and students on proper use of face coverings which will include 

instruction to minimize touching of face coverings. 

Staff training on proper use of face coverings has been provided. Age and developmentally 

appropriate instruction on the use of face coverings will be part of the self-help skills instruction 

in classrooms. 

26. Sharing of supplies, manipulatives, toys, sports equipment, and other learning and recreational materials 

will be limited and each student will have separate individually labeled boxes or cubbies. 

Students have been provided boxes with frequently used items to be kept at their desk. 

Classrooms are set up with multiple learning manipulatives and activities for students that are 

easy to clean and disinfect throughout the day and individually labeled bins with, learning 

activities, books, manipulatives and belongings for each child. Manipulatives that may be put in a 

student’s mouth will be cleaned and sanitized. The use of a “dirty” bin will be implemented for 

items that need to be cleaned and disinfected before being used again. Materials that are 

difficult to clean (e.g. soft toys) are either removed from the classroom or carefully monitored for 

use by individual children only. 

27. Sharing of electronic devices, clothing, books and other games or learning aids will be avoided as much as 

practicable. 

Individually labeled bins and/or cubbies with learning activities, books, toys and belongings for 

each child will be used to reduce sharing. All personal items should be labeled and kept in a 

separate bag to ensure personal items are separate from others. 

28. Use of privacy boards or clear screens will be considered as much as practicable. 

Movable student desk barriers are available for use in each classroom when physical distancing 

between students may be challenging, when providing certain physical health care services for a 

student, or at other times when deemed appropriate by staff. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

29. Non-essential visitors, including parent volunteers will be limited and essential workers will be required to 

adhere to all health and safety guidelines. 

Non-essential visitors will be limited. Student drop-off and pick-up will be at the designated area 

and parents will not be permitted beyond the designated drop-off area for their child’s 

classroom. All campus visitors will be required to sign-in using the site check-in survey or at the 

office and respond to the health screening. When possible, essential workers will be scheduled 

after student hours. To the extent possible, Individual Education Program (IEP) meetings will be 

scheduled virtually. Electronic submission of required documentation (e.g., proof of residency, 

registration forms) will utilized. Parents should contact the special education office or classroom 

teacher if there is a need to drop off a lunch/snack, medication, specialized equipment, or other 

necessary documentation that cannot be completed electronically so that arrangements can be 

made for safe drop-off. 

30. A School Site-Specific Protection Plan outlining the above measures is completed, posted and shared with 

all stakeholders and updated as state and local Public Health guidance dictates. 

Parents and Staff are provided a copy of this SSSPP and it is available on the MCOE website. 

**Attach any supporting documents or additional information for each Guideline to the back of the SSSPP. 
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Ross Valley Charter UPDATED 9/15/2020 

School Site-Specific 
Protection Plan 

Certificate of Completion 

Ross Valley Charter 

has completed the School Site-Specific Protection Plan with current 
information related to COVID-19 Protocols and Procedures. The full 
SSSPP is available for viewing or download here: 

www.rossvalleycharter.org 

This certificate should be displayed in the site's main office and the full SSSPP should be available 
online at the above web address. 
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Ross Valley Charter Emergency Contact
In case of emergency school cancelation before 7:30am, the school 
will utilize our online communications system (ex. ParentSquare) to
inform all staff and families of the closure via phone, text and email. 
The emergency message will be sent by the Director or a designee. 
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EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS 

LUKE DUCHENE– DIRECTOR 760-487-8618 
EMERGENCY:  Fire, Medical Aid 911 
SCHOOL OFFICE 415-534-6970 
LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENT 415-258-4621 
LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 415-453-5330 
SHERIFF’S OFFICE 415-479-2311 

MARIN COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION 415-472-4110 

MARIN COUNTY OFFICE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES 415-499-6584 

KAISER HOSPITAL 415-444-2000 

MARIN GENERAL HOSPITAL 415-925-7000 

NOVATO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL 415-209-1300 

AMERICAN RED CROSS, MARIN CHAPTER 415-721-2365 

P.G.& E. Service Interruption Information 800-743-5000 

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL 415-924-1100 
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LOCKDOWN 
Intruder on Campus Procedure 

1. Staff will designate a lockdown situation by an all call that says, “We have 
a lock down situation” Listen for a bell signal. If, for some reason, no 
intercom is available, administrators or other personnel will act as runners 
to notify staff of lock down.  When a decision has been made to lock down 
the school, administration will notify law enforcement using 911, rather 
than the regular police numbers. 

2. All staff and students will follow the lock down procedure: 
• All students stay in place with an adult (including counselor, special 

education staff, speech, student activities, etc.) 
• Door is locked 
• Shades are pulled closed (Please have a piece of paper to cover 

your door window ready at all times next to the window) 
• Staff and students lie flat on the floor with head under table or desk 
• Lights out 
• Silence 
• Students who are not in a classroom or office should do their best to 

secure themselves and hide themselves from the threat. 
• Office staff will lock down in the office and move out of sight 

3. All staff and students will stay in lock down position until released by an all 
call, or when the School Director releases each space on all clear. 

4. During a drill, a staff member will unlock the door and check for lock down 
procedures in every classroom. 

5. It is important for staff and students to remain silent during this procedure 
to be able to hear further instructions. 

6. If a lock down is necessary when students are between classes, on 
break, or lunch: 

• Students will move quietly and quickly without running or pushing to 
areas where they feel they can hide themselves. If you can get to a 
building or classroom quickly, then do so.  But the goal of locking 
down and securing campus is to make you invisible to the potential 
danger on campus.  

• Teachers and school staff will help to direct you, but the directive is 
for classroom teachers to secure their students and not to unlock the 
door for anyone. 

• If there is a threat or a danger on campus, leave campus.  
• If there is a threat on the black top or playground, run the other way. 

• All buildings should be locked, students lay down silently on 
the floor, all shades/blinds closed and windows covered 
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Fire Drill Procedure 
Fire Drill 

Evacuate to Upper Black Top 

1.When the fire alarm rings, students stop work and exit the classroom. 
The last person to exit will close the door. This helps to contain the 
spread of a fire, and the fire department has made it clear that the 
doors must be closed. Doors remain unlocked. 

2.Students will take the emergency bag(s) to the black top.  
Teachers will take the red emergency folder with the classroom
number on the back and rosters and red/green cards inside.

3.All students evacuate their classrooms to the black top in a single 
file line with absolutely no talking at any time. 

4.As classes arrive on the black top, students will line up behind their 
teacher in designated spots. 

5.Have your students line up in alphabetical order, silently as soon as 
they arrive. Do not have them arrange themselves inside of the 
classroom or while evacuating the building. 

6.All students remain silent and standing while the teacher takes roll 
using class lists. Teachers, please update your folders by replacing 
last year’s class lists with updated lists. 

7.Hold up a green laminated card if all of your students are present or 
accounted for (or you know that they are absent or left for an 
appointment). Hold up a red card if you are missing a student for 
any reason. 

8.Report all missing students to the administrators or staff on the black 
top. 

9.Students who are with an adult other than their classroom teacher 
should be walked to the black top with that adult (i.e.; special 
education teacher, counselor, art teacher, etc.) and should line up 
as usual. The classroom teacher will meet the class as quickly as 
possible (with the class emergency folder) and begin taking 
attendance. 

10. On the “all clear” signal, students return to classrooms in a single 
file, orderly line. 
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Duck and Cover Procedure 
Earthquake Drill 

1. We will signal a duck and cover procedure with an “all call” 
announcing an earthquake. 

2. Students will silently drop below their desks with their heads 
underneath and their legs out (only if they don’t fit completely 
underneath). 

3. It is important to protect the head and eyes from windows or falling 
debris.  Students can cover their heads with their hands and arms, 
shielding their eyes.  Students can also hold the leg of the desk with 
one hand and cover their eyes with the other. 

4. Please stress the importance of silence during the entire drill until the 
“all clear” bell rings. 

5. Students will then follow the procedure for evacuating to the black 
top. 
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Evacuation to Black Top at Break or Lunch 

If there is an evacuation necessary during break, lunch, or before school, 
all students will walk silently to the black top and line up with your 
classroom teacher. Teachers will need to leave their classrooms or break 
area and go directly to the black top with their emergency folder. Teachers 
will hold up their name and room number for students to find them. 

11. Once students have found their classroom teacher, they will remain 
silent and standing while the teacher takes roll using class lists. 
Teachers, please update your folders by replacing last year’s class 
lists with updated lists. 

12. Hold up a green laminated card if all of your students are present or 
accounted for (or you know that they are absent or left for an 
appointment). Hold up a red card if you are missing a student for 
any reason. 

13. Report all missing students to the administrators or staff on the 
black top. 

14. On the “all clear” signal, students wait for further instructions in a 
silent, single file line. 
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Student Release Drill Information 

These directions are for disasters including a longer procedure called 
“student release.”  

1. Students will remain in their class lines, silently, until given direction 
to sit down in their places. 

2. Students will then sit down in their lines until further notice. 
3. Students may chat softly with others in line near them, but need to 
remain in their classroom lines sitting, as adults will be looking 
for specific students may need to find them to be released to their 
parents. 

4. Students may read, play cards, or chat until given further 
instructions. 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM 

The Incident Command System provides a flexible management system that is adaptable to 
incidents involving multi-jurisdictional response. The ICS is the combination of personnel, 
facilities, equipment, procedures and communications operating within a common 
organizational framework to manage the resources required to effectively accomplish 
objectives related to the emergency or incident. 

The main concepts behind the ICS structure are: a) every emergency requires the execution of 
certain tasks or functions; b) every incident needs a person in charge: c) no one should direct 
more than seven people; and d) no one should report to more than one person. 

Components of the ICS include: 
• Common terms established for organizational functions, resources and facilities; 
• Unified command structure with a common set of objectives and strategies; 
• Modular organization which expands or contracts as the incident progresses; 
• Manageable span of control by one person; 
• Integrated communications; 

The ICS is organized into five functional areas for on-scene management of all major 
incidents: Management, Operations, Planning, Logistics, Finance/Administration. 

Management: Provides overall emergency policy and coordination. This function is 
directed by the Incident Commander (IC) who is typically the School 
Director.  The IC is assisted in carrying out this function by an Incident 
Command Team which includes a Public Information Officer, Safety 
Officer, and Agency Liaison. 

Operations: Directs all tactical operations of an incident including implementation of 
response activities according to established emergency procedures and 
protocols, care of students, first aid, crisis intervention, search and 
rescue, site security, damage assessment, evacuations, and the release 
of students to parents. 

Planning: Collects, evaluates and disseminates information needed to measure the 
size, scope and seriousness of an incident and to plan an appropriate 
response. 

Logistics: Supports emergency operations by securing and providing needed 
personnel, equipment, facilities, resources and services required for 
incident resolution; coordinating personnel; assembling and deploying 
volunteer teams; and facilitating communications among emergency 
responders.  This function may take on a major role in extended 
emergency situations. 

Finance/ Oversees all financial activities including purchasing of necessary 
Administration: materials, tracking incident costs, arranging contracts for services, 

timekeeping for emergency responders, submitting documentation to 
FEMA for reimbursement and recovering school records following an 
emergency. 
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Figure 4 presents the Incident Command Post (ICP) Organizational Chart based on 
NIMS/SEMS.  Responsibilities and operational duties are detailed on the following pages. 

At the school level, the school director or designee assumes management responsibility as the 
Incident Commander and activates others as needed.  School personnel transition from their daily 
jobs to assigned emergency functions. The ICS is flexible in size and scope, depending upon the 
magnitude of the emergency. For a small incident, the school director may perform all roles of the 
ICS structure.  The Incident Commander is responsible for any section that is not assigned. Each 
section chief is responsible for any unit that is not assigned. 

Title Role, Responsibility 
Management:

Incident Commander 
Responsible for development of school’s plan and overall management of 
emergency situation; establishes/manages Command Post; activates ICS; 
determine strategies to implement protocols and adapt as needed. 

Safety/Security 
Monitors safety conditions of an emergency situation and develops 
measures for ensuring the safety of building occupants (students, staff, 
volunteers, responders). 

Public Information 
Media Liaison 

Spokesperson for the incident; prepares media releases; establishes 
“media center” near Command Post; coordinates information with Incident 
Commander for parent community. 

Liaison to Outside Agencies 
Develops working knowledge of local/regional agencies; serves as the on-
scene contact for outside agencies assigned to an incident; assists in 
accessing services when the need arises. 

Operations:
Search and Rescue 

Searches facility for injured and missing students and staff; conducts initial 
damage assessment; provides light fire suppression. 

Security/Traffic 
Coordinates security needs; establishes traffic and crowd control; restores 
utilities; secures perimeter and isolates fire/HazMat. 

First Aid 
Provides triage and medical care with staff trained in first aid and CPR; 
oversees care given to the injured; distributes medical supplies (latex 
gloves, bandages, etc.); establishes morgue, if needed. 

Evacuation/ 
Shelter and Care 

Provides accounting and long-term care for all students until reunited with 
parents/caretakers; manages food and sanitation needs of students. 

Student Release 
Provides for systematic and efficient reunification of students with 
parents/caretakers; maintains records of student release. 

Crisis Intervention 
Provides onside counseling and intervention; determines need for outside 
mental health support; accesses local/regional providers for ongoing crisis 
counseling for students, staff, parents, as needed. 

Planning: 
Situation Analysis 

Documentation 
Resources 

Demobilization 

Evaluates incident information and maintains ICS status boards; collects and 
archives all incident documents; tracks equipment and personnel assigned to 
the incident; checks in all resources (incoming equipment, personnel and 
volunteers; coordinates safe and orderly release of assigned resources and 
deactivation of incident response at the school site. 

Logistics:
Food/Supplies/Staffing/ 

Transportation 

Coordinates access to and distribution of food, water and supplies; provides 
personnel as requested, including volunteers; arranges transportation for 
staff, students and equipment. 

Facilities 
Communications/IT 

Coordinates site repairs and use of school facilities; arranges for debris 
removal; maintains all communication equipment, including radios; provides 
services to support Information Technology functions. 

Finance/Administration:
Procurement, Cost Accounting 

Timekeeping, Claims and 
Compensation 

Maintains incident time logs for all personnel; tracks and maintains records 
of site expenditures and purchases for incident; manages vendor contracts. 
Processes compensation/injury claims related to incident. 
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SCHOOL INCIDENT RESPONSE FLOW CHART 

Affected School Site 
Incident Commander = Director 

Determines need to activate Command Post 

Notifies emergency services (fire, police) 
Calls 911 

Incident Commander activates 
Incident Command Post, 

assembles Command Staff 

Director 
determines need to activate 

Emergency Operations Center 

Public 
Information/ 

Liaison Officer 

Notifies Board Chair 

Activates Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 
Assembles Command Staff 

Notifies Operational Area = 
Marin County Office of Education 

that EOC has been 
activated, and whether or not assistance 

is requested at this time. 

Public 
Information/ 

Liaison Officer 

Determines if 
mutual aid is 
required 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: INCIDENT COMMANDER 

The Incident Commander directs on-scene operations and is responsible for overall management of 
the incident.  It is his/her responsibility to prepare the strategic objectives that, in turn, will be the 
foundation upon which subsequent incident action planning will be based. Incident Objectives 
should be broad, measurable and follow an ordered sequence of events. 

The Incident Commander at the school leads the Incident Management Team: the Public 
Information Officer, the Safety Coordinator and the Agency Liaison for the school. 

Responsibilities: The Incident Commander (IC) is responsible for on-scene 
emergency/disaster operations and remains at or near the Incident Command Post (ICP) office 
to observe and direct all operations. 

• Assess the scene 
• Ensure the safety of students, staff and others on campus 
• Activate and manage the ICP 
• Develop strategies for appropriate response 
• Coordinate response efforts 
• Monitor action plan and organizational effectiveness 
• Lead by example: the behavior sets tone for staff and students 

Start-Up Actions 
• Assess type and scope of emergency 
• Determine threat to human life and structures 
• Activate the appropriate emergency action 
• If evacuation is necessary, verify that the route and assembly area are safe: 

• Direct the opening of the emergency cache 
• Set up the ICP 
• Obtain personal safety equipment 

• Establish appropriate level of organization 
• Activate organizational functions as needed 
• Contact the RVC Board Chair 
• Develop an Incident Action Plan with objectives and a time frame 

Operational Actions 
• Determine the need for and request inter-agency assistance 
• Monitor and assess the total site situation 

• View site map periodically for response team progress 
• Check with section chiefs for periodic updates 

• Revise Incident Action Plan, as needed 
• Update status to Board Chair as appropriate 
• Reassign personnel as needed 
• Begin student release, if appropriate, after student accounting is complete. 
• Refer media inquiries to Board Chair or PIO. 
• If transfer of command is necessary, e.g., when public safety officials arrive, provide a 

face-to-face briefing with the following minimum essential information: 
• situation status 
• objectives and priorities 
• current organization and personnel assignments 
• resources en route and/or ordered 
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• facilities established 
• communications plan 
• prognosis, concerns, related issues 

• Release teachers as appropriate guidelines. 
• Remain in charge of campus until redirected or released by the Board Chair or local 

authorities. 
• Be prepared for requests by the American Red Cross to use facility as a shelter. 

Deactivation 
• Receive briefing from public safety agency to obtain “All Clear”. 
• Contact the Board Chair to obtain authorization for deactivation. 
• Authorize deactivation of response teams as they are no longer required. 
! Check with section chiefs to ensure that any open actions will be taken care of before 

demobilization 
• Logistics: Ensure the return of all equipment and reusable supplies 
• Planning: Close out all logs. Complete other relevant documents and provide to 

the Documentation Unit for archive 
! Provide input to the After-Action Report 
! Proclaim termination of the emergency. 
! Proceed with recovery operations, if necessary 

Command Post Equipment/ Supplies 
• AM/FM radio (battery) ▪ Office supplies 
• Bullhorn ▪ School site map 
• Disaster response forms ▪ Staff and student rosters 
• Emergency/disaster plan ▪ Tables & chairs (if CP is outdoors) 
• Job description clipboards ▪ Two-way radios 
• Master keys • Vests, safety gear, ID badges 
• School Profile or School Accountability Report Card (SARC) 
• Forms: 

A1: Staffing List 
B1: Section Tasks 
C1: Management Situation Report 
D1: Section Activity Log 
D2: Resource Request 
D3: Check-In/Check Out 
E1: Situation Status Report – Initial Assessment 
F1: Situation Status Report Update 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: PUBLIC INFORMATION 

News media can play a key role assisting the school in getting emergency or disaster-related 
information to the public as soon as it is available.  The Public Information Officer is a member 
of the Incident Command Staff. For all incidents, media queries should be referred to the 
School PIO. If an EOC has been activated, refer media inquiries to the PIO, who will take
over the responsibilities and operational duties described below. Only one Public 
Information Officer will be assigned for each incident. 

Responsibilities: The Public Information Officer (PIO) acts as the official spokesperson 
for the school in an emergency situation and ensures that information support is provided on 
request; that media releases are consistent, accurate, and timely; and that appropriate 
information is being provided to all required agencies. 

Start-Up Actions 
• Determine a possible “news center” site as a media reception area (located away from 

the Command Post and students). Get approval from the Incident Commander. 
• Identify yourself as the “PIO” (vest, visor, sign, etc.). 
• Assess situation and obtain statement from Incident Commander. 
• Advise arriving media that the site is preparing a press release and approximate time of 

its issue. 
• Open and maintain a position log of your actions and all communications. If possible, 

tape media briefings. Keep all documentation to support the history of the event. 

Operational Duties 
• Keep up-to-date on the situation. 
• Issue/read statements approved by the Incident Commander that reflect: 

• Reassurance — “Everything is going to be OK”; 
• Incident cause and time of origin; size and scope of the incident; 

Current situation — condition of school site, evacuation progress, care being 
given, injuries, student release location, etc. Do not release any names. 
Resources in use; 
Best routes to school, if known and appropriate; 

• Any information school wishes to be released to the public. 
• Be complete and truthful, always considering confidentiality and emotional impact. Avoid 

speculation, bluffing, lying, talking “off the record,” arguing, etc. Avoid use of the phrase 
“no comment.” 

• Remind school site/staff volunteers to refer all questions from media or waiting parents 
to the PIO. 

• Update information periodically with Incident Commander. 
• Ensure key announcements are translated into other languages as needed. 
• Monitor news broadcasts about incident. Correct any misinformation heard. 

Closing Down 
• At the Incident Commander’s direction, release PIO staff no longer needed. 
• Direct staff members to sign out through Timekeeping. 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 
• Provide logs and other relevant incident documents to the Documentation Unit. 
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GUIDELINES FOR SPEAKING TO THE MEDIA 

When speaking to the press about school emergencies, it is extremely important to adhere to 
the following guidelines: 

• READ all press statements. 

• BE AVAILABLE for press inquiry. 

• RE-STATE the nature of the incident; its cause and time of origin. 

• DESCRIBE the size and scope of the incident. 

• REPORT ON the current situation. 

• SPEAK ABOUT the resources being utilized in response activities. 

• REASSURE the public that everything possible is being done. 

• DO NOT RELEASE students’ names. 

• BE TRUTHFUL, but consider the emotional impact the information could 
have upon listeners. 

• AVOID speculation; do not talk “off the record”. 

• DO NOT USE the phrase “no comment”. 

• SET UP press times for updates. 

• CONTROL media location. 

Equipment/Supplies 
• ID Vest • Hard hat 
• Battery operated AM/FM radio • Paper/pencils/marking pens 
• Scotch tape/masking tape • Scissors 
• School Staff Directory 
• Laminated school site map poster board size for display 
• School site map(s) and area maps as 8x11” handouts 
• Sample Public Information Releases 
• School Profile or School Accountability Report Card (SARC) 
• Forms: 

D1: Section Activity Log 
D2: Resource Request 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: AGENCY LIAISON 

The Agency Liaison is a member of the Incident Command Staff. Only one agency liaison is 
assigned for each incident, including incidents that are multi-jurisdictional. 

Responsibilities: The Agency Liaison serves as the point of contact for representatives from 
assisting organizations and assists in coordinating the efforts of these outside agencies by 
ensuring the proper flow of information. 

Start Up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander for situation briefing. 
• Determine personal operating location and set up as necessary. 
• Obtain necessary equipment and supplies from Logistics. 
• Put on position identifier, e.g. vest or ID tag. 
• Open and maintain a position log. Maintain all required records and documentation to 

support the history of the emergency or disaster. 

Operational Duties 
• Maintain a list of assisting and cooperating agencies. 
• Keep agencies supporting incident aware of incident status and priorities. 
• Monitor incident operations to identify current or potential inter-organizational problems. 
• Ensure coordination of efforts by keeping IC informed of agencies’ action plans. 
• Participate in planning meetings, providing current resource status, including limitations 

and capabilities of assisting agency resources. 

Closing Down 
• At the Incident Commander’s direction, deactivate the Agency Liaison position and 

release staff no longer needed. Direct staff members to sign out through Timekeeping. 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 
• Close out all logs. Provide logs and other relevant documents to the Documentation Unit 

in Planning. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• ID Vest • Hard hat 
• Two-way radio, if available • Clipboard, paper, pens 
• School Staff Directory 
• Copies of vendor contracts 
• List of local emergency contacts and resources 
• Forms: 

D1: Section Activity Log 
D2: Resource Request 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: SAFETY OFFICER 

Responsibilities: The Safety Officer develops and recommends measures for assuring personnel 
safety and assesses/anticipates hazardous and unsafe conditions. The Safety Officer is a member 
of the Incident Command Staff. Operating under the Incident Commander, the Safety Officer can 
exercise emergency authority to stop or prevent unsafe acts. 

Start Up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander for situation briefing. 
• Put on personal safety equipment; i.e., hard hat, vest) 
• Obtain necessary equipment and supplies from Logistics. 
• Open and maintain a position log. Maintain all required records and documentation to 

support the history of the emergency or disaster. Document: 
• Messages received 
• Action taken 
• Decision justification and documentation 
• Requests filled 

Operational Duties 
• Monitor drills, exercises, and emergency response activities for safety. 
• Identify hazardous situations associated with the incident. 
• Initiate appropriate mitigation measures. 
• Stop or modify all unsafe operations. 
• Ensure that responders use appropriate safety equipment. 
• Investigate accidents that have occurred within the incident area. 
• Anticipate situation changes, such as severe aftershocks, in all planning. 
• Keep the Incident Commander advised of your status and activity and on any problem 

areas that now need or will require solutions. 

Closing Down 
• When authorized by IC, deactivate the unit and close out all logs. Provide logs and 

other relevant documents to the Documentation Unit in Planning 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• Vest • Hard hat 
• Clipboard, paper, pens • Two-way radio 
• SERT Manual 
• Forms: 

D1: Section Activity Log 
D2: Resource Request 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: OPERATIONS 

Responsibilities: Operations manages the on-scene, immediate response to the disaster, 
which can include the following: 

• Site Facility Check/Damage Assessment • Student Supervision and Release 
• Security and Utilities • Light Fire Suppression 
• Search and Rescue • First Aid and Crisis Intervention 

Start-up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander or Command Post for situation briefing. 
• Put on personal safety equipment, e.g. hard hat and vest, walkie-talkie. 
• Obtain necessary equipment and supplies from Logistics. 
• Identify an assistant, as needed. 
• Be proactive. Anticipate needs. 

Operational Duties 
• Assume the duties of all operations positions until staff is available and assigned. 
• Brief assigned staff on the situation and supervise their activities, utilizing the position 

checklists. 
• Check with IC to assure Emergency Plan is implemented. 
• Initiate and coordinate Search and Rescue and First Aid operations, if needed. 
• Notify Logistics If additional supplies or personnel are needed for the Operations 

Section, As additional staff arrive, brief them on the situation, and assign them as 
needed. 

• As information is received from Operations staff, pass it on to the Incident Commander, 
providing description of tasks and priorities. 

• Student Release requires heavy staffing, so begin preparations early for well-separated 
and well-marked Parent Request and Student Release gates. 

• Monitor operational activities, ensuring that Operations staff follows standard 
procedures, utilizes appropriate safety gear, and documents their activities. 

• Schedule breaks and reassign Operations staff within the section as needed. 

Closing Down 
• At the Incident Commander’s direction, release Operations staff no longer needed. 

Direct staff members to sign out through Timekeeping. 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 
• When authorized by IC, deactivate the section and close out all logs. 
• Provide logs and other relevant documents to the Documentation Unit in Planning. 

Equipment/Supplies 
• Vest • Hard hat, gloves, if needed 
• Clipboard, paper, pens, tape • Two-way radio 
• First Aid supplies for First Aid teams • Campus map 
• Search and Rescue equipment for SAR teams 
• Forms: 

A1: Staffing List D3: Check-In/Check Out 
D1: Section Activity Log E1: Situation Status Report – Initial 
D2: Resource Request F1: Situation Status Report Update 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: PLANNING 

The RVC Incident Commander will be responsible for specific tasks listed here. 

Responsibilities: Planning is responsible for the collection, evaluation, documentation and 
use of information about the development of and response to the incident, the status of 
resources, and recovery planning. 

• Maintain accurate records and site map. 
• Provide ongoing analysis of situation and resource status. 

Start Up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander for situation briefing. 
• Obtain necessary equipment and supplies from Logistics. 
• Put on position identifier, such as vest, if available. 

Operational Duties 
• Assume the duties of all Planning positions until staff is available and assigned. 
• As (or if) staff is assigned, brief them on the situation and supervise their activities, 

utilizing the position checklists. 
• Assist Incident Commander in writing Incident Action Plans. 

Closing Down 
• At the Incident Commander’s direction, deactivate the section and close out all logs. 
• Archive all incident records. 
• Verify that closing tasks of all Planning positions have been accomplished. 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• Vest • Hard hat 
• Clipboard, paper, pens, dry erase pens • Two-way radio 
• File box(es) and folders • Clipboard 
• Large site map of campus, laminated 
• Forms: 

A1: Staffing List 
B1: Section Tasks 
D1: Section Activity Log 
D2: Resource Request 
D3: Check-In/Check Out 
E1: Situation Status Report – Initial Assessment 
F1: Situation Status Report Update 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: LOGISTICS 

Responsibilities: Logistics is responsible for providing facilities, services, personnel, 
equipment, and materials in support of the incident. 

Start-up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander for situation briefing. 
• Open supplies container or other storage facility. 
• Put on position identifier, such as vest. 
• Begin distribution of supplies and equipment as needed. 
• Ensure that the Incident Command Post and other facilities are set up as needed in safe 

locations. 

Operational Duties 
• Assume the duties of all Logistics positions until staff is available and assigned. 
• As (or if) staff is assigned, brief them on the situation and supervise their activities, 

utilizing the position checklists. 
• Coordinate supplies, equipment, and personnel needs with the Operations Section 

Chief. 
• Maintain security of cargo container, supplies and equipment. 

Closing Down 
• At the Incident Commander’s direction, deactivate the section and close out all logs. 
• Verify that closing tasks of all Logistics positions have been accomplished. Secure all 

equipment and supplies. 

Equipment/Supplies 
• Vest and ID • Hard hat 
• Clipboards with volunteer sign-in sheets • Pens, marking pens 
• File folders 
• Storage facility and all emergency supplies stored on campus 
• Inventory of equipment on campus 
• Forms: 

A1: Staffing List 
B1: Section Tasks 
D1: Section Activity Log 
D2: Resource Request 
D3: Check-In/Check Out 
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM: FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION 

Responsibilities: Finance/Administration is responsible for financial tracking, procurement, 
and cost analysis related to the disaster or emergency. 

• Maintain financial records 
• Track and record staff hours. 

Start-Up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander for situation briefing. 
• Put on position identifier, such as vest. 
• Locate and set up work space. 
• Check in with the Documentation Clerk to collect records and information which relate to 

personnel time keeping and/or purchasing. 

Operational Duties 
• Assume the duties of all Finance/Administration positions until staff is available and 

assigned. 
• As (or if) staff is assigned, brief them on the situation and supervise their activities, 

utilizing the position checklists. 

Closing Down 
• At the Incident Commander’s direction, deactivate the section and close out all logs. 
• Verify that closing tasks of all Finance/Administration positions have been accomplished. 

Secure all documents and records. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• Vest • Clipboard 
• Paper, pens •  File folders 
• Calculator 
• Forms: 

A1: Staffing List 
B1: Section Tasks 
D1: Section Activity Log 
D2: Resource Request 
D3: Check-In/Check Out 
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ICS SECTION UNITS: SCHOOL EMERGENCY TEAMS 

Staff: Per California Government Code §3100, during a disaster, public employees
become “Disaster Service Workers”. As Disaster Service Workers, school staff may be 
required to remain at school to assist in an emergency situation. 

Staff members may be assigned as teams to assist section leaders in units of the ICS. 
Assigned teams shall receive training appropriate to their ICS role and shall participate in 
emergency readiness drills and activities before an actual disaster occurs. Any school 
employee, as a disaster services worker, may be asked to assist an ICS team whenever 
necessary. 

TEACHERS: Teachers shall be responsible for the supervision of students and 
shall remain with students unless directed otherwise. They shall: 

• Supervise students under their charge. 
• Take steps to ensure the safety of students, staff, and other individuals in the 

implementation of emergency protocols. 
• Direct students in their charge to inside or outside assembly areas, in 

accordance with signals, warning, written notification, or intercom orders 
according to established emergency procedures. 

• Give appropriate action command during an emergency. 
• Take attendance when class relocates to an outside or inside assembly area 

or evacuates to another location. 
• Report missing students to Planning. 
• Assume designated ICS role. 
• Send students in need of medical attention to the First Aid Station. 
• Render first aid, if necessary. School staff should be trained and certified 

in First Aid and CPR. 

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES/ASSISTANTS: 
• Assist teacher, as directed. 

COUNSELORS, SOCIAL WORKERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS: Counselors, social 
workers, psychologists provide assistance with the overall direction of the
emergency procedures at the site. Assume designated ICS role.
Responsibilities may include: 

• Take steps to ensure the safety of students, staff, and other individuals in the 
implementation of emergency protocols. 

• Direct students in their charge according to established emergency protocols. 
• Render crisis intervention, if necessary. 
• Assist in the evacuation/transfer of students, staff and other individuals when 

their safety is threatened by a disaster. 
• Maintain a line of communication with Operations. 
• Assist as directed by Operations. 
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SCHOOL NURSES/HEALTH ASSISTANTS: 
• Assume designated ICS role, preferably in the First Aid Station. Administer 

first aid or emergency treatment, as needed. 
• Supervise administration of first aid by those trained to provide it. 
• Organize first aid and medical supplies. 

CUSTODIANS/MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL: 
• Assume designated ICS role. 
• Survey and report building damage to Operations. 
• Control main shut-off valves for gas, water, and electricity and assure that no 

hazard results from broken or downed lines. 
• Provide damage control as needed. 
• Assist in the conservation, use, and disbursement of supplies and equipment. 
• Keep Operations Chief informed of condition of school. 

SCHOOL SECRETARY/OFFICE STAFF: 
• Assume designated ICS role. 

FOOD SERVICE WORKERS: 
• Use, prepare, and serve food and water on a rationed basis whenever the 

feeding of students and staff becomes necessary during an emergency. 
• Restrict access to foodservice operations to authorized personnel. 
• Assist as directed by Operations. 

OTHER STAFF: 
• Report to Director (i.e. Incident Commander) for directions. 
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OPERATIONS: SEARCH AND RESCUE 

Objectives: Sweep quickly through the RVC classrooms to identify location of trapped 
or injured students and staff. Rescue those who are trapped and injured. Coordinate with First 
Aid team for treatment of the injured. 

Safety Rules: Buddy system: 2-3 persons per team; team leader identified. Take no action that 
might endanger you. Do not work beyond expertise. Use appropriate safety gear. Size up the 
situation first.  Follow all operational and standard safety procedures.  Team members should 
be certified in First Aid and trained in SAR techniques. 

Start-Up Actions 
• Put on personal safety gear. 
• Obtain all necessary equipment from container (see below). 
• Check at Command Post (ICP) for assignment. 
• Put batteries in flashlight. 

Operational Duties 
• Before entering a building, walk around and inspect complete exterior of building. Report 

structural damage to team leader. Use yellow caution tape to barricade hazardous 
areas. Do not enter severely damaged buildings. 

• If building is safe to enter, search assigned area (following map) using orderly pattern. 
Check rooms first that are marked for injured person left behind (e.g., red ribbon on door 
handle). Systematically check all rooms. 

STANDARD SEARCH ASSESSMENT MARKING 

A separate and distinct marking system is necessary to conspicuously describe 
information relating to the location of victims in the areas searched. This will be 
constructed in two operations, when entering and leaving a room. It is important that the 
markings are specific to each area of entry (e.g., room) or separate part of the building. 
Use chalk, painters’ tape, or grease pencil for the markings indicated below. 

ENTERING A ROOM: Draw a forward slash to indicate that search 
operations are currently in progress. 

• When injured victim is located, transmit location, number, and condition of injured to 
Command Post. Do not use names of students or staff. Administer only life-saving 
disaster first aid. Transport injured to First Aid Station. 

EXITING A ROOM: Draw a back slash across the original one, 
creating an “X” on the door when the primary search is completed. 

• Fill in the four quadrants of the “X” using the standard marking system, which will help 
professional rescue teams who follow. Working clockwise from the left quadrant, mark 
information as described on the following page. 
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LEFT QUADRANT:  Write the SEARCH TEAM INITIALS or identifier. 
Search 
Team 

Date/ 
Time TOP QUADRANT: Write the DATE and TIME that the search team 

left the room or structure 

RIGHT QUADRANT: Write any HAZARDS found, e.g., rats, toxic 
Hazards 

chemicals, broken staircase 

BOTTOM QUADRANT: Write number of LIVE and DECEASED victims 
still inside the structure. 0 = no victims 

# injured 
# dead 

10/25/11 
0815 

EXAMPLE: ER chlorine 

2 dead 

• Report by radio to Incident Command Post when room or area has cleared (example: 
"Room A-123 is clear”). To diminish radio clutter, consider reporting room clusters as 
clear. 

• Follow directions from Operations/Incident Command Post 
• Report gas leaks, fires, or structural damage to Operations Chief immediately upon 

discovery. 
• Record exact location of damage and triage on map and report information to 

Operations Chief. 
• Keep radio communication brief and simple. Use common language, no codes. 

Closing Down 
• Return equipment to Logistics. Provide maps and logs to the Documentation Unit. 

Equipment/Supplies 
• ID Vest • Hard hat 
• Work and latex gloves • Whistle with master keys on lanyard 
• First aid backpack • Campus 2-way radio 
• Clipboard with job description and map • Caution tape 
• Fire extinguisher 
• Backpack with goggles, flashlight, face masks, pry bar, duct tape, grease pencil and 

painter’s tape to mark doors. 
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OPERATIONS: FIRST AID 

Objectives: Establish the First Aid treatment area, triage, emergency medical response and 
counseling. Ensure that appropriate actions are taken in the event of deaths.  Coordinate with 
the Search and Rescue Team and inform the Operations Chief when the situation requires 
health or medical services that staff cannot provide. 

Personnel: First-aid trained staff and volunteers 
Start-Up Actions 

• Set up First Aid Station if directed by Operations Chief. 
• Obtain and put on personal safety equipment including vests and non-latex or nitrile 

gloves. 
• Check with Medical Team Leader for assignment. 

Operational Duties 
• Admit injured students/staff to First Aid Station, listing name on master log. 
• Administer appropriate first aid. 
• Keep accurate records of care given. 
• Continue to assess victims at regular intervals. 
• Report deaths immediately to First Aid Team Leader. Relocate to morgue area 
• If and when transport is available, do final assessment and document on triage tag. 

Keep and file records for reference—do not send with victim. 
• A copy of the Student’s Emergency Card must accompany student removed from 

campus to receive advanced medical attention. Send emergency out-of-area phone 
number if available. 

First Aid Stations 
Triage - Locate triage at the entry of the First Aid Station. This area is for the injured to be 

quickly evaluated for severity of injury and directed to the appropriate treatment area. 
• Immediate Care - For people with life and limb threatening injuries that require 

immediate attention, such as difficulty breathing, severe bleeding, major burns 
and shock. Locate immediate care in an area out of sight of most students and 
staff but accessible to emergency vehicles. 

• Delayed Care - For injured individuals who do not require attention within the 
first hour. Such people may have lacerations, broken bones or need medication. 
Locate near the immediate care area, but shield from the sight of the injured in 
immediate care area. 

• Minor Care - Avoids overloading first aid station for those needing immediate care. 
Some can be treated in class lines. 

Crisis Counseling - Mild to moderate anxiety is best handled by teachers in class groups. 
Severe anxiety warrants special attention in a secluded area away from other First Aid 
areas, since the sight of injured people may worsen the hysteria. This area should be away 
from the student population because hysteria can rapidly get out of control. 

Closing Down 
• Return equipment and unused supplies to Logistics. 
• Clean up first aid area. Dispose of hazardous waste safely. 
• Complete all paperwork and turn into the Documentation Unit. 

Equipment/ First Aid Supplies: 
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See Emergency Supplies Inventory in APPENDIX G. 

OPERATIONS and FIRST AID: MORGUE 

Personnel: To be assigned by the Operations Chief. 

Start-Up Actions 
• Check with Operations Chief for direction. 
• If directed, set up morgue area. Verify: 

• Tile, concrete, or other cool floor surface 
• Accessible to Coroner’s vehicle 
• Remote from assembly area; keep unauthorized persons out of morgue. 
• Maintain respectful attitude. 

Operational Duties - After pronouncement or determination of death: 
• Confirm that the person is actually dead. 
• Do not move the body until directed by Command Post. 
• Do not remove any personal effects from the body. Personal effects must remain with 

the body at all times. 
• As soon as possible, notify Operations Chief, who will notify the Incident Commander, 

who will notify 911 of the location and, if known, the identity of the body. The 911 
Dispatcher will notify the Coroner. 

• Keep accurate records and make available to law enforcement and/or the Coroner when 
requested. 

• Write the following information on two tags. 
• Date and time found. 
• Exact location where found. 
• Name of decedent if known. 
• If identified—how, when, by whom. 
• Name of person filling out tag. 

• Attach one tag to body. 
• If the Coroner’s Office will not be able to pick up the body soon, place body in plastic 

bag(s) and tape securely to prevent unwrapping. Securely attach the second tag to the 
outside of the bag. Move body to morgue. 

• Place any additional personal belongings found in a separate container and label as 
above. Do not attach to the body—store separately near the body. 

Closing Down 
• After all bodies have been picked up, close down the Morgue. 
• Return equipment and unused supplies to Logistics. 
• Clean up area. Dispose of hazardous waste safely. 
• Complete all paperwork and turn into the Documentation Unit of Planning. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• ID Vest • Tags 
• Vicks VapoRub • Pens/Pencils 
• Plastic tarps • Plastic trash bags 
• Stapler • Duct tape 
• 2" cloth tape 
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OPERATIONS: SHELTER AND CARE 

Objectives: Ensure the care and safety of all students on campus except those who are in the 
First Aid Station. 

Personnel: Classroom teachers, substitute teachers, and staff as assigned. 

Start Up Actions 
• Identify team leader 
• Put on safety vest or position identifier 
• Assess situation. Remain calm. 
• Take job description clipboard and radio. 
• Check in with Operations Chief for situation briefing. 
• Assign personnel to assignments as needed. 
• If school is evacuating: 

• Verify that the assembly area and routes to it are safe. 
• Count students or observe the classrooms as they exit, to make sure that all classes 

evacuate. 
• Initiate the set-up of portable toilet facilities and hand-washing stations. 

Operational Duties 
• Monitor the safety and well-being of the students and staff in the Assembly Area. 
• Administer minor first aid as needed or refer to First Aid Station 
• Support the Student Release process by releasing students with appropriate paperwork. 
• When necessary, provide water and food to students and staff. 
• Make arrangements for portable toilets if necessary, ensuring that students and staff 

wash their hands thoroughly to prevent disease. 
• Arrange activities and keep students reassured. 
• Update records of the number of students and staff in the assembly area (or in the 

buildings). 
• Direct all requests for information to the Public Information Officer or Command Post. 
• Make arrangements to provide shelter for students and staff. 

Closing Down 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 
• When authorized by the Incident Commander, close out all logs. 
• Provide logs and other relevant documents to the Documentation Unit. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• ID Vest • School 2-way radio 
• Clipboard with job description • Ground cover, tarps 
• First aid kit, water, food, sanitation supplies 
• Student activities: books, games, coloring books, etc. 
• Forms: 

- Student Accounting 
- Student Injury Forms 
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OPERATIONS: STUDENT RELEASE 

Objective: Assist teachers and staff in the release of students from the campus to parents and 
designated adults. 

Personnel: Office Manager, available staff and disaster volunteers. Use buddy system. Student 
Release process is supported by student runners. 

Start-Up Actions: 
• Identify team leader. 
• Put on safety vest or position identifier. 
• Check with Operations Chief for assignment to Request Table or Release Table. 
• Obtain necessary equipment and forms from Logistics or emergency container. 
• Secure area against unauthorized access. Mark gates with signs. 
• Set up Request Table at the main student access area. Use alphabetical grouping signs 

to organize parent requests. 
• Have Student Release Forms available for parents outside at Request Table. Assign 

volunteers to assist. 
• Set up Release Table at some distance from Request Table. 

Operational Duties 
• Follow procedures outlined below to ensure the safe reunification of students with their 

parents or guardians. 
• Refer all requests for information to the ICS or EOC Public Information Officer. Do not 

spread rumors! 

Procedures 
• Requesting adult fills out Student Release Form, gives it to staff member, and shows 

photo identification. 
• Staff verifies identification, pulls Emergency Card from file, and verifies that the 

requester is authorized on the card. 
• Staff instructs the requester to proceed to the Release Table and files the Emergency 

Card in the out box. . 
• Runner takes the Student Release Form to Student Assembly Area, walks the requested 

student to the Student Release Table. 
• Staff matches student to requester, asks parent/requester to sign student Release Form, 

and requests both to leave the campus area to reduce congestion. 
• Mark student with sticker or “X” on hand in colored marking pen so security personnel 

can check that student is authorized to leave campus. 

Note: If a parent is hostile or refuses to wait in line, don’t argue. Step aside with the agitated 
parent so that Request Table can continue processing other parent requests.  Document. 

If student is with class in the Assembly Area: 
• Runner shows Student Release Form to the teacher 
• Teacher marks box, “Sent with Runner.” 
• Runner walks student to Release Table 
• Runner hands paperwork to release personnel. 
• Release staff match student to requester, verify proof of identification 
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If student is not with the class: 
• Teacher makes appropriate notation on Student Log. 
• “Absent” if student was not in school that day. 
• “First Aid” if student is at First Aid Station. 
• “Missing” if student was in school but now cannot be located. 
• Runner takes Student Log to Planning/ICP. 
• Planning verifies student location if known and directs runner accordingly. 
• Parent should be notified of missing student status and escorted to Crisis Counselor. 
• If student is in First Aid, parent should be escorted to Medical Treatment Area. 
• If student was marked absent, parent will be notified by a staff member. 

Closing Down 
• At the direction of the Operations Chief, return equipment and unused supplies to 

Logistics. 
• Complete all paperwork and turn into the Documentation Unit. 

Equipment/Supplies - See Emergency Supplies (Student Release File Box inventory) in 
APPENDIX G. 

• ID Vest • Clipboards for staff 
• Small clipboards for Parent Request forms • Pens, stapler 
• Student Emergency Contact Cards • File boxes to serve as out-boxes 
• Model Marin Schools Student Release Guide 
• Signs marked Request Table and Release Table 
• Signs for alphabetical grouping to organize request lines 
• Post-it tabs to indicate absent students, missing students, those in First Aid. 
• Map with location of Student Release Table and parent parking area 
• Forms: 

- Student Release Form (copies for every student) 
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PLANNING: SITUATION 

Objectives: Collect, evaluate, document and use information about the development of the 
incident and the status of resources. 

• Maintain accurate site map. 
• Provide ongoing student/staff and facilities status data, analysis of situation and 

resource status. 

Start-up Actions 
• Check in with Planning Chief for situation briefing. 
• Obtain necessary equipment and supplies from Logistics. 
• Put on safety vest or position identifier. 

Operational Duties
Situation Status (Map) 
• Establish, coordinate and direct verbal and written communications with section chiefs. 
• Collect, organize and analyze incident information. 
• Update situation status boards as new information is received. 
• Use area-wide map to record information on major incidents, road closures, utility 

outages, etc. 
• Mark site map appropriately as related reports are received. This includes Search and 

Rescue reports and damage updates, giving a concise picture status of campus. 
• Preserve map as legal document until photographed. 
• Direct media or public inquiries to the ICS or EOC Public Information Officer. 

Situation Analysis 
• Provide current situation assessments based on analysis of information received. 
• Develop situation reports for the Incident Commander to support the action planning 

process. 
• Think ahead and anticipate situations and problems before they occur 
• Report only to Incident Commander. Refer all other requests to Public Information 

Officer. 

Closing Down 
• Close out all logs and turn all documents into Documentation. 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• ID Vest • Clipboards 
• 2-way radio • Paper, pens, dry-erase pens, tissues 
• Large site map of campus, laminated • File box(es) 
• Map of county and local area 
• Forms: 

D1: Section Activity Log 
E1: Situation Status Report – Initial Assessment 
F1: Situation Status Report Update 
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PLANNING: DOCUMENTATION 

Objectives: Collection, evaluation, documentation and use of information about the 
development of the incident and the status of resources. 

Start-Up Actions 
• Check in with Planning Chief for situation briefing. 
• Obtain necessary equipment and supplies from Logistics. 
• Put on safety vest or position identifier.. 
• Determine whether there will be a Finance/Administration Section. If there is none, the 

Documentation Clerk will be responsible for maintaining all records of any expenditures 
as well as all personnel time keeping records. 

Operational Duties
Records 
• Maintain time log of the Incident, noting all actions and reports. (See sample log in 

APPENDIX D.) 
• Record content of all radio communication with Emergency Operations Center. 
• Record verbal communication for basic content. 
• Log in all written reports. 
• File all reports for reference (file box). 
Important: A permanent log may be typed or rewritten at a later time for clarity and better 
understanding. Keep all original notes and records—they are legal documents. 

Student and Staff Accounting 
• Receive, record, and analyze Student Accounting forms. 
• Check off staff roster. Compute number of students, staff, and others on campus for 

Situation Analysis. Update periodically. 
• Report missing persons and site damage to Incident Commander. 
• Report first aid needs to Medical Team Leader. 
• File forms for reference. 

Closing Down 
• Collect and file all paperwork and documentation from deactivating sections. 
• Securely package and store these documents for future use. 
• Return equipment and reusable supplies to Logistics. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• ID Vest • Clipboards 
• 2-way radio paper, pens • File box(es) 
• Forms: 

- Emergency Time/Situation Report 
- Sample log 
- Student Accounting Form 
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LOGISTICS: STAFFING 

Objective:  Coordinate the assignment of personnel (staff, students, disaster volunteers) in 
support of the incident response. 

Start-Up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander for situation briefing. 
• Put on safety vest or position identifier. 
• Open three logs to list staff, volunteers, and student runners who are awaiting 

assignment. 

Operational Duties 
• Deploy personnel as requested by the Incident Commander. 
• Sign in volunteers, making sure that they wear I.D. badges and are on the site disaster 

volunteer list. 
• Unregistered volunteers should be sent to the community volunteer site, if there is one.  

If needed on site, verify identity, register volunteer, and consider simple assignments 
such as parking and crowd control, distribution of Student Request forms to parents. 

Closing Down 
• Ask volunteers to sign out. 
• At the Logistic Chief’s direction, close out all logs and turn them in to Documentation 

Unit. 
• Return all equipment and supplies. 

Equipment/Supplies 
• ID Vest • 2-way radio 
• Clipboards with Volunteer Sign-in sheets • Paper, Pens 
• Cargo container or other storage facility and all emergency supplies stored on campus 
• Forms: 

- Inventory of emergency supplies on campus 
- List of registered disaster volunteers 
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LOGISTICS: SUPPLIES/FACILITIES 

Objectives: Provide facilities, equipment, supplies, and materials in support of the incident 
response.  Facilitate and coordinate food supplies, meal preparation, meal distribution, 
water distribution, sanitation set-up and debris removal. 

Start-Up Actions 
• Check in with Incident Commander for situation briefing. 
• Open supplies container or other storage facility if necessary. 
• Put on safety vest or position identifier. 
• Begin distribution of supplies and equipment as needed. 
• Set up the Incident Command Post. 

Operational Duties 
• Maintain security of cargo container, supplies and equipment. 
• Distribute supplies and equipment as needed. 
• Assist team members in locating supplies and equipment. 
• Set up feeding area, sanitation area and other facilities as needed. 
• Arrange for debris removal. 
• Coordinate site repairs and use of school facilities. 

Closing Down: 
• At the Logistic Chief’s direction, receive all equipment and unused supplies as they are 

returned. 
• Secure all equipment and supplies. 

Equipment/Supplies 
• ID Vest • 2-way radio 
• Clipboard • Paper, pens 
• Cargo container or other storage facility and all emergency Supplies stored on campus 
• Forms: 

- Inventory of emergency supplies on campus 
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FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION: TIMEKEEPING 

Objective:  Maintenance of accurate and complete records of staff hours. 

Start-Up Actions: 
• Check in with Finance/Administration Chief for situation briefing. (Note: Depending on 

the severity of the situation, these tasks will likely be completed by the Finance Chief) 
• Put on position identifier, such as vest, if available. 
• Locate and set up work space. 
• Check in with the Documentation Clerk to collect records and data that relate to 

personnel time keeping. 

Operational Duties 
• Meet with Finance/Administration Chief to determine process for tracking regular and 

overtime of staff. 
• Ensure that accurate records are kept of all staff members, indicating hours worked. 
• If school personnel not normally assigned to the site are working, be sure that records of 

their hours are kept. 

Closing Down 
• Close out all logs. 
• Secure all documents and records. 

Equipment/ Supplies 
• ID Vest • Clipboards 
• Paper, pens 
• Forms: 

- Staff Duty Log 
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FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION: PROCUREMENT 

Objective: Maintain accurate and complete records of purchases. 

Start-Up Action 
• Check in with Finance/Administration Chief for situation briefing. 
• Put on position identifier, such as vest. 
• Locate and set up work space. 
• Check in with the Documentation Clerk to collect records and information which relate to 

purchasing. 

Operational Duties 
• Meet with Finance/Administration Chief to determine process for tracking purchases. 
• Support Logistics in making any purchases that have been approved by the Incident 

Commander. 
• Maintain vendor contracts and agreements. 

Closing Down 
• Close out all logs. 
• Secure all documents and records. 

Equipment/Supplies 
• ID Vest • Clipboard 
• Paper, Pens • Post-Its 
• Stapler • Calculator 
• Forms 
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RESPONSE 

One of the true tests of leadership is the ability to 
recognize a problem before it becomes an emergency. 

-- Arnold H. Glasow 

Response is the process of implementing appropriate actions while an emergency situation is 
unfolding. In this phase, schools mobilize resources needed to address the emergency at hand. 
In any emergency situation, get help right away. Alert someone immediately—a school 
administrator, school nurse, the 911 Dispatcher, local fire department or police department, as 
appropriate. 

CALLING 911 
911 is a telephone number dedicated to calls for emergency 
assistance, such as a traffic accident, fires, paramedic 
service, crime in progress, bodily injury, imminent threat to 
life, or major property damage or loss. 

The 911 Dispatcher is a trained dispatcher who will prompt 
what additional information is needed, based on the type of 
emergency (e.g., what the scene looks like, number of 
injuries or deaths). In order to complete an assessment on 
the telephone, the 911 Dispatcher may have many 
questions to ask depending upon the nature of the problem. 
It is very important for the dispatcher to obtain as much 
information as possible, in the interests of responder safety 
and to dispatch the correct level of medical response. 

WHEN CALLING 911 

• Remain calm. 

• Speak slowly and clearly. 

• Clearly state name and location of 
incident and your calling phone #. 

• State your emergency 

• Listen to all instructions. Allow 911 
Dispatcher to direct conversation. 

• Answer all questions completely. 

• Remain on the line as long as 
Dispatcher instructs you to do so. 

The 911 Dispatcher may ask you to stay on the line until responders arrive. This will 
assist the dispatcher in keeping the fire, police or rescue squad updated as the situation 
being reported unfolds. 

WHEN REPORTING AN EMERGENCY 

• Remain calm and speak slowly and clearly while explaining the type of emergency 
you are reporting. 

• Provide your name, location of the incident and your location, if different from the 
scene of the emergency. 

Though the technology exists which presents address and phone number data 
immediately to the 911 Dispatcher it is not available in all locations. The 911 
Operator is trained to confirm and verify the phone number and address for 
EVERY call received. The dispatcher will ask questions concerning the type of 
emergency being reported. The answers you provide will be relayed to the 
responding emergency personnel. 

• Answer all questions asked by the 911 Dispatcher, even those that seem repetitious. 
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• Stay on the line while the 911 Dispatcher processes the call. You may need to 
provide additional information or to receive instructions from the 911 Dispatcher. 
Do not hang up until the Dispatcher says to do so. 

• No matter what the situation, try to remain calm. Be sure to speak slowly and 
clearly. 

CALLING 911 FROM A CELL PHONE 

911 calls from cellular phones are answered by California Highway Patrol (CHP) personnel 
and routed to the proper agency. 911 personnel do not know the location from where you 
are calling. It is important to know your cell phone number, and be aware of your 
surroundings so you can tell the dispatcher where you are. Ideally, street names and 
addresses should be provided. Since many cell phone calls are made from moving 
vehicles, callers should inform the dispatcher when they change locations. 

Time is of the essence. Every 911 Operator knows that. It hampers response when a 911 
operator has to ask the caller for information several times over because he/she couldn't 
comprehend what was being said. Try to be as calm as possible and speak slowly and 
clearly. This ensures the 911 operator has the correct information the first time he/she 
asks for it. 

ACTIVATING THE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER 

The decision to activate the Emergency Operations Center or Incident Command Post rests 
with the Incident Commander. The decision should be based on whether or not there is a need 
to coordinate a response to an emergency situation. 

If there are few or no decisions to make, there may be no need to activate the Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC). However, consider activating the Incident Command structure 
whenever assistance making decisions or carrying out actions to respond to a crisis or 
emergency would be helpful. This is not limited to physical disasters. Situations involving a 
heightened emotional state of students or staff may benefit from the use of the Incident 
Command System (ICS) to manage the crisis. The ICS can also be used as a management tool 
to handle planning of unusual or large events. 

Examples of situations that could benefit from activation of the ICS include: 
• Fire 
• Explosion 
• Earthquake 
• Flood 
• Death of a student or staff member (especially suicide, and especially if on-campus) 
• Violence or threat of violence 
• Bus accident involving student injuries 
• Large event hosted on campus (graduation, large concert, large sporting event, etc.) 

The ICS is flexible in scope and size. The Incident Commander may want to activate only 
portions of the team from the outset, and expand or contract it as the event progresses. 
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SCHOOL PERSONNEL EMERGENCY CHECKLISTS 

In addition to the Emergency Team assignments, every staff member has general 
responsibilities during an emergency. 

DIRECTOR 
• Assume overall direction of all emergency responses based on actions outlined in this 

Plan. Good judgment, based upon the facts available, is of paramount importance. 
• Identify the type of crisis.  Obtain as much information about it as possible, and 

determine the appropriate response. 
• Identify key staff who should be involved in planning the response. 
• Activate the Incident Command System and, if appropriate, the Incident Command Post. 
• Establish contact with the Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 
• Ascertain what action needs to be implemented. Secure the school building, if 

necessary. 
• Maintain communication among all relevant staff at officially designated locations. 
• Establish what information needs to be communicated to staff, students, families, and 

the community.  How will they be informed?  Who will do what? 
• Ascertain medical needs. Monitor how emergency first aid is being administered to the 

injured. 
• Decide if more equipment and supplies are needed. 
• Identify what community resources need to be involved. Who needs to be contacted for 

additional assistance/support? 
• Identify provisions required for special needs population. 
• Determine whether special transportation arrangements are needed. 
• Prepare informational letter for parents/guardians to squelch rumors. 
• Arrange for post-disaster trauma counseling for students and staff. 
• Identify follow-up activities that will be used to evaluate response. 

OFFICE MANAGER 
• ....Provide assistance to Director, as needed. 
• ....Handle telephones. 
• ....Monitor radio emergency broadcasts and communications. 
• ....Assist with health emergencies, as needed. 
• ....Set up Student Release tables, if needed. 
• ....Serve as messengers. 
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TEACHERS 
• Supervise students in their charge. 
• Direct evacuation of students to inside or outside assembly areas, in accordance with 

signals, warning, written notification or PA orders. 
• Take attendance when class relocates to another assembly area. 
• Report missing students to School Director. 
• Send students in need of first aid to school nurse or person trained in first aid. Acquire 

assistance for those who are injured and need to be moved. 

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANTS/AIDES 
• Assist teacher, as needed. 

• Maintain order in classroom and during evacuation. 

CUSTODIANS/MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL 
• Shut off gas and/or water if required by the emergency. 
• Seal off doors, shut down HVAC system if required by the emergency. 
• Examine buildings for damage; provide damage control. 
• Keep school director/site administrator informed of condition of school. 
• Assist as directed by the Director. 

NURSES/HEALTH ASSISTANTS 
• ....Administer First Aid. 
• ....Supervise administration of First Aid by those trained in it. 
• ....Organize First Aid and medical supplies. 
• ....Set up First Aid station, if needed. 

OTHER SCHOOL EMPLOYEES 
• ....Report to Director for directions. 
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EMERGENCY ACTIONS = ALERT LEVEL PROCEDURES 

Emergency Actions are a set of simple directives and alert level procedures that may be 
implemented across a number of emergency situations. When an emergency occurs, it is 
critical that staff members take immediate steps to protect themselves and others. With 
Emergency Actions in place, staff can follow specific directions without having to learn extensive 
protocols for each of several dozen different emergency situations. The Incident Commander 
will decide which Emergency Actions to implement, based on the situation. 

The most common immediate emergency actions below are listed below, followed by 
specialized emergency actions. Specific steps to take for each of these are detailed in the 
following pages.  Staff members must become familiar with each emergency action and be 
prepared to perform assigned responsibilities. All students must be taught what to do when any 
of the common emergency actions are implemented. 

COMMON EMERGENCY ACTIONS 
ALL CLEAR DROP/DUCK/COVER AND 

Used to conclude other immediate HOLD ON 
emergency actions and to notify staff and The action taken during an earthquake to 
students that normal school operations protect students and staff from flying and falling 
can resume. debris. 

EVACUATION LOCKDOWN 
The orderly movement of students and Initiated when there is an immediate or 
staff from school buildings to another area imminent threat to occupants of a school 
when conditions outside are safer than building and movement within will put 
inside. students and staff and jeopardy. Lockdown 

involves a “no one in, no one out” scenario. 
SHELTER IN PLACE STAND BY 

Implemented to isolate students and staff Notifies students and staff that further 
from the outdoor environment and provide instructions will follow shortly. 
greater protection from external airborne 
contaminants. 

SPECIALIZED EMERGENCY ACTIONS 
CONVERT SCHOOL DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION 

Initiated when a requirement exists during Implemented when students and staff are 
a disaster for community medical facilities loaded into school buses, cars and any other 
or community shelters (run by the Marin available means of transportation and moved 
County Department of Health and Human from an area of danger to an area of lesser 
Services or American Red Cross) danger. 

OFF-SITE EVACUATION REVERSE EVACUATION 
Implemented when it is unsafe to remain Initiated if an incident occurs while students 
on the campus, and evacuation to an off- are outside and conditions are safer inside 
site assembly area is required. the building. 

STUDENT RELEASE TAKE COVER 
Instructs staff to prepare for releasing Instructs staff and students to move to and 
students from school during the take refuge in the best-shielded areas 
academic day. within the school buildings. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: ALL CLEAR 

ALL CLEAR is used to conclude other immediate actions taken upon an emergency to 
notify staff and students that normal school operations can resume. ALL CLEAR signifies 
that the emergency is over.  This is the final ACTION used to conclude the following 
actions: 

• DUCK, COVER and HOLD ON • SHELTER IN PLACE 
• EVACUATION and REVERSE EVACUATION • STANDBY 
• LOCKDOWN • TAKE COVER 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Make the following announcement in person directly or over the public address system: 

Example: “Your attention please.  (Pause)  ALL CLEAR. (Pause)  ALL 
CLEAR. (Pause)   ALL CLEAR.  (Pause).  It is now OK to 
resume normal school activities.  Thank you all for your 
cooperation.” 

2. Use messengers with oral or written word as an alternate means of staff notification. 
3. Use electronic communications system to inform parents, if appropriate. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
• Determine that the emergency is over and it is safe to resume classes. It may be 

necessary to talk to first responders to make this determination. 
• Make the ALL CLEAR announcement. 
• Send home with students for their parents/guardians a brief written description of the 

emergency, how it was handled and, if appropriate, what steps are being taken in its 
aftermath. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
• As soon as the ALL CLEAR announcement has been made, return to the 

classroom or to desks and chairs, unlock doors and windows, and immediately 
begin discussions and activities in classrooms to assist students in addressing 
fear, anxiety and other concerns. 

• Use electronic communications system to inform parents, if appropriate. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: DUCK, COVER AND HOLD ON 

DUCK, COVER AND HOLD ON is the action taken during an earthquake to protect students 
and staff from flying and falling debris. It is appropriate action for: 

• Earthquake 
• Explosion 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
The following announcement will be made over the public address system and by 
teachers in classrooms: 

Example:  “Attention please. We are experiencing seismic activity. For your
protection, follow DUCK, COVER AND HOLD ON procedures. Get
under a table or desk, away from windows and anything that could 
fall and hurt you.  Hold that position until the shaking stops or 
until you receive further instructions.” 

STAFF AND STUDENT ACTIONS: 
Inside 

• Arrange desks so that they do not face windows. 
• Instruct students to move away from windows. 
• Immediately drop to the floor under desks, chairs or tables.  With back to windows, place 

head between knees, hold on to a table leg with one hand and cover the back of the 
neck with the other arm. 

• Remain in place until shaking stops or for at least 20 seconds. When quake is over, 
leave building. Do not run. Avoid routes with architectural overhangs. Do not re-enter 
building until declared safe by competent authority. 

Outside 

• Instruct students to move away from buildings, trees, overhanging wires and DUCK, 
COVER and HOLD ON. 

• Upon the command DUCK, COVER AND HOLD ON, immediately move away from 
objects which might topple over, drop to the ground or get under a table close by, place 
head between knees, and cover back of neck with arms and hands. 

• Remain in place until shaking stops or for at least 20 seconds. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: EVACUATION 

EVACUATION is implemented when conditions make it unsafe to remain in the building. This 
ACTION provides for the orderly movement of students and staff along prescribed routes from 
inside school buildings to a designated outside area of safety. EVACUATION is considered 
appropriate for, but is not limited to, the following types of emergencies: 

• Fire • Explosion or threat of explosion 
• Bomb threat • Post earthquake 
• Chemical accident 

See next page for how to assist those with disabilities during an evacuation. 
See also: OFF-SITE EVACUATION, which is implemented when it is not safe to remain on the 
school campus and REVERSE EVACUATION, when it is unsafe to remain outside. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Fire alarm (bell or horn signal). 
2. Provided time is available, make an announcement over the public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. We need to institute an EVACUATION of all
buildings. Teachers are to take their students to their designated
Assembly Area. Students please remain with your teacher.” 

3. Implement Special Needs Evacuation Plan (see Section II – Preparedness). 

4. Use messengers with oral or written word to deliver additional instructions to teachers 
in hold areas. 

DIRECTOR: 
• The Assembly Area should be a safe location on the school campus away from the 

building and emergency response equipment that may arrive at the school. If unsafe for 
the current emergency, designate an alternate Assembly Area. 

• When clearance to return to the buildings is determined or received from appropriate 
agencies, announce ALL CLEAR to return to classrooms and resume school activities. 

• Send home with students for their parents/guardians a brief written description of the 
emergency, how it was handled and, if appropriate, what steps are being taken in its 
aftermath. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
• Instruct students to leave the building in an orderly manner using the designated 

evacuation routes and reassemble in the assigned Assembly Area. 
• Take the emergency backpack and student roster when leaving the building and take 

attendance when the class is reassembled in a safe location. Report attendance to the 
Incident Commander/designee. 

• Remain in the Assembly Area until further instructions are given. 
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• Wait for another ACTION or the ALL CLEAR instruction to return to school buildings 
and normal class routine. 

HOW TO ASSIST THOSE WITH DISABILITIES DURING AN EVACUATION 
The needs and preferences of non-ambulatory individuals will vary. Those at ground floor 
locations may be able to exit without help. Others may have minimal ability to move, and 
lifting may be dangerous. Some non-ambulatory people also have respiratory complications. 
Remove them from smoke and vapors immediately 

To alert visually-impaired individuals 
• Announce the type of emergency. 
• Offer your arm for guidance. 
• Tell person where you are going, obstacles you encounter. 
• When you reach safety, ask if further help is needed. 

To alert individuals with hearing limitations 
• Turn lights on/off to gain person’s attention -OR-
• Indicate directions with gestures –OR-
• Write a note with evacuation directions. 

To evacuate individuals using crutches, canes or walkers 
• Evacuate these individuals as injured persons. 
• Assist and accompany to evacuation site, if possible -OR-
• Use a sturdy chair (or one with wheels) to move person -OR-
• Help carry individual to safety. 

To evacuate individuals using wheelchairs 
• Give priority assistance to wheelchair users with electrical respirators 
• Most wheelchairs are too heavy to take downstairs; consult with the person to 

determine the best carry options. 
• Reunite person with the wheelchair as soon as it is safe to do so. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: LOCKDOWN 

LOCKDOWN is initiated to isolate students and school staff from danger when there is a crisis inside 
the building and movement within the school might put students and staff in jeopardy.  LOCKDOWN 
is used to prevent intruders from entering occupied areas of the building. The concept of 
LOCKDOWN is no one in, no one out. All exterior doors are locked, and students and staff must 
remain in the classrooms or designated locations at all times. Teachers and other school staff are 
responsible for accounting for students and ensuring that no one leaves the safe area. 
LOCKDOWN is not normally preceded with an announcement. This ACTION is considered 
appropriate for, but is not limited to, the following types of emergencies: 

•  Gunfire •  Rabid animal at large •  Extreme violence outside the classroom 

LOCKDOWN differs from SHELTER-IN-PLACE because it does not involve shutting down the 
HVAC systems and does not allow for the free movement within the building. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Make an announcement in person directly or over the public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. We have an emergency situation and must
implement LOCKDOWN procedures.  Students go immediately to the 
nearest classroom. Teachers lock classroom doors and keep all
students inside the classroom until further notice. Do not open the 
door until notified by an administrator or law enforcement.” 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
• Make the announcement. Instruct teachers and staff to immediately lock doors and 

remain in the classroom or secured area until further instructions are provided. 
• Call 911. Provide location, status of campus, all available details of situation. 
• When clearance is received from appropriate agencies, give the ALL CLEAR instruction to 

indicate that it is safe to unlock the doors and return to the normal class routine. 
• Send home with students a brief written description of the emergency, how it was 

handled and, if appropriate, what steps are being taken in its aftermath. 
STAFF ACTIONS: 

• If it is safe to clear the hallways, bathrooms and open areas, direct students to the 
closest safe classroom. 

• Immediately lock doors and instruct students to lie down on the floor.  
• Close any shades and/or blinds if it appears safe to do so. 
• Remain quiet and calm in the classroom or secured area until further instructions are 

provided by the school director or law enforcement. 
STUDENT ACTIONS: 

• Move quickly and quietly to the closest safe classroom. 
• If rooms are locked, immediately hide in the closest safe zone: bathroom, janitorial closet, 

office area, library. Lock the door or move furniture or trash can to bar access to the room. 
Remain quiet until further instructions are provided by the school director or police. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: SHELTER IN PLACE 
SHELTER IN PLACE is a short-term measure implemented when there is a need to isolate 
students and staff from the outdoor environment to prevent exposure to airborne contaminants. The 
procedures include closing and sealing doors, windows and vents; shutting down the 
classroom/building heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems to prevent exposure to the 
outside air; and turning off pilot lights. 

SHELTER IN PLACE allows for the free movement of staff and students within the building, 
although one should not leave the room until further instructions are received. Those in buildings 
with exterior passageways must remain in the classroom while SHELTER IN PLACE is instituted. It 
is appropriate for, but not limited to, gas leaks, external chemical release, dirty bombs and 
hazardous material spills. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Make an announcement in person directly or over the public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. We have a hazard in the community and are instituting 
SHELTER IN PLACE procedures. Students and staff should remain inside 
with windows and doors securely closed and air conditioning units turned 
off. Those who are outside should immediately move to the protection of
an inside room. Do not go outdoors until you receive further instructions.” 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
• Make an announcement on the public address system. Give clear instructions, remain 

calm and convey reassurance that the situation is under control. 
• When clearance is received from appropriate agencies, give the ALL CLEAR instruction 

to indicate that the normal school routine can resume. 
• Make arrangements for central HVAC shutdown, as necessary. 

TEACHER and STAFF ACTIONS: 
• Immediately clear students from the halls. Stay away from all doors and windows. 
• Keep all students in the classroom until further instructions are received. Assist those 

needing special assistance. 
• Secure individual classrooms: a) close and lock doors and windows; b) shut down the 

classroom HVAC system; c) turn off local fans in the area; d) seal gaps under doors 
and windows with wet towels or duct tape; e) seal vents with aluminum foil or plastic 
wrap; and f) turn off sources of ignition, such as pilot lights. 

• Take attendance and call report in to school secretary. Wait for further instructions. 

STUDENT ACTIONS: 
• Proceed to the classroom, if it is safe to do so. If not, follow teacher or staff directions to 

nearby classrooms or other rooms (e.g., auditorium, library, cafeteria, multi-purpose room). 
If these are unsafe, follow instructions to proceed to an alternative indoor location. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: STAND-BY 

STAND BY is appropriate for all disasters or emergencies, except those that occur without 
warning. STAND BY must be followed by another ACTION or the ALL CLEAR instruction to 
return to normal school activities. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Make an announcement in person directly or over the public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. (Pause) STAND BY. (Pause) STAND BY. 
(Pause)  STAND BY.  (Pause)  Additional information will follow." 

2. Use messengers with oral or written word as an alternate means of faculty notification. 
3. Use Parent Telephone Alert System, if appropriate. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
• If outside, teachers are to return students to their classrooms. 
• If inside, teachers will hold students in classrooms pending receipt of further 

instructions. 
• STAND BY must be followed by another ACTION or ALL CLEAR instruction to return 

to normal school activities. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: CONVERT SCHOOL 

CONVERT SCHOOL is implemented during a disaster when a requirement exists for community 
medical facilities or shelters. CONVERT SCHOOL will be initiated only by the School Director 
and/or upon the request of officials from the Department of Health and Human Services or the 
American Red Cross as arranged by a prior written Memorandum of Understanding between the 
school and the public agency. This action is normally preceded by another ACTION such as 
EVACUATION.  If the Red Cross chooses a school as a community shelter, it will arrange shelter 
set-up. After an earthquake, potential shelter locations are checked by a local building inspector 
approved by local government authorities before a determination is made to use the school site as 
a shelter. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
During School Hours 

1. Make the following announcement in person directly or over the public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. (Pause)   CONVERT SCHOOL. (Pause)  
CONVERT SCHOOL. (Pause) Thank you." 

Other than School Hours 

2. Use the electronic communication system to notify all school employees. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
During School Hours 

• Dismiss all classes or, if the situation dictates, hold students at school for temporary 
care. 

• Coordinate with staff to convert the school into an Emergency Hospital, First Aid 
Station or community shelter for congregate care. (Community shelter is operated 
by the Department of Health and Human Services or the American Red Cross.) 

• When converting the school to an Emergency Hospital or First Aid Station, follow the 
guidance and directions of the medical personnel upon their arrival. 

Other than School Hours 

• Alert school employees through the electronic communications system. 
• Suspend scheduled classes. Use electronic communications system to notify 

parents.  
• When converting the school to an Emergency Hospital or First Aid Station, follow the 

guidance and directions of the medical personnel upon their arrival. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION 

DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION is implemented when students and staff are loaded into 
school buses, cars and any other available means of transportation and moved from a 
dangerous area to an area of lesser danger. This ACTION will normally be preceded by 
STAND-BY, EVACUATION or another ACTION. DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION is 
considered appropriate for, but is not limited to, the following types of emergencies: 

• Chemical accident •  Fire             •  Flood 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Make the following announcement in person directly or over the public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. (Pause) DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION 
when dismissal bell rings. (Pause) DIRECTED 
TRANSPORTATION when dismissal bell rings. (Pause) Thank 
you.” 

2. Use messengers with oral or written word as an alternate means of staff notification. 
3. Use electronic notification system, if time permits. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
Prior to implementing DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION, determine the following: 

• Who is assigned to each loading area? 
• Where are loading areas? 
• What, if any, change in vehicle traffic patterns are necessary? 

• What staff supervises this ACTION, and where? 
• How can sufficient transportation be arranged to accommodate the entire student 

population and staff? 

TEACHER ACTIONS: 
• Take attendance before leaving the campus. 
• Upon arrival at the safe site, take attendance again after students exit the bus. 
• Report attendance to the School Director/designee. 
• Keep students together. Remain calm. 

BUS DRIVER ACTIONS: 
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• Take the safest route to the pre-identified evacuation sites. 
• Avoid dangers such as driving though flooded roads, crossing over swollen creeks, etc. 

STUDENT ACTIONS: 
• Remain quiet and seated while on the bus. 
• Keep head, hands, backpacks, etc. away from the open windows. 
• Stay together at the alternate site. Remain calm. 
• Report any injuries or problems to teachers or staff members. 

To evacuate by other vehicles 

If buses are unable to get to the campus quickly or not enough are available, consider other 
modes of transportation. A list should be developed of school owned vehicles, staff vehicles 
and parent vehicles that are available. This method of evacuation should only be used in 
extreme emergency since there is a great potential to lose track of the students. 

• Drivers should take the safest route to the pre-identified evacuation sites. 
• Account for all students before transportation occurs and after arrival at the safe site. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: OFF-SITE EVACUATION 

OFF-SITE EVACUATION is implemented when it is unsafe to remain on the school campus, 
and evacuation to an off-site assembly area is required. This ACTION provides for the orderly 
movement of students and staff along prescribed routes from inside school buildings to a 
designated area of safety. OFF-SITE EVACUATION is considered appropriate for, but is not 
limited to, the following types of emergencies: 

• Fire • Explosion or threat of explosion 
• Bomb threat • Post earthquake 
• Chemical accident 

OFF-SITE EVACUATION may require DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION. 
See also EVACUATION and REVERSE EVACUATION, implemented when it is unsafe to 
remain outside. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Fire alarm (bell or horn signal). 
2. Make an announcement over the public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. We need to institute an OFF-SITE EVACUATION 
Teachers are to take their students to the designated offsite
assembly area. Students are to remain with their teacher.” 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
• Determine the safest method for evacuating the campus. This may include the use of 

school buses or simply walking to the designated off-site location. 
• Call 911. Provide school name and location of off-site evacuation, reason for 

evacuation, number of staff and students being evacuated. 
• When clearance is received from appropriate agencies, give the ALL CLEAR instruction 

and authorize students and staff to return to the classrooms. 
• Send home with students for their parents/guardians a brief written description of the 

emergency, how it was handled and, if appropriate, what steps are being taken in its 
aftermath. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
• Take attendance before leaving campus. Instruct students to evacuate the building, 

following designated routes, and assemble in their assigned offsite Assembly Area.  
Bring along the emergency classroom backpack. 

• If walking to a nearby site, keep students lined up in an orderly fashion and walk away 
from the danger.  The procession should follow the safest route to the evacuation site. 

• Take the student roster when leaving the building. Take attendance when the class is 
reassembled in a safe offsite location.  Report attendance to School Director/designee. 

• Remain in place until further instructions are given. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: REVERSE EVACUATION 

REVERSE EVACUATION is implemented when it is unsafe to remain outside the campus and 
staff and students must immediately return indoors.  This ACTION is considered appropriate 
for, but is not limited to, the following types of emergencies: 

• Chemical accident 
• Flood 
• Explosion 
• Rabid animal on campus 

See also EVACUATION and OFF-SITE EVACUATION, when it is unsafe to remain on campus. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
1. Make an announcement over the public address system or in person directly: 

Example: "Attention please. We need to institute a REVERSE EVACUATION.
Staff and students should move inside as quickly and orderly as 
possible. Students are to return to their [current or previous]
classroom.” 

DIRECTOR: 
• Determine a safe inside location on the school campus for parents, visitors and 

contractors on campus when the emergency occurs. 
• When clearance is determined or received from appropriate agencies that it is safe to be 

outdoors, announce ALL CLEAR to resume school activities. 
• Send home with students for their parents/guardians a brief written description of the 

emergency, how it was handled and, if appropriate, what steps are being taken in its 
aftermath. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
• Instruct students to return to the building and their current classroom or the previous one 

they attended.  Remind them to enter the building in an orderly and quiet manner. 
• Take attendance when the class is reassembled in the classroom. Report attendance to 

the Incident Commander/designee. 
• Remain in the classroom until further instructions are given. 
• Wait for another ACTION or the ALL CLEAR instruction to return to school buildings and 

normal class routine. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: STUDENT RELEASE 

Certain situations may involve releasing students from school or relocating them at a time 
when parents expect their children to be at the school site. Student release will be 
implemented by the Director in times of extreme emergency that warrant its execution.   
Whenever possible, it is preferred that students remain at school during the academic day. 

FOUR STEPS FOR PARENTS 
1. Fill out Student Request Form. 
2. Show photo ID at REQUEST TABLE. 
3. Move to RELEASE TABLE to wait for 

student. 
4. Leave campus immediately after 

student is released to your custody. 

FOUR STEPS FOR STAFF 
1. At REQUEST TABLE, verify parent ID 

and authorization. 
2. Direct parent to RELEASE TABLE; 

radio or send runner for student. 
3. At RELEASE TABLE, verify Student 

Request Form is signed 
4. Release student to custody of authorized 

adult. 

INCIDENT COMMANDER (DIRECTOR) ACTIONS: 
• Set up Incident Command Post (ICP). 
• Notify staff of school evacuation and communicate that this is not a drill. 
• Designate the Student Assembly Area or direct teachers to a pre-designated 

spot. Analyze situation; re-evaluate evacuation spot to determine if students 
should be moved. 

• Determine medical and assistance needs after population assessment. 
Determine search and rescue needs. 

• Reassess as situation changes. Reassign emergency teams as needed. 
• Keep staff informed as to status of missing students. 

TEACHER and STAFF ACTIONS: 
• Evacuate students to designated area, with students grouped as determined by 

the school site. 
• Take roll by distributing pre-labeled nametags to each student. 
• Report population assessment to Incident Commander by holding up green or 

red card.  Mark undistributed nametags with student status beside name: 
A = Absent 
M = Medical; students taken to the First Aid station 
U = Missing/Unaccounted 

• Send undistributed nametags to the Student Request Table. 
• Organize students. Monitor students’ medical and emotional condition. 
• Extra staff should partner for other assigned duties; report to Command Post. 

TEAM ASSIGNMENTS 
STUDENT RELEASE TEAM 

• Take supplies to designated Request/Release Table locations. 
• Set out tables at least 20 feet apart to reduce crowding. For large student body, 

establish several lines at the Request Table for speedier processing. 
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• Post signs and set out file boxes of Student Emergency Cards for each line. 
Identify volunteer runners and review where to find students.  

• Wear identifying vests or hats. 
• Distribute clipboards with Student Request Forms to parents in line. 
• Set out white board for special instructions and parent requests. 
• Pull cards of absent, injured and missing students. Note status on those cards 

and file at back of file box. 

TRAFFIC CONTROLLER (Staff members and/or parent volunteers): 
• Coordinate with staff and/or volunteers 
• Set out parking area directional signs and enlarged site map with walking path 

designated for parents picking up students.  
• Set out traffic cones to cordon off parking for emergency vehicles. 
• Maintain order in parking areas; direct cars away from areas for emergency 

vehicles. 
• Report to Incident Command Post any crowd control issues in parking lot and on 

school grounds. 

PARENT INFORMATION REPRESENTATIVE (Staff or trained volunteer): 
• Provide information about student release procedures to parents. 
• Maintain white board with special information. 
• Learn which students need medical attention and attempt to locate their parents. 

CRISIS INTERVENTION COUNSELOR (Health practitioner) 
• Maintain order at Student Request Table; calm agitated parents and students. 
• Facilitate delivery of information to parents of students with special 

circumstances (e.g. missing, injured, deceased). 
• Escort parents to First Aid Station to reunite with injured students. 

RUNNERS (Staff, students and/or parent volunteers - number depends on size of campus) 
• Take Student Request Form to Student Assembly Area to find requested student.  

Alternately, a walkie-talkie may be used to request a student from the Assembly 
Area. 

• Retrieve student and escort him/her to Student Release Table -OR- return to 
Student Request Table with status information on those who are not in the 
Student Assembly Area. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION: TAKE COVER 

TAKE COVER is implemented when it is necessary to move to and take refuge in the best-
shielded areas within the school buildings. It is appropriate for, but not limited to, the following: 

• Actual enemy attack or imminent threat of attack 
• Severe windstorm with little or no warning 

Enemy Attack 
ANNOUNCEMENT: 

1. A three (3) minute undulating siren tone will sound for schools near an Attack Warning 
Siren. 

2. If not near an Attack Warning Siren, make the following announcement in person directly 
or over the school public address system: 

Example: "Attention please. (Pause) TAKE COVER (Pause)  TAKE 
COVER. (Pause)  TAKE COVER (Pause) Enemy attack 
imminent." 

3. Sound continuing short buzzer or bell signals. 
4. Use messengers with oral or written word as an alternate means of faculty notification. 

Natural Disasters 
ANNOUNCEMENT: 

1. Make the following announcement in person directly or over the school public address 
system: 

Example: "Attention please.  (Pause) TAKE COVER (Pause)  TAKE COVER.  
(Pause)  TAKE COVER (Pause) Severe windstorm imminent." 

2. Sound continuing short buzzer or bell signals. 

3. Use messengers with oral or written word as an alternate means of faculty notification. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
• Give clear instructions, remain calm and convey reassurance. 
• When clearance is received from appropriate agencies, give another ACTION 

instruction or the ALL CLEAR to indicate that the normal school activities can resume. 
• Either use the electronic communications system or send home with students for their 

parents/guardians a brief written description of the emergency, how it was handled and, 
if appropriate, what steps are being taken in its aftermath. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSES 
This section establishes procedures to be followed that will minimize or nullify the effects of the 
44 emergencies listed below. The response procedures are intended primarily as a ready 
reference for all staff to be studied and practiced prior to the occurrence of an emergency. 

The emergencies outlined in this section are: 
o Accident at School ......................................................................................................... 62 
o Aircraft Crash ........................................................................................................... 63-64 
o Air Pollution Alert ........................................................................................................... 65 
o Allergic Reaction............................................................................................................. 66 
o Animal Disturbance ................................ ................................ ........................................ 67 
o Biological Agent Release ......................................................................................... 68-69 
o Bomb Threat ............................................................................................................ 70-72 
o Bus Accident ............................................................................................................ 73-74 
o Chemical Accident (offsite) ............................................................................................ 75 
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INCIDENTS OF VIOLENCE ON CAMPUS 
Several of the following emergency scenarios involve an incident of violence on 
campus. When such an emergency occurs, it is essential that the safety and welfare 
of students and staff are addressed. This includes the provision of support and 
counseling immediately and in the longer term. The guidelines below should be 
followed by the Director and other key personnel. 

WITHIN 24 HOURS 

• Gather the facts 
• Ensure appropriate intervention to minimize additional injury 
• Provide first aid where necessary 
• Ensure the safety and welfare of students and staff 
• Set up an Emergency Operations Center, if appropriate 
• Contact the Board Chair to report the critical incident, if appropriate 
• Assess the need for support and counseling for those directly and indirectly 

involved 
• Manage the media (Board Chair) 
• Set up a recovery room 
• Provide factual information to staff, students and the school community 
• Ensure that the privacy of students and staff is maintained 
• Organize assistance such as transport home 

WITHIN 48-72 HOURS 

• Debrief all relevant persons 
• Arrange counseling as needed 
• Provide opportunities for staff and students to talk about the incident 
• Continue to provide updates to staff, students and the school community. 
• Act to dispel rumors 
• Restore normal functioning and service delivery as soon as possible 
• Where necessary, make arrangements to cover classes, arrange leave and 

employ temporary substitute teachers 
• Implement protocols for a student or staff member, if required 

WITHIN THE FIRST MONTH 

• Note student and staff behavioral changes such as reports that individuals 
cannot sleep, uncharacteristic difficulty coping with work, easily agitated. 
Where these occur, encourage referral to appropriate support services 

• Maintain school contact with hospitalized students and staff 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: ACCIDENT AT SCHOOL 

Whether an accident is unintentional and results in minor injury or is the result of aggressive 
behavior on campus, it is important to complete a written report of the incident. Accident Report 
and Behavioral Incident Report forms are available at the school office. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Report accident to School Director and school office. 
! Provide for immediate medical attention, including performing necessary life-

sustaining measures (CPR, etc.), until trained Emergency Medical Services 
technicians arrive. 

! For relatively minor events, take students to school office or school nurse for 
assistance. 

! Complete an Accident Report or Behavioral Incident Report to document what 
occurred. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Provide appropriate medical attention. Call 911, if needed. 
! Contact parents, guardians as appropriate to seek appropriate follow-up 

services, if needed. 

OTHER PREVENTATIVE/SUPPORTIVE ACTIONS: 
! Post general procedures in the office explaining when parents are to be notified 

of minor mishaps. 
! Provide staff with a one-page list of emergency procedures in case of an 

accident or injury on the playground or in the building (e.g., First Aid Manual, 
Bloodborne Pathogen Program). 

! Provide each teacher with information about students in his/her classroom having 
special medical or physical needs; such conditions might include allergies, 
fainting, seizures, or diabetes; include procedures that the teacher may follow in 
these specific emergencies. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: AIRCRAFT CRASH 

Emergency response will depend on the size of the aircraft, nature of the crash, and proximity to 
the school.  If it is safe to remain inside the building, all students should be kept in the school 
under supervision. The crash may also result in an explosion, chemical spill or utility 
interruption. 

Aircraft crashes into the school 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director. 
! Move students away from immediate vicinity of the crash. 
! EVACUATE students from the building using primary and/or alternate fire routes 

to a safe assembly area away from the crash scene. Take class roster/nametags 
and emergency backpack. 

! Check school site to assure that all students have evacuated. 
! Take attendance at the assembly area. 
! Report missing students to the School Director/designee and emergency 

response personnel. 
! Maintain control of the students a safe distance from the crash site. 
! Care for the injured, if any. 
! Escort students back to the to the school site when emergency response officials 

have determined it is safe to return to the building. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify police and fire department (call 911). 
! Determine immediate response procedures, which may include EVACUATION, 

OFF-SITE EVACUATION or DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION. 
! Notify the Office of Emergency Services. 
! Arrange for first aid treatment and removal of injured occupants from building. 
! Secure area to prevent unauthorized access until the Fire Department arrives. 

Ensure that students and staff remain at a safe distance from the crash. 
! Account for all building occupants and determine extent of injuries. 
! Do not re-enter building until the authorities provide clearance to do so. 
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Aircraft crashes near school 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director. 
! Move students away from immediate vicinity of the crash. 
! Remain inside with students unless subsequent explosions or fire endanger the 

building. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify police and fire department (call 911). 
! Initiate SHELTER IN PLACE, if warranted. 
! Initiate REVERSE EVACUATION for students and staff outside or direct them 

to designated area until further instructions are received. 
! Ensure that students and staff remain at a safe distance from the crash. 
! Notify the Office of Emergency Services. 
! Fire department officials will secure area to prevent unauthorized access. Do 

not enter affected areas until the appropriate authorities provide clearance to 
do 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: AIR POLLUTION ALERT 

Severe air pollution may affect students and staff who are susceptible to respiratory problems. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Develop and maintain a file of students and staff who have or are susceptible to 

respiratory problems. The file should contain data on the location of such 
persons at different times during the day. 

! Meet with physical education teachers and other teachers directing strenuous 
activity programs and determine alternate programs available during an air 
pollution episode. 

! When notified by the news media of a smog advisory, inform all staff to stay 
indoors and minimize physical activity. 

! Cancel all athletic competitions and practices and any other activities that require 
strenuous physical activity such as marching band, pep squad etc. 

! Instruct employees to minimize strenuous physical activity. 
! Cancel any events that require the use of vehicles. 
! Urge staff and high school students to minimize use of vehicles. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Remain indoors with students. 
! Minimize physical activity. 
! Keep windows and doors closed. 
! Resume normal activities after the All Clear signal is given. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: ALLERGIC REACTION 

There are many types of medical conditions that may trigger an allergic reaction, among them 
anaphylactic shock, diabetes and sickle cell anemia. Possible symptoms of an allergic reaction 
include skin irritation or itching, rash, hives, nasal itching or sneezing, localized swelling, swollen 
tongue, restlessness, sweating, fright, shock, shortness of breath, vomiting, cough and 
hoarseness. School nurses have a specialized health care plan for certain conditions and 
should be contacted for any sign of allergic reaction. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If imminent risk, call 911. 
! Send for immediate help (First Aid, CPR, medical) and medication kit (for known 

allergies). 
! Notify Director. 
! Assist in getting “Epi” (Epinephrine) pen for individuals who carry them (usually in 

backpack), and prescription medications (kept by school nurse). 
! If an insect sting, remove stinger immediately. 
! Assess situation and help student/staff member to be comfortable. 
! Move student or adult only for safety reasons. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! If imminent risk, call 911 (always call 911 if using “Epi” pen). 
! Notify parent or guardian. 
! Administer medication, by order of a doctor, if appropriate; apply ice pack to 

affected area, keep victim warm or take other actions as indicated. 
! Observe for respiratory difficulty. 
! Attach a label to the person’s clothing indicating: time & site of insect sting or 

food ingested, name of medicine, dosage and time administered. 

OTHER PREVENTATIVE/SUPPORTIVE ACTIONS: 
! Keep an “Epi” pen in the school office and notify staff as to location. 
! Emergency health card should be completed by parents for each child and 

should be easily accessible by school personnel. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: ANIMAL DISTURBANCE 

If there is a rabid or uncontrollable animal on campus, implement this procedure when any wild 
animal threatens the safety of the students and staff 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Isolate the students from the animal. Close doors and lock tables as a means to 

isolating the animal. 
! If the animal is outside, keep students inside and institute a LOCKDOWN. 
! If the animal is inside, initiate an EVACUATION outside to a protected area 

away from the animal 
! Contact the Marin Humane Society for assistance in removing the animal. 
! If the animal injures anyone, seek medical assistance from the school nurse. 
! Notify parent/guardian and recommended health advisor. 

STAFF/TEACHER ACTIONS: 
! If the animal is outside, keep students inside.  Lock doors and keep students 

away from the windows. 
! If the animal is inside, EVACUATE students to a sheltered area away from the 

animal. 
! Notify the Director if there are any injuries. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: BIOLOGICAL AGENT RELEASE 

This is an incident involving the discharge of a biological substance in a solid, liquid or gaseous 
state. Such incidents may include the release of radioactive materials. A biological agent can 
be introduced through: 

• postal mail, via a contaminated letter or package 
• a building’s ventilation system 
• a small explosive device to help it become airborne 
• a contaminated item such as a backpack, book bag, or other parcel left unattended 
• the food supply 
• aerosol release (for example, with a crop duster or spray equipment) 

Defense against biological release (e.g. anthrax, smallpox, plague, ricin etc.) is difficult 
because usually appear after some time has lapsed. Indicators that may suggest the release 
of a biological or chemical substance include multiple victims suffering from: watery eyes, 
choking or breathing difficulty, twitching or the loss of coordination. Another indicator is the 
presence of distressed animals or dead birds. Determine which scenario applies and 
implement the appropriate response procedures. 

Outside the building 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director. 
! Move students away from immediate vicinity of danger (if outside, implement 

REVERSE EVACUATION). 
! Segregate individuals who have been topically contaminated by a liquid from 

unaffected individuals. Send affected individuals to a designated area medical 
attention. 

! Follow standard student assembly, accounting and reporting procedures. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Initiate SHELTER IN PLACE. 
! Shut off HVAC units. 
! Move to central location where windows and doors can be sealed with duct tape. 
! Call 911. Provide location and nature of the emergency and school actions 

taken. 
! Notify Board Chair if appropriate 
! Turn on a battery-powered commercial radio and listen for instructions. 
! Complete the Biological and Chemical Release Response Checklist 
! Remain inside the building until the Department of Health or Fire Department 

determines it is safe to leave. 
! Arrange for psychological counseling for students and staff. 
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Inside the building 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director. 
! Segregate individuals who have been topically contaminated by a liquid from 

unaffected individuals. 
! Implement EVACUATION or OFF-SITE EVACUATION, as appropriate.  Send 

affected individuals to a designated area for medical attention. 
! Follow standard student assembly, accounting and reporting procedures. 
! Prepare a list of those who are in the affected area to provide to emergency 

response personnel. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Initiate EVACUATION of building or OFF-SITE EVACUATION to move students 

away from immediate vicinity of danger. 
! Move up-wind from the potential danger. 
! Call 911. Provide exact location and nature of emergency. 
! Designate security team to isolate and restrict access to potentially contaminated 

areas. 
! Wait for instructions from emergency responders-- Health or Fire Department. 
! Notify Board Chair if appropriate. 
! Arrange for immediate psychological counseling for students and staff. 
! Complete the Biological and Chemical Release Response Checklist 
! Wait to return to the building until it has been declared safe by local HazMat or 

appropriate agency. 

THOSE WHO HAVE DIRECT CONTACT WITH BIOLOGICAL AGENT: 
! Wash affected areas with soap and water. 
! Immediately remove and contain contaminated clothing 
! Do not use bleach on potentially exposed skins. 
! Remain in safe, but separate area, isolated from those who are unaffected, until 

emergency response personnel arrive. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: BOMB THREAT 

In the event that the school receives a bomb threat by telephone, follow the Bomb Threat 
Checklist on the next page to document information about the threat. Keep the caller on the 
telephone as long as possible and listen carefully to all information the caller provides. Make a 
note of any voice characteristics, accents, or background noises and complete the Bomb Threat 
Report as soon as possible. 

PERSON RECEIVING THREAT BY TELEPHONE: 
! Listen. Do not interrupt caller. 
! Keep the caller on the line with statements 

such as "I am sorry, I did not understand 
you. What did you say?" 

! Alert someone else by prearranged signal to 
notify the telephone company to trace the call 
while the caller is on the line. 

! Notify site administrator immediately after 
completing the call. 

! Complete the Bomb Threat Checklist. 

PERSON RECEIVING THREAT BY MAIL: 

Telephone Bomb Threats 
• Remain calm/courteous. 
• Read phone’s visual display. 
• Listen, don’t interrupt. 
• Keep caller talking. Pretend hearing 

difficulty. 
• Notice details: background noises, 

voice description. 
• Ask: When? Where? What? How? 
• Don’t touch any suspicious objects. 

Call 911 

! Note the manner in which the threat was delivered, where it was found and who 
found it. 

! Limit handling of item by immediately placing it in an envelope so that fingerprints 
may be detected. Written threats should be turned over to law enforcement. 

! Caution students against picking up or touching any strange objects or packages. 
! Notify Director. 

SCHOOL DIRECTOR/SITE ADMINISTATOR ACTIONS: 
! Call 911. 
! If the caller is still on the phone, contact the phone company to trace the call. Tell 

the telephone operator the name of school, name of caller, phone number on 
which the bomb threat came in. This must be done quickly since the call cannot 
be traced once the caller has hung up. 

! Instruct staff and students to turn off any pagers, cellular phones or two-way 
radios.  Do not use those devices during this threat since explosive devices can 
be triggered by radio frequencies. 

! Determine whether to evacuate the threatened building and adjoining buildings. 
If the suspected bomb is in a corridor, modify evacuation routes to bypass the 
corridor. 

! Use the intercom, personal notification by designated persons, or the PA 
system to evacuate the threatened rooms. 
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! If it is necessary to evacuate the entire school, use the fire alarm. 
! Notify the Board Chair if appropriate. 
! Direct a search team to look for suspicious packages, boxes or foreign objects. 
! Do not return to the school building until it has been inspected and determined 

safe by proper authorities. 
! Avoid publicizing the threat any more than necessary. 

SEARCH TEAM ACTIONS: 
! Use a systematic, rapid and thorough approach to search the building and 

surrounding areas. 
! Check classrooms and work areas, public areas (foyers, offices, bathrooms and 

stairwells), unlocked closets, exterior areas (shrubbery, trash cans, debris boxes) 
and power sources (computer rooms, gas valves, electric panels, telephone 
panels). 

! If suspicious item is found, make no attempt to investigate or examine object.  

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Evacuate students as quickly as possible, using primary or alternate routes. 
! Upon arrival at the designated safe site, take attendance. Notify the school 

director/site administrator of any missing students. 
! Do not return to the building until emergency response officials determine it is 

safe. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: BOMB THREAT CHECKLIST 

To be completed by person receiving the call 

CALL RECEIVED BY: _______________________ DATE __________ TIME _________ 

REMAIN CALM! Notify other staff by prearranged signal while caller is on the line. Listen. 
Do not interrupt the caller except to ask: 

1. What time is the bomb set for? ___________________________________________ 

2. Where has it been placed?________________________________________________ 

3. What does it look like? _________________________________________________ 

4. Why are you doing this?_________________________________________________ 

5. Who are you? _________________________________________________ 

Words used by caller: ____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 

Description of caller: ! Male ! Female ! Adult ! Juvenile 

Estimate age of caller: _______ Other notes: _________________________ 

Voice characteristics: ! Loud ! Soft ! Deep ! High Pitched 
! Raspy ! Pleasant ! Intoxicated ! Nasal 
Other _______________________________________________ 

Speech: ! Rapid ! Slow ! Disguised ! Normal 
! Laughing ! Slurred ! Lisp ! Stutter 
Other ________________________________________________ 

Manner: ! Calm 
! Coherent 
! Emotional 

! Angry 
! Incoherent 
! Righteous 

! Irrational 
! Deliberate 
! Laughing 

! Excited 
! Crying 
! Foul 

Language: ! Excellent ! Good ! Fair ! Poor 
Use of certain phrases: __________________________________ 

Accent: ! Local ! Foreign ! Regional 
Other ________________________________________________ 

Background Noises: ! Airplane 
! Static 
! Quiet 
! Street Traffic 
! TV 

! Animals 
! Motors 
! Music 
! Trains 
! Voices 

! Industrial Machines 
! Office Machines 
! Party Scene 
! PA System 
! Other ________________ 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: BUS ACCIDENT 

Each school should maintain a folder for each bus serving the school. This folder should 
contain rosters, including an emergency telephone number for each student assigned to ride the 
bus. The teacher in charge of a special activity trip should prepare trip bus folders; one copy of 
the student emergency contact information should be placed in the trip folder and a second 
copy should accompany the teacher on the trip. Bus drivers may need to make spontaneous, 
independent decisions, based on the nature of the emergency, age of children, location of bus 
and other unique circumstances. 

BUS DRIVER: 
! Turn off power, ignition and headlights. Use safety lights, as appropriate. 
! Evaluate the need for evacuation. 
! Remain with the vehicle. Notify California Highway Patrol. 

STAFF ACTIONS AT THE SCENE: 
! Call 911, if warranted. 
! Notify Director. 
! Implement basic first aid until emergency medical services and/or law 

enforcement arrives and takes charge of the emergency. 
! Move all uninjured students to a safe distance from the accident. 
! Document the names of all injured students and their first aid needs. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify law enforcement. 
! Notify parents/guardians of all students on the bus as soon as accurate 

information is available. 
! Designate a school staff representative to proceed to any medical treatment 

facility to which an injured student has been taken to assist parents and provide 
support to students, as appropriate. 

! Notify school community about the incident and status of injured students and/or 
staff. Prepare news release for media, if appropriate. 

Earthquake during bus trip 

BUS DRIVER ACTIONS: 
! Issue DUCK, COVER and HOLD ON instruction. 
! Stop bus away from power lines, bridges, overpasses, buildings, possible 

landslide conditions, overhanging trees or other dangerous situations. 
! Set brake, turn off ignition and wait for shaking to stop. 
! Check for injuries and provide first aid, as appropriate. 
! Contact the Director and bus dispatch to report location and condition of students 

and the bus. 
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! Do not attempt to cross bridges, overpasses or tunnels that may have been 
damaged. 

! En route to school, continue to pick up students. 
! Leaving school, continue dropping off students, provided there is a responsible 

adult at the bus stop. 
! If it is impossible to return to school, proceed to nearest designated shelter 

indicated on the bus route. Upon arriving at the shelter, notify the Director. 
! Remain with students until further instructions are received from Director. 
! Account for all students and staff throughout the emergency 

Flood during bus trip 

BUS DRIVER ACTIONS: 
! Do not drive through flooded streets and/or roads. 
! Take an alternate route or wait for public safety personnel to determine safe 

route. 
! If the bus is disabled, stay in place until help arrives 
! Contact the school administrator and bus dispatch to report location and 

condition of students and the bus. 
! Do not attempt to cross bridges, overpasses or tunnels that may have been 

damaged. 
! Account for all students and staff throughout the emergency. 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE: CHEMICAL ACCIDENT (offsite) 
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Chemical accidents the magnitude of a disaster could result from a transportation accident or an 
industrial spill, involving large quantities of toxic material. 

PERSON DISCOVERING SPILL: 
! Alert others in immediate area to leave the area. 
! Close doors and restrict access to affected area. 
! Notify Director. 
! DO NOT eat or drink anything or apply cosmetics. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify Fire Department and the Department of Public Health. Provide the 

following information:   
• School name and address, including nearest cross street(s) 
• Location of the spill and/or materials released 
• Characteristics of spill (color, smell, visible gases) 
• Name of substance, if known 
• Injuries, if any 

! Notify Maintenance/Building and Grounds Manager. 
! Determine whether to implement SHELTER IN PLACE, EVACUATION and/or 

student release. 
! Post a notice on the school office door stating location of alternate school site. 
! Notify Board Chair of school status and location of alternate school site. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If SHELTER-IN-PLACE, close all doors and windows, shut off ventilation, and 

monitor the radio. If necessary, use tape, rags, clothing or any other available 
material of seal air leaks. 

! If you believe that gas is entering the building, protect everyone with a wet cloth 
or towel over the mouth and nose. Have everyone breathe in short, quick 
shallow breaths. 

! If EVACUATION is implemented, direct all students to report to nearest 
designated building or assembly area. 

! Upon arrival at safe site, take attendance to be sure all students have been 
evacuated and accounted for. Notify Director of any missing students. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: CHEMICAL ACCIDENT (onsite) 

This incident could be the result of spilled cleaning chemicals within the school building, in the 
school lab, a material a student brings to school, or a broken gas main. Any such accidents 
could endanger the students and staff. Hazardous material spills may occur inside a building, 
such as a spill in a chemistry lab. 

PERSON DISCOVERING SPILL: 
! Alert others in immediate area to leave the area. 
! Close windows and doors and restrict access to affected area. 
! Notify Director. 
! DO NOT eat or drink anything or apply cosmetics. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify Fire Department and the Department of Public Health. Provide the 

following information: 
• School name and address, including nearest cross street(s) 
• Location of the spill and/or materials released; name of substance, if known 
• Characteristics of spill (color, smell, visible gases) 
• Injuries, if any 
• Your name and telephone number 

! Notify Maintenance/Building and Grounds Manager to shut off mechanical 
ventilating systems. 

! If necessary, proceed with school EVACUATION using primary or alternate 
routes, avoiding exposure to the chemical fumes. 

! Post a notice on the school office door stating location of alternate school site. 
! Notify Board Chair of school status and location of alternate site. 
! Send home with students for their parents/guardians a brief written description of 

the emergency, how it was handled and, if appropriate, what steps are being 
taken in its aftermath. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If EVACUATION is implemented, direct all students to report to nearest 

designated building or assembly area. Take class roster and emergency 
backpack and student kits. Check that all students have left the building. 
Students are not to be left unattended at any time during evacuation process. 
Students are to remain quiet during evacuation. 

! Upon arrival at evacuation site, take attendance. Notify school director/site 
administrator of any missing students. 

! Upon arrival at evacuation site, take roll and report attendance to School Director 
immediately. Notify emergency response personnel of any missing students. 

! Do not return to the building until emergency response personnel have 
determined it is safe. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: CIVIL DISTURBANCE 

A civil disturbance is an unauthorized assemblage on the school grounds with the potential to: 
• disrupt school activities; 
• cause injury to staff and students; and/or 
• damage property. 

Precautionary measures must be taken to keep school personnel and students from undue 
exposure to danger. Efforts should be made to remain calm, to avoid provoking aggression, 
and to keep students in their classrooms. 

Inside School 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Report disruptive circumstances to Director. 
! Avoid arguing with participant(s). 
! Have all students and employees leave the immediate area of disturbance. 
! Lock doors. Account for all students and remain in classroom unless instructed 

otherwise by the School Director or law enforcement. 
! Stay away from windows and exterior doors. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! If the students are engaging in civil disobedience, keep the students confined to 

one room in the school building. 
! Set up a communication exchange with the students, staff and yourself. Try to 

restore order. 
! If unable to calm students and violent or uncontrolled behavior is probable, notify 

police of situation and request assistance. 
! Use electronic communications system or send home with students for their 

parents/guardians a brief written description of the emergency, how it was 
handled and, if appropriate, what steps are being taken in its aftermath. 

Outside of School 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Call 911. 
! Move any students who are outside into the school building. If unable to do so, 

have students lie down and cover their heads. 
! Once students are in the school building, lock and secure all exterior doors, 

including restrooms. Have custodians remove trash containers and other 
burnable items from public access. 

! Cancel all outside activities. 
! Maintain an accurate record of events, conversations and actions. 
! Assign staff members to assist nurse as necessary. 
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STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Close and lock classroom doors. Close all curtains and blinds. Keep students 

away from windows and take precautions to protect them from flying glass in 
the event windows are broken. 

! Instruct students to DUCK AND COVER, lie on the floor and keep students 
calm. 

! Care for the injured, if any. 
! Remain with students within locked classrooms until all clear is given, 

regardless of bells and the school schedule. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: CRIMINAL ACT 

Criminal acts on campus may vary from theft to rape. Sexual assault and threats are covered 
separately, later in this section. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify police (dial 911). 
! Identify all parties involved (if possible).  Identify witnesses, if any. 
! Preserve the crime scene. With the exception of rescue personnel, deny 

access to the immediate area until police arrive. Police officials will coordinate 
activities within the crime scene and release the area to the school 
administrator when finished. 

! If an individual is armed with a weapon, USE EXTREME CAUTION.  Do not 
attempt to remove the weapon from his/her possession. Allow police to do so. 

! If the incident involves a student, notify the parents or guardians. 
! Question the victim with another staff member present. Focus on the 

information necessary to pursue disciplinary action against the perpetrators. 
! Let trained police obtain specific details about the crime, following student 

interview protocols. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Care for the victim. Provide any medical attention needed. 
! Preserve the crime scene. With the exception of rescue personnel, deny 

access to the immediate area until police arrive 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: DEATH of a STUDENT 

A student’s death may be the result of a suicide, homicide, car accident, illness or other causes. It 
may have a profound affect on the school and may be one of the most difficult situations an 
administrator will face. A communications strategy developed in advance of such tragedy will help 
the administrator know what to say to the student’s family and the school community.  
DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 

! Call 911, the Board Chair. Verify the death and obtain as much information about 
it as possible. 

! Contact the student’s family or visit the home to offer condolence and support. 
Obtain information about the funeral/memorial service. Respect their wishes. 

! Protect the privacy of the family; the school neither gives nor confirms 
information to the media or others without consent. 

! If the death occurred in the evening or weekend, contact staff so that teachers 
and staff members are informed about the occurrence. Notify teachers prior to 
notification of students. 

! Meet with front line staff/crisis team as soon as possible so that everyone 
understands the response plan. 

! Determine whether additional resources are needed and make appropriate requests. 
! Schedule a staff meeting as soon as possible to share the details that are known, 

review procedures for the day and discuss the notification of students, availability 
of support services and the referral process for students and staff who want or 
need counseling support and assistance. 

! Develop a plan for notifying other students and sharing information about 
availability of support services. Do not use the public address system. 

! Go to each of the student’s classes and notify his/her classmates in person. 
! Prepare a parent/guardian information letter and distribute it to students at the 

end of the day. 
! Use the electronic communication system to contact parents of those students 

who are affected by the crisis to determine appropriate support needed after 
leaving school. Offer assistance to parents of impacted students.  If necessary, 
designate areas for crisis team/community resource persons to meet with 
affected students. 

! Make arrangements with the family to remove the student’s personal belongings 
from the school. 

! Meet with your staff/crisis team to evaluate the response and determine what 
additional resources might be needed. Thank all those who assisted. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Allow students who wish to meet in counseling office or other appropriate place 

to do so.  Encourage students to report any other students who might need 
assistance. Arrange with facilitator/counselor to individually escort each student 
to the counseling support site. 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE: DEATH of a STAFF MEMBER 
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A reported death or serious illness among the school community may have a profound effect on 
students and staff alike. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Verify the death and obtain as much information about it as possible. Contact 

the Coroner’s Office. 
! Protect the privacy of the family; the school neither gives nor confirms 

information to the media or others without consent. 
! If the death occurred in the evening or weekend, contact all staff so that teachers 

and staff members are informed about the occurrence. Notify teachers prior to 
notification of students. 

! Contact the decedent’s family to offer condolence and support. Obtain information 
about the funeral/memorial service. Respect the wishes of the family. 

! Meet with front line staff/crisis team as soon as possible so that everyone 
understands the response plan. 

! Determine whether additional resources are needed and make appropriate 
requests. 

! Develop a plan for notifying students and sharing information about availability of 
support services. Do not use the public address system. 

! Schedule a staff meeting as soon as possible to share the details that are known, 
review procedures for the day and discuss the notification of students, availability 
of support services and the referral process for staff who want or need support 
and assistance. 

! Facilitate classroom and small group discussions for students. 
! Prepare a parent/guardian information letter and distribute it to students at the 

end of the day. 
! Determine who from the decedent’s family will secure the personal belongs. 

Make arrangements to remove the personal belongings from the school after 
school hours. Do not clean out personal belongings in the presence of students 
or staff. 

! Meet with your staff/crisis team to debrief at the end of the day and determine 
what additional resources might be needed. 

! Thank all those who assisted. 
! Continue to monitor staff and students for additional supportive needs. 
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• 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE: DIRTY BOMB 

A dirty bomb is a mix of explosives, such as dynamite with radioactive power or pellets, set off to 
scatter dust and smoke in order to produce radioactive contamination. The main danger from a 
dirty bomb is from the explosion, which can cause serious injuries and property damage. While 
the radioactive materials used in a dirty bomb are probably insufficient to create immediate serious 
illness, they can be dangerous to health if inhaled. Low levels of radiation exposure do not cause 
noticeable symptoms. Higher levels of radiation exposure may produce nausea, vomiting, diarrhea 
and swelling and redness of the skin. 

Outside, close to the incident. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! DO NOT MIX POPULATIONS. For those outside at the time of the explosion, 

initiate REVERSE EVACUATION to a separate building or location.  Isolate them 
from those already inside.  Do not risk contamination of those inside at the time 
of the explosion. 

! Call 911. Provide location and nature of the emergency and school actions taken. 
! Set up decontamination station where students and staff may shower or wash 

with soap and water. 
! Prepare a list of those who are in the affected area to provide to emergency 

response personnel. 
! Turn on a battery-powered commercial radio and listen for instructions. 
! Notify Board Chair of the situation. 
! Arrange for medical attention for those injured by the explosion. 
! Arrange for psychological counseling for students and staff. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Cover nose and mouth with a cloth to reduce the risk of breathing in radioactive 

dust or smoke. 
! Move students quickly to the closest suitable shelter to shield them from 

radiation.  Keep them isolated from individuals inside at the time of the explosion.  
Do not risk contamination of those who were not outside. 

! Avoid touching any objects thrown off by the explosion—they might be 
radioactive. 

! Follow standard student assembly, accounting and reporting procedures. 
! Immediately remove outer layer of clothing and mouth cover and seal in a plastic 

bag, if available. Removing outer clothes may get rid of up to 90% of radioactive 
dust. Put plastic bag away from the population where others will not touch it until 
authorities provide further instructions. 

! Supervise decontamination station where students and staff may shower or wash 
with soap and water. Do not come into contact with water runoff. 
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! Do not return outside after decontamination. Remain in safe area, isolated from 
those who are unaffected, until emergency response personnel arrive 

Inside, close to the incident 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! DO NOT MIX POPULATIONS. For those inside at the time of the explosion, 

initiate SHELTER IN PLACE procedures.  Turn off HVAC system. 
! Move to central location where windows and doors can be sealed with duct 

tape. 
! Call 911. Provide location and nature of the emergency and school actions 

taken. 
! Turn on a battery-powered commercial radio and listen for instructions. 
! Notify Board Chair of the situation. 
! Remain inside the building until the Department of Health or Fire Department 

determines it is safe to leave. 
! Arrange for psychological counseling for students and staff. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Keep students calm. Instruct students to DUCK and COVER.  
! Turn off fans and air conditioning systems. Seal windows and air vents with 

duct tape. Close all curtains and blinds. 
! Do not consume water or unpackaged food that was out in the open. Wash the 

outside of any container before opening it. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: EARTHQUAKE 

Earthquakes strike without warning. Fire alarms or sprinkler systems may be activated by the 
shaking. The effect of an earthquake from one building to another will vary. Elevators and 
stairways will need to be inspected for damage before they can be used. The major shock is 
usually followed by numerous aftershocks, which may last for weeks. 

The major threat of injury during an earthquake is from falling objects, glass shards and debris. 
Many injuries are sustained while entering or leaving buildings. Therefore, it is important to 
quickly move away from windows, free-standing partitions and shelves and take the best 
available cover under a sturdy desk or table, in a doorway or against an inside wall. All other 
actions must wait until the shaking stops. If persons are protected from falling objects, the 
rolling motion of the earth may be frightening but not necessarily dangerous. 

Inside Building 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Direct inspection and assessment of school buildings. Report building damage 

and suspected breaks in utility lines or pipes to fire department responders. 
! Send search and rescue team to look for trapped students and staff. 
! Post guards a safe distance away from building entrances to assure no one re-

enters. 
! Notify Board Chair of school and personnel status. Determine who will inform 

public information media as appropriate. 
! Do NOT re-enter building until it is determined to be safe by appropriate facilities 

inspector. 
! Determine whether to close school. If school must be closed, notify staff members, 

students and parents. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Give DROP, COVER and HOLD ON command. Instruct students to move away 

from windows, bookshelves and heavy suspended light fixtures.  Get under table 
or other sturdy furniture with back to windows. 

! Check for injuries, and render First Aid. 
! After shaking stops, EVACUATE building. Avoid evacuation routes with heavy 

architectural ornaments over the entrances. Do not return to the building. Bring 
attendance roster and emergency backpack. 

! Check attendance at the assembly area. Report any missing students to school 
director/site administrator. 

! Warn students to avoid touching electrical wires and keep a safe distance from 
any downed power lines. 

! Stay alert for aftershocks 
! Do NOT re-enter building until it is determined to be safe. 
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Outside Building 
STAFF ACTIONS: 

! Move students away from buildings, trees, overhead wires, and poles. Get under 
table or other sturdy furniture with back to windows. If not near any furniture, 
drop to knees, clasp both hands behind neck, bury face in arms, make body as 
small as possible, close eyes, and cover ears with forearms. If notebooks or 
jackets are handy, hold over head for added protection.  Maintain position until 
shaking stops. 

! After shaking stops, check for injuries, and render first aid. 
! Check attendance. Report any missing students to school director/site 

administrator. 
! Stay alert for aftershocks. 
! Keep a safe distance from any downed power lines 
! Do NOT re-enter building until it is determined to be safe. 
! Follow instructions of school director/site administrator. 

During non-school hours 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Inspect school buildings to assess damage and determine corrective actions. 
! Confer with Board Chair if damage is apparent to determine the advisability of 

closing the school. 
! Notify fire department and utility company of suspected breaks in utility lines or 

pipes. 
! If school must be closed, notify staff members, students and parents using the 

electronic communication system.  Arrange for alternative learning arrangement 
such as portable classrooms if damage is significant and school closing will be of 
some duration. 

! Notify Board Chair, who will inform public information media as appropriate. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: EXPLOSION 

Emergency response will depend on the type of explosion (smoke bomb, chemical lab incident, 
etc.) and proximity to the school. All students should be kept away from the explosion and under 
supervision. 

DIRECTOR: 
! Sound fire alarm.  This will automatically implement action to EVACUATE the 

building. EVACUATION may be warranted in some buildings but others may be 
used for SHELTER IN PLACE. 

! Notify Fire Department (call 911). Provide school name, address, exact location 
within the building, your name and phone number and nature of the emergency. 

! Secure area to prevent unauthorized access until the Fire Department arrives. 
! Advise the Board Chair of school status. 
! Notify emergency response personnel of any missing students. 
! Notify utility company of breaks or suspected breaks in utility lines or pipes. Provide 

school name, address, location within building, your name and phone. 
! Direct a systematic, rapid and thorough approach to search the building and 

surrounding areas. Check classrooms and work areas, public areas (foyers, 
offices, bathrooms and stairwells), unlocked closets, exterior areas (shrubbery, 
trash cans, debris boxes) and power sources (computer rooms, gas valves, 
electric panels, telephone panels). 

! Determine if Student Release should be implemented. If so, notify staff, 
students and parents. 

! If damage requires the school to be closed, notify parents and staff of school 
status and alternate site for classroom instruction. Do not return to the school 
building until it has been inspected and determined safe by proper authorities. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Initiate DROP, COVER AND HOLD ON. 
! If explosion occurred inside the school building, EVACUATE to outdoor 

assembly area. Keep students and staff at a safe distance from the building(s) 
and away from fire-fighting equipment.  

! Check to be sure all students have left the school site. Remain with students 
throughout evacuation process. 

! Upon arrival at assembly area, check attendance. Report status to site 
administrator immediately. 

! Render first aid as necessary. 
! Do not return to the building until the emergency response personnel determine it 

is safe to do so. 
! If explosion occurred in the surrounding area, initiate SHELTER IN PLACE.  

Keep students at a safe distance from site of the explosion. 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE: FIRE (offsite) 
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A fire in an adjoining area, such as a wildland fire, can threaten the school building and 
endanger the students and staff. Response actions are determined by location and size of the 
fire, its proximity to the school and the likelihood that it may endanger the school community. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Determine if EVACUATION of school site is necessary. 
! Contact local fire department (call 911) to determine the correct action for your 

school site. 
! If necessary, begin evacuation of school site to previously identified safe site 

using school evacuation plan. If needed, contact bus dispatch for OFF-SITE 
EVACUATION and DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION by bus. 

! Direct inspection of premises to assure that all students and personnel have left 
the building. 

! Notify the Board Chair where the school has relocated and post a notice on the 
office door stating the temporary new location. 

! Monitor radio station for information. 
! Do not return to the building until it has been inspected and determined safe by 

proper authorities. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If students are to be evacuated, take attendance to be sure all students are 

present before leaving the building site. 
! Stay calm. Maintain control of the students a safe distance from the fire and fire 

fighting equipment. 
! Take attendance at the assembly area. Report any missing students to the 

Director and emergency response personnel. 
! Remain with students until the building has been inspected and it has been 

determined safe to return to. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: FIRE (onsite) 

Should any fire endanger the students or staff, it is important to act quickly and decisively to 
prevent injuries and contain the spread of the fire. All doors leading to the fire should be 
closed. Do not re-enter the area for belongings. If the area is full of smoke, students and 
employees should be instructed to crawl along the floor, close to walls, which will make 
breathing easier and provide direction. Before opening any door, place a hand an inch from 
the door near the top to see if it is hot.  Be prepared to close the door quickly at the first sign 
of fire. All fires, regardless of their size, which are extinguished by school personnel, require 
a call to the Fire Department to indicate that the “fire is out”. 

Within School Building 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Sound the fire alarm to implement EVACUATION of the building. 
! Immediately EVACUATE the school using the primary or alternate fire routes. 
! Notify the Fire Department (call 911). 
! Direct search and rescue team to be sure all students and personnel have left 

the building. 
! Ensure that access roads are kept open for emergency vehicles. 
! Notify Board Chair of situation. 
! Notify appropriate utility company of suspected breaks in utility lines or pipes. 
! If needed, notify bus dispatch for OFF-SITE EVACUATION by DIRECTED 

TRANSPORTATION. 
! Do not allow staff and students to return to the building until the Fire Department 

declares that it is safe to do so. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! EVACUATE students from the building using primary or alternate fire routes 

Take emergency backpack and student kits. Maintain control of the students a 
safe distance from the fire and fire fighting equipment. 

! Take attendance. Report missing students to the Director and emergency 
response personnel. 

! Maintain supervision of students until the Fire Department determines it is safe to 
return to the school building. 

Near the School 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify the Fire Department (call 911). The Fire Marshall will direct operations 

once on site. 
! Determine the need to implement an EVACUATION.  If the fire threatens the 

school, execute the actions above. If not, continue with school routine. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: FLOOD 

Flooding could threaten the safety of students and staff whenever storm water or other sources 
of water threaten to inundate school grounds or buildings. Flooding may occur if a water pipe 
breaks or prolonged rainfall causes urban streams to rise. Flooding may also occur as a result 
of damage to water distribution systems such as failure of a dam or levee. If weather-related, 
an alert message will be broadcast over the weather radio station. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Issue STAND BY instruction. Determine if evacuation is required. 
! Notify local police department of intent to EVACUATE, the location of the safe 

evacuation site and the route to be taken to that site. 
! Delegate a search team to assure that all students have been evacuated. 
! Issue DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION instruction if students will be evacuated 

to a safer location by means of buses and cars. 
! Post a notice on the office door stating where the school has relocated and 

inform the Board Chair. 
! Monitor AM radio weather station KHB49 162.400 for flood information. 
! Notify Board Chair of school status and action taken. 
! Do not allow staff and students to return to the building until proper authorities 

have determined that it is safe to do so. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If warranted, EVACUATE students using evacuation plan. Take the class roster, 

emergency backpack and student comfort kits. Take attendance before leaving 
the campus. 

! Remain with students throughout the evacuation process. 
! Upon arrival at the safe site, take attendance. Report any missing students to 

school director/site administrator and emergency response personnel. 
! Do not return to school building until it has been inspected and determined safe 

by property authorities. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: GAS ODOR / LEAK 

All school personnel, including cafeteria managers and custodians, shall immediately report 
any gas odor or suspected gas leak to the school director. If an odor is detected outside the 
building, it may not be necessary to evacuate. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director. 
! Move students from immediate vicinity of danger. 
! Do not turn on any electrical devices such as lights, computers, fans, etc. 
! If odor is severe, leave the area immediately.  
! If the building is evacuated, take student attendance and report any missing 

students to School Director/Site Administrator. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! If gas leak is internal, evacuate the building immediately. 
! Call 911. 
! Notify utility company. 
! Determine whether to move to alternate building location. 
! If extended stay outdoors in inclement weather, contact transportation to provide 

bus to transport students to partner school or shelter students on buses. 
! Do not return to the building until it has been inspected and determined safe by 

proper authorities. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

The nature of the material and the proximity of the incident to the school site will determine 
which emergency ACTION should be implemented. Police, Fire or Public Health Department 
may order EVACUATION of the school. See also BIOLOGICAL AGENT RELEASE and 
CHEMICAL ACCIDENT. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Call 911, if necessary. 
! If there is a threat of airborne toxicity, shut-off ventilation system in affected 

area. 
! Initiate EVACUATION. Any toxic cloud that can affect students in their 

classrooms would very likely affect them outside on the school grounds as 
well. If evacuating by foot, move crosswind to avoid fumes, never upwind or 
downwind. 

! Isolate anyone suspected of being contaminated with a substance that could 
be transferred to others until public safety personnel carry out 
decontamination procedures. 

! If time is available, initiate DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION.  
and staff away from the path of the hazardous materials. 

Move students 

! Notify Board Chair. 
! Wait for instructions from emergency responders-- Health or Fire Department. 
! Do not allow the return of students to the school grounds or buildings until 

public safety officials declare the area safe. 
! Upon return to school, ensure that all classrooms are adequately aired. 

TEACHER ACTIONS: 
! Follow standard student assembly, accounting and reporting procedures. 
! Report names of missing students to office. 
! Do not take unsafe actions such as returning to the building before it has been 

declared safe. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: HOSTAGE SITUATION 

Hostage situations may unfold rapidly in a variety of ways. Events may range from a single 
perpetrator with a single hostage to several perpetrators with many hostages. Specific actions 
by school staff will be limited pending arrival of law enforcement officers. It is their responsibility 
to bring the situation to a successful conclusion.  When as much of the school has been 
evacuated as can be accomplished, school staff should focus on providing support as needed to 
the police department, communicating with parents, and providing counseling for students. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS 
! Call 911. Provide all known essential details of the situation: 

• Number of hostage takers and description 
• Type of weapons being used 
• Number and names of hostages 
• Any demands or instructions the hostage taker has given 
• Description of the area 

! Identify an assembly area for responding officers away from the hostage 
situation. Have school liaison wait at assembly area for police to arrive. 

! Protect building occupants before help arrives by initiating a LOCKDOWN or 
EVACUATION (or combination of both) for all or parts of the building. 

! Secure exterior doors from outside access. 
! When police arrive, assist them in a quiet, orderly evacuation away from the 

hostage situation. 
! Gather information on students and/or staff involved and provide the information 

to the police.  If the parent of a student is involved, gather information about the 
child. 

! Identify media staging area, if appropriate.  Implement a hotline for parents using 
the electronic communication system. 

! Account for students as they are evacuated. 
! Provide recovery counseling for students and staff. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If possible, assist in evacuating students to a safe area away from the danger. 

Protect students by implementing a LOCKDOWN. 
! Alert the Director. 
! Account for all students. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: INTRUDER 

All public schools are required to post signs at points of entry to their campuses or buildings 
from streets and parking lots. The following statement should be used on signage: 

All visitors entering school grounds on school days between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. must register at the Main Office. Failure to do so may constitute a 
misdemeanor. 

-- California Penal Code Title 15, Chapter 1.1 § 627.2 
To prevent intruders on campus, keep doors secure, use sign-in sheets for visitors and 
cameras and staff to monitor entryways. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Initiate LOCKDOWN. 
! Request intruder to leave campus. Remain calm. Be courteous and confident. 

Keep distance from the intruder. Speak in soft, non-threatening manner.  Avoid 
hostile-type actions, except in cases when necessary to safeguard person or 
property. Listen to the intruder. Give him or her an opportunity to vent. Attempt to 
be helpful. When talking to the intruder, use phrases such as: 

“What can we do to make this better?’ 
“I understand the problem, and I am concerned.” 
“We need to work together on this problem.” 

! As soon as the conversation or actions of the individual become threatening or 
violent, call 911 immediately. Provide description and location of intruder. 

! Keep subject in view until police or law enforcement arrives. 
! Take measures to keep subject away from students and building. 
! Designate an administrator or staff member to coordinate with public safety at 

their command post; provide a site map and keys to public safety personnel. 
! When scheduling a meeting with an individual known to be aggressive, arrange 

for another staff member or student resource officer to be present. 
! Be available to deal with the media and bystanders and keep site clear of visitors. 

• 
STAFF ACTIONS: 

! Notify the Director.  Provide description and location of the intruder.  Visually 
inspect the intruder for indications of a weapon. 

! Keep intruder in view until police or law enforcement arrives. Stay calm. Do 
not indicate any threat to the intruder. 

! Isolate intruder from students.  Lock classroom and office doors.  Close 
blinds and stay clear of windows and panes of glass. Remain inside rooms 
until the ALL CLEAR instruction is announced. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: IRRATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

A risk to the life and safety of students and staff may exist there is a serious display of disordered 
thought or behavior. Possible symptoms include: hallucinations, extreme paranoia, impaired 
judgment that may lead to unsafe decision-making and dangerous behavior (to self or others), 
incoherent or disjointed speech and self injurious behavior such as: hitting head, cutting self. 
Attempts should be made to use de-escalation strategies, calming techniques (e.g., deep 
breathing), and to implement behavior plans, crisis plans or strategies in IEP, if in place. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Keep the individual under continuous adult supervision. 
! Keep the individual on campus until parent/guardian has been notified. 
! Arrange appropriate support services for necessary care of individual. 
! If the individual actively displays dangerous behavior or there is reason to 

believe the student cannot be safely transported, call agencies as 
appropriate to coordinate emergency mental health services (e.g., mental 
health facilities, juvenile court, law enforcement). 

! School professional (psychologist, counselor, social worker, nurse) should 
recommend next steps to the school director.  The next steps may include: 
• Provide parents/guardian with the names and phone numbers of mental 

health resources 
• Recommend that the parents make an immediate contact with a therapist. 
• Request that parents/guardian to sign release forms to allow two-way 

communication between the school and the treating agency. 
! Make a follow-up check with the treating agency, family and student as 

appropriate, to ensure that appropriate care has been arranged. 
! Provide follow-up collaborative support for the student and parents (as indicated) 

within the school 
! Develop a safety plan prior to the student’s return to school. 
! Document actions taken on behalf of the student (referrals, phone contacts, 

follow-up activities, etc.) 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Take immediate action to isolate the individual and provide safety to the 

student body. Do not leave the irrational individual alone. 
! Notify Director. 
! Notify school nurse, school psychologist, counselor or social worker. 
! Protect individual from injury. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: KIDNAPPING 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Verify information with the source of the abduction report. 
! Contact law enforcement (call 911) for assistance. 
! Provide a picture and complete information on the student: name, age, 

description, home address, emergency contact information, and custody 
information if known (Emergency Protective Order, Domestic Violence Order). 

! Provide suspect information to the police, if known. 
! Contact the parents/guardian of the student involved and establish a 

communication plan with them. 
! Obtain the best possible witness information. 
! Conduct a thorough search of the school/campus/bus. 
! Relay current information to police, parents and essential school staff. 
! Designate a staff member as a key contact and personally answer the phone line 

(no voice mail) to receive and provide updated status as it becomes available. 
! Advise the law enforcement dispatcher of the staff member key contact’s name 

and number. 
! Provide the key contact with access to school records. 
! Ask key contact to be available at school by phone beyond the close of the 

school day, if needed, until dismissed by the school director or law enforcement. 
! When the child is found, contact all appropriate parties as soon as possible. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director, providing essential details: 

- Name and description of the student 
- Description of the suspect 
- Vehicle information 

! Move students away from the area of abduction. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: MEDICAL EMERGENCY 

Medical accidents and emergencies can occur at any time and may involve a student or staff 
member. Some emergencies may only need first aid care, while others may require immediate 
medical attention. This is not a First Aid manual.  When in doubt, dial 911.  Medical emergencies 
involving any student or employee must be reported to the School director/Site Administrator.  

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Assess the victim (ABC – Airway, Breathing, Circulation. Call 911, if appropriate. 

Provide: 
• School name, address including nearest cross 

street(s) and fastest way for ambulance to 
reach the building 

• Exact location within the building 
• Nature of the emergency and how it occurred 
• Approximate age of injured person 
• Caller’s name and phone number 
Do not hang up until advised to do so by dispatcher. 

Universal Precautions when 
Treating a Medical Emergency 
• Always use non-latex or nitrile 

gloves and, if necessary, mask 
and gown, to reduce the risk of 
transmission of body fluids. 

• Wash hands thoroughly after 
providing care. 

! Assign staff member to meet rescue service and show medical responder where 
the injured person is. 

! Assemble emergency care and contact information of victim 
! Monitor medical status of victim, even if he or she is transported to the hospital. 
! Assign a staff member to remain with individual, even if he or she is transported 

to the hospital. 
! Notify parents/guardian if the victim is a student. Describe type of illness or 

injury, medical care being administered, and location where student has been 
transported. 

! Advise staff of situation (when appropriate). Follow-up with parents. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Assess the scene to determine what assistance is needed. Direct students away 

from the scene of the emergency. 
! Notify Director. 
! Stay calm. Keep individual warm with a coat or blanket. 
! Ask school nurse to begin first aid until paramedics arrive. Do not move the 

individual unless there is danger of further injury. 
! Do not give the individual anything to eat or drink. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: MISSING STUDENT 

If a student is missing, a search of the school should be organized immediately. If at any point 
the child is found, inform everyone who was notified of the incident that the student is no longer 
missing. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Call 911 and explain the situation. 
! Appoint staff to surveillance points; ask staff to note license plate numbers and 

look for any unusual activity. 
! Conduct an immediate search of the school campus/bus, as appropriate. 
! Gather information about student to provide to law enforcement authorities: 

• photo 
• home address 
• parent contact numbers 
• class schedule 
• special activities 
• bus route /walking information 

! Notify parents/guardians if the student is not found promptly. 
! If case involves abduction, begin gathering witness information for the police.  

Interview friends, last person to see student.  
! Double-check circumstances: 

• Did someone pick up the student? 
• Could the student have walked home? 
• Is he or she at a medical appointment or another activity? 

! Assist police with investigation. Provide a photo and complete information on the 
missing child: name. Assure that all parties who know the student or have 
participated in the search are available to speak with police when they arrive. 

! Designate a staff member as a key contact and personally answer the phone line 
(no voice mail) to receive and provide updated status as it becomes available. 

! Advise law enforcement dispatcher of the staff member key contact’s name and 
number. 

! If missing during bus transportation, provide law enforcement with child’s bus 
stop location and nearest other bus stops. 

! Have driver keep in communication with the transportation dispatcher. Have 
transportation dispatcher coordinate efforts and information with the law 
enforcement dispatcher 

! Exchange phone numbers (household, cell phone, school key contact) with 
parents/guardian. 

! When the child is found, contact all appropriate parties as soon as possible. 
! Arrange for counseling of students, as needed. 
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STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Confirm that student attended school that day. Notify Director. 
! Provide description of the student, including height, weight, clothing worn that 

day, backpack, where last seen and when. 
! Bring all students indoors. Immediately lock exterior access to the school and 

secure the campus. Do not let any individuals leave. Do not let unauthorized 
individuals come onsite. 

! Take attendance in the classroom and report any other missing students to the 
office. Keep students in secure areas until notified to resume regular school 
activities. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH 

A motor vehicle crash may result in a fuel or chemical spill on school property. If the crash 
results in a utility interruption, refer to the section on Utility Failure. 

SCHOOL DIRECTOR/SITE ADMINISTRATOR ACTIONS: 
! Notify police and fire department (call 911). 
! Determine immediate response procedures, which may include EVACUATION, 

OFF-SITE EVACUATION or DIRECTED TRANSPORTATION. 
! Arrange for first aid treatment and removal of injured occupants from building. 
! Secure area to prevent unauthorized access until the public safety officials 

(police, sheriff, fire department) arrive. 
! Ensure that students and staff remain at a safe distance from the crash. 
! Account for all building occupants and determine extent of injuries. 
! Notify Board Chair. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director. 
! Move students away from immediate vicinity of the crash. 
! EVACUATE students to a safe assembly area away from the crash scene. 

Take class roster/nametags and emergency backpack. 
! Check school site to assure that all students have evacuated. 
! Take attendance at the assembly area. 
! Report missing students to the Director /designee and emergency response 

personnel. 
! Maintain control of the students a safe distance from the crash site. 
! Care for the injured, if any. 
! Escort students back to the to the school site when emergency response 

officials have determined it is safe to return to the building. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE : PANDEMIC INFLUENZA 

Influenza is a highly contagious viral disease. Pandemic influenza differs from both seasonal 
influenza (flu) and avian influenza in the following aspects: 

• It is a rare global outbreak which can affect populations around the world. 
• It is caused by a new influenza virus to which people do not have immunity. 
• Depending upon the specific virus, it can cause more severe illness than regular flu 

and can affect young healthy people more so than older, sick people. 

The Department of Health and Human Services will take the lead in mobilizing a local response 
to pandemic influenza. Public health alerts will be reported to schools and the community.  
Individual schools may be closed temporarily to contain spread of the virus.  

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Activate heightened surveillance of illness within school site. Gather data on 

symptoms of students and staff who are sick at home. 
! Insure that students and staff members who are ill stay home.  
! Send sick students and staff home from school immediately. 
! Provide fact sheets and guidelines for school families to make them aware of 

symptoms and remind them of respiratory hygiene etiquette 
! Monitor bulletins and alerts from the Department of Health and Human Services. 
! Keep staff informed of developing issues. 
! Assist the Department of Health and Human Services in monitoring outbreaks. 
! Respond to media inquiries regarding school attendance status. 
! Implement online education, if necessary, so that students can stay home. 
! Maintain surveillance after the initial epidemic in the event a second wave passes 

through the community. 

STAFF and STUDENT ACTIONS: 
! Stay home when ill with cough or other flu-like 

symptoms (chills, fever, muscle aches, sore throat). 
! Practice “respiratory hygiene etiquette”. 
! Disinfect surfaces contaminated with infected 

respiratory secretions with a diluted bleach solution 
(1 part bleach to 100 parts water). 

! Implement online homework assignments so that 
students can stay home. 

Respiratory Hygiene Etiquette 
• Cover your cough and 

sneeze with a tissue 
• Wash hands with soap and 

water or a waterless hand 
hygiene product 

• Place used tissues into a 
sealed bag 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: POISONING/CONTAMINATION 

This procedure applies if there is evidence of tampering with food packaging, observation of 
suspicious individuals in proximity to food or water supplies or suspicion of possible food/water 
contamination. Indicators of contamination may include unusual odor, color and/or taste or 
multiple individuals with unexplained nausea, vomiting or other illnesses. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Call 911. 
! Isolate suspected contaminated food/water to prevent consumption.  Restrict 

access to the area. 
! Maintain a log of affected students and staff and their systems, the food/water 

suspected to be contaminated, the quantity and character of products consumed 
and other pertinent information. 

! Provide list of potentially affected students and staff to responding authorities. 
! Provide staff with information on possible poisonous materials in the building. 
! Notify Board Chair of situation and number of students and staff affected. 
! Confer with Department of Health and Human Services before the resumption of 

normal school activities. 
! Prepare communication for families advising them of situation and actions taken. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Notify Director. 
! Call the Poison Center Hotline 1-800-222-1222. 
! Administer first aid as directed by poison information center. 
! Seek additional medical attention as needed. 

PREVENTATIVE MEASURES: 
! Keep poisonous materials in a locked and secure location. 
! Post the Poison Control Center emergency number in the front office, school 

clinic and on all phones that can call outside. 
! Post the names of building personnel who have special paramedic, first aid 

training or other special lifesaving or life-sustaining training. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION 

When an advance notice of a planned protest is given, inform the staff of the planned 
demonstration.  An information letter to parents should be developed. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Obtain information on when, why and how many people are expected. Identify 

the spokesperson for the group 
! Contact local police department for the school’s jurisdiction and advise them of 

the situation. 
! Notify staff of the planned demonstration. 
! Develop an information letter to parents. 
! Assign a staff member to act as liaison with police, media and, possibly the 

demonstrating group. 
! Designate a staff member to handle incoming calls during the demonstration. 
! Establish areas where demonstrators can set up without affecting the operation 

of the school 
! Notify transportation of demonstration and any possible impact buses may 

encounter arriving at or departing from the school. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Do not allow students to be interviewed by the media or join in the 

demonstration 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: SEXUAL ASSAULT 

Sexual assault and abuse is any type of sexual activity that a person does not agree to, 
including: 

• inappropriate touching • rape 
• vaginal, anal, or oral penetration • attempted rape 
• sexual intercourse that is not wanted • child molestation 

Sexual assault can be verbal, visual, or anything that forces a person to join in unwanted sexual 
contact or attention. It can occur by a stranger in an isolated place, on a date, or in the home by 
someone who is a friend or acquaintance. Depending on the situation, the victim should not eat 
or drink, change clothes or shower while awaiting police. 

SCHOOL DIRECTOR/SITE ADMINISTRATOR ACTIONS: 
! Call 911 if the assault is physical. 
! Close off the area to everyone. 
! Assign a counselor/staff member to remain with the victim. 
! Review possible need for a LOCKDOWN until circumstances surrounding the 

incident are known. 
! Notify victim’s family. 
! If child abuse is suspected, notify law enforcement.  Notify student services staff 

members, as appropriate. 
! The police will coordinate collection of evidence and questioning of the victim and 

suspects. Cooperate with any law enforcement agency conducting 
investigations. 

! Discuss with counselors how to handle emotional effects of the incident on 
student and staff population. Plan appropriate school events for next day. 

! Coordinate statements to media, families and community. Be aware of rumors 
that may start from this type of incident and address those rumors directly using 
facts. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Determine if immediate medical attention is needed. If so, call 911. 
! Isolate the victim from activity related to the incident. 
! Avoid asking any questions except to obtain a description of the perpetrator. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: SHOOTING 

Immediate response to a rapidly changing incident is critical. In most cases, initiate 
LOCKDOWN procedures to isolate students from danger or send them to a secure area.  
Safety must always be the foremost consideration. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Remain calm. Do not confront the shooter(s). 
! Assess the situation: 

• Is the shooter in the school? 
• Has shooter been identified? 
• Has the weapon been found and/or secured? 

! Depending on the situation, initiate LOCKDOWN or EVACUATION, as 
appropriate. 

! Call 911. Provide essential details of the situation, i.e., suspect, location, 
weapons, number of persons involved, motive, injuries/casualties, actions 
taken by the school (e.g. LOCKDOWN). 

! Identify command post for police to respond.   Assist police in entering the 
school; provide officers with critical information. 

! Ensure injured students and staff receive medical attention. 
! If shooter has left, secure all exterior doors to prevent re-entry. 
! If a firearm is known to exist, do not touch it.  Allow a law enforcement officer 

to take possession of the weapon. 
! Keep crime scene secure. Organize OFF-SITE EVACUATION, if necessary, 

or prepare to continue with classes. 
! Isolate and separate witnesses. 
! Gather information for police about the incident and everyone involved with it: 

• Name of suspect(s) 
• Location of shooting 
• Number and identification of casualties and injured 
• Current location of the shooter(s) 

! Prepare written statements for telephone callers and media. Refer media 
inquiries to designated Public Information Officer. 

! Prepare letter for students to take home to their families. 
! Arrange for immediate crisis counseling for students and staff. 
! Provide liaison for family members of injured students and staff members. 
! Debrief staff and school police officers. 
! Provide informational updates and counseling, if appropriate, to staff, students 

and their families during the following few days. 
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STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If gunfire is heard inside the school, implement LOCKDOWN immediately. Do 

not wait for the LOCKDOWN announcement. 
! Alert the Director. 
! Take immediate action to prevent casualties. If it is safe to clear hallways, 

bathrooms and open areas, direct students to the closest classroom. 
! Isolate the suspect and/or area.  Move others to a safe area to protect them from 

danger. Implement LOCKDOWN or EVACUATION, as appropriate. 
! Provide first aid for victims, if needed. 
! Account for all students. 
! Remain calm and quiet in the secured area away from doors and windows. No 

one out, no one in until further instructions are provided by the school director or 
law enforcement. 

! Assist police officers – provide identity, location and description of individual and 
weapons. 

STUDENT ACTIONS: 
! Move quickly and quietly to the closest safe classroom. 
! If rooms are locked, immediately hide in the closest safe zone: bathroom, 

janitorial closet, office area, library. 
! Lock the door or move furniture or trash can to bar access to the room. 
! Remain quiet until further instructions are provided by the school director or law 

enforcement. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: STORM / SEVERE WEATHER 

Severe weather can be accompanied by high winds, downed trees, and swollen creeks. An 
emergency response is required when this type of weather poses any risk to the staff and 
students. Assure that each student’s method of returning home is safe and reliable. 

Severe Storm 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Monitor weather forecasts and weather-related communications to determine 

onset of storm conditions that may affect school operations. 
! Report to site by 6 a.m. to check for power outages, flooding, etc. 
! Determine whether school will be closed or remain open. 
! Notify Board Chair of school status. 
! Use electronic communication system to inform staff and families of the situation. 
! Post school status on school website. 
! Notify utility companies of any break or suspected break in utility lines. 
! Take appropriate action to safeguard school property. 
! Upon passage of the storm, return to normal routine. 

Windstorm 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Monitor weather forecasts to determine onset of storm conditions that may affect 

school operations 
! Notify utility companies of any break or suspected break in utility lines. 
! Keep staff and students in sheltered areas of the building until winds have 

subsided and it is safe to return to the classroom. 
! Take appropriate action to safeguard school property. 
! Upon passage of the storm, return to normal routine. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Evacuate any classrooms bearing full force of wind. Evacuate to lower floor of 

school building near inside walls. 
! Initiate TAKE COVER with students in the shielded areas within the building. 

Stay away from windows. 
! Take attendance. Report any missing students to Director. 
! Close all blinds and curtains. 
! Avoid auditoriums, gymnasiums and other structures with large roof spans. 

! Remain with students near an inside wall or on lower floors of the building. Make 
arrangements for special needs, snacks and quiet recreational activities. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: STUDENT RIOT 

A student riot is an assemblage of students whose purpose and conduct threatens the safety 
and security of the school community and school property. Students who participate in a riot on 
campus should be informed that they will be suspended or possibly arrested if they do not 
comply with instructions. Providing a timely opportunity for students to vent, in a safe and 
constructive atmosphere, should prevent the escalation of violence. 

STUDENT ACTIONS: 
! In a violent situation, immediately notify the first available adult. 
! Do not retaliate or take unnecessary chances. 
! Move away from the area of agitation. 

! Hold on to belongings to the extent that it is safe to do so;  do not pick up 
anything and do not go back for anything until receiving clearance to do so. 

! Stay calm and reassure fellow students. 
! Assist teachers and staff in accounting for students. 
! Share all relevant information with law enforcement, teachers, and school staff. 
! Follow directions from school administrator or law enforcement directions about 

where to go. 
! Do not speculate to others or perpetuate rumors. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Initiate LOCKDOWN, if warranted. Alert other administrators about the incident. 
! Control student ingress and egress from campus. 
! Identify why the disruption is occurring. If necessary, notify police to request 

assistance. 
! If disruption is non-violent, notify school resource officer or school education 

officer. 
! Clearly communicate to all students (via announcement or bullhorn), in the 

presence of staff or adult witnesses, that students should either attend 
classes or move to a designated safe area. Inform students that they will be 
suspended or possibly arrested if they do not comply with instructions. 

! Assign staff member to be responsible for media relations and for setting up a 
staging area for the media. 

! If student disruption persists, after a second warning, take appropriate 
disciplinary action as outlined by the Student Responsibilities and Rights 
Handbook. 

! Notify parents about the incident, as appropriate. 

! After insuring physical safety of those involved, provide crisis intervention or 
counseling to meet psychological needs of students and staff. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: SUICIDE ATTEMPT 

Suicide, attempted suicide, and suicidal gestures have a significant detrimental effect, not only 
on the involved student, but also on others in the school community. There is no way to predict 
who will commit suicide, or when, but there are warning signs, including: increasing talk of 
death, talk about not being worth living and reckless behavior. School staff with reasonable 
cause to believe that a student is suicidal should begin the intervention process immediately. 
Parents must always be contacted. Attention should focus on the safety and best interests of 
the student, whose health, life or safety may be endangered 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Call ambulance in event of overdose or injury requiring medical attention. 
! Call 911 if immediate threat exists to the safety of the student or others. 
! Calm student by talking and reassuring until police arrive. Try to have the student 

relinquish devices for and means of harming self.  If individual is armed with any 
type of weapon, USE EXTREME CAUTION. Do not attempt to remove the weapon 
from the possession of the individual.  Allow police to do so. 

! Cancel all outside activities. 
! Determine if the student's distress appears to be the result of parent or caretaker 

abuse, neglect, or exploitation. If not, contact parents/guardians and encourage 
them to have the child evaluated.  Provide a list of referral sources and telephone 
numbers. 

! If allegations warrant, refer student to Child Protective Services.  Contact 
parents/guardians and inform them of actions taken. 

! Arrange for medical or counseling resources that may provide assistance. 

• 
STAFF ACTIONS: 

! Inform the Director of what was written, drawn, Steps for Suicide Intervention 
spoken and/or threatened. 

1. Stabilize individual ! Move other students away from the immediate 
area, but remain with the troubled student until 2. Assess risk 
assistance arrives. 3. Determine services needed 

4. Inform ! Calmly talk to the student to determine whether 
he/she has any life-threatening devices (e.g., gun, 5. Follow-up 
knife, drugs, etc.) If possible, calmly remove them 
from the student and the immediate environment. 
Do NOT struggle if you meet resistance. 

! Calmly move the student to a pre-arranged, non-threatening place away from 
other students where a Crisis Intervention Team member and a telephone will be 
close by. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: SUSPICIOUS PACKAGE 

The following list shows some types of parcels that should draw immediate concern: 
• Foreign mail, air mail and special delivery • No return address 
• Restrictive markings, e.g., “Personal” • Excessive postage 
• Handwritten or poorly-typed addresses • Excessive masking tape, string 
• Titles but no names • Oily stains or discoloration 
• Misspelling of common names • Protruding wires or tin foil 
• Excessive weight, unevenly distributed • Rigid envelope 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Call 911. 
! Make a list of all persons who came into contact with the package. Include work 

and home phone numbers for any necessary follow-up. 
! Prevent others from coming into the area. 
! Ask everyone who has been in contact with the package to remain until 

instructed to leave by Public Safety or Public Health responders. 
! If powder spills out, shut the ventilation system, heating system, or air 
! Public health and safety staff will determine the need for decontamination and 

initiation of prophylaxis treatment. 
! Advise staff when the emergency is over. Go home, take a shower and wash 

clothes. Do not use bleach on your skin. 

STAFF ACTIONS if package is unopened and not leaking: 
! Do not open package. Do not pass it around to show it to other people. 
! Do not bend, squeeze, shake or drop package. 
! Put package in a container such as a trash can to prevent leakage. Move it a 

safe distance from other people. 
! Leave the room promptly and prevent anyone from entering. 
! Notify Director. 

STAFF ACTIONS if package is leaking: 
! Do not sniff, touch, taste, or look closely at the spilled contents. 
! Do not clean up the powder. 
! Put the package on a stable surface. 
! Leave the room promptly and prevent anyone from entering. 
! Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water. 
! Notify Director. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: TERRORIST ATTACK / WAR 

Thorough crisis planning will carry the school a long way in responding to a terrorist incident 
during school hours. A terrorist attack may result in the following: 

• Damage beyond school boundaries; 
• Victims who are contaminated or seriously injured; 
• Widespread fear and panic; 
• A crime scene to protect. 

Civil Defense Warning of Possible Enemy Attack 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Move students to closest suitable shelter. 
! If the above is not advisable, remain in school building as place of shelter. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Keep students calm. 
! Close all curtains and blinds. 

Enemy Attack Without Warning 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Keep students calm. 
! Close all curtains and blinds. 
! Instruct students to DUCK AND COVER. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: THREAT LEVEL RED 

These are actions to take when the Homeland Security Advisory System risk is set at “Threat 
Level Red”, specific to the community. 

During school hours 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Listen to radio and TV for current information and instructions. 
! Initiate ACTION appropriate for the situation. Action may likely involve DUCK, 

COVER and HOLD, EVACUATION, SHELTER IN PLACE or TAKE COVER. 
! Continue to monitor media for specific situation. 

! Be alert and immediately report suspicious activity to proper authorities. 

! If circumstances and time allow, move students to closest suitable shelter. 

! If moving students is not advisable, remain in building as place of shelter. 
! Close school if recommended to do so by appropriate authorities. 

OFFICE STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Require identification check for anyone entering school other than students, 

staff and faculty. 
! Escort visitors to location in school building. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: THREATS / ASSAULTS 

Threats occur when a belligerent or armed person on the school site bullies, intimidates or 
coerces others, targeting an individual, particular group or the entire school community. Threats 
are presented as overt hostility. They may received by written note, email communication, 
phone call or orally. The procedure below applies to an oral threat. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Assess the type of threat to determine the level of risk to the safety of students 
and staff. In categorizing the risk, attempt to determine: 
1) Is the individual moving towards violent action? 
2) Is there evidence to suggest movement from thought to action? 

• High violence potential qualifies for arrest or hospitalization. 
• Safety is endangered when there is: (a) sufficient evidence of repetitive/ 

intentional infliction of emotional distress upon others; or (b) sufficient 
evidence of the unintentional infliction of emotional distress upon others. 

! Notify police (dial 911), if the safety of students or staff is endangered. Provide 
exact location and nature of incident and school response actions. 

! Isolate the threatening person from other students and staff, if it is safe to do so.  
Initiate appropriate response actions, which may be LOCKDOWN or 
EVACUATION.  Cancel all outside activities. 

! Respond to students who are prone to overt displays of anger in a calm, non-
confrontational manner. If an immediate threat is not clearly evident, attempt to 
diffuse the situation. 

! If an individual is armed with any type of weapon, USE EXTREME CAUTION. 
Do not attempt to remove the weapon from the possession of the individual. 
Allow police to do so. 

! Facilitate a meeting with student(s) and family to review expectations. 
! Facilitate a staff meeting to review plans for keeping school safe. Enlist the 

support of community service providers. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If any students are outside, move them inside the building or away from the site 

of the threat/assault. If unable to do so, have students lie down and cover their 
heads. Keep students calm. 

! Inside the classroom, institute LOCKDOWN.  Close all curtains and blinds. 
! Disconnect the school television system in classrooms so the individual cannot 

view news coverage and see locations of police/students/etc. 
! Remain with students until ALL CLEAR is given. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: TSUNAMI 

Generated by earthquakes, underwater disturbance or volcanic eruption, a tsunami is a series 
of waves that come onshore as a rapidly rising surge of water. Tsunami waves can travel at 
speeds up to 600 miles per hour in the open ocean.  Areas at greatest risk of inundation are 
less than 25 feet above sea level and within one mile of the coastline. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
Before 

! Know the height of the school above sea level and its distance from the 
shoreline. Evacuation orders may be based on these numbers. 

! Be familiar with tsunami warning signs. An earthquake or a sizable ground 
rumbling is a warning signal to people living near the coast. A noticeable rapid 
rise or fall in coastal waters may indicate an approaching tsunami. 

! Make plans for evacuation by vehicle and/or by foot. Pick an inland location that 
is elevated. Identify an alternative evacuation site in case roads are blocked. 

During 
! Heed natural warnings. An earthquake or rapid fall in coastal waters may serve 

as a warning that a tsunami is coming 
! Monitor the NOAA Weather Radio Service for tsunami warnings: 

http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/.  Authorities will issue a warning and tone alert only if 
they believe there is a potential threat of a tsunami. 

! Quickly move students and staff to higher ground as far inland as possible. 
Follow instructions issued by local authorities. Planned evacuation routes may 
be blocked; bridges may be damaged. Every foot inland or upwards may make a 
difference. 

! Notify Board Chair of school status. 
! Remain on safe ground until local authorities advise it is safe to return. 

After 
! Stay tuned to the National Weather Service for the latest emergency information. 

The tsunami may have damaged roads, bridges, and other structures that may 
be unsafe. 

! Expect debris. 
! Stay out of damaged buildings and those surrounded by water. Tsunami water 

can undermine foundations and cause walls and floors to collapse. 
! Determine whether school will be closed or remain open. 
! Notify Board Chair of school status. 
! Use electronic communication system to inform staff and families of the situation. 
! Post school status on school website. 
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! Arrange with authorities to check for broken or leaking gas lines, flooded 
electrical circuits, furnaces or electrical appliances. Flammable or explosive 
materials may come from upstream. 

! Check food supplies and test drinking water. Discard food that has come in 
contact with flood waters. It may be contaminated and should be thrown out. 
Use tap water only if local health officials advise it is safe. 

! Photograph the damage, both of the building and its contents, for insurance 
claims. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! If there is a coastal earthquake, initiate TAKE COVER with students in the 

shielded areas within the building. Stay away from windows. 
! When the shaking stops, quickly move students and staff to higher ground, at 

least 100 feet above sea level and two miles inland Buildings located in low-
lying coastal areas are not safe. Do NOT stay in such buildings if there is a 
tsunami warning. Be careful to avoid downed power lines. 

! Take attendance. Report any missing students to the Director. 
! Keep students and staff away from the beach. Watching a tsunami from the 

beach or cliffs could put them in grave danger. A second wave may be more 
destructive than the initial one. A tsunami can move faster than a person can 
escape it. 

! Return to school only if authorities advise it is safe to do so. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE: UTILITY FAILURE 

Failure of any of the utilities (electricity, gas, water) during school hours constitutes a condition 
that must be dealt with on a situational basis. Advance notice may be received from a utility 
company regarding loss of service. In many cases, such loss of service will be of short duration 
and require no special action other than notifying staff of the temporary interruption of service. 

DIRECTOR: 
! Notify utility company. Provide the following information: 

• Affected areas of the school site 
• Type of problem or outage 
• Expected duration of the outage, if known 

! Determine length of time service will be interrupted. 
! Determine desired action, which may include relocation of students and staff, 

notification of parents, and alternate food service. 
! If disruption in service will severely hamper school operation, notify students and 

staff by appropriate means. 
! Use messengers with oral or written word as an alternate means of faculty 

notification. 

! Implement plan to provide services without utilities or with alternate utilities. 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE: WEAPON 
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The brandishing of any weapons poses an immediate threat to students and staff. Response is 
the same whether the weapon is used, seen or suspected but not in use.  Safety must always 
be the foremost consideration. A person wielding a weapon will usually respond best to calm, 
reasonable talk.  In addition to calming the individual, talking allows time for law enforcement 
officials and other professionals to arrive. 

STAFF ACTIONS: 
! Remain calm. Take immediate action to prevent casualties. Isolate the suspect 

and/or area. Move others to a safe area to protect them from danger. 
! Alert the Director. 
! Make no effort to intervene. Allow a law enforcement officer to take possession 

of the weapon. 
! Provide first aid for victims, if needed. 
! Account for all students. 
! Assist police officers – provide identity, location and description of individual and 

weapons. 

DIRECTOR ACTIONS: 
! Remain calm. Depending on how the situation unfolds, initiate LOCKDOWN or 

EVACUATION, as needed.  Do not confront the suspect. 
! Call 911. Provide essential details of the situation, i.e., suspect, location, 

weapons, number of persons involved, motive, actions taken by the school (e.g. 
LOCKDOWN).  

! Identify command post for police to respond.   Assist police to enter the school. 
Provide officers with critical information.   Accompany the police officer to the 
student suspected of having a weapon. 

! If suspect has left, secure all exterior doors to prevent re-entry. 
! Isolate and separate witnesses.  Instruct them to write a statement of events 

while waiting for police to arrive. 
! Gather information about the incident for the police: 

• Name of student with weapon. 
• Location of witness when weapon was seen. 
• What did the student do with the weapon after it was displayed? 
• What is the current location of the student with the weapon? 

! Reserve a private area for the student to be taken and questioned. Allow police 
officer to thoroughly search student with another adult witness present. Police 
officer should take possession of and secure any weapon located. 

! Assign an administrator to remove all of the suspected student’s belongings 
(book bag, clothing, etc.) from the classroom. Do not allow the student to pick-
up or carry his own belongings. 

! Search student’s belongings, including--but not limited to --backpack, purse, 
locker, and auto, if applicable. 
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! Notify parents/guardians. 
! Follow procedures for student disciplinary actions. Take photo of weapon to 

be included in the expulsion proceedings. 
! Secure a detailed written statement from witnesses including staff. 
! Provide post-event trauma counseling for students and staff, as needed. 
! Provide informational updates to staff, students and their families during next 

few days to squelch rumors. 
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EMOTIONAL TRAUMA AND POST TRAUMATIC STRESS 

Post Traumatic Stress: A disaster is a devastating, catastrophic event that can be life 
threatening and produce injuries and deaths. Post Traumatic Stress is an anxiety disorder that 
can develop in children, adolescents or adults when individuals survive disaster-related 
experiences. The range of human responses to a catastrophic event may include physical, 
cognitive and emotional symptoms such as nausea, sleep disturbance, slowed thinking, 
troubled memories, regressed behavior, anxiety, guilt, depression, anger and a host of other 
responses.  

Retraumatization: Anniversary dates, media coverage, the filing of lawsuits, or similar events 
in other regions can “retraumatize” a community, contributing to further depression. Some 
people also have feelings of inadequacy about dealing with the ongoing tragedy. For some 
trauma victims, these adverse effects fade with emotional support and the passage of time. 
Others are more deeply affected and experience long-term consequences. These reactions are 
normal responses to an abnormal event. Although no one can predict who will experience the 
most severe reaction to trauma, the more direct the exposure to the event, the higher the risk for 
emotional harm. 

Trauma is an acute stress response that an individual experiences when confronted with 
sudden, unexpected, unusual human experience. Here are some common signals of a stress 
reaction to trauma: 

PHYSICAL MENTAL EMOTIONAL BEHAVIORAL 

Chest pain* 
Chills 
Difficulty breathing* 
Dizziness 
Fainting 
Grinding Teeth 
Headaches 
Heart races 
Muscle shakes 
Nausea 
Prolonged staring 
Severe sweating 
Thirst 
Twitches 
Vomiting 
Weakness 

Confusion/blaming 
Disturbed thinking 
Indecision 
Insomnia 
Loss of time/place 
Nightmares 
Poor concentration 
Poor memory 
Poor problem-solving 
Poor/hyper alertness 
Strange images 
Unable to identify 

familiar people/things 

Anxiety 
Depression 
Fear 
Grief 
Guilt 
Intense anger 
Irritability 
Mood swings 
Nervousness 
Overwhelmed 
Panic 
Shock 
Uncertainty 

Alcohol/drug use 
Change in speech 
Helplessness 
Increased appetite 
Intense startle reflex 
Isolation 
Loss of appetite 
Misbehavior 
Outbursts 
Pacing 
Restlessness 
Suspicious 
Withdrawal 

*Needs medical evaluation--contact a physician. 
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EFFECTS OF TRAUMA ON CHILDREN 

Emergencies hit children hard. It is difficult for them to understand and accept that there are 
events in their lives that cannot be predicted or controlled. They learn that adults cannot fix a 
disaster and cannot keep it from happening again. 

As a result of traumatic experiences some children will show a variety of symptoms of distress. 
The teacher must first know a child’s baseline (“usual”) behavior and cultural/ethnic responses 
before he/she can identify “unusual” or problem behavior in a child. 

• Unusual complaints of illness, stomach cramps, chest pain 
• Difficulty concentrating, cannot focus 
• “Feisty” or hyperactive, silly, giddy 
• Any emotional display; crying, “regressed” behavior (less than age appropriate) 
• Lethargic, apathetic 
• Easily startled, jumpy; sense of fear or worry 
• Lack of emotional expression 
• Cannot tolerate change; cannot move to next task 
• Staying isolated from the group 
• Child seems so pressured, anxious that he/she somehow dominates, has to distract 

others, or is otherwise “needy” 
• No eye contact (Note: In some cultures, making eye contact with adults is “defiant 

behavior”) 
• Resistance to talking and opening up (however, child might just be shy, may have 

language or cultural barrier) 

Tips for Teachers to Help Distressed Children 

Usually a child’s emotional response to a disaster will not last long, but some problems may be 
present or recur for many months afterward and require the services of professionals skilled in 
talking with people experiencing disaster-related problems. The following may be helpful in 
working with distressed children: 

• COPE with personal feelings of helplessness, fear or anger. This is an essential first 
step to being able to effectively help the children. 

• LEARN to recognize the signs and symptoms of distress and post traumatic stress 
reactions. 

• IDENTIFY children who may need crisis intervention and referral to mental health 
professionals or other helpers. 

• PUT the emergency or critical incident in context; provide a perspective. 
• COMMUNICATE a positive not helpless attitude. 
• OFFER to spend time with the child or write a note. This lets the child know that he 

or she is in your thoughts. 
• TALK about personal feelings and listen to those of the child. 
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• TALK with the students about the event or the anniversary of the event, as a class 
activity. 

• ENCOURAGE older children, adolescents in particular not to try numbing or 
changing their feelings with alcohol or drugs. 

• Children need close physical contact during times of stress to help them reestablish a 
sense of identity. Games involving physical touch in a structured environment that can 
be helpful include London Bridge and Duck, Duck Goose. 

• INVITE the children or adolescents to create a mural on the topic of the traumatic event. 
It is recommended that this be done in small groups followed by discussion. 

• INVOLVE the children in a group discussion about disaster related experiences. It is 
important to share your feelings and fears. This helps to legitimize their feelings, 
helping them feel less isolated. 

• COORDINATE information between home and school. It is important for teachers to 
know about discussions that take place at home, in particular with fears or concerns 
that the child has mentioned. 

• RESPOND to the children in a direct, supportive, and consistent manner. 

Classroom Activities Following A Tragic Event 

The following pages provide suggested questions or themes which may be effective to use in a 
class after a critical incident, and specific techniques to follow. Be sure the questions are 
“open-ended,” which means that they cannot be answered by a simple “Yes” or “No”. Open-
ended questions serve to facilitate verbal discussion. For some children, talking is not helpful. 
Drawing is another means of expression of feelings. Allow a full range of expression: some kids 
draw recognizable “things”, others draw “abstracts”. Emphasize to the children that their work 
will not be judged, graded or necessarily shown to others. The student is the best source for 
what’s going on behind the drawing. Ask him or her about it. 

Suggested questions to ask/themes to represent: 
• Where were you when it (the disaster/event) happened? 
• What were you doing? 
• Where were your friends? Where was your family? 
• What was your first thought when it happened? 
• What did you see? What did you hear? 
• What sound did it make? What did you smell? 
• How did you feel? 
• What did other people around you do (during, after)? 
• What was the silliest thing you did? 
• Were you or anyone else you know injured? 
• What happened to pets or other animals around you? 
• What dreams did you have after it? 
• What reminds you of it? When do you think about it? 
• What do you do differently since the event? 
• How do you feel now? What makes you feel better? 
• How have you gotten through rough times before? 
• What would you do differently if it happened again? 
• How did you help others? How would you help next time? 
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• What can you do now to help others? 

Special Considerations: 
• Allow for silence for some with low language skills, shyness, discomfort, etc. 

Encourage peer support for these children. 
• The teacher should accommodate the child. 
• If a child has low English skills, consider asking for a translator or a peer to help 

the child express in words. 
• Create a chance for verbal expression in any language, but allow students who many 

not want to participate the “right to pass”. 

When to refer students for additional assistance 

With caring and support from the school community and families, most students will recover 
from the effects of a crisis. Use the following guidelines to determine whether a student should 
be referred to a school counselor for further assistance: 

• Students who continue to demonstrate an elevated emotional response (crying, 
worry, anxious) after their peers have discontinued to show these signs; 

• Students who are withdrawn or appear depressed; 

• Students who appear distracted and are unable to engage in classroom 
assignments and activities after an ample amount of time has passed; 

• Students who present behavior of a threatening nature to themselves or to 
others or intentionally hurt themselves; 

• Students who exhibit significant behavioral change from their normal behavior, 
i.e., poor academic performance, weight loss, poor hygiene, distrust of others, 
suspected drug/alcohol use, etc. 

EFFECTS OF TRAUMA ON ADULTS 

First Reactions May Include: 
• Numbness, shock, difficulty believing what has occurred or is in the process of 

occurring 

• Slow or confused physical and mental reactions 

• Difficulty in decision making; uncertainty about things; it may be difficult to choose a 
course of action or to make even small judgment calls 

Ongoing Reactions May Include: 
• Loss of appetite, difficulty sleeping, loss of interest or pleasure in everyday activities 

• Desire to get away from everyone - even family/friends 

• Emotional liability; becoming irritable or upset more quickly than usual 

• Feelings of fatigue, hopelessness, helplessness 

• Digestive problems; headaches or backaches 
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• Difficulty accepting that the emergency has had an impact or difficulty accepting 
support from friends and the community 

Tips for distressed adults: 
• Take time to relax and do things that are pleasant; positive change such as getting 

away for a few hours with close friends can be helpful 

• Get regular exercise or participate in a sport; activity soothes anxiety and helps with 
relaxation 

• Keep days as simple as possible; avoid taking on any additional responsibilities or 
new projects 

• Tap sources of assistance with the workload - ask students, instructional assistants, 
or volunteers to help grade papers, take care of copying, or help with other time-
consuming tasks. 

WHEN SOMEONE DIES 

Children may experience a number of powerful feelings when confronted with the death 
of a classmate or another individual. The following describes an interactive process 
used to facilitate a student’s expression of the feelings and reactions following a death 
that affects the school community.  This process is most effective when the focus 
follows a sequence of five phases: 
(1) Introductory;  (2) Fact; (3) Feeling;  (4) Reaction/Teaching; and (5) Closure.  This 
process should conclude with quiet, reflective time. 

1. Introductory Phase 
• Introduce team members or helpers to discuss why they have been assembled and 

what is hoped to accomplish. 
• Stress the need for confidentiality and ask for a verbal agreement to keep what is 

said confidential. 

2. Fact Phase 
• Provide all known relevant facts about the death/incident. 
• Confirm the student’s understanding of what happened 
• Ask if anyone has or wants additional information about the death/incident 
• Ask how they learned about it. 
• Ask where were they when they first heard about it. 
• Ask if anyone is missing from the meeting who needs to attend. Determine who are 

they concerned about. 

3. Feeling Phase (include everyone in the discussion) 
• Ask what were their first thoughts when they heard about the death/incident. 
• Ask how they are feeling now. 
• Ask students to tell the class about the individual(s) who died. 
• Ask for some memories of him/her/them. 
• Ask how do the students think he/she/they would like to be remembered. 

4. Reaction/Teaching Phase 
• Explore the physical, emotional and cognitive stress reactions of the group members 
• Ask what are some things students usually do when they are really upset or down? 
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• Take this opportunity to teach a little about the grief process, if appropriate. 
• Talk about effective coping techniques. 
• Determine if each student has someone else to talk to. 

5. Closure Phase 
• Provide information about memorial service/funeral if available 
• Support creative activities such as writing cards, taking a collection. 
• Encourage students to support one another, 
• Remind them that it may take a long time before they will feel settled and explain that 

is normal 
• Encourage them to talk with someone in their family about their sadness 

Support long-term healing by charting a course that offers support and anticipates the needs 
of victims and the entire community. Continued healing requires open and responsive 
communication lines among victims, victims’ families and the school. 

Support memorials and donations by creating meaningful, inclusive and healing activities and 
by setting parameters for media coverage to allow privacy for grieving staff and students. 

Manage benchmark dates—Anticipate and prepare for anniversaries and benchmark dates 
and establish clear parameters for media coverage. 

Handle physical reminders carefully—Any repairs and rebuilding of damage wrought by 
violence or natural disaster must carefully consider the input feelings of the victims and their 
families. 

Prepare the class—The following section is designed to assist the teacher or counselor in 
preparing the class to help a student who has experienced a tragedy such as the death of a 
friend or family member prior to his/her return to the class. 

• Explain what is known of the loss. 
• Ask if other students have experienced the death of a friend or family member. 
• Are there things people said or did that made you feel better? 
• How do you think our classmate might be feeling? 
• That could you say that might help him/her know you care? This is your chance to 

guide students responses to helpful comments as you guide them away from less 
helpful comments. 

• What would you want someone to say to you if you experienced the death of 
someone close? 

• Are there things you could do that may help them feel better? 
• We can take our cues from the person that will guide our actions. What might some 

of those cues be? 

Assist the student—Talk with the student before returning to class. Discuss what to share with 
the class and who should tell them. 

• Allow the student to leave class if upset and where the student can go. 
• Arrange for a person to meet with the student during the school day if he/she 

needs someone to talk to. 
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• Help the student to understand that he/she doesn’t have to answer questions or 
discuss the death if he/she doesn’t feel like it. 

• Encourage journal writing for older students, provide drawing materials for 
younger children. 

• As a teacher, be willing to negotiate homework or class expectations during the 
first days after returning to school. 

• Avoid cliché statements (e.g., “I know how you feel” when nobody knows the 
unique relationship the student had with the deceased). 

• Don’t expect the student to snap back into the “old self”. 
• If a student seems unaffected by the loss, remember that everybody has his/her 

own way of grieving. 
• Even if the student seems to be adjusting to school again, don’t assume the 

grieving has stopped, nor the need for assurance and comfort. 

Memorials. When anyone from the school community dies, people will often want to find ways 
to memorialize the student or staff member.  Parents and loved ones especially want to know 
people miss the person and that there is great sadness with the loss. It is important to carefully 
think through the type of tribute that would be appropriate for the person who has died. 

• Check with family members to see what kind of memorial they would prefer. 
• Memorials should focus on the life lived, rather than on the death. 
• Yearbook memorials should be a regular-sized picture with a simple statement 

such as “We’ll miss you”. 
• Creating a permanent or lasting school memorial for one person sets a precedent; 

it would be difficult to refuse a similar memorial for another individual. 
• Public sympathy may balloon into a spontaneous memorial of artwork and 

symbolic expressions of loss. Flowers, cards, songs, mementos and other 
tributes are supportive for the immediate victims and the school community. There 
may be a need to develop and implement a system for displaying the public 
generosity and grief. 

• There are many other ways to support family and friends of the deceased. 
Examples include: cards, food, kind words, work parties for relatives, scholarship 
funds, contributions to a favorite charity, planting a tree and being remembered 
after the urgent time of the tragedy. 

Suicide Response. A school’s general response to a suicide does not differ markedly from a 
response to any death emergency. However, some issues exclusive to suicide require specific 
attention. 

• Acknowledge the suicide as a tragic loss of life. 
• Allow students to attend funeral services and to grieve the loss of a peer without 

glorifying the method of death. Over-emphasis on a suicide may be interpreted 
by vulnerable students as a glamorization of the suicidal act, which can assign 
legendary or idolized status to taking one’s own life. 

• Provide counseling support for students profoundly affected by the death. 
• Celebrate the life of this student as you would any student who has died, but do 

not organize school assemblies to honor the deceased student. 
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• Be cautious about discussing suicide as the cause of death of students even if it 
is apparent. Police will likely conduct an investigation that may result in days or 
weeks of uncertainty. 

• Consult with a surviving parent before disclosing sensitive details. Parents and 
family members may be reluctant to accept or acknowledge suicide as the 
cause or there may be family members who do not know the “apparent” cause 
of death. 

A suicide in the school community can heighten the likelihood, in the subsequent weeks, of 
“copycat” suicide attempts and threats. Traumatic events can trigger extreme feelings of 
helplessness and hopelessness long after the initial trauma occurs. These feelings may also 
lead to thoughts of suicide or suicide attempts. Sometimes a new trauma will leave a survivor or 
family member with the feeling that they can’t handle the tragedy as well as they think people 
expect them to. In order to prevent further tragedies, students considered to be especially 
susceptible to depression/suicide must be carefully monitored and appropriate action taken if 
they are identified as high risk. 
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APPROVED BY: 
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S T A F F I N G  

L I S T  
A1 

FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD: 
FROM: DATE/TIME TO: Date/Time 

MANAGEMENT STAFF OPERATIONS 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS DIRECTOR 
Director 

OPERATIONS SECTION CHIEF 
Director 

Public Information Officer 
Board Chair 

Security/Safety 
Director 

Agency Liaison 
Director 

Facilities Management 
Director 

Safety Officer 
Director 

Shelter and Care 
Office Manager 
Staff Services 
Director 
Medical 
Director 

PLANNING LOGISTICS 
PLANNING SECTION CHIEF 
Director 

LOGISTICS CHIEF 
Office Manager 

Documentation 
Director 

Personnel/Staffing 
Director 

Situation 
Director 

Supplies/Equipment 
Office Manager 

Forecasting/Recovery Planning 
Director 

Food/Water 
Director 

Resources/Incident Action Plan 
Director 

Transportation 
Director 

Demobilization 
Director 

Communications/IT Support 
Office Manager 

FINANCE and ADMINISTRATION AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES 
FINANCE/ADMIN SECTION CHIEF
CFO 

American Red Cross 
Director 

Personnel Accounting 
CFO 

Fire 
Director 

Purchasing/Accounts Payable 
CFO 

Law Enforcement 
Director 

Accounting/Recordkeeping 
CFO 

Public Health 
Director 

Compensation and Claims 
CFO 

Public Works 
Director 
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• Urgent-Life 
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PREPARED BY: 

Date: Time: 

APPROVED BY: 

SITUATION STATUS REPORT INITIAL 
ASSESSMENT E1 

of 6 
OPERATION START: Date: Time: 

This form is to be completed and forwarded to the Emergency Operations Center by the 
School director or designee as soon as evacuation has been completed and the required 
information collected. 

IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE REQUIRED 

NONE 

MEDICAL 

FIRE 

SEARCH & RESCUE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

PUBLIC WORKS 

STUDENT/STAFF STATUS 
Names on Form E-2 and E-3, respectively 

MISSING TRAPPED INJURED DECEASED ALL 
ACCOUNTED 

STUDENTS 

STAFF 

OTHERS 

CONDITION OF SCHOOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS 
LOCATION 

Building/Classroom No. 
STRUCTURAL DAMAGE 

e.g., wall cracked, fallen light fixtures, shattered windows, broken water pipes, etc. 

• If additional space is needed, •box and use Supplemental Form E-6 

CONDITION OF NEIGHBORHOOD 
e.g., fallen power lines, debris-cluttered streets, flooding, mudslide 

• If additional space is needed, •box and use Supplemental Form E-6 
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STUDENT STATUS REPORT INITIAL 
ASSESSMENT E2 

of 6 
OPERATION START: Date: Time 

CONDITION OF STUDENTS 
MISSING 

Possible Location NAME 

TRAPPED 
Location NAME 

INJURED 
Location Type of Injury NAME 

DECEASED 
Location NAME 

• If additional space is needed, •box and use Supplemental Form E-4 
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STAFF STATUS REPORT INITIAL 
ASSESSMENT E3 

of 6 
OPERATION START: Date: Time: 

CONDITION OF STAFF 
MISSING 

Possible Location NAME 

TRAPPED 
Location NAME 

INJURED 
Location Type of Injury NAME 

DECEASED 
Location NAME 
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• If additional space is needed, •box and use Supplemental Form E-4 

STUDENT STATUS REPORT (2) 
continued E4 

of 6 
OPERATION START: Date: Time: PAGE ____ 

of _____ 

CONDITION OF STUDENTS (continued) 

STATUS: M = MISSING T = TRAPPED I = INJURED D = DECEASED 

STATUS Location NAME 
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• If additional space is needed, •box and use duplicate of this form 

STUDENT STATUS REPORT (2) 
continued E5 

of 6 

OPERATION START: Date: Time: PAGE ____ 
of _____ 

CONDITION OF STAFF (continued) 

STATUS: M = MISSING T = TRAPPED I = INJURED D = DECEASED 

STATUS Location NAME 
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• If additional space is needed, •box and use duplicate of this form 

BUILDING STATUS REPORT (2) 
continued E6 

of 6 
OPERATION START: Date Time PAGE ____ of 

_____ 

CONDITION OF SCHOOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS (continued) 

LOCATION 
Building/Classroom No. 

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE 
e.g., wall cracked, fallen light fixtures, shattered windows, broken water pipes, 

etc. 

CONDITION OF NEIGHBORHOOD (continued) 
e.g., fallen power lines, debris-cluttered street, flooding, mudslide 
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       • If additional space is needed, •box and use duplicate of this form. 
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PREPARED BY: 

Date: Time: 

APPROVED BY: 

SITUATION STATUS REPORT 
UPDATE F1 

of 2 
OPERATIONAL START: Date: Time: 

NO. OF STUDENTS 
REMAINING AT SCHOOL 

NO. OF STAFF REMAINING 
TO CARE FOR STUDENTS 

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED 

MEDICAL 

WATER 

FOOD 

BLANKETS 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL 
TO ASSIST WITH CARE 

OTHER 

• If additional space is needed, •box and use reverse side of this form 
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PREPARED BY: 
Date: Time: 

APPROVED BY: 

SITUATION STATUS REPORT 
UPDATE (2) F2 

of 2 
OPERATIONAL START: Date: Time: 

Do not enter buildings until the structural evaluation is complete, and the buildings are 
designated as safe. 

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 
TYPE SEVERITY 

None Slight Severe Hazardous 
LOCATION/ROOM NO 

UTILITIES 
Electrical • • • •

Natural gas lines 
Water heater/boiler • • • •

Water • • • •
Sewer • • • •

HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS 

Custodial chemicals • • • •
Lab chemicals • • • •

Asbestos • • • •
Lead • • • •

PHYSICAL HAZARDS 
Broken glass • • • •

Construction areas • • • •
Damaged buildings • • • •
Walkways, bridges • • • •

NOTES: (description of trouble, location, severity or hazardous materials): 

FINDINGS: • Building or room is SAFE for reoccupancy 
• Building or room is CLOSED due to hazardous condition 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES NEEDED : (to be completed prior to reoccupancy) 

• If additional space is needed, •box and use reverse side of this form 
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PREPARED BY: 
Date: Time: 

D E M O B I L I Z A T I O N  C H E C K O U T  G1 

1. INCIDENT NAME: 2. DATE/TIME 3. NO. 

4. UNIT/PERSONNEL RELEASED 

5. TRANSPORTATION TYPE/NO. 

6. ACTUAL RELEASE DATE/TIME 7. MANIFEST? • Yes • No 
NUMBER: 

8. DESTINATION 9. AGENCY/REGION NOTIFIED 
Name 
Date 

10. Unit leader responsible for collecting performance rating 

11. UNIT/PERSONNEL 
You and your resources have been released subject to signoff from the following: 

(Demobilization Unit Leader check the appropriate box) 
LOGISTICS 

Supplies/Equipment 

Communications 

Facilities 

Transportation 

PLANNING 
Documentation 

FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION 

Timekeeping 

OTHER 

12. REMARKS 

This form corresponds to ICS-221 
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SCHOOL STAFF SKILLS SURVEY 

School School Year 

As part of the development of the School Emergency Management Plan, and in accordance 
with school policy, please complete the following survey and return it to the school office. The 
information provided will be used to update our Emergency Management Plan in order to be 
fully prepared for an emergency situation on campus. 

NAME: DATE 
HOME PHONE: EMAIL 

I. Emergency Response:
Please • any of the following areas in which you have expertise or training: 

• First Aid • Search and Rescue • Counseling/Mental Health 
• CPR • Hazardous Materials • Firefighting 
• Emergency Medical • Media Relations • Incident Debriefing 

Please explain or clarify items checked 

II. Special Considerations: Please check and list special skills or resources you feel would be 
an asset in an emergency situation. Explain items checked: 
• Multilingual, list language(s) 
• Experience with disabilities 
• Ham radio or CB radio experience 
• Knowledge of community resources 
• Other knowledge or skills 
• Other knowledge or skills 
• Check if you have a cell phone that could be used in an emergency 
• Check if you have a 2-way radio that could be used in an emergency 

III.  Disaster Service Workers 

California Government Code Section 3100 specifies that public employees are declared to 
be Disaster Service Workers subject to such disaster service activities as may be assigned 
to them by their superiors or by law.  As such, school employees are considered Disaster 
Service Workers, responsible for the students during and after the emergency. If a disaster 
occurs during school hours, you may be required to remain at school for 72 hours or longer. 
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SPECIAL STAFF SKILLS AND EQUIPMENT 

School School Year 

EXPERIENCE/EQUIPMENT NAME OF EMPLOYEE 

Medical/First Aid Experience 

Search & Rescue Experience 

Fire Fighting Experience 

Communication Equipment 
(Indicate Type) 

Accessible Emergency 
Vehicles and Equipment 

Prepared By Date Prepared 
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When to Miss School 

If your child says she doesn’t feel well, ask yourself, ‘If she were healthy, 
would I want her near someone with these symptoms?” Robert Hoekelman, 
M.D., contributing editor of The Merck Manual of Medical Information- Home 
Edition, offers these guidelines to help you decide when to keep your child at 
home. If symptoms persist after 24 hours or worsen, call your pediatrician. 

SYMPTOM Keep your child home if: 

FEVER He/she has a morning temperature of 100
degrees Fahrenheit or higher, or her
temperature is below 100 but she is achy, 
pale or tired. 

STOMACH ACHE He/she has had two or more episodes of
vomiting or diarrhea, or has had one in the 
past 24 hours and feels tired or ill. 

SNEEZING OR RUNNY NOSE He/she is sneezing a lot, and his/her nose
won’t stop running. 

SORE THROAT He/she has tender, swollen glands and a
fever of 100 or higher. 

COUGH He/she coughs frequently, coughs up 
phlegm, or the cough sounds like a bark
or is accompanied by a sore throat or
wheezing. 

EAR ACHE His/her pain is constant or severe—a sign
of otitis media. 

RASH The rash blisters, develops pus, or is 
uncomfortable, which signals chicken pox 
or impetigo. 

Sick children seldom, if ever, gain anything by attending school. They are much 
better off at home where they are most likely to get the necessary care for recovery 
and early return to school. Keeping ill children at home also protects other children, 
their family, and the school staff from infection. 

A child must be kept home at least 24 hours after a fever and 24 hours after starting 
antibiotics. 

For children who need take medication at school, send an authorization form signed 
by a parent and the health care provider with the medication. 
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Parent Information Letter - Student Health 

Dear Parents; 

We are concerned for the health and welfare of our students and we want to maintain a 
healthy school environment for your children. 

From experience we have learned that sick children seldom, if ever, gain anything by 
attending school. They are much better off at home where they are most likely to get 
the necessary care they need to recover. Keeping ill children at home also protects 
other children, their family and school staff.  

Your child may be contagious if you observe the following symptoms: 

DIARRHEA NAUSEA OR VOMITING 
SKIN RASH EAR INFECTIONS/EARACHES 
SORE THROAT EYE DRAINAGE/PAIN 
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE PAIN/BODY ACHES 
GENERAL FATIGUE OR LISTLESSNESS 

Your child should be kept at home. If these signs persist, contact your 
physician.  

Keep your child home at least 24 hours after a fever and 24 hours after starting 
antibiotics. Reminder: If your child needs to take medication at school, you are 
required to send an authorization form signed by you and your health care provider 
with the medication. 

Prompt care and isolation of a sick child will minimize the total time school days lost 
by your child and/or other children. Regular attendance at school is necessary for 
your child to receive full benefit from school. 

If your child is kept at home, please notify the school that your child will be absent 
and the reason for the absence. 

Please call your school if you have questions. 
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Sample Parent Information Letter – Incident Update 

Dear Parents, 

As you may or may not be aware, our school has recently experienced (specify 
event, whether death, fire, etc.) which has deeply affected us. Let me briefly review 
the facts (give brief description of incident and known facts). 

We have implemented our school's Emergency Management Plan to respond to 
the situation and to help our students and their families. Students and staff will react in 
different ways to emergencies of this nature, so it will be important to have support 
available to assist students in need. Counselors are available in the school setting to 
assist students as they express their feelings related to (the specific event). We have 
included a reference sheet to help you recognize possible reactions you may observe in 
your child. If you feel your child is in need of special assistance or is having a great 
deal of difficulty coping with (the loss, disaster, etc.), please do not hesitate to call. 

While it is important to deal with grief, loss, anger and fear reactions, we believe 
it is essential to resume as normal a routine as possible regarding school activities. The 
following modifications in our school's regular schedule will be in effect during (specify 
dates), and after that time all regular schedules and routines will resume. (Specify 
needed information such as memorial services, possible changes in classroom 
locations, alterations school operating hours, etc.). 

Thank you for your support of our school system as we work together to cope 
with (specify event). Please observe your child closely over the next several days and 
weeks to watch for signs of distress which may indicate a need for additional support 
and guidance. Please feel free to call if you have any concerns or questions regarding 
your child, or steps being taken by the school to address this (loss, tragedy, etc.). 

Sincerely, 

Director 
(Phone) 
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Sample Parent Information Letter – Death of a Student 
or Staff Member 

( Date ) 

Dear Parent/Guardian: 

We are saddened to learn of the death of our (teacher or student), (name of teacher 
or student), who died on (date). We are concerned about the safety and well-being of 
all students and staff. A specially trained team of professionals is in our school to offer 
support and counseling to all who need or request such help. 

You may notice some changes in your child’s behavior as a result of this tragedy. He 
or she may feel shocked, sad, angry, confused, afraid, worried or numb. Any of these 
feelings are normal after such an incident. Your child might not feel like eating, or may 
eat more than usual. He or she may also sleep considerably more or less than usual 
and may experience unpleasant dreams or nightmares. Your child may seem pre-
occupied, argumentative, less cooperative or communicative, or simply different. 
Headaches and/or stomach aches are other common responses to tragic incidents. 
Your child may also have trouble completing school assignments or preparing for 
exams. 

We encourage you to talk with your child about what has happened. Talking with a 
parent/guardian and/or trusted adult is very helpful for children as they try to cope with 
and work through tragedies in their lives. (Reference any handout that you may 
decide to enclose.) 

If you notice that your child is not feeling better within the next few weeks, or if you wish 
to talk with a counselor, please feel free to call us so that we can help. The [Student 
Services Department] will be glad to answer any questions or provide support and 
guidance as needed. Please call (name of Counselor/Intervention Advisor) at 
(telephone number). 

(Insert information on funeral arrangements, if known) 
Sincerely, 

[School director’s Name] [Name of Counselor/Intervention Advisor] 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: All Staff 
From: 
Date 
Re: Special Needs Evacuation Plan 

In the event of an emergency, we are committed to the safe evacuation of our entire 
school community. As part of our disability evacuation planning, we request that all staff 
provide us with information concerning special evacuation needs. 

We are concerned with any problems you anticipate having in an evacuation, such as 
hearing or sight impairments, that would make it difficult to perceive emergency alarms. 
We recognize that your particular needs may require elaboration. You may be able to 
use the stairs, but only with difficulty, or you may be able to see, but not in low light. 

Please provide specific details so that we can clearly understand and appropriately 
respond to your needs. 

If you determine that you have any emergency evacuation issues, or if you have any 
questions, contact _________________________ at _____________________ 
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SUE ANN SALMON EVANS 
Attorney at Law 

sevans@DWKesq.com 

Long Beach 

September 4, 2020 

VIA EMAIL 

Mary Jane Burke, Marin County Superintendent of Schools 

Marin County Office of Education 

c/o Robert Henry 

rhenryedlaw@gmail.com 

Re: Ross Valley School District, 

Ross Valley Charter Paycheck Protection Program, 

FCMAT Referral; 

Our File 6560.10420 

Dear Mr. Henry: 

Thank you for your September 1, 2020 email. This letter is submitted in response to 

your invitation to submit further information to aid the County Superintendent, Marin 

County Office of Education and/or FCMAT in their review. 

What must first be stressed is that this request for review is not about whether RVC, 

as a charter school, is eligible for a PPP loan. The issue here is RVC’s fraud, 

misappropriation of funds and other illegal fiscal practices in seeking the PPP loan. 

The information and documentation show that the process used by the RVC Board 

and administration to obtain the PPP loan was not only without transparency but was 

built on misrepresentations to obtain taxpayer funds. This information came to the 

District’s attention during its due diligence and review of the charter petition which 

was submitted by RVC on August 10, 2020. 

The problems identified in the District’s request for review are systemic. And it is 

concerning that RVC is unwilling to acknowledge the failures and the import of the 

conduct raised. The information and documentation submitted reflects that there is 

“reason to believe that fraud, misappropriation of funds, or other illegal fiscal 

practices have occurred” and they merit examination. (Ed. Code, § 1241.5(b).) 

RVC’s August 31 initial response washes over its process of obtaining a federal PPP 

loan, asserting it was all compliant. What RVC does not address is that RVC wholly 

failed to agendize, and RVC’s Board failed to take action regarding, the PPP loan on 

April 2, 2020. If the Board had given any direction to Mr. Hickey to apply for, 

negotiate, and/or obtain the loan, such specific directive was required to be 

agendized for public input and reflected in the meeting minutes. It was not. The 

DWK DMS 3597448v2 
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Robert Henry 

September 4, 2020 

Page 2 

same is true for the April 23 agenda/minutes – had there been a Board discussion and/or 

action regarding PPP loan or certification analysis, this was required to be both agendized and 

reflected in the minutes. It was not. And again when action was taken on the Resolution, it was 

not agendized as required. While these are Brown Act violations, they also reflect illegal fiscal 

practices within the meaning of Education Code section 1241.5(b). 

Without any supporting documentation, RVC contends that Mr. Hickey did have authority to 

apply for the loan. Yet, this is inconsistent with the Board’s April 2 minutes and the RVC 

Charter (p. 142). Contrary to the limited authority afforded Mr. Hickey, as RVC’s “Volunteer 

Business Official,” he applied for, obtained, and agreed to accept the PPP loan before the Board 

discussed or delegated any authority for any agent of RVC to do so. He even agreed to the 

reduced loan figure of $270,000, without any consideration or action by the Board. Only after 

the loan agreement was actually funded on May 13, 2020, did the Board adopt its May 14, 

2020 Resolution that – for the first time – purportedly set forth reasons that “certify” 

compliance with the Small Business Administration’s (“SBA”) requirements, including the need 

for the loan. 

RVC also omits the important fact that, throughout the 2019-20 and 2020-21 school years, the 

State ensured full funding for all public schools, which obviated any purported need to protect 

payroll. This assurance came weeks before Mr. Hickey submitted the application. RVC points to 

the ability of school districts to obtain TRAN funds. This overlooks the fact that RVC has 

obtained numerous large foundation grants.1 Regardless, this is no justification for making and 

adopting misrepresentations to obtain funds and efforts to conceal the noncompliance. 

The District responds to several of the statements made by RVC in its August 31st written 

response, as follows:  

The RVC Board Obtained Loans without Legally Compliant Board 
Review/Action and Proper Board Authorization 

RVC acknowledges that its Board minutes do not “clearly show for those not in attendance” 

that the Board purportedly wanted to apply for the Westamerica PPP loan and for its Business 

Official to “focus on submitting the application.” (RVC Response, p. 2.) RVC states that its 

April 9th application “states that RVC Business Official, Mr. Hickey was the primary contact and 
authorized to apply for the loan.” (RVC Response, p. 3.) RVC also contends that the “loan 
application does not in any way commit the corporation to accept the loan.” (Id. at p. 2.) 

These points do not address that none of the RVC board meetings that RVC relies on to 

support its actions in obtaining PPP loan agendized a PPP loan, a discussion of a PPP loan, or 

authorization to seek a PPP loan. Even the May 14 Resolution was not agendized. The RVC 

Board’s April 2nd minutes simply do not reflect that the Board ever authorized Mr. Hickey on 

its behalf to sign contracts or to commit RVC to agreements, or to even apply for the PPP loan. 

While the April 2nd minutes reflect there were general discussions about the impacts of 

COVID-19 and the appointment of Mr. Hickey as a “volunteer” Business Official, they do not 

show Mr. Hickey was delegated the authority generally or specifically to seek loans or a PPP 

1 One “foundation grant” for $200,000 was obtained without Board action and without 
disclosure to the public as to the grantor or the terms of the grant. (See, December 10, 2018 

board minutes (Section IV, B) and budget report and budget revision dated March 2018 (line 

item 8803) attached to the minutes. 
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Robert Henry 

September 4, 2020 
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loan on behalf RVC. The April 2nd minutes do not reflect Mr. Hickey was ever delegated the 

authority to even apply for the PPP loan, make certifications in the application process, nor did 

the Board ever discuss or analyze the requirements for PPP eligibility. Nor should they as the 

RVC charter makes the Board the fiscal agent. It was incumbent upon the RVC Board to take 

appropriate action, after duly noticing the public, to consider, evaluate and make the requisite 

analysis to apply for a PPP loan. Nonetheless, Mr. Hickey represented himself to be authorized 

and in applying, certified the necessary analysis had been done by the Board as the fiscal 

agent for RVC. The RVC Board went on to adopt his misrepresentations as well as their own in 

obtaining the PPP loan. 

It is fraud, misappropriation and illegal fiscal practice for the RVC Board to obtain loans without 

legally compliant Board review/action and proper Board authorization sunshined under the 

Brown Act. 

The RVC Board Made False Representations and Violated of the Brown Act 

RVC says the Board appropriately approved the PPP loan at its April 23rd board meeting. The 

April 23 board meeting minutes indicate the Board approved the “Authorization of the Board 

Chair or School Director to execute a Small Business Administration Payroll Protection Loan 

Agreement with Westamerica Bank for up to $290,000, as soon as available,” without any 

consideration to the timeline of actual events. (RVC Response, p. 2-3.) Again, none of its 

discussions/actions related to the PPP loan on April 2nd or April 23rd were agendized. It is also 

notable that the minutes for the April 23 meeting were posted for the May 14 Board meeting, 

and those minutes purport to reflect discussions related to the PPP loan even though such 

discussions/actions were not agendized calling into question not only the Brown Act violation 

but also the veracity of the content of those minutes. Still, RVC relies on these minutes for the 

May 14 Resolution, which itself was not agendized. 

Timing here is important: the authorization that RVC relies upon occurred after Mr. Hickey 

applied for the loan on April 9th and after Mr. Hickey already accepted Westamerica’s 

counteroffer reducing the loan by $20,000. And, by its own terms the Board’s approval is for 

the Board Chair or the School Director to execute the loan, not the volunteer Business Official. 

And again, none of this was agendized for the public to be noticed and have the opportunity to 

be heard – whether public comments be supportive or opposed. 

It is fraud, misappropriation and illegal fiscal practice to make false representations to obtain a 

loan and to violate the Brown Act. 

The RVC Board Falsely Certified the Requirements of a PPP Loan and 
Misrepresented the True Facts in Adopting a Resolution 

With respect to the PPP Frequently Asked Questions (“FAQs”) issued by the Small Business 
Administration in conjunction with the U.S. Department of the Treasury, RVC contends the 

Board “was in no way required to comply with FAQ 31 and 37 either for the April 9th 
application or for the April 23rd board meeting,” because FAQ #31 was issued on April 23rd 

and FAQ #37 was issued on April 28th. 

However, we are not aware of any evidence that the assessments and analysis needed to 

demonstrate RVC’s compliance with the “current economic uncertainty” eligibility requirement 

under FAQs #31 and 37, was ever performed prior to Luke Duchene, Director, actually signing 
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the PPP loan agreement on May 8, 2020, and prior to the actual funding of the loan on May 13, 

2020. (See also, 85 FR 20811, 20814 [“On the Paycheck Protection Program application, an 

authorized representative of the applicant must certify in good faith to all of the below: 

...Current economic uncertainty makes this loan request necessary to support the ongoing 

operations of the applicant.”].) RVC’s May 14th Resolution was the first time RVC purports to 

comply with the “current economic uncertainty” requirement by a single statement. But by 

then the loan was already funded. 

RVC also claims FAQ #37, which makes the economic uncertainty certification under FAQ #31 

applicable to small businesses, was not issued until April 28th. Since the inception of the PPP 

loan authorization it has required certification of economic need – need based upon payroll 

protection. The following requirement was in place at the time Mr. Hickey submitted the 

application: 

At least 75 percent of the PPP loan proceeds shall be used for payroll costs. For 

purposes of determining the percentage of use of proceeds for payroll costs (but 

not for forgiveness purposes), the amount of any refinanced EIDL will be 

included. The rationale for this 75 percent floor is contained in the First PPP 

Interim Final Rule. 

(See Interim Final Rule.2) The Resolution is dated May 14, 2020, after the Board knew it was 

being fully funded by the State for the express purpose of funding payroll. “IT IS HEREBY 

ORDERED THAT: For purposes of this Order, Local Educational Agency (LEA) means school 

districts, county offices of education, and charter schools…if an LEA closes its schools to 

address COVID 19…the LEA will continue to receive state funding to support the following: 
(iv) Continue to pay its employees.” (March 13, 2020 Executive Order; emphasis added.)3 

Importantly, the RVC Board had the choice – the Board could stop the process, correct the 

statements, properly agendize and get public input or, knowing the representations in the 

Resolution were not true and correct, withdraw the application and/or return the funds that 

were already delivered as of the May 14 Resolution. RVC did not do so. Instead, they adopted 

a Resolution which they knew to be false. A resolution is a formal declaration of a board to 

declare the board’s sentiment towards an issue and set forth general standards that the board 

agrees to fulfill. But here, the Resolution was neither identified on the agenda nor a true 

statement of facts and conclusions. It is clear that RVC was determined to obtain the PPP loan 

regardless of its requirements and did its level best to keep it from public view, even creating 

documents after-the-fact in an attempt to conceal that it had not obtained the PPP loan in 

conformity with law. 

It is fraud, misappropriation and illegal fiscal practice to falsely certify the requirements of a 

PPP loan and misrepresent the true facts in adopting a Board resolution. 

2 https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/04/20/2020-08257/business-loan-

program-temporary-changes-paycheck-protection-program-additional-eligibility-criteria 

3 https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.13.20-EO-N-26-20-Schools.pdf 
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The PPP Loan Forgiveness Criteria Do Not Excuse Misrepresentations in Seeking the 
Loan 

RVC’s reliance upon FAQ #46 to “cleanse” its hands of any wrongdoing because it provides a 

“safe harbor” for any borrower who received less than $2 million in PPP funding does not 

address the concerns presented. The point is not whether the loan will be forgiven but 

whether they met their duties in seeking and obtaining the PPP loan. 

RVC knew as early as March 13, 2020, when Governor Newsom signed Executive Order N-26-

20 that all public schools closing due to the COVID-19 pandemic would continue to receive full 

state funding for reasons including the express purpose of continuing to pay employees, for a 

period continuing at least through the end of the 2019-20 school year. However, only three 

(3) weeks after the state’s guarantee to continue to fund public schools so that they would be 

able to cover the costs of their payroll through the end of the school year, Mr. Hickey applied 

for the PPP loan.4 FAQ #46 does not insulate the Charter School from the misrepresentations it 

made to government and the public, as documented in its Resolution and its Board minutes, 

about when, how, and why it obtained the PPP loan. And, whether the loan is ultimately 

forgiven is not the issue. It is the fraud and illegal fiscal practices in obtaining the loan that 

trigger review.5 

RVC Submitted False Information and/or Misrepresented Documents and/or 
Otherwise Concealed Public Information from the Public 

RVC does not dispute that in response to a CPRA request for the PPP loan application it 

misrepresented the application to be a document dated May 8th signed by Mr. Duchene when in 

fact the actual application was submitted and signed by Mr. Hickey. (See Ex. L.) Nor does RVC 

dispute that this was an effort to conceal the true facts. It is fundamental that the public has 

the right to honest services from public officials yet RVC went to great lengths not only to keep 

the PPP loan process hidden, but to misrepresent the process through its actions and 

communications. This is in addition to the repeated failure to respect the public’s rights under 

the Brown Act and the other concerns raised here. 

It is fraud, misappropriation and illegal fiscal practices to submit false information and/or 

misrepresent documents or otherwise conceal the true facts from the public. 

RVC’s Violations are Systemic and With the Purpose of Concealing Illegal Fiscal 
Practices 

The District does not submit this request for review based upon a technicality or an 

inconsequential misstep by RVC. Rather, the conduct of the RVC Board and administration is 

4 On June 3, 2020, only three (3) days after the start of the 2020-21 school year, the 

California Senate and Assembly reached an agreement on the 2020-21 budget to provide an 

average daily attendance (“ADA”) hold harmless in the 2020-21 fiscal year for the purpose of 

calculating apportionment in 2020-21. 

5 (85 FR 20811, 20814 [“What happens if PPP loan funds are misused? If you use PPP funds for 
unauthorized purposes, SBA will direct you to repay those amounts. If you knowingly use the 

funds for unauthorized purposes, you will be subject to additional liability such as charges for 

fraud.”].) 
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systemic and reflects a fundamental failure to ensure its operations are compliant with law, 

transparent to the community and its oversight agency, and represent honest services of these 

public officials. As stated, this is not a new course of action. For example, in December of 

2018, as shown on the minutes and attached budget documents, RVC obtained a “Foundation 
Grant” of $200,000 without ever identifying the grantor, the terms of the grant or any other 

information regarding the terms and conditions of the grant, if any. (Attached hereto as Exhibit 

N is a true and correct copy of RVC Board Minutes dated December 10, 2018 with 

attachments.) 

As for the PPP loan, Mr. Hickey set about obtaining a federal loan without regard to the 

requirements of the loan, the truthfulness of the information presented to obtain it, or the 

need for transparency and accountability in conducting the public’s business. The RVC Board 

and administration joined in the illegal process by their actions and omissions and the ultimate 

approval of a false Resolution. These issues reflect “fraud, misappropriation or other illegal 
fiscal practices that merit examination.” 

CONCLUSION 

Given the breadth of information contained in the District’s correspondence to Superintendent 
Burke dated August 28, 2020, as supplemented by this letter, and the role of the 

Superintendent in accountability, there is more than sufficient showing of fraud, 

misappropriation, and illegal fiscal practices to trigger the County Superintendent’s duty to 

investigate the Charter School’s obligations under the Education Code by requesting an AB 139 

Extraordinary Audit of the Charter School from FCMAT. 

We hope the additional information provided herein assists the County Superintendent and 

FCMAT with the initial review and determination of the District’s request for review and/or 
audit of the Charter School’s expenditures and internal controls. 

Should you have any questions or need further information, please do not hesitate to contact 

me. 

Very truly yours, 

DANNIS WOLIVER KELLEY 

Sue Ann Salmon Evans 

SASE:if 

cc: Michael H. Fine, Chief Executive Officer, FCMAT 

California Department of Education 

State Board of Education 

Marci Trahan, Superintendent, Ross Valley School District 

Board of Trustees, Ross Valley School District 

Enclosures: 

Exhibit N: RVC Board Minutes dated December 10, 2018 with attachments 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Ross Valley Charter School 101 Glen Drive, Fairfax, CA 
For Supplemental Materials to go: 

https://sites.google.com/a/rossvalleycharter.org/rvc-board-docs/2018-12-10-regular-meeting 
December 10, 2018 

Closed Session 7:30 P.M. 
Open Session 8:00 P.M. 

Board Members: 
Sharon Sagar, Chair 
Kristi Kimball 
John Kirk 
Cheryl Flick 
Sonya Stanley 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRESENTATIONS TO 
THE BOARD BY PARENTS AND CITIZENS 

The Ross Valley Charter School (“School”) welcomes your participation at the School’s Board meetings.  The 
purpose of a public meeting of the Board of Trustees (“Board”) is to conduct the affairs of the School in public. 
Your participation assures us of continuing community interest in our School. 

A few agendas are available at the door to the meeting. Supplementary materials will not be available in paper 
form. 

When addressing the Board, speakers are requested to state their name and city, adhere to the time limits set forth 
and respect the Meeting Norms and Procedural Guidelines outlined below in the Section on Communications. 

I. PRELIMINARY 
A. CALL TO ORDER 

Meeting was called to order at 7:30. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

B. TRUSTEE ROLL CALL 
Present           Absent 

Kristi Kimball __x____ ______ 
John Kirk __x____ ______ 
Cheryl Flick __x____ ______ 
Sharon Sagar, Chair __x____ ______ 
Sonya Stanley __x____ ______ 

C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA OF REGULAR BOARD MEETING OF DECEMBER 
10, 2018. 

Approval of the agenda was duly moved and seconded and approved 5-0. 

II. CLOSED SESSION 

A. The subject of closed session was read aloud and then the board moved to closed session. 

B. There were no public comments regarding the closed session. 

C. CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL--EXISTING LITIGATION - Government 
Code Section 54956.9 - Ross Valley Charter, a California Non-Profit Corporation vs. 
Ross Valley School District 

D. It was reported out of closed Session in Open Session that no action taken. 

III. COMMUNICATION  

C. PUBLIC COMMENT ON ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA: 

There were no public comments 

D. For Information:  School Director 

1. Luke is attending the annual California Charter Schools Development Center 
conference in San Francisco this week. 

2. The end of an inquiry arc is coming up and next month we will hopefully have a 
presentation. 

3. November 30, 2018 enrollment statistics were in the supplementary materials. 

E. For Information: Board/Staff Information Updates 
There were no board or staff updates 

IV. GENERAL ITEMS 

A. REVIEW AND APPROVE THE DRAFT AUDIT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017-18. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Both according to our charter petition and our Memorandum of Understanding with the 
State Board of Education, the board is required to contract with an external auditor to 
produce an annual financial audit according to generally accepted accounting practices. 

Our first annual audit was performed by Clifton Larson Allen, one of the state certified 
public auditors for public schools. 

The Audit was presented by John Kirk. It contains no findings and no adjustments to the 
unaudited actuals approved by the board in September. Since there are no findings, no 
correctional actions are needed. 

Mr. Kirk moved to approve audit results, governance communications and representation 
letter; Cheryl seconded; Approved 5-0. 

B. REVIEW OCTOBER FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND REVIEW AND APPROVE 
THE FIRST BUDGET REVISION. 

State law and our Memorandum of Understanding with the State Board require the board 
to review and approve and submit to the CDE by December 15 all budget changes 
through October 15th that have occurred since the preliminary budget was approved in 
June. We are also required to submit a balance sheet and income statement through 
October 31. These materials were included in the Before Meeting Materials. 

Mr. Hickey reported that revenue is $200,000 less than originally budgeted because of 
lower than budgeted enrollment. We expect and project that a grant will cover this 
shortfall.  Otherwise revised budget is very close to original budget. 

Good Earth won’t do national school lunch program, so we’ll need to decide whether we 
stay with them; Luke will bring it to parents.  If change, would need to hire someone to 
deal with compliance. 

There were questions from the audience that were answered by Mr. Hickey referring to 
the supplemental materials. 

Mr. Kirk moved to approve the revised budget.  Ms. Flick seconded. Motion approved 5-
0. 

C. REVISE AND APPROVE FORM J-13A TO RECEIVE ADA FUNDING FOR SCHOOL 
CLOSURE ON NOVEMBER 16 FROM POOR AIR QUALITY. (10 minutes) 

On November 15 the Marin County Superintendent of School, in consultation with the 
Marin County Health Department, asked all public schools to close on Friday November 
16 due to the forecasted deterioration of the air quality in the county.  That day was 
predicted to be and was the only day in the two week period of the Camp fire when the 
Air Quality Index was rated as “Very Unhealthy.” As a result RVC cancelled school for 
that day. 

RVC received an email from its CDE oversight officer laying out the process to be 
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followed to avoid loss of funding due to this disaster and attaching an email on this 
subject from State Schools Chief Tom Torlakson.  This is included in the supplementary 
materials. 

This item is to approve the draft Form J-13A and then have a majority of board members 
sign it so it can be mailed to the CDE.  Attached to the Form J-13A is an operational 
school calendar, Mary Jane Burke’s press release from November 15, and an archive 
copy of the actual Air Quality Index for November 16. 

Ms. Stanley moved, Mr. Kirk seconded.  Approved 5-0.  All board members signed the 
form. 

D. SECOND READING OF SCHOOL WELLNESS POLICY (5 minutes) 

Staff is recommending approval of a school Wellness Policy. This policy serves to ensure 
that our students have the opportunity to achieve personal, academic, developmental and 
social success, we need to create positive, safe and health-promoting learning 
environments at every level, in every setting, throughout the school year. This policy is 
also a requirement for joining the National School Lunch Program. It was discussed at 
the October meeting and is being brought back for a second reading and possible 
approval. 

Ms. Kimball moved, Mr. Kirk seconded.  Approved 5-0. 

V. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

A. Minutes of Regular Meeting of November 8, 2018 

Moved by Mr. Kirk, seconded by Ms. Kristi. Approved 4-0 with Ms. Kristi abstaining as she was 
not present. 

B. Personnel Update 

There was no Personnel Update. 

VI. FUTURE MEETING NEEDS AND TOPICS – trustee requests of topics for future 
meetings 

The School Lunch program and the inquiry arc will be on future meeting agendas. 

VII. MEETING REVIEW AND EVALUATION 

A. Quick Evaluation of Meeting to improve process for future meetings. 

There were no suggestions for improvement. 

VIII. ADJOURNMENT Meeting adjourned at 9:02 p.m. 
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September 24, 2020 

Via Email 

Luke Duchene 

School Director 

Ross Valley Board of Trustees 

Ross Valley Charter 

PO Box 791 

Fairfax, CA 94978 

luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Re: Ross Valley School District 

Ross Valley Charter School 

Dear Mr. Duchene: 

As you know Ross Valley Charter (“RVC” or “Charter School”) has submitted its Renewal 
Petition (“Petition”) to the Ross Valley School District (“District”). Pursuant to the renewal 

provisions of Education Code section 47607, the District is the “chartering authority” for 
purposes of reviewing the charter school’s history and evaluating the charter school’s 
renewal petition. (See, e.g., Ed. Code, § 47607, subd. (d) and (e).) In accordance with 

Education Code section 47604.3, the District would like to obtain the below identified 

documents and/or information: 

1. Any and all leases, rental agreements, or other contracts related to facilities; 

2. The Form 700 for each board member that has served, or is currently serving, 

on the RVC board – this request includes each of the annual Form 700s for 

each board member; 

3. The Form 700 for all individuals involved in the management of RVC whether 

as a paid employee, independent contractor, or “volunteer” – this request 

includes each of the annual Form 700s for each individual; 

4. Any and all agreements for provision of services to RVC including but not 

limited to contracts with EdTec – this request includes each contract and or 

amendment entered into since 2016; 

5. Any and all disclosures made to the RVC board by EdTec and/or Conn Hickey 

related to Mr. Hickey’s employment with EdTec; 
6. All contracts, agreements, memorandum of understanding or communications 

regarding Conn Hickey’s work for or with EdTec; 
7. All communications whether written, electronic or otherwise, with RVC and/or 

Conn Hickey with regard to Conn Hickey’s work for or with EdTec;1 

8. Enrollment data for each year of RVC operations disaggregated by 

unduplicated pupil count; 

9. RVC special education data for each year of RVC operations disaggregated by 

category of disability under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA); 

1 It is noted that because Mr. Hickey’s serves as Volunteer Business Official and works with 

EdTec (as noted in his Form 700), RVC does have access to the requested documents 

regardless of whether they are currently in the care custody or control of RVC. 
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Luke Duchene 

Ross Valley Board of Trustees 

September 24, 2020 

Page 2 

10. All documents reflecting the data and criteria used by RVC to reclassify any 

English Language Learners; 

11. All testing protocols including but not limited to protocols for conducting state 

testing – for purposes of this request please provide RVC’s actual protocols 

which includes documents reflecting how RVC schedules testing and 

addresses irregularities; 

12. All documents reflecting the number of student that have opted-out of state 

testing including information regarding the demographics for each such 

student; 

13. All job descriptions for employees of RVC whether part time or full time; 

14. List of all employees together with their salary; 

15. Board Bylaws including prior and current versions; 

16. List of all businesses affiliated with RVC – for purposes of this request 

affiliated business shall be any business that is owned or operated by any 

RVC board member, employee, volunteer, or the spouse of a RVC board 

member, employee, or volunteer as well as any business that employs any 

RVC board member, employee, volunteer or the spouse of a RVC board 

member, employee, or volunteer; 

17. All grant documents including but not limited to the grant application and 

grant award; 

18. All loan documents, including but not limited to, the loan applications, loan 

agreements and status of loans. 

Please send to my office the foregoing documentation and/or information by October 2, 

2020.  We appreciate your anticipated cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Marci Trahan, Superintendent 

Ross Valley School District 
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2. The Form 700 for each board member that has served, or is currently serving, on the RVC 
board – this request includes each of the annual Form 700s for each board member. 

3. The Form 700 for all individuals involved in the management of RVC whether as a paid 
employee, independent contractor, or “volunteer” – this request includes each of the annual 
Form 700s for each individual. 
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Quick Start Guide 
Detailed instructions begin on page 3. 

WHEN IS THE ANNUAL STATEMENT DUE? 

•	 March 2 – Elected State ����� Judges and Court Commissioners, State Board and Commission 
members listed in Government Code Section 87200 

•	 April 1 – Most other ��� 

WHERE DO I FILE? 

Most people �� the Form 700 with their agency. If you’re not sure where to �� your Form 700, contact your 
��� ���� or the person who asked you to complete it. 

ITEMS TO NOTE! 
•	 The Form 700 is a public document. 

•	 Only ��� serving in active military duty may receive an extension on the ��� deadline. 

•	 You must also report interests held by your spouse or registered domestic partner. 

•	 Your agency’s ���� of interest code will help you to complete the Form 700. You are encouraged to get 
your ���� of interest code from the person who asked you to complete the Form 700. 

NOTHING TO REPORT? 

Mark the “No reportable interests” box on Part 4 of the Cover Page, and submit only the signed Cover Page. 
Please review each schedule carefully! 

Schedule 
Common 

Reportable Interests 
Common 

Non-Reportable Interests 

A-1: 
Investments 

Stocks, including those held in an IRA 
or 401K. Each stock must be listed. 

Insurance policies, government bonds, ������ 
mutual funds, funds similar to ������ mutual 
funds. 

A-2: 
Business 
Entitites/Trusts 

Business entities, sole proprietorships, 
partnerships, LLCs, corporations and 
trusts. (e.g., Form 1099 ���� 

Savings and checking accounts, and annuities. 

B: 
Real Property 

Rental property in ���’s jurisdiction, or 
within two miles of the boundaries of 
the jurisdiction. 

A residence used exclusively as a personal 
residence (such as a home or vacation property). 

C: 
Income 

Non-governmental salaries. Note that 
��� are required to report only half of 
their spouse’s or partner’s salary. 

Governmental salary (from school district, for 
example). 

D: 
Gifts 

Gifts from businesses, vendors, or 
other contractors (meals, tickets, etc.). 

Gifts from family members. 

E: 
Travel 
Payments 

Travel payments from third parties (not 
your employer). 

Travel paid by your government agency. 

Note: Like reportable interests, non-reportable interests may also create ����� of interest and could be 
grounds for �������� from certain decisions. 

QUESTIONS? 
•	 advice@fppc.ca.gov 
•	 (866) 275-3772 Mon-Thurs, 9-11:30 a.m. 

E-FILING ISSUES? 
•	 If using your agency’s system, please contact technical support at your agency. 
•	 If using FPPC’s ���� system, write to form700@fppc.ca.gov. 
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What’s New 
Gift Limit Increase 
The gift limit increased to $500 for calendar years 2019 
and 2020. 

Who ����� 
•	 Elected and appointed ����� and candidates listed in 

Government Code Section 87200 
•	 Employees, appointed ����� and consultants ��� 

pursuant to a ���� of interest code (“code ����� 
Obtain your disclosure categories, which describe 
the interests you must report, from your agency; 
they are not part of the Form 700 

•	 Candidates running for local elective ���� that are 
designated in a ���� of interest code (e.g., county 
����� city clerks, school board trustees, and water 
board members) 

Exception:  
•	 Candidates for a county central committee are not 

required to �� the Form 700. 
•	 Members of newly created boards and 

commissions not yet covered under a ���� of 
interest code 

•	 Employees in newly created positions of existing 
agencies 

For more information, see Reference Pamphlet, page 3, at 
www.fppc.ca.gov. 

Where���� 
87200 Filers 

State ���� 	 Your agency 
Judicial ���� 	 The clerk of your court 
Retired Judges	 	 Directly with FPPC 
County ���� 	 Your county ��� ���� 
City ���� 	 Your city clerk 
Multi-County ���� 	 Your agency 

��������������������������
���������������������������
Code: File with your agency, board, or commission unless 
otherwise ����� in your agency’s code (e.g., Legislative 
��� ��� directly with FPPC). In most cases, the agency, 
board, or commission will retain the statements. 
Members of Boards and Commissions of Newly 
Created Agencies:  File with your newly created agency 
or with your agency’s code reviewing body. 
Employees in Newly Created Positions of Existing 
Agencies: File with your agency or with your agency’s 
code reviewing body. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 3.) 
Candidates: File with your local elections ���� 

How ���� 
The Form 700 is available at www.fppc.ca.gov.  Form 
700 schedules are also available in Excel format.  All 

statements must have an original “wet” signature or be 
duly authorized by your ��� ���� to �� electronically 
under Government Code Section 87500.2.  

When ���� 
Annual Statements 
 March 2, 2020 

- Elected State ���� 
- Judges and Court Commissioners 
- State Board and State Commission Members listed 

in Government Code Section 87200 
 April 1, 2020 

- Most other ��� 
Individuals ��� under ���� of interest codes in city and 
county jurisdictions should verify the annual ��� date with 
their local ��� ����� 

Statements postmarked by the ��� deadline are 
considered ��� on time. 

Statements of 30 pages or less may be emailed or faxed 
by the deadline as long as the originally signed paper 
version is sent by ��� class mail to the ��� ���� within 
24 hours. 

����������������������  

Most ��� �� within 30 days of assuming or leaving ��� 
or within 30 days of the ����� date of a newly adopted 
or amended ���� of interest code. 

Exception: 

If you assumed ��� between October 1, 2019, and 
December 31, 2019, and ��� an assuming ��� 
statement, you are not required to �� an annual 
statement until March 2, 2021, or April 1, 2021, 
whichever is applicable. The annual statement will cover 
the day after you assumed ��� through December 31, 
2020. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 6, for additional 
exceptions. 

Candidate Statements 

File no later than the ��� ��� date for the declaration 
of candidacy or nomination documents.  A candidate 
statement is not required if you ��� an assuming ��� or 
annual statement for the same jurisdiction within 60 days 
before ��� a declaration of candidacy or other nomination 
documents. 

Late Statements 

There is no provision for ��� deadline extensions unless 
the ��� is serving in active military duty. (See page 19 for 
information on penalties and ���� 

Amendments 
Statements may be amended at any time. You are only 
required to amend the schedule that needs to be revised. 
It is not necessary to amend the entire ��� form. Obtain 
amendment schedules at www.fppc.ca.gov. 
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Types of Statements 

��������������
If you are a newly appointed ���� or are newly employed 
in a position designated, or that will be designated, in 
a state or local agency’s ���� of interest code, your 
assuming ��� date is the date you were sworn in or 
otherwise authorized to serve in the position. If you are a 
newly elected ����� your assuming ��� date is the date 
you were sworn in. 

•	 Report: Investments, interests in real property, and 
business positions held on the date you assumed the 
��� or position must be reported. In addition, income 
(including loans, gifts, and travel payments) received 
during the 12 months prior to the date you assumed the 
��� or position. 

For positions subject to ������ by the State Senate 
or the Commission on Judicial Appointments, your 
assuming ��� date is the date you were appointed or 
nominated to the position. 

•	 Example: Maria Lopez was nominated by the Governor 
to serve on a state agency board that is subject to state 
Senate ������� The assuming ��� date is the 
date Maria’s nomination is submitted to the Senate. 
Maria must report investments, interests in real 
property, and business positions she holds on that date, 
and income (including loans, gifts, and travel payments) 
received during the 12 months prior to that date. 

If your ��� or position has been added to a newly 
adopted or newly amended ���� of interest code, use 
the ����� date of the code or amendment, whichever is 
applicable. 

•	 Report: Investments, interests in real property, and 
business positions held on the ����� date of the 
code or amendment must be reported. In addition, 
income (including loans, gifts, and travel payments) 
received during the 12 months prior to the ����� date 
of the code or amendment. 

Annual Statement: 
Generally, the period covered is January 1, 2019, 
through December 31, 2019. If the period covered by 
the statement is ����� than January 1, 2019, through 
December 31, 2019, (for example, you assumed ��� 
between October 1, 2018, and December 31, 2018 or you 
are combining statements), you must specify the period 
covered. 

•	 Investments, interests in real property, business 
positions held, and income (including loans, gifts, and 
travel payments) received during the period covered 
by the statement must be reported.  Do not change the 
preprinted dates on Schedules A-1, A-2, and B unless 
you are required to report the acquisition or disposition 
of an interest that did not occur in 2019. 

•	 If your disclosure category changes during a reporting 
period, disclose under the old category until the 
����� date of the ���� of interest code amendment 
and disclose under the new disclosure category through 
the end of the reporting period. 

�������������
Generally, the period covered is January 1, 2019, 
through the date you stopped performing the duties of 
your position. If the period covered ���� from January 
1, 2019, through the date you stopped performing the 
duties of your position (for example, you assumed ��� 
between October 1, 2018, and December 31, 2018, or 
you are combining statements), the period covered must 
be ����� The reporting period can cover parts of two 
calendar years. 

•	 Report: Investments, interests in real property, business 
positions held, and income (including loans, gifts, and 
travel payments) received during the period covered by 
the statement.  Do not change the preprinted dates on 
Schedules A-1, A-2, and B unless you are required to 
report the acquisition or disposition of an interest that 
did not occur in 2019. 

Candidate Statement: 
If you are ��� a statement in connection with your 
candidacy for state or local ���� investments, interests 
in real property, and business positions held on the date 
of ��� your declaration of candidacy must be reported. 
In addition, income (including loans, gifts, and travel 
payments) received during the 12 months prior to the date 
of ��� your declaration of candidacy is reportable. Do not 
change the preprinted dates on Schedules A-1, A-2, and B. 

Candidates running for local elective ���� (e.g., county 
����� city clerks, school board trustees, or water 
district board members) must �� candidate statements, 
as required by the ���� of interest code for the elected 
position.  The code may be obtained from the agency of 
the elected position. 

Amendments: 
If you discover errors or omissions on any statement, �� 
an amendment as soon as possible. You are only required 
to amend the schedule that needs to be revised; it is not 
necessary to ��� the entire form. Obtain amendment 
schedules from the FPPC website at www.fppc.ca.gov. 

Note: Once you �� your statement, you may not withdraw 
it.  All changes must be noted on amendment schedules. 
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(Statewide Jurisdiction)

STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS Date Initial Filing Received
Filing ����Use Only 

COVER PAGE 

Please type or print in ink. 

700 
FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION 

CALIFORNIA FORM 

A PUBLIC DOCUMENT 
NAME OF FILER    (LAST)  (FIRST)                                             (MIDDLE) 

1. Office, Agency, or Court 
Agency Name  (Do not use acronyms) 

Ross Valley Charter School 
Division, Board, Department, District, if applicable Your Position 

Board Member

► If filing for multiple positions, list below or on an attachment. (Do not use acronyms) 

Agency: Position: 

2. Jurisdiction of Office (Check at least one box) 

 State Judge, Retired Judge, Pro Tem Judge, or Court Commissioner 
          (Statewide Jur

Marin
isdiction)  

Multi-County County of 

City of Other 

3. Type of Statement (Check at least one box)

Annual: The period covered is January 1, 2019, through Leaving Office: Date Left / / 
December 31, 2019. (Check one circle.) 

-or-
The period covered is January 1, 2019, through the date of 

December 31, 2019. -or- leaving office. 
The period covered is / / , through 

The period covered is / / , through Assuming Office: Date assumed / / 
the date of leaving office. 

Candidate: Date of Election and office sought, if different than Part 1: 

4. Schedule Summary (must complete) ► Total number of pages including this cover page: 
Schedules attached 

Schedule C - Income, Loans, & Business Positions – schedule attached Schedule A-1 - Investments – schedule attached 
Schedule D - Income – Gifts – schedule attached Schedule A-2 - Investments – schedule attached 
Schedule E - Income – Gifts – Travel Payments – schedule attached Schedule B - Real Property – schedule attached 

-or- None - No reportable interests on any schedule 
5. Verification 

MAILING ADDRESS STREET 
(Business or Agency Address Recommended - Public Document) 

102 Marinda Drive, Fairfax, CA 94930

CITY STATE ZIP CODE 

DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER EMAIL ADDRESS 

( ) 415.534.6970 luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

I have used all reasonable diligence in preparing this statement. I have reviewed this statement and to the best of my knowledge the information contained 
herein and in any attached schedules is true and complete. I acknowledge this is a public document. 

I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Date Signed 6/1/2020 Signature 
(month, day, year) (File the originally signed paper statement with your filing official.) 

Clear Page Print FPPC Form 700  - Cover Page (2019/2020) 
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Instructions 
Cover Page 

Enter your name, mailing address, and daytime telephone 
number in the spaces provided.  Because the Form 700 is 
a public document, �����������������
address instead of your home address. 

���������Agency, or Court 
•	 Enter the name of the ��� sought or held, or the agency 

or court.  Consultants must enter the public agency name 
rather than their private ���s name. (Examples: State 
Assembly; Board of Supervisors; ��� of the Mayor; 
Department of Finance; Hope County Superior Court) 

•	 Indicate the name of your division, board, or district, if 
applicable. (Examples: Division of Waste Management; 
Board of Accountancy; District 45). Do not use acronyms. 

•	 Enter your position title.  (Examples:  Director; Chief 
Counsel; City Council Member; ��� Services Analyst) 

•	 If you hold multiple positions (i.e., a city council member 
who also is a member of a county board or commission), 
you may be required to �� statements with each agency. 
To simplify your ��� obligations, you may complete an 
expanded statement. 
•	 To do this, enter the name of the other agency(ies) 

with which you are required to �� and your position 
title(s) in the space provided. Do not use acronyms. 
Attach an additional sheet if necessary.  Complete 
one statement covering the disclosure requirements 
for all positions.  Each copy must contain an original 
signature. Therefore, before signing the statement, 
make a copy for each agency.  Sign each copy with an 
original signature and �� with each agency. 

If you assume or leave a position after a ��� deadline, 
you must complete a separate statement. For example, a 
city council member who assumes a position with a county 
special district after the April annual ��� deadline must �� 
a separate assuming ��� statement. In subsequent years, 
the city council member may expand his or her annual ��� to 
include both positions. 

Example: 
Brian Bourne is a city council member for the City of Lincoln 
and a board member for the Camp Far West Irrigation 
District – a multi-county agency that covers Placer and 
Yuba counties. Brian will complete one Form 700 using full 
disclosure (as required for the city position) and covering 
interests in both Placer and Yuba counties (as required for 
the multi-county position) and list both positions on the Cover 
Page. Before signing the statement, Brian will make a copy 
and sign both statements. One statement will be ��� with 
City of Lincoln and the other will be ��� with Camp Far West 
Irrigation District. Both will contain an original signature. 

���������������� 
•	 Check the box indicating the jurisdiction of your agency 

and, if applicable, identify the jurisdiction. Judges, judicial 
candidates, and court commissioners have statewide 
jurisdiction. All other ��� should review the Reference 
Pamphlet, page 13, to determine their jurisdiction.

•	 If your agency is a multi-county ���� list each county in 
which your agency has jurisdiction. 

•	 If your agency is not a state ���� court, county ���� city 
���� or multi-county ��� (e.g., school districts, special 
districts and JPAs), check the “other” box and enter the 
county or city in which the agency has jurisdiction. 

Example: 
This ��� is a member of a water district board with jurisdiction 
in portions of Yuba and Sutter Counties. 

1. Office, Agency, or Court 
Agency Name  (Do not use acronyms) 
Feather River Irrigation District 

Division, Board, Department, District, if applicable Your Position 

N/A Board Member 

► If filing for multiple positions, list below or on an attachment. (Do not use acronyms) 

N/A Agency: Position: 

2. Jurisdiction of Office (Check at least one box) 

 State Judge or Court Commissioner (Statewide Jurisdiction) 

x Multi-County Yuba & Sutter Counties County of 

City of Other 

Part 3.  Type of Statement 
Check at least one box. The period covered by a statement 
is determined by the type of statement you are ���� If you 
are completing a 2019 annual statement, do not change the 
pre-printed dates to ���� 2020. Your annual statement is 
used for reporting the previous year’s economic interests.  
Economic interests for your annual ��� covering January 1, 
2020, through December 31, 2020, will be disclosed on your 
statement ��� in 2021. See Reference Pamphlet, page 4. 

Combining Statements: Certain types of statements may be 
combined. For example, if you leave ��� after January 1, 
but before the deadline for ��� your annual statement, you 
may combine your annual and leaving ��� statements. File 
by the earliest deadline. Consult your ��� ���� or the 
FPPC. 

Part 4.  Schedule Summary 
•	 Complete the Schedule Summary after you have reviewed 

each schedule to determine if you have reportable 
interests. 

•	 Enter the total number of completed pages including the 
cover page and either check the box for each schedule you 
use to disclose interests; or  if you have nothing to disclose 
on any schedule, check the “No reportable interests” box. 
Please do not attach any blank schedules. 

Part 5.  V������ 
Complete the ������ by signing the statement and 
entering the date signed.  All statements must have an original 
“wet” signature or be duly authorized by your ��� ���� to 
�� electronically under Government Code Section 87500.2. 
When you sign your statement, you are stating, under 
penalty of perjury, that it is true and correct. Only the ��� 
has authority to sign the statement.  An unsigned statement 
is not considered ��� and you may be subject to late ��� 
penalties.  

FPPC Form 700  - Cover Page (2019/2020) 
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SCHEDULE A-1 
Investments 

Stocks, Bonds, and Other Interests 
(Ownership Interest is Less Than 10%) 

Investments must be itemized. 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION 

Name 

Do not attach brokerage or �����statements. 
► NAME OF BuSINESS  ENTITY 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$2,000 - $10,000 $10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000	 Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Stock Other 

(Describe) 
Partnership Income Received of $0 - $499 

Income Received of $500 or More (Report on Schedule C) 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / 19 / / 19 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

► NAME OF BuSINESS  ENTITY 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$2,000 - $10,000 $10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000	 Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Stock Other 

(Describe) 
Partnership Income Received of $0 - $499 

Income Received of $500 or More (Report on Schedule C) 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / 19 / / 19 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

► NAME OF BuSINESS  ENTITY 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$2,000 - $10,000 $10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000	 Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Stock Other 

(Describe) 
Partnership Income Received of $0 - $499 

Income Received of $500 or More (Report on Schedule C) 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / 19 / / 19 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

► NAME OF BuSINESS  ENTITY 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$2,000 - $10,000 $10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000	 Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Stock Other 

(Describe) 
Partnership Income Received of $0 - $499 

Income Received of $500 or More (Report on Schedule C) 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / 19 / / 19 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

► NAME OF BuSINESS  ENTITY 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$2,000 - $10,000 $10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000	 Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Stock Other 

(Describe) 
Partnership Income Received of $0 - $499 

Income Received of $500 or More (Report on Schedule C) 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / 19 / / 19 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

► NAME OF BuSINESS  ENTITY 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$2,000 - $10,000 $10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000	 Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Stock Other 

(Describe) 
Partnership Income Received of $0 - $499 

Income Received of $500 or More (Report on Schedule C) 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / 19 / / 19 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

Comments: 

Clear Page Print
FPPC Form 700  - Schedule A-1 (2019/2020) 
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Instructions – Schedules A-1 and A-2 
Investments 

“Investment” means a ����� interest in any business 
entity (including a consulting business or other independent 
contracting business) that is located in, doing business in, 
planning to do business in, or that has done business during 
the previous two years in your agency’s jurisdiction in which 
you, your spouse or registered domestic partner, or your 
dependent children had a direct, indirect, or ����� interest 
totaling $2,000 or more at any time during the reporting 
period. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 13.) 

Reportable investments include: 
•	 Stocks, bonds, warrants, and options, including those held 

in margin or brokerage accounts and managed investment 
funds (See Reference Pamphlet, page 13.) 

•	 Sole proprietorships 
•	 Your own business or your spouse’s or registered 

domestic partner’s business (See Reference Pamphlet, 
page 8, for the ����� of “business entity.”) 

•	 Your spouse’s or registered domestic partner’s 
investments even if they are legally separate property 

•	 Partnerships (e.g., a law �� or family farm) 
•	 Investments in reportable business entities held in a 

retirement account (See Reference Pamphlet, page 15.) 
•	 If you, your spouse or registered domestic partner, 

and dependent children together had a 10% or greater 
ownership interest in a business entity or trust (including 
a living trust), you must disclose investments held by the 
business entity or trust. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 
16, for more information on disclosing trusts.) 

•	 Business trusts 

You are not required to disclose: 
•	 Government bonds, ������ mutual funds, certain 

funds similar to ������ mutual funds (such as 
exchange traded funds) and investments held in certain 
retirement accounts. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 13.) 
(Regulation 18237) 

•	 Bank accounts, savings accounts, money market accounts 
and ������ of deposits 

•	 Insurance policies 
•	 Annuities 
•	 Commodities 
•	 Shares in a credit union 
•	 Government bonds (including municipal bonds) 
•	 Retirement accounts invested in non-reportable interests 

(e.g., insurance policies, mutual funds, or government 
bonds) (See Reference Pamphlet, page 15.) 

Reminders 
•	 Do you know your agency’s jurisdiction? 
•	 Did you hold investments at any time during the period 

covered by this statement? 
•	 Code ��� – your disclosure categories may only 

require disclosure of ���� investments. 

•	 Government �������� pension plans (such as 
CalPERS and CalSTRS plans) 

•	 Certain interests held in a blind trust (See Reference 
Pamphlet, page 16.) 

Use Schedule A-1 to report ownership of less than 10% 
(e.g., stock). Schedule C (Income) may also be required if 
the investment is not a stock or corporate bond.  (See second 
example below.) 

Use Schedule A-2 to report ownership of 10% or greater 
(e.g., a sole proprietorship). 

To Complete Schedule A-1: 
Do not attach brokerage or ����� statements. 

•	 Disclose the name of the business entity. 
•	 Provide a general description of the business activity of 

the entity (e.g., pharmaceuticals, computers, automobile 
manufacturing, or communications). 

•	 Check the box indicating the highest fair market value of 
your investment during the reporting period. If you are 
��� a candidate or an assuming ��� statement, indicate 
the fair market value on the ��� date or the date you took 
���� respectively. (See page 20 for more information.) 

•	 Identify the nature of your investment (e.g., stocks, 
warrants, options, or bonds). 

•	 An acquired or disposed of date is only required if you 
initially acquired or entirely disposed of the investment 
interest during the reporting period.  The date of a stock 
dividend reinvestment or partial disposal is not required. 
Generally, these dates will not apply if you are ��� a 
candidate or an assuming ��� statement. 

Examples: 
Frank Byrd holds a state agency position. His ���� of 
interest code requires full disclosure of investments. Frank 
must disclose his stock holdings of $2,000 or more in any 
company that is located in or does business in California, 
as well as those stocks held by his spouse or registered 
domestic partner and dependent children. 

Alice Lance is a city council member. She has a 4% interest, 
worth $5,000, in a limited partnership located in the city. Alice 
must disclose the partnership on Schedule A-1 and income of 
$500 or more received from the partnership on Schedule C. 
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SCHEDULE A-2 
Investments, Income, and Assets 

of Business Entities/Trusts
(Ownership Interest is 10% or Greater) 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIR  POLITICAL  PRACTICES  COMMISSION  

Name 

► 1. BUSINESS ENTITY OR TRUST 

Name 

Address (Business Address Acceptable) 

Check one 
Trust, go to 2 Business Entity, complete the box, then go to 2 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 
$0 - $1,999 
$2,000 - $10,000 / / 19 / / 19 
$10,001 - $100,000 ACquIRED  DISPOSED 
$100,001 - $1,000,000 
Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Partnership Sole Proprietorship 

Other 

YOuR  BuSINESS  POSITION 

► 2. IDENTIFY THE GROSS INCOME RECEIVED (INCLUDE YOUR PRO RATA 
SHARE OF THE GROSS INCOME TO THE ENTITY/TRUST) 

$0 - $499 $10,001 - $100,000 
$500 - $1,000 Ov ER $100,000 
$1,001 - $10,000 

► 3. LIST THE NAME OF EACH REPORTABLE SINGLE SOURCE OF 
INCOME OF $10,000 OR MORE (Attach a separate sheet if necessary.) 

None or Names listed below 

► 4. INVESTMENTS AND INTERESTS IN REAL PROPERTY HELD OR 
LEASED BY THE BUSINESS ENTITY OR TRUST 

Check one box: 

INvESTMENT  REAL PROPERTY 

Name of Business Entity, if Investment, or 
Assessor’s Parcel Number or Street Address of Real Property 

Description of Business Activity or 
City or Other Precise Location of Real Property 

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 
$2,000 - $10,000 
$10,001 - $100,000 / / 19 / / 19 
$100,001 - $1,000,000 ACquIRED  DISPOSED 
Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INTEREST 
Property Ownership/Deed of Trust Stock Partnership 

Leasehold Other 
Yrs. remaining 

Check box if additional schedules reporting investments or real property
are attached 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / / / 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 

/ / / / 
ACquIRED  DISPOSED 

19 

19 19 

Name 

Address (Business Address Acceptable) 

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$0 - $1,999 
$2,000 - $10,000 
$10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000 
Over $1,000,000 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS BuSINESS  

INvESTMENT  REAL PROPERTY 

Name of Business Entity, if Investment, or 
Assessor’s Parcel Number or Street Address of Real Property 

Description of Business Activity or 
City or Other Precise Location of Real Property 

► 4. INVESTMENTS AND INTERESTS IN REAL PROPERTY HELD OR 
LEASED BY THE BUSINESS ENTITY OR TRUST 

Check one 
Trust, go to 2 Business Entity, complete the box, then go to 2 

► 2. IDENTIFY THE GROSS INCOME RECEIVED (INCLUDE YOUR PRO RATA 
SHARE OF THE GROSS INCOME TO THE ENTITY/TRUST) 

Check one box: 

YOuR  BuSINESS  POSITION 

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  
$2,000 - $10,000 
$10,001 - $100,000 
$100,001 - $1,000,000 
Over $1,000,000 

$0 - $499 
$500 - $1,000 
$1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 
Ov ER $100,000 

► 1. BUSINESS ENTITY OR TRUST 

NATuRE  OF INTEREST 
Property Ownership/Deed of Trust Stock Partnership 

Leasehold Other 

Check box if additional schedules reporting investments or real property
are attached 

Yrs. remaining 

19 

Other 

NATuRE  OF INvESTMENT  
Partnership Sole Proprietorship 

None or Names listed below 

► 3. LIST THE NAME OF EACH REPORTABLE SINGLE SOURCE OF 
INCOME OF $10,000 OR MORE (Attach a separate sheet if necessary.) 

Comments: FPPC Form 700  - Schedule A-2 (2019/2020) 
advice@fppc.ca.gov • 866-275-3772 • www.fppc.ca.gov 
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Instructions – Schedule A-2 
Investments, Income, and Assets of Business Entities/Trusts 

Use Schedule A-2 to report investments in a business 
entity (including a consulting business or other independent 
contracting business) or trust (including a living trust) in 
which you, your spouse or registered domestic partner, 
and your dependent children, together or separately, had a 
10% or greater interest, totaling $2,000 or more, during the 
reporting period and which is located in, doing business in, 
planning to do business in, or which has done business during 
the previous two years in your agency’s jurisdiction. (See 
Reference Pamphlet, page 13.) A trust located outside your 
agency’s jurisdiction is reportable if it holds assets that are 
located in or doing business in the jurisdiction. Do not report 
a trust that contains non-reportable interests. For example, 
a trust containing only your personal residence not used in 
whole or in part as a business, your savings account, and 
some municipal bonds, is not reportable. 

Also report on Schedule A-2 investments and real property 
held by that entity or trust if your pro rata share of the 
investment or real property interest was $2,000 or more 
during the reporting period. 

To Complete Schedule A-2: 
Part 1.  Disclose the name and address of the business entity 
or trust. If you are reporting an interest in a business entity, 
check “Business Entity” and complete the box as follows: 

•	 Provide a general description of the business activity of the 
entity. 

•	 Check the box indicating the highest fair market value of 
your investment during the reporting period. 

•	 If you initially acquired or entirely disposed of this interest 
during the reporting period, enter the date acquired or 
disposed. 

•	 Identify the nature of your investment. 
•	 Disclose the job title or business position you held with the 

entity, if any (i.e., if you were a director, ����, partner, 
trustee, employee, or held any position of management). A 
business position held by your spouse is not reportable. 

Part 2.  Check the box indicating your pro rata share of the 
gross income received by the business entity or trust.  This 
amount includes your pro rata share of the gross income 
from the business entity or trust, as well as your community 
property interest in your spouse’s or registered domestic 
partner’s share. Gross income is the total amount of income 
before deducting expenses, losses, or taxes. 

Part 3.  Disclose the name of each source of income that is 
located in, doing business in, planning to do business in, or 
that has done business during the previous two years in your 
agency’s jurisdiction, as follows: 

•	 Disclose each source of income and outstanding loan 
to the business entity or trust ����� in Part 1 if 
your pro rata share of the gross income (including your 
community property interest in your spouse’s or registered 
domestic partner’s share) to the business entity or trust 
from that source was $10,000 or more during the reporting 

period. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 11, for examples.) 
Income from governmental sources may be reportable 
if not considered salary. See Regulation 18232.  Loans 
from commercial lending institutions made in the lender’s 
regular course of business on terms available to members 
of the public without regard to your ���� status are not 
reportable. 

•	 Disclose each individual or entity that was a source 
of commission income of $10,000 or more during the 
reporting period through the business entity ����� in 
Part 1. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 8.) 

You may be required to disclose sources of income located 
outside your jurisdiction. For example, you may have a client 
who resides outside your jurisdiction who does business on a 
regular basis with you. Such a client, if a reportable source of 
$10,000 or more, must be disclosed. 

Mark “None” if you do not have any reportable $10,000 
sources of income to disclose.  Phrases such as “various 
clients” or “not disclosing sources pursuant to attorney-client 
privilege” are not adequate disclosure.  (See Reference 
Pamphlet, page 14, for information on procedures to request 
an exemption from disclosing privileged information.) 

Part 4.  Report any investments or interests in real property 
held or leased by the entity or trust ����� in Part 1 if your 
pro rata share of the interest held was $2,000 or more during 
the reporting period.  Attach additional schedules or use 
FPPC’s Form 700 Excel spreadsheet if needed. 

•	 Check the applicable box identifying the interest held as 
real property or an investment. 

•	 If investment, provide the name and description of the 
business entity. 

•	 If real property, report the precise location (e.g., an 
assessor’s parcel number or address). 

•	 Check the box indicating the highest fair market value 
of your interest in the real property or investment during 
the reporting period.  (Report the fair market value of the 
portion of your residence claimed as a tax deduction if you 
are utilizing your residence for business purposes.) 

•	 Identify the nature of your interest. 
•	 Enter the date acquired or disposed only if you initially 

acquired or entirely disposed of your interest in the 
property or investment during the reporting period. 
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SCHEDULE B 
Interests in Real Property

(Including Rental Income) 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION 

Name 

► ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NuMBER  OR STREET ADDRESS 

CITY 

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 
$2,000 - $10,000 
$10,001 - $100,000 / / 19 / / 19 

ACquIRED  DISPOSED $100,001 - $1,000,000 
Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INTEREST 

Ownership/Deed of Trust Easement 

Leasehold 
Yrs.  remaining  Other 

IF RENTAL PROPERTY, GROSS INCOME RECEIvED  

$0 - $499 $500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 Ov ER $100,000 

SOuRCES  OF RENTAL INCOME: If you own a 10% or greater 
interest, list the name of each tenant that is a single source of 
income of $10,000 or more. 

None 

► ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NuMBER  OR STREET ADDRESS 

CITY 

FAIR MARkET  vALuE  IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 
$2,000 - $10,000 
$10,001 - $100,000 / / 19 / / 19 

ACquIRED  DISPOSED $100,001 - $1,000,000 
Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE  OF INTEREST 

Ownership/Deed of Trust Easement 

Leasehold 
Yrs.  remaining  Other 

IF RENTAL PROPERTY, GROSS INCOME RECEIvED  

$0 - $499 $500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 Ov ER $100,000 

SOuRCES  OF RENTAL INCOME: If you own a 10% or greater 
interest, list the name of each tenant that is a single source of 
income of $10,000 or more. 

None 

* You are not required to report loans from a commercial lending institution made in the lender’s regular course of 
business on terms available to members of the public without regard to your ���� status. Personal loans and 
loans received not in a lender’s regular course of business must be disclosed as follows: 

NAME OF LENDER* 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF LENDER 

INTEREST RATE TERM (Months/Years) 

% None	 

HIGHEST BALANCE DuRING  REPORTING PERIOD 

$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 Ov ER $100,000 

Guarantor, if applicable 

NAME OF LENDER* 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF LENDER 

INTEREST RATE TERM (Months/Years) 

% None	 

HIGHEST BALANCE DuRING  REPORTING PERIOD 

$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 Ov ER $100,000 

Guarantor, if applicable 

Comments: 
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Instructions – Schedule B 
Interests in Real Property 

Report interests in real property located in your agency’s disclose the number of years remaining on the lease. 
jurisdiction in which you, your spouse or registered domestic •	 If you received rental income, check the box indicating the 
partner, or your dependent children had a direct, indirect, or gross amount you received. 
����� interest totaling $2,000 or more any time during •	 If you had a 10% or greater interest in real property and the reporting period.  Real property is also considered to be received rental income, list the name of the source(s) if “within the jurisdiction” of a local government agency if the your pro rata share of the gross income from any single property or any part of it is located within two miles outside tenant was $10,000 or more during the reporting period. If the boundaries of the jurisdiction or within two miles of any you received a total of $10,000 or more from two or more land owned or used by the local government agency.  (See tenants acting in concert (in most cases, this will apply Reference Pamphlet, page 13.) to married couples), disclose the name of each tenant. 
Interests in real property include: Otherwise, mark “None.” 
•	 An ownership interest (including a ����� ownership •	 Loans from a private lender that total $500 or more and 

interest) are secured by real property may be reportable.  Loans 
•	 A deed of trust, easement, or option to acquire property from commercial lending institutions made in the 

lender’s regular course of business on terms available •	 A leasehold interest (See Reference Pamphlet, page 14.) 
�����������������������������

•	 A mining lease status are not reportable. 
•	 An interest in real property held in a retirement account 

When reporting a loan: (See Reference Pamphlet, page 15.) 
- Provide the name and address of the lender. •	 An interest in real property held by a business entity or 

trust in which you, your spouse or registered domestic - Describe the lender’s business activity. 
partner, and your dependent children together had a 10% - Disclose the interest rate and term of the loan.  For 
or greater ownership interest (Report on Schedule A-2.) variable interest rate loans, disclose the conditions 

•	 Your spouse’s or registered domestic partner’s interests in of the loan (e.g., Prime + 2) or the average interest 
real property that are legally held separately by him or her rate paid during the reporting period.  The term of 

a loan is the total number of months or years given You are not required to report: for repayment of the loan at the time the loan was 
•	 A residence, such as a home or vacation cabin, used established. 

exclusively as a personal residence (However, a residence 
- Check the box indicating the highest balance of the in which you rent out a room or for which you claim a 

loan during the reporting period. business deduction may be reportable. If reportable, 
► ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBER OR STREET ADDRESS report the fair market value of the portion claimed as a tax - Identify a guarantor, if 

4600 24th Street 
CITY applicable. deduction.) 
Sacramento 

FAIR MARKET VALUE IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: •	 Some interests in real property held through a blind trust If you have more than one $2,000 - $10,000 
$10,001 - $100,000 / / 18 / / 18 
$100,001 - $1,000,000 ACQUIRED DISPOSED (See Reference Pamphlet, page 16.) reportable loan on a single 
Over $1,000,000 

NATURE OF INTEREST • Please note: A non-reportable property can still piece of real property, report 
Ownership/Deed of Trust Easement 

Leasehold 
Yrs. remaining  Other 

be grounds for a ���� of interest and may be the additional loan(s) on 
Schedule C. IF RENTAL PROPERTY, GROSS INCOME RECEIVED disqualifying. 

$0 - $499 $500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

OVER $100,000 $10,001 - $100,000 Example: To Complete Schedule B: SOURCES OF RENTAL INCOME: If you own a 10% or greater 
interest, list the name of each tenant that is a single source of 
income of $10,000 or more. Allison Gande is a city •	 Report the precise location (e.g., an assessor’s parcel None 

Henry Wells planning commissioner.  number or address) of the real property. 
During the reporting period, 

NAME OF LENDER* •	 Check the box indicating the fair market value of your she received rental income of Sophia Petroillo 
interest in the property (regardless of what you owe on the ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) $12,000, from a single tenant 2121 Blue Sky Parkway, Sacramento property). BUSINESS ACTIVITY, IF ANY, OF LENDER who rented property she 

Restaurant Owner •	 Enter the date acquired or disposed only if you initially owned in the city’s jurisdiction. INTEREST RATE TERM (Months/Years) 

acquired or entirely disposed of your interest in the If Allison received $6,000 % 
8 15 Years 

None 

HIGHEST BALANCE DURING REPORTING PERIOD property during the reporting period. each from two tenants, the 
$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

OVER $100,000 $10,001 - $100,000 •	 Identify the nature of your interest. If it is a leasehold, tenants’ names would not be 
Guarantor, if applicable required because no single 

tenant paid her $10,000 or Reminders Comments: more.  A married couple is •	 Income and loans already reported on Schedule B are 
considered a single tenant. not also required to be reported on Schedule C. 

•	 Real property already reported on Schedule A-2, Part 4 
is not also required to be reported on Schedule B. 

•	 Code ��� – do your disclosure categories require 
disclosure of real property? 
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Charles and Helen Schwab Foundation

201 Mission Street, SF, CA 94105

philanthropy

Executive Director

Google LLC

3400 Hillview Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304

technology

husband's position: Business systems manager

 

	 	 	 	 	

	 	     	 	

 	  	

 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	

 	 	  	 	

   

 

	   
 	 	 	 	

 
 

 
	 	 	 	 	 	

 
	 	 	

 

	   
 	 	 	 	

 
  

 
	 	 	 	 	 	

 
	 	 	

 

 	 	

 
  

 
	 	 	 	 	 	

 

	 	 	

  

	 	 	 	

 	 	

 	 	

 	 	

 	

  

	        

 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	

  

  

  

 

  

	 	 	 	 	
   	 	 	 	 	  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	

 
 

   

 

 

	 	 	 	 	
   	 	 	 	 	  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	

 
 

   

 

 

	 	 	 	

SCHEDULE C 
Income, Loans, & Business 

Positions 
(Other than Gifts and Travel Payments) 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIR  POLITICAL  PRACTICES COMMISSION 

Name 

► 1. INCOME RECEIVED ► 1. INCOME RECEIVED 
NAME OF SOuRCE  OF INCOME 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE  

YOuR  BuSINESS  POSITION 

GROSS INCOME RECEIvED  No 	Income - Business Position Only 

$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 Ov ER $100,000 

CONSIDERATION FOR WHICH INCOME WAS RECEIvED  

Salary Spouse’s or registered domestic partner’s income 
(For self-employed use Schedule A-2.) 

Partnership (Less than 10% ownership. For 10% or greater use 
Schedule A-2.) 

Sale of  

Loan repayment 

Commission or 

Other 

(Real property, car, boat, etc.) 

Rental Income, list each source of $10,000 or more 

(Describe) 

(Describe) 

NAME OF SOuRCE  OF INCOME 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE  

YOuR  BuSINESS  POSITION 

GROSS INCOME RECEIvED  No 	Income - Business Position Only 

$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 Ov ER $100,000 

CONSIDERATION FOR WHICH INCOME WAS RECEIvED  

Salary Spouse’s or registered domestic partner’s income 
(For self-employed use Schedule A-2.) 

Partnership (Less than 10% ownership. For 10% or greater use 
Schedule A-2.) 

Sale of  
(Real property, car, boat, etc.) 

Loan repayment 

Commission or Rental Income, list each source of $10,000 or more 

(Describe) 

Other 
(Describe) 

► 2. LOANS RECEIVED OR OUTSTANDING DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD 

* You are not required to report loans from a commercial lending institution, or any indebtedness created as part of 
a retail installment or credit card transaction, made in the lender’s regular course of business on terms available to 
members of the public without regard to your ���� status. Personal loans and loans received not in a lender’s 
regular course of business must be disclosed as follows: 

NAME OF LENDER* INTEREST RATE TERM (Months/Years) 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 
% None	 

SECuRITY  FOR LOAN 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF LENDER 

HIGHEST BALANCE DuRING  REPORTING PERIOD 

$500 - $1,000 

$1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 

Ov ER $100,000 

None	 Personal residence 

Real Property 
Street address 

City 

Guarantor 

Other 
(Describe) 

Comments: 

Clear Page Print
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Instructions – Schedule C 
Income, Loans, & Business Positions 

(Income Other Than Gifts and Travel Payments) 

Reporting Income: 
Report the source and amount of gross income of $500 or 
more you received during the reporting period.  Gross income 
is the total amount of income before deducting expenses, 
losses, or taxes and includes loans other than loans from a 
commercial lending institution. (See Reference Pamphlet, 
page 11.) You must also report the source of income to your 
spouse or registered domestic partner if your community 
property share was $500 or more during the reporting period. 

The source and income must be reported only if the source 
is located in, doing business in, planning to do business in, 
or has done business during the previous two years in your 
agency’s jurisdiction. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 13.) 
Reportable sources of income may be further limited by 
your disclosure category located in your agency’s ���� of 
interest code. 

Reporting Business Positions: 
You must report your job title with each reportable business 
entity even if you received no income during the reporting 
period.  Use the comments section to indicate that no income 
was received. 

Commonly reportable income and loans include: 
•	 Salary/wages, per diem, and reimbursement for expenses 

including travel payments provided by your employer 
•	 Community property interest (50%) in your spouse’s 

or registered domestic partner’s income - report the 
employer’s name and all other required information 

•	 Income from investment interests, such as partnerships, 
reported on Schedule A-1 

•	 Commission income not required to be reported on 
Schedule A-2 (See Reference Pamphlet, page 8.) 

•	 Gross income from any sale, including the sale of a house 
or car (Report your pro rata share of the total sale price.) 

•	 Rental income not required to be reported on Schedule B 
•	 Prizes or awards not disclosed as gifts 
•	 Payments received on loans you made to others 
•	 An honorarium received prior to becoming a public ���� 

(See Reference Pamphlet, page 10.) 
•	 Incentive compensation (See Reference Pamphlet, page 

12.) 

Reminders 
•	 Code ��� – your disclosure categories may not require 

disclosure of all sources of income. 
•	 If you or your spouse or registered domestic partner are 

self-employed, report the business entity on Schedule A-2. 
•	 Do not disclose on Schedule C income, loans, or business 

positions already reported on Schedules A-2 or B. 

You are not required to report: 
•	 Salary, reimbursement for expenses or per diem, or 

social security, disability, or other similar ���� payments 
received by you or your spouse or registered domestic 
partner from a federal, state, or local government agency. 

•	 Stock dividends and income from the sale of stock unless 
the source can be ������ 

•	 Income from a PERS retirement account. 

(See Reference Pamphlet, page 12.) 

To Complete Schedule C: 
Part 1.  Income Received/Business Position Disclosure 
•	 Disclose the name and address of each source of income 

or each business entity with which you held a business 
position. 

•	 Provide a general description of the business activity if the 
source is a business entity. 

•	 Check the box indicating the amount of gross income 
received. 

•	 Identify the consideration for which the income was 
received. 

•	 For income from commission sales, check the box 
indicating the gross income received and list the name of 
each source of commission income of $10,000 or more. 
(See Reference Pamphlet, page 8.) Note:  If you receive 
commission income on a regular basis or have an 
ownership interest of 10% or more, you must disclose 
the business entity and the income on Schedule A-2. 

•	 Disclose the job title or business position, if any, that you 
held with the business entity, even if you did not receive 
income during the reporting period. 

Part 2.  Loans Received or Outstanding During the 
Reporting Period 
•	 Provide the name and address of the lender. 
•	 Provide a general description of the business activity if the 

lender is a business entity. 
•	 Check the box indicating the highest balance of the loan 

during the reporting period. 
•	 Disclose the interest rate and the term of the loan. 

- For variable interest rate loans, disclose the conditions 
of the loan (e.g., Prime + 2) or the average interest rate 
paid during the reporting period. 

- The term of the loan is the total number of months or 
years given for repayment of the loan at the time the 
loan was entered into. 

•	 Identify the security, if any, for the loan. 
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SCHEDULE D 
Income – Gifts 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION 

Name 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE

 DATE (mm/dd/yy) vALuE  DESCRIPTION OF GIFT(S) 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE

 DATE (mm/dd/yy) vALuE  DESCRIPTION OF GIFT(S) 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE

 DATE (mm/dd/yy) vALuE  DESCRIPTION OF GIFT(S) 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE

 DATE (mm/dd/yy) vALuE  DESCRIPTION OF GIFT(S) 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE

 DATE (mm/dd/yy) vALuE  DESCRIPTION OF GIFT(S) 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE

 DATE (mm/dd/yy) vALuE  DESCRIPTION OF GIFT(S) 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

/ / $ 

Comments: 

Clear Page Print
FPPC Form 700  - Schedule D (2019/2020) 
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Instructions – Schedule D 
Income – Gifts 

A gift is anything of value for which you have not provided You are not required to disclose: 
equal or greater consideration to the donor. A gift is •	 Gifts that were not used and that, within 30 days after 
reportable if its fair market value is $50 or more. In addition, receipt, were returned to the donor or delivered to a 
multiple gifts totaling $50 or more received during the charitable organization or government agency without 
reporting period from a single source must be reported. being claimed by you as a charitable contribution for tax 

purposes It is the acceptance of a gift, not the ultimate use to which it is 
put, that imposes your reporting obligation. Except as noted •	 Gifts from your spouse or registered domestic partner, 

child, parent, grandparent, grandchild, brother, sister, and below, you must report a gift even if you never used it or if you 
certain other family members (See Regulation 18942 for a gave it away to another person. 
complete list.). The exception does not apply if the donor 

If the exact amount of a gift is unknown, you must make a was acting as an agent or intermediary for a reportable 
good faith estimate of the item’s fair market value. Listing source who was the true donor. 
the value of a gift as “over $50” or “value unknown” is not •	 Gifts of similar value exchanged between you and an adequate disclosure. In addition, if you received a gift through individual, other than a lobbyist registered to lobby your an intermediary, you must disclose the name, address, and state agency, on holidays, birthdays, or similar occasions business activity of both the donor and the intermediary. You 

•	 Gifts of informational material provided to assist you in the may indicate an intermediary either in the “source” ��� 
performance of your ���� duties (e.g., books, pamphlets, after the name or in the “comments” section at the bottom 
reports, calendars, periodicals, or educational seminars) of Schedule D. 

•	 A monetary bequest or inheritance (However, inherited 
Commonly reportable gifts include: investments or real property may be reportable on other 
•	 Tickets/passes to sporting or entertainment events schedules.) 
•	 Tickets/passes to amusement parks •	 Personalized plaques or trophies with an individual value of 

less than $250 •	 Parking passes not used for ���� agency business 
•	 Food, beverages, and accommodations, including those •	 Campaign contributions 

provided in direct connection with your attendance at a •	 up  to two tickets, for your own use, to attend a fundraiser 
convention, conference, meeting, social event, meal, or like for a campaign committee or candidate, or to a fundraiser 
gathering for an organization exempt from taxation under Section 

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The ticket must 
business to members of the public without regard to ���� 

•	 Rebates/discounts not made in the regular course of 
be received from the organization or committee holding the 

status fundraiser. 

•	 Wedding gifts (See Reference Pamphlet, page 16) •	 Gifts given to members of your immediate family if the 
source has an established relationship with the family •	 An honorarium received prior to assuming ��� (You may member and there is no evidence to suggest the donor had report an honorarium as income on Schedule C, rather a purpose to ����� you. (See Regulation 18943.) than as a gift on Schedule D, if you provided services of 

equal or greater value than the payment received. See •	 Free admission, food, and nominal items (such as a pen, 
Reference Pamphlet, page 10.) pencil, mouse pad, note pad or similar item) available to 

all attendees, at the event at which the ���� makes a •	 Transportation and lodging (See Schedule E.) speech (as ���� in Regulation 18950(b)(2)), so long as 
•	 Forgiveness of a loan received by you the admission is provided by the person who organizes the 

event. 
•	 Any other payment not ����� above, that would 

Reminders otherwise meet the ����� of gift, where the payment is 
made by an individual who is not a lobbyist registered to •	 Gifts from a single source are subject to a $500 limit in 
lobby the �����s state agency, where it is clear that the 2019. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 10.) 
gift was made because of an existing personal or business •	 Code ��� – you only need to report gifts from 
relationship unrelated to the �����s position and there reportable sources. 
is no evidence whatsoever at the time the gift is made to 

Gift Tracking Mobile Application suggest the donor had a purpose to ����� you. 

•	 FPPC has created a gift tracking app for mobile To Complete Schedule D: 
devices that helps ��� track gifts and provides a quick •	 Disclose the full name (not an acronym), address, and, if a 
and easy way to upload the information to the Form business entity, the business activity of the source. 
700. 	visit FPPC’s website to download the app. 

•	 Provide the date (month, day, and year) of receipt, and 
disclose the fair market value and description of the gift. 
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SCHEDULE E 
Income – Gifts 

Travel Payments, Advances, 
and Reimbursements 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION 

Name 

• Mark either the gift or income box. 
• ������������������������������������������������

or the “Speech” box if you made a speech or participated in a panel.  Per Government Code 
Section 89506, these payments may not be subject to the gift limit.  However, they may result 
�������������������� 

• For gifts of travel, provide the travel destination. 
► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

CITY AND STATE 

501 (c)(3) or DESCRIBE BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE  

DATE(S): / / - / / AMT: $ 
(If gift) 

Income ► MuST  CHECk  ONE: 

Made a Speech/Participated in a Panel 

Other - Provide Description 

Gift   -or- 

► If Gift, Provide Travel Destination 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

CITY AND STATE 

501 (c)(3) or DESCRIBE BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE  

DATE(S): / / - / / AMT: $ 
(If gift) 

Income ► MuST  CHECk  ONE: 

Made a Speech/Participated in a Panel 

Other - Provide Description 

Gift   -or- 

► If Gift, Provide Travel Destination 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

CITY AND STATE 

501 (c)(3) or DESCRIBE BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE  

DATE(S): / / - / / AMT: $ 
(If gift) 

Income ► MuST  CHECk  ONE: 

Made a Speech/Participated in a Panel 

Other - Provide Description 

Gift   -or- 

► If Gift, Provide Travel Destination 

► NAME OF SOuRCE  (Not an Acronym)

 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

CITY AND STATE 

501 (c)(3) or DESCRIBE BuSINESS  ACTIvITY, IF ANY, OF SOuRCE  

DATE(S): / / - / / AMT: $ 
(If gift) 

Income ► MuST  CHECk  ONE: 

Made a Speech/Participated in a Panel 

Other - Provide Description 

Gift   -or- 

► If Gift, Provide Travel Destination 

Comments: 

Clear Page Print
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Instructions – Schedule E 
Travel Payments, Advances, 

and Reimbursements 

Travel payments reportable on Schedule E include advances 
and reimbursements for travel and related expenses, 
including lodging and meals. 

Gifts of travel may be subject to the gift limit. In addition, 
certain travel payments are reportable gifts, but are not 
subject to the gift limit. To avoid possible misinterpretation 
or the perception that you have received a gift in excess of 
the gift limit, you may wish to provide a ���� description of 
the purpose of your travel.  (See the FPPC fact sheet entitled 
“Limitations and Restrictions on Gifts, Honoraria, Travel, 
and Loans” to read about travel payments under section 
89506(a).) 

You are not required to disclose: 
•	 Travel payments received from any state, local, or federal 

government agency for which you provided services equal 
or greater in value than the payments received, such as 
reimbursement for travel on agency business from your 
government agency employer. 

•	 A payment for travel from another local, state, or federal 
government agency and related per diem expenses when 
the travel is for education, training or other inter-agency 
programs or purposes. 

•	 Travel payments received from your employer in the 
normal course of your employment that are included in the 
income reported on Schedule C. 

•	 A travel payment that was received from a ����� 
entity exempt from taxation under Internal Revenue 
Code Section 501(c)(3) for which you provided equal or 
greater consideration, such as reimbursement for travel on 
business for a 501(c)(3) organization for which you are a 
board member. 
Note:  Certain travel payments may not be reportable 
if reported via email on Form 801 by your agency. 

To Complete Schedule E: 
•	 Disclose the full name (not an acronym) and address of the 

source of the travel payment. 
•	 Identify the business activity if the source is a business 

entity. 
•	 Check the box to identify the payment as a gift or income, 

report the amount, and disclose the date(s). 
• Travel payments are gifts if you did not provide 

services that were equal to or greater in value than the 
payments received. You must disclose gifts totaling 
$50 or more from a single source during the period 
covered by the statement.  

When reporting travel payments that are gifts, you must 
provide a description of the gift, the date(s) received, 
and the travel destination. 

• Travel payments are income if you provided services 
that were equal to or greater in value than the 
payments received. You must disclose income totaling 

$500 or more from a single source during the period 
covered by the statement. You have the burden of 
proving the payments are income rather than gifts. 
When reporting travel payments as income, you must 
describe the services you provided in exchange for the 
payment. You are not required to disclose the date(s) 
for travel payments that are income. 

Example: 
City council member MaryClaire Chandler is the chair of a 
501(c)(6) trade association, and the association pays for her 
travel to attend its meetings.  Because MaryClaire is deemed 
to be providing equal or greater consideration for the travel 
payment by virtue of ►	 NAME OF SOURCE (Not an Acronym)

Health Services Trade Association serving on the board, this 
 ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

payment may be reported 1230 K Street, Suite 610 
	 CITY AND	 STATE as income.  Payments 

Sacramento, CA 
for MaryClaire to attend 501	(c)(3)	or	DESCRIBE	BuSINESS	 ACTIvITY,	IF	 ANY,	OF	SOuRCE 

Association of Healthcare Workers other events for which she 
550.00 DATE(S): / / - / / AMT: $ 

(If gift) is not providing services 
►	 MuST  CHECK	 ONE: Gift   -or- Income 

Made	 a	 Speech/Participated	 in	 a	 Panel 

are likely considered 
gifts.  Note that the same 

Travel reimbursement for ˜ Other - Provide Description payment from a 501(c)3 board meeting. 

►	 If Gift, Provide Travel Destination would NOT be reportable. 

Example: 
Mayor 	kim travels to China on a trip organized by China 
Silicon 	valley Business Development, a California ����� 
501(c)(6) organization. The Chengdu Municipal People’s 
Government pays for Mayor 	kim’s airfare and travel costs, 
as well as his meals and lodging during the trip. The trip’s 
agenda shows that the trip’s purpose is to promote job 

►	 NAME OF SOURCE (Not an Acronym)creation and economic 
Chengdu Municipal People's Government activity in China and in  ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

Silicon 	valley, so the trip 2 Caoshi St, CaoShiJie, Qingyang Qu, Chengdu Shi, 
	 CITY AND	 STATE is reasonably related to Sichuan Sheng, China, 610000 

501	(c)(3)	or	DESCRIBE	BuSINESS	 ACTIvITY,	IF	 ANY,	OF	SOuRCE a governmental purpose. 
Thus, Mayor 	kim must 09 04 XX 09 08 XX 3,874.38 DATE(S): / / - / / AMT: $ 

(If gift) report the gift of travel, 
Income but the gift is exempt from 

the gift limit. In this case, 

►	 MuST  CHECK	 ONE: 

Made	 a	 Speech/Participated	 in	 a	 Panel 

Other - Provide Description 

Gift   -or- 

˜ Travel reimbursement for 
trip to China. the travel payments are 

►	 If Gift, Provide Travel Destination 
Sichuan Sheng, China not subject to the gift limit 

because the source is 
a foreign government and because the travel is reasonably 
related to a governmental purpose. (Section 89506(a)(2).) 
Note that Mayor 	kim could be ������ from participating in 
or making decisions about The Chengdu Municipal People’s 
Government for 12 months. Also note that if China Silicon 
valley Business Development (a 501(c)(6) organization) paid 
for the travel costs rather than the governmental organization, 
the payments would be subject to the gift limits. (See the 
FPPC fact sheet, Limitations and Restrictions on Gifts, 
Honoraria, Travel and Loans, at www.fppc.ca.gov.) 
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Restrictions and Prohibitions 

The Political Reform Act (Gov. Code Sections 81000-
91014) requires most state and local government ����� 
and employees to publicly disclose their personal assets 
and income. They also must disqualify themselves 
from participating in decisions that may ��� their 
personal economic interests.  The Fair Political Practices 
Commission (FPPC) is the state agency responsible for 
issuing the attached Statement of Economic Interests, 
Form 700, and for interpreting the law’s provisions. 

Gift Prohibition 
Gifts received by most state and local ����� employees, 
and candidates are subject to a limit. In 2019-2020, the gift 
limit is $500 from a single source during a calendar year. 

Additionally, state ����� state candidates, and certain 
state employees are subject to a $10 limit per calendar 
month on gifts from lobbyists and lobbying ��� registered 
with the Secretary of State. See Reference Pamphlet, 
page 10. 

State and local ����� and employees should check with 
their agency to determine if other restrictions apply. 

�������� 
Public ����� are, under certain circumstances, required 
to disqualify themselves from making, participating in, or 
attempting to ����� governmental decisions that will 
��� their economic interests. This may include interests 
they are not required to disclose. For example, a personal 
residence is often not reportable, but may be grounds for 
��������� ���� �������� requirements 
apply to 87200 ��� (e.g., city councilmembers, members 
of boards of supervisors, planning commissioners, etc.). 
These ����� must publicly identify the economic interest 
that creates a ���� of interest and leave the room before 
a discussion or vote takes place at a public meeting.  For 
more information, consult Government Code Section 
87105, Regulation 18707, and the Guide to Recognizing 
����� of Interest page at www.fppc.ca.gov. 

Honorarium Ban 
Most state and local ����� employees, and candidates 
are prohibited from accepting an honorarium for any 
speech given, article published, or attendance at a 
conference, convention, meeting, or like gathering. (See 
Reference Pamphlet, page 10.) 

Loan Restrictions 
Certain state and local ����� are subject to restrictions 
on loans. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 14.) 

Post-Governmental Employment 
There are restrictions on representing clients or employers 
before former agencies.  The provisions apply to elected 
state ����� most state employees, local elected ����� 
county chief administrative ����� city managers, 
including the chief administrator of a city, and general 
managers or chief administrators of local special districts 
and JPAs. The FPPC website has fact sheets explaining 
the provisions. 

Late Filing 
The ��� ���� who retains originally-signed or 
electronically ��� statements of economic interests may 
impose on an individual a �� for any statement that is ��� 
late. The �� is $10 per day up to a maximum of $100. 
Late ��� penalties may be reduced or waived under certain 
circumstances. 

Persons who fail to timely �� their Form 700 may be 
referred to the FPPC’s Enforcement Division (and, in some 
cases, to the Attorney General or district attorney) for 
investigation and possible prosecution. In addition to the 
late ��� penalties, a �� of up to $5,000 per violation may 
be imposed. 

For assistance concerning reporting, prohibitions, and 
restrictions under the Act: 

•	 Email questions to advice@fppc.ca.gov. 
•	 Call the FPPC toll-free at (866) 275-3772. 

Form 700 is a Public Document 
Public Access Must Be Provided 

Statements of Economic Interests are public 
documents. The ��� ���� must permit any 
member of the public to inspect and receive a copy 
of any statement. 

•	 Statements must be available as soon as possible 
during the agency's regular business hours, but 
in any event not later than the second business 
day after the statement is received.  Access to the 
Form 700 is not subject to the Public Records Act 
procedures. 

•	 No conditions may be placed on persons seeking 
access to the forms. 

•	 No information or ������� may be required 
from persons seeking access. 

•	 Reproduction fees of no more than 10 cents per 
page may be charged. 
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Questions and Answers 

General 
Q. What is the reporting period for disclosing interests 

on an assuming ��� statement or a candidate 
statement? 

A.	 On an assuming ��� statement, disclose all 
reportable investments, interests in real property, and 
business positions held on the date you assumed 
���� In addition, you must disclose income (including 
loans, gifts and travel payments) received during the 12 
months prior to the date you assumed ���� 

On a candidate statement, disclose all reportable 
investments, interests in real property, and business 
positions held on the date you �� your declaration of 
candidacy. You must also disclose income (including 
loans, gifts and travel payments) received during the 
12 months prior to the date you �� your declaration of 
candidacy. 

q.	 I hold two other board positions in addition to my 
position with the county. Must I �� three statements of 
economic interests? 

A.	 Yes, three are required. However, you may complete 
one statement listing the county and the two boards on 
the Cover Page or an attachment as the agencies for 
which you will be ���� Report your economic interests 
using the largest jurisdiction and highest disclosure 
requirements assigned to you by the three agencies. 
Make two copies of the entire statement before 
signing it, sign each copy with an original signature, 
and distribute one original to the county and to each 
of the two boards.  Remember to complete separate 
statements for positions that you leave or assume 
during the year. 

q.	 I am a department head who recently began acting as 
city manager. Should I �� as the city manager? 

A.	 Yes. File an assuming ��ce statement as city 
manager. Persons serving as “acting,” “interim,” or 
“alternate” must �� as if they hold the position because 
they are or may be performing the duties of the 
position. 

q.	 My spouse and I are currently separated and in the 
process of obtaining a divorce. Must I still report my 
spouse’s income, investments, and interests in real 
property? 

A.	 Yes. A public ���� must continue to report a spouse’s 
economic interests until such time as dissolution of 
marriage proceedings is ��� However, if a separate 
property agreement has been reached prior to that 
time, your estranged spouse’s income may not have to 
be reported.  Contact the FPPC for more information. 

q.	 As a designated employee, I left one state agency to 
work for another state agency. Must I �� a leaving 
��� statement? 

A.	 Yes. You may also need to �� an assuming ��� 
statement for the new agency. 

Investment Disclosure 
q.	 I have an investment interest in shares of stock in a 

company that does not have an ��� in my jurisdiction. 
Must I still disclose my investment interest in this 
company? 

A.	 Probably. The ����� of “doing business in the 
jurisdiction” is not limited to whether the business has 
an ��� or physical location in your jurisdiction. (See 
Reference Pamphlet, page 13.) 

q.	 My spouse and I have a living trust. The trust holds 
rental property in my jurisdiction, our primary residence, 
and investments in ������ mutual funds. I have full 
disclosure.  How is this trust disclosed? 

A.	 Disclose the name of the trust, the rental property and 
its income on Schedule A-2. Your primary residence 
and investments in ������ mutual funds registered 
with the SEC are not reportable. 

q.	 I am required to report all investments. I have an IRA 
that contains stocks through an account managed by 
a brokerage ��� Must I disclose these stocks even 
though they are held in an IRA and I did not decide 
which stocks to purchase? 

A.	 Yes. Disclose on Schedule A-1 or A-2 any stock worth 
$2,000 or more in a business entity located in or doing 
business in your jurisdiction. 

Q. The value of my stock changed during the reporting 
period. How do I report the value of the stock? 

A.	 You are required to report the highest value that the 
stock reached during the reporting period. You may 
use your monthly statements to determine the highest 
value. You may also use the entity’s website to 
determine the highest value. You are encouraged to 
keep a record of where you found the reported value.  
Note that for an assuming ��� statement, you must 
report the value of the stock on the date you assumed 
���� 
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Questions and Answers 
Continued 

q.	 I am the sole owner of my business, an S-Corporation. Q. We have a Section 529 account set up to save money 
I believe that the nature of the business is such that it for our son’s college education. Is this reportable? 
cannot be said to have any “fair market value” because 
it has no assets. I operate the corporation under 
an agreement with a large insurance company. My 
contract does not have resale value because of its 
nature as a personal services contract. Must I report 
the fair market value for my business on Schedule A-2 
of the Form 700?  

A.	 Yes. Even if there are no tangible assets, intangible 
assets, such as relationships with companies and 
clients are commonly sold to ����� professionals. 
The “fair market value” is often ����� for other 
purposes, such as marital dissolutions or estate 
planning. In addition, the IRS presumes that “personal 
services corporations” have a fair market value. A 
professional “book of business” and the associated 
goodwill that generates income are not without a 
determinable value. The Form 700 does not require a 
precise fair market value; it is only necessary to check 
a box indicating the broad range within which the value 
falls.  

q.	 I own stock in IBM and must report this investment 
on Schedule A-1. I initially purchased this stock in 
the early 1990s; however, I am constantly buying 
and selling shares. Must I note these dates in the 
“Acquired” and “Disposed” ���� 

A.	 No. You must only report dates in the “Acquired” or 
“Disposed” ��� when, during the reporting period, you 
initially purchase a reportable investment worth $2,000 
or more or when you dispose of the entire investment.  
You are not required to track the partial trading of an 
investment. 

q.	 On last year’s ��� I reported stock in Encoe valued at 
$2,000 - $10,000. Late last year the value of this stock 
fell below and remains at less than $2,000. How should 
this be reported on this year’s statement? 

A.	 You are not required to report an investment if the value 
was less than $2,000 during the entire reporting period. 
However, because a disposed date is not required for 
stocks that fall below $2,000, you may want to report 
the stock and note in the “comments” section that the 
value fell below $2,000. This would be for informational 
purposes only; it is not a requirement. 

A.	 If the Section 529 account contains reportable interests 
(e.g., common stock valued at $2,000 or more), those 
interests are reportable (not the actual Section 529 
account). If the account contains solely mutual funds, 
then nothing is reported. 

Income Disclosure 
q.	 I reported a business entity on Schedule A-2. Clients of 

my business are located in several states. Must I report 
all clients from whom my pro rata share of income is 
$10,000 or more on Schedule A-2, Part 3? 

A.	 No, only the clients located in or doing business on a 
regular basis in your jurisdiction must be disclosed. 

q.	 I believe I am not required to disclose the names of 
clients from whom my pro rata share of income is 
$10,000 or more on Schedule A-2 because of their right 
to privacy. Is there an exception for reporting clients’ 
names? 

A.	 Regulation 18740 provides a procedure for requesting 
an exemption to allow a client’s name not to be 
disclosed if disclosure of the name would violate a 
legally recognized privilege under California or Federal 
law.  This regulation may be obtained from our website 
at www.fppc.ca.gov.  (See Reference Pamphlet, page 
14.) 

q.	 I am sole owner of a private law practice that is not 
reportable based on my limited disclosure category.  
However, some of the sources of income to my law 
practice are from reportable sources. Do I have to 
disclose this income? 

A.	 Yes, even though the law practice is not reportable, 
reportable sources of income to the law practice of 
$10,000 or more must be disclosed. This information 
would be disclosed on Schedule C with a note in the 
“comments” section indicating that the business entity 
is not a reportable investment.  The note would be for 
informational purposes only; it is not a requirement. 
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Questions and Answers 
Continued 

q.	 I am the sole owner of my business. Where do I 
disclose my income - on Schedule A-2 or Schedule C? 

A. Sources of income to a business in which you have an 
ownership interest of 10% or greater are disclosed on 
Schedule A-2. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 8.) 

q.	 My husband is a partner in a four-person �� where 
all of his business is based on his own billings and 
collections from various clients. How do I report my 
community property interest in this business and the 
income generated in this manner? 

A.	 If your husband’s investment in the �� is 10% or 
greater, disclose 100% of his share of the business 
on Schedule A-2, Part 1 and 50% of his income on 
Schedule A-2, Parts 2 and 3. For example, a client of 
your husband’s must be a source of at least $20,000 
during the reporting period before the client’s name is 
reported. 

q.	 How do I disclose my spouse’s or registered domestic 
partner’s salary? 

A. Report the name of the employer as a source of income 
on Schedule C. 

q.	 I am a doctor. For purposes of reporting $10,000 
sources of income on Schedule A-2, Part 3, are the 
patients or their insurance carriers considered sources 
of income? 

A.	 If your patients exercise ����� control by selecting 
you instead of other doctors, then your patients, rather 
than their insurance carriers, are sources of income to 
you. (See Reference Pamphlet, page 14.) 

q.	 I received a loan from my grandfather to purchase my 
home. Is this loan reportable? 

A.	 No. Loans received from family members are not 
reportable. 

q.	 Many years ago, I loaned my parents several thousand 
dollars, which they paid back this year. Do I need to 
report this loan repayment on my Form 700? 

A.	 No. Payments received on a loan made to a family 
member are not reportable. 

Real Property Disclosure 
Q. During this reporting period we switched our principal 

place of residence into a rental. I have full disclosure 
and the property is located in my agency’s jurisdiction, 
so it is now reportable. Because I have not reported 
this property before, do I need to show an “acquired” 
date? 

A.	 No, you are not required to show an “acquired” date 
because you previously owned the property. However, 
you may want to note in the “comments” section that 
the property was not previously reported because it was 
used exclusively as your residence.  This would be for 
informational purposes only; it is not a requirement. 

q.	 I am a city manager, and I own a rental property located 
in an adjacent city, but one mile from the city limit. Do I 
need to report this property interest? 

A.	 Yes. You are required to report this property because 
it is located within 2 miles of the boundaries of the city 
you manage. 

q.	 Must I report a home that I own as a personal residence 
for my daughter? 

A.	 You are not required to disclose a home used as a 
personal residence for a family member unless you 
receive income from it, such as rental income. 

q.	 I am a co-signer on a loan for a rental property owned 
by a friend. Since I am listed on the deed of trust, do I 
need to report my friend’s property as an interest in real 
property on my Form 700? 

A.	 No. Simply being a co-signer on a loan for property 
does not create a reportable interest in real property for 
you. 

Gift Disclosure 
Q. If I received a reportable gift of two tickets to a concert 

valued at $100 each, but gave the tickets to a friend 
because I could not attend the concert, do I have any 
reporting obligations? 

A.	 Yes. Since you accepted the gift and exercised 
discretion and control of the use of the tickets, you must 
disclose the gift on Schedule D. 
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Questions and Answers 
Continued 

Q. Julia and Jared Benson, a married couple, want to 
give a piece of artwork to a county supervisor. Is each 
spouse considered a separate source for purposes of 
the gift limit and disclosure? 

A. Yes, each spouse may make a gift valued at the gift 
limit during a calendar year. For example, during 2019  
the gift limit was $500, so the Bensons may have given 
the supervisor artwork valued at no more than $1,000.  
The supervisor must identify Jared and Julia Benson as 
the sources of the gift. 

q.	 I am a Form 700 ��� with full disclosure. Our agency 
holds a holiday ��� to raise funds for a local charity. 
I bought $10 worth of ��� tickets and won a gift 
basket valued at $120.  The gift basket was donated by 
Doug Brewer, a citizen in our city. At the same event, 
I bought ��� tickets for, and won a quilt valued at 
$70. The quilt was donated by a coworker. Are these 
reportable gifts? 

A. Because the gift basket was donated by an outside 
source (not an agency employee), you have received a 
reportable gift valued at $110 (the value of the basket 
less the consideration paid). The source of the gift 
is Doug Brewer and the agency is disclosed as the 
intermediary. Because the quilt was donated by an 
employee of your agency, it is not a reportable gift. 

q.	 My agency is responsible for disbursing grants. An 
applicant (501(c)(3) organization) met with agency 
employees to present its application. At this meeting, 
the applicant provided food and beverages.  Would 
the food and beverages be considered gifts to the 
employees?  These employees are designated in our 
agency’s ���� of interest code and the applicant is a 
reportable source of income under the code. 

A. Yes. If the value of the food and beverages consumed 
by any one ���, plus any other gifts received from the 
same source during the reporting period total $50 or 
more, the food and beverages would be reported using 
the fair market value and would be subject to the gift 
limit. 

q.	 I received free admission to an educational conference 
related to my ���� duties. Part of the conference 
fees included a round of golf. Is the value of the golf 
considered informational material? 

A.	 No. The value of personal ����� such as golf, 
attendance at a concert, or sporting event, are gifts 
subject to reporting and limits. 
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700 
FAIr POLITICAL PrACTICES  COMMISSION 

CALIFORNIA FORM 

A PuBLIC  DOCuMENT  

Date Initial Filing Received
����Use Only StAtement Of eCOnOmiC	 intereStS 

COver PAge 
Please type or print in ink. 

nAme  	Of  	fiLer  (LASt)  (firSt)  (miDDLe)  

Kristi Kimball

1. Office, Agency, or Court 
Agency Name  (Do not use acronyms) 

Envision Education 
Division, Board, Department, District, if applicable Your Position 

Board Member

► If filing for multiple positions, list below or on an attachment. (Do not use acronyms) 

Agency: Position: Ross Valley Charter School Board Member

2.	 Jurisdiction of Office (Check at least one box) 

 State 
Alameda, San Francisco, Marin

Judge or Court Commissioner (Statewide Jurisdiction) 

Multi-County County of 

City of Other 

3.	 type of Statement (Check at least one box)

Annual: The period covered is January 1, 2016, through Leaving Office: Date Left 
December 31, 2016. (Check one) 

-or-
The period covered is January 1, 2016, through the date of The period covered is / / , through 
leaving office. December 31, 2016. 

-or-
The period covered is / / , through Assuming Office: Date assumed / / 
the date of leaving office. 

Candidate: Election year and office sought, if different than Part 1: 

4.	 Schedule Summary (must complete) ► Total number of pages including this cover page: 
Schedules attached 

Schedule A-1 - Investments – schedule attached Schedule C - Income, Loans, & Business Positions – schedule attached 
Schedule A-2 - Investments – schedule attached Schedule D - Income – Gifts – schedule attached 
Schedule B - Real Property – schedule attached Schedule e	 - Income – Gifts – Travel Payments – schedule attached 

-or-
None - No reportable interests on any schedule 

5.	 verification 

/ / 

MAILING ADDRESS STREET CITY STATE ZIP CODE 
(Business or Agency Address Recommended - Public Document) 

Oakland CA 94607
DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER E-MAIL ADDRESS 

(  ) 510 451-2415 info@envisionschools.org

I have used all reasonable diligence in preparing this statement. I have reviewed this statement and to the best of my knowledge the information contained 
herein and in any attached schedules is true and complete. I acknowledge this is a public document. 

i	 certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Date Signed 04/01/2017 Signature 
(month, day, year) (File the originally signed statement with your filing official.) 

Clear Page Print
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SChEDuLE  B 
Interests in real Property

(Including Rental Income) 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIr POLITICAL PrACTICES  COMMISSION 

Name 

Kristi Kimball 

► ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NuMBER  OR STREET ADDRESS ► ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NuMBER  OR STREET ADDRESS 

CITY 

FAIR	 MARKET vALuE  IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 
$2,000 - $10,000 

16 16 $10,001 - $100,000 / / / / 
ACQuIRED  DISPOSED $100,001 - $1,000,000 

Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE	 OF	 INTEREST 

Ownership/Deed of Trust	 Easement 

Leasehold 
Yrs. remaining Other 

IF RENTAL PROPERTY, GROSS	 INCOME	 RECEIvED  

$0 - $499 $500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 OvER	 $100,000 

SOuRCES	 OF	 RENTAL INCOME: If you own a 10% or greater 
interest, list the name of each tenant that is a single source of 
income of $10,000 or more. 

None 

CITY 

FAIR	 MARKET vALuE  IF APPLICABLE, LIST DATE: 
$2,000 - $10,000 

16 16 $10,001 - $100,000 / / / / 
ACQuIRED  DISPOSED $100,001 - $1,000,000 

Over $1,000,000 

NATuRE	 OF	 INTEREST 

Ownership/Deed of Trust	 Easement 

Leasehold 
Yrs. remaining Other 

IF RENTAL PROPERTY, GROSS	 INCOME	 RECEIvED  

$0 - $499 $500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 OvER	 $100,000 

SOuRCES	 OF	 RENTAL INCOME: If you own a 10% or greater 
interest, list the name of each tenant that is a single source of 
income of $10,000 or more. 

None 

* You are not required to report loans from commercial lending institutions made in the lender’s regular course of 
business on terms available to members of the public without regard to your ���� status. Personal loans and 
loans received not in a lender’s regular course of business must be disclosed as follows: 

NAME OF LENDER* NAME OF LENDER* 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS	 ACTIvITY, IF	 ANY, OF	 LENDER BuSINESS	 ACTIvITY, IF	 ANY, OF	 LENDER 

INTEREST RATE TERM	 (Months/Years) INTEREST RATE TERM	 (Months/Years) 

% None % None 

HIGHEST BALANCE	 DuRING	 REPORTING	 PERIOD HIGHEST BALANCE	 DuRING	 REPORTING	 PERIOD 

$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 $500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

OvER	 $100,000 OvER	 $100,000 $10,001 - $100,000 $10,001 - $100,000 

Guarantor, if applicable Guarantor, if applicable 

Comments: 

Clear Page Print
FPPC Form 700 (2016/2017) Sch. B 
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SChEDuLE  C 
Income, Loans, & Business 

Positions 
(Other than Gifts and Travel Payments) 

CALIFORNIA FORM 700 
FAIr POLITICAL PrACTICES  COMMISSION 

Name 

Kristi Kimball 

► 1. INCOME rECEIVED  ► 1. INCOME rECEIVED  
NAME	 OF	 SOuRCE	 OF	 INCOME 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS	 ACTIvITY, IF	 ANY, OF	 SOuRCE  

YOuR	 BuSINESS	 POSITION 

GROSS	 INCOME	 RECEIvED  No 	Income - Business Position Only 

$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 OvER	 $100,000 

CONSIDERATION	 FOR	 WHICH	 INCOME	 WAS	 RECEIvED  

Salary Spouse’s or registered domestic partner’s income 
(For self-employed use Schedule A-2.) 

Partnership (Less than 10% ownership. For 10% or greater use 
Schedule A-2.) 

Sale of  
(Real property, car, boat, etc.) 

Loan repayment 

Commission or Rental Income, list each source of $10,000 or more 

(Describe) 

Other 
(Describe) 

NAME	 OF	 SOuRCE	 OF	 INCOME 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS	 ACTIvITY, IF	 ANY, OF	 SOuRCE  

YOuR	 BuSINESS	 POSITION 

GROSS	 INCOME	 RECEIvED  No 	Income - Business Position Only 

$500 - $1,000 $1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 OvER	 $100,000 

CONSIDERATION	 FOR	 WHICH	 INCOME	 WAS	 RECEIvED  

Salary Spouse’s or registered domestic partner’s income 
(For self-employed use Schedule A-2.) 

Partnership (Less than 10% ownership. For 10% or greater use 
Schedule A-2.) 

Sale of  
(Real property, car, boat, etc.) 

Loan repayment 

Commission or Rental Income, list each source of $10,000 or more 

(Describe) 

Other 
(Describe) 

► 2. LOANS rECEIVED  Or OuTSTANDING DurING  ThE  rEPOrTING  PErIOD  

* You are not required to report loans from commercial lending institutions, or any indebtedness created as part of a 
retail installment or credit card transaction, made in the lender’s regular course of business on terms available to 
members of the public without regard to your ���� status. Personal loans and loans received not in a lender’s 
regular course of business must be disclosed as follows: 

NAME OF LENDER* 

ADDRESS (Business Address Acceptable) 

BuSINESS	 ACTIvITY, IF	 ANY, OF	 LENDER 

HIGHEST BALANCE	 DuRING	 REPORTING	 PERIOD 

$500 - $1,000 

$1,001 - $10,000 

$10,001 - $100,000 

OvER	 $100,000 

INTEREST RATE TERM	 (Months/Years) 

% None 

SECuRITY  FOR	 LOAN 

None Personal residence 

Real Property 
Street address 

City 

Guarantor 

Other 
(Describe) 

Comments: 
FPPC Form 700 (2016/2017) Sch. C 

FPPC Advice Email: advice@fppc.ca.gov 
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4. Any and all agreements for provision of services to RVC including but not limited to contracts 
with EdTec – this request includes each contract and or amendment entered into since 2016. 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

MASTER SERVICES AGREEMENT 

This Agreement between EdTec Inc. (“EdTec”), and 
Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”), is entered into 
as of February 15, 2017. Client desires that EdTec 
perform, and EdTec agrees to perform, consulting 
services for Client, and accordingly, the parties agree to 
the following terms and conditions: 

1. Engagement. Client hereby engages EdTec to 
render the services (the “Services”) set forth on 
each Statement of Work executed by the parties 
hereunder (each, a “Statement of Work”). The 
Services and each Statement of Work are governed 
by this Agreement. Client understands that a 
portion of the Services may require the acquisition 
or licensing of third-party software, hardware, 
content, graphics, or other materials (“Third-Party 
Materials”); that EdTec is not obligated to resell or 
sublicense such Third-Party Materials to Client; and 
that Client is responsible for obtaining all such 
materials, if any, directly from the third party. 

2. Client Responsibilities; Acceptance. Client will 
provide suitable equipment, information, and site 
and system access and facilities (including but not 
limited to telecommunications services, office 
services, and supplies). Client will also satisfy any 
assumptions and perform any Client obligations 
identified in a Statement of Work. Client shall make 
available to EdTec, in a timely manner, all data, 
files, documentation, or other information 
necessary or appropriate for the performance of the 
Services.  Client will be responsible for, and EdTec 
shall be entitled to rely upon, the content, accuracy, 
completeness, and consistency of all such data, 
materials, and information. Client understands and 
acknowledges that there is a risk that information 
sent by electronic means may be viewed or 
received by unauthorized persons, and agrees that 
by sending or receiving information by electronic 
means, Client shall be deemed to have accepted 
this risk and the consequences of any such 
unauthorized disclosure. Tasks that are not 
specifically assigned to EdTec in any Statement of 
Work are Client’s sole responsibility and are subject 
to Client’s supervision, management, and control. 
Client understands that EdTec’s performance is 
dependent on Client's timely and effective 
performance of Client’s responsibilities and timely 
decisions and approvals by Client. All Services and 
Deliverables provided to Client shall be deemed 
accepted if, within ten (10) days after delivery, 

Client has not provided to EdTec written notice 
identifying specifically the basis for disapproval. 
EdTec shall be entitled to rely on all decisions and 
approvals of Client in connection with the Services 
and Deliverables. 

3. Price and Payment. Except as otherwise set forth 
in a Statement of Work, Client will (a) pay EdTec 
for Services at the rates set forth in a Statement of 
Work and (b) reimburse EdTec for all out-of-pocket 
costs incurred by EdTec in connection with the 
Services (“Expenses”). Any services provided, or 
costs incurred, by EdTec to fulfill otherwise unmet 
assumptions or Client obligations hereunder, or at 
the request of Client but outside the scope of a 
Statement of Work, will be deemed Services or 
Expenses, as applicable, and are subject to the 
preceding sentence. Except as otherwise set forth 
in a Statement of Work, EdTec will invoice for fees 
and Expenses on a monthly basis, and Client will 
pay such invoices within 30 days. Client will pay or 
reimburse EdTec for any taxes assessed upon the 
Services, except for taxes based on EdTec’s net 
income. If Client fails to pay any invoiced amount 
within thirty (30) days from date of invoice, the 
unpaid amount shall accrue interest at a rate of the 
lesser of one and one-half (1.5%) percent per 
month or the highest rate allowed by law, and 
EdTec further reserves the right to suspend the 
provision of Services under any and all Statements 
of Work in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due.  

4. Ownership. Upon EdTec’s receipt of Client’s final 
payment therefor, Client shall have a perpetual, 
nontransferable, non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, 
paid-up right and license to use, copy, modify, and 
prepare derivative works of any deliverables 
originally developed in the course of the Services, 
whether individually by EdTec or jointly with Client 
(“Deliverables”). Client’s rights in the Deliverables 
shall be solely for Client’s internal business 
purposes, and not for use in connection with the 
provision of products or services to any third party. 
To the extent any Deliverable contains any 
Underlying EdTec Intellectual Property (as defined 
below), EdTec grants to Client, subject to the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement, a non-exclusive, 
royalty-free, non-transferable, non-sublicensable 
license, for its internal business purposes only, to 
use the Underlying EdTec Intellectual Property 

EdTec Inc.  1410A 62nd Street, Emeryville, CA 94608  Phone:  510. 663.3500    Fax:  510.663.3503   
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Master Services Agreement by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 6, February 15, 2017 

solely in its use of the Deliverables as contemplated 
by this Agreement. “Underlying EdTec Intellectual 
Property” shall mean EdTec’s proprietary 
intellectual property, such as technology, 
methodologies, processes and know-how, and 
including without limitation EdTec’s templates, 
software and other tools, formulae, hardware 
designs, frameworks, algorithms, software code (in 
source and object forms), user interface designs, 
architecture, class libraries, objects, and 
documentation (both printed and electronic), and 
any related intellectual property rights throughout 
the world existing as of the Effective Date, and also 
including any derivatives, improvements, 
enhancements, or extensions of Underlying EdTec 
Intellectual Property conceived, reduced to 
practice, or developed during the term of this 
Agreement. EdTec shall own all right, title, and 
interest in and to the Deliverables and the 
Underlying EdTec Intellectual Property. All 
intellectual property rights in the Deliverables and 
the Underlying EdTec Intellectual Property shall 
remain in and/or are assigned to EdTec by Client, 
and Client shall have or obtain all necessary 
authority to make such assignment. The parties will 
cooperate with each other and execute such other 
documents as may be reasonably deemed 
necessary to achieve the objectives of this Section. 
Nothing contained herein will be construed as 
limiting EdTec’s rights to use or market any of its 
intellectual property, including but not limited to 
methodologies, know-how, workplans, software, 
and functional and technical architecture, as well as 
pre-existing materials and related documentation, 
without obligation of any kind to Client. Any EdTec 
software delivered to Client by EdTec that was not 
developed by EdTec under this Agreement will be 
subject to a separate license agreement with 
respect to such software, and until such agreement 
is executed, Client will have a revocable, non-
transferable license for its internal business use 
only to any such software. To the extent this 
Agreement contemplates EdTec’s use of, or 
combination with, other intellectual property or data, 
or other interaction of or with any intellectual 
property (including software) or data supplied by 
Client, Client warrants that it has the right to so 
supply such intellectual property or data for such 
use, combination, or interaction, and Client will 
indemnify and defend EdTec against any claims to 
the contrary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the 
rights granted by EdTec hereunder do not include 
any Third-Party Materials, which shall be subject to 

the terms and conditions of the applicable license 
or other agreement between Client and such third 
party. 

5. Warranties and Remedies. 

A. Industry Standards. EdTec warrants that all 
Services will be performed in accordance with 
applicable industry standards. If any element 
of the Services does not conform to the 
foregoing warranty in any material respect, and 
Client provides EdTec with written notice 
describing the material non-conformity within 
the claims period identified in Section 5.D, 
EdTec will reperform such element in a manner 
that does conform, except that if such 
reperformance is impracticable, in EdTec’s sole 
discretion, EdTec will refund the fees allocable 
to such nonconforming element. The foregoing 
remedy represents Client’s sole remedy, and 
EdTec’s sole liability in the event of a non-
conformity with the warranty provided in this 
Section 5.A. 

B. Infringement. EdTec warrants that its 
provision of Services hereunder will not infringe 
any United States patent, or any copyright or 
trade secret, which is protected under United 
States law on the date hereof. This warranty 
does not apply to infringement arising out of 
Client’s use of the Services in combination with 
any software not furnished by EdTec, Client’s 
use of the Services in a manner for which they 
were not designed, or modifications to the 
Services by Client or a third party. If the use of 
any element of the Services is enjoined as a 
result of any claim arising out of a breach of this 
warranty, EdTec will, at its option and expense 
(i) procure for Client the right to continue to use 
such element, (ii) replace such element with a 
comparable element which is noninfringing, (iii) 
modify such element so it becomes 
noninfringing, or (iv) refund to Client the fees 
paid hereunder allocable to such element. Any 
such modified or replacement element will 
conform to EdTec’s warranties contained 
herein. EdTec will indemnify Client from and 
defend Client against any third party claim of 
patent or copyright infringement that arises 
solely out of breach of the foregoing warranty, 
by paying the costs of defending, and damages 
awarded in respect of, such claim, but only if 
Client promptly advises EdTec of such claim in 
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Master Services Agreement by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 6, February 15, 2017 

writing, tenders the defense thereof to EdTec, 
cooperates with EdTec in the conduct of such 
defense, and uses reasonable efforts to 
mitigate its damages. 

C. Exclusivity. The warranties set forth in this 
Section 5 are exclusive. NO OTHER 
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER 
STATUTORY, WRITTEN, ORAL OR IMPLIED 
(INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR 
MERCHANTABILITY), WILL APPLY. Without 
limiting the generality of the foregoing, EdTec 
will have no responsibility for the adequacy or 
performance of (i) any software not created by 
EdTec pursuant to this Agreement, (ii) any 
hardware, or (iii) any services provided by any 
third party. The express remedies set forth in 
this Section 5 will constitute Client’s exclusive 
remedies for any claim that Services do not 
conform to any warranty or are otherwise 
defective. 

D. Claims Period. No claim with respect to any 
part of the Services may be made more than 45 
days after such part was performed unless 
such claim was not reasonably discoverable 
within such 45 day period, in which case a claim 
may be made at any time prior to 30 days after 
discovery of such claim, or 120 days after such 
part was performed, whichever is earlier. Any 
such claim will include a reasonably detailed 
statement of the basis therefor. 

6. Liability and Consequential Damages. 

A. EdTec’s aggregate liability on all claims of any 
kind, whether based on contract, indemnity, 
warranty, tort (including negligence), strict 
liability, or otherwise, for all losses or damages 
arising out of or relating to a Statement of Work 
will in no case exceed an amount equal to three 
times the average monthly fee actually paid 
EdTec pursuant to that Statement of Work. Any 
costs incurred, and services (at the rates in 
such Statement of Work) provided, by EdTec in 
connection with any attempt to provide an 
express remedy or indemnity provided for in 
this Agreement or such Statement of Work will 
be deemed amounts paid by EdTec for 
purposes of its aggregate liability. 

B. In no event, whether based on contract, 
indemnity, warranty, tort (including negligence), 
strict liability, or otherwise, will EdTec, its 
Affiliates (as defined below), or subcontractors, 
or any of their respective directors, officers, 
employees or agents, be liable for (i) special, 
incidental, exemplary, punitive, consequential, 
or indirect damages, including without limitation 
lost sales, profits, or revenue, or claims of 
customers, suppliers or funders of Client for 
such damages, (ii) any losses or damages 
connected with, or resulting from any data, 
software, hardware, or services provided by 
Client or any third party, or (iii) any statement or 
representation made by a EdTec employee 
regarding a third party vendor. The foregoing 
limitations and disclaimers will apply 
irrespective of whether the possibility of such 
damages has been disclosed to EdTec in 
advance or could have reasonably been 
foreseen by EdTec. For purposes of this 
Agreement, the term “Affiliate” includes any 
person or entity which, directly or indirectly, (i) 
is owned or controlled by the party in question, 
(ii) owns or controls such party, or (iii) is owned 
or controlled by any person or entity described 
in clause (ii) of this sentence. 

C. Allocation of Risk. The allocations of liability 
in this Section 6 represent the agreed and 
bargained-for understanding of the parties and 
EdTec’s compensation for the Services and 
Deliverables reflects such allocations. The 
parties agree further that they will look only to 
the assets of the other party in connection with 
any liabilities hereunder and in no event shall 
they have any claim against any director, 
officer, stockholder, or employee of the other 
party in connection with this Agreement. 

7. Force Majeure. EdTec will not be liable for any 
delay in performance or inability to perform due to 
force majeure, including without limitation any acts 
of God, acts or omissions of Client, major 
equipment failures, fluctuations or nonavailability of 
electrical power or telecommunications equipment, 
or any other act, omission, or occurrence beyond 
EdTec’s reasonable control. If EdTec’s 
performance is delayed by force majeure, the time 
for performance will be extended. 

8. Injury and Property Damage. Except to the extent 
the indemnified party is compensated by insurance, 
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Master Services Agreement by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 6, February 15, 2017 

EdTec and Client (a) will indemnify each other from 
any liability for bodily injury (including death) or 
tangible property damage caused by the 
indemnifying party’s acts or omissions and (b) will, 
at the indemnifying party’s expense, defend any 
suits or other proceedings asserting such liability 
brought by third parties against the indemnified 
party and will pay all expenses and satisfy all 
judgments which may be incurred or rendered 
against the indemnified party, but only if the 
tangible property damage, personal injury, or death 
does not result from the sole negligence of the 
indemnified party. 

9. Use of Client Name. EdTec may identify Client as 
a client in EdTec’s marketing materials. 

10. Non-Solicitation. During the period beginning with 
the date hereof and ending twelve (12) months after 
all Services have been performed, neither Client 
nor its Affiliates will solicit for employment or 
services any employee or contractor of EdTec. If, 
during this same period, Client employs or engages 
an EdTec employee or contractor, with or without 
solicitation, then Client will pay EdTec a fee equal 
to four months compensation for such individual 
(based on full-time employment or services). 

11. Termination. 

A. Without Cause. Either party may at any time 
and without cause terminate this Agreement by 
giving thirty (30) days’ written notice of 
termination to the other party. Termination of 
this Agreement shall not affect any Statements 
of Work then in effect. Upon such termination, 
Client shall pay EdTec for all Services rendered 
and Expenses incurred by EdTec prior to the 
effective date of termination under completed 
Statements of Work, and shall continue to 
perform its obligations under this Agreement, 
including without limitation its payment 
obligations under Section 3, for any Statements 
of Work then in effect until completion of such 
Statements of Work in accordance with their 
respective terms.  

B. For Cause. Either party may, upon giving thirty 
(30) days’ written notice identifying specifically 
the basis for such notice, terminate the 
applicable Statement of Work (and not any 
other Statement of Work) for breach of a 
material term or condition of the applicable 

Statement of Work, unless the party receiving 
the notice cures such breach within the thirty 
(30) day period.  Upon such termination, Client 
shall pay EdTec for all Services rendered and 
Expenses incurred by EdTec prior to the 
effective date of termination. In addition, if 
EdTec terminates a Statement of Work under 
this Section 11.B, Client shall also pay EdTec 
for any demobilization or other costs resulting 
from such early termination. 

C. For Bankruptcy. This Agreement may be 
terminated by either party if the other party 
(a) terminates or suspends its business 
activities, (b) becomes insolvent, admits in 
writing its inability to pay its debts as they 
become due, makes an assignment for the 
benefit of creditors or becomes subject to direct 
control of a trustee, receiver or similar authority, 
or (c) becomes subject to any bankruptcy or 
insolvency proceeding under federal or state 
statutes, which is not dismissed within sixty (60) 
days after commencement of such proceeding. 

D. Effects of Termination. In the event of a 
termination pursuant to Section 11.A or Section 
11.B, other than a termination by EdTec 
pursuant to Section 11.B due to Client’s failure 
to pay amounts properly due and owing 
pursuant to this Agreement, EdTec will 
continue to provide Services until the effective 
date of any such termination and will cooperate 
reasonably with Client to provide for an orderly 
transition of the Services to Client at the time of 
any such termination. EdTec will render a final 
billing to Client after the effective date of any 
such termination, and Client will pay the same 
in accordance with Section 3. The provisions 
of this Agreement will survive any such 
termination in accordance with their terms. 

12. Dispute Resolution. 

A. Mediation. Any disputes between Client and 
EdTec hereunder are subject to mediation in 
accordance with the Commercial Mediation 
Rules of the American Arbitration Association 
in Alameda, California as a condition precedent 
to the commencement of any binding 
arbitration or other legal proceeding hereunder. 

B. Arbitration. Any disputes between Client and 
EdTec hereunder that were subject to but not 
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Master Services Agreement by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 6, February 15, 2017 

resolved by use of the mediation procedure set 
forth in subsection A above will be resolved by 
binding arbitration in Alameda, California under 
the Expedited Commercial Rules of the 
American Arbitration Association by one 
arbitrator who is an attorney at law. The pre-trial 
discovery rules of the California CPLR will 
apply to such arbitration. The arbitrator will 
issue a written statement of Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law underlying the 
arbitrator’s decision and will include in any 
award the reasonable attorneys’ fees, expert 
fees and costs of the prevailing party. The 
arbitrator may not award damages or provide 
for remedies in excess of the limitations 
contained herein. During the pendency of any 
such mediation or arbitration under subsections 
A and B herein, the parties will continue to 
perform their obligations under this Agreement. 
The use of the foregoing procedure is a 
condition precedent to the commencement of 
any legal proceeding hereunder. 

C. Waiver of Jury Trial. EACH PARTY HEREBY 
WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN 
ANY ACTION, SUIT, OR PROCEEDING 
ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, OR 
ANY OTHER AGREEMENT OR 
TRANSACTION BETWEEN THE PARTIES. 

D. Injunctive Relief. Notwithstanding anything to 
the contrary in this Section 12, either party 
hereto may bring a claim for injunctive relief 
against the other party in the event of a dispute 
between them. 

13. Miscellaneous. 

A. This Agreement will be governed in all respects 
by the laws of California, without regard to any 
conflicts of law principle, decisional law, or 
statutory provision which would require or 
permit the application of another jurisdiction’s 
substantive law. 

B. This Agreement contains the complete 
agreement between the parties. All previous 
and collateral agreements, representations, 
warranties, promises, and conditions relating to 
the subject matter of this Agreement are 
superseded by this Agreement and, if not 

explicitly incorporated in this Agreement, will 
not be binding on either party. This Agreement 
may only be amended by a writing signed by 
both parties. Each Statement of Work issued 
hereunder will be deemed to be part of this 
Agreement. The invalidity, in whole or part, of 
any provision of this Agreement will not affect 
the remainder of that provision or this 
Agreement. 

C. Waiver by a party of any default by the other will 
not be deemed a waiver of any other default 
irrespective of whether such default is similar. 

D. All notices, claims, and approvals given under 
this Agreement must be in writing and delivered 
in person, by first class or express mail or 
facsimile addressed as set forth below or such 
other address that a party gives by notice. 
Notice given in accordance with this subsection 
will be deemed given when received. 

E. This Agreement may not be assigned by Client 
without the prior approval of EdTec. EdTec’s 
rights and obligations hereunder are freely 
assignable and delegable. 

F. Nothing in this Agreement confers upon any 
person, other than the parties hereto or their 
respective permitted assigns and successors, 
any rights or remedies under this Agreement. 

G. Each party to this Agreement is an independent 
contractor. No provision of this Agreement or 
act of the parties hereunder pursuant to this 
Agreement will be construed to express or 
imply a joint venture, partnership, or 
relationship other than vendor and purchaser of 
the Services. No employee or representative of 
either party will at any time be deemed to be 
under the control or authority of the other party, 
or under the joint control of both parties. Each 
party is liable for all workers’ compensation 
premiums and liability, federal, state, and local 
withholding taxes or charges with respect to its 
respective employees and will indemnify the 
other from any claims brought against the other 
in respect thereto. 
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sagarsharon@yahoo.com

2/23/2017

Sharon Sagar

Fairfax CA 94930

4158470035

92 Ridge Road

Board Chair

2/23/2017

Master Services Agreement by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 6, February 15, 2017 

SIGNATURES 

The parties have duly executed this Agreement as of the date first above written. 

EDTEC INC. 

By:  _________________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title: President & CEO 

Date:  ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALL

Signature: 

Name: 

Title: 

Date:

Address: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Fax:

EY CHARTER SCHOOL 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

   ________________________________ 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #1 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018 (the “Initial Term”).  This Statement of Work 
shall automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless 
either party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one 
hundred twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, 
a “Renewal Term”).  The Initial Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to 
as the Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide outsourced 
solutions so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 
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Statement of Work #1 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 14, February 15, 2017 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots 
payment issues with vendors. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 

2. PAYROLL and HUMAN RESOURCES 

Payroll:
EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
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Statement of Work #1 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 14, February 15, 2017 

performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor. The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request. The fees set forth below include up to semi-
monthly payroll. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number. For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Human Resources, Benefits and Insurance: 
 Employee file setup – EdTec provides clients with template 

employee files and procedures to help ensure compliance with State 
and Federal requirements regarding Live Scan procedures, TB Test 
information, and/or credential verification information. 

 Contracts and handbook development support – EdTec provides 
schools with non-legal, business advice on employment contracts 
and employee handbooks and their business implications. 

 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 
school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
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Statement of Work #1 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 14, February 15, 2017 

re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Teacher credentialing – EdTec provides information and 
assistance to school leaders to help them evaluate teacher 
credentials and “highly qualified” requirements. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 

 NCLB compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and provide backup necessary for compliance. On an 
hourly basis, EdTec can provide assistance on LEA Plans and 
School Wide Plans. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports: 
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

4. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 

 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting. For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 
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Statement of Work #1 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 14, February 15, 2017 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 Start of year setup and support – EdTec will provide start of year 
systems setup and support to the school.  If the school has not 
chosen a Student Information System (“SIS”), EdTec will assist the 
school leader in evaluating the school’s need for an SIS. If the 
school has already sourced an SIS, the school may use the 
designated hours for general SIS support for an EdTec-supported 
SIS or other data service supported by EdTec.  If the school asks 
EdTec to access, use or troubleshoot an SIS not supported by 
EdTec, hourly charges will apply for EdTec to learn and use the SIS. 
(Note: The school is responsible for taking accurate attendance, on 
a system provided by the school, at the school’s expense.) 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing.  Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with NCLB, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $46,400 for the Initial Term 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2017. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 

an additional fee of $5,100 per school fiscal year. 
 Consulting Services Wrapper (for service areas listed in Annex B): At 

the request of Client, consulting hours shall be provided by EdTec under an 
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Statement of Work #1 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 14, February 15, 2017 

allocation of five (5) hours per month for a total period of six months from 
July 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017 under the following fee structure: 

o $675 per month for a minimum of five hours of consulting per month, 
for a minimum total allotment of 30 hours over the first six months. 

o If the monthly allotment of five hours are not completely exhausted 
during any month, Client may use any balance of hours in a 
subsequent month(s) up until December 31, 2017. 

o Should Client request more than five consulting hours in a month, 
EdTec will provide the additional hours, subject to staff availability. If 
more than the 5 hour monthly allotment is used in a given month, 
those additional hours are counted against the minimum total 
allotment of 30 hours for the six month period. 

o Should Client consume more than the minimum total allotment of 30 
consulting hours between July 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017, 
those additional hours shall be billed at the discounted hourly rate of 
$150. 

 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope 
nor in Annexes A and B, we would be pleased to provide these, subject to 
staff availability, at the then-current discounted hourly fee schedule for back-
office clients (travel time is billed at ½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical 
additional services that are not in the above scope are charter petition writing 
and the implementation of computer systems or computerized Student 
Information Systems.  Again, this rate includes normal phone, copying and 
incidental costs.  Additional costs would include mileage reimbursement for 
travel, overnight delivery charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket 
expenses. 

 Setup Charges: EdTec will absorb the expenses of setting up clients on our 
systems. However, if reconciliations due to incomplete or unorganized 
records require more than twenty hours of our staff time, we will charge for 
the additional reconciliation time at our discounted hourly consulting rate. 

 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Initial Term 
and each Renewal Term. EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase 
at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Initial Term or then-
current Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: 
o Back-Office Service fees are payable as follows, starting on July 1, 

2017: 
 Month 1 of Initial Term: $16,875 for initial setup and training 
 Months 2-12 of Initial Term: $2,684 per month 

o The Consulting Services Wrapper fees are payable in 12 equal 
monthly installments, starting on July 1, 2017. 

o The CALPADS service fees are payable in 12 equal monthly 
installments, starting on July 1, 2017.  

 All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec within thirty (30) days 
of the date of invoice.  EdTec reserves the right to suspend the provision of 
Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
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school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec. Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2017, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter. Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination. In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 

EDTEC INC. 

By: ________________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title: President & CEO 

Date: ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature: ____________________________ 

Name: ____________________________ 

Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

Address: ____________________________ 

____________________________ 

Email: ____________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________ 

Fax: ____________________________ 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly or semi-monthly basis at no 
additional charge 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; view-only 
access to bank account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 
view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 
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Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Start of year setup and support: 
EdTec will provide SIS evaluation, 
initial setup and support (up to 3 hours 
in first year of Initial Term). Support 
beyond the initial 3 hours is available 
on an hourly billable or project billable 
basis. 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Training: Conduct Attendance Primer 
training before the start of the school 
year to educate Client staff on basic 
attendance processes and procedures. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

 Training: Key Client staff to attend 
start of year Attendance Primer 
training; EdTec will not be able to 
complete the Attendance / Data 
deliverables until the training is 
completed 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested). An additional payroll cycle 
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outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 

Accounts Payable: 

 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Start of year setup and support:  EdTec fees include up to 3 hours in first year of Initial 
Term to assist Client with the evaluation of SIS systems, initial setup, and support. 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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ANNEX A: CALPADS Services 
The services described below will be provided for the fees set forth in this Statement of Work; provided, however, in the event Client uses a non-EdTec-supported SIS, Client shall only be entitled to a 

maximum of 30 hours/school per school fiscal year of such services and hours in excess of this maximum shall be billed at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 

A. Fall 1 Submission (October - December) 

Data Review and Reconciliation -Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

-Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 

-Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 

-Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 

-Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

-Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 

-Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 

-Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission -Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 

-Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 

-Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

-Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 

-Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission -Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts -Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 

-Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up-to-date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission -Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 

-Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October - January) 

Data Review and Reconciliation -Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

-Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 

-Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 

-Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 

-Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

-Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 

-Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 

-Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission -Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 

-Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 

-Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

-Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 

-Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission -Update school-provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 

-Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 

-Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

-Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission -Update school-provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 

-Provide guidance on data requirements for course-section records (including HQT) 

-Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

-Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission -Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts -Ensure student schedules are up-to-date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End-of-Year Submission (July - September) 

Data Review and Reconciliation -Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

-Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 

-Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 

-Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 

-Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

-Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 

-Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 

-Review and certify End-of-Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission -Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission -Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last 

enrollment update 
End-of-Year Program Submission -Submit and troubleshoot the End-of-Year program submission (SPRG) 

-Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

-Enter student End-of-Year student program records into School's SIS 

End-of-Year Discipline Submission -Submit and troubleshoot the End-of-Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 

-Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

-Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 

End-of-Year Course Completion Submission -Submit and troubleshoot the End-of-Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) -Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7-12 

End-of-Year Waivers Submission -Submit and troubleshoot the Waivers Submission (SWAV) -Enter student End-of-Year waiver data into School's SIS 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year-long, as needed) 

Anomaly Resolution Support -Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

-Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 

-Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

E. Address Verification (Year-long, as needed) 

Address Verification Support -Train school on proper address format for direct certification and foster youth verification 

-Train school how to generate and interpret direct certification list 

-Review addresses that were not certified by CALPADS and correct 

-Submit address corrections, as needed 

*This service does not include data remediation support. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires a significant amount of 

intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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ANNEX B 

Consulting Services Wrapper 
EdTec to guide and advise Client in the support areas described below only on an hourly basis, as 
requested, under this Consulting Services Wrapper. These consulting hours shall be provided under an 
allocation of five (5) hours per month for a total of six months during the period of July 1, 2017 through 
December 31, 2017. 

Consulting hours in the below areas that are provided in excess of the 30 total hours for the six-month 
period are subject to staff availability and are the responsibility of Client, billable hourly at the discounted 
hourly rate of $150. 

1. FINANCE 

Budgeting: 

 Annual and multi-year budgets including cash flows – EdTec can guide and advise Client 
in the creation of annual and multi-year budgets. EdTec strives to ensure that the annual 
budgets are strategic documents that capture the operations and direction of the school. 

 Budget revisions (as needed, on demand) – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the 
revision of budgets as needed to reflect changing circumstances at the school or in State 
funding. 

 Updated monthly budget forecasts – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the tracking of 
budget to actuals and on updating the budget forecast on a monthly basis (if forecasts move 
materially off budget, we recommend a budget revision). 

Financial Statements: 

 Monthly year-to-date financial statements – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the 
preparation of YTD financials compared to budget in time for the regularly scheduled board or 
committee meeting. 

 Monthly cash flow projections – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the monitoring of 
the school’s cash position and on anticipating any cash shortfalls in future months so the 
school can adjust spending accordingly or attempt to secure cash flow loans. 

 Financial statement analysis – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the analysis and 
presentation of the financial statements so Board and staff can quickly focus on the salient 
financial issues facing the school. 

 Customized financial analysis – EdTec can guide and advise Client on financial analysis 
that the staff or board requests, e.g. providing a comparative analysis of the school’s budget 
relative to industry norms, scenario modeling (within reason), or fulfilling a request from the 
authorizing entity. EdTec can also advise Client in developing customized reports for grant 
proposals. 

 Support in resolving financial issues – EdTec can guide and advise Client on finding 
solutions to financial issues by recommending budget changes and/or identifying sources of 
potential funding. 

Purchasing: 

 Vendor selection – EdTec can provide guidance on vendors based on its experience with 
vendors around the State and country. 

 Purchasing assistance on big-ticket items – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the 
purchase or leasing of big ticket items such as portables. 
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Government Financial Reporting:  

 PENSEC Report – EdTec can assist Client on the preparation and filing of the PENSEC. 
 Preliminary and final budget reports – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the 

preparation and filing of the preliminary budget report by July 1st based on the board adopted 
budget and a final budget as required. 

 Interim financial reports – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the preparation and filing 
of the two interim financial reports to the district or county by the December 15 and March 15 
deadlines. 

 Audited financial reports – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the preparation and filing 
of the unaudited financial report by September 15.  EdTec can guide and advise Client in the 
preparation (by the auditor) of the final audited report by December 15. 

2. BUSINESS CONSULTING 

EdTec is a strategic thought partner to its Clients and provides high-value support and guidance 
in the following areas: 

 Negotiations – EdTec can guide and advise Client on non-legal, business advice in 
negotiations related to issues such as MOUs, facilities, and SPED with districts, landlords, 
vendors, and others, including developing presentations and analyses to buttress the 
school’s position. 

 Strategic budget development – EdTec can guide and advise Client on strategic financial 
planning and budget scenario development. 

 Financing support – EdTec can guide and advise Client in preparing loan packages and 
connecting the school with non-traditional/specialized funding sources such as bonds, New 
Market Tax Credits, Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) resources, and 
philanthropic funds. 

 Legal services optimization – EdTec can guide and advise Client on thinking through and 
framing issues in preparation for engaging legal counsel, thereby assisting in a more efficient 
use of legal services costs. 

 Special projects – EdTec can guide and advise Client on business-related special projects 
within reason, such as modeling growth, compensation and facilities scenarios, and providing 
an understanding of and analyzing food service and transportation options.  (Note: due to 
State regulations, EdTec cannot complete the School Food Authority (SFA) application. 
However, EdTec provides assistance in understanding the process.)  EdTec can guide and 
advise Client in the analysis and understanding of best practices regarding a structurally 
sound pay scale. 

3. FACILITIES 

 Facility needs assessment and planning – EdTec can guide and advise Client in refining 
their thinking about key facilities-related considerations and identify important facility 
requirements based on the school program and industry standards. EdTec helps clients think 
creatively about their facility needs and come up with workable solutions. 

 Prop 39 – EdTec can guide and advise Client in preparing Prop 39 requests, including 
analyzing student data, and managing timelines related to the Prop 39 process. 

 District negotiations – EdTec can guide and advise Client in negotiating deals with the 
district regarding facilities. 
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 SB 740 – As State funding is available, EdTec can guide and advise Client in preparing and 
submitting SB 740 facilities reimbursements. 

 Financial reporting to lender - EdTec can guide and advise Client in providing financial 
data to lenders for loan covenants. 

 Facilities funding support – EdTec can guide and advise Client in providing financial data 
for compliance-related reporting on State facility funding programs such as Prop 1D. 

 Facility acquisition/lease negotiation – On a separate fee basis and subject to staff 
availability, EdTec can assist clients with business, non-legal advice in negotiating purchase 
and/or lease terms.  The school’s attorney should review these. 

4. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Funding compliance – EdTec can guide and advise Client on compliance related to funding 
requirements, such as Federal PCSGP implementation grant funding and other restricted 
funds.  Note that NCLB Funding compliance is especially complex with many school 
obligations. 

 District and State regulation compliance – EdTec can guide and advise Client in 
identifying areas where it may not be in compliance with district or State regulations. 

5. CHARTER DEVELOPMENT and GRANTS ADMINISTRATION 

 Financial reports – EdTec can guide and advise Client on the preparation of customized 
financial reports for grant purposes, within reason. 

 Public Charter School Grant Program (PCSGP) grant reporting – EdTec can guide and 
advise Client in preparing and submitting the PCSGP Quarterly Expenditure Report (QER) to 
the CDE, and on managing the review/finalization process. 

 Consolidated Application (ConApp) – EdTec can guide and advise Client in preparation of 
the Consolidated Application parts 1 and 2 for eligible schools and on filing them in the 
Consolidated Application Reporting System (CARS). 

 State Revolving Loan – EdTec can guide and advise Client on preparing the application for 
this loan program (up to $250,000). 

 After School Education and Safety Program (ASES) – EdTec can guide and advise Client 
on submitting the annual budget and quarterly expenditure reports. 

 School-Based Medi-Cal Administrative Activities (SMAA) – EdTec can guide and advise 
Client on completing quarterly reports. 

 Charter School Facilities Incentive Grant (CSFIG) – EdTec can guide and advise Client on 
completing semi-annual disbursement requests. 

 Charter renewal – On a separate fee basis, EdTec will prepare and advocate a charter 
petition for school renewal. 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #2 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 
Limited Back-Office Services (Pre-Launch) 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec Inc. 
(“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: March 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017. 

Scope of 
Services: 

The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide a fully-outsourced 
solution so your school can focus on its educational mission.  The scope of services 
under this Statement of Work is to provide Client, as you prepare to open your 
school for the 2017/18 fiscal year, with school set-up and limited back-office 
services from the date of this SOW until July 1, 2017, when EdTec’s back-office 
services under Statement of Work #1 would begin. 

This Statement of Work is subject to, and shall have no force or effect in the 
absence of, the prior or contemporaneous execution of Statement of Work #1 
for back-office services to commence on July 1, 2017 by and between Client 
and EdTec. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Budgeting: 
 Annual and multi-year budgets including cash flows – EdTec 

works with the school leader to create a budget for the period prior 
to July 1, 2017, as well as annual and multi-year budgets in time for 
submission to the state by July 1. EdTec strives to ensure that the 
annual budgets are strategic documents that capture the 
operations and direction of the school. 

 Budget revisions (as needed, on demand) – EdTec revises 
budgets as needed to reflect changing circumstances. 

 Updated monthly budget forecasts – EdTec tracks budget to 
actuals and updates the budget forecast on a monthly basis (if 
forecasts move materially off budget, we recommend a budget 
revision). 

Financial Statements: 
 Financial statements – EdTec can prepare budget versus actual 

reports. 
 Customized financial analysis – EdTec performs reasonable 

financial analysis that the staff or board requests, e.g. providing a 
comparative analysis of the school’s budget relative to industry 
norms or fulfilling a request from the authorizing entity. EdTec will 
also provide customized reports (within reason) for grant proposals. 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – 

EdTec sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based 
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Statement of Work #2 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 6, February 15, 2017 

on EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant 
with SACS. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for Capital Outlay Expenses – EdTec records 
capitalized assets as provided by the school.  

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget, expenditures by account; cash 
balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 

Accounts Payable: 
 EdTec processes all invoices and, pending approval from the 

school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and codes them in the 
financial software, typically on a two-week schedule with limited 
rush payments as needed. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bills. 

Purchasing: 
 Vendor selection – EdTec provides recommendations of vendors 

based on its experience with vendors around the state and country. 
 Purchasing assistance on big-ticket items – On an hourly 

consulting basis, EdTec can assist the school leader in its 
purchase or leasing of big ticket items such as portables. 

Government Financial Reporting: 
 Preliminary and final budget reports – EdTec prepares and files 

the preliminary budget report by July 1st based on the board 
adopted budget and a final budget as required. 

2. PAYROLL and HUMAN RESOURCES 

Payroll:
EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks. EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact with 
the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 

 Payroll Processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 
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Statement of Work #2 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 6, February 15, 2017 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized School 
representatives (excluding vacation and/or sick time tracking). 
EdTec generates checks for signature by authorized School 
representatives (or through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct 
Deposit at the School’s request. The fees set forth below include 
up to semi-monthly payroll processing. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec prepares and files all required payroll 
reports for submission to federal and state agencies and submits 
electronic payroll, payroll tax reports and payroll tax deposits to the 
appropriate authorities for a single EDD/tax ID number. For 
multiple reporting numbers, an additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of employee 
payroll information. School maintains employee files (based on 
EdTec-provided template files). 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to 
employees and government provided that this SOW (or a full fiscal 
year back-office services SOW) remains in effect at the end of the 
applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other federal and state reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS 
and/or PERS based on information provided by the school. Note 
that in some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up 
such contributions because of district/county delays. Also, some 
counties charge separately for this mandated service. The school 
is responsible for STRS/PERS account set-up, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties. 

Human Resources and Benefits: 
 Health benefits administration – EdTec advises the school in the 

health benefits procurement process. 

3. INSURANCE 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec assists in the liability insurance 
quote process. 

4. BOARD MEETING SUPPORT 

 Other than preparation of the monthly financial information 
described above, attendance at, or preparation of materials for, 
Board meetings may be provided on an hourly consulting basis 
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Statement of Work #2 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 6, February 15, 2017 

subject to staff availability.  

5. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of 
the school. EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Funding compliance – EdTec makes compliance 
recommendations regarding funding requirements, such as Federal 
PCSGP implementation grant funding and other restricted funds. 
Note that NCLB Funding compliance is especially complex with 
many school obligations. 

 On an hourly consulting basis, EdTec can provide assistance on 
LEA Plans and School Wide Plans. 

6. CHARTER DEVELOPMENT and GRANTS ADMINISTRATION 

 Public Charter School Grant Program (PCSGP) grant reporting 
– EdTec assists the school in preparing and submitting the PCSGP 
grant report to the CDE, and manages the review/finalization 
process. 

7. START-UP/SET-UP 

 Startup Support – EdTec helps new schools get started on the 
right foot by providing forms, instructions, and support needed to 
launch the school (information compiled in EdTec’s Charter 
Operations Book ((“ECO”), including: 

o State and Federal IDs 
o Charter number 
o CDS code 
o Advance Apportionment 
o 501(c) (3) information 
o Payroll information (I-9, STRS, health, Live Scan, etc.) 

Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other Excluded 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and graphic 
arts, grant-writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal requirements (e.g., 
background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, meetings with outside 
parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings required to accomplish 
the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, assessment, compliance 
with NCLB, compliance with government grant requirements, audits, attendance 
accounting, and other outside professional services costs. 

Services: 
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Statement of Work #2 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 6, February 15, 2017 

Compensation:  Limited Back Office Services: Our fee for the back-office services described 
above is $4,000 per month, payable monthly in advance on the first day of each 
month. This fee includes all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through. 

 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope, we 
would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff availability, at the then-
current discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office clients (travel time is 
billed at ½ of the applicable hourly rate). Additional costs would include 
mileage reimbursement for travel, overnight delivery charges, and pre-
approved out-of-pocket expenses. 

 Set-Up Charges: EdTec Inc. will absorb the expenses of setting up clients on 
our systems. However, if reconciliations due to incomplete or unorganized 
records require more than five hours of our staff time, we will charge for the 
additional reconciliation time at our discounted hourly consulting rate. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec on the 
first day of the month for which services are to be provided. EdTec reserves 
the right to suspend the provision of Services in the event a payment is not 
made when due. 

School EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office operations, 
Obligations: but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and operations for 

completeness and compliance. It is Client’s responsibility to adopt and adhere to 
reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the school remains in 
compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and maintains sound fiscal 
operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services described herein, EdTec relies on 
Client to provide timely, accurate and complete information, and to cooperate 
reasonably with EdTec. Furthermore, Client must immediately inform EdTec of any 
material change that could affect EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and 
to assist Client in complying with all applicable laws and regulations. 

Client will comply with the Roles and Responsibilities document provided under 
SOW #1 (Attachment 1). 

Termination: Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying specifically 
the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for breach of a material 
term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party receiving the notice 
cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period. In addition, EdTec may 
terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written notification and without 
liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, violates any of the “School 
Obligations” above, or (b) if EdTec reasonably believes that Client will not open by 
September 30, 2017. This Statement of Work will also terminate automatically 
upon any early termination of SOW #1 by EdTec. Upon any early termination 
under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services rendered by EdTec prior 
to the effective date of termination. In addition, if EdTec terminates this Statement 
of Work under this section, Client shall also pay EdTec for any demobilization or 
other costs resulting from such early termination. 
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Statement of Work #2 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 6, February 15, 2017 

EDTEC INC. ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

By:  ________________________________ Signature: ____________________________ 
Name: Steve Campo Name: ____________________________ 
Title: President & CEO Title: ____________________________ 
Date:  _______________________________ Date: ____________________________ 
1410A 62nd Street Address: ____________________________ Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

Email: ____________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________ 

Fax: ____________________________ 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

AMENDED & RESTATED STATEMENT OF WORK #3 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). This Amended and 
Restated Statement of Work #3 amends, restates and replaces Statement of 
Work #3 in its entirety, effective as of July 1, 2018. 

Term: July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019 (the “Initial Term”).  This Statement of Work 
shall automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless 
either party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one 
hundred twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, 
a “Renewal Term”).  The Initial Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to 
as the Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide outsourced 
solutions so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
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Amended and Restated Statement of Work #3 by and between 
EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 11, May 10, 2018 

balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots vendor 
payment issues with the school. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 
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Amended and Restated Statement of Work #3 by and between 
EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 11, May 10, 2018 

2. PAYROLL and HUMAN RESOURCES 

Payroll: 
EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request.  The fees set forth below include monthly or semi-
monthly payroll processing; for a higher frequency payroll an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number.  For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Human Resources, Benefits and Insurance: 
 Employee file setup – EdTec provides clients with template 

employee files and procedures to help ensure compliance with State 
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Amended and Restated Statement of Work #3 by and between 
EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 11, May 10, 2018 

and Federal requirements regarding Live Scan procedures, TB Test 
information, and/or credential verification information. 

 Contracts and handbook development support – EdTec provides 
schools with non-legal, business advice on employment contracts 
and employee handbooks and their business implications. 

 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 
school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Teacher credentialing – EdTec provides information and 
assistance to school leaders to help them evaluate teacher 
credentials and “highly qualified” requirements. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 

 NCLB compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and provide backup necessary for compliance. On an 
hourly basis, EdTec can provide assistance on LEA Plans and 
School Wide Plans. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports:  
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

4. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 
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 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting.  For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 Start of year setup and support – EdTec will provide start of year 
systems setup and support to the school.  If the school has not 
chosen a Student Information System (“SIS”), EdTec will assist the 
school leader in evaluating the school’s need for an SIS. If the 
school has already sourced an SIS, the school may use the 
designated hours for general SIS support for an EdTec-supported 
SIS or other data service supported by EdTec.  If the school asks 
EdTec to access, use or troubleshoot an SIS not supported by 
EdTec, hourly charges will apply for EdTec to learn and use the SIS. 
(Note: The school is responsible for taking accurate attendance, on 
a system provided by the school, at the school’s expense.) 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with NCLB, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $57,200 for the Initial Term 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2018. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
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 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 

an additional fee of $5,300 per school fiscal year. 
 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope 

nor in Annex A, we would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff 
availability, at the then-current discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office 
clients (travel time is billed at ½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical 
additional services that are not in the above scope are charter petition writing 
and the implementation of computer systems or computerized Student 
Information Systems.  Again, this rate includes normal phone, copying and 
incidental costs.  Additional costs would include mileage reimbursement for 
travel, overnight delivery charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket 
expenses. 

 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Initial Term 
and each Renewal Term.  EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase 
at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Initial Term or then-
current Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec 
within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. EdTec reserves the right to 
suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec.  Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2017, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter.  Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination.  In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 
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EDTEC INC. ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

By: ________________________________ Signature: ____________________________ 

Name:   Steve Campo Name: ____________________________ 

Title:  President & CEO Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street Address:   ____________________________ 
Emeryville, CA 94608 

____________________________ 
Fax: 510.663.3503 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly or semi-monthly basis 
(additional fees apply for higher 
frequency payroll) 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; provision to 
EdTec of view-only access to bank 
account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 
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view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 

Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Start of year setup and support: 
EdTec will provide SIS evaluation, 
initial setup and support (up to 3 hours 
in first year of Initial Term). Support 
beyond the initial 3 hours is available 
on an hourly billable or project billable 
basis. 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Training: Conduct Attendance Primer 
training before the start of the school 
year to educate Client staff on basic 
attendance processes and procedures. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

 Training: Key Client staff to attend 
start of year Attendance Primer 
training; EdTec will not be able to 
complete the Attendance / Data 
deliverables until the training is 
completed 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
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payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested).  An additional payroll cycle 
outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 

Accounts Payable: 

 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Start of year setup and support:  EdTec fees include up to 3 hours in first year of Initial 
Term to assist Client with the evaluation of SIS systems, initial setup, and support. 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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ANNEX A: CALPADS Services The services described below will be provided for the fees set forth in this Statement of Work; provided, however, in the event Client uses a non‐EdTec‐supported SIS, Client shall only be entitled to a 
maximum of 30 hours/school per school fiscal year of such services and hours in excess of this maximum shall be billed at the then‐current discounted data service rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 
A. Fall 1 Submission (October ‐ December) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission ‐Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 
‐Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 
‐Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

‐Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 
‐Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts ‐Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 
‐Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up‐to‐date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission ‐Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October ‐ January) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission ‐Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 
‐Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

‐Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 
‐Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission ‐Update school‐provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

‐Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission ‐Update school‐provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for course‐section records (including HQT) 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

‐Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts ‐Ensure student schedules are up‐to‐date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End‐of‐Year Submission (July ‐ September) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 
‐Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify End‐of‐Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission ‐Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission ‐Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last 
enrollment update 

End‐of‐Year Program Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year program submission (SPRG) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

‐Enter student End‐of‐Year student program records into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Discipline Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

‐Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Course Completion Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) ‐Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7‐12 

End‐of‐Year Waivers Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the Waivers Submission (SWAV) ‐Enter student End‐of‐Year waiver data into School's SIS 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year‐long, as needed) 
Anomaly Resolution Support ‐Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

‐Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 
‐Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

E. Address Verification (Year‐long, as needed) 
Address Verification Support ‐Train school on proper address format for direct certification and foster youth verification 

‐Train school how to generate and interpret direct certification list 
‐Review addresses that were not certified by CALPADS and correct 
‐Submit address corrections, as needed 

*This service does not include data remediation support. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires a significant amount of 
intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #4 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020 (the “Initial Term”).  This Statement of Work 
shall automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless 
either party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one 
hundred twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, 
a “Renewal Term”).  The Initial Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to 
as the Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide a fully-outsourced 
solution so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 11, June 20, 2019 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots vendor 
payment issues with the school. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 

2. PAYROLL and HUMAN RESOURCES 

Payroll: 
EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 11, June 20, 2019 

performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request.  The fees set forth below include monthly or semi-
monthly payroll processing; for a higher frequency payroll an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number.  For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Human Resources, Benefits and Insurance: 
 Employee file setup – EdTec provides clients with template 

employee files and procedures to help ensure compliance with State 
and Federal requirements regarding Live Scan procedures, TB Test 
information, and/or credential verification information. 

 Contracts and handbook development support – EdTec provides 
schools with non-legal, business advice on employment contracts 
and employee handbooks and their business implications. 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 11, June 20, 2019 

 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 
school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Teacher credentialing – EdTec provides information and 
assistance to school leaders to help them evaluate teacher 
credentials and “highly qualified” requirements. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 

 ESSA compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and can help provide related backup necessary for the 
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) compliance. On an hourly 
billable basis, EdTec can provide assistance on Local Control 
Accountability Plan (LCAP) development and related school and 
student performance analysis. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports:  
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

4. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 

 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 11, June 20, 2019 

Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting.  For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 Start of year setup and support – EdTec will provide start of year 
systems setup and support to the school.  If the school has not 
chosen a Student Information System (“SIS”), EdTec will assist the 
school leader in evaluating the school’s need for an SIS. If the 
school has already sourced an SIS, the school may use the 
designated hours for general SIS support for an EdTec-supported 
SIS or other data service supported by EdTec.  If the school asks 
EdTec to access, use or troubleshoot an SIS not supported by 
EdTec, hourly charges will apply for EdTec to learn and use the SIS. 
(Note: The school is responsible for taking accurate attendance, on 
a system provided by the school, at the school’s expense.) 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with ESSA, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $58,925 for the 2019-20 school fiscal year 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2019. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 11, June 20, 2019 

 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 
an additional fee of $5,500 per school fiscal year. 

 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope, 
and for any services provided prior to July 1, 2019 (other than the 
preparation of the budgets for submission to the State by July 1 as described 
above, for which there would be no additional hourly charge), we would be 
pleased to provide these, subject to staff availability, at the then-current 
discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office clients (travel time is billed at 
½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical additional services that are not in 
the above scope are charter petition writing and the implementation of 
computer systems or computerized Student Information Systems.  Again, 
this rate includes normal phone, copying and incidental costs.  Additional 
costs would include mileage reimbursement for travel, overnight delivery 
charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket expenses. 

 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Initial Term 
and each Renewal Term.  EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase 
at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Initial Term or then-
current Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec 
within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. EdTec reserves the right to 
suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec.  Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2019, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter.  Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination.  In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 
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EDTEC INC. ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

By: ________________________________ Signature: ____________________________ 

Name:   Steve Campo Name: ____________________________ 

Title:  President & CEO Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street Address:   ____________________________ 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

____________________________ 
Fax: 510.663.3503 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 8 of 11, June 20, 2019 

ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly/semi-monthly basis (additional 
fees apply for higher frequency payroll) 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; provision to 
EdTec of view-only access to bank 
account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 9 of 11, June 20, 2019 

view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 

Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Start of year setup and support: 
EdTec will provide SIS evaluation, 
initial setup and support (up to 3 hours 
in first year of Initial Term). Support 
beyond the initial 3 hours is available 
on an hourly billable or project billable 
basis. 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Training: Conduct Attendance Primer 
training before the start of the school 
year to educate Client staff on basic 
attendance processes and procedures. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

 Training: Key Client staff to attend 
start of year Attendance Primer 
training; EdTec will not be able to 
complete the Attendance / Data 
deliverables until the training is 
completed 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
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Statement of Work #4 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 10 of 11, June 20, 2019 

payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested).  An additional payroll cycle 
outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 

Accounts Payable: 

 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Start of year setup and support:  EdTec fees include up to 3 hours in first year of Initial 
Term to assist Client with the evaluation of SIS systems, initial setup, and support. 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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ANNEX A: CALPADS Services 
The services described below will be performed for the fixed annual fee set forth in this Statement of Work, provided that Client uses an EdTec‐preferred Student Information System (SIS). In the event that Client uses 
a non‐preferred SIS, EdTec will provide up to 30 hours per school per school fiscal year of the service under the fixed annual fee; additional support hours shall be billed at the then‐current discounted data service 
rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 
A. Fall 1 Submission (October ‐ January) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission ‐Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 
‐Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 
‐Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

‐Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 
‐Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SELA extracts 

‐Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up‐to‐date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission ‐Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

‐Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October ‐ March) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission ‐Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 
‐Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

‐Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 
‐Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission ‐Update school‐provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

‐Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission ‐Update school‐provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

‐Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts ‐Ensure student schedules are up‐to‐date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End‐of‐Year Submission (May ‐ August) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 
‐Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify End‐of‐Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission ‐Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission ‐Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last enrollment 
update 
‐Verify completers and graduates along with all associated data elements 

End‐of‐Year Program Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year program submission (SPRG) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

‐Enter student End‐of‐Year student program records into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Discipline and Attendance Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 
‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Attendance submission (STAS) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

‐Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 
‐Enter all absences for the reporting year into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Course Completion Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) ‐Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7‐12 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year‐long, as needed) 
Anomaly Resolution Support ‐Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

‐Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 
‐Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

*This proposal does not include data remediation services. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires significant intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #5 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec Inc. 
(“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: September 23, 2019 through June 30, 2020. 

Scope of
Services: 

CAASPP Test Analysis: 

The CAASPP Test Analysis is provided by EdTec to Client in a Microsoft Excel 
workbook that includes the following, per chartering agent / charter school: 

▪ Graphs/tables comparing CAASPP scores and Distance from Level 3, 
schoolwide and by cohort, including expanded subgroup filters. 

▪ Growth graphs/tables for students tested in more than one year (applicable only 
for elementary/middle schools). 

▪ Detail graphs/tables for SBAC ELA and for SBAC Math comparing test scores 
by grade level and claim area. All include filters for subgroups. 

▪ EdEquity graphs to easily compare and analyze performance by race/ethnicity, 
EL and economic status 

In order for EdTec to provide this service, Client must provide the following: 

▪ Client’s CAASPP Student Results Report - Student Score Data Extract in 
electronic format (.zip file with .dat and .csv files) for the 2016-17, 2017-18, and 
2018-19 school years (if all three years are available). 

o The required CAASPP data can be downloaded from the Test 
Operations Management System (TOMS) by Client and sent 
electronically to EdTec or can be downloaded by EdTec. 

o If Client would like EdTec to download the required data, Client to 
provide EdTec with its TOMS LEA testing coordinator login information. 

Note:  The longitudinal analyses to be provided under this service are based on 
Client’s students that have complete data for the 2016-17, 2017-18, and 2018-19 
school years and that were tested at Client’s school in at least two consecutive 
years. Students who were not enrolled at Client’s school at the time of testing are 
excluded from the analyses. 

Excluded 
Services: 

Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. 

Compensation: ▪ CAASPP Test Analysis: 
o $950 flat fee per chartering agent / charter school.  
o Flat fee is subject to Client’s compliance with the School Obligations set 

forth below. 
o The estimated delivery timeline for this service is within two weeks of 

EdTec’s receipt of all required Client data. 

▪ Consulting: 
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9/26/2019
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Fairfax, CA 94930

Luke Duchene

415-534-6970

102 Marinda Dr.

9/26/2019

Statement of Work #5 by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 2, September 23, 2019 

o Should Client desire additional services not in the above Scope of 
Services, EdTec would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff 
availability, on a time and materials basis at the hourly rate of $150. 

o Upon discussing Client’s requirements for additional consulting or 
analyses, EdTec may provide a time and cost estimate for Client 
approval, in advance of performing any additional consulting work. 

▪ Travel: If travel by EdTec staff is required in the provision of services, actual 
travel costs and out of pocket expenses will be billed to Client and travel time will 
be billed to Client at $75/hour (half the hourly fee). 

▪ Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec within 
thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. 

School 
Obligations 

In order to fulfill the scope of services described herein, EdTec relies on Client to 
provide timely, accurate and complete information, to cooperate reasonably with 
EdTec, and to timely complete all tasks assigned to Client. 

Termination This Statement of Work may only be terminated for material breach, with cause, 
after written notice, with full payment of work completed and a 30 day opportunity to 
cure.  EdTec may also terminate this Statement of Work at any time without liability 
in the event Client violates any of the School Obligations above. 

EDTEC INC. 

By:     _____________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title:    President & CEO 

Date: _____________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature:   ____________________________ 

Name: ____________________________ 

Title:     ____________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

Address:   ____________________________ 

____________________________ 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:   ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #6 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021 (the “Term”).  This Statement of Work shall 
automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless either 
party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one hundred 
twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, a 
“Renewal Term”).  The Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to as the 
Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide outsourced 
solutions so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots vendor 
payment issues with the school. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 

2. PAYROLL and HUMAN RESOURCES 

Payroll: 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request.  The fees set forth below include monthly or semi-
monthly payroll processing; for a higher frequency payroll an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number.  For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Human Resources, Benefits and Insurance: 
 Employee file setup – EdTec provides clients with template 

employee files and procedures to help ensure compliance with State 
and Federal requirements regarding Live Scan procedures, TB Test 
information, and/or credential verification information. 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

 Contracts and handbook development support – EdTec provides 
schools with non-legal, business advice on employment contracts 
and employee handbooks and their business implications. 

 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 
school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Teacher credentialing – EdTec provides information and 
assistance to school leaders to help them evaluate teacher 
credentials and “highly qualified” requirements. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 

 ESSA compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and can help provide related backup necessary for the 
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) compliance. On an hourly 
billable basis, EdTec can provide assistance on Local Control 
Accountability Plan (LCAP) development and related school and 
student performance analysis. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports:  
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

4. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
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 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting.  For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with ESSA, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $58,925 for the 2020-21 school fiscal year 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2020. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 

an additional fee of $7,500 per school fiscal year. 
 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope, 

we would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff availability, at the 
then-current discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office clients (travel 
time is billed at ½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical additional services 
that are not in the above scope are charter petition writing and the 
implementation of computer systems or computerized Student Information 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

Systems.  Again, this rate includes normal phone, copying and incidental 
costs.  Additional costs would include mileage reimbursement for travel, 
overnight delivery charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket expenses. 

 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Term and 
each Renewal Term.  EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase at 
least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Term or then-current 
Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec 
within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. EdTec reserves the right to 
suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec.  Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2020, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter.  Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination.  In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 
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EDTEC INC. 

By: ________________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title:  President & CEO 

Date: ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature: ____________________________ 

Name: ____________________________ 

Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

Address:   ____________________________ 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 

The undersigned officer of Ross Valley Charter 
School, a California public charter school (the 
“School”), hereby certifies that this Agreement 
has been duly approved by the governing body of 
the School, at a publicly noticed meeting held on 
July 13, 2020. 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature:  ______________________________ 

Name:    ______________________________ 

Title: ______________________________ 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 8 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly/semi-monthly basis (additional 
fees apply for higher frequency payroll) 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; provision to 
EdTec of view-only access to bank 
account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 9 of 11, effective as of July 1, 2020 

view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 

Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested).  An additional payroll cycle 
outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 

Accounts Payable: 
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Statement of Work #6 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
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 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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ANNEX A: CALPADS Services 
The services described below will be performed for the fixed annual fee set forth in this Statement of Work, provided that Client uses an EdTec‐preferred Student Information System (SIS). In the event that Client uses 
a non‐preferred SIS, EdTec will provide up to 30 hours per school per school fiscal year of the service under the fixed annual fee; additional support hours shall be billed at the then‐current discounted data service 
rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 
A. Fall 1 Submission (October ‐ January) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission ‐Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 
‐Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 
‐Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

‐Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 
‐Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SELA extracts 

‐Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up‐to‐date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission ‐Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

‐Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October ‐ March) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission ‐Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 
‐Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

‐Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 
‐Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission ‐Update school‐provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

‐Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission ‐Update school‐provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

‐Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts ‐Ensure student schedules are up‐to‐date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End‐of‐Year Submission (May ‐ August) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 
‐Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify End‐of‐Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission ‐Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission ‐Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last enrollment 
update 
‐Verify completers and graduates along with all associated data elements 

End‐of‐Year Program Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year program submission (SPRG) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

‐Enter student End‐of‐Year student program records into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Discipline and Attendance Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 
‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Attendance submission (STAS) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

‐Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 
‐Enter all absences for the reporting year into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Course Completion Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) ‐Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7‐12 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year‐long, as needed) 
Anomaly Resolution Support ‐Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

‐Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 
‐Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

*This proposal does not include data remediation services. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires significant intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #7 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2007, by and between EdTec 
Inc. (“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2023 (the “Term”).  This Statement of Work shall 
automatically renew for consecutive additional one (1) year terms unless either 
party provides written notice of non-renewal to the other at least one hundred 
twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term (each, a 
“Renewal Term”).  The Term and any Renewal Term(s) are referred to as the 
Term. 

Scope of Services: The philosophy of our Back-Office Services is that we provide outsourced 
solutions so your school can focus on its educational mission.  Moreover, you 
receive the benefit of our extensive experience with California Charter Schools. 

1. FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 

Budgeting: 
 Annual and multi-year budgets including cash flows – For 

existing clients, EdTec works with the school leader to create annual 
and multi-year budgets in time for submission to the State by July 1, 
and for new clients entering their first year of operations, in the 
spring or when services begin, EdTec will review the school’s 
budget in time for submission to the State by July 1. EdTec strives 
to ensure that the annual budgets are strategic documents that 
capture the operations and direction of the school. 

 Budget revisions (as needed, on demand) – EdTec revises 
budgets as needed to reflect changing circumstances at the school 
or in State funding. 

 Updated monthly budget forecasts – EdTec tracks budget to 
actuals and updates the budget forecast on a monthly basis (if 
forecasts move materially off budget, we recommend a budget 
revision). 

Financial Statements: 
 Monthly year-to-date financial statements – EdTec prepares YTD 

financials compared to budget in time for the regularly scheduled 
board or committee meeting. EdTec makes the financials and 
presentation electronically available as part of the board package 
ahead of the meeting.  For schools with board or committee 
meetings on or before the 15th of the month, EdTec will furnish the 
financials and presentation in time for (but not in advance of) the 
meeting.  For schools with board or committee meetings on or 
before the 10th of the month, EdTec will furnish the financials and 
presentation (for the month prior to the previous month) ahead of 
the meeting. 

 Monthly cash flow projections – EdTec monitors the school’s 
cash position and tries to anticipate any cash shortfalls in future 
months so the school can adjust spending accordingly or attempt to 
secure cash flow loans. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 Financial statement analysis (monthly) – In addition to financial 
statements, EdTec provides a succinct PowerPoint summary and 
analysis of the financial statements so Board and staff can quickly 
focus on the salient financial issues facing the school. 

 Customized financial analysis – EdTec performs reasonable 
financial analysis that the staff or board requests, e.g. providing a 
comparative analysis of the school’s budget relative to industry 
norms, scenario modeling (within reason), or fulfilling a request from 
the authorizing entity. EdTec will also provide customized reports 
(within reason) for grant proposals. 

 Support in resolving financial issues – EdTec helps the school 
leader find solutions to financial issues by recommending budget 
changes and/or identifying sources of potential funding. 

Accounting: 
 Setup of school’s chart of accounts and general ledger – EdTec 

sets up and maintains the school’s chart of accounts, based on 
EdTec’s standard structure which is designed to be compliant with 
SACS. 

 Customized account codes – EdTec maintains limited customized 
account codes for unique features of the school program.  These 
must be established at the beginning of the fiscal year to avoid re-
coding of historic transactions. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec can track revenue and expenditures by 
fund, e.g. implementation grant funds and expenses or Title I 
expenditures. 

 Training – EdTec trains appropriate personnel on accounting 
procedures and practices designed to ensure accurate record 
keeping. 

 Transaction recording – EdTec records in detail all transactions in 
a computerized accounting system. 

 Journal entries and account maintenance – EdTec prepares and 
records journal entries and maintains the general ledger according 
to accepted accounting standards. 

 Bank reconciliation – EdTec reconciles primary bank and 
investment accounts to general ledger monthly or upon receipt of 
statements. Revolving and petty cash accounts are reconciled 
quarterly or as required. 

 Account for capital outlay expenses – EdTec records capitalized 
assets as provided by the school.  On an annual basis, EdTec 
records related depreciation and amortization in the general ledger 
and reconciles expenditures to fixed asset listing. 

 Generate financial reports as requested – EdTec can generate 
the following reports upon request: detailed account activity; bank 
register activity; summary of budget; expenditures by account; cash 
balances; payroll register (for periods when payroll is processed by 
EdTec); revenues; general ledger account balances. 

Accounts Payable & Receivable: 
 Revenue verification – EdTec verifies that the school is receiving 

the correct amount of funds from State and Federal sources. 
 Revenue collection – If the funds from the State or the 

county/district are not correct, EdTec tracks down the appropriate 
officials and alerts them of the problem.  EdTec will use reasonable 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 3 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

efforts to negotiate on behalf of the school in disputes with funding 
agencies over improperly calculated payments. 

 Accounts payable – EdTec processes all invoices and, pending 
approval from the school leader or surrogate, pays the bills and 
codes them, based on school input, in the financial software, 
typically on a two-week schedule with limited rush payments as 
needed. EdTec checks to make sure there are no double payments 
or double billings on multiple invoices. EdTec troubleshoots vendor 
payment issues with the school. EdTec also verifies that funds are 
available to pay the bill. 

 Form 1099 processing – EdTec prepares and sends 1099 Forms 
to vendors and government, provided that this SOW remains in 
effect at the end of the applicable calendar year and subject to the 
timely receipt of accurate and complete information and data from 
Client, in accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and 
including for any portion of the applicable calendar year that 
preceded the provision of services under this SOW. 

Purchasing: 
 Vendor selection – EdTec provides guidance on vendors based on 

its experience with vendors around the State and country. 
 Purchasing assistance on big-ticket items – EdTec can assist 

the school in its purchase or leasing of big ticket items such as 
portables. 

Government Financial Reporting: 
Subject to timely receipt of information and/or materials from Client, 
EdTec provides the following: 
 Preliminary and final budget reports – EdTec prepares and files 

the preliminary budget report by July 1st based on the board 
adopted budget and a final budget as required. 

 Interim financial reports – EdTec prepares and files the two 
interim financial reports to the district or county by the December 15 
and March 15 deadlines. 

 Audited financial reports – Subject to timely receipt of information 
and/or materials from the auditor, EdTec prepares and files the 
unaudited financial report by September 15.  EdTec supports the 
Client and the auditor in the preparation (by the auditor) of the final 
audited report by December 15. 

Audit: 
 Audit support – EdTec prepares financial documents for the 

auditors and works side-by-side with the auditors to help ensure a 
smooth and timely audit process.  For clarification, the school is 
responsible to pay auditor fees.  The school shall also provide all 
non-financial records required by the audit – e.g. attendance 
records, employee records, teacher certifications. 

 Audit compliance training – EdTec helps the school leader and 
audit staff develop financial policies designed to meet requirements 
and help protect the school from financial mismanagement. 

 Single Audit Act of 1984 – EdTec provides support in school 
compliance with accounting related audit requirements, including 
the Single Audit Act of 1984. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 4 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 IRS Form 990 support (and the corresponding State form, if 
applicable) – EdTec supports the school and auditor in preparing 
Form 990 tax-exempt organization annual filing.  (For clarification, 
fees for audit and 990 are paid by school and it is the school’s and 
auditor’s sole responsibility to ensure these forms are filed). 

 Annual auditor selection form – EdTec sends auditor information 
to the county in the spring. 

 The school is responsible for attendance and audit of employee 
work. 

2. PAYROLL, BENEFITS and INSURANCE 

Payroll: 
EdTec uses an external payroll processor to accomplish the following 
tasks.  EdTec interfaces between the school and payroll processor, and 
performs quality checking so that the school does not need to interact 
with the payroll processor.  The school pays payroll processing fees. 
 Payroll processing – EdTec calculates and processes payroll and 

payroll-related payments/deductions for salaried and hourly 
employees based on information submitted by authorized Client 
representatives (excluding benefit accrual tracking such as vacation 
and sick time). EdTec works with the payroll processor to generate 
checks for signature by authorized Client representatives (or 
through electronic signature) or facilitates Direct Deposit at the 
Client’s request.  The fees set forth below include monthly or semi-
monthly payroll processing; for a higher frequency payroll an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll reporting – EdTec works with the payroll processor to 
prepare and file all required payroll reports for submission to Federal 
and State agencies and submits electronic payroll, payroll tax 
reports and payroll tax deposits to the appropriate authorities for a 
single EDD/tax ID number.  For multiple reporting numbers, an 
additional fee will apply. 

 Payroll record maintenance – EdTec keeps track of payroll 
information. Client is responsible for maintaining all employee files, 
including forms based on EdTec-provided template files. 

 W-2 processing – EdTec prepares and sends Form W-2 to the 
school and files Forms W-2 and W-3 with the Social Security 
Administration, provided that this SOW remains in effect at the end 
of the applicable calendar year, and subject to the timely receipt of 
accurate and complete information and data from Client, in 
accordance with EdTec policies, throughout the Term and including 
for any portion of the applicable calendar year that preceded the 
provision of Services under this SOW. 

 IRS, SDI, WC support – EdTec assists in resolving payroll tax 
issues before the IRS and other Federal and State reporting 
agencies. EdTec also assists school with any State Disability, 
Workers Comp, or Unemployment Insurance claims by providing 
supporting payroll reports. 

 STRS/PERS and other retirement plan administration – EdTec 
will help the school set up STRS/PERS accounts, and makes 
appropriate deductions and payments to the county for STRS and/or 
PERS based on information provided by the school. Note that in 
some cases it can take approximately 12 months to set up such 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 5 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

contributions because of district/county delays.  Also, some counties 
charge separately for this mandated service.  The school is 
responsible for STRS/PERS account setup, administration and 
enrollments and any fees from outside parties including late fees 
and interest levied by STRS/PERS. 

Benefits and Insurance: 
 Health benefits administration – EdTec assists in guiding the 

school in the health benefits procurement process, and assists with 
re-quotes of insurance on an annual basis.  Client is responsible for 
all benefit reporting under the Affordable Care Act, including without 
limitation the Forms 1094-C and 1095-C. 

 Insurance procurement – EdTec provides financial information 
necessary for the liability insurance quote process. 

3. BUSINESS CONSULTING 

EdTec is a strategic thought partner to its Clients and provides high-
value support and guidance in the following areas: 
 Negotiations – EdTec supports the school director and board with 

non-legal, business advice in negotiations related to issues such as 
MOUs, facilities, and SPED with districts, landlords, vendors, and 
others, including developing presentations and analyses to buttress 
the school’s position. 

 Strategic budget development – EdTec can assist the school 
director and board with strategic financial planning and budget 
scenario development. 

 Financing support – EdTec assists clients in preparing loan 
packages and connecting the school with non-traditional/specialized 
funding sources such as bonds, New Market Tax Credits, 
Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) resources, and 
philanthropic funds. 

 Legal services optimization – EdTec can help clients think through 
and frame issues in preparation for engaging legal counsel, thereby 
assisting in a more efficient use of legal services costs. 

 Special projects – EdTec performs business-related special 
projects within reason, such as modeling growth, compensation and 
facilities scenarios, and providing an understanding of and analyzing 
food service and transportation options.  (Note: due to State 
regulations, EdTec cannot complete the School Food Authority 
(SFA) application.  However, EdTec provides assistance in 
understanding the process.)   EdTec can also assist the school 
leader, within reason, in the analysis and understanding of best 
practices regarding a structurally sound pay scale. 

4. BOARD MEETING SUPPORT 

 Board materials (electronic) – EdTec collects, organizes, and 
collates materials for each meeting (up to two board meetings per 
month) and makes the materials electronically available to Client in 
advance of the meeting.  Client prints board meeting materials to 
have on hand for attendees. 

 Board meeting attendance – EdTec attends regularly scheduled 
board and finance committee meetings in person or by 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 6 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

teleconference (at most a total of one meeting per month and at 
least two meetings per three months), and presents its financial 
analysis presentation.  EdTec can assist the board in staying in 
compliance with the Brown Act. 

 Board meeting minutes - Client takes board meeting minutes and 
provides to EdTec for incorporation into board meeting materials.  
EdTec reviews and edits minutes, incorporating Client feedback, as 
needed. 

5. FACILITIES 

 Facility needs assessment and planning – EdTec works with 
clients to help them refine their thinking about key facilities-related 
considerations and identify important facility requirements based on 
the school program and industry standards. EdTec helps clients 
think creatively about their facility needs and come up with workable 
solutions. 

 Prop 39 – EdTec helps the school prepare Prop 39 requests, 
including analyzing student data, and helps to manage timelines 
related to the Prop 39 process. 

 District negotiations – EdTec will help the school negotiate deals 
with the district regarding facilities. 

 SB 740 – As State funding is available, EdTec prepares and 
submits SB 740 facilities reimbursements on the school’s behalf. 

 Financial reporting to lender - EdTec provides financial data to 
lenders for loan covenants. 

 Facilities funding support – EdTec provides financial data for 
compliance-related reporting on State facility funding programs such 
as Prop 1D. 

 Facility acquisition/lease negotiation – On a separate fee basis 
and subject to staff availability, EdTec can assist clients with 
business, non-legal advice in negotiating purchase and/or lease 
terms.  The school’s attorney should review these. 

6. COMPLIANCE and ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Note that compliance and accountability are the responsibility of the 
school.  EdTec will provide advice on some matters, but this 
information is not comprehensive. In addition, since rules, 
regulations and interpretations regularly change, schools should 
seek independent verification from their attorneys or other sources. 

 Mid-year internal review – From time to time, EdTec may perform 
an internal review with client designed to help the school comply 
with many school regulations, or in preparation for a potential 
authorizer site visit.  Using an EdTec-developed checklist, we assist 
the school staff in testing compliance in key areas, such as: Board 
resolutions and policies; risk management; food service; restricted 
funding; student and personnel files; and attendance reporting and 
student data. 

 Employee files – As noted above, EdTec provides schools with 
templates for employee files, forms, and procedures to help ensure 
compliance with employment laws. (Note: the school should have an 
attorney review all legal issues.) 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 7 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 ESSA compliance support – EdTec will track the financial 
reporting and can help provide related backup necessary for the 
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) compliance. On an hourly 
billable basis, EdTec can provide assistance on Local Control 
Accountability Plan (LCAP) development and related school and 
student performance analysis. 

 SPED compliance – EdTec provides partial checklists and general 
information to help schools understand their responsibilities related 
to Special Education. EdTec assistance does not include 
educational program compliance and we recommend getting 
specialized assistance in this area to ensure complete compliance. 
EdTec assists the school in completing the following reports:  
Maintenance of Effort (MOE), Mental Health expenditure reporting, 
Excess Cost Report, and year-end reporting. 

 Funding compliance – EdTec makes compliance 
recommendations regarding funding requirements, such as Federal 
PCSGP implementation grant funding and other restricted funds.  
Note that, as more information becomes available, ESSA 
compliance may be especially complex with many school 
obligations. 

 District and State regulation compliance – EdTec can help the 
school identify areas where it may not be in compliance with district 
or State regulations. 

7. ATTENDANCE and DATA REPORTING 

 Local attendance reporting – EdTec will provide support with 
monthly attendance reports based on school-provided data as 
outlined in the addendum to this Statement of Work. 

 State attendance reporting – Using school-provided data, and at 
the school’s request, EdTec will provide support on government 
attendance reports, including the 20-day report, P-1, P-2, and 
Annual Attendance Report.  For specific support level, please refer 
to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Non-attendance reporting – EdTec will support school on 
CALPADS and CBEDS reporting.  For specific support level, please 
refer to the Roles and Responsibilities in Attachment 1. 

 Attendance procedures assistance – EdTec will provide 
assistance reviewing schools’ attendance accounting procedures 
and advising on areas for improvement, although the school is 
ultimately responsible for keeping accurate attendance and ADA 
compliance. 

 Quarterly ADA analysis – EdTec reviews ADA data to ensure the 
school is on track with projections, if EdTec is provided access by 
the school to their Student Information System. 

 School requests for EdTec assistance on items not listed in this 
section shall be billed hourly. 

8. CHARTER DEVELOPMENT and GRANTS ADMINISTRATION 

 Financial reports – EdTec prepares customized financial reports 
for grant purposes, within reason. 

 Fund accounting – EdTec sets up fund accounting to track direct 
and allocated costs to grants. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 8 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 Consolidated Application (ConApp) – EdTec prepares the 
Consolidated Application parts 1 and 2 for eligible schools and files 
in the Consolidated Application Reporting System (CARS). 

 After School Education and Safety Program (ASES) – EdTec 
submits annual budget and quarterly expenditure reports. 

 School-Based Medi-Cal Administrative Activities (SMAA) – 
EdTec completes quarterly reports. 

 Charter School Facilities Incentive Grant (CSFIG) – EdTec 
completes semi-annual disbursement requests. 

 Deferral Exemption Application – EdTec completes the 
application for the school. 

 Charter renewal – On a separate fee basis, EdTec can assist in 
preparing and advocating a charter petition for school renewal. 

Excluded Services: Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. Examples of Excluded Services 
include, but are not limited to, outside legal costs, computer installation and 
support, purchasing of small items or of curriculum materials, printing and 
graphic arts, grant writing or fundraising, hiring and associated legal 
requirements (e.g., background checks, credential reviews) and recordkeeping, 
meetings with outside parties (e.g., the Board or District) beyond those meetings 
required to accomplish the included services, Special Ed administration, testing, 
assessment, compliance with ESSA, compliance with government grant 
requirements, audits, attendance accounting, and other outside professional 
services costs. 

Compensation:  Back Office Services: EdTec will provide these services at a fixed fee per 
school fiscal year as follows: 

o $90,000 for the 2021-22 school fiscal year 
o $92,250 for the 2022-23 school fiscal year 

These fixed fees include all normal postage, telephone, copying, faxing, etc., 
except for bank and payroll fees that will be passed through.  The annual 
fees are payable monthly commencing on July 1, 2021. 

o The fees above are for the scope of services contained herein solely 
for those school(s) for which Client holds a granted charter or that 
have been in operation prior to the date of this SOW. 

o In addition to the fees calculated as provided above, there will be an 
incremental fee for the following, if applicable: 
 Benefit accrual tracking such as vacation and sick time. 
 Use by school personnel of debit cards. 
 For the CALPADS services described in Annex A, there will be 

an additional fee of $7,775 for the 2021-22 school fiscal year 
and $8,000 for the 2022-23 school fiscal year. 

 Consulting: Should you desire additional services not in the above scope, 
we would be pleased to provide these, subject to staff availability, at the 
then-current discounted hourly fee schedule for back-office clients (travel 
time is billed at ½ of the applicable hourly rate).  Typical additional services 
that are not in the above scope are charter petition writing and the 
implementation of computer systems or computerized Student Information 
Systems.  Again, this rate includes normal phone, copying and incidental 
costs.  Additional costs would include mileage reimbursement for travel, 
overnight delivery charges, and pre-approved out-of-pocket expenses. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 9 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

 Fee Increases: EdTec reserves the right to increase the fees payable under 
this Statement of Work by up to 5% upon the conclusion of the Term and 
each Renewal Term.  EdTec will provide written notice of a fee increase at 
least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the Term or then-current 
Renewal Term, as applicable. 

 Payment Terms: All fees payable to EdTec must be received by EdTec 
within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice. EdTec reserves the right to 
suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due. 

School Obligations EdTec’s services will assist with the operations of Client’s back-office 
operations, but do not include auditing Client’s provided information and 
operations for completeness and compliance.  It is Client’s responsibility to 
adopt and adhere to reasonable policies and procedures, and to ensure the 
school remains in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations and 
maintains sound fiscal operations. In order to fulfill the scope of services 
described herein, EdTec relies on Client to provide timely, accurate and 
complete information, and to cooperate reasonably with EdTec.  Furthermore, 
Client must immediately inform EdTec of any material change that could affect 
EdTec’s ability to complete its responsibilities and to assist Client in complying 
with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Client will comply with the attached Roles and Responsibilities document 
(Attachment 1). 

Termination Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying 
specifically the basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for 
breach of a material term or condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party 
receiving the notice cures such breach within the thirty (30) day period.  In 
addition, EdTec may terminate this Statement of Work immediately upon written 
notification and without liability, (a) if Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, 
violates any of the “School Obligations” above, (b) if Client does not open by 
September 30, 2021, or (c) upon any revocation of Client’s charter.  Upon any 
early termination under this section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services 
rendered by EdTec prior to the effective date of termination.  In addition, if 
EdTec terminates this Statement of Work under this section, Client shall also 
pay EdTec for any demobilization or other costs resulting from such early 
termination. 
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415-534-6970

Luke Duchene

luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org

Director

102 Marinda Dr.

8/18/2020

Fairfax, CA 94930

Board Chair

Sharon Sagar

8/20/2020
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EDTEC INC. 

By: ________________________________ 

Name:   Steve Campo 

Title:  President & CEO 

Date: ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature: ____________________________ 

Name: ____________________________ 

Title: ____________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

Address:   ____________________________ 

Email:   ____________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________ 

Fax:   ____________________________ 

The undersigned officer of Ross Valley Charter 
School, a California public charter school (the 
“School”), hereby certifies that this Agreement 
has been duly approved by the governing body of 
the School, at a publicly noticed meeting held on 
July 13, 2020. 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature:  ______________________________ 

Name:    ______________________________ 

Title: ______________________________ 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 11 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

ATTACHMENT 1 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities between EdTec and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”) will help 
ensure high quality, timely business services. Table 1 below outlines the roles and responsibilities of both 
parties: 

Table 1: Roles & Responsibilities 

EdTec Client 

Payroll  Accurate, complete payroll on a 
monthly/semi-monthly basis (additional 
fees apply for higher frequency payroll) 

 Published calendar of payroll deadlines 
 Reminders for payroll deadlines 
 Final payroll information sent to client 

for approval prior to client’s payroll 
approval deadline 

 Advice on setting up STRS/PERS 
 Primer on health insurance 

terminations, COBRA, and employee 
vs. contractor classifications 

 Timecards and changes: 
Submission to EdTec of the 
timesheet summary, payroll client 
change summary, and other payroll 
changes and backup forms by the 
payroll calendar deadlines and using 
EdTec forms/processes 

 Payroll approval: Approval (email or 
fax) to EdTec by payroll calendar 
deadlines 

 New hires: Timely submission to 
EdTec of new hire paperwork on 
EdTec new hire forms by payroll 
calendar deadline 

 Enrolling (or working with a broker to 
enroll) staff in any STRS, PERS, 
403b, health plans, and other 
insurance/retirement/contribution/ 
deduction programs 

 Terminating staff from health plans, 
other insurance, and other applicable 
contribution/deduction programs. 

Accounts 
Payable 

 Timely and accurate check payments 
 Payment of invoices according to 

client’s approval policies 
 Recordkeeping/processes adhering to 

generally accepted accounting 
standards for accuracy and security 
and approved by independent auditors 

 Payment systems linked to financial 
statements and analyses for informed 
managerial  decision-making 

 Bank account reconciliations 
 Invoice/payment research 
 Advising clients on outstanding checks 

to ensure adequate cash availability 

 Submission of payment and 
deposit information; provision to 
EdTec of view-only access to bank 
account 
o Weekly submission to EdTec of 

invoices, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and other 
expenditures using EdTec forms 
and processes 

o Coding all expenses and non-
State funding deposits using 
EdTec forms and processes and 
codes from the most recent 
budget. 

 Banking: Monitoring and maintaining 
adequate bank account balances to 
meet expense obligations; securing 

EdTec Inc.  1410A 62nd Street, Emeryville, CA  94608  Phone: 510.663.3500  Fax: 510.663.3503 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 12 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

view-only access to school bank 
account(s) for use by EdTec. 

Attendance 
and Data 
Reporting 

 Monthly attendance reports: 
Generation of complete, accurate 
attendance reports (based on school 
provided data) by the deadline (up to 
1.5 hours per report). Resolution of 
data discrepancies and attendance 
revisions will be charged at the hourly 
rate. 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Generation of 
complete, accurate attendance reports 
(based on school provided data) by the 
deadline (up to 1.5 hours per report). 
Resolution of data discrepancies and 
attendance revisions will be charged at 
the hourly rate. 

 CALPADS: See Annex A. 
 CBEDS: EdTec will provide up to 2 

hours to train Client on CBEDS 
procedures and report generation. 
CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 
hours is available on an hourly billable 
or project billable basis. 

 Accurate and complete collection of 
attendance data in compliance with 
State rules. 

 Monthly reports: Preparation and 
submission of data to EdTec at least 
3 business days before the deadline 

 20-Day and P-Reports: Submission 
of data to EdTec at least 5 business 
days before the deadline 

 Clients without student information 
system software will submit student 
and attendance data to EdTec using 
EdTec forms 

 Clients using a non-EdTec-supported 
SIS will provide student and 
attendance data to EdTec in an 
EdTec-approved format 

The payroll, accounts payable, and attendance deadlines / calendars referenced above shall be provided 
separately. 

1. LATE FEES and PROCESSING CHARGES 

Payroll: 

 Timecards and payroll changes: A late fee of $100 will be imposed for each business 
day timecards for hourly staff and payroll changes are submitted late to EdTec based on 
the published Payroll Calendar. The latest Timecards and Changes can be accepted is 
one business day prior to Payroll Approval deadlines. 

 Manual checks: EdTec will generate and distribute manual checks, as needed and 
without charge, for employee terminations and payroll corrections due to EdTec error. For 
manual checks for employee terminations, EdTec will bill the overnight delivery charges 
to the school if overnight delivery is requested.  For all other manual check requests 
processed by EdTec, EdTec will charge a fee of $35 plus overnight delivery charges (if 
overnight delivery is requested), and for all manual check requests processed by the 
payroll processor, school will pay the additional fee charged by the payroll processor plus 
overnight delivery charges (if overnight delivery is requested).  An additional payroll cycle 
outside of the normal payroll processing schedule is possible with adequate advance 
notice and subject to EdTec staff availability at the time the request is made; an 
additional payroll cycle will incur an added EdTec processing fee that will be quoted at 
that time for Client pre-approval. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. 
and Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 13 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

Accounts Payable: 

 Weekly submittal: Client must submit a weekly package conforming to EdTec forms and 
processes. The submittal shall contain invoices with appropriate coding, reimbursement 
requests, deposits, and/or other payment documents to EdTec using EdTec forms. If 
Client fails to submit this weekly package or fails to submit all necessary invoices and 
receipts to process payment, Client will be charged an additional processing fee of $35. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first two occurrences (i.e. up to $70) of the Weekly 
Submittal processing fee. 

Attendance and Data Reporting: 

 Monthly, 20-Day and P-Reports: EdTec fees include 1.5 hours of quality assurance and 
troubleshooting when processing and generating each report. Any EdTec work beyond 
this hour (including data correction and reconciliation with other periods) will be charged 
at the then-current discounted data service rate. 

 Expedite fee:  If Client misses an EdTec deadline for providing data and subsequently 
requests assistance in generating reports on an expedited basis, a $100 expedite fee per 
occurrence may apply. 

 CBEDS reports: EdTec fees include up to two hours for training and guidance on report 
generation.  CBEDS support beyond the initial 2 hours is available on an hourly billable or 
project billable basis. 

 EdTec can provide additional assistance for reports at the then-current discounted data 
service rate. 

 If Client requires EdTec assistance for work with external deadlines (e.g. P-Reports), 
EdTec may set a deadline for receiving the request, data, and/or other materials from the 
Client to ensure timely and accurate processing. EdTec may charge an expedite fee for 
requests, data, and/or other materials not received from the client by the EdTec deadline. 

 If Client does not have a student information software system, Client will use EdTec 
forms when submitting information to EdTec. Failure to use EdTec forms will result in a 
processing fee of $100. 

 As a courtesy, EdTec may waive the first occurrence of the forms processing fee. 
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Statement of Work #7 by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 14 of 14, effective as of July 1, 2021 

ANNEX A: CALPADS Services 
The services described below will be performed for the fixed annual fee set forth in this Statement of Work, provided that Client uses an EdTec‐preferred Student Information System (SIS). In the event that Client uses 
a non‐preferred SIS, EdTec will provide up to 30 hours per school per school fiscal year of the service under the fixed annual fee; additional support hours shall be billed at the then‐current discounted data service 
rate. 

Task Description EdTec Responsibilities School Responsibilities 
A. Fall 1 Submission (October ‐ January) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review Fall 1 required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 1 setup in School's SIS (race/ethnicity, exit code mappings) 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 1 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 1 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 1 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Submission ‐Mass request SSIDs and update student enrollments through an SENR submission 
‐Generate and troubleshoot SENR extracts 
‐Train school how to manually generate single SSIDs in CALPADS for new students enrolling throughout the school year 

‐Enter required student demographic information into School's SIS 
‐Follow up with other districts/schools to resolve CCE and MID anomalies 

Student Information Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SINF extracts 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SELA extracts 

‐Ensure English Language Learner Information in School's SIS is up‐to‐date and accurate 

Student Programs Submission ‐Review student program records in School's SIS for completeness. Add student program records, if necessary 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SPRG extracts 

‐Enter lunch eligible (free and reduced), foster youth and special education records into School's SIS 

B. Fall 2 Submission (October ‐ March) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS Fall 2 setup in School's SIS 
‐Train staff how to review Fall 2 certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all Fall 2 required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify Fall 2 snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Staff Demographics Submission ‐Generate reports that identify missing or inaccurate staff demographic data 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff demographic records 
‐Provide guidance on obtaining SEID numbers for credentialed staff 

‐Request Statewide Educator ID (SEID) numbers for certificated staff 
‐Enter staff demographic data and fix any error identified by EdTec 

Staff Assignments Submission ‐Update school‐provided Staff Assignment data into School's SIS, as needed 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for staff assignment records 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SASS extract(s) 

‐Enter staff assignments records in the staff assignments into School's SIS 

Course Sections Submission ‐Update school‐provided Course/Section data into School's SIS 
‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot CRSE extract(s) 

‐Enter required course and section information in School's SIS 

Student Course Sections Submission ‐Generate, upload and troubleshoot SCSE extracts ‐Ensure student schedules are up‐to‐date and accurate through Census Day 

C. End‐of‐Year Submission (May ‐ August) 
Data Review and Reconciliation ‐Provide schools with list of required data and project calendar 

‐Manage submission deadlines for each school site and provide regular reminders 
‐Review State required data in School's SIS and identify missing/inaccurate data 
‐Review of CALPADS EOY setup in School's SIS (discipline codes, program codes) 
‐Train staff how to review EOY certification reports and resolve fatal errors 

‐Populate School's SIS with all EOY required data per EdTec's guidance 
‐Adhere to project calendar deadlines as set forth by EdTec 
‐Review and certify End‐of‐Year certification snapshot reports and make corrections, as needed 

Student Enrollment Update Submission ‐Generate and submit SENR and SINF extracts for all changes since the Fall 1 Submission ‐Populate School's SIS with required student demographic information for students since the last enrollment 
update 
‐Verify completers and graduates along with all associated data elements 

End‐of‐Year Program Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year program submission (SPRG) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements for additional program records 

‐Enter student End‐of‐Year student program records into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Discipline and Attendance Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Discipline submission (SDIS) 
‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Attendance submission (STAS) 
‐Provide guidance on data requirements and process for adding discipline records in School's SIS 

‐Enter student discipline information into School's SIS 
‐Enter all absences for the reporting year into School's SIS 

End‐of‐Year Course Completion Submission ‐Submit and troubleshoot the End‐of‐Year Course Completion submission (CRSC and SCSC) ‐Confirm all term grades have been entered into School's SIS for Grades 7‐12 

D. Anomaly Resolution (Year‐long, as needed) 
Anomaly Resolution Support ‐Assist school with identifying and fixing CCE, MID and ERD anomalies in CALPADS and School's SIS 

‐Provide schools with CALPADS contact info for other LEAs 
‐Follow up with other LEAs to resolve anomalies 

*This proposal does not include data remediation services. If it is determined that the initial data quality and set up requires significant intervention by EdTec, a separate scope of work for data remediation services may be required. 
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Business and Development Specialists for Charter Schools 
www.edtec.com 

STATEMENT OF WORK #8 
by and between 

EdTec Inc. and Ross Valley Charter School 

Reference: Master Services Agreement dated February 15, 2017, by and between EdTec Inc. 
(“EdTec”) and Ross Valley Charter School (“Client”). 

Term: August 11, 2020 through January 31, 2021. 

Scope of 
Services: 

Services to be performed 
▪ Learning Continuity Plan Support 
▪ Single Plan for Student Achievement Support 

Excluded 
Services: 

Other than the services outlined above, EdTec is not responsible for any other 
activities, unless mutually agreed to in writing. 

Compensation: ▪ Discounted hourly rate of $150 on a time and materials basis. 
▪ The estimated work effort is 24-36 hours at an estimated cost of $3,600 - $5,400, 

excluding travel and incidental expenses (if necessary). 
▪ Actual travel costs and out of pocket expenses will be billed to Client and travel 

time, if necessary, will be billed at $75/hour (half the hourly fee). 
▪ Any work requested by Client beyond the scope of this Statement of Work is billable 

at $150/hour. 
▪ All fee estimates are subject to Client compliance with the School Obligations set 

forth below. 
Payment Terms: Payment terms are net 30 days from receipt of EdTec’s invoices, 
which shall be issued monthly and upon completion of the services. EdTec reserves 
the right to suspend the provision of Services in the event an invoice is thirty days past 
due.  

School In order to fulfill the scope of services described herein, EdTec relies on Client to 
Obligations: provide timely, accurate and complete information, to cooperate reasonably with 

EdTec, and to timely complete all tasks reasonably requested of Client in connection 
with the project. 

Termination: Either party may, upon giving thirty (30) days’ written notice identifying specifically the 
basis for such notice, terminate this Statement of Work for breach of a material term or 
condition of this Statement of Work, unless the party receiving the notice cures such 
breach within the thirty (30) day period. In addition, EdTec may terminate this 
Statement of Work immediately upon written notification and without liability, (a) if 
Client, in EdTec’s reasonable judgment, violates any of the “School Obligations” above, 
or (b) upon any revocation of Client’s charter. Upon any early termination under this 
section, Client shall pay EdTec for all services rendered by EdTec prior to the effective 
date of termination. 
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CliftonLarsonAllen LLP 

CLAconnect.com 

January 23, 2020 

Board of Directors and Management 
Ross Valley Charter School 
97 Glen Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

Dear Members of the Board and Management: 

We are pleased to confirm our understanding of the terms and objectives of our engagement and the nature and 
limitations of the audit and nonaudit services CliftonLarsonAllen LLP (“CLA,” “we,” “us,” and “our”) will provide 
for Ross Valley Charter School (“you,” “your,” or “the Organization”) for the year ended June 30, 2020. 

Lili Huang will be responsible for the performance of the audit engagement. Per Education Code Section 
41020(f)(2), there is a limit of six consecutive year for any firm where the principal/director-in-charge of the audit 
and the reviewing principal/director have been the same in each of those years. This is the first year Lili Huang will 
be the engagement principal. 

Audit services 

We will audit the financial statements of the Organization, which comprise the statement of financial position as 
of June 30, 2020, and the related statements of activities, functional expenses, and cash flows for the year then 
ended, and the related notes to the financial statements. 

We will also evaluate and report on the presentation of the supplementary information accompanying the 
financial statements in relation to the financial statements as a whole. 

Nonaudit services 

We will also provide the following nonaudit services: 

 Preparation of your financial statements and related notes. 

 Preparation of adjusting journal entries. 

 Preparation of the informational tax return. 

Audit objectives 

The objective of our audit is the expression of an opinion about whether your financial statements are fairly 
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America (U.S. GAAP). Our audit will be conducted in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America (U.S. GAAS), the standards for financial audits contained in Government 
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and the 2019-20 Guide for Annual 
Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit 
Appeals Panel. Our audit will include tests of your accounting records and other procedures we consider necessary 
to enable us to express such an opinion. We will also perform procedures to enable us to express an opinion on 
whether the supplementary information (as identified above) accompanying the financial statements is fairly 
stated, in all material respects, in relation to the financial statements as a whole. 
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Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 9B06864E-ED5D-48C7-8CF2-458786AFFE0D

We will issue a written report upon completion of our audit of your financial statements. We cannot provide 
assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it is necessary for us 
to modify our opinion, add an emphasis-of-matter or other-matter paragraph(s), or withdraw from the 
engagement. If our opinion on the financial statements is other than unmodified, we will discuss the reasons with 
you in advance. If circumstances occur related to the condition of your records, the availability of sufficient, 
appropriate audit evidence, or the existence of a significant risk of material misstatement of the financial 
statements caused by error, fraudulent financial reporting, or misappropriation of assets, which in our 
professional judgment prevent us from completing the audit or forming an opinion on the financial statements, 
we retain the right to take any course of action permitted by professional standards, including declining to express 
an opinion or issue a report, or withdrawing from the engagement. 

We will also provide a report (which does not include an opinion) on internal control related to the financial 
statements and on compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, 
noncompliance with which could have a material effect on the financial statements, as required by Government 
Auditing Standards. The report on internal control over financial reporting and on compliance and other matters 
will include a paragraph that states (1) that the purpose of the report is solely to describe the scope of our testing 
of internal control and compliance and the result of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control or on compliance, and (2) that the report is an integral part of an audit 
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the entity’s internal control and 
compliance. The paragraph will also state that the report is not suitable for any other purpose. If during our audit 
we become aware that the entity is subject to an audit requirement that is not encompassed in the terms of this 
engagement, we will communicate to management and those charged with governance that an audit conducted 
in accordance with U.S. GAAS and the standards for financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards 
may not satisfy the relevant legal, regulatory, or contractual requirements. 

We also will issue a written report and opinion on State Compliance upon completion of our audit. 

Auditor responsibilities, procedures, and limitations 

We will conduct our audit in accordance with U.S. GAAS and the standards for financial audits contained in 
Government Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due 
to fraud or error. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about 
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ 
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 
due to fraud or error. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements. 

There is an unavoidable risk, because of the inherent limitations of an audit, together with the inherent limitations 
of internal control, that some material misstatements may not be detected, even though the audit is properly 
planned and performed in accordance with U.S. GAAS and Government Auditing Standards. Because we will not 
perform a detailed examination of all transactions, material misstatements, whether from (1) errors, 
(2) fraudulent financial reporting, (3) misappropriation of assets, or (4) violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that are attributable to the entity or to acts by management or employees acting on behalf of the 
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entity, may not be detected. Because the determination of abuse is subjective, Government Auditing Standards 
do not expect auditors to provide reasonable assurance of detecting abuse. 

In addition, an audit is not designed to detect immaterial misstatements or violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that do not have a direct and material effect on the financial statements. However, we will inform the 
appropriate level of management and those charged with governance of any material errors, fraudulent financial 
reporting, or misappropriation of assets that come to our attention. We will also inform the appropriate level of 
management and those charged with governance of any violations of laws or governmental regulations that come 
to our attention, unless clearly inconsequential, and of any material abuse that comes to our attention. 

In making our risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 
control. Tests of controls may be performed to test the effectiveness of certain controls that we consider relevant 
to preventing and detecting fraud or errors that are material to the financial statements and to preventing and 
detecting misstatements resulting from noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant 
agreements that have a material effect on the financial statements. Our tests, if performed, will be less in scope 
than would be necessary to render an opinion on internal control and, accordingly, no opinion will be expressed 
in our report on internal control issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards. An audit is not designed to 
provide assurance on internal control or to identify deficiencies, significant deficiencies, or material weaknesses 
in internal control. However, we will communicate to you in writing significant deficiencies or material weaknesses 
in internal control relevant to the audit of the financial statements that we identify during the audit that are 
required to be communicated under AICPA professional standards and Government Auditing Standards. 

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement, we will perform tests of the entity’s compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, 
and grant agreements that have a material effect on the financial statements. However, the objective of our audit 
will not be to provide an opinion on overall compliance and we will not express such an opinion in our report on 
compliance issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards. 

We will include in our report on internal control over financial reporting and compliance relevant information 
about any fraud; noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, or grant agreements; or abuse 
that may have occurred that are required to be communicated under Government Auditing Standards. 

Our responsibility as auditors is limited to the period covered by our audit and does not extend to any later periods 
for which we are not engaged as auditors. 

Management responsibilities 

Our audit will be conducted on the basis that you (management and, when appropriate, those charged with 
governance) acknowledge and understand that you have certain responsibilities that are fundamental to the 
conduct of an audit. 

You are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with U.S. 
GAAP. Management’s responsibilities include the selection and application of accounting principles; recording and 
reflecting all transactions in the financial statements; determining the reasonableness of significant accounting 
estimates included in the financial statements; adjusting the financial statements to correct material 
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misstatements; and confirming to us in the management representation letter that the effects of any uncorrected 
misstatements aggregated by us during the current engagement and pertaining to the latest period presented are 
immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole. 

You are responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance of effective internal control, including 
evaluating and monitoring ongoing activities, to help ensure that appropriate goals and objectives are met 
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error. You are responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal 
controls to prevent and detect fraud; assessing the risk that the financial statements may be materially misstated 
as a result of fraud; and for informing us about all known or suspected fraud affecting the entity involving 
(1) management, (2) employees who have significant roles in internal control, and (3) others where the fraud 
could have a material effect on the financial statements. Your responsibilities include informing us of your 
knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the entity received in communications from 
employees, former employees, grantors, regulators, or others. In addition, you are responsible for implementing 
systems designed to achieve compliance with applicable laws and regulations and the provisions of contracts and 
grant agreements; identifying and ensuring that the entity complies with applicable laws, regulations, contracts, 
and grant agreements; and informing us of all instances of identified or suspected noncompliance whose effects 
on the financial statements should be considered. You are responsible for taking timely and appropriate steps to 
remedy any fraud; noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, or grant agreements; or abuse 
that we may report. 

You are responsible for ensuring that management is reliable and for providing us with (1) access to all information 
of which you are aware that is relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements, such 
as records, documentation, and other matters, and for the accuracy and completeness of that information, and 
for ensuring the information is reliable and properly reported; (2) additional information that we may request for 
the purpose of the audit; and (3) unrestricted access to persons within the entity from whom we determine it 
necessary to obtain audit evidence. You agree to inform us of events occurring or facts discovered subsequent to 
the date of the financial statements that may affect the financial statements. 

Management is responsible for the preparation of the supplementary information in accordance with U.S. GAAP. 
You agree to include our report on the supplementary information in any document that contains, and indicates 
that we have reported on, the supplementary information. You also agree to include the audited financial 
statements with any presentation of the supplementary information that includes our report thereon or make the 
audited financial statements readily available to users of the supplementary information no later than the date 
the supplementary information is issued with our report thereon. You agree to provide us written representations 
related to the presentation of the supplementary information. 

Management is responsible for providing us with a written confirmation concerning representations made by you 
and your staff to us in connection with the audit. During our engagement, we will request information and 
explanations from you regarding, among other matters, the entity’s activities, internal control, future plans, 
specific transactions, and accounting systems and procedures. The procedures we will perform during our 
engagement and the conclusions we reach as a basis for our report will be heavily influenced by the 
representations that we receive in the representation letter and otherwise from you. Accordingly, inaccurate, 
incomplete, or false representations could cause us to expend unnecessary effort or could cause a material fraud 
or error to go undetected by our procedures. In view of the foregoing, you agree that we shall not be responsible 
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for any misstatements in the entity’s financial statements that we may fail to detect as a result of 
misrepresentations made to us by you. 

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining a process for tracking the status of audit findings and 
recommendations. Management is also responsible for identifying for us previous financial audits, attestation 
engagements, performance audits, or other studies related to the objectives discussed in the “Audit objectives” 
section of this letter. This responsibility includes relaying to us corrective actions taken to address significant 
findings and recommendations resulting from those audits, attestation engagements, performance audits, or 
other engagements or studies. You are also responsible for providing management’s views on our current findings, 
conclusions, and recommendations, as well as your planned corrective actions for the report, and for the timing 
and format for providing that information. 

Responsibilities and limitations related to nonaudit services 

For all nonaudit services we may provide to you, management agrees to assume all management responsibilities; 
oversee the services by designating an individual, preferably within senior management, who possesses suitable 
skill, knowledge, and/or experience to understand and oversee the services; evaluate the adequacy and results of 
the services; and accept responsibility for the results of the services. 

The responsibilities and limitations related to the nonaudit services performed as part of this engagement are as 
follows: 

 We will prepare a draft of your financial statements and related notes. Since the preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements is your responsibility, you will be required to acknowledge in the 
representation letter our assistance with preparation of the financial statements and that you have 
reviewed and approved the financial statements and related notes prior to their issuance and have 
accepted responsibility for those financial statements. You have a responsibility to be in a position in fact 
and appearance to make an informed judgment on those financial statements. 

 We will propose adjusting journal entries as needed. You will be required to review and approve those 
entries and to understand the nature of the changes and their impact on the financial statements. 

 We will prepare the organization’s federal Form 990 and applicable state filings in accordance with the 
applicable tax laws. We will use our judgment in resolving questions where the law is unclear, and where 
there is reasonable authority, we will resolve questions in your favor whenever possible. We will not audit 
or independently verify the accuracy or completeness of the information we receive from you for the 
preparation of the returns and filings, and our engagement cannot be relied upon to uncover errors or 
irregularities in the underlying information. 

These nonaudit services do not constitute an audit under Government Auditing Standards and such services will 
not be conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards. 

Use of financial statements 

The financial statements and our report thereon are for management’s use. If you intend to reproduce and publish 
the financial statements and our report thereon, they must be reproduced in their entirety. Inclusion of the 
audited financial statements in a document, such as an annual report or an offering document, should be done 
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only with our prior approval of the document. You are responsible to provide us the opportunity to review such 
documents before issuance. 

If the parties (i.e., you and CLA) agree that CLA will not be involved with your official statements related to 
municipal securities filings or other offering documents, we will require that any official statements or other 
offering documents issued by you with which we are not involved clearly indicate that CLA is not involved with 
the contents of such documents. Such disclosure should read as follows: 

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP, our independent auditor, has not been engaged to perform and has not 
performed, since the date of its report included herein, any procedures on the financial statements 
addressed in that report. CliftonLarsonAllen LLP also has not performed any procedures relating to this 
offering document. 

With regard to the electronic dissemination of audited financial statements, including financial statements 
published electronically on your website or submitted on a regulator website, you understand that electronic sites 
are a means to distribute information and, therefore, we are not required to read the information contained in 
those sites or to consider the consistency of other information in the electronic site with the original document. 

We may issue preliminary draft financial statements to you for your review. Any preliminary draft financial 
statements should not be relied on or distributed. 

Engagement administration and other matters 

We expect to begin our audit in May 2020. 

We understand that your employees will prepare all confirmations, account analyses, and audit schedules we 
request and will locate any documents or invoices selected by us for testing. A list of information we expect to 
need for our audit and the dates required will be provided in a separate communication. 

We will provide copies of our reports to the entity; however, management is responsible for distribution of the 
reports and the financial statements. Unless restricted by law or regulation, or containing privileged and 
confidential information, copies of our reports are to be made available for public inspection. 

We are available to perform additional procedures with regard to fraud detection and prevention, at your request, 
as a separate engagement, subject to completion of our normal engagement acceptance procedures. The terms 
and fees of such an engagement would be documented in a separate engagement letter. 

The audit documentation for this engagement is the sole and exclusive property of CLA and constitutes 
confidential and proprietary information. However, subject to applicable laws and regulations, audit 
documentation and appropriate individuals will be made available upon request and in a timely manner to the 
regulator or its designee, a federal agency providing direct or indirect funding, or the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office for purposes of a quality review of the audit, to resolve audit findings, or to carry out 
oversight responsibilities. We will notify you of any such request. If requested, access to such audit documentation 
will be provided under the supervision of CLA personnel. Furthermore, upon request, we may provide copies of 
selected audit documentation to the aforementioned parties. These parties may intend, or decide, to distribute 
the copies or information contained therein to others, including other governmental agencies. 
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The audit documentation for this engagement will be retained for a minimum of seven years after the report 
release date or for any additional period requested by the regulator. If we are aware that a federal awarding 
agency, pass-through entity, or auditee is contesting an audit finding, we will contact the party(ies) contesting the 
audit finding for guidance prior to destroying the audit documentation. 

CLA will not disclose any confidential, proprietary, or privileged information of the entity to any persons without 
the authorization of entity management or unless required by law. This confidentiality provision does not prohibit 
us from disclosing your information to one or more of our affiliated companies in order to provide services that 
you have requested from us or from any such affiliated company. Any such affiliated company shall be subject to 
the same restrictions on the use and disclosure of your information as apply to us. 

Professional standards require us to be independent with respect to you in the performance of these services. 
Any discussion that you have with our personnel regarding potential employment with you could impair our 
independence with respect to this engagement. Therefore, we request that you inform us prior to any such 
discussions so that we can implement appropriate safeguards to maintain our independence and objectivity. 
Further, any employment offers to any staff members working on this engagement without our prior knowledge 
may require substantial additional procedures to ensure our independence. You will be responsible for any 
additional costs incurred to perform these procedures. 

Our relationship with you is limited to that described in this letter. As such, you understand and agree that we are 
acting solely as independent accountants. We are not acting in any way as a fiduciary or assuming any fiduciary 
responsibilities for you. We are not responsible for the preparation of any report to any governmental agency, or 
any other form, return, or report or for providing advice or any other service not specifically recited in this letter. 

Our engagement and responsibility end on delivery of our signed report. Any additional services that might be 
requested will be a separate, new engagement. The terms and conditions of that new engagement will be 
governed by a new, specific engagement letter for that service. 

Government Auditing Standards require that we make our most recent external peer review report publicly 
available. The report is posted on our website at www.CLAconnect.com/Aboutus/. 

Mediation 

Any disagreement, controversy, or claim (“Dispute”) that may arise out of any aspect of our services or 
relationship with you, including this engagement, shall be submitted to non-binding mediation by written notice 
(“Mediation Notice”) to the other party. In mediation, we will work with you to resolve any differences voluntarily 
with the aid of an impartial mediator. 

The mediation will be conducted as specified by the mediator and agreed upon by the parties. The parties agree 
to discuss their differences in good faith and to attempt, with the assistance of the mediator, to reach an amicable 
resolution of the Dispute. 

Each party will bear its own costs in the mediation. The fees and expenses of the mediator will be shared equally 
by the parties. 

Any Dispute will be governed by the laws of the state of Minnesota, without giving effect to choice of law 
principles. 
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Time limitation 

The nature of our services makes it difficult, with the passage of time, to gather and present evidence that fully 
and fairly establishes the facts underlying any Dispute that may arise between the parties. The parties agree that, 
notwithstanding any statute or law of limitations that might otherwise apply to a Dispute, including one arising 
out of this agreement or the services performed under this agreement, for breach of contract or fiduciary duty, 
tort, fraud, misrepresentation or any other cause of action or remedy, any action or legal proceeding by you 
against us must be commenced within twenty-four (24) months (“Limitation Period”) after the date when we 
deliver our final audit report under this agreement to you, regardless of whether we do other services for you 
relating to the audit report, or you shall be forever barred from commencing a lawsuit or obtaining any legal or 
equitable relief or recovery. 

The Limitation Period applies and begins to run even if you have not suffered any damage or loss, or have not 
become aware of the existence or possible existence of a Dispute. 

Price Estimate 

The price for these services will be based on the time involved and the degree of responsibility and skills 
required, plus expenses including internal and administrative charges. Based on our preliminary estimates, the 
price for the engagement is as follows: 

Professional Services Fee Estimate 2020 2021 

Audit services $9,700 $9,750 

Informational tax return services $1,800 $1,850 

Additional fee related to implementation of the following 
$500 -0-

standards, this is an estimate, the actual amount will depend on the 
amount of work involved by CLA: 

ASU 2014-09, Revenue Recognition 
ASU 2018-18, Clarifying the Scope and the Accounting Guidance for 
Contributions Received and Contributions Made 
ASU 2016-18, Statement of Cash Flows 

Technology and client support fee (5%) $600 $580 

Total $12,600 $12,180 

The price estimate is based on anticipated cooperation from your personnel and their assistance with preparing 
confirmations and requested schedules. If the requested items are not available on the dates required or are not 
accurate, the estimated price for services will likely be higher. If unexpected circumstances require significant 
additional time, we will advise you before undertaking work that would require a substantial increase in the fee 
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estimate. Our invoices for our services will be rendered each month as work progresses and are payable on 
presentation. In accordance with our firm policies, work may be suspended if your account becomes 60 days or 
more overdue and will not be resumed until your account is paid in full. If we elect to terminate our services for 
nonpayment, our engagement will be deemed to have been completed even if we have not issued our reports. 
You will be obligated to compensate us for all time expended and to reimburse us for all out-of-pocket 
expenditures through the date of termination. There is a provision to withhold ten percent of the audit fee until 
the Controller certifies that they audit report conforms to the reporting provisions of subdivision (a) of Section 
14503. 

Technology and Client Support Fee 
Given the rising technology costs all organizations are expending to serve and protect client information, we are 
adding a 5% technology and client support fee to all of our invoices. The fee combines technology expenses with 
client support costs and includes technology support, printing, communications, data security and storage, 
indirect engagement support costs and technical resource subscriptions. This is estimated and included in the fee 
table above. 

Changes in engagement timing and assistance by your personnel 

The fee estimate is based on anticipated cooperation from your personnel and their assistance with timely 
preparation of confirmations and requested schedules. If the requested items are not available on the dates 
required or are not accurate, we will advise management. Additional time and costs may be necessary because of 
such unanticipated delays. Examples of situations that may cause our estimated fee to increase include: 

 Significant delays in responding to our requests for information such as reconciling variances or providing 
requested supporting documentation (e.g., invoices, contracts, and other documents) 

 Rescheduling our fieldwork 

 Schedule disruption caused by litigation, financial challenges (going concern), loan covenants (waivers), 
etc. 

 Identifying a significant number of proposed audit adjustments 

 Schedules prepared by your personnel that do not reconcile to the general ledger 

 Numerous revisions to information and schedules provided by your personnel 

 Restating financial statements for accounting errors in the prior year 

 Lack of availability of entity personnel during audit fieldwork 

Changes in accounting and audit standards 

Standard setters and regulators continue to evaluate and modify standards. Such changes may result in new or 
revised financial reporting and disclosure requirements or expand the nature, timing, and scope of the activities 
we are required to perform. To the extent that the amount of time required to provide the services described in 
the letter increases due to such changes, our fee may need to be adjusted. We will discuss such circumstances 
with you prior to performing the additional work. 

Other fees 

You also agree to compensate us for any time and expenses, including time and expenses of legal counsel, we may 
incur in responding to discovery requests or participating as a witness or otherwise in any legal, regulatory, or 
other proceedings that we are asked to respond to on your behalf. 
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Finance charges and collection expenses 

You agree that if any statement is not paid within 30 days from its billing date, the unpaid balance shall accrue 
interest at the monthly rate of one and one-quarter percent (1.25%), which is an annual percentage rate of 15%. 
In the event that any collection action is required to collect unpaid balances due us, reasonable attorney fees and 
expenses shall be recoverable. 

Subcontractors 

CLA may, at times, use subcontractors to perform services under this agreement, and they may have access to 
your information and records. Any such subcontractors will be subject to the same restrictions on the use of such 
information and records as apply to CLA under this agreement. 

Agreement 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you and believe this letter accurately summarizes the significant 
terms of our engagement. This letter constitutes the entire agreement regarding these services and supersedes 
all prior agreements (whether oral or written), understandings, negotiations, and discussions between you and 
CLA. If you have any questions, please let us know. Please sign, date, and return a copy of this letter to us to 
indicate your acknowledgment and understanding of, and agreement with, the arrangements for our audit of your 
financial statements including the terms of our engagement and the parties’ respective responsibilities. 

Sincerely, 

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP 

Lili Huang, CPA 
Principal 
626-857-7300 
Lili.huang@CLAconnect.com 

Response: 

This letter correctly sets forth the understanding of Ross Valley Charter School. 

Authorized Management Signature: 

Date: 

Title: 
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CliftonLarsonAllen LLP 
2210 East Route 66 
Glendora, CA 91740 

626.857.7300 | fax 626.857.7302 

CLAconnect.com 

February 19, 2019 

John Kirk, Board Member 
Ross Valley Charter School 
97 Glen Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

Dear Mr. Kirk: 

We are pleased to confirm our understanding of the terms and objectives of our engagement and the nature 
and limitations of the audit and nonaudit services CliftonLarsonAllen LLP (“CLA,” “we,” “us,” and “our”) will 
provide for Ross Valley Charter School (“you,” “your,” or “the Organization”) for the year ended June 30, 2019. 

Wade McMullen is responsible for the performance of the audit engagement. Per Education Code Section 
41020(f)(2), there is a limit of six consecutive year for any firm where the principal/director-in-charge of the 
audit and the reviewing principal have been the same in each of those years. This is the second consecutive year 
Wade McMullen will be the engagement principal. 

Audit services 

We will audit the financial statements of Ross Valley Charter School, which comprise the statement of financial 
position as of June 30, 2019, and the related statements of activities, functional expenses, and cash flows for the 
year then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements. 

We will also evaluate and report on the presentation of the supplementary information accompanying the 
financial statements in relation to the financial statements as a whole. 

Nonaudit services 

We will also provide the following nonaudit services: 

 Preparation of your financial statements and related notes. 

 Preparation of adjusting journal entries. 

 Preparation of the informational tax return. 

Audit objectives 

The objective of our audit is the expression of an opinion about whether your financial statements are fairly 
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America (U.S. GAAP). Our audit will be conducted in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America (U.S. GAAS) and the standards for financial audits contained in 
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Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and will include tests of 
your accounting records and other procedures we consider necessary to enable us to express such an opinion. 

We will issue a written report upon completion of our audit of your financial statements. We cannot provide 
assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it is necessary for us 
to modify our opinion, add an emphasis-of-matter or other-matter paragraph(s), or withdraw from the 
engagement. If our opinion on the financial statements is other than unmodified, we will discuss the reasons 
with you in advance. If circumstances occur related to the condition of your records, the availability of sufficient, 
appropriate audit evidence, or the existence of a significant risk of material misstatement of the financial 
statements caused by error, fraudulent financial reporting, or misappropriation of assets, which in our 
professional judgment prevent us from completing the audit or forming an opinion on the financial statements, 
we retain the right to take any course of action permitted by professional standards, including declining to 
express an opinion or issue a report, or withdrawing from the engagement. 

We will also provide a report (which does not include an opinion) on internal control related to the financial 
statements and on compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, 
noncompliance with which could have a material effect on the financial statements, as required by Government 
Auditing Standards. The report on internal control over financial reporting and on compliance and other matters 
will include a paragraph that states (1) that the purpose of the report is solely to describe the scope of our 
testing of internal control and compliance and the result of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control or on compliance, and (2) that the report is an integral part of an 
audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the entity’s internal control 
and compliance. The paragraph will also state that the report is not suitable for any other purpose. If during our 
audit we become aware that the entity is subject to an audit requirement that is not encompassed in the terms 
of this engagement, we will communicate to management and those charged with governance that an audit 
conducted in accordance with U.S. GAAS and the standards for financial audits contained in Government 
Auditing Standards may not satisfy the relevant legal, regulatory, or contractual requirements. 

We also will issue a written report upon completion of our audit. 

Auditor responsibilities, procedures, and limitations 

We will conduct our audit in accordance with U.S. GAAS and the standards for financial audits contained in 
Government Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 
evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the 
auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, 
whether due to fraud or error. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
overall presentation of the financial statements. 

There is an unavoidable risk, because of the inherent limitations of an audit, together with the inherent 
limitations of internal control, that some material misstatements may not be detected, even though the audit is 
properly planned and performed in accordance with U.S. GAAS and Government Auditing Standards. Because we 
will not perform a detailed examination of all transactions, material misstatements, whether from (1) errors, 
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(2) fraudulent financial reporting, (3) misappropriation of assets, or (4) violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that are attributable to the entity or to acts by management or employees acting on behalf of the 
entity, may not be detected. Because the determination of abuse is subjective, Government Auditing Standards 
do not expect auditors to provide reasonable assurance of detecting abuse. 

In addition, an audit is not designed to detect immaterial misstatements or violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that do not have a direct and material effect on the financial statements. However, we will inform 
the appropriate level of management and those charged with governance of any material errors, fraudulent 
financial reporting, or misappropriation of assets that come to our attention. We will also inform the 
appropriate level of management and those charged with governance of any violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that come to our attention, unless clearly inconsequential, and of any material abuse that comes to 
our attention. 

In making our risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 
control. Tests of controls may be performed to test the effectiveness of certain controls that we consider 
relevant to preventing and detecting fraud or errors that are material to the financial statements and to 
preventing and detecting misstatements resulting from noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements that have a material effect on the financial statements. Our tests, if performed, 
will be less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on internal control and, accordingly, no 
opinion will be expressed in our report on internal control issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards. 
An audit is not designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify deficiencies, significant 
deficiencies, or material weaknesses in internal control. However, we will communicate to you in writing 
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses in internal control relevant to the audit of the financial 
statements that we identify during the audit that are required to be communicated under AICPA professional 
standards and Government Auditing Standards. 

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement, we will perform tests of the entity’s compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements that have a material effect on the financial statements. However, the objective 
of our audit will not be to provide an opinion on overall compliance and we will not express such an opinion in 
our report on compliance issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards. 

We will include in our report on internal control over financial reporting and compliance relevant information 
about any fraud; noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, or grant agreements; or abuse 
that may have occurred that are required to be communicated under Government Auditing Standards. 

Our responsibility as auditors is limited to the period covered by our audit and does not extend to any later 
periods for which we are not engaged as auditors. 

Management responsibilities 

Our audit will be conducted on the basis that you (management and, when appropriate, those charged with 
governance) acknowledge and understand that you have certain responsibilities that are fundamental to the 
conduct of an audit. 
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You are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with U.S. 
GAAP. Management’s responsibilities include the selection and application of accounting principles; recording 
and reflecting all transactions in the financial statements; determining the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates included in the financial statements; adjusting the financial statements to correct material 
misstatements; and confirming to us in the management representation letter that the effects of any 
uncorrected misstatements aggregated by us during the current engagement and pertaining to the latest period 
presented are immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole. 

You are responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance of effective internal control, including 
evaluating and monitoring ongoing activities, to help ensure that appropriate goals and objectives are met 
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. You are responsible for the design, implementation, and 
maintenance of internal controls to prevent and detect fraud; assessing the risk that the financial statements 
may be materially misstated as a result of fraud; and for informing us about all known or suspected fraud 
affecting the entity involving (1) management, (2) employees who have significant roles in internal control, and 
(3) others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements. Your responsibilities include 
informing us of your knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the entity received in 
communications from employees, former employees, grantors, regulators, or others. In addition, you are 
responsible for implementing systems designed to achieve compliance with applicable laws and regulations and 
the provisions of contracts and grant agreements; identifying and ensuring that the entity complies with 
applicable laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements; and informing us of all instances of identified or 
suspected noncompliance whose effects on the financial statements should be considered. You are responsible 
for taking timely and appropriate steps to remedy any fraud; noncompliance with provisions of laws, 
regulations, contracts, or grant agreements; or abuse that we may report. 

You are responsible for ensuring that management is reliable and for providing us with (1) access to all 
information of which you are aware that is relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements, such as records, documentation, and other matters, and for the accuracy and completeness of that 
information, and for ensuring the information is reliable and properly reported; (2) additional information that 
we may request for the purpose of the audit; and (3) unrestricted access to persons within the entity from 
whom we determine it necessary to obtain audit evidence. You agree to inform us of events occurring or facts 
discovered subsequent to the date of the financial statements that may affect the financial statements. 

Management is responsible for the preparation of the supplementary information in accordance with U.S. 
GAAP. You agree to include our report on the supplementary information in any document that contains, and 
indicates that we have reported on, the supplementary information. You also agree to include the audited 
financial statements with any presentation of the supplementary information that includes our report thereon 
or make the audited financial statements readily available to users of the supplementary information no later 
than the date the supplementary information is issued with our report thereon. You agree to provide us written 
representations related to the presentation of the supplementary information. 

Management is responsible for providing us with a written confirmation concerning representations made by 
you and your staff to us in connection with the audit. During our engagement, we will request information and 
explanations from you regarding, among other matters, the entity’s activities, internal control, future plans, 
specific transactions, and accounting systems and procedures. The procedures we will perform during our 
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engagement and the conclusions we reach as a basis for our report will be heavily influenced by the 
representations that we receive in the representation letter and otherwise from you. Accordingly, inaccurate, 
incomplete, or false representations could cause us to expend unnecessary effort or could cause a material 
fraud or error to go undetected by our procedures. In view of the foregoing, you agree that we shall not be 
responsible for any misstatements in the entity’s financial statements that we may fail to detect as a result of 
misrepresentations made to us by you. 

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining a process for tracking the status of audit findings 
and recommendations. Management is also responsible for identifying for us previous financial audits, 
attestation engagements, performance audits, or other studies related to the objectives discussed in the “Audit 
objectives” section of this letter. This responsibility includes relaying to us corrective actions taken to address 
significant findings and recommendations resulting from those audits, attestation engagements, performance 
audits, or other engagements or studies. You are also responsible for providing management’s views on our 
current findings, conclusions, and recommendations, as well as your planned corrective actions for the report, 
and for the timing and format for providing that information. 

Responsibilities and limitations related to nonaudit services 

For all nonaudit services we may provide to you, management agrees to assume all management 
responsibilities; oversee the services by designating an individual, preferably within senior management, who 
possesses suitable skill, knowledge, and/or experience to understand and oversee the services; evaluate the 
adequacy and results of the services; and accept responsibility for the results of the services. 

The responsibilities and limitations related to the nonaudit services performed as part of this engagement are as 
follows: 

 We will prepare a draft of your financial statements and related notes. Since the preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements is your responsibility, you will be required to acknowledge in 
the representation letter our assistance with preparation of the financial statements and that you have 
reviewed and approved the financial statements and related notes prior to their issuance and have 
accepted responsibility for those financial statements. You have a responsibility to be in a position in 
fact and appearance to make an informed judgment on those financial statements. 

 We will propose adjusting journal entries as needed. You will be required to review and approve those 
entries and to understand the nature of the changes and their impact on the financial statements. 

 We will prepare the organization’s federal Form 990 and applicable state filings in accordance with the 
applicable tax laws. We will use our judgment in resolving questions where the law is unclear, and 
where there is reasonable authority, we will resolve questions in your favor whenever possible. We will 
not audit or independently verify the accuracy or completeness of the information we receive from you 
for the preparation of the returns and filings, and our engagement cannot be relied upon to uncover 
errors or irregularities in the underlying information. 

These nonaudit services do not constitute an audit under Government Auditing Standards and such services will 
not be conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards. 
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Use of financial statements 

The financial statements and our report thereon are for management’s use. If you intend to reproduce and 
publish the financial statements and our report thereon, they must be reproduced in their entirety. Inclusion of 
the audited financial statements in a document, such as an annual report or an offering document, should be 
done only with our prior approval of the document. You are responsible to provide us the opportunity to review 
such documents before issuance. 

If the parties (i.e., you and CLA) agree that CLA will not be involved with your official statements related to 
municipal securities filings or other offering documents, we will require that any official statements or other 
offering documents issued by you with which we are not involved clearly indicate that CLA is not involved with 
the contents of such documents. Such disclosure should read as follows: 

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP, our independent auditor, has not been engaged to perform and has not 
performed, since the date of its report included herein, any procedures on the financial statements 
addressed in that report. CliftonLarsonAllen LLP also has not performed any procedures relating to this 
offering document. 

With regard to the electronic dissemination of audited financial statements, including financial statements 
published electronically on your website or submitted on a regulator website, you understand that electronic 
sites are a means to distribute information and, therefore, we are not required to read the information 
contained in those sites or to consider the consistency of other information in the electronic site with the 
original document. 

We may issue preliminary draft financial statements to you for your review. Any preliminary draft financial 
statements should not be relied on or distributed. 

Engagement administration and other matters 

We expect to begin our audit in April 2019. 

We understand that your employees will prepare all confirmations, account analyses, and audit schedules we 
request and will locate any documents or invoices selected by us for testing. A list of information we expect to 
need for our audit and the dates required will be provided in a separate communication. 

We will provide copies of our reports to the entity; however, management is responsible for distribution of the 
reports and the financial statements. Unless restricted by law or regulation, or containing privileged and 
confidential information, copies of our reports are to be made available for public inspection. 

We are available to perform additional procedures with regard to fraud detection and prevention, at your 
request, as a separate engagement, subject to completion of our normal engagement acceptance procedures. 
The terms and fees of such an engagement would be documented in a separate engagement letter. 

The audit documentation for this engagement is the sole and exclusive property of CLA and constitutes 
confidential and proprietary information. However, subject to applicable laws and regulations, audit 
documentation and appropriate individuals will be made available upon request and in a timely manner to the 
regulator or its designee, a federal agency providing direct or indirect funding, or the U.S. Government 
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Accountability Office for purposes of a quality review of the audit, to resolve audit findings, or to carry out 
oversight responsibilities. We will notify you of any such request. If requested, access to such audit 
documentation will be provided under the supervision of CLA personnel. Furthermore, upon request, we may 
provide copies of selected audit documentation to the aforementioned parties. These parties may intend, or 
decide, to distribute the copies or information contained therein to others, including other governmental 
agencies. 

The audit documentation for this engagement will be retained for a minimum of seven years after the report 
release date or for any additional period requested by the regulator. If we are aware that a federal awarding 
agency, pass-through entity, or auditee is contesting an audit finding, we will contact the party(ies) contesting 
the audit finding for guidance prior to destroying the audit documentation. 

CLA will not disclose any confidential, proprietary, or privileged information of the entity to any persons without 
the authorization of entity management or unless required by law. This confidentiality provision does not 
prohibit us from disclosing your information to one or more of our affiliated companies in order to provide 
services that you have requested from us or from any such affiliated company. Any such affiliated company shall 
be subject to the same restrictions on the use and disclosure of your information as apply to us. 

Professional standards require us to be independent with respect to you in the performance of these services. 
Any discussion that you have with our personnel regarding potential employment with you could impair our 
independence with respect to this engagement. Therefore, we request that you inform us prior to any such 
discussions so that we can implement appropriate safeguards to maintain our independence and objectivity. 
Further, any employment offers to any staff members working on this engagement without our prior knowledge 
may require substantial additional procedures to ensure our independence. You will be responsible for any 
additional costs incurred to perform these procedures. 

Our relationship with you is limited to that described in this letter. As such, you understand and agree that we 
are acting solely as independent accountants. We are not acting in any way as a fiduciary or assuming any 
fiduciary responsibilities for you. We are not responsible for the preparation of any report to any governmental 
agency, or any other form, return, or report or for providing advice or any other service not specifically recited in 
this letter. 

Our engagement and responsibility end on delivery of our signed report. Any additional services that might be 
requested will be a separate, new engagement. The terms and conditions of that new engagement will be 
governed by a new, specific engagement letter for that service. 

Government Auditing Standards require that we make our most recent external peer review report publicly 
available. The report is posted on our website at www.CLAconnect.com/Aboutus/. 

Mediation 

Any disagreement, controversy, or claim (“Dispute”) that may arise out of any aspect of our services or 
relationship with you, including this engagement, shall be submitted to non-binding mediation by written notice 
(“Mediation Notice”) to the other party. In mediation, we will work with you to resolve any differences 
voluntarily with the aid of an impartial mediator. 
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The mediation will be conducted as specified by the mediator and agreed upon by the parties. The parties agree 
to discuss their differences in good faith and to attempt, with the assistance of the mediator, to reach an 
amicable resolution of the Dispute. 

Each party will bear its own costs in the mediation. The fees and expenses of the mediator will be shared equally 
by the parties. 

Any Dispute will be governed by the laws of the state of Minnesota, without giving effect to choice of law 
principles. 

Time limitation 

The nature of our services makes it difficult, with the passage of time, to gather and present evidence that fully 
and fairly establishes the facts underlying any Dispute that may arise between the parties. The parties agree 
that, notwithstanding any statute or law of limitations that might otherwise apply to a Dispute, including one 
arising out of this agreement or the services performed under this agreement, for breach of contract or fiduciary 
duty, tort, fraud, misrepresentation or any other cause of action or remedy, any action or legal proceeding by 
you against us must be commenced within twenty-four (24) months (“Limitation Period”) after the date when 
we deliver our final audit report under this agreement to you, regardless of whether we do other services for 
you relating to the audit report, or you shall be forever barred from commencing a lawsuit or obtaining any legal 
or equitable relief or recovery. 

The Limitation Period applies and begins to run even if you have not suffered any damage or loss, or have not 
become aware of the existence or possible existence of a Dispute. 

Fees 

Our fees for these services will be based on the time involved and the degree of responsibility and skills 
required, plus expenses including internal and administrative charges. Based on our preliminary estimates, the 
fee for the audit engagement is $9,500. The price for the informational tax return services are estimated to be 
$1,700 for the current year. There may also be an additional fee related to the implementation of new 
accounting standard ASU 2016-14, Presentation of Financial Statements for Not-for-Profit Entities.  We estimate 
this additional fee to not exceed $1,000. You will also be billed for expenses, including internal and 
administrative charges. Additional expenses are estimated to be $130. The fee estimate is based on anticipated 
cooperation from your personnel and their assistance with preparing confirmations and requested schedules. If 
the requested items are not available on the dates required or are not accurate, the estimated fee for services 
will likely be higher. If unexpected circumstances require significant additional time, we will advise you before 
undertaking work that would require a substantial increase in the fee estimate. Our invoices for these fees will 
be rendered each month as work progresses and are payable on presentation. In accordance with our firm 
policies, work may be suspended if your account becomes 60 days or more overdue and will not be resumed 
until your account is paid in full. If we elect to terminate our services for nonpayment, our engagement will be 
deemed to have been completed even if we have not issued our reports. You will be obligated to compensate us 
for all time expended and to reimburse us for all out-of-pocket expenditures through the date of termination. 
There is a provision to withhold ten percent of the audit fee until the Controller certifies that they audit report 
conforms to the reporting provisions of subdivision (a) of Section 14503. 
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Changes in accounting and audit standards 

Standard setters and regulators continue to evaluate and modify standards. Such changes may result in new or 
revised financial reporting and disclosure requirements or expand the nature, timing, and scope of the activities 
we are required to perform. To the extent that the amount of time required to provide the services described in 
the letter increases due to such changes, our fee may need to be adjusted. We will discuss such circumstances 
with you prior to performing the additional work. 

Other fees 

You also agree to compensate us for any time and expenses, including time and expenses of legal counsel, we 
may incur in responding to discovery requests or participating as a witness or otherwise in any legal, regulatory, 
or other proceedings that we are asked to respond to on your behalf. 

Finance charges and collection expenses 

You agree that if any statement is not paid within 30 days from its billing date, the unpaid balance shall accrue 
interest at the monthly rate of one and one-quarter percent (1.25%), which is an annual percentage rate of 15%. 
In the event that any collection action is required to collect unpaid balances due us, reasonable attorney fees 
and expenses shall be recoverable. 

Subcontractors 

CLA may, at times, use subcontractors to perform services under this agreement, and they may have access to 
your information and records. Any such subcontractors will be subject to the same restrictions on the use of 
such information and records as apply to CLA under this agreement. 

Agreement 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you and believe this letter accurately summarizes the 
significant terms of our engagement. This letter constitutes the entire agreement regarding these services and 
supersedes all prior agreements (whether oral or written), understandings, negotiations, and discussions 
between you and CLA. If you have any questions, please let us know. Please sign, date, and return the enclosed 
copy of this letter to us to indicate your acknowledgment and understanding of, and agreement with, the 
arrangements for our audit of your financial statements including the terms of our engagement and the parties’ 
respective responsibilities. 

Sincerely, 

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP 

Wade McMullen, CPA 
Principal 
626-857-7300 
wade.mcmullen@CLAconnect.com 
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Response: 

This letter correctly sets forth the understanding of Ross Valley Charter School. 

Authorized signature: 

Title: 

Date: 
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CliftonLarsonAllen LLP 
2210 East Route 66 
Glendora, CA 91740 

626.857.7300 | fax 626.857.7302 

CLAconnect.com 

February 19, 2019 

John Kirk, Board Member 
Ross Valley Charter School 
97 Glen Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

Dear Mr. Kirk: 

We are pleased to confirm our understanding of the terms and objectives of our engagement and the nature 
and limitations of the audit and nonaudit services CliftonLarsonAllen LLP (“CLA,” “we,” “us,” and “our”) will 
provide for Ross Valley Charter School (“you,” “your,” or “the Organization”) for the year ended June 30, 2019. 

Wade McMullen is responsible for the performance of the audit engagement. Per Education Code Section 
41020(f)(2), there is a limit of six consecutive year for any firm where the principal/director-in-charge of the 
audit and the reviewing principal have been the same in each of those years. This is the second consecutive year 
Wade McMullen will be the engagement principal. 

Audit services 

We will audit the financial statements of Ross Valley Charter School, which comprise the statement of financial 
position as of June 30, 2019, and the related statements of activities, functional expenses, and cash flows for the 
year then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements. 

We will also evaluate and report on the presentation of the supplementary information accompanying the 
financial statements in relation to the financial statements as a whole. 

Nonaudit services 

We will also provide the following nonaudit services: 

 Preparation of your financial statements and related notes. 

 Preparation of adjusting journal entries. 

 Preparation of the informational tax return. 

Audit objectives 

The objective of our audit is the expression of an opinion about whether your financial statements are fairly 
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America (U.S. GAAP). Our audit will be conducted in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America (U.S. GAAS) and the standards for financial audits contained in 
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AGREEMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF 

LEGAL SERVICES 

BY 

YOUNG, MINNEY & CORR, LLP 

1. IDENTIFICATION OF PARTIES. This Agreement, executed in duplicate with each 
party receiving an executed original, is made between the law office of YOUNG, MINNEY 
& Corr LLP, hereinafter referred to as "Attorney," and ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 
hereinafter referred to as "Client." This agreement is required by Business and 
Professions Code Section 6148 and is intended to fulfill the requirements of that section. 

2. LEGAL SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED. ATTORNEYS agree to provide the 
following professional services upon request: 

a. Represent and advise CLIENT on those aspects of law as directed by the 
CLIENT; 

b. Prepare legal opinions regarding statutes, court decisions, legislation, and 
other legal issues; 

c. Represent the CLIENT before the courts, and other legal and 
administrative agencies; 

d. Assist CLIENT in legal matters relating to administration of the CLIENT; 

e. Perform such other duties as may be assigned by CLIENT in meeting its 
obligations under the law; and 

f. Other duties as assigned by CLIENT and acceptable to ATTORNEYS. 

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF ATTORNEY AND CLIENT. Attorney will perform the 
legal services called for under this Agreement, keep Client informed of progress and 
developments regarding its work for client, and respond promptly to Client's inquiries 
and communications. Client will be truthful and cooperative with Attorney and keep 
Attorney reasonably informed of developments and of Client's address, telephone 
number, and whereabouts. 

4. DEPOSIT. Client will forward a deposit of $2,500.00 to Attorney. Upon receipt of said 
monies, the deposit will be placed in a trust account, to be used to pay costs, expenses 
and fees incurred for legal services upon the commencement of this Legal Services 
Agreement up to the deposited amount. Client hereby authorizes Attorney to withdraw 
sums from the trust account to pay the costs and/or fees Client incurs upon 
commencement of this Legal Services Agreement. Any unused deposit at the conclusion 
of Attorney’s services will be refunded to Client. 
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5. ATTORNEY'S FEES. Client agrees to pay Attorney fees of $245.00 an hour for 
Partners, $205.00 an hour for Associates and $100.00 an hour for law clerks and 
Paralegals for the services provided under this Agreement. Attorney will charge in 
increments of 1/10th of an hour, rounded off for each particular activity to the nearest 
1/10th of an hour. Attorney time will be itemized and billed on a monthly basis or sooner 
if a discernible project has been completed. The bills are due and owing upon receipt. 
Attorney rates may increase at any time and Client will be informed of any increase in 
writing. Any rate increase during this agreement will take effect 30 days after written 
notification to the Client and will not happen more frequently than twice a year. 

The minimum charge for any particular activity will be 1/10th of an hour. Attorney will 
charge for all activities undertaken in providing legal services to Client under this 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, the following: correspondence, attendance at 
meetings, review, revision and preparation of legal documents; legal research; telephone 
conversations; settlement discussions; and all other phases of administrative and judicial 
representation. This Agreement does not address fees for litigation, which may be 
determined on a case-by-case basis to be at a higher rate. 

6. COSTS. Client further agrees to reimburse Attorney for all cost and expenses incurred 
by Attorney, for actual and necessary expenses and costs with respect to providing legal 
services including but not limited to costs of serving pleadings, filing fees and other 
charges assessed by courts and other public agencies, arbitrator’s fees, court reporters’ 
process server fees, fees fixed by law or assessed by courts or other agencies, postage, 
copies (@ .20 ¢ per page), facsimile transmissions (@ $1.00 per page) mailing, parking, mileage 
(@ .50 ¢ per mile), consultant fees, investigation expenses, lodging and reasonable travel 
expenses, consultants’ fees and expert witness fees. Process server fees twenty cents 
(20¢) per page for copying and a dollar ($1) per page for facsimile transmissions. When 
practical, Attorney will advise Client in advance when fees of over $200 are likely to be 
incurred. All fees and costs will be billed to the CLIENT as incurred by ATTORNEY 
on a monthly basis. When legal representation as provided for under this Agreement 
includes litigation, Client will bear costs for court filing fees, deposition costs, expert 
fees and expenses, investigation costs and process server fees, travel, photocopying, 
and facsimile charges. Client will be billed on a monthly basis for these costs. The bills 
are due and owing upon receipt. Attorney rates may increase at any time and Client 
will be informed of any increase in writing. Any rate increase during this agreement 
will take effect 30 days after written notification to the Client. 

7. REPRESENTATION OF ADVERSE INTERESTS. Client is informed that the Rules 
of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of California require the Client's informed 
written consent before an attorney may begin or continue to represent the Client when the 
Attorney has or had a relationship with another party interested in the subject matter of 
the Attorney's proposed representation of the Client. Attorney is not aware of any 
relationship with any other party interested in the subject matter of Attorney's services for 
Client under this agreement. As long as Attorney's services for Client continue under this 
agreement, Attorney will not agree to provide legal services for any such party without 
Client's prior written consent. 
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8. SETTLEMENT. Attorney will not settle Client's claim without the approval of Client, 
who will have the absolute right to accept or reject any settlement. Attorney will notify 
Client promptly of the terms of any settlement offer received by Attorney. 

9. ATTORNEY'S LIEN. Attorney will have a lien for attorney's fees and costs advanced 
on all claims and causes of action that are the subject of their representation of Client 
under this agreement and on all proceeds of any recovery obtained (whether by 
settlement, arbitration award, or court judgment). 

10. DISCHARGE OF ATTORNEY. Client may discharge Attorney at any time by written 
notice effective when received by Attorney. Unless specifically agreed by Attorney and 
Client, Attorney will provide no further services and advance no further costs on Client's 
behalf after receipt of the notice. If Attorney is Client's attorney of record in any 
proceeding, Client will execute and return a substitution-of-attorney form immediately on 
its receipt from Attorney. Notwithstanding the discharge, Client will be obligated to pay 
attorney's fee for all services provided and to reimburse attorney out of the recovery for 
all costs advanced. 

11. WITHDRAWAL OF ATTORNEY. Attorney may withdraw at any time by written 
notice to Client as permitted under the Rules of Professional Conduct of the State 
Bar of California. The circumstances under which the Rules permit such withdrawal 
include, but are not limited to, the following: (a) The client consents; and (b) the client's 
conduct renders it unreasonably difficult for the attorney to carry out the 
employment effectively. Notwithstanding Attorney's withdrawal, Client will be obligated 
to pay attorney's fees for all services provided. 

12. RELEASE OF CLIENT'S PAPERS AND PROPERTY. At the termination of 
services under this agreement, Attorney will release promptly to Client on request all of 
Client's papers and property. "Client's papers and property" include correspondence, 
deposition transcripts, exhibits, experts reports, legal documents, physical evidence, and 
other items reasonably necessary to Client's representation, whether Client has paid for 
them or not. 

13. DISCLAIMER OF GUARANTY. Although Attorney may offer an opinion about 
possible results regarding the subject matter of this agreement, Attorney cannot guarantee 
any particular result. Client acknowledges that Attorney has made no promises about the 
outcome and that any opinion offered by Attorney in the future will not constitute a 
guaranty. 

14. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties. 
No other agreement, statement, or promise made on or before the effective date of this 
agreement will be binding on the parties. 

15. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this agreement is held in whole or in part to be 
unenforceable for any reason, the remainder of that provision and of the entire agreement 
will be severable and remain in effect. 

Legal Services Agreement – ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL Page 3 of 4 
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ParentSquare Service Agreement 

This service agreement (“Agreement”) is made as of _______________ (“Effective Date”) 

between ____________________________________________________ (“School”) and 

6/8/2017 

Ross Valley Charter 

ParentSquare, Inc., for use of  ______________________________________(“Service”) ParentSquare with Smart Alerts 

The following definitions will be used to interpret the agreement. 

DEFINITIONS 

“Recipient” means the 

i. parents or guardians of enrolled students, 

ii. administrators, 

iii. faculty, 

iv. staff, and 

v. other adults associated with the School in ParentSquare Service;  collectively 
“Recipients”. 

“Recipient Data” refers to data collected by ParentSquare from the “School” for the 
purpose of delivering products and services to the School. For administrators, faculty, 
staff and other adults associated with the School, the following information is 
collected: 

i. Name 

ii. Title at School 

iii. Subjects/ Courses taught at School 

iv. Address 

v. Email 

vi. Telephone Listing 
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vii. Language (optional)  

For parent or guardians of enrolled students, “Student Data” is collected. “Student 
Data” is any information (in any format) that is directly related to any identifiable current 
or former student that is maintained by a School. This includes 

i. Student ID Number 

ii. Name 

iii. Grade Level 

iv. Major Field of Study (Courses) 

v. Other School and Extra-Curricular Activities 

vi. Gender 

vii. Contact Names 

viii. Addresses 

ix. Emails 

x. Telephone Listings 

xi. Home Language (optional) 

xii. ELL/ FRL/ IEP status (optional) 

xiii. Attendance records/ lunch balances/ bus routes (optional) 

xiv. (Future) Grades and Assignments (optional) 

ParentSquare shall comply with FERPA and all other applicable confidentiality and 
privacy laws and rules, and shall cause its employees, consultants, and subcontractors 
to so comply.  
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“School” means the party that will be using Service. If the party is a school district 
then the term “School” includes all schools that are members of the school district and 
served by the school district that will be using Service. 

“Service” refers to the ParentSquare product purchased by the School. This can be 
only ParentSquare, both ParentSquare and Smart Alerts or only Smart Alerts. 

The parties agree as follows: 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

ParentSquare will only use Recipient data received from the School for the sole 
purpose of delivering products and services to the School. ParentSquare will not rent, 
trade, or sell or otherwise distribute Recipient data received from the School to any 
third parties and will only disclose information when allowed by FERPA and required a) 
by applicable laws or government orders or b) to maintain and operate Service. 

OBLIGATION 

The School warrants that a) it will use best efforts in providing complete and accurate 
Recipient data b) it has met all contractual, regulatory, and legal requirements in 
providing, and using, the Recipient data, including, but not limited to, obtaining 
necessary consent to send texts and voice messages (if applicable) to the Recipient. If 
the Recipient incurs additional charges for receiving notifications, such as text 
message fees or data fees, then additional charges are payable by the Recipient or 
School c) it will fully cooperate during the implementation process. 

TERMS AND TERMINATION 

This Agreement’s Term will commence on _____ _______________ (“Term Start Date”) 
and it will end on ___________________ (“Term End Date”, “Anniversary Date”). After the 

6/30/2017 

6/30/2018

Term End Date, the Agreement will automatically renew, unless either party provides 
written notice of non-renewal at least 30 days prior to the end of the then-current Term. 
The conditions of a Renewal Term shall be based on the then-existing ParentSquare 
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__________  

______________

standard terms, rates and charges. In case of any changes to the existing ParentSquare 
standard terms, rates or charges (see below), a 60-day advanced notice will be 
provided to the School. 

FEES AND SCHEDULES 

School shall pay ParentSquare the following On-boarding Fee, Data Maintenance Fee 
and Subscription Fees. 

_: A one-time on-boarding fee of _______a. On-boarding Fee $300.00 is invoiced 
at Term Start Date. The on-boarding fee includes ParentSquare set up as a co-branded 
website, and trainings and initial consultations for getting started with ParentSquare. 

a. Data Maintenance Fee: An annual fee of $0.00   is invoiced at Term Start 
Date and each year on the Anniversary Date. The data maintenance fee includes data 
import of your School’s families and staff via direct data integration, SFTP import or a 
manual upload, data rollovers each year, data archival and maintenance. For data 
import, ParentSquare helps the School gather parent contact data if it is missing, and 
ParentSquare detects and corrects corrupt or inaccurate records before uploading data 
into ParentSquare. 

c. Annual Subscription Fee: School will be billed in the amount of _____________ per n/a 

student per year which is re-evaluated each year on the Anniversary Date upon 
renewal. As of the Term Start Date, the total number of students at School is _________ 

students. Accordingly, the Annual Subscription Fee for the first year is _____________. 

170 

$999.00 

d. Payment of dues: The school will be billed the On-boarding Fee, Data Maintenance 

Fee and the Annual Subscription Fee for first year on the Term Start Date. Thereafter, 
the Data Maintenance and Annual Subscription Fee will be billed on the Anniversary 
Date each year. All bills are due within 30 days of invoicing. 
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Cost of Service 

Description Cost 

On-boarding Fee 
$300.00 

Data maintenance Fee 
$0.00 

Annual Subscription Fee 
$999.00 

Total First Invoice Fee 
$1,299.00 

Total Annual Fee (to be charged each year on Anniversary Date) 
$999.00 

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY 

ParentSquare shall comply with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws, rules, 
regulations, ordinances, and directives, and all provisions required thereby to be 
included in this Agreement are hereby incorporated herein by reference. 

In no event shall ParentSquare be liable to the School or any third party for any injury, 
loss, claim, damages, or any special, incidental, consequential, exemplary or punitive 
damages of any kind. The School agrees that ParentSquare Service is not intended or 
designed for use in high-risk activities, or in any situation where failure of delivery or 
performance or any error in ParentSquare could lead to death, damage to property, 
personal injury, or where other damages could result if an error occurred. 

(signature page follows) 
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__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

For: ParentSquare 

__________________________________________ ________________________________________ 
Signature 

Name 

6/8/2017 

Date 

Title 

____Conn Hickey__________________________  
Name of person to receive invoice by email 

For: _____________________________ Ross Valley Charter 

Signature 

____Conn Hickey, ___________ 
Name 

_______6/28/17_________________________________ 
Date 

______CFO/Treasurer__________________________________ 
Title 

__conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org_____________________ 
Email address of that person 
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Schedule A 

Company Address 

License Start Date 

License End Date 

121 NW Everett St. 
Portland, OR 97209 
US 

5/1/2018 

6/30/2019 

Created Date 

Expiration Date 

SF Quote Number 

4/3/2018 

6/1/2018 

00002067 

Prepared By 

Phone 

Email 

Brad Banich 

503-444-6423 

brad.banich@nwea.org 

Contact Name 

Phone 

Email 

Luke Duchene 

(415)534-6970 

luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

Bill To Name 

Bill To 

Ross Valley Charter 

101 Glen Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 
USA 

Ship To Name 

Ship To 

Ross Valley Charter 

101 Glen Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 
USA 

Product Description Sales Price Quantity Total Price 

MAP Growth K-2 $14.58 70.00 

Online MAP Administration $1,000.00 1.00 

$1,020.60 

$1,000.00 

MAP Growth Math, Reading & Language $14.58 95.00 $1,385.10 

Total Price $3,405.70 

Notes 

Initial 14 month subscription term. Subscription renewal on 7/1/2019 will be for traditional 12-month term. 

Terms and Conditions 

This Schedule A is subject to NWEA’s terms and conditions located at: https://legal.nwea.org/. By signing this Schedule A you agree you have 
read and understood the terms and agree to them. 

NWEA’s Privacy and Security Policy for Student Information can be found at: 
https://legal.nwea.org/NWEA%20Privacy%20and%20Security%20for%20PII%20Sept%2024%202014.pdf 

NWEA’s W9 can be found at: https://legal.nwea.org/NWEA%20W-9.pdf 
Until this Schedule A is signed, the terms identified here are valid for 90 days from the date above. Please confirm the billing address, or 
specify changes to your account manager. 

Signature 

Employer ID#: 93-0686108   121 NW Everett Street, Portland, OR 97209   Schedule A – Hyperlink 
MSA
                                                                    Tel: 503.624.1951 | Fax: 503.639.7873 | www.nwea.org                                                        
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\n1\

\t1\

\s1\

\d1\

Signature: Printed Name: 

Date: 4/3/18 Title: 

Luke Duchene

Director

Employer ID#: 93-0686108   121 NW Everett Street, Portland, OR 97209   Schedule A – Hyperlink 
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US Master Subscription Agreement 
Printer-friendly version with signature blocks can be found here (Master Subscription 
Agreement_Domestic.pdf). 

MASTER SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is between NWEA, an Oregon nonprofit public benefit corporation, and 
Subscriber and is effective as of the Effective Date. 

The parties agree as follows: 

1. Definitions. In this Agreement, capitalized words have the following meanings: 

1.1 Agreement: means this master subscription agreement including applicable Schedule(s) 
and Supplemental Terms. 

1.2 Assessment Data: means deidentified student assessment data and results, and other 
metadata, including but not limited to, testing response times, scores (e.g. goals, RIT, overall 
RIT, etc.), NCES codes, responses, item parameters, and item sequences that result from the 
Services. Assessment Data is considered deidentified when a reasonable person in the 
school community without personal knowledge of the relevant circumstances could not 
identify the student with reasonable certainty. 

1.3 Assessment System:means, to the extent included in an applicable Schedule, the 
following assessment, reporting and administration systems: (i) MAP® Growth; (ii) MAP® 
Skills; or Children's Progress Academic Assessment™ (CPAA™). Assessment System 
excludes Subscriber's operating environment and any other systems not within NWEA's 
control. 

1.4 Content: means test items, including images, text, graphs, charts, and pictures. 

1.5 Directory Information: means information contained in a Student Education Record that 
would not generally be considered harmful or an invasion of privacy if disclosed. 

1.6 Documentation: means documentation made available to Subscriber by NWEA, which 
includes technical manuals, but excludes any marketing materials or brochures. 

1.7 Effective Date: means the earlier of: i) the date Subscriber clicks “accept” via NWEA's 
Online Account Renewal Process; or ii) the date Subscriber signs a Schedule A. 

1.8 FERPA: means the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (“FERPA”), 20 U.S.C. 
§1232g(a)(4)(A)(ii), 1232g(b)(1), as amended from time to time. 

1.9 GRD: means the Growth Research Database containing Assessment Data that are linked 
to Student Education Records. The GRD is used to generate norming studies and other 
research reports that Subscriber and all other subscribers receive. 

1.10 Legal Order: means a valid order issued by a court or governmental agency of 
competent jurisdiction. 

https://legal.nwea.org/us-master-subscription-agreement.html 4/3/2018 
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1.11 NWEA Confidential Information: means all NWEA Content, test scripts, underlying 
ideas, algorithms, item calibrations, concepts, procedures, processes, principles, know-how, 
and methods of operation that comprise the Services, including updates, enhancements, 
modifications, and improvements that are proprietary and confidential and contain trade 
secrets. 

1.12 Reporting: means reports, the Learning Continuum (learning statements that provide an 
instructional starting point for teachers), and scoring. 

1.13 Schedule: means one or more applicable order schedules or other order documents, 
including, upon renewal, any confirmation page listing generated by NWEA's online account 
renewal portal. Schedule(s) may be provided as a separate attachment to the same email 
from which this Agreement is sent. 

1.14 Security Breach: means actual evidence of the unauthorized acquisition of or 
unauthorized use of Student Education Records. For the avoidance of doubt, unauthorized 
acquisition of or unauthorized use of Directory Information shall not be deemed a Security 
Breach.

 1.15 Services: means certain assessments, Content, Documentation, product training, 
professional development, Reporting, scoring, Software, and other services as set forth in an 
applicable Schedule. 

1.16 Software: means (i) any web-based or client-server software made available to 
Subscriber by NWEA; (ii) a lockdown browser sublicensed through NWEA from a third party 
that facilitates access to the Services; (iii) NWEA software that supports client server 
assessments; and (iv) any other software set forth in the Supplemental Terms. 

1.17 Student Education Record: means personally identifiable assessment results of 
Subscriber's students that are protected by FERPA and any applicable state law. 

1.18 Subscriber: means the school or school district or other subscribing entity described in 
NWEA's Online Account Renewal Process and confirmation page or an applicable Schedule 
A and may also refer to a school or group of schools forming an educational entity or any 
individual persons using or accessing the Services on behalf of the school or school district. 

1.19 Supplemental Terms: means the Services-specific terms available at 
http://legal.nwea.org/supplementalterms.html (http://legal.nwea.org/supplementalterms.html). 

1.20 Systems Administrator: means the Subscriber-designated individual who, within the 
Assessment System, is authorized to: (i) modify assessment preferences for Subscriber; (ii) 
create and modify user profiles for roles including lead roles (i.e. data administrator, 
assessment coordinator); and (iii) declare testing complete for Subscriber. 

2.  Grant of License. NWEA grants to Subscriber a nonexclusive, nontransferable, limited license 
to access, use, display, and install or download a copy, as needed, of the Software solely for 
Subscriber's internal use. The license is effective for a period of 1 year commencing on the date 
NWEA makes the Software available to Subscriber, unless otherwise specified in an applicable 

https://legal.nwea.org/us-master-subscription-agreement.html 4/3/2018 
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Schedule. The Services extend only to the quantity of students licensed as indicated on an 
applicable Schedule. Subscriber acknowledges there are limitations on the number of test events 
per academic year by assessment type pursuant to the Supplemental Terms. 

3. Protection from Unauthorized Use or Access. Subscriber shall not: (a) copy, distribute, 
reproduce, resell, publish, license, create derivative works, transfer, rent, lease, or sublicense any 
or all of the Services; (b) exploit for any commercial purposes any portion of the Services, in 
particular the Content and Reporting, or permit use of the Services by anyone not employed or 
under the control of Subscriber; (c) remove any proprietary notices or labels on the Services; 
(d) use the Services in an attempt to, or in conjunction with, any device, program, or service 
designed to circumvent technological measures employed to control access to, distribution of, or 
rights in, the Content or other work protected by the copyright laws of any jurisdiction. Subscriber 
shall use reasonably secure measures to prevent unauthorized use (e.g., copying test items) by its 
end users. Further, Subscriber shall reproduce all copyright, trademark, and other proprietary 
notices and legends on each copy, or partial copy, of the Services. Subscriber will deactivate and 
remove from any equipment under its control any prior versions of the Services. 

4. Ownership. The Services are owned by NWEA and are copyrighted and offered through this 
Agreement to Subscriber, except certain Software is sublicensed from a NWEA supplier. All right, 
title, and interest in the Services and all copies, updates, enhancements, modifications, and 
improvements, along with all associated intellectual property rights, remain with NWEA, regardless 
of either: (i) the source giving rise to the intellectual property; or(ii) despite any modifications or 
adaptations made for the benefit of Subscriber. The Services, and all updates, enhancements, 
modifications, and improvements, are protected by United States and international copyright laws 
and treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws. Subscriber is not granted any license to 
use any of NWEA's trade or service marks. Additionally, NWEA retains all right, title, and interest in 
its trade and service marks. Subscriber shall allow NWEA to use, without restriction or royalty 
obligation, any comments, suggestions, or contributions provided by Subscriber with respect to the 
Services. Subscriber grants and assigns to NWEA any intellectual property rights that Subscriber 
may incidentally obtain or have with respect to any such comments, suggestions or contributions. 

5. NWEA Confidential Information. Subscriber shall keep NWEA Confidential Information strictly 
confidential subject to Subscriber's state public records law, if applicable. Subscriber shall not use, 
disclose, or distribute any Confidential Information, directly or indirectly, without the prior written 
consent of NWEA, except that NWEA authorizes Subscriber to disclose Confidential Information: 
(i) to Subscriber's employees or agents who have signed written confidentiality and nondisclosure 
agreements before such disclosure; and (ii) as required by applicable federal, state, or local law, 
regulation, or a Legal Order.  Before making any disclosure under Section 5(ii), Subscriber shall 
provide NWEA: (a) Prompt written notice of such requirement so that NWEA may seek, at its sole 
cost and expense, a protective order or other remedy; and (b) Reasonable assistance, at NWEA's 
cost and expense, in opposing such disclosure or seeking a protective order or other limitations on 
disclosure. If, after providing such notice and assistance as required in this Section, the Subscriber 
remains subject to a Legal Order to disclose any NWEA Confidential Information, the Subscriber 
(or its representatives or other persons to whom such Legal Order is directed) may disclose no 
more than that portion of the NWEA Confidential Information which, on the advice of Subscriber's 
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legal counsel, specifically requires the Subscriber to disclose. For any such disclosure, and upon 
NWEA's written request, Subscriber shall use best efforts to obtain assurances from the applicable 
court or agency that such NWEA Confidential Information will be afforded confidential treatment. 

6. Student Education Records. 

6. 1 Use of Student Education Records. Pursuant to its Student Education Records policy, 
Subscriber shall comply with any required parental and guardian consents for NWEA to provide 
Services to Subscriber under this Agreement. NWEA and Subscriber acknowledge that NWEA will 
have access to Directory Information and will create and maintain Student Education Records. 
NWEA shall have policies and practices to secure and keep Student Education Records 
confidential. Except as permitted under this Agreement, NWEA shall not (i) use Student Education 
Records for targeted student advertising; or (ii) resell or otherwise disclose to third parties any 
Student Education Records that NWEA creates or obtains during its performance under this 
Agreement without the written consent of Subscriber. Subscriber grants permission to NWEA and 
its contractors that have executed confidentiality agreements to use Student Education Records 
for maintaining, supporting, and troubleshooting the Services. 

6.2 Subscriber's Ownership of Student Education Records. Student Education Records 
(excluding Assessment Data) are and will remain the property of Subscriber and under 
Subscriber's control. 

6.3 Requests for Disclosure of Student Education Records. Except as otherwise described in 
this Section 6.3, NWEA shall not redisclose Student Education Records until Subscriber consents 
in writing to the redisclosure. If NWEA receives a request from a state educational agency for 
Student Education Records, NWEA shall notify Subscriber via email. Such notification to the 
Subscriber will provide Subscriber the ability to create and maintain a record of the request or 
redisclosure with the records of each student and have the record available to parents upon their 
request, as required by 34 CFR 99.32. Upon NWEA's email notification to Subscriber, NWEA may 
promptly respond to such requests for redisclosure. Subscriber hereby consents to such 
redisclosure by NWEA to its state education agency and its designated vendors for the purpose 
set forth under this section. Subscriber shall indemnify NWEA in accordance with Section 21 
(Indemnification) of this Agreement for any consequences which may result from NWEA's 
redisclosure of Student Education Records to Subscriber's state educational agency and its 
designated vendors. 

7. FERPA. In accordance with FERPA, NWEA may itself, through its employees or contractors: (i) 
maintain and use Student Education Records to perform the Services for the Subscriber; (ii) to use 
deidentified Student Education Records to improve its Services; and (iii) disclose Assessment 
Data to third parties for legitimate educational research provided such third parties execute 
confidentiality agreements. Subscriber is responsible for any notices to parents required under 
FERPA and for providing parents and guardians with an opportunity to inspect and challenge the 
contents of a Student Education Record. If NWEA receives a request from a parent or guardian 
challenging the content of a Student Education Record maintained by NWEA, NWEA shall contact 
Subscriber to validate the identity of the parent or guardian and student and request instructions 
regarding corrective action to be taken, if any. Once validated, NWEA shall correct erroneous the 
Student Education Record as directed by Subscriber in writing. 
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8. GRD. Subscriber authorizes NWEA to use Student Education Records in the GRD to provide 
research related Services to Subscriber. Such research Services include longitudinal studies, 
alignment studies, and norming studies. For additional fees, Subscriber may also order Growth 
Reports and other research reports. NWEA will handle Student Education Records in a manner 
that protects student anonymity. The authorization for use of Student Education Records in the 
GRD commences on the Effective Date or upon the date that Subscriber used or ordered 
Services, whichever is earlier. NWEA and Subscriber acknowledge that the permissions and 
obligations expressed in this Agreement survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement 
and any renewals. As described in Section 15 (Termination and Remedies), NWEA will maintain 
Student Education Records after expiration or termination of this Agreement for Subscriber's 
access to Reporting and research related Services and to validate the authenticity of data in such 
Reporting. If NWEA receives Subscriber's written request to opt out of participation in the GRD, 
NWEA will deidentify Student Education Records in the GRD. As a result of opting out of the GRD, 
certain research reports are unavailable to Subscriber due to the inability to accurately link student 
data with research data. Subscriber's written request must be sent via email to 
legalservices@nwea.org (mailto:legalservices@nwea.org) and include the following: (i) requestor's 
name, title and contact information; (ii) the name of requesting school or entity with NCES #; (iii) a 
request to deidentify Student Education Records in the GRD; and (iv) an attestation that requestor 
is duly authorized and has legal capacity to execute the request. 

9. Security and Privacy Obligations. 

9.1 Subscriber Responsibilities. Subscriber is solely responsible for configuring role-based 
access to Student Education Records within the Assessment System and for ensuring the security 
and availability of Subscriber's own computers, computer networks, and internet connections, 
including security patches, choice of browser, and browser configuration settings to be used with 
the Assessment System, email, and other transmissions. Subscriber acknowledges that its 
Systems Administrator controls the access and security points of the Assessment Systems. 
Annually, Subscriber shall remove any inactive Systems Administrators and confirm to NWEA the 
names of its active Systems Administrators. The Assessment System may contain mechanical or 
electronic methods to prevent unauthorized use or distribution of the Services. Subscriber shall not 
disable or circumvent such control devices. 

9.2 NWEA Responsibilities. Subject to the limitations of warranty set forth in Section 18 (Limited 
Warranty) of the Agreement, within NWEA's sole discretion and to the extent commercially 
reasonable, NWEA shall maintain the necessary and appropriate privacy and data security 
controls to secure Student Education Records. NWEA has commercially reasonable policies and 
procedures and trains appropriate staff members to secure and maintain the confidentiality of 
Student Education Records. NWEA has an incident response program that specifies the actions to 
be taken when NWEA detects a Security Breach. In accordance with applicable state law, NWEA 
shall notify Subscriber by email or telephone, without unreasonable delay, after confirmation of a 
Security Breach. In the event of a Security Breach, Subscriber shall cooperate fully with NWEA so 
that NWEA can comply with its notification obligations to the affected parent(s), legal guardian(s) 
or eligible student(s) or any other parties for which notification by NWEA is required under 
applicable state law. 
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10. Fees and Taxes. Unless Subscriber is a tax-exempt entity, Subscriber shall pay the fees set 
forth on the applicable Schedule. Subscriber is solely responsible for any personal property taxes 
or local licensing fees related to or resulting from NWEA's delivery of Services under this 
Agreement. 

11. Billing and Payment. Subscriber shall use its best efforts to determine the number of students 
to be tested by Subscriber. NWEA shall send an invoice based on the applicable Schedule to 
Subscriber, and Subscriber shall pay the amount due within 30 days of the invoice date by mailing 
a check or depositing the amount due via a wire transfer. Subscriber must contact NWEA at 
accountsreceivable@nwea.org (mailto:accountsreceivable@nwea.org) for wire transfer 
instructions. If Subscriber overestimates the number of students tested, NWEA is not obligated to 
refund any fees. If, however, Subscriber underestimates the number of students tested, NWEA 
may submit an amended invoice to capture the additional students tested, and Subscriber shall 
pay the variance within 30 days of the amended invoice date. 

12. Amendments and Renewals. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, terms of any 
purchase orders or written authorizations issued by Subscriber or any other communications which 
are additional to or inconsistent with this Agreement are not binding unless NWEA expressly 
assents to such terms in writing. Such renewals and expansions are governed by this Agreement 
(including all NWEA order forms). The conditions of payment described in Sections 10 (Fees and 
Taxes) and 11 (Billing and Payment) apply to all renewals and expansions. Subscriber shall make 
all payments under this Agreement to NWEA. 

13. Product Training. If Subscriber is new to the Services, Subscriber's teachers and staff 
administering the Services must, at Subscriber's cost, participate in NWEA introductory product 
training before testing begins (e.g. MAP Admin Workshop if Subscriber subscribes to MAP 
Growth or Client Server MAP). Before testing commences, Subscriber shall assign a member of its 
staff to coordinate the logistics of setting up the training. If Subscriber experiences staff change 
that affects the administration of the Services, Subscriber shall promptly notify NWEA in writing. 
NWEA may require Subscriber to send any new staff to introductory NWEA product training. 

14. Publicity. Subscriber consents to NWEA's use of and references to Subscriber's name, 
directly or indirectly, in NWEA's marketing and training materials. 

15. Termination and Remedies. This Agreement remains in effect until terminated in accordance 
with this section. Either party may terminate by providing the other party thirty (30) days written 
notice of its intent to terminate for convenience. NWEA may terminate immediately without prior 
notice to Subscriber upon Subscriber's breach of this Agreement. Upon termination for any reason, 
NWEA is under no obligation to refund any fees paid by Subscriber for the Services. NWEA may 
seek any legal or equitable remedy available against Subscriber for breach of the terms of this 
Agreement, including without limitation, injunctive relief and specific performance. After termination 
or expiration of the Agreement, NWEA shall continue to maintain Student Education Records, 
allowing Subscriber to continue to access Reporting, unless Subscriber notifies NWEA in writing to 
deidentify the Student Education Records. Subscriber acknowledges that NWEA will retain use of 
Assessment Data for research and improvement of products and services. 
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16. Support. NWEA will provide to Subscriber limited support, updates, enhancements, 
modifications, improvements, and maintenance services. Subscriber acknowledges that the 
validity and accuracy of the Reporting depends upon the accuracy and completeness of the class 
roster file Subscriber submits. 

17. Scheduled Maintenance. NWEA has system maintenance periods throughout the year that 
affect Subscriber's use of the Services, including Subscriber's ability to (i) upload or download 
student and test data; (ii) access Reporting; or (iii) interact with any of NWEA's websites. NWEA 
provides notice of regularly scheduled maintenance at NWEA.org (https://www.nwea.org 
(https://community.nwea.org/docs/DOC-2040)). NWEA may perform emergency maintenance at 
any time without advance notice. 

18. Limited Warranty. NWEA warrants, during the subscription period, that the Assessment 
System, as delivered by NWEA and when used in accordance with the Documentation and the 
terms of this Agreement, will substantially perform in accordance with the Documentation. If the 
Assessment System does not operate as warranted and Subscriber has provided written notice of 
the non-conformity to NWEA within thirty (30) days of discovery of such non-conformity, NWEA 
shall at its option (i) repair the Assessment System; (ii) replace the Assessment System with a 
system of substantially the same functionality; or (iii) terminate the license to the non-conforming 
Assessment System and provide Subscriber a pro-rata refund representing the portion of any fees 
previously paid for the unused portion of the terminated license measured from the effective date 
of termination. The foregoing warranty specifically excludes defects in or non-conformance of the 
Assessment System resulting from (a) use of the Assessment System in a manner not in 
accordance with the Documentation except as otherwise authorized in writing by NWEA; (b) 
modifications or enhancements to the Assessment System made by or on behalf of Subscriber 
except as otherwise authorized in writing by NWEA; (c) combining the Assessment System with 
products, software or devices not provided by NWEA; (d) improper or inadequate maintenance of 
Subscriber's own computers, computer networks, operating environment, security programs, and 
internet connections; or (e) computer hardware malfunctions, unauthorized repair, accident, or 
abuse. 

19. Disclaimer. EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY PROVIDED IN SECTION 
18 (LIMITED WARRANTY), TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, 
THE SERVICES ARE PROVIDED “AS-IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
(i) MERCHANTABILITY; (ii) FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE; (iii) QUALITY; 
(iv) PRODUCTIVENESS; OR (v) CAPACITY, OR THAT THE OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE 
INCLUDED WITHIN THE SERVICES IS ERROR-FREE. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HERE, THE 
ENTIRE RISK AND LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF USE OF THE SERVICES REMAINS WITH 
SUBSCRIBER. THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR DATA SECURITY OR PERFORMANCE 
ISSUES (a) CAUSED BY FACTORS OUTSIDE OF NWEA'S REASONABLE CONTROL; OR (b) 
RESULTING FROM ANY ACTION OR INACTION OF SUBSCRIBER OR ANY THIRD PARTIES; 
OR (c) RESULTING FROM SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE PERIODS. NWEA CANNOT 
CONTROL PERFORMANCE OF SERVICES BASED ON THE FLOW OF DATA TO OR FROM 
NWEA'S NETWORK AND OTHER PORTIONS OF THE INTERNET, WHICH DEPEND IN 
LARGE PART ON THE PERFORMANCE OF INTERNET SERVICES PROVIDED OR 
CONTROLLED BY THIRD PARTIES. AT TIMES, ACTIONS OR INACTIONS OF SUCH THIRD 
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PARTIES CAN IMPAIR OR DISRUPT SUBSCRIBER'S CONNECTIONS TO THE INTERNET 
(OR PORTIONS THEREOF). ALTHOUGH NWEA USES COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE 
EFFORTS TO REMEDY AND AVOID SUCH EVENTS, NWEA DOES NOT GUARANTEE THAT 
SUCH EVENTS WILL NOT OCCUR. ACCORDINGLY, NWEA DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY 
RESULTING FROM OR RELATED TO SUCH EVENTS. 

20. Limitation. THE REMEDIES PROVIDED UNDER THE LIMITED WARRANTY ARE 
SUBSCRIBER'S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED 
BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT IS NWEA LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR EXPENSES 
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOST 
OPPORTUNITY, LOST SAVINGS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, LOST BUSINESS, LOSS OF 
ANTICIPATED BENEFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, 
LOSS OF OR DAMAGE TO DATA, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY 
OTHER INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR PECUNIARY 
LOSS, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT, OR OTHERWISE, ARISING OUT OF THE 
USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SERVICES, EVEN IF NWEA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. NWEA'S ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER THIS 
AGREEMENT IS LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY SUBSCRIBER FOR THE 
RIGHT TO USE THE SERVICES IN THE TWELVE MONTHS PRECEDING THE INCIDENT 
GIVING RISE TO THE LIABILITY. THIS LIMITATION ALSO APPLIES TO NWEA'S 
DEVELOPERS AND SUPPLIERS OF THE SERVICES AND IS THE MAXIMUM FOR WHICH 
THEY AND NWEA ARE COLLECTIVELY RESPONSIBLE. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS 
SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING THE FAILURE OF THE ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY 
LIMITED REMEDY. 

Indemnification. 

21.1 By Subscriber. To the extent limited by applicable law, Subscriber shall indemnify, defend, 
and hold harmless NWEA and NWEA's officers, directors, employees, agents, and 
representatives, from and against any claims, damages, expenses, judgments, fines, and amounts 
paid in settlement in connection with any proceeding arising from (i) any breach of the following 
Sections: 5 (NWEA Confidential Information), 6 (Student Education Records), 8 (GRD), and 9 
(Security and Privacy Obligations); (ii) any use of the Services; or (iii) any other breach of this 
Agreement by Subscriber or any of its employees and agents. 

21.2 By NWEA. Subject to Section 20 (Limitation), NWEA shall (i) defend Subscriber against any 
claims made by an unaffiliated third party that the Assessment System infringes its US patent, 
copyright, or trademark; and (ii) pay the amount of any resulting adverse final judgment against 
Subscriber (after any appeals) or settlement to which NWEA consents. Subscriber must notify 
NWEA promptly in writing of the claim. Subscriber must also give NWEA sole control over its 
defense and settlement. Subscriber shall provide NWEA with reasonable assistance in defending 
the claim. NWEA's obligations under this Section will not apply to the extent the claim (or adverse 
final judgment) is based on: (i) Subscriber using the Assessment System after NWEA has 
informed Subscriber to discontinue use due to such a claim; (ii) the combination or use of the 
Assessment System with non-NWEA information, data, or materials except as otherwise 
authorized in writing by NWEA; (iii) modification of the Assessment System except as otherwise 
authorized in writing by NWEA; or (iv) use of NWEA's trademark(s) without express written 
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permission. If NWEA receives information about a claim under this Section related to the 
Assessment System, NWEA may do any of the following, at its discretion and expense: (i) procure 
the right to continue its use; (ii) replace it with a functional equivalent; (iii) modify it to make it non-
infringing (if NWEA does this, Subscriber will stop using the allegedly infringing Assessment 
System immediately); or (iv) terminate this Agreement. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, 
NWEA's commitment under this Section is Subscriber's exclusive remedy for third-party 
infringement and trade secret misappropriation claims. Nothing in this section obligates NWEA to 
indemnify Subscriber from and against any claims, suits, actions, losses, damages, liabilities, costs 
and expenses attributable to the acts or omissions of Subscriber, its officers, employees, or 
agents. 

22. Miscellaneous. 

22.1 Force Majeure. Neither party is liable for any delay or failure to perform any obligation 
hereunder due to causes beyond its control, including without limitation, war, riot, insurrection, civil 
commotion, terrorist activity, fire, industrial dispute, act of nature, computer crime including denial 
of service attacks, epidemic, act or omission of a third-party vendor or supplier, equipment failure, 
public enemy of government, failure of telecommunications, system malfunction, or other casualty. 

22.2 Waiver and Severability. Waiver of any default or breach under this Agreement by NWEA 
does not constitute a waiver of any subsequent default or a modification of any other provisions of 
this Agreement. If any part of this Agreement is held illegal or otherwise unenforceable by a court 
of competent jurisdiction, the parties intend that the remainder of this Agreement nevertheless 
remains in full force and effect. Upon a determination that any term or provision is illegal or 
unenforceable, the court may modify this Agreement to effect the original intent of the parties as 
closely as possible. 

22.3 No Third-party Beneficiaries. The parties do not intend to confer any right or remedy on any 
third party. 

22.4 Survival. The following sections survive any termination or expiration of this agreement or the 
termination of any license granted under this agreement: 1 (Definitions); 3 (Protection from 
Unauthorized Use or Access); 4 (Ownership); 5 (NWEA Confidential Information); 6 (Student 
Education Records); 7 (FERPA); 8 (GRD); 9 (Security and Privacy Obligations); 17 (Scheduled 
Maintenance); 18 (Limited Warranty); 21 (Indemnification); and 22 (Miscellaneous). 

22.5 Entire Agreement; Order of Precedence. This Agreement contains the entire understanding 
of the parties regarding the subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes all prior and 
contemporaneous negotiations and agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties with 
respect to the subject matter of this Agreement. If there is a conflict among any of the terms of this 
Agreement, the parties intend that it be resolved by giving precedence to Agreement documents in 
the following order (i.e. the earlier listing governing the later): (i) any Supplemental Terms to the 
extent related to Services described in an applicable Schedule; (ii) this Agreement without any 
Schedules or Supplemental Terms; (iii) the most recent Schedule; followed by (iv) any other 
Schedules in reverse chronological order. 

22.6 Assignment. Subscriber may not assign this Agreement to any third party without the prior 
written consent of NWEA, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
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22.7 Binding. This Agreement binds and inures to the benefit of each party and its respective 
successors and approved assigns, if any 

22.8 Merger or Sale of NWEA. If either (i) NWEA and a third party merge; or (ii) NWEA is sold to 
a third party, then the surviving or resulting entity shall maintain the Student Education Records in 
accordance with this Agreement, if the entity is subject to this Agreement 

22.9 Representation of Signatories. Each person “accepting” this Agreement or signing an 
applicable Schedule A to this Agreement represents and warrants that he or she is duly authorized 
and has legal capacity to execute and deliver this Agreement for its respective party 

22.10 Notices. Any notice required under this Agreement shall be in writing and effective when 
(a) delivered personally against receipt, (b) deposited in the mail and registered or certified with 
return receipt requested, postage prepaid, (c) shipped by a recognized courier service and 
addressed to either party as designated in this Agreement, (d) delivered by email to an email 
address designated by the recipient, or (e) when delivered via any of the foregoing at such other 
address as may be provided by the recipient in accordance with this section. 

Address for Notices to NWEA: 

NWEA 
121 NW Everett Street 
Portland, OR 97209 
Email: legalservices@nwea.org 

Address for Notices to Subscriber shall be sent to the address on file with NWEA. 

22.11 Controlling Law and Venue. Unless the law of the jurisdiction where Subscriber is 
domiciled requires otherwise, the parties intend that this Agreement be construed and controlled 
by the laws of the State of Oregon, U.S.A., without giving effect to principles of conflict of laws. The 
United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is specifically 
disclaimed and does not apply to this Agreement. Any litigation arising out of this Agreement must 
be conducted in courts located in Multnomah County, Oregon. 

22.12 Attorney Fees. If any lawsuit is instituted to interpret, enforce, or rescind this Agreement, 
the prevailing party on a claim may recover, in addition to any other relief awarded, its reasonable 
attorney fees and other fees, costs, and expenses incurred in connection with the lawsuit, the 
collection of any award, or the enforcement of any order as determined by a judge. 

22.13 Counterparts. The parties may execute this Agreement in counterparts, each of which is an 
original, and the counterparts constitute one and the same Agreement. The parties may also 
deliver and accept facsimile or electronically scanned signatures, which bind a party as if the 
signature were an original. 

22.14 Vendor Status and Independent Contractor. NWEA provides Services within its normal 
business operations and operates in a competitive environment. The Services constitute a vendor 
relationship, as defined by OMB Circular A-133 and, therefore, any monies to pay for this 
Agreement are not subject to the federal audit requirements of OMB Circular A-133. NWEA is an 
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independent contractor, and neither NWEA nor its employees are Subscriber's employees. 
Nothing contained in this Agreement creates or implies an agency relationship, joint venture, or 
partnership between the parties. 

22.15 Custom Agreements. If NWEA and Subscriber have a valid and effective written custom 
agreement in place for the Services, the terms of that custom agreement take precedence over 
any conflicting terms in this Agreement. 

Last Updated: June 6, 2017 

MSA HTML 2017 

Privacy & Terms of Use (/privacy-and-terms) 

HQ: 121 NW Everett Street, Portland, OR 97209 
SALES: 866-654-3246 (tel:8666543246) SUPPORT: 877-469-3287 (tel:8774693287) 

Copyright © 2017 NWEA 
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ㅡ 

MASTER SERVICE AS A SOFTWARE AGREEMENT 

This Software as a Service Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into by SchoolMint, Inc. with a primary place of business at 171 2nd 

St. Suite 400 San Francisco, Ca 94105 (“SchoolMint”) and Ross Valley Charter located at 101 Glen Drive Fairfax, CA 94930 
(“Licensee”) as of 02/21/2017 (“Effective Date”). The parties hereby agree as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS 
a. “Additional Licenses” means licenses that may be procured during the Term in addition to the initial licenses as set forth in an 
Order Form. 
b. “Enterprise Support. If set forth in an Order Form, Enterprise Support includes Standard Support plus telephone support and a 
dedicated support liaison. 
c. “Licensee Content” means any original content submitted by Licensee through use of the Services, or content that has been 
collected from other sources and provided by Licensee. “Licensee Content” may include but is not limited to electronic data or 
information in any format including text, images, video, audio, or other media file. 
d. “Malicious Code” means any computer code, file or program that is designed or intended to scrape the website, disrupt, damage, 
limit, do harm to or otherwise interfere with the computer system of another or compromise the Services. Malicious Code may include 
but is not limited to: viruses, Trojan horses or worms. 
e. “Named User(s)” means an employee, contractor or agent of Licensee as well as School Administrators residing working at Ross 
Valley Charter authorized to use the Services on behalf of Licensee by submitting a username and password. 
f. “Order Form” means a document referencing this Agreement in which the business terms of an arrangement are sufficiently 
detailed such that SchoolMint can fulfill the order. 
g. “Services” shall mean the software as a service, including any underlying technology offered by SchoolMint to Licensee as a 
hosted solution in accordance with this Agreement. “Services” includes any modifications or corrections provided as part of Standard 
Support or Enterprise Support, Additional Licenses and Additional Features (as applicable). 
h. “Enrollment System” mean internet-based accounts and system created by Schoolmint to manage admissions and parent-school 
communication. 
i. “Standard Support” means the standard maintenance and technical support provided by SchoolMint in connection with the 
Services, which is expressly limited to online chat and email support. 
j. “Term” means the subscription term as set forth in an Order Form. 

2. USE OF SERVICES 
a. License. SchoolMint hereby grants to Ross Valley Charter, non-exclusive, worldwide, and non-transferable license to access 
and use the Services on a subscription basis during the Term, for accepting applications for Ross Valley Charter in accordance with 
any limitations herein and as set forth in an Order Form. 
b. License Restrictions. Licensee shall not, nor shall it permit others to: (i) reverse engineer, decompile or otherwise seek to obtain 
the source code to the Services; (ii) copy or modify the Services, or create derivative works; (iii) use the Services other than for Ross 
Valley Charter; (iv) rent, sell, provide access to, distribute, license or sublicense the Services to a third party as a service bureau; or 
(v) violate the terms of any third party agreement in using or submitting Licensee Content. 
c. Usage Limitations. Services are subject to the usage limits set forth in an Order Form. Licensee is responsible for any and all 
actions taken using Licensee’s accounts and passwords, and for Named Users’ compliance with this Agreement. Enrollment System 
is configured by Licensee and may be changed at any time during the Term, up to the specified limits. Licensee grants SchoolMint 
the right to access designated Enrollment System on its behalf and, where required, it shall provide SchoolMint the appropriate 
credentials to do so. If a provider of the Enrollment System Account terminates Licensee’s account or makes SchoolMint’s access to 
such Student Enrollment System inoperable, SchoolMint reserves the right to cease providing access to that Enrollment Account and 
Licensee may re-configure the Services accordingly. 
d. Licensee Conduct. In using the Services, Licensee agrees to the following: (i) Licensee shall not incorporate into or otherwise 
transmit through the Services any Licensee Content that violates or infringes the rights of others, including without limitation any 
material that: (A) may be abusive, indecent, threatening, obscene, harassing, violent, defamatory, libelous, fraudulent, or otherwise 
objectionable; (B) encourages or otherwise promotes conduct that would constitute a criminal offense or give rise to civil liability; (C) 
impersonates any person or entity or that otherwise misrepresents Licensee’s affiliation with a person or entity; (D) contains Malicious 
Code; (E) is in violation of the CAN-SPAM Act or any other applicable laws pertaining to unsolicited email, SMS, text messaging or 
other electronic communications, or the transmission of emails to an individual or entity with which Licensee has no preexisting 
relationship; (F) includes the private information of another without express permission, including but not limited to contact information, 
social security numbers, credit card numbers or other information which a reasonable would consider private in nature, (G) violates 
any privacy, intellectual property or proprietary right of another; (H) is pornographic or sexual in nature; (I) expressly targets children 
under the age of 13; or (J) is unlawful or otherwise objectionable, in SchoolMint’s sole opinion. (ii) Licensee shall ensure that 
Licensee’s use of the Services is at all times compliant with all applicable local, state, federal and international law, regulations and 
conventions, including without limitation, those related to data privacy, international communications, and the exportation of data of 
any kind, regulations of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and/or any rules of a securities exchange in the U.S. or 
elsewhere. (iii) Licensee shall not hack nor shall it permit others to hack the Services. 

3. LICENSEE CONTENT 
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a. Licensee Content. Licensee is solely responsible for the quality, accuracy and legality of all Licensee Content, and the means 
by which Licensee Content was acquired. Licensee represents and warrants that it has sufficient rights in the Licensee Content to 
authorize SchoolMint to process, distribute and display the Licensee Content as contemplated by this Agreement, and that the 
Licensee Content does not infringe the rights of any third-party. 
b. Rights to Licensee Content. Licensee or any third party site from which Licensee has obtained the Licensee Content shall retain 
all right, title and interest including any and all intellectual property rights, in and to Licensee Content. To the extent applicable, 
Licensee hereby grants to SchoolMint a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free right to host, use, copy, store, transmit, and display the 
Licensee Content during the Term, solely to the extent necessary to provide the Services. 
c. Retention of Licensee Content. Licensee Content that is collected from public sources may be stored indefinitely. Licensee 
Content that is created by Licensee or the users of the Student Enrollment System shall be retained by SchoolMint through expiration 
of the Term only and if needed will be transferred to Licensee in form of CSV exports. 
d. Indemnification by Licensee. Licensee shall indemnify, defend and hold SchoolMint harmless from and against any and all third 
party claims against SchoolMint arising from Licensee Content; provided that Licensee shall have received from SchoolMint: (i) prompt 
written notice of the claim; (ii) the exclusive right to control and direct the defense or settlement of such claim; and (iii) all reasonable 
cooperation at Licensee’s expense. 

4. SUPPORT. As specified in an Order Form, SchoolMint will provide Standard Support or Enterprise Support at no additional 
charge. 

5. OWNERSHIP 
a. SchoolMint IP. SchoolMint and its suppliers retain all right, title and interest including without limitation all patent, copyright, 
trademark, trade secret and other intellectual property rights in and to the Services and Additional Features (defined below), including 
the underlying technology, tools, algorithms, improvements, modifications, including all modifications and derivative works thereof 
(together “SchoolMint IP”). 
b. Feedback. Licensee may provide input, suggestions, recommendations, comments and other feedback about the Services 
(“Feedback”). Licensee grants SchoolMint a perpetual, worldwide, irrevocable, royalty-free license to use, copy, distribute, modify 
and create derivative works of the Feedback without restriction. 
c. Additional Features. In certain circumstances, SchoolMint may work with Licensee to develop new features, add-ons, tools, 
inventions and/or other intellectual property to improve or enhance the Services, or to create new SchoolMint products or services 
(“Additional Features”). The creation or improvement of any Additional Features shall not be considered a work made for hire and 
SchoolMint shall own without limitation all rights, title and interest thereto. As applicable, SchoolMint grants to Licensee a non-
exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free, license to access and use any Additional Features during the Term, for the purposes contemplated 
hereunder. 

6. FEES & PAYMENT 
a. Fees and Payment. All fees are as set forth in an applicable Order Form and shall be invoiced and paid by Licensee net 30 from 
date of invoice. Subscription fees are payable annually, in advance, and SchoolMint may invoice as of the Effective Date of an Order 
Form. Licensee is responsible for paying any sales, use, GST, value-added withholding, or similar taxes imposed by a government 
entity with respect to the Services. All fees are non-cancellable and non-refundable. SchoolMint has full right to increase the fees on 
a year-to-year basis. The increment in fees per year will not exceed 20% of the original yearly subscription fees. 
b. Suspension of Service. In the event that payment is more than 30 days past due, SchoolMint reserves the right to suspend and/or 
terminate the Services and the Agreement, including any Order Form. SchoolMint will notify Licensee of such delinquency at least 7 
days prior to suspending or terminating service. This shall be in addition to any other remedy available to SchoolMint at law or in 
equity. 

7. TERM AND TERMINATION 
a. Term. This Agreement shall remain in effect from the Effective Date through expiration of the Term set forth in an Order Form, 
subject to termination in accordance with this Agreement. 
b. Termination for Cause. Either party may terminate this Agreement, including an applicable Order Form, immediately upon notice 
if the other party: (i) fails to cure a material breach of this Agreement within 30 days of receiving written notice of such breach if such 
breach is capable of a cure, or immediately upon notice in the event of a material breach which is not by its nature capable of cure; 
(ii) ceases operation without a successor; or (iii) becomes the subject of any bankruptcy, receivership, trust deed, creditors’ 
arrangement, composition, or comparable proceeding. In the event of a breach of Section 2.4 (Licensee Conduct), SchoolMint may 
immediately terminate the Agreement, including any Order Form. 

c. Effect of Termination. Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason (i) Licensee shall immediately cease all 
use of and access to the Services, including any SchoolMint IP; (ii) each party shall return any and all Confidential Information of the 
other in its possession, or, upon request, destroy such Confidential Information and certify destruction thereof; and (iii) Licensee shall 
immediately pay to SchoolMint all fees due through the date of termination. 
d. Survival. The following Sections shall survive expiration or termination of this Agreement: 2(b) (License Restrictions), 3(c) 
(Indemnification by Licensee), 5 (Ownership), 6 (Fees and Payment), 7 (Term and Termination), 9 (Limitation of Liability), 10 
(Indemnification), 11 (Confidential Information), and 13 (General Terms). 

8. NO WARRANTY. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN, THE SERVICES ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” AND WITH ALL 
FAULTS. SCHOOLMINT SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
SCHOOLMINT DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE SERVICES WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE OR THAT THE 
SERVICES ARE FREE OF VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS. SCHOOLMINT DOES NOT MAKE ANY 
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REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OR RESULTS OF THE SERVICES IN TERMS OF THEIR 
CORRECTNESS, COMPLETENESS, ACCURACY, RELIABILITY OR OTHERWISE. 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
A. SCHOOLMINT SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY 
KIND, OR FOR LOST PROFITS OR REVENUES, LOST DATA, OR FAILURE OF SECURITY MECHANISMS, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT OR TORT AND REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, EVEN IF SCHOOLMINT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES IN ADVANCE. SCHOOLMINT SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DELAYS, INTERRUPTIONS, 
SERVICE FAILURES AND OTHER PROBLEMS INHERENT IN USE OF THE INTERNET OR OTHER SYSTEMS OUTSIDE THE 
REASONABLE CONTROL OF SCHOOLMINT, OR FOR DAMAGE RESULTING FROM MALICIOUS CODE THAT HAS BEEN 
INTRODUCED INTO THE SERVICES BY A THIRD PARTY THROUGH NO FAULT OF SCHOOLMINT. 

B. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, SCHOOLMINT’S ENTIRE LIABILITY SHALL BE 
LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY LICENSEE TO SCHOOLMINT DURING THE PRIOR TWELVE MONTHS UNDER 
THIS AGREEMENT. 

C. The above limitations shall survive and apply even if any limited remedy specified herein is found to have failed of its essential 
purpose. 

10. INDEMNIFICATION. SchoolMint shall indemnify, defend and hold Licensee harmless from and against any claim brought by a 
third party claiming infringement of any U.S. intellectual property right based upon Licensee’s authorized use of the Services; provided 
that: (a) Licensee provides SchoolMint with prompt written notice of the claim; (b) SchoolMint retains the sole and exclusive right to 
direct the defense or settlement of such claim; and (c) Licensee provides reasonable cooperation at SchoolMint’s expense. If 
Licensee’s use of the Services is found to infringe, or if in SchoolMint’s opinion it may be found to infringe, SchoolMint may, in its sole 
discretion, terminate the Agreement and refund to Licensee any pre-paid fees for the portion of the Term not rendered. The foregoing 
obligation shall not apply if: (i) the Services are modified by any party other than SchoolMint or (ii) the alleged infringement is due to 
unauthorized use of the Services. THIS SECTION SETS FORTH SCHOOLMINT’S SOLE LIABILITY AND LICENSEE’S SOLE AND 
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INFRINGEMENT. 

11. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. “Confidential Information” means all confidential or proprietary information disclosed by one 
party ("Disclosing Party") to the other ("Receiving Party"), whether orally or in writing, that is designated as confidential or that 
reasonably should be understood to be confidential given the nature of the information and the circumstances surrounding disclosure. 
The SchoolMint IP, passwords, pricing and the terms of this Agreement, including any Order Form, shall be deemed Confidential 
Information of SchoolMint. Each party shall protect the other’s Confidential Information with the same degree of care as it uses to 
protect its own such information, and Confidential Information shall only be used for the purposes contemplated herein. The Receiving 
Party’s nondisclosure obligations shall not apply to information which the Receiving Party can document: (a) was rightfully in its 
possession or known to it prior to receipt of the Confidential Information; (b) is or has become public knowledge through no fault of 
the Receiving Party; (c) is rightfully obtained by the Receiving Party from a third party without breach of any confidentiality obligation; 
(d) is independently developed by the Receiving Party without access to such information; or (e) disclosure is required pursuant to a 
regulation, law or court order (with advance notice to the Disclosing Party). The Receiving Party acknowledges that disclosure of 
Confidential Information would cause substantial harm for which monetary damages would be insufficient and therefore upon any 
such disclosure the Disclosing Party shall be entitled to equitable relief in addition to any other remedies it might have at law. 

12. Publicity (Announcements and Press Releases). Licensee agrees to participate in the following activities with SchoolMint. All 
content developed by SchoolMint is subject to licensee’s final approval. 
a. SchoolMint and Licensee can each use the other’s Marks for marketing and public relations. Licensee agrees that SchoolMint 
can use licensee’s name and Marks on the SchoolMint website to identify Licensee in general marketing materials and in 
demonstration versions of the product. 
b. Press Releases. Both parties consent to press releases by the other regarding this Agreement, as long as the other party 
approves the release prior to publication. This may include an announcement of the parties’ business relationship, successful 
implementation, and/or another newsworthy topic pertaining to the licensee. 
c. Participate in a (written or video) case study detailing business benefits the licensee has derived from using the SchoolMint 
product that would be promoted in the marketing materials. 

13. Piggyback/Rider Clause
The licensor agrees to allow the licensee and other public agencies and school districts in the U.S. to purchase additional items, at 
the same terms and conditions that apply to this contract.  Districts and agencies may order additional items/features in quantities 
and amounts. Any Liability created by Purchase Orders/Order Forms issued against this agreement shall be the sole responsibility 
of the district or agency placing the order. 

14. U.S. GOVERNMENT. The Services are considered to be commercial in nature, as defined in FAR Section 12.211 (Technical 
Data) and FAR Section 12.212 (Software). The rights afforded to any U.S. Government end users include only those rights as are 
made available to the public. Any use of the Services by the U.S. Government shall be solely in accordance with this Agreement. 

15. GENERAL TERMS 
d. Assignment. Neither party may assign this Agreement in whole or in part without the other party’s prior written consent; however 
SchoolMint may assign this Agreement to a successor-in-interest of all or substantially all of its stock, assets, or voting securities, 
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02/23/2017

provided that such successor agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement. Any attempted assignment in violation of this 
provision will be void. 
e. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be unenforceable or invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, 
such provision shall be construed to the maximum extent possible and the Agreement shall otherwise remain in effect. 
f. Governing Law; Jurisdiction and Venue. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California and the United 
States without regard to conflicts of laws provisions thereof, and without regard to the United Nations Convention on the International 
Sale of Goods. Any claim arising from this Agreement shall be brought in the state and federal courts having jurisdiction in San Mateo 
County, California. 
g. Notice. Any notices hereunder shall be in writing and sent to the parties at the addresses identified in the first paragraph of this 
Agreement unless otherwise designated in writing and shall be deemed effective: (i) if given by hand, immediately upon receipt or 
(ii) if given by overnight courier service, the first business day following dispatch. 
h. Waivers. Failure by either party to enforce a provision of this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of any other provision. 
A waiver will not be effective unless in writing signed by the waiving party. 
i. Entire Agreement. This Agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of the mutual understanding of the parties and 
supersedes all previous written and oral agreements and communications relating to the subject matter hereof, including the terms of 
any unsigned click-wrap license that may be required prior to Licensee’s use of the Services. No terms contained in a purchase order 
shall have any force and effect, even if signed and returned by SchoolMint. Any modification of this Agreement shall be in writing and 
signed by each party. 
j. Security. SchoolMint is FERPA and COPPA compliant. We don't sell or distribute any student or parent information.  All the 
communication from web and mobile client to the server happens over a secure channel https channel. Also all our servers are in 
private cloud and a secure database avoiding any direct access from outside. We encrypt any critical student information and we also 
implement a secure Role based access control with solid authentication/authorization to avoid any data and information leaks. 
k. Force Majeure. Neither party shall be liable to the other for any delay or failure to perform any obligation hereunder (except for 
the payment of money) if the delay or failure is due to unforeseen events which occur and which are beyond the reasonable control 
of such party, including but not limited to natural disasters, Internet service provider failures or delays, strikes, war, acts of terrorism, 
riot, labor conditions, failure or diminishment of power or telecommunications or data networks or services, or refusal of a license by 
a government agency. 
l. Authorized Signatory. Each signatory hereto represents that he or she is authorized to sign this Agreement on behalf of his or 
her respective company. 

The parties hereby agree as of the Effective Date: 

Ross Valley Charter SchoolMint, Inc. 
Signature: Signature: 

Name: Conn Hickey Name: Jinal Jhaveri 

Title: Treasurer Title: CEO 

2-21-17 Date: Date: 
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Order Form No. 1 to the Master Software as a Service Agreement 

This Order Form 1 ("Order Form") is entered into by SchoolMint, Inc. (“SchoolMint”) and Ross Valley Charter (“Customer”) as of 
02/21/2017 (“Order Form Effective Date”) pursuant to the terms of the agreement between the parties dated 02/21/2017 (the 
"Agreement"). The terms of the Agreement are incorporated by reference, as modified and supplemented hereby the terms of this 
Order Form. Except as expressly amended and supplemented hereby, the terms of the Agreement shall remain in full effect. The 
parties agree as follows: 

1. Term. This Order Form shall remain in effect for a period of12 MONTHS (“Order Form Term”), unless earlier terminated in 
accordance with the Agreement. 

This license will automatically renew at the conclusion of original license term unless Customer provides SchoolMint with 
advance notice (7 days) prior to license original expiration date. 

2. Product: Package includes: 

• New Student Registration 
• Communications (email and text messages) 
• Data Analytics and Reporting 
• SIS Integration and export/import functionality 
• Data Uploads 

Support: 

• Basic SchoolMint Training & Support Package 
o Training for School Administrators and Office Managers (up to 5 hours) 
o Phone and email support for admin accounts (9am-5pm CST) 
o Email support for parents 

• SLA with 99.99% uptime guarantee 
• Live backups taken every 5 mins and that can go as far as 3 years 
• Full hosting, Secure SSL, FERPA and COPPA compliance 
• Native Mobile Applications for parents (iOS and Android - phone and tablet) as well as Mobile-web capabilities 
• Ability for admins to perform any action on behalf of parents 

3. Implementation and Support: 

Item Description 
Phone Support 9 AM to 5PM CST 
Email Support 24/7 (< 24 response time for critical issues) 
Dedicated Acct Manager Your account manager will be your main point of contact for initial implementation, 

training and on-going support 
Configuration Your Implementation fee includes working with your account manager to complete 

the initial implementation for forms, priorities and lottery rules into SchoolMint. 
(After the initial implementation is complete and approved, subsequent changes to 
forms, priorities, etc. will be charged on an hourly consulting basis) 

Forms Your implementation fee includes building up to 15 custom forms based on editable 
PDFs or Word forms. Your administrators have the ability to build any number of 
additional forms on their own. 

Imports Your implementation fee includes a yearly import for re-enrolling students. 
Additional imports can be accommodated at an hourly consulting basis 

Languages SchoolMint supports English and Spanish by default. SchoolMint questions and 
account creation instructions are available in English and Spanish by default, and 
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  02/23/2017

SchoolMint will be able to accommodate any Spanish translations provided by the 
customer for custom questions in the customer's application or registration 
forms. Addition of any additional languages will be charged at the rate of $500/ per 
language for commonly supported languages, or $2,500/language for other 
languages 

Custom Exports SchoolMint can build custom exports based on your specifications. Throughout the 
year, you can request quotes. Total cost is based on your requirements. 

Training Your implementation fee includes up to 5 hours of training in your first year 
conducted by SchoolMint Customer Success team – SchoolMint 101, 
Communications, Lottery, Registrations and Re-enrollment. Any additional trainings 
in the first year, or subsequent years is charged at our hourly consulting rate. 
Access to video and written training materials and webinars will always be available 
to you. 

Hourly Consulting Rate $100 / hr. 

4. License Limitations and Fees 

a. Usage Limitations and License Fees are as follows: 

Type of License Cost 
Total Year 1 Fee 

And due date 

Set-up, Training and 
Implementation (One- time) $500 

$3,250 

Due upon receipt of 
invoice 

Annual SchoolMint License 
for Ross Valley Charter–

2017-2018 (Year 1) 

Registration: $2,000 
Site Cost: $250 

Data Uploads $500 

b. General. All fees are non-cancellable and non-refundable and shall be paid in accordance with the Agreement. 

5. Integration. Except, as expressly set forth herein, the terms of the Agreement shall remain in full effect. In the event of a 
conflict between this Order Form 1, the terms of this Order Form 1 shall control. 

Ross Valley Charter SchoolMint, Inc. 

Signature: Signature: 

Name: Conn Hickey Name: Jinal Jhaveri 

Title: Treasurer Title: CEO 

Date: 2-21-17 Date: 
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ㅡ 

Licensee Information Sheet 
(Please submit a completed copy with the Contract) 

Main Contact: 

Conn Hickey Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

415-250-5879 Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email address: ______________________________________________________________________________ conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 4 Hillcrest Ave., San Anselmo, CA 94960 

Licensee Onboarding/Implementation Contact:	 

Kathy Lake Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 415-299-1212 

kathy.lake@rossvalleycharter.org Email address: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

4 Hillcrest Ave., San Anselmo, CA 94960 Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Invoicing 	Contact 	(Where 	the 	SchoolMint 	invoice/s 	should 	be 	sent): 

Conn Hickey Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email address: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Accounts Payable/Finance Contact: 

Conn Hickey 
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email address: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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GENERAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 

This Services Agreement ("Agreement"), effective as of the ___ day of _______ 2019 is entered February,7th
into by and between Ross Valley Charter, a California non-profit corporation operating public 
charter schools (hereinafter “RVC"), and School Food and Wellness Group LLC, a Louisiana 
limited liability corporation (hereinafter "SFWG"). 

This agreement is created for the purposes of providing assistance to schools authorized to serve 
as School Food Authorities in conducting and managing the administrative aspects of the 
National School Lunch Program (“NSLP”). SFWG has agreed to provide such services on the 
terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. RVC hereby designates SFWG and its 
employees to act as an authorized representative with the California Department of Education. 

The parties hereby agree to the following: 

1. Services: SFWG shall provide the Services to RVC as described in SFWG’s proposal 
dated 1/29/2019.  The Services may be modified from time to time by agreement in writing 
between RVC and SFWG.  SFWG’s proposal is attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
incorporated by this reference as though fully set forth herein. 

2. Compensation: 

a. RVC shall pay SFW a one-time fee of $3,000 for School Food Authority (SFA)
application and process with CDE and the Request for Proposal process and
submission to CDE. 

b. RVC shall pay SFWG a monthly administrative fee in accordance with the chart
below – to begin August 2019. 

Enrollment: 
<250:  $750/month 

251-500: $1,000/month 

501-750: $1,250/month 

751-1000: $1,500/month 

>1,001: $1,750/month 

c. In the event RVC is selected for an Administrative Review (once every three
years) RVC shall pay SFWG an audit fee of $1,000. 

d. RVC shall reimburse SFWG for all printing and postage costs associated with
its Services, upon prior approval. 
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e. SFWG shall invoice RVC monthly and be paid net 30 days after receipt of
invoice from SFWG. 

3. Term:  This Agreement shall be in effect from March 1, 2019 through July 30, 2020, 
unless sooner terminated. The Term of this Agreement shall automatically renew for up to 
four (4) additional one (1) year periods, unless either party notifies the other no later than 
sixty (60) days prior to the applicable expiration date that it intends to not renew this 
Agreement. 

4. Relationship of the Parties: 

a. Independent Contractor Status:  SFWG understands and agrees that it is acting as an 
independent contractor and is not an agent or employee of RVC by virtue of this 
Agreement. SFWG will perform the requested Services, under the general direction 
of RVC, but will determine, in its reasonable discretion, the manner and means by 
which the Services are delivered. 

b. Relationship with Vendor:  SFWG acknowledges and understands that Vendor shall 
be providing the food and any other agreed upon contract services pursuant to the 
Vendor Contract.  RVC shall authorize Vendor to communicate directly with SFWG 
to the extent necessary for SFWG to perform the Services hereunder. RVC’s use of 
Vendor or any other subcontractor or supplier, or the failure of performance thereof 
by such parties, shall not relieve, release, or affect in any manner any of RVC’s 
duties, liabilities or obligations hereunder. 

5. Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure: 

a. Confidential Information:  As used herein, the term "Confidential Information" shall 
mean all information, compilations, business plans, technical and financial 
information, which relate to the products, services or business of RVC and which 
have not been disclosed by RVC to the general public or which SFWG knows are not 
generally known to the public. Confidential information also includes all information 
relating to RVC students and families, including but not limited to, student and family 
information, financial documents, and all other student and family data. 

b. Nondisclosure: SFWG acknowledges that it shall not obtain any right or license to any 
Confidential Information.  SFWG agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts not 
to allow any unauthorized person access to Confidential Information and to protect 
such Confidential Information. SFWG acknowledges The Family Educational Rights 
Privacy Act (FERPA) and agrees to be bound by its terms in the course and scope of 
its performance under this agreement. 

c. In accordance with California Education Code section 49073.1: 

i. All records, including pupil records, provided by RVC to SFWG shall continue to be 
the property of and under the control of RVC. 
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ii. SFWG is prohibited from using any information in the records, including pupil 
records, for any purpose other than those required or specifically permitted by this 
Agreement. 

iii. In the event that a parent, legal guardian or eligible pupil wishes to review personally 
identifiable information in the pupil’s record and/or correct erroneous information, 
such individual shall submit a written request to RVC.  RVC will notify SFWG if it 
makes any corrections to the pupil’s record that is necessary for SFWG’s 
performance of services under this Agreement. 

iv. SFWG shall take the following actions to ensure the security and confidentiality of 
the records, including pupil records, provided that compliance with the following 
actions shall not absolve SFWG of liability in the event of an unauthorized disclosure 
of pupil records: 

a. SFWG shall identify and designate those employees of SFWG who shall need 
access to the records in order for SFWG to perform its obligations under this 
agreement.  Designated employees shall only access those particular records 
necessary to perform his or her responsibilities in the performance of this 
agreement.  SFWG shall promptly provide this list of designated employees to 
RVC.  

b. SFWG shall train its designated employees regarding the requirements of this 
Agreement and applicable law, including procedures to maintain the 
confidentiality of the records.  

c. SFWG shall keep all physical records in a secured and locked location.  Only 
designated employees shall have access to the physical records. 

d. SFWG shall require a password in order to view or access the electronic 
records, or any information from the records.  Individual passwords shall be 
issued to SFWG’ designated and trained employees. 

e. SFWG shall maintain a log-in history documenting which employees have 
accessed the records, including when, and for what purpose.  SFWG will 
provide such documentation to RVC promptly upon RVC’s request. 

f. SFWG shall notify RVC in writing within twenty-four hours of the discovery 
of any unauthorized disclosure of pupil records.  Email notification shall be 
sufficient for this purpose provided that there is a verification of receipt.  RVC 
shall then notify the affected parent, legal guardian, or eligible pupil of such 
unauthorized disclosure. 

v. SFWG certifies that no records, including pupil records, received from RVC shall be 
retained or available to it upon completion of the terms of this Agreement.  This 
certification may be enforced by audit, inspection or other reasonable means agreed 
upon by the parties. 

vi. SFWG and RVC shall jointly ensure compliance with the federal Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Program (20 U.S.C. Section 1232g) by the following: 

a. RVC has determined that it is necessary to outsource to SFWG the 
institutional service or function described in this agreement for which RVC 
would otherwise use employees; 

b. SFWG shall be under the direct control of RVC with respect to the use and 
maintenance of RVC’s records; 
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c. SFWG agrees that it is subject to Code of Federal Regulations, Title 34, 
Section 99.3(a) governing the use and re-disclosure of personally identifiable 
information from educational records; and 

vii. SFWG shall obtain access to only those records necessary to perform the services 
under this agreement. 

viii. SFWG is prohibited from using personally identifiable information in the records to 
engage in targeted advertising. 

6. Insurance. SFWG shall maintain commercial general liability insurance, including 
coverage for crime, and for data security breach, with a minimum limit of One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence, a $100,000 sublimit for data security breach, and 
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) aggregate. Such insurance shall be purchased from an 
insurance company with a current A.M. Best’s rating of no less than A:VII unless 
otherwise agreed to in writing by RVC. SFWG shall provide proof of such coverage, 
including a certificate of insurance, a copy of the policy of insurance and any 
endorsements, to RVC upon RVC’s request. SFWG shall also procure and maintain error 
and omissions insurance appropriate to its services, with a minimum limit of no less than 
($1,000,000) One Million Dollars per claim and aggregate. Such insurance shall be 
purchased from an insurance company with a current A.M. Best’s rating of no less than 
A:VII unless otherwise agreed to in writing by RVC. SFWG shall provide proof of such 
coverage, including a certificate of insurance, a copy of the policy of insurance and any 
endorsements, to RVC upon RVC’s request. 

7. Representations and Warranties: SFWG represents and warrants that the Services 
described herein will be performed in a professional and workmanlike manner in accordance 
with reasonable industry standard.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, to the 
extent required by applicable laws, SFA shall remain fully responsible and legally liable for 
the provision of any services necessary to comply with the Program.  Neither this agreement 
nor any duties or obligations under this agreement may be assigned or subcontracted by 
SFWG without the prior written consent of RVC.  

8. Indemnification: SFWG agrees to indemnify, defend and hold RVC, its affiliates, 
subsidiaries, assignees and licensees, harmless from and against any losses, costs, expenses 
(including reasonable attorney's fees), judgments, settlements, and damages resulting from 
any claim or action arising out of SFWG’s willful misconduct or gross negligence. 

RVC agrees to indemnify, defend and hold SFWG, its affiliates, subsidiaries, assignees and 
licensees, harmless from and against any losses, costs, expenses (including reasonable 
attorney's fees), judgments, settlements, and damages resulting from any claim or action 
arising out of RVC’s willful misconduct or gross negligence. 

9. Termination: Either party may terminate this Agreement for cause by giving the other 
party thirty (30) days written notice. In the event of termination, SFWG shall be due its 
compensation through the effective date of termination such unless services are the subject of 
a dispute between the parties and RVC has provided written notice to SFWG of such dispute 
prior to the termination of the Agreement. 
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10. Non-solicitation of Employees:  During the Term of this Agreement and for a period one 
year thereafter, neither party shall hire nor attempt to hire any persons that were employed by 
the other party in the previous twelve months without the written consent of the other party. 

11. Force Majeure: Neither party shall be liable if the performance of any part or all of this 
Agreement is prevented, delayed, hindered, or otherwise made impracticable or impossible 
by reason of any strike, flood, riot, fire, explosion, hurricane, war, act of God, sabotage, 
accident or any other casualty or cause beyond either party’s control, and which cannot be 
overcome by reasonable diligence and without unusual expense. 

12. Limitation of Liability.  With the exception of cases including SFWG’s gross negligence 
or willful misconduct and claims covered by insurance provided by SFWG as noted in 
Paragraph 7 above, in no event shall SFWG be liable for consequential, indirect, damages.  
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, SFWG shall not under any 
circumstances be liable for more than the aggregate amount of its fees received during the 
year in which an occurrence for which it is found liable takes place.  

13. Severability: If any provision herein shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable, the 
remaining provisions shall continue to be valid and enforceable. 

14. Waiver of Contractual Right: The failure of either party to enforce any provision of this 
Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver or limitation of that party's right to 
subsequently enforce and compel strict compliance with every provision of this Agreement. 

15. Notices:  Any notice or other communication required or which may be given hereunder 
shall be in writing to the party to whom notice is to be given at the addresses first set forth 
above. 

16. Entire Agreement; Amendments:  This contract sets forth the entire Agreement between 
the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and it may only be changed in writing 
signed by both parties. Any prior or contemporaneous agreements, promises, negotiations or 
representations not expressly set forth in this Agreement are of no force or effect.  The 
express terms in this Agreement control and supersede any course of performance and/or 
usage of the trade inconsistent with any of the terms in this Agreement. This Agreement may 
be executed in counterparts and delivered by facsimile or electronic transmission, each of 
which shall constitute an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
agreement, and the signature of any party to any counterpart shall be deemed a signature to, 
and may be appended to, any other counterpart.  

ACCEPTED AND AGREED: ACCEPTED AND AGREED:
      Ross Valley Charter School Food and Wellness Group LLC 

By:           ___ By: _________________________                                      
Name:      ___ Name: ______________________                                  
Title:                                     ___ Title: _______________________        

Conn Hickey
Treasurer

Emily Chatelain
CEO
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Exhibit A

School Food and Wellness Group proposes to deliver the following Provider Services to charter 
schools subject to the execution of a contract specifying the roles and responsibilities of each 
party and other terms and conditions. These Provider Services may be customized depending 
on your school’s unique needs. 

In our experience, our fees are a fraction of the cost of the time spent by school business 
management and operations on the foodservice program, especially at the beginning of the 
school year when operations bandwidth is tightest. 

Why let us handle your School Food Authority (SFA) administration?: 

• Experience. We are subject-matter experts on foodservice programs. We have determined 
best practices for monitoring and managing foodservice programs from our work with 
schools across the country, and we are well-versed in regulations and foodservice laws. 

• Problem Solving. If you run into any problems, we have likely handled those same exact 
problems for other clients. 

• Staff Training. We prepare your SFA for long-term success. Our implementation process 
accounts for turnover, so there will be no need to retrain staff. 

• Financial Success.  We review all claims and paperwork submitted to your state agency and 
work with state departments to ensure compliance reporting. We also provide an additional 
layer of protection against missing a reimbursement or being overcharged on vendor 
invoices. 

• Support. Our staff has a successful track record of completing state and USDA audits, which 
are becoming more detailed and time-consuming. 
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Service Tasks 

SFA 
- manage School Food Authority application process with state agency 
- create SFA policies and procedures 
- create SFA Wellness Policy 

$2,000 

RFP 

- create RFP and criteria, post newspaper ad, distribute to approved 
vendors 

- manage all questions and answers 
- assist with RFP evaluation 
- submit all required document to state agency 

$1,000 (vended) 

$2,000 (FSMC) 

Startup and 
Ongoing 
Support* 

- provide USDA required staff training 
- assist SFA with POS purchase, installation and training (if applicable) 
- assist SFA with creation of Wellness Policy, wellness assessment and 

quarterly meetings 
- assist SFA with health department permit and inspection 
- process meal applications; send home all notification letters to 

households 
- perform second meal application review (if applicable) 
- perform verification process, send home notification letters and submit 

report to the state agency 
- monitor meal program compliance through on-site audits 
- monitor vendor performance through on-site audits 
- reconcile vendor invoices, meal production records and monthly meal 

counts 
- submit monthly claim for reimbursement and provide finance report 
- track monthly revenue and expense and provide quarterly budget 

reports 
- submit end of year budget report to state agency 
- apply for and manage Summer Food Service Program (if applicable) 

Enrollment: 
<250: 
$750/month 

251-500: 
$1,000/month 

501-750: 
$1,250/month 

751-1000: 
$1,500/month 

>1,001: 
$1,750/month 

Administrative 
Review Support 

- review the audit month daily meal production records, menu, claim, and 
daily meal count report 

- full review of all free and reduced lunch forms to date (check for 
accuracy against your roster) 

- review of verification to ensure all paperwork is in place and statuses 
were correctly changed 

- completion of off-site assessment tool 
- review of NSLP monitoring forms, training agenda and sign in sheets TBD 

- wellness policy and the policy assessment/meetings 
- observation of breakfast and lunch service, to ensure meal counting and 

claiming are following regulations 
- observation of serving area to ensure all proper signs are posted 
- observation of all kitchen equipment to ensure temperature logs are 

compliant and in place 
*operating months 
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________________________________ 

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT 

This Contract is entered into as of 1/29/18 between Ross Valley Charter (“RVC”) located at 97 Glen Drive 
Fairfax, CA 94930 and The Learning Collective Inc. (“TLC”) located at 2515 13th Avenue, L.A., CA 90018 
for the term 2/5/18-2/7/18. 

1. Independent Contractor. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, RVC hereby engages
TLC as an independent contractor to perform the Services set forth herein, and TLC hereby accepts such 
engagement. 

2. Confidentiality. TLC acknowledges that TLC will have access to and be provided confidential and 
proprietary information of RVC.  TLC shall use the confidential information only for performing the 
Services. 

3. Indemnity. RVC agrees to indemnify and hold harmless TLC of and from any and all claims, demands,
losses, causes of action, damage, lawsuits, judgments, including attorneys' fees and costs, but only to the 
extent caused by, arising out of, or relating to the work of TLC. 

4. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted and construed in accordance with and governed
by the laws of California. 

SERVICES: TLC will perform the following Services: 
• Conduct a 2.5-day review of RVC from 2/5/18-2/7/18.  The first two days, 2/5/18-2/6/18, include 

classroom observations, school stakeholder interviews and document reviews. The afternoon of 2/7/18, 
TLC facilitates a prioritization session in which key school staff members, based on the findings of the
visit, identify priority areas and action steps. 

• By 2/14/18, TLC sends a brief written report on the visit findings, prioritization session and other 
important considerations to RVC.  

COMPENSATION: As full compensation for the Services rendered pursuant to this Agreement, RVC shall
pay TLC the sum of Five Thousand Four Hundred Seventy-Five dollars ($5,475.00).  A 50% non-
refundable deposit is due upon signing this agreement. The remaining 50% is due when TLC submits the 
final invoice upon submitting the report.  

Adam Aberman, The Learning Collective 

______________________________________

______________________________________ 
RVC Representative 

1/29/18 _______1/29/18________________________ 
Date Date 

The Signatories acknowledge the representations set out on this document and agree to be bound by 
them.  
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February 19, 2019 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 93254A30-609B-4E05-BB99-3D2CD8259A28

Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and will include tests of 
your accounting records and other procedures we consider necessary to enable us to express such an opinion. 

We will issue a written report upon completion of our audit of your financial statements. We cannot provide 
assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it is necessary for us 
to modify our opinion, add an emphasis-of-matter or other-matter paragraph(s), or withdraw from the 
engagement. If our opinion on the financial statements is other than unmodified, we will discuss the reasons 
with you in advance. If circumstances occur related to the condition of your records, the availability of sufficient, 
appropriate audit evidence, or the existence of a significant risk of material misstatement of the financial 
statements caused by error, fraudulent financial reporting, or misappropriation of assets, which in our 
professional judgment prevent us from completing the audit or forming an opinion on the financial statements, 
we retain the right to take any course of action permitted by professional standards, including declining to 
express an opinion or issue a report, or withdrawing from the engagement. 

We will also provide a report (which does not include an opinion) on internal control related to the financial 
statements and on compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, 
noncompliance with which could have a material effect on the financial statements, as required by Government 
Auditing Standards. The report on internal control over financial reporting and on compliance and other matters 
will include a paragraph that states (1) that the purpose of the report is solely to describe the scope of our 
testing of internal control and compliance and the result of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control or on compliance, and (2) that the report is an integral part of an 
audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the entity’s internal control 
and compliance. The paragraph will also state that the report is not suitable for any other purpose. If during our 
audit we become aware that the entity is subject to an audit requirement that is not encompassed in the terms 
of this engagement, we will communicate to management and those charged with governance that an audit 
conducted in accordance with U.S. GAAS and the standards for financial audits contained in Government 
Auditing Standards may not satisfy the relevant legal, regulatory, or contractual requirements. 

We also will issue a written report upon completion of our audit. 

Auditor responsibilities, procedures, and limitations 

We will conduct our audit in accordance with U.S. GAAS and the standards for financial audits contained in 
Government Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 
evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the 
auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, 
whether due to fraud or error. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
overall presentation of the financial statements. 

There is an unavoidable risk, because of the inherent limitations of an audit, together with the inherent 
limitations of internal control, that some material misstatements may not be detected, even though the audit is 
properly planned and performed in accordance with U.S. GAAS and Government Auditing Standards. Because we 
will not perform a detailed examination of all transactions, material misstatements, whether from (1) errors, 
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(2) fraudulent financial reporting, (3) misappropriation of assets, or (4) violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that are attributable to the entity or to acts by management or employees acting on behalf of the 
entity, may not be detected. Because the determination of abuse is subjective, Government Auditing Standards 
do not expect auditors to provide reasonable assurance of detecting abuse. 

In addition, an audit is not designed to detect immaterial misstatements or violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that do not have a direct and material effect on the financial statements. However, we will inform 
the appropriate level of management and those charged with governance of any material errors, fraudulent 
financial reporting, or misappropriation of assets that come to our attention. We will also inform the 
appropriate level of management and those charged with governance of any violations of laws or governmental 
regulations that come to our attention, unless clearly inconsequential, and of any material abuse that comes to 
our attention. 

In making our risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 
control. Tests of controls may be performed to test the effectiveness of certain controls that we consider 
relevant to preventing and detecting fraud or errors that are material to the financial statements and to 
preventing and detecting misstatements resulting from noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements that have a material effect on the financial statements. Our tests, if performed, 
will be less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on internal control and, accordingly, no 
opinion will be expressed in our report on internal control issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards. 
An audit is not designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify deficiencies, significant 
deficiencies, or material weaknesses in internal control. However, we will communicate to you in writing 
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses in internal control relevant to the audit of the financial 
statements that we identify during the audit that are required to be communicated under AICPA professional 
standards and Government Auditing Standards. 

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement, we will perform tests of the entity’s compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements that have a material effect on the financial statements. However, the objective 
of our audit will not be to provide an opinion on overall compliance and we will not express such an opinion in 
our report on compliance issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards. 

We will include in our report on internal control over financial reporting and compliance relevant information 
about any fraud; noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, or grant agreements; or abuse 
that may have occurred that are required to be communicated under Government Auditing Standards. 

Our responsibility as auditors is limited to the period covered by our audit and does not extend to any later 
periods for which we are not engaged as auditors. 

Management responsibilities 

Our audit will be conducted on the basis that you (management and, when appropriate, those charged with 
governance) acknowledge and understand that you have certain responsibilities that are fundamental to the 
conduct of an audit. 
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You are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with U.S. 
GAAP. Management’s responsibilities include the selection and application of accounting principles; recording 
and reflecting all transactions in the financial statements; determining the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates included in the financial statements; adjusting the financial statements to correct material 
misstatements; and confirming to us in the management representation letter that the effects of any 
uncorrected misstatements aggregated by us during the current engagement and pertaining to the latest period 
presented are immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole. 

You are responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance of effective internal control, including 
evaluating and monitoring ongoing activities, to help ensure that appropriate goals and objectives are met 
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. You are responsible for the design, implementation, and 
maintenance of internal controls to prevent and detect fraud; assessing the risk that the financial statements 
may be materially misstated as a result of fraud; and for informing us about all known or suspected fraud 
affecting the entity involving (1) management, (2) employees who have significant roles in internal control, and 
(3) others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements. Your responsibilities include 
informing us of your knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the entity received in 
communications from employees, former employees, grantors, regulators, or others. In addition, you are 
responsible for implementing systems designed to achieve compliance with applicable laws and regulations and 
the provisions of contracts and grant agreements; identifying and ensuring that the entity complies with 
applicable laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements; and informing us of all instances of identified or 
suspected noncompliance whose effects on the financial statements should be considered. You are responsible 
for taking timely and appropriate steps to remedy any fraud; noncompliance with provisions of laws, 
regulations, contracts, or grant agreements; or abuse that we may report. 

You are responsible for ensuring that management is reliable and for providing us with (1) access to all 
information of which you are aware that is relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements, such as records, documentation, and other matters, and for the accuracy and completeness of that 
information, and for ensuring the information is reliable and properly reported; (2) additional information that 
we may request for the purpose of the audit; and (3) unrestricted access to persons within the entity from 
whom we determine it necessary to obtain audit evidence. You agree to inform us of events occurring or facts 
discovered subsequent to the date of the financial statements that may affect the financial statements. 

Management is responsible for the preparation of the supplementary information in accordance with U.S. 
GAAP. You agree to include our report on the supplementary information in any document that contains, and 
indicates that we have reported on, the supplementary information. You also agree to include the audited 
financial statements with any presentation of the supplementary information that includes our report thereon 
or make the audited financial statements readily available to users of the supplementary information no later 
than the date the supplementary information is issued with our report thereon. You agree to provide us written 
representations related to the presentation of the supplementary information. 

Management is responsible for providing us with a written confirmation concerning representations made by 
you and your staff to us in connection with the audit. During our engagement, we will request information and 
explanations from you regarding, among other matters, the entity’s activities, internal control, future plans, 
specific transactions, and accounting systems and procedures. The procedures we will perform during our 
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engagement and the conclusions we reach as a basis for our report will be heavily influenced by the 
representations that we receive in the representation letter and otherwise from you. Accordingly, inaccurate, 
incomplete, or false representations could cause us to expend unnecessary effort or could cause a material 
fraud or error to go undetected by our procedures. In view of the foregoing, you agree that we shall not be 
responsible for any misstatements in the entity’s financial statements that we may fail to detect as a result of 
misrepresentations made to us by you. 

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining a process for tracking the status of audit findings 
and recommendations. Management is also responsible for identifying for us previous financial audits, 
attestation engagements, performance audits, or other studies related to the objectives discussed in the “Audit 
objectives” section of this letter. This responsibility includes relaying to us corrective actions taken to address 
significant findings and recommendations resulting from those audits, attestation engagements, performance 
audits, or other engagements or studies. You are also responsible for providing management’s views on our 
current findings, conclusions, and recommendations, as well as your planned corrective actions for the report, 
and for the timing and format for providing that information. 

Responsibilities and limitations related to nonaudit services 

For all nonaudit services we may provide to you, management agrees to assume all management 
responsibilities; oversee the services by designating an individual, preferably within senior management, who 
possesses suitable skill, knowledge, and/or experience to understand and oversee the services; evaluate the 
adequacy and results of the services; and accept responsibility for the results of the services. 

The responsibilities and limitations related to the nonaudit services performed as part of this engagement are as 
follows: 

 We will prepare a draft of your financial statements and related notes. Since the preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements is your responsibility, you will be required to acknowledge in 
the representation letter our assistance with preparation of the financial statements and that you have 
reviewed and approved the financial statements and related notes prior to their issuance and have 
accepted responsibility for those financial statements. You have a responsibility to be in a position in 
fact and appearance to make an informed judgment on those financial statements. 

 We will propose adjusting journal entries as needed. You will be required to review and approve those 
entries and to understand the nature of the changes and their impact on the financial statements. 

 We will prepare the organization’s federal Form 990 and applicable state filings in accordance with the 
applicable tax laws. We will use our judgment in resolving questions where the law is unclear, and 
where there is reasonable authority, we will resolve questions in your favor whenever possible. We will 
not audit or independently verify the accuracy or completeness of the information we receive from you 
for the preparation of the returns and filings, and our engagement cannot be relied upon to uncover 
errors or irregularities in the underlying information. 

These nonaudit services do not constitute an audit under Government Auditing Standards and such services will 
not be conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards. 
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Use of financial statements 

The financial statements and our report thereon are for management’s use. If you intend to reproduce and 
publish the financial statements and our report thereon, they must be reproduced in their entirety. Inclusion of 
the audited financial statements in a document, such as an annual report or an offering document, should be 
done only with our prior approval of the document. You are responsible to provide us the opportunity to review 
such documents before issuance. 

If the parties (i.e., you and CLA) agree that CLA will not be involved with your official statements related to 
municipal securities filings or other offering documents, we will require that any official statements or other 
offering documents issued by you with which we are not involved clearly indicate that CLA is not involved with 
the contents of such documents. Such disclosure should read as follows: 

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP, our independent auditor, has not been engaged to perform and has not 
performed, since the date of its report included herein, any procedures on the financial statements 
addressed in that report. CliftonLarsonAllen LLP also has not performed any procedures relating to this 
offering document. 

With regard to the electronic dissemination of audited financial statements, including financial statements 
published electronically on your website or submitted on a regulator website, you understand that electronic 
sites are a means to distribute information and, therefore, we are not required to read the information 
contained in those sites or to consider the consistency of other information in the electronic site with the 
original document. 

We may issue preliminary draft financial statements to you for your review. Any preliminary draft financial 
statements should not be relied on or distributed. 

Engagement administration and other matters 

We expect to begin our audit in April 2019. 

We understand that your employees will prepare all confirmations, account analyses, and audit schedules we 
request and will locate any documents or invoices selected by us for testing. A list of information we expect to 
need for our audit and the dates required will be provided in a separate communication. 

We will provide copies of our reports to the entity; however, management is responsible for distribution of the 
reports and the financial statements. Unless restricted by law or regulation, or containing privileged and 
confidential information, copies of our reports are to be made available for public inspection. 

We are available to perform additional procedures with regard to fraud detection and prevention, at your 
request, as a separate engagement, subject to completion of our normal engagement acceptance procedures. 
The terms and fees of such an engagement would be documented in a separate engagement letter. 

The audit documentation for this engagement is the sole and exclusive property of CLA and constitutes 
confidential and proprietary information. However, subject to applicable laws and regulations, audit 
documentation and appropriate individuals will be made available upon request and in a timely manner to the 
regulator or its designee, a federal agency providing direct or indirect funding, or the U.S. Government 
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Accountability Office for purposes of a quality review of the audit, to resolve audit findings, or to carry out 
oversight responsibilities. We will notify you of any such request. If requested, access to such audit 
documentation will be provided under the supervision of CLA personnel. Furthermore, upon request, we may 
provide copies of selected audit documentation to the aforementioned parties. These parties may intend, or 
decide, to distribute the copies or information contained therein to others, including other governmental 
agencies. 

The audit documentation for this engagement will be retained for a minimum of seven years after the report 
release date or for any additional period requested by the regulator. If we are aware that a federal awarding 
agency, pass-through entity, or auditee is contesting an audit finding, we will contact the party(ies) contesting 
the audit finding for guidance prior to destroying the audit documentation. 

CLA will not disclose any confidential, proprietary, or privileged information of the entity to any persons without 
the authorization of entity management or unless required by law. This confidentiality provision does not 
prohibit us from disclosing your information to one or more of our affiliated companies in order to provide 
services that you have requested from us or from any such affiliated company. Any such affiliated company shall 
be subject to the same restrictions on the use and disclosure of your information as apply to us. 

Professional standards require us to be independent with respect to you in the performance of these services. 
Any discussion that you have with our personnel regarding potential employment with you could impair our 
independence with respect to this engagement. Therefore, we request that you inform us prior to any such 
discussions so that we can implement appropriate safeguards to maintain our independence and objectivity. 
Further, any employment offers to any staff members working on this engagement without our prior knowledge 
may require substantial additional procedures to ensure our independence. You will be responsible for any 
additional costs incurred to perform these procedures. 

Our relationship with you is limited to that described in this letter. As such, you understand and agree that we 
are acting solely as independent accountants. We are not acting in any way as a fiduciary or assuming any 
fiduciary responsibilities for you. We are not responsible for the preparation of any report to any governmental 
agency, or any other form, return, or report or for providing advice or any other service not specifically recited in 
this letter. 

Our engagement and responsibility end on delivery of our signed report. Any additional services that might be 
requested will be a separate, new engagement. The terms and conditions of that new engagement will be 
governed by a new, specific engagement letter for that service. 

Government Auditing Standards require that we make our most recent external peer review report publicly 
available. The report is posted on our website at www.CLAconnect.com/Aboutus/. 

Mediation 

Any disagreement, controversy, or claim (“Dispute”) that may arise out of any aspect of our services or 
relationship with you, including this engagement, shall be submitted to non-binding mediation by written notice 
(“Mediation Notice”) to the other party. In mediation, we will work with you to resolve any differences 
voluntarily with the aid of an impartial mediator. 
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The mediation will be conducted as specified by the mediator and agreed upon by the parties. The parties agree 
to discuss their differences in good faith and to attempt, with the assistance of the mediator, to reach an 
amicable resolution of the Dispute. 

Each party will bear its own costs in the mediation. The fees and expenses of the mediator will be shared equally 
by the parties. 

Any Dispute will be governed by the laws of the state of Minnesota, without giving effect to choice of law 
principles. 

Time limitation 

The nature of our services makes it difficult, with the passage of time, to gather and present evidence that fully 
and fairly establishes the facts underlying any Dispute that may arise between the parties. The parties agree 
that, notwithstanding any statute or law of limitations that might otherwise apply to a Dispute, including one 
arising out of this agreement or the services performed under this agreement, for breach of contract or fiduciary 
duty, tort, fraud, misrepresentation or any other cause of action or remedy, any action or legal proceeding by 
you against us must be commenced within twenty-four (24) months (“Limitation Period”) after the date when 
we deliver our final audit report under this agreement to you, regardless of whether we do other services for 
you relating to the audit report, or you shall be forever barred from commencing a lawsuit or obtaining any legal 
or equitable relief or recovery. 

The Limitation Period applies and begins to run even if you have not suffered any damage or loss, or have not 
become aware of the existence or possible existence of a Dispute. 

Fees 

Our fees for these services will be based on the time involved and the degree of responsibility and skills 
required, plus expenses including internal and administrative charges. Based on our preliminary estimates, the 
fee for the audit engagement is $9,500. The price for the informational tax return services are estimated to be 
$1,700 for the current year. There may also be an additional fee related to the implementation of new 
accounting standard ASU 2016-14, Presentation of Financial Statements for Not-for-Profit Entities.  We estimate 
this additional fee to not exceed $1,000. You will also be billed for expenses, including internal and 
administrative charges. Additional expenses are estimated to be $130. The fee estimate is based on anticipated 
cooperation from your personnel and their assistance with preparing confirmations and requested schedules. If 
the requested items are not available on the dates required or are not accurate, the estimated fee for services 
will likely be higher. If unexpected circumstances require significant additional time, we will advise you before 
undertaking work that would require a substantial increase in the fee estimate. Our invoices for these fees will 
be rendered each month as work progresses and are payable on presentation. In accordance with our firm 
policies, work may be suspended if your account becomes 60 days or more overdue and will not be resumed 
until your account is paid in full. If we elect to terminate our services for nonpayment, our engagement will be 
deemed to have been completed even if we have not issued our reports. You will be obligated to compensate us 
for all time expended and to reimburse us for all out-of-pocket expenditures through the date of termination. 
There is a provision to withhold ten percent of the audit fee until the Controller certifies that they audit report 
conforms to the reporting provisions of subdivision (a) of Section 14503. 
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Changes in accounting and audit standards 

Standard setters and regulators continue to evaluate and modify standards. Such changes may result in new or 
revised financial reporting and disclosure requirements or expand the nature, timing, and scope of the activities 
we are required to perform. To the extent that the amount of time required to provide the services described in 
the letter increases due to such changes, our fee may need to be adjusted. We will discuss such circumstances 
with you prior to performing the additional work. 

Other fees 

You also agree to compensate us for any time and expenses, including time and expenses of legal counsel, we 
may incur in responding to discovery requests or participating as a witness or otherwise in any legal, regulatory, 
or other proceedings that we are asked to respond to on your behalf. 

Finance charges and collection expenses 

You agree that if any statement is not paid within 30 days from its billing date, the unpaid balance shall accrue 
interest at the monthly rate of one and one-quarter percent (1.25%), which is an annual percentage rate of 15%. 
In the event that any collection action is required to collect unpaid balances due us, reasonable attorney fees 
and expenses shall be recoverable. 

Subcontractors 

CLA may, at times, use subcontractors to perform services under this agreement, and they may have access to 
your information and records. Any such subcontractors will be subject to the same restrictions on the use of 
such information and records as apply to CLA under this agreement. 

Agreement 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you and believe this letter accurately summarizes the 
significant terms of our engagement. This letter constitutes the entire agreement regarding these services and 
supersedes all prior agreements (whether oral or written), understandings, negotiations, and discussions 
between you and CLA. If you have any questions, please let us know. Please sign, date, and return the enclosed 
copy of this letter to us to indicate your acknowledgment and understanding of, and agreement with, the 
arrangements for our audit of your financial statements including the terms of our engagement and the parties’ 
respective responsibilities. 

Sincerely, 

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP 

Wade McMullen, CPA 
Principal 
626-857-7300 
wade.mcmullen@CLAconnect.com 
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Response: 

This letter correctly sets forth the understanding of Ross Valley Charter School. 

Authorized signature: 

Title: 

Date: 
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102 Marinda Dr.

4155346970

9/19/2020

Luke Duchene

Fairfax, CA 94930

Director

luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org

9/20/2020

Statement of Work #8 by and between EdTec Inc. and 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Page 2 of 2, August 11, 2020 

EDTEC INC. 

By:  _________________________________ 

Name: Steve Campo 

Title: President & CEO 

Date:  ________________________________ 

1410A 62nd Street 
Emeryville, CA  94608 

Fax: 510.663.3503 

ROSS VALL

Signature: 

Name: 

Title: 

Date:

Address: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Fax: 

EY CHARTER SCHOOL 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

   ________________________________ 

EdTec Inc.   1410A 62nd Street, Emeryville, CA  94608  Phone: 510.663.3500  Fax: 510.663.3503 
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THE HEALTHY SCHOOL FOOD COLLABORATIVE CONSULTING 

AGREEMENT 
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"THE DOCTOR OF THE FUTURE WILL NO LONGER TREAT THE HUMAN FRAME WITH 
DRUGS, BUT RATHER WILL CURE AND PREVENT DISEASE WITH NUTRITION." 

~THOMAS EDISON 
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WELCOME TO THE 
HEALTHY SCHOOL FOOD COLLABORATIVE 

The Healthy School Food Collaborative's mission is to reduce child and adult 
obesity rates by providing students, families and communities access to 
nutritious and affordable food sources; sustainable, healthy meal choices; 
and promoting healthy lifestyles. Our goal is to change the way we eat and 
think about food while maintaining the culture of our communities. 

CONSULTING SERVICES 

The Healthy School Food Cooperative is committed to providing healthy, sustainable 
meal choices to students, families, and communities in order to improve the 
nutritional impact in education. We offer support to charter school developers and 
operators in various areas of expertise based on the proven successful practices it has 
built for its own network. Through a deep and committed relationship with our clients 
The Healthy School Food Cooperative is dedicated to ensuring the effective and 
effcient operations of high quality charter schools that have student outcomes and 
advancement at their core. 

Our streamlined professional consulting practices are cost effective and meet the 
individual needs of our clients with quality products in a timely manner. We strive to 
relieve schools from administrative and compliance burdens and obstacles providing 
leaders and their staff the ability to dedicate their time and energy to teaching and 
learning. Our services are tailored to each individual school and on a case by case 
analysis. No two schools are the same like no two leaders, teachers nor students. We 
work to holistically understand our clients and their needs thus assuring that the 
services we deliver will have the most intrinsic and deep effects. Ultimately the 
students and their advancement to higher education, civic contribution to society and 
gainful, fulflling employment is our collective goal and we offer the tools and 
resources to make this viable and sustainable in schools. Our client relationships are 
partnerships that stem from our building community approach and our personalized 
service delivery model. 
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A SHOWCASE OF OUR PAST EVENTS 
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SCOPE OF SERVICE 

ANNUANNUALLALLYY 
Assist with crAssist with creation oeation of a school ff a school food authorityood authority 
This includes communication with the state agency, paperwork 
completion and submission 

PPoint ooint of Sale sof Sale softwftwarare (e (NNewtewtonon) set) set-up and ongoing-up and ongoing 
managementmanagement 
Supply and maintain server to host and maintain data for POS 
software 

Synchronization of student data 

CCompromprehensivehensive audit supporte audit support 
The HSFC has close working relationships with state nutrition, 
agriculture and education departments and has had a 100% successful 
audit completion rate with no fnancial fndings 

When your SFA is audited the HSFC will manage all aspects of audit 
preparation, document submission and serves as your representative 
during the on-site review and takes care of any follow-up required 

WWellness plan crellness plan creation and implementation (eation and implementation (ongoingongoing)) 
Maintenance of wellness assessment 

Assist in scheduling wellness advisory council meetings and 
maintaining documentation for state review. 

RFP prRFP prococess managementess management 
The HSFC will manage all aspects of the food service procurement process including: 

RFP creation 

RFP advertisement 

Pre-bid meeting 

Tastings 

Vendor presentations 

School walk-throughs 

Bid opening 

Award notifcation 

OvOversee rersee renewenewal with eal with existing fxisting food servicood service management ce management companyompany 

Lunch applicLunch application pration prococessingessing 
Assistance in verifcation process 

Assistance in student balance, letters and additional student status communication 

SetSet-up and-up and/or maint/or maintenancenance oe of cf community eligibility status and rommunity eligibility status and reportingeporting 

CNP documentation and supportCNP documentation and support 

Assist with applicAssist with application and implementation oation and implementation of summer school ff summer school food servicood servicee 
This includes additional RFPs, state required documentation trainings and claim reimbursement 

Assist with applicAssist with application fation for aor aftfter school and snack rer school and snack reimbursement preimbursement progrogramsams 
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MONTHLMONTHLYY 

Submit rSubmit reimbursement claims teimbursement claims to the stato the state in a timely mannere in a timely manner 
tto ensuro ensure re rapid paapid paymentyment 

InvInvoicoicee/r/reimbursement stateimbursement statementsements 
Invoices and reimbursement claims will be reconciled by HSFC staff and 
discrepancies will be addressed to ensure reimbursements match food service 
invoices 

YTD fYTD food servicood service budget snapshoe budget snapshot ft for SFor SFA tA to tro track budgetack budget 
thrthroughout the youghout the year and addrear and address any aress any areas oeas of cf conconcern as they ariseern as they arise 

FFood servicood service paperwork audite paperwork audit 
HSFC staff will monitor meal production records, meal receipts, local spend 
documentation and temperature logs each month to ensure they are being 
completed diligently and correctly and will provide additional training where 
needed. 

FFood servicood service pre proovidervider/SF/SFA checkA check-in-in 
HSFC will facilitate monthly check-in with food service provider and SFA to 
discuss food quality, student meal satisfaction and compliance and will follow-up 
with FSMC to ensure concerns are addressed in a timely manner 

FFSMC rSMC recipe analysis tecipe analysis to monito monitor for food standarood standard cd compliancompliancee 
The HSFC has a licensed dietician on staff to work with student diet prescription forms and 
works with the Louisiana Public Health Institute to monitor elevated food standard 
compliance 

NNewslettewsletter with infer with information on cormation on compliancompliance, gre, grant opportunities and health andant opportunities and health and 
wellness updatwellness updateses 

CCompletion oompletion of paid lunch equity tf paid lunch equity toolool 

CCompletion oompletion of non-prf non-progrogram ram revevenue tenue toolool 

QUQUARARTERLTERLYY 
FFormal assessment oormal assessment of Ff FSMC tSMC to document SFo document SFA satisfA satisfaction levaction level; strel; strengths,engths, 
and opportunities fand opportunities for impror improovvement. These assessments will be cement. These assessments will be completompleteded 
and maintained band maintained by the HSFy the HSFC fC for end oor end of yf year rear review and ongoingeview and ongoing 
monitmonitoringoring 

DevDevelopment oelopment of prf preveventiventive mainte maintenancenance plane plan 
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SCOPE OF SERVICE 

ON OIN ON OIN  

RReminders feminders for stator state ce compliancompliance re requirequirements (ements (i.e. stai.e. staff trff trainings,ainings, 
wellness advisory cwellness advisory committommittee meetingsee meetings)) 
Including civil rights, point of sale and summer school in-person training 

HHealth inspection guidancealth inspection guidance and supporte and support 

FirFire marshal permittinge marshal permitting 

Support with FSupport with FSMC HAASMC HAACP plan crCP plan creation and implementationeation and implementation 

SStataff cff compliancompliance tre trainings thrainings throughout the school youghout the school yearear 

AAccccess tess to HSFo HSFC network oC network of cf community and national orommunity and national organizations,ganizations, 
nutrition educnutrition educatators and grors and grant opportunities tant opportunities to enhanco enhance health ande health and 
wellness objectivwellness objectives oes of SFf SFAA 

Ability tAbility to assist SFo assist SFA tA to bring fo bring food servicood services in-house, if desires in-house, if desireded 
Review/creation of production records 

Software 

Food Procurement 

Compliance support 

CConsulting serviconsulting services fes for any and all aspects oor any and all aspects of meal prf meal progrogram fram from equipmentom equipment 
assessment tassessment to partnering with individual schools to partnering with individual schools to incro increase student mealease student meal 
cconsumponsumption and satisftion and satisfaction.action. 
The HSFC team has a great depth of knowledge in school food service (both in federal compliance 
requirements and in operational execution) and is here to help you to get the most out of your 
program and services. Our team has over 15 years of cumulative experience in food services and has 
managed meal programs for over 10,000 students 

We create individual school plans to design programs that work for schools operationally and result 
in high rates of meal consumption to ensure school staff and students are able to focus on teaching 
and learning 

2424-HOUR SUPPOR-HOUR SUPPORT FRT FROM HSFOM HSFC TEAM:C TEAM: 
JJames  rames  raham, Esq., MBA, MEaham, Esq., MBA, MEd.d. 
ExExecutivecutive Dire Directectoror 
Email: jgraham@thsfc.com 

Phone: 985- 85-1593 

VVan Cao, MBAan Cao, MBA 
DirDirectector oor of Operf Operationsations 
Email:  Email:  vvccao@thsfao@thsfc.cc.comom 
Phone: 504-418-1 54 

Patrice Hamilton, Support Manager 

Email: phamilton@thsfc.com 

Phone: 504- 37-9885 

Mary Manchester, Compliance Manager 

Email: mmanchester@thsfc.com 

Phone: 504- 14-1169 
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COST 

$1,500.00 Annual Audit fee and POS software fee due upon execution and yearly renewal of agreement. 

$2000.00 One time setup fee due upon execution of agreement. 

$2.50 per monthly average students participating in the meal program. Fees will be for 12 months, within 30 days of 
invoicing. 

WHAT WE OFFER 

Complete audit of a school's current lunch program processes through and on-site monitoring review. 

Assist charter operators in creating and managing their own school food authorities. 

Conduct the procurement process when needed as well as oversee maintaining yearly amendments with food service 
management companies. 

Processing of Lunch Applications and maintenance of community eligibility where applicable. 

Accurate and timely monthly lunch claim form submission and reimbursement Management of vendor relationships. 

Set-up and management of POS system. 

Nutritional programs and curriculum. 

Monthly fnancial statements to track meal claims and reimbursements. 

Development, implementation, and management of school wellness policy. 

Access to resources from national and local community organizations to support healthy meal program. 
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RECITALS 

A.Pursuant tA.Pursuant to the No the National School Lunch Aational School Lunch Act, 42 Uct, 42 U.S..S.C. §1751, et. seq., as amended, andC. §1751, et. seq., as amended, and 
rregulations pregulations promulgatomulgated thered there under (e under (ccollectivollectivelyely, the ", the "AAct"), HSFct"), HSFC will prC will proovide cvide consultingonsulting 
servicservices under the pres under the proovisional licvisional license that has been grense that has been grantanted ted to the charto the charter managementer management 
ororganization frganization from the Department oom the Department of Ef Educducation ("DE") as a School Fation ("DE") as a School Food Aood Authority - asuthority - as 
defned in the Adefned in the Act - under the Nct - under the National School Lunch Prational School Lunch Progrogram (am (the "Prthe "Progrogram"), establishedam"), established 
and operand operatated in aced in acccorordancdance with the Ae with the Act.ct. 

B.B.The HSFThe HSFC mission is tC mission is to co controntract with CMOs tact with CMOs to pro proovide cvide consulting serviconsulting services fes for theor the 
PrProgrogram tam to such participating CMOs in oro such participating CMOs in order tder to co comply with the Aomply with the Act and the Prct and the Progrogram.am. 

C.C.The chartThe charter management orer management organization has __ chartganization has __ charter schools under its umbrer schools under its umbrella andella and 
desirdesires tes to hao havve HSFe HSFC prC proovide servicvide services tes to assist in managing their ro assist in managing their responsibilities as aesponsibilities as a 
qualifed School Fqualifed School Food Aood Authority in acuthority in acccorordancdance with the Ae with the Act, and HSFct, and HSFC has agrC has agreed teed too 
prproovide such servicvide such services on the tes on the terms and cerms and conditions set fonditions set forth in this Aorth in this Agrgreement.eement. 

D. The term of this agreement is for one year with the ability to renew for 4 subsequent years if neither 
party terminates with a 30 day written notice. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the HSFC and CMO have executed this Agreement as of the date frst written above. 

HSFC: 

The Healthy School Food Collaborative, a Louisiana limited liability corporation 

 SIGNATURE 
James Graham 

By: 

Printed Name: 

Title: 

CMO: 

By: 

Printed Name: 

Title: 
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OUR TEAM 
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THANK YOU 
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8. Enrollment data for each year of RVC operations disaggregated by unduplicated pupil count. 
CALPADS reports reflect enrollment as of census day for given year. 
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1.17 - FRPM/English Learner/Foster Youth - Count 
   Academic Year: 

   View: 

2017-2018

SNAPSHOT

   LEA: 

   School Type: 

   School: 

SBE - Ross Valley Elementary

ALL

ALL

   User ID: ryan.rvc

   Create Date: 12/8/2017 1:24:25 PM

   Print Date: 1/26/2018 5:17:37 PM 

Non-Charter School(s) 

Free/Reduced Meal Eligibility Counts Based On: 

School 
Code School Name 

Total 
Enrollment 

Free & 
Reduced 

Meal 
Program: 

181/182 Foster 
Homeless 

(1) 
Migrant 

Program: 135 
Direct 

Certification 

Unduplicated 
Eligible 

Free/Reduced 
Meal Counts 

EL Funding 
Eligible (2) 

Total 
Unduplicated 

FRPM/EL 
Eligible 

Count (3) 

TOTAL - Selected Schools

Charter School(s) 

Free/Reduced Meal Eligibility Counts Based On: 

School 
Code School Name 

Total 
Enrollment 

Free & 
Reduced 

Meal 
Program: 

181/182 Foster 
Homeless 

(1) 
Migrant 

Program: 135 
Direct 

Certification 

Unduplicated 
Eligible 

Free/Reduced 
Meal Counts 

EL Funding 
Eligible (2) 

Total 
Unduplicated 

FRPM/EL 
Eligible 

Count (3) 

0135350 Ross Valley Charter 127 29 0 2 0 18 36 14 37 

TOTAL - Selected Schools 127 29 0 2 0 18 36 14 37 

TOTAL LEA 127 29 0 2 0 18 36 14 37 

This report includes students with Primary and Short Term enrollment in grade levels K-12, UE and US only.  Students enrolled in Adult Education Schools are not included in this report. 

Students with multiple qualifying records as of Fall 1 Census Day are counted only once. A student with qualifying enrollments in more than one LEA on Census Day is counted in each LEA. 

(1) Homeless counts are based on Education Program record with an Education Program Membership Code 191 (Homeless). 

(2) For Funding, Eligible English Learners are students with an English Language Acquisition Status of ‘EL’ on Fall 1 Census Day. 

(3) Total Unduplicated FRPM/EL Eligibility Count will always equal enrollment count for Juvenile Court schools 

This report is confidential and use is restricted to authorized individuals. 

-

The data on this report is filtered by the user selections that appear on the last page of this report. 
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1.17 - FRPM/English Learner/Foster Youth - Count 
Grade: 01-First Grade,02-Second Grade,03-Third 

Grade,04-Fourth Grade,05-Fifth Grade,06-Sixth 
Grade,07-Seventh Grade,08-Eighth Grade,09-
Ninth Grade,10-Tenth Grade,11-Eleventh 
Grade,12-Twelfth Grade,KN-Kindergarten,UE-
Ungraded Elementary,US-Ungraded Secondary 

Ethnicity/Race: 

Gender: 

ALL 

ALL 

Age Eligibility: LCFF 

This report is confidential and use is restricted to authorized individuals. 

-

The data on this report is filtered by the user selections that appear on the last page of this report. 
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1.17 - FRPM/English Learner/Foster Youth - Count 
   Academic Year: 

   View: 

2018-2019

SNAPSHOT

   LEA: 

   School Type: 

   School: 

SBE - Ross Valley Elementary

ALL

ALL

   User ID: ryan@edtec.com

   Create Date: 1/11/2019 2:40:49 PM

   Print Date: 1/14/2019 12:48:18 PM 

Non-Charter School(s) 

Free/Reduced Meal Eligibility Counts Based On: 

School 
Code School Name 

Total 
Enrollment 

Free & 
Reduced 

Meal 
Program: 

181/182 Foster 
Homeless 

(1) 
Migrant 

Program: 135 
Direct 

Certification 

Unduplicated 
Eligible 

Free/Reduced 
Meal Counts 

EL Funding 
Eligible (2) 

Total 
Unduplicated 

FRPM/EL 
Eligible 

Count (3) 

TOTAL - Selected Schools

Charter School(s) 

Free/Reduced Meal Eligibility Counts Based On: 

School 
Code School Name 

Total 
Enrollment 

Free & 
Reduced 

Meal 
Program: 

181/182 Foster 
Homeless 

(1) 
Migrant 

Program: 135 
Direct 

Certification 

Unduplicated 
Eligible 

Free/Reduced 
Meal Counts 

EL Funding 
Eligible (2) 

Total 
Unduplicated 

FRPM/EL 
Eligible 

Count (3) 

0135350 Ross Valley Charter 160 40 0 2 0 29 47 20 49 

TOTAL - Selected Schools 160 40 0 2 0 29 47 20 49 

TOTAL LEA 160 40 0 2 0 29 47 20 49 

This report includes students with Primary and Short Term enrollment in grade levels K-12, UE and US only.  Students enrolled in Adult Education Schools are not included in this report. 

Students with multiple qualifying records as of Fall 1 Census Day are counted only once. A student with qualifying enrollments in more than one LEA on Census Day is counted in each LEA. 

(1) Homeless counts are based on Education Program record with an Education Program Membership Code 191 (Homeless). 

(2) For Funding, Eligible English Learners are students with an English Language Acquisition Status of ‘EL’ on Fall 1 Census Day. 

(3) Total Unduplicated FRPM/EL Eligibility Count will always equal enrollment count for Juvenile Court schools 

This report is confidential and use is restricted to authorized individuals. 

-

The data on this report is filtered by the user selections that appear on the last page of this report. 
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1.17 - FRPM/English Learner/Foster Youth - Count 
Grade: 01-First Grade,02-Second Grade,03-Third 

Grade,04-Fourth Grade,05-Fifth Grade,06-Sixth 
Grade,07-Seventh Grade,08-Eighth Grade,09-
Ninth Grade,10-Tenth Grade,11-Eleventh 
Grade,12-Twelfth Grade,KN-Kindergarten,UE-
Ungraded Elementary,US-Ungraded Secondary 

Ethnicity/Race: 

Gender: 

ALL 

ALL 

Age Eligibility: LCFF 

This report is confidential and use is restricted to authorized individuals. 

-

The data on this report is filtered by the user selections that appear on the last page of this report. 
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This report includes students with Primary and Short Term enrollment in grade levels K-12, UE and US only.  Students enrolled in Adult Education Schools are not included in this report.

1.17 - FRPM/English Learner/Foster Youth - Count 
   Academic Year: 

   View: 

2019-2020

SNAPSHOT

   LEA: 

   School Type: 

   School: 

SBE - Ross Valley Elementary

ALL

ALL

   User ID: ryan@edtec.com

   Create Date: 12/17/2019 6:36:13 PM

   Print Date: 2/27/2020 10:00:57 AM 

Non-Charter School(s) 

Free/Reduced Meal Eligibility Counts Based On: 

School 
Code School Name 

Total 
Enrollment 

Free & 
Reduced 

Meal 
Program: 

181/182 Foster 
Homeless 

(1) 
Migrant 

Program: 135 
Direct 

Certification 

Unduplicated 
Eligible 

Free/Reduced 
Meal Counts 

EL Funding 
Eligible (2) 

Total 
Unduplicated 

FRPM/EL 
Eligible 

Count (3) 

TOTAL - Selected Schools

Charter School(s) 

Free/Reduced Meal Eligibility Counts Based On: 

School 
Code School Name 

Total 
Enrollment 

Free & 
Reduced 

Meal 
Program: 

181/182 Foster 
Homeless 

(1) 
Migrant 

Program: 135 
Direct 

Certification 

Unduplicated 
Eligible 

Free/Reduced 
Meal Counts 

EL Funding 
Eligible (2) 

Total 
Unduplicated 

FRPM/EL 
Eligible 

Count (3) 

0135350 Ross Valley Charter 193 46 2 0 0 35 55 38 63 

TOTAL - Selected Schools 193 46 2 0 0 35 55 38 63 

TOTAL LEA 193 46 2 0 0 35 55 38 63 

Students with multiple qualifying records as of Fall 1 Census Day are counted only once. A student with qualifying enrollments in more than one LEA on Census Day is counted in each LEA. 

(1) Homeless counts are based on Education Program record with an Education Program Membership Code 191 (Homeless). 

(2) For Funding, Eligible English Learners are students with an English Language Acquisition Status of ‘EL’ on Fall 1 Census Day. 

(3) Total Unduplicated FRPM/EL Eligibility Count will always equal enrollment count for Juvenile Court schools 

This report is confidential and use is restricted to authorized individuals. 

-

The data on this report is filtered by the user selections that appear on the last page of this report. 
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1.17 - FRPM/English Learner/Foster Youth - Count 
Grade: 01-First Grade,02-Second Grade,03-Third 

Grade,04-Fourth Grade,05-Fifth Grade,06-Sixth 
Grade,07-Seventh Grade,08-Eighth Grade,09-
Ninth Grade,10-Tenth Grade,11-Eleventh 
Grade,12-Twelfth Grade,KN-Kindergarten,UE-
Ungraded Elementary,US-Ungraded Secondary 

Ethnicity/Race: 

Gender: 

ALL 

ALL 

Age Eligibility: LCFF 

This report is confidential and use is restricted to authorized individuals. 

-

The data on this report is filtered by the user selections that appear on the last page of this report. 
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8. RVC Enrollment based on census day 

2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 
Enrollment 127 160 193 

Unduplicated Pupil 
Count (EL FRPM) 

37 49 63 

Special Ed 9 17 21 
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10. All documents reflecting the data and criteria used by RVC to reclassify any English 
Language Learners. 

This was included in our petition, but including here as well for your convenience. 
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English Language Learner Reclassification Policy 

Students remain classified as an English Learner (EL) until they achieve proficiency in English on a 
variety of criteria. Students are classified as EL are re-tested annually. 

Reclassification Requirements 
When an English Learner demonstrates English language proficiency comparable to grade-level 
English-speaking peers and can participate equally with them in the school’s regular instructional 
program, the EL student is eligible to be reviewed for reclassification by Educational Services. 

1) Overall performance level of 4 or 5 and skill area scores of 3 or higher in listening/speaking, 
reading, and writing on the English Language Proficiency Assessments for California 
(ELPAC). 

2) When the student meets this scoring criterion, the next step is to evaluate the student’s 
performance in English Language Arts (ELA) using state or local assessments. For grades 
1-3, the students must be at or above grade level on local assessments and for grades 4-
5, students must have an overall achievement score of Met or Exceeded standard on 
CAASPP/SBAC. 

3) If a student meets proficiency on the ELPAC test and state/local criteria, then the child’s 
current teacher evaluates the student’s academic performance in the classroom. If the 
student is achieving at levels comparable to grade-level English-speaking peers, then the 
school moves on to the last step of the process. 

4) For students who may be considered for reclassification, school staff collects 
documentation and determines student's eligibility. Then a conference is held in the spring 
with parents, who must also agree to the reclassification. 

5) Students that have been Reclassified Fluent English Proficient (RFEP) no longer participate 
in the English Learner Program. Their academic progress in English Language Arts will be 
monitored for four years and other interventions will be implemented as appropriate to 
meet their learning needs. 

RVC Board Revised and Approved 4-15-19 
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11. All testing protocols including but not limited to protocols for conducting state testing – for 
purposes of this request please provide RVC’s actual protocols which includes documents 
reflecting how RVC schedules testing and addresses irregularities. 

When conducting State testing follow all protocols as outlined in the ELPAC and CAASPP 
testing handbooks. As these are clearly laid out and defined we do not have our own separate 
protocols. The same follows for addressing any irregularities. Attached are copies of prior 
calendars and testing schedules, which reflect how we schedule testing. 
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2019–2020 CAASPP Online Test Administration Manual 

Chapter 3. Test Security 

Additional Resource for This Chapter: 
• CAASPP List of Acronyms and Initialisms web page— 

http://www.caaspp.org/about/abbreviations.html 
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Test Security | 
Security of the Test Environment 

Security of the Test Environment 

Resources in This Section: 
• CAASPP Security and Test Administration and Incident Reporting System 

Process (STAIRS)/Appeals Process for Summative Assessments web page— 
http://www.caaspp.org/stairs/ 

• CAASPP Manuals and Instructions web page—http://www.caaspp.org/ 
administration/instructions/ 

• CAASPP Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide web document— 
http://www.caaspp.org/rsc/pdfs/CAASPP.stairs-appeals-guide.2019-20.pdf 

A secure online testing environment is a state in which a device is restricted from accessing 
prohibited computer applications (local or internet-based), or copying or otherwise sharing 
test data. The purposes of this environment are to maintain test security and provide a stable 
testing experience for students across multiple platforms. The security of assessment 
instruments and the confidentiality of student information are vital to maintaining the validity, 
reliability, and fairness of the results. 
All summative test items and test materials are secure and must be appropriately handled. 
Secure handling protects the integrity, validity, and confidentiality of assessment items, 
prompts, and student information. Any deviation in test administration must be reported as a 
test security incident to ensure the validity of the assessment results. 
It is the responsibility of each person participating in the administration of any of the CAASPP 
summative assessments to immediately report any violation or suspected violation of test 
security or confidentiality. The CAASPP test site coordinator is responsible for immediately 
reporting any security violation to the LEA CAASPP coordinator. 
In the case of a student cheating, the test administrator must stop the cheating; however, the 
student may be allowed to complete the remainder of the test. After testing, the test 
administrator must notify the CAASPP test site coordinator. Do not call the CDE or CalTAC 
to report student cheating. The LEA CAASPP coordinator or CAASPP test site coordinator 
must, instead, file a report using the STAIRS/Appeals process. If the LEA decides to allow 
the student(s) to complete testing, the LEA CAASPP coordinator or CAASPP test site 
coordinator should open a STAIRS case in TOMS immediately and keep the STAIRS case in 
Draft status. The LEA shall receive an email from ca-assessments@ets.org instructing to 
submit the delayed appeal once student completes testing. 

34  2019–2020 CAASPP Online Test Administration Manual January 2020 
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Test Security | 
Security of the Test Environment 

Requirements 

Note: Due to the nature of the CAAs for ELA, mathematics, and science, test 
examiners are permitted exposure to test questions and student responses. 
Additionally, in some cases, test examiners will enter student responses into the 
test delivery system as indicated by the student’s IEP. 

Test administrators, test examiners, and CAASPP test site coordinators or other individuals 
who have witnessed, been informed of, or suspect the possibility of a test security incident 
that could potentially affect the integrity of the assessments or the data should review the 
information in the subsections Identifying Testing Improprieties, Irregularities, and Breaches 
and Appeals (as necessary) of this manual; and then refer to the CAASPP Security Incidents 
and Appeals Procedure Guide web document for additional instructions. Note that only LEA 
CAASPP coordinators and CAASPP test site coordinators may report the incident using the 
STAIRS/Appeals process and, if directed, an Appeal. 
Table 2 through Table 5 describe security requirements for the test environment during 
various stages of testing. The test environment refers to all aspects of the testing situation 
while students are testing and includes what a student can see, hear, or access (including 
access via technology). 

Before Testing 

Table 2. Requirements of the Test Environment Before Testing 
Requirement Description 

Instructional materials removed or 
covered 

Instructional materials must be removed or 
covered, including but not limited to information 
that might assist students in answering questions 
that is displayed on bulletin boards, chalkboards or 
dry-erase boards, or on charts (e.g., wall charts that 
contain literary definitions, maps, mathematics 
formulas, etc.). 

Student seating Students must be seated so there is enough space 
between them to minimize opportunities to look at 
each other’s work—for example, students may be 
assigned staggered seating or be seated in every 
other chair or workstation position—or they should 
be provided with table-top partitions. 
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Test Security | 
Security of the Test Environment 

Table 2 (continuation) 

Requirement Description 
Signage If helpful, place a “TESTING—DO NOT DISTURB” 

sign on the door or post signs in halls and 
entrances rerouting hallway traffic in order to 
promote optimum testing conditions. 
CAASPP test site coordinators or test 
administrators should post the “Unauthorized 
Electronic Devices May Not Be Used at Any Time 
During the Testing Session” signs so that they are 
clearly visible to all students. A master of this sign 
can be downloaded from the Manuals and 
Instructions web page on the CAASPP website. 

During Testing 

Table 3.  Requirements of the Test Environment During Testing 
Requirement Description 

Quiet environment Provide a quiet environment void of talking or other 
distractions that might interfere with a student’s 
ability to concentrate or might compromise the 
testing situation. 

Student supervision Students are actively supervised by a trained test 
administrator or test examiner and are prohibited 
from access to unauthorized electronic devices that 
allow availability to outside information, 
communication among students or with other 
individuals outside the testing environment, or 
photographing or copying test content. This 
includes any device with cellular, messaging, or 
wireless capabilities, but is not limited to cell 
phones, smart watches, personal digital assistants, 
tablets, iPods, cameras, and electronic translation 
devices. 
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Test Security | 
Security of the Test Environment 

Table 3 (continuation) 

Requirement Description 
Access to allowable resources only Students must only have access to and use of 

those allowable resources (refer to the subsection 
Establishing Appropriate Testing Conditions for 
examples) that are permitted for each specific test 
(or portion of a test). This includes access to 
medical supports, which may be integrated into 
other technology devices. Use of such devices may 
require additional monitoring or a separate test 
setting to maintain test security. 

Access to assessments Unauthorized staff or other adults must not be in the 
room during testing. Only students who are testing 
can view items. Based on the item type (i.e., PTs), 
trained test administrators may also have limited 
exposure to items in the course of properly 
administering the assessments; however, even test 
administrators or test examiners and other trained 
staff must not actively review or analyze any test 
items. 

Testing through secure browser Administration of the CAASPP assessments is 
permitted only through the student interface via a 
secure browser or a method of securing the student 
device. 

During and After Testing 

Table 4.  Requirements of the Test Environment During and After Testing 
Requirement Description 

No access to responses LEA CAASPP coordinators, CAASPP test site 
coordinators, test administrators, and other staff are 
not permitted to review student responses to the 
Smarter Balanced assessments, CAST, or CSA in 
the testing interface or students’ notes on scratch 
paper. 

No copies of test materials Unless needed as a print-on-demand or braille 
accommodation, no copies of the test items, stimuli, 
reading passages, PT materials, or writing prompts 
may be made or otherwise retained. 
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Test Security | 
Security of the Test Environment 

Table 4 (continuation) 

Requirement Description 
No access to digital, electronic, or 
manual devices 

No digital, electronic, or manual device may be 
used to record or retain test items, reading 
passages, or writing prompts. Similarly, these 
materials must not be discussed with or released to 
anyone via any media, including fax, email, text 
message, social media websites, etc. 

No retaining, discussing, or releasing 
test materials 

Descriptions of test items, stimuli, printed reading 
passages, or writing prompts must not be retained, 
discussed, or released to anyone. 

No reviewing, discussing, or analyzing 
test materials 

LEA CAASPP coordinators, CAASPP test site 
coordinators, test administrators, and other staff 
must not review, discuss, or analyze test items, 
stimuli, reading passages, or writing prompts at any 
time, including before, during, or after testing. 
Student interaction with a test administrator or test 
examiner during a test is limited to necessary 
communication (such as permission to leave the 
room) or to respond during any CAA. Students 
should be informed that they may not discuss or 
share test items, stimuli, reading passages, or 
writing prompts with anyone during or after testing. 

Keeping all test materials secure at all 
times 

Printed materials from the print-on-demand 
accommodation, scratch paper, the CAA DFA(s), 
and documents with student information must be 
kept in a securely locked room or locked cabinet 
that can be opened only with a key or keycard by 
staff responsible for test administration. 

No retaining of test “tickets” or any All students’ ID information must be collected at the 
materials created to assist students end of each test session, stored securely, and then 
with logging on to the summative destroyed securely. 
assessments 
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Test Security | 
Security of the Test Environment 

After Testing 

Table 5.  Requirements of the Test Environment After Testing 
Requirement Description 

No test materials used for instruction Test items, stimuli, reading passages, or writing 
prompts must not be used for instruction. 

Destroy test materials securely Printed test items or passages, including embossed 
braille printouts, scratch paper, notecards or paper 
that include student logon information, and printed 
DFA(s) for the CAAs must be collected and 
inventoried and then immediately shredded upon a 
student’s completion of the test. Refer to the next 
subsection, Handling Secure Printed Materials, for 
details. 
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Test Security | 
Handling Secure Printed Materials 

Handling Secure Printed Materials 
Secure Handling of Printed Materials 
Using Print-on-Demand Materials 
For those students whose IEP or Section 504 plan expresses a need for a paper copy of 
passages or items, permission for the students to receive this accommodation must be 
requested by the LEA CAASPP coordinator at least two weeks prior to testing by contacting 
CalTAC. 
Printing individual test items for students with this accommodation will require that the LEA 
CAASPP coordinator make a request to CalTAC to have the accommodation set for each 
student in addition to assigning this resource for the student in TOMS. 
Note the following about print on demand: 

• Print requests must be approved and processed by the test administrators and test 
examiners during test administration. 

• The decision to allow students to use print on demand must be made on an individual 
student basis and is available only for students with an IEP or Section 504 plan. 

• Because items are printed individually, utilizing the print-on-demand functionality does 
not allow a printed version of the online test to be created prior to testing, especially 
given the adaptive nature of the Smarter Balanced assessments. 

• A very small percentage of students should need this accommodation. 

• The use of this accommodation may result in the student needing additional time to 
complete the assessment. 

Once a student is approved to receive the printing of test items or passages for Smarter 
Balanced assessments, CAST, or CSA, that student may send a print request to the test 
administrator during testing by selecting the print icon on the screen. For the CAAs, the test 
examiner may select this icon. This request needs to be made for each individual item. 
Follow these guidelines when using the print-on-demand accommodation: 
1. Before the test administrator or test examiner approves the student’s request to print a 

test item or stimulus, the test administrator or test examiner must ensure that the printer 
is on and is monitored by staff who have been trained. 

2. Immediately after printing a print-on-demand request, the file should be securely deleted 
from the test administrator’s or test examiner’s device in such a way that the file does 
not remain in a temporary storage file where it can be undeleted. Refer to the 
Destroying Electronic Files subsection for additional instructions. 

3. The test administrator or test examiner must collect the previously printed item from the 
student after the next item’s print request. Printed items must be securely stored and 
then securely destroyed after the test session. 
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Test Security | 
Handling Secure Printed Materials 

Destroying Secure Printed Materials 
Printed materials from the print-on-demand accommodation, CAA DFA, and scratch paper 
must be kept in a securely locked room or locked cabinet that can be opened only with a key 
or keycard by staff responsible for test administration who have signed a CAASPP Test 
Security Affidavit. All test materials must remain secure at all times. 
Printed test items or passages, including embossed braille printouts and scratch paper, 
must be collected and inventoried at the end of each test session and then immediately 
securely destroyed according to LEA and California policies or procedures. 
CAA DFAs that were printed for test examiners after being downloaded from the password-
protected TOMS must be kept in a securely locked room or locked cabinet when not in use. 
Once testing is completed, these must be immediately securely destroyed according to LEA 
policies and procedures, California policies and procedures, or policies and procedures from 
both sources. 

Destroying Electronic Files 
Immediately after printing a print-on-demand request, making a printed copy of a DFA for the 
CAAs, the file produced by the process should be securely deleted from the test 
administrator’s or test examiner’s device. It must be deleted in such a way that the file does 
not remain in a temporary storage location such as Windows’ Recycle Bin, where it can be 
undeleted. Test administrators, test examiners, and CAASPP test site coordinators should 
use the school’s or LEA’s preferred method of secure file deletion. 
While there are many ways to permanently delete a file, including using a “shredding” tool 
that might be part of a virus scanning tool, what follows are basic ways to remove a file from 
a Windows or Macintosh system: 

• Windows—Hold the <Shift> key when deleting the file or empty the Recycle Bin after 
deleting. 

• Macintosh and Macintosh equivalent devices using OS X—Press the <Command> 
+ <Delete> keys with any file or folder selected to send a file to the Trash and then 
press the <Shift> + <Command> + <Delete> keys or open the Finder menu and then 
select “Secure Empty Trash” to immediately empty the Trash. 

Using and Securely Destroying Scratch Paper for PTs 

Use: 
• The only exception to the requirement governing the immediate destruction of printed 

materials and scratch paper is when students take notes or draft responses to ELA, 
mathematics, or science PTs. 

• During the Smarter Balanced ELA PT, the notes on the embedded universal tool, Global 
Notes, are retained from Part 1 to Part 2 so that the student may return to the notes 
even though the student is not able to go back to specific items in Part 1. The 
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Test Security | 
Handling Secure Printed Materials 

embedded Global Notes is the preferred mode for note taking during the Smarter 
Balanced ELA PT. 

• Students may also use scratch paper to make notes or develop draft responses. To 
maintain the security of scratch paper used for notes on the ELA or mathematics PTs, 
or CAST, CAA, or CSA questions, test administrators or test examiners must direct 
students to write their names (or some appropriate identifying information) on their 
scratch paper, and then collect and inventory the scratch paper at the end of each test 
session, as well as upon completion of the test. The retention of scratch paper 
(including graph paper) is allowed for the PTs, the CAST, CAAs, and CSA. 

• DO NOT keep printed test items or passages or scratch paper for future test sessions 
except as noted for PTs. 

Caution: The retention of scratch paper is only allowed for the Smarter
Balanced PTs, CAST, CAAs, and CSA. At the end of each test session, all 
scratch paper (including graph paper) must be collected, inventoried, and securely 
stored for student use in a subsequent test session. All scratch paper must be 
securely destroyed immediately upon the student’s completion of the test to 
maintain test security. 
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Test Security | 
Identifying Testing Improprieties, Irregularities, and Breaches 

Identifying Testing Improprieties, Irregularities, and 
Breaches 

Note: The processes described in this section are to be used to report incidents 
for the CAASPP online assessments only. Refer to the CAASPP Paper-Pencil 
Testing Test Administration Manual for the special version (braille or large-print) 
assessment being administered for what to do in the event of an incident that 
occurs during this testing. 

Test security incidents, such as improprieties, irregularities, and breaches, are behaviors 
prohibited either because they give a student an unfair advantage or because they 
compromise the secure administration of the assessments. Whether intentional or by 
accident, failure to comply with security and administration rules, either by staff or students, 
constitutes a test security incident. Improprieties, irregularities, and breaches need to be 
reported in accordance with the instructions in this section for each severity level. 
Some incidents may require that an Appeal be submitted to reset, reopen, restore (if a test 
had been reset in error), provide a grace period extension, or invalidate a test. LEA CAASPP 
coordinators or CAASPP test site coordinators can make the determination by reporting the 
incident using the online CAASPP STAIRS/Appeals process in TOMS. 
After a user has entered the details of the incident, TOMS will prompt the filing of an Appeal 
during the STAIRS/Appeal process, if that is the appropriate action. A system email will be 
sent that confirms that the incident was filed. 
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Test Security | 
Identifying Testing Improprieties, Irregularities, and Breaches 

Impact and Definitions 

Resources in This Subsection: 
• CAASPP Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide web document— 

http://www.caaspp.org/rsc/pdfs/CAASPP.stairs-appeals-guide.2019-20.pdf 

Definitions for test security incidents that can occur during administration of the summative 
assessments are provided in Table 6. Incidents should be logged using the STAIRS/Appeals 
process described in the CAASPP Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide. 

Table 6. Definitions for Test Security Incidents 
Incident Definition 

Impropriety An unusual circumstance that has a low impact on the individual or group 
of students who are testing, and has a low risk of potentially affecting 
student performance on the test or of impacting test security or test 
validity. These circumstances can be corrected and contained at the local 
level. 
An impropriety should be reported to the LEA CAASPP coordinator and 
CAASPP test site coordinator immediately. The coordinator will report the 
incident within 24 hours using the STAIRS/Appeals process. 

Irregularity An unusual circumstance that impacts an individual or group of students 
who are testing and may potentially affect student performance on the test 
or impact test security, or test validity. These circumstances can be 
corrected and contained at the local level. 
An irregularity must be reported to the LEA CAASPP coordinator and 
CAASPP test site coordinator immediately. The coordinator will report the 
irregularity within 24 hours, using the STAIRS/Appeals process to both 
report the incident and file the Appeal. 
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Test Security | 
Identifying Testing Improprieties, Irregularities, and Breaches 

Table 6 (continuation) 

Incident Definition 
Breach An event that poses a threat to the validity of the test. Examples may 

include such situations as a release of secure materials or a security or 
system risk. These circumstances have external implications for the CDE, 
the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium, or both, and may result in 
a Consortium decision to remove the test item(s) from the available 
secure bank. A breach incident must be reported to the LEA CAASPP 
coordinator immediately. 
The LEA CAASPP coordinator must immediately report the breach by 
calling either CalTAC at 800-955-2954 if the breach is due to social media 
exposure on the part of a student or adult; or the CDE at 916-445-8765 for 
all other breaches. In addition, the coordinator must report the incident 
within 24 hours, using the STAIRS/Appeals process. 

It is important for test administrators and test examiners to ensure that the physical conditions 
in the testing room meet the criteria for a secure test environment. Refer to the subsection 
Requirements for more detail. 
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Test Security | 
Using STAIRS 

Using STAIRS 

Resources in This Section: 
• CAASPP Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting System (STAIRS) 

Applicable Testing Incidents Chart web document— 
http://www.caaspp.org/rsc/pdfs/CAASPP.STAIRS-issues.2019-20.pdf 

• CAASPP website—http://www.caaspp.org/ 
• CAASPP Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide web document— 

http://www.caaspp.org/rsc/pdfs/CAASPP.stairs-appeals-guide.2019-20.pdf 

The online STAIRS/Appeals process, available in TOMS, must be used by LEA CAASPP and 
CAASPP test site coordinators to report a test security incident or other testing issue that 
interferes with the administration and completion of the assessment. Testing incidents must 
be reported within the LEA’s selected testing window and should be filed with enough time for 
students to finish testing after an Appeal has been granted. 

Breach incidents must be reported by phone to the CalTAC or the CDE whether the LEA’s 
selected testing window is still open or has closed. (Refer to the CAASPP Security Incidents 
and Appeals Procedure Guide web document for details about the incident reporting 
process.) 
LEA CAASPP coordinators and CAASPP test site coordinators must ensure that all test 
security incidents are documented using the STAIRS/Appeals process in TOMS. After the 
incident is reported, TOMS will immediately prompt the filing of an Appeal if that is the 
appropriate action. A system email will be sent that describes the submittal and includes the 
case number that can be used for searches in TOMS. This email will be sent to the submitter 
(and to the LEA CAASPP coordinator, if the form is submitted by the CAASPP test site 
coordinator). Ensure that communications generated by the email address 
ca-assessments@ets.org are not automatically sent to a junk mail or spam folder. 
LEA CAASPP coordinators must view the announcements and to-do list in the MyTOMS at a 
Glance section of their home page in TOMS. TOMS shall send an automated notification to 
the LEA if there are any STAIRS cases that have a Draft status and need to be submitted. 
The CDE may review a STAIRS case to determine whether the testing issue requires 
additional action by the LEA. 
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Test Security | 
Using STAIRS 

Required Action Steps 
The Test Security Required Action Steps depict the required actions for each test security 
incident in a process flow diagram format. 

Impropriety 
An unusual circumstance that has a low impact on the individual or group of students who are 
testing and has a low risk of potentially affecting student performance on the test or of 
impacting test security or test validity. (Example: Student(s) making distracting gestures or 
sounds, or talking during the test session that creates a disruption in the test session for other 
students.) 

The process flow diagram for improprieties is presented in Figure 1. 

Local 
administrators or 

staff take 
corrective action 

and notify the site
coordinator. 

The incident is 
mitigated as 
necessary by

school staff, and 
the LEA CAASPP 

coordinator is 
notified for 

assistance with 
mitigation as 
necessary. 

The CAASPP test site 
coordinator or LEA 

CAASPP coordinator 
reports the

impropriety using the
online 

STAIRS/Appeals
process in TOMS
within 24 hours. 

Figure 1.  Impropriety process flow diagram 
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Irregularity 
An unusual circumstance that impacts an individual or group of students who are testing and 
may potentially affect student performance on the test or impact test security or test validity. 
These circumstances can be contained at the local level. (Example: The test administrator, 
test examiner, or CAASPP test site coordinator leaves related instructional materials on the 
walls in a testing room.) 
The process flow diagram for irregularities is presented in Figure 2. 

The CAASPP test 
site coordinator or 

LEA CAASPP 
coordinator reports

the irregularity using 
the online 

STAIRS/Appeals 
process in TOMS
within 24 hours. 

Local administrators 
or staff take 

corrective action 
and notify the site

coordinator. 

The incident is 
mitigated as

necessary by school
staff, and the LEA

CAASPP coordinator 
is notified for 

assistance with 
mitigation. 

The CDE reviews the 
STAIRS case and 

approves the Appeal,
if necessary.

The coordinator 
retains the STAIRS 

response mail. 

The submitter (and 
the LEA CAASPP 
coordinator, if the
submitter was a 

CAASPP test site 
coordinator)

receives an email 
summarizing the

submittal. 

The coordinator 
submits an Appeal

request, if prompted. 

Figure 2.  Irregularity process flow diagram 
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Breach 
A test administration event that poses a threat to the validity of the test. Breaches require 
immediate attention and escalation via telephone—if the breach is due to social media 
exposure on the part of a student or adult, the LEA CAASPP coordinator contacts CalTAC; 
for all other breaches, the LEA CAASPP coordinator must contact the CDE. Following the 
call, the CAASPP test site coordinator or LEA CAASPP coordinator must report the breach 
using the STAIRS/Appeals process within 24 hours. 
Examples may include such situations as exposure of secure materials or a repeatable 
security or system risk. These circumstances have external implications. (Example: Test 
administrators or test examiners are modifying student answers, or test items are shared on 
social media.) 

The process flow diagram for breaches is presented in Figure 3. 

The LEA CAASPP 
LEA staff investigate coordinator 

Local administrators the security risk and immediately calls the
or staff mitigate the alerts CalTAC for CDE to report the

incident as necessary social media breaches breach. Following the
and immediately and the CDE for all call, the CAASPP test

report the breach to other breaches, and site coordinator or LEA 
the CAASPP test site stands ready to CAASPP coordinator 

coordinator, LEA receive further reports the breach 
CAASPP coordinator, guidance on the using the online

or both. dispensation of the STAIRS/Appeals 
event. process in TOMS

within 24 hours. 

The CDE reviews the 
STAIRS case and 

approves the appeal,
if necessary.

The coordinator 
retains the STAIRS 

response email. 

The submitter (and the
LEA CAASPP 

coordinator, if the
submitter was a 

CAASPP test site 
coordinator) receives 
an email summarizing

the submittal. 

The coordinator 
submits an Appeal

request, if prompted. 

Figure 3.  Breach process flow diagram 
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The STAIRS/Appeals Process 

Notes: 
• The STAIRS/Appeals process must be used to report incidents that occur during 

the administration of the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments, the CAAs, 
the CAST, and the CSA. 

• Incidents that occur during the administration of the interim assessments are 
handled at the local level and should not be reported using the STAIRS/Appeals 
process. 

Information about using the STAIRS/Appeals process is described in the CAASPP Security 
Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide. 

Report Incidents 
The LEA CAASPP coordinator is responsible for notifying the CDE within 24 hours, using 
the STAIRS/Appeals process in TOMS, of any incidents that occur before, during, or after 
summative testing. The CAASPP test site coordinator is responsible for immediately notifying 
the LEA CAASPP coordinator of any security breaches or testing irregularities that occur in 
the administration of the test. 
The online STAIRS/Appeals process, which is available in TOMS, must be used to provide 
the required information to the CDE when an incident is confirmed. For cases involving 11 or 
more students, the STAIRS/Appeals process includes the opportunity to securely upload a 
spreadsheet containing SSIDs of up to 500 students involved in the irregularity. Do not 
upload student names, only SSID numbers. TOMS will prompt the user if an Appeal is to 
be filed after the STAIRS case is submitted. When the Appeal type is Invalidate, Grace 
Period Extension, or a Restore from Reset, the CDE will first review the STAIRS case and 
approve the Appeal before it is filed in TOMS. 
The LEA CAASPP coordinator or CAASPP test site coordinator (with a copy sent to the 
LEA CAASPP coordinator) submitting the STAIRS case will receive an email to confirm the 
submittal. 
A copy of the email may be sent to the CDE depending on the incident type. 
STAIRS cases with any status—draft, partial CDE approval, partial CalTAC approval, 
pending CDE approval, pending CalTAC approval, and completed—are searchable in Search 
STAIRS in TOMS. 
Appeals with any status—approved, pending, pending approval, rejected (appeals rejected 
by CDE or CalTAC), rejected by system, swap approved, and withdrawn—are searchable in 
Search Appeals in TOMS. 
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Coordinator Procedures 
The CAASPP test site coordinator: 
1. Receives notification of an irregularity 
2. Reviews the information provided and verifies that an irregularity has occurred 
3. Contacts the LEA CAASPP coordinator and provides all pertinent information or reports 

the incident using the STAIRS/Appeals process, if this is the procedure established for 
the LEA 

The LEA CAASPP coordinator: 
1. Receives notification of an irregularity from the CAASPP test site coordinator 
2. Reviews the information provided and verifies that the occurrence is an irregularity 
3. Acts immediately if the incident type is a breach (Breaches require immediate attention 

and escalation via telephone—if the breach is due to social media exposure on the part 
of a student or adult, the LEA CAASPP coordinator contacts CalTAC; for all other 
breaches, the LEA CAASPP coordinator must contact the CDE.) 

4. Reports the incident using the STAIRS/Appeals process, if this is the procedure 
established for the LEA 

5. Responds to and assists the CDE and test security personnel as requested 
6. Keeps any documentation associated with the irregularity for one year 

STAIRS Actions 
The online data-entry screens used during the STAIRS/Appeals process in TOMS prompt the 
user through the steps necessary to submit a STAIRS case. The CAASPP Security Incidents 
and Appeals Procedure Guide lists the incident types and any action to be taken. 

Note: LEA CAASPP coordinators should contact CalTAC if the incident does not 
meet any of the criteria in the STAIRS Applicable Testing Incidents web 
document. 

Warning: The user must select the [SUBMIT] button as the last step of the 
STAIRS/Appeals data-entry screen in TOMS as the final step in the STAIRS/ 
Appeals process. If it is not, the entry will be saved as a draft. 
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Appeals 

Notes: 
• Do not file an Appeal for an interim assessment; the STAIRS/Appeals process is 

for use with the summative assessments only. 

• An incident must first be reported by the LEA CAASPP coordinator or CAASPP 
test site coordinator using the STAIRS/Appeals process in TOMS. If an Appeal is 
to be filed, the data entry screen will provide the appropriate prompts. 

• LEA CAASPP coordinators must contact CalTAC to make a request in STAIRS 
to restore a test that has been reset in error. Only CalTAC can submit a STAIRS 
case for a Restore Appeal on behalf of the LEA. A Restore Appeal is approved 
by the CDE. 

• A Re-open Appeal cannot be submitted if the test taken by the student has an 
existing Invalidate Appeal submitted. 

Process 
An Appeal must be filed before the end of the selected testing window and with 
enough time to retest the student within the selected testing window. Take the 
following steps to file an Appeal in TOMS: 
1. Document and submit an irregularity or test security incident for a summative 

assessment using the online STAIRS/Appeals process in TOMS. 
2. Review the instructions on the STAIRS/Appeals > Step 4: Confirm Details progress step 

screen before selecting the [SUBMIT] button to submit the incident report. 
3. If an Appeal is required, the STAIRS/Appeals > Submit the STAIRS Case to the 

CDE/File and Appeal screen appears. 
4. Make sure the box in the Select column of the “Student Case(s)” table is checked. Enter 

comments, if any, in the text box, and then select the [SUBMIT] button to file the appeal. 
5. In cases where the Appeal types are Reset, Reopen, Invalidate, Restore, and Grace 

Period Extension, and the cases are pending the CDE or CalTAC’s approval, the user 
has the option to cancel the Appeal request by selecting the [WITHDRAW] button on 
the Summary screen. 

6. The user can make a partial or selective withdrawal by selecting only those SSID(s) in 
the Select column to be removed from the STAIRS case. Once an Appeal has been 
approved, it cannot be withdrawn. 

7. A withdrawn Appeal cannot be processed. If the user wants to report the testing incident 
for the withdrawn SSID(s), a new STAIRS case must be submitted. 
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8. A STAIRS case can also be submitted for a nonappealable testing event such as 
“Incorrect SSID Used,” in which the test was completed and the LEA wants to associate 
the assessment results with the SSID of the student. In this case, the STAIRS case is 
auto approved. However, the CAASPP test site coordinator must contact the LEA 
CAASPP coordinator within one business day and provide the incorrect SSID, correct 
SSID, result ID, and test status. The LEA CAASPP coordinator must contact CalTAC 
within one business day by phone at 800-955-2954 or email at caltac@ets.org with the 
incorrect SSID, correct SSID, result ID, and test status information associated with this 
incident. 

9. In all cases, TOMS will send an email summarizing the STAIRS filing that includes a 
case number to be used for searches and communications. 

An Appeal is processed within four business days of its receipt. Users will receive an email 
verifying that the Appeal has been processed. 
Appeals with any status are searchable in TOMS. 
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CAASPP Testing Window - 5/13-5/24 

M Tu W Th F 

WEEK ONE 
8:45 - 10:15 
(1:30 min.) 

Chris 
Katie 

Chris 
Katie 
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Katie 

Chris 
Katie 

MAKE-UP 

5/13 - 5/17 
10:40 - 12:00 

(1:20 min.) 
Nina 
Emily 

Nina 
Emily 

Nina 
Emily 

Nina 
Emily 

MAKE-UP 

WEEK TWO 
8:45 - 10:15 
(1:30 min.) 

Nina 
Emily 

Nina 
Emily 

Nina 
Emily 

Nina 
Emily 

MAKE-UP 

5/20 - 5/24 
10:40 - 12:00 

(1:20 min.) 
Chris 
Katie 

Chris 
Katie 

Chris 
Katie 

Chris 
Katie 

MAKE-UP 

M Tu W Th F 

PE 9am Chris Katie Nina (8:45am) 

PE 950am Katie Chris 

PE 11am Nina 
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Acronyms and Initialisms in the Summative English Language Proficiency 
Assessments for California Test Administration Manual 

Term Meaning 
CAASPP California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress 
CALPADS California Longitudinal Pupil Achievement Data System 
CalTAC California Technical Assistance Center 
CDE California Department of Education 
DEI Data Entry Interface 
DFA Directions for Administration 

EL English learner 
ELP English language proficiency 
ELPAC English Language Proficiency Assessments for California 
ELPSA English Language Proficiency and Spanish Assessments 
ETS Educational Testing Service 
GIS Group Identification Sheet 
IEP individualized education program 
LEA local educational agency 
LST Local Scoring Tool 
Pre-ID pre-identification 
STAIRS Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting System 
SSID Statewide Student Identifier 
TOMS Test Operations Management System 
TTS text-to-speech 
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Support for the ELPAC 

Resources in This Subsection: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 
• ELPAC Forms web page—https://www.elpac.org/test-administration/forms/ 

The ELPAC website is the home for all ELPAC assessments. 
For questions regarding the online testing system or for additional assistance: 

• Local educational agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinators should contact the California 
Technical Assistance Center (CalTAC) by phone at 800-955-2954, by email at 
caltac@ets.org, or by using the chat function linked on the ELPAC website. 

• Site ELPAC coordinators should contact their LEA ELPAC coordinator. 
• Test examiners, Local Scoring Tool (LST) correspondence administrators, LST data 

entry, and other school personnel should contact their ELPAC test site coordinator. 
CalTAC is open from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific Time, Monday through Friday. During these 
hours, staff will respond promptly to calls. 
When contacting CalTAC, provide the representative with as much detail as possible about 
the issue(s) encountered and the system on which it occurred, including the following: 

• type of device being used for the test; 
• any error messages that appeared (code and description); 
• operating system and browser (web browser or secure browser) information; 
• network configuration information; 
• the coordinator’s contact information for follow-up, including an email address and 

phone number; 
• test session ID; and 
• any relevant and authorized student and school information, including Statewide 

Student Identifier (SSID), grade level, and content area. 
CalTAC may be contacted by LEA ELPAC coordinators for situations and questions that 
include the following: 
1. The testing environment is down or unavailable. 
2. User accounts are not available, or users are not able to administer tests. 
3. Student information is incorrect or missing. 
4. Difficulty is experienced when loading student test settings into the Test Operations 

Management System (TOMS). 
5. Assistance is needed with the Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting 

System (STAIRS) or Appeals functionality. 
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6. Help is needed preparing for online testing—downloading the secure browser, etc. 
7. Tests are incorrectly showing as available when students log on to begin testing. 
8. Password resets are needed for LEA users. 
9. Student test settings are not presenting as intended. 

10. Test materials ordering and returning of kindergarten through grade two Writing domain 
Answer Books. 

11. Pre-identification (pre-ID) label delivery for kindergarten through grade two students. 

– vii – 
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Introduction to the Summative ELPAC 

Additional Resources in This Section: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 

The ELPAC is the required state test for English language proficiency (ELP) that is given to 
students whose primary language is a language other than English. State and federal law 
requires that local educational agencies (LEAs) administer a state test for ELP to eligible 
students in kindergarten through grade twelve. The ELPAC is aligned with California’s 2012 
English Language Development Standards and assesses students’ ELP skills in Listening, 
Speaking, Reading, and Writing. 
In November 2018, the State Board of Education approved a plan to transition the ELPAC to 
a computer-based assessment. As part of the transition work to prepare for the operational 
computer-based ELPAC administration, Educational Testing Service (ETS) conducted a 
combined Initial and Summative ELPAC field test of the ELPAC items in an online 
environment in October 2019. The first administration of the computer-based Summative 
ELPAC will be in February 2020 and the computer-based Initial ELPAC in July 2020. 

About This Manual 
This 2019–2020 Summative English Language Proficiency Assessments for California Test 
Administration Manual provides information and instructions about test preparation and 
administration of the computer-based ELPAC, as well as the paper-based test for the Writing 
domain for students in kindergarten through grade two. The intended users of this manual are 
staff who play a role in the administration of the Summative ELPAC, including LEA ELPAC 
coordinators, site ELPAC coordinators, ELPAC test examiners, and proctors. 
For specific questions not addressed in this manual, test examiners can contact their site 
ELPAC coordinator; site ELPAC coordinators can contact their LEA ELPAC coordinator; and 
LEA ELPAC coordinators can contact CalTAC. When administering the Summative ELPAC, 
follow the instructions and criteria laid out in this manual. For additional queries, the LEA 
ELPAC coordinator should contact CalTAC by phone at 800-955-2954, by email at 
caltac@ets.org, or by using the chat function linked on the ELPAC website. 
The California Department of Education (CDE) English Language Proficiency and Spanish 
Assessments (ELPSA) office is available for assistance with questions related to the ELPAC 
program policy requirements. For ELPAC policy questions, the LEA ELPAC coordinator 
should contact the ELPSA office by phone at 916-319-0784, or by email at 
elpac@cde.ca.gov. 
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Summative ELPAC Student Eligibility and 
Assessment Participation 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 
• Test Operations Management System (TOMS) website—https://mytoms.ets.org/ 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California Accessibility Resources 

for Operational Testing web document—https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ep/ 
documents/acessibilityresources.docx 

• CDE Matrix Four—https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ep/documents/elpacmatrix4.docx 
• ELPAC Accessibility Resources web page—https://elpac.org/test-

administration/accessibility-resources/ 

Participation Requirements 
All students who are identified as English learners (ELs), and who are enrolled in a California 
public school between February 1 and May 31, 2020, must take the 2019–2020 Summative 
ELPAC. All students classified as ELs in the California Longitudinal Pupil Achievement Data 
System (CALPADS) must continue to be tested annually during the Summative ELPAC 
administration window until they are reclassified as fluent English proficient based on the 
guidelines for reclassification established by the CDE. This includes ELs with disabilities. 
Confirm that the LEA’s CALPADS data is current before testing. Only students who are ELs 
should be administered the 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC. 

Accessibility Resources 
The computer-based platform of the ELPAC has provided a variety of innovative universal 
tools that are embedded in the test delivery engine as well as a variety of designated 
supports and accommodations to support all students, including those with special 
assessment needs. To assist ELPAC users in implementing these accessibility resources, 
the English Language Proficiency Assessments for California Accessibility Resources for 
Operational Testing is available. 
In addition, the CDE Matrix Four: ELPAC web document lists the universal tools, designated 
supports, and accommodations that are allowed as part of all ELPAC assessments. Matrix 
Four should be used in conjunction with the English Language Proficiency Assessments for 
California Accessibility Resources for Operational Testing. 
Finally, additional accessibility resources are available on the ELPAC Student Accessibility 
Resources web page as well as on the CDE ELPAC website. 
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Summative ELPAC Administration Features 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 
• 2019–20 California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) 

and ELPAC Technical Specifications and Configuration Guide for Online Testing 
web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-ELPAC.tech-specs-and-
config-guide.2019-20.pdf 

• Test Operations Management System (TOMS) website—https://mytoms.ets.org/ 
• Preparing for the Computer-based ELPAC Administration Technology 

Requirements web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/ELPAC.Computer-
based-ELPAC-Administration-Technology-Reqs.2019-20.pdf 

• Secure Browsers website—http://ca.browsers.airast.org/ 
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Test Design and Administration Guidelines 
The Summative ELPAC is an online, linear (nonadaptive), grade-level assessment for 
students in kindergarten through high school who are English learners. The Summative 
ELPAC is designed for one-on-one administration between a single student and a test 
examiner for kindergarten through grade two and for group administration for grade levels 
three through twelve. The exceptions are as follows: 

• Speaking domain—One-on-one administration for all grade levels 
• Writing domain—Group administration is optional for grade two 

In the one-on-one administration of the Listening, Reading, and Speaking domains for 
students in kindergarten through grade two, test examiners will enter the responses for the 
student in the student testing interface on behalf of the student. For grade levels three 
through twelve, the students will enter the responses individually and independently on the 
testing interface with the test session being monitored by the test examiner through the Test 
Administrator Interface. 
The kindergarten through grade two Writing domain will continue to be a paper-based 
assessment. Local educational agencies (LEAs) will order paper Writing Answer Books in 
TOMS and then mail the Answer Books to Educational Testing Service (ETS) for scoring. 
Large print version of the kindergarten through grade two Writing Answer Books are also 
available for LEAs to order through TOMS. 
For 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC, a student in kindergarten through grade two who needs 
Braille accommodation will take the paper-based Braille test form for all domains. LEAs will 
place an order for Braille forms through the California Technical Assistance Center (CalTAC). 
For grade levels three through twelve, the computer-based Braille form is an available 
accommodation through the Test Delivery System. 
The Speaking domain will be scored locally and in-the-moment by test examiners (discussed 
more in the Scoring the Speaking Domain Locally section of this manual). 
Additionally, for the 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC field test items will be included in some 
test forms. LEAs will be assigned a test form and will be notified of the test form assignment 
prior to the start of the testing window. 

Technical Requirements 
The computer-based ELPAC is administered online and requires two internet-connected 
devices: a student testing device and a separate device that the ELPAC test examiner uses 
to start a test session through the Test Administrator Interface. ELPAC test examiners may 
also use their device to access the Directions for Administration (DFA) that are posted in 
TOMS and to access the Data Entry Interface (DEI) for entering the locally scored Speaking 
test scores. 
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The computer-based ELPAC requires the installation of secure browsers on student testing 
devices. These are the same secure browsers that are used for the online CAASPP 
assessments. Secure browsers are available for download on the Secure Browsers website. 
The general technical requirements and supported devices are also similar to those for the 
online CAASPP assessments. These are described in the 2019–20 CAASPP and ELPAC 
Technical Specifications and Configuration Guide for Online Testing. 
The computer-based ELPAC contains directions and stimuli that are provided via audio files 
within the student testing interface, so it is recommended that for one-on-one administrations 
the audio component be played on the device’s built-in or external speakers and that for 
group administrations, headphones or headsets are used. 
The Speaking domain utilizes voice capture technology. LEAs are encouraged to administer 
the Speaking domain using student testing devices with built-in recording or microphone 
capabilities, or headphones or headsets with microphones, in an area where outside sounds 
are minimized. The Speaking domain must be locally scored, and scores must be entered 
into the DEI. 
Prior to the start of the testing session, it is recommended that test examiners test the audio 
(adjust volume) and voice capture functionality of the student computers. When the test 
session has started, adjusting the audio volume will require the student to logout of the test 
delivery system. 

Directions for Administration 
As the ELPAC tests are transitioned to computer-based assessment, the test administration 
scripts and test day instructions are also being transitioned from the Examiner’s Manuals to 
the Directions for Administration (DFA). The DFA for the Summative ELPAC must be used by 
the ELPAC test examiner to administer tests to students. The DFA includes the script for the 
ELPAC test examiner to use at the beginning of testing and provides administration guidance 
for the day of testing. For the Summative ELPAC, the following DFAs will be available: 

• Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing: DFA—Kindergarten 
• Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing: DFA—Grade One 
• Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing: DFA—Grade Two 
• Listening, Reading and Writing Domains: DFA—Grade Span Three through Twelve 
• Speaking: DFA—Grade Span Three through Five 
• Speaking: DFA—Grade Span Six through Eight 
• Speaking: DFA—Grade Span Nine and Ten 
• Speaking DFA—Grade Span Eleven and Twelve 

The Speaking DFAs, including the DFA for kindergarten through grade two, contain a student 
score sheet, which is provided for optional use by the test examiner to record a student’s 
Speaking scores in the moment instead of entering directly into the DEI during the Speaking 
domain administration. Test examiners can use this student score sheet to enter the 
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student’s Speaking scores into the DEI after the student’s test has been submitted (refer to 
the Scoring the Speaking Domain Locally section of this manual for this process). 
LEA ELPAC coordinators, site ELPAC coordinators, and ELPAC test examiners can access 
PDFs of the DFAs in the [Resources] button on the top navigation bar in TOMS. DFAs will 
not be printed and shipped to the LEAs. 

Test Scheduling 
Testing Window and Test Times 
The Summative ELPAC test window will be open from February 3 through May 31, 2020.
LEAs may schedule testing according to local preference within this window and do not need 
to inform the CDE or ETS. All testing must take place within this window. 

Key Dates 
Table 1 lists key dates for the Summative ELPAC administration. 

Table 1.  List of Key Dates 
Date Activity 

November 1 to 
December 20, 2019 

Summative ELPAC primary ordering window for K–2 Writing Answer 
Books (standard and large print) 

January 6, 2020 LEAs will receive K–2 Writing Answer Books shipment 
January 15 to May 
15, 2020 

Summative ELPAC supplemental ordering window for K–2 Writing 
Answer Books and braille test materials (delivered 10 to 14 days after 
order has been placed) 

January 17, 2020 Round 1 printing of pre-identification (Pre-ID) labels for students in 
kindergarten through grade two only 

February 3, 2020 Summative ELPAC administration window opens 
February 14 and 28, 
2020 

Dates to return completed K–2 Writing Answer Books to ETS in 
February for scoring 

March 13, 2020 Round 2 printing of Pre-ID labels for students in kindergarten through 
grade two only. 

March 13 and 27, 
2020 

Dates to return completed K–2 Writing Answer Books to ETS in 
March for scoring 

April 10 and 24, 
2020 

Dates to return completed K–2 Writing Answer Books to ETS in April 
for scoring 

May 8 and 22, 2020 Dates to return completed K–2 Writing Answer Books to ETS in May 
June 12, 2020 Final date to return completed K–2 Writing Answer Books to ETS for 

scoring 
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Test Administration Roles and Responsibilities 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 
• Test Operations Management System (TOMS) website—https://mytoms.ets.org/ 
• ELPAC training and calibration resources—https://moodle.elpac.org/ 
• ELPAC Manuals and Instructions web page—http://elpac.org/test-

administration/instructions/ 
• Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting System (STAIRS)/Appeals 

Process for ELPAC web page—http://elpac.org/test-administration/stairs/ 

A successful administration of the Summative ELPAC requires identifying the appropriate 
staff to fulfill specific roles. The three main roles involved with the administration of the test 
are the following: 

1. Local educational agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinator 
2. Site ELPAC coordinator 
3. ELPAC test examiner 

For the 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC administration, new or returning LEA ELPAC 
coordinators and site ELPAC coordinators with access to TOMS will be required to 
electronically sign the ELPAC Test Security Agreement upon logging on to TOMS. In 
addition, any LEA ELPAC coordinators, site ELPAC coordinators, and ELPAC test examiners 
who have access to secure test materials, such as Directions for Administration (DFA), 
Examiner’s Manuals, Test Books, or Answer Books, will be required to electronically sign the 
ELPAC Test Security Affidavit in TOMS prior to accessing test materials. 
The subsections that follow outline the various responsibilities of each role. 

LEA ELPAC Coordinator Responsibilities 
The LEA ELPAC coordinators are designated by the LEA superintendent or charter school 
administrators for the upcoming 2019–2020 administration and must electronically sign the 
test security forms in TOMS. Refer to Appendix A for a checklist of test administration 
activities. 
The LEA ELPAC coordinators are responsible for: 

• adding site ELPAC coordinators and ELPAC test examiners into TOMS; 

• verifying and assigning designated supports and accommodations to students in TOMS; 

• requesting unlisted resources for students in TOMS; 
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• attending a state-sponsored training, or sending a designated LEA ELPAC trainer and 
ensuring that all test examiners are trained; 

• ensuring that the site ELPAC coordinators, and test examiners in their LEA are 
appropriately trained regarding ELPAC administration as well as security policies and 
procedures; 

• providing access and keys to the Moodle Training Site to LEA ELPAC Trainer and test 
examiners; 

• printing out checklists from this manual for site ELPAC coordinators and test examiners 
to review in preparation for the assessments; 

• ensuring adequate test materials and pre-identification (Pre-ID) labels are on hand and 
distributed throughout the LEA during the testing window as needed; 

• ensuring all test materials are returned to the LEA ELPAC coordinator, ensuring Answer 
Books are shipped to Educational Testing Service (ETS) for scoring, and ensuring that 
secure, unused test materials are destroyed locally or returned to ETS for destruction 
(for details, refer to the 2019–20 Summative ELPAC Return Instructions that is included 
with the paper test materials) 

• reporting all test security irregularities and breaches (including social media discussion 
or posting photos of test materials) that occur before, during, or after test administration 
to the California Technical Assistance Center (CalTAC) within 24 hours of discovery, 
and using the online STAIRS process available in TOMS; 

• assuming general oversight responsibilities for all administration activities in their LEA 
schools, ensuring that students have a positive test experience; 

• accessing and reviewing test completion rates for the LEA in the Completion Status 
system; 

• accessing and reviewing final student reports and aggregate data for the LEA in TOMS; 
and 

• distributing printed Student Score Reports to students and test sites. 

Site ELPAC Coordinator Responsibilities 
The site ELPAC coordinator is designated by the LEA ELPAC coordinator. All site ELPAC 
coordinators must electronically sign the ELPAC Test Security Agreement and the ELPAC 
Test Security Affidavit located within TOMS prior to testing. Refer to Appendix B for a 
checklist of test administration activities. 
The site ELPAC coordinators are responsible for: 

• adding ELPAC test examiners into TOMS and ensure that they have received and 
successfully used their logon credentials, and that they have reviewed and electronically 
signed the ELPAC Test Security Agreement and ELPAC Test Security Affidavit in 
TOMS; 
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• identifying ELPAC test examiners and ensuring that they view the Computer-based 
Summative ELPAC training videos; 

• verifying that student demographic information from CALPADS is appearing correctly in 
TOMS; 

• verifying and assigning designated supports and accommodations to students in TOMS; 

• creating or approving testing schedules and procedures for the school (consistent with 
state and LEA policies); 

• requesting unlisted resources for students in TOMS; 

• working with technology staff to ensure that devices are configured for testing and any 
technical issues are resolved; 

• receiving and storing paper test materials (for example, Answer Books, rosters, pre-ID 
labels) in a secure location until needed for testing; 

• coordinating with the LEA ELPAC coordinator the return of Answer Books for scoring 
and the return of secure, nonscannable test materials for destruction; 

• coordinating with test examiners so they administer all assessments; 

• monitoring testing progress during the testing window using the Completion Status 
application and ensuring that all students participate, as appropriate; 

• using the school’s procedure for correcting student data errors reported by test 
examiners in the California Longitudinal Pupil Achievement Data System, verifying the 
corrections in TOMS, and ensuring that the student’s test session is rescheduled; 

• addressing testing problems, as needed; 

• mitigating and reporting all test security incidents in a manner consistent with state and 
LEA policies; 

• assuming general oversight responsibilities for all administration activities in their school 
and for all test examiners, and other school staff; 

• accessing and reviewing completion status reports for the test site in the Completion 
Status system. 

Note: LEA ELPAC coordinators who also serve in the role of site ELPAC 
coordinators, should be familiar with the tasks and responsibilities of the site 
ELPAC coordinator. 
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ELPAC Test Examiner Responsibilities 
An ELPAC test examiner is an employee or contractor of an LEA or of a nonpublic, 
nonsectarian school, who has been trained to administer the Summative ELPAC. 
ELPAC test examiner are responsible for: 

• electronically signing the ELPAC Test Security Affidavit in TOMS ; 

• viewing the Computer-based Summative ELPAC training videos; 

• administering the online or paper-based (kindergarten through grade two Writing 
domain) ELPAC in accordance with the guidelines outlined in this manual; 

• viewing student information in the Test Administrator Interface prior to testing to ensure 
that the correct student receives the proper test with the appropriate resources. Test 
examiners should report any potential data errors to site ELPAC coordinators and LEA 
ELPAC coordinators as appropriate; 

• providing logon tickets to students that include the Statewide Student Identifier (SSID) 
and test session ID and collecting and securely destroying these tickets after testing; 

• downloading the Directions for Administration for the appropriate test from the TOMS 
[Resources>Secure Materials] tab; 

• reporting all potential test security incidents to their site ELPAC coordinator and LEA 
ELPAC coordinator in a manner consistent with ELPAC and LEA policies; and 

• viewing completion status reports in the Completion Status system. 
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Summative ELPAC Administration Documentation 
Resources 

Resources in This Section: 
• ELPAC Accessibility Resources for Operational Testing— 

http://elpac.org/s/pdf/ELPAC--Accessibility-Resources-CBA-Framework.pdf 
• ELPAC Manuals and Instructions web page—http://elpac.org/test-

administration/instructions/ 
• ELPAC Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide web document— 

https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/ELPAC.stairs-appeals-guide.2019-20.pdf 
• Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting System (STAIRS) Process for 

ELPAC web page—http://elpac.org/test-administration/stairs/ 
• California Department of Education (CDE) California Longitudinal Pupil 

Achievement Data System (CALPADS) web page— 
https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sp/cl/ 

• CDE Matrix Four: Universal Tools, Designated Support, and Accommodations for 
ELPAC web document—https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ep/documents/ 
elpacmatrix4.docx 

• ELPAC Student Accessibility Resources web page—http://elpac.org/test-
administration/accessibility-resources/ 

• CAASPP and ELPAC Technical Specifications and Configuration Guide for Online 
Testing web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-ELPAC.tech-
specs-and-config-guide.2019-20.pdf 

• CAASPP and ELPAC Test Operations Management System (TOMS) User Guide 
web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-ELPAC.toms-guide.2019-
20.pdf 

Prior to administering a test, test examiners (and any other individuals who will be 
administering any secure Summative ELPAC) will read this Summative ELPAC Test 
Administration Manual (linked on the Manuals and Instructions web page), the ELPAC 
Accessibility Resources for Operational Testing, CDE Matrix Four: Universal Tools, 
Designated Support, and Accommodations for ELPAC and complete administration and 
scoring training of the Summative ELPAC. 
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The Summative ELPAC Test Administration Manual is designed to complement a variety of 
resources developed by Educational Testing Service (ETS) and the CDE listed in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Manuals 
Resource Description 

CALPADS resources The CDE CALPADS web page contains links 
to CALPADS system documents, updates, 
and other useful information for maintaining 
student data. 

ELPAC Security Incidents and Appeals 
Procedure Guide 

The ELPAC Security Incidents and Appeals 
Procedure Guide includes information about 
how local educational agency (LEA) 
CAASPP coordinators can submit a report 
using the STAIRS/Appeals process and 
enter appeals for summative assessments in 
TOMS. 

ELPAC Accessibility Resources for 
Operational Testing 

The ELPAC Accessibility Resources for 
Operational Testing is an aggregation of 
information and instructions regarding 
configuring and using various online 
accessibility resources including braille. 

Matrix Four: Universal Tools, Designated The CDE Matrix Four web document is an 
Support, and Accommodations for ELPAC important source of information for 

determining the assignment of designated 
supports and accommodations to students. 

2019–20 CAASPP and ELPAC Technical 
Specifications and Configuration Guide for 
Online Testing 

The CAASPP and ELPAC Technical 
Specifications and Configuration Guide for 
Online Testing contains instructions related 
to making the network infrastructure ready 
for CAASPP testing such as system 
requirements, network, and secure browser 
configuration. 

Test Examiner Directions for Administration 
(DFA) 

Directions for the administration of the 
Summative ELPAC are published securely in 
TOMS by selecting the [Resources>Secure 
Materials] button in the TOMS top 
navigation bar. 
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Training Resources 
Training and Videos 

Resources in This Subsection: 
• ELPAC Training Overview web page—http://elpac.org/training/ 
• ELPAC Training Videos and web page—http://elpac.org/training/training-videos/ 
• ELPAC Archived Webcasts—http://elpac.org/training/videos/ 
• 2019–2020 Training Opportunities—http://elpac.org/training/2019-20-Training-

Opportunities/ 
• Moodle Training and Calibration site—https://moodle.elpac.org/ 

All local educational agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinators, site ELPAC coordinators, test 
examiners, and school administrative staff who will be involved in the Summative ELPAC 
administration should attend a statewide, regional or local training prior to administering and 
scoring the Summative ELPAC. 
The LEA ELPAC coordinator site ELPAC coordinator, and other staff are responsible 
for ensuring all appropriate trainings have been completed. Such training should include, 
but not be limited to, training on administration and scoring, item security and professional 
conduct associated with the administration of standardized assessments. 
Test examiners for the ELPAC—must receive training by attending a statewide or 
regional or local administration and scoring training for ELPAC. 
Additionally, the computer-based ELPAC administration and scoring training resources are 
available in the Moodle Training Site. Using the Moodle Training Site requires ELPAC 
Trainers, LEA ELPAC coordinators and test examiners to set up individual accounts. Access 
to the Trainer’s Resources, Examiner’s Resources or Downloads resources requires keys. 
The LEA ELPAC coordinator is the only person with access to the keys and is responsible for 
distributing the keys to the appropriate LEA staff. 
Videos will be available on the Moodle training site. These training videos help LEA ELPAC 
coordinators, site ELPAC coordinators, and ELPAC test examiners become familiar with the 
necessary requirements for administering a successful Summative ELPAC administration. 
Test examiners who are administering and scoring the Speaking domain must be trained and 
show successful completion of individual calibration for the grade or grade spans for which 
they are administering the Speaking test. The training videos can be accessed through a 
standard internet browser by visiting the Moodle training site. 
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Practice and Training Tests 

Resources in This Subsection: 
• ELPAC Accessibility Resources for Operational Testing — 

http://elpac.org/s/pdf/ELPAC--Accessibility-Resources-CBA-Framework.pdf 

• Appendix C: ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist subsection in this manual 
• ELPAC Online Practice and Training Tests Portal web page— 

http://elpac.org/resources/online-practice-and-training-test/ 
• Test Examiner Resources for Practice and Training Tests web page— 

http://elpac.org/resources/practicetests/ 

Online practice and training tests are available for the ELPAC. 

Resources 
Practice and Training Test 
The online ELPAC practice and training tests allow students, parents/guardians, families, 
teachers, administrators, and others an opportunity to become familiar with the online test 
delivery platform as well as the types of test questions that may appear on the actual test at 
each grade or grade span. 
The practice test includes examples of all the types of test questions that may appear in the 
actual test at each grade or grade span and mirrors a full-length operational test. The training 
test is shorter compared to the practice test and includes some sample test questions for 
each domain. 
The practice and training tests are available for: kindergarten, grade one, grade two, grade 
span three through five, grade span six through eight, grade span nine and ten, and grade 
span eleven and twelve. 

Public Access 
The practice and training tests can be used as a “guest” without logon credentials and using 
a supported web browser; note that Internet Explorer is not a supported web browser. The 
practice and training tests do not require use of the secure browser, but some accessibility 
resources, such as text-to-speech, are only available through the secure browser. Braille 
(that is, refreshable or embossed), where available, can be accessed using a web browser. 

Secure Access 
If users want to access the practice and training tests as a test administrator or test 
examiner—required if they want to administer a practice or training test that uses the text-to-
speech resource—a logon will be required. Test examiners can contact their site ELPAC 
coordinator for logon credentials if needed. 
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Test Security for the Summative ELPAC 

Resources in This Section: 
• California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP)/ELPAC 

Security and Test Administration and Incident Reporting System (STAIRS) 
Process web page—http://www.caaspp.org/stairs/ 

• ELPAC Manuals and Instructions web page—http://elpac.org/test-
administration/instructions/ 

• ELPAC Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide web document— 
https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/ELPAC.stairs-appeals-guide.2019-20.pdf 

The English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) is a secure test. All 
local educational agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinators and site ELPAC coordinators are 
required to read and electronically sign the ELPAC Test Security Agreement and ELPAC 
Test Security Affidavit prior to accessing test materials. All ELPAC test examiners, proctors, 
and other school staff assisting in the test administration are required to read and 
electronically sign the ELPAC Test Security Affidavit prior to testing and handling test 
materials. 

Security of the Test Environment 
A secure online testing environment is a state in which a device is restricted from accessing 
prohibited computer applications (local or internet-based), copying, or otherwise sharing test 
data. The purposes of this environment are to maintain test security and provide a stable 
testing experience for students across multiple platforms. The security of assessment 
instruments and the confidentiality of student information are vital to maintaining the validity, 
reliability, and fairness of the results. 
All test items and test materials are secure and must be appropriately handled. Secure 
handling protects the integrity, validity, and confidentiality of assessment items, prompts, and 
student information. Any deviation in test administration must be reported as a test security 
incident to ensure the validity of the assessment results. 
It is the responsibility of each person participating in the administration of the ELPAC to 
immediately report any violation or suspected violation of test security or confidentiality. The 
site ELPAC coordinator is responsible for immediately reporting any security violation to the 
LEA ELPAC coordinator. 
In the case of a student cheating, the test examiner must stop the cheating; however, the 
student may be allowed to complete the remainder of the test. After testing, the test examiner 
must notify the site ELPAC coordinator. Do not call the California Department of Education 
or the California Technical Assistance Center to report student cheating. The LEA ELPAC 
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coordinator or site ELPAC coordinator must, instead, file a report using the (STAIRS)/ 
Appeals process. 

Requirements 

Note: In some cases, test examiners will enter student responses into the test 
delivery system as indicated by the student’s individualized education program. 

Test examiners and site ELPAC coordinators or other individuals who have witnessed, been 
informed of, or suspect the possibility of a test security incident that could potentially affect 
the integrity of the assessments or the data should review the information in the subsections 
Identifying Testing Incidents of this manual; and then refer to the ELPAC Security Incidents 
and Appeals Procedure Guide web document for additional instructions. Note that only LEA 
ELPAC coordinators and site ELPAC coordinators may report the incident using the 
STAIRS/Appeals process and, if directed, an Appeal. 
Table 3 through Table 6 describe security requirements for the test environment during 
various stages of testing. The test environment refers to all aspects of the testing situation 
while students are testing and includes what a student can see, hear, or access (including 
access via technology). 

Before Testing 
Table 3.  Requirements of the Test Environment Before Testing 

Requirement Description 
Instructional materials removed or covered Instructional materials must be removed or 

covered, including but not limited to 
information that might assist students in 
answering questions. This includes material 
that is displayed on bulletin boards, 
chalkboards or dry-erase boards, or on 
charts (for example, wall charts that contain 
literary definitions, maps, mathematics 
formulas, etc.). 
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Table 3 (continuation) 

Requirement Description 
Student seating For group administrations, students must be 

seated so there is enough space between 
them to minimize opportunities to look at 
each other’s work—for example, students 
may be assigned staggered seating or be 
seated in every other chair or workstation 
position—or they should be provided with 
table-top partitions. 
For kindergarten through grade two one-on-
one administration, it is recommended sitting 
side by side for the Listening, Reading and 
Writing domains, and face-to-face or at a 90-
degree angle for the Speaking domain. 
For all Speaking one-on-one administrations, 
it is recommended to sit across from the 
student or at a 90-degree angle. 

Signage If helpful, place a “TESTING—DO NOT 
DISTURB” sign on the door or post signs in 
halls and entrances rerouting hallway traffic 
to promote optimum testing conditions. 
Site ELPAC coordinators or ELPAC test 
examiners should post “Unauthorized 
Electronic Devices May Not Be Used at Any 
Time During the Testing Session” signs so 
that they are clearly visible to all students. A 
master of this sign can be downloaded from 
the Manuals and Instructions web page on 
the California Assessment of Student 
Performance and Progress Portal. 
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During Testing 
Table 4.  Requirements of the Test Environment During Testing 

Requirement Description 
Quiet environment Provide a quiet environment void of talking or 

other distractions that might interfere with a 
student’s ability to concentrate or might 
compromise the testing situation. 

Student supervision Students must be actively supervised by a 
trained test examiner (and proctor, if 
applicable) and are prohibited from access to 
unauthorized electronic devices that allow 
availability to outside information; 
communication among students or with other 
individuals outside the testing environment; 
or photographing or copying test content. 
This includes any device with cellular, 
messaging, or wireless capabilities, but is not 
limited to cell phones, smart watches, 
personal digital assistants, tablets, iPods, 
cameras, and electronic translation devices. 

Access to allowable resources only Students must only have access to and use 
of allowable resources (refer to subsection 
Establishing Appropriate Testing Conditions 
for examples) that are permitted for each 
specific test (or portion of a test). This 
includes access to medical supports and 
devices that may be integrated into other 
technology devices. Use of such devices 
may require additional monitoring to maintain 
test security. 
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Table 4 (continuation) 

Requirement Description 
Access to assessments Unauthorized staff or other adults must not 

be in the room during testing. Only students 
who are testing may view items. In some 
instances, a trained test examiner may also 
have limited exposure to items in the course 
of properly administering the assessments; 
however, even this test examiner and other 
trained staff may not actively review or 
analyze any test items. 

Testing through secure browser Administration of the computer-based 
ELPAC test is permitted only through the 
student interface via a secure browser or a 
method of securing the student device. 

During and After Testing 
Table 5.  Requirements of the Test Environment During and After Testing 

Requirement Description 
No access to responses LEA ELPAC coordinators, site ELPAC 

coordinators, ELPAC test examiners, and 
other staff are not permitted to review 
student responses to the Summative ELPAC 
in the testing interface or students’ notes on 
scratch paper. 

No copies of test materials Unless needed as a print-on-demand 
designated support or braille 
accommodations, no copies of the test items, 
stimuli, reading passages, or writing prompts 
may be made or otherwise retained. 

No access to digital, electronic, or manual 
devices 

No digital, electronic, or manual device may 
be used to record or retain test items, 
reading passages, or writing prompts. 
Similarly, these materials must not be 
discussed with or released to anyone via any 
media, including fax, email, text message, 
social media websites, etc. 
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Table 5 (continuation) 

Requirement Description 
No retaining, discussing, or releasing test Descriptions of test items, stimuli, printed 
materials reading passages, or writing prompts must 

not be retained, discussed, or released to 
anyone. 

No reviewing, discussing, or analyzing test 
materials 

LEA ELPAC coordinators, site ELPAC 
coordinators, ELPAC test examiners, and 
other staff may not review, discuss, or 
analyze test items, stimuli, reading 
passages, or writing prompts at any time, 
including before, during, or after testing. 
Students may not discuss or share test 
items, stimuli, reading passages, or writing 
prompts with anyone during or after testing. 

Keeping all test materials secure at all times Printed materials such as Writing Answer 
Books for kindergarten through grade two, 
print-on-demand designated supports, 
scratch paper, the Directions for 
Administration, and documents with student 
information must be kept in a securely locked 
room or locked cabinet that can be opened 
only with a key or keycard by staff 
responsible for test administration. 

No retaining of test “tickets” or any materials 
created to assist students with logging on to 
the assessments 

All students’ ID information must be collected 
at the end of each test session, stored 
securely, and then destroyed securely. 
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After Testing 
Table 6.  Requirements of the Test Environment After Testing 

Requirement Description 
No test materials used for instruction Test items, stimuli, reading passages, or 

writing prompts must not be used for 
instruction. 

Destroy test materials securely Upon a student’s completion of the test, 
printed test items or passages, scratch 
paper, and notecards or paper that include 
student logon information must be collected 
and inventoried, and then immediately 
shredded. Printed Directions for 
Administration must be shredded at the end 
of the Summative ELPAC test window. 
Unused Writing Answer Books for 
kindergarten through grade two should be 
handled per the 2019–2020 Summative 
ELPAC Packing and Return Instructions. 
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Handling Secure Printed Materials 
Secure Handling of Printed Materials 
Using Print-on-Demand Materials 
For those students who need a paper copy of passages or items, the local educational 
agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinator must contact the California Technical Assistance Center 
(CalTAC) at least two weeks prior to testing to request permission for the students to receive 
this designated support. The LEA ELPAC coordinator must also assign this resource for each 
student in the Test Operations Management System (TOMS). 
The print-on-demand non-embedded designated support is provided at the test site level and 
must be coordinated and delivered by an ELPAC test examiner. 
Note the following about print on demand: 

• Print requests must be approved and processed by the test examiners during test 
administration. 

• The decision to allow students to use print on demand must be made on an individual 
student basis. 

• Because items are printed individually, utilizing the print-on-demand functionality does 
not allow a printed version of the online test to be created prior to testing. 

• A very small percentage of students should need this accommodation. 
• The use of this designated support may result in the student needing additional time to 

complete the assessment. 
Once a student is approved to receive the printing of test items or passages for Summative 
ELPAC, that student may send a print request to the test examiner during testing by selecting 
the print icon on the screen. This request needs to be made for each individual item. 
Follow these guidelines when using the print-on-demand designated support: 

1. Before the test examiner approves the student’s request to print a test item or 
passage, the test examiner must ensure that the printer is on and is monitored by 
staff who have been trained and have signed the ELPAC Test Security Affidavit. 

2. Immediately after printing a print-on-demand request, the file should be securely 
deleted from the test examiner’s device in such a way that the file does not remain in 
temporary storage where it can be undeleted. Refer to the Destroying Electronic Files 
subsection for additional instructions. 

3. The test examiner must collect the previously printed item from the student after the 
next item’s print request. Printed items must be securely stored and then securely 
destroyed after the test session. 
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Refer to the How to Approve Print Requests section for more information on print-on-
demand. 

Destroying Secure Printed Materials 
Printed materials from the print-on-demand accommodation, Directions for Administration 
(DFA), and scratch paper must be kept in a securely locked room or locked cabinet that can 
be opened only with a key or keycard by staff responsible for test administration who have 
signed an ELPAC Test Security Affidavit. All test materials must remain secure at all times. 
Printed test items or passages, including embossed braille printouts and scratch paper, 
must be collected and inventoried at the end of each test session and then immediately 
securely destroyed according to LEA and ELPAC policies or procedures. 
DFAs that were printed for test examiners after being downloaded from the password-
protected TOMS must be kept in a securely locked room or locked cabinet when not in use. 
Once testing is completed, these must be immediately securely destroyed according to LEA 
policies and procedures, ELPAC policies and procedures, or policies and procedures from 
both sources. 

Destroying Electronic Files 
Immediately after printing a print-on-demand request, making a printed copy of a DFA, the file 
produced by the process should be securely deleted from the test examiner’s device. It must 
be deleted in such a way that the file does not remain in a temporary storage location such as 
Windows’ Recycle Bin, where it can be undeleted. Test examiners, and site ELPAC 
coordinators should use the school’s or LEA’s preferred method of secure file deletion. 
While there are many ways to permanently delete a file, including using a “shredding” tool 
that might be part of a virus scanning tool, what follows are basic ways to remove a file from 
a Windows or Macintosh system: 

• Windows—Hold the <Shift> key when deleting the file or empty the Recycle Bin after 
deleting. 

• Macintosh and Macintosh equivalent devices using OS X—Press the <Command> 
+ <Delete> keys with any file or folder selected to send a file to the Trash and then 
press the <Shift> + <Command> + <Delete> keys or open the Finder menu and then 
select “Secure Empty Trash” to immediately empty the Trash. 

Securely Destroying Scratch Paper and Logon Tickets 
• Students may use scratch paper to make notes or develop draft responses. Collect and 

inventory the scratch paper at the end of each test session, as well as upon completion 
of the test. 

• DO NOT keep printed test items or passages or scratch paper for future test sessions 
• At the end of the test session for the day or completion of the test, test examiners 

should collect the logon tickets issued to students and securely destroy them. 
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Identifying Testing Incidents 
Test security incidents are behaviors prohibited either because they give a student an unfair 
advantage or because they compromise the secure administration of the assessments. 
Whether intentional or by accident, failure to comply with security and administration rules, 
either by staff or students, constitutes a test security incident. Irregularities and breaches 
need to be reported in accordance with the instructions in this section for each severity level. 
Local educational agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinators or site ELPAC coordinators will use the 
online ELPAC Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting System (STAIRS) form in 
the Test Operations Management System (TOMS) for reporting test security incidents and 
irregularities that occur before, during, or after testing on computer- and paper-based tests. 
Some incidents may require that an appeal be submitted to reset, reopen, or restore (if a test 
had been reset in error) an online test. After the details of the incident have been submitted, 
an email will be sent confirming the incident that was submitted and if any action is needed. 

Impact and Definitions 
Definitions for test security incidents that can occur during administration of the Summative 
ELPAC are provided in Table 7. Incidents should be logged using the STAIRS/Appeals 
process. The comprehensive ELPAC Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide will be 
available in January 2020 prior to the start of the Summative ELPAC administration in 
February. 
There are three types of test security incidents that must be reported using the ELPAC 
STAIRS form: irregularities, improprieties and breaches. The ELPAC Security Incidents and 
Appeals Procedure Guide provides some examples of breaches and irregularities. 

Table 7.  Definitions for Test Security Incidents 
Type Definition 

Irregularity An unusual circumstance that impacts an 
individual or group of students who are testing 
and may potentially affect student performance 
on the test or impact test security or test validity. 
These circumstances can be corrected and 
contained at the local level. 
An irregularity must be reported to the LEA 
ELPAC coordinator and site ELPAC coordinator 
immediately. The coordinator will report the 
irregularity within 24 hours using the STAIRS/ 
Appeals process to both report the incident and 
file the Appeal. 
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Table 7 (continuation) 

Type Definition 
Impropriety An unusual circumstance that has a low impact 

on the individual or group of students who are 
testing, and has a low risk of potentially affecting 
student performance on the test or of impacting 
test security or test validity. These circumstances 
can be corrected and contained at the local level. 
An impropriety should be reported to the LEA 
ELPAC coordinator and site ELPAC coordinator 
immediately. The coordinator will report the 
incident within 24 hours using the STAIRS/ 
Appeals process. 

Breach An event that poses a threat to the validity of the 
test. Examples may include such situations as a 
release of secure materials or a security or 
system risk. These circumstances have external 
implications for the California Department of 
Education (CDE), Educational Testing Service 
(ETS), or both, and may result in a decision to 
remove the test item(s) from the available secure 
bank. A breach incident must be reported to the 
LEA ELPAC coordinator immediately. 
The LEA ELPAC coordinator must immediately
report the breach by calling either the California 
Technical Assistance Center (CalTAC) at 
800-955-2954 if the breach is due to social media 
exposure on the part of a student or adult; or by 
sending an email to the CDE at 
elpac@cde.ca.gov for all other breaches. In 
addition, the LEA ELPAC coordinator must report 
the incident in STAIRS within 24 hours. 
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Preparing for the Summative ELPAC Administration 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 
• California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) 

Bandwidth Checker web page—linked on http://www.caaspp.org/about/bandwidth-
checker.html 

• California Department of Education (CDE) California Longitudinal Pupil 
Achievement Data System (CALPADS) web page—http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/ 
sp/cl/ 

• Secure Browsers website—http://ca.browsers.airast.org/ 
• 2019–20 CAASPP and ELPAC Technical Specifications and Configuration Guide 

for Online Testing web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-
ELPAC.tech-specs-and-config-guide.2019-20.pdf 

• 2019–20 Guide to CAASPP and ELPAC Completion Status and Roster 
Management—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-ELPAC.completion-status-
roster-management-guide.2019-20.pdf 

• Preparing for the Computer-based ELPAC Administration Technology 
Requirements web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/ELPAC.Computer-
based-ELPAC-Administration-Technology-Reqs.2019-20.pdf 

This section provides an overview of the various tasks and actions local educational agencies 
(LEAs) should complete to prepare for administering the Summative ELPAC. 

Using the Test Operations Management System (TOMS)
to Prepare for the Summative ELPAC Administration 
TOMS is a secure website that can be accessed at https://mytoms.ets.org. Through this site, 
authorized users from LEAs can perform a number of tasks for the ELPAC such as: manage 
ELPAC test administration, add and delete users, setup students’ test settings, access 
STAIRS to submit testing incident reports, order Writing Answer Books for testing students in 
kindergarten through grade two, and download data, including student files, test reports, and 
more. 

Usernames and Passwords 
Usernames and passwords are created in TOMS after an LEA ELPAC coordinator or site 
ELPAC coordinator has submitted users for access. ELPAC test examiners can use this 
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username and password to log on to the Test Administrator Interface, which is necessary to 
generate a test session ID and approve students for testing. 
For more information about the different user roles in TOMS, refer to the CAASPP and 
ELPAC TOMS User Guide. 

Student Test Assignment in TOMS 
The LEA ELPAC coordinators and site ELPAC coordinators must use TOMS to confirm that 
all eligible students have been assigned to take the Summative ELPAC. Student eligibility is 
based on the student demographic data from CALPADS that is uploaded into TOMS on a 
nightly basis. It is important for LEAs to keep CALPADS data up-to-date. LEA ELPAC 
coordinator or site ELPAC coordinator must designate in TOMS if a student has a domain 
exemption(s) or is taking an alternate assessment(s). 
Information about setting up student test assignment in TOMS can be found in the CAASPP 
and ELPAC TOMS User Guide. 

Student Test Settings in TOMS 
Embedded and non-embedded accommodations and designated supports are available for 
students taking the Summative ELPAC. These accommodations and designated supports 
must be assigned in the Test Settings tab of the Student Profile page in TOMS. For more 
information about available accessibility resources, refer to the Accessibility Resources web 
page on the ELPAC website. 
In addition, unlisted resources are non-embedded supports which may be provided based on 
the student’s individualized education program (IEP) or Section 504 plan. Use of unlisted 
resources must first be approved by the CDE. 
Information about setting up student test settings in TOMS can be found in the TOMS User 
Guide 2019–20. 
Configuring student test settings in TOMS ensures that students receive the assigned 
embedded accessibility resources for the online assessments. Non-embedded resources 
also must be recorded in TOMS and provided to the student locally. Any changes to student 
test settings in TOMS must be completed before the student can test. The update, once 
made, may take up to 24 business hours to appear in the Test Administrator Interface. 
Failure to correct test settings before testing could result in the student not being provided 
with the needed accommodations, designated supports, or both at the time of testing. This is 
considered a testing irregularity. 

Technology Requirements 
Prior to the online Summative ELPAC administration, LEA ELPAC coordinators and site 
ELPAC coordinators must review the technology infrastructure at their schools to ensure it 
meets the minimum requirements for administering the online Summative ELPAC. 
The CAASPP and ELPAC Technical Specifications and Configuration Guide for Online 
Testing provides the technical specifications for online testing. This includes information 
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about internet and network infrastructure requirements, hardware and software requirements, 
and secure browser installation. 

Bandwidth Checker 
The bandwidth checker, linked on the Bandwidth Checker web page on the CAASPP Portal, 
can assist technology coordinators to assess network readiness by performing a real-time 
check of a school’s network bandwidth. Note that technology coordinators may want to run 
this test more than once, and at different times of the day, because estimates change as the 
network conditions change, varying from run to run. 
The CDE also hosts a Smarter Balanced Technology Readiness Resources web page, which 
includes links to tools, requirements, and topics that LEAs will find useful in planning for the 
2019–2020 online ELPAC testing. 

Secure Browsers 
All students must use a secure browser to access the online Summative ELPAC. All testing 
devices must have the correct secure browser installed prior to assessment. School 
technology coordinators are responsible for ensuring that each device to be used for testing 
at the school is properly secured by installing the most current secure browser. Secure 
browsers are available for download on the Secure Browsers website. Information about 
installing and configuring the secure browsers is available in the 2019–20 CAASPP and 
ELPAC Technical Specifications and Configuration Guide for Online Testing. 
The secure browser is designed to support test security by prohibiting access to external 
applications or navigation away from the assessment. 

Ordering Writing Answer Books for Kindergarten through
Grade Two 
The Writing domain for kindergarten through grade two will continue to be a paper-based 
test. These test materials are ordered in TOMS by the LEA ELPAC coordinator. LEAs will 
have the opportunity to confirm the quantity needed for each school in the LEA prior to 
placing the test material order for individual school sites. For the 2019–2020 Summative 
ELPAC, there will be a primary ordering window from November 1 to December 20, 2019 for 
LEAs to place a test material order for individual school sites. LEAs can order additional test 
materials during the Supplemental Test Materials Order Window from January 15 to May 15, 
2020. Supplemental orders can be placed in TOMS or by calling the California Technical 
Assistance Center (CalTAC) at 800-955-2954. It is important that LEAs place their test 
material orders as soon as possible to ensure delivery in time for the start of testing. Refer to 
Table 1 for a list of key dates. This information can also be found on the Summative ELPAC 
Test Administration web page on elpac.org. 
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Avoid Ordering Excessive Materials 
When placing an order for the 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC test materials, an additional 5 
percent of materials is allocated as overage and provided to the LEA. Historical ELPAC order 
counts are maintained in TOMS and are available for comparison to current 2019–2020 
Summative ELPAC counts. The following system formulas are in place to warn of the 
potential for excessive materials charges: 

• For kindergarten orders, if the difference for any order is 10 percent greater than the 
order for the administration of the previous year, the system will display a warning 
message indicating that the quantity may be excessive. 

• For grade one and two orders, if the difference for any order is 10 percent greater than 
the number of students eligible to take the 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC (per 
CALPADS data), the system will display a warning message (Figure 1) indicating that 
the quantity may be excessive. 

Figure 1.  Uploaded File: Warning Message 

LEAs must be cautious when placing test material orders and use the prior year’s information 
as guidance. LEAs will be charged a fee per document for excessive orders calculated by the 
number of test materials shipped versus the number used minus the overage. Additional 
information on excessive materials calculations and the charges the LEAs will incur is located 
on the Summative ELPAC Test Administration web page on https://elpac.org. 
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Accessibility Resources 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• 2019–2020 California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress 

(CAASPP) and ELPAC Accessibility Guide for Online Testing web document— 
https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-ELPAC.accessibility-guide.2019-20.pdf 

• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) Accessibility 
Resources web page—https://www.elpac.org/test-administration/accessibility-
resources/ 

• Matrix Four: Universal Tools, Designated Supports, and Accommodations for the 
ELPAC web document—https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ep/ 

• Test Operations Management System (TOMS) website—https://mytoms.ets.org/ 

Overview 
Accessibility resources are access features or supports of the assessment that are either 
provided as digitally delivered components of the secure browser (embedded supports) or 
separate from the secure browser (non-embedded supports). Accessibility resources allow 
students to participate in an assessment that can generate results that are a fair and accurate 
estimate of each student’s achievement. 
Universal tools, designated supports, and accommodations will be available for the 
Summative ELPAC. Students may use the embedded universal tools within the test delivery 
system, but also have the option to use non-embedded universal tools. The accommodations 
and designated supports for the Summative ELPAC must be assigned in the test setting 
section of TOMS. 
In addition, unlisted resources are non-embedded supports which may be provided if 
specified in eligible students individualized education program (IEP) or Section 504 plan and 
if they do not change the construct of what is being measured. Use of unlisted resources 
must first be approved by the CDE before being assigned in the text setting selection of 
TOMS. 
For the Writing domain for kindergarten through grade two which remains on paper Answer 
Books, non-embedded universal tools, designated supports, and accommodations will be 
available. Designated supports and accommodations for students in kindergarten through 
grade two taking the Writing domain also need to be assigned in TOMS. 
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Accessibility Guidelines 
There are a number of sources of information available to assist in understanding, assigning, 
and using accessibility resources during Summative ELPAC testing. 

• 2019–2020 CAASPP and ELPAC Accessibility Guide for Online Testing web 
document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-ELPAC.accessibility-guide.2019-
20.pdf 

• CAASPP and ELPAC Accessibility Resources video— 
https://www.elpac.org/training/videos/elpac-accessiblity-resources-video/ 

• California Department of Education (CDE) California Longitudinal Pupil Achievement 
Data System web page—https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sp/cl/ 

• CDE Matrix Four: Universal Tools, Designated Supports, and Accommodations for 
ELPAC web document—https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ep/documents/elpacmatrix4.docx 

• CDE Student Accessibility Resources web page—https://www.cde.ca.gov/ 
ta/tg/ca/accesssupport.asp 

• ELPAC Manuals and Instructions web page—https://www.elpac.org/test-
administration/instructions/ 

• ELPAC Accessibility Resources web page—https://www.elpac.org/test-
administration/accessibility-resources/ 
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Establishing Appropriate Testing Conditions 
Site ELPAC coordinators, and test examiners should work together to determine the most 
appropriate testing option(s) and testing environment based on the number of devices 
available, the number of students in each tested grade, and the estimated time needed to 
complete each test. For the kindergarten through grade one students, all domains will be 
administered one-on-one. For grade two, the Listening, Reading and Speaking domains will 
be administered one-on-one, while the Writing domain will be administered in small groups. 
For grade levels three through twelve, the Speaking domain will be administered one-on-one 
while the Listening, Reading and Writing will be administered in classroom-sized groups. 
Establishing classroom-sized groups reduces test fear and anxiety for the students and 
facilitates monitoring and control for the test administrator. However, this also includes setting 
up testing rooms for students whose IEPs or Section 504 plans specify universal tools, 
designated supports, accommodations, or any combination of these that necessitate testing 
the students in a separate setting (that is, reading test questions aloud, extended testing 
time, additional breaks, and so forth). 
The test administration should be conducted in a secure environment (refer to the subsection 
Security of the Test Environment). 
Establish procedures to maintain a quiet testing environment throughout the test session, 
recognizing that some students will finish more quickly than others. If students are allowed to 
leave the testing room when they finish, explain the procedures for leaving without disrupting 
others and where they are expected to report once they leave. If students are expected to 
remain in the testing room until the end of the session, instruct them on what activities they 
may engage in after they finish the test. Access to a student’s device should be monitored 
strictly for types of activities that may be done without violating the security of the tests if 
other students in the room are still testing. 
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Using the Directions for Administration (DFA) 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 

Overview 
Before administering a test session, verify that the following tasks have been completed: 

□ Verify the security of the testing environment prior to beginning a test session. (Refer to 
the Security of the Test Environment subsection of this manual.) 
→ Student seats are arranged so that students cannot view each other’s answers. 
→ All displayed instructional materials (for example, vocabulary charts, etc.) are 

covered or taken down. 
→ Post “TESTING IN PROGRESS—DO NOT DISTURB” signs outside of the

testing room. 
□ Ensure that students do not have access to digital, electronic, or manual devices (e.g., 

cellphones, smart watches) during testing, unless it is an approved medical support. 
□ If applicable, make sure each testing device or workstation has headphones or 

headsets. 
□ Recommended: Launch secure browsers on all testing devices before students sit 

down to test. 
For the 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC, there will be a Directions for Administration (DFA) 
document available for the following: 

• One DFA for all four domains for each grade in kindergarten through grade two 

• A combined DFA for the Listening, Reading, and Writing domains for grade span three 
through twelve 

• A DFA for the Speaking domain only for each of the grade spans (grade span three 
through five, grade span six through eight, grade span nine and ten, and grade span 
eleven and twelve) 

These DFAs will be available to local educational agency ELPAC coordinators, site ELPAC 
coordinators, and ELPAC test examiners for downloading and printing in the Resources 
menu of the Test Operations Management System (TOMS). 
To ensure that all students are tested under the same conditions, the test examiner should 
adhere strictly to the script for administering the test. These instructions can be found in the 
DFA. When asked, the test examiner should answer questions raised by students but should 
never help the class or individual students with specific test items. 
Please remember that the script must be followed exactly and used each time a test is
administered. 
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All directions that a test examiner needs to read to students are indicated by the word “SAY” 
and are in boxes so that they stand out from the regular text. They should be read exactly as 
they are written, using a natural tone and manner. If the test examiner makes a mistake in 
reading a direction, then the test examiner should stop and say, “I made a mistake. Let me 
say it correctly.” Then the direction should be reread. 
The test examiner should try to maintain a natural classroom atmosphere during the test 
administration. Before each test begins, the test examiner should encourage students to do 
their best. 
Any time a student logs on to the testing system, the test examiner should follow the DFA 
script. 

Scoring the Speaking Domain Locally 
The Speaking domain is administered one-on-one with the student and test examiner and is 
the only domain that is scored locally, in-the-moment, by the test examiner. The test 
examiner has two options for capturing the student’s scores in-the-moment. One option is to 
log on to the Data Entry Interface (DEI) before administering the Speaking domain and enter 
the student’s scores directly into the DEI while administering the test. The second option is to 
use the score sheet (Figure 2) in the DFA specific to each grade or grade span and test form, 
to record the student’s scores as the test is administered. This option requires the test 
examiner to log on to the DEI as soon as possible after the Speaking domain administration 
has been completed and enter the scores for the student. 

Figure 2.  Speaking domain student score sheet 

During the administration of the Speaking domain, the test examiner should not be concerned 
about the quality of the voice capture response, but instead should focus on scoring the oral 
response in the moment. Do not rerecord the student’s response. The ELPAC Field Test 
Data Entry Interface Score Entry Guide can be used as reference as it provides the steps that 
must be followed for entering student Speaking domain scores into the DEI. 
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Audio Capture for the Speaking Domain 
During the administration of the Speaking domain, the following guidelines apply to the audio 
capture tool. The test examiner should score what the student says, not what is recorded. 
Rerecording: If the following issues occur, the test examiner may continue to the next 
question and does not need to rerecord: 

• Test examiner forgets to record a response. 
• Test examiner records response on the wrong question. 
• If you see a red triangle in the review box when ending the test session. If the audio 

capture times out after 2 minutes, allow the student to complete the response and score 
the complete spoken response and not only what was recorded. 

Headsets: Use of headsets with a microphone for voice capture is not recommended to 
enable interaction between the student and test examiner. 
Replay: It is not recommended that the test examiner use the audio capture replay feature 
while administering the Speaking test. It is not recommended that the student hear their 
response and rerecord. The test examiner is to listen and score the student’s first response. 
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Administering the Kindergarten Through Grade Two 
ELPAC Writing Domain 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) website— 

https://www.elpac.org/ 
• Test Operations Management System (TOMS) website—https://mytoms.ets.org/ 

The Writing domain for the Summative ELPAC will continue to be administered on paper 
using Writing Answer Books for students in kindergarten through grade two. Local 
educational agencies (LEAs) must order these test materials during the ordering windows 
(Table 1). 

Responsibilities of the LEA ELPAC Coordinator—Before 
Testing 
Receive and Inventory Test Materials 
Follow these inventory steps to prepare test materials before testing: 

STEP 1: Read through materials. Review this 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC Test 
Administration Manual in its entirety. Become familiar with all testing and 
administration procedures. 

STEP 2: Confirm security forms are being electronically signed in TOMS. Monitor 
and keep an electronic record of the completion of the ELPAC Test Security 
Agreements and the ELPAC Test Security Affidavits from all site ELPAC 
coordinators through TOMS. Utilize Security Forms Status Report in TOMS 
under the Report tab for tracking completions. 

STEP 3: Count all school and LEA boxes immediately upon receipt. Verify that each 
school will receive the correct number of boxes according to the numbers shown 
on the box labels (for example, “1 of 10,” “2 of 10”). 

STEP 4: Report missing or damaged boxes. Immediately contact the California 
Technical Assistance Center (CalTAC) if any boxes are missing, damaged, or if 
boxes addressed to another LEA were received. 

STEP 5: Inventory LEA test materials against the shipping notice(s). Note any 
overages, shortages, or the incorrect receipt of test materials on the shipping 
notice(s). 

• Overages—receiving more or different test materials than stated on the 
shipping notice(s) 
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• Shortages—missing items or missing one or more boxes in the shipment 
A copy of each LEA’s shipping notice(s), which provides documentation of the 
contents of the school boxes, is provided with the LEA packing list for reference. 
Note: The site ELPAC coordinator must inventory the site’s own test materials. 
The LEA ELPAC coordinator should only inventory the contents of the school 
boxes if the school is closed. 

STEP 6: Provide school materials to site ELPAC coordinators. Forward the boxes of 
materials to the schools identified on the box labels. Remind site ELPAC 
coordinators that they must retain the boxes for use in storing test materials. 

STEP 7: Report overages and shortages. After the site ELPAC coordinators inventory 
test materials, they must report overages, shortages, or incorrect grade 
materials to the LEA ELPAC coordinator immediately. 

Use LEA Overage Test Materials (as Needed) 
LEAs will receive an overage of test materials in the boxes labeled for the LEA. Use these 
test materials for reference and provide them to schools as needed. 

Prepare for Testing 
To prepare for testing, the LEA ELPAC coordinator should do the following: 

• Ensure that sites have adequate testing materials and materials are redistributed 
throughout the LEA as necessary. 

• Send pre-coded GISs and Pre-ID labels to the appropriate site ELPAC coordinators. 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Only the pre-coded GIS sent with the Pre-ID labels, and those 
sent in the Coordinator kits, should be sent back with answer books for scoring. Please 
do not use GISs from previous administrations. 

• Check on the progress of test examiner training in the Moodle training site. 

• Ensure that the site ELPAC coordinator and the test examiner(s) are aware of the 
security, inventory, and tracking requirements for keeping all test materials in a secure 
location prior to, during, and after testing. 

Responsibilities of the Site ELPAC Coordinator—Before 
Testing 
Receive and Inventory Test Materials 
The LEA ELPAC coordinator will provide each school or site with all test materials and forms 
needed for testing. The site ELPAC coordinator should follow these steps to prepare for 
testing: 
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STEP 1: Read through materials. Review this 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC Test 
Administration Manual and the corresponding Directions for Administration 
(DFA) in their entirety. Become familiar with all testing and site administrative 
procedures. 

STEP 2: Confirm security forms are being electronically signed. Use TOMS to 
monitor and keep an electronic record of the completion of the ELPAC Test 
Security Affidavits for test examiners. Proctors, along with all others handling 
ELPAC test materials, must also electronically sign the ELPAC Test Security 
Affidavit linked on the Test Administration web page on the ELPAC website 
prior to accessing the test materials. Coordinators will be emailed a copy for 
their records. 

STEP 3: Locate the school shipping notice(s) enclosed in the test materials 
shipment. A shipping notice will be at the top of each box received. 

STEP 4: Report overages and shortages to the LEA ELPAC coordinator. 
Inventory all test materials against the shipping notice(s) immediately after 
receipt from the LEA. Report any overages, shortages, or receipt of the wrong 
material to the LEA ELPAC coordinator immediately. 

• Overages—receiving more or different test materials than stated on the 
shipping notice(s) 

• Shortages—missing or damaged items or boxes in the shipment 
STEP 5: Retain boxes. Keep all test materials in a secure, locked location. Retain the 

original shipping boxes, as they will be used to store test materials until the end 
of the administration window. 

STEP 6: Discuss security with all designated staff handling ELPAC test materials.
Ensure that designated staff, such as test examiners and proctors, understand the 
security, inventory, and tracking requirements for keeping all test materials in a 
secure location prior to, during, and after testing. 

Retain electronic records of all ELPAC-designated school staff’s affidavits on site for 12 
months. 

Organize and Distribute Test Materials 
Materials Provided for Site ELPAC Coordinators 
Each school will receive sufficient test materials for the site to administer the ELPAC. 
Additionally, the school will receive the following materials: 

• A site ELPAC coordinator kit including: 
− Return instructions 
− Packing tape 
− Paper bands 
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Materials for Test Examiners 
Distribute test materials to the test examiners. Each test examiner must verify receipt of the 
appropriate test materials and access to the DFAs in TOMS. 
Additional materials needed by test examiners: 

• No. 2 pencils with erasers for test examiner and students (not provided) 

• “Do Not Disturb” sign (not provided) 

Note: Students and test examiners must use No. 2 pencils only. 

Prepare Test Books and Answer Books 
Filling in Demographic Information 
The front and back covers of the Answer Book are the demographics pages containing 
important student- and school-related information that must be filled in accurately. Site 
ELPAC coordinators or test examiners should ensure the demographics information is 
accurate and complete for all students. 
Refer to Figure 3 and the steps provided after the figure and in the following subsections for 
further information on how to ensure the demographics pages for students are complete. 
Specifically, staff should ensure there are no extraneous marks on the demographics pages 
and that all stray marks are erased completely because these pages are scanned. 

Figure 3.  Sample Answer Book front and back cover fields 
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Refer to Table 8 for a list of the demographic fields and their descriptions. 
Table 8.  Demographic Fields on Kindergarten through Grade Two Writing Answer

Book 
FIELD NAME STEPS TO FOLLOW: 
1 STUDENT NAME Starting at the left, print one letter of the student’s last 

name in each box. If the student’s last name has more 
letters than there are boxes, print only as many letters as 
there are boxes. For example, if the last name is 
Aschenbrenner, fill in the boxes as shown below. 

If the student’s first name has more letters than there are 
boxes, print only as many letters as there are boxes. 
In the space labeled “MI,” print the student’s middle initial. 
If the student does not have a middle initial, leave this 
space blank. 
Fill in the corresponding circles for each letter. Fill in the 
empty circles to indicate a blank space. 

2 TEACHER/TEST
EXAMINER, SCHOOL, 
LOCAL EDUCATIONAL 
AGENCY, LOCAL USE 

Print the name of the teacher, the name of the school, and 
the name of the LEA. The Local Use section may be used 
for any additional information needed for student 
identification or any purpose defined by the LEA. 

3 DATE OF BIRTH Print the “Month,” “Day,” and “Year” of the student’s Date 
of Birth in the appropriate spaces and fill in the 
corresponding circles. 
For “Day,” one digit in each column must be filled in. If the 
day is between one and nine, precede it with a leading 
zero, as in 01, 02, 03, etc. 
For “Year,” fill in circles for 19 or 20 before filling in 
remaining circles. 

4 GRADE This grade circle is prefilled depending on the grade to 
which the Answer Book applies. 
Ensure that the grade span of the Answer Book matches 
the student’s grade. 

5 GENDER Fill in the appropriate circle: F for Female, M for Male, and 
X for Non-binary. 
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Table 8 (continuation one) 

FIELD NAME STEPS TO FOLLOW: 
6 STUDENT ID NUMBER 

(OPTIONAL—LOCAL
USE) 

If the LEA or school does not use local student numbers, 
leave this field blank or use it to track any additional 
information that is of importance to the LEA. 
Starting at the right, print one digit of the student’s number 
in each box and fill in the corresponding circles. Note: This 
field is right-justified, so include leading zero(s) if the ID 
number has fewer than 15 digits. 

7 STATEWIDE STUDENT 
IDENTIFIER (SSID) 

Starting at the left, print one digit of the SSID in each box. 
All students should have an SSID (10 digits). Fill in the 
corresponding circles for each number. 

8 DATE TESTING 
COMPLETED 

This field must be filled in for all students at the time of 
testing. Print the “Day” to indicate the last day the 
student’s testing was completed in the appropriate spaces 
and fill in the corresponding circles. This is a required field. 
Do not leave blank. 
For “Day,” one digit in each column must be filled in, and if 
the day is between one and nine, precede it with a leading 
zero, as in 01, 02, 03, etc. 

9 TESTING 
IRREGULARITIES 

If a student was caught cheating during the test or there 
were irregularities in the administration of the test, take 
note of the domain(s) in which the irregularity occurred. 
Report the situation to the LEA ELPAC coordinator or site 
ELPAC coordinator, who will then submit a report in the 
Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting 
System (STAIRS). 

10 ACCOMMODATIONS If a student requires resources or an alternate setting to 
complete one or more domains, as noted in the student’s 
individualized education plan (IEP) or Section 504 plan, 
the LEA ELPAC coordinator or site ELPAC coordinator 
must indicate the appropriate support in the student’s test 
setting in TOMS. Refer to the Accessibility Resources 
section of this manual for the resources available for the 
paper-based forms. 
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Table 8 (continuation two) 

FIELD NAME STEPS TO FOLLOW: 
11 ALTERNATE 

ASSESSMENT 
When a student with the most significant cognitive 
disability(s) is not able to take the ELPAC (the entire test 
or any portion of it), the IEP team may determine that an 
alternate assessment is appropriate and necessary. The 
LEA ELPAC coordinator or site ELPAC coordinator must 
indicate the use of alternate assessment(s) in TOMS. 

12 DOMAIN EXEMPTION When a student’s IEP or Section 504 plan specifies that 
the student has a disability for which there are no 
appropriate accommodations for assessment in one or 
more of the Speaking, Listening, Reading, and Writing 
domains, the student shall be assessed in the remaining 
domains in which it is possible to assess the student, per 
34 CFR Section 200.6. A student may be assigned an 
overall score only if assessed in both oral and written 
language. To be considered as having been assessed in 
oral language, the student must have been assessed in 
either Speaking or Listening. To be considered as having 
been assessed in written language, the student must have 
been assessed in either Reading or Writing. The LEA 
ELPAC coordinator or site ELPAC coordinator must 
indicate use of domain exemption(s) in TOMS. 

13 OPTIONAL—LOCAL 
USE 

This is an optional field for LEA use. 

Responsibilities of the LEA ELPAC Coordinator—During
and After Testing 
The LEA ELPAC coordinator needs to be available during testing for the site ELPAC 
coordinators to address any questions or concerns that arise and to assist with testing 
irregularities and security breaches. Refer to the ELPAC Security Incidents and Appeals 
Procedure Guide for further information about reporting irregularities and security breaches. 

Receiving and Checking Test Materials 
Check Answer Books Returned from Sites 
The LEA ELPAC coordinator is responsible for: 

• Coordinating the return of Answer Books from the sites back to the LEA 
• Checking all materials for completeness 
• Ensuring that the forms are completed properly 
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To accomplish these tasks, the LEA ELPAC coordinator should follow these steps: 
STEP 1: Ensure that required demographic information is completed and accurate

on all Answer Books. Having a Statewide Student Identifier (SSID) for every 
Answer Book for every student is critical for processing. 

STEP 2: Verify number of Answer Books. Confirm that the correct number of Answer 
Books have been returned. The number of Answer Books should match the 
number gridded on the GIS. 

STEP 3: Confirm that each Answer Book has a pre-identification (Pre-ID) label
properly affixed (if applicable) and that it matches the student name written
on the Answer Book. 

Handling of Test Materials 
To ensure the timely scoring of the Answer Books and analysis of scores for the test, LEAs 
are asked to mail completed Answer Books to Educational Testing Service (ETS) at
least twice a month upon completion of a paper-based test administration. Refer to Table 1 
for key dates. It is not necessary to wait for all paper-based tests to be administered before 
returning completed Answer Books to ETS. For complete instructions for returning materials 
after testing, refer to the 2019–2020 Summative ELPAC Return Instructions that was 
included with the paper test materials. 

Responsibilities of the Site ELPAC Coordinator—After 
Testing 
Review Answer Books 
Prior to returning materials to the LEA ELPAC coordinator, the site ELPAC coordinator must 
review student responses on the Answer Books for completeness and ensure that 

• the SSID number and student name are accurate; 

• a Pre-ID label is affixed to every Answer Book and matches the written name on the 
Answer Book; and 

• responses are filled in completely using a No. 2 pencil and that stray marks are erased 
completely. 
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Fill Out Group Identification Sheets (GIS) 
When preparing materials to be returned, always use the pre-coded GIS forms provided by 
the LEA ELPAC coordinator. A sample of a blank GIS is shown in Figure 4 for reference. Do 
not share pre-coded GIS forms. DO NOT use a photocopy of the GIS. Use the GIS that
was sent with the Pre-ID labels or blank ones provided in the Coordinator kit. DO NOT
use a GIS from previous administrations. 

Figure 4.  ELPAC GIS 
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Refer to Table 9 for a list of the GIS form fields and their descriptions. 
Table 9.  GIS Form Fields 

SECTION OF GIS FORM INSTRUCTIONS 
1 LOCAL EDUCATIONAL 

AGENCY/SCHOOL
NAME 

Clearly write the name of the LEA and school. 

2 SCHOOL NAME The circles under the school name have been pre-coded. 

3 COUNTY-DISTRICT-
SCHOOL CODE 

The county-district-school code has been pre-coded. 

4 CHARTER CODE The Charter Code has been pre-coded for charter schools. 

5 GRADE Write in the grade of the group and fill in the corresponding 
circle. 

6 NUMBER OF 
DOCUMENTS TO BE 
SCORED 

Write in the exact number of documents to be scored for the 
grade group and fill in the corresponding circles. 

Handling of Test Materials 
The ELPAC test materials are secure test materials and must be treated as such. ELPAC 
scannable Answer Books that are used for student testing must be returned to ETS by the 
LEA ELPAC coordinator in accordance with the instructions provided in the Summative 
ELPAC Return Instructions. 
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Administering an Online Test Session for the
Listening, Reading, Speaking Domains (All Grade
Levels), and the Writing Domain (Grade Levels 
Three Through Twelve) 

Additional Resources in This Manual: 
• Test Operations Management System (TOMS) website—https://mytoms.ets.org/ 
• 2019–20 California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) 

and ELPAC Technical Specifications and Configuration Guide for Online Testing 
web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/CAASPP-ELPAC.tech-specs-and-
config-guide.2019-20.pdf 

• Preparing for the Computer-based ELPAC Administration Technology 
Requirements web document—https://www.elpac.org/s/pdf/ELPAC.Computer-
based-ELPAC-Administration-Technology-Reqs.2019-20.pdf 

• ELPAC Data Entry Interface (DEI) Score Entry Guide web document— 
https://www.elpac.org/test-administration/instructions/ 

WARNING 

The California Department of Education (CDE) recommends that test examiners
exercise extreme caution when selecting an assessment for a test session. To help
with differentiating the tests, the assessments each have a differently colored
background. 
Online Assessments: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Green—Smarter Balanced Interim Assessments 
Pink—Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments 
Indigo—California Alternate Assessments (CAA) 
Brown—California Science Test (CAST) 
Mint—California Spanish Assessment (CSA) 
Gray—English Language Proficiency Assessments (ELPAC) 
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Online Practice and Training Tests: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Pink—Smarter Balanced practice tests 
Purple—Smarter Balanced training tests 
Teal—CAA training tests 
Blue—CAA practice tests 
Gray—CAST practice test 
Orange—CAST training test 
Yellow—CSA practice test 
Mint—CSA training test 
Gray—(ELPAC) training test and practice test • 

A test session must be created before students can log on to the secure student browser. In 
order for a student to take a specific test, the test must be included in the test session. 
This section contains information on how to start a test session, add tests to the session, 
verify students’ test settings, approve students for testing, and monitor their progress. 

Warning: Check students’ information, especially their grade level and test
settings, before starting a test session. 

• If a student’s information is incorrect, do not approve the student for testing. 
Contact the local educational agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinator or site ELPAC 
coordinator (as appropriate) to have the student’s information updated. 

Entering Student Responses into the System 
A student may enter their responses into the testing device using a mouse, keyboard, or 
other assistive technology. 
In the Listening and Reading domains, students are required to select a response for an item 
before they can move on to the next item. All items must have responses before a student 
can submit their test. The Writing and Speaking domains do not require a student response 
for each item in order to submit the test. 

Pause Rules 
The pause rules that follow apply regardless of whether the student or the test examiner 
pauses the test, or there was a technical issue (for example, power outage or network failure) 
that resulted in the student being logged off. For the online ELPAC, there will only be pause 
rules for the Listening and Reading domains. This means: 

• When a Listening or Reading test is paused for more than 20 minutes, the student must 
log back on to the student interface to resume testing. Upon resumption, the student is 
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automatically directed to the first page that has an unanswered item. If the pause 
expiration was not the fault of the student, then a Re-open Appeal may be requested to 
reopen the test for the student to change previously answered items. 

• If the Listening or Reading test is paused for more than 20 minutes, the student will not 
be permitted to review or change any previously answered items, even if they are 
marked for review (except for items on a page that contains at least one item to which 
there is not a complete response), unless a Re-open Appeal is granted. 

• Any highlighted text and notes in the digital notepad will be saved when a test is 
paused. 

• When a Listening or Reading test is paused for less than 20 minutes, the student must 
still log back on to the student interface to resume testing, but the student will be able to 
review and change any previously answered items. 

The Writing domain, for grade levels three through twelve, and the Speaking domain will not 
have pause rules. This means: 

• When the Writing or Speaking test is paused for more than 20 minutes, the student 
must log back on to the student interface to resume testing. In addition, the student can 
continue entering responses or review or change any previously answered items. 

• Any highlighted text and notes entered in the digital notepad will be saved when a test is 
paused. 

Test Timeout (Due to Inactivity) 
As a security measure, students and test examiners are automatically logged off after 30 
minutes of test inactivity. For students, activity is defined as selecting an answer or navigation 
option in the assessment (for example, selecting [Next] or [Back] or using the Questions 
drop-down list to navigate to another item). Moving the mouse or selecting an empty space 
on the screen is not considered activity. This timeout also results in the test being paused 
automatically. 
For test examiners, activity means that a student or students are registering test activity. As 
long as students are testing, the test examiner will not be logged off. 
Before the secure browser logs the student off the test, a warning message will be displayed 
on the screen (If [OK] is not selected within 60 seconds after this message appears, the 
student will be logged off. Selecting [OK] will restart the 30-minute-inactivity timer. 
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Figure 5 provides an example of the message that appears in a test timeout warning: 

Figure 5. Test timeout warning message 

Test Expiration Rules 
Opportunities refers to the number of times a student can take a test within a range of dates. 
For the Summative ELPAC, a student only has one opportunity to take each domain of the 
test. The test remains active until the student completes and submits the test or until the test 
expires, whichever occurs sooner. The expiration rule is 45 days after a student first 
accesses the test for the Listening and Reading domains, and 20 days for the Speaking and 
Writing domains. Once a test opportunity expires, the student cannot complete or review the 
test unless an Appeal is submitted through STAIRS. 

Beginning the Test 
Follow these instructions to administer the Summative ELPAC. The test examiner must 
create a test session before students can log on to the secure browser (but no more than 30 
minutes prior or the system will time out). When a test examiner creates a test session, a 
unique session ID is randomly generated. This session ID must be provided to the students 
before they log on and should be written down. A walkthrough of these log on instructions 
is also provided in the Directions for Administration (DFA). 
The basic workflow for administering online tests is as follows: 

1. The test examiner selects tests and starts a test session in the Test Administrator 
Interface. 

2. Students sign in and request approval for tests in the secure browser. 
3. The test examiner reviews students’ requests and approves them for testing. 
4. Students complete and submit their tests. 
5. The test examiner stops the test session and logs off. 

1. Test Examiner Navigate to the ELPAC website at https://www.elpac.org/ on a 
supported web browser. 
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2. Test Examiner Select the [Test Administrator Interface for All Online Tests] button, 
as shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. [Test Administrator Interface for All Online Tests] button 

3. Test Examiner For training test administration, select the [Practice &Training Tests] 
button. 

4. Test Examiner Log on to the Test Administrator Interface using the test examiner’s 
TOMS sign-in credentials, as shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7.  Test Administrator Interface Logon screen 

5. Test Examiner If the test examiner is associated with multiple institutions, an 
“Important!” message appears when the test examiner logs on. The test 
examiner must select the appropriate institution from the drop-down list 
in this message and select the [Go] button, as shown in Figure 8. The 
test examiner may only select one institution at a time. The test 
examiner will only be able to administer tests available for the selected 
institution. To select a different institution, the test examiner must log off 
and then log back on. 
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Figure 8.  Message from the Test Administrator Interface 

6. Test Examiner The Test Selection window, as shown in Figure 9, color-codes tests 
and groups them into various categories. A test group may include one 
or more subgroups. All test groups and subgroups appear collapsed by 
default. 

Figure 9.  Operational Test Selection window 

7. Test Examiner To select tests for the session, do one of the following: 
1. To expand a collapsed test group, select the [Plus] plus-

sign [ ] icon (or [Expand All]). 
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2. To collapse a test group, select the [Minus] minus-sign [ 
icon (or [Collapse All]). 

3. To select individual tests, mark the checkbox for each test 
that is to be included. 

8. Test Examiner Select the [Start Operational Session] button, as shown in Figure 10. 

] 

Figure 10.  Sample Operational Test Selection screen 

9. Test Examiner Inform students of the test session ID. The session ID is automatically 
generated upon selecting the [Start Operational Session] button in the 
previous step. Write the session ID, as shown in Figure 11, in a place 
where all students can clearly view for group administrations; provide 
the written session ID directly to the student for one-on-one 
administrations; or for kindergarten through grade two students, enter 
the session ID directly into the secure browser to help them log on. 
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Figure 11.  Top of the Test Administrator Interface 

10. Test Examiner Instruct students to open the secure browser, if it isn’t open already, and 
log on using the Student Sign In web form. For kindergarten through 
grade two students, perform the sign-in steps for them. 

1. Student Sign in using the Student Sign In web form, as shown in Figure 12. 
Students enter their first name and their Statewide Student Identifier (SSID) 
as it appears in the California Longitudinal Pupil Achievement Data System 
(CALPADS). Students enter the session ID as it appears on the Test 
Administrator Interface. 

Figure 12.  Student Sign In web form 
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11. Test Examiner Ensure that all students have successfully entered their information. 

2. Student Verify identity by selecting [Yes] or [No], or as shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13.  Is This You? screen 

12. Test Examiner Inform students of the test type (for example, ELPAC Grades 9–10 
Reading Test (F1)) in which they are participating today. 

Note: Only the tests that the test examiner selected for the test session for which 
students are eligible are selectable by students. 
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3. Student Select the test to take, as shown in Figure 14. Note that after a student has 
taken a domain test, that test can no longer be selected. 

Figure 14.  Your Tests selection box 

4. Student Wait for the test examiner’s approval, as shown in Figure 15. 

Figure 15.  Waiting for TA Approval dialog box 

13. Test Examiner Approve students for testing by selecting the [Approve] checkmark [ ] 
icon in the Actions column for individual students or the [Approve all 
Students] button, as shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16.  Approvals and Student Test Settings screen 
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14. Test Examiner Select [Details] eye [ ] icon, as shown in Figure 17, to view and 
adjust the student’s test settings for the current test opportunity. 
“Custom” in the Details column indicates the student has been assigned 
test settings. Refer to the Accessibility Resources section of this manual 
for the embedded resources that are available for the Summative 
ELPAC. 

Figure 17.  Approvals and Student Test Settings screen 

15. Test Examiner Follow one of the following steps; buttons are shown in Figure 18. 

• To confirm the settings, select [Set] at the top of the student’s Test Setting 
screen. The test examiner must still approve the student for testing. 

• To confirm the settings and approve the student, select the [Set & Approve] 
button. 

• To return to the Approvals and Student Test Settings window without 
confirming settings, select [Cancel]. 
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Figure 18.  Part of the Test Settings page for a selected student 

16. Test Examiner If the settings are incorrect, the test examiner should select [Cancel]. 
The test examiner must report the incorrect test settings to the site 
ELPAC coordinator, who will update them as required in TOMS and 
reschedule the student’s testing. The update, once made, may take up 
to 24 business hours to appear in the Test Administrator Interface. After 
a student’s test settings are corrected, the student must sign in and 
request approval again. 

17. Test Examiner For the Listening, Reading and Writing (grade levels three through 
twelve) domains, have students run the Sound and Video Playback 
Check. 

If audio issues occur, do the following: 

• Ensure headphones are securely plugged in to the correct jack or USB port. 

• If the headphones have a volume control, ensure the volume is not muted. 

• Ensure that the audio on the device is not muted (often via a control panel or settings 
window). This requires logging off the secure browser to check the device’s 
volume settings and then logging back on to the secure browser. 

If the student is still experiencing issues, contact the site ELPAC coordinator or school 
technology coordinator. 
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5. Student The Sound and Video Playback Check page (that is, the screen) appears 
for tests with audio files (Figure 19). 

Figure 19.  Sound and Video Playback Check page 

To check audio and video settings: 
1. Students play the video and listen to the audio by selecting the [Play] arrow 

[ ] icon. 

2. Depending on the sound and video quality, students do one of the following: 
a. If the student can view the video and hear the sound, students select [I could play 

the video and sound]. The Instructions and Help page appears. 
b. If the student cannot view the video and hear the sound, students select [I could not 

play the video or sound]. The Video Playback Problem page appears, giving 
students two options: 

• Students can select [Try Again]. They will return to the Sound and Video 
Playback Check page. 

• Students can select [Log Out]. The test examiner should troubleshoot the device 
and headphones or move the student to another device with working audio and 
video. 
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6. Student If the Speaking test was selected, there will be a Recording Device Check 
before the Sound and Video Playback Check (Figure 20). Follow the on-
screen instructions to make sure the recording device is working. If the 
student’s testing device does not have the ability to record, the student may 
select the [Skip Recording Check] button. Please note that once the test 
has started, the instance of a red rectangular box with an X in place of the 
[Microphone] button may indicate either that the device is not capable of 
recording or that there is a poor network connection. The test may need to 
be resumed after the issues have been resolved. The Speaking test must 
still be administered and scored locally. 

Figure 20.  Recording Device Check page 
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7. Student If the student has the text-to-speech (TTS) accommodation set up in the 
test settings screen in TOMS, the Text-to-Speech Sound Check page 
appears (Figure 21). On this page, students verify that TTS is working 
properly on their device. Students can only use TTS within a supported 
secure browser. 

Figure 21.  Text-to-Speech Sound Check page 

Note: When TTS is enabled, students may adjust the volume, pitch, and rate 
settings once the test begins by selecting the System Settings menu (cog wheel 
icon, [ ]) in the upper-right corner of the screens. They do not have to exit the test 
to do so. 

To check TTS functionality: 
Students select the [TTS Speaker] speaker [ ] icon and listen to the audio. 

• If the voice is clearly audible, students select [I heard the voice]. 

• If the voice is not clearly audible, students adjust the settings using the sliders and 
select the [TTS Speaker] icon again. 
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• If students still cannot hear the voice clearly, they select [I did not hear the voice] and 
close the secure browser. The test examiner can work with students to adjust their 
audio or headset settings. They can sign in again when the issue is resolved. 

• To continue without testing text-to-speech, students select [Skip TTS Check]. 

8. Student The Instructions and Help page is the last step of the sign-in process 
(Figure 22). 

Figure 22.  Instructions and Help page 
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8. Student (continuation) Students may use the Test Settings page to review settings that 
were approved for the student to use during the test (Figure 23). Students 
may use the Help Guide to understand how to navigate the test and use 
test tools. 

Figure 23.  Review Test Settings screen 
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9. Student Select [Begin Test Now] (Figure 24) to begin testing. 

Figure 24.  Instructions and Help Screen 

18. Test Examiner Follow the scripts in the DFA as the administration gets underway. 
Please note, the lower grade DFAs contain stopping markers, which are 
instructions placed at various items. They indicate that the test may be 
stopped if the student has not answered any questions correctly, or has 
not responded to any questions up until that item. If this occurs, the test 
examiner should select the [Pause] button at the top left on the student 
testing interface to log out of the test. No more testing is required for the 
student in that domain. Continue with the instructions in the next 
subsections, Monitoring Student Progress and Ending a Test Session. 
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Monitoring Student Progress 
Test Administrator Site Layout 
Figure 25 displays the layout of the Test Administrator site during an active test session. 

Figure 25. Test Administrator Site layout 
Essential Features 
The following are essential features in the Test Administrator Site: 
1. Session ID 
2. [Select Tests] button 
3. [Approvals] button 
4. Students in Your Operational Test Session table 

Figure 26 and Table 10 provide an overview of the major features available in the Test 
Administrator Site. 

Figure 26. Top of Test Administrator Interface screen 
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Table 10. Test Administrator Site Features 
Feature Description or More Information 

[Student Lookup] button Searches for student information 
[Approved Requests] button Displays a list of print requests approved 

during the current session 
[Print Session] button Prints the screen 
[Help Guide] button Displays an online help guide 
[Alerts] button Displays alert messages from the CDE 
[Log Out] button Logs off the Test Administrator Site 
[Stop Session] button* Ends the test session 
Session ID* Displays the unique ID generated for the test 

session 
[Select Tests] button Opens the Test Selection window 
[Approvals] button* Opens the Approvals and Student Test 

Settings window 
[Refresh] button* Updates the on-screen information 
[Students in Your Test Session] table** Displays the testing progress for students in 

the test session 
* Feature appears after starting a test session. 
** Feature appears after approving students for testing. 

Test Selection 
It is very important that test examiners monitor student progress throughout the test session. 
This includes verifying that students are participating in the appropriate domain and type of 
test (that is, ELPAC Grades 9–10 Listening Test (F1)). The test examiner monitors the test 
each student is taking by referring to the Students in Your Operational Test Session table in 
the Test Administrator Interface (Figure 27). Note that the list of student names can be sorted 
by linked (underlined) column headings. 
Test examiners should verify that they have selected the correct test forms at the correct 
grade level when starting a test session, and that the student has selected the correct test 
form and grade level as well. 
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In the event a student is taking an incorrect test, the test examiner should pause the student’s 
test. The test examiner should then instruct the student to log off and log on again to select 
the correct test. The Test column is indicated in Figure 27. 

Figure 27.  Monitoring student progress in the Test Administrator Interface 

Note: To reset a test, the LEA ELPAC coordinator or site ELPAC coordinator must 
submit the Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting System form. 
Then, if warranted, the coordinator will need to file an appeal. The CDE will 
determine the impact of resetting a test and will either approve or deny a request 
to reset within two business days of receiving the request. 

How to Monitor Student Testing 
A test examiner may also use the Test Administrator Interface to view the testing progress of 
any student. This screen will not show test questions or scores, but will display a progress 
bar so that the test examiner can track the student’s progress through the domain. 
While the Test Administrator Interface is designed to refresh automatically every minute, the 
test examiner can refresh it manually at any time by selecting the [Refresh] arrows [ ] icon 
in the upper-right corner. 

Warning: Do not use the web browser’s [Refresh] button to refresh the Test 
Administrator Interface. 
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Warnings: Always write down the session ID for possible future use: 
• If the Test Administrator Interface is accidentally closed while students are still 

testing, the session will remain open for 30 minutes before timing out. The test 
examiner can open the web browser and navigate back to the Test Administrator 
Interface. The test examiner will be prompted to enter the active session ID. 

• As a security measure, test examiners are automatically logged off the Test 
Administrator Interface after 30 minutes of test examiner user inactivity and 
student inactivity in the test session, which will result in closure of the test session. 
If this occurs, the test examiner will have to create a new session and if any 
students still need to test, they will have to log on to the new session. When 
starting a new session, the test examiners should give the students the new 
session ID. 

The Student Status column is called out in Figure 28. Student sessions can be sorted by 
selecting any of the linked column heads. 

Figure 28.  Monitoring student status in the Test Administrator Interface 
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Table 11 describes the columns in the Student Status table. To sort the table by a given 
column, select that column header. 

Table 11.  Columns on the Operational Test Session Screen 
Column Description 

Student Information The first name, last name, and SSID of the 
student in the session (as it appears in 
CALPADS and TOMS). 

Opp # Opportunity number for the student’s 
selected test. Each student has only one 
opportunity for each domain. 

Test Name of the test the student selected. 
Progress A progress bar shows the student’s progress 

through the test. 
Test Status Current status for each student in the 

session (refer to Table below.) 
Test Settings This column displays one of the following: 

Standard: Default test settings are applied 
for this test opportunity; there were no 
additional test settings assigned in TOMS 
for this student. 
Custom: One or more of the student’s test 
settings or universal tools, designated 
supports, or accommodations differ from the 
default settings. 
To view the student’s settings for the current 
test opportunity, select [Details] [ ]. 
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Table 11 (continuation) 
Column Description 

Actions The icons in this column allow performance 
of an available action for an individual 
student’s test. 
Select the [Pause] button to pause a 
student’s test. When a test pauses, this 
column displays an information button that 
opens a pop-up message explaining how 
the test became paused. For more 
information, refer to the Pause Rules 
subsection for information on pause time 
limits and students’ ability to review 
previously answered items. 
When a student approved for and assigned 
the print-on-demand designated support 
requests a printout of a reading passage or 
other test material, a [Print] button will 
appear in this column. Select the [Print] 
button to review and authorize or deny the 
student’s request. For more information, 
refer to the subsection How to Approve Print 
Requests. 

Table 12 describes the codes in the Status column of the Students in Your Operational Test 
Session table. 

Table 12. Student Testing Statuses 
Status Description 

Started The student started the test and is actively 
testing. 

Review The student had gone through all questions 
and is currently reviewing answers before 
completing the test. 

Reported The test passed quality assurance and is 
undergoing further processing. 

Paused* The student’s test is paused. The time listed 
indicates how long the test has been 
paused. 
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Table 12 (continuation) 

Status Description 
Expired* The test was not completed by the end of 

the testing window and the opportunity 
expired. 

Pending* The student is awaiting approval for a new 
test opportunity. 

Suspended* The student is awaiting approval to resume 
a test opportunity. 

* Statuses marked with an asterisk (*) appear when the student is not actively testing. The 
student’s row grays out in such cases. 

Test Security 
Once students have started their online ELPAC test, the test examiner should monitor the 
room to ensure that all test security conditions are maintained. If the test examiner witnesses 
or suspects the possibility of a test security incident, the site ELPAC coordinator and LEA 
ELPAC coordinator should be contacted immediately in accordance with the security 
guidance provided in the Test Security for the Summative ELPAC section of this manual. 

How to Approve Print Requests 
Students using the print-on-demand tool can request printouts of test passages and 
questions. When students send print requests, the request notification appears in the 
Students in Your Test Session table (Figure 29). The print-on-demand designated support 
must be assigned in the test settings in TOMS and is available by preapproval only after the 
LEA ELPAC coordinator contacts the California Technical Assistance Center (CalTAC). 

Warning: Before approving a student’s request to print a test item or stimulus, 
ensure that the printer is on and is monitored by staff who have been trained using 
the test examiner training modules for the test. 
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To approve print requests: 

1. Select the [Print] printer [ ] icon in the Actions column of the Students in Your Test 
Session table. The Student Print Request window appears (Figure 29). 

Figure 29.  Student Print Request window 

2. Review the print request and take one of the following actions in the Student Print 
Request window (Figure 29): 

• To approve the request, select the [Approve] checkmark [ ] icon in the Action 
column. Proceed to step 3. 

• To deny the request, select the [Deny] “X” [ ] icon in the Action column. In the 
window that appears, enter a brief reason for denying the request and select the 
[Deny] button. Entering a reason for denial is optional. Do not proceed to step 3. 

3. A printer dialog box opens with a cover page and the items that were selected to print. 
4. Select [Print] to print the requested test elements. 

Viewing Approved Requests 
To view approved requests: 
1. Select [Approved Requests] from the banner at the top of the Test Administrator 

Interface. The Print Requests window opens (Figure 30), listing print requests by 
student. 

Figure 30.  [Approved Requests] button on Test Administrator Interface 
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2. The Approved Requests window opens, listing print requests by student. To print the list 
of approved requests, select the [Print] button (Figure 31). 

Figure 31.  Approved Requests window 

Ending a Test Session 
After answering the last item in each domain and selecting the [End Test] button—a red 
square in the top left corner of the screen—each student is presented with the End Test 
screen prompting the student to review answers for all items available to the student prior to 
submitting the test. Mark for Review, noted by a blue flag, is provided as a reminder to a 
student that the student had a question or concern about a particular item. However, the 
student is permitted to review all items—marked or unmarked—within the constraints of the 
pause rule. Students may return to a previous question and modify their response if the test 
was not paused for more than 20 minutes. 
Once students have reviewed their answers, must select [Submit Test] on the End Test 
screen to submit their tests (Figure 32). Once students have selected [Submit Test], 
students will not be able to review answers. In the case of one-on-one administration 
(kindergarten through grade two and speaking domain), the test examiner selects the 
[Submit Test] on the End Test screen to submit the tests. 
Note: For the Speaking test, the review screen will indicate red triangles for every question 
that the audio capture was not used. The test examiner should not go back and record any 
responses to remove the red triangles once the test is completed. The test examiner can 
confirm that all items have been administered and scored through the scoresheet or the DEI. 
The test examiner should submit the test with the red triangles. 
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Figure 32.  End Test page 

After students submit the test, the Test Summary page (that is, screen) appears, displaying 
the student’s name, the test name, and the completion date (Figure 33). 

Figure 33.  Test Summary page 

Test examiners should select the [Stop] stop sign [ ] icon (Figure 30), in the upper-right 
corner of the Students Awaiting Approval screen, to end the test session. Please note, ending 
the test session will pause any student test in the session that is still in progress. When 
finished, test examiners can log off the Test Administrator Interface by selecting [Logout as 
Name] at the top right. Test examiners should also collect any scratch paper and follow 
procedures for local secure destruction as outlined in the Secure Handling of Printed 
Materials Section. 
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Administering an Online Test Session for the Listening, Reading, Speaking Domains (All Grade Levels), and the 

Writing Domain (Grade Levels Three Through Twelve) 

Logging Off 
Use caution when logging off the Test Administrator Interface as this will log off other related 
systems (for example, TOMS). To log off the Test Administrator Interface, select the [Logout 
as Name] button in the top-right corner of the screen on the Test Administrator Interface 
system banner (Figure 34). 

Figure 34. Test Administrator Interface system banner 

The session will close and the test examiner will be directed to the ELPAC website after the 
test examiner logs off. 

Alert: 
• This scenario also occurs when a test examiner navigates to another site from the 

Test Administrator Interface. If the test examiner needs to access TOMS or 
another application, the test examiner is encouraged to open a separate browser 
window and use that window for other applications. 

• If a test examiner unintentionally logs off the Test Administrator Interface
while students are still testing, all in-progress tests will be paused, and the
students will be logged off. To return to the test session in the Test 
Administrator Interface, log back on, enter the active session ID, and provide the 
session ID to students who need to log back on and resume testing. 
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Appendices | 
LEA ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 

Appendix A. LEA ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 
LEA ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 
 LEA ELPAC Coordinator Activities Target Completion Date 
 Add Site ELPAC coordinators and monitor that they sign 

the Test Security Agreement and Test Security Affidavit 
in the Test Operations Management System (TOMS). 

As soon as possible 

Coordinate the scheduling of testing for all eligible 
students with the site ELPAC coordinators at each 
school, taking into consideration the following factors: 
• The number of available testing devices and testing 

stations 
• The time required to complete testing in a domain 
• The number of students being tested 

As soon as possible 

Learn about the Summative ELPAC: 
• Watch the Computer-based ELPAC training videos. 
• Review this manual. 

As soon as possible 

Verify student test assignment, updating where 
necessary in TOMS. 

As soon as possible 

Order Writing Answer Books for students in kindergarten 
through grade two during the appropriate ordering 
windows. 

Primary ordering window— 
November 1 to December 
20, 2019 
Supplemental ordering 
window—January 15 to May 
15, 2020 

Coordinate the distribution of K–2 Writing Answer 
Books, Group Identification Sheets (GIS), and Pre-ID 
labels to schools with eligible students in kindergarten 
through grade two. 

As soon as possible after 
materials are received 

Ensure that site ELPAC coordinators have installed 
supported web browsers and secure browsers on 
student testing devices. 

2 weeks before testing 

 Communicate with the site ELPAC coordinators and 
ELPAC test examiners to identify the number of 
headsets needed to take the listening portions of the 
assessment. 

2 weeks before testing 
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Appendices | 
LEA ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 

LEA ELPAC Coordinator Checklist (continuation one) 

 LEA ELPAC Coordinator Activities Target Completion Date 
Ensure that site ELPAC coordinators have familiarized 
themselves and their ELPAC test examiners with the 
five components they need for online ELPAC testing: 
1. Secure browser (through which students will 

access the testing interface) 
2. Test Administrator Interface 
3. Data Entry Interface (DEI) 
4. Directions for Administration (DFA) posted in 

TOMS and Examiner’s Manuals for paper-pencil 
test administration 

5. Training on the administration and scoring and 
access to the Moodle Training Site 

3–5 days before testing 

Work with LEA technology coordinators to ensure timely 
device setup. 

Two weeks before testing. 

Work with schools to review and verify California 
Longitudinal Pupil Achievement Data System 
(CALPADS) student demographic data in TOMS. 

Two weeks before testing 
and during testing. 

Work with site ELPAC coordinators to ensure that 
consistent processes are used to document the 
selection and assignment of appropriate accessibility 
resources for students. 

Two weeks before testing. 

Work with your site ELPAC coordinators to ensure that a 
request for unlisted resources have been submitted for 
students who require them. 

Two weeks before testing. 

Work with the site ELPAC coordinators to identify 
students who will need specialized equipment for 
accommodations. 

Two weeks before testing. 

Investigate all testing irregularities, breaches, and 
incidents reported by test examiners. 

Ongoing 

Monitor with the LEA technology coordinator any 
technical problems to apply resolutions or disseminate 
information at other school sites prior to testing. 

Ongoing throughout the 
testing window. 

Use the Completion Status system to monitor test 
completion rates. 

Ongoing throughout the 
testing window. 
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Appendices | 
LEA ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 

LEA ELPAC Coordinator Checklist (continuation two) 

 LEA ELPAC Coordinator Activities Target Completion Date 
Coordinate the return of K–2 Writing Answer Books to 
Educational Testing Service (ETS) 

At least twice a month from 
February to May 2020 and 
final return in June 2020. 

Assume general oversight responsibilities for the 
Summative ELPAC including paper-based K–2 Writing 
administration activities in LEA schools. Refer to LEA 
ELPAC Coordinator Checklist on ELPAC.org Resources 
tab for more details. 

February 3–May 31, 2020 

Ensure that site ELPAC coordinators, and test 
examiners in the LEA are appropriately trained and 
aware of policies and procedures, especially related to 
security. 

At least three weeks before 
testing. 

Verify that site ELPAC coordinators, and test examiners 
have reviewed student information in TOMS and are 
verifying student settings for designated supports and 
accommodations in TOMS. 

At least two weeks before 
testing. 

You or your designee must be available during your 
testing window for questions and problem solving. 

During the entire testing 
window for your LEA. 

Communicate regularly with site ELPAC coordinators 
any emerging trends or issues. 

During the entire testing 
window for your LEA. 
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Appendices | 
Site ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 

Appendix B. Site ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 
Site ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 
 Site ELPAC Coordinator Activities Target Completion Date 

Inform staff at the test site about the Summative 
ELPAC. 

As soon as possible 

Attend trainings that your local educational agency 
(LEA) offers and review all policy and test 
administration documents. 

At least three weeks before 
testing. 

Coordinate the scheduling of testing for all eligible 
students with the LEA ELPAC coordinator, taking into 
consideration the following factors: 
• The number of available testing devices and testing 

stations 
• The time required to take the assessment 
• The number of students being tested 

As soon as possible 

Learn about the Summative ELPAC: 
• Watch the Computer-based ELPAC training videos. 
• Review this manual. 

As soon as possible after 
materials are available 

Identify ELPAC test examiners at each school: 
• Prepare ELPAC test examiners. 
• Provide ELPAC test examiners with Test 

Operations Management System (TOMS) user 
accounts. 

• Direct ELPAC test examiners to this manual and 
training resources, including access to the 
administration and scoring activities in the Moodle 
Training Site. 

As soon as possible after 
materials are available 

Identify student testing devices and ensure the 
installation of a secure browser. Identify an equal 
number of devices that ELPAC test examiners are to 
use to start test sessions using the Test Administrator 
Interface. 

Two weeks before testing 

Communicate with the ELPAC test examiners to 
identify the number of headsets needed to take the 
listening portions of the assessment. 

Two weeks before testing 
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Appendices | 
Site ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 

Site ELPAC Coordinator Checklist (continuation one) 

 Site ELPAC Coordinator Activities Target Completion Date 
Ensure that the site ELPAC coordinator and ELPAC 
test examiners have been familiarized with the five 
components needed for the Summative ELPAC: 
1. Secure browser 
2. Test Administrator Interface 
3. Data Entry Interface (DEI) 
4. Directions for Administration (DFA) posted in 

TOMS 
5. Computer-based ELPAC training and calibration 

activities in the Moodle Training Site 

Three to five days before 
testing 

Work with technology personnel to ensure timely 
device setup: conduct network diagnostics; download 
secure browser; verify that the school met the 
minimum technology requirements; ensure other 
technical issues are resolved before and during 
testing. 

At least three to four weeks 
before testing. 

Work with the LEA ELPAC coordinator to ensure that 
consistent processes are used to document the 
selection and assignment of appropriate accessibility 
resources for students. 

At least two weeks before 
testing. 

Work with your LEA ELPAC coordinator to ensure that 
requests for unlisted resources have been submitted 
for students who require them. 

At least two weeks before 
testing. 

Work with test examiners to identify students who will 
need specialized equipment for accommodations. 

At least two weeks before 
testing. 

Work with test examiners to review student 
information in TOMS before students are tested to 
ensure that correct student information and test 
settings for designated supports and accommodations 
are applied. 

At least two weeks before 
testing. 

Establish a place to test those students who need a 
separate test setting. 

At least one to two weeks 
before testing. 

Download (or have test examiners download) the 
correct version of the secure ELPAC Directions for 
Administration (DFA) from TOMS for each grade being 
tested at the school. 

At least one to two weeks 
before testing. 
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Appendices | 
Site ELPAC Coordinator Checklist 

Site ELPAC Coordinator Checklist (continuation two) 

 Site ELPAC Coordinator Activities Target Completion Date 
Ensure proper handling of all printed test materials 
and scratch paper. Collect all test materials on each 
day of testing to keep in a secure location until after 
the test session, and then destroy according to the 
security policy outlined in the Online Test 
Administration Manual or the Summative ELPAC 
Return Instructions. 

Complete during and after 
the testing window. 

Document any testing irregularity, or breach and 
report to the LEA CAASPP coordinator immediately 
after learning of the incident. 

Ongoing 

Return Answer Books and other paper test materials 
(for example, extra Pre-ID labels) to the LEA after 
testing is complete. 

As soon as possible after 
testing is complete 

Assume general oversight responsibilities for the 
Summative ELPAC including paper-based K–2 Writing 
administration activities at the school. 

February 3–May 31, 2020 

Monitor testing progress during the testing window 
and ensure that all students participate as appropriate, 
addressing student issues as needed. 

Ongoing 

Raise any technical issues with the school technology 
coordinator for resolution. 

Ongoing 

Use the Completion Status system to monitor test 
completion rates. 

Ongoing throughout the 
testing window. 

Assist test examiners in taking proper measures to 
ensure that students have access only to allowable 
non-embedded resources during testing. 

One to two weeks before 
testing. 
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Appendices | 
ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist 

Appendix C. ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist 
ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist 
 ELPAC Test Examiner Activities Target Completion Date 

Work with the site ELPAC coordinator or local 
educational agency (LEA) ELPAC coordinator to obtain 
a username and password for Test Operations 
Management System (TOMS), which will enable 
access to the Test Administrator Interface. 

One to two weeks before 
testing 

Read and electronically sign the ELPAC Test Security 
Affidavit in TOMS. 

As soon as possible 

Learn about the Summative ELPAC: 
• Watch the Computer-based ELPAC training videos. 
• Review this manual. 

One to two weeks before 
testing 

Become familiar with the Summative ELPAC testing 
systems and tools: 
• Secure browser 
• Test Administrator Interface (to administer test 

sessions) 
• Data Entry Interface (DEI) 
• Directions for Administration (DFA) posted in TOMS 
• Computer-based ELPAC training and calibration 

activities in the Moodle Training Site 

One to two weeks before 
testing 

Verify that students have access to headsets needed to 
take the listening portions of the online assessment. 

Two weeks before testing 

Confirm the students being tested are correctly 
assigned in TOMS. 

One to five days before 
testing 

Confirm possession of the Writing Answer Books if 
testing students in kindergarten through grade two. 
Or 
Ensure devices are turned on and the testing system is 
working for online testing. 

Day of testing (before sitting 
student for testing) 
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Appendices | 
ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist 

ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist (continuation one) 

 ELPAC Test Examiner Activities Target Completion Date 
For online testing, start a test session in the Test 
Administrator Interface and ensure that students are 
logged on using the secure browser on the testing 
device. 

Day of testing, with student 
present. 

For both paper and computer-based testing, begin the 
test administration with students. 
Follow the directions and scripts in the DFA posted in 
TOMS. 

Day of testing, with student 
present. 

Work with the site ELPAC coordinator to identify 
students who will need specialized equipment for 
accommodations. 

At least two weeks before 
testing. 

Work with your site ELPAC coordinator to obtain the 
correct version of the secure Summative ELPAC 
Directions for Administration (DFA) from TOMS for 
each grade you are administering. 

One to two weeks prior to 
testing. 

Carefully review the DFA(s) for each grade you are 
administering. 

Complete prior to 
administering the Summative 
ELPAC. 

Create logon tickets for students that include their legal 
first name and their SSID. (It is also permissible to 
include a photo of the student or include the student’s 
last name with the logon information as additional 
safeguards to ensure that the students receive the 
correct logon information.) 

At least one to two weeks 
before testing. 

Confirm each student’s test settings for designated 
supports and accommodations in TOMS against the 
student’s individualized education program (IEP), 
Section 504 plan, or other relevant documentation as 
appropriate. 

At least one to two weeks 
before testing. 

Ensure that the secure browser has been downloaded 
to any device(s) on which students will be testing. 

At least one to two weeks 
prior to testing and again the 
day before testing or 
morning of testing. 

Prior to administration, check all devices that will be 
used and close all applications except those identified 
as necessary by the school’s technology coordinator or 
the student’s IEP or Section 504 plan. 

Complete the morning of 
testing. 
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ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist 

ELPAC Test Examiner Checklist (continuation two) 

 ELPAC Test Examiner Activities Target Completion Date 
Review all guidelines for creating a secure test 
environment. 

Complete prior to and during 
day(s) of testing. 

On the day of testing, verify that the students have their 
logon information (first name, SSID, and session ID). 
Logon tickets are secure testing material until testing is 
completed; these should be securely destroyed after 
testing. 

Complete the day(s) of 
testing. 

Administer the Summative ELPAC, following the script 
and directions for administration. Provide any 
necessary non-embedded designated supports and 
accommodations. 

Complete the day(s) of 
testing. 

Report any testing irregularities, and breaches to the 
site ELPAC coordinator immediately following an 
irregularity or breach. The site ELPAC coordinator will 
report the incident using the online ELPAC Security and 
Test Incident Reporting System form to submit a report. 

Complete as soon as 
possible during or 
immediately following 
testing. 

Securely dispose of all printed testing materials, 
including student logon information, print-on-demand 
documents, and scratch paper. 

Complete after testing. 
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Appendices | 
Frequently Used Terms 

Appendix D. Frequently Used Terms 
This table defines frequently used terms that are related to the English Language 
Proficiency Assessment for California (ELPAC). 

Term Definition 
Accommodation Change in procedures or materials that increase equitable 

access during the administration of the ELPAC. Assessment 
accommodations generate valid assessment results for 
students who need them; they allow these students to show 
what they know and can do. Accommodations are available 
for students with documented individualized education 
programs (IEPs) or Section 504 plans. Approved 
accommodations do not compromise the learning 
expectations, construct, grade-level standard, or intended 
outcome of the assessments. 
Refer to the Matrix Four: English Language Proficiency 
Assessments for California Accessibility Resources for 
complete information. 

Appeal Authorized users—local educational agency (LEA) ELPAC 
coordinators and site ELPAC coordinators—may submit and 
view requests for resetting, reopening or invalidating 
students’ summative assessments in accordance with state 
policy. These requests must result from a test security 
incident or incorrect test setting that impacted summative 
testing that is reported using the Security and Test 
Administration Incident Reporting System (STAIRS)/Appeals 
process; Appeals are also submitted through the Test 
Operations Management System (TOMS). Appeal requests 
must be approved either by the California Department of 
Education (CDE) (Grace Period Extension or Invalidate) or 
the California Technical Assistance Center (CalTAC) (Reset, 
Restore, and Re-open). 

Break There is no limit on the number of breaks or the length of a 
break that a student may be given according to the student’s 
unique needs. However, for some portions of the test, breaks 
of more than 20 minutes will prevent the student from 
returning to items already attempted by the student. 
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Appendices | 
Frequently Used Terms 

Frequently Asked Questions (continuation one) 
Term Definition 

Site ELPAC School staff member responsible for monitoring the test 
Coordinator schedule, process, and test examiners. Site ELPAC 

coordinators are also responsible for ensuring that test 
examiners have been appropriately trained and that testing is 
conducted in accordance with the test security and other 
established policies and procedures. Site ELPAC 
coordinators must have a signed ELPAC Test Security 
Agreement and Test Security Affidavit in TOMS. 

Designated Supports Accessibility resource of the assessments available for use 
by any student for whom the need has been indicated by an 
educator (or team of educators working with the parent/ 
guardian and student). 
Refer to the Matrix Four: English Language Proficiency 
Assessments for California Accessibility Resources for 
complete information. 

Grace period An Appeal that allows the student to review previously 
extension answered questions upon logging back on to the assessment 

after expiration of the pause rule. 
Note: A grace period extension will only be granted in cases 
where there was a disruption to a test session, such as a 
technical difficulty, fire drill, schoolwide power outage, 
earthquake, or other act beyond the control of the test 
administrator. 

Item A test question or stimulus presented to a student to elicit a 
response. 

LEA ELPAC LEA-level staff member who is responsible for the overall 
Coordinator administration of the summative assessments in an LEA. LEA 

ELPAC coordinators should ensure that the site ELPAC 
coordinators, and test examiners in their LEAs are 
appropriately trained and aware of policies and procedures. 
LEA ELPAC coordinators are designated by their LEA 
superintendents or the administrator of their independently 
testing charter school and must have a signed ELPAC Test 
Security Agreement and Test Security Affidavit in TOMS. 
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Appendices | 
Frequently Used Terms 

Frequently Asked Questions (continuation two) 

Term Definition 
Pause Action taken by a student, or test examiner to temporarily halt 

the test during any part of the test, as needed. Pauses of 
more than 20 minutes will prevent the student from returning 
to items already attempted, completed, flagged for review, or 
any combination of these statuses in the Listening and 
Reading domains. 

Re-open A specific appeal for Summative ELPAC in the Appeals 
System. It applies to a test that has already been submitted 
or has expired and allows the student to access the 
previously closed test. 
For example, a domain(s) may be reopened if a student 
started a test and became ill and was unable to resume 
testing until after the testing opportunity expired. 
Permission for a Re-open is initiated by first reporting an 
incident and then submitting an Appeal using the online 
STAIRS/Appeals process through TOMS. Refer to the ELPAC 
Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide for more 
information on the Appeals process. 

Reset A specific appeal for Summative ELPAC in the Appeals 
System. Resetting a student’s test removes that test from the 
system and enables the student to start a new test. Any work 
previously done on the test would be lost. 
Valid reasons for a reset would be if a student’s test event 
was administered inconsistently with the student’s IEP (this 
would include both embedded and non-embedded 
accommodations). 
Permission for a reset is initiated by first reporting an incident 
and then submitting an Appeal using the online STAIRS/ 
Appeals process in TOMS. Refer to the ELPAC Security 
Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide for more information 
on the Appeals process. 

Restore A specific appeal for Summative ELPAC in the Appeals 
System. Restore a test from the “Reset” status to its prior 
status. This action can only be performed on assessments 
that have been reset by the LEA. 
An LEA ELPAC coordinator must contact CalTAC for 
permission to restore a test(s). 
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Appendices | 
Frequently Used Terms 

Frequently Asked Questions (continuation three) 

Term Definition 
Secure Browser A web browser that is downloaded and installed on a device 

prior to a student beginning the test. The secure browser is 
specifically designed for use with the ELPAC online 
assessments to provide secure access and prevent students 
from accessing specific hardware and software functions (for 
example, other web browsers, screenshot programs) that are 
not allowed during the assessments. 

Security and Test The STAIRS/Appeals process is the means by which LEAs 
Administration and schools report a test security incident or other testing 
Incident Reporting issue that interferes with the administration and completion of 
System (STAIRS)/ the summative assessments and then, if required, submit an 
Appeals Process Appeal request. The first step is reporting the incident using 

the STAIRS/Appeals process in TOMS; an Appeal cannot be 
requested without the submission of this web form. The 
system returns an email with a summary of the information 
submitted that the recipient should retain for at least a year. 
The STAIRS/Appeals process is used to report incidents that 
occur with Summative ELPAC. 

Session A timeframe in which students actively test in a single sitting. 
A test session may vary per domain and type of administration 
(group versus one-on-one). The Summative ELPAC domain 
tests are not timed, and an individual student may need more 
or less time overall. Further, individual students will have 
unique needs regarding the length of a test session. 

Statewide Student A unique, non-personally-identifiable number linked to a 
Identifier (SSID) given individual student within the California public 

kindergarten through grade twelve educational system. 
SSIDs are used to maintain data on individual students, such 
as linking students to statewide assessment scores and 
tracking students in and out of schools and LEAs in order to 
determine more accurate dropout and graduation rates. 

Stimulus/Stimuli Material or materials used in the test context that form the 
basis for students to answer connected test items. Many 
items or tasks for the assessments include a stimulus along 
with a set of questions to which the student responds. 
Examples of stimuli include: traditional reading passages or 
texts viewed on a computer screen; images with audio 
presentations for students to listen to; and charts and graphs 
for certain task types. 
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Appendices | 
Frequently Used Terms 

Frequently Asked Questions (continuation four) 

Term Definition 
Test Examiner An ELPAC test examiner is an employee or contractor of an 

LEA or of a nonpublic, nonsectarian school, who has been 
trained to administer the Summative ELPAC in a secure 
manner in compliance with the policies and procedures 
outlined in this manual and the secure Directions for 
Administration. Test examiners are required to sign the 
ELPAC Test Security Affidavit in TOMS. 

Test Operations 
Management System
(TOMS) 

The management system used for the CAASPP and ELPAC 
assessments. This is the system through which users interact 
with and inform the test delivery system. This management 
system provides administrators with the tools to add and 
manage users and students participating in the Summative 
ELPAC and Smarter Balanced assessments, including 
assigning tests and student test settings, ordering test 
materials and user roles. This system uses a role-specific 
design to restrict access to certain tools and applications 
based on the user’s designated role. 
Refer to the CAASPP and ELPAC Test Operations 
Management System (TOMS) User Guide for additional 
information. 

Testing Breach A security event that poses a threat to the validity of the 
summative assessments. Examples may include such 
situations as a release of secure materials or a security or 
system risk. These circumstances have external implications 
for Educational Testing Service (ETS), the CDE, or both, and 
may result in a decision to remove the test item(s) from the 
available secure bank. The LEA ELPAC coordinator must 
report the breach by calling either CalTAC at 800-955-2954 if 
the breach is due to social media exposure on the part of a 
student or adult; or by sending an email to the CDE at 
elpac@cde.ca.gov for all other breaches. In addition, the 
LEA ELPAC coordinator must report the incident in STAIRS 
within 24 hours. 
For more information on how to proceed using the 
STAIRS/Appeals process when an incident has occurred, 
please refer to the subsection Using the Security and Test 
Administration Incident Reporting System of this manual and 
the ELPAC Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide. 
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Appendices | 
Frequently Used Terms 

Frequently Asked Questions (continuation five) 

Term Definition 
Testing Irregularity An unusual circumstance that impacts an individual or group 

of students who are taking Summative ELPAC and may 
potentially affect student performance on the tests, test 
security, or test validity. These circumstances can be 
corrected and contained at the local level, but reported using 
the STAIRS/Appeals process for resolution of the Appeal. 
For specific details on how to proceed using the STAIRS/ 
Appeals process when an incident has occurred, please refer 
to the subsection Using the Security and Test Administration 
Incident Reporting System of this manual and the ELPAC 
Security Incidents and Appeals Procedure Guide. 

Universal Tools Available to all students based on student preference and 
selection. 
Refer to the Matrix Four: English Language Proficiency 
Assessments for California Accessibility Resources for 
complete information. 

Unlisted Resources An instructional resource that a student regularly uses in 
daily instruction, assessment, or both that has not been 
previously identified as a universal tool, designated support 
or accommodation. Unlisted resources shall be made 
available if specified in the eligible student’s IEP or Section 
504 plan and only on approval by the California
Department of Education. 
Refer to the Matrix Four: English Language Proficiency 
Assessments for California Accessibility Resources for 
complete information. 
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Appendices | 
Frequently Used Terms 

Change Log 
The Change Log table lists significant changes since the last version of this manual was 
released. 

Change(s) 
Clarified that Round 2 pre-
identification labels are printed for 
kindergarten through grade two. 

Section(s) 
Table 1 (Summative English 
Language Proficiency 
Assessments for California 
Overview > Test Design and 
Administration Guidelines > Test 
Scheduling) 

Date 
February 24, 2020 

Removed responsibility for 
creating student rosters from 
definitions of the LEA ELPAC 
coordinator and site ELPAC 
coordinator. 

Summative English Language 
Proficiency Assessments for 
California Overview > Test 
Administration Roles and 
Responsibilities > LEA ELPAC 
Coordinator Responsibilities and 
Site ELPAC Coordinator 
Responsibilities 

February 24, 2020 

Added definition for a testing 
impropriety. 

Table 7 (Test Security > 
Identifying Testing > Impact and 
Definitions) 

February 24, 2020 

Amended the definition for 
“Breach.” 

Table 7 (Test Security > 
Identifying Testing > Impact and 
Definitions) and Appendix D 
Frequently Used Terms 

February 24, 2020 
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Ross Valley Charter - School Calendar INTERNAL 
2017 – 2018 

Month M T W Th F Days Notes 

August 14 15 {16} {17} <18> Aug 16-17: Staff Development 
Aug 18, 21-22: Teacher Work Days 
Aug 23: Students Begin 
Aug 23-Sept. 1st Intake Conferences (early release) 

<21> <22>  23# 24# 25#

 28# 29# 30# 31#  7

 Sept. 1# Sept 4: Labor Day 
Sept 6: Welcome to School Night 
Sept.29: Progress Reports (4) 5 6 7 8

 11 12 13 14 15

 18 19 20 21 22

 25 26 27 28 29 20

 Oct. 2 3 4 5 6  Oct 9: Staff Development

 Oct. 23-27: Benchmark Assessment Window 1 {9} 10 11 12 13

 16 17 18 19 20

 23 24 25 26 27  21 

Nov. 30 31 1 2 3 Nov 6-17: Report Card Conferences (early release) 
Nov 10: Veterans Day 
Nov 20-24: Thanksgiving Break 
Nov. 17: End of Trimester 1 

6# 7# 8# 9# (10) 

13# 14# 15# 16# 17# 

[20] [21] [22] (23) [24] 

27 28 29 30 16 

Dec. 1 Dec 22-Jan 5: Winter Break 

4 5 6 7 8 

11 12 13 14 15 

18 19 20 21 22 

25 26 27 28 29 15 

Jan. 1 2 3 4 5 Jan 15: Martin Luther King, Jr Day 
Jan 26: Progress Reports 

8 9 10 11 12 

(15) 16 17 18 19 

22 23 24 25 26 

29 30 31 17 
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Ross Valley Charter - School Calendar INTERNAL 
2017 – 2018 

Feb. 

5 6 7 

1 

8 

2 

9 

Feb 19-23: Mid-Winter Break 
Feb 26-Mar 2: Benchmark Assessment 2 (Math and ELA) 

12 13 14 15 16 

19 20 21 22 23 

26 27 28 15 

March 

5 6 7 

1 

8 

2 

9 

Mar 12: Teacher Work Day 
Mar 16: Report Cards 

<12> 13 14 15 16 

19 20 21 22 23 

26 27 28 29 30 21 

April 2 

9 

3 

10 

4 

11 

5 

12 

6 

13 

April 2-6: Benchmark Assessments 3 
April 9-13: Spring Break 
April 16-27 ELPAC (EL) Testing Window 

16 17 18 19 20 

23 24 25 26 27 

30 16 

May 

7 

14 

1 

8 

15 

2 

9 

16 

3 

10 

17 

4 

11 

18 

May 4: Progress Reports 
May 28: Memorial Day 
May 14-25: SBAC Testing Window 
May 29: Walker Creek 

21 22 23 24 25 

(28) 29 30 31 22 

June 

4# 5# 6# 7# 

1 

8# 

June 4-14: Student Portfolio Conferences (early release) 
June 14: Last Day of School 
June 15,18-19: Teacher Work Days 

11# 12# 13# 14# <15> 

<18> <19> 10 

( ) Legal Holiday 
[ ] Local Recess 
< > Teacher Work Day 
{ } Staff Development Day 
# Early Release 
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12. All documents reflecting the number of student that have opted-out of state testing including 
information regarding the demographics for each such student. 

We have had two total students opt-out from CAASPP testing. 

Student 
Opting 
Out 

Date 
Opted Out 

5/11/2018 

5/10/2019 

Request 
By 

Parent 

Parent 

Grade 

3 

5 

Race/ 
Ethnicity 

White 

Parent 
Declined to 
State 

EL? 

No 

No 

IEP? FRPL? 

No No 

No Yes 
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Lucas Duchene
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 14. List of all employees together with their salary 

Last Name First Name 
Annual 
Salary 

Hourly 
Rate 

Alfaro Azucena M $25.00 
Ballantyne Leah $68,000 
Bliss Tatiana $60,000 
Brillault Katherine Jean $71,242 
Chappell Torri Pruitt $37.00 
Clagett Michael Aaron $25.00 
Dong Annadel $20.00 
Duchene Luke B $112,200 
Ellis Elizabeth $59,850 
Ferrill Yareliss $25.00 
Foley Sarah $79,950 
Gerbic Amy $18.00 
Joos-Wolf Jennifer Tracey $25.00 
Korrell (Belo) Emily $79,950 
Kunst Monique $25.00 
Lyons Christina $84,312 
McIntosh Josh $45.00 
Nieves Jane $79,950 
Quintana-Pilling Maria $30.00 
Satzberg Marcy $78.00 
Seda Matej $50.00 
Stricklin Holly $18.00 
Swenty Natalie $60,000 
Ventura Cruz Juana Cristina $20.00 
Watson Nina $84,312 
Wicker Rebecca Marie $82,362 
Wilcox Karen Ann $50.00 
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 14. List of all employees together with their salary 

Total 
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15. Board Bylaws including prior and current versions. 

We are including materials that were submitted with our petition again for your convenience. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BYLAWS 
OF 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 
(A California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation) 

ARTICLE I 
NAME 

Section 1. NAME.  The name of this Corporation is Ross Valley Charter School. 

ARTICLE II 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION.  The principal office for 
the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation is Fairfax, State of California. The Board 
of Directors may change the location of the principal office. Any such change of location must be 
noted by the Secretary on these bylaws opposite this Section; alternatively, this Section may be 
amended to state the new location. 

Section 2. OTHER OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION.  The Board of Directors may 
at any time establish branch or subordinate offices at any place or places where the Corporation is 
qualified to conduct its activities. 

ARTICLE III 
GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES; LIMITATIONS 

Section 1. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES.  The purpose of the Corporation is 
to manage, operate, guide, direct and promote the Ross Valley Charter School (“Charter School”), a 
California public charter school. Also in the context of these purposes, the Corporation shall not, 
except to an insubstantial degree, engage in any other activities or exercise of power that do not further 
the purposes of the Corporation. 

The Corporation shall not carry on any other activities not permitted to be carried on by: (a) a 
corporation exempt from federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code; or (b) a corporation, contributions to 
which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding 
section of any future federal tax code. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall 
consist of the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the 
Corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of 
statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. 

ARTICLE IV 
CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1. CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS.  Unless the context indicates 
otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and definitions in the California Nonprofit 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these bylaws.  Without limiting the generality of 
the preceding sentence, the masculine gender includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes 
the plural, and the plural includes the singular, and the term “person” includes both a legal entity and 
a natural person. 

ARTICLE V 
DEDICATION OF ASSETS 

Section 1. DEDICATION OF ASSETS. The Corporation’s assets are irrevocably 
dedicated to public benefit purposes as set forth in the Charter School’s Charter.  No part of the net 
earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit 
of any private person or individual, or to any director or officer of the Corporation.  On liquidation or 
dissolution, all properties and assets remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts 
and liabilities of the Corporation shall be distributed to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation 
that is organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes and that has established its exempt 
status under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3). 

ARTICLE VI 
CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS 

Section 1. CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS.  The Corporation shall have no 
voting members within the meaning of the Nonprofit Corporation Law.  The Corporation’s Board of 
Directors may, in its discretion, admit individuals to one or more classes of nonvoting members; the 
class or classes shall have such rights and obligations as the Board of Directors finds appropriate. 

ARTICLE VII 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. GENERAL POWERS. Subject to the provisions and limitations of the 
California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and subject to 
any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws, the Corporation’s activities and affairs shall 
be managed, and all corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the Board of 
Directors (“Board”). 

Section 2. SPECIFIC POWERS. Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of these bylaws, but subject to the same limitations, the Board of Directors shall have the 
power to: 

a. Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board of Directors, all corporate officers, 
agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them as are consistent with 
the law, the articles of incorporation, and these bylaws; fix their compensation; and 
require from them security for faithful service. 

b. Change the principal office or the principal business office in California from one 
location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in 
any other state, territory, dependency, or country; conduct its activities in or outside 
California. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

c. Borrow money and incur indebtedness on the Corporation’s behalf and cause to be 
executed and delivered for the Corporation’s purposes, in the corporate name, 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, 
hypothecations, and other evidences of debt and securities. 

d. Adopt and use a corporate seal. 

Section 3. DESIGNATED BOARD MEMBERS AND TERMS. The number of Board 
Members shall be no less than five and no more than nine, unless changed by amendments to these 
bylaws.  All Board Members shall have full voting rights, including any representative appointed by 
the charter authorizer as consistent with Education Code Section 47604(c). If the charter authorizer 
appoints a representative to serve on the Board of Directors, the Corporation may appoint an 
additional Board Member to ensure an odd number of Board members. All directors, except the 
representative appointed by the charter authorizer, shall be designated by the existing Board of 
Directors. 

After the expiration of the terms of the initial board members: 

• The teacher representative will be appointed by the Board after considering a nomination by 
the full time teacher employees of the Charter School.  

• Two parent representatives will be appointed by the Board after considering nominations by 
the parents of students of the school with each student family having two votes.  

• All other board members, except for the representative of the charter authorizer, will be 
appointed by the Board of Directors as vacancies occur. 

The teacher representative, who shall not be an employee of the Charter School, shall recuse 
him/herself from any Board discussions and/or decisions relating to any personnel actions (hiring, 
contract extension, evaluation, discipline, termination), including those affecting the Director.  This 
individual also shall not participate in any Board discussions and/or decisions in the areas of: salary 
table; bonuses for employees; allocation of resources if there is a conflict among staff members in 
this area; any student matters for students the teacher is currently instructing; personnel handbook 
approval; and matters surrounding working conditions or terms of employment. 

Each Board Member shall hold office unless otherwise removed from office in accordance 
with these bylaws for two (2) years and until a successor Board Member has been designated and 
qualified. 

Section 4. The Board may adopt other policies circumscribing potential conflicts of 
interest. The Board will comply with the Political Reform Act and Government Code Section 1090, 
et seq., as set forth in Education Code Section 47604.1. 

Section 5. BOARD MEMBERS’ TERM. Each Board Member shall hold office for two 
(2) years and until a successor Board Member has been designated and qualified.  Board members 
can be elected to multiple terms.  In the event of adding new Board member(s) to expand the size of 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

the Board , the Board shall determine the new Board member’s term within the confines of Article 
VII Sections 3 and 5, and using whatever considerations seem appropriate in the circumstances, but 
paying particular attention to the importance of staggering Board terms.  Board member terms shall 
generally expire on June 30, at the end of the fiscal year. 

Section 6. NOMINATIONS BY COMMITTEE.  The Chairman of the Board of 
Directors will appoint a committee to designate qualified candidates for election to the community 
member Board of Directors positions at least thirty (30) days before the date of any election of Board 
Members.  The nominating committee shall make its report at least seven (7) days before the date of 
the election or at such other time as the Board of Directors may set and the Secretary shall forward to 
each Board member, with the notice of meeting required by these bylaws, a list of all candidates 
nominated by committee. 

Section 7. USE OF CORPORATE FUNDS TO SUPPORT NOMINEE. No corporation 
funds may be expended to support a nominee without the Board’s authorization. 

Section 8. EVENTS CAUSING VACANCIES ON BOARD.  A vacancy or vacancies 
on the Board of Directors shall occur in the event of (a) the death, resignation, or removal of any 
Board Member; (b) the declaration by resolution of the Board of Directors of a vacancy in the office 
of a Board Member who has been convicted of a felony, declared of unsound mind by a court order, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under California Nonprofit 
Public Benefit Corporation Law, Chapter 2, Article 3; or (c) the increase of the authorized number of 
Board Members. 

Section 9. RESIGNATION OF BOARD MEMBERS.  Except as provided below, any 
Board Member may resign by giving written notice to the Chairman of the Board, to the School 
Director, or to the Board.  The resignation shall be effective when the notice is given unless the notice 
specifies a later time for the resignation to become effective.  If a Board Member’s resignation is 
effective at a later time, the Board of Directors may elect a successor to take office as of the date when 
the resignation becomes effective. 

Section 10. BOARD MEMBER MAY NOT RESIGN IF NO BOARD MEMBER 
REMAINS.  Except on notice to the California Attorney General, no Board Member may resign if 
the Corporation would be left without a duly elected Board Member or Board Members. 

Section 11. REMOVAL OF BOARD MEMBERS.  Any Board Member may be 
removed, with or without cause, by the vote of the majority of the members of the entire Board of 
Directors at a special meeting called for that purpose, or at a regular meeting, provided that notice of 
that meeting and of the removal questions are given in compliance with the provisions of the Ralph 
M. Brown Act. (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the 
Government Code).  Any vacancy caused by the removal of a Board Member shall be filled as 
provided in Section 12. 

Section 12. THE FILLING OF VACANT SEATS ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Vacancies on the Board of Directors may be filled by approval of the Board of Directors or, if the 
number of Board Members then in office is less than a quorum, by (a) the affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Board Members then in office at a regular or special meeting of the Board, or (b) a 
sole remaining Board Member.  If the charter authorizer appoints a representative to serve on the 
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Board of Directors, a vacancy in the seat of the authorizer’s representative shall be filled by the 
authorizer. The teacher and parent representative Board seats shall be filled pursuant to the 
procedure specified in Section 3, except that if there is a vacancy in the initial parent seats prior to the 
enrollment of students and the nomination of candidates to fill the parent seat(s), then the vacancy in 
the parent seats shall be filled by the Board, with parents who have certified in Appendix B of the 
July 2015 Charter Petition that they  are “meaningfully interested in enrolling their student(s) at the 
Ross Valley Charter School.”  When a vacant seat is filled, the original term shall remain unchanged. 

Section 13. NO VACANCY ON REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF BOARD MEMBERS.  
Any reduction of the authorized number of Board Members shall not result in any Board Members 
being removed before his or her term of office expires. 

Section 14. PLACE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS. Meetings shall be held 
at the principal office of the Corporation. The Board of Directors may also designate that a meeting 
be held at any place within the physical boundaries of Marin County and designated in the notice of 
the meeting. All meetings of the Board of Directors shall be called, held and conducted in accordance 
with the terms and provisions of Education Code Section 47604.1 and the Ralph M. Brown Act, 
California Government Code Sections 54950, et seq., as said chapter may be modified by subsequent 
legislation. 

Section 15.  MEETINGS; ANNUAL MEETINGS. All meetings of the Board of Directors 
and its committees shall be called, noticed, and held in compliance with the provisions of 
Education Code Section 47604.1 and the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”). (Chapter 9 
(commencing with Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code). The Board 
of Directors shall meet annually in June for the purpose of organization, election of a Chair and 
Secretary, appointment of officers, and the transaction of such other business as may properly be 
brought before the meeting.  This meeting shall be held at a time, date, and place as noticed by the 
Board of Directors in accordance with the Brown Act. 

Section 16.  REGULAR MEETINGS. Regular meetings of the Board of Directors, 
including annual meetings, shall be held at such times and places as may from time to time be 
fixed by the Board of Directors. At least 72 hours before a regular meeting, the Board of Directors, 
or its designee shall post an agenda at a physical location within the Charter School jurisdiction 
and on the Charter School website homepage with a direct link to the agenda, containing a brief 
general description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting. 

Section 17.   SPECIAL MEETINGS. Special meetings of the Board of Directors for any 
purpose may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or a majority of the 
Board of Directors.  The party calling a special meeting shall determine the place, date, and time 
thereof. 

Section 18.  NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS. In accordance with the Brown Act, 
special meetings of the Board of Directors may be held only after twenty-four (24) hours notice is 
given to the public through the posting of an agenda at a physical location within the Charter 
School jurisdiction and on the Charter School website homepage with a direct link to the agenda.  
Board Members shall also receive at least twenty-four (24) hours notice of the special meeting, in 
the manner: 
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a. Any such notice shall be addressed or delivered to each Board Member at the Board 
Member’s address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation, or as may have been 
given to the Corporation by the Board Member for purposes of notice, or, if an address 
is not shown on the Corporation’s records or is not readily ascertainable, at the place at 
which the meetings of the Board of Directors are regularly held. 

b. Notice by mail shall be deemed received at the time a properly addressed written notice 
is deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid.  Any other written notice shall 
be deemed received at the time it is personally delivered to the recipient or is delivered 
to a common carrier for transmission, or is actually transmitted by the person giving 
the notice by electronic means to the recipient. Oral notice shall be deemed received 
at the time it is communicated, in person or by telephone or wireless, to the recipient 
or to a person at the office of the recipient whom the person giving the notice has reason 
to believe will promptly communicate it to the receiver. 

c. The notice of special meeting shall state the time of the meeting, and the place if the 
place is other than the principal office of the Corporation, and the general nature of the 
business proposed to be transacted at the meeting.  No business, other than the business 
the general nature of which was set forth in the notice of the meeting, may be transacted 
at a special meeting. 

Section 19.  QUORUM.  A majority of the Board Members then in office shall constitute 
a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote of the Board 
Members in attendance, based upon the presence of a quorum. Should there be less than a majority 
of the Board Members present at any meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned. The Board Members 
present at a duly called and held meeting at which a quorum is initially present may continue to 
do business notwithstanding the loss of a quorum at the meeting due to a withdrawal of Board 
Members from the meeting, provided that any action thereafter taken must be approved by at least 
a majority of the required quorum for such meeting or such greater percentage as may be required 
by law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws. Board Members may not vote by proxy. 
The vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken shall be publicly 
reported. 

Section 20. TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS. Members of the Board of Directors 
may participate in teleconference meetings so long as all of the following requirements in the 
Brown Act are complied with: 

a. At a minimum, a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors shall 
participate in the teleconference meeting from locations within the physical 

boundaries of the county in which the Charter School operates; 

b. All votes taken during a teleconference meeting shall be by roll call; 

c. If the Board of Directors elects to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas at all 
teleconference locations with each teleconference location being identified in the 
notice and agenda of the meeting; 

d. All locations where a member of the Board of Directors participates in a meeting 
via teleconference must be fully accessible to members of the public and shall be 
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listed on the agenda;1 

e. Members of the public must be able to hear what is said during the meeting and 
shall be provided with an opportunity to address the Board of Directors directly at 
each teleconference location; and 

f. The agenda shall indicate that members of the public attending a meeting conducted 
via teleconference need not give their name when entering the conference call.2 

Section 21. ADJOURNMENT.  A majority of the Board Members present, whether or not 
a quorum is present, may adjourn any Board of Directors meeting to another time or place.  Notice 
of such adjournment to another time or place shall be given, prior to the time schedule for the 
continuation of the meeting, to the Board Members who were not present at the time of the 
adjournment, and to the public in the manner prescribed by any applicable public open meeting 
law. 

Section 22. COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT. Directors may not receive 
compensation for their services as Board Members or officers, only such reimbursement of expenses 
as the Board of Directors may establish by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the Corporation 
at the time that the resolution is adopted. 

Section 23. CREATION AND POWERS OF COMMITTEES.  The Board, by resolution 
adopted by a majority of the Board Members then in office, may create one or more committees of 
the Board, each consisting of two or more Board Members and no one who is not a Board Member, 
to serve at the pleasure of the Board. Appointments to committees of the Board of Directors shall be 
by majority vote of the Board Members then in office.  The Board of Directors may appoint one or 
more Board Members as alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent 
member at any meeting.  Any such committee shall have all the authority of the Board, to the extent 
provided in the Board of Directors’ resolution, except that no committee may: 

a. Take any final action on any matter that, under the California Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Corporation Law, also requires approval of the members or approval of a majority of 
all members; 

b. Fill vacancies on the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board; 

c. Fix compensation of the Board Members for serving on the Board of Directors or on 
any committee; 

d. Amend or repeal bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 

e. Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board of Directors that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or subject to repeal; 

1 This means that members of the Board of Directors who choose to utilize their homes or offices as teleconference 
locations must open these locations to the public and accommodate any members of the public who wish to attend 
the meeting at that location.
2 The Brown Act prohibits requiring members of the public to provide their names as a condition of attendance at 
the meeting. 
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f. Create any other committees of the Board of Directors or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 

g. Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Board Member if more people have 
been nominated for Board Member than can be elected; or 

h. Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party and in which 
one or more of its Board Members has a material financial interest. 

The Board may also create one or more advisory committees composed of Board Members 
and non-Board Members. It is the intent of the Board to encourage the participation and 
involvement of faculty, staff, parents, students and administrators through attending and 
participating in open committee meetings. The Board may establish, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Board Members then in office, advisory committees to serve at the pleasure of the 
Board. 

Section 24. MEETINGS AND ACTION OF COMMITTEES.  Meetings and actions of 
committees of the Board of Directors shall be governed by, held, and taken under the provisions of 
these bylaws concerning meetings, other Board of Directors’ actions, and the Brown Act, if 
applicable, except that the time for general meetings of such committees and the calling of special 
meetings of such committees may be set either by Board of Directors’ resolution or, if none, by 
resolution of the committee.  Minutes of each meeting shall be kept and shall be filed with the 
corporate records.  The Board of Directors may adopt rules for the governance of any committee as 
long as the rules are consistent with these bylaws.  If the Board of Directors has not adopted rules, the 
committee may do so. 

Section 25. NON-LIABILITY OF BOARD MEMBERS.   No Board Member shall be 
personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the Corporation. 

Section 26. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS GOVERNING STUDENT RECORDS. The 
Charter School and the Board of Directors shall comply with all applicable provisions of the 
Family Education Rights Privacy Act (“FERPA”) as set forth in Title 20 of the United States Code 
Section 1232g and attendant regulations as they may be amended from time to time. 

ARTICLE VIII 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. OFFICES HELD. The officers of the Corporation shall be a Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, President, who shall be known as the “School Director,” a Secretary, and a Chief Financial 
Officer. The officers, in addition to the corporate duties set forth in this Article VIII, may also have 
administrative duties as set forth in any applicable contract for employment or job specification. 

Section 2. Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as either the President or the 
Chairman of the Board. 

Section 3. ELECTION OF OFFICERS.  The officers of the Corporation shall serve at 
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the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights of any officer under any employment contract. 

Section 4. REMOVAL OF OFFICERS.  Without prejudice to the rights of any officer 
under an employment contract, the Board of Directors may remove any officer with or without cause. 

Section 5. RESIGNATION OF OFFICERS.  Any officer may resign at any time by 
giving written notice to the Board.  The resignation shall take effect on the date the notice is received 
or at any later time specified in the notice.  Unless otherwise specified in the notice, the resignation 
need not be accepted to be effective.  Any resignation shall be without prejudice to any rights of the 
Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 

Section 6. VACANCIES IN OFFICE.  A vacancy in any office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed in 
these bylaws for normal appointment to that office, provided, however, that vacancies need not be 
filled on an annual basis. 

Section 7. CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. Once a Chairman of the Board of Directors 
is elected, he or she shall preside at the Board of Directors’ meetings and shall exercise and perform 
such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from time to time. There shall 
also be a Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors who will be elected by the Board of Directors. In 
the absence of the Chairman, the Vice Chairman shall preside at Board of Directors meetings and 
shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from 
time to time. 

Section 8. SCHOOL DIRECTOR.  The School Director shall be the general manager of 
the Corporation and shall supervise, direct, and control the Corporation’s activities, affairs, and 
officers as fully described in any applicable employment contract, agreement, or job specification. 
The School Director shall have such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws 
may require. The School Director shall not be a member of the Board. 

Section 9. SECRETARY.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the 
Corporation’s principal office or such other place as the Board of Directors may direct, a book of 
minutes of all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board and of committees of the Board.  The 
minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held; whether the meeting 
was annual, regular, special, or emergency and, if special or emergency, how authorized; the notice 
given; the names of the Board Members present at Board of Directors and committee meetings; and 
the vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken. 

The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the principal California office, a copy of the 
articles of incorporation and bylaws, as amended to date. 

The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board and of 
committees of the Board of Directors that these bylaws require to be given.  The Secretary shall keep 
the corporate seal, if any, in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such other 
duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws may require. 

Section 10. CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER.  The Chief Financial Officer shall keep and 
maintain, or cause to be kept and maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the 
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Corporation’s properties and transactions.  The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be given 
to Board Members such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by these 
bylaws, or by the Board.  The books of account shall be open to inspection by any Board Member at 
all reasonable times. 

The Chief Financial Officer shall (a) deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board of 
Directors may designate; (b) disburse the corporation’s funds as the Board of Directors may order; 
(c) render to the School Director, Chairman of the Board, if any, and the Board, when requested, an 
account of all transactions as Chief Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the Corporation; 
and (d) have such other powers and perform such other duties as the Board, contract, job specification, 
or the bylaws may require. 

If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in the 
amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board of Directors for faithful performance of 
the duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief Financial 
Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal from office. 

Section 11. TEACHER LIAISON OFFICER. If the Teacher Representative Board Member 
is not a current teacher employed by the charter, the board may choose to elect a current teacher as 
Teacher Liaison Officer. The Teacher Liaison Officer will attend board meetings and contribute the 
perspective of the teaching staff of the school to the board and public during board deliberations as 
well as be responsible for keeping the teachers apprised of board deliberations and decisions. 

ARTICLE IX 
CONTRACTS WITH DIRECTORS 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH BOARD MEMBERS.  The Corporation shall not 
enter into a contract or transaction in which a Board Member directly or indirectly has a material 
financial interest (nor any other corporation, firm, association, or other entity in which one or more 
of the Corporation’s Board Members are Board Members and have a material financial interest). 

ARTICLE X 
CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED EMPLOYEES 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED 
EMPLOYEES. The Corporation shall not enter into a contract or transaction in which a non-
Board Member designated employee (e.g., officers and other key decision-making employees) 
directly or indirectly has a material financial interest unless all of the requirements in the Ross 
Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest Code have been fulfilled. 

ARTICLE XI 
LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS 

Section 1. LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS.  The Corporation shall 
not lend any money or property to or guarantee the obligation of any Board Member or officer without 
the approval of the California Attorney General; provided, however, that the Corporation may 
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advance money to a Board Member or officer of the Corporation for expenses reasonably anticipated 
to be incurred in the performance of his or her duties if that Board Member or officer would be entitled 
to reimbursement for such expenses of the Corporation. 

ARTICLE XII 
INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 1. INDEMNIFICATION.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation shall indemnify its Board Members, officers, employees, and other persons described in 
Corporations Code Section 5238(a), including persons formerly occupying any such positions, 
against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements, and other amounts actually and reasonably 
incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that section, and 
including an action by or in the right of the Corporation by reason of the fact that the person is or was 
a person described in that section. “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall have the same meaning 
as in that section of the Corporations Code. 

On written request to the Board of Directors by any person seeking indemnification under 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) the Board of Directors shall promptly decide 
under Corporations Code Section 5238 (e) whether the applicable standard of conduct set forth in 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) has been met and, if so, the Board of Directors 
shall authorize indemnification. 

ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE 

Section 1. INSURANCE.  The Corporation shall have the right to purchase and maintain 
insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its directors, officers, employees, and other 
agents, to cover any liability asserted against or incurred by any Board Member, officer, employee, 
or agent in such capacity or arising from the Board Member’s, officer’s, employee’s, or agent’s status 
as such. 

ARTICLE XIV 
MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS 

Section 1. MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS.  The Corporation shall 
keep: 

a. Adequate and correct books and records of account; 
b. Written minutes of the proceedings of the Board and committees of the Board; and 
c. Such reports and records as required by law. 

ARTICLE XV 
INSPECTION RIGHTS 

Section 1. BOARD MEMBERS’ RIGHT TO INSPECT.  Every Board Member shall 
have the right at any reasonable time to inspect the Corporation’s books, records, documents of every 
kind, physical properties, and the records of each subsidiary, as permitted by California and federal 
law. This right to inspect may be circumscribed in instances where the right to inspect conflicts with 
California or federal law (e.g., restrictions on the release of educational records under FERPA) 
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pertaining to access to books, records, and documents.  The inspection may be made in person or by 
the Board Member’s agent or attorney.  The right of inspection includes the right to copy and make 
extracts of documents as permitted by California and federal law. 

Section 2. ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND MINUTES. On written demand on the 
Corporation, any Board Member may inspect, copy, and make extracts of the accounting books and 
records and the minutes of the proceedings of the Board of Directors and committees of the Board of 
Directors at any reasonable time for a purpose reasonably related to the director’s interest as a director. 
Any such inspection and copying may be made in person or by the director’s agent or attorney.  This 
right of inspection extends to the records of any subsidiary of the Corporation. 

Section 3. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF ARTICLES AND BYLAWS. 
The Corporation shall keep at its principal California office the original or a copy of the articles of 
incorporation and bylaws, as amended to the current date, which shall be open to inspection by the 
Board Members at all reasonable times during office hours. 

ARTICLE XVI 
REQUIRED REPORTS 

Section 1. ANNUAL REPORTS.  The Board of Directors shall cause an annual report 
to be sent to itself (the members of the Board of Directors) within 120 days after the end of the 
Corporation’s fiscal year.  That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate detail: 

a. The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, or the Corporation as of the end of 
the fiscal year; 

b. The principal changes in assets and liabilities, including trust funds; 

c. The Corporation’s revenue or receipts, both unrestricted and restricted to particular 
purposes; 

d. The Corporation’s expenses or disbursement for both general and restricted purposes; 

e. Any information required under these bylaws; and 

f. An independent accountant’s report or, if none, the certificate of an authorized officer 
of the Corporation that such statements were prepared without audit from the 
Corporation’s books and records. 

Section 2. ANNUAL STATEMENT OF CERTAIN TRANSACTIONS AND 
INDEMNIFICATIONS.  As part of the annual report to all directors, or as a separate document if no 
annual report is issued, the Corporation shall, within 120 days after the end of the Corporation’s fiscal 
year, annually prepare and mail or deliver to each Board Member and furnish to each Board Member 
a statement of any transaction or indemnification of the following kind: 

(a) Any transaction (i) in which the Corporation, or its parent or subsidiary, was a party, 
(ii) in which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material financial interest, 
and (iii) which involved more than $50,000 or was one of several transactions with 
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the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than $50,000.  For this 
purpose, an “interested person” is either: 

(1) Any Board Member or officer of the Corporation, its parent, or subsidiary (but 
mere common Board Membership shall not be considered such an interest); 
or 

(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of the Corporation, 
its parent, or its subsidiary.  The statement shall include a brief description of 
the transaction, the names of interested persons involved, their relationship to 
the Corporation, the nature of their interest, provided that if the transaction 
was with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the 
interest of the partnership need be stated. 

(b) The amount and circumstances of any indemnifications aggregating more than 
$10,000 paid during the fiscal year to any Board Member or officer of the Corporation 
pursuant to Article XII of these Bylaws. 

ARTICLE XVII 
BYLAW AMENDMENTS 

Section 1. BYLAW AMENDMENTS. The Board of Directors may adopt, amend or 
repeal any of these Bylaws by a majority of the Board Members present at a meeting duly held at 
which a quorum is present, except that no amendment shall change any provisions of the Charter that 
created the Ross Valley Charter School or make any provisions of these Bylaws inconsistent with that 
Charter, the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation, or any laws. 

ARTICLE XVIII 
FISCAL YEAR 

Section 1. FISCAL YEAR OF THE CORPORATION. The fiscal year of the Corporation 
shall begin on July 1st and end on June 30th of each year. 

CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY 

I certify that I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of the Ross Valley Charter School,  a 
California nonprofit public benefit corporation; that these bylaws, consisting of 14 pages, are the 
bylaws of the Corporation as adopted by the Board of Directors on September 21, 2014 and amended 
on June 17, 2015, August 30, 2015, April 4,2016, August 5, 2016, November 8, 2018 and July 13, 
2020; and that these bylaws have not been amended or modified since that date. 

Executed on __________________ at ________________, California. 
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Elizabeth Ellis,  Secretary 
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BYLAWS 
OF 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 
(A California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation) 

ARTICLE I 
NAME 

Section 1. NAME.  The name of this Corporation is Ross Valley Charter School. 

ARTICLE II 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION.  The principal office for 
the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation is Fairfax, State of California. The Board 
of Directors may change the location of the principal office. Any such change of location must be 
noted by the Secretary on these bylaws opposite this Section; alternatively, this Section may be 
amended to state the new location. 

Section 2. OTHER OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION.  The Board of Directors may 
at any time establish branch or subordinate offices at any place or places where the Corporation is 
qualified to conduct its activities. 

ARTICLE III 
GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES; LIMITATIONS 

Section 1. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES.  The purpose of the Corporation is 
to manage, operate, guide, direct and promote the Ross Valley Charter School (“Charter School”), a 
California public charter school. Also in the context of these purposes, the Corporation shall not, 
except to an insubstantial degree, engage in any other activities or exercise of power that do not further 
the purposes of the Corporation. 

The Corporation shall not carry on any other activities not permitted to be carried on by: (a) a 
corporation exempt from federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code; or (b) a corporation, contributions to 
which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding 
section of any future federal tax code. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall 
consist of the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the 
Corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of 
statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. 

ARTICLE IV 
CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1. CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS.  Unless the context indicates 
otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and definitions in the California Nonprofit 
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Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these bylaws.  Without limiting the generality of 
the preceding sentence, the masculine gender includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes 
the plural, and the plural includes the singular, and the term “person” includes both a legal entity and 
a natural person. 

ARTICLE V 
DEDICATION OF ASSETS 

Section 1. DEDICATION OF ASSETS.  The Corporation’s assets are irrevocably 
dedicated to public benefit purposes as set forth in the Charter School’s Charter.  No part of the net 
earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit 
of any private person or individual, or to any director or officer of the Corporation.  On liquidation or 
dissolution, all properties and assets remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts 
and liabilities of the Corporation shall be distributed to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation 
that is organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes and that has established its exempt 
status under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3). 

ARTICLE VI 
CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS 

Section 1. CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS.  The Corporation shall have no 
voting members within the meaning of the Nonprofit Corporation Law.  The Corporation’s Board of 
Directors may, in its discretion, admit individuals to one or more classes of nonvoting members; the 
class or classes shall have such rights and obligations as the Board of Directors finds appropriate. 

ARTICLE VII 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. GENERAL POWERS. Subject to the provisions and limitations of the 
California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and subject to 
any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws, the Corporation’s activities and affairs shall 
be managed, and all corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the Board of 
Directors (“Board”). 

Section 2. SPECIFIC POWERS. Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of these bylaws, but subject to the same limitations, the Board of Directors shall have the 
power to: 

a. Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board of Directors, all corporate officers, 
agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them as are consistent with 
the law, the articles of incorporation, and these bylaws; fix their compensation; and 
require from them security for faithful service. 

b. Change the principal office or the principal business office in California from one 
location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in 
any other state, territory, dependency, or country; conduct its activities in or outside 
California. 
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c. Borrow money and incur indebtedness on the Corporation’s behalf and cause to be 
executed and delivered for the Corporation’s purposes, in the corporate name, 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, 
hypothecations, and other evidences of debt and securities. 

d. Adopt and use a corporate seal. 

Section 3. DESIGNATED BOARD MEMBERS AND TERMS. The number of Board 
Members shall be no less than five and no more than nine, unless changed by amendments to these 
bylaws.  All Board Members shall have full voting rights, including any representative appointed by 
the charter authorizer as consistent with Education Code Section 47604(b). If the charter authorizer 
appoints a representative to serve on the Board of Directors, the Corporation may appoint an 
additional Board Member to ensure an odd number of Board members. All directors shall be 
designated by the existing Board of Directors. 

After the expiration of the terms of the initial board members: 

• The teacher representative will be appointed by the Board after considering a nomination by 
the full time teacher employees of the Charter School.  

• Two parent representatives will be appointed by the Board after considering nominations by 
the parents of students of the school with each student family having two votes.  

• All other board members, except for the representative of the charter authorizer, will be 
appointed by the Board of Directors as vacancies occur. 

The teacher representative shall recuse him/herself from any Board discussions and/or 
decisions relating to any personnel actions (hiring, contract extension, evaluation, discipline, 
termination), including those affecting the Director.  This individual also shall not participate in any 
Board discussions and/or decisions in the areas of: salary table; bonuses for employees; allocation of 
resources if there is a conflict among staff members in this area; any student matters for students the 
teacher is currently instructing; personnel handbook approval; and matters surrounding working 
conditions or terms of employment. 

Except for the initial Board of Directors, each Board Member shall hold office unless 
otherwise removed from office in accordance with these bylaws for two (2) years and until a successor 
Board Member has been designated and qualified. Terms for the initial Board of Directors shall be 
staggered with three (3) seats serving a three (3) year term and two (2) seats serving a two (2) year 
term. The initial Board of Directors shall be as follows: 

NAME EXPIRATION OF TERM 

Chris Lyons (Teacher Representative) June 30, 2017 
Rana Barar (Parent) June 30, 2017 
Andrea Sumits (Parent) June 30, 2016 
Sharon Sagar (Community Member) June 30, 2017 
Conn Hickey (Community Member) June 30, 2016 
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Section 4. The Board may adopt other policies circumscribing potential conflicts of 
interest. 

Section 5. BOARD MEMBERS’ TERM. Each Board Member shall hold office for two 
(2) years and until a successor Board Member has been designated and qualified.  Board members 
can be elected to multiple terms.  In the event of adding new Board member(s) to expand the size of 
the Board , the Board shall determine the new Board member’s term within the confines of Article 
VII Sections 3 and 5, and using whatever considerations seem appropriate in the circumstances, but 
paying particular attention to the importance of staggering Board terms.  Board member terms shall 
generally expire on June 30, at the end of the fiscal year. 

Section 6. NOMINATIONS BY COMMITTEE.  The Chairman of the Board of 
Directors will appoint a committee to designate qualified candidates for election to the community 
member Board of Directors positions at least thirty (30) days before the date of any election of Board 
Members.  The nominating committee shall make its report at least seven (7) days before the date of 
the election or at such other time as the Board of Directors may set and the Secretary shall forward to 
each Board member, with the notice of meeting required by these bylaws, a list of all candidates 
nominated by committee. 

Section 7. USE OF CORPORATE FUNDS TO SUPPORT NOMINEE.  If more people 
have been nominated for Board Member than can be elected, no corporation funds may be expended 
to support a nominee without the Board’s authorization. 

Section 8. EVENTS CAUSING VACANCIES ON BOARD.  A vacancy or vacancies 
on the Board of Directors shall occur in the event of (a) the death, resignation, or removal of any 
Board Member; (b) the declaration by resolution of the Board of Directors of a vacancy in the office 
of a Board Member who has been convicted of a felony, declared of unsound mind by a court order, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under California Nonprofit 
Public Benefit Corporation Law, Chapter 2, Article 3; or (c) the increase of the authorized number of 
Board Members. 

Section 9. RESIGNATION OF BOARD MEMBERS.  Except as provided below, any 
Board Member may resign by giving written notice to the Chairman of the Board, to the School 
Director, or to the Board.  The resignation shall be effective when the notice is given unless the notice 
specifies a later time for the resignation to become effective. If a Board Member’s resignation is 
effective at a later time, the Board of Directors may elect a successor to take office as of the date when 
the resignation becomes effective. 

Section 10. BOARD MEMBER MAY NOT RESIGN IF NO BOARD MEMBER 
REMAINS.  Except on notice to the California Attorney General, no Board Member may resign if 
the Corporation would be left without a duly elected Board Member or Board Members. 

Section 11. REMOVAL OF BOARD MEMBERS.  Any Board Member may be 
removed, with or without cause, by the vote of the majority of the members of the entire Board of 
Directors at a special meeting called for that purpose, or at a regular meeting, provided that notice of 
that meeting and of the removal questions are given in compliance with the provisions of the Ralph 
M. Brown Act. (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the 
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Government Code).  Any vacancy caused by the removal of a Board Member shall be filled as 
provided in Section 12. 

Section 12. THE FILLING OF VACANT SEATS ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Vacancies on the Board of Directors may be filled by approval of the Board of Directors or, if the 
number of Board Members then in office is less than a quorum, by (a) the affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Board Members then in office at a regular or special meeting of the Board, or (b) a 
sole remaining Board Member.  If the charter authorizer appoints a representative to serve on the 
Board of Directors, a vacancy in the seat of the authorizer’s representative shall be filled by the 
authorizer. The teacher and parent representative Board seats shall be filled pursuant to the 
procedure specified in Section 3, except that if there is a vacancy in the initial parent seats prior to the 
enrollment of students and the nomination of candidates to fill the parent seat(s), then the vacancy in 
the parent seats shall be filled by the Board, with parents who have certified in Appendix B of the 
July 2015 Charter Petition that they   are “meaningfully interested in enrolling their student(s) at the 
Ross Valley Charter School.”  When a vacant seat is filled, the original term shall remain unchanged. 

Section 13. NO VACANCY ON REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF BOARD MEMBERS.  
Any reduction of the authorized number of Board Members shall not result in any Board Members 
being removed before his or her term of office expires. 

Section 14. PLACE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS. Meetings shall be held 
at the principal office of the Corporation. The Board of Directors may also designate that a meeting 
be held at any place within the granting agency’s boundaries designated in the notice of the meeting. 
All meetings of the Board of Directors shall be called, held and conducted in accordance with the 
terms and provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act, California Government Code Sections 54950, et 
seq., as said chapter may be modified by subsequent legislation. 

Section 15.  MEETINGS; ANNUAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, all meetings of 
the Board of Directors and its committees shall be called, noticed, and held in compliance with the 
provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”). (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 
54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code). Prior to charter approval all meetings of 
the Board of Directors shall be held in compliance with the California Corporations Code.  The 
Board of Directors shall meet annually in June for the purpose of organization, election of a Chair 
and Secretary, appointment of officers, and the transaction of such other business as may properly 
be brought before the meeting.  This meeting shall be held at a time, date, and place as noticed by 
the Board of Directors in accordance with the Brown Act. 

Section 16.  REGULAR MEETINGS. After charter approval, regular meetings of the 
Board of Directors, including annual meetings, shall be held at such times and places as may from 
time to time be fixed by the Board of Directors. At least 72 hours before a regular meeting, the 
Board of Directors, or its designee shall post an agenda containing a brief general description of 
each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting. 

Section 17.   SPECIAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, Special meetings of the Board 
of Directors for any purpose may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board of Directors 
or a majority of the Board of Directors.  The party calling a special meeting shall determine the 
place, date, and time thereof. 
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Section 18. NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, in accordance 
with the Brown Act, special meetings of the Board of Directors may be held only after twenty-
four (24) hours notice is given to the public through the posting of an agenda.  Board Members 
shall also receive at least twenty-four (24) hours notice of the special meeting, in the manner: 

a. Any such notice shall be addressed or delivered to each Board Member at the Board 
Member’s address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation, or as may have been 
given to the Corporation by the Board Member for purposes of notice, or, if an address 
is not shown on the Corporation’s records or is not readily ascertainable, at the place at 
which the meetings of the Board of Directors are regularly held. 

b. Notice by mail shall be deemed received at the time a properly addressed written notice 
is deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid.  Any other written notice shall 
be deemed received at the time it is personally delivered to the recipient or is delivered 
to a common carrier for transmission, or is actually transmitted by the person giving 
the notice by electronic means to the recipient. Oral notice shall be deemed received 
at the time it is communicated, in person or by telephone or wireless, to the recipient 
or to a person at the office of the recipient whom the person giving the notice has reason 
to believe will promptly communicate it to the receiver. 

c. The notice of special meeting shall state the time of the meeting, and the place if the 
place is other than the principal office of the Corporation, and the general nature of the 
business proposed to be transacted at the meeting.  No business, other than the business 
the general nature of which was set forth in the notice of the meeting, may be transacted 
at a special meeting. 

Section 19.  QUORUM.  A majority of the Board Members then in office shall constitute 
a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote of the Board 
Members in attendance, based upon the presence of a quorum. Should there be less than a majority 
of the Board Members present at any meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned. The Board Members 
present at a duly called and held meeting at which a quorum is initially present may continue to 
do business notwithstanding the loss of a quorum at the meeting due to a withdrawal of Board 
Members from the meeting, provided that any action thereafter taken must be approved by at least 
a majority of the required quorum for such meeting or such greater percentage as may be required 
by law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws. Board Members may not vote by proxy. 
The vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken shall be publicly 
reported. 

Section 20. TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS. After charter approval,1 members of 
the Board of Directors may participate in teleconference meetings so long as all of the following 
requirements in the Brown Act are complied with: 

a. At a minimum, a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors shall 
participate in the teleconference meeting from locations within the boundaries of 
the school district in which the Charter School operates; 

1 Prior to charter approval, any Board of Directors meeting may be held by conference telephone, video screen 
communication, or other communications equipment consistent with the requirements of the California Corporations 
Code.  
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b. All votes taken during a teleconference meeting shall be by roll call; 

c. If the Board of Directors elects to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas at all 
teleconference locations with each teleconference location being identified in the 
notice and agenda of the meeting; 

d. All locations where a member of the Board of Directors participates in a meeting 
via teleconference must be fully accessible to members of the public and shall be 
listed on the agenda;2 

e. Members of the public must be able to hear what is said during the meeting and 
shall be provided with an opportunity to address the Board of Directors directly at 
each teleconference location; and 

f. The agenda shall indicate that members of the public attending a meeting conducted 
via teleconference need not give their name when entering the conference call.3 

Section 21. ADJOURNMENT.  A majority of the Board Members present, whether or not 
a quorum is present, may adjourn any Board of Directors meeting to another time or place.  Notice 
of such adjournment to another time or place shall be given, prior to the time schedule for the 
continuation of the meeting, to the Board Members who were not present at the time of the 
adjournment, and to the public in the manner prescribed by any applicable public open meeting 
law. 

Section 22. COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT. Directors may not receive 
compensation for their services as Board Members or officers, only such reimbursement of expenses 
as the Board of Directors may establish by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the Corporation 
at the time that the resolution is adopted. 

Section 23. CREATION AND POWERS OF COMMITTEES.  The Board, by resolution 
adopted by a majority of the Board Members then in office, may create one or more committees of 
the Board, each consisting of two or more Board Members and no one who is not a Board Member, 
to serve at the pleasure of the Board. Appointments to committees of the Board of Directors shall be 
by majority vote of the Board Members then in office.  The Board of Directors may appoint one or 
more Board Members as alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent 
member at any meeting.  Any such committee shall have all the authority of the Board, to the extent 
provided in the Board of Directors’ resolution, except that no committee may: 

a. Take any final action on any matter that, under the California Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Corporation Law, also requires approval of the members or approval of a majority of 
all members; 

b. Fill vacancies on the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board; 

2 This means that members of the Board of Directors who choose to utilize their homes or offices as teleconference 
locations must open these locations to the public and accommodate any members of the public who wish to attend 
the meeting at that location.
3 The Brown Act prohibits requiring members of the public to provide their names as a condition of attendance at 
the meeting. 
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c. Fix compensation of the Board Members for serving on the Board of Directors or on 
any committee; 

d. Amend or repeal bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 

e. Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board of Directors that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or subject to repeal; 

f. Create any other committees of the Board of Directors or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 

g. Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Board Member if more people have 
been nominated for Board Member than can be elected; or 

h. Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party and in which 
one or more of its Board Members has a material financial interest. 

The Board may also create one or more advisory committees composed of Board Members 
and non-Board Members. It is the intent of the Board to encourage the participation and 
involvement of faculty, staff, parents, students and administrators through attending and 
participating in open committee meetings. The Board may establish, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Board Members then in office, advisory committees to serve at the pleasure of the 
Board. 

Section 24. MEETINGS AND ACTION OF COMMITTEES.  Meetings and actions of 
committees of the Board of Directors shall be governed by, held, and taken under the provisions of 
these bylaws concerning meetings, other Board of Directors’ actions, and the Brown Act, if 
applicable, except that the time for general meetings of such committees and the calling of special 
meetings of such committees may be set either by Board of Directors’ resolution or, if none, by 
resolution of the committee.  Minutes of each meeting shall be kept and shall be filed with the 
corporate records.  The Board of Directors may adopt rules for the governance of any committee as 
long as the rules are consistent with these bylaws.  If the Board of Directors has not adopted rules, the 
committee may do so. 

Section 25. NON-LIABILITY OF BOARD MEMBERS.  No Board Member shall be 
personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the Corporation. 

Section 26. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS GOVERNING STUDENT RECORDS. The 
Charter School and the Board of Directors shall comply with all applicable provisions of the 
Family Education Rights Privacy Act (“FERPA”) as set forth in Title 20 of the United States Code 
Section 1232g and attendant regulations as they may be amended from time to time. 

ARTICLE VIII 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. OFFICES HELD. The officers of the Corporation shall be a Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, President, who shall be known as the “School Director,” a Secretary, and a Chief Financial 
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Officer. The officers, in addition to the corporate duties set forth in this Article VIII, may also have 
administrative duties as set forth in any applicable contract for employment or job specification. 

Section 2. Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as either the President or the 
Chairman of the Board. 

Section 3. ELECTION OF OFFICERS.  The officers of the Corporation shall serve at 
the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights of any officer under any employment contract. 

Section 4. REMOVAL OF OFFICERS. Without prejudice to the rights of any officer 
under an employment contract, the Board of Directors may remove any officer with or without cause. 

Section 5. RESIGNATION OF OFFICERS.  Any officer may resign at any time by 
giving written notice to the Board.  The resignation shall take effect on the date the notice is received 
or at any later time specified in the notice.  Unless otherwise specified in the notice, the resignation 
need not be accepted to be effective.  Any resignation shall be without prejudice to any rights of the 
Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 

Section 6. VACANCIES IN OFFICE.  A vacancy in any office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed in 
these bylaws for normal appointment to that office, provided, however, that vacancies need not be 
filled on an annual basis. 

Section 7. CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. Once a Chairman of the Board of Directors 
is elected, he or she shall preside at the Board of Directors’ meetings and shall exercise and perform 
such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from time to time. There shall 
also be a Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors who will be elected by the Board of Directors. In 
the absence of the Chairman, the Vice Chairman shall preside at Board of Directors meetings and 
shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from 
time to time. 

Section 8. SCHOOL DIRECTOR.  The School Director shall be the general manager of 
the Corporation and shall supervise, direct, and control the Corporation’s activities, affairs, and 
officers as fully described in any applicable employment contract, agreement, or job specification. 
The School Director shall have such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws 
may require. 

Section 9. SECRETARY.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the 
Corporation’s principal office or such other place as the Board of Directors may direct, a book of 
minutes of all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board and of committees of the Board.  The 
minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held; whether the meeting 
was annual, regular, special, or emergency and, if special or emergency, how authorized; the notice 
given; the names of the Board Members present at Board of Directors and committee meetings; and 
the vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken. 

The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the principal California office, a copy of the 
articles of incorporation and bylaws, as amended to date. 
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The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board and of 
committees of the Board of Directors that these bylaws require to be given.  The Secretary shall keep 
the corporate seal, if any, in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such other 
duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws may require. 

Section 10. CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER.  The Chief Financial Officer shall keep and 
maintain, or cause to be kept and maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the 
Corporation’s properties and transactions.  The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be given 
to Board Members such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by these 
bylaws, or by the Board.  The books of account shall be open to inspection by any Board Member at 
all reasonable times. 

The Chief Financial Officer shall (a) deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board of 
Directors may designate; (b) disburse the corporation’s funds as the Board of Directors may order; 
(c) render to the School Director, Chairman of the Board, if any, and the Board, when requested, an 
account of all transactions as Chief Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the Corporation; 
and (d) have such other powers and perform such other duties as the Board, contract, job specification, 
or the bylaws may require. 

If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in the 
amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board of Directors for faithful performance of 
the duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief Financial 
Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal from office. 

Section 11. TEACHER LIAISON OFFICER. If the Teacher Representative Board Member 
is not a current teacher employed by the charter, the board may choose to elect a current teacher as 
Teacher Liaison Officer. The Teacher Liaison Officer will attend board meetings and contribute the 
perspective of the teaching staff of the school to the board and public during board deliberations as 
well as be responsible for keeping the teachers apprised of board deliberations and decisions. 

ARTICLE IX 
CONTRACTS WITH DIRECTORS 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH BOARD MEMBERS.  The Corporation shall not 
enter into a contract or transaction in which a Board Member directly or indirectly has a material 
financial interest (nor any other corporation, firm, association, or other entity in which one or more 
of the Corporation’s Board Members are Board Members and have a material financial interest) 
unless all of the requirements in the Ross Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest Code have 
been fulfilled. 

ARTICLE X 
CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED EMPLOYEES 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED 
EMPLOYEES. The Corporation shall not enter into a contract or transaction in which a non-
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Board Member designated employee (e.g., officers and other key decision-making employees) 
directly or indirectly has a material financial interest unless all of the requirements in the Ross 
Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest Code have been fulfilled. 

ARTICLE XI 
LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS 

Section 1. LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS.  The Corporation shall 
not lend any money or property to or guarantee the obligation of any Board Member or officer without 
the approval of the California Attorney General; provided, however, that the Corporation may 
advance money to a Board Member or officer of the Corporation for expenses reasonably anticipated 
to be incurred in the performance of his or her duties if that Board Member or officer would be entitled 
to reimbursement for such expenses of the Corporation. 

ARTICLE XII 
INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 1. INDEMNIFICATION.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation shall indemnify its Board Members, officers, employees, and other persons described in 
Corporations Code Section 5238(a), including persons formerly occupying any such positions, 
against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements, and other amounts actually and reasonably 
incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that section, and 
including an action by or in the right of the Corporation by reason of the fact that the person is or was 
a person described in that section. “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall have the same meaning 
as in that section of the Corporations Code. 

On written request to the Board of Directors by any person seeking indemnification under 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) the Board of Directors shall promptly decide 
under Corporations Code Section 5238 (e) whether the applicable standard of conduct set forth in 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) has been met and, if so, the Board of Directors 
shall authorize indemnification. 

ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE 

Section 1. INSURANCE.  The Corporation shall have the right to purchase and maintain 
insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its directors, officers, employees, and other 
agents, to cover any liability asserted against or incurred by any Board Member, officer, employee, 
or agent in such capacity or arising from the Board Member’s, officer’s, employee’s, or agent’s status 
as such. 

ARTICLE XIV 
MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS 

Section 1. MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS.  The Corporation shall 
keep: 

a. Adequate and correct books and records of account; 
b. Written minutes of the proceedings of the Board and committees of the Board; and 
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c. Such reports and records as required by law. 
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ARTICLE XV 
INSPECTION RIGHTS 

Section 1. BOARD MEMBERS’ RIGHT TO INSPECT.  Every Board Member shall 
have the right at any reasonable time to inspect the Corporation’s books, records, documents of every 
kind, physical properties, and the records of each subsidiary, as permitted by California and federal 
law. This right to inspect may be circumscribed in instances where the right to inspect conflicts with 
California or federal law (e.g., restrictions on the release of educational records under FERPA) 
pertaining to access to books, records, and documents. The inspection may be made in person or by 
the Board Member’s agent or attorney.  The right of inspection includes the right to copy and make 
extracts of documents as permitted by California and federal law. 

Section 2. ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND MINUTES. On written demand on the 
Corporation, any Board Member may inspect, copy, and make extracts of the accounting books and 
records and the minutes of the proceedings of the Board of Directors and committees of the Board of 
Directors at any reasonable time for a purpose reasonably related to the director’s interest as a director. 
Any such inspection and copying may be made in person or by the director’s agent or attorney.  This 
right of inspection extends to the records of any subsidiary of the Corporation. 

Section 3. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF ARTICLES AND BYLAWS. 
The Corporation shall keep at its principal California office the original or a copy of the articles of 
incorporation and bylaws, as amended to the current date, which shall be open to inspection by the 
Board Members at all reasonable times during office hours. 

ARTICLE XVI 
REQUIRED REPORTS 

Section 1. ANNUAL REPORTS.  The Board of Directors shall cause an annual report 
to be sent to itself (the members of the Board of Directors) within 120 days after the end of the 
Corporation’s fiscal year.  That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate detail: 

a. The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, or the Corporation as of the end of 
the fiscal year; 

b. The principal changes in assets and liabilities, including trust funds; 

c. The Corporation’s revenue or receipts, both unrestricted and restricted to particular 
purposes; 

d. The Corporation’s expenses or disbursement for both general and restricted purposes; 

e. Any information required under these bylaws; and 

f. An independent accountant’s report or, if none, the certificate of an authorized officer 
of the Corporation that such statements were prepared without audit from the 
Corporation’s books and records. 

Section 2. ANNUAL STATEMENT OF CERTAIN TRANSACTIONS AND 
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INDEMNIFICATIONS.  As part of the annual report to all directors, or as a separate document if no 
annual report is issued, the Corporation shall, within 120 days after the end of the Corporation’s fiscal 
year, annually prepare and mail or deliver to each Board Member and furnish to each Board Member 
a statement of any transaction or indemnification of the following kind: 

(a) Any transaction (i) in which the Corporation, or its parent or subsidiary, was a party, 
(ii) in which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material financial interest, 
and (iii) which involved more than $50,000 or was one of several transactions with 
the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than $50,000.  For this 
purpose, an “interested person” is either: 

(1) Any Board Member or officer of the Corporation, its parent, or subsidiary (but 
mere common Board Membership shall not be considered such an interest); 
or 

(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of the Corporation, 
its parent, or its subsidiary.  The statement shall include a brief description of 
the transaction, the names of interested persons involved, their relationship to 
the Corporation, the nature of their interest, provided that if the transaction 
was with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the 
interest of the partnership need be stated. 

(b) The amount and circumstances of any indemnifications aggregating more than 
$10,000 paid during the fiscal year to any Board Member or officer of the Corporation 
pursuant to Article XII of these Bylaws. 

ARTICLE XVII 
BYLAW AMENDMENTS 

Section 1. BYLAW AMENDMENTS. The Board of Directors may adopt, amend or 
repeal any of these Bylaws by a majority of the Board Members present at a meeting duly held at 
which a quorum is present, except that no amendment shall change any provisions of the Charter that 
created the Ross Valley Charter School or make any provisions of these Bylaws inconsistent with that 
Charter, the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation, or any laws. 

ARTICLE XVIII 
FISCAL YEAR 

Section 1. FISCAL YEAR OF THE CORPORATION. The fiscal year of the Corporation 
shall begin on July 1st and end on June 30th of each year. 

CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY 

I certify that I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of the Ross Valley Charter School,  a 
California nonprofit public benefit corporation; that these bylaws, consisting of 14 pages, are the 
bylaws of the Corporation as adopted by the Board of Directors on September 21, 2014 and amended 
on June 17, 2015, August 30, 2015, April 4,2016, August 5, 2016 and November 8, 2018; and that 
these bylaws have not been amended or modified since that date. 
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Executed on __________________ at ________________, California. 

KATHERINE LAKE, Secretary 
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BYLAWS 
OF 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 
(A California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation) 

ARTICLE I 
NAME 

Section 1. NAME. The name of this Corporation is Ross Valley Charter School. 

ARTICLE II 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION. The principal office for 
the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation is Fairfax, State of California. The Board 
of Directors may change the location of the principal office. Any such change of location must be 
noted by the Secretary on these bylaws opposite this Section; alternatively, this Section may be 
amended to state the new location. 

Section 2. OTHER OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION.  The Board of Directors may 
at any time establish branch or subordinate offices at any place or places where the Corporation is 
qualified to conduct its activities. 

ARTICLE III 
GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES; LIMITATIONS 

Section 1. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES. The purpose of the Corporation is 
to manage, operate, guide, direct and promote the Ross Valley Charter School (“Charter School”), a 
California public charter school. Also in the context of these purposes, the Corporation shall not, 
except to an insubstantial degree, engage in any other activities or exercise of power that do not further 
the purposes of the Corporation. 

The Corporation shall not carry on any other activities not permitted to be carried on by: (a) a 
corporation exempt from federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code; or (b) a corporation, contributions to 
which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding 
section of any future federal tax code. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall 
consist of the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the 
Corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of 
statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. 

ARTICLE IV 
CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1. CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS. Unless the context indicates 
otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and definitions in the California Nonprofit 
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Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these bylaws. Without limiting the generality of 
the preceding sentence, the masculine gender includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes 
the plural, and the plural includes the singular, and the term “person” includes both a legal entity and 
a natural person. 

ARTICLE V 
DEDICATION OF ASSETS 

Section 1. DEDICATION OF ASSETS. The Corporation’s assets are irrevocably 
dedicated to public benefit purposes as set forth in the Charter School’s Charter. No part of the net 
earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit 
of any private person or individual, or to any director or officer of the Corporation. On liquidation or 
dissolution, all properties and assets remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts 
and liabilities of the Corporation shall be distributed to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation 
that is organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes and that has established its exempt 
status under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3). 

ARTICLE VI 
CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS 

Section 1. CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS.  The Corporation shall have no 
voting members within the meaning of the Nonprofit Corporation Law. The Corporation’s Board of 
Directors may, in its discretion, admit individuals to one or more classes of nonvoting members; the 
class or classes shall have such rights and obligations as the Board of Directors finds appropriate. 

ARTICLE VII 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. GENERAL POWERS. Subject to the provisions and limitations of the 
California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and subject to 
any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws, the Corporation’s activities and affairs shall 
be managed, and all corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the Board of 
Directors (“Board”). 

Section 2. SPECIFIC POWERS. Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of these bylaws, but subject to the same limitations, the Board of Directors shall have the 
power to: 

a. Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board of Directors, all corporate officers, 
agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them as are consistent with 
the law, the articles of incorporation, and these bylaws; fix their compensation; and 
require from them security for faithful service. 

b. Change the principal office or the principal business office in California from one 
location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in 
any other state, territory, dependency, or country; conduct its activities in or outside 
California. 
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c. Borrow money and incur indebtedness on the Corporation’s behalf and cause to be 
executed and delivered for the Corporation’s purposes, in the corporate name, 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, 
hypothecations, and other evidences of debt and securities. 

d. Adopt and use a corporate seal. 

Section 3. DESIGNATED BOARD MEMBERS AND TERMS. The number of Board 
Members shall be no less than five and no more than nine, unless changed by amendments to these 
bylaws.  All Board Members shall have full voting rights, including any representative appointed by 
the charter authorizer as consistent with Education Code Section 47604(b). If the charter authorizer 
appoints a representative to serve on the Board of Directors, the Corporation may appoint an 
additional Board Member to ensure an odd number of Board members. All directors shall be 
designated by the existing Board of Directors. 

After the expiration of the terms of the initial board members: 
The teacher representative, will be appointed by the Board after considering a nomination by the full 
time teacher employees of the Charter School. 
Two parent representatives will be appointed by the Board after considering nominations by the 
parents of students of the school with each student family having two votes. 
All other board members, except for the representative of the charter authorizer, will be appointed by 
the Board of Directors as vacancies occur. 

The teacher representative shall recuse him/herself from any Board discussions and/or 
decisions relating to any personnel actions (hiring, contract extension, evaluation, discipline, 
termination), including those affecting the Director. This individual also shall not participate in any 
Board discussions and/or decisions in the areas of: salary table; bonuses for employees; allocation of 
resources if there is a conflict among staff members in this area; any student matters for students the 
teacher is currently instructing; personnel handbook approval; and matters surrounding working 
conditions or terms of employment. 

Except for the initial Board of Directors, each Board Member shall hold office unless 
otherwise removed from office in accordance with these bylaws for two (2) years and until a successor 
Board Member has been designated and qualified. Terms for the initial Board of Directors shall be 
staggered with three (3) seats serving a three (3) year term and two (2) seats serving a two (2) year 
term. The initial Board of Directors shall be as follows: 

NAME EXPIRATION OF TERM 

Chris Lyons (Teacher Representative) June 30, 2017 
Rana Barar (Parent) June 30, 2017 
Andrea Sumits (Parent) June 30, 2016 
Sharon Sagar (Community Member) June 30, 2017 
Conn Hickey (Community Member) June 30, 2016 

Section 4. The Board may adopt other policies circumscribing potential conflicts of 
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interest. 

Section 5. BOARD MEMBERS’ TERM. Each Board Member shall hold office for two 
(2) years and until a successor Board Member has been designated and qualified. Board members 
can be elected to multiple terms.  In the event of adding new Board member(s) to expand the size of 
the Board , the Board shall determine the new Board member’s term within the confines of Article 
VII Sections 3 and 5, and using whatever considerations seem appropriate in the circumstances, but 
paying particular attention to the importance of staggering Board terms. Board member terms shall 
generally expire on June 30, at the end of the fiscal year. 

Section 6. NOMINATIONS BY COMMITTEE. The Chairman of the Board of 
Directors will appoint a committee to designate qualified candidates for election to the community 
member Board of Directors positions at least thirty (30) days before the date of any election of Board 
Members.  The nominating committee shall make its report at least seven (7) days before the date of 
the election or at such other time as the Board of Directors may set and the Secretary shall forward to 
each Board member, with the notice of meeting required by these bylaws, a list of all candidates 
nominated by committee. 

Section 7. USE OF CORPORATE FUNDS TO SUPPORT NOMINEE. If more people 
have been nominated for Board Member than can be elected, no corporation funds may be expended 
to support a nominee without the Board’s authorization. 

Section 8. EVENTS CAUSING VACANCIES ON BOARD. A vacancy or vacancies 
on the Board of Directors shall occur in the event of (a) the death, resignation, or removal of any 
Board Member; (b) the declaration by resolution of the Board of Directors of a vacancy in the office 
of a Board Member who has been convicted of a felony, declared of unsound mind by a court order, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under California Nonprofit 
Public Benefit Corporation Law, Chapter 2, Article 3; or (c) the increase of the authorized number of 
Board Members. 

Section 9. RESIGNATION OF BOARD MEMBERS. Except as provided below, any 
Board Member may resign by giving written notice to the Chairman of the Board, to the School 
Director, or to the Board. The resignation shall be effective when the notice is given unless the notice 
specifies a later time for the resignation to become effective. If a Board Member’s resignation is 
effective at a later time, the Board of Directors may elect a successor to take office as of the date when 
the resignation becomes effective. 

Section 10. BOARD MEMBER MAY NOT RESIGN IF NO BOARD MEMBER 
REMAINS. Except on notice to the California Attorney General, no Board Member may resign if 
the Corporation would be left without a duly elected Board Member or Board Members. 

Section 11. REMOVAL OF BOARD MEMBERS. Any Board Member may be 
removed, with or without cause, by the vote of the majority of the members of the entire Board of 
Directors at a special meeting called for that purpose, or at a regular meeting, provided that notice of 
that meeting and of the removal questions are given in compliance with the provisions of the Ralph 
M. Brown Act. (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the 
Government Code). Any vacancy caused by the removal of a Board Member shall be filled as 
provided in Section 12. 
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Section 12. THE FILLING OF VACANT SEATS ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Vacancies on the Board of Directors may be filled by approval of the Board of Directors or, if the 
number of Board Members then in office is less than a quorum, by (a) the affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Board Members then in office at a regular or special meeting of the Board, or (b) a 
sole remaining Board Member. If the charter authorizer appoints a representative to serve on the 
Board of Directors, a vacancy in the seat of the authorizer’s representative shall be filled by the 
authorizer. The teacher and parent representative Board seats shall be filled pursuant to the 
procedure specified in Section 3, except that if there is a vacancy in the initial parent seats prior to the 
enrollment of students and the nomination of candidates to fill the parent seat(s), then the vacancy in 
the parent seats shall be filled by the Board, with parents who have certified in Appendix B of the 
July 2015 Charter Petition that they are “meaningfully interested in enrolling their student(s) at the 
Ross Valley Charter School.” When a vacant seat is filled, the original term shall remain unchanged. 

Section 13. NO VACANCY ON REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF BOARD MEMBERS. 
Any reduction of the authorized number of Board Members shall not result in any Board Members 
being removed before his or her term of office expires. 

Section 14. PLACE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS. Meetings shall be held 
at the principal office of the Corporation. The Board of Directors may also designate that a meeting 
be held at any place within the granting agency’s boundaries designated in the notice of the meeting. 
All meetings of the Board of Directors shall be called, held and conducted in accordance with the 
terms and provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act, California Government Code Sections 54950, et 
seq., as said chapter may be modified by subsequent legislation. 

Section 15. MEETINGS; ANNUAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, all meetings of 
the Board of Directors and its committees shall be called, noticed, and held in compliance with the 
provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”). (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 
54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code). Prior to charter approval all meetings of 
the Board of Directors shall be held in compliance with the California Corporations Code. The 
Board of Directors shall meet annually in June for the purpose of organization, election of a Chair 
and Secretary, appointment of officers, and the transaction of such other business as may properly 
be brought before the meeting.  This meeting shall be held at a time, date, and place as noticed by 
the Board of Directors in accordance with the Brown Act. 

Section 16. REGULAR MEETINGS. After charter approval, regular meetings of the 
Board of Directors, including annual meetings, shall be held at such times and places as may from 
time to time be fixed by the Board of Directors. At least 72 hours before a regular meeting, the 
Board of Directors, or its designee shall post an agenda containing a brief general description of 
each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting. 

Section 17. SPECIAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, Special meetings of the Board 
of Directors for any purpose may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board of Directors 
or a majority of the Board of Directors. The party calling a special meeting shall determine the 
place, date, and time thereof. 

Section 18. NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, in accordance 
with the Brown Act, special meetings of the Board of Directors may be held only after twenty-
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four (24) hours notice is given to the public through the posting of an agenda. Board Members 
shall also receive at least twenty-four (24) hours notice of the special meeting, in the manner: 

a. Any such notice shall be addressed or delivered to each Board Member at the Board 
Member’s address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation, or as may have been 
given to the Corporation by the Board Member for purposes of notice, or, if an address 
is not shown on the Corporation’s records or is not readily ascertainable, at the place at 
which the meetings of the Board of Directors are regularly held. 

b. Notice by mail shall be deemed received at the time a properly addressed written notice 
is deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid. Any other written notice shall 
be deemed received at the time it is personally delivered to the recipient or is delivered 
to a common carrier for transmission, or is actually transmitted by the person giving 
the notice by electronic means to the recipient. Oral notice shall be deemed received 
at the time it is communicated, in person or by telephone or wireless, to the recipient 
or to a person at the office of the recipient whom the person giving the notice has reason 
to believe will promptly communicate it to the receiver. 

c. The notice of special meeting shall state the time of the meeting, and the place if the 
place is other than the principal office of the Corporation, and the general nature of the 
business proposed to be transacted at the meeting. No business, other than the business 
the general nature of which was set forth in the notice of the meeting, may be transacted 
at a special meeting. 

Section 19. QUORUM. A majority of the Board Members then in office shall constitute 
a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote of the Board 
Members in attendance, based upon the presence of a quorum. Should there be less than a majority 
of the Board Members present at any meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned. The Board Members 
present at a duly called and held meeting at which a quorum is initially present may continue to 
do business notwithstanding the loss of a quorum at the meeting due to a withdrawal of Board 
Members from the meeting, provided that any action thereafter taken must be approved by at least 
a majority of the required quorum for such meeting or such greater percentage as may be required 
by law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws. Board Members may not vote by proxy. 
The vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken shall be publicly 
reported. 

Section 20. TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS. After charter approval,1 members of 
the Board of Directors may participate in teleconference meetings so long as all of the following 
requirements in the Brown Act are complied with: 

a. At a minimum, a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors shall 
participate in the teleconference meeting from locations within the boundaries of 
the school district in which the Charter School operates; 

b. All votes taken during a teleconference meeting shall be by roll call; 

1 Prior to charter approval, any Board of Directors meeting may be held by conference telephone, video screen 
communication, or other communications equipment consistent with the requirements of the California Corporations 
Code.  
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c. If the Board of Directors elects to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas at all 
teleconference locations with each teleconference location being identified in the 
notice and agenda of the meeting; 

d. All locations where a member of the Board of Directors participates in a meeting 
via teleconference must be fully accessible to members of the public and shall be 
listed on the agenda;2 

e. Members of the public must be able to hear what is said during the meeting and 
shall be provided with an opportunity to address the Board of Directors directly at 
each teleconference location; and 

f. The agenda shall indicate that members of the public attending a meeting conducted 
via teleconference need not give their name when entering the conference call.3 

Section 21. ADJOURNMENT. A majority of the Board Members present, whether or not 
a quorum is present, may adjourn any Board of Directors meeting to another time or place. Notice 
of such adjournment to another time or place shall be given, prior to the time schedule for the 
continuation of the meeting, to the Board Members who were not present at the time of the 
adjournment, and to the public in the manner prescribed by any applicable public open meeting 
law. 

Section 22. COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT. Directors may not receive 
compensation for their services as Board Members or officers, only such reimbursement of expenses 
as the Board of Directors may establish by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the Corporation 
at the time that the resolution is adopted. 

Section 23. CREATION AND POWERS OF COMMITTEES. The Board, by resolution 
adopted by a majority of the Board Members then in office, may create one or more committees of 
the Board, each consisting of two or more Board Members and no one who is not a Board Member, 
to serve at the pleasure of the Board. Appointments to committees of the Board of Directors shall be 
by majority vote of the Board Members then in office. The Board of Directors may appoint one or 
more Board Members as alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent 
member at any meeting.  Any such committee shall have all the authority of the Board, to the extent 
provided in the Board of Directors’ resolution, except that no committee may: 

a. Take any final action on any matter that, under the California Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Corporation Law, also requires approval of the members or approval of a majority of 
all members; 

b. Fill vacancies on the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board; 

c. Fix compensation of the Board Members for serving on the Board of Directors or on 

2 This means that members of the Board of Directors who choose to utilize their homes or offices as teleconference 
locations must open these locations to the public and accommodate any members of the public who wish to attend 
the meeting at that location. 
3 The Brown Act prohibits requiring members of the public to provide their names as a condition of attendance at 
the meeting. 
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any committee; 

d. Amend or repeal bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 

e. Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board of Directors that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or subject to repeal; 

f. Create any other committees of the Board of Directors or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 

g. Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Board Member if more people have 
been nominated for Board Member than can be elected; or 

h. Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party and in which 
one or more of its Board Members has a material financial interest. 

The Board may also create one or more advisory committees composed of Board Members 
and non-Board Members. It is the intent of the Board to encourage the participation and 
involvement of faculty, staff, parents, students and administrators through attending and 
participating in open committee meetings. The Board may establish, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Board Members then in office, advisory committees to serve at the pleasure of the 
Board. 

Section 24. MEETINGS AND ACTION OF COMMITTEES. Meetings and actions of 
committees of the Board of Directors shall be governed by, held, and taken under the provisions of 
these bylaws concerning meetings, other Board of Directors’ actions, and the Brown Act, if 
applicable, except that the time for general meetings of such committees and the calling of special 
meetings of such committees may be set either by Board of Directors’ resolution or, if none, by 
resolution of the committee. Minutes of each meeting shall be kept and shall be filed with the 
corporate records. The Board of Directors may adopt rules for the governance of any committee as 
long as the rules are consistent with these bylaws. If the Board of Directors has not adopted rules, the 
committee may do so. 

Section 25. NON-LIABILITY OF BOARD MEMBERS. No Board Member shall be 
personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the Corporation. 

Section 26. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS GOVERNING STUDENT RECORDS. The 
Charter School and the Board of Directors shall comply with all applicable provisions of the 
Family Education Rights Privacy Act (“FERPA”) as set forth in Title 20 of the United States Code 
Section 1232g and attendant regulations as they may be amended from time to time. 

ARTICLE VIII 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. OFFICES HELD. The officers of the Corporation shall be a Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, President, who shall be known as the “School Director,” a Secretary, and a Chief Financial 
Officer. The officers, in addition to the corporate duties set forth in this Article VIII, may also have 
administrative duties as set forth in any applicable contract for employment or job specification. 
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Section 2. Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as either the President or the 
Chairman of the Board. 

Section 3. ELECTION OF OFFICERS. The officers of the Corporation shall serve at 
the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights of any officer under any employment contract. 

Section 4. REMOVAL OF OFFICERS. Without prejudice to the rights of any officer 
under an employment contract, the Board of Directors may remove any officer with or without cause. 

Section 5. RESIGNATION OF OFFICERS. Any officer may resign at any time by 
giving written notice to the Board. The resignation shall take effect on the date the notice is received 
or at any later time specified in the notice. Unless otherwise specified in the notice, the resignation 
need not be accepted to be effective. Any resignation shall be without prejudice to any rights of the 
Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 

Section 6. VACANCIES IN OFFICE. A vacancy in any office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed in 
these bylaws for normal appointment to that office, provided, however, that vacancies need not be 
filled on an annual basis. 

Section 7. CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. Once a Chairman of the Board of Directors 
is elected, he or she shall preside at the Board of Directors’ meetings and shall exercise and perform 
such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from time to time. There shall 
also be a Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors who will be elected by the Board of Directors. In 
the absence of the Chairman, the Vice Chairman shall preside at Board of Directors meetings and 
shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from 
time to time. 

Section 8. SCHOOL DIRECTOR. The School Director shall be the general manager of 
the Corporation and shall supervise, direct, and control the Corporation’s activities, affairs, and 
officers as fully described in any applicable employment contract, agreement, or job specification. 
The School Director shall have such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws 
may require. 

Section 9. SECRETARY. The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the 
Corporation’s principal office or such other place as the Board of Directors may direct, a book of 
minutes of all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board and of committees of the Board. The 
minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held; whether the meeting 
was annual, regular, special, or emergency and, if special or emergency, how authorized; the notice 
given; the names of the Board Members present at Board of Directors and committee meetings; and 
the vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken. 

The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the principal California office, a copy of the 
articles of incorporation and bylaws, as amended to date. 

The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board and of 
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committees of the Board of Directors that these bylaws require to be given. The Secretary shall keep 
the corporate seal, if any, in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such other 
duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws may require. 

Section 10. CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER.  The Chief Financial Officer shall keep and 
maintain, or cause to be kept and maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the 
Corporation’s properties and transactions. The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be given 
to Board Members such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by these 
bylaws, or by the Board. The books of account shall be open to inspection by any Board Member at 
all reasonable times. 

The Chief Financial Officer shall (a) deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board of 
Directors may designate; (b) disburse the corporation’s funds as the Board of Directors may order; 
(c) render to the School Director, Chairman of the Board, if any, and the Board, when requested, an 
account of all transactions as Chief Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the Corporation; 
and (d) have such other powers and perform such other duties as the Board, contract, job specification, 
or the bylaws may require. 

If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in the 
amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board of Directors for faithful performance of 
the duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief Financial 
Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal from office. 

ARTICLE IX 
CONTRACTS WITH DIRECTORS 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH BOARD MEMBERS. The Corporation shall not 
enter into a contract or transaction in which a Board Member directly or indirectly has a material 
financial interest (nor any other corporation, firm, association, or other entity in which one or more 
of the Corporation’s Board Members are Board Members and have a material financial interest) 
unless all of the requirements in the Ross Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest Code have 
been fulfilled. 

ARTICLE X 
CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED EMPLOYEES 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED 
EMPLOYEES. The Corporation shall not enter into a contract or transaction in which a non-
Board Member designated employee (e.g., officers and other key decision-making employees) 
directly or indirectly has a material financial interest unless all of the requirements in the Ross 
Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest Code have been fulfilled. 
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ARTICLE XI 
LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS 

Section 1. LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS.  The Corporation shall 
not lend any money or property to or guarantee the obligation of any Board Member or officer without 
the approval of the California Attorney General; provided, however, that the Corporation may 
advance money to a Board Member or officer of the Corporation for expenses reasonably anticipated 
to be incurred in the performance of his or her duties if that Board Member or officer would be entitled 
to reimbursement for such expenses of the Corporation. 

ARTICLE XII 
INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 1. INDEMNIFICATION. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation shall indemnify its Board Members, officers, employees, and other persons described in 
Corporations Code Section 5238(a), including persons formerly occupying any such positions, 
against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements, and other amounts actually and reasonably 
incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that section, and 
including an action by or in the right of the Corporation by reason of the fact that the person is or was 
a person described in that section. “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall have the same meaning 
as in that section of the Corporations Code. 

On written request to the Board of Directors by any person seeking indemnification under 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) the Board of Directors shall promptly decide 
under Corporations Code Section 5238 (e) whether the applicable standard of conduct set forth in 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) has been met and, if so, the Board of Directors 
shall authorize indemnification. 

ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE 

Section 1. INSURANCE. The Corporation shall have the right to purchase and maintain 
insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its directors, officers, employees, and other 
agents, to cover any liability asserted against or incurred by any Board Member, officer, employee, 
or agent in such capacity or arising from the Board Member’s, officer’s, employee’s, or agent’s status 
as such. 

ARTICLE XIV 
MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS 

Section 1. MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS. The Corporation shall 
keep: 

a. Adequate and correct books and records of account; 
b. Written minutes of the proceedings of the Board and committees of the Board; and 
c. Such reports and records as required by law. 
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ARTICLE XV 
INSPECTION RIGHTS 

Section 1. BOARD MEMBERS’ RIGHT TO INSPECT. Every Board Member shall 
have the right at any reasonable time to inspect the Corporation’s books, records, documents of every 
kind, physical properties, and the records of each subsidiary, as permitted by California and federal 
law. This right to inspect may be circumscribed in instances where the right to inspect conflicts with 
California or federal law (e.g., restrictions on the release of educational records under FERPA) 
pertaining to access to books, records, and documents. The inspection may be made in person or by 
the Board Member’s agent or attorney. The right of inspection includes the right to copy and make 
extracts of documents as permitted by California and federal law. 

Section 2. ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND MINUTES. On written demand on the 
Corporation, any Board Member may inspect, copy, and make extracts of the accounting books and 
records and the minutes of the proceedings of the Board of Directors and committees of the Board of 
Directors at any reasonable time for a purpose reasonably related to the director’s interest as a director. 
Any such inspection and copying may be made in person or by the director’s agent or attorney. This 
right of inspection extends to the records of any subsidiary of the Corporation. 

Section 3. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF ARTICLES AND BYLAWS. 
The Corporation shall keep at its principal California office the original or a copy of the articles of 
incorporation and bylaws, as amended to the current date, which shall be open to inspection by the 
Board Members at all reasonable times during office hours. 

ARTICLE XVI 
REQUIRED REPORTS 

Section 1. ANNUAL REPORTS. The Board of Directors shall cause an annual report 
to be sent to itself (the members of the Board of Directors) within 120 days after the end of the 
Corporation’s fiscal year. That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate detail: 

a. The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, or the Corporation as of the end of 
the fiscal year; 

b. The principal changes in assets and liabilities, including trust funds; 

c. The Corporation’s revenue or receipts, both unrestricted and restricted to particular 
purposes; 

d. The Corporation’s expenses or disbursement for both general and restricted purposes; 

e. Any information required under these bylaws; and 

f. An independent accountant’s report or, if none, the certificate of an authorized officer 
of the Corporation that such statements were prepared without audit from the 
Corporation’s books and records. 

Section 2. ANNUAL STATEMENT OF CERTAIN TRANSACTIONS AND 
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INDEMNIFICATIONS. As part of the annual report to all directors, or as a separate document if no 
annual report is issued, the Corporation shall, within 120 days after the end of the Corporation’s fiscal 
year, annually prepare and mail or deliver to each Board Member and furnish to each Board Member 
a statement of any transaction or indemnification of the following kind: 

(a) Any transaction (i) in which the Corporation, or its parent or subsidiary, was a party, 
(ii) in which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material financial interest, 
and (iii) which involved more than $50,000 or was one of several transactions with 
the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than $50,000. For this 
purpose, an “interested person” is either: 

(1) Any Board Member or officer of the Corporation, its parent, or subsidiary (but 
mere common Board Membership shall not be considered such an interest); 
or 

(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of the Corporation, 
its parent, or its subsidiary.  The statement shall include a brief description of 
the transaction, the names of interested persons involved, their relationship to 
the Corporation, the nature of their interest, provided that if the transaction 
was with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the 
interest of the partnership need be stated. 

(b) The amount and circumstances of any indemnifications aggregating more than 
$10,000 paid during the fiscal year to any Board Member or officer of the Corporation 
pursuant to Article XII of these Bylaws. 

ARTICLE XVII 
BYLAW AMENDMENTS 

Section 1. BYLAW AMENDMENTS. The Board of Directors may adopt, amend or 
repeal any of these Bylaws by a majority of the Board Members present at a meeting duly held at 
which a quorum is present, except that no amendment shall change any provisions of the Charter that 
created the Ross Valley Charter School or make any provisions of these Bylaws inconsistent with that 
Charter, the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation, or any laws. 

ARTICLE XVIII 
FISCAL YEAR 

Section 1. FISCAL YEAR OF THE CORPORATION. The fiscal year of the Corporation 
shall begin on July 1st and end on June 30th of each year. 

CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY 

I certify that I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of the Ross Valley Charter School, a 
California nonprofit public benefit corporation; that these bylaws, consisting of 14 pages, are the 
bylaws of the Corporation as adopted by the Board of Directors on September 21, 2014 and amended 
on June 17, 2015, August 30, 2015, and April 4,2016; and that these bylaws have not been amended 
or modified since that date. 
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amended or modified since that date. 

Executed on Jovit I 5 z On at 211 N f_(trael,,, California. 
I 

I� 

KA THERJNE LAKE, Secretary 
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Bylaws 
BYLAWS 

OF 
ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 

(A California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation) 

ARTICLE I 
NAME 

Section 1. NAME.  The name of this Corporation is Ross Valley CharterSchool. 

ARTICLE II 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION. The principal office for 
the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation is Fairfax, State of California. The 
Board of Directors may change the location of the principal office. Any such change of location 
must be noted by the Secretary on these bylaws opposite this Section; alternatively, this Section 
may be amended to state the newlocation. 

Section 2. OTHER OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION.  The Board of Directors may 
at any time establish branch or subordinate offices at any place or places where the Corporation is 
qualified to conduct its activities. 

ARTICLE III 
GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES; LIMITATIONS 

Section 1. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PURPOSES.   The purpose of the Corporation 
is to manage, operate, guide, direct and promote the Ross Valley Charter School (“Charter School”), 
a California public charter school. Also in the context of these purposes, the Corporation shall not, 
except to an insubstantial degree, engage in any other activities or exercise of power that do not 
further the purposes of the Corporation. 

The Corporation shall not carry on any other activities not permitted to be carried on by: (a) 
a corporation exempt from federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code; or (b) a corporation, contributions 
to which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, or the corresponding 
section of any future federal tax code. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall 
consist of the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the 
Corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of 
statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. 

ARTICLE IV 
CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1. CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS. Unless the context indicates 
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otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and definitions in the California Nonprofit 
Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these bylaws. Without limiting the generality  of 
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the preceding sentence, the masculine gender includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes 
the plural, and the plural includes the singular, and the term “person” includes both a legal entity 
and a natural person. 

ARTICLE V 
DEDICATION OF ASSETS 

Section 1. DEDICATION OF ASSETS. The Corporation’s assets are irrevocably 
dedicated to public benefit purposes as set forth in the Charter School’s Charter. No part of the net 
earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the 
benefit of any private person or individual, or to any director or officer of the Corporation. On 
liquidation or dissolution, all properties and assets remaining after payment, or provision for 
payment, of all debts and liabilities of the Corporation shall be distributed to a nonprofit fund, 
foundation, or corporation that is organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes and 
that has established its exempt status under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3). 

ARTICLE VI 
CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS 

Section 1. CORPORATIONS WITHOUT MEMBERS. The Corporation shall have no 
voting members within the meaning of the Nonprofit Corporation Law. The Corporation’s Board of 
Directors may, in its discretion, admit individuals to one or more classes of nonvoting members; the 
class or classes shall have such rights and obligations as the Board of Directors finds appropriate. 

ARTICLE VII 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. GENERAL POWERS. Subject to the provisions and limitations of the 
California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and subject to 
any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws, the Corporation’s activities and affairs 
shall be managed, and all corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the 
Board of Directors (“Board”). 

Section 2. SPECIFIC POWERS. Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of these bylaws, but subject to the same limitations, the Board of Directors shall have the 
power to: 

a. Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board of Directors, all corporate officers, 
agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them as are consistent with 
the law, the articles of incorporation, and these bylaws; fix their compensation; and 
require from them security for faithful service. 

b. Change the principal office or the principal business office in California from one 
location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in 
any other state, territory, dependency, or country; conduct its activities in or outside 
California. 

c. Borrow money and incur indebtedness on the Corporation’s behalf and cause to be 
executed and delivered for the Corporation’s purposes, in the corporate name, 
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promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, 
hypothecations, and other evidences of debt and securities. 

d. Adopt and use a corporate seal. 

Section 3. DESIGNATED BOARD MEMBERS AND TERMS. The number of Board 
Members shall be no less than five and no more than seven, unless changed by amendments to these 
bylaws. All Board Members shall have full voting rights, including any representative appointed by 
the charter authorizer as consistent with Education Code Section 47604(b). If the charter authorizer 
appoints a representative to serve on the Board of Directors, the Corporation may appoint an 
additional Board Member to ensure an odd number of Board members. All directors shall be 
designated by the existing Board of Directors. 

After the expiration of the terms of the initial board members: 
• The teacher representative, will be appointed by the Board after considering a 

nomination by the full time teacher employees of the Charter School. 
• Two parent representatives will be appointed by the Board after considering 

nominations by the parents of students of the school with each student family having 
two votes. 

• All other board members, except for the representative of the charter authorizer, will 
be appointed by the Board of Directors as vacancies occur. 

Except for the initial Board of Directors, each Board Member shall hold office unless 
otherwise removed from office in accordance with these bylaws for two (2) years and until a 
successor Board Member has been designated and qualified. Terms for the initial Board of 
Directors shall be staggered with three (3) seats serving a three (3) year term and two (2) seats 
serving a two (2) year term.  The initial Board of Directors shall be as follows: 

NAME EXPIRATION OF TERM 

Chris Lyons (Teacher Representative) May 31, 2017 
Rana Barar (Parent) May 31, 2017 
Andrea Sumits (Parent) May 31, 2016 
Sharon Sagar (Community Member) May 31, 2017 
Conn Hickey (Community Member) May 31, 2016 

Section 4. The Board  may adopt  other  policies  circumscribing  potential  conflicts  of 
interest. 

Section 5. BOARD MEMBERS’ TERM. Each Board Member shall hold office for two 
(2) years and until a successor Board Member has been designated and qualified. 

Section 6. NOMINATIONS BY COMMITTEE. The Chairman of the Board of 
Directors will appoint a committee to designate qualified candidates for election to the community 
member Board of Directors positions at least thirty (30) days before the date of any election of 
Board Members. The nominating committee shall make its report at least seven (7) days before the 
date of the election or at such other time as the Board of Directors may set and the Secretary shall 
forward to each Board member, with the notice of meeting required by these bylaws, a list of all 
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candidates nominated by committee. 

Section 7. USE OF CORPORATE  FUNDS  TO SUPPORT  NOMINEE. If  more 
people have been nominated for Board Member than can be elected, no corporation funds may be 
expended to support a nominee without the Board’s authorization. 

Section 8. EVENTS CAUSING VACANCIES ON BOARD.   A vacancy or vacancies 
on the Board of Directors shall occur in the event of (a) the death, resignation, or removal of any 
Board Member; (b) the declaration by resolution of the Board of Directors of a vacancy in the office 
of a Board Member who has been convicted of a felony, declared of unsound mind by a court order, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under California Nonprofit 
Public Benefit Corporation Law, Chapter 2, Article 3; or (c) the increase of the authorized number 
of Board Members. 

Section 9. RESIGNATION OF BOARD MEMBERS. Except as provided below, any 
Board Member may resign by giving written notice to the Chairman of the Board, to the School 
Director, or to the Board. The resignation shall be effective when the notice is given unless the 
notice specifies a later time for the resignation to become effective. If a Board Member’s 
resignation is effective at a later time, the Board of Directors may elect a successor to take office as 
of the date when the resignation becomeseffective. 

Section 10. BOARD  MEMBER  MAY  NOT RESIGN  IF  NO BOARD MEMBER 
REMAINS. Except on notice to the California Attorney General, no Board Member may resign if 
the Corporation would be left without a duly elected Board Member or Board Members. 

Section 11. REMOVAL OF BOARD MEMBERS. Any Board Member may be 
removed, with or without cause, by the vote of the majority of the members of the entire Board of 
Directors at a special meeting called for that purpose, or at a regular meeting, provided that notice of 
that meeting and of the removal questions are given in compliance with the provisions of the 
Ralph M. Brown Act. (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of 
the Government Code). Any vacancy caused by the removal of a Board Member shall be filled as 
provided in Section 12. 

Section 12. THE FILLING OF VACANT SEATS ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Vacancies on the Board of Directors may be filled by approval of the Board of Directors or, if the 
number of Board Members then in office is less than a quorum, by (a) the affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Board Members then in office at a regular or special meeting of the Board, or (b) a 
sole remaining Board Member. If the charter authorizer appoints a representative to serve on the 
Board of Directors, a vacancy in the seat of the authorizer’s representative shall be filled by the 
authorizer. The teacher and parent representative Board seats shall be filled pursuant to the 
procedure specified in Section 3, except that if there is a vacancy in the initial parent seats prior to 
the enrollment of students and the nomination of candidates to fill the parent seat(s), then the 
vacancy in the parent seat shall be filled by the Board with an existing parent from the converting 
MAP program. 

Section 13. NO VACANCY ON REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF BOARD 
MEMBERS. Any reduction of the authorized number of Board Members shall not result in any 
Board Members being removed before his or her term of office expires. 
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Section 14. PLACE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS  MEETINGS.  Meetings  shall be 
held at the principal office of the Corporation. The Board of Directors may also designate that a 
meeting be held at any place within the granting agency’s boundaries designated in the notice of the 
meeting. All meetings of the Board of Directors shall be called, held and conducted in accordance 
with the terms and provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act, California Government Code Sections 
54950, et seq., as said chapter may be modified by subsequent legislation. 

Section 15. MEETINGS; ANNUAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, all meetings 
of the Board of Directors and its committees shall be called, noticed, and held in compliance 
with the provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”). (Chapter 9 (commencing with 
Section 54950) of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code). Prior to charter approval all 
meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held in compliance with the California Corporations 
Code. The Board of Directors shall meet annually in June for the purpose of organization, 
election of a Chair and Secretary, appointment of officers, and the transaction of such other 
business as may properly be brought before the meeting. This meeting shall be held at a time, 
date, and place as noticed by the Board of Directors in accordance with the Brown Act. 

Section 16. REGULAR MEETINGS. After charter approval, regular meetings of the 
Board of Directors, including annual meetings, shall be held at such times and places as may 
from time to time be fixed by the Board of Directors. At least 72 hours before a regular meeting, 
the Board of Directors, or its designee shall post an agenda containing a brief general description 
of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting. 

Section 17. SPECIAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, Special meetings of the 
Board of Directors for any purpose may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board of 
Directors or a majority of the Board of Directors. The party calling a special meeting shall 
determine the place, date, and time thereof. 

Section 18. NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS. After charter approval, in accordance 
with the Brown Act, special meetings of the Board of Directors may be held only after twenty- 
four (24) hours notice is given to the public through the posting of an agenda. Board Members 
shall also receive at least twenty-four (24) hours notice of the special meeting, in the manner: 

a. Any such notice shall be addressed or delivered to each Board Member at the Board 
Member’s address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation, or as may have 
been given to the Corporation by the Board Member for purposes of notice, or, if an 
address is not shown on the Corporation’s records or is not readily ascertainable, at 
the place at which the meetings of the Board of Directors are regularly held. 

b. Notice by mail shall be deemed received at the time a properly addressed written 
notice is deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid. Any other written 
notice shall be deemed received at the time it is personally delivered to the recipient 
or is delivered to a common carrier for transmission, or is actually transmitted by the 
person giving the notice by electronic means to the recipient. Oral notice shall be 
deemed received at the time it is communicated, in person or by telephone or 
wireless, to the recipient or to a person at the office of the recipient whom the person 
giving the notice has reason to believe will promptly communicate it to the receiver. 

c. The notice of special meeting shall state the time of the meeting, and the place if the 
place is other than the principal office of the Corporation, and the general nature of 
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the business proposed to be transacted at the meeting. No business, other than  the  
business the general nature of which was set forth in the notice of the meeting, may 
be transacted at a special meeting. 

Section 19. QUORUM. A majority of the Board Members then in office shall constitute 
a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote of the Board 
Members in attendance, based upon the presence of a quorum. Should there be less than a 
majority of the Board Members present at any meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned. The 
Board Members present at a duly called and held meeting at which a quorum is initially present 
may continue to do business notwithstanding the loss of a quorum at the meeting due to a 
withdrawal of Board Members from the meeting, provided that any action thereafter taken must 
be approved by at least a majority of the required quorum for such meeting or such greater 
percentage as may be required by law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws. Board 
Members may not vote by proxy. The vote or abstention of each board member present for each 
action taken shall be publicly reported. 

Section 20. TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS. After charter approval,1 members of 
the Board of Directors may participate in teleconference meetings so long as all of the following 
requirements in the Brown Act are complied with: 

a. At a minimum, a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors shall 
participate in the teleconference meeting from locations within the boundaries of 
the school district in which the Charter School operates; 

b. All votes taken during a teleconference meeting shall be by roll call; 

c. If the Board of Directors elects to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas at all 
teleconference locations with each teleconference location being identified in the 
notice and agenda of the meeting; 

d. All locations where a member of the Board of Directors participates in a meeting 
via teleconference must be fully accessible to members of the public and shall be 
listed on the agenda;2 

e. Members of the public must be able to hear what is said during the meeting and 
shall be provided with an opportunity to address the Board of Directors directly at 
each teleconference location; and 

f. The agenda shall indicate that members of the public attending a meeting 
conducted via teleconference need 
conference call.3 

not give their name when entering the 

1 Prior to charter approval, any Board of Directors meeting may be held by conference telephone, video screen 
communication, or other communications equipment consistent with the requirements of the California Corporations 
Code. 
2 This means that members of the Board of Directors who choose to utilize their homes or offices as teleconference 
locations must open these locations to the public and accommodate any members of the public who wish to attend 
the meeting at that location.
3 The Brown Act prohibits requiring members of the public to provide their names as a condition of attendance at 
the meeting. 
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Section 21. ADJOURNMENT. A majority of the Board Members present, whether or 
not a quorum is present, may adjourn any Board of Directors meeting to another time or place. 
Notice of such adjournment to another time or place shall be given, prior to the time schedule for 
the continuation of the meeting, to the Board Members who were not present at the time of the 
adjournment, and to the public in the manner prescribed by any applicable public open meeting 
law. 

Section 22. COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT. Directors may not receive 
compensation for their services as Board Members or officers, only  such  reimbursement  of  
expenses as the Board of Directors may establish by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the 
Corporation at the time that the resolution is adopted. 

Section 23. CREATION AND  POWERS  OF  COMMITTEES. The  Board,  by 
resolution adopted by a majority of the Board Members then in office, may create one or more 
committees of the Board, each consisting of two or more Board Members and no one who is not a 
Board Member, to serve at the pleasure of the Board. Appointments to committees of the Board of 
Directors shall be by majority vote of the Board Members then in office. The Board of Directors 
may appoint one or more Board Members as alternate members of any such committee, who may 
replace any absent member at any meeting. Any such committee shall have all the authority of the 
Board, to the extent provided in the Board of Directors’ resolution, except that no committee may: 

a. Take any final action on any matter that, under the California Nonprofit Public 
Benefit Corporation Law, also requires approval of the members or approval of a 
majority of all members; 

b. Fill vacancies on the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board; 

c. Fix compensation of the Board Members for serving on the Board of Directors or on 
any committee; 

d. Amend or repeal bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 

e. Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board of Directors that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or subject to repeal; 

f. Create any other committees of the Board of Directors or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 

g. Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Board Member if more people 
have been nominated for Board Member than can be elected; or 

h. Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party and in which 
one or more of its Board Members has a material financial interest. 

The Board may also create one or more advisory committees composed of Board 
Members and non-Board Members. It is the intent of the Board to encourage the participation 
and involvement of faculty, staff, parents, students and administrators through attending and 
participating in open committee meetings. The Board may establish, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Board Members then in office, advisory committees to serve at the pleasure of 
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the Board. 

Section 24. MEETINGS AND ACTION OF COMMITTEES. Meetings and actions of 
committees of the Board of Directors shall be governed by, held, and taken under the provisions of 
these bylaws concerning meetings, other Board of Directors’ actions, and the Brown Act, if 
applicable, except that the time for general meetings of such committees and the calling of special 
meetings of such committees may be set either by Board of Directors’ resolution or, if none, by 
resolution of the committee. Minutes of each meeting shall be kept and shall be filed with the 
corporate records. The Board of Directors may adopt rules for the governance of any committee as 
long as the rules are consistent with these bylaws. If the Board of Directors has not adopted rules, 
the committee may do so. 

Section 25. NON-LIABILITY OF BOARD MEMBERS. No Board Member shall be 
personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the Corporation. 

Section 26. COMPLIANCE  WITH  LAWS  GOVERNING  STUDENT  RECORDS. 
The Charter School and the Board of Directors shall comply with all applicable provisions of the 
Family Education Rights Privacy Act (“FERPA”) as set forth in Title 20 of the United States 
Code Section 1232g and attendant regulations as they may be amended from time to time. 

ARTICLE VIII 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1. OFFICES HELD. The officers of the Corporation shall be a Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, President, who shall be known as the “School Director,” a Secretary, and a Chief 
Financial Officer. The officers, in addition to the corporate duties set forth in this Article VIII, may 
also have administrative duties as set forth in any applicable contract for employment or job 
specification. 

Section 2. Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as either the President or the 
Chairman of the Board. 

Section 3. ELECTION OF OFFICERS.   The officers of the Corporation shall serve at 
the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights of any officer under any employment contract. 

Section 4. REMOVAL OF OFFICERS. Without prejudice to the rights of any officer 
under an employment contract, the Board of Directors may remove any officer with or without 
cause. 

Section 5. RESIGNATION OF OFFICERS. Any officer may resign at any time by 
giving written notice to the Board. The resignation shall take effect on the date the notice is 
received or at any later time specified in the notice. Unless otherwise specified in the notice, the 
resignation need not be accepted to be effective. Any resignation shall be without prejudice to any 
rights of the Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 

Section 6. VACANCIES IN OFFICE. A vacancy in any office because  of  death,  
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed   in 
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these bylaws for normal appointment to that office, provided, however, that vacancies need not be 
filled on an annual basis. 

Section 7. CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. Once a Chairman of the Board of Directors 
is elected, he or she shall preside at the Board of Directors’ meetings and shall exercise and perform 
such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from time to time. There shall 
also be a Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors who will be elected by the Board of Directors. In 
the absence of the Chairman, the Vice Chairman shall preside at Board of Directors meetings and 
shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors may assign from 
time to time. 

Section 8. SCHOOL DIRECTOR.   The School Director shall be the general manager 
of the Corporation and shall supervise, direct, and control the Corporation’s activities, affairs, and 
officers as fully described in any applicable employment contract, agreement, or job specification. 
The School Director shall have such other powers and duties as the Board of Directors or the 
bylaws may require. 

Section 9. SECRETARY. The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept,  at  the  
Corporation’s principal office or such other place as the Board of Directors may direct, a book of 
minutes of all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board and of committees of the Board. The 
minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held; whether the meeting 
was annual, regular, special, or emergency and, if special or emergency, how authorized; the notice 
given; the names of the Board Members present at Board of Directors and committee meetings; and 
the vote or abstention of each board member present for each action taken. 

The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the principal California office, a copy of the 
articles of incorporation and bylaws, as amended to date. 

The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board and of 
committees of the Board of Directors that these bylaws require to be given. The Secretary shall 
keep the corporate seal, if any, in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such 
other duties as the Board of Directors or the bylaws may require. 

Section 10. CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER. The Chief Financial Officer shall keep and 
maintain, or cause to be kept and maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the 
Corporation’s properties and transactions. The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be 
given to Board Members such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, 
by these bylaws, or by the Board. The books of account shall be open to inspection by any Board 
Member at all reasonable times. 

The Chief Financial Officer shall (a) deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board of 
Directors may designate; (b) disburse the corporation’s funds as the Board of Directors may order; 
(c) render to the School Director, Chairman of the Board, if any, and the Board, when requested, an 
account of all transactions as Chief Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the 
Corporation; and (d) have such other powers and perform such other duties as the Board, contract, 
job specification, or the bylaws may require. 
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If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in the 
amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board of Directors for faithful performance 
of the duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief 
Financial Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal fromoffice. 

ARTICLE IX 
CONTRACTS WITH DIRECTORS 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH BOARD MEMBERS. The Corporation shall not 
enter into a contract or transaction in which a Board Member directly or indirectly has a material 
financial interest (nor any other corporation, firm, association, or other entity in which one or 
more of the Corporation’s Board Members are Board Members and have a material financial 
interest) unless all of the requirements in the Ross Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest 
Code have been fulfilled. 

ARTICLE X 
CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED EMPLOYEES 

Section 1. CONTRACTS WITH NON-BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATED 
EMPLOYEES. The Corporation shall not enter into a contract or transaction in which a non- 
Board Member designated employee (e.g., officers and other key decision-making employees) 
directly or indirectly has a material financial interest unless all of the requirements in the Ross 
Valley Charter School Conflict of Interest Code have been fulfilled. 

ARTICLE XI 
LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS 

Section 1. LOANS TO BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS. The Corporation shall 
not lend any money or property to or guarantee the obligation of any Board Member or officer 
without the approval of the California Attorney General; provided, however, that the Corporation 
may advance money to a Board Member or officer of the Corporation for expenses reasonably 
anticipated to be incurred in the performance of his or her duties if that Board Member or officer 
would be entitled to reimbursement for such expenses of the Corporation. 

ARTICLE XII 
INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 1. INDEMNIFICATION. To the fullest extent permitted by  law,  the  
Corporation shall indemnify its Board Members, officers, employees, and other persons described 
in Corporations Code Section 5238(a), including persons formerly occupying any such positions, 
against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements, and other amounts actually and reasonably 
incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that section, and 
including an action by or in the right of the Corporation by reason of the fact that the person is or 
was a person described in that section. “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall have the same 
meaning as in that section of the Corporations Code. 
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On written request to the Board of Directors by any person seeking indemnification under 
Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) the Board of Directors shall promptly 
decide under Corporations Code Section 5238 (e) whether the applicable standard of conduct set 
forth in Corporations Code Section 5238 (b) or Section 5238 (c) has been met and, if so, the Board 
of Directors shall authorize indemnification. 

ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE 

Section 1. INSURANCE. The Corporation shall have the right  to  purchase  and  
maintain insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its directors, officers, employees, 
and other agents, to cover any liability asserted against or incurred by any Board Member, officer, 
employee, or agent in such capacity or arising from the Board Member’s, officer’s, employee’s, or 
agent’s status as such. 

ARTICLE XIV 
MAINTENANCE OF CORPORATE RECORDS 

Section 1. MAINTENANCE  OF CORPORATE RECORDS.  The Corporation shall 
keep: 

a. Adequate and correct books and records of account; 
b. Written minutes of the proceedings of the Board and committees of the Board; and 
c. Such reports and records as required by law. 

ARTICLE XV 
INSPECTION RIGHTS 

Section  1.  BOARD  MEMBERS’ RIGHT TO  INSPECT.   Every Board Member shall 
have the right at any reasonable time to inspect the Corporation’s books, records, documents of 
every kind, physical properties, and the records of each subsidiary, as permitted by California and 
federal law. This right to inspect may be circumscribed in instances where the right to inspect 
conflicts with California or federal law (e.g., restrictions on the release of educational records under 
FERPA) pertaining to access to books, records, and documents. The inspection may be made in 
person or by the Board Member’s agent or attorney. The right of inspection includes the right to 
copy and make extracts of documents as permitted by California and federallaw. 

Section 2. ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND MINUTES. On written demand on the 
Corporation, any Board Member may inspect, copy, and make extracts of the accounting books and 
records and the minutes of the proceedings of the Board of Directors and committees of the Board 
of Directors at any reasonable time for a purpose reasonably related to the director’s interest as a 
director. Any such inspection and copying may be made in person or by the director’s agent or 
attorney. This right of inspection extends to the records of any subsidiary of the Corporation. 

Section 3. MAINTENANCE  AND INSPECTION OF ARTICLES  AND BYLAWS. 
The Corporation shall keep at its principal California office the original or a copy of the articles of 
incorporation and bylaws, as amended to the current date, which shall be open to inspection by the 
Board Members at all reasonable times during office hours. 

ARTICLE XVI 
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REQUIRED REPORTS 

Section 1. ANNUAL REPORTS. The Board of Directors shall cause an annual report 
to be sent to itself (the members of the Board of Directors) within 120 days after the end of the 
Corporation’s fiscal year. That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate detail: 

a. The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, or the Corporation as of the end 
of the fiscal year; 

b. The principal changes in assets and liabilities, including trust funds; 

c. The Corporation’s revenue or receipts, both unrestricted and restricted to particular 
purposes; 

d. The Corporation’s expenses or disbursement for both general and 
restricted purposes; 

e. Any information required under these bylaws;and 

f. An independent accountant’s report or, if none, the certificate of an authorized 
officer of the Corporation that such statements were prepared without audit from the 
Corporation’s books and records. 

Section 2. ANNUAL STATEMENT OF CERTAIN TRANSACTIONS AND 
INDEMNIFICATIONS. As part of the annual report to all directors, or as a separate document if 
no annual report is issued, the Corporation shall, within 120 days after the end of the Corporation’s 
fiscal year, annually prepare and mail or deliver to each Board Member and furnish to each Board 
Member a statement of any transaction or indemnification of the following kind: 

(a) Any transaction (i) in which the Corporation, or its parent or subsidiary, was a party, 
(ii) in which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material financial 
interest, and (iii) which involved more than $50,000 or was one of  several  
transactions with the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than 
$50,000.  For this purpose, an “interested person” is either: 

(1) Any Board Member or officer of the Corporation, its parent, or subsidiary 
(but mere common Board Membership shall not be considered such an 
interest); or 

(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of the Corporation, 
its parent, or its subsidiary. The statement shall include a brief description of 
the transaction, the names of interested persons involved, their relationship to 
the Corporation, the nature of their interest, provided that if the transaction 
was with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the 
interest of the partnership need be stated. 

(b) The amount and circumstances of any indemnifications aggregating more than 
$10,000 paid during the fiscal year to any Board Member or officer of the 
Corporation pursuant to Article XII of these Bylaws. 
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ARTICLE XVII 
BYLAW AMENDMENTS 

Section 1. BYLAW AMENDMENTS. The Board of Directors may adopt, amend or 
repeal any of these Bylaws by a majority of the Board Members present at a meeting duly held at 
which a quorum is present, except that no amendment shall change any provisions of the Charter 
that created the Ross Valley Charter School or make any provisions of these Bylaws inconsistent 
with that Charter, the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation, or any laws. 

ARTICLE XVIII 
FISCAL YEAR 

Section 1. FISCAL YEAR OF THE CORPORATION. The fiscal year of the 
Corporation shall begin on July 1st and end on June 30th  of each year. 
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16. List of all businesses affiliated with RVC – for purposes of this request affiliated 
business shall be any business that is owned or operated by any RVC board
member, employee, volunteer, or the spouse of a RVC board member, employee, or 
volunteer as well as any business that employs any RVC board member, employee, 
volunteer or the spouse of a RVC board member, employee, or volunteer. 

Businesses affiliated with RVC Board members and their spouses, whether the individuals are 
owners, operators, or employees, are identified in the Forms 700 provided in response to 
requests #2 and #3. This is also the case for any RVC employee who is a corporate officer or 
designated filer. 

RVC is unaware of any full-time employee owning, operating, or being employed by a business. 
There is no legal requirement for employees to disclose such information about their spouses, 
and RVC declines to demand such information. RVC similarly declines to demand that part-time 
employees and their spouses disclose whether they own, operate, or are employed by a 
business. 

Volunteers are under no obligation to disclose whether they or their spouse own, operate, or are
employed by a business. RVC declines to demand this information from them, as such a 
demand could easily be seen in our diverse community as a potentially harmful intrusion. 
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17. All grant documents including but not limited to the grant application and grant award. 
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Ross Valley Charter School 

PCSGP Form 1—Application Cover Sheet 

Public Charter Schools Grant Program (PCSGP)
Application for Funding 

APPLICATION RECEIPT DEADLINE 
Applications must be delivered to the Charter Schools Division (not postmarked)

by
November 24, 2015, 12:00 p.m. (noon) 

Submit to: 
Charter Schools Division 
California Department of Education 
1430 N Street, Suite 5401 
Sacramento, CA 95814-5901 

NOTE: Please type all information. 

Charter School Information 
Charter School Name 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Name of Non-Profit Entity Applying for the PCSGP Planning and Implementation Grant 
Ross Valley Charter School 
Address 
25 Deer Park Lane 
City
Fairfax 

Zip Code 
94930 

County
Marin 

County District School (CDS) Code
Pending authorization 

Telephone Number
(415) 250-5879 

DUNS Number (mandatory field)
064150184 

Charter Authorizing Agency Name  
Ross Valley School District 
SBE Charter School 
Number 
Pending SBE authorization 

School Grade Levels 
K-5 

Charter School Approval
Date 
Petition submitted on 7/15/2015 -
pending appeal to SBE 

Is your school managed by a CMO? If yes, note the name of the CMO below. If no, leave 
blank. 
School Opening Date
August 2016 

Proposed Enrollment
220 

School Type:
Classroom Non-classroom 

Newly Established School
Conversion School 

Public Charter Schools Grant Program PCSGP-15/16 
Charter Schools Division 10/2015 
California Department of Education 
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Ross Valley Charter School 

PCSGP Form 1—Application Cover Sheet (Page 2 of 3) 

Have any of the principal parties submitting this application been involved in the 
development or operation of any other charter school(s) and received a PCSGP award? 
If so, please list the school(s) below. 

School(s) Name Charter Number 
Beginning and End Dates of 
PCSGP Grant(s) 

Primary Applicant Information 
First Name 
Conn 

Last Name 
Hickey 

Title 
Ross Valley Charter School Board Member, CFO and Treasurer 
Address 
4 Hillcrest Ave 
City
San Anselmo 

State 
CA 

Zip Code 
94960 

Telephone Number
415-250-5879 

Fax Number 
415-459-3477 call Tel first 

E-mail Address 
connbhickey@gmail.com 

Charter Developer Information 
First Name 
Chris 

Last Name 
Lyons 

Title 
Lead Petitioner 
Address 
207 Meernaa Ave 
City
Fairfax 

State 
CA 

Zip Code
94930 

Telephone Number
415-485-5292 

Fax Number E-mail Address 
sealyons@sbcglobal.net 

Public Charter Schools Grant Program PCSGP-15/16 
Charter Schools Division 10/2015 
California Department of Education 
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Ross Valley Charter School 

PCSGP Form 1—Application Cover Sheet (Page 3 of 3) 

Grant Award Information (indicate amount requested in the appropriate box below) 
The charter school is non-
classroom based and 
eligible for funding up to 
$250,000. 

$ 

The charter school is 
classroom based and eligible 
for funding up to $375,000. 

$375,000 

The charter school is classroom 
based and eligible for a higher 
sub-grant award amount, up to 
$575,000; or 
The charter school is non-
classroom based and eligible for 
a higher sub-grant award amount, 
up to $375,000. 

$ 
Higher sub-grant award 
applicants must complete and 
include Form 3. 

Certification, Assurance, and Signature Section 

CERTIFICATION/ASSURANCE: As the duly authorized representative of the applicant, I have 
read all assurances, certifications, terms, and conditions associated with the Federal Charter 
Schools Program, and I agree to comply with all requirements as a condition of funding. 

I certify that all applicable state and federal rules and regulations will be observed and that to 
the best of my knowledge, the information contained in this application is correct and complete. 
Printed Name of Administrator or Designee
Conn Hickey 

Telephone Number
(415) 250-5879 

Administrator or Designee Signature (Blue Ink)
Signature on file 

Date  
November 18, 2015 

Public Charter Schools Grant Program PCSGP-15/16 
Charter Schools Division 10/2015 
California Department of Education 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 1 of 16 

PCSGP Form 2—Narrative Response–Part 1
(Required) 

Please respond to the areas using single-spaced, 12-point Arial font, and one-inch 
margins. The page limit for this section is 15 pages (excluding the instructions page). 
When responding to the narrative areas, applicants should provide a thorough response 
that addresses all components of each area. Refer to Narrative Response 
Requirements on page 16 of the RFA, and the PCSGP Rubric, Appendix A. 

1. Educational Program (Required) 

Educational Program to be Implemented
Located in the Ross Valley School District, Ross Valley Charter School (“RVC”) will 
be a new school with 9 multi-age classes. RVC’s Core Belief is that children learn 
by constructing their own knowledge within the context of relationships with peers, 
teachers, and parents, and that the teacher is a guide and facilitator who 
collaborates, co-learns, and researches with the students. RVC’s mission is to 
provide a public school option that leverages a progressive education model 
emphasizing deep inquiry and exploration, hands-on, immersion-based experiences, 
and active learning-by-doing approaches to prepare students to collaborate effectively 
in teams, think critically, seek information to solve problems, and be lifelong learners 
and culturally competent members of our diverse global community. The school 
community will actively engage teachers, RVC staff, and families together to guide 
our children in building the knowledge and skills we all need to be flexible thinkers, 
confident communicators, and lifelong learners. RVC graduates will be: 
• Independent and confident—approach situations with confidence and drive. 
• Collaborative problem solvers—possess interpersonal skills enabling them to 

work productively with a partner or group, and integrate multiple perspectives. 
• Effective communicators—read, write, speak, and listen with confidence. 
• Creative and adaptive thinkers—explore multiple possibilities and go beyond 

seeking a single right answer. They have confidence to try something new. 
• People who persevere—embrace challenges and recognize the benefits that 

come from persisting, working hard and achieving their goals. 
• Caring community members—take responsibility for their own behavior. They are 

kind and compassionate to others. They recognize our interconnectedness. 
• Solid in foundational academic skills—enjoy reading for pleasure and 

information, write well, and have excellent math skills to apply to novel situations. 

Enabling All Students to Meet Challenging State Achievement Standards
The following key components of the RVC educational program will enable all 
students to meet challenging state student academic achievement standards: 
• Multi-age Classes—two grade levels are together in one class, allowing teachers 

and children to enjoy a two-year relationship, and giving students the opportunity 
to alternate being the younger and older grade in their class. 

• Integrated Thematic Curriculum— Curriculum will rely heavily on project- and 
problem-based learning, long-term units of study integrating many curricular 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 2 of 16 

areas, going in depth and examining a topic from many angles, and increasing 
students’ engagement and interest. 

• The Gift of Time—students are given long blocks of time in which to work on 
projects; teachers have long weekly meetings in which to collaborate, discuss 
student progress, and engage in professional development. 

• Educating the Whole Child—the focus is not just on academic growth, but also 
physical and social-emotional development. 

• Connected Community—students, teachers, staff, and parents are all considered 
integral parts of the school community; teachers focus on developing a strong 
community within the classroom as well as within the whole program, and 
encourage students to see their role as a member of the larger community. 

• Authentic Assessment—students’ ongoing classwork and projects are assessed 
to show academic growth and progress toward the Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS), state content standards, Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS), as well as 21st Century skills. 

• Collaboration—students have many opportunities to work with a partner or small 
group; teachers work together to plan curriculum and events. 

• Differentiation—with two grade levels in one classroom, teachers focus on 
individual learning progress, customizing instruction and guidance to 
accommodate students’ needs. 

• Cultural Competency—students learn about people from different cultures and 
backgrounds throughout history; teachers model appreciation for differences and 
inclusion of all members of the program and their families. 

• Choice—students make choices about what they will learn, how they will learn it, 
what materials they will use, how they will present their learning, etc. 

• Service Learning—each class does at least one service learning project per year 
that the students help to identify, plan, and carry out. 

Meeting the Needs of All Learners: The differentiated, child-centered approach 
used at RVC strives to meet the needs of every learner including students who are 
academically low achieving, academically high achieving, English Learners, and 
special education students. RVC will have an extensive network of support 
including hands-on, integrated curriculum; differentiated instruction; individualized 
reading support; individualized and small group instruction; parent volunteers to 
read with children, and help with math, writing, and other subjects; targeted writing 
support and specific mini-lessons; an Intervention Teacher to work with low-
achieving students; and a Student Success Team (SST) to consider additional or 
alternative supports to meet a child’s specific needs. Teacher professional 
development days and weekly collaboration time allows for discussion of academic 
progress of all students, to develop and refine intervention supports. 

Student Population and Demographics
RVC plans to serve approximately 222 students in grades K-5 in nine classrooms. 
The student population enrolled at RVC will be representative of the Ross Valley 
School District’s general population from socioeconomic, racial, linguistic, and 
cultural perspectives, which is currently 8% Latino, 1.5% African American, 4% 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 3 of 16 

Asian, and 82% White. The District has a 4% English Learner population. 10% of 
students qualify for free and reduced-price lunch, and 9% are in Special Education. 

Measurable Goals, Objectives, and Assessments
RVC’s student outcomes are designed to align with the school’s mission, 
curriculum, and assessments, the CCSS and NGSS, the State Standards for Social 
Studies, and the Eight State Priorities. RVC’s goals and outcomes include: 
1. 100% of teachers are fully credentialed. 100% of teachers spend two hours per 

week collaborating with each other around student learning. 
2. 90% of EL students grow at least three levels in reading each year, progress at 

least one English level each year, as measured by the CELDT or ELPAC test, 
and show growth in writing ability on Units of Study writing checklists. 

3. 80% of all students demonstrate at least one year of growth on the English 
Language Arts portions of the Smarter Balanced assessment (“SBAC”). At least 
80% of students are at or above grade level on the Teachers College Reading 
and Writing Project (“TCRWP”) reading assessment. 

4. 80% or more of all students demonstrate at least one year of growth on the 
Mathematics portions of the SBAC. 

5. 80% or more of students earn a rating of “understands content and concepts” 
on social studies section of Progress Reports. 

6. 80% or more of all 5th grade students score proficient or advanced on the 
science portion of the California Standards Test, and earn a rating of 
“understands content and concepts” in science on RVC Progress Reports. 

7. 100% of students participate in two PE sessions per class each week. 
8. 100% of students do at least one art project per month as part of their daily 

classroom instruction; are provided art and music classes weekly; and will 
participate in at least one performance per school year. 

9. RVC shall meet its API target, or an alternate statewide measure that will be 
established by the State Board of Education. 

10.ADA rates are at least 96%. No RVC students are absent 18 or more school 
days without authorization and study plans. 

11.RVC suspension rate is less than 0.5%, and expulsions less than 1%. 
12.80% of students show mastery in the 21st Century Skills section of their year-

end Progress Report (works independently with confidence; self-motivated and 
takes initiative; works collaboratively with others; demonstrates creative 
thinking; perseveres; uses a variety of strategies to solve problems; seeks out 
and uses resources; shows adaptability). 

13.100% of students participate in service-learning projects. 
14.80% or more of all 5th graders including subgroups report positive scores on 

School Connectedness Scale questions of the California Healthy Kids Survey. 

Methods to Measure Achievement of Goals and Objectives: RVC believes 
outcomes and assessments should inform curriculum and instruction, and, like 
learning styles, there are multiple forms of assessment that are summed up in 
Progress Reports three times a year. No one measure alone will constitute a sole 
indicator of progress. RVC’s assessment plan includes: 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 4 of 16 

• Reading Assessments. All students will be assessed at the beginning of the year, 
November, March, and June using the TCRWP Leveled Reading Assessment that 
measures decoding, fluency, and comprehension. Reading levels will help students 
select appropriate independent reading books, and will help teachers identify which 
students will need extra support in reading. 

• Writing Assessments. A writing sample will be collected and assessed for each student 
several times a year. Students will be instructed on how to use writing checklists from 
the Lucy Calkins Units of Study program. 

• Spelling Inventories. At the beginning of the year, all students in 1st-5th grade 
will take a spelling inventory from the Words Their Way book by Donald Bear. 
Students will then be placed in groups with other students who are working on 
learning similar spelling patterns. This assessment will be repeated at least once 
more mid-year, and groups of kids may be re-formed if needs have changed. 

• Mathematics Assessments. Student progress in mathematics will be measured 
using formal assessments such as teacher created unit assessments and 
performance-based assessments involving problem solving. Students will be pre-
assessed to identify students in need of extra challenge or support. On-going 
assessment will take the form of teacher observations and assignments. At the 
end of each unit, student understanding and mastery will be measured through 
performance tasks or formal assessments. 

• Thematic Unit Assessments. For each thematic unit, teachers will include a 
variety of formal and informal assessments including projects, written 
assignments, and/or performance tasks. Formative and summative assessments 
designed to measure student understanding of the unit’s learning goals may 
include responses to academic prompts, informal checks for understanding, and 
assessment of presentations or projects. 

• State-mandated Assessments, including the California Assessment of Student 
Performance and Progress (CAASPP) assessment system, the CELDT or 
ELPAC, and the Physical Fitness Test (PFT). 

Plan to Develop Teacher Effectiveness Measures
RVC will create professional development plans for all teachers and the School 
Director. The major strands of the plan will be based upon the RVC mission and 
best practices including: content knowledge, curriculum, instruction, assessment, 
advising, leadership, and knowing and understanding learners. Each teacher’s 
annual evaluation will be based on (1) achievement of the school’s overall 
instructional vision and goals, and (2) individual professional development goals 
based upon the best practices identified by RVC.  

At the start of each year, all teachers will complete a Personalized Educator Plan 
(PEP) with the School Director. In conjunction with the School Director, teachers 
will review the past year’s performance and set goals for the upcoming school year, 
using a template.  Goals will include a contribution to the overall school goals and 
outcomes (see above), as well as individual classroom goals, and professional 
growth goals. At least 33% of the weighting for the goals must be based on student 
achievement data. The PEP identifies the teacher’s present level of performance 
and indicates the teacher’s annual goals for growth in various areas, how the goals 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 5 of 16 

will be measured, and what will define success. Additionally, a work plan will be 
drafted and monitored by the School Director to ensure professional development 
activities are supported and attained throughout the year. Teachers will be 
reviewed according to level of experience and years of service; teachers with 3 
years of service or less are reviewed after each Progress Report (3 times a year). 

Curriculum and Instructional Practices to be Used 
The curriculum and instructional practices in RVC’s multi-age classrooms are 
flexible to address the wide range of developmental abilities, learning styles, and 
interests of students. Teachers collaborate on curriculum and instruction practices 
to ensure consistency over the six-year program. 
• English-Language Arts: RVC has a well-developed, content-rich curriculum that 

is consistent with the expectations in the CCSS in English Language Arts and 
Literacy. We will use resource books by experts in comprehensive literacy 
instruction such as Lucy Calkins (Pathways to the Common Core, 2012 and The 
Art of Teaching Reading, 2000), Fountas and Pinnell (Guided Reading, 1996), 
and Donald R. Bear, et.al (Words Their Way, 2011). 

• Reading: Using training from the Lucy Calkins Reading and/or Writing Institutes, 
Teachers’ College, at Columbia University in New York, teachers will guide RVC 
students using a consistent, common language in teaching reading and writing 
throughout the grades. Each classroom has a well-stocked library that is leveled 
consistently using Fountas and Pinnell levels throughout K-5. 

• Writing: RVC implements a rigorous and coherent writing curriculum in which 
students gain mastery of a range of skills and applications in all aspects of 
language usage. Each year, students write opinion pieces, informative pieces, 
and narrative stories. We use the Lucy Calkins Units of Study, which are 
organized by grade level and are CCSS-aligned. Students in the middle and 
upper grades have writing partners to share and give/receive feedback. 

• Language: Students learn to demonstrate command of the conventions of 
Standard English grammar and usage when writing and speaking. 

• Mathematics: RVC applies the guiding principles of focus, coherence and rigor— 
the basis for the CCSS-Mathematics—throughout our curriculum. Students are 
provided a comprehensive mathematical program that helps to develop the 
necessary computation, application, and problem solving skills, while developing 
deep conceptual understanding of math principles and operations. 

• Social Studies: We use the California state standards for History/Social Studies. 
Our goal is for students to become proficient in social studies in order to achieve 
civic competence. Our integrated thematic units are based on Social Studies 
standards, with literacy instruction woven in. We often use History Alive materials 
from TCI. The curriculum in our multi-age classes is on a two-year rotation, 
including standards for both grades during the two years spent in each class. 

• Science: As we transition to the new NGSS standards, we will be using a variety 
of resources and strategies learned in workshops including Lawrence Hall of 
Science trainings, Academy of Science teacher workshops, Exploratorium, Great 
Explorations in Math and Science, and California Education and the Environment 
Initiative. RVC will purchase a comprehensive science curriculum to match the 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 6 of 16 

NGSS. We encourage our children’s curiosities and provide them opportunities to 
explore the natural world around them. Outdoor field trips are enriching 
opportunities for our students to make connections with their classroom learning. 

• Technology: In K/1st grade we prefer that students have hands-on, fine motor 
skills, three-dimensional activities and experiences, so students don’t use 
computers or iPads in the classroom. In 2nd/3rd grade, students begin keyboard 
practice and we prepare them for taking the SBAC tests at the end of third grade. 
In 4th/5th grade, students continue to practice keyboarding, increasing their writing 
through word processing, and do internet research. 

• Physical Education: Using the Model Content Standards for California Public 
Schools, our physical education teacher will focus on games and activities. The 
schedule and the instruction will provide time for regular physical education as 
well as movement activities integrated throughout the school day. 

• Social and Emotional Curriculum: RVC will use the Toolbox Project, a social-
emotional learning curriculum that fosters the development of resilience, self-
mastery, and empathy in K–5 students and beyond. 

Instructional Model: In order to meet our mission, RVC has created an instructional 
model with features that focus on instruction in a multi-age classroom. RVC will 
employ the instructional model and key academic program features, described in 
the above sections, to ensure all students achieve increased student academic 
performance, including: project-based learning, multiple assessments, multi-age 
classrooms, thematic curriculum, high-quality professional development, data-
driven and competency-based instruction, and a focus on social-emotional and 
service learning. In addition to these subject-specific strategies, RVC will employ a 
balanced pedagogical approach in all courses using such strategies as group 
work/complex instruction, direct instruction, differentiated instruction, and inquiry 
and design thinking. 

Strategies to Assess and Evaluate Impact on Student Achievement and 
Manage Continuous Instructional Improvement
RVC’s assessment plan includes multiple measures designed to monitor student 
progress over time. It includes baseline, formative, interim, and summative 
assessments. Baseline assessments will measure basic academic skills in English 
Language Arts and mathematics, and other subjects as those assessments 
become available under the new CCSS regime. Formative assessments will be 
given at least monthly and will include formal and informal, performance based 
assessments. These assessments help students to better understand their 
strengths and areas in which they may be struggling. The assessment results will 
be used to guide instruction and identify students who need additional support 
and/or challenge. Interim assessments will be done three times a year and will 
provide standardized assessment data that can be aggregated and analyzed to 
diagnose student strengths and weaknesses and predict end-of-year summative 
assessments so that mid-year adjustments can be made. Summative assessments 
in core subjects occur at the end of units and at the end of the year. 
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In addition, RVC will use Progress Reports to summarize student achievement. 
Progress reports will be given to parents at the end of each trimester. Our Progress 
Reports demonstrate student development in the core subjects, and are used as a 
record of learning for all years at RVC. They include samples of work and students’ 
reflections on their work. Portfolios display the individual nature of child’s learning 
over time, provide evidence of academic achievement, and assist teachers with 
targeted instructional planning. Portfolios will be reviewed by students, 
parents/guardians, and teachers at the end of each school year. As a learning 
record, portfolios ensure teacher knowledge of student work from class to class. 

Teachers will analyze assessment results to identify student, class, and school 
trends, find specific areas of instructional strength and weakness, and ensure 
children are making progress towards CCSS grade-level proficiency. Assessments 
will be used to inform instruction and to track and monitor student growth and 
learning. Additional data-driven instructional strategies are described below. 

2. Charter Management Plan (Required) 

Administrative Relationship Between RVC and Authorizer 
RVC will operate autonomously from its authorizer with the exception of legally-
mandated supervisory oversight. RVC will be a directly-funded, independent, 
501(c)(3) charter school governed by its own non-profit Board of Directors. 

RVC Governing Board, Organizational Structure, and Capacity
The Board of Directors is governed in accordance with its adopted bylaws. Board 
members have expertise in varying fields (e.g., education, CCSS, charter school 
startups, law, HR, budget, finance) and will offer relevant and sound advice, 
direction, and discussion to RVC. The main focus of the work of the Board includes: 
long-term strategic planning, evaluation of the School Director, evaluating student 
learning, approving and monitoring the general policies of the school, including 
effective human resource policies for career growth and compensation of the staff, 
approving and monitoring the school’s annual budget, contracting with an 
independent auditor to produce an annual program compliance and financial audit, 
approving the action plans responding to any findings in the annual audit, 
negotiating with the authorizer, and, taking action on recommended student 
expulsions. The Board has two prior Ross Valley School Board Trustees with 
combined board experience of over 20 years. Both have graduated from the CSBA 
Masters in Governance and one has graduated from the ACSA Business Managers 
and Superintendents Academies. There is also a lawyer who specializes in 
compliance and corporate governance, an RVC teacher with 20 years of 
experience, and a retired technology executive. There is a national CCSS 
consultant, a founder of multiple charter schools who is an education professor at 
Southern Oregon University, and the Executive Director of an Educational 
philanthropy foundation with 20 years experience in educational policy and reform. 

RVC shall also have an advisory Leadership Council consisting of parents, 
teachers, and the School Director. The Council serves to: realize the Beliefs and 
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Mission of RVC in the best interests of the students; make recommendations to the 
Board, as appropriate, on how RVC can best meet the needs and interests of 
students and their families based on the RVC Beliefs and Mission; and, among 
other things, evaluate and monitor RVC’s progress and academic performance.  
There is a development Steering Committee that is dealing with details of 
development until a Leadership Committee is elected after students are enrolled. 

The School Director is the leader of the school, and reports directly to the Board. 
The School Director ensures the curriculum is implemented to maximize student-
learning experiences. The School Director interacts with the authorizer and other 
external accountability agencies, leads organization-wide and strategic initiatives, 
leads and oversees school finances, leads all employment matters, ensures legal 
compliance, and ensures the connection between RVC and families is strong and 
marked by continuous communication about student learning and behavior. 

Business Services will be done using RVC staff and EdTec internet based 
financial software. RVC will contract with EdTec to set up its software and create 
accounting policies and procedures. 

Data-driven Decision-making to Inform Instruction and Evaluations
RVC will be engaged in an on-going process of data review and evaluation in 
connection to student learning outcomes. The School Director will set goals and 
metrics with teachers at the start of the year and periodically review them during 
weekly professional development days. 
Data Collection: 
• RVC will use a Student Information System (SIS) such as Aeries or Power 

School to track and maintain student data and ensure the information collected 
is used in accordance with RVC’s mission as well as provide for all mandated 
reporting requirements at the local, county, state, and federal levels. 

• Teachers will meet to review reading, writing, spelling, and math assessments 
after initial assessments are done in the first month of school.  Standardized test 
data will also be reviewed at this time.  Teachers will also review assessment 
data at the end of each trimester in November, March, and June. 

Data Analysis: 
• RVC teachers will analyze performance and learning data for individual students 

at least monthly. Classroom, grade level, and school-wide assessment data will 
be reviewed by teachers and the School Director after Progress Reports and 
parent conferences are completed in November, March and June. 

• Assessment data will be used to judge the effectiveness of curriculum units and 
teaching. This information will be used to refine/change units and instruction. 

• Four times a year the RVC Board of Directors will review the data and related 
data analysis prepared by teachers and the School Director. Three of these will 
report on Progress Reports and the fourth will cover CAASPP results. These 
reports will be used by the board to insure that resources are correctly aligned. 

Reporting: 
• Results are available and presented to students and parents/guardians via 
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RVC’s SIS, Progress Reports, and portfolios (described above). 
• Annually, RVC will publish a School Accountability Report Card (SARC) that will 

be posted on the RVC website. 

3. Community and Parent Involvement (Required) 

Involvement of Parents and the Community in Planning, Program Design and
Implementation
RVC shall work closely with its families and local community members to develop, 
design, and enhance the school. Crucial elements of this collaboration include: 
• Leadership Council, modeled on School Site Councils, includes teachers, 

parents, and the School Director, and is responsible for: monitoring the 
educational effectiveness of the program and making reports to the Board for its 
review and approval; continuously evaluating opportunities for evolving and 
improving RVC as new educational theories and approaches emerge; fostering 
an ongoing culture of community and cooperation between parents, teachers, 
and administrators for the benefit of the students. 

• The RVC Board of Directors shall include at least 2 parents/guardians of a 
currently enrolled student, 1 teacher, and between 3 and 5 community members 
and educational subject matter experts. 

• RVC is partnering with the Fairfax San Anselmo Children’s Center, the pre-
eminent low income, early education institution in Ross Valley serving a very 
diverse population of pre-school and school age children, to ensure that our 
curriculum and culture is accessible to a diverse population in our community and 
that this community is supported in the school. 

• We will also be reaching out to preschools and the Chambers of Commerce of 
Fairfax and San Anselmo to incorporate their involvement in our planning and 
implementation. 

• Parent volunteering in the classroom/school; tutoring; being a voice in school 
decision making via the Leadership Council or Board; attendance at Board 
meetings; planning or attending fundraising or academic/arts events. 

• Outreach efforts will be made to community organizations, local schools and 
preschools, farmer’s markets and other community events, to publicize the 
school and develop a support network. 

• Teachers will have regular conferences with parents and distribute Progress 
Reports three times per year. 

• RVC will comply with Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) requirements. Via 
our shared decision making process, we will engage faculty, students, parents, 
subgroups and the Board in the annual LCAP development and review process. 

Process to Ensure Ongoing Parental Involvement
Parents are viewed as equal stakeholders and co-learners (along with teachers and 
administrators) in the education of the students, and parents are given a voice in 
RVC policy setting and decision making. Parents may be involved in many different 
ways in their children’s education at RVC: serve on the Board, serve on the 
Council, volunteer in the classroom or for special classroom events or needs, assist 
in planning and organizing RVC community-building events or school-wide student 
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events, volunteer to assist during RVC events, and volunteer to support any 
Council needs or to serve on any Council-formed committees to address specific 
issues facing RVC. Parents also serve an important role in electing the parent 
representatives of the Council. 

RVC encourages each family to volunteer in support of RVC in any manner suitable 
to the parents’ schedule and interests. There are many ways of contributing parent 
support, within and outside of the regular school day hours, and all are equally 
important to the success of the school. RVC will have a Parent Volunteer 
Coordinator who will help identify valuable volunteer opportunities for RVC parents. 
Examples of parent volunteer service include: assist with technology; prepare 
materials at home; provide language support or translation assistance; supervise 
and/or drive for field trips; serve as a classroom parent, playground supervision; 
and assist with facility improvement projects. A culture of inclusiveness and being 
a real part of the school community will be constantly fostered. At least 40% of 
parents will volunteer during the school year and at least 80% of California School 
Parent Survey respondents will “agree” or “strongly agree” that RVC welcomes 
parents’ contributions and actively seeks the input of parents before making 
important decisions. 

RVC will also employ a Spanish speaking Family Outreach/Support Coordinator, 
whose duties will be to provide additional support primarily for families of students 
that receive free/reduced lunch and students who are designated as English 
Learners. This coordinator will help to increase access to school resources, will 
ensure that students and their parents feel welcome and comfortable in the school 
community, and will serve as a bridge to help communicate with the student's 
educational team (i.e., teachers, support personnel, and administration). 

4. Sustainability and Alignment of Resources (Required) 

Continued Operation of the Charter School Once PCSGP Funds Have Expired
The RVC budget outlines a revenue and spending plan that will allow the school to 
continue to operate and thrive after the PCSGP grant has expired. Budget 
assumptions and projections are conservative and based on historical financial data 
from similar California charter schools. The budget is based on projections that, 
without alternative sources of funds, support the full and continued implementation 
of all aspects of the school program once the federal grant has expired. 

Budget Assumptions: Budgeted state revenue is based on the Local Control 
Funding Formula (LCFF), calculated using the most recent guidance from the 
California Department of Finance. The school’s base rate is kept constant for all 
years of the budget, and the target rate increases according to LCFF 
implementation rates. RVC has also budgeted for State Lottery funds, Child 
Nutrition reimbursements. The budget allows RVC to build a healthy reserve 
moving forward to provide additional security for the organization. The school will 
achieve a 10% reserve in its fund balance at the end of year one and a 23% ending 
balance (as a % of expenses) by year 5. To be very conservative, the RVC budget 
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has premised only $28,000 per year in fundraising revenue. We also have not 
budgeted unallocated grant funds into our budget. 

RVC student enrollment projections are conservative as well; the budget premises 
a student capacity of 222-students , and an ADA rate of 96%. RVC is developing a 
community network of families, teachers, and children centers and preschools and 
is confident that its recruitment and outreach plan will attract more than enough 
students to ensure full enrollment at the school. 

How PCSGP Funds Will Be Used in Conjunction with Other Federal Programs
RVC expects only to receive federal funds for the National School Lunch Program,. 
Child Nutrition reimbursements shall be used in accordance with federal 
requirements to support low income students and ensure their increased academic 
achievement and nourishment. PCSGP funds will be reserved for expenses that 
correlate to PCSGP grant objectives as described in this application, as well as 
one-time, eligible expenses related to the start-up of RVC. 

The use of PCSGP funds will supplement and not supplant these federal program 
funds. RVC will not use PCSGP funds to pay for services that are funded from 
other sources nor for new construction, most types of transportation, class size 
reduction, or purchases that do not directly support the intended purposes of 
implementing the charter school under applicable regulations. In addition, RVC will 
develop and maintain a system for the administration of the procurement of goods 
and services acquired with federal funds according to the Uniform Administrative 
Requirements for Grants (EDGAR, Part 80, Sub-part C). 

5. Targeted Capacity Building Activities (Required) 

RVC shall invest significant time in building capacity throughout the school and the 
organization. RVC shall continuously provide high-quality training to teachers. RVC 
Board members also provide support and expert advice on an on-going basis to 
enhance and encourage organizational growth and capacity. 

Building and Sustaining Data Systems to Improve Practices
RVC will implement a Student Information System (SIS), which includes data 
analysis, to track and maintain student data. The School Director, in consultation 
with staff and the Board, will choose a SIS in Spring 2016 to ensure the information 
collected is used in accordance with RVC’s mission as well as provide for all 
mandated reporting requirements at the local, county, state, and federal levels. 
RVC shall ensure teachers are highly skilled in data analysis through the following 
training approaches: leadership-provided trainings, training in use of technology, 
collaborative sharing and feedback, and schoolwide and sub-group data analysis 
and assessment. Progress Reports, which will include standardized interim 
assessments, and annual CAASPP results, will be entered into SIS to support 
Quarterly Board and Community Reporting on student learning progress. 

Opportunities for Teachers to Plan and Engage in Professional Development 
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Teachers will be paid for eight non-student days during each school year, which will 
be used for a combination of workdays in classrooms and professional 
development days, as determined by the teachers and the School Director. 
Teachers will also meet every Wednesday afternoon from 1:30-4:00.  The agendas 
of these meetings will be mutually determined by the teachers and the School 
Director, and may include school business (“nuts and bolts”), discussing school 
philosophy and direction, planning curriculum and/or events, working in grade level 
teams, discussing student progress, professional development, following up on 
professional development, or other focus areas. RVC will use substitute teachers to 
allow teachers to attend professional development workshops or site visits to other 
multi-age schools with similar goals. 

Teachers will focus on professional development opportunities in which they 
participate as a team, either with the entire faculty, or in partners or grade level 
teams. The teachers, in cooperation with the School Director, will identify areas of 
need and interest and will pursue further professional development, including but 
not limited to: cultural competency; instructional strategies for English Learners; 
CCSS and NGSS implementation; continued development of creative thinking and 
learning strategies; support for low-achieving students and special education; and 
emergency preparedness. 

Instructional Development and Improvement Systems
RVC shall develop and implement curriculum development and improvement that 
RVC staff will further revise, refine and improve. RVC is currently investigating 
Aeries, PowerSchool, and School Pathways. The School Director will collaborate 
with the teachers as they develop the academic program, request professional 
development activities, and improve curriculum and instruction. Other protocols and 
templates include: 
1. Teacher evaluation rubric, which will evaluate teachers based on student 

performance data and mastery of key schoolwide best practices in instruction 
and curriculum development 

2. Benchmark analysis template, which gives teachers clear protocols to collect/ 
analyze benchmark data and then develop instructional responses to the data 

3. Curriculum development and refinement templates and protocols to ensure that 
all curricula is based on state standards 

4. Teacher-created common benchmarks, which provide an accurate snapshot of 
student mastery of standards taught up to that point in the school year 

These tools are used to guide the ongoing work of responding to student 
achievement data and improving the academic program. 

Instructional Systems to Manage Continuous Instructional Improvement
RVC is committed to using student performance data to refine and improve the 
educational program. RVC teachers will be engaged in a monthly process of data 
review and evaluation in connection to student learning outcomes. They will 
analyze individual data to review performance for students in their classrooms and 
work in collaborative teams to review class performance. Teachers will identify 
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patterns of underperformance or high performance, and identify students who are 
not making adequate progress. Additionally, assessment data will be used to judge 
the effectiveness of curriculum units and teaching. This information will then be 
used to refine or change future units and instruction. Collaborative grade level 
teams will use these opportunities to form questions that arise from the data, 
develop hypotheses around the questions, and pursue different strategies or 
actions to improve student outcomes. Teachers will meet to review reading, writing, 
spelling, and math assessments after initial assessments are done in the first 
month of school. Standardized test data will also be reviewed at this time. 
Teachers will review assessment data at the end of each trimester in November, 
March, and June. Individual student achievement will also be tracked longitudinally. 
Reading progress will be charted throughout the student’s years at RVC. Portfolios 
will allow teachers to track and monitor progress from one year to the next. Data 
will be used to confirm whether skills have been mastered, and teachers will try a 
different approach if needed. These subjects will continuously be at center of the 
150-minute weekly teacher meetings on Wednesday afternoons. 

Leadership and Governance to Overcome Start-up Challenges
To ensure that the RVC Board of Directors is effective in oversight and evaluation 
of the school, the Board shall receive annual fiscal and governance training 
beginning in the planning year. 

The RVC School Director will receive training in such developmental areas as 
aligning the school program to RVC’s Mission and Beliefs, developing staff and 
student accountability, budget management, etc. The School Director will also 
receive intensive training in key leadership skills necessary to be a successful 
school founder, including staff hiring and evaluation, student and family recruitment, 
building community partnerships, oversight of key school office functions including 
attendance, budgeting, parent communication, time management, and verbal and 
electronic communication skills. A rubric for RVC leadership development will be 
written prior to the school’s opening. Finally, the School Director will ensure the 
teaching staff is trained in the CCSS, project-based learning, multi-age classroom 
learning, authentic assessments, data mining, and developing supports for each 
student to ensure continuous academic achievement. 

Business and Personnel Services 
RVC will contract with EdTec to use its internet based School Portal accounting 
system on an ongoing basis to do all accounting and financial reporting. It will 
contract with EdTec to set up this system for RVC and also to develop accounting 
and payroll processes and procedures. RVC will contract with qualified providers to 
develop all the other policies and procedures needed to run a charter school. 
School Director and Governing Board will be responsible for overseeing the work of 
the providers and developing the tools to enhance business and personnel services 
and operations at the school including, but not limited to: 
• Employee Handbook, with all legally mandated policies and procedures 
• Human Resources manual 
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• Parent Handbook 
• Accounting manual 
• Health and Safety Policies 
• Technology support processes and protocols 
• Profit and Loss, Balance Sheet, and Cash Flow reports for Board 
• Budget tools to track budget-to-monthly actuals and cash flow 
RVC staff shall develop (or work with the providers to develop) these documents 
and protocols, and train relevant staff in initial implementation and accountability 
practices. RVC is currently working with EdTec, Young, Minney & Corr, and CCSA. 

Strategic Planning
Strategic planning shall occur annually. The Board and the Leadership Council 
shall meet together in two combined work sessions separated by at least four 
weeks in the early spring to develop and then update a three-year strategic plan. 
These meetings will be co-facilitated with the Board Chair and the School Director 
and may utilize an outside facilitator. They will be noticed as special board 
meetings and will be open to the public.  The resulting Three-Year Strategic Plan 
will outline the big-picture strategic initiatives and goals and a three-year strategy 
with associated annual plans and core deliverables in each year. This plan shall be 
shared with all staff and is the framework by which all program development and 
improvement shall occur. 

6. Autonomy (Required) 

RVC shall be a highly autonomous charter school, with complete autonomy in the 
areas of governance, daily operations, personnel, instructional program, budgets, 
and financial decision-making. RVC shall be operated as an independent, nonprofit 
public benefit corporation and governed by the RVC Board of Directors. Pursuant to 
EC Section 47604(c), the authorizer shall not be liable for the debts or obligations 
of RVC or for claims arising from the performance of acts, errors or omissions by 
RVC if the authorizer has complied with all oversight responsibilities required by 
law.  The RVC Board of Directors shall have ultimate responsibility and authority 
over the schools’ operation and performance. 
• Budgets and Expenditures: RVC shall have ultimate control over the school’s 

budgets, revenues and expenditures, as well as contracts with third-party service 
providers. All budgeting decisions are made by the Board, and the Board and the 
School Director will ensure that the school operates within Board-approved 
budgets. Expenditures will be made by RVC staff with appropriate limits being 
set for individuals by the Board. 

• Personnel: All staff and teachers at RVC shall be at-will employees whose work 
status at the school is overseen by the School Director. In addition, all 
employment policies and decisions related to employees (hiring, firing, 
promotion, etc.) are determined solely by the RVC Board of Directors, including 
compensation structure, procedures, benefits, etc. 

• Daily Operations and Instructional Program: RVC shall have complete control 
over all aspects of its school program, including the full academic program, 
school policies and procedures, disciplinary processes, the school calendar and 
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school day, as well as all professional development and evaluation of staff. 
RVC may contract for services with its authorizer as negotiated through a separate 
memorandum of understanding and on a fee-for-service basis. RVC is solely 
responsible for hiring and evaluating a range of third-party service providers, 
including an independent auditor, food service, specialized Special Education 
services, bookkeeping and accounting, back-office, and janitorial services. All 
contracts shall be structured and negotiated by RVC staff and are subject to RVC 
Board approval. 

7. Notification and Admissions (Required) 

Notification to Students and Outreach 
RVC will engage in a variety of means and strategies to inform families about our 
school and recruit students to ensure an equal opportunity to attend RVC. These 
strategies include: 
• Establishing an enrollment timeline and process that allow for a broad-based 

recruiting and application process. Formal outreach activities for the following 
year’s enrollment begin in December; a lottery, if needed, is held in March. 

• The development of promotional materials, such as brochures, flyers, and 
informational videos in English as well as Spanish. 

• Outreach efforts via neighborhood groups, community organizations, religious 
organizations, social media, a school website, online forums, visits to local 
preschools, and youth service organizations. 

• Attendance and participation at local events and activities to promote the school 
and to meet prospective students and their families. 

• Open house and school tour visits on a regular basis to offer opportunities for 
prospective students and their families to learn more about the RVC program. 

• Establishment of Diversity and Outreach Committee charged with the creation, 
maintenance, and execution of RVC’s comprehensive outreach plan, targeting 
underserved populations in the District and beyond. 

The Diversity committee will conduct a yearly process to self-evaluate the school’s 
targeted goals/objectives on an on-going basis and refine its outreach efforts to 
achieve racial, socio-economic and ethnic balance of its student population. 

Non-discriminatory Admissions Procedures and Public Random Drawing
RVC shall admit all students who wish to attend RVC, and who submit a timely 
application; unless RVC receives a greater number of applications than there are 
spaces for students, in which case RVC will hold a public random drawing process 
in accordance with EC Section 47605(d) and applicable federal laws. RVC is a 
tuition-free public school open to all California residents without regard to prior 
academic achievement or the residence of the pupil or his or her parents in the 
State except as is required by EC Section 47605(d)(2)(B). Students shall be 
considered for admission without regard to ethnicity, national origin, gender, gender 
expression, gender identity, disability or sexual orientation or any other 
characteristic described in EC Section 220. With the exception of proof of 
immunizations, timely completion of an application form, and birth certificate, no 
requirements for admission exist. 
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PCSGP Form 3—Narrative Response–Part 2
(If applicable) 

Please respond to the areas below using single-spaced, 12 point Arial font, and one-
inch margins. The page limit for this section is 4 pages (excluding instructions). 
When responding to the narrative areas, applicants should provide a thorough response 
that addresses all components of each area. Refer to Narrative Response 
Requirements on page 19 of the RFA, and the PCSGP Rubric, Appendix A. 

Important: Enter the school name in the document header to ensure that all 
pages of the application can be traced back to the same application package. 

1. Compliance with Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (If
applicable) 
IDEA Section 613(a)(5). Ross Valley Charter School (“RVC”) will participate as a 
local educational agency (“LEA”) in a special education plan approved by the State 
Board of Education pursuant to Education Code Section 47641(a), such as the El 
Dorado County Charter Special Education Local Plan Area (“EDCOE SELPA”) or 
another local SELPA. As such, RVC shall be deemed an LEA for the purposes of 
compliance with federal law (IDEA; 20 U.S.C. Sec. 1400 et seq.) and for eligibility 
for federal and state special education funds; and shall be permitted to participate 
in an approved special education local plan that is consistent with Education Code 
section 56195.1(a), (b), or (c). RVC shall provide special education instruction and 
related services in accordance with the provision of special education instruction 
and related services in accordance with the IDEIA, Education Code requirements, 
and applicable policies and practices of the SELPA it joins, including but not limited 
to: 

A. Serving children with disabilities attending RVC in the same manner as 
other public schools and LEAs in the state as required by state and federal 
law, including but not limited to search and serve, identification, 
assessment, individualized education program (“IEP”) development, and 
IEP implementation, SST’s where appropriate, and the provision of 
supplementary and related services, on site at RVC, and within the 
continuum of placement options. 

B. Ensuring funding is provided to RVC on the same basis and at the same 
time as other public schools and LEAs in the state as required by state and 
federal law. 

IDEA Section 613(e)(1)(B). RVC shall participate as a single member LEA in the 
EDCOE SELPA, or other local SELPA it joins, in accordance with Education Code 
Sections 47641(a) and 56145 and shall ensure that individuals with exceptional 
needs attending RVC shall be served in the same manner as individuals with 
exceptional needs are served in other public schools. 
: 
RVC recognizes its responsibility to enroll and support students with disabilities 

Public Charter Schools Grant Program PCSGP-14 
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California Department of Education 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 2 of 3 

who can benefit from its programs and who otherwise qualify for enrollment. The 
school pledges to work in cooperation with its Special Education Local Plan Area 
(SELPA) to ensure that a free and appropriate public education (FAPE) is provided 
to all students with exceptional needs. RVC will comply with all applicable state and 
federal laws in serving students with disabilities, including, but not limited to the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEA), Section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
and any other civil rights enforced by the U.S. Department of Education Office of 
Civil Rights (OCR). Furthermore, RVC will comply with AB 602, SELPA guidelines, 
and all California laws pertaining to special education students. 

RVC will hire a certificated special ed teacher as a Charter School employee so 
that the teacher can be part of our full-time team of 10 certificated teachers with a 
focus on both training our regular ed teachers to understand the special needs of 
their special ed students as well as to provide both push in and pull out support to 
the special ed students. We will contract for specialized special ed services, like 
speech therapy, either with public or private agencies. 

RVC will contract with a SELPA or a JPA equipped to provide consulting services 
for setting up Special Education record keeping and reporting as well as the many 
other processes and procedures required to carry out its Special Education 
responsibilities under state and federal law. 

Upon acceptance to a SELPA, RVC will sign a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) between the school and the SELPA which delineates the respective 
responsibilities of RVC and the SELPA with regard to the funding and delivery of 
special education and related services. 

RVC will provide special education services for students enrolled in the school to 
the extent required by law. The school reserves the right to contract with outside 
agencies and vendors when appropriate to secure special education services, 
including administrative support services. 

Per Federal Law, all students with disabilities will be fully integrated into the 
programs of RVC, with the necessary materials, services, and equipment to support 
their learning and provide a free, appropriate public education. The school will 
ensure that any student with a disability attending RVC is properly identified, 
assessed and provided with necessary services and supports. 

RVC will meet all the requirements mandated within a student’s Individual 
Education Plan (IEP). The school will seek to include all students with special 
needs with their general education peers to the maximum extent appropriate 
according to their IEP. 

RVC will make time and facilities available to meet the needs of the student’s IEP. 
The school will actively adhere to all timelines mandated by the IEP and provide all 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 3 of 3 

stated services to enable the student to be successful, including providing the 
appropriate classroom accommodations and modifications, instructional strategies, 
and techniques. 

If a parent or faculty member feels the student’s educational needs are not being 
met, they may request a reassessment or a review of the IEP by the IEP team at 
any time during the year via written notice to RVC. The school will encourage open 
communication between the parents and the school for any items related to the 
special education services provided. 

RVC will comply with Child Find requirements as specified by law. The school will 
establish a referral and assessment process that brings together the 
parent/guardian, student, and school personnel to address any problems that 
interfere with a student’s success at the school. This includes the procedures 
referred to as “search and serve” in which the school seeks to identify students with 
disabilities and promptly provides the appropriate services. This also includes a 
referral process to the Student Success Team (SST), which convenes to discuss 
early identification and early intervention to develop next steps for students who 
have been referred. 

RVC will comply with the federal mandate of the “least restrictive environment,” 
meaning that the school will make every attempt to educate special education 
students along with their general education peers. Each student’s IEP requires 
different kinds of accommodations and modifications for instruction and services; 
therefore the educational strategies of the IEP will be built around the student’s 
needs and how these fit within the general educational program of the school. The 
instruction outlined in each student’s IEP will be delivered by personnel qualified to 
do so. Support within the general education program will include accommodations, 
modifications, co-planning, co-teaching, integrated Designated Instruction Services 
(DIS) support, and inclusion. Support outside of the classroom will include pullout 
for DIS and other related services and at times, pullout for resource instruction. 

RVC will support parents in advocating for their children’s educational rights by 
complying with IDEA law regarding parental involvement. Parents will have the right 
to participate in IEP team meetings about the eligibility, assessment, or educational 
placement of their child and other matters relating to their child’s FAPE. Parents 
who require translation will have access to a translated copy of the IEP within the 
IEP timeline as well as live interpretation in meetings. Parents will have the right to 
examine their child’s educational records, request an independent evaluation, and 
agree or disagree with placement decisions. Parents who disagree with placement 
decisions have the right to mediation and/or due process. 

2. Eligibility for Higher Sub-grant Award (If applicable) 

Not Applicable 

Public Charter Schools Grant Program PCSGP-14 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 1 of 14 

PCSGP Form 7—Charter School Work Plan/Activities 

Include specific activities and action steps that align to and support the implementation of the associated element. Applicant may include 
multiple activities that support each element. The page limit for this form is 15 pages. The timeline to complete each activity and action step, 
including beginning and ending dates, using both month and year designations, position or persons responsible for ensuring that each action 
step is completed according to the proposed timeline, and the description of evidence that will be submitted to CDE, upon request for 
monitoring purposes. Upon submission of the initial PCSGP application, leave the percentage completed column blank. This column is 
reserved for the reporting of an annual PCSGP Work Plan Status Report. Please see PCSGP Form 7 instructions for more information. 

Element 
Timeline 

Position/Person 
Responsible Evidence 

Perce 
ntage
Compl
eted 

Start End 

Educational Program (EP) 
Actions/Activities: 

Contract with Founding Teachers for work prior to 
school start up 

1/16 8/16 Planning Manager Contracts 

Develop and Execute the Planning Year 
Professional Development Plan. Plan includes 
Special Education refresher workshop. Include 
orientation and planning for all part-time certificated 
and classified personnel 

2/16 8/16 Planning Manager, 
Founding 
Teachers 

Agendas, 
workshop 
materials 

Review curriculums to ensure the Charter 
Educational Program aligns with Petition Element 
One 

4/16 8/16 Founding 
Teachers 

Curriculum maps 

Finalize plan for each specialized population (EL, 
low-performing, etc.). Include clear process to 
identify students with special needs including: 
special education, English Language Learners, and 
students with social and emotional needs. 

3/16 8/16 School Director Plans and 
processes 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 2 of 14 

Create teacher development and evaluation 
process, and Personal Educator Plan (PEP) 
documentation, create plan for roll-out 

2/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Teachers 

Plan, templates 

Have first Personal Educator Plan/goal setting 
meetings with all teachers to develop PEPs 

8/16 9/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

PEP plans, 
agendas 

Develop teacher evaluation calendar based on 
teacher experience level and professional 
development calendar (based on PEPs) prior to 
school launch 

5/16 7/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

PD calendar, 
assessment 
calendar 

Select and purchase a comprehensive science 
curriculum to match Next Generation Science 
Standards 
. 

8/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
Teachers, 

Purchase order for 
science materials 

Confirm Decision and Purchase Toolbox Project 
materials for social emotional curriculum 

4/16 9/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

Purchase order for 
materials 

Purchase art and music supplies and equipment for 
art and music classes 

3/16 6/16 School Director Invoices 

Ongoing social-emotional learning and training 6/16 6/17 School Director, 
Teachers 

Agendas, Weekly 
meeting notes 

Develop PE Curriculum with PE and Founder 
teachers 

5/16 9/16 Planning Manager, 
PE Teacher 

Written Lesson 
Plans 

Implement summer PD plan with teachers 6/16 8/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

Agendas, work 
products 

Evaluation of teachers, other staff: regular 6/16 6/17 School Director, Rubrics, 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 3 of 14 

observations/meetings, PEP conferences with 
teachers with frequency based on teacher 
experience level 

Teachers documentation, 
observation tools 

Ongoing staff development at weekly 160 minute 
Professional Learning Community (PLC) staff 
meetings 

8/16 6/17 Teachers, School 
Director 

Agendas, meeting 
notes, lesson 
plans 

Develop, finalize yearly, weekly, daily calendar and 
bell schedule prior to school launch and revise and 
improve as necessary 

2/16 5/16 Leadership 
Council 

Calendar and bell 
schedule 

Select IT design and implementation consultant 1/16 3/16 Planning Manager Contract 

Hardware/IT consultant designs and implements 
plan for initial classroom learning technology to 
ensure appropriateness and reliability of technology. 

4/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Teachers 

Approved design 
documents for 
hardware setup 

Purchase teacher and student computers and other 
associated IT and network equipment needed to 
build the school’s IT needs prior to school launch 

5/16 8/16 School Director Invoices, 
Chromebooks 

Adjustment of IT plan and completion of IT purchase 
and implementation in first year of school. 

9/16 5/17 School Director Final IT Plan, 
Chromebook carts 

Update Progress Reports (ongoing) to improve 
assessments and analysis of data 

7/16 6/17 School Director, 
Teachers 

Progress Report 
Form 

Research and identify all books, materials, furniture, 
and equipment (other than Toolbox, science, art and 
music above) for students and staff for successful 
launch of school and support of educational model 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager 
then School 
Director 

MOUs, Contracts, 
Purchase Orders 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 4 of 14 

Purchase identified books, materials, furniture and 
equipment to ensure robust support of educational 
model. 

5/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Purchase Orders 

Charter Management Plan (CMP) 
Actions/Activities: 

Incorporate, Select Initial Board and Officers, adopt 
Board Bylaws and conflict of interest 

9/14 10/14 Steering Com., 
Board 

Board Minutes 

Secure temporary offices and equip with 2 PCs, 
printer and file cabinet to operate out of until facility 
is ready 

12/15 2/16 Board Chair/CFO Lease 

Secure site/facility for school sufficient for effective 
implementation of school program and to serve 
projected enrollment 

1/16 3/16 Board Chair/CFO Lease 

Recruit and contract with Planning Manager who will 
provide executive leadership under contract until 
School Director is recruited, hired and able to be 
added to payroll 

1/16 2/16 Board Chair Contract 

Review conflict of interest policies with Legal 
Counsel and Board and create plan for Annual 
Disclosure Statement 

1/16 3/16 Planning Manager, 
Board 

Plan 

Contract with EdTec for ESP accounting software to 
do all accounting, reporting, and accounts payable 

1/16 2/16 CFO Agreement with 
EdTec 

Contract with EdTec to set up ESP software for RVC 
and to develop accounting policies and procedures 

2/16 6/16 CFO, School 
Director 

Software set up 
and Board 
approval of 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 5 of 14 

Policies/Procedure 

Apply to become member of a Charter SELPA to 
have LEA status for special education purposes 

11/15 12/15 CFO Submitted 
Application 

Contract with various special ed service providers to 
meet the IEP requirements of enrolled students 

4/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Contracts 

Contract with the SELPA or a Special Education JPA 
(such as Redding  School for the Arts JPA) to 
develop reporting and record keeping processes as 
well as other Special Ed processes and procedures 
required to meet obligations under state and federal 
law. 

2/16 11/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Contracts 

Train key personnel in business services to ensure 
seamless opening of school. Services include 
accounting, HR, budgeting, and all business 
functions (See TCB task below on HR and risk 
management policy development) 

2/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Office Manager 

Agendas, 
presentations, 
materials 

Create LCAP and budget development process, 
timeline, and 2017-18 budget and LCAP 

8/16 12/16 School Director, Board approved 
process document 

Initiate and finalize contracts with miscellaneous 
vendors necessary for key services (i.e. insurance, 
utilities, telecom, internet, etc.) prior to school launch 

2/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Agendas, 
Contracts, 
materials 

Secure and maintain food service provider 3/16 6/16 Planning Manager Contract 

Evaluate, select and purchase an SIS system for 
student attendance and learning/assessment data 
analysis and reporting 

11/15 5/16 Planning Manager Contract 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 6 of 14 

Secure janitorial service 2/16 4/16 Planning Manager Contract 

Board adoption of updated policies on teacher 
evaluation rubric, employee policies on hiring, 
discipline, termination 

4/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Petitioning 
Teachers 

Policies Adopted 

Prepare facilities/classrooms for occupancy 
including all improvements and set up needed 

5/16 8/16 Planning Manager Completed Punch 
Lists 

Prepare quarterly Board presentation on student 
learning of data related to Petition and Grant goals 
to assess impact of school academic program and 
adjust resources as necessary.  Three reports based 
on Progress Reports and one based on CAASPP 

12/16 6/17 School Director Board agendas, 
presentations 

Prepare quarterly student academic performance 
reports from teachers to School Director in 
preparation for Quarterly Board Presentation on 
Student learning 

11/16 6/17 School Director, 
Teachers 

Minutes from 
weekly teacher 
meetings 

Report on financial status at monthly Board 
meetings to ensure that school is on budget 

4/15 6/17 Board Chair and 
CFO 

Agendas and 
Financial reports 

Create quarterly performance reviews of School 
Director 

9/16 5/17 Board Chair, CFO Written Reviews 

Publish the Charter’s School Accountability Report 
Card on-line on time 

7/16 1/17 School Director On-line SARC 

Submit PCSGP Quarterly Expenditure Reports, 
annual Progress Reports, and any Budget Revisions 
to the CDE prior to related expenditures 

4/16 7/17 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
CFO 

Reports 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 7 of 14 

Arrange for a rigorous PCSGP process of review by 
a third party external reviewer one month prior to the 
end of the grant period for submission to the CDE 

3/17 5/17 School Director, 
Board CFO 

Review Document 

Community and Parent Involvement (CPI) 
Actions/Activities: 

Planning Manager identifies, develops and 
collaborates with Steering Committee, community 
groups, parents of enrolled students, and Board on 
initial school design, community outreach, events, 
etc. 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
Board Chair and 
CFO 

Agendas, meeting 
minutes, 
presentations 

Secure contract with Outreach Consultants for 
community outreach and recruitment activities. 

3/16 5/16 Planning Manager, 
Board 

Contract with 
consultant(s) 

Hold at least bi-weekly Steering Committee 
meetings 

4/14 5/16 Steering 
Committee 

Agendas, minutes 

Election of Leadership Council after enrollment is 
complete and resulting transition from Steering 
Committee to Leadership Council 

4/16 5/16 Planning Manager Leadership 
Council & Steering 
Com. minutes 

Leadership Council enact bylaws 4/16 6/16 Planning Manager LC Minutes 

Hold whole-school Meetings thrice-annually to insure 
additional parent input 

9/16 6/17 School Director, 
Board, Teachers 

Agendas, meeting 
minutes, 

Create, administer and compile, analyze, and 
distribute results from annual Parent and Staff 
Surveys and create action plans. 

5/17 6/17 School Director, 
Leadership 
Council, Board 

Surveys, Action 
Plans 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 8 of 14 

Create written quarterly report of student learning 
data, as outlined in Petition and Grant Narrative and 
other relevant information to families and community 

11/16 6/17 School Director Agendas, meeting 
notes, reports 

Work with network of community partners/allies (San 
Anselmo Children’s Center, other preschools, etc.) 
for student/family recruitment, collaboration 
regarding extended day program, other resources 
for needy students and families (i.e. health, resource 
assistance, etc.) to meet demographic targets of 
7.5% ELL and 16% Free and Reduced Lunch 

1/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
Outreach 
Consultants, 
School Director, 
Board, Parent 
Support 
Coordinator 

Agenda and 
Meeting notes 

Outreach efforts to other community organizations, 
local schools, farmer’s markets and other community 
event sponsors, to publicize the school and develop 
a support network 

3/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
Outreach 
Consultants, 
School Director 

Agenda and 
outreach plans 
and activities 

Create Parent Handbook 3/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Leadership 
Council, Board 

Parent Handbook 

Write differentiated list of parental volunteer activities 
and create sign-up system 

5/16 9/16 Parent Volunteer 
Coordinator 

Volunteer activity 
list 

Recording of Ongoing Volunteer Activities 4/16 6/17 Parent Volunteer 
Coordinator 

Volunteer Records 

Sustainability and Alignment of Resources (SAR) 
Actions/Activities: 

Train staff to develop in-house expertise, reduce 
need for external consultants 

5/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Meeting Agenda, 
presentations 

Set up Progress Reports in SIS to automate student 5/16 7/17 School Director 2016-17 reports 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 9 of 14 

learning reporting for reporting to Board and 
community, and in order to benchmark for teacher 
data analysis 

for benchmarking 

Conduct ongoing outreach to community partners 
listed above to maintain student waitlist 

8/16 6/17 School Director Meeting notes, 
Announcements 

Conduct ongoing school visits, other fundraising 
events to raise awareness of school among potential 
funders, foundations 

1/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
School Directors, 
Board 

Meeting notes, 
presentations 

Raise $20,000 from families and community in 
voluntary contributions before school begins and 
$28,000 in FY 2016-17 

1/16 6/17 Board Funds Received 

Apply for Calif. DOF Charter School Revolving Loan 12/15 1/16 CFO/ EdTec Loan Application 

Targeted Capacity Building Activities (TCB)
(if applicable) 

• Governance Training (required) 
• Fiscal Management Training (required) 

Actions/Activities: 

Staff attend training for proper use of school SIS to 
ensure accurate compliance reports, and student 
learning and assessment reporting in SIS prior to 
school launch 

5/16 9/16 School Director, 
Office Manager, 
Teachers 

SIS templates, 
Agendas 

Professional Development around benchmark data 
analysis enumerated in Petition and Grant Narrative 
and entered as Progress Report data into the SIS to 
improve instruction 

6/16 6/16 Teachers Weekly meeting 
notes 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 10 of 14 

Teachers use weekly 160 minute PLC meetings to 8/16 6/16 School Director, Meeting notes 
frequently review student work and student data to Teachers 
improve practices and instruction 

In at least one weekly 160 minute PLC meeting, 9/16 12/16 Teachers Meeting Notes 
teachers will review SBAC portions of CAASPP 
reports to analyze how curriculum aligns with state 
standards 

Outside experts – such as CCSA, EdTec, and 1/16 7/16 Planning Manager, Registration and 
Young, Minney and Corr -- deliver training for Board Board Chair attendance 
of Directors in Governance and Fiscal Management, records 
and at seminars or conferences prior to launch of 
school 

Board of Directors and other school leaders 8/16 6/16 School Director, Registration and 
participate in annual Governance Training and Fiscal Board Chair Attendance 
Management training to be delivered by outside Records, 
experts and at workshops or conferences Presentations 

Select providers of HR and risk management 1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, Handbooks, 
consulting and develop and adopt all key policies, Leadership policies, and 
procedures, and handbooks for school to use for Council, Board procedures 
effective practices, including HR Manual, Employee 
Handbook, special education, governance, 
technology policy and procedures, school safety 
plans and procedures and disaster plan 

Staff training in implementation of school policies 5/16 8/16 Planning Manager Presentations, 
and protocols, including contents of Employee professional 
Handbook and HR policies, technology policies and development 
procedures prior to school launch materials 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 11 of 14 

Staff training in site safety drills and school safety 
plan protocols prior to school launch 

8/16 8/16 School Director Meeting agendas 

Annual staff training in school policies, safety drills, 
etc. 

8/16 6/17 School Director Presentations, 
weekly mtg notes 

Annual strategic planning process meetings to 
develop three-year strategic plan approved by Board 

2/16 4/16 Board Chair, 
School Director 

Strategic Plan 

Presentation of 3-year Strategic Plan to staff and 
parents 

5/16 6/16 School Director, 
Board Chair 

Presentation 

Review and update this work plan monthly 11/15 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Updated work 
plans 

Autonomy (AUT) 
Actions/Activities: 

Develop Job Descriptions for School Director, Office 
Manager, and Teachers 

11/15 3/16 Board, Steering 
Committee 

Job Descriptions 

Publicize all open full-time staff positions, collect 
resumes from interested candidates 

1/16 3/16 Planning Manager Job postings, 
resumes 

Complete paper screening and plan interviews for 
prospective staff 

2/16 4/16 Planning Manager Interview protocols 

Recruit and hire School Director, Office Manager, 
and Teacher(s) to fill the 10-teacher roster 

1/16 5/16 Planning Manager, 
Board 

Offer Letters 

Recruit, identify, secure agreements with part-time 
or contracted staff for Intervention Specialist, ELL 
Specialists, Spanish Teacher, Librarian, PE, Lunch 

3/16 8/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Board 

Offer letters, 
agreements, 
contracts 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 12 of 14 

and recess supervisors, Family Outreach Support 
Coordinator, and Counseling Services and contract 
with this staff for summer planning 

Contract with external legal counsel to ensure legal 
accuracy and compliance for all MOUs with 
chartering agency and other external agencies and 
partners, terms of site lease, and all employment 
and other contracts 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Board 

Contracts, other 
work products of 
counsel 

Board approves all hiring and major third-party 
contracts for services 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Board 

Agendas, meeting 
minutes 

Select a third party auditor to audit program 
compliance and financial reporting and controls 

7/16 3/17 School Director, 
Board 

contract 

Notifications and Admissions (NAA) 
Actions/Activities: 

Develop comprehensive procedures for enrollment 
(and lottery if needed) including all application and 
enrollment forms, procedures and files and system 
set-up for application, possible lottery and enrollment 

11/15 2/16 Board, Steering 
Committee 

Forms and 
procedures 

Diversity and Outreach Committees of Steering 
Committee meet monthly to develop complete 
recruitment and outreach plan to ensure diversity in 
applicant pool 

8/14 3/16 Steering Com Plans 

Work closely with Fairfax San Anselmo Children’s 
Center and other Fairfax/San Anselmo agencies to 

7/15 3/16 Diversity 
Committee 

Notes of meetings 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 13 of 14 

facilitate diversity of applicant pool 

Design, print and disseminate recruitment and 
marketing materials in English and Spanish 

11/15 1/16 Outreach 
Committee 

Print Invoice, 
flyers. 

Implement recruitment plan to secure intent to enroll 
forms from 100% of expected enrollment (220) 

2/16 4/16 Outreach 
Committee 

Intent to enroll 
forms 

Update website and Facebook page, and write and 
send timely electronic email newsletters and updates 
to supporters, parents and team members 

8/15 6/16 Outreach 
Committee 
parents, Outreach 
Consultants, 
School Director 

Web based and 
other 
communication 
materials 

Work with graphic designers to create additional 
promotional materials 

12/15 4/16 Planning Manager, 
Outreach 
Consultants, 

Materials 

Create signs and ensure they are displayed in a 
variety of locations. Coordinate volunteers to 
distribute flyers 

2/16 4/16 Outreach 
Committee and 
Consultants 

Signup lists, 

Write correspondence and materials such as media 
press releases, pitch stories to media for printed 
stories; coordinate with writer and interviewees. 
Craft e-mails and targeted messaging for parents, 
community members, update Charter Videos etc. 

1/16 3/16 Outreach 
Committee and 
Consultants 

Messages and 
newspaper articles 

Plan and execute promotional events such as – 
securing rental spaces, set up and break down, 
coordinating volunteers and promote events 

1/16 4/16 Outreach 
Committee and 
Consultants 

Event 
Announcements 

Hold Lottery if Needed 2/16 3/16 Planning Manager Lottery Results 
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Public Charter Schools Grant Program PCSGP-15/16 
Charter Schools Division 10/2015 
California Department of Education 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 1 of 14 

PCSGP Form 7—Charter School Work Plan/Activities 

Include specific activities and action steps that align to and support the implementation of the associated element. Applicant may include 
multiple activities that support each element. The page limit for this form is 15 pages. The timeline to complete each activity and action step, 
including beginning and ending dates, using both month and year designations, position or persons responsible for ensuring that each action 
step is completed according to the proposed timeline, and the description of evidence that will be submitted to CDE, upon request for 
monitoring purposes. Upon submission of the initial PCSGP application, leave the percentage completed column blank. This column is 
reserved for the reporting of an annual PCSGP Work Plan Status Report. Please see PCSGP Form 7 instructions for more information. 

Element 
Timeline 

Position/Person 
Responsible Evidence 

Perce 
ntage
Compl
eted 

Start End 

Educational Program (EP) 
Actions/Activities: 

Contract with Founding Teachers for work prior to 
school start up 

1/16 8/16 Planning Manager Contracts 

Develop and Execute the Planning Year 
Professional Development Plan. Plan includes 
Special Education refresher workshop. Include 
orientation and planning for all part-time certificated 
and classified personnel 

2/16 8/16 Planning Manager, 
Founding 
Teachers 

Agendas, 
workshop 
materials 

Review curriculums to ensure the Charter 
Educational Program aligns with Petition Element 
One 

4/16 8/16 Founding 
Teachers 

Curriculum maps 

Finalize plan for each specialized population (EL, 
low-performing, etc.). Include clear process to 
identify students with special needs including: 
special education, English Language Learners, and 
students with social and emotional needs. 

3/16 8/16 School Director Plans and 
processes 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 2 of 14 

Create teacher development and evaluation 
process, and Personal Educator Plan (PEP) 
documentation, create plan for roll-out 

2/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Teachers 

Plan, templates 

Have first Personal Educator Plan/goal setting 
meetings with all teachers to develop PEPs 

8/16 9/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

PEP plans, 
agendas 

Develop teacher evaluation calendar based on 
teacher experience level and professional 
development calendar (based on PEPs) prior to 
school launch 

5/16 7/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

PD calendar, 
assessment 
calendar 

Select and purchase a comprehensive science 
curriculum to match Next Generation Science 
Standards 
. 

8/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
Teachers, 

Purchase order for 
science materials 

Confirm Decision and Purchase Toolbox Project 
materials for social emotional curriculum 

4/16 9/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

Purchase order for 
materials 

Purchase art and music supplies and equipment for 
art and music classes 

3/16 6/16 School Director Invoices 

Ongoing social-emotional learning and training 6/16 6/17 School Director, 
Teachers 

Agendas, Weekly 
meeting notes 

Develop PE Curriculum with PE and Founder 
teachers 

5/16 9/16 Planning Manager, 
PE Teacher 

Written Lesson 
Plans 

Implement summer PD plan with teachers 6/16 8/16 School Director, 
Teachers 

Agendas, work 
products 

Evaluation of teachers, other staff: regular 6/16 6/17 School Director, Rubrics, 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 3 of 14 

observations/meetings, PEP conferences with 
teachers with frequency based on teacher 
experience level 

Teachers documentation, 
observation tools 

Ongoing staff development at weekly 160 minute 
Professional Learning Community (PLC) staff 
meetings 

8/16 6/17 Teachers, School 
Director 

Agendas, meeting 
notes, lesson 
plans 

Develop, finalize yearly, weekly, daily calendar and 
bell schedule prior to school launch and revise and 
improve as necessary 

2/16 5/16 Leadership 
Council 

Calendar and bell 
schedule 

Select IT design and implementation consultant 1/16 3/16 Planning Manager Contract 

Hardware/IT consultant designs and implements 
plan for initial classroom learning technology to 
ensure appropriateness and reliability of technology. 

4/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Teachers 

Approved design 
documents for 
hardware setup 

Purchase teacher and student computers and other 
associated IT and network equipment needed to 
build the school’s IT needs prior to school launch 

5/16 8/16 School Director Invoices, 
Chromebooks 

Adjustment of IT plan and completion of IT purchase 
and implementation in first year of school. 

9/16 5/17 School Director Final IT Plan, 
Chromebook carts 

Update Progress Reports (ongoing) to improve 
assessments and analysis of data 

7/16 6/17 School Director, 
Teachers 

Progress Report 
Form 

Research and identify all books, materials, furniture, 
and equipment (other than Toolbox, science, art and 
music above) for students and staff for successful 
launch of school and support of educational model 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager 
then School 
Director 

MOUs, Contracts, 
Purchase Orders 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 4 of 14 

Purchase identified books, materials, furniture and 
equipment to ensure robust support of educational 
model. 

5/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Purchase Orders 

Charter Management Plan (CMP) 
Actions/Activities: 

Incorporate, Select Initial Board and Officers, adopt 
Board Bylaws and conflict of interest 

9/14 10/14 Steering Com., 
Board 

Board Minutes 

Secure temporary offices and equip with 2 PCs, 
printer and file cabinet to operate out of until facility 
is ready 

12/15 2/16 Board Chair/CFO Lease 

Secure site/facility for school sufficient for effective 
implementation of school program and to serve 
projected enrollment 

1/16 3/16 Board Chair/CFO Lease 

Recruit and contract with Planning Manager who will 
provide executive leadership under contract until 
School Director is recruited, hired and able to be 
added to payroll 

1/16 2/16 Board Chair Contract 

Review conflict of interest policies with Legal 
Counsel and Board and create plan for Annual 
Disclosure Statement 

1/16 3/16 Planning Manager, 
Board 

Plan 

Contract with EdTec for ESP accounting software to 
do all accounting, reporting, and accounts payable 

1/16 2/16 CFO Agreement with 
EdTec 

Contract with EdTec to set up ESP software for RVC 
and to develop accounting policies and procedures 

2/16 6/16 CFO, School 
Director 

Software set up 
and Board 
approval of 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 5 of 14 

Policies/Procedure 

Apply to become member of a Charter SELPA to 
have LEA status for special education purposes 

11/15 12/15 CFO Submitted 
Application 

Contract with various special ed service providers to 
meet the IEP requirements of enrolled students 

4/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Contracts 

Contract with the SELPA or a Special Education JPA 
(such as Redding  School for the Arts JPA) to 
develop reporting and record keeping processes as 
well as other Special Ed processes and procedures 
required to meet obligations under state and federal 
law. 

2/16 11/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Contracts 

Train key personnel in business services to ensure 
seamless opening of school. Services include 
accounting, HR, budgeting, and all business 
functions (See TCB task below on HR and risk 
management policy development) 

2/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Office Manager 

Agendas, 
presentations, 
materials 

Create LCAP and budget development process, 
timeline, and 2017-18 budget and LCAP 

8/16 12/16 School Director, Board approved 
process document 

Initiate and finalize contracts with miscellaneous 
vendors necessary for key services (i.e. insurance, 
utilities, telecom, internet, etc.) prior to school launch 

2/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Agendas, 
Contracts, 
materials 

Secure and maintain food service provider 3/16 6/16 Planning Manager Contract 

Evaluate, select and purchase an SIS system for 
student attendance and learning/assessment data 
analysis and reporting 

11/15 5/16 Planning Manager Contract 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 6 of 14 

Secure janitorial service 2/16 4/16 Planning Manager Contract 

Board adoption of updated policies on teacher 
evaluation rubric, employee policies on hiring, 
discipline, termination 

4/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Petitioning 
Teachers 

Policies Adopted 

Prepare facilities/classrooms for occupancy 
including all improvements and set up needed 

5/16 8/16 Planning Manager Completed Punch 
Lists 

Prepare quarterly Board presentation on student 
learning of data related to Petition and Grant goals 
to assess impact of school academic program and 
adjust resources as necessary.  Three reports based 
on Progress Reports and one based on CAASPP 

12/16 6/17 School Director Board agendas, 
presentations 

Prepare quarterly student academic performance 
reports from teachers to School Director in 
preparation for Quarterly Board Presentation on 
Student learning 

11/16 6/17 School Director, 
Teachers 

Minutes from 
weekly teacher 
meetings 

Report on financial status at monthly Board 
meetings to ensure that school is on budget 

4/15 6/17 Board Chair and 
CFO 

Agendas and 
Financial reports 

Create quarterly performance reviews of School 
Director 

9/16 5/17 Board Chair, CFO Written Reviews 

Publish the Charter’s School Accountability Report 
Card on-line on time 

7/16 1/17 School Director On-line SARC 

Submit PCSGP Quarterly Expenditure Reports, 
annual Progress Reports, and any Budget Revisions 
to the CDE prior to related expenditures 

4/16 7/17 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
CFO 

Reports 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 7 of 14 

Arrange for a rigorous PCSGP process of review by 
a third party external reviewer one month prior to the 
end of the grant period for submission to the CDE 

3/17 5/17 School Director, 
Board CFO 

Review Document 

Community and Parent Involvement (CPI) 
Actions/Activities: 

Planning Manager identifies, develops and 
collaborates with Steering Committee, community 
groups, parents of enrolled students, and Board on 
initial school design, community outreach, events, 
etc. 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
Board Chair and 
CFO 

Agendas, meeting 
minutes, 
presentations 

Secure contract with Outreach Consultants for 
community outreach and recruitment activities. 

3/16 5/16 Planning Manager, 
Board 

Contract with 
consultant(s) 

Hold at least bi-weekly Steering Committee 
meetings 

4/14 5/16 Steering 
Committee 

Agendas, minutes 

Election of Leadership Council after enrollment is 
complete and resulting transition from Steering 
Committee to Leadership Council 

4/16 5/16 Planning Manager Leadership 
Council & Steering 
Com. minutes 

Leadership Council enact bylaws 4/16 6/16 Planning Manager LC Minutes 

Hold whole-school Meetings thrice-annually to insure 
additional parent input 

9/16 6/17 School Director, 
Board, Teachers 

Agendas, meeting 
minutes, 

Create, administer and compile, analyze, and 
distribute results from annual Parent and Staff 
Surveys and create action plans. 

5/17 6/17 School Director, 
Leadership 
Council, Board 

Surveys, Action 
Plans 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 8 of 14 

Create written quarterly report of student learning 
data, as outlined in Petition and Grant Narrative and 
other relevant information to families and community 

11/16 6/17 School Director Agendas, meeting 
notes, reports 

Work with network of community partners/allies (San 
Anselmo Children’s Center, other preschools, etc.) 
for student/family recruitment, collaboration 
regarding extended day program, other resources 
for needy students and families (i.e. health, resource 
assistance, etc.) to meet demographic targets of 
7.5% ELL and 16% Free and Reduced Lunch 

1/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
Outreach 
Consultants, 
School Director, 
Board, Parent 
Support 
Coordinator 

Agenda and 
Meeting notes 

Outreach efforts to other community organizations, 
local schools, farmer’s markets and other community 
event sponsors, to publicize the school and develop 
a support network 

3/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
Outreach 
Consultants, 
School Director 

Agenda and 
outreach plans 
and activities 

Create Parent Handbook 3/16 7/16 Planning Manager, 
Leadership 
Council, Board 

Parent Handbook 

Write differentiated list of parental volunteer activities 
and create sign-up system 

5/16 9/16 Parent Volunteer 
Coordinator 

Volunteer activity 
list 

Recording of Ongoing Volunteer Activities 4/16 6/17 Parent Volunteer 
Coordinator 

Volunteer Records 

Sustainability and Alignment of Resources (SAR) 
Actions/Activities: 

Train staff to develop in-house expertise, reduce 
need for external consultants 

5/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Meeting Agenda, 
presentations 

Set up Progress Reports in SIS to automate student 5/16 7/17 School Director 2016-17 reports 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 9 of 14 

learning reporting for reporting to Board and 
community, and in order to benchmark for teacher 
data analysis 

for benchmarking 

Conduct ongoing outreach to community partners 
listed above to maintain student waitlist 

8/16 6/17 School Director Meeting notes, 
Announcements 

Conduct ongoing school visits, other fundraising 
events to raise awareness of school among potential 
funders, foundations 

1/16 6/17 Planning Manager, 
School Directors, 
Board 

Meeting notes, 
presentations 

Raise $20,000 from families and community in 
voluntary contributions before school begins and 
$28,000 in FY 2016-17 

1/16 6/17 Board Funds Received 

Apply for Calif. DOF Charter School Revolving Loan 12/15 1/16 CFO/ EdTec Loan Application 

Targeted Capacity Building Activities (TCB)
(if applicable) 

• Governance Training (required) 
• Fiscal Management Training (required) 

Actions/Activities: 

Staff attend training for proper use of school SIS to 
ensure accurate compliance reports, and student 
learning and assessment reporting in SIS prior to 
school launch 

5/16 9/16 School Director, 
Office Manager, 
Teachers 

SIS templates, 
Agendas 

Professional Development around benchmark data 
analysis enumerated in Petition and Grant Narrative 
and entered as Progress Report data into the SIS to 
improve instruction 

6/16 6/16 Teachers Weekly meeting 
notes 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 10 of 14 

Teachers use weekly 160 minute PLC meetings to 8/16 6/16 School Director, Meeting notes 
frequently review student work and student data to Teachers 
improve practices and instruction 

In at least one weekly 160 minute PLC meeting, 9/16 12/16 Teachers Meeting Notes 
teachers will review SBAC portions of CAASPP 
reports to analyze how curriculum aligns with state 
standards 

Outside experts – such as CCSA, EdTec, and 1/16 7/16 Planning Manager, Registration and 
Young, Minney and Corr -- deliver training for Board Board Chair attendance 
of Directors in Governance and Fiscal Management, records 
and at seminars or conferences prior to launch of 
school 

Board of Directors and other school leaders 8/16 6/16 School Director, Registration and 
participate in annual Governance Training and Fiscal Board Chair Attendance 
Management training to be delivered by outside Records, 
experts and at workshops or conferences Presentations 

Select providers of HR and risk management 1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, Handbooks, 
consulting and develop and adopt all key policies, Leadership policies, and 
procedures, and handbooks for school to use for Council, Board procedures 
effective practices, including HR Manual, Employee 
Handbook, special education, governance, 
technology policy and procedures, school safety 
plans and procedures and disaster plan 

Staff training in implementation of school policies 5/16 8/16 Planning Manager Presentations, 
and protocols, including contents of Employee professional 
Handbook and HR policies, technology policies and development 
procedures prior to school launch materials 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 11 of 14 

Staff training in site safety drills and school safety 
plan protocols prior to school launch 

8/16 8/16 School Director Meeting agendas 

Annual staff training in school policies, safety drills, 
etc. 

8/16 6/17 School Director Presentations, 
weekly mtg notes 

Annual strategic planning process meetings to 
develop three-year strategic plan approved by Board 

2/16 4/16 Board Chair, 
School Director 

Strategic Plan 

Presentation of 3-year Strategic Plan to staff and 
parents 

5/16 6/16 School Director, 
Board Chair 

Presentation 

Review and update this work plan monthly 11/15 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director 

Updated work 
plans 

Autonomy (AUT) 
Actions/Activities: 

Develop Job Descriptions for School Director, Office 
Manager, and Teachers 

11/15 3/16 Board, Steering 
Committee 

Job Descriptions 

Publicize all open full-time staff positions, collect 
resumes from interested candidates 

1/16 3/16 Planning Manager Job postings, 
resumes 

Complete paper screening and plan interviews for 
prospective staff 

2/16 4/16 Planning Manager Interview protocols 

Recruit and hire School Director, Office Manager, 
and Teacher(s) to fill the 10-teacher roster 

1/16 5/16 Planning Manager, 
Board 

Offer Letters 

Recruit, identify, secure agreements with part-time 
or contracted staff for Intervention Specialist, ELL 
Specialists, Spanish Teacher, Librarian, PE, Lunch 

3/16 8/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Board 

Offer letters, 
agreements, 
contracts 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 12 of 14 

and recess supervisors, Family Outreach Support 
Coordinator, and Counseling Services and contract 
with this staff for summer planning 

Contract with external legal counsel to ensure legal 
accuracy and compliance for all MOUs with 
chartering agency and other external agencies and 
partners, terms of site lease, and all employment 
and other contracts 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Board 

Contracts, other 
work products of 
counsel 

Board approves all hiring and major third-party 
contracts for services 

1/16 6/16 Planning Manager, 
School Director, 
Board 

Agendas, meeting 
minutes 

Select a third party auditor to audit program 
compliance and financial reporting and controls 

7/16 3/17 School Director, 
Board 

contract 

Notifications and Admissions (NAA) 
Actions/Activities: 

Develop comprehensive procedures for enrollment 
(and lottery if needed) including all application and 
enrollment forms, procedures and files and system 
set-up for application, possible lottery and enrollment 

11/15 2/16 Board, Steering 
Committee 

Forms and 
procedures 

Diversity and Outreach Committees of Steering 
Committee meet monthly to develop complete 
recruitment and outreach plan to ensure diversity in 
applicant pool 

8/14 3/16 Steering Com Plans 

Work closely with Fairfax San Anselmo Children’s 
Center and other Fairfax/San Anselmo agencies to 

7/15 3/16 Diversity 
Committee 

Notes of meetings 
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Ross Valley Charter School Page 13 of 14 

facilitate diversity of applicant pool 

Design, print and disseminate recruitment and 
marketing materials in English and Spanish 

11/15 1/16 Outreach 
Committee 

Print Invoice, 
flyers. 

Implement recruitment plan to secure intent to enroll 
forms from 100% of expected enrollment (220) 

2/16 4/16 Outreach 
Committee 

Intent to enroll 
forms 

Update website and Facebook page, and write and 
send timely electronic email newsletters and updates 
to supporters, parents and team members 

8/15 6/16 Outreach 
Committee 
parents, Outreach 
Consultants, 
School Director 

Web based and 
other 
communication 
materials 

Work with graphic designers to create additional 
promotional materials 

12/15 4/16 Planning Manager, 
Outreach 
Consultants, 

Materials 

Create signs and ensure they are displayed in a 
variety of locations. Coordinate volunteers to 
distribute flyers 

2/16 4/16 Outreach 
Committee and 
Consultants 

Signup lists, 

Write correspondence and materials such as media 
press releases, pitch stories to media for printed 
stories; coordinate with writer and interviewees. 
Craft e-mails and targeted messaging for parents, 
community members, update Charter Videos etc. 

1/16 3/16 Outreach 
Committee and 
Consultants 

Messages and 
newspaper articles 

Plan and execute promotional events such as – 
securing rental spaces, set up and break down, 
coordinating volunteers and promote events 

1/16 4/16 Outreach 
Committee and 
Consultants 

Event 
Announcements 

Hold Lottery if Needed 2/16 3/16 Planning Manager Lottery Results 
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Public Charter Schools Grant Program PCSGP-15/16 
Charter Schools Division 10/2015 
California Department of Education 
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Providing Public School Options in Marin 

Middle-class families in Marin county that cannot afford private schools have almost no opportunity 
for choice within the public school system today. Among the eight Bay Area counties, Marin has by 
far the lowest percentage of public charter school students (2% vs. 8% in Bay Area overall) and the 
highest percentage of private school students (20% vs. 10% in Bay Area overall). These lop-side 
statistics in Marin are not purely a wealth effect but also due to the lack of public school options. 
Marin has only 4 classroom-based charter schools (including our brand new school which opened in 
August 2017) for a county of 40,000 students. Many families with children in local private schools 
today actually started their children in district schools and then left the public system when their 
children needed something different and they had no other options. 

Low-income students, who make up 26% of public school students in Marin County, have even 
greater problems. Only about one quarter of these students are achieving proficiency at grade level 
on state tests.  Surrounded by wealthier peers, who should be a positive influence in the classroom, 
low-income students in Marin are scoring 2% below the state-wide average for economically 
disadvantaged students. Marin has the 2nd highest achievement gap of any county in California. Our 
local schools are leaving behind our most disadvantaged students. 

Even though there are middle-class families who want different public school options and low-income 
families who want schools that support their children better, local actors have held back public charter 
schools for a number of years, to the detriment of our students. This lack of public school choice in 
Marin is due to a combination of misunderstanding of charter schools in the middle-class communities and 
well-funded, fierce resistance put up by local school districts that don’t want competition. There has not 
been a new charter school authorized locally in Marin for over 15 years, although there have been 
many attempts. The last five years have seen three attempts to launch new, free public charter schools to 
serve local students. One led by parents in Novato in 2012 and another, the IPSO school in San Rafael led 
by two Marin educators in 2016, were both crushed by district-led opposition. 

The only successful charter attempt in recent years is Ross Valley Charter (RVC), located in Fairfax.  This 
new, free public school is authorized by the State Board of Education to serve students in Transitional 
Kindergarten through 5th grade.  RVC has been a small miracle and a life-saver for many local families who 
wanted an alternative to their assigned district school.  Now the challenge before us is to keep this free, 
public school option alive and growing so that the well to do are not the only people with access to school 
choices in Marin. 

Our New School 

In April 2014, a group of local parents and teachers in Fairfax, CA began developing Ross Valley 
Charter (RVC) to provide more progressive public school experience for elementary students. The 
school is built on the foundation of a long-standing program of choice within Ross Valley School 
District, called the Multi-Age Program (MAP). This program was enormously popular with students 
and families for the past 20 years. It consistently had a waitlist well over 50% of capacity, but the 
district did not want to expand it; began cutting back support in 2013; and eventually terminated the 
program in 2016. All six founding teachers of RVC were part of the closed MAP program and left the 
district in 2017 to open this public charter school and serve more students. 
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RVC provides progressive, student-centered education, designed around engaging learning 
experiences. The home-grown model includes mixed-age classes, project- and inquiry-based 
learning, an integrated curriculum with emphasis on the arts, daily opportunity for individual choice, 
and students learning collaboratively from each other and from teacher facilitator/mentors. RVC 
focuses on the rigorous expectations of the Common Core Standards, while also cultivating student 
engagement, self-direction, creativity, joy and growth mindset. See our school in action: video link. 

Core Beliefs: 
1. Students learn best when constructing their own knowledge in a social context that offers rich 

and challenging content, and collaboration with fellow students and parents, and teachers 
acting as facilitators of this process. 

2. Student voice, choice, and engagement are critical to supporting student agencyand 
knowledge construction. 

3. A thriving and joyful learning community has inclusive decision-making structures that foster 
teacher and parent engagement, collaboration, and shared ownership of the committed work 
of graduating students who are critical thinkers and creative problem solvers. 

At RVC we put our core beliefs into practice with the following techniques: 
.  Multi-age Classes—Two grade levels are together in one class, allowing teachers and 

children to enjoy a two-year relationship, and giving students the opportunity to alternate being 
the younger and older student in their class. Because each student has the same teacher for 
two years, it allows a deep relationship between teacher and student and an understanding of 
how best to help the student thrive.  New students learn protocols from older students. 

.  Transdisciplinary Curriculum—Curriculum relies heavily on project- andproblem-
based learning, long-term units of study integrating many curricular areas, going in 
depth and examining a topic from many angles, increasing students’ engagement and 
interest. 

� Deep Learning Through the Gift of Time—Students are given long blocks of time in which to 
work on projects. Teachers have in-depth weekly professional development meetings in which 
to collaborate and discuss student learning. 

� Educating the Whole Child—The focus is not just on academic growth, but also physical and 
social-emotional development. 

� Connected Community—Students, teachers, staff, and parents are all considered integral 
parts of the school community. Teachers focus on developing a strong community within the 
classroom as well as within the whole program, and encourage students to see their role as 
a member of the larger community. 

� Authentic Assessment—Students’ ongoing classwork and projects are assessed to show 
academic growth and progress toward Common Core State Standards, which reflect the 
importance of 21st Century skills such as problem solving, collaboration, and communication. 

� Collaboration and Collective Responsibility—Students have many opportunities to work 
with a partner or small group. Teachers work together weekly to plan curriculum & events. 

� Differentiation—With two grade levels in one classroom, teachers focus on individual learning 
progress, customizing instruction and guidance to accommodate students’ needs. 

� Cultural Competency—Students learn about people from different cultures andbackgrounds 
throughout history and contemporary society. Teachers and students model appreciation for 
differences and inclusion of all members of the school community. 

� Choice—Students have many opportunities to make choices about what they will learn, how 
they will learn it, what materials they use, and how they present their learning. 

� Service Learning—Each class completes at least one service learning project per year that 
the students help to identify, plan, and carry out. 
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Ross Valley Charter had a great start this year. Our charter petition was recognized as an exemplar 
by the California Charter Schools Association. We received $375,000 in startup funds from the 
federal Public Charter Schools Grant Program, secured a Prop 39 facility, hired a strong school 
leader; and opened on time in August. Having a team of founding teachers who have worked 
together collaboratively for many years made the launch of the core academic program much 
smoother than with a brand new teaching staff. Our teachers welcome and encourage parent 
involvement, and we have a significant number of parents in the classroom as regularly scheduled 
helpers during math, reading, science, recess, lunch, PE and other times of day. 

RVC has a vibrant and intentionally diverse student body, where we teach respect and inclusion to 
create a strong, caring school community. Our recruitment efforts and enrollment preferences for low-
income and English Learner students helped generate a student body with three times more low-
income students than the district (27% vs. 8%) and four times more English Learners (13% vs. 3%). 
Now we are working hard to give this diverse mix of students an engaging, rigorous and culturally-
inclusive education experience. We hired a Spanish-speaking family outreach manager; we created a 
partnership with a local Latino community center; we are studying Spanish once a week with all 
students; and our Spanish-speaking families report that they have never felt so welcomed and well-
supported in a school setting before. We are also investing time and money on social-emotional 
learning activities and outside expertise for the teachers, students and parents to foster healthy 
relationships, good communication and a nurturing environment for our students. 

We launched a substantial program of after-school enrichment classes that many students love, and 
over half of all students are choosing to stay after-school for these classes. We are also offering free 
parent education workshops throughout the year on child development and social-emotional learning 
topics. We have already hosted multiple school events this Fall showcasing student learning, building 
the sense of community, and providing opportunities for our students to perform for their families and 
peers (e.g. Critter Carnival, Spelling Bee, Pumpkin Carving Day, Gratitude Feast, Musical 
Performances, and two plays performed entirely by Kindergarten and first grade students!). 

Reports from parents and students have been very positive, with many parent testimonials coming in 
and many heartfelt thanks for providing this alternative for our community. We are thrilled that our 
students are thriving. But we have more work ahead to survive financially in year one and to continue 
growing to a sustainable size in year two. 

Articulating the Benefits of Charter Public Schools 

As we move forward with RVC, we recognize that we need to become far more effective at public 
communications. Over the past 25 years, charter schools have grown dramatically in urban areas 
across the country, and these schools are demonstrating that far better student outcomes are possible 
for low-income students. But the understanding of charter schools is still very low in middle-class 
suburban communities across the country. 

Most parents in Marin don’t know even the basics about charter schools. They are unsure how they 
should feel about charter schools and they are susceptible to misinformation. A small but active group 
of local parents who are angry that RVC is co-located in a district facility ran an opposition campaign 
throughout 2017 (including yard signs that say “Go Public, Not Charter”) which caused over 200 
families to withdraw their applications before the school year started in August. 

The good news is that the families that stuck with us and enrolled their children are very happy. 
Today we have 135 students, up from 122 in mid-September, and 100% of current students have 
already signed intent to enroll forms for next school year. We have new students and families touring 
the school every week, and we continue to enroll new students weekly at a steady clip. 
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We have learned that the best way to begin a conversation about charter schools with middle class 
parents is to talk about the need for “DIFFERENT” school models, not “BETTER” schools. Middle 
class families do not want to hear that their district schools are not good enough (and many students 
are very happy with the district schools). We don’t want to draw away families that are very happy 
with their assigned district school, but rather to provide some room and some public school 
alternatives for families whose children would do better in a different kind of educational environment. 
Every child is different, and there is no one school model that can serve every student well. 

In order to move parents out of the fear/scarcity mindset, where they feel attacked and default to 
defending the status quo, and into the growth/abundance mindset, where they become curious about 
different options and excited about the positive experiences their children could gain at a charter 
school, we have concluded that we need to affiliate with a more well-known school model and name 
that could help signal to middle class parents that charter schools are truly “different” and offer 
“premium” models that are worth considering, without triggering defensive responses by saying 
anything bad about district schools. Some of the obvious candidates that align well with our 
philosophy are International Baccalaureate and Montessori. Even if parents don’t know exactly what 
these models include, they know the models are valued by many other parents, validated by experts, 
and have been successful in other places. 

Over the next 12 months, RVC will explore a few options and potentially pick one model or brand 
name to align ourselves with. For example, we are in the preliminary stage of exchanging instructional 
resources and practices with the New School in San Francisco, a 3-year old charter elementary 
school in SF that also serves a mainly middle class population with a progressive educational model 
of inquiry-based education. Although they don’t have a well-known brand name, they have a strong 
list of expert backers and formal partnerships with highly respected organizations like the 
Exploratorium, UCLA’s Lab School and others. Whatever model we land on, our goal is to make it 
easier for parents to understand that our school is doing something different and valuable. 

To make this transition RVC is seeking a commitment for a 2 year $100,000 professional development 
grant for our teachers to align themselves with a more well-known school model and make it a reality in our 
classrooms, while still preserving the progressive, collaborative teaching practices at the heart of RVC. 

BRIDGE FUNDING NEEDED 

We need a bridge grant to finish year one with a required 5% surplus and position the school for 
continued success and growth. We project a budget gap of about $250,000 in year one (school year 
ending June 2018) for these reasons: 

• Under-enrollment -- Today, we have 136 students, compared to an original budget based on172 
students and a contingency budget based on 148 students. The number of enrolled students 
is slowly increasing, but not fast enough to make up the gap in ADA. We expect a shortfall of 
$120,000 in per-pupil revenue compared to the contingency budget based on 148 students. 

• Penalty payment for facility -- Our Prop 39 facility co-location agreement with the district 
required RVC to set a target for student enrollment almost a full year before the school 
opened. At the time we had well over 300 applications. There is a significant penalty for 
“over-allocation” of facility space if we don’t meet the enrollment target. We expect a penalty 
of about $130,000 this year. 

We are requesting general support grant funding of $250,000 for 2017-18, and $100,000 for 2018-
19. This non-recurring funding will set up RVC for growth in year two and beyond. This is a key 
moment for our fledgling school. We hope you appreciate the value of our school and will invest in 
success for this unique population of students with a grant that will serve as a bridge to our continued 
growth and replication in the future. 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 3 YEAR BUDGET 12-12-17 

17-18 
PCSGP 

17-18 w/o 
PCSGP Total 17-18 18-19 19-20 

Averaqge Number of Students 134 172 196 
REVENUE 
Federal Revenue 
Start Up Grant 200,000 200,000 
Child Nutrition 9,500 9,500 19,000 19,000 
Fed Sp Ed IDEA 0 15,746 19,608
   Total Federal Revenue 200,000 9,500 209,500 34,746 38,608 
State Revenue 
LCFF Total 1,034,264 1,034,264 1,366,400 1,592,774 
State Sp Ed Revenue thru SELPA 61,158 61,158 81,099 92,415 
State Lottery and Mandated Cost Reimbrsmt 25,059 25,059 35,015 39,761
   Total State Revenue 1,120,481 1,120,481 1,482,513 1,724,950 
Other Revenue 
After school care & Enrichment & Script 65,000 65,000 76,000 87,000 
Family Giving avg $850/child 113,609 113,609 146,200 166,600 
Other local fundraising 22,000 22,000 9,000 10,000 
Foundation Grants 250,000 250,000 100,000 0
   Total Other Revenue 450,609 450,609 331,200 263,600 

Total Revenue 200,000 1,580,589 1,780,589 1,848,460 2,027,158 

ESPENSE 
Salaries 
Full Time Certificated Teachers 4,200 573,265 577,465 645,900 727,484 
Certificated Administrators 16,350 88,650 105,000 112,200 116,688 
Part Time Teachers 49,230 49,230 63,185 72,204 
Classified Support Staff 6,877 111,150 118,027 121,568 125,215 
Total Salaries 27,427 822,295 849,722 942,853 1,041,591 

Benefits 3000 4,978 201,171 206,149 236,956 285,205 

Books, Equipment, Food and Supplies (4000) 91,528 37,708 129,236 41,427 55,769 

Services and Other Operating Expenses 
Rent 1,200 83,045 84,245 92,670 101,936 
Prop 39 Penalty for 17-18 Overallocation 131,000 131,000 0 0 
5812 Business Services (EdTec) 26,027 20,000 50,450 55,000 55,000 
5845 Legal Expenses 18,600 15,000 33,600 25,000 20,000 
Legal Expense for Prop 39 Lawsuit 18-19 facility 0 0 
5869 Sp Ed Contracted Services 0 26,565 36,600 40,000 45,000 
All other Services & Operating Expenses 30,240 147,890 163,672 228,433 208,047 
Total Servies and Other Operating Expnses 76,067 423,499 499,566 441,103 427,183 

Total Operating Expneses 200,000 1,484,673 1,684,673 1,662,339 1,809,747 

Net Operating surplus (deficit) 0 95,916 95,916 186,121 217,411 
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ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL 3 YEAR BUDGET 12-12-17 

17-18 
PCSGP 

17-18 w/o 
PCSGP Total 17-18 18-19 19-20 

Beginning Reserve Balance - (11,280) 84,636 270,757 
Ending Reserve Balance 84,636 270,757 488,168
            Required 5% Reserve of total expenses 0 84,234 83,117 90,487 
Ending Balance as a % of Total Expenses 5.0% 16.3% 27.0%
 Ending Reserve in Excess of Desired 6% Reserve $          - $    187,640 $    397,680 

The need for a $250,000 year one start up grant is to help address two one time start up problems: 

1. Opennnig day enrollment negatively impacted by District and parent opposition.  Instead of opening with 148 
students, RVC opened with 122 students.  Starting in mid-September enrollment has grown by 1 student per week 
and now stands at 135, with strong interest.  We project that we will fill existing classes and reach an enrollment of 
148 by April and will grow by a classroom of 24 next year and the year after. The difference in revenue from 
starting with 122 and starting with 148 is $120,000 of state revenue. 
2. Because enrollment was negatively impacted and because the District underallocated classrooms to  RVC, RVC is 
likely to incur a $130,000 Prop 39 overallocation penalty at the end of this fiscal year. In bold italics above. 

Without an additional $250,000 from philanthopic grants, RVC is very unlikely to have the required 5% reserves 
that the State Board requires of its authorized charters. 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

WFF Startup Grant Program Application Form 

General Information 
Type of grant your group is applying for: 

Type 
Charter School Startup 

Autonomous District Startup 
Charter School Startup Grant 

Grant amount up to: 
$325,000   (0 – 5 Schools) 
$200,000   (6 – 12 Schools) 
$100,000   (12+ Schools) 

$325,000 

Proposal Date: February 27, 2018 

Grant Partner Referral: None 

WFF Staff Referral: Marc Sternberg 

CMO/School Network Affiliation: No 

School Leadership Training or 
Fellowship Affiliation 

No 

Are you affiliated with CSGF? No 

Contact Information 
Organization 

Name: Ross Valley Charter School 

Tax ID Number (if applicable): 47-1755679 

Key Contact: Conn Hickey Title: Treasurer/CFO 

Phone Number: 415-250-5879 E-mail: Conn.hickey@rossvalleycharter.org 

Address: P.O. Box 791 

City: Fairfax State: CA Zip: 94978 
A credit report will be run on all applicants without a 501(c)(3) designation from the IRS (and/or formal charter 
authorization) to ensure they meet WFF credit standards. If awarded a grant, all checks are payable to the applicant’s 
school name, unless otherwise specified. 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

School Information 
Name of School: Ross Valley Charter School 

If school has used another name in the past, please list below 

NA 

School Contact: Luke Duchene Title: School Director 

Phone Number: 415-534-6970 E-mail: Luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org 

School Address: 101 Glen Drive 

City: Fairfax State: CA ZIP: 94930 

What type of school is this? 
(New/Restart/Expansion/Replication) New 

What is your school’s purpose / aim? Mission 
Ross Valley Charter will provide a public school 
option that leverages a progressive education model 
emphasizing deep inquiry and exploration, hands-
on, immersion-based experiences, and active 
learning-by-doing approaches to prepare students to 
collaborate effectively in teams, think critically, 
seek information to solve problems, and be lifelong 
learners and culturally competent members of our 
diverse global community. 

Please describe your school’s model/instructional 
approach 

Multiage, inquiry based, integrated curriculum, with 
a focus on student agency and collaboration. 

School Network Affiliations (please list all schools in the network): 

School Name Grades 
Served WFF Award $ WFF Award 

Date Year Opened 

NA 

Do you have a checking account 
open in the name of the school? 

Yes If Yes, date opened: August 2015 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

Part I: Governance 
Charter Authorizer 

Charter school authorizing board, group, or agency: California State Board of Education 

Anticipated Approval Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 01/14/2016 

Actual Approval Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 01/14/2016, 1 year opening delay approved 07/14/2016 

Length of initial charter term: 5 years 

Charter to be renewed/renegotiated in year: 2020 

Date of school’s planned opening (mm/dd/yyyy): 08/23/2017 

Leadership 

School Leader name: Luke Duchene 

School Leader gender: Male 

School Leader race/ethnicity: White 

What skills and previous experiences does this school leader have that enables this individual to be an effective 
leader for this student population, community and school model? If the school leader has not been selected yet, 
please describe the professional background and skills this individual is expected to possess and the recruiting 
process and timeline. 

Luke Duchene has been working as an educator for 10 years, starting as a high school social science teacher in 
Pinole Valley High, an 80% non-White and 50% FRPL school. Most recently he worked as Assistant Principal 
at Hoover Middle School in San Francisco Unified, a 90% non-White and 60% FRPL school.  At Hoover he 
was in charge of overseeing the counselling and special education staff and working with the families involved.  
Prior to his educational career, he had 5 years’ experience in the private sector. Throughout his educational 
career he has worked to implement the values of student agency, collaboration, and inquiry-based learning as 
well as developing stakeholder participation in school decision making.  These are all Core Values at Ross 
Valley Charter so he is a perfect match for our school leader position. Luke has been working with the 
founding steering committee team since August of 2016 and started work as School Director in July of 2017. 

List all current board members, their affiliations and how their areas of expertise will best serve the needs of the 
school and the community served: 

Kristi Kimball, Masters of Public Administration, Ex. Dir of Schwab Foundation, Board Member of CCSA.  
Ms. Kimball has nearly two decades of experience working on improving public school education in the U.S. 
and closing achievement gaps.  She has provided invaluable insights into how Ross Valley Charter can 
continuously improve its academic and overall school environment. She has also been the lead on grant 
fundraising from educational foundations. She is a parent of two children in the school 
John Kirk, CPA/MA works as a CPA for Jorstad, Inc, a San Rafael CPA firm.  He provides the financial 
expertise to insure the school is doing appropriate financial planning and control.  He will lead the board audit 
review team.  He works closely with Conn Hickey, charter CFO/Treasurer, who works in a volunteer capacity 
and was on the founding board. 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

Chris Lyons, lead teacher at and co-lead petitioner for Ross Valley Charter, has two decades of public 
elementary school experience.  Her presence on the board insures that the teaching community at the school has 
a voice in all the critical decisions that affect the school, except those in which there would be a conflict of 
interest, such as raises for teachers. 
Sharon Sagar, board chair, works in the business office of Marin Catholic, a local parochial high school.  She 
was a Ross Valley School District Board Trustee for 14 years, including several years as board president.  She 
was on the District board that created the District MAP program in 1996 that was the 20 year District Alt Ed 
program that inspired the Charter School.  She has a wealth of Marin public school knowledge and experience 
including policy and legal issues. 
Sonya Stanley, MBA, Board Vice-Chair, and Chair of RVC Special Education Committee has been involved 
in Marin public education for 17 years as a volunteer. She served for 4 years as the Facilitator for the MAP 
Advisory Board, the model for the charter Leadership Council. For the last eight years Sonya has been deeply 
involved in special education issues with Marin families and the Marin SELPA.  She brings deep knowledge 
experience in the area of special education. 

Part II: Facility 
Do you have a facility secured? Yes 

Is this facility being provided by the district? Yes 

Has the facility been approved by the authorizer? Yes 

Please describe the facility option(s). If secured, provide an overview of space, lease/purchase/donation, length of 
agreement and the contingency plan in the event the first facility becomes unavailable. If not secured, please 
describe the current plans to secure a facility, as well as a contingency plan if the desired facility is unavailable. 

This year we rent 13,314 sq. ft. in a single one floor building at the District White Hill Middle School and pay 
$84,245 for the year.  If the facility becomes damaged and unavailable, the District is obligated to provide an 
equivalent space until repairs are completed and the space is again available.  A non-classroom based charter 
school that rents space at a local girl scout camp has just lost its authorization so that space might become 
available for some use by us as a backup. 

Part III: Student Population and Enrollment 
In which local school district (and sub-district, if applicable) will the school be located? 

Ross Valley Elementary District 

From which local school districts will the school draw its students (by %): 

District Percentage 

Ross Valley Elementary 80% 

San Rafael 8% 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

7 other nearby Marin districts 12% 

Given the above breakdown, describe the demographic characteristics (income, race/ethnicity, education levels 
and household structures) in the neighborhoods or areas that the school intends to serve.  

Ross Valley School District (RVSD) is 80% white, 8% eligible for free or reduced lunch, and 3% ELs 

Given the targeted schools the students are recruited from, what is the academic performance of those schools to 
date? How does your school plan to address students’ needs and potential gaps? 

Manor School (closest district school) had 62% of students who met or exceeded standards in ELA and 57% 
met or exceeded standards in Math in 2016-17.  Ross Valley Charter’s (RVC) multi-age model allows for more 
differentiated instruction than traditional models. RVC is also investing in targeted intervention for students 
with additional needs, guided by Student Success Teams that create intervention plans and benchmarks to 
measure progress. 

What types of community engagement has your school accomplished and plan to do in order to ensure enrollment 
of the targeted population above? Provide a timeline of activities (including student recruitment, in particular 
plans for communicating with hard-to-reach communities and neighborhoods). 

RVC did a large amount of recruitment for low-income and English Learner students in both 2016 and 2017. 
We reached out to Spanish speaking churches, and subsidized child care centers in our community.  We also 
established a partnership with the Fairfax San Anselmo Children’s Center, a state subsidized child care center 
in Fairfax.  The result is that we have more than triple the% of low-income and EL students as compared to the 
local school district. We have hired a Spanish-speaking family outreach coordinator, with an education 
background, to work with families and student after enrollment as well. 

Number of students when opening school 122 

Grades served when opening school TK through 5th 

Year school plans to achieve full enrollment 2020-2021 

Estimated number of students at full enrollment 222 

Estimated grades served at full enrollment TK through 5th 

Eligible for free and reduced lunch (%) 25% 

Classified as English language learners (%) 14% 

Classified as students with disabilities (%) 9% 

Number of students on the “intent to enroll” or wait 
list 

There are 34 students on the wait list for the current 
year.  We are opening a new class on March 5th to 
accommodate some of these waitlisted students.  We 
also have 60 additional applicants for the fall of 2018, 
and we expect this number to grow through the spring 
and summer. 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

Actual racial/ethnic composition of student body by % as of 2/1/18 
American Indian or Alaska Native 7% 

Asian 10% 

Black or African American 4% 

Hispanic or Latino 16% 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0% 

White 63% 

Other 

Will the school hold a lottery for admissions? If no, why? 
Yes, the school has held multiple lotteries for admissions since our approval in early 2016.  The school’s 
opening was delayed one year due to facility challenges, so we lost some applicants school, and we added some 
new applicants before the actual opening of the school in August 2017.  

Are any students allowed to enroll outside of the lottery or given higher weight in the lottery to improve their 
chances of being admitted? If so, which type of students and for what reasons (sibling of enrolled student, child of 
school employee or board member, previous student before conversion to charter school, etc.)? 

In our very first lottery, we had preferences for Free/Reduced Price Meals (FRPM) and English Learners, as 
well as in-district students and siblings.  The State Board of Education later asked us to eliminate all 
preferences except the preference for district residents. Since then, the state law regarding charter school 
preferences has been changed, and so we plan to ask the State Board this summer to allow us to reinstate the 
preferences for FRPM students, English Learners, siblings and children of school employees. 

Are there any restrictions for entering the lottery based on geography or student type? If yes, please explain. 
No. Students must be residents of California. We select students grade by grade, starting in the higher grades. 

Grant Request Budget 
Please provide the cost for each area/item to be addressed as well as the total dollar amount to complete these 
tasks. For any items larger than $2,000, please include a detailed description for each line item. 

Item Name Amount Description 

Engineering is 
Elementary Science Kits $4,000 Six inquiry-based science kits and other hands-on learning 

resources aligned to NGSS 

2 Chromebook Carts $1,864 To house two class sets of Chromebooks 

2 Sets of 30 
Chromebooks $16,500 

Two additional class sets of Chromebooks to support 
inquiry-based learning projects and to conduct interim and 
summative assessments 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

2 Teacher laptops $800 For two new classroom teachers hired mid-year 

3 Classroom Printers $267 

60 Headphones $180 For use in adaptive blended math program, interim and 
summative assessments, etc. 

PA System $300 

NWEA MAP Interim 
Assessments $2,500 To gauge student academic levels in ELA and Math, and to 

track growth over time 

Panorama School Survey $2,500 To measure key culture and climate metrics for students, 
parents, and staff 

Classroom Furniture $3,600 To furnish two new classrooms with tables, chairs, 
workstations, etc. 

Classroom Libraries $2000 To stock classroom libraries with appropriate reading texts 
(fiction and non-fiction) 

Math Curriculum $3,500 Materials to support adoption of new adaptive blended 
math program (Zearn) 

Social Emotional 
Learning Professional 
Development 

$2,000 

For a consultant to further develop our school wide social-
emotional learning program based upon best practice 
models like Valor’s Compass program and NoVo 
Foundation’s recommended resources 

Inquiry Professional 
Development $4,000 

Inquiry professional development through San Francisco’s 
Exploratorium science center, in conjunction with the New 
School in SF. 

Targeted Intervention $10,000 
Including before-school /zero-period tutoring and 
intervention for English Learners and other students who 
come in below grade level. 

Public Relations $40,000 For external support to improve our communications, 
outreach and community engagement efforts 

Portable Piano Keyboard $289 

Art Supplies $2,500 To purchase high quality consumables for our art program 
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Ross Valley Charter School WFF Application Form 

PE and Play Equipment $440 

Installing Google Wi-Fi $1,500 Improve AV system in classrooms 

Total $98,740 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

I. Executive Summary 

Ross Valley Charter School (RVC), a new TK-5 elementary school in Marin County, provides 
progressive, student-centered education designed around engaging learning experiences. Our 
model includes mixed-age classes, inquiry-based learning, an integrated curriculum with emphasis 
on the arts and a focus on individual choice and students learning collaboratively. RVC focuses on 
the rigorous expectations of the Common Core Standards, while also cultivating student 
engagement, self-direction, creativity, joy and growth mindset. We seek a start-up grant of 
$325,000 to complete our first-year budget and set the stage for a successful future. 

RVC strives to graduate students who are critical-thinkers and creative problem-solvers prepared 
for a dynamic future. Our progressive elementary school is built on the following core beliefs: 

1. Students learn best when constructing their own knowledge in a social context that offers 
rich and challenging content, collaboration with fellow students and parents, and teachers 
acting as facilitators of this process; 

2. Student voice, choice, and engagement are critical to supporting student agency and 
knowledge construction; 

3. A thriving and joyful learning community has inclusive decision-making structures that 
foster teacher and parent engagement, collaboration, and shared ownership of the 
committed work of graduating students who are critical thinkers and creative problem 
solvers prepared for the 21st Century. 

Middle-class and low-income families in Marin county have few choices within the public 
education system today. Many middle-class families with children in private schools in Marin 
actually started their children in district schools and then left the public schools when their children 
encountered problems or were not fully thriving. Low-income students in Marin, who make up 
26% of students in the county, are poorly served by district schools and score below the statewide 
average for economically disadvantaged students. Marin has the 2nd highest achievement gap of 
any county in California. RVC is filling this gap by offering an alternative educational model that 
appeals to both middle-class and low-income students. 

Since opening in August 2017 with 122 students, RVC has grown steadily to 152 students today, 
and we expect to have 175 students enrolled before the school year ends. The recent closure of a 
nearby school created an opportunity for RVC to expand mid-year. RVC added one new class of 
students in February and is launching another new class in early March, in response to an influx 
of applications.  With almost 60 additional applications in for 2018-19, we expect to serve about 
190 students next year. At this enrollment level, our finances will be strong based on state per-
pupil funding alone. We believe that future support for charters and public school choice in Marin 
in the next decade depends on our demonstration that RVC can meet the needs of many suburban 
families who want a different and more progressive educational environment for their children. 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

II. School Model 

Describe in detail how your school model supports and pushes academic rigor, equity and 
innovation. 
A. Include how your school defines “academic rigor” and describe goals, both short-term 
and long-term, for student success, how you will measure progress against those goals, 
and how you will use the information to better prepare students for long-term success 
and to adapt the school model for continuous improvement. 

This narrative borrows significantly from RVC’s charter petition, which was included as 
Attachment A. Our petition has been recognized publicly by the California Charter School 
Association as a model for any new charter school that may have to appeal to the State Board of 
Education for authorization.  Fewer than 30 charters that have been approved by the State Board. 

Ross Valley Charter had a great start this year. We received $375,000 in startup funds from the 
federal Public Charter Schools Grant Program; secured a school facility; hired a strong school 
leader; and opened on time in August. Having a team of founding teachers who have worked 
together collaboratively for many years made the launch of the core academic program much 
smoother it would have been with a new teaching staff. Our teachers welcome and encourage 
parent involvement, and we have a significant number of parents engaged in the classroom as 
regularly scheduled helpers during math, reading, science, recess, lunch, PE and other times of 
day. 

This narrative describes in narrative form many key elements of our school, but to experience how 
our students, parents and teachers feel about this kind of learning environment, please watch this 
video about RVC.  All the teachers in the video are the founding teachers of RVC, and they each 
worked for 10 to 20 years in the District’s Multi-Age Program (MAP) that inspired the charter 
school. 

At RVC, our core beliefs require high standards of achievement among all subgroups not only in 
the core subjects, but in all elements that develop the whole child and prepare them to be successful 
lifelong learners. We put our core beliefs into practice with the following focus areas: 

● Multi-age Classes—Two grade levels are together in one class, allowing teachers and 
children to enjoy a two-year relationship, and giving students the opportunity to alternate 
being the younger and older student in their class. Because each student has the same 
teacher for two years, it allows a deep relationship between teacher and student and an 
understanding of how best to help the student thrive. New students learn protocols from 
older students. 

● Transdisciplinary Curriculum—Curriculum relies heavily on project- and problem-
based learning, long-term units of study integrating many curricular areas, going in depth 
and examining a topic from many angles, increasing students’ engagement and interest. 

● Deep Learning Through the Gift of Time—Students are given long blocks of time in 
which to work on projects. Teachers have in-depth weekly professional development 
meetings in which to collaborate and discuss student learning. 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

● Educating the Whole Child—The focus is not just on academic growth, but also physical 
and social-emotional development. 

● Connected Community—Students, teachers, staff, and parents are all considered integral 
parts of the school community. Teachers focus on developing a strong community within 
the classroom as well as within the whole program, and encourage students to see their role 
as a member of the larger community. 

● Authentic Assessment—Students’ ongoing classwork and projects are assessed to show 
academic growth and progress toward Common Core State Standards, which reflect the 
importance of 21st Century skills such as problem solving, collaboration, and 
communication. 

● Collaboration and Collective Responsibility—Students have many opportunities to work 
with a partner or small group. Teachers work together weekly to plan curriculum & events. 

● Differentiation—With two grade levels in one classroom, teachers focus on individual 
learning progress, customizing instruction and guidance to accommodate students’ needs. 

● Cultural Competency—Students learn about people from different cultures and 
backgrounds throughout history and contemporary society. Teachers and students model 
appreciation for differences and inclusion of all members of the school community. 

● Choice—Students have many opportunities to make choices about what they will learn, 
how they will learn it, what materials they use, and how they present their learning. 

● Service Learning—Each class completes at least one service learning project per year that 
the students help to identify, plan, and carry out. 

We strive for RVC graduates to be: 

● Independent and confident--RVC students will approach situations with confidence and 
drive. They will be self-motivated and take initiative for their own learning. They will be 
comfortable taking risks. They will understand themselves as learners. They will learn how 
to own responsibility for their own learning, develop curiosity about the world, and know 
how to find information to satisfy their curiosity. 

● Collaborative problem solvers--RVC students will possess interpersonal skills enabling 
them to work productively with a partner or group. They will be perceptive listeners and 
consider others’ ideas. They will integrate multiple perspectives. They will apply what 
they’ve learned, and seek new information, in order to solve unfamiliar problems. 

● Effective communicators--RVC students will read, write, speak, and listen with 
confidence and compassion. They will have strong skills to express themselves accurately 
and clearly. They will know that different situations call for different behaviors and modes 
of communication. 

● Creative and adaptive thinkers--RVC students will know that there are many ways of 
approaching a situation. They will explore multiple possibilities and go beyond seeking a 
single right answer. They will apply what they’ve learned, look for patterns, exercise their 
imaginations, and develop innovative solutions. They will have confidence to try 
something, have it fail, learn from it, then try something different. They will remain 
curious. 

● People who persevere--RVC students will embrace challenges. They will be willing to 
work through difficult situations and problems. They will recognize the benefits that come 
from persisting and will experience satisfaction from working hard and achieving their 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

goals. They will understand that learning is a lifelong pursuit. They will be motivated to be 
lifelong learners. 

● Caring community members--RVC students will take responsibility for their own 
behavior. They will be kind and compassionate to others in the concentric circles of their 
world: themselves, their families, their friends, their classmates, their school, their 
community, and the world beyond them. They will have a sense of belonging and recognize 
our interconnectedness. 

● Solid in foundational academic skills--RVC students will be strong readers and will enjoy 
reading for pleasure and information. They will be able to write well for purposes of 
conveying information, giving their opinion, and telling a story. They will have excellent 
math and science skills and will be able to apply them appropriately in novel problem 
situations. 

Focusing on academic skills, RVC sets high standards for its students, and RVC teachers monitor 
and assess students continually to ensure they are making strong progress. Aligning all 
instructional units to Common Core State Standards and the Next Generation Science Standards, 
teachers use interim assessments to monitor student progress and inform their instruction. 

RVC employs continuous monitoring of student growth, including all subgroups, using reading, 
writing, math and science assessments aligned to the Common Core and NGSS. Next year, we 
will begin using the NWEA-MAP assessment to more accurately measure growth in student 
learning from the beginning to the end of the school year. 

Ross Valley Charter’s assessment plan includes multiple measures designed to monitor student 
progress over time. It includes baseline, formative, interim, and summative assessments. Teachers 
will use results of these assessments to inform instruction and to complete trimester progress 
reports. 

● Baseline assessments measure basic academic skills in English Language Arts and 
mathematics at the beginning of a school year or the beginning of a unit of study. 

● Formative assessments will be frequent and will include formal and informal 
performance-based assessments in the context of classroom activities and daily learning. 
These assessments will help students to better understand their strengths and areas in 
which they may be struggling. The information provided by the assessments will be used 
to guide instruction and to identify students who may need additional support and/or 
challenge. 

● Interim assessments fall between formative and summative assessments and provide 
standardized data that can be aggregated and analyzed. Interim assessments may predict 
student performance on an end-of-year summative assessment, they may provide 
evaluation information about the impact of a curriculum or a program, and they offer 
instruction information that helps diagnose student strengths and weaknesses. 

● Summative assessments will take place in English-Language Arts and Math at the end 
of the year in the form of Smarter Balanced tests. The California Science summative 
assessment will be conducted when it becomes operational. Additional summative 
assessments will include end-of-year leveled reading assessments, cumulative math 
assessments, and writing checklists, which can be compared to the baseline assessments 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

from the beginning of the year. We will also use project rubrics for transdisciplinary unit 
final projects as summative assessments in science and social studies. 

Teachers analyze assessment results to identify student, class, and RVC trends, to find specific 
areas of instructional strength and weakness, identify students who need additional support, and 
ensure children are making progress towards grade-level proficiency as measured by the CCSS. 
Assessments will be used to inform instruction as well as to track and monitor student growth and 
learning. 

The following table highlights the key metrics RVC will use to assess academic rigor and progress, 
as well as measuring other skills and capabilities that we emphasize in our graduate profile. 

Goal Baseline Target Progress 
Measurement 

Making results 
actionable 

RVC’s EL students Ross Valley 1. 35% of Data from Data from diagnostic 
will exceed the rate School RVC EL ELD and interim 
of proficiency on District: Students assessments, Assessments will drive 
annual CAASPP 28% of ELs will meet or ELPAC, changes in instruction 
tests as compared to met or exceed the CAASPP and intervention 
Ross Valley School exceeded rate of Interim and throughout the year. 
District’s EL standards; proficiency Summative Data from Summative 
elementary students 72% nearly on annual Assessments, Assessments will help 
District-wide met or did 

not meet 
standards 

CAASPP 
tests. 
2. 90% of 
EL students 
will progress 
at least one 
English 
level each 
year, as 
measured by 
the 
ELPAC test, 

and NWEA 
MAP Interim 
Assessments 

shape PD plans and 
will inform the next 
round of target-setting. 

Students will The District 1. RVC Data from Data from interim 
become proficient comparison students will CAASPP Assessments will drive 
readers and writers 4 elementary equal or Interim and changes in instruction 
of the English school’s outperform Summative and intervention 
language as well as average for District Assessments, throughout the year. 
proficient meeting or averages and NWEA Data from Summative 
mathematicians. exceeding 

standards on 
CAASPP in 
ELA was 

on CAASPP 
tests in ELA 
and Math 

MAP Interim 
Assessments 

Assessments will help 
shape PD plans and 
will inform the next 
round of target-setting. 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

75.48%, and 2. 80% of all 
73.23% in RVC 
Math. students, 

including 
subgroups, 
will 
demonstrate 
more than 
one year of 
growth on 
the NWEA-
MAP 
assessment. 

RVC’s goal is to Baseline will Exceed the Trimester The results from our 
have all students be set with baseline progress baseline and following 
graduate from RVC student and from year 1 reports and surveys and progress 
socially and parent by 10% Panorama reports will drive 
emotionally surveys and Educations changes in our social-
competent trimester 

progress 
reports 
implemented 
in year 1 

online survey 
system to 
measure 
student’s social 
and emotional 
competency 

emotional learning 
program 

Students will 
demonstrate high 
levels of the 
following skills 
emphasized in 
RVC’s Graduate 
Profile: 
-Independent and 
confident 
Collaborative 
problem solvers 
-Effective 
communicators 
-Creative and 
adaptive thinkers 
-People who 
persevere 
-Caring community 
members 
-Solid in 

Baseline will 
be set in year 
1 using the 
RVC 
trimester 
progress 
reports 
which assess 
each of these 
areas, as 
well as with 
student and 
parent 
survey 
implemented 
in 2018-19 

Exceed the 
baseline 
from year 1 
by 10% 

Trimester and 
year-end report 
cards that 
measure for 
mastery in the 
specified areas 
as well as 
student and 
parent surveys 

The results from our 
baseline and following 
report cards and 
surveys will drive 
changes in 
instructional program 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

foundational 
academic skills 

RVC students will 
be active 
participants in their 
communities and 
the larger world. 

No baseline 
as this is not 
measured in 
local school 
and districts 

100% of 
students 
participate 
in service-
learning 
projects 
related to the 
core 
curriculum 

Review of 
yearly, unit, 
and daily 
lesson plans. 
Projects will be 
rated for their 
efficacy and 
impact. 

Results from the 
annual review will be 
used to shape future 
service learning 
projects to ensure that 
students demonstrate 
engagement and 
learning through these 
projects. 

RVC will maintain The Ross ADA rates Review weekly Results from weekly 
a high average daily Valley are at least attendance attendance reports will 
attendance rate, School 96%. reports be used to find general 
schoolwide and for District patterns and specific 
all subgroups. ADA rate 

was 96% in 
the 16-17 
School Year 

cases that need to be 
addressed and action 
will be taken in a 
targeted fashion. 

B. Include how your school defines “equity” and how that shapes school governance, 
leadership, instruction and community engagement. 

At RVC we believe all children deserve to have their needs met and to be taught in a manner that 
acknowledges each child’s capacity to succeed. For some children this requires extra support and 
understanding. 

In RVC classrooms, students are all given the tools they need to succeed and are expected to work 
to their potential. We give children a lot of opportunity to work together with partners and small 
groups, so all children can participate and have a voice. Frequent whole-class meetings, in which 
children sit in a circle, give all students the opportunity to be heard, not just the children who are 
more confident and have stronger voices. 

For students who need extra support, we have an inclusion model of intervention and special 
education so teachers come into the classroom and support children as needed. At times our EL, 
Special Education and Intervention teachers will take an individual or small group of students out 
of the classroom to support them if that is more appropriate. 

RVC’s Leadership Council, including our Diversity and Inclusion Committee, is welcoming to all 
families. In the same model as within the classrooms, participants sit in a circle and everyone’s 
voice is heard. Parents and guardians, teachers and the School Director are welcome to bring forth 
ideas and concerns, and the rest of the group is responsive and supportive. 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

C. Include how your school defines “innovation” and why this type of innovation will 
significantly impact student outcomes. 

RVC is based upon an innovative program that has existed in our local community for 20 years. 
In its new form, as an independent charter school, we are now allowed to continue to innovate 
further without the confines of being a district program. Innovation to us is the continual adaptation 
and change that is required in order to improve our practices to better meet the needs of children. 

RVC is fortunate to have a core group of teachers that have worked together for many years with 
a common philosophy around student-centered, progressive education that is engaging and joyful. 
This year, the staff chose to dive deeply into ‘inquiry-based learning,’ through school visits, 
professional development, and ongoing research, reflection and discussion as a team. We are in 
the early stages of building a partnership with the New School of San Francisco, another excellent 
inquiry-based charter school in our region.  We are planning joint professional development the 
New School and the Exploratorium (a world-class science center in San Francisco), as well as 
supporting each other throughout the school year. 

This focus on inquiry-based instructional practices is a natural evolution of our progressive, 
student-centered model. Identifying and adopting specific inquiry-based practices will add 
structure, consistency and rigor to our instructional practices and student assignments. This phase 
of innovation will help ensure that RVC’s progressive educational environment is not just joyful 
and engaging, but also challenging, rigorous, and carefully designed to developed students’ critical 
thinking and higher-order skills. 

III. Diversity and Inclusion 
Define the role of “diversity and inclusion” in all levels of the school’s organizational 
chart, in particular at the leadership team and board level, including representation of 
local community members and leaders of color. 

RVC has a vibrant and intentionally diverse student body, where we teach respect and inclusion 
to create a strong, caring school community.  Our recruitment efforts and enrollment preferences 
for low-income and English Learner students helped create a ‘diverse by design’ student body with 
three times more low-income students than the District (25% vs. 8%) and four times more English 
Learners (14% vs. 3%). Now we are working hard to give this diverse mix of students an engaging, 
rigorous and culturally-inclusive educational experience.  We hired a Spanish-speaking family 
outreach manager; we created a partnership with a local Latino community center; we are studying 
Spanish language and culture once a week with all students; and our Spanish-speaking families 
report that they have never felt so welcomed and well-supported in a school setting before.  We 
are also investing time and money on social-emotional learning activities and outside expertise for 
the teachers, students and parents to foster healthy relationships, good communication and a 
nurturing, respectful environment for all students. 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

RVC’s student population is approximately 16% Latino. We have begun creating a relationship 
with Venetia Valley School in nearby San Rafael that serves Latino students and families in a 
welcoming and culturally inclusive way. We plan to emulate their model of a creating a ‘Family 
Room’ where parents whose primary language is Spanish may visit and do projects to help teachers 
prepare for class activities. We are also committed to adding a new board member who represents 
the Latino community. 

IV. Governance and Management Structure 
Describe how the school will be governed and managed. 
A. Describe the history of the founding board, including how it was developed, with 
explicit attention to how the founding group sought board members to build the board’s 
expertise in key areas and its understanding of the families your school intends to serve 
and any plans of changes or additions. 

B. Describe the board plan for oversight, including key priorities and goals. Include how 
the board foresees handling not meeting the financial and academic goals. 

C. Describe the governance and reporting structure between this school leader and the 
board. How will the school leader and leadership team be supported and held 
accountable? If applicable, describe how the CMO fits into the decision-making 
chain. 

A. History of Founding Board 

Ross Valley Charter School is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, with a dedicated volunteer 
Board made up of local parents, teachers and community members.  The original 2014 founding 
Board of RVC was made up of one MAP teacher, Chris Lyons, and two MAP parents (Andrea 
Sumits and Rana Barar), and two alumni MAP parents, Sharon Sagar and Conn Hickey, both of 
whom had extensive experience as district school board trustees as well. This board has extensive 
experience in public school teaching, administration, law and financial oversight, as can be seen 
in the board bios attached. Sumits, whose bio is not attached, is a Consulting Counsel in Holland 
& Knight's Government and Regulatory Section in the firm's San Francisco office.  

The RVC Board carefully follows the state’s Brown Act requirements for open public meetings 
and welcomes public dialogue at its meetings. When the charter was authorized by the State Board 
of Education in January 2016, both Hickey, who was the development coordinator and CFO, and 
Sumits, a member of the guiding steering committee which met weekly at that time, stepped down 
to avoid Brown Act violations. Once the charter was authorized it became a public agency subject 
to Brown Act, and there are restrictions on how many board members could discuss a topic outside 
of a public board meeting. Sagar, Lyons, Hickey and Sumits were all members of the steering 
committee, and both Hickey and Sumits needed to speak frequently to all board members so they 
could not simultaneously serve on the board and the steering committee. 

In 2015 and 2016 five additional board members were added both to replace Hickey and Sumits 
and to strengthen the board’s expertise and capacity in a number of areas. The new additions were: 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

1. Dr. Roni Adams, a professor of teacher education at Southern Oregon University and 
founder of the Ventura Charter School of Arts and Global Education, was added in 2015 
for her charter school founding and overall professional development experience. She 
stepped down when her term expired this last June. 

2. Kate Crist, national Common Core consultant who consults with Student Achievement 
Partners, TNT Educational Services, and other not-for-profit educational consulting 
organizations, was added in 2015 to strengthen the rigor of our Common Core program. 
She also stepped down recently but continues to consult on an as needed basis. 

3. Kristi Kimball, Executive Director of the Schwab Foundation, was added in 2015 as a non-
MAP local parent of elementary school children, and she brought state and national 
experience working with districts, charter schools and nonprofits on innovation and 
continuous improvement efforts. Her bio is included. 

4. John Kirk, MAP/RVC parent and CPA was added in early 2016 to Hickey and to add 
financial experience on the board. His bio is included. 

5. Sonya Stanley, former MAP parent and then chair of the Marin County SELPA’s Special 
Education Advisory Committee, was added in 2016 to replace Sumits and to strengthen the 
board’s expertise in Special Education. Her bio is included. 

B. Oversight Plan 

The RVC Board provides formal oversight and internal accountability for high-performance and 
continuous improvement within our school, working in partnership with the School Director, 
teachers and parents through the Leadership Council.  Board members receive overall student 
progress reporting every trimester when progress reports are created for every student. These 
progress reports contain assessments of all the elements of our graduate profile and also include 
data from diagnostic and interim assessments. Student progress data is summarized and presented 
to the Leadership Council, as discussed below, and to the RVC Board. When goals are not being 
reached, the board will require action plans to improve the results and will create accountability 
structures to ensure these plans are implemented. Board members also engage regularly and 
informally with the School Director and lead teachers, through participation in staff meetings and 
one-on-one meetings to discuss current needs and improvement efforts and to help ensure that staff 
are getting the support they need to make the school successful. 

Financial oversight is also the responsibility of the RVC Board, with input from school staff and 
parents through the Leadership Council. When financial goals are not being reached, the board 
will require plans to either increase revenue or decrease expense. Because of a social media and 
yard sign charter opposition campaign by some district school parents in coordination with the 
school district in 2017, RVC had over 200 families withdraw their applications in the six months 
prior to RVC’s opening. As a result, we opened the school with only 122 students, well short of 
the 172 students expected in our original budget. This low starting enrollment created a $300,000 
financial hole in our budget for year one.  Although our enrollment has already grown to 152 and 
will likely reach 175 before the end of the school year, it has taken longer than expected to get to 
our target enrollment level.  That leaves RVC with a $150,000 shortfall in state per pupil revenue 
this year. In addition, RVC will owe a $150,000 penalty payment to the District for under-
enrollment, as part of our Prop 39 facility agreement with the District.  
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

To fill this gap, the board authorized an appeal to educational foundations for additional funding 
in our start-up year. A grant of $150,000 has been secured from the Hastings Fund. If approved, 
this start-up grant request to Walton Family Foundation will cover the other half of the budget 
shortfall, and it will enable RVC to invest in several improvement projects and capacities which 
we could not otherwise afford in our first year. 

Starting in our second year with projected enrollment of 192 students, RVC will produce operating 
surpluses of around $150,000 a year, which the board plans to use to build up reserves for future 
growth and improvement efforts. 

This summer (2018), we are planning to go back to the State Board of Education to add home 
schooling to our petition, both at the elementary and middle school levels.  This will help meet the 
considerable demand in Marin for home schooling support, and it will strengthen our financial 
position and sustainability. 

C. Governance Relationships and Structure 

One of RVC’s three Core Beliefs is that “a thriving and joyful learning community has inclusive 
decision-making structures that foster teacher and parent engagement, collaboration, and shared 
ownership of the committed work of graduating students who are critical thinkers and creative 
problem solvers prepared for the 21st Century.”. 

In the 93 page document that describes the California Common Core State Standards, the words 
collaborate, collaborative, collaborating, and collaboration appear 40 times. We believe that the 
reason this collaborative behavior is so strongly emphasized in the Common Core State Standards 
is that the 21st Century digital workplace requires this skill for success. We believe that 
collaboration is a skill that is best acquired when children are given the opportunity to see it 
modeled, first hand, by teachers, parents, and other school personnel, a belief substantiated by the 
Center for American Progress study, ”Teacher Leadership: The Pathway to Common Core 
Success.”1 

The Governance Element of our charter petition, which can be found in Attachment A, lays out in 
greater detail how this Core Belief is to be embodied in the governance of RVC. 

RVC has a Leadership Council made up of teachers, parents, and the School Director, with voting 
power divided equally between RVC employees and parents. The School Director has one vote, 
the teachers have three, and the elected parents 4. This is a model based on the California School 
Site Council structure. It was the governing structure of the MAP program that RVC was modeled 

1 50 https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education/report/2015/04/28/111762/teacher-leadership/; 
April 28, 2015 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

after and is the primary structural reason the culture of collaboration developed such deep roots in 
the MAP community. 

The day-to-day guidance of RVC is jointly overseen by the School Director and the Leadership 
Council (“Council”). The Council is an essential organizational structure operating in furtherance 
of the Mission and Beliefs of RVC, founded on principles of collaboration between the 
stakeholders – parents, teachers, and administrators – in the education of the students. 

As the only employee who directly reports to the Governing Board, the School Director has overall 
authority and accountability for ensuring that the directives of the Board are carried out in the day-
to-day operation of the Charter School. 

The Leadership Council has no formal authority within the RVC governance structure and all its 
recommendations that affect budget, personnel, legal compliance, and other matters that relate to 
the responsibilities of the Board will be brought to the Board as recommendations. The Board 
retains ultimate legal authority and responsibility for the operation of RVC. 

Each of RVC’s Core Beliefs echo the concept of modeling collaboration, choice, and voice in both 
learning and decision-making processes. In order to make these values real, the learning 
community has to have decision making structures that give meaningful empowerment to 
stakeholders and require stakeholders to work through problems and differences in a 
straightforward, honest way. 

The Leadership Council structure is designed to manage this opportunity for teachers and parents 
to develop the learning process, its subject matter, and to continuously react to the changing world. 

RVC was founded by six teachers and a score of parents who had worked together for many years. 
The Leadership Council structure is a reflection of the culture of collaboration that resulted. What 
is new about the evolution of this culture is making it work in a traditional corporate legal structure 
in which there is a board that is responsible for everything and a School Director who provides the 
bridge between the board and the day-to-day functioning of the school. The presence of school 
parents on the board (there are two board members nominated from the parent body) and one 
teacher on the board, nominated by the teachers, helps maintain this bridge between RVC’s 
Leadership Council and the RVC board. The School Director also plays a critical role in making 
it all work together. RVC is currently very fortunate to have a School Director with public school 
administrative experience as well as private sector business experience who shares and embodies 
our three Core Beliefs in his working style. Finding a strong school leader who could gel with the 
school’s teacher-driven and parent-driven culture was one of the major risks in starting this school.  
RVC has been very fortunate to have a School Director who lives locally, sends his children to our 
school, and has the right kinds of experience to play this critical bridging role between school and 
board. 
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V. Community Engagement and Advocacy 
Describe the school’s community engagement and advocacy efforts. 
A. Describe plans for community engagement and how staff are equipped to engage with 
the community effectively. 

Ross Valley Charter has two main goals when engaging with our local community. First, we 
conduct outreach necessary to grow enrollment, while also aiming to attract a diverse student 
population in a community that is becoming less diverse over time. Second, outreach and 
engagement with the wider community is necessary to create greater understanding and support 
for our school and for public school options generally. 

We have developed a comprehensive outreach plan to reach underserved communities in the 
Ross Valley School District. We have developed a partnership with the Fairfax San Anselmo 
Children’s Center (FSACC), a local private non-profit Title 5 child care program, diverse 
preschool, and aftercare center. This partnership with the Children’s Center allows us to better 
recruit and serve their students. 

RVC’s outreach plan also includes a significant effort to improve our communications capacity 
through traditional and digital media channels. Outreach may include the following media work: 

Digital media: 

● RVC will continue to update and maintain a bilingual website and link with other 
websites, including Spanish Language websites, as appropriate, as a key tool for 
showcasing our school, explaining our educational philosophy, and inviting parents to 
learn more, sign up for a tour, and apply for enrollment in the school. 

● RVC maintains a Facebook and Instagram page in order to maintain a social media 
presence and keep alumni, friends and allies well informed about the school. 

● Some RVC parents have launched an RVC Voice Blog to share positive stories and 
testimonials about why they choose RVC and why they support public school choice in 
our community. 

● Other friends and allies of RVC have launched an Inform Ross Valley website to respond 
more actively and directly to misinformation and attacks from the district and other 
detractors.  It is helpful to have a separate website for this kind of factual information, 
rebuttals and clarifications so such information doesn’t take up a lot of space on the 
school’s main website, which we want to stay positive and focused on family recruitment 
and student enrollment. 

Print-based media 

● RVC creates bilingual flyers, with targeted placements, to encourage enrollment and 
offer information about upcoming events. 

● RVC created and distributes a bilingual brochure to educate families about RVC 
offerings. 
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● RVC has written several OP-ED pieces to share our perspective and voice related to 
issues concerning our school 

● RVC leaders meet periodically with the Marin Independent Journal (our local daily 
paper) Editorial Board. 

Broadcast Media: 

● Free radio placement, including Spanish Language radio may be used to advertise 
upcoming events 

● RVC has produced several short video for use at recruitment and outreach events. 

RVC strives to ensure that all recruitment, outreach, and/or promotional materials are translated 
into Spanish and/or contain language appropriate sidebars with contact information for Spanish 
Speakers. 

With additional funding, we would enhance the communications and outreach work above in the 
following ways: 

1) Hire a professional communications firm to create a smart communications strategy and 
help us implement it over time. Our goal is to shift from defensive communications, 
where we are in the position of rebutting and reacting to attacks, to proactive positive 
communications that share good news about our school, build relationships and build a 
positive brand for our school generally. 

2) Spend more time building in-person relationships with elected officials. We see the value 
in proactively reaching out to key electeds and community leaders, such as: 

● Town council members 
● District Supt and board members 
● County Ed Supt and board members 
● County Supervisors 
● State legislators and Congressional reps 
● Local business leaders 
● Local community leaders (Canal Alliance, Marin Promise, Buck Institute, Marin 

Community Foundation donors, etc.) 

B. Describe the top policy goals and types of activities the school plans to participate in 
in order to advance and protect relevant policies at district or state level. 

Ross Valley Charter maintains several policy goals as they relate to our school and public charters 
in general. We see it not only as an obligation, but as a means for survival to pursue and promote 
activities and legislation that we see serving the purpose of promoting and protecting school choice 
in the form of public charter schools. 
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The three main top policy goals in which we are focused are allowing for adequate facilities options 
for public charters; maintaining appropriate autonomy being granted to public charters in their 
operations; and allowing for a charter approval and appeal process for public charters. 

A common issue that plagues charter school like our own is the need to find an adequate facility. 
Without Proposition 39 it is unlikely that our school would exist as there are few options in our 
very small District to house a public school and none of them are available currently. We attempted 
to rent an empty district facility, but the District was unwilling to engage in a meaningful way. We 
would like to see changes that would create a simpler, less acrimonious process that would create 
more certainty for public charters and districts. 

There are continued attempts to erode the autonomy provided to public charters to innovatively 
meet the needs of their public school students. This continued erosion will bring us further from 
what was envisioned when charter schools were initially created in California. Charter schools are 
the seeds of innovation, evolution and progress in public education, and that must remain the case. 

When charter petitions are denied at the local level there can often be justifiable reasoning. 
However, at times, a petition can be denied for narrow competitive or political reasons, and in 
these cases, it is critical to have an appeal process available to charter operators. Despite our very 
strong petition, the local district and county both denied it on flimsy grounds. On appeal at the 
state level, the department of education (CDE) found that our petition met all required elements, 
and they recommended approval.  We were grateful to be unanimously approved by the State 
Board of Education. This allowed local families and local teachers to create a much-needed 
alternative public school option in our community. 

We work to educate our school community and the wider community regarding these issues. We 
have engaged actively with our elected officials (local, state, and federal), who have been by and 
large supportive, to ensure that they are aware of how these issues affect us as a school and to 
share a broader perspective than they may be hearing from other constituents. 

VI. Facilities Plan 
Describe your plans for locating and developing school facilities. Be sure to include: 
A. Explanation of estimated annual per pupil student cost for facilities, anticipated 
spending on facilities as percentage of overall budget and explanation of facility 
options available with potential costs. 

B. Detailed explanation of space needs over the next five years. 
C. Detailed explanation of technology, furnishings, and equipment needs. 
D. Plans for financing and completing renovations and upgrades. 
E. Plans for financing a permanent home for your school, if applicable. 

A.  Explanation of facility options, plans and costs 

RVC is required by its State Board of Education Authorizer to be physically located in the Ross 
Valley Elementary School District. Given the small size of our district and the geographical 
features that limit appropriate space for schools (the District is in a valley between rolling hills, 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

lakes and a small mountain, with very little flat land that is not already developed), RVC has three 
main alternatives for facilities: 

1) The District has a vacant school site, called the Red Hill campus, with 11 classrooms that 
are currently unrented near the District Office.  This used to be a middle school. It is large 
enough to meet our needs, and when our petition was approved for opening in the fall of 
2016 our plan was to rent it from the District. Since we were not able to come to agreement 
with the District to rent the Red Hill site, we requested and received approval from the 
State Board to delay our school opening until 2017 and filed a Proposition 39 request in 
October of 2016 for space in other District school facilities. 

2) We are now sharing the District’s White Hill Middle School in Fairfax, through a 
Proposition 39 agreement. For the foreseeable future we expect to be co-located in existing 
district schools through Proposition 39, as we wait for the District to engage with us around 
the rental of the vacant Red Hill school campus, or until a private facility becomes 
available. Our current co-location on the White Hill Middle School site should work well 
over the next few years since the District is in declining enrollment.  There will be 60 fewer 
District students on the White Hill campus next year and 150 fewer students in three years. 

We are currently involved in another struggle with the District for next year’s classrooms 
under Proposition 39 and anticipate having to go to court – as we did in the fall of 2016 – 
to get the District to follow the law.  The District is claiming it has no Specialized 
Classrooms when in fact 40% of District elementary school classrooms are used for this 
purpose, and must be shared equitably with RVC under Prop 39.  We expect to succeed in 
court this Spring and have a larger number of classrooms at the White Hill campus for Fall 
2018 to accommodate our growing student population. 

In the long term, we believe the District will come to understand that it cannot shut down 
RVC because there is too much interest in this free public school option.  So eventually the 
community will force the District to rent RVC the vacant school facility at Red Hill. There 
are now state bond funds available for improving District facilities rented to charters so 
this would help facilitate such a solution. In the near term, this is not on the table, but we 
continue to describe it publicly as our preferred solution. 

3) Another long term facility option is a former parochial school site in Fairfax that is the 
right size for us and is currently being rented by a private K-8 school that has some financial 
challenges. If the private school closed or relocated, that facility would be available, and 
we know the rental price is within our range. 

We are currently paying $6.46/sq. ft. per year for 13,041 sq. ft of building space for a total of 
$84,244 per year. Our average projected P-2 ADA for 17-18 is currently 131.4. Our expected pupil 
count by the end of March is 170. On an Average Daily Attendance basis that is $641 per ADA. It 
is 4.6% of our total expenses this school year. 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

Next year we anticipate adding one or two more classrooms which will add 900 or 1,800 sq. ft that 
we will be paying around $6.46/sq. ft. For next year then, projecting 192 pupils and a rent with 
two more classrooms of $95,873, that is $500 per pupil or 5.4% of next year’s budgeted expenses. 

B.   Five Year Space Needs 

RVC started the year with 8 total classrooms plus administrative space and shared multi-purpose 
and play and eating-area space. When school started, we had 6 multi-age teachers in 6 classrooms, 
with a dedicated art room and a separate room for music and after-care. In February, we added a 
7th teacher in a 7th homeroom class and moved music and after care into the art room. On March 
5th, we will open an 8th homeroom class and will put the music and art teachers on carts and have 
them travel to the homeroom classes. 

Next year we aim to rent at least 10 classrooms so we can have one or two extra classrooms for 
art, music and aftercare. We have budgeted for 10 classrooms, and the Proposition 39 regulations 
suggest we are owed at least 10 or 11 classrooms, given our enrollment projections. 

Our ultimate goal is to fill out three complete strands of TK/K/1st grade, 2nd/3rd grade, and 4/5th 

grade classrooms, (with 9 multiage homeroom classes in total) and serve about 220 students (which 
would roughly double the capacity of the previous MAP program that inspired RVC and had a 
perpetual wait list of about 100 students). We will open a 9th homeroom class as soon as we have 
sufficient demand from students and families. In this configuration, we will aim for two specialized 
classrooms for art, music and after-care, for a total of 11 classrooms. The building we currently 
occupy in the White Hill Middle School has a total of 11 classrooms, so our plan would be to rent 
the entire building under Proposition 39 until we either are able to renovate and move to the 
District’s vacant Red Hill school site or another private site. 

C.  Technology, Furnishings, and Equipment Needs 

We received a Federal Public Charter School Grant Program grant of $375,000 that paid for some 
of our technology needs that were not supplied by the Ross Valley District under Prop 39. This 
included Chromebooks for staff and three sets of 28 Chromebooks in moveable charging carts for 
our students. The addition of two new teachers and two new classes of students has created 
additional needs for technology, furnishing and equipment that we aim to address immediately --
additional computers, printers, chairs, tables and other equipment for the teachers. 

Our technology infrastructure also includes internet routers, firewalls and wireless access points 
and Voice Over Internet telephone equipment. We use Google Drive to store all our files and the 
only applications we run for school business are cloud based, including our business systems from 
EdTec and our student and parent information systems. So we have no expense maintaining an on-
site file server or files and rely on Google to protect access to our Drive based files. We are a 
Google school partner and use Google for many technology needs. 

Under Proposition 39 the District provided all the Cat-6 building wiring (which had just been 
upgrade 3 years ago) as well as Epson projectors in every classroom which connect to our teacher’s 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

Chromebooks for projection. The District is also responsible for providing classroom furnishings 
but we used our PCSGP grant funds to supplement what they supplied. 

D.  and E. 

RVC is in a recently modernized and very adequate facility that at a very modest cost meets most 
of our short term needs and we are adequately protected by Proposition 39 law and regulations. In 
addition the Ross Valley District is undergoing declining enrollment and has around a dozen empty 
classrooms at its elementary campuses and will have several more over the coming years. The 
voters in our District are tired of the conflict that the charter opponents have created and eventually 
we believe that we will be able to start working with the District to find solutions that meet 
everyone’s needs. We have asked to work with the District scores of times over the last three years 
but they have preferred to deal with us only through the legal system. Eventually that will change. 

Section VII.A elaborates on other long term possibilities. 

VII. Financial & Fundraising 
Describe your process of identifying expected funding sources, expertise with fundraising 
and your financial development plans, including likely prospects and how additional 
resources beyond local, state and federal would be used. 
A. Describe the leadership and responsibility for the management of the fundraising plan. 
B. Describe your financial management plan (include roles and responsibilities, how and 
when financial reports will be prepared and evaluated by the board). 

We are steadily growing RVC’s fundraising capacity as the school grows. 

Our students and families are an important base for RVC’s fundraising. We are on track to reach 
our goal of $127,000 in our Family Giving campaign for this school year. We have identified a 
number of current RVC families who were willing to donate two times the suggested annual 
contribution through our Family Giving program, and we will cultivate these families over time as 
small donors to the school. We have a strong alumni network of families who have already 
provided over $130,000 in a combination of donations and loans over the past year to help get the 
new charter school off the ground, and many of these alumni have been ongoing supporters for the 
school. 

We are pursuing connections to the philanthropic community as well. Some RVC families have 
professional expertise and connections to philanthropy, and we are developing those relationships 
and pursuing funding from various institutions now. Also, Marin County has a number of local 
donors who contribute funds through the Marin Community Foundation, and others who make 
charitable contributions individually. We have developed a short list and are reaching out to 
develop relationships, host school tours, and build awareness of RVC among local donors who 
care about the continuing evolution of K-12 education in Marin County. 
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Ross Valley Charter - Startup Grant Program Application Narrative 

The leadership of RVC’s fundraising efforts is shared among a small group of board members, 
staff, parents, and other friends and allies. A fundraising committee meets periodically to 
determine our fundraising strategy, develop action plans, set goals and hold ourselves accountable. 

The financial management of RVC overall is spearheaded by the CFO, the Board Chair, the School 
Director and lead teachers. This group discusses budget and financial issues weekly and sometimes 
daily. The full RVC board engages in formal discussions of the budget periodically throughout the 
year during its open public meetings -- starting with a projected budget in the spring/summer, 
approving a revised budget in the fall, and revising the budget again in winter/spring if needed 
based on actuals. The school’s Leadership Council, which is comprised of parents and teachers 
also receives budget updates and exerts influence in the budgeting process throughout the year by 
raising key issues and priorities for spending. This group is also consulted before key decisions 
are made that will have significant impact on the school’s financial health, like the recent decisions 
to add two new classes of students mid-year. 
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March 23, 2018 

Luke Duchene 
Ross Valley Charter 
25 Deer Park Lane 
Fairfax, CA, 94930 

Re: Grant #2018-466 

Dear Luke Duchene, 

It is my pleasure to inform you that the Walton Family Foundation, Inc. (the “Foundation”) has approved a grant 
to Ross Valley Charter (the “Grantee”). This grant is subject to the following terms and conditions: 

1. Purpose: The purpose of the grant is to support the full request as described in the Public Charter 
Start-up application for a public charter school located in Fairfax, CA. This school launched 8/23/2017 and 
serves 222 students. Grantee agrees to use all grant funds exclusively for the grant’s purposes. Any changes 
in these purposes must be authorized in advance by the Foundation in writing. 

2. Amount: Three Hundred Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($325,000.00) 

3. Payable: This grant payment shall be initialed upon receipt of this completed letter from Grantee 
acknowledging the terms and conditions set forth herein. Grantee should receive grant funds electronically within 
14 days of completion of the grant agreements. 

4. Accounting: (a) The Foundation encourages, whenever feasible, the deposit of grant funds in an 
interest-bearing account. For purposes of this letter, the term “grant funds” includes the grant and any income 
earned thereon. 

(b) Grantee will maintain records of receipts and expenditures made in connection with the grant funds 
and will keep these records during the period covered by the Grantee’s reporting obligations specified in 
paragraph 5 and for at least four years thereafter (“Maintenance Period”). Grantee will make its books and 
records in connection with the grant funds available for inspection by the Foundation during normal business 
hours as the Foundation may request at any time during the Maintenance Period. 

5. Grant and Student Performance Outcomes Reporting: Grantee will provide the Foundation with 
annual financial and narrative reports in electronic format by the report schedule below. Each report shall include 
an account of expenditures of grant funds and a narrative of what was accomplished by the use of such funds 
during the prior year (including a description of progress made in opening the school and fulfilling the purposes 
of the grant in addition to a confirmation of Grantee’s compliance with the terms of the grant). If at the end of the 
third consecutive reporting period, unexpended funds remain the Grantee must return the unexpended funds 
according to paragraph 8. 

Report Date Report Type 
October 15, 2019 Financial & Narrative, to include October enrollment count 

and school level data requested. 
October 15, 2020 Financial & Narrative, to include October enrollment count 

and school level data requested. 
October 15, 2021 Final report, to include any school level data requested. 
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Upon request, grantee agrees to provide de-identified student-level test data annually for up to five years. In 
accordance with privacy laws, no data would be used in any way that would allow individual students to be 
identified. Grantee may also be requested to submit other aggregate enrollment, demographic, and/or student 
achievement information. Each annual report will be submitted electronically within thirty (30) days of a WFF 
request for information. Grantee understands that the terms of expenditure reporting and student performance 
annually are not negotiable and that, by entering into this grant agreement, the Grantee accepts the terms, 
conditions and obligations set forth in this paragraph. 

All reports will be sent electronically to Education@wffmail.com. Please reference grant #2018-466 on all 
submitted reports. 

6. Representations: Grantee represents and warrants to the Foundation that: 
(a) Grantee is an organization in good standing, is either an organization described in section 

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”) or a governmental unit, and is not a “private foundation” 
described in section 509(a) of the Code. Grantee will promptly notify the Foundation of any change in Grantee’s 
tax status under the Code. 

(b) In no event will Grantee use any grant funds: 

(i) to carry on propaganda, or otherwise to attempt, to influence legislation; 

(ii) to influence the outcome of any specific public election or to carry on, directly or indirectly, 
any voter registration drive; or 

(iii) to undertake any activity other than for a charitable, educational or other exempt purpose 
specified in section 170(c)(2)(B) of the Code. 

(c) Grantee will comply with all applicable laws and regulations. 

7. Release and Indemnity: Unless prohibited by law, Grantee shall release, indemnify, defend and hold 
harmless the Foundation and its directors, officers, employees and agents from and against any and all claims, 
actions, suits, demands, damages, losses, expenses and liabilities, arising out of or related in any way to the 
actions or omissions of Grantee (or its directors, officers, employees, agents or contractors) in connection with 
the Grant and the project funded by the Grant, except to the extent caused by the Foundation’s (or its directors’, 
officers’, employees’ or agents’) negligent actions or omissions. Grantee further agrees to carry insurance in 
such forms and amounts as are commercially reasonable and appropriate to cover Grantee’s operations and to 
enable Grantee to indemnify and defend the Foundation as provided hereunder. 

8. Repayment: Grantee agrees to repay to the Foundation any portion of the grant funds not used for the 
grant’s purposes. In addition, the Foundation may discontinue any further payments to Grantee, and may direct 
Grantee to repay any unexpended grant funds to the Foundation, if any of the following events occurs: 

(a) Grantee ceases to maintain its tax-exempt status as described in paragraph 6(a) above; 
(b) Grantee fails to comply with the terms of this letter; 
(c) Grantee has not expended all grant funds by the third annual report according to paragraph 5 
above; or 
(d) There is a material change in Grantee’s key personnel that in the sole opinion of the Foundation 
adversely affects Grantee’s management of the grant. 
(e) The school does not open in accordance with the application or is delayed in opening by two 
years or more. 
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9. Grant Publicity: Grant publicity related to this grant consistent with Grantee’s normal practice is 
permitted, subject to the following provisions. The Foundation expects any announcements and other publicity 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 35E86E2B-A1C6-4302-99B5-B690D095416C

3/26/2018 | 1:18:23 PM PDT

to focus on Grantee’s work and the project or issue funded by the grant. Recognition of the Foundation’s role in 
funding the project is permitted. Publicizing the grant and the Foundation in Grantee’s publications and 
communications in a manner consistent with similar grants obtained by Grantee is permitted. 

The Foundation may ask Grantee to provide illustrations, photographs, videos, recordings, information or other 
materials related to the grant (collectively “Grant Work Product”) for use in Foundation communications 
including the Foundation’s website, annual report, newsletters, board materials, presentations, 
communications and other publications. Grantee agrees to provide the Foundation with such items upon the 
Foundation’s reasonable request and hereby grants to the Foundation and anyone acting under the authority 
of the Foundation a fully paid-up, world-wide, right and license to use, reproduce, display and distribute the 
Grant Work Product in connection with the Foundation’s charitable operations and activities. In connection 
therewith, Grantee shall be responsible for obtaining all necessary rights and permissions from third parties for 
the Foundation to use the Grant Work Product for these purposes. By signing this Agreement, Grantee also 
acknowledges and agrees to use by the Foundation of historical, programmatic and other information relating 
to Grantee and the grant hereunder. 

10. Gratuities: The Foundation desires that all of Grantee’s resources be dedicated to accomplishing its 
philanthropic purposes. Therefore, Grantee agrees that it will not furnish the Foundation or its Board of Directors, 
officers, staff or affiliates with any type of benefit related to this grant including tickets, tables, memberships, 
commemorative items, recognition items, or any other benefit or gratuity of any kind. 

11. Contact: For all communications regarding the grant, your point of contact at the Foundation will be 
Melissa Reynolds. She can be contacted via email as follows: email at mreynolds@wffmail.com. 

By electronically signing this letter, the Grantee acknowledges and agrees to the terms and conditions herein. 
A copy of the completed document will be emailed to the Grantee through DocuSign. If the electronic signing of 
this letter is not completed by April 1, 2018 the Foundation will consider the Grantee to have declined the grant. 

On behalf of the Foundation, I extend every wish for the success of your organization’s endeavors. 

Sincerely, 

Kyle J. Peterson 
Executive Director 

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED 

By: ___________________________ 
Luke Duchene 
Ross Valley Charter 
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April 27, 2020 

Luke Duchene 
Ross Valley Charter School 
25 Deer Park Lane 
Fairfax, CA 94930 

RE: Grant 00102869 

Dear Luke, 

As our communities begin to address the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, we know that many we 
work with confront unanticipated challenges. As we consider the impacts of this crisis, we look to 
groups like yours. Among our priorities is addressing the needs of our current grantees and the 
communities they support. 

The Walton Family Foundation approved your grant request for the amount of $20,000.00 to support 
high-quality remote learning for students; professional development for educators transitioning to virtual 
learning; supports for students, families and staff (e.g., food service, health care); and recruitment and 
retention efforts (the “Grant Purpose”). 

The grant funds are subject to the terms attached, and you should receive the funds as soon as practical 
but no later than 14 days from the date of this letter. If you have any questions, please contact Melissa 
Reynolds (mreynolds@wffmail.com) and reference Grant 00102869. 

Performance Measures: By October 31, 2020, grantee will use funds for the Grant Purpose listed above. 

Reporting: Please provide the Foundation with a final report due November 30, 2020. Specific services 
funded and the number of teachers and/or students supported should be included in the final report. 

On behalf of the Walton Family Foundation, I express my appreciation for what your organization 
does every day, but especially during these difficult times. 

Sincerely, 

Caryl M. Stern 
Executive Director 
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GRANT TERMS 
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By accepting a grant from the Walton Family Foundation (“WFF” or “Foundation”), your 
organization (“Grantee”) acknowledges and agrees to the following terms regarding the grant: 

1. Grantee’s Organizational Status. Grantee represents to the Foundation that Grantee is an 
organization in good standing, is either an organization described in section 501(c)(3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (“Code”) or a governmental unit, and is not a “private foundation” described 
in section 509(a) of the Code. 

2. Accounting. The Foundation encourages, whenever feasible, the deposit of grant funds in an 
interest- bearing account. For purposes of these grant terms, “grant funds” include the grant and 
any income earned thereon. Grantee will account for and maintains records of receipts and 
expenditures of the grant funds in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 

3. Restrictions on Grant Use. Grantee will use the grant funds only for the purposes of the grant, and 
will comply with all applicable laws and regulations in administering and expending the grant funds. 
In no event will Grantee use any grant funds: 

(a) to lobby for or against, or otherwise to attempt to influence, government legislation; 
(b) to influence the outcome of any specific public election or to carry on, directly or indirectly, 
any voter registration drive; or 
(c) to undertake any activity other than for a charitable, educational or other tax-exempt 
purpose specified in section 170(c)(2)(B) of the Code. 

4. Gratuities. The Foundation desires that all of Grantee’s resources be dedicated to accomplishing 
its philanthropic purposes. Therefore, Grantee agrees that it will not furnish the Foundation or its 
Board of Directors, officers, staff or affiliates with any type of benefit related to this grant. 

5. Grant Publicity. Grant publicity related to this grant consistent with Grantee’s normal practice is 
permitted, subject to the following provisions. The Foundation expects any announcements and 
other publicity to focus on Grantee’s work and the project or issue funded by the grant. Recognition 
of the Foundation’s role in funding the project is permitted, provided that the timing, content and 
strategic focus of such publicity should be approved by the Foundation. Publicizing the grant and the 
Foundation in Grantee’s publications and communications in a manner consistent with similar 
grants obtained by Grantee is permitted. 

6. Repayment. Grantee agrees to repay to the Foundation any portion of the grant funds not used for 
the grant’s purposes. In addition, the Foundation may direct Grantee to repay any unexpended grant 
funds to the Foundation, if any of the following events occurs: Grantee ceases to maintain its tax-
exempt status as described in Section1 above; Grantee fails to comply with the terms of this agreement; 
or there is a material change in Grantee’s key personnel that in the sole opinion of the Foundation 
adversely affects Grantee’s management of the grant. 

7. Additional Information. The Foundation may request Grantee to provide such information as is 
necessary or appropriate for the Foundation to determine that the grant funds are being used for the 
purposes intended. Grantee agrees to provide such information uponrequest. 

8. Compliance with Anti-terrorist laws. (a) Grantee does not support, directly or indirectly, terrorist 
activities or violence of any kind, and takes reasonable steps to ensure that (i) Grantee and its affiliates, 
directors, officers, employees and agents (“Grantee Parties”) have no dealings with, and do not 
support, terrorist activities or violence of any kind, (ii) grant funds will not ultimately be used to directly 
or indirectly support terrorist activities or violence of any kind. (b) Grantee Parties are not (i) listed in 
the Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons list maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets 
Control of the United States Department of Treasury (the "SDN List"); (ii) owned 50% or more or 
otherwise controlled by, or acting for or on behalf of, an individual or entity listed on the SDN List; or 
(iii) otherwise the target of economic or trade sanctions as administered by the Office of Foreign Assets 
Control of the United States Department of Treasury or any other U.S. government agency. (c) Grantee 
Parties are not engaged, directly or indirectly, in transactions with any individual or entity listed on the 
SDN List or otherwise the target of economic or trade sanctions as administered by the Office of Foreign 
Assets Control of the United States Department of Treasury or any other U.S. government agency. 
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Luke Duchene <luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org> 

Invitation to Apply: $20,000 COVID-19 Emergency Grant (due April 27th) 
Education Mailbox <Education@wffmail.com> Fri, Apr 17, 2020 at 2:11 PM 
To: "luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org" <luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org> 

Dear Luke Duchene, 

We hope this email finds you and your loved ones well during these challenging and uncertain times. We recognize that 
you are mobilizing day-to-day to meet the evolving needs of your students, your communities and your own families, and 
that you face many unprecedented challenges. To that end, the Walton Family Foundation would like to invite Ross 
Valley Charter School to apply for a $20,000 COVID-19 emergency response grant to support high-quality remote 
learning for students; professional development for educators transitioning to virtual learning; supports for students, 
families and staff (e.g., food service, health care); and/or recruitment and retention efforts. 

In order to apply, this survey will ask you to verify and complete the following information for your school: 

1. Your organization’s 501(c)(3) status remains in good standing, or you have public school status. 

· If your status has changed, please let us know. 

2. Any funds you receive will be used for charitable purposes. 

3. The purposes these funds will support (you can choose multiple purposes): 

· high-quality remote learning for students; 

· professional development for educators transitioning to virtual learning; 

· supports for students, families and staff (e.g., food service, health care); and/or 

· recruitment and retention efforts 

4. Your bank account information has not changed since you received your WFF startup grant. 

· Do not reply to this email with sensitive banking information. You will have an opportunity to securely 
update this information in our system later in the process. 

Please complete this survey by COB Monday, April 27th. Once the information included in your survey has been 
verified, your application will be considered complete, and we will be in touch with next steps on a rolling basis by May 
8th . If we do not receive a survey response by April 27th, your organization will forfeit the opportunity to apply for 
this grant. 

Note: Your survey link is unique to your school, and this invitation is non-transferable. Your survey response will serve as 
your official application; there will not be an interview, concept paper, or narrative submission required. 

During the verification process, you will be activated in our grants management system - SmartSimple. If you need to 
update your bank information, you can do so using that link. If you do not need to update your information, you do not 
need to take any action. 

We will not require attachments/additional documentation unless your legal status or bank information has changed. 
Please note that the term of this grant will be from May 1, 2020-October 31, 2020. A final report that includes an estimate 
of the number of students and/or teachers impacted by this grant will be due by November 30, 2020. 

Sincerely, 
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11/23/2020 

Two Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to express my strong and ongoing support for Ross Valley Charter School (RVC).  RVC is the 
kind of school and community that puts an imprint on your soul. I am forever grateful to have been part of this 
school, to have sent my children there (it is still their favorite school), to have worked closely with the RVC 
teachers and school director as a board member, and to continue my relationships with the school and the 
extended school community as an alumni parent and former board member today. 

I was a founding board member of RVC and began my board service in 2015 before the charter 
petition was approved. I served on the board continuously through the Fall of 2020. My family moved out of 
Marin County in June of 2019, but I agreed to stay on the board for another full school year after our move. 
I have been pleased to see the growth and success of RVC and its students over the period that I served on the 
board. Here are a few examples: 

• RVC has grown its enrollment significantly in the first three years; 
• RVC secured a beautiful long-term school facility that does not require the use of district facilities; 
• RVC has created a diverse-by-design school that values and celebrates diversity among its student 

body and made special efforts to ensure that our students understand and value their differences and 
appreciate each student’s individual experiences and capabilities; 

• RVC hired new teachers and staff and incorporated them seamlessly into the RVC community, while 
also finding ways to incorporate approaches and skills brought by new staff so that the school gets 
stronger as it grows; 

• RVC built a partnership with the New School in SF that helped the teaching staff to evolve their 
project-based learning methods into a powerful inquiry-based learning approach with longer “inquiry 
arcs” and active student demonstrations of learning throughout the year. 

• RVC has delivered incredible outcomes for its students -- consistently exceeding the performance of 
the local district on annual state tests in every tested grade and subject -- while serving a student 
population with 3 times more poverty and 4 times more English Learners than the district.  The 
recent state science test scores were even more amazing, with RVC students achieving proficiency 
rates 20% - 30% higher than district students. 

• RVC has also generated broader outcomes for students related to social-emotional learning, 
mindfulness, music, art, creativity, curiosity, public speaking, risk taking, and many more things that 
are harder to measure than test scores but perhaps more important in the long term. For my own 
children, I saw this impact as RVC’s teachers convinced my very shy daughter to do public speaking and 
participate in multiple theatrical performances over time, building her confidence and transforming 
her self-image. They truly helped her blossom. 

• RVC is changing the trajectory of many students who enter the school below grade level and ultimately 
achieve significant academic growth and also social-emotional growth during their time at the school. 
This is the mark of a great school – they help ensure that all children thrive, not just survive. 

I stepped down from the board in the Fall of 2020 because I felt the school was in a strong, healthy and 
stable position, and the time commitment of board service was too much for me to maintain. I am still in 
regular contact with the school director, teachers, board members and parent leaders at RVC.  I intend to 
continue these relationships and to be available for support and advice in the future.  I have a deep and 
ongoing commitment to the health and success of this school. 

Kristi Kimball 

Sincerely, 
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From: Linda Kepley 
To: trustee.capron@rossvalleyschools.org; trustee.bauer@rossvalleyschools.org; trustee.pratt@rossvalleyschools.org; 

trustee.reagan@rossvalleyschools.org; trustee.oneil@rossvalleyschools.org; mtrahan@rossvalleyschools.org 
Subject: RVC Petition 
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 2:17:05 PM 

Hello, 

I wanted to express my concerns about the potential for RVSD to be the entity that provides oversight, should Ross 
Valley Charter’s petition be approved. My understanding is that oversight could be assigned to the CDE, MCOE or 
RVSD. I would implore those who make this decision (should RVC be approved) NOT to assign oversight to 
RVSD. Among many other concerns, my fear is that by doing so, any healing we have achieved would be soon 
forgotten and the ugly divisiveness would again infiltrate our small community. I think everyone, regardless of how 
you feel about the charter, have kids or not, wants to keep the peace and move forward in a positive way. To put it 
mildly, placing RVC under RVSD oversight would be a colossal impediment of epic proportion to achieving this. 

I also wanted to take this opportunity to thank all of you you for your hard work, time and dedication. Global 
pandemic aside, what you do isn’t easy on an average day. I think you are all incredible and selfless and we are a 
better community because of your efforts. 

With gratitude, 
-Linda Kepley 

Please excuse typos/ Sent from my iPhone 
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From: jim rivera 
To: trustee.pratt@rossvalleyschools.org; trustee.capron@rossvalleyschools.org; 

trustee.reagan@rossvalleyschools.org; trustee.bauer@rossvalleyschools.org; trustee.oneil@rossvalleyschools.org; 
Marci Trahan 

Subject: RVC Renewal Petition 
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 10:40:52 AM 

Dear RVSD Trustees, 

We are writing in support of the recommendation by the RVSD staff to deny the 
renewal petition by Ross Valley Charter. We have followed this situation closely and 
believe RVC has consistently demonstrated incompetent governance, dubious 
financial management and questionable long-term viability. We do not believe RVSD 
should take on the liability of an entity that carries such significant risk and could 
jeopardize the educational opportunities of the children in our district. 

Furthermore, our family does not support the transfer of public funds from our public 
school district to a charter school that operates as a private corporation and we do not 
believe that a two-tier “public” school system is sustainable, especially in our 
underfunded school district. 

The tremendous amount of documentation and analysis provided by the RVSD staff 
overwhelming substantiates their recommendation. We encourage all RVSD board 
members to vote to approve the recommended denial. 

Thank you for your service and dedication to enriching the lives of our children and 
our communities through education. 

Sincerely, 
The Rivera Family 
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From: Robin Goldman 
To: Anne Capron; Annelise Bauer ; Wesley Pratt; Mark Reagan; Trustee.oneil@rossvalleyschools.org; Marci Trahan 
Subject: Denial of RVC renewal petition 
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 9:36:42 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Good morning! 

I just wanted to thank you for recommending denying the flawed (and quite frankly pathetic) RVC 
charter petition renewal.  Having been a deeply concerned watchdog of MAP/RVC for the last 7 
years, I continue to be flabbergasted at their blatant lies and lack of concern for the larger 
community and how their actions affect us.  From their history of discrimination, to Brown act 
violations, to PPP fraud, to conflict of interest, to running in a non ADA compliant facility, to taking 
money from right wing billionaires like the Waltons, RVC follows the Trump/Devos playbook with 
their propaganda and half-truths, all the while claiming to be the white saviors of the FRL/ELL 
community. It’s sad that there are so many parents in this community that are being misled by this 
litigious group of misfits. 

I could point out hundreds of issues with their petition but I will just use their own minutes as proof 
that they should not be renewed because they are not financially viable. 

I am including a link to a recent PRA response that I received which includes the attendance records 
RVC submits to the CDE. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UFNRbMTRNviysPjnMVguCX8ytpNAxw0V?usp=sharing 

As you can see in their most recent submission as of October 16, 2020 RVC has 203 students and 9 
teachers. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13rkorSv6Pq5AIxXZobQBCuYgheUZmxNA/view?usp=sharing 

This is significant because at their December 2019 board meeting, Conn Hickey stated that with 208 
students and 9 teachers, RVC will be running at a budget deficit. 

https://docs.google.com/viewer? 
a=v&pid=sites&srcid=cm9zc3ZhbGxleWNoYXJ0ZXIub3JnfHJ2Yy1ib2FyZC1kb2NzfGd4OjRkMWRmMm 
U1OWQzMTI0M2Y 

RVC appears to be well aware of this statement because in her comments to the IJ on August 15, 
2020, Sharon Sagar stated that RVC had 210 children. This false number of 210 is also lower than the 
claim in the renewal petition that they will start the 2020/2021 school year with 219 children and 
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end with 222, both fictional numbers that have no basis in the reality of RVC’s enrollment. 

https://www.marinij.com/2020/08/15/ross-valley-charter-submits-school-renewal-petition/ 

At no point has RVC’s attendance for 2020/2021 reached 210 children, let alone 222.  These false 
statements are consistent with RVC leadership’s continued pattern of spreading lies and 
misinformation and creating conflict in our community. 

Despite public acknowledgement of the fact that they are not financially viable with 208 children, 
RVC continues to plow forward and amass more debt in their denial of reality. They have not ever 
been able to stand on their own financially, receiving hundreds of thousands of dollars in grants just 
to make it through the year. 

Thank for you protecting our district from these grifters and their massive 930K debt (with no 
repayment plan) that comes with authorizing their charter.  I appreciate everything you do. 

Robin 
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From: Rob Sandusky 
To: Anne Capron; Trustee.bauer@rossvalleyschools.org; Trustee.pratt@rossvalleyschools.org; 

Trustee.reagan@rossvalleyschools.org; Trustee.oneil@rossvalleyschools.org 
Cc: Marci Trahan 
Subject: RVC Charter Renewal review 
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 11:58:00 AM 

Dear Ross Valley School District Board: 

Thank you for your diligence in reviewing the petition for renewal of the Ross Valley Charter 
School, and the time and effort that the RVSD staff has put in to deal with this CDE-
authorized charter that has had such an impact on our community. 

Having followed RVC since they splintered from the District, I’ve been dismayed at their 
conduct, and we have vocalized opposition to their using public tax dollars without public 
elected representation. As the staff report recommending denial of renewal points out, there is 
a lot of potential liability with RVC that the RVSD schools and community should not 
continue to be burdened by. As the District and Marin County Office of Education pointed out 
in denying their original petition, RVC is not financially viable even if they should someday 
reach their projected 220 student attendance. If the RVSD is required by the state to oversee 
this charter, we continue to be deeply concerned about the impact to our public neighborhood 
schools due in part to the liability for the high debt load that the RVC maintains, and the lack 
of transparency that RVC demonstrates in administering it’s program. 

As the staff report calls out, there are issues with transparency to the public, potential fraud 
and violations of conflict of interest requirements that demonstrate a continued disregard for 
rules that are in place to ensure that RVC operates transparently and within the law. Indeed, 
many legally questionable practices were documented in the 2014 Reynolds report, 
demonstrating that RVC has shown to be ethically problematic for many years. This school 
continues to be be run by the same people that implemented those practices, and, as you have 
recently found in this latest discovery, seem to be continuing on that path. 

Beyond the pragmatic impacts of RVC on the district, our family has been continually 
dismayed at the behavior of the RVC “community” toward the larger Ross Valley population. 
Having been the target of attacks by RVC staff and supporters over it’s brief history, it is clear 
that anytime anyone raises questions or speaks out against RVC's actions, or even raises the 
issue of privatization of our public schools, it is an invitation to be targeted and attacked with 
theft, vandalism and trespass, making it difficult to make the claim that RVC benefits the 
community. 

Thank you again for your due diligence in review of RVC’s renewal petition and looking out 
for the best interest of our public neighborhood schools. 

Regards, 
Lauren and Rob Sandusky 
Fairfax 
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                                                                 Paycheck Protection Program                 
PPP Loan Forgiveness Application Form 3508EZ     

                      OMB Control No. 3245-0407 
                        Expiration Date: 10/31/2020 

SBA Form 3508EZ (06/20)  
Page 1 

PPP LOAN FORGIVENESS APPLICATION FORM 3508EZ INSTRUCTIONS FOR BORROWERS 
 

Checklist for Using SBA Form 3508EZ 
 
You (the Borrower) can apply for forgiveness of your Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan using this SBA Form 3508EZ if 
you can check at least one of the three boxes below.  Do not submit this Checklist with your SBA Form 3508EZ. 
 

☐ The Borrower is a self-employed individual, independent contractor, or sole proprietor who had no employees at the time 
of the PPP loan application and did not include any employee salaries in the computation of average monthly payroll in 
the Borrower Application Form (SBA Form 2483). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
☐  The Borrower did not reduce annual salary or hourly wages of any employee by more than 25 percent during the Covered 

Period or the Alternative Payroll Covered Period (as defined below) compared to the period between January 1, 2020 and 
March 31, 2020 (for purposes of this statement, “employees” means only those employees that did not receive, during any 
single period during 2019, wages or salary at an annualized rate of pay in an amount more than $100,000); 

AND  
The Borrower did not reduce the number of employees or the average paid hours of employees between January 1, 2020 
and the end of the Covered Period. (Ignore reductions that arose from an inability to rehire individuals who were 
employees on February 15, 2020 if the Borrower was unable to hire similarly qualified employees for unfilled positions 
on or before December 31, 2020.  Also ignore reductions in an employee’s hours that the Borrower offered to restore and 
the employee refused.  See 85 FR 33004, 33007 (June 1, 2020) for more details. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
☐  The Borrower did not reduce annual salary or hourly wages of any employee by more than 25 percent during the Covered 

Period or the Alternative Payroll Covered Period (as defined below) compared to the period between January 1, 2020 and 
March 31, 2020 (for purposes of this statement, “employees” means only those employees that did not receive, during any 
single period during 2019, wages or salary at an annualized rate of pay in an amount more than $100,000); 

AND 
The Borrower was unable to operate during the Covered Period at the same level of business activity as before February 
15, 2020, due to compliance with requirements established or guidance issued between March 1, 2020 and December 31, 
2020 by the Secretary of Health and Human Services, the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, or 
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, related to the maintenance of standards of sanitation, social 
distancing, or any other work or customer safety requirement related to COVID-19. 

 
If you can check at least one of the three boxes above, complete this SBA Form 3508EZ in accordance with the instructions below, 
and submit it to your Lender (or the Lender that is servicing your loan).  Borrowers may also complete this application 
electronically through their Lender.  If you are unable to check one of the boxes above, you cannot use SBA Form 3508EZ and 
instead you must apply for forgiveness of your PPP loan using SBA Form 3508.  
 

Instructions for PPP Loan Forgiveness Calculation Form 3508EZ 
 

Business Legal Name (“Borrower”)/DBA or Tradename (if applicable)/Business TIN (EIN, SSN):  Enter the same 
information as on your Borrower Application Form (SBA Form 2483 or lender’s equivalent). 
 
Business Address/Business Phone/Primary Contact/E-mail Address:  Enter the same information as on your Borrower 
Application Form, unless there has been a change in address or contact information. 
 
SBA PPP Loan Number:  Enter the loan number assigned by SBA at the time of loan approval.  Request this number from the 
Lender if necessary. 
 
Lender PPP Loan Number:  Enter the loan number assigned to the PPP loan by the Lender. 
 
PPP Loan Amount:  Enter the disbursed principal amount of the PPP loan (the total loan amount you received from the Lender). 
 
Employees at Time of Loan Application:  Enter the total number of employees at the time of the PPP Loan Application. 
 
Employees at Time of Forgiveness Application:  Enter the total number of employees at the time the Borrower is applying for 
loan forgiveness. 
 
PPP Loan Disbursement Date:  Enter the date that you received the PPP loan proceeds from the Lender.  If loan proceeds were 
received on more than one date, enter the first date on which you received PPP loan proceeds. 
 

✘
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EIDL Advance Amount:  If the Borrower received an Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) advance, enter the amount. 
 
EIDL Application Number:  If the Borrower applied for an EIDL, enter the Borrower’s EIDL Application Number. 
 
Payroll Schedule:  Select the box that corresponds to your payroll schedule.    
 
Covered Period:  The Covered Period is either: (1) the 24-week (168-day) period beginning on the PPP Loan Disbursement Date, 
or (2) if the Borrower received its PPP loan before June 5, 2020, the Borrower may elect to use an eight-week (56-day) Covered 
Period. For example, if the Borrower is using a 24-week Covered Period and received its PPP loan proceeds on Monday, April 20, 
the first day of the Covered Period is April 20 and the last day of the Covered Period is Sunday, October 4.  In no event may the 
Covered Period extend beyond December 31, 2020. 
 
Alternative Payroll Covered Period:  For administrative convenience, Borrowers with a biweekly (or more frequent) payroll 
schedule may elect to calculate eligible payroll costs using the 24-week (168-day) period or for loans received before June 5, 2020 
at the election of the borrower, the eight-week (56-day) period that begins on the first day of their first pay period following their 
PPP Loan Disbursement Date.  For example, if the Borrower is using a 24-week Alternative Payroll Covered Period and received 
its PPP loan proceeds on Monday, April 20, and the first day of its first pay period following its PPP loan disbursement is Sunday, 
April 26, the first day of the Alternative Payroll Covered Period is April 26 and the last day of the Alternative Payroll Covered 
Period is Saturday, October 10.  Borrowers that elect to use the Alternative Payroll Covered Period must apply the Alternative 
Payroll Covered Period wherever there is a reference in this application to “the Covered Period or the Alternative Payroll Covered 
Period.”  However, Borrowers must apply the Covered Period (not the Alternative Payroll Covered Period) wherever there is a 
reference in this application to “the Covered Period” only.  In no event may the Alternative Payroll Covered Period extend beyond 
December 31, 2020. 
 
If Borrower Received PPP Loans in Excess of $2 Million:  Check the box if the Borrower, together with its affiliates (to 
the extent required under SBA’s interim final rule on affiliates (85 FR 20817 (April 15, 2020)) and not waived under 15 
U.S.C. 636(a)(36)(D)(iv)), received PPP loans with an original principal amount in excess of $2 million. 
 
Forgiveness Amount Calculation (see Summary of Costs Eligible for Forgiveness below): 
 
Line 1:  Enter total eligible payroll costs incurred or paid during the Covered Period or the Alternative Payroll Covered Period.  
To calculate these costs, sum the following: 
 

Cash Compensation:  The sum of gross salary, gross wages, gross tips, gross commissions, paid leave (vacation, family, 
medical or sick leave, not including leave covered by the Families First Coronavirus Response Act), and allowances for 
dismissal or separation paid or incurred during the Covered Period or the Alternative Payroll Covered Period.  For each 
individual employee, the total amount of cash compensation eligible for forgiveness may not exceed an annual salary of 
$100,000, as prorated for the Covered Period.  For an 8-week Covered Period, that total is $15,385.  For a 24-week Covered 
Period, that total is $46,154 for purposes of this 3508EZ.  You can only include compensation of employees who were 
employed by the Borrower at any point during the Covered Period or Alternative Payroll Covered Period and whose 
principal place of residence is in the United States. 

 
Employee Benefits:  The total amount paid by the Borrower for: 

1. Employer contributions for employee health insurance, including employer contributions to a self-insured, 
employer-sponsored group health plan, but excluding any pre-tax or after-tax contributions by employees. Do not 
add employer health insurance contributions made on behalf of a self-employed individual, general partners, or 
owner-employees of an S-corporation, because such payments are already included in their compensation. 

2. Employer contributions to employee retirement plans, excluding any pre-tax or after-tax contributions by 
employees. Do not add employer retirement contributions made on behalf of a self-employed individual or general 
partners, because such payments are already included in their compensation, and contributions on behalf of owner-
employees are capped at 2.5 months’ worth of the 2019 contribution amount. 

3. Employer state and local taxes paid by the borrower and assessed on employee compensation (e.g., state 
unemployment insurance tax), excluding any taxes withheld from employee earnings. 

 
Owner Compensation:  Enter any amounts paid to owners (owner-employees, a self-employed individual, or general 
partners).  For a 24-week Covered Period, this amount is capped at $20,833 (the 2.5-month equivalent of $100,000 per year) 
for each individual or the 2.5-month equivalent of their applicable compensation in 2019, whichever is lower.  For an 8-
week Covered Period, this amount is capped at 8/52 of 2019 compensation (up to $15,385).       

 
Line 2:  Enter the amount of business mortgage interest payments paid or incurred during the Covered Period for any business 
mortgage obligation on real or personal property incurred before February 15, 2020.  Do not include prepayments. 
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Line 3:  Enter the amount of business rent or lease payments paid or incurred for real or personal property during the Covered 
Period, pursuant to lease agreements in force before February 15, 2020.   
 
Line 4:  Enter the amount of business utility payments paid or incurred during the Covered Period, for business utilities for which 
service began before February 15, 2020.   
 
NOTE:  For lines 2-4, you are not required to report payments that you do not want to include in the forgiveness amount. 
 
Line 5:  Add lines 1 through 4, enter the total.    
 
Line 6:  Enter the PPP Loan Amount.   
 
Line 7:  Divide the amount on line 1 by 0.60, and enter the amount.  This determines whether at least 60% of the potential 
forgiveness amount was used for payroll costs.   

 
Line 8:  Enter the smallest of lines 5, 6, or 7.  Note: If applicable, SBA will deduct EIDL Advance Amounts from the forgiveness 
amount remitted to the Lender. 
 
Summary of Costs Eligible for Forgiveness: 
 
Borrowers are eligible for loan forgiveness for the following costs: 

1. Eligible payroll costs.  Borrowers are generally eligible for forgiveness for the payroll costs paid and payroll costs incurred 
during the 24-week (168-day) or 8-week (56-day) Covered Period (or Alternative Payroll Covered Period) (“payroll costs”).  
Payroll costs are considered paid on the day that paychecks are distributed or the Borrower originates an ACH credit 
transaction.  Payroll costs are considered incurred on the day that the employee’s pay is earned.  Payroll costs incurred but 
not paid during the Borrower’s last pay period of the Covered Period (or Alternative Payroll Covered Period) are eligible 
for forgiveness if paid on or before the next regular payroll date.  Otherwise, payroll costs must be paid during the Covered 
Period (or Alternative Payroll Covered Period).  For each individual employee, the total amount of cash compensation 
eligible for forgiveness may not exceed an annual salary of $100,000, as prorated for the Covered Period.  Count payroll 
costs that were both paid and incurred only once.  For information on what qualifies as payroll costs, see Interim Final Rule 
on Paycheck Protection Program posted on April 2, 2020 (85 FR 20811), as amended by the Revisions to First Interim Final 
Rule, posted on June 11, 2020).  Include only payroll costs for employees whose principal place of residence is in the 
United States. 

 
2. Eligible nonpayroll costs.  Nonpayroll costs eligible for forgiveness consist of:  

(a) covered mortgage obligations: payments of mortgage interest (not including any prepayment or payment of principal) 
on any business mortgage obligation on real or personal property incurred before February 15, 2020 (“business mortgage 
interest payments”); 
(b) covered rent obligations: business rent or lease payments pursuant to lease agreements for real or personal property in 
force before February 15, 2020 (“business rent or lease payments”); and  
(c) covered utility payments: business payments for a service for the distribution of electricity, gas, water, 
telephone, transportation, or internet access for which service began before February 15, 2020 (“business utility 
payments”).   

An eligible nonpayroll cost must be paid during the Covered Period or incurred during the Covered Period and paid on or 
before the next regular billing date, even if the billing date is after the Covered Period. Eligible nonpayroll costs cannot 
exceed 40% of the total forgiveness amount. Count nonpayroll costs that were both paid and incurred only once. 
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Documents that Each Borrower Must Submit with its PPP Loan Forgiveness Application Form 3508EZ 

PPP Loan Forgiveness Calculation Form 3508EZ 
 
Payroll:  Documentation verifying the eligible cash compensation and non-cash benefit payments from the Covered Period or the 
Alternative Payroll Covered Period consisting of each of the following: 

a. Bank account statements or third-party payroll service provider reports documenting the amount of cash compensation paid 
to employees. 

b. Tax forms (or equivalent third-party payroll service provider reports) for the periods that overlap with the Covered Period 
or the Alternative Payroll Covered Period:  

i. Payroll tax filings reported, or that will be reported, to the IRS (typically, Form 941); and 
ii. State quarterly business and individual employee wage reporting and unemployment insurance tax filings reported, 

or that will be reported, to the relevant state. 
c. Payment receipts, cancelled checks, or account statements documenting the amount of any employer contributions to 

employee health insurance and retirement plans that the Borrower included in the forgiveness amount. 
d. If you checked only the second box on the checklist on page 1 of these instructions, the average number of full-time 

equivalent employees on payroll employed by the Borrower on January 1, 2020 and at the end of the Covered Period. 
 

Nonpayroll:  Documentation verifying existence of the obligations/services prior to February 15, 2020 and eligible payments from 
the Covered Period. 

a. Business mortgage interest payments: Copy of lender amortization schedule and receipts or cancelled checks verifying 
eligible payments from the Covered Period; or lender account statements from February 2020 and the months of the Covered 
Period through one month after the end of the Covered Period verifying interest amounts and eligible payments. 

b. Business rent or lease payments: Copy of current lease agreement and receipts or cancelled checks verifying eligible 
payments from the Covered Period; or lessor account statements from February 2020 and from the Covered Period through 
one month after the end of the Covered Period verifying eligible payments.  

c. Business utility payments: Copy of invoices from February 2020 and those paid during the Covered Period and receipts, 
cancelled checks, or account statements verifying those eligible payments 

 
Documents that Each Borrower Must Maintain but is Not Required to Submit 

Documentation supporting the certification that annual salaries or hourly wages were not reduced by more than 25 percent during the 
Covered Period or the Alternative Payroll Covered Period relative to the period between January 1, 2020 and March 31, 2020.  This 
documentation must include payroll records that separately list each employee and show the amounts paid to each employee during 
the period between January 1, 2020 and March 31, 2020, and the amounts paid to each employee during the Covered Period or 
Alternative Payroll Covered Period.  
 
Documentation regarding any employee job offers and refusals, refusals to accept restoration of reductions in hours, firings for 
cause, voluntary resignations, written requests by any employee for reductions in work schedule, and any inability to hire similarly 
qualified employees for unfilled positions on or before December 31, 2020. 
 
Documentation supporting the certification, if applicable, that the Borrower did not reduce the number of employees or the average 
paid hours of employees between January 1, 2020 and the end of the Covered Period (other than any reductions that arose from an 
inability to rehire individuals who were employees on February 15, 2020, if the Borrower was unable to hire similarly qualified 
employees for unfilled positions on or before December 31, 2020).  This documentation must include payroll records that separately 
list each employee and show the amounts paid to each employee between January 1, 2020 and the end of the Covered Period.  
 
Documentation supporting the certification, if applicable, that the Borrower was unable to operate between February 15, 2020 and 
the end of the Covered Period at the same level of business activity as before February 15, 2020 due to compliance with 
requirements established or guidance issued between March 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020 by the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services, the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, or the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 
related to the maintenance of standards of sanitation, social distancing, or any other work or customer safety requirement related to 
COVID-19.  This documentation must include copies of the applicable requirements for each borrower location and relevant 
borrower financial records. 
 
All records relating to the Borrower’s PPP loan, including documentation submitted with its PPP loan application, documentation 
supporting the Borrower’s certifications as to the necessity of the loan request and its eligibility for a PPP loan, documentation 
necessary to support the Borrower’s loan forgiveness application, and documentation demonstrating the Borrower’s material 
compliance with PPP requirements.  The Borrower must retain all such documentation in its files for six years after the date the loan 
is forgiven or repaid in full, and permit authorized representatives of SBA, including representatives of its Office of Inspector 
General, to access such files upon request. 
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        Paycheck Protection  Program         
  PPP Loan  Forgiveness Application  Form 3508EZ     

OMB Control No. 3245-0407 
 Expiration date: 10/31/2020 

Business Legal Name (“Borrower”) DBA or Tradename, if applicable 

Business Address Business TIN (EIN, SSN) Business Phone 
( ) -

Primary Contact E-mail Address 

SBA  PPP  Loan Number:  ________________________ Lender  PPP  Loan Number: __________________________ 

PPP  Loan Amount: _____________________________ PPP  Loan Disbursement Date: ________________________ 

Employees at  Time of Loan  Application:  ___________ Employees at  Time of Forgiveness  Application: __________ 

EIDL Advance Amount:  EIDL Application Number: ________________________ __________________________ 

Payroll Schedule: The frequency with which payroll is paid to employees is: 

☐ Weekly ☐ Biweekly (every other week) ☐ Twice a month ☐ Monthly ☐ Other _____________ 

Covered Period: ________________________ to ________________________ 

Alternative Payroll Covered Period, if applicable: ________________________ to _______________________ 

If Borrower (together with affiliates, if applicable) received PPP loans in excess of $2 million, check here: ☐ 

Forgiveness Amount Calculation: 

Payroll and Nonpayroll Costs 
Line 1. Payroll Costs: _____________________ 

Line 2. Business Mortgage Interest Payments: _____________________ 

Line 3. Business Rent or Lease Payments: _____________________ 

Line 4. Business Utility Payments: _____________________ 

Potential Forgiveness Amounts 
Line 5. Add the amounts on lines 1, 2, 3, and 4: _____________________ 

Line 6. PPP Loan Amount: _____________________ 

Line 7. Payroll Cost 60% Requirement (divide Line 1 by 0.60): _____________________ 

Forgiveness Amount 
Line 8. Forgiveness Amount (enter the smallest of Lines 5, 6, and 7): _____________________ 

SBA Form 3508EZ (06/20) 
Page 1 

ROSS VALLEY CHARTER SCHOOL

102 MARINDA DR 471755679  510  663-3500

 FAIRFAX                     CA 94930-0000 Dena Koren dena@edtec.com

6170517201 7415009229

$270,653.00 05/08/2020

24 23

05/08/2020 10/22/2020

$488,856.42

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$488,856.42

$270,653.00

$814,760.70

$270,653.00
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_____________________________________________________ ____________________________ 

_____________________________________________________  ____________________________ 

Paycheck Protection Program 
PPP Loan Forgiveness Application Form 3508EZ 

By Signing Below, You Make the Following Representations and Certifications on Behalf of the Borrower: 
The Authorized Representative of the Borrower certifies to all of the below by initialing next to each one. 

_____ The dollar amount for which forgiveness is requested: 
• was used to pay costs that are eligible for forgiveness (payroll costs to retain employees; business mortgage interest 

payments; business rent or lease payments; or business utility payments); 
• includes payroll costs equal to at least 60% of the forgiveness amount; 
• if a 24-week Covered Period applies, does not exceed 2.5 months’ worth of 2019 compensation for any owner-

employee or self-employed individual/general partner, capped at $20,833 per individual; and 
• if the Borrower has elected an 8-week Covered Period, does not exceed 8 weeks’ worth of 2019 compensation for 

any owner-employee or self-employed individual/general partner, capped at $15,385 per individual. 

_____ I understand that if the funds were knowingly used for unauthorized purposes, the federal government may pursue recovery 
of loan amounts and/or civil or criminal fraud charges. 

_____ The Borrower did not reduce salaries or hourly wages by more than 25 percent for any employee during the Covered Period 
or Alternative Payroll Covered Period compared to the period between January 1, 2020 and March 31, 2020. For purposes 
of this certification, the term “employee” includes only those employees that did not receive, during any single period during 
2019, wages or salary at an annualized rate of pay in an amount more than $100,000. 

_____ The Borrower has accurately verified the payments for the eligible payroll and nonpayroll costs for which the Borrower is 
requesting forgiveness. 

_____ I have submitted to the Lender the required documentation verifying payroll costs, the existence of obligations and service 
(as applicable) prior to February 15, 2020, and eligible business mortgage interest payments, business rent or lease payments, 
and business utility payments.  

_____ The information provided in this application and the information provided in all supporting documents and forms is true 
and correct in all material respects. I understand that knowingly making a false statement to obtain forgiveness of an SBA-
guaranteed loan is punishable under the law, including 18 USC 1001 and 3571 by imprisonment of not more than five years 
and/or a fine of up to $250,000; under 15 USC 645 by imprisonment of not more than two years and/or a fine of not more 
than $5,000; and, if submitted to a Federally insured institution, under 18 USC 1014 by imprisonment of not more than thirty 
years and/or a fine of not more than $1,000,000. 

_____ The tax documents I have submitted to the Lender are consistent with those the Borrower has submitted/will submit to 
the IRS and/or state tax or workforce agency. I also understand, acknowledge, and agree that the Lender can share the 
tax information with SBA’s authorized representatives, including authorized representatives of the SBA Office of 
Inspector General, for the purpose of ensuring compliance with PPP requirements and all SBA reviews. 

_____ I understand, acknowledge, and agree that SBA may request additional information for the purposes of evaluating the 
Borrower’s eligibility for the PPP loan and for loan forgiveness, and that the Borrower’s failure to provide information 
requested by SBA may result in a determination that the Borrower was ineligible for the PPP loan or a denial of the 
Borrower’s loan forgiveness application. 

In addition, the Authorized Representative of the Borrower must certify by initialing at least ONE of the following two items: 

_____ The Borrower did not reduce the number of employees or the average paid hours of employees between January 1, 2020 and 
the end of the Covered Period (other than any reductions that arose from an inability to rehire individuals who were 
employees on February 15, 2020, if the Borrower was unable to hire similarly qualified employees for unfilled positions on 
or before December 31, 2020, and reductions in an employee’s hours that a borrower offered to restore and were refused). 

_____ The Borrower was unable to operate between February 15, 2020, and the end of the Covered Period at the same level of 
business activity as before February 15, 2020 due to compliance with requirements established or guidance issued between 
March 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020, by the Secretary of Health and Human Services, the Director of the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, or the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, related to the maintenance of 
standards of sanitation, social distancing, or any other work or customer safety requirement related to COVID-19. 

The Borrower’s eligibility for loan forgiveness will be evaluated in accordance with the PPP regulations and guidance issued by 
SBA through the date of this application.  SBA may direct a lender to disapprove the Borrower’s loan forgiveness application if SBA 
determines that the Borrower was ineligible for the PPP loan. 

Signature of Authorized Representative of Borrower Date  

Print  Name  Title  
SBA Form 3508EZ (06/20) 
Page 2 

x

Luke Duchene Director

LD

LD

LD

LD

LD

LD

LD

LD

LX

12/20/2020
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Paycheck Protection Program 
PPP Loan Forgiveness Application Form 3508EZ 

PPP Borrower Demographic Information Form (Optional) 

Instructions 

1. Purpose. Veteran/gender/race/ethnicity data is collected for program reporting purposes only. 
2. Description. This form requests information about each of the Borrower’s Principals.  Add additional sheets if necessary. 
3. Definition of Principal.  The term “Principal” means: 

• For a self-employed individual, independent contractor, or a sole proprietor, the self-employed individual, independent 
contractor, or sole proprietor. 

• For a partnership, all general partners and all limited partners owning 20% or more of the equity of the Borrower, or any 
partner that is involved in the management of the Borrower’s business.  

• For a corporation, all owners of 20% or more of the Borrower, and each officer and director. 
• For a limited liability company, all members owning 20% or more of the Borrower, and each officer and director. 
• Any individual hired by the Borrower to manage the day-to-day operations of the Borrower (“key employee”). 
• Any trustor (if the Borrower is owned by a trust). 
• For a nonprofit organization, the officers and directors of the Borrower. 

4. Principal Name.  Insert the full name of the Principal. 
5. Position. Identify the Principal’s position; for example, self-employed individual; independent contractor; sole proprietor; 

general partner; owner; officer; director; member; or key employee. 

Principal Name Position 

Veteran 1=Non-Veteran; 2=Veteran; 3=Service-Disabled Veteran; 4=Spouse of Veteran; X=Not 
Disclosed 

Gender M=Male; F=Female; X=Not Disclosed 
Race (more than 1 
may be selected) 

1=American Indian or Alaska Native; 2=Asian; 3=Black or African-American; 4=Native 
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander; 5=White; X=Not Disclosed 

Ethnicity H=Hispanic or Latino; N=Not Hispanic or Latino; X=Not Disclosed 

Disclosure is voluntary and will have no bearing on the loan forgiveness decision 

Paperwork Reduction Act – You are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB Control 
Number. The estimated time for completing this application, including gathering data needed, is 20 minutes.  Comments about this time or the 
information requested should be sent to Small Business Administration, Director, Records Management Division, 409 3rd St., SW, Washington DC 
20416, and/or SBA Desk Officer, Office of Management and Budget, New Executive Office Building, Washington DC 20503. PLEASE DO NOT 
SEND FORMS TO THESE ADDRESSES. 

SBA Form 3508EZ (06/20) 
Page 3 
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TRANSACTION	DETAILS DOCUMENT	DETAILS

Reference	Number

F0EF8658-BE1A-40EC-A224-8139D71FB341

Transaction	Type

Signature	Request

Sent	At

12/18/2020	23:01	EST

Executed	At

12/20/2020	11:30	EST

Identity	Method

email

Distribution	Method

email

Signed	Checksum

6686f04764d5193bac54e68aa3c76b5e9796ae5dd819128c23ef12158d9e7f36

Signer	Sequencing

Disabled

Document	Passcode

Disabled

Document	Name

13200702	12494090	3508ez

Filename

13200702_12494090_3508ez.pdf

Pages

7	pages

Content	Type

application/pdf

File	Size

409	KB

Original	Checksum

342e9cf2c5fea051a0c884070455c3a028c7378165eddec62456ef292fb99095

SIGNERS

SIGNER E-SIGNATURE EVENTS

Name

Luke	Duchene

Email

luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org

Components

11

Status

signed

Multi-factor	Digital	Fingerprint	Checksum

e1def21bda20482f6a4df3e605813f89acddadcce7322812343296a445ed3fd7

IP	Address

209.107.188.28

Device

Chrome	Mobile	via	Android

Drawn	Signature

Signature	Reference	ID

E1C23BFD

Signature	Biometric	Count

197

Viewed	At

12/20/2020	11:27	EST

Identity	Authenticated	At

12/20/2020	11:30	EST

Signed	At

12/20/2020	11:30	EST

AUDITS

TIMESTAMP AUDIT

12/18/2020	23:01	EST Westamerica	Bank	(sba.lending4@westamerica.com)	created	document	'13200702_12494090_3508ez.pdf'	on	Microsoft

Edge	via	Windows	from	72.18.233.227.

12/18/2020	23:01	EST Luke	Duchene	(luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org)	was	emailed	a	link	to	sign.

12/20/2020	11:27	EST Luke	Duchene	(luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org)	viewed	the	document	on	Chrome	Mobile	via	Android	from

209.107.188.28.

12/20/2020	11:30	EST Luke	Duchene	(luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org)	authenticated	via	email	on	Chrome	Mobile	via	Android	from

209.107.188.28.

12/20/2020	11:30	EST Luke	Duchene	(luke.duchene@rossvalleycharter.org)	signed	the	document	on	Chrome	Mobile	via	Android	from

209.107.188.28.

S IGNATURE
CERTIF ICATE

RE F E RENC E 	NUMB ER

F0EF8658-BE1A-40EC-A224-8139D71FB341
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Multi-year Projection
As of Oct FY2021

SUMMARY
Revenue

LCFF Entitlement 1,692,111       1,718,301       26,190            1,867,819       1,867,468       1,865,752       1,865,506       1,865,506       
Federal Revenue 94,019            419,274          325,255          54,403            56,778            56,778            56,778            56,778            
Other State Revenues 175,796          177,931          2,136              179,859          180,165          180,165          180,165          178,289          
Local Revenues 137,193          8,500              (128,693)         197,193          197,193          197,193          197,193          197,193          
Fundraising and Grants 120,831          130,570          9,739              208,240          208,240          208,240          208,240          208,240          
Total Revenue 2,219,949       2,454,576       234,627          2,507,514       2,509,844       2,508,128       2,507,882       2,506,006       

Expenses
Compensation and Benefits 1,550,471       1,493,330       57,141            1,655,755       1,682,160       1,688,707       1,685,517       1,692,735       
Books and Supplies 44,576            37,954            6,622              76,768            37,260            37,759            38,265            38,779            
Services and Other Operating Expenditures 560,844          656,062          (95,218)           664,439          675,241          685,976          697,611          700,840          
Depreciation 41,738            26,793            14,945            58,043            58,043            58,043            56,942            56,290            
Other Outflows 15,922            14,111            1,811              5,846              4,697              3,172              -                  -                  
Total Expenses 2,213,550       2,228,250       (14,699)           2,460,851       2,457,400       2,473,656       2,478,334       2,488,644       

Operating Income 6,399              226,326          219,928          46,664            52,444            34,473            29,548            17,363            

Fund Balance
Beginning Balance (Unaudited) 248,662          269,519          20,857            495,845          542,509          594,953          629,426          658,974          
Audit Adjustment -                  
Beginning Balance (Audited) 248,662          269,519          20,857            495,845          542,509          594,953          629,426          658,974          
Operating Income 6,399              226,326          219,928          46,664            52,444            34,473            29,548            17,363            

Ending Fund Balance 255,061          495,845          240,784          542,509          594,953          629,426          658,974          676,337          

Total Revenue Per ADA 10,663            12,660            1,997              11,826            11,837            11,829            11,828            11,819            
Total Expenses Per ADA 10,633            11,493            (860)                11,606            11,590            11,666            11,688            11,737            
Operating Income Per ADA 31                   1,167              1,137              220                 247                 163                 139                 82                   
Fund Balance as a % of Expenses 12% 22% 11% 22% 24% 25% 27% 27%

Approved 
Budget

Year 1
2020-21

Year 2
2021-22

 Forecast 

Year 3
2022-23

Forecast

Year 1
2020-21

1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
1st Interimt  

vs Approved 
Budget 

Year 6
2025-26

Forecast

Year 4
2023-24

Forecast

Year 5
2024-25

Forecast
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Multi-year Projection
As of Oct FY2021

Approved 
Budget

Year 1
2020-21

Year 2
2021-22

 Forecast 

Year 3
2022-23

Forecast

Year 1
2020-21

1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
1st Interimt  

vs Approved 
Budget 

Year 6
2025-26

Forecast

Year 4
2023-24

Forecast

Year 5
2024-25

Forecast

Key Assumptions

Enrollment Breakdown
TK 14                   12                   (2)                    -                  6                     6                     6                     6                     
K 42                   40                   (2)                    36                   30                   30                   30                   30                   
1 31                   28                   (3)                    36                   36                   36                   36                   36                   
2 34                   30                   (4)                    36                   36                   36                   36                   36                   
3 40                   39                   (1)                    36                   36                   36                   36                   36                   
4 30                   27                   (3)                    39                   39                   39                   39                   39                   
5 28                   27                   (1)                    39                   39                   39                   39                   39                   
Total Enrolled 219                 203                 (16)                  222                 222                 222                 222                 222                 

ADA %
K-3 95.0% 95.5% 88.5% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5%
4-6 95.0% 95.5% 88.7% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5%
Average ADA % 95.0% 95.5% 88.6% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5% 95.5%

ADA
K-3 152.7              142.3              (10.4)               137.5              137.5              137.5              137.5              137.5              
4-6 55.5                51.6                (3.9)                 74.5                74.5                74.5                74.5                74.5                
Total ADA 208.2              193.9              (14.3)               212.0              212.0              212.0              212.0              212.0              

Demographic Information
CALPADS Enrollment (for unduplicated % calc) 219                 203                 (16)                  222                 222                 222                 222                 222                 
# Unduplicated (CALPADS) 62                   69                   7                     72                   72                   72                   72                   72                   
# Free & Reduced Lunch (CALPADS) 62                   61                   (1)                    63                   63                   63                   63                   63                   
# ELL (CALPADS) 37                   40                   3                     44                   44                   44                   44                   44                   
New Students 26                   10                   (16)                  19                   -                  -                  -                  -                  

School Information
FTE's 19.5                17.5                (1.9)                 21.1                21.1                21.1                21.1                21.1                
Teachers 11                   11                   (0)                    11                   11                   11                   11                   11                   
Certificated Pay Increases 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Classified Pay Increases 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
# of school days 175                 -                  (175)                -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  
Default Expense Inflation Rate 0% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Multi-year Projection
As of Oct FY2021

Approved 
Budget

Year 1
2020-21

Year 2
2021-22

 Forecast 

Year 3
2022-23

Forecast

Year 1
2020-21

1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
1st Interimt  

vs Approved 
Budget 

Year 6
2025-26

Forecast

Year 4
2023-24

Forecast

Year 5
2024-25

Forecast

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement
8011 Charter Schools General Purpose Entitlement - State Aid 1,498,915       1,522,684       23,769            1,653,893       1,653,542       1,651,826       1,651,580       1,651,580       
8012 Education Protection Account Entitlement 41,637            38,777            (2,860)             42,406            42,406            42,406            42,406            42,406            
8096 Charter Schools in Lieu of Property Taxes 151,559          156,840          5,281              171,519          171,519          171,519          171,519          171,519          

SUBTOTAL - LCFF Entitlement 1,692,111       1,718,301       26,190            1,867,819       1,867,468       1,865,752       1,865,506       1,865,506       

Federal Revenue
8181 Special Education - Entitlement 24,125            24,125            -                  25,375            27,750            27,750            27,750            27,750            
8291 Title I 13,647            13,647            -                  13,647            13,647            13,647            13,647            13,647            
8292 Title II 3,276              3,276              -                  3,276              3,276              3,276              3,276              3,276              
8293 Title III 2,105              2,105              -                  2,105              2,105              2,105              2,105              2,105              
8294 Title IV -                  10,000            10,000            10,000            10,000            10,000            10,000            10,000            
8296 PPP Loan Forgiveness 50,866            270,563          219,697          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  
8297 PY Federal - Not Accrued -                  5,000              5,000              -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  
8299 CARES ACT LLM & GEER Funds -                  90,558            90,558            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

SUBTOTAL - Federal Revenue 94,019            419,274          325,255          54,403            56,778            56,778            56,778            56,778            

Other State Revenue
8381 Special Education - Entitlement (State) 127,617          121,178          (6,439)             132,520          132,520          132,520          132,520          132,520          
8550 Mandated Cost Reimbursements 3,168              3,097              (72)                  3,269              3,575              3,575              3,575              3,575              
8560 State Lottery Revenue 45,010            39,894            (5,117)             44,070            44,070            44,070            44,070            42,194            
8590 GF COVID one time and all other state revenue -                  13,763            13,763            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

SUBTOTAL - Other State Revenue 175,796          177,931          2,136              179,859          180,165          180,165          180,165          178,289          

Local Revenue
8660 Interest 1,500              1,500              -                  1,500              1,500              1,500              1,500              1,500              
8676 After School Program Revenue 120,000          -                  (120,000)         180,000          180,000          180,000          180,000          180,000          
8693 Field Trip Donations 8,693              -                  (8,693)             8,693              8,693              8,693              8,693              8,693              
8701 All Script 7,000              7,000              -                  7,000              7,000              7,000              7,000              7,000              

SUBTOTAL - Local Revenue 137,193          8,500              (128,693)         197,193          197,193          197,193          197,193          197,193          

Fundraising and Grants
8801 Donations - Family 87,657            100,000          12,343            150,960          150,960          150,960          150,960          150,960          
8802 Donations - Private 6,000              4,000              (2,000)             4,000              4,000              4,000              4,000              4,000              
8811 Net Readathon Revenue 19,723            20,000            277                 42,180            42,180            42,180            42,180            42,180            
8812 Net Auction Revenue 7,451              6,570              (881)                11,100            11,100            11,100            11,100            11,100            

SUBTOTAL - Fundraising and Grants 120,831          130,570          9,739              208,240          208,240          208,240          208,240          208,240          
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Multi-year Projection
As of Oct FY2021

Approved 
Budget

Year 1
2020-21

Year 2
2021-22

 Forecast 

Year 3
2022-23

Forecast

Year 1
2020-21

1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
1st Interimt  

vs Approved 
Budget 

Year 6
2025-26

Forecast

Year 4
2023-24

Forecast

Year 5
2024-25

Forecast

TOTAL REVENUE 2,219,949       2,454,576       234,627          2,507,514       2,509,844       2,508,128       2,507,882       2,506,006       
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Multi-year Projection
As of Oct FY2021

Approved 
Budget

Year 1
2020-21

Year 2
2021-22

 Forecast 

Year 3
2022-23

Forecast

Year 1
2020-21

1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
1st Interimt  

vs Approved 
Budget 

Year 6
2025-26

Forecast

Year 4
2023-24

Forecast

Year 5
2024-25

Forecast

EXPENSES

Compensation & Benefits

Certificated Salaries
1100 Teachers Salaries 678,128          670,128          8,000              670,128          670,128          670,128          670,128          670,128          
1103 Teacher - Substitute Pay 8,250              3,750              4,500              8,316              8,316              8,316              8,316              8,316              
1148 Teacher - Special Ed 109,980          123,630          (13,650)           123,630          123,630          123,630          123,630          123,630          
1200 Certificated Pupil Support Salaries 34,632            34,632            -                  46,176            46,176            46,176            46,176            46,176            
1300 Certificated Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 112,200          112,200          -                  112,200          112,200          112,200          112,200          112,200          

SUBTOTAL - Certificated Salaries 943,190          944,340          (1,150)             960,450          960,450          960,450          960,450          960,450          

Classified Salaries
2101 Classified - Electives 63,770            53,653            10,118            65,545            65,545            65,545            65,545            65,545            
2103 Classified - Classroom Aides 51,737            43,173            8,563              73,208            73,208            73,208            73,208            73,208            
2300 Classified Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 59,850            59,850            -                  59,850            59,850            59,850            59,850            59,850            
2400 Classified Clerical & Office Salaries 44,000            44,000            -                  59,000            59,000            59,000            59,000            59,000            
2905 Other Classified - After School 49,410            -                  49,410            50,400            50,400            50,400            50,400            50,400            
2930 Custodian 24,600            24,600            -                  41,000            41,000            41,000            41,000            41,000            

SUBTOTAL - Classified Salaries 293,367          225,276          68,091            349,003          349,003          349,003          349,003          349,003          

Employee Benefits
3100 STRS 152,325          152,511          (186)                153,672          173,841          173,841          173,841          173,841          
3300 OASDI-Medicare-Alternative 36,119            30,927            5,192              40,625            40,625            40,625            40,625            40,625            
3400 Health & Welfare Benefits 99,410            116,099          (16,689)           124,711          130,946          137,494          144,368          151,587          
3500 Unemployment Insurance 11,222            8,973              2,249              11,580            11,580            11,580            1,515              1,515              
3600 Workers Comp Insurance 14,839            15,205            (366)                15,713            15,713            15,713            15,713            15,713            

SUBTOTAL - Employee Benefits 313,915          323,714          (9,799)             346,302          372,707          379,254          376,064          383,282          

Books & Supplies
4100 Approved Textbooks & Core Curricula Materials 1,096              1,015              81                   1,127              1,144              1,161              1,178              1,196              
4200 Books & Other Reference Materials 1,534              1,421              113                 1,577              1,601              1,625              1,649              1,674              
4320 Educational Software 1,000              1,000              -                  1,015              1,030              1,046              1,061              1,077              
4325 Instructional Materials & Supplies 4,383              4,440              (57)                  4,440              4,507              4,574              4,643              4,712              
4326 Art & Music Supplies 1,500              1,500              -                  1,523              1,545              1,569              1,592              1,616              
4330 Office Supplies 2,000              2,000              -                  1,200              1,218              1,236              1,255              1,274              
4335 PE Supplies 360                 360                 -                  365                 371                 376                 382                 388                 
4346 Teacher Supplies 4,000              4,000              -                  4,000              4,000              4,000              4,000              4,000              
4410 Classroom Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 2,000              2,000              -                  1,000              1,015              1,030              1,046              1,061              
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Multi-year Projection
As of Oct FY2021

Approved 
Budget

Year 1
2020-21

Year 2
2021-22

 Forecast 

Year 3
2022-23

Forecast

Year 1
2020-21

1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
1st Interimt  

vs Approved 
Budget 

Year 6
2025-26

Forecast

Year 4
2023-24

Forecast

Year 5
2024-25

Forecast

4420 Computers: individual items less than $5k 15,000            1,015              13,985            41,030            1,046              1,061              1,077              1,093              
4430 Non Classroom Related Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 1,000              1,000              -                  1,015              1,030              1,046              1,061              1,077              
4710 Student Food Services 10,500            18,000            (7,500)             18,270            18,544            18,822            19,105            19,391            
4720 Other Food 203                 203                 -                  206                 209                 212                 215                 219                 

SUBTOTAL - Books and Supplies 44,576            37,954            6,622              76,768            37,260            37,759            38,265            38,779            

Services & Other Operating Expenses
-                  

5000 Services & Other Operating Expenses -                  
5100 PPE and Other Covid Safety Expenses -                  25,000            (25,000)           -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  
5101 LLM funded services and supports -                  50,000            (50,000)           -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

                                                                                                                                                 5200 Travel & Conferences 1,000              -                  1,000              1,000              1,015              1,030              1,046              1,061              
5300 Dues & Memberships 1,800              1,800              -                  1,827              1,854              1,882              1,910              1,939              
5450 Insurance - Other 32,985            34,985            (2,000)             37,084            39,309            41,668            44,168            46,818            
5515 Janitorial, Gardening Services & Supplies 2,538              2,538              -                  2,576              2,614              2,653              2,693              2,734              
5525 Utilities - Waste 4,466              4,466              -                  4,533              4,601              4,670              4,740              4,811              
5530 Utilities - Water -                  3,045              (3,045)             3,091              3,137              3,184              3,232              3,280              
5535 Utilities - PGE Sewer 15,500            9,135              6,365              9,272              9,411              9,552              9,696              9,841              
5605 Equipment Leases 4,568              3,654              914                 3,709              3,764              3,821              3,878              3,936              
5610 Rent 187,392          185,075          2,318              187,851          190,668          193,528          196,431          199,378          
5615 Repairs and Maintenance - Building 5,125              5,125              -                  5,202              5,280              5,359              5,439              5,521              
5803 Accounting Fees 13,600            13,600            -                  13,804            14,011            14,221            14,435            14,651            
5805 SELPA Fees 4,349              4,051              299                 4,496              4,564              4,632              4,702              4,772              
5812 EdTec Business and Student Reportnig Services 67,626            66,425            1,201              97,775            100,500          103,515          106,620          101,077          
5820 Bookkeeping Services -                  10,000            (10,000)           10,000            10,150            10,302            10,457            10,614            
5824 Oversight Fees 16,921            17,441            (520)                19,243            19,239            18,658            18,655            18,655            
5826 Board Contingency -                  70,000            (70,000)           -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  
5828 Aftercare Expenses 1,500              -                  1,500              1,000              1,015              1,030              1,046              1,061              
5829 After school Enrichment Program 60,000            -                  60,000            120,000          120,000          120,000          120,000          120,000          
5830 Field Trips Expenses 15,595            -                  15,595            15,595            15,829            16,066            16,307            16,552            
5836 Fingerprinting 200                 200                 -                  203                 206                 209                 212                 215                 
5845 Legal Fees 13,195            20,075            (6,880)             5,151              5,228              5,307              5,386              5,467              
5851 Marketing and Student Recruiting 15,000            11,165            3,835              11,332            11,502            11,675            11,850            12,028            
5852 Receivable Fees and Interest -                  18,000            (18,000)           -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  
5854 Counselling Contracting 14,700            5,000              9,700              5,075              5,151              5,228              5,307              5,386              
5855 MH SPED Contdractors 5,075              14,948            (9,873)             15,172            15,400            15,631            15,865            16,103            
5857 Payroll Fees 4,060              4,060              -                  4,121              4,183              4,245              4,309              4,374              
5863 Professional Development 15,000            10,000            5,000              15,000            15,225            15,453            15,685            15,920            
5869 Special Education Contract Instructors 35,255            41,610            (6,355)             42,234            42,868            43,511            44,163            44,826            
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Multi-year Projection
As of Oct FY2021

Approved 
Budget

Year 1
2020-21

Year 2
2021-22

 Forecast 

Year 3
2022-23

Forecast

Year 1
2020-21

1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
1st Interimt  

vs Approved 
Budget 

Year 6
2025-26

Forecast

Year 4
2023-24

Forecast

Year 5
2024-25

Forecast

5875 Staff Recruiting 700                 700                 -                  711                 721                 732                 743                 754                 
5880 Student Health Services 1,218              1,218              -                  1,236              1,255              1,274              1,293              1,312              
5881 Student Information System 3,719              5,038              (1,320)             5,114              5,191              5,269              5,348              5,428              
5887 Technology Services 4,100              4,100              -                  7,162              7,269              7,378              7,489              7,601              
5910 Communications - Internet / Website Fees 6,000              6,000              -                  6,090              6,181              6,274              6,368              6,464              
5915 Postage and Delivery 657                 609                 48                   676                 686                 696                 707                 717                 
5920 Communications - Telephone & Fax 7,000              7,000              -                  7,105              7,212              7,320              7,430              7,541              

SUBTOTAL - Services & Other Operating Exp. 560,844          656,062          (95,218)           664,439          675,241          685,976          697,611          700,840          

Depreciation Expense
6900 Depreciation 41,738            26,793            14,945            58,043            58,043            58,043            56,942            56,290            

SUBTOTAL - Depreciation Expense 41,738            26,793            14,945            58,043            58,043            58,043            56,942            56,290            

Other Outflows
7438 Long term debt - Interest 15,922            14,111            1,811              5,846              4,697              3,172              -                  -                  

SUBTOTAL - Other Outflows 15,922            14,111            1,811              5,846              4,697              3,172              -                  -                  

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,213,550       2,228,250       (14,699)           2,460,851       2,457,400       2,473,656       2,478,334       2,488,644       
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Rates

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26

Revenues and related expenses

Statewide LCFF Assumptions
LCFF COLA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
TK-3 LCFF Base 7,702 7,702 7,702 7,702 7,702 7,702
4-6 LCFF Base 7,818 7,818 7,818 7,818 7,818 7,818
TK-3 Gr Span Adj 801 801 801 801 801 801
9-12 Gr Span Adj 243 243 243 243 243 243

School LCFF Assumptions
LCFF per ADA 8,862 8,809 8,807 8,799 8,798 8,798
ILPT per ADA 809 809 809 809 809 809
Unduplicated Pupil % (3 year avg) 32.55% 33.09% 32.99% 32.50% 32.43% 32.43%
District UPP 11.14% 11.14% 11.14% 11.14% 11.14% 11.14%

Other Federal and State Revenues
EDCOE SELPA Federal Rate 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 Prior Year Enrollment
EDCOE SELPA State Rate 625.00 625.00 625.00 625.00 625.00 625.00 ADA
Mandated Cost Reimbursements: K-8 16.86 16.86 16.86 16.86 16.86 16.86 Prior Year Enrollment
Mandated Cost Reimbursements: 9-12 46.87 46.87 46.87 46.87 46.87 46.87 Prior Year Enrollment
One Time Funding 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Prior Year Enrollment
State Lottery Unrestricted 149.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 ADA
State Lottery Restricted 48.00 49.00 49.00 49.00 49.00 49.00 ADA

Fees
Authorizer Fees 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% % of LCFF

Payroll

Annual Pay Increase
Certificated 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Classified 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Benefits
STRS 16.15% 16.00% 18.10% 18.10% 18.10% 18.10% % of elligible payroll
Social Security 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% 6.20% % of elligible payroll
Medicare 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% % of total payroll

Driver/ Rate Type
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H&W average annual increase 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00%
FUTA % 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% 0.60% % of elligible payroll
FUTA Tax Base $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000
SUTA % 4.66% 4.65% 4.65% 4.65% 0.00% % of elligible payroll
SUTA Tax Base $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000
ETT (part of SUTA) $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 Annual rate per employee
Workers Comp 1.30% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% % of total payroll
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Ross Valley Charter School
Monthly Cash Forecast
1st Interim

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Forecast Remaining
Actuals Actuals Actuals Actuals Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Balance

Beginning Cash 334,633        211,847        333,255        313,326        383,186        102,889        123,512        196,349        182,015        128,149        480,032        422,815        

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement -               555               142,964        137,850        128,112        128,667        216,270        128,667        68,432          36,925          65,418          26,208          1,718,301     638,233        
Federal Revenue -               2,303            -               72,746          11,899          -               10,867          7,257            270,563        12,063          7,257            -               419,274        24,320          
Other State Revenue 4,928            6,134            9,956            23,719          7,368            10,464          7,368            13,380          879               879               9,230            21,390          177,931        62,237          
Other Local Revenue 401               4,331            254               447               (2,141)          958               583               583               958               583               583               958               8,500            -               
Fundraising & Grants -               500               46,954          10,349          14,262          17,363          4,641            481               27,070          14                 7,578            1,360            130,570        -               

TOTAL REVENUE 5,329            13,823          200,128        245,111        159,500        157,453        239,729        150,368        367,903        50,463          90,066          49,916          2,454,576     724,789        

EXPENSES

Certificated Salaries 52,617          80,694          81,987          82,061          69,999          81,987          81,987          83,304          83,304          81,987          83,304          81,108          944,340        -               
Classified Salaries 6,679            7,836            15,457          17,109          20,080          20,080          21,875          24,715          24,715          21,935          24,715          20,082          225,276        -               
Employee Benefits 31,155          11,878          41,373          25,231          27,707          27,707          31,434          28,742          28,742          26,424          26,868          16,452          323,714        -               
Books & Supplies -               -               7,056            1,751            600               8,024            1,663            6,732            1,663            7,140            1,663            1,663            37,954          -               
Services & Other Operating Expenses 53,728          15,500          74,048          71,924          29,521          50,478          57,603          48,889          50,807          68,759          48,850          71,961          656,062        13,992          
Capital Outlay & Depreciation -               -               -               -               2,233            2,233            2,233            2,233            2,233            2,233            2,233            11,164          26,793          -               
Other Outflows 3,325            6,013            4,079            3,355            (15,245)        620               613               594               564               574               545               9,074            14,111          -               

TOTAL EXPENSES 147,503        121,922        224,001        201,430        134,896        191,129        197,407        195,209        192,028        209,051        188,177        211,503        2,228,250     13,992          

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow) (142,175)      (108,099)      (23,873)        43,681          24,604          (33,676)        42,321          (44,841)        175,874        (158,588)      (98,111)        (161,587)      226,326        710,796        

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals 18,452          220,872        35,254          18,907          41,441          17,988          -               -               -               -               -               -               
Other Assets 27,298          -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Fixed Assets -               -               (37,942)        (6,792)          (305,533)      2,233            2,233            2,233            2,233            2,233            2,233            11,164          
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals -               -               (16,150)        -               (26,048)        -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Accounts Payable - Current Year (22,027)        7,410            21,640          12,923          (48,838)        -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Summerholdback for Teachers (4,334)          1,225            1,142            1,140            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            
Loans Payable (Current) -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               480,000        -               -               
Loans Payable (Long Term) -               -               -               -               32,657          32,657          26,863          26,853          (233,394)      26,818          37,240          (66,270)        

Ending Cash 211,847        333,255        313,326        383,186        102,889        123,512        196,349        182,015        128,149        480,032        422,815        207,543        

2020-21
Actuals & Forecast
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Ross Valley Charter School
Monthly Cash Forecast
1st Interim

Beginning Cash

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENSES

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

TOTAL EXPENSES

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Other Assets
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Accounts Payable - Current Year
Summerholdback for Teachers
Loans Payable (Current)
Loans Payable (Long Term)

Ending Cash

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Forecast Remaining
Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Balance

207,543        83,405          25,552          36,316          18,437          64,195          135,294        187,168        153,818        189,838        200,530        246,984        

-               75,617          75,617          145,805        136,111        136,111        231,565        136,111        164,421        176,837        207,301        164,421        1,867,819     217,902        
-               -               -               -               7,257            -               -               7,257            -               12,688          7,257            -               54,403          19,945          
-               6,059            6,059            10,906          10,906          14,175          10,906          20,437          13,174          13,174          9,225            38,489          179,859        26,349          

1,308            1,308            19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          197,193        -               
-               755               70,882          11,066          25,633          26,186          6,779            499               52,556          (464)             12,119          2,229            208,240        -               

1,308            83,739          172,241        187,085        199,215        196,154        268,558        183,612        249,834        221,542        255,210        224,822        2,507,514     264,196        

53,375          77,734          83,752          83,752          82,308          82,308          82,308          83,752          83,752          82,308          83,752          81,345          960,450        -               
4,988            14,078          35,176          36,256          30,372          31,452          30,372          36,256          35,176          31,452          35,176          28,249          349,003        -               

34,988          27,086          33,225          29,833          28,552          28,635          33,184          29,833          29,750          27,161          27,698          16,356          346,302        -               
4,875            4,875            9,721            8,079            (2,067)          11,332          4,875            10,020          4,875            10,434          4,875            4,875            76,768          -               

33,682          31,835          54,937          55,913          46,937          56,880          63,066          54,221          57,381          56,617          54,376          98,596          664,439        -               
4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            58,043          -               

525               515               509               503               496               490               484               477               471               465               458               452               5,846            -               

137,270        160,961        222,158        219,173        191,435        215,933        219,125        219,397        216,243        213,273        211,173        234,709        2,460,851     -               

(135,962)      (77,223)        (49,917)        (32,088)        7,780            (19,779)        49,432          (35,786)        33,592          8,269            44,037          (9,888)          46,664          264,196        

27,282          162,497        177,607        131,140        131,140        88,430          -               -               -               -               -               -               
15,180          -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            

(13,992)        -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(15,630)        1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            
-               (145,600)      (119,392)      (119,392)      (95,616)        -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(5,852)          (3,784)          (3,791)          (3,797)          (3,803)          (3,810)          (3,816)          (3,822)          (3,829)          (3,835)          (3,842)          (3,848)          

83,405          25,552          36,316          18,437          64,195          135,294        187,168        153,818        189,838        200,530        246,984        239,506        

2021-22
Actuals & Forecast
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Ross Valley Charter School
Monthly Cash Forecast
1st Interim

Beginning Cash

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENSES

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

TOTAL EXPENSES

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Other Assets
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Accounts Payable - Current Year
Summerholdback for Teachers
Loans Payable (Current)
Loans Payable (Long Term)

Ending Cash

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Forecast Remaining
Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Balance

239,506        139,586        108,016        148,215        179,470        233,460        259,842        332,000        310,008        321,922        307,838        343,405        

-               82,677          82,677          175,956        148,819        148,819        253,224        148,819        143,903        154,504        186,783        143,903        1,867,468     197,384        
-               -               -               -               7,257            -               -               7,257            -               13,875          7,257            -               56,778          21,132          
-               6,626            6,626            11,927          11,927          15,502          11,927          21,457          11,927          11,927          21,152          37,241          180,165        11,927          

1,308            1,308            19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          197,193        -               
-               755               70,882          11,066          25,633          26,186          6,779            499               52,556          (464)             12,119          2,229            208,240        -               

1,308            91,366          179,868        218,257        212,944        210,189        291,238        197,340        228,069        199,150        246,619        203,056        2,509,844     230,443        

53,375          77,734          83,752          83,752          82,308          82,308          82,308          83,752          83,752          82,308          83,752          81,345          960,450        -               
4,988            14,078          35,176          36,256          30,372          31,452          30,372          36,256          35,176          31,452          35,176          28,249          349,003        -               

37,148          29,238          35,503          32,112          30,800          30,883          35,432          32,112          32,029          29,410          29,977          18,064          372,707        -               
1,560            1,560            6,479            4,812            (5,486)          8,113            1,560            6,782            1,560            7,202            1,560            1,560            37,260          -               

34,292          32,417          55,686          56,862          47,751          57,843          64,122          55,145          58,352          57,576          55,302          99,893          675,241        -               
4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            58,043          -               

445               439               429               418               408               397               387               376               366               355               344               334               4,697            -               

136,645        160,304        221,862        219,049        190,990        215,833        219,017        219,260        216,071        213,140        210,948        234,281        2,457,400     -               

(135,338)      (68,939)        (41,994)        (792)             21,954          (5,644)          72,220          (21,920)        11,997          (13,990)        35,671          (31,225)        52,444          230,443        

50,066          37,378          82,214          32,077          32,077          32,077          -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(15,630)        1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(3,854)          (6,267)          (6,278)          (6,288)          (6,299)          (6,309)          (6,320)          (6,330)          (6,341)          (6,352)          (6,362)          (6,373)          

139,586        108,016        148,215        179,470        233,460        259,842        332,000        310,008        321,922        307,838        343,405        312,065        

2022-23
Actuals & Forecast
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Ross Valley Charter School
Monthly Cash Forecast
1st Interim

Beginning Cash

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENSES

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

TOTAL EXPENSES

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Other Assets
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Accounts Payable - Current Year
Summerholdback for Teachers
Loans Payable (Current)
Loans Payable (Long Term)

Ending Cash

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Forecast Remaining
Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Balance

312,065        189,026        268,020        274,637        255,517        275,959        268,437        330,728        306,970        322,064        311,088        349,880        

-               82,591          82,591          159,266        148,664        148,664        245,026        148,664        148,664        159,266        191,544        148,664        1,865,752     202,146        
-               -               -               -               7,257            -               -               7,257            -               13,875          7,257            -               56,778          21,132          
-               6,626            6,626            11,927          11,927          15,502          11,927          21,457          11,927          11,927          21,152          37,241          180,165        11,927          

1,308            1,308            19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          197,193        -               
-               755               70,882          11,066          25,633          26,186          6,779            499               52,556          (464)             12,119          2,229            208,240        -               

1,308            91,280          179,782        201,567        212,789        210,034        283,039        197,186        232,830        203,911        251,380        207,818        2,508,128     235,205        

53,375          77,734          83,752          83,752          82,308          82,308          82,308          83,752          83,752          82,308          83,752          81,345          960,450        -               
4,988            14,078          35,176          36,256          30,372          31,452          30,372          36,256          35,176          31,452          35,176          28,249          349,003        -               

38,239          29,784          36,049          32,657          31,346          31,428          35,978          32,657          32,575          29,955          30,522          18,064          379,254        -               
1,578            1,578            6,571            4,879            (5,573)          8,230            1,578            6,879            1,578            7,305            1,578            1,578            37,759          -               

34,932          33,029          56,467          57,857          48,609          58,853          65,226          56,114          59,369          58,582          56,273          100,663        685,976        -               
4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            58,043          -               

323               313               302               291               280               270               259               248               238               227               216               205               3,172            -               

138,273        161,354        223,154        220,530        192,179        217,378        220,558        220,744        217,525        214,666        212,355        234,941        2,473,656     -               

(136,965)      (70,074)        (43,372)        (18,963)        20,610          (7,343)          62,481          (23,558)        15,305          (10,755)        39,025          (27,124)        34,473          235,205        

31,103          149,204        50,137          -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            4,837            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(15,630)        1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(6,383)          (6,394)          (6,405)          (6,415)          (6,426)          (6,437)          (6,447)          (6,458)          (6,469)          (6,480)          (6,491)          (123,080)      

189,026        268,020        274,637        255,517        275,959        268,437        330,728        306,970        322,064        311,088        349,880        205,934        

2023-24
Actuals & Forecast
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Ross Valley Charter School
Monthly Cash Forecast
1st Interim

Beginning Cash

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENSES

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

TOTAL EXPENSES

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Other Assets
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Accounts Payable - Current Year
Summerholdback for Teachers
Loans Payable (Current)
Loans Payable (Long Term)

Ending Cash

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Forecast Remaining
Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Balance

205,934        88,287          178,023        193,395        179,796        205,551        202,981        274,255        256,014        276,656        270,650        314,533        

-               82,579          82,579          159,244        148,642        148,642        245,003        148,642        148,642        159,244        191,522        148,642        1,865,506     202,124        
-               -               -               -               7,257            -               -               7,257            -               13,875          7,257            -               56,778          21,132          
-               6,626            6,626            11,927          11,927          15,502          11,927          21,457          11,927          11,927          21,152          37,241          180,165        11,927          

1,308            1,308            19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          197,193        -               
-               755               70,882          11,066          25,633          26,186          6,779            499               52,556          (464)             12,119          2,229            208,240        -               

1,308            91,268          179,770        201,545        212,767        210,012        283,017        197,164        232,808        203,889        251,358        207,795        2,507,882     235,182        

53,375          77,734          83,752          83,752          82,308          82,308          82,308          83,752          83,752          82,308          83,752          81,345          960,450        -               
4,988            14,078          35,176          36,256          30,372          31,452          30,372          36,256          35,176          31,452          35,176          28,249          349,003        -               

38,882          29,854          33,099          32,727          31,919          32,001          32,525          32,727          32,644          30,528          31,095          18,064          376,064        -               
1,597            1,597            6,665            4,947            (5,662)          8,348            1,597            6,977            1,597            7,410            1,597            1,597            38,265          -               

35,586          33,654          57,263          58,882          49,496          59,893          66,362          57,114          60,417          59,618          57,275          102,048        697,611        -               
4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            56,942          -               

-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

139,172        161,663        220,701        221,310        193,178        218,748        217,909        221,571        218,332        216,061        213,641        236,048        2,478,334     -               

(137,865)      (70,395)        (40,931)        (19,765)        19,589          (8,736)          65,108          (24,407)        14,476          (12,172)        37,717          (28,253)        29,548          235,182        

31,103          153,965        50,137          -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            4,745            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(15,630)        1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

88,287          178,023        193,395        179,796        205,551        202,981        274,255        256,014        276,656        270,650        314,533        292,446        

2024-25
Actuals & Forecast
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Ross Valley Charter School
Monthly Cash Forecast
1st Interim

Beginning Cash

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENSES

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

TOTAL EXPENSES

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Other Assets
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Accounts Payable - Current Year
Summerholdback for Teachers
Loans Payable (Current)
Loans Payable (Long Term)

Ending Cash

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Forecast Remaining
Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Balance

292,446        173,638        262,823        277,414        262,815        287,871        284,235        354,448        334,797        354,467        347,413        389,979        

-               82,579          82,579          159,244        148,642        148,642        245,003        148,642        148,642        159,244        191,522        148,642        1,865,506     202,124        
-               -               -               -               7,257            -               -               7,257            -               13,875          7,257            -               56,778          21,132          
-               6,626            6,626            11,927          11,927          15,502          11,927          21,052          11,927          11,927          20,759          36,164          178,289        11,927          

1,308            1,308            19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          19,308          19,308          19,683          197,193        -               
-               755               70,882          11,066          25,633          26,186          6,779            499               52,556          (464)             12,119          2,229            208,240        -               

1,308            91,268          179,770        201,545        212,767        210,012        283,017        196,758        232,808        203,889        250,966        206,718        2,506,006     235,182        

53,375          77,734          83,752          83,752          82,308          82,308          82,308          83,752          83,752          82,308          83,752          81,345          960,450        -               
4,988            14,078          35,176          36,256          30,372          31,452          30,372          36,256          35,176          31,452          35,176          28,249          349,003        -               

40,085          30,455          33,700          33,328          32,520          32,603          33,126          33,328          33,246          31,130          31,697          18,064          383,282        -               
1,616            1,616            6,760            5,016            (5,752)          8,469            1,616            7,076            1,616            7,516            1,616            1,616            38,779          -               

35,524          33,564          57,347          59,211          49,684          60,238          66,803          57,416          60,769          59,958          57,580          102,745        700,840        -               
4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            56,290          -               

-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

140,279        162,138        221,426        222,255        193,823        219,760        218,916        222,520        219,250        217,055        214,512        236,710        2,488,644     -               

(138,971)      (70,871)        (41,657)        (20,711)        18,944          (9,747)          64,101          (25,762)        13,558          (13,165)        36,454          (29,992)        17,363          235,182        

31,103          153,943        50,137          -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            4,691            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

(15,630)        1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            1,421            
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               

173,638        262,823        277,414        262,815        287,871        284,235        354,448        334,797        354,467        347,413        389,979        366,099        

2025-26
Actuals & Forecast
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

SUMMARY
Revenue

LCFF Entitlement 1,718,301       1,718,301       -                  
Federal Revenue 279,038          419,274          140,236          
Other State Revenues 178,336          177,931          (405)                
Local Revenues 8,500              8,500              -                  
Fundraising and Grants 130,570          130,570          -                  
Total Revenue 2,314,745       2,454,576       139,831          

Expenses
Compensation and Benefits 1,493,330       1,493,330       -                  
Books and Supplies 37,954            37,954            -                  
Services and Other Operating Expenditures 611,562          656,062          (44,500)           
Depreciation 26,793            26,793            -                  
Other Outflows 14,962            14,111            851                 
Total Expenses 2,184,601       2,228,250       (43,649)           

Operating Income 130,145          226,326          96,182            

Fund Balance
Beginning Balance (Unaudited) 269,519          269,519          -                  
Audit Adjustment -                  
Beginning Balance (Audited) 269,519          269,519          -                  
Operating Income 130,145          226,326          96,182            

Ending Fund Balance 399,664          495,845          96,182            

Total Revenue Per ADA 11,939            12,660            721                 
Total Expenses Per ADA 11,267            11,493            (225)                
Operating Income Per ADA 671                 1,167              496                 
Fund Balance as a % of Expenses 18% 22% 4%

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21

Key Assumptions

Enrollment Breakdown
TK 12                   12                   -                  
K 40                   40                   -                  
1 28                   28                   -                  
2 30                   30                   -                  
3 39                   39                   -                  
4 27                   27                   -                  
5 27                   27                   -                  
Total Enrolled 203                 203                 -                  

ADA %
K-3 95.5% 95.5%
4-6 95.5% 95.5%
Average ADA % 95.5% 95.5%

ADA
K-3 142.3              142.3              -                  
4-6 51.6                51.6                -                  
Total ADA 193.9              193.9              -                  

Demographic Information
CALPADS Enrollment (for unduplicated % calc) 203                 203                 -                  
# Unduplicated (CALPADS) 69                   69                   -                  
# Free & Reduced Lunch (CALPADS) 61                   61                   -                  
# ELL (CALPADS) 40                   40                   -                  
New Students 10                   10                   -                  

School Information
FTE's 17.5                17.5                -                  
Teachers 11                   11                   -                  
Certificated Pay Increases 0% 0%
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21

Classified Pay Increases 0% 0%
# of school days -                  -                  -                  
Default Expense Inflation Rate 0%
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21

REVENUE

LCFF Entitlement
8011 Charter Schools General Purpose Entitlement - State Aid 1,522,684       1,522,684       -                  
8012 Education Protection Account Entitlement 38,777            38,777            -                  
8096 Charter Schools in Lieu of Property Taxes 156,840          156,840          -                  

SUBTOTAL - LCFF Entitlement 1,718,301       1,718,301       -                  

Federal Revenue
8181 Special Education - Entitlement 24,125            24,125            -                  
8291 Title I 13,647            13,647            -                  
8292 Title II 3,276              3,276              -                  
8293 Title III 2,105              2,105              -                  
8294 Title IV 10,000            10,000            -                  
8296 PPP Loan Forgiveness 135,327          270,563          135,236          
8297 PY Federal - Not Accrued 5,000              5,000              
8299 CARES ACT LLM & GEER Funds 90,558            90,558            -                  

SUBTOTAL - Federal Revenue 279,038          419,274          140,236          

Other State Revenue
8381 Special Education - Entitlement (State) 121,178          121,178          -                  
8550 Mandated Cost Reimbursements 3,097              3,097              -                  
8560 State Lottery Revenue 40,299            39,894            (405)                
8590 GF COVID one time and all other state revenue 13,763            13,763            -                  

SUBTOTAL - Other State Revenue 178,336          177,931          (405)                

Local Revenue
8660 Interest 1,500              1,500              -                  
8676 After School Program Revenue -                  -                  -                  
8693 Field Trip Donations -                  -                  -                  
8701 All Script 7,000              7,000              -                  

SUBTOTAL - Local Revenue 8,500              8,500              -                  
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21

Fundraising and Grants
8801 Donations - Family 100,000          100,000          -                  
8802 Donations - Private 4,000              4,000              -                  
8811 Net Readathon Revenue 20,000            20,000            -                  
8812 Net Auction Revenue 6,570              6,570              -                  

SUBTOTAL - Fundraising and Grants 130,570          130,570          -                  

TOTAL REVENUE 2,314,745       2,454,576       139,831          
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21

EXPENSES

Compensation & Benefits

Certificated Salaries
1100 Teachers Salaries 670,128          670,128          -                  
1103 Teacher - Substitute Pay 3,750              3,750              -                  
1148 Teacher - Special Ed 123,630          123,630          -                  
1200 Certificated Pupil Support Salaries 34,632            34,632            -                  
1300 Certificated Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 112,200          112,200          -                  

SUBTOTAL - Certificated Salaries 944,340          944,340          -                  

Classified Salaries
2101 Classified - Electives 53,653            53,653            -                  
2103 Classified - Classroom Aides 43,173            43,173            -                  
2300 Classified Supervisor & Administrator Salaries 59,850            59,850            -                  
2400 Classified Clerical & Office Salaries 44,000            44,000            -                  
2905 Other Classified - After School -                  -                  -                  
2930 Custodian 24,600            24,600            -                  

SUBTOTAL - Classified Salaries 225,276          225,276          -                  

Employee Benefits
3100 STRS 152,511          152,511          -                  
3300 OASDI-Medicare-Alternative 30,927            30,927            -                  
3400 Health & Welfare Benefits 116,099          116,099          -                  
3500 Unemployment Insurance 8,973              8,973              -                  
3600 Workers Comp Insurance 15,205            15,205            -                  

SUBTOTAL - Employee Benefits 323,714          323,714          -                  

Books & Supplies
4100 Approved Textbooks & Core Curricula Materials 1,015              1,015              -                  
4200 Books & Other Reference Materials 1,421              1,421              -                  
4320 Educational Software 1,000              1,000              -                  
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21

4325 Instructional Materials & Supplies 4,440              4,440              -                  
4326 Art & Music Supplies 1,500              1,500              -                  
4330 Office Supplies 2,000              2,000              -                  
4335 PE Supplies 360                 360                 -                  
4346 Teacher Supplies 4,000              4,000              -                  
4410 Classroom Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 2,000              2,000              -                  
4420 Computers: individual items less than $5k 1,015              1,015              -                  
4430 Non Classroom Related Furniture, Equipment & Supplies 1,000              1,000              -                  
4710 Student Food Services 18,000            18,000            -                  
4720 Other Food 203                 203                 -                  

SUBTOTAL - Books and Supplies 37,954            37,954            -                  

Services & Other Operating Expenses
5100 PPE and Other Covid Safety Expenses 25,000            25,000            -                  
5101 LLM funded services and supports 36,000            50,000            (14,000)           
5200 Travel & Conferences -                  -                  -                  
5300 Dues & Memberships 1,800              1,800              -                  
5450 Insurance - Other 34,985            34,985            -                  
5515 Janitorial, Gardening Services & Supplies 2,538              2,538              -                  
5525 Utilities - Waste 4,466              4,466              -                  
5530 Utilities - Water 3,045              3,045              -                  
5535 Utilities - PGE Sewer 9,135              9,135              -                  
5605 Equipment Leases 3,654              3,654              -                  
5610 Rent 185,075          185,075          -                  
5615 Repairs and Maintenance - Building 5,125              5,125              -                  
5803 Accounting Fees 13,600            13,600            -                  
5805 SELPA Fees 4,051              4,051              -                  
5812 EdTec Business and Student Reportnig Services 66,425            66,425            -                  
5820 Bookkeeping Services 10,000            10,000            -                  
5824 Oversight Fees 17,441            17,441            -                  
5826 Board Contingency 40,000            70,000            (30,000)           
5828 Aftercare Expenses -                  -                  -                  
5829 After school Enrichment Program -                  -                  -                  
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Ross Valley Charter School
1st Interim Budget
As of Oct FY2021

Year 1
2020-21

Oct Forecast 
1st Interim

Year 1
2020-21

Comparison: 
Oct Forecast  

vs Sep 
Forecast 

Sep Forecast 
SBE Appeal

Year 1
2020-21

5830 Field Trips Expenses -                  -                  -                  
5836 Fingerprinting 200                 200                 -                  
5845 Legal Fees 10,075            20,075            (10,000)           
5851 Marketing and Student Recruiting 11,165            11,165            -                  
5852 Receivable Fees and Interest 27,500            18,000            9,500              
5854 Counselling Contracting 5,000              5,000              -                  
5855 MH SPED Contdractors 14,948            14,948            -                  
5857 Payroll Fees 4,060              4,060              -                  
5863 Professional Development 10,000            10,000            -                  
5869 Special Education Contract Instructors 41,610            41,610            -                  
5875 Staff Recruiting 700                 700                 -                  
5880 Student Health Services 1,218              1,218              -                  
5881 Student Information System 5,038              5,038              -                  
5887 Technology Services 4,100              4,100              -                  
5910 Communications - Internet / Website Fees 6,000              6,000              -                  
5915 Postage and Delivery 609                 609                 -                  
5920 Communications - Telephone & Fax 7,000              7,000              -                  

SUBTOTAL - Services & Other Operating Exp. 611,562          656,062          (44,500)           

Depreciation Expense
6900 Depreciation 26,793            26,793            -                  

SUBTOTAL - Depreciation Expense 26,793            26,793            -                  

Other Outflows
7438 Long term debt - Interest 14,962            14,111            851                 

SUBTOTAL - Other Outflows 14,962            14,111            851                 

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,184,601       2,228,250       (43,649)           
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	Current Bylaws as amended 7-13-20.pdf
	Ross Valley Charter School
	Section 15.  MEETINGS; ANNUAL MEETINGS.  All meetings of the Board of Directors and its committees shall be called, noticed, and held in compliance with the provisions of Education Code Section 47604.1 and the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”). (Chapte...
	Section 16.  REGULAR MEETINGS.  Regular meetings of the Board of Directors, including annual meetings, shall be held at such times and places as may from time to time be fixed by the Board of Directors. At least 72 hours before a regular meeting, the ...
	Section 17.   SPECIAL MEETINGS.  Special meetings of the Board of Directors for any purpose may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or a majority of the Board of Directors.  The party calling a special meeting shall determi...
	Section 18.  NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS.  In accordance with the Brown Act, special meetings of the Board of Directors may be held only after twenty-four (24) hours notice is given to the public through the posting of an agenda at a physical location ...
	a. Any such notice shall be addressed or delivered to each Board Member at the Board Member’s address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation, or as may have been given to the Corporation by the Board Member for purposes of notice, or, if an ...
	b. Notice by mail shall be deemed received at the time a properly addressed written notice is deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid.  Any other written notice shall be deemed received at the time it is personally delivered to the recipi...
	c. The notice of special meeting shall state the time of the meeting, and the place if the place is other than the principal office of the Corporation, and the general nature of the business proposed to be transacted at the meeting.  No business, othe...
	Section 19.  QUORUM.  A majority of the Board Members then in office shall constitute a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote of the Board Members in attendance, based upon the presence of a quorum. Should th...
	Section 20. TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS.  Members of the Board of Directors may participate in teleconference meetings so long as all of the following requirements in the Brown Act are complied with:
	a. At a minimum, a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors shall  participate in the teleconference meeting from locations within the physical boundaries of  the county in which the Charter School operates;
	b. All votes taken during a teleconference meeting shall be by roll call;
	c. If the Board of Directors elects to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas at all  teleconference locations with each teleconference location being identified in the  notice and agenda of the meeting;
	d. All locations where a member of the Board of Directors participates in a meeting via teleconference must be fully accessible to members of the public and shall be listed on the agenda;0F
	e. Members of the public must be able to hear what is said during the meeting and shall be provided with an opportunity to address the Board of Directors directly at each teleconference location; and
	f. The agenda shall indicate that members of the public attending a meeting conducted via teleconference need not give their name when entering the conference call.1F
	Section 21.  ADJOURNMENT.  A majority of the Board Members present, whether or not a quorum is present, may adjourn any Board of Directors meeting to another time or place.  Notice of such adjournment to another time or place shall be given, prior to ...

	ARTICLE XVIII
	FISCAL YEAR

	Bylaws as amended November 8, 2018.pdf
	Ross Valley Charter School
	Section 15.  MEETINGS; ANNUAL MEETINGS.  After charter approval, all meetings of the Board of Directors and its committees shall be called, noticed, and held in compliance with the provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act (“Brown Act”). (Chapter 9 (commen...
	Section 16.  REGULAR MEETINGS.  After charter approval, regular meetings of the Board of Directors, including annual meetings, shall be held at such times and places as may from time to time be fixed by the Board of Directors. At least 72 hours before...
	Section 17.   SPECIAL MEETINGS.  After charter approval, Special meetings of the Board of Directors for any purpose may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or a majority of the Board of Directors.  The party calling a speci...
	Section 18.  NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS.  After charter approval, in accordance with the Brown Act, special meetings of the Board of Directors may be held only after twenty-four (24) hours notice is given to the public through the posting of an agenda...
	a. Any such notice shall be addressed or delivered to each Board Member at the Board Member’s address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation, or as may have been given to the Corporation by the Board Member for purposes of notice, or, if an ...
	b. Notice by mail shall be deemed received at the time a properly addressed written notice is deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid.  Any other written notice shall be deemed received at the time it is personally delivered to the recipi...
	c. The notice of special meeting shall state the time of the meeting, and the place if the place is other than the principal office of the Corporation, and the general nature of the business proposed to be transacted at the meeting.  No business, othe...
	Section 19.  QUORUM.  A majority of the Board Members then in office shall constitute a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote of the Board Members in attendance, based upon the presence of a quorum. Should th...
	Section 20. TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS.  After charter approval,0F  members of the Board of Directors may participate in teleconference meetings so long as all of the following requirements in the Brown Act are complied with:
	a. At a minimum, a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors shall  participate in the teleconference meeting from locations within the boundaries of  the school district in which the Charter School operates;
	b. All votes taken during a teleconference meeting shall be by roll call;
	c. If the Board of Directors elects to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas at all  teleconference locations with each teleconference location being identified in the  notice and agenda of the meeting;
	d. All locations where a member of the Board of Directors participates in a meeting via teleconference must be fully accessible to members of the public and shall be listed on the agenda;1F
	e. Members of the public must be able to hear what is said during the meeting and shall be provided with an opportunity to address the Board of Directors directly at each teleconference location; and
	f. The agenda shall indicate that members of the public attending a meeting conducted via teleconference need not give their name when entering the conference call.2F
	Section 21.  ADJOURNMENT.  A majority of the Board Members present, whether or not a quorum is present, may adjourn any Board of Directors meeting to another time or place.  Notice of such adjournment to another time or place shall be given, prior to ...

	ARTICLE XVIII
	FISCAL YEAR
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	17.1 PCSGP Application and Grant.pdf
	PCSGP Form 1—Application Cover Sheet
	17   2_ RVCS Narrative Part 1_ fy15Form 2_11-15-15.pdf
	PCSGP Form 2—Narrative Response–Part 1

	17. Form 3_ RVCS Narrative Part 2_ CBH 11-19-15.pdf
	PCSGP Form 3—Narrative Response–Part 2

	17 7_RVCS Workplan_Form 7 CBH 11-19-15.pdf
	PCSGP Form 7—Charter School Work Plan/Activities
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	17.2 RVC Grant Proposal 12-18-17 w Hasitngs award letter.pdf
	Our New School
	BRIDGE FUNDING NEEDED
	We are requesting general support grant funding of $250,000 for 2017-18, and $100,000 for 2018-19.  This non-recurring funding will set up RVC for growth in year two and beyond. This is a key moment for our fledgling school. We hope you appreciate the...
	1st Interim RVC Submitted with 1 pg.pdf
	One Page Budget
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	School Network Affiliations (please list all schools in the network):
	Ross Valley Charter Startup Grant Program Application Narrative.pdf
	Startup Grant Program Application Narrative
	We strive for RVC graduates to be:
	● Independent and confident--RVC students will approach situations with confidence and drive. They will be self-motivated and take initiative for their own learning. They will be comfortable taking risks. They will understand themselves as learners. T...
	Ross Valley Charter has two main goals when engaging with our local community. First, we conduct outreach necessary to grow enrollment, while also aiming to attract a diverse student population in a community that is becoming less diverse over time. S...
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